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BOOK FOUR

LATER CENTURIES
(From the Fall of Baghdad [686/1286] to 1111/1700)

Part 1. The Fall of Baghdad

Chapter XL

FALL OF THE ‘ABBÁSÍD CALIPHATE

The Mongol invasion which shook the world of Islam to its very foundations in the seventh/thirteenth century was an unprecedented phenomenon in the history of mankind. A people, hitherto unknown even to their neighbours, poured forth from the bare and bleak plateau of Karakorum (Mongolia) and with lightning speed overran the Asian and European continents from China to Hungary and East Prussia, and built up the largest empire known to man. These people were the Mongols1 or Tartars as called by their contemporaries. Their invasion inflicted more suffering on the human race than any other incident recorded in history. They lived in a wild and primitive state of society. “’They are,’ says Matthew Paris, “inhuman and beastly, rather monsters than men, thirsty for and drinking blood, tearing and devouring the flesh of dogs and men. . . . They are without human laws.”2

The Mongol storm burst on the Muslim world in two separate waves. The first date back to 616/1219 when Chingis Khán3 (550/1155-625/1227), who first as leader of a band of adventurers and later installed as their ruler in 685/1286 welded these barbarians into a strong and well-disciplined military force, attacked the Empire of the Khwārizm Shāhs (470/1077-629/1231) which at the height of its power stretched from the Ural Mountains to the Persian Gulf and from the Euphrates to the Indus excluding the two Iranian provinces of Khuristan and Fars. The second wave broke on Khuristan in 685/1286 when Chingis Khán’s grandson, Hulagu Khán (614/1217-694/1290), was selected by his brother, Emperor Mongu Khán (616/1219-655/1257), and the

---

1 The word is derived from the root mong which means brave.
3 His actual name was Temuchin. The title of Chingis or Töngö Khán was presented to him by his people in recognition of his rising power. The word zin means great; gie is the superlative termination.
great peril, i.e., the Mongol national assembly, held in 649/1251, to annul the 'Abbasid Caliphate of Baghdād and the Ismā‘īlīs of Alamut and Qūhitān in North Iran.

The first invasion, which probably could not have been averted, was provoked by a frontier incident in which the Governor of Uzār, a frontier town in Khwārizm, murdered a number of Mongol tradesmen alleged to have been spies. Thereupon Chingi Khān dispatched an embassy consisting of two Mongols and one Turk to the Court of 'Ala al-Dīn Muḥammad Khwārizm Shāh (596/1199-6172/1220) to protest against this violation of the laws of hospitality and demanded that he should hand over the Governor to them or prepare for war. In reply Khwārizm Shāh behaved in a queer fashion which was both foolish and arrogant. He killed the Turk and turned back the two Mongols with their beards shaved off. Upon this the Mongols held a qurīlāy and decided to attack Khwārizm.

This is not the only evidence of Khwārizm Shāh’s misjudgment. According to the contemporary historian, Ibn Albīr (d. 632/1234), ‘Ala al-Dīn Muḥammad had already destroyed or weakened the neighbouring Muslim States in order to build up an unstable, sprawling empire, so that in the dark hour of trial when, instead of showing any signs of resistance, he adopted the ignominious course of continued retreat, and left his unfortunate subjects at the mercy of the relentless enemy, there was no Muslim power left to protect or defend them. His gallant son, Jalāl al-Dīn Mankūmbar (617/1220-620/1221), however, put up stiff resistance against the full might of the Mongol attack and for years continued to show acts of great heroism in unequal battles till, unsaddled and deserted, he met his tragic end. By his desperate and indomitable courage against the Mongol blast of death, this dauntless prince has left a permanent mark of gallantry in the annals of Muslim history.

A big factor which hastened the Muslim downfall was the atmosphere of intrigue prevailing in the Muslim world on the eve of the Mongol invasion. According to Ibn Alghīr and al-Maqrīzī (796/1394-946/1412), the 'Abbasid Caliph al-Nāṣir (570/1176-622/1224) actually encouraged the Mongols to attack Khwārizm, little knowing that his own house was destined to perish at the hands of the same irresistible foe.

The storm burst in 616/1219 and soon engulfed Transoxiana, Khwārizm, Khurasān, the territories lying north of the river Indus, and North Iran, till, instead of turning south or west, it swept across the Caucuses into South Russia, finally to advance as far away as the Baltic and the Adriatic.

The second wave of invasion struck Khurasān in the beginning of 654/1256; the Caliphate of Baghdād was destroyed in 656/1258 by Hūlghū Khān who had earlier wiped out the Ismā‘īlī stronghold at Alamut in North Iran in 646/1220. The Mongol army advanced further into Syria, sacked Aleppo, and threatened Damascus into surrender in 650/1259. It was at 'Ain Jālibī (Golstein’s
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Spring) near Nazareth, however, that the Mongol tide was firmly stemmed by the gallant Mamlūks of Egypt who gave them a crushing defeat in 659/1260. After the death of Jalāl al-Dīn Mankūmbar this was the first Muslim victory in thirty years and it broke the spell of the Mongol invincibility.

The Mongols were essentially an engine of destruction. They moved down all resistance and their opponents “fell to the right and left like the leaves of winter.” They have been described by Sir Henry Howorth as one of those races “which are sent periodically to destroy the luxurious and the wealthy, to lay in ashes the arts and culture which grow under the shelter of wealth and easy circumstance.” 5 According to 'Aṣā Malik Juwainī, Hūlghū Khān’s secretary, who was appointed Governor of Baghdād after the destruction of the 'Abbasid Caliphate, Chingi Khān described himself at Baghdād as the “sourcer of God” sent to men as a punishment for their great sins. 6 The bewildering extent of the blood-thirsty ferocity, insatiable thirst for massacre, and devastating destruction which brought unprecedented suffering for the greater portion of the civilized world, would be just impossible to believe, had the facts not been confirmed from different sources, both Eastern and Western.

All historians agree that wherever the Mongols went they exterminated populations, pillaged towns and cities, wreaked special vengeance upon those who dared to resist them, converted rich and smiling fields into deserts, and left behind the smoke of burning towns. In the words of Chingi Khān himself, quoted by Rashīd al-Dīn Faḍl Allah, the famous Prime Minister of the Mongol period in Iran and the author of Jāmī al-Tawārīkh, “the greatest

1 Henry Howorth, History of the Mongols, Part I, p. x.


3 'Ala al-Dīn 'Аṣā Malik Juwainī (d. 682/1283) who belonged to a distinguished family of ministers and administrators was one of those Iranian officers whom the Mongols found indispensable in the civil service. He was Hūlghū Khān’s secretary and had served him throughout his campaign. He was appointed Governor of Baghdād by Hūlghū Khān a year after the conquest of the city and held this position for twenty-four years. His famous book which was completed in 688/1290 contains a first-hand account of Hūlghū Khān’s military exploits and is one of the most authentic books on the history of this period. It deals with the Mongols, the Khwārizm Shāhs, and the Ismā‘īlīs and ends with the events of the year 685/1287.

4 Rashīd al-Dīn Faḍl Allah (645/1247-718/1318), the renowned scholar-administrator of the Il-Khanīs (Mongol) period of the history of Iran, served as Prime Minister under three Muslim Mongol rulers, namely, Khān (684/1284-703/1303) who, along with ten thousand Mongols, embraced Islam on 8ṭūrān 4, 604 A.H., and by declaring it the state religion restored its supremacy in Iran; Ujjarj Khān-banda (703/1305-714/1316); and also Juvād (714/1316-726/1328). In spite of his preoccupations as the Prime Minister of a great empire, Rashīd al-Dīn found time to pursue research and write books, both in Arabic and Persian. Of these his Jāmī al-Tawārīkh, which, in the words of Quatremère, the French editor of portions of this work, “offered for the first time to the people of Asia a complete
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joy is to conquer one’s enemies, to pursue them, to see their families in tears, to ride their horses, and to possess their daughters and wives.” In old Mongol traditions there is a story that the future world conqueror was born with a piece of dotted blood in his hands. The senseless destruction, cruelty, outrage, rapine, and the lightning speed of the Mongol attack have been described by Juvaini in the pithy sentence uttered by a fugitive from Merv: “They came, they unroofed, they burned, they slew, they carried off, they departed.”

To have an idea of the brutal lust of conquest and ruthless ferocity shown by the Mongol hordes it would suffice to trace the wanton disregard of human life shown by them in some of the many prosperous cities and towns they ravaged. They reduced to ashes the city of Balkh which was known for its magnificent palaces, gardens, and parks stretching for miles on the banks of the river Sughrī; put one million people to the sword in Samarqand; and brutally massacred all the inhabitants of Tirmit and Sabzwarī. Khwarizm suffered an equally tragic fate. According to Juvaini, 1,200,000 persons were killed in the city. Amongst the scholars and saints who perished was the famous Shaykh Naṣr al-Dīn Kubra (d. 618/1221). In Balkh the Mongol army came back a few days after the city’s destruction to kill the poor wretches who might have survived the first holocaust, and, having dragged them out of the hiding-places, butchered them in the true Mongol fashion. Būkhārā, where a Mongol prince lost his life, was wiped out of existence, and orders were issued not to leave even babies alive in their mothers’ wombs. This kind of sadism was not a stray incident, for Ibn Alīstah characterizes the Mongols as a people who “spared none, slaying women, men, and children, ripping open pregnant women and killing unborn babies.” At Naṣr they made a heartbreak of over 70,000 people. Merv, which was at the height of its glory, suffered, according to Ibn Alīstah, a loss of 700,000 persons, but Juvaini puts the figure at 1,200,000, excluding those whose bodies were hidden at obscure retreats. The survivors were traced out, as in Balkh, and mercilessly killed. Nishāpūr, which was like the bright Venus in the galaxy of cities, was completely razed to the ground and every living thing, including animals, was massacred. Pyramids of skulls were built as a mark of this ghastly fest of military “triumph.” According to Mīrḵwand, 1,047,000 men were butchered in the city in addition to an unknown number of women and children. He adds, however, that forty artisans and craftsmen were given shelter and transported to Mongol. In Herat these barbarian hordes set up a new record by putting 1,600,000 men to the sword.

These figures give an idea of the cold-blooded, passionless cruelty of the invaders who, in the words of Matthew Paris, “spared neither age, nor sex, nor condition.” Juvaini mourns the loss of life in Khurāsān in the following words: “Not one-thousandth of the population escaped . . . if from now to the Day of Judgment nothing hinders the growth of population in Khurāsān and ‘Iṣāqi (‘Aṣām), it cannot reach one-tenth of the figure at which it stood before.”

With the destruction of the scores of cities of fame also perished the price-less treasures of art and literature. The letter of Ibn Khallikān (608/1211–681/1282) which he wrote from Mosul after his flight from Merv to al-Qādi al-‘Akram Jamāl al-Dīn al-‘Abān ‘Ali, vizier of the King of Aleppo, pathetically describes the nature of the Mongol cataclysm. In this letter, written in 617/1220, the author pays his last tribute to the libraries of Merv which had made him forget his dear ones, his home, and country, and to the advanced state of civilization in Khurāsān which, according to him, “in a word, and without exaggeration, was a copy of paradise.” He proceeds to laud the achievements of its doctors, saints, scholars, the monuments of science, and the virtues of the authors of this region and then laments the tragedy of Merv in these words: “Those palaces were effaced from the earth . . . in those places the seer’s-owls answer each others’ cities and in those halls the winds moan responsive to the simoon.” Ibn Alīstah describes the loss of life and culture in the same strain: “Those Tartars conquered . . . the best, the most flourishing, and the most populous part thereof [the habitable globe], and that whereof the inhabitants were the most advanced in character and conduct.”

The reckless assassination of thousands of scholars, poets, and writers, and the destruction of libraries and colleges wrought irreparable disaster upon Muslim civilization which had flourished for centuries with such remarkable vitality. Transoxiana and Khurāsān were the worst sufferers. Fertile plains and valleys in these regions were turned into wilderness. The great highways of Central Asia on which passed the merchandise of China to Western Asia and Europe also lay deserted.

For twenty years after the death of Chinghiz Khān in 625/1227, the Mongols continued to pillage Khorasān, ‘Ahrābarsajd, and regions to the west of Iran, at times massacring right up to Aleppo. But the Caliphate of Bagdhād had survived. The inevitable occurred in 656/1258 when Hulagu Khān stormed Bagdhād after he had extirpated the Ismā’ili power at Alamut in 645/1249. The city which had been the metropolis of Islam for more than five centuries (132/749–656/1258) was given over to plunder and flame. The massacres,
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according to Dīyārbakrī (d. 892/1574) in his Tūrākī al-Kāhīnis, continued for thirty-four days during which 1,800,000 persons were put to the sword. For days blood ran freely in the streets of Baghdad and the water of the Tigris was dyed red for miles. According to Waṣafī, the sack of Baghdad lasted forty days.13 To quote Kībī al-Pāḍīrī, "Then there took place such wholesale slaughter and uncontrolled looting and excessive torture and mutilation as it is hard to be spoken of even generally; how think you, then, its details?"14 Al-Mustā‘imim bi Allāh (640/1242–656/1258) who was destined to be the last Caliph of this renowned dynasty was beaten to death, and, according to another version, trampled on by horses.

The sack of Baghdad was a supreme catastrophe of the world of Islam and of the Arabo-Persian civilization which had flourished so richly for many hundred years. Its magnitude surpassed the devastation of other cities, because the political and psychological implications of this tragedy had a far greater import. The Caliph was regarded as the spiritual and temporal head of the Muslim world and even in its day's decline the Caliphate of Baghdad had retained the semblance of Muslim unity and homogeneity. Baghdad, therefore, was more than a city. It was a symbol. With the end of the Caliphate this symbol also vanished. It was also the centre of the most advanced civilization of the time and from it emanated the rays of knowledge which illuminated the world. The destruction of Baghdad, therefore, meant the extinction of learning. With it were destroyed the great libraries and unique treasures of art, philosophy, and science, accumulated through hundreds of years. Books were consumed to ashes or thrown into the river. Mosques, colleges, hospitals, and palaces were put to fire. The awful nature of the cataclysm which completely blocked the advancement of knowledge in Muslim lands, and, thus, indirectly in the whole world, is, in the words of Percy Sykes, "difficult to realize and impossible to exaggerate."15 No wonder the great Sā'īdī (580/1184–691/1293) was moved to write in far-off Ghirza an elegy on the destruction of Baghdad and the fall of the Caliphate, which has gone down in Persian poetry as one of the most pathetic poems of all times.

What deepened the sombre effects of this tragedy was the fact that, with the extermination of men of learning and the total destruction of Muslim society, the spirit of inquiry and original research so distinctly associated with Arabic learning was practically destroyed. Western Asia was now plunged into darkness as earlier Kūhān and Transoxians had been wrapped in gloom. The two races—Arabs and Iranians—which together had contributed to the medieval world the highest literary and scientific culture parted ways. For centuries Arabic had been the language of religion, science, and philosophy in Iran, and all thinkers and scientists had chosen Arabic as the vehicle of expressing their thoughts. But henceforth Arabic lost its position of pre-
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vilege and its use was restricted mostly to the field of theology and scholastic learning. The Arabs themselves lost even the shadow of a major role in Islamic history. The fall of Baghdad, therefore, was also an ominous sign of the loss of Arab hegemony.

The Mongol invasion by its accumulated horror and scant respect for human life and moral values produced an attitude of self-negation and renunciation in general and in Persian poetry in particular. The pantheistic philosophy of Ibn 'Arabi henceforth made a strong appeal to the minds of subsequent mystics such as Aḥmad Kirmānī, Aḥmad b. Qādī, and Jāmī.

The infinite havoc caused by this cataclysm constitutes a melancholy chapter in the history of Muslim civilization. What Juvaini had called the famine of science and virtue in Kūhān17 came true of all lands stretching from Transoxians to the shores of the Mediterranean. Never, perhaps, had such a great and glorious civilization been doomed to such a tragic fall. This tragic fall was not, however, a tragic end, for this civilization rose again and produced within two centuries and a half three of the greatest empires of the world, and though the main current of its thought changed its course, even before, and long before, its political recovery, it produced the world's first destroyer of Aristotle's logic in Ibn Taimiyyah and the first sociologist and philosopher of history in Ibn Khaldūn.

BIBLIOGRAPHY


13 Juvaini, op. cit., p. 4.

12 Juvaini, op. cit., p. 87.
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Part 2. Theologico-Philosophical Thought

Chapter XLI

IBN TAIMIYYAH

A

LIFE AND WORKS

After having seen the rise and development of theological and philosophical movement in Islam and the contributions made by the theologians and philosophers before the sack of Baghdad, we have now come to a point which may be called the pre-renaissance period in the history of Islam. Ibn Taimiyah’s time theology, philosophy, and jurisprudence had made remarkable progress and given rise to different schools of thought. But, unfortunately, political dissensions and doctrinal differences sapped the unity of the Muslims and made their countries easy prey to Mongol invasions in the seventh/thirteenth century. It was at this critical juncture that Imam ibn Taimiyah appeared as a mujaddid (one qualified to form an independent opinion in Muslim Law) and called upon the people to go back to the original teachings of Islam as they are found in the Qur’an and the Sunnah of the Prophet. He had little respect for theology (Kalimah) or philosophy, and he could not be called a theologian or a philosopher in the truest sense of the terms, though he himself acted as a great theologian and a great philosopher. The excellence of Imam ibn Taimiyah as an original thinker and a critic has been widely accepted, and he is generally considered to be the forerunner of Wahhabism, Sunnism, and similar other reform movements in the Muslim world.

Taqi al-Din Abu’l-Abbas Ahmad ibn ‘Abd al-Halim, commonly known as Ibn Taimiyah, was born in Harran, a city near Damascus, on Monday, the 10th of Badar I 661/22nd January 1263. During the year 687/1290 when Ibn Taimiyah reached the age of seven, the Mongols ravaged the city of Harran, and his father ‘Abd al-Halim came to Damascus with all the members of his family and settled there. Here Ibn Taimiyah received excellent education under his father who was a great scholar of the Hanbalite school. He also studied under ‘Ali ibn ‘Abd al-Qawi and mastered the Arabic grammar of Shiwasli. He studied Hadith with more than two hundred Shaykhs. It is noteworthy that among the teachers, whom Ibn Taimiyah mentions in his Arba’i‘in, were four ladies. It is difficult to say whether Ibn Taimiyah was influenced by any of his predecessors in his extraordinary enthusiasm for introducing social and religious reforms in the Muslim community and for his unsympathetic attitude towards the theologians, the philosophers, and the Sufis. A close examination of his works suggests that he followed none but the early pious Muslims (salaf al-‘alai‘in) in formulating his scheme of reform. This is why his movement is often called the Salafi movement. His motto was, “Go back to the Qur’an and the Sunnah of the Prophet.” He protested vehemently against all sorts of innovations (bid’ah). He believed that Islam was corrupted by Sufism, pantheism, theology (Kalimah), philosophy, and by all sorts of superstitious beliefs. He aimed at purging the Muslim society of practices resulting in undue homage to the tombs of prophets and saints. During his stay in Syria from 692/1292 to 705/1305, Ibn Taimiyah, therefore, wrote books and treatises against the Sufis, the Mutazillimun, and the Aristotelian philosophers. It was during the early part of this period that he personally took part in the war against the Tartars and the Nasairis. In 702/1302, he participated in the battle of Qasr’ab (a place near Damascus) where he met Caliph al-Malik al-Nasir, Muhammad ibn Qalawun, the Mamluk Sultan, and other notables, and urged them all to join the holy war. Towards the end of 704/1304, he led an army against the people of Jabal Kharawil in Syria and inflicted a crushing defeat on them. Hence, Ibn Taimiyah can also be called a mujaddid (fighter for the cause of Islam). In 705/1305, Ibn Taimiyah faced the criticism of his antagonists in open meetings in the presence of the Deputy of the Mamluk Saljuq, al-Malik al-Nasir, and defeated them by his clear and cogent arguments. In this very year he proceeded to Cairo and faced a muqaddara (legal debate) in which an Indian scholar named Shafi’i Sa’d al-Din al-Hindi played an important part. It was on the suggestion of this Shafi’i that Ibn Taimiyah was ordered to be imprisioned in the dungeon of the mountain citadel with his two brothers for a year and a half. He also suffered imprisonment at different places for his fatwas (legal decisions) and ras’id’ (treatises) against certain social and religious practices; these excited the indignation of the scholars of his time, till at last he was interned in the citadel of Damascus in Qubbat al-Safa in 726/July 1326. Here his brother Zain al-Din was permitted to stay with him, while Ibn Taimiyah’s pupil Ibn Qayyim al-Jauziyyah was detained in the same prison for his support. In this prison, Ibn Taimiyah wrote books and pamphlets defending his own views, and it is said that here he prepared a commentary on the Holy Qur’an in forty volumes called al-Bahar al-Mubtah.

1 A place famous for its Hanbalite school. Here lived the Sufis and the philosophers who worshipped the heavenly bodies and images after their names.
2 The Prophet Moses was sent to these people for their guidance. See MRK, Vol. 1, pp. 423 ff. ap.
3 A place famous for its Hanbalite school. Here lived the Sufis and the philosophers who worshipped the heavenly bodies and images after their names.
Some of these books fell into the hands of his enemies and he was most ruthlessly deprived of his books, and pen and ink, after which he wrote with charcoal. Having been left alone in the prison, he passed his time in devotion to God till his death on Monday, the 20th of Dhu al-Qa‘dah 728/37th September 1238. Ibn Taimiyah was a prolific writer. Nobody could give a definite number of his works though al-Kutubi tried to enumerate them under different heads. He left innumerable books, religious decisions, letters, and notes, most of which he composed while he was in prison. Al-Dhahabi gives the number of Ibn Taimiyyah’s books to be approximately five hundred.

In his Risalah, Ibn Battutah says that he himself happened to be in Damascus at the time of the last imprisonment of Ibn Taimiyyah, and that the Sultan al-Malik al-Nasir released Ibn Taimiyyah after the completion of al-BA‘TH AL-MA‘SIBI, but on a Friday, while he was delivering the Jum‘ah sermon on the pulpit of the city mosque, he uttered the following words: “Verily, Allah comes down to the sky over our heads in the same fashion as I make this descent,” and he stepped down one step of the pulpit. This was vehemently opposed by a fujah (jurist), but Ibn Taimiyyah had his supporters who attacked the fujah and beat him severely with fists and shoes, causing his turban to fall down on the ground and making his silken ghutūb (cap) visible on his head. People objected to his wearing the silken cap and brought him to the house of the Hanbilita Qadżi ‘Izz al-Din ibn Muslim, who ordered him to be imprisoned and put to torture. But the Maliki and the Shafi‘i doctors disapproved of this judgment, and brought the case to the notice of Sa‘ib al-Din Tanki, one of the best and most pious nobles of Damascus, who forwarded the matter to al-Malik al-Nasir along with some other charges against Ibn Taimiyyah, such as his decision (fatwas) that a woman divorced by triple repudiation in one utterance will receive one fud‘ only and that one taking the journey to the tomb of the Prophet should not shorten his prayers. The Sultan, convinced of these charges, disapproved of Ibn Taimiyyah’s standpoint and ordered him to be thrown into the dungeon again. This report of Ibn Battutah is not chronologically sound. It will be discussed again in connection with the charge of anthropomorphism against Ibn Taimiyyah.

Though Ibn Taimiyyah was not successful in his mission during his lifetime, it became clear at his funeral that he exercised a great influence upon the public. It is said that more than two faces of men and women attended his funeral ceremony. Except three persons who were afraid of being stoned to death for their hostility towards him, all attended his funeral and the military had to be called in to guard the crowd.

Ibn Taimiyyah

B

ATTITUDE TOWARDS THEOLOGY AND THE THEOLOGIANS

Ibn Taimiyyah has left us a number of books and treatises on theology, but in none of them is he systematic in his treatment of the subject. Problems of theology and philosophy are scattered throughout his writings, and, according to al-Kutubi’s enumeration, many of them have not yet seen the light of the day. A number of manuscripts left by Ibn Taimiyyah on theology are also available in England and Germany among which are his Majmu‘ al-Ula‘, al-Kalin, ‘as–Haqiqat al-Islam wa-Imam, Su‘ul bi Ibn Taimiyyah,14 etc., etc.

In his Mishkār15 as well as other books, Ibn Taimiyyah boldly declares that theology and philosophy have no place in Islam, and that theologians like al-Juwayni,16 al-Ghazali, and al-Shahrastāni17 who devoted their lives to these sciences, ultimately understood their defects and returned to the Qur’an and the Sunnah. Shahrastani, he adds, confessed that it was folly to discerne theology; al-Razi, in his opinion, contradicts himself in matters of theology and admitted his perplexity.

In the Mishkār18 as well as in his Majmu‘at al-Tujjar,19 Ibn Taimiyyah cites the opinion of Imam Ahmad and Abu Yousuf who said that he who would seek knowledge by the help of scholastic theology (Kalim) would turn into an atheist. He also mentions the opinion of Imam Shafi‘i that theologians should be beaten with shoes and palm-branches, and paraded through the city so that people may know the consequence of the study of theology.

In his Tujjar Surat al-‘Ilāh20 he tells us that the early leaders (ulamā‘) tabooed theology since it was vanity, falsehood, and saying unfitting things about God. Among the later thinkers Imam as-Sirā‘i (d. 530/1140) defended theology in his Risalah bi Is‘lahan al-Khalaf bi al-Kalim. In it, he supported the theories of ibarah (motion), sufiyya (rest), jama‘ (body), ‘arif (accident), i‘提mā‘ (union), in-bahdā‘ (separation), etc., by the help of the Qur’an. In his opinion, all religious orders, be they relating to action or belief, have been based on rational arguments and, thus, it is not unlawful to enter into discussion with them.21 But
Ibn Taimiyyah considered the above theories to be Hellenistic and against the Qur’an and the Sunnah.

About the Jahmites,19 Ibn Taimiyyah quotes the views of Imam Ahmad who said that they told untruths about God when they denied attributes to Him, and spoke about Him through ignorance. Abu al-Abbas ibn Sairaj, he adds, disapproved of the theories of atoms and accidents. Once, in answer to a question raised in Kalaam, he said, “The doctrine of the unity of God to the vain people is to enter into the discussion of atoms and accidents (jinsibh wa nisbah).” These terms did not exist in Islam during the time of the Prophet. It was the Jahmites and the Mu’tazilites who first invented them; Ja’d ibn Dirham was mainly responsible for this invention. This Ja’d was executed by ibn ‘Abd Allah ibn al-Qaraqish at Wajj on account of his Kalaam (theology). The story goes that before executing Ja’d, ibn ‘Abd Allah stood on a pulpit (minbar) and addressed the people saying, “O men, offer your sacrifices to God. Surely I am offering my victim in the person of Ja’d who says that God did not take Abraham as his friend, nor did He speak to Moses. God is far above what Ja’d attributes to Him.” He then got down from the pulpit and cut off Ja’d’s head.20

Ibn Taimiyyah refutes the views of al-Isami who expressed in his Minhaj al-Karamah that Hadhrat ‘Ali was the originator of theology. Ibn Taimiyyah opposes this theory as ‘Ali could not go against the Qur’an and the Sunnah, and none among the Companions (Shahada) or their followers (Talibin) ever discussed the phenomenal nature of the world as derived from the origination of bodies (baddil al-a’jam). He repeats that theology came into existence at the end of the first/seventh century. It was Ja’d ibn Dirham and Ja’afar ibn Sahl who introduced it, and eventually the pupils of ‘Amr ibn ‘Ubaid like Abu al-Mujahid and Abu al-Mukhtar and others carried it on. The object of ‘Amr and Wajji in preparing the above theory was to introduce into Islam the idea that God’s power is not unlimited and that sinners will abide in hell for ever.21

From the foregoing statements, it is evident that Ibn Taimiyyah generally uses Kalaam in its pre-Mu’tazilite sense of Mu’tazilite theology, though later he does not spare the Ahl-e-Sunnat views either.

Let us now discuss the divine attributes with reference to Ibn Taimiyyah’s refutation of the Jahmites and the Mu’tazilites view.

According to Ibn Taimiyyah, it was Ja’d ibn Dirham, a Jahmite, who first professed that “God is not seated on His Throne,” and that ‘Ismi’ means

19 The leader of this group Ja’afar ibn Sahl, was put to death at Merv in 1527/45 for his heretical doctrine. Baghthadi, Purd, p. 19; Ash-Shanbati, Vol. 1, p. 60; Buhkari in the last book of his Shahada refutes the Jahmite views.
22 ‘Abd Allah, p. 63; Ruhabkiiyah, p. 392.
23 Vol. 56, B. 101, Loth, 471.
24 M. Sana’i, Vol. IV, pp. 144 et seq.
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isnaa,” that is, God is the master of His Throne and not that “He is settled on it.” This idea was then taken up by Ja’afar ibn Sahl (d. 128/745). Consequently, a new system of scriptural interpretation became popular at the close of the second/eighth century at the hand of Birgah ibn ‘Ali (d. 218) or 319/833 or 824 and his followers.22 The Mu’tazilite doctrine of divine attributes was publicly preached during the last part of the third/ninth century and then the Shahite doctors, Murjitis,23 Masha’i,24 and Tusi25 adopted it.

The beliefs that God is eternal and that “He exists without His attributes” are dogmas of the Jahmites and the Mu’tazilites. In regard to God’s knowledge, power, seeing, hearing, etc., the older ultra-Isa kites sect was downright anthropomorphist, while subsequent generations went further and denied the existence of all divine attributes.26 The Karramites,27 in his opinion, were anthropomorphists. The Sunnites were unanimous in declaring that God was totally unlike men in his essence, qualities, and actions. The traditionalists, the humaneutists, the Fushis, the four jurists and their followers, never believed in anthropomorphism. The accusation that has been leveled at jurists like Malik, Shafi’, Ahmad, and their followers, is based on sheer misunderstanding. These jurists in affirming the divine attributes never maintained that these attributes resembled bodily forms.

Ibn Taimiyyah further maintains that the word gados (eternal) relating to God, on which the Jahmites and their followers base their arguments, has not received a place among His asemal al-basra (beautiful names) though the word aswad (first) is one of them. Asemal does not signify that God alone exists without His attributes from eternity and pre-existence. The attributes that are always associated with God indicate only one God. The Sunnites do not maintain that God’s eternity needs some additional eternal essence. The statement that the divine attributes are additional to His essence (ashab) is to be taken in the sense that they are additional to the concept of the essence held by the shafi (deniers of God’s qualities) and not in the sense that there is in God an essence demoted of attributes and the attributes are separate from and additional to the essence.28 For example, whenever an attribute is attached to a locus (nasab), its relation is established with the object itself and not with anything else. When a thing, associated with blackness, is set in motion, it is sure to move with those qualities alone and not with anything else. God, to whom are attributed speech, volition, etc.

24 Muhammad ibn al-Mussa ibn al-Tusi (d. 460/1071).
26 Followers of Abu ‘Abd Allah Muhammad ibn Karram (d. 255/868).
28 Ibid.
love, anger, and pleasure, must actually be associated with all of them without any additional qualities that have not been ascribed to Him. One who is speechless, motionless or inactive cannot be called speaker (mutakallim), mover (mutamarrak), or doer (fi'il). So to attribute life, power, knowledge, etc., to God without associating them with His essence, as the Jahmites and their followers do, indicates that God lives without life, is powerful without power, and knows without knowledge, while the Qurʾan and the Sunnah abound with proofs that God is associated with his attributes.22

Ibn Taimiyah’s Anthropomorphism.—From the above discussions and the similar contents of his al-Sajdat al-Hasan bi-najat al-Kubra,23 people misunderstood Ibn Taimiyah and suspected him to be an anthropomorphist. They thought that he taught, according to the literal meaning of the Qurʾan and the Sunnah, that God has hands, feet, face, etc., and that He is seated on His Throne. The objection of the theologians was that if God possessed limbs and sat on the Throne, then He must be possessed of spatial character (talabyyaṣ) and subject to division ( ṭajāṣṣt). Ibn Taimiyah refused to admit that “spatial character” and “divisibility” are the essence of bodies (ṣiṣṭan). Ibn Baṭṭūṭah’s statement that at Damascus he heard Ibn Taimiyah addressing the people saying, “Verily, God descends to the sky over our world (from heaven) in the same way as I make this ascent,” while he stepped down one step of the pulpit, is nothing but a canard. This story, as we have noticed,24 has been so skilfully connected that it appears to be a real occurrence. But when we examine this report, we cannot believe that such a thing could have ever happened during the visit of Ibn Baṭṭūṭah to Damascus. Ibn Baṭṭūṭah, as we understand from his own description, entered Damascus on 19th Ramadān 726/23rd August 1326, whereas Ibn Taimiyah had been imprisoned more than a month earlier (on the 6th of Shābān of the same year) without being allowed to come out before his death in 728/1328.25 In his al-Sajdat at-Tawīrīyaṣ,26 Ibn Taimiyah clearly states, “Whoever considers God to be similar to the body of men or an originated thing to be similar to Him, is telling untruth about God. He who maintains that God is not a body and means by it that no originated thing is similar to Him is right, though the word body (ṣiṣṭ) as applied here is an innovation (bidʿah).” He further says that we should say of God what He has said of Himself or what the Prophet has said about Him, and declares that the early Muslims ascribed to God attributes “without asking how” (fiṣṣat biʾūn), and without drawing analogy (tanmīḥ), or making alterations (taḥbir), or divesting Him of his

attributes (ʿaʾīl).27 Ibn Taimiyah believes in “God’s sitting Himself on His Throne” as it befits Him, without any resemblance to human action. He quotes the opinion of the early Muslims who stood between ṣifrat and ūmraḥ.28

The above evidence clearly shows that in his interpretation of the divine attributes, Ibn Taimiyah attempted rather to guard himself against the charge of anthropomorphism. While rejecting the Jahmite and the Muʿtazilite conception of the divine attributes, he vehemently opposed their views which divested God of the Qurʾanic expressions of face, hands, etc., as understood by the Arabs and attempted to substitute the usual meanings of these expressions by metaphorical interpretations. In his opinion, it would be absurd to suppose that the later generations should have had a deeper insight into and a better understanding of the divine attributes than the Prophet and his Companions who never attempted to explain them in terms of philosophy. It is for this reason that he attacked the theologians who attached the highest value to human reason as a criterion for understanding the divine attributes. Unlike other European scholars, H. Lacout is also of the opinion that the charge of anthropomorphism against Ibn Taimiyah is incompatible with his methodology and with “the positive content of his theology.”29

Al-Qurʾān Kalimah Allāh Muḥammad (The Holy Qurʾan in the Uncreated Word of God).—With regard to this problem, Ibn Taimiyah not only auscuses a section of people of maintaining that the Qurʾan is created, but goes a step further and interprets the words gibr māli基 (uncreated) as eternal (qālidat). He considers this an innovation (bidʿah) which resulted from their controversies with the Muʿtazilites and Kullākites in defining the uncreatedness of the Qurʾan. Such a theory was unknown to the early Muslims. It was Jaʿd ibn Dhirām along with Jaḥn ibn Saʿdīn who first introduced the heretical theory that the Qurʾan is created, whereas it is the Word of God, and so it is uncreated.30

Wahd (Revelation).—Ibn Taimiyah admits the commonly accepted view as to the three forms of revelation received by the Prophet: (i) in a waking state as well as in dreams, (ii) from behind a veil, and (iii) through an angel.31 But to these he adds a fourth, namely, revelation common to all (al-waḥdi al-muḥtakar), prophets and others. This he derives from a saying of ʿAbdallāh ibn ʿUmar that from the verses in the Qurʾan which speak of revelation to people other than prophets, for example, God speaks with His servants in their dreams. It is this common revelation which the philosophers like Ibn Sina and others are said to have gained. But he emphatically

22 Ibid., p. 216.
24 See supra, p. 798.
26 MS, Beil. No. 1995, foil 54(b).
27 Ibid., v, 3; xxvii; 6.
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denies that Aristotle had any share in prophecy. His contemporaries were
worshippers of planets and were unaware of the prophets like Abraham or
Moses. Unlike Empedocles, Pythagoras, Socrates, and Plato who believed
at least in the origination (kusli) of the celestial spheres, Aristotle professed
"the doctrine of the eternity of the heavens," which, according to Ibn Taimiy-
yah, clearly shows that he had no share of wusli al-mugharrir, mentioned
above.44

C
ATTITUDE TOWARDS PHILOSOPHY
In his refutation of Aristotelian metaphysics and logic, Ibn Taimiyah left
the following independent books in addition to what he wrote against them
in many other writings:
1. Kitab al-Radd 'ala al-Mansiyyin, edited by Abd al-Samad Shafar al-
Din al-Kutubi, Bombay, 1949.
2. Bayan Mansuriyyat Bahr al-Maqili li Suluk al-Mustaqil on the margin of
Mishkat al-Usmah, 4 Vols., Cairo, 1221/1903.
3. Naqdi al-Mansi, edited by Shabbir Muhammad Bawardia al-Faqi, Cairo,
1370(1951).45
4. Al-Radd 'ala al-Falak Nahi al-Baqili published at the end of Naqdi al-Maqil
and al-Kasib on al-Baqili, Cairo, n.d.
5. Kitab al-Azl u-al-Naqil on the margin of his Mishkat al-Usmah, Cairo,
1321(1903)-05.
His Ta'ifir Tahir al-Habshi (Cairo, 1232/1915) also sheds sufficient light on
his views on philosophy and theology.
Ibn Taimiyah is not the first man to speak against the unassailable of
Aristotelian philosophy. In his Kitab al-Radd 'ala al-Mansiyyin, Ibn Taimiy-
yah mentions that Hasan ibn Muns al-Naubah, under whom Tabbah ibn
Qurratah and others translated Greek sciences, had written his Kitab al-Azl
u-al-Qayl pointing out the fallacies of Aristotle. Moreover, Hishab Allah
ibn Ali ibn Rakhsh, a courtier of Mustanjiid bi Allah, left a book on the
refutation of Aristotle's philosophy.46 The famous Muslim physician and
philosopher Abu Zakariya al-Razi (d. 312/922) was a great opponent of Aristotle's
philosophy and supported Pythagoras. In his opinion, Aristotle "had not
only ruined philosophy but had also perverted its very principles." Ibn Hazm
of Andalus (d. 456/1063) and the Mu'tazilite al-Najjami (d. 231/845) were

44 See Senaaj Haqee, "A Letter of Ibn Taimiyah to Abu al-Fida' in Dokumente
45 This is perhaps identical with No. 1.
46 Cf. Sayyid Suhaimi Nadawi, "Muslims and Greek Schools of Philosophy,"
Islamic Culture, Hyderabad Deenan, Vol. 1, p. 87.
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also against the philosophy of Aristotle. Abu 'Ali al-Jabiri (d. 303/915) left
a book in refutation of Aristotle's book De generatione et corruptione.47
In his Kitab al-Azl u-al-Naqil, Ibn Taimiyah says, "Look at the followers
of Aristotle! They are following him blindly, while many of them know full
well that their master's theories are wrong. Still it is their passions which
prevent them from refuting them in spite of the fact that many wise men
have proved that there are undeniable and indubitable errors in his logical
system, and they support them only for the reason that they are associated
with his name. In metaphysics also Aristotle and his followers have committed
blunders."48
In his Kitab al-Radd 'ala al-Mansiyyin,49 Ibn Taimiyah says that, accord-
ing to Aristotelian logic, knowledge is of two kinds, namely, based on concept
(tajallal) and that on judgment (huqul), both of which are either immediate
(budhi) or mediately (nasari). It is evident that all kinds of knowledge cannot
be immediate or self-evident. Similarly, all kinds of knowledge cannot be
mediated or acquired as in that case, to gain the knowledge of a mediately
concept, one would have to depend on another mediately concept leading to a
circho (tawwo) or endless chain (nasani) both of which are logically impossible.
Logicians further hold that the concepts and the judgments which are mediately
(nasari) require some means to reach them, and, therefore, the way through
which concepts are reached, is called badd (definition), and the way through
which judgments are arrived at is called qisal (sylogism). Hence badd and qisal
are the two fundamental bases on which the whole structure of Aristotelian
logic stands. In order to refute the Aristotelian logic, Ibn Taimiyah en-
deavoured to demolish these fundamental bases at four points which serve as
the four main chapters of his Kitab al-Radd 'ala al-Mansiyyin:
I. The desired concept cannot be obtained except by means of definition
(badd).
II. Definition gives the knowledge of concepts.
III. The desired judgment cannot be obtained except by means of sylogism.
IV. Sylogism or rationalization gives the knowledge of judgment.
It may be noted here that the above propositions the first and the third
are negative, while the second and the fourth are affirmative. The main
targets of Ibn Taimiyah's refutation were the "definition" and "sylogism" of
Aristotelian logic.
I. The first basic proposition of the logicians that concepts cannot be
obtained except by means of definition has been refuted by Ibn Taimiyah on
the following grounds.50

47 Ibid., p. 86.
48 Ibid., p. 89.
49 Al-Radd, p. 4.
50 Ibid., pp. 7-14, 180.
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(i) It is a negative proposition for which the logicians have not advanced any proof (dabīl). Such a negative proposition cannot be accepted as the basis of positive knowledge. Therefore, the very first proposition of Aristotelian logic is based on a wrong foundation. Hence, such a logic cannot be treated as a science which, according to the logicians, only protects human understanding from committing mistakes.

(ii) When the definition is the word of the definer, the definer will understand the thing defined either with the help of a (previous) definition or without any definition. Now, if he understands the thing defined by a previous definition, then his words in the second definition will be as good as his words in the first definition which will necessarily lead to a circle (dawr) or endless chain (hasbāl) in the reasoning process, both of which are impossible. If he understands the object defined without any definition, then the assertion in the proposition that "concepts cannot be obtained except with the help of definition" stands refuted.

(iii) People of different branches of learning and professions know their affairs well without taking recourse to definitions.

(iv) No definition universally agreed upon has yet been found. For instance, nobody has so far been able to offer any definition of the two famous terms "man" and "sun" on which all could agree. In philosophy, theology, medicine, grammar, etc., many contradictory definitions have, thus, come down to us.

Now, the logicians maintain that concept is dependent on definition, but as no agreed definition of anything has yet been made, Ibn Taimiyah declares that no concept in the proper sense of the term has yet been formed. Similarly, the logicians believe that judgment is dependent on concept (tāʾawwur), but since concept has not yet been obtained (in the proper sense of the term), judgment also has not yet been arrived at. The result, in the opinion of Ibn Taimiyah, is the worst type of sophisticatation.11

(v) Logicians say that the concept of quiddity (mašūk) can only be arrived at by definitions which are composed of genus (jins) and differentia (lakū). The logicians themselves have admitted that this sort of definition is either impossible or rarely found. But Ibn Taimiyah opines that the true significance of things may be achieved by men without definition and, therefore, concepts are not dependent on definitions.

(vi) To the logicians, correct definitions are the combination of genus and differentia, but that which is simple and unitary, like each of the "intellects" ("wulūf), has no definition; still they define it and hold it to be a concept. This shows that sometimes concepts do not need definition. If this is possible, then the species which are nearer to perception and are visible can be conceived in a way which is surer and better than the type of knowledge which is derived from the combination of genus and differentia.

(vii) The definition of a thing consists of several terms each of which indicates

---

11 Ibid., p. 8.

12 Ibid., pp. 14-87.
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a definite meaning. Unless a man knows the terms and their meaning beforehand, it is not possible for him to understand the definition itself. For instance, a man who does not know what bread is cannot know it by its definition. Here Ibn Taimiyah makes a distinction between conception (fasār) and differentiation (fasīs) and sides with the Muṣṭakallimūn (scholastic theologians) who hold that things are actually known by differentiation and not by definition.

(viii) When the definition is the word of the definer, the definer must have the knowledge of the object defined before defining it. It is, therefore, wrong to say that the conception of a thing depends on definition.

(ix) Concepts of existing things are derived either through external senses or through internal senses, none of which stands in need of any definition. Here Ibn Taimiyah observes that whatever cannot be known through the senses can be known through valid inference but not through definition.

(x) Logicians say that a definition should be rejected by means of refutation and contradiction. Ibn Taimiyah argues that refutation or contradiction is possible only when one has already formed a conception of the object defined. So it is proved that concepts may be formed without the help of definition.

(xi) Knowledge of a particular thing may be self-evident to some, but acquired by others. Similarly, things which are not self-evident to some may be self-evident to others who would, therefore, need no definition for their knowledge of them. Hence it is wrong to say that knowledge depends on definition.

(xii) The refutation of the second proposition of the logicians, that definition gives the knowledge of concept, forms the second chapter of Ibn Taimiyah’s Kābiṭ al-Badd.12 In the opinion of Ibn Taimiyah, logicians and scholastic theologians gave different interpretations of definition. Greek logicians and their Muslim and non-Muslim followers claimed that definition contained the description of the object defined, while the prominent scientists held that definition served as a distinction between the object defined and the object not defined. Therefore, definition cannot give the knowledge of a concept. That definition offers true significance of the object defined and gives the knowledge of concept, has been refuted by Ibn Taimiyah on the following grounds:

(i) Definition is a mere statement of the definer. For example, when man is defined as "rational animal," it is a statement that may be right or wrong. It is a mere assertion without any proof. The listener may understand it with or without its definition. In the former case, he knows it without proof which may or may not be correct, while in the latter case the definition serves no purpose.

(ii) Logicians say that definition neither rejects the proof nor needs it. Unlike syllogism (fīqh), definition can be rejected by refutation or contra-
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diction. To this Ibn Taimiyah replies that when the definer fails to advance
any proof in favour of the correctness of the definition, the listener cannot
understand the object defined by a mere definition which may or may not be
correct.

(iii) If the conception of the object defined is attained by the definition,
then it is obtained before one has known the correctness of the definition,
since the knowledge of the correctness of the definition is not attained except
after one has known the object defined.

(iv) The knowledge of the object defined depends on the knowledge of the
thing (named) and of its attributes which the logicians call essential attributes
(al-risq al-dhārīyyah) and names as “the parts of definition,” “parts of quid-
dity,” etc. If the listener does not know that the object defined is
attributed with those attributes, he cannot conceive it. If he knows that the
thing is attributed with those qualities, he has known them without any
definition.33

Ibn Taimiyah then advances four similar arguments and proves that
definitions do not offer true significance of the objects defined.44

III. The third proposition of the logicians, that judgments cannot be
attained except by means of syllogism, has been refuted by our author on the
following grounds: 45

(i) It is an uncertain claim and a negative proposition in favour of which
they have not advanced any proof. According to Ibn Taimiyah, both the
self-evident (hadīkh) and the acquired (nawzīr) forms of knowledge are
relative. If some people failed to attain judgments without the help of
syllogism, it does not mean that nobody from among the children of Adam
knows the judgments without syllogism.

(ii) Knowledge of a thing does not depend on a particular syllogistic process
of thinking. Khobur al-mutawassit (universally accepted traditions and ex-
periences) gives the knowledge of judgments, while syllogism does not. To
one a premise is imperceptible, while to another it is not. Therefore, its
conclusion (mutājāh) is undependable. 44 Ibn Taimiyah admits that when
the premises are correct, the conclusions are also correct, but then he does
not admit that knowledge depends on syllogism.46

(iii) According to the logicians, the syllogistic process of gaining knowledge
requires two premises, but Ibn Taimiyah says that such a knowledge may
be attained by one, two, three, or even more premises according to the needs
and requirements of an argument. Some persons, he adds, may not require
any premise at all, since they know the matter by some other source (e.g.,
intuition). The saying of the Prophet: “Every intoxicating thing is wine, and

33 Ibid., p. 39.
34 Ibid., pp. 32–39.
36 Ibid., pp. 92, 298.
37 Ibid., p. 298.
38 Ibid., pp. 168 et sq.
39 Ibid., p. 299.
41 Ibid., p. 126.
42 Ibid., pp. 137 et sq.

all kinds of wine are unlawful,” does not, in any way, support the syllogistic
process of thinking in Islam. The Prophet never adopted such a process in
gaining knowledge of a thing. Every Muslim knows that wine (Qamar) is
unlawful, and he does not stand in need of two premises to prove that all
intoxicating drinks are unlawful.44 The very first figure of syllogism, therefore,
says ibn Taimiyah, does not require the roundabout way of inference for
obtaining the conclusion.45

The logicians claim that syllogism gives the benefit of perfect knowledge,
and that it deals with the knowledge of “universals,” the best of which are
the ten intellects (al-‘uqūl al-‘aqrābih), which do not accept any change or
alteration and through which the soul (al-nafs) attains perfection. The
“universals” are attained by intellectual propositions which are necessary,
such as “All men are animal,” and “Every existing thing is either necessary
or possible,” and the like which do not accept any change. Ibn Taimiyah
opposes this claim on the following grounds: 46

(i) According to the logicians, since syllogization deals only with intellectual
matters having no connection with the physical world, it gives no knowledge
of existing things. We may, therefore, consider it useless for all practical
purposes.

(ii) Syllogization does not help us in understanding the Necessary Existent
(wujūd al-wujūd), the ten intellects (al-‘uqūl al-‘aqrābih), the heavens (al-
ghidh), the elements (‘anqar arba‘ah), or the created things (mustallādūn) in
the animal, vegetable, and mineral kingdoms.

(iii) The science of divinity to the logicians is not the knowledge of the
Creator nor that of the created. They call it metaphysics (‘ilmun ma ba’d
al-hab‘ah), but some name it as “the science of divinity,” the subject-matter
of which is “the simple universals” which they divide into “necessary,
possible, eternal, accidental, essence, accident,” all of which have no existence
in the physical world. 41

Ibn Taimiyah then traces the origin of logic to geometry. He, therefore,
says that:

(iv) Logicians gave the geometrical forms of argumentation in their logic
and called them “terms” (hadīkh) like those of Euclid’s geometry in order to
transfer this method from the physical object to the intellectual one.
This is due to the bankruptcy of their intellect and their inability to derive
knowledge through a direct process. But Allah has given to the Muslims
more knowledge and perspicuity of expression combined with good action and
faith than to all classes of people.42

The logicians admit that divine knowledge is not objective. It follows that
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it has no existence either in the intellectual or in the physical world. It is a "universal knowledge" which does not exist except in imagination. Therefore, there is nothing in this knowledge for the perfection of the soul.

(ν) Perfection of the soul depends on both knowledge of God and virtuous action (’amal al-ṣâliḥ), and not on philosophy. Knowledge alone cannot elevate the soul. Good action must be there, because the soul has two functions, one theoretical and the other practical. Service to God consists of knowledge of God and love for Him, and God sent the prophets to all people to worship Him. Similarly, faith (‘ifādah) in God does not mean knowledge of God only, as the Jahmites believe. It consists of both knowledge and practice.42

IV. The fourth proposition of the logicians, that syllogism or ratiocination gives the knowledge of judgments (ta’līq), has been refuted by Ibn Taimiyah in the fourth section of his book where he discusses the topic elaborately in about three hundred pages.43 In this section, the author seeks to prove the futility of syllogism in attaining knowledge, and often ridicules the renowned logicians by citing their alleged death-bed recantations.44 Here he repeats in a new way almost all that he has said in the previous chapters about definition and syllogism of Aristotelian logic and brings in many irrelevant topics in favour of his arguments. He considers the syllogistic process of thinking artificial and useless. In his opinion, God has endowed human beings with “necessary knowledge” to understand their Creator and His attributes. But men, invented, from the very early times, various sciences which the Ṣahīḥ of Islam does not require for the guidance of mankind.45

Syllogism, as has been said before, does not give us the knowledge of existing things even when it is apparently correct. Sure knowledge or judgment may be attained even by a single premise without undergoing the syllogistic process. Here, Ibn Taimiyah blames the philosophers who, from differences in the movements of the stars, inferred that there are nine heavens and that the eighth and the ninth heavens are the kūrṣ (Chair) and the ‘arq (Throne) of God, respectively. He hates Aristotle and his followers for believing in the eternity of the world (qaday al-ʿālam), though most of the philosophers were against this view. They put forward further different theories regarding the life-span of this world based on the calculations of the movements of the heavens. Some said that the world would be destroyed after twelve thousand years, while others held that it would last up to thirty-six thousand years, and so on. To Ibn Taimiyah these inferences were baseless and unfruitful.46

Ibn Taimiyah considers Aristotle to be ignorant of the science of divinity, and accuses Ibn Sina of having adulterated it with heretical views of the Bāthistians who interpreted Islamic Ṣaḥīḥ according to their whims

Ibn Taimiyah

and false rationalization. Some of them, according to our author, said that the Prophet was the greatest philosopher, while others went so far as to say that the philosophers were greater than the prophets. Sufis like Ibn ʿArabi, Ibn Ṣabʿīn, al-Qinawi, Tūnūsī, etc., followed these heretical views of the Bāthistians and used Islamic terms in naming their theories. Some of those Sufis, namely, Ibn Ṣabʿīn and his followers, did not distinguish between Islam and other religions like Christianity and Judaism. Followers of any religion could approach them and become their disciples without changing their faith.47

To Ibn Taimiyah knowledge of the particular is surer than knowledge of the universal. Therefore, there is not much benefit in the study of inductive logic in which knowledge of the individuals leads to knowledge of the universal. Moreover, knowledge of the individual is derived more quickly than knowledge of the universal which is often gained (by common sense or intuition) without undergoing any syllogistic process.48

Ibn Taimiyah opines that in syllogism (qiṣṣa) conclusion may be drawn out of one term only, and that it does not require ʿuqūm and ʿabād (minor and major) terms for drawing conclusions, because he who knows the universal quality of a class also knows that this quality is available in every individual.49 Ibn Taimiyah further believes that the teachings of the prophets include all the scriptural and the rational proofs. In support of his view, he cites a number of Qurʾānic verses, e.g.:

"Lo! those who wrangle concerning the revelation of Allah without a warrant having come unto them, there is naught else in their breasts but (the quest of) greatness, which they shall never attain to."

"And when their messengers brought them clear proofs (of Allah's sovereignty), they exalted in the knowledge they themselves possessed and that which they were wont to mock before them."

Keeping in view the real existence of concepts, Ibn Taimiyah adds that the philosophers divided knowledge of things into three classes: physical, mathematical, and philosophical. Of these, philosophical knowledge deals with some theoretical problems relating to the existence of simple universals.50 It has nothing to do with practical purposes and is, therefore, useless.

Rationalism, in the opinion of our author, does not prove the existence of the Creator. The universals, according to the logicians, have no independent external existence. They exist intellectually, and cannot, therefore, prove the existence of a definite being distinguishable from the rest of existence.51 Moreover, in syllogism a complete conception of the middle term saves us from

42 Ibid., pp. 378-83.
43 Ibid., p. 316.
44 Ibid., pp. 327-49.
45 Qurʾān, xl. 56.
46 Ibid., xl. 83.
47 Al-Radd, pp. 324 et seq.
48 Ibid., p. 344.
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Theological inference. Because a person who knows that wine is forbidden, and every intoxicating (drink) is wine, certainly knows already that every intoxicating (drink) is forbidden (without going through the syllogistic process of thinking). Such are the arguments of Ibn Taimiyah in proving his assertion that syllogism does not give us the benefit of a new judgment.

Now, let us see how Ibn Taimiyah refutes the views of the scholastic philosophers by tackling the theories of atom, body, similarity of bodies (tanzīl al-ajnām), etc., and declares that all these are innovations in Islam, and that scholars have failed to come to any agreement about them.

Theory of the Atom.—This theory was held by most of the scholastic theologians including the Jahmites, the Muʿtazilites, and the Ḥanbalites. Some of these atomists held that bodies were combinations of atoms existing by themselves, and that God does not destroy any of them. He destroys only the accidents (ʿaʿrād), namely, their union (tiqāl), their separation (tiqār), their motion (hawā), and their rest (sūgbah). Others maintained that atoms are phenomenal: God created them or willed them, and once they come into existence they are never destroyed, though accidents may be destroyed. This view was held by most of the Jahmites, the Muʿtazilites, and the Ḥanbalites. Most of them, however, believed that it was supported even by the school (consensus). Ibn Taimiyah rejects this theory on the ground that it is an innovation and that early Muslims knew nothing about it. Further, the theologians are not unanimous; some of them totally deny the existence of atoms and the composition of bodies from them.

Theory of the Body.—Some opine that a thing which is definite or which has dimensions is called a body, while others say that it is a combination of two atoms, whereas some people maintain that it is a combination of four atoms or more up to thirty-two. Besides these, a class of philosophers holds that bodies are formed not of atoms but of matter and form, while many scholastics and non-scholastic professors that bodies are either a combination of atoms nor of matter and form. Even Imām al-Harānain al-Jawzāi (d. 478/1085), the teacher of Imām al-Qāsim, doubted the combination of matter and form, though it is reported that he himself transmitted this as a view accepted by the school (consensus).

Theory of the Similarities of Bodies.—This theory is popular among some Muslim philosophers. The upholders of this theory profess that bodies of all kinds are at bottom alike, because they are the combinations of atoms which are themselves like one another. The difference between one body and another is the difference of accidents (ʿaʿrād). Ibn Taimiyah rejects this theory, first, on the ground that it has been refuted by Rāzī and Aḥmadī along with many other philosophers; secondly, because the school (consensus) also rejects it in its Kitāb al-Jāḥiṣ for being a theory of the Muʿtazilites; thirdly, because the upholders of this theory, in accordance with the principles of the Jahmites and the Qadariyyah, maintain that to each individual body God gives accidents (ʿaʿrād) peculiar to itself. According to them, the species (niṣṭ) cannot change from one into another. A body does not turn into accidents nor one species of accidents into another. If it is argued against them (the philosophers) that since all bodies are phenomenal and all phenomenal things turn from one to another, it necessarily proves the change of species, they would say in reply that matter (mādhhah) in all kinds of creation is the same. It is the qualities (ṣifāt) that change due to union (tiqāl), separation (tiqār), motion (hawā) and rest (sūgbah), while matter (mādhhah) remains unchanged at all stages of creation. To Ibn Taimiyah, this argument is a mere assumption of the philosophers who have observed only the phenomenal change in things without having any knowledge whatsoever of the essence which they claim remains unchanged. These philosophers, Ibn Taimiyah continues, further assert that all things are combinations of atoms preserved in matter, and that on the basis of this theory they are divided into two groups. One group maintains that the atoms of which a body is constituted will be destroyed and then created afresh, while the other maintains that the parts of a body are separated but will again be united in the next world. Unfortunately, the latter have to answer a riddle. If a man is eaten up by an animal (say a fish) and then the animal is eaten up by another man, then how will he be raised on the day of resurrection? In reply, some of them say that in the human body there are certain parts that cannot be dissolved and in these parts there is nothing of that animal which has been eaten up by the second man. Ibn Taimiyah objects to this and points out that according to the scientists (ṣifāt), there is nothing in the human body that cannot be dissolved and that, according to the school (earlier writers), the ḥāṣāna (jurist), and also the people in general, one body (jiṣm) turns into another by losing its identity completely. On the basis of this the jurists discussed the problem whether an impure thing may become pure when it is changed into another; for example, they agreed that if a pig falls into a salt-mined and becomes salt, it will be lawful for a Muslim to eat that salt. Thus, Ibn Taimiyah comes to the conclusion that the arguments in favor of the theory of the similarity of bodies are not sustainable. He believes that bodies are dissimilar and interchangeable.

Theory of Motion.—Philosophers among the Jahmites and the Muʿtazilites have argued about the origination of bodies (būdūḥ) al-ajnām) from the story of Abraham, who refused to call the stars, the moon, and the sun his lords (rūḥāb).18 They hold that Abraham did not worship these heavenly bodies simply on the ground of their motion and shift (al-baṣar bi-ʾal-ʿināb) as suggested by the word ʿṣif in the Qurʾān.19 In other words, they maintained

18 For the full story see Qurʾān, vi, 78 et seq.
19 Ibid., vi, 77-79.
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that motion and shift are the distinctive signs of the origination of bodies. Ibn Taimiyah rejects the theory on the following grounds:

(i) No such theory was maintained by the Muslim scholars nor is there any indication anywhere that Abrahám’s people ever thought of it. Why Abrahám’s people worshipped the heavenly bodies may be attributed to their superstitions.

(ii) To the Arabs the word ejil means setting of the sun, moon, etc., and covering by veil. They did not mean by it “motion” and “shift” as understood by these philosophers.

(iii) “Motion” and “shift” in the heavenly bodies exist at all times. There was no reason for Abrahám to sacrifice “motion” and “shift” to the heavenly bodies only at the time of their disappearance. He could recognize them even before they disappeared from the sky. It was on account of such misinterpretations that Ibn Sina arrived at the wrong conclusion that “disappearance is the possibility of existence and everything the existence of which is possible is liable to disappear.”

The theory of indestructible atoms held by the philosophers goes against the agreement of the learned people (ulama) that one thing may turn into another and that the atoms have no existence, just as the intellectual atoms (al-manāhik al-nuquṣiyah) of the Peripatetics are mere conjectures.

The actual cause of the divergence of opinion among the ‘ulama, as suggested by Ibn Taimiyah, was their invention of certain equivocal terms. For example, what is an indivisible atom? It is obvious that most intelligent people have failed to conceive of it. Those who are supposed to have understood it could not prove it, and those who were said to have proved it had to take shelter under long and fast-drawn interpretations. None of the Companions of the Prophet nor their Successors nor anyone prior to them in natural religion (dīn al-ṣurūṣ) ever spoke about indivisible atoms. Naturally, therefore, it cannot be suggested that those people ever had in mind the term “body” and its being an assembly of atoms. No Arab could conceive of the sun, the moon, the sky, the hills, the air, the animals, and the vegetables being combinations of atoms. Was it not impossible for them to conceive of an atom without any dimension? The traditionalists, the mystics, and the jurists never thought of such doctrines.

**Theory of the Necessary Cause (Mūjīb bi al-Dhāt)** — Ibn Taimiyah refutes the philosophical interpretation of the necessary cause. He says that

---
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if by “necessary cause” the philosophers mean an existence which has no “will” and no “power,” then such an existence bears no meaning, nor has it any significance externally, much less can it be existing necessarily. Ibn Rushd and other philosophers contradict themselves in their discussion of this problem. They postulate at the outset “a final cause” or ‘illat al-ṣamāḥah and then other final causes to assist it in creation (shurūq) which needs volition (ṣamāḥah). And since they interpret the final cause as mere knowledge and “knowledge” as the “knower,” it becomes totally absurd and contradictory, because we know necessarily that volition (ṣamāḥah) is not identical with knowledge, nor knowledge with the knower. With these philosophers, says Ibn Taimiyah, heterogeneous expressions may have only one meaning; by knowledge they mean power or volition, by attribution they mean the attributed, just as by knowledge they mean the knower, by power they mean the powerful, by volition the volent, and by love the lover. Granted that there is a being without “will” and “choice,” it is impossible for such a being to create this universe, because such a necessary cause needs its own causes and they cannot be independent.

Theories of Ḥaḍrat al-Falak, Nāmīs, and Munkin — Ibn Sina and his followers, in trying to compromise between prophecy and philosophy, invented the theory of barakat al-falak or movement of the sky. They maintain that the heaven moves in obedience to the “First Cause” (dīn al-Dhāt). To these people the word ṣamāḥ (knower) means a leader in obedience to whom the sky moves, and their highest philosophy is to remain obedient to their leader. The “Maṣūmat al-Lām,” Book I, in Aristotle’s Metaphysics supplies us with such a description.

The philosophers believed in ṣamāt. By ṣamāt they meant government of the world run by wise men for the attainment of good and avoidance of oppression. Those amongst whom who acknowledged “prophecy” maintained that all religions were of the type of ṣamāt brought to the world for the common good. Ibn Sina was one of those who held this view. In accordance with their grades of practical philosophy, those people considered the acts of worship (ṣamāṭah), revealed Laws (ṣamāṭah), and injunctions (ṣamāṭah) to be moral, domestic, and civil laws respectively. Ibn Taimiyah strongly opposes the theories of both al-barakat al-falak and ṣamāt, and condemns the philosophers for their vain attempt. He pronounces them all to be far from the truth and stigmaizes Aristotle, their first teacher, as the most ignorant of men (ṣamāṭah al-dīn), who knew nothing of God though he was well versed in physics. As for the theory of munkin, the scholastic are of the opinion that every possible thing (munkin) either occupies space (mahāshāya) or exists in that which occupies space (qāl bi al-mahāshāya). Ibn Sina and his followers, al-Shahristāni, al-Bāzī, etc., in affirming an existing thing different from

---
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direction. If one who looks to any of the heavens in any direction other than upward must be counted as a fool, then what is to be said of a man who seeks God’s favour but looks in any direction other than upward when upward is nearer to him than any other direction, right, left, front, or back? Supposing a man intended to climb the sky or anything that is upward, he must begin from the direction that is over his head; no sensible person will ever advise him to rend the earth and then go downward because that is also possible for him. Similarly, he will not run to his right or left, front or back and then climb, though that is also equally possible for him to do.

By the time Ibn Taimiyah appeared with his polemics against all sciences and religious institutions whose origins could not be traced to early Islam, pantheism occupied the mind of a number of reputed Muslim scholars. Of those he mentions Ibn ‘Arabi (d. 638/1240), Ibn Sab‘in (d. 667/1269), Ibn al-Farīd (d. 577/1181), al-Hallaj (executed in 300/912), and a few others. Fathisheh, according to Ibn Taimiyah, is based upon two wrong principles which are against Islam, Christianity, and Judaism, and are contradictory to rational and scriptural arguments.

Some pantheists who profess the doctrine of incarnation (būdā), unification (ūtābāh), or other closely related doctrine like “Unity of Existence,” maintain that “existence” is one, though there are two degrees of it. It is (i) necessary in the Creator and (ii) contingent in the creature. To this group of pantheists Ibn Taimiyah assigns Ibn ‘Arabi, Ibn Sab‘in, Ibn al-Farīd, Tillimsāni, etc. Of these Ibn ‘Arabi distinguishes between existence (wujūd) and affirmation (‘abād) saying that “substances” to exist in Non-Being (fakhr) independent of God, and that the existence of God is the existence of the substances themselves: the Creator needs the substances in bringing them into existence, while the substances need Him for obtaining their existence which is the very existence of Himself.44 Al-Qānawī (d. 672/1274) and his followers made a distinction between “the general” and “the particular” (al-išāq al-na‘īn). They maintained that the Necessary One is unconditionally identical with the existing things in general. To Ibn Taimiyah these are fantastic imaginings, because what is general in conception must be definite in individuals.45

Ibn Sab‘in and his followers hold that “the Necessary” and “the contingent” are like “matter” and “form.” Ibn Taimiyah considers this view absurd and self-contradictory. In his opinion, it leads to the theories of incarnation and unity of existence. These people are the pantheists who failed to conceive of the divine attribute called al-mukhlaṣṣāt li al-makhlūqāt, different from originated things. They knew that God exists and thought that His Being is the same as His existence, just as a man looks to the ray of the sun and calls
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98 Ibid., pp. 65 et sqq.
101 Qur’an, 31, 7.
102 MRM, Vol. IV, pp. 106-68.
103 Ibid., p. 116.
104 On the authority of Abu Dāwūd, narrated by Jabir ibn Mat‘īn. Here Ibn Taimiyah appears to have quoted a tradition of doubtful authority, because this tradition has not been accepted by all authorities. See annotation by Rashīd Rida in MRM, Vol. IV, pp. 114 et sqq.
107 Ibid., p. 67.
108 Ibid.
Ibn Taimiyah quotes a saying of Shaikh Junaid Baghdimi, "To believe in the Unity of God is to separate the quality of origin from that of eternity," and emphasizes that there must be a distinction between the Creator and the created; they cannot be one and the same. He further maintains that the existence of such things is the existence of God Himself; they are distinguished by their essential characteristics which persist in the void, and are united with the existence of God, who knows them. Abu 'Uthman al-Shabab, the teacher of al-Jabbi, was the first to speak about it in Islam. These people argued in favor of their theory that there had been nothing in the void, there would not have been any difference between (i) things known, and (ii) things unknown. Distinction, in their opinion, can exist only between positive things. Such a theory is absurd according to Ibn Taimiyah. The Sunnite Mutakallimun called these people heretics. Ibn 'Arabi's theories generally involve round this point. Regarding the above doctrine of Ibn 'Arabi, Ibn Taimiyah remarks that the Jews, the Christians, the Magians, and even the heathens never maintained such a belief. He, therefore, calls it a Phrenic theory which had also been held by the Qarmatians.

According to Ibn Taimiyah, Ibn 'Arabi's theory reveals two things when analyzed: (i) Denial of the existence of God, and (ii) denial of His creation of creatures. Bushri, according to Ibn Taimiyah, Ibn 'Arabi maintains that sainthood (shuluk) is better than prophethood (nabuwah) and that saint-hood will never come to an end, whereas prophecy has already been terminated.

Ibn Taimiyah then gives various explanations of the pantheistic views of Ibn 'Arabi, and declares them absurd. He compares Ibn 'Arabi to the deaf and dumb, and quotes the verse of the Holy Qur'an, "Deaf, dumb, blind: therefore, they shall not retrace their steps from error." Similar attacks were made also by him against other Muslim philosophers. We have seen that Ibn Taimiyah's attitude towards theology, logic, and philosophy. He quotes Imam Shafi'i that theologians should be beaten with shoes and palm branches, but while replying to theological as well as philosophical questions, he cannot help adopting theological and philosophical arguments. From his method of discussion it is evident that in theology and philosophy he is able to put forward an argument by referring to various authorities.
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Part 3. The Sufis

Chapter XLII

JALāL AL-DĪN RūMĪ

A

LIFE

Jalāl al-Dīn Rūmī is the greatest mystical poet of Islam. It can be said without fear of contradiction that in the entire range of mystical literature of the whole world there is none to equal him either in depth or in comprehensiveness and extent. There have been mystics both in the East and the West whose experiences in the realm of the spirit may have equaled the spiritual perceptions of Rūmī, but their emotional or intuitional side was not matched by an equally clear and powerful intellect. Rūmī’s uniqueness lies in the fact that in him reason is wedded to a wide and deep religious experience. The Muslim world has honored him with the title of Ma’ārifi- Ma’ārufi (the Doctor of Meaning), a religious scholar who is capable of philosophizing, of penetrating into the meaning of physical and spiritual phenomena, and lifting the veil of appearance to peer into the reality behind them. When he argues he is a match for a super-discernment of the states of a Socrates or a Plato, but ever conscious of the fact that logic is a poor substitute for life. He inherited vast and variegated intellectual and spiritual wealth, he surveyed and imbued the rationalistic outlook of Hellenism lifting the grain from the chaff, separating the kernel from the husk. As a Muslim he was an heir to the spiritual wealth bequeathed to humanity by the glorious line of great prophets from Abraham to Muhammad. We find in him the sturdy ethics of the Israelite prophets, the dynamic view of life of Islam and the all-pervading love of Jesus. He calls his magnum opus the Mathnawi, the “Shop of Unity,” wherein the diversities of life are harmonized and apparent contradictions transcended by creative unities. Nothing that is human or divine is alien to him. He expands with great force and conviction the original thesis of Islam, of the fundamental unity of all spiritual religions despite the contradictory dogmas that narrow theologues have formulated. The windows of his soul are wide open in all directions. Although a believing and practicing Muslim, he is temperamentally a non-conformist for he realizes the secondary nature of the form in comparison with the spirit. He is a protestant of protestants, never tiring in the exposition of his thesis that in the realm of the spirit mere authority without personal realization is of no avail. Faith in the sense of believing in the unbelievable and undeniable realities is repudiated by him in very strong terms. For him God is a reality to be experienced and apprehended as more real than the objects of sense-experience; similarly, the relation of man to God is not a matter merely to be rationalized and moulded into a dogma but to be realized in the depth of one’s own being where the human gets into tune with the divine and the finite is embraced by the infinite. It is impossible to put any label on a genius like him. During his life rigid orthodoxy was extremely suspicious of his beliefs and averse to some of his practices which were stigmatized as innovations and aberrations. There was sufficient material in his beliefs and utterances to convict him of heresy before a court of inquisition. His biographers have related an incident in his life which throws light on his catholicity. It is said that the chief of orthodox theologians planned to discredit him by engaging him in a controversy that would expose his heresies. At the very outset Rūmī was asked to declare as to which of the seventy-two sects he offered allegiance. Rūmī gave a very unexpected answer by saying that he believed in all of them, meaning thereby that there is some truth in every sect which has been exaggerated and distorted by the fanatical exuberance of the blind followers of its tenets. The theologian was nonplussed, not knowing how to tackle a man of such an indefinite attitude. Piqued by this disconcerting reply the theologian, in an angry outburst, said that it signified that he was a heretic and an atheist. The reply to this was still more disturbing for the theologian: Rūmī said that he endorsed even this judgment about him.

Let us start with a short biographical sketch of this remarkable religious genius to note his background and the influences that moulded him. He was born in 804/1397 during the reign of Muhammad Khwārizmī Shāh whose empire extended from the Ural mountains to the Persian Gulf and from the Euphrates to the Indus. The family had been settled there for several generations. As Balkh was in the Persian domain and Rūmī wrote in the Persian language, the modern Iranian scholars claim him as belonging to the Iranian nation. On the other hand, the Turks call him a Turk because after his early youth the family settled in Anatolia which was a Turkish province but was formerly a part of the Roman Empire, and hence the great mystic poet is called Rūmī which means Roman. The Arabs might as well claim him as an Arab because at the summit of his genealogical table we find the great Caliph abu Bakr, the first Successor of the Prophet. The spirit of Rumi, the universal mystic, must be smiling at these attempts of racial appropriation. In one of his lyrics he says that heaven is his original homeland, to which he craves to return. In another lyric he asks his fellow Muslims as to what he should say about himself. “As to my homeland it is not Khurāsān, nor any other place in the East or the West, and as to my creed I am neither a Jew, nor a Zoroastrian, not even a Muslim as this term is generally understood.”

In his ancestry we find great names, great not only as scholars and divines, but also from the mundane point of view. On the maternal side he is a grandson of the great monarch Muhammad Khwārizmī Shāh who had given his daughter in marriage to the famous mystic Husain Balkhī, Rūmī’s grandfather. The father of Rumi, Balkhī al-Dīn, was famous for his learning
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and piety. He lectured from morning till evening on religious sciences as well as on mystical lore, and delivered sermons on Mondays and Fridays to crowded audiences. Commoners as well as scholars, aristocrats, and royalty gathered to hear him. The monarch held Imam Fakhir al-Din Razi, the commentator of the Qur'an and one of the great dialecticians, in great esteem and sometimes brought him along to hear Bahā' al-Din. Razi was reputed to be imbued with Greek dialectics, and attempted to prove religious truths by logic. Seeing Razi in the audience Bahā' al-Din would pour his wrath on these attempts at the Hellenization of Islam, but the presence of the monarch and the prestige of the preacher prevented him from defending himself. Rumi as a young boy must have heard these denunciations from the lips of his illustrious father. One day while the Mughals were at Khurasan, when Rumi takes up the cudgel on behalf of personal experience against mere logic-chopping, he points to Razi as a representative of a class of people who want to enter the realm of religious truth, walking on the wooden logs of mere argumentation:

“If dialectics alone could reveal the secrets of the spirit, Razi would have certainly reached them, but the feet of the dialectician are wooden and the wooden feet are most shaky.”

It is said that Rāzī got so jealous of the popularity and prestige of Bahā' al-Din that he poisoned the mind of the monarch against him by instigating that, if the influence of this preacher were allowed to develop unfettered, he would wield a power that would surpass the power of the sovereign. Autocratic rulers in Christendom as well as in Muslim kingdoms have often shown fearful jealousy of religious leaders, be they popes or priests. There is no wonder that Khwārizm Shāh became apprehensive of the growing influence and prestige of Bahā' al-Din and his fears were fanned by the latter's rivals in the religious field. It is quite possible that Bahā' al-Din left Balkh along with his whole family to forestall an adverse action against him. But there is also another version about his motive to migrate. Shortly after he left Balkh the Tartar invasion overwhelmed the domains of Khwārizm Shāh. It may be that Bahā' al-Din had seen that it was imminent and so he decided to move away into a safer region. The family moved first to Nishapur and then to Bagdad where Bahā' al-Din’s stay was prolonged because Bagdad was a cultural centre of the Muslim world and attracted scholars from distant Muslim lands. A delegation from the Sulṭān of Rām, ’Ala al-Din Khairshāh, happened to visit Bagdad during this period, its members were greatly impressed by Bahā' al-Din’s lectures and sermons. On their return to Anōšlīa they spoke to the Sulṭān about the spiritual eminence of Bahā' al-Din and the Sulṭān persuaded him to come over to his realm. Bahā' al-Din travelled from Bagdad to the Hijāz and passing through Syria he stayed for about a year in the town of Aqṣa and then stopped for seven years in Lārsanda in Zanjīn. Here, in 682/1283, his illustrious son Rūmī, now mature in mind and years, was married. It was here that Rūmī’s son Sulṭān Walad was born a year later.

Jalāl al-Dīn Rūmī

The Sulṭān invited the family to settle down in Qumīyā, capital of his kingdom. The Sulṭān with his retinue received him at some distance from the town and reaching the city wall he got down from his horse to escort the great divine on foot. Bahā' al-Din’s family was lodged in a palatial house and the Sulṭān would visit him very often.

We see form this family background that Rūmī grew up in an atmosphere of religious learning in which religious problems were discussed and controversies entered into with great enthusiasm. Rūmī must have learnt much from his father and the great scholars who were devoted to him. The most eminent among them was Būrān al-Dīn Muḥaqiqī whose title denotes that he carried on independent research (taḥqīq). Rūmī’s father entrusted the education of his promising son to this teacher who inculcated in his pupil the habit of independent thinking. Rūmī’s education continued after the death of his father and we find him at the age of twenty-five travelling in search of knowledge to great centres of learning like Damascus and Ḥalab (Aleppo). Rūmī lived for some time in the hostel of Ḥarīrīyāsh College. There were very eminent teachers on the staff of this College, one of whom was Kamāl al-Dīn ʿAllān Ḥalaki, who wrote a history of Ḥalab, a fragment of which has been published in Europe. Rūmī’s education covered the whole curriculum: the Qur’ān commentary, Ḥadīth, jurisprudence, and Arabic language and literature. His Mughals bears ample evidence of this vast learning. It is on account of this intellectual and academic training that his mysticism is not merely emotional. At every step we find him intellectualizing his supra-rational spiritual experiences. He spent seven years in the colleges of Damascus and we find him still engaged in academic pursuits even at the age of forty. The Holy Prophet Muḥammād had started his mission at that age. In Plato’s Republic Socrates proposed a similarly long process of education for those who would be philosophic rulers of their ideal republic.

Although it is stated in the Mughāla al-ṭafṣīl that at the time of the death of Rūmī’s father he was a teacher and tutor Būrān al-Dīn certified his pupil’s thorough attainment in prevalent sciences and then launched him on a long course of mystical practices which continued for nine years, yet we do not find any fruits of these spiritual experiences in the life of Rūmī before his encounter with the mystical and mysterious Sams of Tabrīz. Rūmī now engaged himself in teaching theology and giving sermons as the learned religious teachers of his time usually did. His verdict or fatwa was sought and quoted about religious questions on which he was held to be an authority. He avoided music as the rigid puritanical orthodoxy of his time did. There is no doubt that his meeting with Sams was a turning point in his life. As to what happened when Sams and Rūmī met for the first time, there exist a number of legends that are inconsistent. According to one version, Rūmī, surrounded by books and pupils, was engaged in teaching when Sams suddenly dropped in and asked him, “What are these books about?” Taking him to be a man without learning Rūmī replied that the questioner could not know what they
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contained. At this the heap of books burst into flames. Rūmī in great consternation asked him the meaning of this miraculous phenomenon. At this ʿShams said, “This is what you cannot understand.” Another version of this legend is that ʿShams threw the books in a cistern of water and when Rūmī was enraged at this ʿShams brought them out without the water having touched them; they were as dry as before. Shibli, the eminent modern writer of a book on Rūmī, is evidently right in his judgment that these legends are not based on facts because Sipah Sīlah, who spent forty years in intimate contact with Rūmī, relates his meeting with ʿShams in a simple story unadorned by any legend. If anything unusual had happened, surely this friend and devotee would not have missed mentioning it. He says that ʿShams was the son of ‘Alī al-Din and was a pupil of Rūmī’s preceptor, ’Aḥmad ibn al-ʿArabī. When Rūmī became the spiritual successor of ʿShams, he went to see him. The impression of this mystic on Rūmī’s mind was deep and lasting. Sipah Sīlah says that the two were closeted together for six months in ʿAbd al-Dawla Zarkib’s room, which none but Zarkib was allowed to enter. Now Rūmī left off teaching and preaching and spent days and nights only in the company of ʿShams. It was rumoured that a magician had bewitched the great divine. Rūmī’s sons and disciples turned against ʿShams whom they considered to be a charlatan and a sorcerer. Under these circumstances ʿShams left Qinīyah suddenly, leaving no clue as to his whereabouts. After a long time ʿShams wrote to Rūmī from Damascus. This letter kindled the flame in Rūmī’s mind again. In the mean-
time his disciples whose resentment had driven away ʿShams had repented of their conduct. Rūmī’s son ʿAbd al-Walad in his Mathnawī has mentioned this incident in detail because he was deputed by his father to go to Damascus accompanied by some other disciples to persuade ʿShams to return to Qinīyah. The epistle of Rūmī written in verse is recorded in the Mathnawī of ʿAbd al-Walad. This letter shows how deeply Rūmī had felt the pang of separation from his spiritual guide and in what great esteem he held him. ʿShams accompanied this delegation and returned to Qinīyah where he was received with great honour by Rūmī and his disciples. It appears that ʿShams now meant to stay on, having allayed the suspicions of Rūmī’s disciples by marrying a maid of Rūmī’s house whose name was Kīmiya. A residential tent was pitched for the wedded couple in front of the family residence of Rūmī. Something happened again which turned Rūmī’s son ‘Alī al-Din Chalpi against ʿShams and others joined him with the result that ʿShams disappeared now for good. Rūmī’s reliable biographer Sipah Sīlah says only this much that ʿShams left Qinīyah again in indignation and although Rūmī sent people to search for him in various places no one could find him. But other biographers of Rūmī are in full accord about the conviction that ʿShams was assassinated by some
while one of them stands up to dance with one hand on the breast and the other arm spreading out. In the dance there is no forward or backward movement but that of whirling around with increasing tempo. When accompanied by music, only flutes and drums are used. There is a trying process of undergoing a discipline of service to others before a candidate for membership could qualify for it. It starts not with the service of men but the service of animals for forty days, obviously with the idea that if a man can serve animals dutifully with love and consideration he would serve his fellow beings still better. After this he sweats the floors of the lodgings of poor devotees. It is followed by other terms of service for forty days each of drawing water and carrying fuel and other general domestic chores. This is considered to be a cure for the love of power and privilege of class and caste. At the end he is given a bath to symbolize riddance of lower passions. He takes a vow of total abstinence from all forbidden acts and is allowed to wear the garb of the sect.

B

BELIEFS AND PHILOSOPHY

Rumi as a philosopher of religion stands shoulders above all those Muslim thinkers who are called šākīnī in the history of Muslim thought. He compiled no systematic treatise either on philosophy or theology and made no sustained attempt to build a system of either speculative or mystical metaphysics. One cannot put him in the category of philosophers like al-Rāzi, Ibn Sina (Avicenna), Ibn Rushd (Averroës), and even al-Ghazālī. He did not hitch his wagon to these stars with the exception of al-Ghazālī, who attempted a monumental synthesis of orthodox Muslim theology and mysticism attempting to bridge the gulf between the two. He is the heir to the ethical monotheism of the Isra'ili prophets which culminated in the dispensation of Islam, but by the time this heritage reached him it had already been supplemented by Hellenistic thought. But he deepens and broadens all that he inherits. He belongs to no school or sect. He picks up what he considers to be true and discards whatever he thinks to be false, however time-honoured and orthodox the view or dogma may be. A patient study of his Mevlâna reveals him not as a meddlesome eclectic but a man with a definite view of the nature of existence. He has a deep-rooted feeling about the basic unity of reality and appearance. For a man like him every thesis and antithesis is transcended by a higher synthesis wherein contradictions are resolved in the ever-advancing movement of life. He talks of mere dialecticians with disdain but does not shun dialectics to sustain a thesis. You may consider him a free-lance both in philosophy and religion, but his freedom is informed with a basic attitude that never wavers and perpetually returns to itself after numerous digressions and deviations. While dealing with a genius like Rumi one is always conscious of a feeling of injustice towards him. The best that he has uttered vibrates with life, while

an intellectual analysis in relation to life itself is, in the words of Goethe, like grey summer leaves as compared with the sapful green tree which has dropped them. But this drawback is inherent in all intellectual analyses and theories and one has regretfully to remain contented with it. We will make an attempt to give a brief summary of his beliefs, outlook, and metaphysics under a few headings.

C

THE NATURE OF EXISTENCE AND EVOLUTION

The ground of all existence is spiritual. It is not easy to define the meaning of the term "spiritual," especially in the world-view of Rumi. For him the ground of being is akin to what we feel in ourselves as spirit or ego. Infinite number of egos emerging out of the Cosmic Ego constitute the totality of existence. In this view even matter is spiritual. The thinker nearest to Rumi in this respect is the German philosopher Leibniz, who centuries after Rumi conceived of existence as an infinity of egos at different levels of consciousness. As in the metaphysics of Leibniz, Rumi believed God to be a universal cosmic Monad. There is nothing like lifeless matter; matter is also alive though at a lower graduation of being. "Earth and water, fire and air are alive in the view of God, though they appear to be dead to us."

In all speculative philosophy, the starting point, the point of departure, is an undemonstrable postulate. So is the case with the thought of Rumi. Assuming existence to be spiritual in the process of creation, he starts with a belief in evolution. There is no satisfactory explanation of why the infinite, self-existent, self-sufficient Spirit should start dropping egos to the lowest level of sentience and consciousness.

Judaism, Christianity, and Islam have inculcated a belief in creation ex nihilo by a voluntary act of the Creator at a particular moment of time. In Rumi's view the view of the Neo-Platonic influence replacing the orthodox Islamic concept of creation in time, instead of creation in time, we have eternal emergence of egos. Rumi has repeated in many places his view of the eternity of spirits. "I existed when there were neither names nor the things that are named."

We see him moving only one step with Plotinus in conceding that there is emanation instead of creation in time, and then he suddenly parts company with him. Starting with initial unexplainable divolte he becomes a creative evolutionist. All beings have emerged from God by a kind of overflow of the divine spirit, but every being or ego is impelled irresistibly by an urge to return to its origin. This urge which Rumi calls love becomes the evolutionary principle of all existence. Existence, viewed phenomenally, is graded, the
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egos in one grade being superior or inferior in self-realization. The essence of all egos or monads is spiritual which may be called divinity because they have all emerged from the selfsame divine principle. The doctrine of the Fall of Adam is reinterpreted in Rumi's metaphysics. The original state from which the ego fell was not the traditional paradise of gardens and streams but the unitary ground of divinity. The Fall is concerned not only with man or the disobedience of Adam and Eve, but is a universal comic phenomenon. One might say metaphorically that monads in the realm of matter and vegetable and animal kingdoms are all fallen angels striving to return to their original divine ground. The principle that everything has a natural tendency to return to its origin, holds good in all spheres and applies to every existing. Previous to Rumi we find among Greek thinkers genuine biological evolution of birds and beasts and man having been gradually differentiated and developed from fish due to environmental changes and the needs of adaptation, but this speculation was never developed any further either by materialistic thinkers like Democritus or idealists like Plato and Aristotle. We find a doctrine of graded existence and a theory of development in Aristotle's concepts of form and matter and entelechies. Inorganic matter is organized into different species of plants because every plant realizes the idea of its species. Every realized form serves as matter for the embodiment of a higher entity until we reach God who is pure idea or self-thinking thought unconcerned with the particulars of phenomenal existence and unrelated to creatures contaminated with matter. Matter for Aristotle is a negative end-concept without a shadow of reality because all reality belongs to ideas, and matter as such is bereft of any idea. Aristotle is not a monadologist like Rumi and Leibniz and for him the human ego also has a transitory phenomenal existence: what is real in it belongs to universal reason; and whatever is personal or individual has no abiding value or reality. After Aristotle the doctrine of Emanation and Return is found in Plotinus. In his view also there is a gradation in existence which is a result of more or less distance from the original ineffable One who is devoid of all qualities like the Niyazs Brainsmen, the Absolute of Avasa Vedanta. The human souls, according to Plotinus, can rise again to their original ground by discarding material and biological urges. This leads logically to a negativeistic, quietistic, and ascetic view of life of which we find no trace in Rumi because of the Islamic ethics of integration and the eternal value of the individual. For Aristotle the scheme of graded existence was eternally fixed and there was no idea of the evolution of species. In Plotinus, too, there is more of eternally graded evolutionary states of existences than an eternal urge to develop into higher and higher states which is so clearly depicted in the metaphysics of Rumi. Rumi touches Plotinus and Aristotle only tangentially and then develops a thesis of his own, not found before him in any specialist. He accepts only that of the Ikhwan al-Safa and ibn Miskawih. In the whole history of philosophy he is one of the outstanding evolutionary thinkers. He is not a mechanical biologist or or biological evolutionist like Darwin and Spencer. Bergson's creative evolution comes nearest to Rumi. For Bergson, too, life is creative and evolutionary; however, he believes this creative evolutionary process to be without any goal. But how could one say that life evolves unless there in an implicit idea of a goal towards which it moves? For Rumi God is the ground as well as the goal of all existences, and life everywhere is a goal-seeking activity. Bergson developed no concept of the self, nor is evolution for him a process of self-realisation. Rumi tells us why life is creative and evolutionary and defines for us the nature of the creative urge. It was only in the last decade of his life that Bergson in his book *The Two Sources of Morality and Religion* identified the *dual* dualist with love and moved from philosophy to religion by accepting the prophets and the saints as individuals endowed with intuition and saturated with love which is the creative urge of evolutionary life.

Rumi has presented his view in a language which conforms partially even with the view of materialistic and biological evolutionists. Like them he says that life has evolved from matter, but for him matter was from the outset essentially and potentially spiritual. This removes the insoluble problem of lifeless and goalless matter evolving out of itself a germ of life which even in the lowest and initial stage is adaptive and goal-seeking. The Odyssey and voyage of the ego's self-discovery and its gradual unfolding are given in Books III and IV of the *Mathnawis* with great definiteness. “For several epochs I was flying about in space like atoms of dust without a will, after which I entered the inorganic realm of matter. Crossing over to the vegetable kingdom I lost all memory of my struggle on the material plane. From there I stepped into the animal kingdom, forgetting all my life as a plant, feeling only an instinctive and unconscious urge towards the growth of plants and flowers, particularly during the springtime as suckling babies feel towards the mother that gave them birth. Rising in the scale of animality I became a man pulled up by the creative urge of the Creator whom one knows. I continued advancing from realm to realm developing my reason and strengthening the organism. There was ground for ever getting above the previous types of reason. Even my present rationality is not a culmination of mental evolution. This too has to be transcended, because it is still contaminated with self-seeking, egotistic biological urges. A thousand other types of reason and consciousness shall emerge during the further course of my ascent; a wonder of wonders!”

The same course is traced in Book III of the *Mathnawis* hinting at higher stages till the ego reaches back the divinity from which it had descended, a state which cannot be grasped by our present rationality nor could imagination visualize it. No category of reason or phenomenal existence applies to this state: it is ultra-existential. We must note here that it is not an impersonal existence which goes on moving from phase to phase but selves or egos from the very start which are perpetually engaged in self-realisation. Orthodox Islam like Christianity believes in the creation of the universe in time. The
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souls are believed to be created with the birth of the individuals though after that they are destined to be immortal remaining eternally either in heaven or hell. But, according to Râmi, the category of time does not apply to the realm of the spirit, so the question of the temporal creation of ego is irrelevant. For Râmi as for al-Ghazâlî time and space are categories of phenomenal consciousness only. He says about serial time, "'You think in terms of the past and the future; when you get rid of this mode of consciousness, the problem will be solved.' There is also a hint in the verses that follow that our concept of time is interlinked with space, an idea which has been mathematically and scientifically developed in modern times by Einstein. Râmi says that in the realm of divine light, which is non-spatial, serial time, divisible into past, present, and future, does not exist. Past and future are relative to the individual self. About space there are numerous verses in the Majâhînî and Râmi repeatedly points to his conviction, which may either be the result of spiritual experience or an epistemological thesis, that in the realm of the spirit the category of space does not hold and has no relevance. The Qur'ânic verse about divine light which definitely states that it is non-spatial, la sharîyâh wa la sharîyâh, supports this view, and Râmi's intellect and experience must have been strengthened by this scriptural corroboration. As the human spirit too is basically divine, so corroborated by the Qur'ân in which it is said that God breathed His own spirit into Adam, man also diving into his own real self, can realize the non-spatial nature not only of his own reality but also of all existence viewed as non-ego and not as phenomena. He exhorts man to realize this basic fact both about himself and the universe. "You live in space but your reality is non-spatial; close this shop situated in space and open a shop on the other side to which your real non-spatial spirit belongs. The ground of this spatial universe is non-spatial; space is a phenomenal creation of that which in itself is not space." Râmi develops this thesis still further. He says that space is the basis of division and multiplicity, in which the basic unity of the cosmic spirit is infinitely pulverized and atomized. Human ego is also basically one. It is only material frames in which the selves at the biological level create the illusion of diversity. Here too Râmi gets support from the Qur'ânic teaching that there is a fundamental unity in the multiplicity of human ego. "It is He who created you one spirit."

Râmi uses similes to make his meaning clear. He says that sunlight entering houses through many windows is split up by spatial barriers but remains essentially the same. In another place he says that lamps lightening a hall may be many but the light that emanates from them and envelopes all of them negates the illusion of separate light. It is a common trait of Râmi that he first uses logical and philosophical arguments and then invariably tries to enlighten the mind of the reader by similes and analogies, but at the end finding the intellect incurably bound by spatial visualization and fettered by

the logic of identity and contradiction, refers invariably to ultra-rational spiritual experience which realizes reality as unity and conceives diversity as mere phenomenal appearance. Talking of a group of divinized souls, he says that they feel themselves as the waves of the self-same sea whose diversity is created by wind. He relates a spiritual experience in which the spirit transcends our spatially interlinked serial time and enters a dimension of Being wherein the mutually exclusive diversity of psychological processes is negated and a man's casual thinking, with the problems that it creates and attempts to solve, exists no more. As it is a spaceless reality that manifests itself into extended and divisible spaces, creating the illusion of separated things and events, so it is a timeless spirit that creates the categories of serial time with the illusionary division of past, present, and future. It is possible for the human spirit to enter this non-dimensional dimension of consciousness and reality. Such an experience does not give one knowledge in the ordinary sense; it is a consciousness of wonder.

D

LOVE

As we have remarked already, two lines of intellectual and moral and spiritual development running their course independently for more than a millennium had converged in Hellenized Christianity, of which the first unmistakable evidence is the Gospel of John which identified Jesus with Logos. But after this amalgamation the distinctive features of the message of Jesus were not lost and remained recognizably different. Jesus identified God with love, while Hellenism had made reason the ground of reality. Islam too was an heir to Israelite prophetic outlook and grappling with the Hellenistic thought incorporating some of its elements and repudiating others which were antagonistic to the fundamentals of its ideology. Islam attempted a synthesis of reason, love, and law, and an integration of the higher and the lower aspects, not sacrificing the lower and assimilating it altogether but transmuting the lower into the higher. It means surrender to the will of God which is not a passive attitude of submission but a continued volitional effort to attain oneself to eternal realities of which the focus is God. Whatever Islam took over as its heritage, it transformed it in the process of synthesis and assimilation, until the product became qualitatively different. In the opening chapter of the Qur'ân we find God neither as the self-thinking thought of Aristotle nor the top point of the Platonic pyramid of ideas but a conscious and eternally creative will. The basic attributes of God given in this sūrah are: (1) ʿAbbâd-ʿAlâmin (the Nourisher of all realms and beings), (2) Raḥmûn and Raḥîm (Creative Love and Forgiving Love), and (3) Mâlik Yawm al-Dîn (the Master of the Day of Judgment). We see here that love is prior to law and justice and hence is more basic to the nature of God, who is the Ultimate Reality. The Western critics of Islam are wont to take original Islam as concerned more with unconditional obedience to the revealed will of God than with an attitude

1 Qur'ân, vi. 99.
Newton explained the movement of heavenly bodies by physical gravitational pull and Kant promulgated the nebular hypothesis to explain the origin of heavenly bodies out of incandescent vapour. Hegel explained the ever-progressing dynamism of Nature and Mind as the dialectical unfolding in time of the Eternal Absolute. Darwin presented a biological view of the creation of higher species by the blind urges of the struggle for existence and life’s adaptation with the environment. Rumi’s evolutionary concept comprehends all these partial and fragmentary theories, taking them up in a grand synthesis. Like Hegel he is a believer in the Eternal Absolute, but to explain the dynamism of all life and history he resorts to cosmic love instead of the dialectic of thesis, antithesis, and synthesis. Similarly, Rumi has an intuition of the gravitational pull of love, heavenly bodies draw the earth towards them in a welcoming embrace. It is on account of this cosmic pull of love that earth remains suspended in space like a lamp, the forces from all directions pulling it by equilibrated attraction not allowing it to fly away or drop down in space, as if the stellar dome of heaven were a magnetic dome inside which a piece of iron is suspended without visible cords. According to Rumi, the same force that creates heavenly bodies out of nebulae resulting in stars and planets and systems proceeds further and generates life because love by its essence is creative. As atoms by their affinities conglomerate in molecules so in a further evolutionary urge they emerge as life cells which first appear in vegetation and then advance towards animality. Hegel said that creation proceeds through a synthesis of the opposites, but Rumi says that these apparent opposites were already skin by the affinity of love. Love originates in God and moves towards God who is essentially a creator; therefore, love as it advances from phase to phase in the upward movement of creation brings into being new forms of existence at every step.

We have already stated that Rumi is a monologist and when he talks of atoms and their mutual attractions he is really talking of egos that are in the process of realizing their divinely-rooted self-consciousness. It is this urge for self-realization that makes the ego set as they do. As their source is God, so their goal is also God, and the process of moving towards this goal creates new perfections at every stage. Everywhere there is life and life is essentially a goal-seeking activity. The lower merges into the higher; it is not a process of progressive annihilation but assimilation. Rumi says that the heavenly movements are not blindly mechanical but are waves in an infinite ocean of love. If cosmic love were not there, all existence would get frozen and shrink into nothingness. The inorganic would refuse to merge and emerge into vegetation and vegetation would not be lifted up into animal life nor would life ascend towards the mind and spirit. The egos like infinite swarms of
locates are flying towards the harvest of life. Without love, nothing would move.

The religion of a mystic philosopher like Rūmī is a universal religion which could not be enclosed within any orthodox or dogmatic boundaries. His religion is not the creed of any one particular religious community but being the religion of the universe is a universal religion. It is the religion of glowing stars, of flowing streams, and of growing trees. Whose belief, intuition, and practice accord with this outlook, he has attained the truth. Religion if it is genuine is not a blind faith about the understandable unknown; it is an ever-present reality perceived and lived. It is the alchemy of life which through the magic of love transforms the lower into the higher. We see in ourselves that bread is transmuted into life and mind. Could any narrow scientific intellect explain this miraculous transmutation? In the Aristotelian logic of identity everything remains what it is, and in mechanistic materialism there is no way of explaining the goal-seeking tendency of life from non-purposeful aimless aimlessness. Life has an intrinsic assimilating power, which could and should work to transform and assimilate even a drunk into a pure flame, so every happening in life is capable of being converted into light and life.

The universe, according to Rūmī, is a realm of love. In comparison with love, law and reason are secondary phenomena. It is love that creates and laws manifest themselves to seek the threads of unity in the diversities of manifested life. Language was not created by any preconceived grammar, nor do the flowers blossom by any conscious planning or according to the laws of botany or aesthetics. Rational thinking follows creation but does not precede it. Rationalization, being a secondary phenomenon, is not by itself a creative force. As Hegel has said, philosophy always comes too late only to contemplate retrospectively what the dynamism of history has already created and completed. Cosmic love transcends all creeds and all philosophies and so the religion of love could never be completely identified with any one creed, dogmatism, or speculative theory. Rūmī says that there is no contradiction between universal love and universal reason, but when the human intellect ravages itself, it begins to take a part for a whole, making the mistake of identifying a fragmentary phenomenon with the whole of reality. Human intellect, divorced from universal reason, remains at the biological and utilitarian level, and language which is the outward garb of the intellect possesses no vocabulary for the description of the intuition of cosmic love. Human consciousness remains generally at the biological level and its perceptions, affections, and emotions are governed directly or indirectly by biological needs. This biological instrument Rūmī calls nafs or particular reason (‘af di jarī) to distinguish it from universal reason, which is an ally of reason, a reason which excitingly calls itself scientific reason, capable of explaining all reality and solving the riddle of the universe, proves to be utterly useless when faced with the intuition of love and life, and, instead of gracefully accepting its inadequacy, begins foolishly to deny the reality that it cannot comprend.

The deep impress of Rūmī which has continued to develop through the centuries in modern times produced a disciple of the intellectual caliber and poetic genius of Iqbal. The reasons for this influence may be briefly summed up as follows. Here was a man who, like the great prophets and saints, did not accept religious faith at second hand; for him it was a personal experience more convincing than either logical argument or sense-perception. But religious experience, if it rests in its subjectivity, cannot be communicated; it cannot induce conviction in others who do not have it. Rūmī exploits the inadequacy of human speech to convey it and also points to the limitations of sense-experience as well as inductive or deductive reasoning of what he calls the particular intellect which deals with reality piecemeal. But side by side with his ultra-sensuous and ultra-rational mystic experience of the all-enveloping spirit in which every ego lives and moves and has its being, he presents himself to us as an acute logician and a skilled metaphysician. When you add his lyrical fervour and poetic genius to his remarkable capacities, he begins to tower above all those who are either mere mystics or mere philosophers or mere poets. One finds in him anticipations of Kant who tried to prove phenomenonality or subjectivity of time, space, and causality; anticipations of Bergson in his criticism of the intellect and in his conception of l'anime and creative evolution; and anticipations of Nietzsche in his conviction that present humanism must be superseded in a further advance towards new dimensions of being. He is an idealist and spiritualist of the highest order. He is fundamentally an evolutionary thinker who conceived of existence not in static but dynamic terms. The insomuchion urge to rise to higher levels is implicit in all existence; the inorganic is always ready for being assimilated by the organic; in every entity there is an upward surge from within and a pull from above. The inertia of matter on which Newton based his physics and astronomy is declared to be an illusion, the reality of which is in infinite motion and restlessness of what Democritus and the thirteenth/nineteenth-century physicists call atoms but Rūmī calls egos. Rūmī re-establishes the reality of the world and the dignity of all life, particularly of human life which has become self-conscious and conscious of its divine origin and goal. All movement is from God unto God. Rūmī performs the admirable task of ridding mysticism of quietism and irrationalism. He establishes with all the force of his genius the reality of free-will which is vouchsafed to man to identify itself freely with the cosmic will. He has brought out the essence of universal religion as creative love. He preaches the infinite potentialities of life because all egos have their origin in the Infinite Self and are restless and nostalgic in order to realize their infinity. Many creeds and philosophies had declared life to be an illusion, but Rūmī declares life at all stages to be an Eternal Reality; it is not life but death which is an illusion. The purpose of life is more life, higher and better.
Nietzsche criticizes bitterly all creeds that say "No" to life and says that there are only two kinds of creeds: those that say "Yes" to life and those that say "No" to it. Rumi’s is a life-embracing creed. Although one of the greatest mystics of all time, he was not a body-torturing and self-annulling mystic. In a verse he talks of great souls as great hunters of life trying to capture and assimilate the spirituality of angels, saints, and prophets, finally aiming at capturing the cosmic spirit itself for perpetual and eternal enrichment of the self, actualizing its infinite potentialities. He wants you not to gather your garments to prevent them from getting wet but to plunge a thousand times in the sea of life. Fight for spiritual conquest, and not flight from life’s challenges, is the way of life that he preaches and practices. Only for a sleeping soul life is an empty dream; creeds of illusion are the products of lovers of sleep and worshippers of the night. About the infinity of life and its restlessness he says, “Human ego have experienced the shoeing of universe after universe; could you say which of them made the path of your path?” Is it not that the seven heavens are below the empyrean but our flight is beyond the empyrean? Neither the heavens nor the empyrean could be our goal; we have to fly towards the rose-garden of union with the divine.

For Rumi life is an alchemy perpetually engaged in transformation and transubstantiation. You see before your eyes earth, water, light, and air being transformed into plant life, plant life turning into animal life by assimilation, and animal life, ascending to mind; why couldn’t mind be transformed into a divided spirit? “They say, copper turns into gold by alchemy, but the copper of our life converts itself not only into gold but becomes an alchemy itself with the quality of spiritualizing whatever it touches.”

The space at your disposal compels us to finish this brief survey of Rumi’s outlook on life with two of his lyrics: in one he gives the characterization of the "Man of God" and in the other depicts a mystic’s search for God through the emblems of various creeds, ending in finding God within himself. "The Man of God" is intoxicated without wine and full without meat; he is struck with wonder and cares not about food and sleep. He is a king in a derelict house; he is a treasure found in a ruin. The constituents of a man of God are not the four elements—earth, air, water, and fire. He is a boundless ocean of the spirit containing countless pearls. The heaven within him contains numerous suns and moons. He gains the trust by knowledge from God and not from books. He stands above creeds and heresies, and he is beyond right and wrong. He has ridden away from Nor-Being in glory and majesty. He is hidden, O Candle of Faith! such a ‘Man of God’ do you seek and find.

Rumi is talking here of the ideal man or the ideal of humanity. He is hidden in the nature of every man. The purpose of life is to reach this perfection. In another verse he has repeated the story of Diogenes moving about in the market-place of Athens with a lamp in his hand in broad daylight seeking Man in a crowd of men who according to him were only counterfeiting humanity.

When he is told that no such being could be found, he replies, “I am craving to find him who is not found.”

Religion has been aptly defined by Hoffding as faith in the conservation of values. According to Rumi’s mystical metaphysic, the spirit is the origin and locus of all intrinsic and abiding values. The Real which is manifested in the human spirit is eternal and immortal. He exalts human beings not to lament the transitoriness of phenomenal life because that which is real can never perish. Things in space emerge and disappear; forms and shapes come and go. The streams of phenomenal life continue to flow and pass away; lament not their vanishing because the inexhaustible eternal source remains unimpaired and shall continue to issue in many more streams.

We must note that here we have no blank qualitatis, no transcendent infinity of a static Absolute, but a perpetually pushing fountain of eternal life, from which all egos quaff as much as they can. Mortality belongs to appearances alone; not life but death is an illusion. Every ego is destined to be immortal by participation in life eternal. The purpose of life is self-perpetuation and self-enrichment not only through the reproduction of the species but by the upward and forward urge of every ego. Life moves by a series of negotiations and assertions; self-realization cannot proceed without self-abnegation. Every stage reached by an ego has to benegated and transcended so that “on their dead selves’ stepping stones men may rise to higher things.” Rumi says that from the very outset life has placed a ladder before you so that you may rise step by step. After this he reiterates his fundamental hypothesis that life has advanced from the inorganic to the organic, traversing the vegetable and the animal kingdom, reaching the stage of reason, knowledge, and faith, until man, with his body which was only a part of the earth, evolves a mind and spirit and becomes a whole. But even after having become conscious of infinity, the voyage of discovery through the infinite continues. For a long time it was a journey towards God, but now it will be a journey in God’s infinity, from earth to heaven, from humanity to angelhood till the finite embraces the Infinite: man the Son of God becomes one with the Father. It is the bodies that become old and decrepit; life remains eternally youthful.

The Qur’an says about the creation of man that man’s body was made of clay, but the material frame having been perfected, God breathed from His own spirit into him. Rumi in his discourses collected in Piki ml ījki has quoted a tradition of the Prophet wherein it is said that Adam’s clay was kneaded in forty days. The Qur’an says that God’s day is an epoch of a hundred thousand years. This mode of expression is not meant to convey an exact mathematical figure but is an idiomatic or rhetorical expression for an immensely long period. Accordingly, God’s forty days might mean hundreds of millions of years. Rumi concludes from this that man’s bodily organism did not come into existence by the creative fiat of God in a moment but is a product of a long process of evolution. It was after the perfecting of the physical organism that the spirit of the Lord became manifest in man awakening the eternal
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The essence of the human ego. With the emergence of this consciousness the human ego realizes that it is not a product of this evolution but, in its essence, is prior to the phenomenal course of the universe. After this realization the universe with its diversity of objects is viewed not as a cause but as an effect, because the ego pours existence into its own moulds with the categories of time, space, and causation. Rumi says that the body is not the cause of the mind but is created by the mind as its instrument for working on the material or phenomenal plane. What we consider to be the qualities of an independently existing master exist only in relation to a perceiving mind. In a lyric, Rumi describes his search for God after having realized the nature of his own ego. He moves from creed to creed and dogma to dogma. Not finding Him in temples, institutions, and symbols, he returns unto himself and discovers His presence in the sanctuary of his own heart. He is not satisfied with any creed until God is directly experienced by him. Here is one of the finest mystical lyrics of Rumi:

"I existed at a time when there were neither the names nor the objects, which they were the names; the names and the objects named came into existence in relation to us at a time when eggs were not yet individualized and there was not yet any question of 'I' and 'We.' I searched for God among the Christians and on the Cross but therein found Him not. I went into the ancient temple of idolatry; no trace of Him was there. I entered the mountain cave of Hira (where the Archangel Gabriel appeared to the Prophet) and then went as far as Qandil but God I found I not, neither in low nor in high places. With set purpose I fared to the summit of Mount Caeculus and found there only 'self's' habitation. Then I directed my search to the Ka'bah, the resort of old and young; God was not there even. Turning to philosophy I inquired about Him from ibn Sina but found Him not within his range. I fared then to the scene of the Prophet's experience of a great divine manifestation only a 'two bow-lengths' distance from him' but God was not there even in that exalted court. Finally, I looked into my own heart and there I saw Him; He was nowhere else.'

This is the experience and language of the great mystics of all spiritual religions who were not satisfied with institutional religion, and who based their spiritual life on personal experiences and convictions not derived from theologies and philosophies. These experiences are the common heritage of all souls and the common ground on which great religions meet, disregarding intellectual formulation of dogmas and diversities of modes of worship which have made religion a dividing instead of a unitive and harmonizing force. Rumi is one of those rare saints and mystics whose intellectual fibre and creative moral and social effort is not weakened by subjective emotional experiences unrelated to the realities of everyday life. In him spirituality, rationality, and universal morality have found a healthy synthesis. God, universe, and humanity are embraced in a single all-encompassing vision, the vision of creative love. Tennyson ends his "In Memoriam" with a stanza which sums up Rumi's vision and creed:

Mahmūd Shabistari, al-Jili, and Jāmi

"That God, which ever lives and loves,
One God, one law, one element,
And one far off divine event,
To which the whole creation moves."

His appeal to the philosophers of religion, epistemologists, and metaphysicists is as great as his appeal to the mystics of all religions. Neither modern philosophy nor modern science has left him behind. For about a century now the entire philosophical and scientific thought has been dominated by the concept of evolution, and it is the evolutionary concept that has been mainly responsible for sabotaging ancient theologies and views of creation, resulting in almost universal scepticism and agnosticism. Theology everywhere has been making an attempt to save the abiding realities and values of religion by accepting universal evolution as an indelible fact and reasserting old beliefs and dogmas. Rumi performed this task six centuries ago in a manner that can offer guidance to all who want to reconcile religion with philosophy and science.
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Chapter XLIII

MAHMŪD SHABISTARI, AL-JILI, AND JĀMI

A

MAHMŪD SHABISTARI

Mahmūd Shabistari, so called after the name of Shabistar, a village near Tabriz in Azerbaijan, was born about the middle of the seventh/thirteenth century and died about 720/1320. Little is known of his life. His Gulshan-i Ruh (The Garden of Mystery) is a poetic exposition of the doctrine of the Unity of Being. It was written in 710/1311 in response to certain questions about mystical philosophy asked by one Amir Husaini from Khurasan.

The exposition of the doctrine of the Unity of Being in the book add nothing to what had earlier been said by ibn 'Arabi. Mahmūd, however, is much clearer and much more precise than his spiritual teacher. Being, by its very definition, he says, is existent, and Non-Being, non-existent. There is
nothing in existence except the One. The contingent and the necessary were never separate; they existed from eternity as one. If you look at one side of the One, it is one, and if you see the other side, it becomes many—the only difference being that the aspect of unity is real, while that of plurality is illusory. Reality is one but its names are many, and it is this plurality which becomes the cause of multiplicity.1

Essence as such is beyond our knowledge or comprehension. But, according to Ṣuhbistari, this inability on our part to know God’s essence arises because of His nearness to us. Essence as absolute light is as invisible to the eye as Non-Being which is absolute darkness. Nobody can look at the sun directly. But it can be seen as reflected in water. Relative non-being is like water. It serves as a mirror of the Absolute Light in which is reflected the illumination of Ḥaqiq (truth). This relative non-being is the latent reality (‘ās al-ḥabīb) of ibn ‘Arabî’s system, which reflects the divine light in accordance with its natural propensities. The divine light as pure light was a hidden treasure, but when it was reflected in the mirror, the treasure became manifest. But, in this process, the essence that was One became many.2

Ṣuhbistari then describes the process of descent of the One after the manner of the ‘Arabî. The first manifestation of the essence is the universal reason (‘aql al-budûl), the stage of unity (ḥabîd al-ḥabîb); the second is the universal soul (waṣî al-budûl). Then come Throne (‘urğh), the heavenly Chair (kursî), seven heavenly spheres, four elements, the three kingdoms of minerals, vegetables, and animals. The last in the series is man who is the scene of creation. Though temporally the last in the series, man is logically the first, as tree is potentially prior to the seed. All the world was created for him while he was created for himself, as the embodiment of God’s highest manifestation. But he possesses certain basic elements which, however, are essential for his moral progress. A mirror, to be able to reflect things, must have one side totally blackened. If it were all crystal, it would cease to serve as a mirror.

As man is the final cause of creation, everything is made to obey his command. All things are manifestations of the different names of God, but, being the reflection of the Named, man comprises within himself all the names; therefore, all the creation is within him. He is the most marvellous creation of the Lord and owes everything to Him; his power, knowledge, and will are all God’s.

Reason is perfectly useless, according to Ṣuhbistari. It is a long, winding, and arduous path. A philosopher is like a cross-eyed man who sees duality everywhere. He starts with the objects of the world conceived as real. On this basis he argues the existence of the Necessary, as distinct from and other than the contingent. Arguing on the basis of a continuous series of causes and effects, Ṣuhbistari asserts that the Necessary Being is the Primal Cause of the process of creation. The whole process of reasoning, according to him, is wrong. There is no possibility of the knowledge of God through the category of contingency as the latter does not possess any similarity to the former. “It amounts to discovering the burning sun with the help of the dim light of a tiny candle.” The best method, therefore, is to give up logical reason and enter the valley of gnosia.3 Knowledge gained through discursive reason leads one to sleep, while gnosia awakens one from slumber. Like Abraham, one must go beyond the divinity of the stars, the sun, and the moon which, according to him, represent sense-perception, imagination, and reason, respectively.4

In the sixth question of Gud DNS-RA the Ṣuhbî explicitly rejects the usefulness of reason in the mystic search for truth. He holds that there is “a way” beyond reason by which man is able to know the secret of reality. This intuitive power of man is hidden within him as fire is implicit in the stone. When this fire blazes forth, all the world becomes bright and illuminated.

Discussing the value of knowledge in the tenth question he says that by knowledge he does not mean the device by which people gain worldly power and prestige; for that is contrary to the spirit of a true mystic. Knowledge is useful only when it leads one to right action, action that springs from the heart. Ṣuhbistari also suggests a study of both the sources of knowledge mentioned in the Qur’ān—the external world ( al-fâyq) and the internal world of self-consciousness ( al-fânâs). But in practice the mystics’ study of the external world has always led them to emphasize the illusory character of the external world.

The account of moral qualities given by Ṣuhbistari is a mere reproduction of Plato’s and Aristotelian theses. Wisdom ( ḥikmâ), moral purity ( ‘āqîb), bravery ( ḥabd), and justice ( ‘aṣl) are the main moral qualities. He discusses briefly the Aristotelian principle of the mean. Paradise is the result of following this middle path, while adopting either of the extremes would lead to hell. When moral purification is attained, man is vouchsafed divine light ( faqîl) which illumines his soul and raises him to the highest level. Saints and prophets are the persons who fall in the category of the illuminated souls.

This manifestation ( faqîl) of God is not only in things that are good but also in things which, in common usage, we call evil. As God is the only being and the only cause of everything, so all things without distinction manifest His light. The logical position of pantheism is that good and evil are all alike and, as manifestations of God, stand on an equal footing. But when we come to the ordinary common-sense view, we distinguish between them and attribute good to God and evil to Satan.5

Like all other pantheists, Ṣuhbistari is completely deterministic. He holds that the so-called sense of freedom possessed by man is due to his consciousness

---

1 Gudhân-i Râh, Question 12.  
2 Ibid., Q. 2.  
3 Ibid., Q. 1.  
4 Ibid., Q. 3.  
5 Ibid., Q. 16.
of selfhood as an entity distinct from God. Man is by nature non-existent and, therefore, it is meaningless to attribute freedom to him. Believers in freedom of choice are Zoroastrians who make a distinction between the god of good and the god of evil. To attribute power, will, and action to man is wrong and in this matter, according to him, both the Mu’tazilites and the Ash’aris have gone astray—the former in saying that man is free in his choice and the latter in making man responsible for his deeds due to the power of “acquisition” attributed to him.

According to Shabistari, man is not created for exercising moral responsibility, but for some other purpose. He does not explain what that other purpose is. His commentator, Lahiji, however, adds that it is a to serve as a polished mirror for the manifestation of God’s attributes and names. Can we ascribe any freedom to the mirror in reflecting objects? For everyone of us, actions were predetermined. God’s actions are inescapable. “Can you explain,” he asks, “why one man is born Muhammad and another Abu Jahl?” Man’s dignity lies in being under compulsion and not in having a share in free-will.

But, then, why is man held responsible for his deeds? Is it not injustice? The Shi’ah thinks that it is not injustice but an argument in favour of God’s absolute power and arbitrariness. Again, the object of making man responsible for deeds over which he has no control is to compel him to renounce this world for ever, as he is elementally incapable of fulfilling the obligation of following the right path and obeying God’s Law, i.e., Shariah.6

What are the steps by which an individual reaches the stage of perfection? He is born, according to him, as the sole of creation, the purest of the pure, and the highest of the high. But due to his descent into the phenomenal world, he comes down to the lowest level. His state at this stage is directly opposite to the state of unity. But due to illumination which he receives through his intuitive powers or his rational capacity, man realizes his weakness and then sets on a journey backward. It is travelling from contingency to necessity, from plurality to unity, from evil to good.

There are three stages in this journey. The first is called asorption. Here the light of God shines through his actions so that the mystic regards the actions of everything as illusory. Nothing besides God possesses any causal power. At the second stage the divine light shines through God’s attributes and so the Sufi regards the attributes of everything else as merged in God. The last stage comes when the mystic receives illumination from the very essence and sees the real state of affairs. For him nothing is existent except He and the being of all things is derived solely from Him. When he reaches this stage, he becomes perfect and attains a state of union with his Lord “so much so that neither angels nor prophets can equal him. The whole circle of existence is covered and man reaches the point from where he started.”7

The religious Law (Shari’ah), the mystic Path (Tarāqah), and Truth (Haqiqah)—all to go form the perfect man. Shariah, according to the Shi’ah, is like the protecting shell of the almond. It is useful to a certain stage. When the stage of perfection is reached, the shell becomes useless and is better thrown away. Nevertheless, a perfect Sufi needs religion—not for himself but for others.

Shabistari follows the general trend of mystic writers in describing the nature of sainthood (wilāyah) and prophethood (sulhnaaqah). Sainthood is a more general category than prophethood. Saints so called and prophets are all saints in the first instance. In a mystic sainthood is hidden, while in a prophet it is manifest. A saint is a follower of the prophet in Law and in this he attains the highest position and becomes equal to the prophet in realizing union with the Lord. With the death of the Holy Prophet the first cycle of sainthood, a cycle in which prophethood and sainthood were both manifest in the world, came to an end. After the Final Prophet, sainthood continued and the new cycle began to take its shape. One day the seal of saints will appear, who shall be the sainthood and, with his appearance, the cycle of the two worlds will come to an end. He will be the whole, of which all the previous saints were parts. Like the “Seal of the Prophets,” he shall be a blessing to the whole world. He will succeed in bringing peace and security to man; justice and equity will reign.8 The word “seal,” according to Ibn ‘Arabi, does not signify a mystic with whom sainthood will come to an end, but with Shabistari, the seal of saints, like the “Seal of Prophets,” would terminate sainthood for ever. The last of the saints is the “seal” with whom the world will come to an end.

This world of matter, however, being the locus of God’s manifestation (injil) cannot come to an end at all. There shall be no time when the manifestation of Haqiqah can be said to have ceased. The present world and the world to come will meet and there is no dividing line between the two. The next world is something ever in the making. What we usually call this world and the next are mere names for what Shabistari, following Ibn ‘Arabi, calls the ever-new process of creation, an unending cycle of annihilation and re-creation. In the life to come, man would be without body but it would be something subtle and transparent. Our deeds and mental dispositions of the present life would take concrete shape and become materialized in some tangible form. Good disposition will take the shape of light (paradise) and bad the shape of fire (hell).9

After death, the individuality of man shall vanish at last and many shall be dissolved into One.10 Man shall be vanquished the beatific vision, but it will not be something external; it will be a manifestation within himself.11
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AL-JILL

Abd al-Karim b. Ibrahim al-Jili was born in 767/1365 and died in about 832/1428. Except for the few references in his book, almost nothing is known about his life. He was the disciple of Shahab Sahr al-Din al-Jabarri and lived in Zabul (Yemen). He also visited India during his travels. He claims that he received mystic illumination which led him to write his well-known book, al-Insān al-Kāmil f Ma‘rūf al-Awāli̇ w-al Awā̇lī. Its object is to expound and express the truth.

He holds that Absolute Being is one and that all multiplicity is illusory. "Absolute Being is the essence (fayd) of what we call the phenomenal world (khalq) and God (Hujj). The Absolute Being manifests itself in two different realities, khaliq and Hujj."

Essence, Attribute, and Name—Absolute Essence is that to which names and attributes are ascribed. It is a Self (nafs) which exists by itself. It deserves every name which its perfection demands. No description in words can fully convey Its essence. A thing can be understood by another thing which is related to it positively or negatively, but there is nothing in the universe which is so related to the Absolute. It is Pure Being which is equal to Non-Being—a sum of contradictions. "It is two contradictories gathered in a unity and this sum of contradictions is not possible." It has two attributes: eternity and everlastingness; two qualities: God (Hujj) and the world (khaliq); two descriptions: eternity (widam) and createdness (hadīd); two names: Rab and 'abd (Lord and slave). It has two faces: outward (visible), i.e., the present world, and inward (invisible), i.e., the world to come. It has two predicates: necessity and possibility: two points of view: according to the first, it is non-existent for itself and existent for others, while, according to the second, it is existent for itself and non-existent for others; two modes (ma‘rūf), according to the one, it is positive (wujūd) in one plane and negative in the other, while, according to the other, the position is reversed. With regard to Its Self (nafs), It is simple; with regard to Its form, It is compound; with regard to Its essence, It is unique; with regard to Its emanation, It is light; and with regard to Its indivisibility, It is darkness; and still It is beyond what we have said about It." It is clear that according to al-Jilli reality is one and belongs to divine Substance (fusnbar) which has two different aspects: God and the world.

Mahmūd Shabistari, al-Jili, and Jāmi

Multiplicity is only subjective and relative. "You can say what you like. You are at liberty to say that the circle [of reality] is God and its inside is the world or that the circle is the world and its inside is God. It is God as well as the world."14 "You should know that knowledge of that lofty essence is that you should realize through mystic experience that you are He and He is you. This is neither union (fiqh) nor incarnation (husna), for the slave is slave and the Lord is Lord: the slave does not become Lord, nor the Lord slave."15 A true mystic or the perfect man is able to realize in his supersensuous experience that multiplicity is only a subjective way of looking at things, otherwise reality that underlies it is the one.16 What we call the world is nothing but the manifestation of God. In another place, he says, "Just as God was present in eternity in the Dark Mist ('Amr) which is also called Reality of realities, Hidden Treasure and White [Pure] Chrysolite, so in he present now in all the things of the phenomenal world without incarnation (husna) and mixture (imāl). He is manifested in the parts and atoms of the phenomenal world without becoming many."17

Like ibn 'Arabi, he deals with the problem of transcendence and immanence as differentiating attributes of the essence which correspond to the twin characterizations of God and the world. Immanence (husn al-b) is the form of divine beauty which is manifested in all the things of the phenomenal world without any distinction. The Christians are right when they say that Christ, Mary, and the Holy Ghost are all manifestations of God, but they are wrong when they limit this manifestation to three persons only. As a matter of fact, God is immanent in the whole world. Any belief about reality that ignores any of these two characteristics, transcendence and immanence, is defective and wrong as is the case with Christianity for instance. Transcendence (fikhi), when applied to God, implies that, in spite of His manifestation in all things, He is above and beyond all of them. But this sort of transcendence, according to al-Jilli, is related to immanence and, therefore, does not fully represent the true essence which is characterized by what he calls essential or eternal transcendence, as He is in Himself, which He alone can know and which none can claim to understand. He is, therefore, above even the transcendence which is ascribed of Him in correlation with His immanence.18

Name (fusn) is that which specifies the named in the understanding, pictures

14 Ibid., p. 39.
15 Ibid., p. 41.
16 The Qur’anic verse (xxviii, 88) is usually translated as “Everything is liable to destruction except His Face.” But al-Jilli interprets the word wujûd pantheistically and translates it as “It [i.e., thing’s] essence,” thereby implying that one reality subsumes in all multiplicity; ibid., p. 36.
17 Ibid., chapter 62, para 1.
18 Ibid., chapter 11, pp. 69–70.
19 He quotes several Qur’anic verses (sv. 85; xli, 53, etc.) to prove this point; ibid., p. 166. See also p. 145.
20 Ibid., pp. 67–68.
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it in the mind, brings it in imagination, arranges it in thought, preserves it in memory, and presents it to the intellect. A man who does not know the named gets its knowledge through the name. The name and the named are related to each other as outside to inside (fakhr to kāf) but in fact both are identical. There are some names the nomal of which do not exist in actual reality, as, for instance, 'amān' which exists only in name. 'Isqat' and Allah stand at opposite poles; while the object of 'amān' is Non-Being, the object of Allah is Absolute Being. We can reach knowledge of God through divine names and attributes or through the name Allah which comprises in itself all names and attributes. Names are of two kinds: (1) of the essence, e.g., one (aḥād), single (ʾiṣlah), unique (fark), etc., (2) of the attributes, e.g., knowledge, power, mercy, etc.26

An attribute of a thing is that which leads one to the knowledge of its state. This distinction between attributes and essence is operative only in the sphere of the phenomenal world. ‘Everything in the phenomenal world which is qualified by an attribute demands that the attribute should be other than the thing, because it is subject to division and multiplicity. At the same time it demands that the attribute should be identical with it. We say that man is a rational animal. It means that animality is a separate entity and so is rationality a thing different from man. But it also means that rationality and animality are both identical with man, because he is composed of both and is nothing beyond them. With regard to division, the attributes of a creature are different from its essence, while with regard to arrangement (tarkh) they are identical with it. But in God, this otherwise disappears, for division and multiplicity do not apply to Him. His attributes are His essence and the two are identical.27

Thus, according to al-Jili, the material world is not an unreality, a muṣaṣṣaṣṣ, but a reality which expresses the outward form of the Real. Plurality and division in the external world are the manifestations of the divine essence as attributes which are in the last analysis identical with it. If we do not accept this view of identity, the universe would not, according to him, 'exist in the essence. In the fiftieth chapter of Isâs-i Kümâl, al-Jili says explicitly that thought or idea is the material of the universe. ‘Thought is the life of the spirit of the universe. . . . Existence is nothing but a thought. Thought is the origin and the source of Being (waṣfūd) and is the essence in which God is completely manifested. Don't you see your belief about God as having names and attributes which pertain to Him? Where is the locus of the belief (i.e., the universe) in which God has manifested Himself for you? It is nothing but thought,28 Later on, he asserts that Being (waṣfūd), as a matter of fact, is nothing but ‘a thought within a thought within a thought.’29 Thus, by

identifying attributes and essence, he is able to give reality to the physical world of nature which to the mystic becomes a source of the direct knowledge of God.

Among the important divine attributes he mentions divinity (fadliyyah), mercifulness (raḥmândîyyah), and lordship (raḥūliyyah). Divinity is the sum of all the realities (i.e., all individualities) of Being and their maintenance in their respective positions (marwâd) within the whole. It is the rank of God as Necessary Being. ‘You should know that Being and Non-Being are two opposites, and the sphere of divinity comprises both. It is a sum of two pairs of contradictions: eternal and created (ba‘dī), God and the world, Being and Non-Being. At this stage God appears in the form of the world and the world in the form of God.’30 Divinity is the highest manifestation of the essence and is invisible, while its effects in the form of nature are visible everywhere. Essence is visible to the eye but its locus is not fixed or visible; we see it manifested but cannot describe its quality. Take the example of man. He is characterized by some attributes, all of which never come within the compass of our comprehension, though we see man all right. It means that essence is visible while its attributes are not. Of the latter we see nothing but effects. For instance, we see the marching forward on the part of a brave man. Similarly, we see giving of alms to the poor on the part of a generous man. “Marching forward” and “giving of alms” are not bravery and generosity respectively, but only the effects of these attributes.31

Mercifulness (raḥmândîyyah) is the manifestation of the essence in the realities of names and attributes. It refers only to the creative and not to the createurally attributes, while šâhidîyyah refers to both. In this respect mercifulness appears to be higher in scale than divinity, as sweetness of sugar does with regard to the sugarcanes. If you prefer sweetness to sugarcanes, mercifulness is better than divinity, but if looking at the generality and comprehensive character of the sugarcanes, you prefer it to sweetness, then divinity will be prior in rank. The name that manifests itself in this rank is that of Rashid (the Merciful) which includes both the attributes of the essence as oneness (aḥadîyyah), uniqueness (wadâlîyyah), eternity (samâlîyyah), etc., and attributes of His Self which are seven, viz., life, knowledge, power, will, speech, hearing, and sight.32

The first mercy of God was the creation of the universe from His own Self.33 His manifestation permeated all existents and His perfection appeared in every atom and particle. In spite of manifestation in the many, He does not become many but remains One as His nature demands. The nature of His permission is that He created the world out of His Self which is not divisible.

26 Ibid., pp. 329 ff.
27 Ibid., pp. 130-21.
29 Ibid., pp. 216-17.
30 Ibid., pp. 48-49.
31 Ibid., pp. 47-52.
32 Ibid., p. 58.
33 He refers to the Qur’anic verse (xv, 13) in which the words jami’ ‘aṣa mabhu are interpreted by him to mean as “all (created) from His own self.”
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God is the substance (hayāla) of the universe.\textsuperscript{31} In order to clarify his position, al-Jili gives the example of water and ice. God is like water which is the reality of ice and the world is like ice which is nothing but water (i.e., God) in a congealed form. The use of the term "ice" is only metaphorical and secondary, and not real. For the world and God are identical. "The world is nothing but ice, and ice, according to our opinion, is nothing but water. Our belief is that ice and water are identical."\textsuperscript{32}

God permeates the whole of existence through His name ḥaqqūs and this permeation is neither incarnation (ḥulūl) nor contact, for both these conceptions imply duality; as a matter of fact, He is consubstantial with existents (āʾin al-maṣyūdūt).

Lordship (ruḥūbiyyah) is the name of the rank which demands those names that require the being of the existents and comprehends such names as the knower (al-wālim), the bearer (al-nafis), the seer (al-ṣiyār), the self-consuming (al-ṣagīr), and the willing (al-qailī). Each name under this category demands its logical correlative. The knower implies the object known and willing implies the objects towards which the will is directed.\textsuperscript{33}

There are four kinds of attributes: beauty (jumāl), perfection (jumsūl), majesty (jidal), and essence (dhuṭ).

Every divine name and attribute has its effect which reflects one of the three: beauty, majesty, or perfection. All existents absolutely reflect all the names and attributes of beauty and some of the names and attributes of majesty as well as those of perfection. Paradise is the manifestation of absolute beauty, while hell is the manifestation of absolute majesty. The perfect man alone is the complete manifestation of all these divine names and attributes.

Al-Jili then deals with the ten main attributes: life, knowledge, will, power, speech, hearing, sight, beauty, majesty, perfection, even though they are so innumerable that none can comprehend them in their entirety.\textsuperscript{34}

1. Life.—Complete life is the existence of a thing for itself, while incomplete or relative life is its existence for another. God exists for Himself, is living (ḥayy) and, therefore, His life is complete and not subject to death. All creatures live for God and, therefore, their life is relative and hence subject to decay and death. Life of God as manifested in created beings (ḥayyāt) is one and complete and yet the creatures receive it in different degrees. In some, this life appears in its complete form as, in the perfect man and the exalted angels and those things which are not composed of material elements, as the Exalted Pen, the Preserved Tablet, etc. In others, this life appears in

\textsuperscript{31} He refers to the Qur'ānic verse (xi, 3) for the phrase bi al-Imāq which is interpreted by him to mean that everything was created out of ḥayyāt, i.e., ḥayyāt served as matter for the world.

\textsuperscript{32} Al-Insān al-ʾAlwān, p. 69.

\textsuperscript{33} Ibid., p. 61.

\textsuperscript{34} Ibid., p. 116.
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its real form but is incomplete, as, for instance, in animal, man, lower angel, and jīwān, because though each of them lives for his own self and knows that he exists and possesses different attributes, yet his existence is not real, for he is far removed from the source of life. In others, as in animals, life does not appear in its real form. There are others for whom life has lost its real significance and, therefore, they live for others and not for themselves as, for instance, plants, minerals, etc.

Everything existent is alive, for existence by itself implies life, though different things manifest it in various degrees; some enjoy complete life while others have imperfect life. But if we look at the matter from the transcendent point of view, life of everything is complete, though there seems to be a quantitative difference due to the inherent capacity of the thing itself. Life as such is a fountain, a unity, a substance, existent in everything by its own perfection and is not subject to diminution or division.

The essence of a thing is its life, that is, life of God, whereby everything subsists. The life of things with regard to themselves is created (ḥīdāt) but in relation to God it is eternal (ṣaḥīm), for the life of a thing is in reality His life. "You should know that forms, shapes, actions, words, minerals, and plants to which we attribute 'existence' possess like man complete life by themselves and for themselves. But because most people do not know this fact, we include them in a category lower than that in which they should be placed. As a matter of fact, everything possessing being for itself and complete life with which it speaks, hears, sees, understands, and has power and will of its own and does what it wishes to do. This fact has been learnt by me from direct revelation in mystic experience."\textsuperscript{35} In other words, everything, material as well as non-material, is, according to al-Jili, self-determined, and possesses a unique individuality of its own.

2. Knowledge.—Of all the attributes, knowledge is nearer to life as life is nearer to essence. Every living thing (or everything, for, according to him, everything has life) possesses knowledge in one form or another. The first form of knowledge is instinctive or what he calls inspirational (al-ʾilm-i ʿilm), possessed even by animals. The other is clear, necessary, or inferential knowledge possessed by man, angels, and jīwān. Life and knowledge are correlated and each demands the other.

Al-Jili holds that knowledge by which God knows Himself and knowledge by which He knows the objects of the universe are one and the same and there can be no division or difference in the two. According to Ibn ʿArabi, God's knowledge of the objects is dependent on what they (objects) give of themselves to Him. Commenting on the Qur'ānic verse (iii, 178): "Verily God is not unjust to His servants," Ibn ʿArabi says, "No, I dealt with them only according as I knew them, and I knew them only by what they 'gave"
me of themselves of what they themselves really are.  S4 Similarly, discussing
the problem of creation, Ibn 'Arabi says that when God says "Be" to a thing,
it is not God's will that brings a thing into existence because God wills nothing
and commands nothing the existence of which is not made necessary by the
very nature and laws of things themselves. S5 Thus, according to him, God's
will and knowledge are both dependent on the nature of the objects. Al-Jili
rejects this view as wrong. God, knowledge of objects, according to him, is
totally independent of the objects themselves. It is true, he says, that God's
decree (bunur) with regard to a thing is determined by what its essence
demands it to be, but it is wrong to infer from this that God's knowledge of
objects is thereby determined by the nature of the objects themselves. As a
matter of fact, the objects demanded of Him that very thing which He knew
by His universal, essential, and fundamental knowledge before they were
brought into existence. God's knowledge of objects is determined not by the
necessity or demand of other objects but by its own inner demand. S6

3. Will.—God's knowledge manifests itself according to the demands of
His essence and it is what gives existence to His objects of know-
ledge as His will. His knowledge demands. Our created will is identical with God's
will, but when attributed to us it becomes temporal, while attributed to
God it is eternal, just as Being when attributed to us is created (sanskhya)
and when attributed to God is eternal.

Here again he disagrees with Ibn 'Arabi, according to whom God is nothing
but the name of immutable laws which operate in the universe. "Ibn 'Arabi
rules out not only the individual freedom of man, but that of God's will as
well. God does not will in the sense that He chooses, but in the sense that
He decrees what He knows will take place. That the thing or action which God
has decreed should take place, depends entirely on its own necessary laws." S7
But, according to al-Jili, just as God is free and undetermined in His know-
ledge, so His will is absolutely undetermined and announced. God's will operates
in every form and shape without any cause or condition; it is absolutely
God's free act. He says that, according to Ibn 'Arabi, it is wrong to call God
free (mukalatat), for He does not operate in the universe by His free-will; His
actions are determined by the necessity and nature of the objects. But, accordin
g to al-Jili himself, God operates in the universe through His free-will
and is not determined by any necessity external to Him. S8

4. Power.—It is an attribute of the essence which brings objects of know-
ledge into the world of actuality. Power is the creation or bringing into
existence of objects from the state of Non-Being.

Mystical Philosophy of Mystical Din-Ilahi 'Arabi, Cambridge, 1959, p. 152.
S5 Fijiut, pp. 155, 272; Afifi, op. cit., p. 31.
S6 Al-Jilisi al-khalil, pp. 86-100.
S7 Afifi, op. cit., p. 156.
S8 Al-Jilisi al-Khalil, pp. 191-94.
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Here, again, he controverts the position of Ibn 'Arabi according to whom
there is no creation at all. The objects of the physical world existed from
eternity as objects of God's knowledge. What we usually call creation is
nothing but manifestation of these already existing objects of knowledge on
a different plane. There is no question of temporal priority or posteriority nor
is there any creation ex nihilo at all. S9 Al-Jili does not accept this position in toto.

He says that it is true that creation means the coming into actual existence
of things which were previously the objects of God's consciousness. But Ibn
'Arabi, according to him, forgot to note the fact that God's existence was
prior to His consciousness. Al-Jili, therefore, states, "(a'yan al-jalala),
and at this stage the things were non-existent and there was
in existence nothing but Allah to whom alone we can attribute eternity
(qidam). It follows that He created the objects of His consciousness from
non-existence (nudam).

Allah in essence is independent and His being is first only as a matter of
rank (rubu'), creatures are dependent on Him and, therefore, their being
is posterior in the same sense. The creatures are non-being with being to
the First. There is no lapse of time between the non-existence
of things and their becoming objects of God's consciousness. S10 The question
of priority is only logical and not temporal.

The same line of argument is presented in discussing the nature of eternity
(axal) and everlastingness (abad). Eternity is of two kinds. One is the eternity
of a created thing. It refers to the time when it had no being. Eternity
of one creature is different from the eternity of others. For instance, eternity
of inorganic matter is different from that of organic substances, for it is
prior to the latter. We can, therefore, speak of eternity with reference to the
organic substances when the inorganic substances were in existence and had
not yet developed and evolved into organic form; it does not, however, imply
any temporal priority. The other is absolute eternity which belongs only to
God who is above Being and Non-Being. God's eternity has no relation what-
soever with that of the creatures because He is (logically) prior to them.
We cannot say, as Ibn 'Arabi, for instance, holds, that in the state of absolute
eternity the world existed, if not objectively, as the object of God's
knowledge, for if we accept this position, we would be bound to regard
the created world as co-eternal and co-existent with God. He quotes a Qur'anic
verse (lixvi, 1) in support of his thesis: "Has there not been over man a long
period of time when he was nothing—to be spoken of?" Al-Jili holds that
time (dahr) in this context means Allah and a portion of time (bil'a) is one
of His manifestations when man had no being, either as an intelligible
(ubari, i.e. an object of God's consciousness in the form of latent reality) or

S9 Ibid., p. 105.
S10 Ibid., pp. 105-06.
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an actual reality (‘ain). The part of the verse “nothing—to be spoken of” signifies that he did not form the content of God’s mind.43 Similarly, when we apply everlastingness to God, it is logical and not temporal. “Eternity and everlastingness are only logical determinations and not temporal events in reference to God.” These two, i.e., eternity and everlastingness with their temporal implications, have been employed to clarify the real existence of God (in relation to the world), otherwise (as a matter of fact) there is neither temporal eternity nor everlastingness. Time has no reference or significance in relation to God.44

Difference between eternity and everlastingness is that eternity refers to the logical priority of God, while the priority of God is non-existent nor in need of an efficient causality for His Being. We apply to Him the term “everlastingness” only for understanding His eternity, otherwise ascription of temporal priority to Him is related to the world is out of question. Temporality (budhā) in place that things, although they have been in the knowledge of God since eternity, in respect of their existence are created things.45

5. Speech (Kalām).—Speech is a reflection of the Being of God; it is an overwhelming or emanation (fā‘id) from the essence of God. It is an intelligible epiphany. It manifests itself in two directions. The first is of two kinds. (a) The first kind of speech (kalām) issues forth from God’s possess of power (‘inās) which must be obeyed by all. The Qur’ānic verse, all, 11, refers to this fact.46 (b) The second kind of speech issues forth from the position of Lordship in the language of the people such as the Revealed books. In this case, the question of obedience and disobedience arises. Some obey while others disobey the injunctions contained in them.

The second significance (direction) of speech is metaphysical and is the basis of the doctrine of Logos. The Word of God is the reality of the existents and every existent is a Word of God. Al-Jili refers to the Qur’ānic verse: “If the sea were ink for the Words of the Lord, the sea would surely be consumed before the Words of the Lord are exhausted” (xxili, 109). Thus, Nature is the materialization of the Word of God and exists in its physical form. It is the objective and material form of the contents of God’s consciousness, the physical shape that the objects of His knowledge, called α’γαν αθρόισθα, assume.47

6. Hearing is divine epiphany.—It is an attribute of His essence which is the perfection of things. He hears the words of His own consciousness as well as those of His manifestations (al-bā‘īth). The second hearing (of the manifestations) is the demand of His names and attributes which are to be manifested in the physical world. It is revelation of Himself to Himself in the state of self-consciousness.48

7. Sight.—The attribute of sight with reference to seeing the object of knowledge is nothing but God as He is in His essence, and the same is the case with His attribute of knowledge. With regard to the epiphany of knowledge which is the originator of the universe, it is the revelation of the attribute of seeing and also the existence of things. While the epiphany of ‘ain, which is the subjective physical world, is the manifestation of the attribute of seeing, and both are identical with His essence. Seeing and knowing are two different attributes and yet, with reference to His essence, they are one: His seeing in His knowing. When the things were on the plane of the unseen, they were the objects of His knowledge; when they appeared on the plane of existence, they became the objects of His hearing.49

8. Beauty.—It is of two kinds. The first is real and is reflected in the “beautiful names” in which God sees Himself. The second is sensory and reflected in the physical created world. He is the absolute beauty, and reveals Himself in its different manifestations.

9. Majesty is beauty in its intense form.—Beauty signifies His exalted attributes, while majesty is His essence as manifested in His names and attributes.10. Perfection is the name of divine essence which is perfectly unknowable.—All attributes of God are identical with His essence and not added to it and so perfection is His by His very nature.50

Self-revelations of the One.51—The Ultimate Reality, according to al-Jili, is One which manifests itself in the multiplicity of forms without thereby becoming many. The state of the One before It revealed itself is called, after Ibn ‘Arabi, blindness (al-‘Amal). The term was adopted from a prophetic tradition. The Holy Prophet was once asked about the place of God before creation. He answered that God was in ‘Amal. On the basis of this simple answer, Ibn ‘Arabi and al-Jili have built a superstructure of their pantheistic systems.

The essence is Absolute Being in which all relations, modes, and directions disappear. As such it cannot be called a necessary or eternal being for this implies determination of one sort or another. It is even above the characterization of absoluteness.52 Al-Jili calls this essence ‘Amal and describes it as essence in its inwardness. It is like a flint which hides fire in its innermost

---

43 Ibid., pp. 127-33.
44 Ibid., pp. 123-30.
45 In a certain sense, he argues, α’γαν αθρόισθα can be called eternal. God is eternal and His knowledge must also be eternal. As objects of God’s knowledge, α’γαν αθρόισθα must of necessity be eternal. And yet, he adds, in their essence, they are ἅθρόισθα. Because αθρόισθα is an actual existential fact (σεν αλ’ανισ) and gives only a logical determination (αν αλ’αδεμι), al-Jili prefers to call α’γαν αθρόισθα rather than αθρόισθα. Al-Insha al-Kamīl, p. 132.
46 The verse is as follows: “He said to (the heavens) and to the earth: ‘Come both, willingly or unwillingly.’ They both said: ‘We come willingly.’” Al-Insha al-Kamīl, pp. 107-09.
48 Ibid., pp. 111–12.
49 Ibid., pp. 116-20.
50 Ibid., pp. 92.
51 Ibid.
52 Ibid.
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and, therefore, refers to the essence of God from which names and attributes are absent, that is, to His unity which negates the many. It is the inward aspect of the unity which informs us about its inwardsness (bêtis) and absence (ghubbāyqu). It is the utmost consciousness of Allah.

Asgūq (1-ness) is the outward aspect of unity in which One blossoms forth into multiplicity. Zāhir (outward) and bêtis (inward) are not two different aspects of the One but only two different views; as a matter of fact, the outward and the inward are identical. He-ness and I-ness, outwardsness and inwardsness refer to the reality which is signified by the name Allah because išāqūq is a sum of contradistinctions.

The stage of self-revelation called simple Oneness (asgūqūq) is the manifestation of the essence in which all different attributes are gathered together. Here everything is One and many, many is One and One many.

At this stage, essence is manifested as attribute and attribute as essence. Every attribute is identical with the other, as generosity is with reverentialness, for both are identical with (or 'sin's of) Allah. In asgūqūq, there is no manifestation of names and attributes and the Real is the pure essence. In asgūqūq, names and attributes as well as their traces and effects are fully manifested, but they are not separate from the essence; here every attribute is identical with the ('sin's of the other. In išāqūq names and attributes are manifested but are distinguished one from the other and are even contradictory to one another.

Ascent of the soul.—The different grades of the self-revelations of the One are only a logical description of how, according to al-Jilī, the Real, i.e., God, manifests Himself in nature and man. It is man in whom He becomes self-conscious and who realizes the ultimate truth that there is no multiplicity or division, for reality is one. But, as al-Jilī says, this realization does not dawn on him all of a sudden. It is not possible for man to realize and comprehend all the divine realities at the time of birth. He ascends to the truth only by gradual stages.

Han 'Arabi employs the term khashqūq (He-ness) as equivalent to divine essence.

It is derived from the pronom khis (he) which refers to the "absent one" (ghubqūq).

---

88 Ibid., p. 94.
89 Ibid., pp. 63-66.
90 Ibid., pp. 44-66.
91 Ibid., p. 92.
92 Ibid., pp. 54-55.
93 Ibid., p. 92.
94 See Afsānī, op. cit., p. 24, footnote 1. Also p. 114 where He-ness is identified with 'Amūd.
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i.e., will, they are obedient, while, with regard to the second, they are classed among the disobedients. Al-Jili leaves the problem unsettled by asking the question: "Is it better for man, in order to win God's favour, to put on the dress of disobedience for the sake of fulfilling God's will or to put on the dress of obedience and defy thereby His will, though, as a matter of fact, only that happens which is according to the will of God?"

2. Illumination of names.—When a mystic receives illumination from any one of the divine names, his being is completely submerged under the light of the name. Both are so much identified that when anyone calls God by that name the response comes from the mystic. The result is that he comes to realize his unity with the Real. "Anyone who calls Laila (my beloved) by her name receives answer from me; when anyone calls me, then Laila answers on my behalf. We are one soul though in two different bodies or we two are like a person who in essence is one but has two names. As a matter of fact, we are not two persons that have become one, but are one; the lover is the beloved."

Al-Jili enumerates several grades and degrees of this illumination, all of which are based on his mystical experiences. Other people may arrive at a different set of stages on the basis of their mystical experience. The first is the illumination of the name Eternal (Qadir). Here God reveals to man his position as he existed before the creation of the world in the consciousness of God (i.e., as 'ain al-fakhfakhah). His physical existence vanishes.

As the knowledge of God is eternal, so are the objects of his knowledge. This being so, the man who receives illumination from the name Eternal (ipo fato) loses his temporality and becomes as eternal as his latent reality ('ain al-fakhfakhah). He who receives the epiphany of the name al-faqq (the Truth) realizes the hidden truth contained in the Qur'anic verse (xx, 65): "We created the heavens, the earth, and whatever is in them with truth." For him the phenomenal world ceases to exist and only the essence, devoid of all attributes and relations, remains. There are others who receive epiphany of the name al-'Af'ad (the One). God reveals to them the true nature of the phenomenal world and they realize in their mystical revelation that this world is a reflection (baris) of His essence and is related to Him as waves to the sea. In this state the mystic sees the One in the many; rather the many disappear altogether and only the One remains as the Real.

Al-Jili sums up his position in these words: "I lost my (separate) being (wusf)J). On my behalf He represented me; rather He was I and I, He. Being was one and there was no conflict or difference. I was annihilated and achieved abiding life (baq'ah) with Him and in Him, and all the veils of difference and dualities were removed. I raised my self (nafs), the veil was lifted and I awoke as if I had not fallen asleep. With the eyes of reality I found myself as Faqq. Then His attributes became my attributes and my self (nafs) His essence. As a matter of fact, my name is His name and the name of His essence is my name."

There are some who receive light (taufiq) from the name al-Rahman (the Merciful). At this stage, the mystic receives illumination gradually and turn by turn from all the divine names and is illumined according to the capacity of the light inherent in his nature. Then the name Rabb (Nourisher) and all other names that are related to it like 'Ilm (Knowledge), Qadar (Powerful), etc., descend on him. This process goes on till he is illumined by all the names. Last of all comes the epiphany of the name Qayyum (Self-subsisting). This is the final stage after which the mystic passes on to the next higher stage of the illumination of divine attributes. 3. Illumination of attributes.—At this stage, the self (nafs) and existence (wusf) of the mystic are annihilated. When the light of slavehood ('adabiyah) and the spirit of creatureliness in him pass away, God substitutes in his body, in fact, of all the thing that has been matched away, a spiritual substance of His own essence without incarnation. This spiritual substance, called the Holy Spirit (Ruh al-Qudus), becomes an inseparable part of his self. God's epiphany to man in this state means His epiphany to His Own Self; we call man slave, though, in reality, there is no distinction between Lord and slave. When slave disappears, his logical correlate, Lord, must also disappear. The true reality in God, the One. As Al-Jili puts it, "In this sea of unity, the creatures are like waves which, though many, are parts of the sea. If the sea is in motion, it is all waves; when it is calm, there are neither waves nor number (i.e., multiplicity)."

He enumerates several grades of this illumination which different people attain according to their inborn capacities and the magnitude of their knowledge or the power of their will. When a person is illumined by the divine attribute of life, he feels that he is the sole source of life as manifested in all the creatures in different proportions. Al-Jili says that when he was at this stage he felt that he was life itself, one and indivisible.

When a mystic is illumined by the attribute of knowledge or sight, he knows the reality of everything that was, is, and will be and sees everything, even the unknown of the unknown (qabii al-qabili). When he is illumined by the attribute of hearing, he hears the voice of every creature: minerals, plants, animals, and angels.

Some receive the light of the attribute of speech (taklin). In this condition, the recipient looks upon all existents as God's Word. Sometimes he hears the Words of God without any veil of names, without any direction, without the help of any bodily organ. This hearing of God's words cannot be described in usual physical terms, for the ear does not play any part in it. In this state man attains a very high position. He is addressed by God as His lover and beloved. "You are My mouth among My people. You are My utmost secret and the
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best reflection of My life. You are My name, My person (dhat), My attribute. You are the episteme and the (final) object of existence and creation (khatib). If there had been no Lord (Rabb), there would have been no slave. You manifested Me as I manifested you. You brought Me into existence, as I created you. If you had not been existent, I would not have been existent. My lover, I am the (hidden) meaning of you and you are the (apparent) manifestation of Me."

A man who reaches this stage receives God’s Word according to his capacity. When carried to the Highest Tree (sidrat al-mustashha) he is addressed by God. Then he sees light in the heart and is convinced by its very brilliance that its source is God. He is told: "My friend, you are unique (masghaf) in My He-ness (huwa‘an). 'You' is identical with 'I'. Your simplicity is My com- positional and your compositeness in My simplicity. You are a point (centre) round which the circle of existence revolves, and in that circle you are the worshipper as well as the worshipping; you are the light, the manifestation, the beauty."

Some are illumined by the divine attribute of will. At this stage the illumined person sees that everything in the world is subject to his will. Some are illumined by the attribute of power. At this stage, which al-Jili claims to have reached himself, he heard the ringing of bells; his whole physical body seemed to have been torn asunder and his existence changed into non-being. He experienced here darkness upon darkness till the grace of God he was relieved of all this and came upon light. At this stage the illumined one gets extraordinary spiritual powers; a thing comes into existence at his bidding. The last stage is the illumination of the attribute of divinity (dilqyin), where two contradictory positions seem to be reconciled and incorporated into a higher synthesis. A person illumined by this light accepts all the religions of the world as true and yet he looks upon all of them (including Islam) as untrue; for, according to him, all Muslims, believers, gnostics, and the righteous ones are on the wrong path and he does not accept the opinion of any but the perfect Sun (masqyqiq) as true.40

4. Illumination of the essence.—When God reveals Himself to man through this epiphany, man dies to himself and, in place of that, receives from God a divine substance (hijjaj dilqyin), which is either attributive (khatib) or essential (dhat). When this substance is essential, i.e., when man is illumined by divine essence, he truly becomes a perfect man.41

Doctrine of Logos and the Perfect Man.—According to al-Jili, there are three metaphysical categories: (1) Absolute Being which is completely unknowable. It is the essence above all kinds of determinations, relations, and modes.42 (2) The reality viewed as Haq, the aspect of He-ness or Divinity. (3) The reality viewed as Dhat, the aspect of I-ness, or humanity. Ultimate Reality

40 Ibid., pp. 79-90.
41 Ibid., p. 92.
42 Ibid., p. 92.

Mahmud Shabistani, al-Jili, and Jami is One, but it appears in two different aspects of God and man (Haq and Dhat). Sometimes he expresses this doctrine in a form which most Western writers (like Nicholson) construe to be the acceptance of the Christian doctrine of Trinity. Al-Jili says, "Essence has two aspects: ‘You’ and ‘I’ . . . ‘You’ refers to your He-ness (huwa‘an); ‘I’ refers to my reality . . . ‘I’, as ‘I-ness is God and ‘You’ in itscreatedly aspect is man. You may look at yourself as ‘I’ or as ‘You’; in reality, there is nothing here except the Universal Reality."44

Later on, al-Jili says, "In itself the essence is one. If you say it is one, it is true. And if you say, it is two, then it is, as a matter of fact, two. If you say, ‘No, it is three, you have spoken the truth.’ Explaining it further, he says: "Look at His essence (dilqyin), which is His essence and here He is one (masqyqiq) and unique. If you look at Him with regard to the two aspects of Creator and creature, Lord and slave (Rabb and ‘abd), He is two. And if you look at His real nature and at that wherein two contraries are gathered together, you will be amazed. You will not be able to call His loveliness lowly and His lowliness lofty. You will have to fix a third name to illustrate His nature which is characterized by the two attributes. This third thing is that whose name is Ahmads with reference to the celestial sphere and Muhammad with reference to the terrestrial sphere."46 This is the doctrine of Logos or the perfect man which he discusses in detail in the sixtieth chapter of his book.

The perfect man, according to him, is the Pole (Qub) on which the sphere of existence revolves from first to last. He has been one and unchangeable since being came into existence. He is dressed in different ways and in each guise he has a different name. His real name is Muhammad. In every age he has a name which is most suitable for that time. Referring to his personal experience he says that he had a chance of seeing him (i.e. Muhammad as a perfect man) in the form of his (Shah), Sharf al-Din al-Jibri, at Zahir in 706/1303, though he did not know at that time that he was Muhammad. The Holy Prophet, as a matter of fact, in his capacity as the perfect man, has the power of assuming different forms. When the mystic observes him in the form which he possessed in his earthly life, he calls it the form of Muhammad. But when he (the mystic) sees him in some other form, though he knows that it is in reality Muhammad, he calls him by the name of the form in which he appears. The name Muhammad applies to nothing except the reality of Muhammad (haqiqat al-Muhammadiyin), Al-Jili is, however, very careful to point out that this is not the doctrine of metempsychosis. Muhammad has the power, according to him, to manifest himself in different forms and he has been appearing in the form of the perfect man in every age. Such perfect men are outwardly his (i.e., Muhammad’s) Vicemergents, while inwardly he constitutes their essence.48 At another place,
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al-Jili calls Muhammad as “the heaven and the earth and the length and the breadth.”

This basic reality of Muhammad is present in all people in proportion to their inherent capacities. Saints and prophets all partake of it in different degrees, while Muhammad alone possesses it in its fullness and, therefore, according to al-Jili, nobody except he can be called a truly perfect man. Different names and attributes are manifested individually and separately in different saints and prophets; but in the perfect man they are manifested in their totality.

The perfect man is the whole of reality in miniature; he is the microcosm who combines in himself the inward and the outward aspects of reality. He is the copy of God as a tradition of the Prophet says: “Allah created Adam in the image of the Merciful; God, and, as another tradition asserts: “God created Adam in His own image.” God is living, knowing, mighty, willing, hearing, seeing, and speaking and so is the perfect man. Then there is the perfect man’s he-nass (huwathiyah) as against God’s He-nass (huwathiyah), I-nass (ansiy-yah) against I-nass, essence against essence, whole against whole, universal against universal, particular against particular. The microcosmic character of the perfect man is further explained by al-Jili as follows: “The perfect man in his essence represents all the realities of existence. In his spirituality he corresponds to the spiritual realities and in his corporeality to the physical realities. His heart corresponds to the Throne of God (al-‘urūj), his ansiy-yah to the Heavenly Chair (kursi), his mind to the Exalted Pen (al-qalam al-‘alā), his soul to the Guarded Tablet (al-luḥsh al-maḥfīẓ), his nature to the ten terms "length" and "breadth" were first used by Aristotle for "mēkos" (divinity) and "nēos" (humanity) and later employed by the "Arab" al-Jili and al-Jili to denote the two aspects of the essence.

11 Ibid., p. 561.
12 "Arūj," according to Ibn "Arabi" and al-Jili, signifies universal body, "It is the theatre of majesty, the locus of tawjud and a characteristic of essence, and is known as the place of that essence—a place which is devoid of all spatial reference." Ibid., pp. 177–178.
13 Kursi, the Footstool under the divine Throne, "signifies the tawjud of all (divine) attributes of action. The divine activity in manifesting the realities of the universe took place in all the Kursh. At this stage the effects of contradictory attributes are manifested in detail and the Word of God (divine amr) comes into existence." Ibid., p. 178.
14 "The Exalted Pen means the first individualization of the creatures analytically. First, the "khod" is individualized in the divine consciousness generally and without differentiation; at the stage of "urūj," its being is static and logical; at the third stage of "kursi," it is manifested analytically. At the fourth stage of the Pen, its existence is differentiated. In the first three stages, this manifestation (of "khod") was in the Unseen (i.e., in God), while in the fourth stage, its manifestation is made objective." Ibid., p. 174. See also p. 200: "The source of knowledge of the first individual of the Exalted Pen is the same light. When it is referred to creatures, it is called the first intelligence, and when it is related to "urūj," its name is the Exalted Pen." 11
15 Al-luḥsh al-maḥfīẓ, according to al-Jili, stands for the universal soul. Ibid., p. 176.
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physical elements, his potentialities to create, etc., etc. In short, every faculty of the perfect man corresponds to different manifestations in the physical world.

According to al-Jili, there are three stages (baraḵā) of development for the perfect man. In the first stage called beginning (falaqah) the perfect man becomes endowed with divine names and attributes. In the intermediary stage (tāsunās) he is able to grasp both divine and human realities. When he is able to acquire all that is possible to do at this stage, he gets knowledge of all hidden things and becomes aware of the secrets of the unseen world. In the third and final stage (khilās) he acquires creative power and is given full authority to manifest this power in the world of nature. “At this stage there are only two things: he, the perfect man himself, and God the Great.” He is called “the guide” (al-muṣīqah) and the seal (al-ḥāsatan). He is the vierent to whom God refers in the story of Adam. All things are drawn towards him in obeying his order as iron is attracted by the magnet. All the world is subdued to his power and greatness, and he does what he wishes to do. Nothing remains hidden from or unknown to him. The saint (i.e., he who possesses the divine substance as simple essence (like God Himself) and is not limited by any rank (marbālah) of Creator and creature, and as such he is able to bestow on things what their nature demands without any let or hindrance.

Sainthood and Prophethood.—Al-Jili quotes Shaykh 'Abd al-Qadir on the authority of Ibn 'Arabi, "Oh prophet! you have been called prophets but we have got something which you did not get." Another mystic says, "We have hived in the river (of sainthood) while the prophets are staying at its bank." Al-Jili remarks that there is truth in these statements, but a prophet as superior to a saint qua saint.

Al-Jili regards prophethood as a developed stage of sainthood. The seventh stage of the spiritual development is nearness (qurb) which he calls great sainthood (uliḳat al-kubra). It has four aspects. The first is friendship (khal - lab), the position attained by Abraham. The second is love (hubb), where Muhammad was given the rank of a lover of God (hubb Allah). The third is

10 Ibid., pp. 251-252.
11 Ibid., pp. 263-264. Cf. Ibn 'Arabi: "Only two beings rightly call themselves God; God Himself who in His books calls Himself Allah and the perfect man like Bayyazid." See Aḥfīl, op. cit., p. 78.
12 There is a stage of reality where the distinction of Iraq and khod appear, but the perfect man is able to rise in his knowledge and experience above this stage and attain to the Absolute Essence.
13 Al-Iṣnaḍ al-Khāṭīb, p. 93.
14 Ibid., p. 153. Al-Jili distinguishes between sainthood and prophethood as follows: "When Adam was sent down to the earth, he was made a prophet, for prophethood means legislation (ṣawfi) and imposing obligation (falaqah) which pertain to this earth. While in paradise Adam was a saint, for it is the place of miracles and observation and this is sainthood." Ibid., p. 306.
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finality (khush), the rank of Muhammad (mapir-i Muhannadi) where the banner of Ahmad was hoisted for him. The last and fourth is the rank of shahib (shuhud) where God called him by the name of slave (abd). In this rank he was made a prophet and sent with a message to the people. Other people who succeed in attaining this rank are only entitled to be called slaves and they are the vicegerents of Muhammad on all planes (hadarag) of existence. There are some saints who have undergone spiritual discipline and attained perfection, but their objective is not the reform of the people. Such saints are prophets, but their prophethood follows from that of Muhammad. They are his brothers about whom there is a reference in the following tradition: "I have a great regard for those of my brethren who will come after me in death." These people are prophet-saints. The prophethood of the saint saints, according to al-Jili, is not institutional (ta'zirat) but that of nearness, propagation (of the message of the Holy Prophet), and enroachment of the divine Law. These prophet-saints receive their prophetic knowledge directly, i.e., from the same source from which the prophets derive their knowledge. Al-Jili draws a distinction between saintship (wulud), prophecy of saintship (muhsanat al-wulud), and prophecy of institution (muhsanat al-taqiri). Saintship is a rank in which God reveals to a mystic His names and attributes through knowledge, state, and power and, thus, becomes his protector and friend (mutawali). In the prophecy of saintship, the perfect servant (al-'abid al-kamil) is commanded by God to turn his attention to the people so that he may reform them in the light of the divine Law towards a better moral and spiritual life. He who performed this task before Muhammad was an apostle (nasil) and he who undertook this work after him is his vicegerent, but in his missionary work he has no independent status; he is the follower of Muhammad, like such saints as Shams, Fakhr, and Imam 'Abd al-Qadir Jilani, ibn 'Arabi, etc. He who enjoys an independent status and does not follow any other prophet belongs to the rank of prophecy of institution, but this has come to an end after the death of Muhammad.

Thus saintship represents a peculiar relation between the Lord and the servant, prophecy of saintship is an aspect of the saint which is common between the Creator and the creature; prophecy of institution is an independent and permanent assignment; apostleship is an aspect which refers to the relation between the (Lord's) servant and the creatures. A prophet is a saint as well as a prophet, but the aspect of his saintship is superior to the aspect of his prophecy, though every prophet-saint is superior to a saint. According to al-Jili, Muhammad is the final prophet because he did not leave any wisdom, guidance, knowledge, and secret unexplained.

Whatever was necessary for the people to know and learn has been com-

nullicated by him. No Sufi saint can know or experience anything which was not experienced by him and, therefore, he cannot but follow him. "After Muhammad institutional prophethood came to an end."34

Psychology.—Quiet. The term "heart" (qalb) is very often used by the mystics as the repository of the innermost secrets of divine knowledge. It is definitely not the physical organ of the human body but a symbolical term for the rational or spiritual aspect of man. Following Ibn 'Arabi, al-Jili identifies it with the spirit of God which, according to the Qur'an, was breathed into Adam (xxv, 29).

The heart (qalb) is the eternal light which was revealed in the essence (a'în) of existents (i.e., in Muhammad or the perfect man), so that God may see man through it. It is the centre of God's consciousness and the circumference of the circles of all existents. It symbolizes that which is described in the Qur'an as the light (xxiv, 36). It reflects all the divine names and attributes and yet at times it directs its attention to some particular name and then becomes a complete reflection of it.

The true nature of the heart is divine and pure. But due to animal passions sometimes it loses this purity which, however, can be recovered after a period of physical and spiritual training, the duration of which varies according to the degree of the influence of the animal passions. Al-Jili holds that certain men of eminence subjected themselves to a rigorous mystic discipline as a result of which they received divine illumination as a right and not as a favour. In his support he quotes a verse of Sheikh 'Abd al-Qadir Jilani who says, "I continued gazing in the fields of light, submission to God's will, and maintained a rank which was the result not of God's favour (but of my own efforts)."

Qalb is like a mirror to the realities of Being or it may be called the reflection of the universe. God says, "The sky and the earth do not contain Me; it is only the heart of My believing servant which can contain Me." This statement, according to al-Jili, proves that the heart is primary and the universe is only secondary.

God's comprehension by the heart is of three kinds: (a) By knowledge. Heart alone is able to comprehend and know God as He is. Other things can and do know God either in one or other of His aspects, but heart alone can know Him in all-comprehensiveness. (b) By observation (muwakkilah). Through this seeing (faith) the heart observes the natures of the face of Allah and enjoys the taste of His names and attributes. (c) By vicegerency. At this stage, man becomes a complete embodiment of divine names and

34 Reference is to the Qur'anic verse (xxvii, 1), "Glory be to Him who carried His servant (shuhud) by nght from the Holy Mosque to the Remote Mosque."

35 Al-Isfahani al-Kamil, pp. 319-20.

36 Ibid., pp. 320-21.

37 Ibid., p. 144. The qualifying word "institutional" implies that prophethood of the other type is still possible and, thus, on p. 320 he explicitly says that muhsanat al-wulud will continue.

38 "Names and attributes form the nature of the heart." Ibid., p. 193. He argues from the Qur'anic verse (xxv, 4): "We indeed created man in the fairest mould."
attributes so much so that he feels his essence to be identical with divine essence. He then becomes God's vicegerent.

Reason.—There are three kinds of reason: the first intelligence ("iqāl al-a'īnumal), universal reason ("iqāl al-bā'īyat), and ordinary reason ("iqāl al-ma'āniq). The first intelligence is the locus of the form of divine knowledge in existence and as such it is identical with the Exalted Pen. It contains explicitly and analytically what is contained implicitly and synthetically in divine consciousness. It is the light of divine knowledge which became the first manifestation of the essence in the phenomenal world.48

Universal reason is the luminous percipient in which those forms of knowledge are made manifest which are deposited in the first intelligence. Al-Jili rejects the view of those who regard universal reason as the sum of reasons of all rational beings, for reason is a unit and a substance. Ordinary reason is a light which is judged and measured by the laws of reflection. Its scope is confined only to one of the seven aspects of the universal reason; it has no access to the first intelligence which is beyond logical inferences and is the sphere where sacred revelation takes place. Ordinary reason has only one scale, i.e., of nature while universal reason has two scales, i.e., of wisdom and power, with the result that knowledge gained through the latter is infallible and covers almost everything, while knowledge gained through ordinary reason is of limited scope, fallible, and is mostly of the nature of conjecture. He relates the three reasons as follows: the first intelligence is like the sun, universal reason is like water which reflects the rays of the sun, while ordinary reason is like the reflection of water which falls on a wall.49

Judgment (Wuln).—The status of Muhammad was created by God from His perfect light and, therefore, it was manifested in the phenomenal world in a perfect form. Wuln is the strongest faculty possessed by man because it overpowers reason, reflection, and imagination. It has, thus, the greatest capacity for (intellectual) apprehension and preservation. It has power and influence over all existence. It is through it that an intellectual person is able to acknowledge God and worship Him. It is the light of certitude and anyone who is able to attain supremacy over it becomes the master of the two universes, terrestrial and spiritual. But he who is overpowered by it becomes subject to darkness and bewilderment.50

Himmah is concentration of mind upon an object. It corresponds to what is usually called will or power of will. It is a very powerful faculty which, according to al-Jili, is always busy in the contemplation of God. If anybody decides to attain a particular objective and concentrates his will upon its attainment, he is sure to succeed in his aim. There are two necessary conditions for success, (a) determination in thought about the possibilities of the success or otherwise of the objective and then a conviction about the result, and (b) concentration of all effort on its achievement. If anybody fails to manifest this type of activity, he has no chance of success. In the beginning one encounters great difficulties and hindrances but, once they are overcome, man is on the verge of conquest of his self as well as of the physical universe.

Al-Jili makes a distinction between will (fi'nah) and attention (hamm). The object of the former is God and the spiritual world, while that of the latter is the physical world and permissibility related to it. But for a mystic it is not proper to stay at the stage of attention for long, because after some time it becomes a hindrance to future progress.51

Ordination (Fikr).—It is a key to the Unseen. According to al-Jili, there are two methods of approaching the Unseen: (a) pertaining to God, which is attained through divine names and attributes; (b) pertaining to the world which depends on realizing the true nature of man, all of whose aspects are ranged against the aspects of the Merciful. One of these aspects is reflection by which we can peep into the mysteries of the Unseen. When a man is able to attain perfection in the exercise of reflection, he sees spiritual objects in a physical garb. This aspect ("urj) is of two kinds: (a) One kind of aspect is achieved by traversing the path chalked out by the Merciful. The man who adopts it is on the straight path and attains creative powers. (b) The second kind of aspect is the "red magic" which is involved in thought and imagination and in which truth and falsehood are mixed together. It is the path of speculative thought which leads man in the maze of uncertainty and doubt.52

But it does not imply that the exercise of reflection should be condemned outright. Al-Jili admits that reflection has the potentiality of leading men astray from the right path, but he also suggests certain principles or by which it is possible for men to benefit from the light of reflection and save themselves from its pitfalls and darkness. The first principle, according to him, is reason ("iqāl), which is in perpetual quest, as well as the acquired experience the veracity of which has been testified by men in their mystic life. The second is naqī, i.e., knowledge gained through a study of the Qur'an and Tradition, by which a man comes to believe in the reality of the Unseen. But if a man refuses to follow these principles and gives himself over to purely discursive reason, he is sure to be led astray.53

48 "From the first intelligence which is referred to as the Principle of Muhammad, God created Gabriel. Thus, Muhammad in this sense becomes the father of Gabriel and the source and ground of the whole universe. The First Intelligence is called al-Rah al-A'min (the Truthful Spirit) because it is the stonehouse of divine knowledge and its protector." Ibid., p. 200.
49 Ibid., pp. 197-200.
50 Ibid., pp. 200-06.
51 Ibid., pp. 206-10.
52 Al-Jili relates that he himself was submerged in this path of speculative philosophy and this was due only to the spiritual influences of his teacher, al-Jabarti, who was staying with a group of mystics in Zakād in 770/1377 at the house of one Shabih al-Dīn Abn. Ibid., pp. 212-15.
53 Ibid., pp. 210-14.
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The Self (Nafs).—According to al-Jili, as the title of chapter fifty-nine illustrates, self is the origin of the Lodder (Iblis) and other evil powers. But it does not imply that the origin of the self itself is evil, for, as al-Jili says, its origin is the spirit itself of Muhammad. "The self of Muhammad was created by God out of His own Self and the self of Adam was made a copy of the self of Muhammad." Later on, he says, "Allah created the self of Muhammad from His own essence and as His essence is the unity of two contraries, two contraries emanated from Him."

Satan was cursed for his act of disobedience but this curse, according to al-Jili, consisted in removing him from divine presence. The period of this separation is limited to the Day of Judgment after which he will be reunited with the divine presence. Thus, according to al-Jili, self is spiritual in origin and does not represent any evil power which is antagonistic to the forces of good. "The self is the innocent secret of the Lord and (a part of) His essence on account of which it has delights. It was created out of the light of attributes of Lordship and, therefore, possesses lordly qualities." al-Jili, therefore, identifies self with the soul which was breathed into Adam and enumerates the following five stages of the development of the soul on the path of spiritual progress:

1. The animal soul is an aspect of the soul which governs the body.
2. The evil-promoting soul (nafs al-ammara) is that aspect by which the soul is engrossed in fulfilling the demands of passions and, thus, becomes indifferent to divine commandments and prohibitions.
3. The inspired soul is that aspect by which human soul is directed and guided by God to do good action.
4. The self-reproaching soul is that aspect by which man is engaged in subduing his inclinations and passions and in turning his attention to God.
5. The tranquil soul is that aspect because of which all evil inclinations are totally removed and man feels satisfied with God.

But beyond these five stages, there is a final stage where body is completely under the control of the soul and partsakes of the knowledges of the Unseen and is able to fly over the earth, etc. At this stage man is characterized by God's attributes and becomes identical with His essence.

Religion.—A theory of life which is based on pantheism ends in a conception of religion which is universal. As the unity of Godhead is manifested in the multiplicity of divine names and attributes, so the basic urge of man to worship God takes various forms all of which are equally valid and right. He argues his case on the basis of certain verses of the Qur'an and traditions. He holds that all existent things are created for the purpose of divine worship.

Mahmud Shabistari, al-Jili, and Jami

Everything by its state and activity, nay by its very nature and attributes, actually does worship God and, therefore, all existents are servants or worshippers of God. The forms of worship, however, due to differences in the nature of names and attributes, are different. Though humanity was originally and by nature one, yet due to differences resulting from the manifestations of diverse names, people adopted various pathways towards God—paths which appeared right to the people and which God had decreed for them; for none follows a path except that which He wishes them to follow and all paths are undoubtedly paths leading to Him as the following verse of the Qur'an indicates: "There is no living creature but He has it in His control" (xl. 36). Death is the extinguishing of the vital heat, while life is the soul's concentration on the body. The life of the body is maintained only so long as the soul continues to look at it. After death, the soul assumes a bodily form appropriate to it in accordance with the place it occupies. Some mystics wrongly deny resurrection of the body. Al-Jili believes on the basis of his personal experience and observation that bodies along with souls shall be resurrected. The stage intermediate between death and resurrection (bara'ah) is an incomplete and non-permanent stage of life after death. It is a world of phantasy. There the people will meet with the forms appropriate to their actions. If a man had been doing good actions, he would experience different forms and shapes of these actions which would carry him progressively to better states. Similarly, an evil-doer would experience torments which will gradually increase in their intensity.

Al-Jili enumerates eight different levels of paradise the last of which, called the lauded station (masals al-jawwal), is meant for none but Muhammad. It is the paradise of the essence. Similarly, he describes seven different grades or levels of hell.

But after giving a graphic description of hell and heaven, al-Jili denies their existence as separate localities. As the epiphanies of the Lord, they are on an equal level; the inmates of hell will receive tidings of punishment as the people of paradise will receive tidings of reward. Hell is nothing but the natural darkness which is fire. In the fifty-ninth chapter he discusses in detail the nature of Iblis and his manifestations and yet he asserts that Iblis is not an individual; it is only the personification of the evil aspect of man's nature.

He tries to explain away the usual significance and nature of fire in hell. God will create in the people thrown into hell the power to bear punishment.
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and, thus, this punishment will change into pleasure. But even then this so-called punishment in hell will not last for ever.

Al-Jili thinks that the beatific vision is the manifestation of God's taqadd and His nearness is not confined to the people of paradise or the so-called next world. Every individual, here in this life and in life after death, whether he is placed in hell or in paradise, continually receives God's taqadd; as a matter of fact, his existence is all due to it.186

According to al-Jili, God's will is absolutely free from external restraints; His actions are not determined by causes and conditions.187 Man, on the other hand, according to him, is completely determined in his action.188 He says that revealed books command obedience, while people as a matter of fact act as they are determined by their nature. Freedom of choice (khayyal) is attributed to them only formally so that God's way to man may be justifiable.189

God's decree, according to al-Jili, is of two kinds. One is unchangeable and in conformity with the demands of the divine attributes and as such is not subject to change. The other kind of decree is that which takes place according to the law of nature as demanded by the inherent capacity of the existents. Decrees of the latter type sometimes do not come to pass due to the contingent character of the things of the world.

Al-Jili subscribes to the doctrine that Being as Being is good and evil is only relative and apparent. With regard to the Real, there is no distinction between good and evil, for everything without any distinction is the manifestation of the divine beauty and is as such good. Evil or defect in the phenomenal world is only due to certain relations. Fire is evil for a person who is burnt but is good for the insect who lives in it and gets nourishment from it. In short, there is nothing in this world which is absolutely evil.190

Al-Jili holds that what is called sin or disobedience is in one respect obedience, for it is in conformity with God's will. He upholds the distinction between God's will and His command as enunciated by ibn 'Arabi. Sometimes an action takes place in full conformity with God's will, though His command may be against its occurrence. In such a situation man is disobedient with regard to His command but obedient with regard to His will. This point of view affects al-Jili's treatment of Satan's role. God rebuked him for his disobedience but he neither repented nor bewailed nor tried to seek forgiveness, for only that comes to pass which is according to God's will.

Al-Jili enumerates seven stages in spiritual progress. The first is what he calls Islam which covers five principles: declaration of God's unity and Muhammad's prophethood, prayer, fasting, poor-tax, and pilgrimage.

The second stage is faith (imāra). It is the first manifestation of the world of the Unseen and implies heart's acceptance of the truth thus revealed. It is something different from reason. Faith is not belief in a fact arrived at through discernive reasoning but acceptance without rational argumentation. Light of faith is superior to the light of reason. Kāfūn (scholastic theology) was invented in order to defend religion against unbelievers and innovators (shād al-khudā). It never helps in producing faith in a person.

The third stage is called piety (pāyāz) which results in good actions. But the motive is desire for divine rewards and safety from punishment. A person at this stage leads a life of obedience to the laws of the Sharī'ah for the sake of his self.

The fourth stage is called ikhlas where one observes the effects of divine names and attributes. Such a person does good actions not for the sake of his own self nor for rewards, but for his love for God.

The fifth stage is martyrdom (shahidah) which is of two kinds. The lower grade represents the death of a person in an epidemic or on a journey or in the battle-field for a righteous cause. The highest grade of martyrdom is to see the Real in every existent.

The sixth stage is called ṣidqāqayn which is signified by the mystic saying: He who knows his self knows the Lord. This stage has three different planes. The first is faith through knowledge or reason ('ilm al-qiyās). The second is faith through personal experience and mystic knowledge ('ilm al-qiyās). The third is true and perfect faith (bagh waqīfāt). The mystic who has attained this stage of ṣidqāqāt passes through all these planes of faith. In the first, he sees the Unseen and is able to observe with the light of faith those secret realities which are not open to the common people. Here he attains faṣā' and then reaches the stage of faṣā' through which he receives the taqadd of all divine names one after the other. He perceives the essence through names. This is the final plane of 'ilm al-qiyās. In the next plane, i.e., of 'ilm al-qiyās, he receives illumination from the divine attributes one by one until he feels himself one with the Real in its aspect of attributes. He progresses gradually till names and attributes lose their significance for him. He attains gnosis of the essence and through it he is able to understand the operation of names and attributes. He now knows the essence through the essence. Thus, he reaches the third and the highest plane, i.e., of bagh waqīfāt, which is the first step in the seventh stage of nearness (qurt). Here man is able to manifest in his person different attributes of the Real, though this manifestation cannot be total and absolute. A person who is able
to bring a dead man to life, for instance, is manifesting a particular attribute of God, though in a limited form. He stands in nearness to God. The first step in this stage is the station of friendship where he is able to create through the word “Be” (fārm) after the manner of God. In the words of a tradition, “God becomes the ears by which he hears, the eyes by which he sees, the tongue by which he speaks, the hands by which he holds, the feet by which he walks.”

The second step in this stage is the station of love where the lover and the beloved become one and where the one represents the other. The last step in this stage is the station of khidr where the individual is characterized by the essence (haqīgah) of the Real. This station is beyond the reach of ordinary mortals.

C

JAMI

Abd al-Rahman Jami (817–896/1414–1492), a famous poet and great scholar, was the follower of Ibn ‘Arabi. His book, Ḥaḍīth (Flashes), is an exposition of the doctrine of the Unity of Being. In the preface he states that this doctrine is the result of mystical experience of several eminent saints, but his role is that of a mere interpreter, for he has not undergone or experienced any mystical trances. He has only put in words what others had experienced at first hand.165

His statement of the theory follows the logical definition of the word “existence.” Existence (or Being) is sometimes used as a universal concept which in logic is called “secondary concept” (ma‘ṣūl-i ḥaqīqiyah) and has no objective reality corresponding to it but which attaches itself to the quality (maḥqūqiyah) of a thing mentally. Taking Being in this sense, several critics have raised an objection against Ibn ‘Arabi’s statement that God is the Absolute Being. According to them, abstract existence having no objective reality cannot be said to be the source of external reality. Jami, therefore, tries to defend Ibn ‘Arabi by saying that Being or existence has another sense. When pantheists use the word “Being” (wujūd), they refer to reality which exists by itself, and on which depends the existence of other beings. As a matter of fact, none exists except He and all objective existents are His modes.168

But the truth of this statement, according to Jami, is verifiable not so much through reason as through mystical experience and intuition. The Absolute Being is called God who is the source of all that exists and yet is above all multiplicity. He transcends all manifestations and is unknowable.169

165 Ḥaḍīth, Navaq Kishore Press, Lucknow (India), 1936, p. 4.
166 He subscribes to Ibn ‘Arabi’s doctrine that the universe is nothing but accidents, all pertaining to a single substance, i.e., the Ultimate Being. He tries to give rational arguments in its support. See Ḥaḍīth, 15 and 26.
167 Ḥaḍīth, 13, 14.
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Essence pure and simple is completely without any determinations and is above the distinctions of names, attributes, and relations. It is only when this essence descends towards manifestation that attributes such as knowledge, light, and existence make their appearance. The essence is above all determinations but it is only when God is viewed by our human and finite intellect that He is said to possess attributes.

Following Ibn ‘Arabi he rejects the Ash’arite theory of divine attributes according to which attributes subsist in and are co-eternal with God, and yet are neither identical nor different from Him. In “Flash” (‘Īqād) fifteen, Jāmi explains that attributes are distinct from the essence in thought but are identical with it in fact and reality. God is knower due to the attribute of knowledge, powerful due to the attribute of power, active due to the attribute of willing, etc. There is no doubt that all these attributes are different from one another with regard to their content, they are similarly distinct from the essence. But in reality they are all identical with the essence in the sense that in Him there is no plurality of existence.

The Ultimate Reality, i.e., God, is the ground of everything that exists. He is one so that multiplicity cannot affect Him. But when He reveals Himself in multiplicity of forms and modes, He appears to be many. These distinctions of one and many, however, are only subjective. God and the world are two aspects of the same reality: “The universe is the outward expression (expression) of God and God is the inner (reality) of the universe. Before manifestation the world was God and God after manifestation is identical with the world.” As a matter of fact reality is one, and the dual aspects of God and the world are only our ways of looking at it.166

The nature of things in the universe in relation to the Absolute is like modes which Jāmi, following Ibn ‘Arabi, calls ghāsas; they have no existence or reality in themselves and are mere adjectives of the One Being.167 These modes are included in the Absolute as qualities inherent in a substance or as a consequence follows from its ground—as half, third, and fourth, and other fractions are related to the integer one; these fractions are potentially included in the integer one and become explicit only when repeated.168 It is clear that the conception of creation as commonly understood is irrelevant. Creation in the theological sense is not the actualization of the hidden potentialities of the Creator, but the production of individuals and things which, though deriving their existence from this source, yet enjoy self-determination and independence to some extent. According to Jāmi, Creator and creatures are two aspects of the same reality.

This subjective determination, according to Jāmi, has two stages. In the first stage called ṣawādāt-‘l Jami, these existences appear in divine knowledge

166 ‘Īqād 25.
167 See ‘Īqād 26 where Jāmi tries to explain certain statements of Ibn ‘Arabi as discussed in Fīqī al-ghāsas-‘līqād.
168 ‘Īqād 19.
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in the form of archetypal ideas (al-asbāb-i ḥabībān). In the second stage called the rank of the physical world (martubak-i 'a'in), they acquire the attributes and properties of external existence. "In short, there is nothing in the external world except one reality which appears to be many on account of being clothed in diverse modes and attributes."

As essence, the real is beyond all knowledge; neither revelation nor reason can help anyone to comprehend it. No mystic saint can ever claim to experience Him as such. "His highest characteristic is the lack of all characterization and the end of all knowledge about Him is bewilderment." The first stage of the descent is al-dhikr or the bare unity devoid of all modes and relations. When it is conditioned by these modes, it is called al-mudhhith where the real is characterized by manifestation, etc. It is at this stage that He assumes the attributes of being the Creator and Sustainer and is characterized by life, knowledge, and will. It is at this stage also that the existents first appear in the consciousness of God as the object. His knowledge, but they do not involve multiplicity in the One. At a later stage those objects of God's knowledge are clothed in existence and they assume multiplicity. They all exhibit in varying degrees some of the divine names and attributes. The perfect men like prophets alone reflect all these names and attributes. But in spite of all these manifestations and splitting of the One into multiplicity, the unity remains unimpaired. It causes no change in the essence or in its attributes. "Although the light of the sun illuminates it once the clean and the unclean, yet it does not affect the purity of its light." Though the one essence is interlaced in all existents, its presence in them does not mean that everything is equal in this respect. There are differences of degree due to the power of receptivity of each thing. No doubt God and the world are two aspects of the Real, yet God is God and the world is world. "Every grade of Being is determined according to its rank. If you ignore this distinction, you become an infidel."

In ethics Jami follows the usual pantheistic tradition and advocates full-fledged determinism. As God is the essence of all things and is the inward aspect of the world, all actions that are usually ascribed to man should, as a matter of fact, be attributed to the Real. But if man is so determined, then how to account for evil? Jami here again follows ibn 'Arabi. It is true, he says, that all actions of men are God's, yet it is not proper for us to attribute evil to God, for Being qua Being is absolute good. According to him, therefore, evil has no positive content; it is privative, lacking something which should have been there. Take, for instance, the case of cold. There is nothing evil

Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindi

in it as such, but with reference to the fruits which it does not allow to ripen, it becomes evil. The ultimate goal of man should be not only fana', passing away of consciousness, but fana'-i fana', passing away of the consciousness of having attained the state of fana'. At this stage, an individual loses not only awareness of self, but also awareness of this "non-awareness of self." Then, according to Jami, faith, religion, belief, or kashf (mystic knowledge and experience) all become meaningless.
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Chapter XLIV

SHAikh AHMAD SIRHINDI

A

LIFE AND STUDIES

Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindi, better known as Mujuddī Alī Thānī, was the son of Shaikh 'Abd al-Abad Makhlūm, who was a devout Muslim always anxious to derive spiritual enlightenment from saints. Shaikh 'Abd al-Abad Makhlūm met Shaikh Allah Dīd at Rohitās and Suryālī Ali Qawām at Jaunpūr. He learnt a great deal from both and then returned to Sirhind and lived there till his death in 1007/1606. A great master of all the branches of contemporary knowledge, he taught the prevalent text-books on philosophy and religion to his pupils intensively. He was also an acknowledged authority on jurisprudence. Besides, he taught mysticism to those who were eager to learn it, using 'Aṣār-i al-Ma'ārīf and Fūṣūl al-Ḥikām as his texts. He was an ardent reader of ibn 'Arabī and was an authority on his teachings. He acknowledged ibn 'Arabī's superiority in philosophy and spiritual insight, but he never followed him if he found him deviating from the Sunnah. He was such an
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ardent and close follower of the Holy Prophet and his teachings that he never left a sana’an (tradition) unpracticed. He loved the devotees of Khwajah Baha’ al-Din Naqshband of Bukhara called the Naqshbandis,1 and his son inherited this love and devotion to them from him.

Sharif Ahmad was born in 971/1063 at Sirhind. His name was Ahmad and his surname was Badr al-Din. From his father’s side, he descended from the Caliph ’Umar. In his early childhood he was sent to a school where in a short time he learnt the Holy Qur’an by heart. Then for a long time he was taught by his father. Later he went to Sialkot and there covered some more courses under the guidance of Kamal Khashmiri. He also studied some works on Usul from Ya’qub Khashmiri, a great scholar of the time. By the young age of seventeen he had mastered a great deal of Islamic sciences and had begun teaching them to others.

He visited Agra where he met some great men of learning including Abu al-Fadl and Fajji. After some time he accompanied his father to Sirhind. On his way home, he was married to the daughter of a noble named Shaikh Sulh T’an of Thanesar. On his return to Sirhind he stayed with his father and through his help established spiritual relationship with the Qadiriyyah and Chishtiyah schools of mysticism. Through the training received from his father, he learnt the fundamentals of Sufism. In his studies too he had been much influenced by his father. He could not go on a pilgrimage to the Holy Land in his father’s life-time, although he yearned to do so. He was anxious to serve his father during his life and could not leave him alone.

After his father’s death in 1007/1698 he started on this long-cherished pilgrimage. On his arrival at Delhi, he heard the reputation of Khwajah Baha’ Bihis as a saint from a friend, Mushtana Basan. He went to him promptly and was well received. The Khwajah was very fond of taking anyone as his disciple but he immediately accepted the Muqaddid as his follower and focussed his entire attention upon him. The Muqaddid’s heart became the seat of the praise of Allah and he made rapid progress in spiritual knowledge. Under the Khwajah’s guidance he was able to complete his Naqshbandi training in a few months. He was warmly congratulated and was invested with a gown as a symbol of the completion of his training. He went back to Sirhind and began to teach people. After the Khwajah’s death he used to go to Delhi at the ‘urs of his late chief.

1 Devotees of Khwajah Baha’ al-Din Naqshband of Bukhara are called the Naqshbandis.

2 ‘Urs, a gathering to celebrate the death anniversary of a holy man.
views on mystical revelation and illumination, pantheism, proto-agnosticism, sectarianism, and Sufism are very important. Shākh Alīnādī’s reforms can be easily divided into three categories: (1) call to the Muslims to follow the Sunnah and discard heresy (bid'ah), (2) purification of Islamic mysticism (Sufism) from the practices and thoughts which had crept into it through non-Muslim influences, and (3) great emphasis on the Islamic Law.

1. Heresy and the Muwābīd’s Opposition to It.—Heresy implies an innovation. The ‘ulamā’ (theologians) had divided it into two categories, namely, the good innovation (bid‘at al-khayyā’ma) and the bad innovation (bid‘at al-aswāqī‘ah). The Muwābīd says he can find no beauty, benefit, or light in either. In many of his letters he is at pains to tell his correspondents that all heresy is reprehensible. He quotes many sayings of the Holy Prophet in denouncing it. He symbolizes every kind of heresy with dust, dirt, and pitch darkness and regards it as misleading. Those who practise heresy do so for lack of foresight and insight. The Holy Prophet said that heresy misleads peoples and uproots the Sunnah itself. When a heresy creeps into religion, it deprives the believers of traditional practice. He was of the opinion that Islam is complete in itself; heresy is an useless appendage to it. Even if it appears right, it is in fact a blot on the face of Islam. Any approval of a heresy is a disapproval of the completeness of Islam. In the course of time, the Sunnah would disappear, and heresy would prosper. Respect shown to an upholder of heresy is to deal a blow to Islam. Heresy is a cutting axe to religion, and the Sunnah is a guiding star. To strengthen Islam heresy must be uprooted. "May it please the Lord," said he, "to show to the ‘ulamā’ that heresy is good."

2. Reforms in Sufism and the Nature of Sufistic Perfection.—"If the contemporary Sufis are just, they should not follow their leaders but the Sunnah. They should never uphold heresy on the pretext that their Shāikh did so." If a heresy appears in the guise of an innovation, it is immediately accepted by the people as a long-tried truth. For long the conversations and commentaries of the Sufis had been tending away from the religious Law (shari‘ah) and a time came in the history of Sufism when the Sufis began to proclaim that Sufism and the religious Law were poles apart. They did not show the respect that the Law deserves. They regarded it as formal and ineffective and, as a result, religion and its values suffered much at their hands, though very few knew the harm that was being done. This attitude of the Muwābīd elicited an unqualified praise from Ethlīl for him. Speaking of him he says, "He was the guardian of the Muslim faith in India whom God had given a timely warning."

The Muwābīd said, "The Shāikh who in their state of inanimity (raw‘) praise infidelity and induce men to wear the Brahmanical thread are to be excused because then they are not themselves. Those who follow them consciously

in these matters are not to be excused because they do so while they are in their senses. The rectitude of speculative knowledge depends on its being in concord with theology, and the smallest departure from it is insensibility. According to him, someone asked: ‘The Naqshbandi teaching to define the Sufiistic institution. He replied that the ultimate end of Sufism is achieved when the rational knowledge becomes revelational or inspired, and the abstract becomes concrete. He did not say that we should seek something over and above the revealed Law. The non-essentials that a Sufi must on his way to Sufistic perfection lose their importance when he reaches his destination. The Law alone is then seen as real. The Prophet received it through a messenger but the Sufi gets it by direct inspiration from God." The Caliph ‘Umar was highly incensed when he was told that Shāikh Abī al-‘Abbas Ya‘qūb was of the view that Allah has no insensibility. He did not attribute this remark to the Shāikh’s insensibility or unconsciousness. He rather thought it to be an act of infidelity, even if it was committed by the Shāikh with a view to being denounced by the world, as public denunciation was considered by some Sufis to be contributive to Sufistic perfection. "The true aim of Sufistic institution is to attain sound faith, which depends upon spiritual tranquillity without which salvation is impossible. When this tranquillity is reached, the heart becomes unconscious of everything but God." 13

3. Significance of the Shari‘ah.—The divine Law is connected with the soul and the spiritualization of the soul depends upon obedience shown to it alone. The Sufi learns this after his perfection. While still on their way to Sufistic perfection, many Sufis found on this mysterious road. One should never lose sight of the divine Law whenever one’s beliefs and deeds are involved. 14 The Naqshbandis Shāikhs have subordinated revelation to the divine Law (shari‘ah) and with them inspiration and inspiration are subject to the divine decree. Fantasy should not be given priority to the divine Law. The Naqshbandis are never influenced by the senseless and exaggerated discourses of the Sufis. They never uphold ibn ‘Arabi’s jayz15 against the explicit verses of the Qur‘ān (nass). 16 The light of God which is revealed in occasional flashes to others is to them constantly illuminating. Everything but His name is erased from their hearts, and even if they try for ages they can think nothing but Him. 17 The touchstone of the Sufistic revelations and intuitions should be the commentaries of the Sunnite theologians, for even the adherents to heresies and all those who go astray regard the Holy Qur‘ān and the Sunnah together as the fountain-
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2. Ibid., Letter No. 30.
3. Ibid., Letter No. 100.
4. Ibid., Letter No. 181.
5. Ibid., Letter No. 172.
6. Ibid., Letter No. 220.
8. Naqsh, an explicit verse of the Qur‘ān.
head of their beliefs. They misinterpreted them only because of their perverted mentalities. The Sufic discourse which is congruous with the Sunnite interpretations is agreeable, while that which is otherwise is not. Upright Sufis never transgress the limits set by the divine Law even in their ecstatic discourses, dealings, and philosophies. Whenever a Sufi in his ecstatic or stacy opposes the Law, his revelation is a mirage. It should be interpreted and explained correctly. Perfection comes through meek submission to God, which implies submission to His Law. This is the best of faiths in the eyes of the Lord.

You can tell an impostor from a sincere believer by their respective attitude to the divine Law. A truly faithful Sufi never transgresses the Law in spite of his insensibility or ecstasy. Despite his claim, "I am the True One," Muṣḥaf Ḥallījī used to offer five hundred rukʿāt24 every morning in submission to God even while he was chained in the prison cell. It is a difficult for an impostor to observe the tenets of the Law as to remove the Mount Caucasus from its place.

According to the Mujaddid, the only duty performed by the theologians ('ulamā') is to issue decrees while it is the people of Allah (saints) who do the real work. An attempt at internal purification is to enable one to observe the divine tenets; one who is busy only in internal purification to the extent of neglecting the divine Law is an infidel and hence his revelations and intuitions are like those of an obstinate sinner. The way of uprightness is through divinity and the sign of the real internal purification is the sincere observation of submission to the divine Law. The restoration of the Sunnah and the obligatory prayers is the best of worship and will be rewarded in heaven. The Naqshbandi devotees dislike the mystical revelation that contradicts the Law and denounce the senseless wranglings of the Sufis. They do not like dances and hearing of music. They do not like a loud rending of God's name for He is supposed to be ever with them. With them guidance and discipline depend upon one's submission to and acknowledgment of the prophetic institution; it has nothing to do with external trappings such as the cap or the genealogy of the Shāhī as is the case with the other sects.

14 Ibid., Letter No. 286.
15 Ibid., Letter No. 259.
16 Ibid., Book II, Letter No. 42.
17 A rukʿāt is the unit of a formal Islamic prayer and consists of praying in four different positions, standing, kneeling, sitting, and falling down in adoration. Each prayer consists of several units.
18 Muḥarrīt-i Muṣḥaf-i, Book II, Letter No. 95.
19 Ibid., Book II, Letter No. 97.
20 Ibid., Book I, Letter No. 221.

C

EXISTENTIAL OR EXPERIENTIAL UNITY

(Waḥdat al-ʿUyūn or Waḥdat al-Shāhīd)

In order to understand the rift somehow created between Islam and Sufism one must ponder over the philosophical aspect of pantheism. Pantheism was the real bane of Islam. The Mujaddid knew its fallacy and he was one of those who denounced it vehemently. He based his stand on the teaching he had received from his father and his Shāhī, Khwājah BāqĪ Bīlāhī. The state of pantheism was revealed to him shortly after he had adopted the Naqshbandi way of approach to reality. He was anxious to understand the mysticism of Ibn 'Arabī. The light of God and of His attributes dawned upon him and this, according to ibn 'Arabī, is the ultimate end of Sufism. For years he kept thinking that he had reached the state in which he had realized the ultimate, but all of a sudden this state vanished. Then he came to realize that union with God is only existential and not existential; God is not and cannot be one with anything. God is God and the world is world. All that the Sunni theologians said in this respect was true. As the Mujaddid had loved pantheism much in the earlier stage of his life, he was rather uneasy at this change; yet with the new revelation, the veil was lifted and the reality appeared to him in its true form. This world is merely a mask of the existence of its Creator, and it merely reflects the various attributes of the Lord. It does not consist of these attributes. A pseudo revelation, he thought, like erroneous deductions in religious matters, may not be denounced; but it must not be followed, lest others be misled.

With the followers of Ibn 'Arabī, pantheism is the final stage of Sufistic perfection, while in reality it is nothing but one of the states experienced by every devotee. After the devotees have passed this preliminary state, they walk on the right Path. Khwājah Naqshband says that all that is heard or seen or known is a veil. It must be negated with the word "none" (النُّون). "I had accepted pantheism," says the Mujaddid, "as it was revealed to me and not because I was directed to it by someone else. Now I denounce it because of the right revelation of my own which cannot be denied, although it is not compulsory for others to follow ...." The presence of the One means that the Sufi sees nothing except the One. The pantheist acknowledges the presence of the One in everything and thinks all besides is as nothing, yet the very same non-entity is regarded by him as the incarnation of the One. Pantheism is not at all essential, because sure knowledge is possible without it, and sure knowledge does not entail the denial of the existence of others. The sight of the One is in no way denial of the existence of the others. The prophets never preached pantheism, nor did they ever call the pluralists
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insidels. They invited people to the oneness of Being. So prophet ever preached that creation is an incarnation of the Creator. Their aim was to inculcate faith in the One Lord who is unique and has no like.52

D REVELATION AND INTUITION

Only the Qur'an and the Sunnah are to be trusted. The duty of the theologians is simply to interpret these fundamental sources and not to add anything to them. The mysticism of the Sufis and their revelations and inspirations are to be accepted only if they conform to them; otherwise they are to be rejected. The promise of God is to unveil Himself to His good people in the hereafter and not here. The revelations and "lights" of which the Sufis are so proud are nothing but their own mental projections and fantasies in order to console themselves. The open sight of God is absolutely impossible to people in this world. "I am afraid the beginners would be discouraged if I were to point out the drawbacks of these revelations and 'lights,' but if I remain silent, the true and the false shall remain distinguished. I insist that these 'lights' and revelations must be judged with reference to the revelation of God on the Mount of Sinai, when the Prophet Moses prayed for the sight of Him. Who can bear the sight of Him?"53

"Abundance of miracles is not the sign of a devotee’s spiritual superiority. A person who has no miracle to his credit may possibly be superior to others in certain respects. Shākiḥ Shihāb al-Dīn Subkawardi says, ‘Miracles are a boon from God to render the faith firm, but the man who has been gifted with a firm faith does not require them; it is enough for him that his heart praises and remembers Him.’ Miracles can be divided into two categories. Those of the first category comprise the transcendental knowledge of God and His attributes. These are beyond the sphere of rational inquiry and are revealed only to a few of His favorites. The second category is concerned with revelation about creation and information concerning this universe. Unlike the former, even impostors can have a share in the latter. The people having miracles of the first category have more chances to reach God than those having miracles of the second, but to the common man, the latter are more acceptable."54

Ibn 'Arabi is reported to have said that some pious devotees were ashamed of their miracles at their death-beds. Why should they have been so if the miracles were the only true touchstone of a pious devotee’s superiority? Numerous saints are unaware of their position and status but as they are not prophets they do not need the awareness of their position. Saintly men

52 Ibid., Letter No. 293.
53 Ibid., Letter No. 217.
54 Ibid., Letter No. 293.
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can invite people to the religion of their prophet without miracles. Their real miracle is to purify the souls of their disciples. The soul being immaterial, they have to turn their attention away from materialism. These people even without miracles are the sureties of peace and prosperity in this world. The distinction between a true and a false devotee is that the former adheres strictly to the Law, and the latter adheres to his own whims. The man whose company inspires you to be more attentive to God is a true devotee. Not even a prophet is safe from the evil designs of the devil. If a devotee is tempted by Satan he should judge his inspiration by its accord to the tenets of the religion of his prophet. If anywhere the divine Law is silent and the Satan’s "inspiration" cannot be proved right or wrong, the "inspiration" should be regarded as questionable. The divine tenets are silent in matters which are superfluous, and, therefore, may neither be accepted nor rejected.

Sometimes, without any attempt on the part of the Satan to mislead us, we have false inspirations as in dreams. These false inspirations are the creations of our own fancy.55

E THE RELIGIOUS LAW

According to the Mujaddidi, religious Law has three aspects: knowledge, actions, and fidelity. To acquire these aspects of the Law it is necessary to win the pleasure of God which excels all blessings. Sufism and gnosticism help in purifying one’s soul by completing the important aspect of fidelity. They have no end in view but this. Eoysis, “incarnation,” and “illumination” are by-products of Sufism. They are not its ends. They are merely phantasies and projections in order to please the beginners. After passing these on his way, the Sufi has to surrender to the divine will, which is his real destination. One among thousands achieves pure fidelity. Blind men take the by-products for the principal articles and are, therefore, deprived of the truth. A Sufi has to experience these states before his acquisition of the truth.56

The Mujaddidi himself experienced these intermediate states for years, and ultimately achieved the goal of fidelity. Those who think the Law superficial and regard gnosis as the right Path are misled. They are content with the states, the means, and ignore the end.57 The straight Path is the Path of the Holy Prophet whose guidance is the best. Internal purification completes the external and is not contradictory to it. When we submit devoutly to God’s beloved, the Holy Prophet, we become His beloved.58

Submission to the Prophet’s tradition (Sunnah) is the real bliss, while

55 Ibid., Book II, Letter No. 92.
57 Ibid., Letter No. 36.
58 Ibid., Letter No. 40.
59 Ibid., Letter No. 41.
opposition to it is the cause of all disasters. Hindu sādhus or ascetics undergo much privation but all in vain, for it is not in accordance with the true Law. The most that such ascetics can achieve is some material gain which is transitory. The devotees of the religious Law are like dealers in diamonds who work less but gain more.98

On the completion of a Sufi's life, real pleasure is derived from the performance of obligatory prayers, while in the beginning non-obligatory prayers are more pleasant.99

The states of ecstasy, gosias, and "illumination" are good if they are subservient to the Law; otherwise they are misleading. If not weighed in the balance of the Law, they are worthless.100

The Sufistic conduct helps one to abide by the divine Law. It controls one's lower passions and undermines their influence. It is neither antagonistic nor equivalent to the religious Law. It is rather subservient to it.101

Some people are punctilious in the observance of the form of Law, but they ignore its intrinsic truth and worth and regard salvation as their only aim. Some people achieve the truth but assert that they have achieved it through their own effort and not through the help of the divine Law, which for them is merely formal. They think only of the form of the Law and not of the spirit of it. Either group is ignorant of its intrinsic virtues and is deprived of the divine guidance. True theologians alone are heirs to the prophets.102

Those who regard a saint (sahāb) superior to a prophet are senseless and are not fully aware of the attributes of prophethood which is superior to saintship (sulṭān) in all respects.103

The Mujaddid was a great religious enthusiast. The movement that he started in religion is still continued by his followers in various parts of the Muslim world. His heritage is indispensable for a modern reconstruction of religious thought in Islam. He was a Sufi but he did not think Sufism as the sole aim of life. For him it was merely a means to an end, the end being complete and unconditional adherence and fidelity to the Qur'an and the Sunnah. For an essentially just estimate of his teachings one must consider him with reference to his times. His books are a valuable record of his practice and thought. He gave us a treatise on Sufistic perfection, but the best of him is found in three volumes of his letters. The total number of letters in all these volumes is 535. With some exceptions, these are arranged in their chronological order. Five of his letters have been lost. They prove beyond doubt the encyclopaedic knowledge he had, and make a pleasant and enlightening reading.104

98 Ibid., Letter No. 114.
99 Ibid., Letter No. 117.
100 Ibid., Letter No. 297.
101 Ibid., Letter No. 216.
102 Ibid., Book II, Letter No. 18.
103 Ibid., Book I, Letter No. 251.
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Part 4, The “Philosophers”

Chapter XLV

JALĀL AL-DIN DAWWANĪ

A LIFE AND WORKS

Muḥammad bin As‘ād Jalāl al-Dīn was born in 830/1427 at Dawwānī in the district of Khāršī, of which his father was the Qādi. Having received early education from his father and then from Muḥyī al-Dīn Anārī and Ḥamāmi al-Dīn al-Qārī, he ultimately became professor at the Mardin al-Aṣīm. In a short time he became famous for his knowledge and learning, attracting students from far and wide. It was in recognition of his literary and academic fame that he got admission into the Court of Ḥasan Bog Ḵᵛān Bāḥdār (Ḵᵛāna Ḥasan), the then Turkish ruler of Moṣopotamia and Perca. He ultimately rose to the eminent position of the Qādi of the Court, which position he retained under Šuṭān Yaḵqī as well. He died in 907/1501 or 908/1502, and was buried in his native village Dawwānī.1

Ḵīṭī revived the tradition of philosophical disciplines during the Mongol period; Dawwānī did the same during the Ottoman period. Whereas the former gave a fresh impetus to the study of Iran Sīnā by writing commentaries on some of his works and by defending him against his detractors, the latter reproduced the study of Šīḥāb al-Dīn Maqṭīl by writing a commentary on his Ḥayatī-yi Nūr and elaborating his illuminative philosophy (bīmaṣṭ-i igīrā) in his own works. Both are revivalists, but they differ in their approach to the truth. The one is a true Avicennian, the other a faithful Subrahmanian. Broekelmann has enumerated seventy of his extant works, of which the important ones are listed below:
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3. Al-Zahir, Cairo, 1226/1808.
5. Risālah fi Tashqīq Nafs al-Amīr.
7. Risālah fi 'Adilīqah.
8. Risālah fi al-瑕疵
10. Annanāy al-Ulūm.

B

ETHICS

Dawānī was commissioned by Sulṭān Bāsān Beg to revise the ethical treatise of Tiṣ’ with the express aim of “correcting and completing,” it is from the illuminative (ṣhabi‘i) point of view. The structure of Aḥḥāqāt al-Jalālī is basically the same as that of Aḥḥāqāt al-Nāṣīrī, but in the execution of the work Dawānī has artistically ornamented it with the Qur’ānic verses, precepts of the Prophet and His Companions, and the moving utterances of the mystics. He not only abbreviated and simplified Tiṣ’ treatise but also amplified and elaborated it at places in the light of the philosophy of illumination; besides he added much by way of literary adornment.

Following Ibn Miskawayh, Tiṣ’ regards ultimate happiness (ma‘lidat-i quwa) as the summa bonum of life. His concept of ultimate happiness, because of its reference to the heavenly (qudsi) element, is intrinsically different from the Aristotelian concept of happiness. Dawānī goes a step further and identifies the moral with the religious ideal. It is with reference to God-intended vicegerency that the Qur’ān distinguishes right from wrong, evaluates knowledge and appreciates power; therefore, vicegerency of God (khalīf-ta ilāhi) and not ultimate happiness should be the inspiring ideal of the “noblist of the creation.” His moral theory, in other words, is based on the place or position of man in the universe as determined by God and not by man himself, which is that of the vicegerency of God.

What entitles man to this high office of responsibility? Dawānī finds the answer in a saying of the Caliph ‘Alī. Man, according to this saying, occupies a middle position between the angels and the brutes. The former have intellect without desire and ir. They have no temptations, nor freedom of choice; being perfect by nature, they are above morality. The latter, on the other hand, have desire and ir without intellect, and, thus, being incapable of controlling their irrational impulses, are below morality. Man has both. He can, however, rise above the angels by subordinating desire and ir to intellect, and can also sink below the brutes if desire and ir enslave his intellect. The brutes can be excuses for want of intellect, but not man. The excellence of man’s perfection is enhanced by his natural temptation and deliberate resistance to evil; the angels have been spared the painful processes of conflict, deliberation, and choice. Thus, man alone is a free, responsible and, therefore, moral being, and his right to the vicegerency of God is established on this very ground.1 How this vicegerency to be accomplished by man? Quoting the Qur’ānic verse, “Whosoever gains wisdom, verily he gains great good,” Dawānī holds that mature wisdom (ḥabībati bīlahā) is the royal road to this exalted position. But mature wisdom, being a happy blend of theory and practice, is essentially different from the Socratic dictum: Knowledge is virtue. The Greeks were interested in ascertaining the speculative principles of morals; the practical aspect of ethics was quite alien to their temperament.

Mature wisdom can be acquired through intellectual insight as well as through mystic intuition. Both the philospher and the mystic reach the same goal through different ways. What the former “knows,” the latter “sees,” there being complete harmony between the findings of the two.

Influenced by the Qur’ānic doctrine of moderation no less than the Aristotelian doctrine of the mean, Dawānī holds that the mean constitutes the good in all matters. But it is determined not by “reason” and “prudence,” as held by Aristotle, but by the divine Law. Reason can at best determine the form of morality, the content whereof must come from the divine Code. Since the path of moderation is difficult to tread, Dawānī has identified it with the bridge over hell (gul-e bi‘lāh)—a bridge which is narrower than a hair and sharper than a sword.

Moral struggle presupposes that all dispositions (khawq), whether innate or acquired, are capable of modification and change. Constant instruction and discipline and punishment, as evidenced by experience, can change the wicked into the virtuous. By these means the evil is greatly reduced, if not completely eradicated. And since a person does not know beforehand that a particular evil disposition would resist all attempts to modify and change it, it is in consonance with the dictates of both reason and religion that he should exert his utmost for its modification.

To Plato virtue was the moderation of human nature as a whole. Aristotle assigned to each virtue the place modulation would give it. But he could go no further than this. The Greeks “systematized, generalized, and theorized,” but the accumulation of positive knowledge based on patient, detailed, and prolonged observation was altogether “alien to their temperament.” This weakness of the Greek genius was removed by a rather practical and penetrating

1 Aḥḥāqāt al-Jalālī, p. 24.
2 Qur’ān, ii, 190; v. 2.
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mind of the Muslims, who classified ethics as a “part of practical philosophy.” With Ibn Miskawayh, the first Muslim moralist, the emphasis shifted from broad generalizations to individual differentiation and specification of virtues. He not only determined seven, eleven, twelve and thirteen species of wisdom, courage, temperance, and justice respectively—the four cardinal virtues of Plato—but also developed an attractive theory of the causes and cures of mental diseases, a process which culminated in Al-Ghazali with a shift from an intellectual to a mystic outlook.

Ibn Miskawayh had worked out the details of Plato’s theory of virtues, but with Tusi the problem was that of improving and completing the Aristotelian theory of vice. He emphasized for the first time that deviation from the equipoise is not only quantitative but also qualitative, and, thus, added perversion (nadiratu) as the third generic cause of vice to the Aristotelian excess and deficiency of a State. Tusi also set the seal of completion on practical philosophy by including domestics and politics in his ethical treatise in order to meet the deficiencies of the ethical work of Ibn Sina (Khidk al-Tathran) and of that of Farabi. Lastly, Tusi revoluted against the ascetic ethics of Al-Ghazali. Aesthetics, for him, is the negation of moral life, for man is by nature a social being as is indicated by the word for man in Arabic, ittisal (associating), and body is not an obstacle but an instrument of the soul for attaining the perfection it is capable of. Nevertheless, he recognizes asceticism as a necessary stage in the development of mystic consciousness, of which he has had no personal experience. Inspired by the illuminative philosophy of Shihab al-Din Marzqal, Dawani finds complete harmony between philosophy and mysticism. What the mystic "sees," the philosopher "knows," and what the latter "knows," the former "sees." He, therefore, gave a Qur’anic bias to the ethics of Tusi.

C POLITICS

Following Tusi, Dawani too has used Siyast-i Mudan more in the sense of the science of civics than in the modern sense of politics. The origin, function, and classes of society and the need of a government headed by a just king are the same for Dawani as for Tusi. Monarchy is held to be the ideal form of government, in which king is the second arbiter of justice, the first being the divine Law. After reproducing the general principles of distributive and corrective justice from Al-Hikayat-i Najari, Dawani adds ten moral principles of his own, which ought to be observed by a king in order to ensure efficient administration of justice.

2 Shihab al-Din Annay, pp. 15-20.
4 Al-Hikayat-i Najari, p. 114.
5 Tabrani, Topshurashi, p. 92.
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In the first place, the king should invariably consider himself to be the aggrieved party while deciding a case, so that he may not wish for the aggrieved what is abhorrent to himself. Secondly, he should see that the cases are disposed of quickly, for justice delayed is justice denied. Thirdly, he should not indulge in sensual and physical pleasures which ultimately bring about the ruin of a State in their wake. Fourthly, royal decisions should be based on emotions and condescension rather than on rashness and wrath. Fifthly, in pleasing people he should seek the pleasure of God. Sixthly, he should not seek the pleasure of the people by displeasing God. Seventhly, he should render justice if decision is left to his discretion, but forgiveness is better than justice if mercy is begged of him. Eighthly, he should associate with the righteous and lend ears to their counsels. Ninthly, he should keep everyone to his rightful place and should not entrust high office to the low-born people. Lastly, he should not be content with personal abstention from injustice, but should conduct the affairs of the State that none under his authority is guilty of this offence.

D METAPHYSICS

Like Tusi and others, Dawani’s cosmology consists of the gradual emanation of ten intellects, nine spheres, four elements, and three kingdoms of nature. The active intellect, the intellect of the sphere of the moon, bridges the gap between the heaven and the earth.

Quoting the Prophet’s saying that intellect is the noblest of all the created things, Dawani identifies the first intellect (‘al’il aswad) with the original essence of Muhammad. It conceives the idea of all things past, present, and future, just as a seed potentially contains root, branches, leaves, and fruit. The spheres which are stationary in nature, but changeable in quality, control the destiny of the material world. Fresh situations come into being through the revolutions of the spheres, and every moment the active intellect causes a new form into existence to reflect itself in the mirror of elemental matter. Passing through the mineral, vegetative, and animal states, the first intellect finally appears in the form of acquired intellect (‘al’il musafiq) in man, and, thus, the highest point having conclosed with the lowest, the circle of being is completed by the two arcs of ascent and descent.

The first intellect is like the seed which, having sprouted into twigs, branches, and fruit, returns to its original form of unity possessing collective potentiality. This circular process takes the form of motion (burjili-i wasil), in growing bodies of increasing or decreasing their magnitude, and in the rational soul that of the movement of thought. All these motions are, in fact, shadows of the divine motion proceeding from God’s love for self-expression, which in mystic terminology is called the flashing of Self upon Self.\textsuperscript{18}
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Dawawī’s metaphysical treatise, al-Zawār, is a critical evaluation of Kalām and of the teachings of the spiritual leaders, the philosophers, and the mystics, from the illuminative (aqlī) point of view. He fully appreciates the utility and importance of the first three disciplines but takes a serious notice of the inconsistency with Islam of some of the issues raised by them. He believes that philosophy and mysticism both ultimately lead to the same goal, yet he cannot shut his eyes to the eminence and superiority of the latter over the former. Mysticism, in his view, is free from doubt and uncertainty because it is due to divine grace and is, therefore, nearer to prophethood.\footnote{Al-Zawār, p. 116}
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Chapter XVI

IBN Khaldūn

A

Ibn Khaldūn wrote no major work in fields accepted in the Islamic philosophical tradition, or which he himself considered to be the proper fields of philosophical investigation—logic, mathematics, physics, and metaphysics—politics, ethics, and economics.\footnote{1} Consequently, he was not regarded by his contemporaries, or by subsequent Muslim students of philosophy, as a philosopher (filsafī) in the sense in which al-Fārābī, Ibn Sina, and Ibn Rushd were identified as such. Nevertheless, both his contemporaries and later Muslim students of history and society were aware that Ibn Khaldūn had made the most significant contribution to these specialized fields through his undertaking a scientific investigation of them. It was, however, the enhanced interest in ibn Khaldūn’s thought, to the recognition of his rank as a major Muslim thinker, and to the judgment that he was equal, if not superior, to the other well-known Muslim philosophers. This was in part the result of the higher prestige, and of the peculiar theoretical importance, which history and the science of society (as compared to the theoretical part of traditional philosophy) have come to enjoy in modern times. But the more important reason for the singular interest in ibn Khaldūn in modern times lies in the conclusions of his investigations in history and society. To the moderns, these conclusions appear to be more scientific than either the conclusions of the legal investigation of Muslim jurists or the political-philosophic investigations of Muslim philosophers. Perhaps on the analogy of the revolt of modern science against traditional philosophy, and especially of modern political philosophy and social science against traditional political philosophy, it has been assumed that ibn Khaldūn must have attempted a similar, or parallel, revolt against traditional Muslim philosophy in general, and against traditional Muslim political philosophy in particular. Because of its important implications for the understanding of ibn Khaldūn’s thought, this crucial assumption deserves critical examination. The larger context of the present work seems to warrant an inquiry into the precise relationship between ibn Khaldūn’s new science and the Islamic philosophical tradition. This relationship has been for the most part viewed in the perspective, and under the influence, of the modern philosophical and scientific tradition. In the present work, in contrast, the reader comes to ibn Khaldūn through the preceding Greek and Muslim philosphical tradition, which ibn Khaldūn knew and in relation to which he can be expected to have taken his bearing. The reader, thus, must be shown, on the basis of ibn Khaldūn’s conception of philosophy and science, and of his conception of the relation between his new science and the established philosophical science, whether he was in fundamental agreement with that tradition (in which case it must be shown what the specific character of his contribution to that tradition was), or in fundamental disagreement with it, and hence was the teacher of, not only a new, but a novel doctrine. That this procedure is the sound historical procedure is usually admitted. But what has not been seen with sufficient clarity is that, in addition to providing the proper historical perspective for the understanding of ibn Khaldūn’s thought, it is of fundamental importance to elicit the basic principles or premises of his new science, and thus contribute to the understanding of its true character.

B

Ibn Khaldūn’s place in the history of Muslim philosophy, and his contribution to the Muslim philosophical tradition, must be determined primarily on the basis of the “Introduction” (Muqaddimah) and Book One of his “History”.
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(Ibn Khaldūn)4 That a work exploring the art of history, and largely devoted to an account of universal history, should concern itself with philosophy is justified by Ibn Khaldūn on the ground that history has a dual character: (a) an external (khāṭir) aspect which is essentially an account of, or information about, past events; and (b) an internal (ḥādir) aspect. With respect to this latter aspect, history is contemplation (theory: ṣaqār) and verification (bāṣiq), a precise causal explanation of things generated (ṣinuṣūd) and their origins (or principles: nūdūd), and a profound science (i‘lām) of the qualities and causes of events; therefore, it is a firm and principal part (ṣul) of wisdom (ḥikmat), and deserves, and is well fitted, to be counted among its sciences.4

Whatever Ibn Khaldūn's position concerning the relation between wisdom and philosophy may have been (Ibn Rushd, who was the last of the major Muslim philosophers whom Ibn Khaldūn studied, considered that the two had become identical in his own time),5 he frequently uses the expressions "wise men" (ḥakīmān) and "philosophers" (ḥuṣnārū) interchangeably, and it is certain that he identifies the sciences of wisdom with the philosophic sciences.6 Furthermore, in his classification and exposition of the various sciences, he defines the basic characteristics of these sciences, enumerates them, and makes ample reference to the Greek and Muslim authors who represent the specific philosophic tradition which he accepts as the tradition.

Ibn Khaldūn's definition of the philosophic sciences is based on an emphatic and clear-cut distinction, if not total opposition, between the sciences which are natural to man as a rational being (therefore, he names them also "natural" sciences).

The Introduction and Book One are known together as the "Introduction" (Muqaddimah), cf. below p. 898. References in this chapter and that in on Ibn Khaldūn's Political Philosophy (cf. below, Book IV, Part 6, Chap. XXI) are to the volumes, pages (and lines) of the Quaternary edition (Q) together with the corrections and/or additions supplied by de Slane and F. Rosenthal in their respective French and English translations, both of which reproduce the pagination of the Quaternary edition on the margin. Cf. the Bibliography at the end of this chapter.

4 Cf. the account of the parts of the 'hur, below, p. 898.


5 Or that philosophical questions (i.e., the quest for wisdom) have become scientific logos. Therefore, Ibn Rushd omits the well-known opinions and dialectical segments found in Aristotelian works, and does not entertain the views current in his own time as Aristotle did, "because wisdom in his [Aristotle's] time had not become complete, and contained opinions of groups who were believed to be wise. But now that wisdom has become complete, and there being in our time no groups (merely) believed to be wise ... the contemplation of these sciences must be according to the needs in which mathematics is contemplated today. For this identical reason we must omit from them also the dialectical arguments." Ibn Rushd, Ta'hīth al-'ṣāma' ʿalā Fāsī's "(Paraphrase of the Physics), Ms. Cairo, Dār al-Nikāt, Ḥikmat, No. 5, fol. I of Ahmad al-Labadi, Ta'hīth Khālid al-NOW (Paraphrase of the "De Anima")." (Cairo, Imprimatur Moe, 1659), Introduction, p. 16; Ḫalīl al-'Ṣamā' ʿalā Fāsī's, (Nasbala, Dār al-Nikāt, Ms. 3665, 1949), pp. 2-3.

4 Cf. e.g., Q. II, 385-5; III, 87:3-4 (where both wisdom and philosophy are used together in naming those sciences), 210.
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they differed with Aristotle on many issues, they generally recognized him as the foremost teacher (Mu'allimin-i Asnaal). Of Muslim philosophers, Ibn Khaldun mentions by name al-Farabi, Ibn Sina, Ibn Bajjah, and Ibn Rushd. He indicates the decline of the philosophic sciences in western Islam after the disintegration of cultural life in that region, and refers to reports concerning the then flourishing state of these sciences in Persia and eastward, and their revival and spread in western Europe.18

Thus, there seems to be little doubt that when Ibn Khaldun says that the study of the internal aspect of history is to be made one of the sciences of wisdom, he does not simply mean that it deserves a systematic, rational, and scientific study in general. What he means is much more specific and precise. The study of the internal aspect of history, if it is to be properly scientific, must be recognized as a significant part of, and is to be pursued as belonging to, one of the philosophic sciences or one of a group of the philosophic sciences which he enumerates. These are the Greek philosophic sciences (of the Socratics school)19 epitomized in the works of Aristotle and also in those of the Muslim philosophers who belonged to that school and concentrated primarily on the exposition of the works of Aristotle.

C

To which of these sciences or groups of sciences does the investigation of the internal aspect of history belong? To answer this question, a fuller statement of the character and principles of this investigation is needed. Ibn Khaldun first formulates what this investigation is to comprise, and how it is to be conducted, through a critique of Islamic historiography and the examination of the causes of the errors of historians in the "Introduction," in which he illustrates the distinction between the external and internal aspects of history and establishes that these errors are primarily due to the ignorance of the nature and causes of historical events, both in so far as those are permanent and homogeneous as well as in so far as they change and are heterogeneous. Then, in the first part of the introduction to Book One, the true character of history is said to be identical with "information about human association, which is the culture ('urdua) of the world, and the states which occur to the nature of that culture . . . (and) all that is engendered in that culture by the nature of (these) states." The primary causal errors in transmitting historical information (and, consequently, in writing an untrue account of history), thus, becomes ignorance of the nature of the states of

18 Q. III, 90–93.
19 For the distinction among the various Greek philosophic schools (which had equally distinct groups of followers in Muslim philosophy), and of their different attitudes to divine Law, cf. al-Subkini, al-Madal wa-al-Nuqul, ed. Ahmad Faleh Muhammad, 3 Vols., Cairo, Maktabat al-Ilam al-Tijariyyah, 1947–48, Vol. II, pp. 164–97, 231ff.
16 Q. 1, 56–61.
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culture. The states of culture and what is engendered in them is considered to form a part of all engendered things, whether essences or acts, each of which inevitably has a nature specific to its essence and to its accidental states. "What the historian needs for examining historical reports, and for distinguishing the true from the false, is knowledge "of the natures of engendered (existent)" and the states in existence," so as to be able to examine and determine the possibility or impossibility of the occurrence of the events themselves. Thus, the basic principles (i.e., the subject-matter, problems, method, and end) of a new investigation emerge, and are finally formulated as follows:

"The rule for distinguishing truth from falsehood in the [investigation of] historical information on the grounds of possibility and impossibility is for us to contemplate human association, which is culture, and to distinguish the states pertaining to its essence and required by its nature, what is accidental and need not be reckoned with, and what cannot possibly occur in it. If we do that, it would be for us a rule in distinguishing truth from falsehood in [historical] information, and veracity from lying, in a demonstrative manner admitting of no doubt. Then, if we hear about some states taking place in culture, we shall know scientifically what we should judge as acceptable and what we should judge as spurious. This will be for us a sound criterion by which historians will pursue the path of veracity and correctness in what they transmit. This is the purpose of this First Book of our work. It is, as it were, a science independent by itself. For it has a subject (namely, human culture and human association) and has [its own] problems (i.e., explaining the states that pertain to its essence one after the other)."37

We then have a seemingly independent science the subject of which is human association or culture; the problems of which are the essential states of culture; the method of which is that of strict demonstration; and the end is that it be used as a rule to distinguish the true and the veracious from the false and the spurious in historical reports. To which philosophic science or group of sciences does this science belong, and in what way could it be characterized as a firm and principal part of philosophy?

That it does not belong to the logical or the mathematical sciences, needs little argument. Logic is defined by Ibn Khaldun as "the science which makes the mind immune to error in seizing upon unknown problems [or questions] through matters already realized and known. Its advantage is in distinguishing error from correctness in the essential and accidental concept and judgments, which he who contemplates aims at in order that he may understand the verification of truth in generated [things], negatively and positively." Logic is an organon of thought and a propositional science making rules used in the contemplation of all generated things, and in

14 Q. I, 57–58.
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...acarning the sound definitions of their essences and accidents. Since the subject and problems of the science of culture are said to belong to generated things, it will have to use the rules devised by the logical arts, but it is not itself concerned with the problems of how to achieve sound abstractions or how to distinguish them from those unsound.

It is only necessary to add here, first, that Ibn Khaldun accepted, without reservation, Aristotelian logic as found in the logical writings of Aristotle (with the addition of Porphyry's *Isagoge* and the commentaries of al-Farabi, ibn Sina, and ibn Rushd). Thus, logic for him deals with mental forms abstracted from things and useful in the knowledge of the essences and the "truths" of things. Its central aim is demonstration or "the syllogism producing certainty," and "the identity of the demonstration" (the categorical syllogism) is defined, etc., the subjects dealt with in the *Posterior Analytics* or "The Book of Demonstration."23 Ibn Khaldun doubts the validity of the attempts of Muslim dialectical theologians (Mutasakallimu) who concentrate on purely formal syllogism and ignore the fruits of the works of the ancients in the field of material logic.24 Secondly, Ibn Khaldun repeatedly emphasizes that the science of culture must be a demonstrative science in the sense specified here, to the exclusion of dialectical, rhetorical, and poetic arguments which are based on commonly known and commonly accepted premises rather than on self-evident, necessary, and essential premises, or premises that are the conclusions of syllogisms based on such premises, as required by postcriticistic logic.

As to the mathematical sciences, they are concerned with measurements or quantities, either theoretically, such as the study of pure numbers, or practically as applied arts. In the latter case, they are useful in the study of culture, since they acquaint us with the mathematical properties of things, such as the stars, which exercise an influence on culture, and form the bases of many of the crafts which are an important aspect of cultural life.25 But although the science of culture makes use of the conclusions of the mathematical sciences and is concerned with quantity as one of the categories of all generated things, its subject is not quantity as such, but the nature and causes of a specific generated thing which is culture.

This leaves us with natural sciences and metaphysics, or the sciences of natural and divine existents. Since the study of generated things, their natures, their states, and all that is engendered in them,26 is the specific subject of natural science or natural philosophy, the *new science* of that specific generated thing which is culture seems to form a part of natural philosophy and to belong to it by virtue of its subject. This statement must now be amplified by giving answers to: (a) why does the new science of culture deserve to be a natural

24 Q. III, 112-14.
27 Cf. above p. 883.
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science and counted among the natural sciences, and (b) how does Ibn Khaldun establish it as a firm and principal part of natural philosophy?27

D

Natural science is defined by Ibn Khaldun as follows:

"Then [after logic], the contemplation among them [i.e., the philosophers] turns either to: (a) the sensibles, viz., bodies of the elements, and those generated from them (viz., minerals, plants, and animals), celestial bodies, and natural motions; or the soul from which motions emerge, etc. This art is named 'natural science,' and it is the second of these (philosophical) sciences. Or (b) the contemplation turns to the matters that are beyond nature."28

This is explained further in the second and more elaborate definition supplied by ibn Khaldun in his own way:

"[Natural science] is the science which inquires about the body with respect to what adheres to it, viz., motion and rest. Thus, it contemplates the heavenly and elemental bodies, and what is begotten from them (man, animals, plants, and minerals); what is generated inside the earth (springs, earthquakes), in the atmosphere (clouds, vapors, thunder, lightning, and thunderbolts), etc.; and the principle of motion in bodies, i.e., the soul in its various species in man, animals, and plants."29

Then he mentions the standard works on natural science. The physical parts of the Aristotelian corpus, which have been followed, explained, and commented on by Muslim authors, the most well-known and reliable of these being ibn Sina in the corresponding parts of his three major works (*Shifa*, *Nasib*, and *Ikhwan al-*), and ibn Rushd in his summaries of, and commentaries on, Aristotle's works on physics; with the difference that ibn Sina seems to disagree with Aristotle on many problems of natural science, while ibn Rushd remains in close agreement with him.30

These statements point to a conception of the character and scope of natural science, and the order of its parts, which is not Ibn Khaldun's own, but one which was elaborated by ibn Sina and ibn Rushd on the basis of a tradition initiated in Muslim philosophy by al-Farabi, which has a firm foundation in Aristotle's own writings on nature. Following the scheme suggested by Aristotle, e.g., in the opening chapter of Meteorology,31 these philosophers included within natural science or natural philosophy the works beginning with the *Physics* and ending with the *De Anima* and the *Pars Naturalis*, and arranged their objects, order, and rank, as follows: (1) The general or first principles of all natural existents or of all that is constituted by nature, or "the first

23 See above, p. 890.
24 Q. III, 87-9.16.
26 Q. III, 116-17. This judgment is based on ibn Sina's own statements and the accusations leveled against him by ibn Rushd.
27 *Meteorologia*, 1, i. 2:38a 20-39a 9.
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causes of nature and all natural motion” (Physics); (2) the simple or primary parts of the world, or “the stars ordered in the motion of the heavens” (On the Heavens and the World); (3) the motion of the natural elements, or their generation and corruption, alteration and growth (On Generation and Corruption); and (4) the accidents and affections common to the elements (Meteorology). Then follows the study of particular existents that are generated and corrupted; (6) the minerals which are the simplest and closest to the elements (On Minerals); (6) plants (On Plants); (7) animals (The Parts of Animals, etc.); and (8) the general principles of the soul and its parts (On the Soul), followed by the particular powers of the soul and the accidents existing in plants and animals by virtue of their possessing soul (On Animal Soul). According to this scheme, the science of the soul, which is the form of animal and plant bodies, falls within the scope of the science of nature and the science of the intellect, which is one of the faculties of the soul, falls within the scope of the science of the soul. This raises important problems as to the connection of nature to soul, and of soul to intellect; and the study of these connections certainly did not mean, nor did it lead to the reduction of one to the other. For the scheme was not merely a deductive one by which the more complex is deduced from the more simple or the particular from the general, but a methodological plan of investigation beginning with the general and simple and leading to the particular and complex, recognizing their substantial heterogeneity, and using observation, enumeration, and induction, to a greater extent than, and in conjunction with, syllogistic reasoning. Furthermore, the study of soul and intellect lead the investigator to matters that are beyond nature, and that could no more be, strictly speaking, considered within the scope of a natural investigation; but in this case, those matters cannot claim the advantages enjoyed by natural investigation which are solely based on human experience and perception. One could then perhaps speak with Ibn Rushd of the possibility of delimiting the investigation of soul and intellect to what corresponds most to the manner of investigation conducted, and, thus, arrive at explanations similar in character to those given by natural science—taking this to be more fitting to the purpose of Aristotle. But to grant the difficulties raised by this scheme does not alter the fact that both for Aristotle and the Muslim philosophers mentioned above, the inclusion of the study of soul and intellect within the general science of nature is legitimate. Consequently, the study of man and all that concerns man is considered an integral part of the study of nature or of natural science. This does not hold true only for his body in so far as it shares common properties with all natural bodies, for the properties of generation and corruption which he shares with all composite things, and for the faculties of his soul which he shares with plants and other animals, but also for his specific differentiation as a rational being: his sociability and his association with others and co-operation with them in the development of the arts; his appetite and desire; his purposeful, organized social activity; his practical and theoretical intellect; and his ability to comprehend things through visions, dreams, and prophecy, and to use what he comprehends in ordering his political life. All such matters are dealt with in the science of the soul.

Human association or culture, as Ibn Khaldun conceived it, is a natural property of man as a rational being. He intended to investigate its modes or states, the various accidents that occur in it, and its generation and corruption; and to develop this investigation into a full-fledged inquiry or science. Since the basis of man’s sociability, and its primary manifestations, can legitimately fall within the scope of natural science, the elaboration of this natural property of man, and the investigation of the various aspects of social organization to which it leads man, can also legitimately belong to natural science and be counted as one of the natural sciences. Whether the new science will in fact prove well-fitted to be considered a natural science, will of course depend on whether it will remain loyal to the method of natural investigation followed in the natural sciences. Ibn Khaldun was aware of the fact that the subject he intended to investigate had been studied in contexts other than natural science, notably in the Muslim legal sciences and in the practical philosophic sciences. Thus, even if he had insisted on a science of human association or culture which had to be a part of philosophy or wisdom, he could have chosen to study it as a practical science. The reason for not choosing this alternative will be discussed in a subsequent chapter. It is sufficient in the present context to insist that what he sought was a natural science of human association. He examined the works of Plato and Aristotle, and of Muslim thinkers, and found that they had not elaborated such a science before. Thus he set out to make good this deficiency in the natural sciences. But if he is to succeed in his effort, he must show unequivocally that the new science is indeed being firmly established on the foundation of natural philosophy.

Ibn Khaldun


29 “al-Nafs,” op. cit., p. 3.

28 Of the references given in note 42.

27 Below, Chap. XXIII.

26 To his surprise, for he expected to find such a science elaborated by them; and only they could have elaborated it.
The "History" was originally divided by ibn Khaldûn into an "Introduction" (Mugaddimah) and three Books. The "Introduction" deals with the problem of history in general, Book One contains the new science of culture, Book Two contains the history of the Arabs and other peoples (except the Berbers) down to ibn Khaldûn's own time, and Book Three contains the history of the Berbers in western Islam.33

Mugaddimah is a technical term meaning "premise." It can be generally defined as that upon which what follows depends and which does not itself depend upon that which follows.34 It can be a general discussion or explanation introducing a subject, a book, or a science, the emphasis here being upon what needs to precede these rather than that upon which they strictly depend. In this sense the "Introduction" precedes the three Books and is a useful discussion clarifying the problems that are to follow. But this "Introduction" together with Book One came also to be known as the Mugaddimah, i.e., as an introduction to the last two Books, or the historical account proper. This is a usage which is closer to the technical definition of the word, since, as ibn Khaldûn explains, the writing of a correct historical account depends upon a prior understanding of the science of culture.

The proper technical definition of mugaddimah, however, which is the specific definition used by logicians in the study of syllogism, induction, and analogy, is "that upon which the soundness of the proof depends, without an intermediary" or "a proposition made a part of syllogism or an argument."

Such a premise should be veracious and properly related to the question or problem. It is of two kinds: (a) definitive (such as being primary, based on observation or experience, or on multiple authoritative reports, or being the conclusion of a syllogism based on such premises) and (b) based on opinion (generally known or accepted notions, etc.).35 These can be made the premises of a single syllogism or argument, or of a whole science. In this latter case, they are known as the "premise(s) of the science" and are defined as those upon which the setting out upon the science depends, and upon which its problems depend.36 Apart from the general usages mentioned above, ibn Khaldûn uses mugaddimah in this specific "logical" sense, and the first section of Book One, which treats "human culture in genera," is made up of six such "dependence." Since the new science "depends" upon these premises, we must examine them in detail.

33 Q. II, 16.
36 Ibid., pp. 1216: 30-1217: 2.
37 Ibid., p. 1217: 5ff.
38 Cf. Q. I, 71-78.
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in its narrower sense, susceptible to demonstration within natural science, only. In other words, according to him, the study of culture should be a sociological one without ethical extensions.

2. Distribution of culture on earth.—This premise simply recounts what has already been explained by the wise men who have contemplated the states of the world relative to the shape of the earth, the generation of animals and of the human species, and the inhabited parts of the earth; it is a summary of the geography of the seven zones and the information available concerning the conditions prevailing in each. Here, Ibn Khaldun restates the various conclusions demonstrated in such parts of natural philosophy as the investigation of the nature of elements, of generation and corruption, of minerals, and of localities of animals; and completes them through such information as has been supplied by observation and authenticated multiple reports found in the works of astronomers, and, in particular, in the works of Greek and Muslim geographers like Ptolemy, al-Mas'udi, and al-Idrisi. By calling those astronomers and geographers "wise men" or philosophers, he indicates that their investigations fall within the scope of natural philosophy. It is also in these works that the word 'usurān, which Ibn Khaldun used as a technical term indicating the subject of his new science, is most frequently encountered.

3. Temperate and intertropical zones, and the influence of the atmosphere upon the colour of human beings and many of their states.—This premise is again based on the investigation of the nature of generated beings, and the nature of heat and cold and their influence upon the atmosphere and the animals generated in it, proving that the colour of human beings and many of their arts and modes of life are caused by atmospheric conditions.

The only specific authority he invokes here is Ibn Sinā'ī's Jamā' al-Musulmān; he refutes the errors of genealogists which he attributes to their inattention to the natural basis of such matters as colors and other characteristic traits. Throughout, the emphasis is upon the natural (in contrast to the specifically human or the divine) basis of culture as a whole; for, in addition to relatively elementary things (such as color and other bodily traits, and the manner of preparing food and housing), Ibn Khaldun indicates the dependence of even the highly complex aspects of culture (such as the sciences, political authority, and whether there are prophets, religions, and divine laws) upon the nature of the elements and their effects upon the atmosphere.

4. Influence of the atmosphere upon the habits of character [hikma] of

Ibn Khaldun

Human beings.—Ibn Khaldun indicates that the valid causal explanation of this premise has been established in the proper place in philosophy where gladness and sadness are explained as the expansion and contraction of the animal spirit, and are related to the more general premise establishing the effect of heat in expanding the air. This completely natural explanation, founded on the properties of the elements, is made the basis of myth, excitability, levity, etc. In contrast, the opinion of al-Mas'udi (copying Galen and al-Kindi), which attributes these habits of characters to the weakness or the power of the brain, is considered inconclusive and undemonstrated.

5. Effects of the abundance and scarcity of food upon the bodies and habits of character of human beings.—The causal explanation of this premise is based on the investigation of the quantity of food and the moisture it contains in the various localities of animals; their action in expanding and contracting, and in increasing and decreasing the moisture of the stomachs of all animals including human beings; and the effect of this upon the coarseness or delicacy of bodies, and upon the habits of character of human beings, including their piety and religion. This natural causal explanation is based on experience and confirmed by the students of agriculture.

6. Classes of those who perceive the "wisdom" (ghalib) among human beings by natural disposition or by exercise. This premise is introduced in a discussion on prophecy and dream-vision which deals with (1) practical guidance as the aim of prophecy, and (2) the signs of prophetic mission: (a) the psychological state at the time of revelation, (b) good character prior to embarking upon the prophetic mission, (c) the call to religion and worship, (d) noble pedigree, and (e) marvels and miracles. The difference between the dialectical theologians and the philosophers concerning how marvels and miracles take place and concerning their significance, is presented primarily in terms of whether they take place through the power of God or through the power of the prophet himself. The philosophers assert the latter on the basis that "the prophetic soul, among them, has essential properties from which these invasions [of nature] (fāṣidrīq) emanate through his [i.e., the prophet's] power and the obedience of the elements to him in the generation of these invasions of nature."

As distinct from this introduction, Ibn Khaldun presents his own statement (qud) in which he sets down "the interpretation of the true meaning (bāfig̱ İl) of prophecy as explained by men of verification (madhhabīq̱ ila)" and mentions the real meaning of soothsaying, dream-vision, etc. The verified interpretation
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they are all conclusions of inquiries undertaken by other sciences which are all natural sciences. The new science of culture, therefore, does not make it clear, a first, or a true beginning; it is not a presuppositionless science. It presupposes not only all the natural sciences that have provided it with its premises, but also the validity of their principles, the soundness of their procedures and explanations, and the veracity of their judgments and conclusions. The inquiry into the place of Ibn Khaldün's new science of culture within the Muslim philosophic tradition thus indicates beyond reasonable doubt that (a) Ibn Khaldün conceived of the new science as a philosophic science, and that by philosophy he understood the sciences originated by the Socratee school, and elaborated by Aristotle and his Muslim followers; (b) the new science falls within the general scope of traditional natural science or natural philosophy; and (c) more specially, all of its premises are drawn exclusively from the various natural sciences, and, thus, it is indeed firmly grounded in these sciences because it presupposes their conclusions, and builds itself on that firm foundation. Ibn Khaldün's science of culture was conceived by him as a contribution to the established philosophic sciences within a limited field. The grounds for this science, or its basic premises, were already established by traditional natural science or natural philosophy. No philosopher before him had used these premises to develop a science of human association or culture based exclusively on them. The Greek and Muslim philosophers, with whose works on practical philosophy Ibn Khaldün was acquainted, invariably found it necessary to proceed by utilizing other premises which could not claim the same solidity and demonstrable character as the premises provided by natural philosophy. Therefore, the understanding of the specific character of Ibn Khaldün's contribution requires an examination of the relation between his new science of culture and traditional Greek and Muslim political philosophy. This will be attempted in Chapter XLI IX of this work.
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Part 5. The Middle-Roaders

Chapter XLVII

THE SCHOOL OF ISFAHAN

INTRODUCTION

It is one of the most curious aspects of the Western study of Muslim intellectual life that with one or two exceptions practically to serious research has ever been made into the spiritual and intellectual treasures of Twelve-
Imam Shii‘ism in any of the European languages.1 As a result, not only Western-
ners but even the Muslims whose contact with the Shi‘ah world is mainly through Western sources have remained totally ignorant of the remarkable intellectual life which has persisted to this very day in the centres of Shi‘ism, especially in Persia. Inasmuch as it was mostly in the Shi‘ah world that much of the intellectual life of Islam, especially in the sciences and traditional wisdom (Hikmat),2 took refuge after the seventeenth century, this ignorance has helped to strengthen the totally erroneous notion that Islam fell into complete decadence after the Mongol invasion. Just as a closer study of the Muslim world at large will show that in art, government, Sufism, and many other aspects of Muslim life there was anything but decadence until fairly recently, a study of the Shi‘ah world will reveal that even in the sciences, philosophy, and jurisprudence the Muslims have, with one gap of a century and a half, continued to flourish up to the present century. It will reveal that just as Shi‘ah art is one of the high points of Muslim art, so is the intellectual life of Shi‘ism in this period one of the apogees of Muslim history, producing

1 A few authors like Gobineau, Donaldson, and E. G. Browne have touched upon certain aspects of Shi‘ism in their writings; the only European author, however, Henri Corbin, who during the past twenty years has done much to introduce the rich heritage of Shi‘ism, especially as it has developed in Persia, to the Western world.

2 For the meaning of this word which denotes wisdom, refer to the chapter on Shi‘at al-Din Fahrevan-Maqutti.

The School of Isfahan

sages like Sadr al-Din Shirazi, usually known as Mulla Sadra. Perhaps one day histories of philosophy will not have chapters on Islam which end abruptly
with ibn Rushd or possibly ibn Khaldun but will trace the chain to the present
century and end once and for all the dangerous illusion that the present-day Muslims are separated from their own tradition by centuries of intellectual
“vacuum.” Our aim in this chapter is hardly one of filling this lacuna; rather it is
to give some of the background and intellectual perspectives of Shi‘ah
Persia, where Twelve-Imam Shi‘ism became for the first time a completely
independent political and cultural entity, an entity which has dominated every
phase of life in Persia ever since.

The coming to power of the Shi‘ahs in Persia is one of the most fascinating chapters of Muslim history and marks one of the instances in which the in
decline of Sufism upon the social and political life of Islam is felt directly.
Beginning as a Sufi brotherhood which traced its lineage as well as its name
to the great saint Shahbod Na‘im ad-Din Ardabili,3 the Shi‘ahs soon developed into a well-organized political force which was to conquer the whole of Persia
and to weld it into a political unity for the first time since the fall of the
Sasanid Empire. The Shi‘ah order continued under the spiritual direction of
a series of descendants of Shahbod Na‘im, and its members in the ninth/eleventh
century adopted a twelve-sided red hat for which they became known as the
qail-gha‘i (red heads). The order grew in power in the politically disorganized
Persia of the ninth/eleventh century and under Ism bill (892/1487–930/1523–24)
succeeded in defeating the local rulers and unifying the whole of Persia.

Shah Ismail I was crowned in Tabriz in 905/1500 marking the beginning of the
reign of the Shi‘ahs which was to last over two centuries until in 1135/1720 the Afghan conquerorsPersia, sacked the Shi‘ah capital at Isfahan, and killed Shah Ismail, the last of the Shi‘ah rulers. During this period Persia, which until now had been partly Shi‘ah and partly Sunni, wavering between these two orthodox perspectives of the Islamic revelation, became completely Twelve-Imam Shi‘ah, and Shi‘ism, which had until now remained a minority creed, found itself as the official religion of an empire and had to face political and social issues it had never been forced to face before.

3 Shahbod Na‘im (647/1249–735/1334), one of the most important of Shi‘ah Sufi
saints, is still greatly respected by the Sufis; his tomb in Ardabil has remained
untainted by modern pilgrimage. Being the disciple of Shahbod Zahir Golbazi, he was already a significant figure in his day as testified by the biog
ographical works like the Shi‘ah al-Suffa‘ by ibn Bazzaz, and Rashid al-Din Fakhr Allahi’s
letters to the saint and to the governor of Ardabil in his Mushaf al-‘Ibadi. See also, E. G. Browne, A Literary History of Persia, Vol. IV, Cambridge University
Press, Cambridge, 1924, Chap. II.

4 For a history of the Shi‘ah period, see E. G. Browne, op. cit., Vol. IV; L. Lock
hurt, The Fall of the Shi‘ah Dynasty and the Afghan Occupation of Persia, Cam
bridge University Press, Cambridge, 1908, and the traditional Persian sources of
which some of the more important include the Shi‘ah al-Suffa‘ by ibn Bazzaz.
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No longer molested by an external force and faced with a large number of practical social problems, Shī‘ah theology, Kūdīs, which had always served as the walls of the citadel of the faith,2 lost much of its earlier vigour while jurisprudence, Fiqh, having to face new situations, became highly developed. More important for our purpose is the fact that the predominantly Shī‘ah culture of Persia prepared the background for the flourishing of the doctrines of īḥkāmat (illuministic wisdom),3 philosophy, and the sciences. The efforts of the chain of sages after Khwajā Naṣr al-Dīn Tūsī, who had kept the study of these subjects alive, suddenly found the necessary environment for the development of this form of wisdom.4 We have connected this wisdom symbolically with the school of Iṣbahān, which spread throughout Ṣafawī Persia as well as in Iraq, Syria, and India with which the Persians had very close contacts. The centres of its life were not only Iṣbahān, the Ṣafawī capital, but also other cities like Shīrāz, Kāšān, Qarqin, and Tabarz. Furthermore, one of the most important figures like Shāhīz Bahā’ al-Dīn Amīlī, and Sayyid Ni’matullāh Ṣanjīrī, who played a vital role in the establishment of Shī‘ah in Persia, were Arabs from Amīl near Damaqsa and Bahrān, two centres which had been preserving the Shī‘ah tradition for centuries.5

The Shī‘ahs have developed the Ja‘fari school of Law named after the sixth Imām, Imām Ja‘far al-Sādiq, as well as theology (Kadādi) and other traditional studies, namely, language, history, Hadith and commentary upon the Qur’ān, jurisprudence (Fiqh), principles of jurisprudence (Uṣūl),6 theology,7 and Aḥdāt al-Tavārīḫ by Ḥasan Bākī Rumālī, Zabūlīt al-Tavārīḫ by Muḥammad Mustafīn ibn ‘Abī al-Kaḍīm, and the universal history Nādīhāt al-Tavārīḫ by Mīrzā Taqī Sīghir.8

1. The purpose of theology is to protect the truths of a revelation against false reasoning; its role is, therefore, defensive. It is the shield which protects the spiritual life, not that life itself. If there were no danger of rationalism and false reasoning, there would be no need for theology. We, therefore, see theology coming into being with rationalistic philosophy, and whereas there is no tendency toward rationalism, there is no theology as such this word is currently understood.

2. For a discussion of the meaning of īḥkāmat wisdom, refer to the chapter on Shī‘ah Maqūlīt.

3. The reason why the pre-Shī‘ah sages of Persia like ‘Allī ‘Abbas Ḳhurstī, and ibn ‘Abī Jumhīr as well as the Shī‘ah authors themselves have been neglected in the Western world, is that the quality of their wisdom is primarily gnostic (‘īḥkāmat) that is something like Shāhīz at-Aḥṣār Mā’īyī al-Dīn ibn ‘Arabī by whose doctrines they were all influenced; that is why they can be understood neither by the rationalistic philosophers nor by the mystics as they have come to be understood since the Renaissance.

4. For the name of some of these Arab Shī‘ah scholars, see K. B. Brown, op. cit., Vol. IV, Chap. VIII.

5. The science of Uṣūl as an independent science has grown into monumental proportions only in the past few centuries reaching its height in the hands of such masters of Ṣafawī Shī‘ah theology lived in Shī‘ah Anṣārī, the famous doctor of the Qajar period, who only a century ago made Uṣūl into a science matching Kudās in its logical subtleties.
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Īḥkāmat, this last being a combination of gnostic, theosophic, and philosophy which forms the main subject of our present study.

B

ĪḤKĀMAT

The form of wisdom which has survived until today in the Shī‘ah world as īḥkāmat can neither be wholly identified with philosophy as currently understood in the West, nor with theosophy which has unfortunately become identified in the English-speaking world with pseudo-spiritualist movements, nor with theology.1 It developed in the Ṣafawī period and continued to the present day. īḥkāmat consists of several threads knitted together by the matrix of Qošīm. The most important of these elements are the esoteric teachings of the Kudās, especially as contained in the Nādīhāt al-Tavārīḫ by the first Imām ‘Ali, the īḥkāmat wisdom of Shī‘ah Maqūlīt which contains in itself aspects of ancient Persian and Hermetic doctrines, the teachings of the earlier Sufis, especially the gnostic doctrines of ibn ‘Arabī, and the heritage of the Greek philosophers. It is, therefore, not too surprising if many of the treatises on īḥkāmat begin with logic and end with cosmic experience in the catharsis (tajri) and illumination of the intellect. They contain as a necessary basis some preparation in logic which they share with the Peripatetics (Maqūlīt), but instead of remaining bound to the plane of reason they use this logic as a springboard for their flight into the heaven of gnostics.

The group of sages who between the death of ibn Rūḥī, the so-called terminating point of Muslim philosophy, and the Ṣafawīs prepared the ground for the intellectual revival of the school of Iṣbahān are usually not much better known outside Persia than the Ṣafawī sages themselves. They include a series of philosophers and scientists like Khwajā Naṣr al-Dīn Tūsī, better known in the Western world as a scientist than a philosopher and theologian, Qūḥ al-Dīn Rāzī, Mir Sayyid Shāhīz Jurijānī, Jalāl al-Dīn Dawānī, and ibn Turkīz Iṣbahānī,12 all of whom sought to reconstruct Muslim intellectual life through a gnostic interpretation of the writings of ibn Sīnā, Shī‘ah Anṣārī, and the Sufis, and who carried further the attempts already begun by al-Fārābī, extended by ibn Sīnā in his Qur’ānic commentaries, and carried a step further by Shī‘ah Anṣārī, to correlate faith (tinā) with philosophy.13 The precursors of the Shī‘ah sages include also a series of pure gnostics,14
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As for the Ḥukammiyyah, those who cultivated this particular form of wisdom which they called Ḥukmat, they include ʿAbd al-Din Shihābi, better known as Mulla ʿṢadra, to whom a separate chapter has been devoted in the present work. Sayyid Ahmad ʿAlawi, Mir Dāmād’s son-in-law and the commentator of Ibn Sīnā’s Al-Sihhah, Mulla Muḥammad Bāqir Khānawī (d. 1090/1680), a student of Ibn ʿArabī and the metaphysician of the Al-Sihhah, and of the Iṣḥāqīyyah, see the discussion above. A more detailed treatment of these topics can be found in the works of Mullâ Ṣadr, which is one of the best books on Sufism in Persian, and the works of the masters of other Sufi orders like the Ḥalīlīyya of Iṣḥāqī and the Ṣāḥibīyya of Iṣḥāqī. His father was the leader of the ʿṢadra community of ʿAmīl and a student of Iṣḥāqī and Ḥādīṣ. After his teacher’s death in 906/1500, he set out with his son towards Persia. Baha’-al-Din, who was born in Baalbek in 933/1526, was then only thirteen years old and well qualified to master the Persian language. In Persia he continued his studies in the religious sciences, poetry, 21 The Ṣadra ‘Alawi ʿAbdullāh ibn ʿAabār. The best traditional sources for these earlier ʿṢadra authors are the ʿAabārāt al-Ṣadra (Mulla Muḥammad Bāqir Khānawī), Infiḥāf al-Ṣadra (Heinemann, 1928, 127–148; see also H. Corbin, “Confessionnement et fūʿād d’Amīl Dāmād,” in the Melanges Louis Massignon, Institut Français de Damas, Damascus, 1956, pp. 321–78. 22 See Corbin, op. cit., pp. 323ff. 23 His name should not in any way be connected with the heterodox Bahāʿī movement of the thirteenth/fourteenth century.
and Ḥusayn and soon became the leading scholar of his day and the Shaikh al-ʿIlm of Isphahan. Despite his nearness to the Court and necessary participation in worldly life he was a gnostic and spent many of the last years of his life travelling with the dervishes and visiting various Sufi masters. He finally passed away in 1600/1622 while returning from the hajj. 14

Shaikh Bahāʾ al-Dīn was the leading theologian and juris of his time and the leader of the 'ulamaʾ of Isphahan. He was at the same time an outstanding Sufi, one of the best of the Šafawī poets who revived the Ṭarīqī style and wrote poetry in the tradition of Rūmī and Ḥāfiz, the leading architect of the Šafawī period, whose masterpieces like the Šāh mosque of Isphahan still stand among the summits of Muslim architecture, 15 and the greatest mathematician and astronomer of his period.

In an age when the theologians, jurists, Ḥāfizān, natural historians, sophists, logicians, and Sufis were well-marked groups, sometimes in conflict with one another, Shaikh Bahāʾ was respected by all these groups, from the wandering dervishes, the kalendars, to the court 'ulamaʾ. Each of them considered the Shaikh its own. His genius lay precisely in showing the nothingness of all sciences before divine gnosis, while at the same time saving a mastery of each science. Yet each of Shaikh Bahāʾ’s writings has become a standard source of reference in its own field. Some of his important works include Jāmīʿ al-ʿAbhīs on theology in Persian; Fawāʾid al-Sanāʾiyyah on Arabic grammar which is still in wide use; a treatise on the algebra, Kullush ḫ al-Hisab, 16 several treatises on astronomy including the Šahīd al-ʿAqīdah; a treatise on the astrolabe, Urūt al-Wuthūs; general Qarqūn commentaries; many works on various aspects of the Shahīd; the Kughīli, a collection of Arabic and Persian writings which ranks among the most famous Sufi works; and a series of mathematical treatises like Bread and Sweet, Cat and Mouse, Milk and Sugar, and the Tūqī-Nāmeh. 17

It is especially in the didactic poems, the maḥfūzāt, that the particular genius of Shaikh Bahāʾ for expressing sublime truths in simple language and in witty anecdotes becomes manifest. In these poems his spirit is very similar to that of Mawlānā Jalāl al-Dīn Rūmī whom he follows in spirit as well as in form. In the long poem the Cat and the Mouse in which the cat symbolizes exoteric and formal knowledge and the mouse esotericism, the theme is the danger of hypocrisy which the exoteric view always faces and the necessity in the religious and social structure for esoteric knowledge. Shaikh Bahāʾ also emphasizes throughout the work the supremacy of intellectual intuition over discursive knowledge. As an example we mention below the story of a Muʿtazilite and a Sufi who appears in the guise of a madman named Buhūlī.

During the reign of one of the Caliphs, a Muʿtazilite was chosen as the Imam of a mosque. One day Buhūlī entered the mosque with a brick under his dress and joined the congregation after the prayers to listen to the Imam’s sermon. The Imam in the Muʿtazilite fashion mentioned that Satan is not harmed in hell because he is made of fire and since a thing cannot harm its own kind, the fire of hell cannot harm him. Upon hearing this, Buhūlī became infuriated but held back his anger. The Imam continued his sermon by saying that both good and evil are by divine consent. Again Buhūlī became angry but once again succeeded in remaining quiet. The Imam added that on the Day of Judgment man would be actually able to see God. Upon hearing this, Buhūlī took out the brick from under his dress, threw it at the Imam breaking his head and ran away. The Calif raging with fury was about to call for Buhūlī when Buhūlī himself walked into the palace and without any greetings sat at the head of the Court. The Calif asked him with great anger as to why he had attacked the Imam. Buhūlī answered by pleading to the Calif to give him permission to explain how by his act he had done nothing discreditable, and when given the permission addressed the bewildered Imam and said that since according to his own words a thing cannot harm its own kind, a brick cannot harm the Imam’s head since both are made of clay. Furthermore, he asked the Imam if he had felt any pain upon being hit on the head and if he could see the pain. Upon getting the reply that the Imam did not see the pain, Buhūlī asked how could a man unable to see pain, a creation of God, see the Creator. Finally, Buhūlī added that since all acts are done through divine consent, God must have consented to his throwing the brick and so the Imam should not complain of an act which God had consented. Upon hearing this, the Imam, the symbol of rationalism, had to remain silent before Buhūlī, the symbol of intellectual intuition. 18

The writings of Shaikh Bahāʾ are also replete with passages about the nothingness of all human knowledge as against divine gnosis. For example, in the poem Nūs bi ʾAwsh (Bread and Sweet) he says:

Formal science is nothing but alteration:
It results in neither intoxication nor contemplation.

15 Intoxication symbolizes ecstasy and spiritual union.
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It continually brings consolation to man's nature.
What's more, the Musulûnâ does not believe in it.
If someone tells thee that of thy life,
There remains with certainty but a week,
Thou in this one week will busy thyself
With which science, O accomplished man!
There is no science but the science of love.

The rest is the deception of the wretched Satan.
There is no science but the science of love.

The rest is the deception of the wretched Satan.
The mysteries will never become known to thee,
If thou hast for study a hundred Fakîr-i Râzi.48
All who do not love the face of the beautiful
The saddle and the rein are appropriate for them.49
That is, he who does not have love for the Friend.
Bring for him the saddle and the headstall.50
He who has not fallen in love with his beautiful Face,
Erase his name from the tablet of humanity.
A breast that is empty of the love of the Beautiful,
Is an old leather bag full of bones.

A breast a dervish of the Beloved,
Is not a breast but an old chest.
A heart which is empty of the love of that Beauty,
Count it as a stone with which the Devil cleans himself.
These sciences, these forms and imaginings,
Are the excrement of Satan upon that stone.
If thou allowest other than the science of love in thy heart,
Thou wilt be giving Satan the stone to clean himself.
Be ashamed of thyself, O villain,
That thou carryst the Devil's cleaning stone in thy pocket.
Wash the tablet of the heart from the Devil’s excrement;
O! teacher, give also the lesson of love.
How long wilt thou teach the wisdom of the Greeks?
Learn also the wisdom of those who have faith.51
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How long with this jurisprudence and baseless theology,
Wilt thou empty thy brain? O! exuberant one,
Thy life is spent in discussing conjugation and syntax,
Learn also a few words about the principles of love.
Illuminate thy heart with resplendent lights,
How long wilt thou lick the bowl of Avicenna?
The Lord of the universe, the King of this world and the next,52
Called the left-over of the believer a remedy, O! grieved one.
But the left-over of Aristotle and Avicenna,
When has the illuminated Prophet called it a remedy?
Go rip thy breast in a hundred places.
And clear thy heart of all these stains.53

Not only does Shaikh-i Bahâ's suggest that man should not bury himself solely with formal science and that he should seek to reach the divine gnosis hidden in the revelation, but he also reminds man that he should not become so accustomed to this world as to forget his original home. It has been a constant theme of the gnostics throughout the ages that the spiritual man being a stranger in this world must take the perilous journey to return to his original abode.54

"This country is not Egypt, Iraq, or Syria,
It is a city which has no name.
Since all these countries belong to this world,
The noble man will never praise them
The love of this world is the source of all evil,
And from evil comes the loss of faith,
Happy is the person who, through divine guidance,
Is led in the direction of that nameless city.
O! son, thou art a stranger in these countries;
How wretched art thou to have become accustomed to it!
Thou hast remained so long in the city of the body,
That thou hast completely forgotten thy own country.
Turn away from the body and gladden thy soul,
And remember thy original home.

48 Musulûnâ Jâli al-Dîn Rûmî is commonly referred to as Musulûn in Persian.
49 Love synèlesis gnosis or the science which comes through contemplation and illumination rather than analysis and discursive thought.
50 Reference is to the famous theologian Imâm Fakîr-i al-Dîn Râzi.
51 This verse is in Arabic and is repeated immediately with only a little change in Persian.
52 The Prophet Muhammed (upon whom be peace).
53 Shaikh-i Bahâ's, Kelîglî. . . . pp. 18-19.
55 Shaikh-i Bahâ's, Kelîglî . . . . p. 23.
How long wilt thou, O1 victorious falcon,  
Remain away from the sphere of the spirit?  
It is a shame for thee, O1 artful one,  
To shed thy feathers in this ruin.  
How long, O1 hooper of the city of Saba,27  
Wilt thou remain in estrangement with feet tied?  
Seek to unite the words from thy feet,  
And fly where there is no space."28

Shahib i Bash'at was one of those rare falcons who, while outwardly in the midst of this world, had flown, to the "land of nowhere." He did not write in the technical sense so much about Hikmat as Mr Dámid or Mulla Muhá'ín Pájád did, but he reached such a degree of spiritual realization above and beyond theoretical formulations that all of his writings are spiritually precious; here his compositions in the various religious and natural sciences bear the perfume of his spirituality. His writings present a balance between the exoteric and the esoteric, the metaphysical and the cosmological, which serves as an example of what the relation between the various aspects of a tradition might be and could be when the principal integrating influence of gnosis is present.

Mr Dámid—One of the most influential figures of the Shaykh school was Muhammad Bágír Dámid, better known as Mr Dámid. He and his pupil, Mulla Șádra, must be considered to be the greatest Hákím of the period. Being the grandson of Maqúsíq-i Kasáki and descendant of a distinguished Șá'íh family, Mr Dámid received the best education possible in all branches of religious learning. His most famous teacher was Shahib i Bash'at, later known as the most influential Sufi and companion of the Shaykh school. Mr Dámid soon became a leading authority on Kalim, Hikmat, Êfîgh and even in the occult and natural sciences. In Isfahan he attracted numerous students to himself. His most famous disciples were Mulla Șádra, Sayyid Ahmad 'Allawí, the commentator of the Șá'íh, Mulla Kházír Qawámi whose commentary upon the Êv-i Kalim is very well known in Persia, and șáfí al-Din Ăsh'ákí, the author of a universal sacred history and several philosophical and gnostic \n
27 A city in the south of Arabia with which the name of the Queen of Sheba is associated.
28 Ed words, meaning beyond the world of cosmic manifestation. Subhawardí refers to this point which is the top of the cosmic mountain Qáf as șáfí dawá; see Subhawardí, "Le brumissement de Fálix de Gabriel," tr. H. Corbin and P. Kraus, Journal Asiatique, Juillet-Sept., 1935, pp. 41-42.


It is said that he had much interest in the life of the bee and had accumulated a good deal of observational data about them.
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treatises. Mr Dámid more than anyone else was responsible for the revivification of the Sufi's philosophy and șáfíqí wisdom within the context of Șá'íhism and for laying the ground for the monumental work of Mulla Șádra. Mr Dámid did much to revive what he referred to as the Yasami wisdom (Yasami-ye Yasáni), the wisdom of the prophets, in contrast to the more rationalistic philosophy of the Greeks.29 He has been entitled the Third Teacher (Máš'há'í-Latfári) after Aristotle and Fáháni.

The writings of Mr Dámid, both in Arabic and Persian, many of which are incomplete, are written in a very difficult style which adds to the difficulty of understanding their contents. These writings include several treatises on Kalim; works on Êfîgh like Șáfí al-Nájá, al-Ŷa'm al-Máhi on Being, time, and eternity; al-Sád al-Madáqam on the relation between the created and the eternal; Êv-i al-İn on Being, creation, and God's knowledge; several other major treatises on Hikmat including the Qáshás, Tagháš, Jadbándi, and Sádát al-Májá'áh. Several Qur'anic commentaries like Amád-i Șá'íh; commentaries upon the Isá'áf of Khá'ásáj Nasír-al-Din Tábí and the metaphysics of the Șá'íh; the Șá'íh al-Máwá'á'áh on gnosis; and a collection of poems in Persian and Arabic including the Maqásír al-Aswár, written under the pen name, Șáfí al-Chád. After a life-time spent in writing, teaching, and reading the Qur'án to which he was much devoted, and having prepared the ground for the whole group of sages, especially Mulla Șádra, who were to carry his ideas to their ultimate perfection, Mr Dámid died on the way between Nájá' and Kurbâla in Iraq in 1041/1631.

The thought of Mr Dámid is marked by two features which distinguish him from the other Hákíms of the period, the first the organization of his treatises and the second the notion of eternal creation, Êv-i Êfîgh, which is the central and ever-recurring theme in his writings. As for the organization of his works, like the Qáshás and Tagháš, it differs for the most part from

29 For an account of these and other students of Mr Dámid, see H. Corbin, op. cit., pp. 345-46.

29 The "Yasami philosophy" means the wisdom revealed by God to man through the prophets and through illumination; Yasam (Yasam) symbolizes the right or oriental (maqásír) side of the valley in which Mowáheb boarded the message of God. It is, therefore, the source of divine illumination in contrast to the Occident, the source of Peripatetic philosophy, the Occident symbolizing clearness and being on the plane of philosophy, i.e., rationalism. See H. Corbin, "Le réal d'initiation et l'abstraction," BRUSSELS, 1949, pp. 136-37. For the symbols of the Orient and Occident in Êfîgh wisdom see the chapter on Subhawardí on Magtíl.

This major work has been commented upon several times. One of its most curious commentaries is that of Muhammad ibn 'Ali Rúdib ibn Șáfíq, one of the students of Mulla Șádra; it runs over a thousand pages.

These last two works are among the important books on Hikmat in Persian, the other being in Arabic. Some manuscripts attribute Sádát al-Májá'áh to Mr Dámid's student, Sayyid Ahmad 'Allawí, although in the Jadbándi Mr Dámid refers to this work as being his own. In any case it is a product of his school.

For a translation and discussion of this work, see H. Corbin, op. cit., pp. 250ff.
that of the traditional Muslim books on philosophy and Ḥikmat which usually begin with logic and then proceed to natural philosophy (nabīyīqiyūqī), mathematics (ṭalibāqīyyūqī), and theology (ḥaqqāqīyyūqī). For example, in the Qāsūsī the ten chapters of the book concern the various meanings of creation and the division of Being, kinds of anteriority, multiplicity, appeal to the Qur’ān and the Ḥadīth, nature, time, and motion, criticism of logic, divine omnipotence, intellectual substances, chain of Being, and finally predetermination.  

The second marked feature of Mir Dāndū’s exposition of Ḥikmat concerns the notion of time. It is well known that the question whether the world is created (ḥādīlā) or eternal (qulūm) has been one of the major points of dispute between the philosophers and theologians in both Islam and Christianity as well as among the Greeks.  

Mir Dāndū seeks a solution to this question by dividing reality into three categories: zamān or time, dahr, and sarmād; the latter two are kinds of eternity. This division is ontological and not just logical or theoretical.  

The divine essence or ʿipṣāq (ḥaqq) is above all distinctions and qualities; yet it is also the source of the divine names and attributes which are both one with the essence and yet distinct from it. This immutable relation between the essence and the attributes, which cannot be changed from either side, the attributes being a necessary determination (tarḥuqman) of the essence to itself by itself, Mr. Dāndū called sarmād. It is an eternity in the absolute sense, above all contingencies. The names and attributes, which are the same as the archetypes, Platonic ideas, or the gods of the species (rabū al-namūn) as the Ḥaqqūqīs call them, in turn generate the world of change. They are the immutable intelligences of this world, and each species is this world a theory (alṭībāq) for its archetype. The relation between the immutable archetypes and the world of change is like the reflection of the moon in a stream of water in which the image of the moon remains unchanged while the substance in which it is reflected, i.e., water, flows on continually. This relation between the immutable and the changing, Mr. Dāndū calls dahr. Finally, the relation between one change and another is called time (zamān), in the sense of quantity and measure of change as Aristotle had already described it.  

Since this world was brought into being through the intermediate world of  

42 See for example the Ḥaqqūqī of Nāṣir of Isfahān and the Kūṭūb al-Muʾāwbar of abu al-Barrādūṭ al-Baḥkūtī. In some cases as in the Dāndū Ṣīnāwī’s “ʿAllī” of Ibn Sīnā and many later Ḥaqqūqī writings, the book begins with metaphysics and then proceeds to natural philosophy in the manner of Ḥaqqūqī rather than Aristotle.  

43 See Mr. Dāndū, Qāsūsī, Ṣīnāwī Ṣīnāwī, Ṣīnāwī, 1315/1897.  

44 For a general discussion of this question, see L. Gardies, La genèse religieuse d’Avicenne, J. Vrin, Paris, 1951, pp. 38 ff., and A. K. Cooxmarawamy, Time and Eternity, Arthur Asiae, Ascona, 1947, Chap. IV.  

45 Mr. Dāndū, Qāsūsī, pp. 1–10.  

46 Ibid., p. 7.  
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the archetypes, its creation is dahr not zamān, i.e., the world was not created in a time which existed before the world came into being but with respect to a dahr which stands above the world.  

The creation of this world is, therefore, ʿṣūmāl-i dahr, ṣīḥā, and ṣīḥāt-i and not ʿṣūmāl-i zamān, ṣīḥā, and ṣīḥāt-i. Time has a reality in its own plane of being, but in the world of dahr, the world of the archetypes, time does not even exist. Moreover, the changing physical world (ʿākān-i ājāmnā) depends for its existence upon non-existence (ʿudūn) in the world of the archetypes. While it exists in time (zamān), it is non-existent in dahr and has no share in the angelic mode of being, proper to the world of dahr, in which it is no more than a conglomeration. Likewise, the world of dahr, of the archetypes, is non-existent in the divine essence, in the world of sarmād (the eternal world). In the divine essence (ḥaqq) there is neither dahr nor zamān, neither archetype nor body; God is alone in His majesty. Yet, dahr exists on its own level and zamān on its own. Sarmād is the cause of dahr and dahr the cause of zamān, so that ultimately the divine essence is the cause of all things, while in its essence nothing may even be said to exist.  

The Jūḏhūsī, the contents of which we will now briefly survey, is one of the works in which Mir Dāndū presents the complete cycle of his metaphysical ideas combined as usual with the Qur’ānic text, the Ḥadīth, and his own verse.  

In the first Ḥayātārhā or particle of fire, of which the word Ṣāḥibī is the plural, Mr. Dāndū divides the “book of divine existence,” of the chain of Being, into two parts, one in which there is an effusion or theophany (ṭāfālā) away from the divine essence and the other in which there is a return to the origin:  

13 Mr. Dāndū argues that time itself is the measure of the movement of the heavens and a condition for the existence of this world so that no one can speak of a time before the creation of the world; Qāsūsī, p. 70.  

14 For a comparison and affinity of these ideas with those of Ibn ‘Arabi, see L. Sagnac des Qods, Chapters I and II.  

15 In presenting this view of creation, Mr. Dāndū draws heavily on earlier writings from Pisto’s Ṣūmān and the so-called Theology of Aristotle to the ʿṣūmāl of Ibn Sīnā and the Kūṭūb al-Muʾāwbar of abu al-Barrādūṭ. In each case he criticizes the view of the previous writers who considered the world either to be eternal in itself or created in time from nothing. Mr. Dāndū’s Ṣīnāwī is devoted to the discussion of the difference between the views of Pisto and Aristotle on the question of time and eternity drawing on Fāṭimah’s ʿṢīnāwī baiṭ al-Raʾy. Mr. Dāndū’s treatise is published on the margin of the Qāsūsī, pp. 149–57.  

16 The Jūḏhūsī (Beccabey, lithographed edition, 1302/1884, pp. 203) begins with a poem in praise of ʿAlī ibn abi ʿṬabīb the first lines of which are as follows:  

O herald of the nation and the soul of the Prophet,  
The ring of thy knowledge surrounds the ears of the intelligences.  
O thou in whom the book of existence terminates,  
To whom the account or creation refers  
The glorified treasure of the revelation,  
Thou art the holy interpreter of its secrets.
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the first extending from the divine essence to prime matter or kyle and the other from the kyle back to the origin of all existence. Moreover, each chain is divided into a longitudinal (fīli) order and a latitudinal (urfī) order. The longitudinal order of the chain of effusion includes five essential degrees:

1. The degree of pure intelligences, the victorious lights (jawād-i qâbîrâk), the first member of which is the universal intellect ('âqiqull), i.e., the first light to issue forth from the Light of lights (nûr al-anwâr).
2. The degree of heavenly souls (nûrâq-i falaktikâx), the governing lights ( jawâd-i muwâbâkârâk), the first member of which governing the first heaven is called the universal soul (nûs-h-i kull).
3. The degree of the natural souls (nûs-h-i muhâbâkâh) and the archetypes of the heavens, the planets, the four nature, the elements, and compounds.

4. The degree of bodily form (sîrâr-i jamiyya), i.e., the Aristotelian form, which is an extended substance and is of one species.
5. The degree of kyle, from the matter of the highest heaven to that of the world of generation and corruption.

As for the longitudinal order of the chain of return to the divine essence, it includes five stages:

1. The degree of the absolute body (jism-i muwâlaj) and bodies comprising the elements and the heavens.
2. The degree of composed bodies which come into being from the combination of the elements and have a species of their own, e.g., minerals.
3. The degree of plants possessing the vegetative soul.
4. The degree of animals possessing the animal soul.
5. The degree of men possessing the intellectual soul which is of the same substance as the intelligences of the descending chain, above both of which there is nothing but the Truth (âfaq) itself.

Each of these degrees, both in the descending and the ascending chains, have their several members that constitute the latitudinal extension of each degree.

The world of the intelligences (ma'âra'radît) is called the world of the invisible (ghâshib), or command (aman), or malakât, or intellect ('âqiq), or life

58 Shahrwâzîi also divides the angelic world into the longitudinal and the latitudinal orders, a division the influence of which upon Mîr Dâkhîd is easy to discern. On the question of angelology the Shahrwâzî's views remained faithful to the ghâshî scheme combined with that of Ibn Sina. See the chapter in Shahrwâzî 'Ilâlî.
59 The natures refer to the warm and cold, wet and dry, and the elements to the four traditional ones, fire, air, water, and earth.
60 Mîr Dâkhîd and Mu'âla Sâdâ, unlike Aristotle and his followers, posit some form of matter in every degree of formal manifestation.
61 Mîr Dâkhîd mentions that there are 1,400 species of animals, 800 belonging to sea and 600 to land.
62 For the real gnostic being every being is
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(bâqît), or light (nûr), while the world of bodies is called the world of creation (khalq), vision (ghashâdat), or domination (muâlik), or death (man), or darkness (gulâdat). Man's nature is composed of these two worlds in such a way that he contains the whole world in himself; he is the microcosm as the world is the macrocosm. His intellect is like the sun, his soul like the moon, and his body like the earth; and as is the case with the heavens, man can also have an inner eclipse, i.e., the earth of his body can prevent the light of the sun of the intellect to shine upon the moon of the soul. The purpose of the two chains of descent and ascent is to bring into being man, who contains both the chains within himself and who can, therefore, ascend to heaven as well as descend to the lowest depths of existence.

The macrocosm is a conscious being whose head is the highest heaven, whose heart is the sun, and whose other organs correspond with those of man. It is compared symbolically to a man whose head is pointed towards the North Pole, the right side towards the west, the face towards heaven, the feet towards the south, and the left side towards the east.

The totality of these degrees, the macrocosm and the microcosm together, is the book of God, in which each being is a word or rather a letter.60 These words and letters are written by the divine Pen (gunam) which symbolizes the intellect. The Pen writes the truth of things upon the human soul which is called the igsâdîk light (nûr-i igshâdî). More specifically, the Pen writes the truth of things upon the soul of the prophet who in turn "writes" the knowledge of things upon the soul of man, and through the intelligences, upon the pages of creation and existence. The intelligences are not limited to the nine heavens, but as the Ispahâni have asserted, in number they equal the fixed stars in addition to the heavens and extend all the way down to the heaven of the moon. The intelligence of this heaven is called "the giver of forms" (wâlîh al-nzâr) or the active intellect (nûr-i jâ'îd) which gives being as well as form to the sublunary region.61

The heaven of the fixed stars is the meeting place of the corporeal and intellectual lights, the boundary between formal and formless manifestation. This heaven has its own soul and intelligence but, in addition, each star in it is also a possessor of an intelligence and a soul proper to itself. As to the other heavens, they also have their general intelligence and soul as well as particular intelligences and souls all of which cast their illuminations upon the sublunary region. The intelligences of the heaven of the sun is Gabriel whose grace is spread throughout the heavens and the earth.

Having considered the chain of Being, Mîr Dâkhîd turns to a discussion of unity (tawâhiid) starting from "there is no divinity but God" (la ahdî illâ-Allah) to "there is no being but He and no truth but Hu" (la masâhi'dan ilâ Huwa wa la bâqîn ilâ Huwa).62 For the real gnostic being is
and saints derive their being from these names, and the creatures are their effects. The spiritual world is called the world of invocation (‘ulam-i ta’dih) because the realities of that world are the divine names. Man, therefore, can regain that world only by invoking the names and becoming unified with them. The gnostic who has achieved this end sees the whole world through the intelligible world; in fact, he sees nothing outside the Divine. As long as man lives in this world, no matter how much he has separated his soul from his body and achieved catharsis (tefjid), he is still in time and space. It is only when he dies and leaves the world of darkness for that of light that he becomes completely free from the conditions of terrestrial existence, of zamān, and it is only then that he enters into eternity (dahr).

The inner constitution of man forms a bridge between the worlds of time and eternity, the sensible and the intelligible. Man possesses four degrees of perception: sensation (ibâha), imagination (tabâkqiyâ’), apprehension (ta’awökhum), and intellect (na’qîj), the degrees which stretch between the visible world and the invisible world. The soul (nafs) is the link between these two worlds; on the one hand, it abstracts perceptions from the sensible world and, on the other, receives the illumination of the intelligible world which it clothes in the forms of the sensible, i.e., words and names which are the external data of truths. Mir Dâmdâd echoes earlier Sufi and Pythagorean doctrines in assigning a particular significance to the numerical symbolism of letters. He writes: ‘The world of letters corresponds to the world of numbers, and the world of numbers to the world of Being, and the proportion of the world of letters to the proportion of the world of numbers and the proportion of the world of numbers to the combinations and mixtures of the world of Being.’ He calls the science of the properties of letters and their combination divine medicine and says that letters have come into being from the conjunction of planets with the signs of the Zodiac, for example alef has come into being from Man crossing the first degree of Aries. He establishes correspondence between the twenty-eight letters of the Arabic alphabet and the equal number of the stations of the moon and works out this correspondence in great detail.
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In establishing a relationship between numbers, letters of the alphabet, and the heavens, Mir Dāmdā, like many sages before him, seeks to point out the common ground between the book of revelation and the book of nature, as well as the relation between the sensible world and the intelligible world. In his writings it is quite clear that both metaphysics and cosmology are to be found in the esoteric (bājînî) meanings of the Qur‘ān and that through the understanding of the symbols of letters and numbers and the sapiential exegeses of sacred books one can come to know not only the Qur‘ān which corresponds to the world of creation, the Qur‘ān-i ibe‘le, but also the Qur‘ān which is the archetype of all manifestation, the Qur‘ān-i ta‘leme, i.e., the logos or the reality of Muhammad (baqī‘a al-Muhammadiyya).

Mir Abū al-Qāsim Firdawṣī. — The third of the famous triunviurate of sages from Ispahan,18 Mir Firdawṣī, spent much of his life travelling outside Persia, especially in India where he was highly respected by most of the princes and where he made the acquaintance of many Hindu sages. He became well acquainted with Hinduism and even wrote a commentary upon the Persian translation of the Yoga Pātiḥa by Niṣṭār al-Dīn Pālpā, which is one of the major works on Hinduism in Persian. In the Muslim sciences he was a master in philosophy (fikrmet), mathematics, and medicine, and taught the Sārī and the Qā’in of Ibn Sīna in Ispahan where he died in 1050/1640.

The most interesting aspect of Mir Firdawṣī’s life is his complete detachment, even externally, from the world. As a Sufi, in spite of his having advanced very far upon the Path and having reached the state of pure contemplation and illumination, he mingled with the common people and wore the coarsest wool, and yet he was one of the most respected men in the Sāfawī Court.19 His manner resembled that of the Hindu Yogi with whom he had had so much contact. He was a real man among men and one of the most respected Sufis of his time. While completely detached from the world and even from purely formal learning, he composed several important treatises including one on motion (al-jarrab), another on the arts and sciences in society (sand’iya), the book on Yoga already mentioned, Urdī al-Quṣṣî on Hindu wisdom, and a history of the Sāfawīs. Moreover, he, like Mir Dāmdā and Ṣayḫ-i Bābī, was an accomplished poet showing the development in him of the gnostic element which is the only possible common ground between traditional philo-

18 The other two are Ṣayḫ-i Bābī and Mir Dāmdā who were close friends of Mir Firdawṣī and shared with him the respect and honour of the Sāfawī Court. For an account of the life of Mir Firdawṣī whose complete name is Mir abu al-Qāsim ibn Mirza Buq Hūsain Firdawṣī, see Ruhsaat al-Adāb Vol. III, pp. 251-32.
19 The story is told of him in most biographies that one day Bābī ‘Abdu, trying to admonish him for mixing with the common people, said, ‘I hear some of the leading scholars and sages have been attending cock-fights in the bazaar.’ Mir Firdawṣī, knowing that the remark was meant for him, replied, ‘Your majesty, rest assured, I was present but I saw none of the ‘ahmed’ there.’ See Ṣa‘īn, p. 276.
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concerns knowledge and action from which there comes only good; (vii) the subject is particular and the discussion concerns knowledge and action from which there comes evil; (ix) the subject is particular and the discussion concerns only knowledge from which there comes only good; (x) the subject is particular and the discussion concerns only knowledge from which there comes evil; (xi) the subject is particular and the discussion concerns only action from which there comes only good; and, finally, (xii), the subject is particular and the discussion concerns only action from which there comes evil.

The first of the twelve categories listed above concerns the prophets, saints, and sages, the most exalted of men, who maintain the order of the universe, there being a prophet for each cycle of history and each people. The second concerns those who oppose the prophets and sages, those who are the deniers of truth, and the sophists and agnostics who are the lowest of men. The fourth class is the opposite of the first, i.e., that of the enemies of Hikmat and theology, of those who, seeing differences in the expressions of the various sages, have denied the one truth which lies behind this diversity. The fifth category is that of the jurists (Iṣṭahāl) who cultivate the practical sciences, and the sixth is that of their opposites like Mardāk, who concern themselves only with their bodies and remain oblivious of the order of both this world and the next.

The last six categories concern particular arts and sciences. The first of them, or the seventh in our list, is that of professionals in particular arts, like physicians, engineers, and astronomers; and the eighth is that of their opposites, i.e., those who misuse each of these arts. The ninth category is like the particular sense of an organ of the body and concerns people who have only a theoretical knowledge of various arts and sciences, like music, medicine, or the principles of jurisprudence. The tenth is its opposite and in it are included those who make a false claim to know these sciences theoretically. The eleventh category concerns arts and sciences which are limited to a particular subject, and the twelfth its opposite which concerns the rejection of those same arts and sciences.

In this classification we can already see the hierarchic structure of society at the top of which stand the prophets and saints in whom knowledge and action are combined, below them the bakhshāt and the theologians, then those concerned with practical arts and the particular sciences. The nobility of a vocation in each case depends upon the nobility of the subject-matter treated.

The School of Iṣṭahāl
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The later Muslim authors following the Sīna divide reality into the Necessary Being (‘Ashāb al-wujūd), the possible being (mawjudūt al-wujūd) and the being that is impossible (rumānūt al-wujūd).

All arguments begin because each sūri considers only one aspect of the Truth. But those who are “complete,” that is, have a vision of the totality of the Truth, never enter into arguments.


99 Ibid., pp. 13–54.

Mīr Fīndīrīshī adds that all the Greek philosophers before Aristotle were saying the same thing in different languages and that if one is instructed in the sciences (rumūz) of Hikmat, Hindu wisdom, and the Theology of Aristotle (i.e., the Esopics of Plotinus), all the different expressions will have the same meaning for him.

Mīr Fīndīrīshī mentions Mardāk as the person who by a false interpretation of the Avesta preached the communization of women and property. He also mentions the Curnathians (Qurānīnāj) as belonging to this group.
the requirement for following the Path. He even re-wrote the well-known lkhāt ‘Uṣūl al-Din of Ghasālī under the name of al-Maḥfūẓ al-Dā‘ī and lkhāt al-Iṣlāh, substituting traditions (hadith) from the Shafi‘i sources for those from the Sunnī ones given by Ghasālī.42

The writings of Mulla Muḥsin both in Arabic and Persian are too numerous to mention here.43 Among the more famous, one may name Ḥaqq al-Yaqīn; ‘Arīn al-Yaqīn, and ‘Imān al-Yaqīn on Ḥikmat; al-Sūfī, al-Wāfī, and al-Shafi‘ī on Qur’ānic commentary and Hadith; Maḥfūz al-Šarā‘ī on jurisprudence; al-Tawābur on ethics; Jalāl al-‘Uyūn, Zād al-Sālik, and Kalimāt al-Ma‘ānish on Sufism; numerous treatises on the esoteric meaning of acts of worship, on various invitations, on particular sciences including astronomy; selections from and commentaries on the Rauḥāt al-Din, the Faḍlāl al-Ma‘ākhīyāt of Ibn ‘Arabī, and the Ma‘ṣūmat of Jalāl al-Din Rūmī; and a large collection of poems consisting mostly of verses of Sufi inspiration. His works both in poetry and prose have remained very popular in Persia and his ethical and social teachings have attracted particular attention in the past decades. Mulla Muḥsin’s thought marks the final integration of Ḥikmat into Shī‘ism. Ḥikmat in Persia had been moving in this direction for many centuries from the time of al-Ṭāhirī and ibn Ṣina. Subhawardi Muqīl took the decisive step in regarding knowledge as personal illumination by the heavenly guide or “guardian angel.” Mulla Ṣadra following him made the universal intellect the criterion of knowledge. Mulla Muḥsin took a further step in this direction in identifying this intellect with the Ḥikmat Imān, in whom the light of Muḥammad (al-nūr al-Muḥammadiyyah) is manifested and who are called the innocent (ma‘ṣūm) intellects.44 Only by union with them, with the pure intellects, can one gain ultimate knowledge.

One of the important treatises of Mulla Muḥsin, in which gnosis, Ḥikmat, and Ḥikmat are blended in characteristic fashion, is the Kalimāt al-Ma‘ānish written in a mixture of Arabic and Persian.45 It treats of a complete cycle of theoretic gnosis so that its discussion gives a fair example of the totality of Mulla Muḥsin’s general perspective.

The work begins by assuring the reader that there is no way of reaching the essence of the Truth because the Truth encompasses all things. Everything is its manifestation, but only the dīwān (khamsah) know what they see. Being is like light, but since its opposite does not exist in this world as in the case of light which stands opposed to darkness, one cannot come to know

42 Mulla Liḥījī, known as Fāyūyād, author of several important treatises on lkhāt in Persian and Arabic mentioned already, deserves a separate study as one of the major figures of this period. There are brief accounts of him in E. G. Browne, op. cit., Vol. IV, pp. 408–90, 435. See also the introduction by Sayyid Muḥammad Mīkhāli to the new edition of al-Maḥfūz al-Šarā‘ī, Vol. I, Islamiyyah Press, Teheran, 1920, in which the significance of Fāyūyād’s doctrines and in particular the present work on ethics is discussed.

43 See Mulla Muḥsin Faḍlāl al-Ṣadāq, al-Maḥfūz al-Dā‘ī and lkhāt al-Iṣlāh, 4 Vols., Islamiyyah Press, Teheran, 1918–41 Solar, in which in ten sections he deals with Soft ethics based on Ḥikmat sources but following closely the model of the lkhāt.


Kalimāt al-Ma‘ānish, Teheran, lithographed edition, 1310/1991. Henceforth our reference to this work will be to this edition.
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it so easily. God is hidden because of the exsusc of His light; no veil can cover Him because every veil is a limitation and God is above all limitations.\(^7\) Being is the Truth which subsists by itself, while everything else subsists by It. Being is not a mental concept, the meaning of Being in the mind consisting only of a reflection of Being Itself.

The divine attributes and names are identical with the divine essence, while in themselves they are distinct. Likewise the forms of all beings in the divine intellect, i.e., the quiddities or essences, the subjunct or a'ins al-dhabita,\(^8\) are in one respect identical with and in another distinct from essence.

Each being subsists by one of the divine names and its very existence consists in the invocation of that name. The archetypes, a'ins al-dhabita, have two aspects; on the one hand, they are the mirrors in which Truth is reflected, in which case they are hidden and Truth is manifest; and, on the other hand, Truth is the mirror in which they are reflected, in which case truth is hidden and they are manifest. These two aspects correspond also to two states of contemplation: one of Truth (haq) and the other of creation (khalq). The perfect gnostic contemplates both mirrors; he sees the cosmos as a mirror in which Truth is reflected, and his own essence as a mirror in which both the cosmos and Truth are reflected. Mullâ Mubâsin advises the sage to take a further step in eliminating himself also so that there remains nothing but Truth.\(^9\)

Mullâ Mubâsin follows certain earlier Sufis in considering the world to be re-created at every instant,\(^10\) so that its continuity is only apparent. The real continuum is “vertical,” i.e., between Truth and its manifestations, not “horizontal” and “substantial,” i.e., between parts and instances of the created world. The world is like a flowing stream which, although apparently a continuous and subsistent body, changes at every instant, each particle of it perishing at every instant and a new particle coming to take its place.

The creation of the universe or the effusion of unity into multiplicity does not take place immediately but through the divine names, each creature being the theophany (fāsāli) of a particular name. The name Allah is the supreme master (râb al-arâb) of all the names, the theophany of which is the universal man (al-insâd al-dalûm). Although the stages in which creation

\(^7\) Ibid., p. 15.\n
\(^8\) For an explanation of these terms see Seyyid Hossein Nasr, "Being and Its Polarization," Pakistan Philosophical Journal, Vol. III, No. 3, October 1959, pp. 8-12. In the general discussions among the Hakans as to whether these essences (or Being) are principal, Mullâ Mubâsin side with the school of qudât-i wâlid, the principality of Being, and considers the subjunct to be the accidents of Being. This question has been dealt with in the chapter on Sûrâ wârid al-insâd.\n
\(^9\) Kûlûstâ-ı Makûnûn, pp. 31ff. Mullâ Mubâsin describes these stages also as the ‘âsî-‘ayn, in which one “sees” nothing but the divine essence, names, and acts; the ‘âsî al-‘ayn, in which one “sees” nothing but the essence and names; and the ‘âsî al-‘ayn in which there remains only the divine identity.

\(^10\) See T. Burckhardt, Introduction to Sufi Doctrine, pp. 64ff.\n
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comes into being are numerous. Mullâ Mubâsin names five degrees which mark the main steps. In the first degree is the divine essence which is above all distinctions and determinations; in the second are the names which are the manifestations of Truth in the world of divinity, wâliyânâh; in the third are the divine acts and world of spirits which are the manifestations of Truth in the world of Lordship, rubûlîyânâh; in the fourth is the world of the “ideas” and imagination (khalq)\(^11\) which is the manifestation of Truth in the world of varying forms; and in the fifth is the world of the sense which is the manifestation of Truth in determined forms.\(^12\) Everything in the physical world has its archetype in the world of imagination, while everything in the world of imagination has its archetype in the world of lordship, and everything in the world of lordship is a form of one of the divine names, each name an aspect of the divine essence.

Man alone among creatures is able to cast aside these veils and reach the divine origin of things. He has a particular soul brought into being with his body, which soul is independent of matter, and also a universal soul which exists before the body and is manifested only in the spiritual elite. Moreover, man has a vegetative soul consisting of the faculties of attraction, repulsion, digestion, growth, and retention originating in the liver; an animal soul consisting of the faculties of the five senses originating in the heart; a sacred rational soul (nafâs-i nûtûq-i qudsîyânâh) with the faculties of meditation (fâsâ’î) and invocation (fâsâ’) and the universal divine soul (nafâs-i wâliyânâh-i yâlûqîyânâh), not possessed by all men, with the faculty of reaching the station of annihilation (fâsâ’) in the Divine.\(^13\)

The goal of each man should be to awaken the potential faculties within him until all the accidental obstacles are removed and he becomes identified with the universal man, the theophany of the supreme name. Then he will be able to contemplate Absolute Being and thereby fulfill the purpose of all creation and sustain the whole universe.

The universal man is either a prophet or a saint. Absolute prophethood (wâdîyân-i masâ‘îd) is the supreme station, the perfect “form” of unity, the first pen, and the Pole of Poles, qâb al-qâbîb, upon which all the prophets and saints depend. The inner (bâtîn) dimension of this prophecy is absolute saint-hood (wâdîyân-i masâ‘îd). Mullâ Mubâsin identifies absolute prophethood with the light of Muhammad, and absolute saint-hood with the light of ‘Allî. The prophethood of all prophets depends upon absolute prophecy as the saint-hood of all saints depends upon absolute saint-hood. Prophethood began with Adam and found its completion in the Prophet Muhammad. Saint-hood will reach its completion gradually until it culminates in the twelfth Imâm, the Mahdi.

\(^11\) This term should not be taken in its negative connotation; it has a positive meaning in Sufi cosmology and marks an intermediate stage between the sensible world and the spiritual world. See H. Corbin, Imagination et conscience..., Chap. II.

\(^12\) Kûlûstâ-ı Makûnûn, p. 61.

\(^13\) Ibid., pp. 74-75.
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Absolute prophethood is the treasure of all possible perfections and the whole cosmos is the expansion and manifestation of its inner qualities.65

Gnosis and illumination are themselves the fruit of the tree of prophethood. Mulla Mubsin insists that the source of Hikmat was originally the sacred spirit of the prophets; this wisdom, however, was misunderstood and misinterpreted by men of the later period, i.e., the Peripatetics and other later schools of Greek philosophy, and was revived only in the light of the revelation of the Prophet of Islam and his family. He who wishes to be initiated into it must, therefore, seek the aid of the prophets and saints and this can be achieved only by invocation and meditation and the purification of the heart. Only he who has trodden this path and become a true Hikmat can be considered the real heir to the saints and the prophets.66

Mulla Muhammad Baqir Majlesi.—One cannot terminate a study of the intellectual life of the Safavid period without mentioning the two Majlisis, father and son, especially the son Mulla Baqir who stands as one of the outstanding figures of the period. The first Majlesi, Muhammad Taqi (1003/1094-1070/1059), was one of the students of Shah-i Bab'hi and an outstanding theologian and Sufi of his time.67 His son, the second Majlesi (1057/1648-1110/1096), however, surpassed his father in fame and power and became the most dominant figure of Shi'ism. Having studied with his own father, Mulla Khadij Qarwini, and Mulla Mubsin Faiz, he in turn became the master of over a thousand disciples including Suyyid N'imatullah Jash'iri, well known for his many writings, especially the account of his own life as a student.

The second Majlesi is especially famous for reviving the various branches of the Shi'ah sciences and for assembling the writings of the earlier doctors of Shi'ism and prophecic hadith into encyclopedias which have henceforth become the main reference for all who undertake religious education in the Shi'ah madrasas. The most important and famous of these is the Bihah al-Aswad summarized in the Safinan al-Bihah of Shah 'Abbás Qumti, the lithographed edition of which occupies twenty-four volumes; Husayn al-Yaqins in Usul; Rabbat al-Qulub, a commentary upon the Padshah al-Akhshof of Khwajah Nasir al-Din Tusi; and the Mu'全年 al-Ufî in a twelve-volume commentary upon the Usul al-Kirâ of Kulayni in which Majlesi for the only time in his writing career enters purely intellectual ('aqîd) questions and treats of many essential religious subjects, especially eschatology and the conditions before the appearance of the Mahdi, from an intellectual rather than a purely "confessional" point of view.68

65 Ibid., pp. 167 ff.
66 Ibid., pp. 214-19.
68 For the writings and life of the second Majlesi, see Rabbat al-Adab, Vol. III, pp. 455-56; Dinah Padshah, Fakhrb., . . ., Vol. V., p. 1137. The Ta'fis Qudsi by

The School of Ispahban

Of special interest in the religious life of Persia is Majlisi's opposition to Sufism and even the denial that his own father, the first Majlesi, was a Sufi.69 Furthermore, supported by the Court and many of the theologians and doctors, he opposed the intellectual method of the Hikmatis and philosophers with the result that both the Sufis and the Hikmatis fell into disgrace and had much difficulty in official religious circles. The dynasty which had begun as the extension of a Sufi order ended by opposing all Sufism and gnostics itself. It was not long after the death of the second Majlesi in fact that the Safavid dynasty itself fell before the onslaught of the Afghans, and Ispahban, the historic as well as the symbolic centre of this period of great intellectual activity, was sacked and its libraries burnt.

D

CONCLUSION

This form of wisdom or Hikmat, some features of which we have sought to outline here, did not die with the termination of the Safavid dynasty. In the thirteenth/fourteenth century Sufism was revived in Persia by Ma'qûlm 'Ali Shah and Shah Tahir Dakhani, two N'imatullahi masters sent by Rûsi 'Ali Shah from Deccan to Persia. It was persecuted for a period but began to expand with the establishment of the Qijas. Likewise, the school of Hikmat continued through the students of Mullâ Sadra and others from one generation to another until it produced Shahshah Hâdi Sâhibâri, and several other outstanding figures in the Qijas period, the light of whose teachings has not yet disappeared from the horizon of Persia. One can hardly understand the intellectual life of Islam in its totality without taking into account this last major period of Muslim intellectual activity, lasting from the Safavid period to the present, to the understanding of whose teachings this chapter will serve as an introduction and as an incentive for further exploration.

Mirs Husein Niri is devoted completely to his life and writings. Majlesi wrote thirteen Arabic and fifty-five Persian books which altogether occupy nearly a million and a half lines.60 He devoted a treatise, the 'Iqâf, to rejecting Sufism.

69 Shahshah Hâdi is responsible for the last important religious movement within Shi'ism and should be studied separately as a founder of a particular sect. The leaders of this sect called the Shahshahis claim to have knowledge of all things, and so each of them from the time of Shahshah Hâdi to the present has composed a large number of treatises on all the sciences. For a list of the works of Shahshah Hâdi and the other leaders of the Shahshahis, see al-Abbâr al-Abîn ibn al-Karim ibn al-Abbâr, Abî al-Aamir ibn al-Karim, in Kastâr-i Khâbi-i Mazârî-i 'Abbâr, 2 Vols., Sa'dist Press, Kerman, 1337 Solar.
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Chapter XVIII

ṢADR AL-DĪN SHIRZĀI (MULLA ṢADRĀ)

A LIFE AND WORKS

The intellectual activity revived in Persia during the Safavid period, some features of which we have discussed in the previous chapter, "The School of Iṣbahān," found its culmination in Ṣadr al-Dīn Shirzāi known to his compatriots as Aḥkām Mulla Šadrā and to his disciples as simply Aḥkām or as Saʿdir al-Maʿālikī, i.e., the foremost among the theosophers. This figure, about whom the whole intellectual life of Persia has revolved in the past three centuries and a half and who is one of the major expositors of Islamic intellectual doctrines in the Shi‘a world, has remained until today almost completely unknown outside Persia, even in other Muslim countries. Many have heard of his name, and nearly all travellers to Persia since the Safavid period, who have been interested in the intellectual life of the country, have recognized his importance and have been impressed by his fame.1 Yet no one outside a group of his disciples in Persia, who have kept his school alive until today, has done justice to his doctrines in presenting them to the world at large.

Mulla Šadrā, whose complete name is Ṣadr al-Dīn Muhammad, was born in Shirzā in about 1571,1 the only son of Ibrahim Shirzāi. A member of the famous Qawām family of Shirzā, Ibrahim held the post of a vizier and was a powerful political and social figure in his native city. The young Ṣadr al-Dīn exhibited exceptional intelligence from childhood and was given the best possible education in Shirzā.

Having completed his early studies, he became intensely interested in the intellectual sciences (al-ʿilm al-taʿlīmuḥ), especially metaphysics, and,2

1 Comte de Gobineau, one of the most observant of travellers who have visited Persia during the past few centuries, was quite aware of Mulla Ṣadrā’s significance although not quite well acquainted with his ideas, for in a well-known passage he wrote: “Le vrai, l’incontestable mérite de Mulla Šadrā reste celui pour lequel j’ai indiqué plus haut: c’est d’avoir raméné, repoussé, pour le temps où il vivait, la philosophie antérieure, eu lui conservant les moins possible de ses formes avancées . . . .” Gobineau, Les religions et les philosophies dans l’Axe Centrale, les Éditions G. Gréa et Cie, Paris, 1922, p. 192.

2 The date of Mulla Ṣadrā’s birth is unknown until quite recently when in the new edition of the Asfir, Taahirabadi collected a large number of handwritten manuscripts of the work. On the margin of one of the manuscripts dated 1197/1783 with marginal notes by Mulla Ṣadrā himself, the authenticity of which cannot be doubted, there appears this statement: “This truth was revealed to me on Friday, the 7th of Jamādi al-Ūlā 1037 A. H. when 38 years had passed from my (true) life . . . . Therefore, the date of his birth can be established as 978/1571 or 980/1572.


For an account of the life and doctrines of Mulla Šadrā in European languages, see Gobineau, op. cit., pp. 91-103; E. G. Browne, A Literary History of Persia, Uni-

versity Press, Cambridge, 1924, Vol. IV, pp. 429-30; and M. Horsten, Die Philo-


This chapter has been written with the invaluable help of Hāj Muhammad Hussain Taahirabadi, one of the leading authorities on the school of Mulla Šadrā in Iran today, the author of the twenty-volume Qur’anic commentary al-Mintaqāt and the editor and commentator of the new edition of the Asfir.
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therefore, left Shiraz for Iraq in 1287 when he was at that time the capital and capital of Iran. In 1287 he studied first with Bahā' al-Dīn ʿAmīlī, learning the transmitted sciences (al-ʿulum al-mašīḵyāt) from him and later with Muḥammad al-Dīmīkī who was his most famous master in the intellectual sciences. Within a few years he became himself a recognized master in all the branches of formal learning especially in Ḥikmat in which he soon surpassed his own teachers.

Not satisfied simply with formal learning, Mulla ʿṢadrā left worldly life in general and retired to a small village named Kāhak near Qum where he spent fifteen years in asceticism and purification of his soul until, as he claims in his introduction to the Asfār, he became endowed with the direct vision of the intelligible world. He now came to “see” through illumination (ṣīrār) what he had previously learnt theoretically from books.

Having reached both formal and spiritual perfection, Mulla ʿṢadrā returned once again to the world. Meanwhile, Allāhverdi Khan, the Governor of Shiraz, had built a large madrasa and invited Mulla ʿṢadrā to return to Shiraz as the head of the new school. ʿAbdīnī accepted the offer and returned to his native city, making the school of Khan the major centre of intellectual sciences. He remained there until the end of his life spending the last period of his terrestrial existence entirely in teaching and writing.

Despite his extreme piety which is shown by the fact that he made the pilgrimage to Mecca seven times on foot—he died in Baghdad in 1068/1656 during the seventh journey—Mulla ʿṢadrā was often mocked by some of the exoteric ʿulamāʾ who could not accept his gnostic interpretation of the doctrines of the faith and who denounced him publicly on more than one occasion. It was only the influence of his powerful family that made it possible for him to continue his teaching activities.

Concerning Bahāʿ al-Dīn ʿAmīlī and Muḥammad al-Dīmīkī, see the preceding chapter.

To know the names of the masters of a Ḥikmat is important because learning Ḥikmat from “within” is impossible without a master for the majority of men. One can learn certain ideas from books alone but really to understand what Ḥikmat means and what the various authorities meant by various expressions there need be a master who himself learnt the doctrines from another master and so on going back to the very masters. The Ḥikmat is, therefore, as essential upon the authenticity of his chain of masters as a warrior of ʿArifī is about the soundness of a tradition or a Sufi master about the nīṣṭa chain of his faqīh.

We have already discussed in detail in previous chapters the meaning of this term as used here, i.e., a combination of gnosis, illuminationist and Peripatetic philosophy which is neither theology nor philosophy as currently understood but perhaps a combination of both, and we are therefore not surprised to find the term ʿulamāʾ used in various pseudo-eschatological groups.

The Khan school which is one of the most beautiful edifices of the Safavid period had fallen into ruins for some years when about 60 years ago the Bureau of Archaeology of the Persian Government undertook the task of repairing it. It is now operating once again as a madrasa for traditional learning.

Mulla ʿṢadrā's life, then, can be divided into three distinct periods: the period of childhood and schooling in Shiraz and Isfahan, the period of asceticism near Qum at the end of which the composition of the Asfār was begun, and the period of teaching and writing which represents the result and fruition of the other two periods. His life is itself the testimony of one of the main aspects of his wisdom, that in order to be effective theoretical knowledge must be combined with spiritual realization.

The writings of Mulla ʿṢadrā, nearly all of which were composed in the last period of his life, are almost without exception of great merit and have been among the main sources from which the later generations of theologians, philosophers, and gnostics have drawn their inspiration. All his writings concern either religious sciences or metaphysics, theology or Ḥikmat, and are in a very clear and fluent style making them more easily understandable to the reader than the writings of his predecessors like Muḥammad al-Dīmīkī. Since Mulla ʿṢadrā's writings are nearly completely unknown outside Persia, we take this opportunity to list the works which, according to the leading living authorities and the best historical evidence, were written by him: The works dealing with metaphysics and intellectual sciences include: al-ʿAsfār ʿalā ar-Raṣūl; al-Muṣbīʿa ʿalā Muḥammad; Kitāb al-Muṣbīʿa ʿalā al-Wajīd; Fi ṣaḥīḥ al-ʿAbīnī ʿalā al-Wajīd; al-Maṣūṣ ʿalā al-Qulwīghyāt; al-ʿAbīnī ʿalā al-Qulwīghyāt; al-Waṣīlī ʿalā al-Maḥbūbīghyāt; al-Muḥdī ʿalā al-Maḥbūbīghyāt; al-Qulwī ʿalā al-Qulwīghyāt; al-Qulwī ʿalā al-Qulwīghyāt; al-ʿAbīnī ʿalā al-Qulwīghyāt.

1 In fact criticizes Ibn Sina for having spent his time composing works on other sciences like mathematics and medicine.

2 The story is told in most of the traditional sources mentioned above that Mulla ʿṢadrā once asked Muḥammad al-Dīmīkī why he was respected by all the religious authorities while ʿAbīnī, despite his powerful family, was mocked so much by some of the ʿulamāʾ. Muḥammad al-Dīmīkī answered that although they were both saying the same thing, he hid his ideas within so many different expressions that only the elite would be able to understand them while Mulla ʿṢadrā wrote so clearly that anyone with a knowledge of Arabic could detect the trend of his ideas.

3 See also Rezākān, op. cit., pp. 15-22 where he mentions twenty-six metaphysical and philosophical and seventeen religious works some of which are of doubtful authenticity. Refer also to J. Ali Yāsīn, op. cit., pp. 58-62, where twenty-six works are named.

4 The Kitāb al-Hikmat dealing with a complete cycle of Ḥikmat, i.e., logic, natural philosophy, and metaphysics, was composed by the seventh/thirteenth-century Persian author, Aḥūr al-Dīn Mubāḥihīn Ibn Umar al-ʿAṭWSC5; it soon became one of the basic books of instruction in the madrasa. The tenth/twelfth-century commentary upon it by Kawsāl al-Dīn Mīrādī was the best known before Mulla ʿṢadrā composed his own commentary upon it.
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they all bear the fragrance of gnostic doctrines. Among writings which are of a more gnostic vein one may mention al-Shi‘ah al-Balaghah, al-Arba‘iyah, Anwar al-A‘lā, and al-Warshad al-Qubbiyyah, and among those which are presented in a more discursive language are the Sharh al-Hidayah and the commentary upon the Shi‘ah.

Without doubt the most important work of Mullā Sadra is the Ṣafār al-Arba‘iah. It is comparable in dimension and scope to the Shi‘ah and the Futūḥat al-Makkiyyah and in a way stands midway between the Peripatetic encyclopaedia of Ibn Sina and the compendium of esoteric sciences of Ibn ‘Arabi. The title of Ṣafār itself has been the cause of much difficulty to the few Orientalists who are acquainted with the book. The word Ṣafār is the broken plural for safār meaning journey as well as saf meaning “book” from the Hebrew sefer. So it was that Gobineau considered the work to be a series of books on travel and E. G. Browne believed that the title meant simply “the four books.”

Both views are, however, erroneous. Actually Ṣafār means journeys but not the account of travels in the ordinary sense of the word as Gobineau understood it to be. As Mullā Sadra himself mentions in his introduction to the book, the Ṣafār consists of the following four stages or journeys of initiatic realization (mulk): (i) the journey of the creature or creation (shabq) towards the Creator or the Truth (ḥaqq), (ii) the journey in the Truth with the Truth, (iii) the journey from the Truth to creation with the Truth, and (iv) the journey with the Truth in the creation. This monumantal work is, therefore, an account of the stages of the journey of the gnostic, systematized in a logical order.

In content, the first book of the Ṣafār deals with Being and its various manifestations; the second with the simple substances, i.e., the intelligences, souls, and bodies and their accidents including, therefore, natural philosophy; the third with theodicy; and the fourth with the soul, its origin, becoming, and end. All these topics are treated in detail taking into account the views of previous sages and philosophers so that the work as a whole is quite voluminous. In a sense this vast epic is the culmination of a thousand years of contemplation and thought by Muslim sages as well as the foundation of a new and original intellectual perspective which issues forth from within the matrix of the Muslim tradition.

11 The Uṣūl al-Khilāfī was also commented upon by Majāisi as we have mentioned in the previous chapter. The commentary of Mullā Sadra which is of a more intellectual nature is one of the most important Shi‘ah works written in the Safawi period and is perhaps his most significant religious composition. 12 This unpublished treatise the manuscript of which exists in the Majāsi Library (MS. 103) in Tehran is the only known prose work of Mullā Sadra in Persian, all the other above-mentioned writings being in Arabic. 13 The manuscript of the Sharh al-Hidayah in the Majāslī Collection at Tehran University, MS. 254, is in Mullā Sadra’s own handwriting; several quatrains appear in the opening pages which are without doubt his own.
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B SOURCES OF MULLA SADR'A DOCTRINES

According to Mulla Sadr'a, there are two forms of knowledge: that derived from formal instruction (al-ilm al-qurani) and that which comes from intellectual intuition (al-ilm al-ladinni). The first is acquired in school with the aid of a teacher, and the second based upon a greater degree of certainty than the first, is the science possessed by the prophets and sages through the purification of the soul and the catharsis (tajrid) of the intellect. There are then, according to this view, two sources for Mulla Sadr'a's ideas, one formal and in a sense historical, i.e., manifested in history before him, and the other spiritual and invisible. Regarding this second source, which may be called his "guardian angel" or "hidden Imams," the source of all inner illumination, we have little to say except to emphasize its importance in Mulla Sadr'a's view.

It is with the first category that we are primarily concerned here. These are five principal elements which are clearly detectable in the new synthesis brought about by Mulla Sadr'a: they are also found, though less explicitly, in the doctrines of the Sa'udi sages before him. These elements include the philosophy of Aristotle and his followers, the doctrines of the Neo-Platonic sages, especially Plotinus whose Enneads the Muslims considered to be a work of Aristotle, the teachings of Ibn Sina, the gnostic doctrines of Ibn 'Arabi, and the principles of the Islamic revelation, especially the more esoteric teachings of the Prophet and the Shi'ah Imams. Among these sources the last two are of particular importance. Mulla Sadr'a created a new school of Hikmat, on the one hand, by putting the intuitions of the gnostics and especially of Ibn 'Arabi and his followers into a logical dress and, on the other hand, by drawing out the philosophical and metaphysical implications of the teachings of the Imams especially as contained in the Jayy al-Bulghah, creating thereby for the first time what may be called a distinctly Muslim school of Hikmat based especially upon the inspired doctrines which form the very basis of Shi'ism.

Mulla Sadr'a, like Suhrawardi, held in great esteem the pre-Socratic philosophers and sages of Greece, both historical and mythological, and regarded Thales, Anaximander, Agatharchedon, Empedocles, Pythagoras, Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle as the last group of sages in the ancient world to have possessed wisdom in its entirety. He, like many other Muslim Sufis, considered Greek philosophy not to have started with Aristotle but to have ended with him and believed all the later Greek sages to have been masters of various arts and sciences other than metaphysics. For Mulla Sadr'a, therefore, Greek philosophy was essentially the wisdom of the Hebrew prophets inherited, systematized, and later in part forgotten by the Greeks, a wisdom which was integrated into the Muslim intellectual perspective and brought to full fruition in the light of the Islamic revelation. That is why when Mulla Sadr'a wishes to reject some aspects of the teachings of either the Peripatetics or the Illuminationists he appeals so often first to the Qur'an and the Hadith and then to those fragmentary sayings of the pre-Socratic philosophers with which the Muslims were acquainted.

C MULLA SADR'A'S METHOD AND THE CHARACTERISTICS OF HIS SCHOOL

The particular genius of Mulla Sadr'a was to synthesize and unify the three paths which lead to the Truth, viz., revelation, rational demonstration, and purification of the soul, which last in turn leads to illumination. For him gnosticism, philosophy, and revealed religion were elements of a harmonious ensemble, the harmony of which he sought to reveal in his own life as well as in his writings. He formulated a perspective in which rational demonstration or philosophy, although not necessarily limited to that of the Greeks, became closely tied to the Qur'an and the sayings of the Prophet and the Imams, and these in turn became united with the gnostic doctrines which result from the illuminations received by a purified soul. That is why Mulla Sadr'a's writings are a combination of logical gnostic intuitions, tradi-

16 See Asfär, Toharam, lithographed edition, 1282/1865, Book II, Section IV. Mulla Sadr'a writes that these pre-Socratic philosophers actually spoke in a symbolic language (fana and implied by their theory that the world was composed of a single element, the doctrine of the unity of Being or 'adad al-ewsid which is the basis of the gnostic doctrines of Ibn 'Arabi. Mulla Sadr'a in fact identifies the water of Thales with the safaq al-Rahmin or the breath of the Compassionate which the Sufis consider to be the ultimate substance of the universe. Those early Ionians who are considered by some today to be the founders of the modern quantitative sciences of nature appear to the Muslims in a different light as exponents of universal gnostic and those who, as Mulla Sadr'a writes, "have adopted the light of Hikmat from the lamp of prophecy."

17 For an account of the relation of Mulla Sadr'a to Shi'ism and his success in unifying the three above-mentioned elements, see M. H. Tabarrudi, "Mosh'hod-i Usây 'Allâmah Tabâsh-Jah-i ha Professor Henri Corbin dar Bahr-i Shi'ah," Shikâ-ye Malakât-i Tahâ'ifik, No. 2, 1339 Solar, pp. 61-64. This is one of the most important works written recently by a Shi'ah authority on the general perspective of Shi'ism and the various sciences developed by the Shi'ah, and is the result of a series of meetings between him and H. Corbin in which the latter posed several basic questions about the spiritual attitude of Shi'ism and the relation between Shi'ism and Hikmat and Sufism. The book was written in answer to H. Corbin's questions and contains a wealth of previous knowledge about the intellectual life of Shi'ism.
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interpretation of the sacred text he demonstrated the gnostic quality of the esoteric meaning of revelation and through intellectual intuition he made rational and discursive thought subservient to the universal truths of gnosis. In this fashion he achieved that synthesis of science and revelation in the light of gnosis and in the general perspective of Islam towards which Fârâbî and Ibn Sina—the latter particularly in his Qur’anic commentaries—had aimed and which Ghazâlî, Suhrawardi, and the whole chain of sages extending from the Sâliqî to the Sâfawid period had sought to achieve from various points of view.26

In metaphysics or, more generally speaking, Hikmat itself, Mulla Sadrî is credited with founding the third major school of Muslim “philosophy,” the first two being the Peripatetic school, the greatest exponent of which in the Islamic world was Ibn Sina, and the Illuminationalist or Ighâsî school founded by Suhrawardi Maqûl.27 Mulla Sadrî adopted certain principles from each school as, for example, the hylomorphism from the Peripatetics and the gradation of Being and the celestial archetypes from the Illuminationalists. Moreover, he added certain principles drawn from the teachings of the Sufis like Ibn ‘Arabî such as the continual becoming of the substance of the world and unity of Being which had never appeared as principles of any school of Hikmat and were never systematized in the logical language of the Hakimîs before ‘Âkîhî’s time. That is why Mulla Sadrî is often credited with founding a new and original form of wisdom in the Muslim world which is usually called al-Hikmat al-Ma’tâtîyyah as distinguished from al-Hikmat al-Ma’ânîyyah (Peripatetic philosophy) and al-Hikmat al-Ighâsîyyah (Illuminationalist theology).28

26 It may at first seem surprising that Mulla Sadrî wrote a treatise against those who called themselves Sufis. But if we consider the social and political conditions of the later Safawid period in which Sufism was greatly disdained by political authorities and much of it had become body without a soul, we can perhaps understand some of the motives for Mulla Sadrî’s attack on it. However, the “Sufis” whom Mulla Sadrî attacked were not the Sufis proper but those who were seeking to destroy the esoteric truths and bring about social anarchy in the name of an ecstasism that they themselves did not possess. Otherwise there is not the least doubt of Mulla Sadrî’s connection with Sufism—although he preferred to use the term gnostic (“ârîfî) rather than Sufî—not even one doubt in any way the gnostic quality of his doctrines.

27 See the chapter on Suhrawardi Maqûl.

28 If we have translated Hikmat as philosophy in one case and as theology in the other, it is because the meaning of this term includes both the wisdom belonging to the rational and mental plane or philosophy and the wisdom which transcends the level of the ordinary human mind and which, properly speaking, belongs to the angelic order and cannot be called philosophy as that term is currently understood in European languages.
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Sadr al-Dîn Shârîzî (Mulla Sadrî)

D

DIVISION OF THE SCIENCES

Before discussing the basic features of Mulla Sadrî’s doctrines it is useful to consider his conception of the relation of the sciences to one another and especially the meaning and significance accorded to Hikmat. In the introductory chapter of the Aṣâfîr, he divides the sciences, following the Peripatetics, into theoretical wisdom consisting of logic, mathematices, natural philosophy, and metaphysics, and practical wisdom consisting of ethics, economics, and politics.29

In the treatise ‘Ibâd al-‘Arîfîs, he outlines a somewhat more complete and in a way more original division of the sciences.30 According to this scheme, the sciences (“‘ilmî) are either of this world (dawâyahî) or of the other (sâbiyî); the first is divided into three categories: the science of words (“‘ilm al-aqâlîm), the science of acts (“‘ilm al-’a’âmî), and the science of states of contemplation or thought (“‘ilm al-absharîl or a’îfî). The science of words comprises the sciences of the alphabet, word-construction, syntax, prosody, poetics, and the meanings of terms in logic. The science of acts consists of what belongs to various material objects from which the arts of weaving, agriculture, and architecture come into being; what is of a higher degree such as the art of writing, the science of mechanics, alchemy, etc.; what belongs to providing a living for the individual and the society from which the sciences of family, law, politics, and the ‘ârîfîs are created; and, finally, what belongs to the acquisition of spiritual and moral virtues and the casting away of evil from which the “science of the path” (“‘ilm al-’a’ûsî), i.e., Sufism, comes into being. As for the science of states of thought, it consists of the sciences of logical demonstration, the science of arithmetic, the science of geometry including astronomy and astrology, and the sciences of nature including medicine and the various sciences dealing with minerals, plants, and animals.

The sciences of the other world which are not accessible to the ordinary intelligence of men and are not destroyed with the death of the body include the knowledge of angels and intellectual substances, the knowledge of the Preserved Tablet (‘âkîhî al-nabî), and the knowledge of the Exalted Pen (al-qalam al-‘âlî), i.e., of the divine decrees and of the first determination of the divine essence which Mulla Sadrî, following the earlier Sufis, calls also by the name of the reality of Muhammad (al-hujjat al-Muhammadîyyah). These sciences also include the knowledge of death, resurrection, and all that pertains to life hereafter.31


31 Mulla Sadrî adds at the end of this discussion that the causes for the difference of view among various schools regarding different sciences are four in number:
PRINCIPLES OF MULLA ŠADFAR'S DOCTRINES

In discussing the basic principles of Ḥikmat as understood and expounded by Mulla Šadfār, we have chosen to mention those major principles of his thought which distinguish him from his predecessors and which are the characteristic elements of his metaphysics. The doctrines of the Peripatetic and Illuminationist schools as well as the ideas of the Ārāni and his followers form the common background for the metaphysics of Mulla Šadfār. There are four topics in each of which Mulla Šadfār has departed from earlier philosophical perspectives and which form the principles of his whole intellectual vision. These four subjects concern (1) Being and its various polarizations, (2) substantial motion or the becoming and change of the substance of the world, (3) knowledge and the relation between the knower and the known, and (4) the soul, its faculties, generation, perfection, and final resurrection. We shall consider these questions in the above-mentioned order, emphasizing in each case the particular complexity given to these subjects by Mulla Šadfār.

1. Unity and Polarization of Being.—The cornerstone of Mulla Šadfār's

[The rest of the text is not displayed.]
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are accidents of Being abstracted by the mind without having a reality independent of Being. Even the archetypes (al-‘aql al-‘inbāṭ) possess a form of Being which in this case is God’s knowledge of them.

What distinguishes the earthly manifestation of things from their celestial archetypes is not a gradation of the niḥkāyā from more subtle to more gross modes of existence, as certain followers of the Illuminationist school believe. Rather, it is the intensity of Being which determines the level of existence of each creature. If the light of Being shines upon the form or quiddity of a man with a greater intensity than now, he will become the man of the intermediate world (barzakh) and if the intensity is greater still he will become the celestial man identified with his heavenly archetype.

Absolute Being itself, which is the proper subject for metaphysics, is above all limitations and, therefore, above all forms of matter, above all substances and accidents. It is the “Form of forms” and the Agent of all acts. By manifesting itself longitudinally (nāš) it brings into being the various orders of Being from the archangels to terrestrial creatures and by manifesting itself transversally (‘ardj) it creates the various members of each order of Being.26 Being is the reality of all things so that the knowledge of anything is ultimately the knowledge of Its being and, therefore, of Being itself. Likewise, the archetypes exist eternally through God’s knowledge of them; their being is in fact this very knowledge without which they would have no share whatsoever in Being.

Since Being is unity in multiplicity and multiplicity in unity, it partakes of logical distinctions and divisions while remaining in essence indivisible and above all polarizations. Mulla Ṣadr goes into great detail about the various divisions and categories of Being and in fact most of the first book of the Ḍhikr is concerned with them. We mention here a few of the divisions which Akhund discusses with great rigour in his various writings, especially in the monumental Aṣfār.

One division of Being is into connective being (al-wujūd al-nidhābi) and self-subsistent being (al-wujūd al-naṣiḥ). Connective being is that which connects a subject with a predicate as in the statement: “Man is a rational animal.” Self-subsistent being is one which stands independently by itself and

26. In dividing the hierarchies of universal existence into longitudinal and transversal orders Mulla Ṣadr follows the scheme of Ḡārî’s anthropology, which was discussed in the chapter on Sobūnī’s Masā’il.

27. What distinguishes the doctrines from the Ḍhikr in this subject is that the former formulate the Illuminations they receive which differ cepeeding upon the degree of their inner realization. One great in a certain state of contemplation (nāš) may have been aware of only the creatures or multiplicity as a reflection of unity, another of only God or Unity, and a third of unity in multiplicity. The Bahines, however, from a theoretical and more logical point of view, do not take particular perspective of the traveller upon the path (nāš) into consideration and have even criticized some of the greatness for considering multiplicity to be completely unreal.

Ṣadr al-Dīn Shāhriār (Mulla Ṣadr) is not simply the means of connecting two terms. This category of being which exists in itself is in turn divided into three kinds; that which in objective existence is not the quality of something else and is called substance (jamak), that which is the quality of something else and is called accident (‘ardj), and, finally, that which has need of no cause outside of itself, i.e., the Being of God. From another point of view Mulla Ṣadr considers the being of all things other than God to be the connective being (wujūd al-nidhābi) and only the Being of God to be Being per se.28 Another division of Being adopted by Mulla Ṣadr is that of the necessary (nāḥb), possible (muṣūmī), and impossible (muṣūmūn) beings which nearly all the Muslim philosophers and many theologians coming after Ibn Sina and, following his example, have accepted.29 If the intellect considers a being and finds that the meaning of being is essential to it, i.e., lies in its essence, and that there are no causes outside it which have brought it into being, that being is called the Necessary Being. If it has need of a cause outside itself it is called possible being. Moreover, the attribute of possibility pertains to its quiddity as well as to its being. The possibility of its quiddity concerns its relation to its particular being, and the possibility of its being pertains to its relation to the Necessary Being. The being or existence of each object, therefore, depends upon the being of God and the knowledge of anything upon the knowledge of the root or principle of its own being. Since the root or basis of the Necessary Being is unknowable, the knowledge of the being of things remains also unknowable to us and it is only the quiddities or niḥkāyā which we can know.

These quiddities, as already mentioned, are the limitations placed upon being and abstracted by the mind. The intellect in perceiving any object immediately analyses it into being and quiddity, the latter consisting of the limit or determination of the former. It is only in the case of the Divine Being that such an analysis cannot be made because Absolute Being has no niḥkāyā. One can say that It is without niḥkāyā or that Its Being and niḥkāyā are identical.

The quiddities in themselves are only mental concepts without a separate objective existence so that the effects produced by things come from their being and not from their quiddity. Likewise, cause and effect are categories of being in which one case becomes the cause and in the other the effect of things. The niḥkāyā are either particular or universal; the latter either exist before particulars or are abstracted by the intellect from particulars.30 The universals

28. By this latter distinction, Mulla Ṣadr implies the difference which exists, or at least used to exist, in European languages between Being and existence. All creatures exist but only in the case of God can one, properly speaking, say that He ‘is.’ See Seyyed Hossein Nast, “The Polarisation of Being,” op. cit., pp. 8–13.


30. The feature which distinguishes particulars from one another and determines all other qualities in them is, according to Mulla Ṣadr, their degree of being.
which exist independently of all particulars are the archetypes of Platonic ideas upon the reality of which Subrahmanya Maugli had insisted against the view of the Peripatetics. Mulla Sadra likewise criticized Aristotle and Ibn Sina for considering the Platonic ideas to be nothing but the forms of things inpainted upon the divine intellect. He insists upon the reality of the archetypes in a spiritual world that is completely independent of the world of particulars as well as of all mental images formed in the human mind.45 Akhūn praises Subrahmanya Maugli and accepts fully the reasons he had given for the existence of the Platonic ideas or "masters of the species" (arbāb al-‘amāl). There is a spiritual man in the spiritual world who is the real cause for the activities and ontological qualities of the terrestrial man; likewise in the case of other species each has an intelligible idea or archetype which governs all the activities and life of that species on earth.

The archetype is in essence one with its particulars but differs from them in characteristics which arise from the substance or "master" of the particulars. The archetype appears different in each stage (faks) of manifestation while in the realm of reality it is one and the same truth. The beings of this world are the reflections and shadows of the archetypes as that they are like them and share in their reality and at the same time are different from them in being less real and further removed from the source of Being.

One of the principles for which Akhūn is famous is called mā‘lun al-aqṣāf or "the possibility of that which is superior." According to this principle, just as each being in treading the path of perfection passes through various stages from the lowest to the highest, so it is necessary that for each imperfect being in this world there be degrees of being in the higher stages of the cosmic hierarchy, since each being has descended from the divine Principle through intermediate states of being. For example, the being of man on earth in this present state of imperfection necessitates the being of man in the intermediary world of souls, and the latter the being of the spiritual man in the intelligible world. According to this principle, therefore, the very existence of quadrupeds in their earthly state of being necessitates the existence of these forms in the intermediary world of souls or the world of inverted or reflected forms (al-‘amīqīl al-mu‘ādāq) and these in turn necessitate their existence in the spiritual world of simple intellectual substances.

After showing that the maqāṣid are in reality limitations of being, Mulla Sadra goes on to assert that the logical distinction made by Aristotle and all

45 Mulla Sadra writes that it was Hermes who learnt about the truth of the "Platonic ideas" when he became illuminated by the light of the intelligible world and separated from the world of the senses. In this state Hermes met an illuminated figure in the spiritual world who taught him all the sciences and when he asked the figure who he was, the figure answered, "I am thy perfect nature (ana tabal‘āka al-tamīn)," Aṣfār, p. 121. For a study of the rich symbolism of "perfect nature," which means the celestial or angelic part of the human soul, see H. Corbin, "Le règne d'initiation et l'humanisme on Iran," Bruno Jahrh., Vol. 17, 1949, pp. 121-88.
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the later philosophers between substance and accidents which together form the ten categories concerns only the maṣūḥāt; Being, properly speaking, is neither substance nor accident but above both. When we say of a thing that it is such and such a substance or that its particular quality and quantity are its accidents we refer only to its maṣūḥāt and not to its being.

The relation of cause and effect, however, contrary to that of substance and accidents, concerns only the being of things.46 All things in the universe have a cause and an effect and since everything is a manifestation of Being, every effect is but an aspect of its cause and cannot in essence differ from it. That is why the well-known principle that from unity only unity can issue forth, or unum non fī nīsī usum, must be true. From the divine essence which is simple and one, only a simple being can issue forth. Mulla Sadra calls this first manifestation of the divine essence extended being (wujūd al-muṣūḥāt), the first intellect, the sacred effusion (faṣf al-muṣūḥāt) or the Truth of truths (ḥaqaq al-khāmil), which he considers to be one in essence but partaking of degrees and stages of manifestation.47

He divides reality into three categories: of the divine essence, of "Absolute Being" which he identifies with extended being, and of relative being which is that of the creatures.48 The cause of all things, therefore, is extended being which in turn is the first determination of the divine essence. God is, thus, the Cause of causes and the Ultimate Source of all effects to be seen in the universe, because all causes and accidents arise from the beings of things and all beings are in reality the stages of the One Being.

To terminate our discussion of the polarizations of Being in cosmic existence we must also consider the question of form and matter. On this question Mulla Sadra sides with the Peripatetics and is against the Illuminists in accepting the theory of hylomorphism. In his view, however, matter is not limited to the corporeal domain. Rather, it is the aspect of potentiality which manifests itself in all the realms of existence according to the conditions of that particular realm. Bodies have a matter belonging to the corporeal world, and souls (mujās), a matter conformable to the subtle world of the psyche; moreover, in each world matter is a lower degree of being of the form with which it is united and for that reason accompanies it in all realms of existence until the highest realm which is the world of pure intelligences

46 For the general discussion on cause and effect, see J. Mrugó, op. cit., pp. 85 ff.

47 It is this "simple being" or the supreme intellect which the Sufis before Mulla Sadra identified with the reality of Muhammad, see Ibn Arabi, La naissance des sages, tr. T. Burckhardt, Albin Michel, Paris, 1955, pp. 181 ff.

48 According to a principle—which is another of the well-known doctrines formulated by Mulla Sadra and is called baṣr al-bāṣarī qiṣṭ al-‘aṣāf, i.e., "Truth in its state of simplicity contains all things—the divine essence in its state of simplicity and "construction" contains all realities within itself. This is indeed a direct consequence of the principle of the unity of Being; if there is but one Being and the whole universe is nothing but Being, the universe and all its realities are contained in a state of "construction" in that One Being.
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(mujarradāt). That is why, as ʿĀkhdār expresses it, matter has love for form which forever compels it to seek union with it (form). Only in the intelligible world, which is also called the ʿilm al-jabarī, are the spiritual realities completely separated from and free of all species of matter, even the most subtle.

2. Substantial Motion—The question of potentiality leads to that of motion because motion, as Aristotle said, is becoming actual ʿa that which is potential. Mulla ʿṢadrā rejects the possibility of sudden change from one substance to another which the Peripatetics accepted along with gradual change. Rather, he considers all change to be a form of motion and introduces the idea of substantial motion (al-burādat al-ṣawāwarāʾ), which is another of the well-known principles associated with him. ʿṢadrā takes his outlook from which he goes on to prove the creation of the world in time, bodily resurrection, and many other doctrines that will be discussed in the course of this chapter.

It is well known that the Muslim Peripatetics, following Aristotle, limited motion to only four of the ten categories, i.e., quantity (kamān), quality (bājī), place (mabān), and substance, the last understood only in the sense of generation and corruption. Ibn Sina rejected completely substantial motion in any sense other than instantaneous coming into being and passing away and argued that since the essence of a thing depends upon its substance, if that substance were to change, its essence would also change and lose its identity.42

42 See J. Muslih, op. cit., p. 100. This distinction may seem to differ from what was said previously. But it must be remembered that the divine essence cannot be limited to Being, which is its first determination as well as the principle of universal manifestation. It is this distinction to which ʿĀkhdār is referring here.

Mulla ʿṢadrā placed so much emphasis upon this point that he discussed it not only in the First Book of the Aṣfar but in many other chapters of the work and in nearly all of his other books as well. See also H. A. Rāzī, Dam Fīl̲sī̲l̲j̲āb (Ṭabāb), 1334 Solar, pp. 30ff., and J. Muslih, op. cit., pp. 120ff. Mulla ʿṢadrā in the Second Book of the Aṣfar and other places insists that he is not the first among the Ḥadīmī to have introduced this idea but that the pre-Socratie philosophers had indicated although not explicitly the existence of substantial motion. Moreover, he gives the Qurʾānic verses such as “Do you create it or are We the Creator? We meet out death among you, and We are not to be outstripped, that We may transfigure you and make you what you know not” (lvi. 59–61, Fīṭḥalī’s translation) in support of his view.

43 See Ibn Sina, Fīl̲sī̲l̲j̲āb Nāma-i ʿĀli (Ṭabāb), University Press, Tehran, 1338/1912, pp. 3ff. Aristotle also in De Generatione et Corruptione (310b, 31–320a, 2) divides motion into the four categories of quantity, quality, place, and substance, and speaks of substantial change as one of the processes which characterize the sublunar region. But by substantial change Aristotle means only generation and corruption and for that reason later Muslim philosophers did not even apply the term “motion” to it and considered motion to be belonging only to the categories of quantity, quality, location, and posture.

Mulla ʿṢadrā, however, considers substantial motion to be an inner transformation of things somewhat in the alchemical sense in which there is not simply a coming into being and a passing away but a process through which a new state of being

Ṣadr al-Dīn ʿṢadrā (Mulla ʿṢadrā)

Following the Sufis, Mulla ʿṢadrā considered the world to be like a stream of water which is flowing continually and believes motion to be nothing but the continuous regeneration and re-creation of the world at every instant.44 According to him, it is not only the accidents but the substances of the universe itself that partakes of motion and becoming, i.e., continuous re-creation and rebirth.45 In order to prove this assertion, ʿĀkhdār makes use of several arguments. For example, he writes that it is an accepted fact that accidents have need of a substance upon which they depend for their being and properties. Their subsistence depends upon the subsistence of their substance and their creation and regeneration upon its creation and regeneration. Therefore, every change which takes place in the accidents of a body must be accompanied by a corresponding change in the substance; otherwise the being of the former would not follow the being of the latter. Or, in other words, since the effect must be the same as its cause, the cause or substance of a changing accident must itself be changing.

In addition, it is known that all beings in the universe are seeking perfection and are in the process of becoming and change in order to overcome their imperfections. Since divine manifestation never repeats itself, God creates new theophanies at every moment in order to remove imperfections and bring new perfections to things. The matter of each being, therefore, is continuously in the process of wearing a new dress, i.e., being well to a new form, without, however, casting away its older dress. It is only the rapidity of this change that makes it imperceptible and guarantees the continuity and identification of a particular being through the stages of substantial motion. According to Mulla ʿṢadrā, each body consists of matter and two forms: one, the form of the body which gives matter dimensions and the possibility of accepting other forms, and the other the form of the species (ṣūrāt nafs’ygān) which determines the species and identity of the body. Each of these is reached. Moreover, substantial change for the Aristotelians is sudden and instantaneous while for ʿĀkhdār it is gradual like other forms of motion. Also substantial change in the Aristotelian sense is limited to the sublunar region, while for Mulla ʿṢadrā the whole of gross and subtle manifestation portion of substantial motion. Ṭāfṣīr’s conception of substantial change, therefore, cannot be identified with that of Aristotle and should not be confused with it because of similarity in terminology. For an analysis of Aristotle’s doctrine of motion, see also H. A. Wolffson, Cosmic Critique of Aristotle, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 1928, pp. 513 ff.

44 The idea that God annihilates and re-creates the world at every moment is one that is shared by the majority of the Sufis. Ḥājj al-Dīn ʿĪbī also expresses it:

“Every moment the world is being renewed, and we are unaware of its perpetual change. Life is ever pouring in fresh, though in the body it has the semblance of continuity.”
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two forms is at every instant changing, and matter is taking on new forms at every moment. Moreover, at each stage of substantial change the totality of a being which itself consists of form and matter may be considered to be the master of the aspect of potentiality for the next stage the actualized aspect of which then becomes the form.

The power or force which motivates this change is nature which is a force hidden within the cosmic existence. In fact, since Being comes before nothingness, motion in this world comes before rest through the force immanent in the cosmos. Needless to say, this motion is limited to the degrees of cosmic existence in which matter is present, i.e., to corporeal and subtle manifestation, and does not extend to the world of pure intelligences or archetypes which are beyond all change.

Substantial motion itself has also the two aspects of change and permanence. Each form has two faces, one in the world of archetypes and the other in nature, the first permanent and the second in continuous renewal. The substance of the world itself is, therefore, the intermediary between permanence and change; it possesses two aspects, one which is continuously in motion and the other, which Mulla Sadra identifies with the intelligence, above all change.

Time, for Akhîn for Aristotle, is the quantity of motion, which, in a world of continuous substantial motion, becomes an inherent feature of cosmic existence. It is, more specifically, the measure of the substantial motion of the heavens but not the measure of their rotation as held by the Peripatetics. The heavens, according to Mulla Sadra, are in continuous contemplation of the perfection of their beloveds, i.e., the universal intellects which at every instant cause a new form to be projected upon the essence of the universal souls. The cause of celestial motion is, therefore, the desire to reaching perfection, a goal which, because of its limitlessness, makes celestial motion endless. The heavens are in continuous creative worship, their motion being a sign of their contemplation of the divine by means of the intelligences, and their causing generation and growth in nature through their illumination being a sign of their act of creation. The whole world, therefore, both in its gross and subtle domains, partakes of substantial motion, and time is the measure of this motion as it occurs in the heavens where it is most regular as well as regulatory.

Mulla Sadra makes use of the principle of substantial motion to explain many of the most intricate problems of metaphysics and physics including the relation between permanence and change which we have already mentioned, the creation of the world, the creation of the soul, and various eschatological questions. This principle can, therefore, be regarded as one of the distinguishing features of his doctrinal formulation.

As to the question of creation Akhîn opposes the simple creation ex nihilo of the theologians who believe the world to have been brought into being in time from utter nothingness. Likewise, he rejects the view of the Peripatetics who believe the world to have been created only in essence or in principio but not in time and the view of Mir Damad about al-budâh al-dahrî. Mulla Sadra believes that creation is in time (al-budâh al-замânî) because through substantial motion the being of the universe is renewed at every moment or, more explicitly, that the world is created at every instant, so that one can say that the being of the world depends upon its non-being at a previous moment. Where he differs from the theologians is that his conception of creation ex nihilo is complementary to the view that the archetypes of the world of creation exist changelessly in the intelligible world and that the world is connected with its divine origin through a permanent hierarchy.

This hierarchy begins with the first determination of the essence which Akhîn, following the Sufis, calls the reality of Muhammad. This is followed by the pure intelligences which are completely separated from matter and potentiality, the last of which is the giver of forms to the universe and the governor of the world of generation and corruption. This last intellect is like a mill that grinds out new forms at every moment to feed the budâh of the world. It governs the world according to divine decree and gives revelation to prophets and inspiration to saints. Following the intelligible hierarchy there is the world of cosmic imagination or invented or reflected forms or the purgatory between the intelligible and the material domains and, finally, the visible universe. The world is, therefore, created in time in the sense that its being is renewed after a moment in which it "was not"; at the same time it is the terminal state of an immutable hierarchy which through the subtle and angelic realms of being relates the visible cosmos to its divine source.

3. Divine and Human Knowledge.—From what we have already said, it is clear that for Mulla Sadra knowledge forms the very substance of cosmic manifestation itself and is moreover the gate to and means of salvation for the soul. Like all other gnostics Akhîn considers knowledge and being, or, from

---

44 In Fârîd 33 of the first book of the Asfâr, Akhîn writes that all bodies are limited within the four dimensions of length, breadth, depth, and time, and are differentiated by the division inherent in time, while their unity is preserved through their celestial archetypes or Platonic ideas.

45 See Chapter XLVII.

46 See Mulla Sadra, al-Wârîdât al-Qâlîbîyyah, Basîlî, pp. 243-49.
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another point of view, the knower and the known,44 to be essentially the same and identifies the being of things with God's knowledge of them.45 God knows His own essence and His essence is none other than His Being, and since His Being and essence are the same, He is as ones the knower, the knowledge, and the known.

In the case of the pure intellects or forms that are completely divorced from matter also, the intellect and the intelligible are the same, the difference in the two instances being that, although knowledge of the intellects is identical with their being, it is not identical with their quiddities, since their being surpasses their quiddities, whereas in the case of God knowledge is identical both with Being and quiddity, since God's quiddity is His Being.46

Mulla Ṣadrja rejects the Peripatetic notion that God's knowledge of things is the projection of their forms upon His essence as well as the idea followed by many Illuminists that God's knowledge is the presence of the very forms of things in His essence. Rather, he uses the generic symbol of a mirror in which God sees the forms or essences of all things and in fact, through the contemplation of those forms or archetypes in the mirror of His own essence, He brings all things into being. Moreover, since the forms of all creatures, universal as well as particular, are reflected in His essence, God has knowledge of every particle of the universe.47

Mulla Ṣadrja divides knowledge ('ilm) into acquired (hāfijā) knowledge and innate (hafidā) knowledge, and, like the Illuminists, divides the

44 The world of change here as in the case of Subrahmagupta means the whole visible universe and not only the sublunary region of the Aristotelians. According to Mulla Ṣadrja, the difference between the sublunary region composed of the four elements and the heavens composed of ether lies only in that the matter of the heavens is more subtle than the gross matter of the terrestrial environment and is governed by pure souls that are free from the passions of earthly souls.

45 The principle that the intellect, intelligible, and the intelligible are one (ītibād al-'ālāj al-nāhāj) is another point in which Mulla Ṣadrja opposed the previous Muslim philosophers. This principle, which was accepted by the Neo-Platonists, was rejected by Ibn Sina (see Idrisi, Haidari Press, Tehran, 1372/1993, Vol. III, pp. 282-93) and other Peripatetics. Ṣadrja, while acknowledging his debt to Porphyry and earlier Greek philosophers (see his Rasūl, p. 319), considered himself the first among Muslims to have reinstated this principle, which he is making a cornerstone of his intellectual edifice. Actually Afzal al-Din Kāshāni and before him Abu al-Hasan Ḥan, in his Kitāb al-Futūḥ al-Ma'ṣūm min al-Bīghahā had accepted this principle (see M. Minassie, "As Khāzīn-i Türkubān," Revue de l'École des Loisirs, Université de Tehran, Vol. IV, No. 3, March 1957, p. 59), but it was Mulla Ṣadrja who first systematized this principle and demonstrated it clearly.

46 For a discussion of the principle of the union of the intellect and the intelligible, see Azerie, pp. 271ff.

47 "God's knowledge of things is identical with their being" (Mulla Ṣadrja, al-Shahāb al-Rahbābiyyah, Tehran, Lithographed edition, 1326/1909, p. 36).


latter category into the knowledge of a thing of itself, of a cause of its effect, and of an effect of its cause. Perception is for him a movement from potentiality to actuality and an elevation in the degree of being in which the percipient or knower rises from his own level of existence to the level of existence of that which is perceived through the union between the knower and the known which characterizes all intellect.

As for acquired knowledge or the knowledge of the human soul of things other than itself, it is not a reflection of the forms of things upon the soul and the soul does not have a passive role in the act of knowing. Rather, since man is a microcosm composed of all degrees of existence, his knowledge of things comes from the contemplation of these forms in the mirror of his own being much like divine knowledge with the difference that God's knowledge leads to objective existence (al-wujūd al-'aim) of forms, while man's knowledge leads only to their mental existence (al-wujūd al-dhāhiri). Otherwise, man's soul has a creative power similar to that of God; its knowledge implies the creation of forms in the soul—forms the subsistence of which depends upon the soul as the subsistence of the objective universe depends upon God.48

According to Mulla Ṣadrja, mental existence or the presence in the mind of forms that yield knowledge of things as well as knowledge of itself is above the categories of substance and accidents and is identical with Being Itself. The knowledge that the soul has of things is just like the illumination of the light of Being. This knowledge establishes the form of that which is perceived in the mind, as Being establishes and manifests the forms and quiddities of things externally. Moreover, it repeats in an inverted order the degrees of cosmic manifestation. Just as cosmic existence originates from the divine essence through the world of the intelligences and consists of the degrees of cosmic souls, bodies, forms, and matter, so knowledge begins from the sense, then rises to the level of the imagination, apprehension, and finally intellect ascends the scale of Being to the summit from which the whole of universal manifestation has descended.

4. Soul, Its Origin, Becoming, and Entelechy.—Another of the important changes which Mulla Ṣadrja brought about in the formulation of Ḫikmat was the thesis he laid upon the importance of psychology or the science of the soul ('ilm al-nafs) above and beyond what Peripatetic philosophy had accorded to it. Moreover, he removed the discussion of psychology from physics or natural philosophy and made it a branch of metaphysics and a study that is complementary to the science of the origin of things.49

The soul (nafs), according to Mulla Ṣadrja, is a single reality which first

48 See his Rasūl, p. 246, where he quotes the Qur'anic statement that "not a particle of dust in the heavens and earth is hidden from God's knowledge" as a support and consequences of his conception of divine knowledge.

49 Ṣadrja adds that in the case of prophets and saints, the creative power of the soul becomes so great that like God Himself it can even create objective and external forms.
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appears as the body (jiya) and then through substantial motion and an inner transformation becomes the vegetative soul, then the animal soul, and finally the human soul. This development occurs from within the substance of the original body without there being any effusion from the heavenly souls or the active intellect.14 The substance of the human sperm is as first potentially a plant; then as it grows in the womb it becomes actually a plant and potentially an animal. At birth, it is actually an animal and potentially human, and finally at the age of adolescence it is actually human and potentially either an angel or a disciple of the devil.15 All of these stages lie hidden within the first substance or germ which through substantial motion traverses the degrees of being until it becomes completely divorced from all matter and potentiality and enjoys immortality in the world of pure intelligences.16 The soul is, therefore, brought into being with the body but it has spiritual substance independent of the body.17 Or, to be more precise, the soul at the beginning is the body which through inner transformation passes through various stages until it becomes absolutely free from matter and change.

The soul in each stage of its journey acquires a new faculty or set of faculties. As a mineral it has the faculty of preserving its form and as a plant, the faculties of feeding, growth, and the transformation of foreign substances into its own form. As an animal the faculties of motion and various forms of desire are acquired, and as a higher animal it develops in addition to the external senses the inner faculties of memory and imagination.18 Finally, in man the five inner faculties: sensation (hiss al-mukhtarat) which perceives forms, apprehension (sahah) which perceives meanings, fantasy (khayal) which preserves forms, memory (dhikr) which preserves meanings and the double faculty of imagination (maslah khayalik), and thought (mustajgil) which in the first case governs the sensible and in the second the intelligible domains, are also acquired.19 Throughout its development it is the same.

14 The whole of the fourth book of the Al-Fārîd is devoted to the science of the soul where the soul takes on a meaning totally different from the quasi-material substance of the Aristotelians.

Mulla Sadra often speaks of the complete science of things as wadâb al-ma‘ād, the origin and end, and has even a book by this name. He identifies the science of wadâb with theology and metaphysics and that of ma‘âd with psychology and anthropology.

15 The view of Mulla Sadra regarding the growth and perfection of the soul resembles the alchemical view in which the power to reach perfection is considered to lie within matter itself and not outside it.


17 That is why Aḥâfîn writes that “the first need of the universe was the intellect and the last stage in the intellect which is the fruit of that same tree” (ibid., p. 165).

18 This principle which in Arabic is called jumâa or jumâh and in the Indian jumâ or jumâh is another of the doctrines for which Mulla Sadra is famous.

19 We have not enumerated these faculties in detail because Mulla Sadra follows the earlier Muslim authors especially Ibn Sina on this point. See Chapter LXVI on ‘Natural History’ regarding the various faculties.

Sa’d al-Dîn Aṭṭâżî (Mulla Sadra)

single soul which in one case appears as sight, in another as memory, and in yet another as desire. The faculties are not something added to the soul but it is the soul itself or, in a more esoteric sense, Being itself which appears in various forms in each case.20 The soul passes through this stream of becoming—this world—and the parts of its course are marked by the archetypes or Platonic ideas that distinguish one species from another. It wears a new dress and a new guise at each point of the stream but the traveller is throughout one and the same.21

Although the enumeration of the inner faculties by Mulla Sadra is essentially the same as that made by previous Muslim authors borrowing it from Aristotle, there is one point in which Mulla Sadra departs from the Peripatetics completely. It is well known that Aristotle considered only the universal intellect to be immortal and the Muslim Peripatetics like Ibn Sina accorded immortality only to the intellectual part of the human soul. Mulla Sadra, following certain Sufi and Hermetic teachings, asserts that the faculty of imagination enjoys also a form of immortality or at least existence independent of the body. He considers the universe to consist of three domains: the intelligible world, the sensible world, and an intermediate world (barzakh) of imagination which is macrocosmic as well as microcosmic. The faculty of imagination in man as well as in some of the higher animals is, according to Aḥâfîn, a microcosmic counterpart of the cosmic imagination and has the power of creating forms. Upon the death of the body, this faculty, like the intellectual part of the soul, enjoys a form of life of its own and may in fact lead the soul to the intermediate world if it is the dominant element in the soul.

Mulla Sadra, like other Sufis, compares the soul to the cosmos on the one hand and to the Qur‘ân on the other, identifying the higher states of being of the soul with the esoteric meanings of the Qur‘ân.22 There are seven degrees of existence for the soul as there are seven heavens and seven levels of interpretation of the Qur‘ân. These degrees he enumerates as nature (lässih), soul (nasîr), intellect (’âf), spirit (rîkh), secret (sîr), hidden secret (khâf).

20 Al-Ghâshqâhî, al-Râhîbîyûh, pp. 134 ff.

21 By emphasizing the immanent aspect of the development of the soul, Mulla Sadra does not forget the transcendental factor, for in the treatise al-Ahrâf he writes that the archangel Idrîs’ blows life into the body and gives it the power of sensation and motion, that Idrîs’ enables the body to assimilate food and sends it its maintenance, that Idrîs’ gives it instruction regarding the revelation and acts of worship and finally that Idrîs’ enables the soul to abstract forms from matter and to separate itself from the body. Idrîs’, pp. 306-07.


As for the unity of the soul which from the gnostic point of view is identified with the divine essence or self, see A. K. Coomaraswamy, “On the One and Only Transcendent,” Journal of the American Oriental Society, June 1944, No. 3, pp. 19-43.
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potentiality; the intelligences which govern the heavens; the various psychic entities belonging to the world of the imagination such as the jins and certain parts of the human soul, animal and vegetable souls; and, finally, minerals and elements. The separated intelligences exist forever in the divine essence and are never separated from it. As for the rational soul (al-nafs al-muttafaqah), it is either perfect, as the souls of the heavens and of some men, and, in both cases, returns to God, or else it is imperfect. In the latter case it is either devoid of all desire for perfection as in the animals and those human beings who have committed much evil in this life, or it is desirous of perfection like many persons who, having chosen the wrong path, realize their mistake and wish to be guided towards the Truth. In the former case the soul, like other psychic entities belonging to the intermediary world, after separation from the body becomes united with the forms of the intermediary world of imagination (alam al-mi'aal). In the latter case the soul suffers after its separation from the body until it is finally purified and united with God.

Plants are either used as food by men and animals and, therefore, share in their destinies, or have an independent existence, in which case, after the end of their terrestrial existence, they join their archetypes in the world of pure forms. Likewise with minerals and the elements; they too become united with their intelligible counterparts after their terrestrial existence terminates. In fact, these terrestrial beings are united with their archetypes even while they are on earth, but only the gnostic a are aware of this reality.

As for man's bodily resurrection on the Last Day, Mulla Sadra considers it to be one of the great mysteries of metaphysics revealed only to those who have reached the highest stage. He accepts bodily resurrection which he interprets in a particular fashion. It is known that man's individuality and distinguishing characteristics come from his soul and not from his body because the substance of the body changes every few years without in any way destroying the unity of the human beings. Of the faculties of the soul, however, intellect and imagination are innate to it, while the vegetative and animal faculties such as the external senses and passions are received by it through the body. According to Aghani, in the next world all souls will receive the power to create external forms as prophets and saints do here in this world. For example, each soul can create the pleasure received through sight from within itself without the need of what appears to us here as an external organ. In other words, the organs of the body which appear as "external" to the soul are created from within the soul in the next world so that the resurrection of the soul is really complete with the body according to all the meanings we can give to the word "body."
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Difference between paradise and hell lies in that the souls in paradise have the power to bring into being all the forms that are beautiful and pleasant, all the flowers and kōrasī of paradise, while the impure souls in hell have only the power to bring into being ugly and unpleasant forms and are in fact forced to suffer by the very forms they will have created. Mullā Ṣadrā adds, however, that ultimately the pains suffered in the inferno will come to an end and, as Ibn 'Arabī had said, the fires of hell will freeze and all will return to the divine origin of things.

F

SIGNIFICANCE OF MULLĀ ṢADRĀ AND HIS INFLUENCE

As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, the importance of Mullā Ṣadrā lies not only in rekindling the lamp of learning and reviving the intellectual sciences fully for the first time after the Mongol invasion, but also for uniting and harmonizing revelation, gnosis, and philosophy together. Some authors have criticized Mullā Ṣadrā for taking certain principles from Ibn 'Arabī, Fīrāqī, and Suhrawardī Ḥaṭīfī and have, therefore, refused to accept his "originality." But as Aristotle has said so justifiably, there is nothing new under the sun. One cannot create a metaphysics of one's own as if metaphysics were a mechanical invention. The principles have always been and will always be the same. What determines the originality of an author in a traditional civilization like that of Islam is his ability to reinterpret and reformulate the eternal verities in a new light and thereby create a new intellectual perspective.

Regarded in this way, Mullā Ṣadrā must certainly be considered to be one of the most significant figures in the intellectual life of Shīʿī Islam. Coming at a moment when the intellectual sciences had become weakened, he succeeded in reviving them by co-ordinating philosophy as inherited from the Greeks and interpreted by the Peripatetics and Illuminationists before him with the teachings of Islam in its exoteric and esoteric aspects. He succeeded in putting the gnostic doctrines of Ibn 'Arabī in a logical dress. He made purification of the soul a necessary basis and complement of the study of Ḥikmat, thereby bestowing upon philosophy the practice of ritual and spiritual virtues which it had lost in the period of decadence of classical civilization. Finally, he succeeded in correlating the wisdom of the ancient Greek and Muslim sages and philosophers as interpreted esoterically with the inner meaning of the Qurān. In all these matters he represents the final stage of effort by several


He criticizes both the naturalists who deny the existence of the soul after death and the Peripatetics who accept only the resurrection of the soul but not of the body.

Ṣadr al-Dīn Ǧāḥīzī (Mullā Ṣadrā)

generations of Muslim sages and may be considered to be the person in whom the streams, which had been approaching one another for some centuries before, finally united.

More specifically, Mullā Ṣadrā was able to harmonize his doctrinal formulation with the teachings of Islam in such a way as to overcome all the major difficulties which the Peripatetic philosophers met in the face of the teachings of the Qurān and for which al-Ghazālī criticized them so severely. Of particular significance was his divorcing metaphysics to a large extent both from Ptolemaic astronomy and Aristotelian physics. While in Europe Galileo, Kepler, and Newton were destroying the homogeneity of Aristotelian cosmology and physics and in this way weakening the medieval Christian world-view which was closely linked with it, Mullā Ṣadrā, through his doctrine of substantial motion and through considering the science of the soul to be independent of physics, separated metaphysics to a large extent from medieval natural philosophy. This separation, although perhaps not of immediate significance in the eleventh/seventeenth-century Persia, which was still immune from European ideas, became of great importance in the later centuries. As the modern scientific world-view became more and more accepted in Persia during the Qājār period, the separation brought about by Alībīnd between metaphysics and natural philosophy helped to preserve the traditional wisdom in the face of attacks by modernists whose only weapon was modern scientific theories connected with the world of matter. In this way also, Alībīnd rendered great service to the Muslim intellectual sciences and helped their preservation until today.

There is no doubt that nearly the whole of the intellectual life of Persia during the past three centuries and a half has centred around Mullā Ṣadrā. Of his immediate students, Mullā Muḥṣin Faḍlī, 'Abd al-Raṣūl Labīhī, and Qāḍī 'Abū Ḥāfīẓ Qāmī, all of whom are among the leading figures of Shīʿī Islam, we need say little here for they have already been discussed in a previous chapter. It need only be added that these men in turn produced a generation

11 This esoteric view expressed in his commentary upon the Uṣūl al-Kāfī as well as in the Aṣfār was one most attacked by the esoteric "islams." The religious perspective which appeals essentially to the sentimental or passionate aspect of human nature must insist upon "external" punishment and reward in order to have its laws accepted in human society. Only the esoteric view must for the moment, and appealing to the contemplative aspect of man, can take into consideration the reality of heaven and hell with respect to the divine essence without in any way denying the reality or "eternity" of reward and punishment in the life hereafter with respect to human existence here.

For the background leading to Mullā Ṣadrā, see Chapter XLIV on "The School of Isfahān" in this work. See also Mullā Muḥṣin Faḍlī, al-Maḥājīf al-Baḥīfī, Vol. 1, Islāmīyāt Press, Tehran, 1379/1990, introduction by Sayyid Muḥammad Ǧulābī, pp. 10-23, in which the background leading to Mullā Ṣadrā as well as the distinguishing principles of his own doctrines is discussed.

12 It will be remembered that al-Ghazālī in his al-Manṣūrī 'in al-Dābīl con-
considered the philosophers to be idolaters on three points: their rejection of the resurrection.
of students who extended the teachings of ‘Abd al-Qadir far and wide. 18 In the Qajar period, after a short interim of anarchy caused by the Afghan invasion, the school of Mulla Sadra was once again revived, the most famous of its members being Haji Mulla Hadi Sadriwla, Mulla ‘Ali Nuri, the son of one of the most important commentator upon the ‘Ajgar, Shab’i Ahmad Askari, founder of the Shi‘i community and the commentator upon Mulla Sadra’s Masba‘i, Mulla ‘Ali Mubarak Zunzu, author of a significant work Bad‘i al-Hikam in Persian and masses upon the ‘Ajgar, and Muhammad Hadii, also the author of a commentary upon the ‘Ajgar. 19 The influence of the ‘Ajgar is to be met with wherever the traditional school of Hikmat is still preserved and taught in Persia. 20 All the adherents of this school have regarded Mulla Sadra as their master and it is no exaggeration to say that ‘Ajgar stands, along with ‘Araki, Ibn Sina, a-‘Ghazali, Na`ir al-Din Tusi, Shahrwari Maqtab, and I. ‘Arabi among the principal formulators of the Persian intellectual sciences and, though not well known outside Persia, is no less a figure than his more famous contemporaries. In him the many spiritual streams of the earlier centuries met and united in a new river which has watered the intellectual soil of Persia during the past four centuries; his teachings are as alive today as they were at the time of their formulation.


From what we have discussed of Mulla Sadra’s doctrines it is clear that he accepted the resurrection of bodies, God’s knowledge of particulars, and creation of the world in time though not quite in the same sense as that of the theologians.

Mulla Sadra’s doctrines were especially influential in India to which country one of his disciples by the name of Muhammad Sadiq Khayyat migrated—after reaching a wild state of ecstasy during one of Mulla Sadra’s lessons—and where he attracted many disciples. The works of Mulla Sadra have continued to be taught in the Islamic schools of the Indian sub-continent, especially his al-Hikmat which came to be known by the author’s name as Sadra. Many glosses have been written on it by various philosophers and scholars in India such as Muhammad Anjil al-Sadiq (d. 1140/1727), Mulla Hasan al-Lakhnawi (d. 1188/1778), Muhammad Ansari al-Saddiq (d. 1250/1834), and ‘Abd al-‘Ali Bakri al-Za’ur who lived in the thirteenth/ nineteenth century. Numerous manuscript of these and other glosses on the al-Hikmat are to be found in such libraries as the Raza Library of Rampur and the Khoda Bahadur Library in Patna (see the Catalogue of Arabic and Persian Manuscripts in the Oriental Library at Rastipur, Vol. XXI (Arabic MSS.), Bihar and Orissa, 1930, MSS. No. 2, 2331, 2636, 2371-78).

See Chapter XLVII on “The School of Isphahan.”

For a list of the names of Mulla Sadra’s disciples in the Qajar period, see Rashadat al-‘Arab and Goharwia, op. cit., pp. 103f.

I‘qbal’s statement that, “It is, moreover, the Philosophy of Sadra which is the source of the metaphysics of early Baha’ism” (Development of Metaphysics in the Early Baha’i Period, London, 1908, p. 179) is true only in a negative sense in the same way as the doctrine of the Rhenish mystics might be considered to be the source of the Protestant revolt during the Renaissance.
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Part 6. Political Thought

Ibn Khaldun

Chapter XLIX

A

The consideration of Ibn Khaldun’s political philosophy within the context provided by a work on the history of Muslim philosophy, and in a chapter concluding the history of Muslim political philosophy in the classical period,
must face and attempt to clarify the complex problem of the precise character of the political aspect of Ibn Khaldun's new science of culture, and its theoretical and practical implications when contrasted with the various philosophic practical sciences and Muslim legal sciences that share the same subject-matter. In this attempt, the investigator is faced with the dilemma that, although Ibn Khaldun shows intimate acquaintance with these philosophical and legal disciplines and with the writings of his predecessors on them, he does not present himself in his major work either as a philosopher or as a writer on legal matters; does not choose to continue either the Greek and Muslim tradition of political philosophy or any of the traditional Muslim legal sciences; and does not make a direct or thematic contribution in the form of a treatise on any of these disciplines. He considers his main contribution to be an almost wholly new science based on natural philosophy yet advancing beyond traditional natural philosophy by using certain conclusions of natural science to construct a complete science of culture.

The investigation of culture inevitably led Ibn Khaldun to be investigation of the phenomenon of government, which is both a constituent part and the "form" (ṣirāḥ), i.e., the organising principle, of culture. The third section of Book One of the "History" is devoted to this subject, and its title indicates the various problems which it investigates: "On States, Kingship, the Caliphate, and Sovereign Ranks; and the States Occurring in These—Containing Fundamental [Propositions] and Supplementary [Inquiries]." Since government is the form of culture as a whole, we also find extensive discussions of this subject in all the other sections of Book One, including the section on the sciences. This treatment of political matters is not, however, an independent discussion and is not based on premises of its own but forms an integral part of the science of the sciences. Ibn Khaldun himself distinguishes his new science, and his investigation of political matters within the scope of this science, from the traditional political science or political philosophy of his Greek and Muslim predecessors and also from the Muslim legal sciences. After recapitulating the substance of his own investigation of politics, an attempt will be made in this chapter to understand how he characterizes his new undertaking and justifies his departure from the well-established philosophical and legal traditions. We shall find that what appears at first to be an effort simply to distinguish between the science of culture and political philosophy and the legal sciences, progressively takes the form of a critique of, first, certain propositions, and, secondly, of the entire subject-matter of political philosophy and of dialectical theology, though the critique of the latter discipline is less pronounced and more implicit. In this connection, Ibn Khaldun raises a number of problems

In the section devoted to political authority and institutions, Ibn Khaldun remains loyal to the specific character of his new science. He begins with, and thereafter repeatedly recalls, the premises he had posited for the science of culture as a whole. The dominant theme of his discussion of political life is the explanation of the natural causes, powers, properties, stages, and accidents inherent in the properties of the human soul, and how they lead to necessity to the formation of political life and subject it to certain natural and necessary laws of human association.

Like culture as a whole, political life is considered by Ibn Khaldun to be a generated natural being. The methods he follows in determining its characteristics are, therefore, adopted from natural science in general, and from biology in particular. Genetically, he follows the development of political life through its various stages: how it is generated, grows, reaches its maturity, sickness, and dies. In biology, the efficient cause of this movement is taken to be the soul and its temper (nafs). In culture, Ibn Khaldun considers the efficient cause of the movement to be a specific property of the human soul, i.e., social solidarity (sawādīq) which is a combination of the natural feeling for one's relatives and friends, and of the need for defence and survival. It cemented a group together, dictated the need for a ruler, leads to conflicts with other groups, and generates the power of conquest leading to victory over others; its initial power determines the extent of this conquest; and the fulfillment of appetites and desires, finally, weakens it and leads to the disintegration of political power.

This genetic method is supplemented by the analytical method through which Ibn Khaldun distinguishes and compares the various forms of political power, and the institutional arrangements within each form. Apart from the purely natural regime in which a tyrant or small band or groups give free

1 Q. I. 278f. Cf. Book 4, Part 4, Chapter XLVI for bibliographical information about Ibn Khaldun's works and other works cited in the footnotes. Complete bibliographical information will be given in this chapter only for works not already cited.
In the Islamic legal sciences, Al-Farabi insists that the treatment of political life is not to be confused with the treatment of political life in the Islamic legal sciences which aim at determining the legal prescriptions to be followed by adherents to the Islamic Law, with the sayings of popular wisdom which do not explain the nature of political life, or with political science or political philosophy which aims primarily at determining how man ought to conduct himself to achieve happiness and perfection.

In summarizing the Third Book of the Laws, al-Farabi informs us that Plato explained that all the somoi are subject to generation and corruption and regeneration, and that he explained the growth of cities, the development of the art, and the origins and development of governments. In this context, al-Farabi employs the two central terms which have come to be associated with Ibn Khaldun's new science, i.e., urusim and naqiyiyah. Since al-Farabi indicates that generation and corruption are inherent in all the somoi and in all cities all the time (i.e., they occurred in the past, occur now, and will occur in the future), he is also alluding to the fact that Muslim governments and laws are equally subject to these natural laws.

The context within which this similar discussion occurs, however, indicates that, for the political philosophers, the explanation of the natural origins and the generation and corruption of regimes is not an independent inquiry but a subversive branch of the art of legislation and, ultimately, of political science; its aim is to provide the legislator with the necessary knowledge upon which to base his decisions in laying down such laws as are appropriate to the particular group for which he is legislating under particular circumstances. In contrast, the immediate and apparent context within which Ibn Khaldun's inquiry into political affairs is pursued is not the art of legislation or political science, but the science of culture which he develops as an independent science. His major contribution consists in pursuing this inquiry with relative freedom from the art of legislation and of political science or the art of determining how men ought to live; and in elaborating all the natural

---

1 Q. I, 342ff.; II 190ff.
3 Ibid., pp. 17, 18, 19, 20 and 6, 24–10, 32–13, 41–8.
5 Q. I, 63:5–9.
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properties and concomitants of political life necessitated by man's natural constitution. Furthermore, he is the only Muslim thinker who has shown, explicitly and in detail, that Muslim history and Muslim regimes are indeed subject to these natural laws of generation and corruption, and, therefore, has insisted that the proper understanding of Muslim history presupposes the natural understanding of the essential properties of man and human association in general.

C

In defending the legitimacy of his new inquiry into political matters, Ibn Khaldun does not attempt to present it as a new version of political philosophy or as a substitute for it, but rather to explain the distinction between the new inquiry and the established practical philosophic sciences. This distinction is made on the ground of certain basic differences which Ibn Khaldun invokes at appropriate places in the course of his inquiry. The examination of these differences will shed light on the fundamental character of both Muslim political philosophy and Ibn Khaldun's new science of culture. Immediately after formulating the basic principles of the new science, and asserting its relative independence and newness, Ibn Khaldun sets out to show that "it does not belong to the science of rhetoric, for the subject of rhetoric is convincing speeches, useful in attracting the multitude toward a certain opinion or turning them away from it." And "Nor does it belong to the science of political government [ṣiyāsah al-nadāniyyah], for political government is the administration of the household of the city as is obligatory [kōnā pārāj] according to the requirements of ethics and wisdom so that the multitude he made to follow a course leading to the protection and preservation of the [human] species. Thus, its subject differs from the subject of these two arts which are similar to it." Only after having stated this difference does Ibn Khaldun proceed to suggest that the new science "is, as it were, newly discovered." This suggestion is offered reluctantly on the ground that he could not find it in the works of the Greek wise men available to him, a fact which seemed to him to be in need of some explanation: "The wise men perhaps were concerned in this with the fruits of the sciences; and the fruit of this [science] is, as you saw, in the correction of historical reports only. Even though its problems in themselves and in their proper spheres are noble, its fruit is the rectification of [historical] reports which are weak [dā al-faqī] That is why they deserted it."
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Ibn Khaldun’s claim for the relative independence and newness of his science seems thus to be intimately related to his success in distinguishing it, and setting it apart, from rhetoric and political science, or to his success in showing that it does not belong to either of them. This he does through delimiting the subject-matter of these two disciplines by emphasizing their and governing it according to the requirement of ethics and wisdom. The direct fruit of the science of culture, in contrast, is not convincing the multitude or making it follow an ethical or wise course or way of life (which, in wisdom of the legislator and the ruler, and the ability to convince the multitude, but simply the understanding of the nature and properties of man and human association or culture, an understanding which is pursued with the specific aim of verifying historical reports. The science of culture is not an art governed by how man ought to live, how society is to be rightly governed, how the multitude is to be convinced, but a scientific inquiry into how man has actually lived in the past, and the natural causes determining the mode of human association and necessitating the activities and ways of life pursued in the diverse human societies about which we possess historical reports, in order to be able correctly to judge the soundness or falsity of those reports.

This leads Ibn Khaldun to a second distinction between the science of culture and political science with respect to the inherent character of their subject-matters and, consequently, to their conclusions. It was shown that the premises of the science of culture are drawn exclusively from the conclusions demonstrated in the natural sciences. Subsequently, Ibn Khaldun claims the same natural and necessary character for the entire subject and for the conclusions of this science. In contrast, political science, having as its objective the right conduct of government according to the requirements of ethics and wisdom, does not restrict itself to these natural and necessary premises, but is concerned further with what is ethically or philosophically good for human society, and seeks to convince the multitude of the necessity or obligation of accepting it. Ibn Khaldun insists that such matters cannot claim the natural and necessary character of the subject-matter of the science of culture. Because political science is concerned primarily with how man ought to live and how human society ought to be governed, it upholds principles which are not, strictly speaking, natural or necessary (i.e., grounded in the science of nature); and their concern with strictly natural principles, as evidenced in Plato’s and al-Fārābî’s treatment of the laws, is subsidiary and accidental to their attachment to these other principles.

Ibn Khaldun does not then restrict himself to distinguishing between the new science and the traditional political science, to justifying the need for the new science of culture, and to showing that it has a relatively independent and legitimate subject-matter of its own; he makes, and repeats, certain observations about traditional political science which are not necessarily called for as far as his immediate task is concerned. At first sight, these observations seem to present traditional political science under unfavourable light, to suggest certain fundamental theoretical disagreements between Ibn Khaldun and Muslim political philosophers, and to prove the superior character of the new science as compared to the traditional political science. Yet Ibn Khaldun’s own modest estimate of the “fruits” of the science of culture is a warning against accepting these conclusions at their face value. In order to explore his intention, we must first understand the issues involved.

The central issue which Ibn Khaldun repeatedly invokes in this connection is the proof of the “necessity” of prophecy, and of the prophetic religious law, adhered by Muslim political philosophers. Upon the first reference to this issue, Ibn Khaldun cites what is mentioned by wise men in their proof of the necessity of prophecies, what is mentioned in the fundamentals of jurisprudence (Uṣūl al-Fiqh) in proving the necessity of languages, and what the jurists (fāqīḥs) mention “in the justification of legal precepts through their purpose.”14 In all of these disciplines, the jurists attempt to present a natural proof for the necessity of a legal or conventional prescription, and they seem to argue as follows: men must co-operate in society, therefore they necessarily need a ruler who must be a prophet; men by nature need to express their intentions, therefore they necessarily need the easier method of doing this, which must be a language; men must preserve their species and their social life uncorrupted, therefore they must abstain from adultery, murder, and injustice. The necessity of prophecy thus appears to be based on the same kind of argument and, consequently, to have the same status, as the necessity of language, and of the injunctions against adultery, murder, and injustice. Now, all these have some basis in nature. But they cannot be traced directly or exclusively to nature; and they are not produced by nature in a necessary manner. They are, rather, the product of human convention and law, or of a divine Law. That they are not, strictly speaking, natural or necessary, becomes evident when we consider the diversity of languages, and the differences and conflicts among the various legal arrangements (including those claiming divine origin) in different communities. The mistake of these jurists consists in beginning with the nature of man and society, showing the need for some such conventions and laws, and concluding that this is sufficient proof of the exclusively natural and necessary character of conventions and laws.

While the proof of the “necessity” of prophecy shares in this general mistake of argumentation, it is in a class by itself, and we need to follow Ibn Khaldun’s refutation of it more closely. According to him, the philosophers begin with the demonstration of the necessity of a government and a ruler. This demonstration he accepts as valid and adopts as the first premise of

14 Q. 1, 63-64.
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his science. However, "The philosophers (falsafah) make an addition to this demonstration when attempting to establish prophecy by rational argument, and that it is a natural property of the human being. Thus they confirm this demonstration [i.e., the indispensability of the ruler] up to its conclusion and that human beings cannot escape being under restraining and reconciling rule (jahl ud-din). Then they say, after that, 'That rule comes to be by a divine or religious Law (Qanun) imposed by God and introduced by one [member] of the human species distinguished from them [i.e., the rest] by the special [properties] of His guidance with which God entrusts him in order that submission to him and acceptance from him take place; so that ruling among them and on them be completed without disacknowledgment or [angry] reproach.' This proposition by the philosophers (falsafah) is, as you see, not demonstrable; since existence and human life may become complete without that Law and prophet by [virtue of] what the ruler imposes by himself or by [virtue of] the [social] solidarity (jama'ah) by which he is enabled to conquer them [i.e., his subjects] and make them follow his path. Thus, the People of the Book and the followers of the prophets are few compared to the Magians who have no [revealed] Book; for they [the latter] form the majority of the inhabitants of the world. Despite that, they possessed states and monarchs in addition to [simply] having lived; and they still have these to this epoch in the intertemporal regions of the north and the south, in contrast to human life in confusion and without a restraining and reconciling [ruler] at all; this is impossible. By this becomes plain to you their mistake concerning the obligatory [character] of prophecies, and that it [this obligation] is not rational; rather, it is apprehended by the Law, as is the doctrine of the ancestors of the community."

The supposed demonstration of the philosophers is based on the minor premise that every ruler must rule with a divine Law. This is evidently false, since a ruler can rule by virtue of royal authority alone, and even a simpleton knows that there have been innumerable rulers without divine authority. This simple fact could not have escaped the notice of the philosophers whom Ibn Khaldun calls "wise men," and the issue cannot be dismissed on this level.

D

There are two possible philosophic approaches to the study of man and society: the first, which is characteristic of the Ibn Khaldun's science of culture, is through the natural sciences; the second, which is the characteristic approach of the Greek and Muslim political philosophers, is through a consideration of the end of man. Since the end of man, his perfection or happiness, pre-
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and of the place of man within it. (2) Further, in his "Parts of Rational Sciences," Ibn Sina specifies that the aim of the practical part of philosophy or wisdom is not the attainment of certainty about existents, but "perhaps" of opinions, and not opinions simply but opinions for the sake of realizing the good. 19 In addition, that part of political philosophy which deals with political governments studies all classes of governments, good and bad, those based on kingship as well as those based on prophecy and divine Laws. 20 Although political philosophy may favour the political government based on prophecy, it transcends any particular class of political arrangements. These issues, however, are not raised in the exposition of the "divine" version of political philosophy in his comprehensive philosophic works; instead, he purports here to offer not a discussion of the total subject of political philosophy or the various classes of opinions and action in all political regimes, but what appears to be a rational justification, or the "obligatory" character, of a specific class of political regimes, i.e., that which is originated by a prophet-legislator. The final chapters of the Shari‘ah, for instance, determine that the Sina would treat the proof of prophecy, and the prophet’s call to God and the return to Him; prayers and their utility in this world and the next; the foundation of the city and the household, and legal preceptions relating to them (discussed within the framework of prophetic legislation); and successors to the Prophet (Caliphate and Imamate), and other matters relating to governments and ethics.22 The whole discussion is thus, centred around prophecy and presupposes its "obligatory" character.

Ibn Khaldun’s first and foremost observation on the total scope of the subject-matter of "divine" political science is that it is not natural (fabi‘i) or necessary (farabi‘i), by which he means the same thing and it is fundamentally this: Considering the natural constitution of man as a political animal, we do not find that revelation, divine Laws, and divine governments, and the concern with resurrection and reward and punishment, to be necessary conditions for his survival, for the formation of society, and for the continued existence of both. Religion does not belong to those requirements that form the indispensable minimum for the existence and preservation of society; it is not the sufficient condition, nor even one of the sufficient conditions, required for social life in order that it may exist and continue. Man’s natural constitution and the charter of society do not make it absolutely mandatory upon man to be a member of a religious community and to obey the precepts of a divine Law. 23 Given human nature, prophecy and revelation are

9 Agabios al-Ulam, p. 155.
10 Ibid., pp. 107-08. This philosophic discussion of the prophetic regime, according to Ibn Sina, is contained in Plato’s works on the soul.
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possible phenomena. Supposing that a prophet does come and that he possesses, in addition, the ability to rule, to command obedience, and to legislate, there will come to exist a divine Law. And given certain climatic and other conditions, his Law may be followed and preserved. To be obeyed and preserved, this Law must include certain opinions, such as that prophecy is necessary. These opinions are legally "obligatory" or binding upon the followers of that Law; the source of this obligation is not human nature and the nature of society, or unaided human reason, but a specific divine revelation and a specific divine Law. Thus, what induces Ibn Khaldun to reject the natural and necessary character of religion and divine Laws, and, consequently, of the whole subject-matter of "divine" political science, is not merely that divine government, like man-made language, and injunctions against adultery, murder, and injustice, is conventional or legal in character. 24 For, despite their conventional character, it could be shown that, unlike divine government, all the rest are necessary conditions for the existence and preservation of any society. 25 But that the authority of unaided human reason is sufficient to prove that. (Ibn Khaldun says, for instance, that the authority of human reason is "sufficient" for "forbidding injustice." 26) Divine government is not only a legal convention; it does not even belong to those legal conventional arrangements that form the indispensable minimum required for the existence and preservation of society which can be said, therefore, to be natural and necessary conventions.

Ibn Khaldun’s second major observation is that the premises and, consequently, the conclusions of "divine" political science are not rationally demonstrable (burhān), i.e., unaided human reason cannot achieve certainty concerning such subjects as the obligatory character of divine revelation and the divine Law; the necessity of believing in the opinions about God, resurrection, and reward and punishment; or the necessity of performing the actions prescribed in a divine Law, such as worship. The authority for the obligatory character of these opinions and actions is the divine Law itself. Divine Laws, however, command and do not demonstrate (at least not rationally) the necessity of holding the opinions and of performing the actions commanded. So far as human reason is concerned, these commands remain undemonstrated, i.e., they continue to hold the status of belief or opinions. Whether these opinions are true or false, generally accepted or not, practically good and useful or bad and harmful, or whether they are preferable or objectionable, is not here the issue; rather, it is that the obligation (set up by those who pretend to have shown that these opinions are rationally obligatory) does not impose itself on human reason. The only obligation that seems to be convincing is the legal obligation set up by divine Laws. Unlike demonstrated

24 Cf. above, pp. 96-67.
25 Not that a particular language, etc., is necessary, but that some language is necessary.
26 Q. 1, 346:4-5.
conclusions, underdemonstrated opinions do not by themselves compel the assent of human reason; in order to be accepted, they need an additional force, which in this case is provided by divine Laws.

We are now in a better position to understand the reason why ibn Khaldūn distinguishes at the outset between his new science of culture on the one hand, and the practical philosophic sciences, the legal sciences, and popular wisdom, on the other; and why, in discussing the six premises of the new science, he distinguishes between what can be demonstrated and what cannot be demonstrated within the science of nature. Only in the science of nature are we able to arrive at demonstrated conclusions about what is natural and necessary for man and society. The conclusions of all these other sciences are underdemonstrated opinions. This is also the case with the conclusions of the divine science or the science of divine beings. The fact that "divine" political science is based on premises derived from divine science deprives all of its conclusions of their demonstrable character. This is also the reason why ibn Khaldūn mentions rhetoric as the first of the practical philosophic sciences. Since the practical sciences deal with opinions, and opinions do not compel assent immediately, an art is needed which is capable of convincing men to accept certain opinions and to reject others. This is precisely the function of rhetoric. In the practical sciences, the philosophers do not follow the method of demonstration; they are not, strictly speaking, philosophers but rhetoricicians.

E

Ibn Khaldūn's critique of "divine" political science presents a curious paradox: it defends religion against the mistakes of theologians and it defends theology against the mistakes of philosophers. His defence of religion consists in establishing revelation and divine Laws as the exclusive source for beliefs in the substance of the doctrines relative to prophesy and divine government, yet he objects to every kind of theology or the effort to prove these doctrines rationally. His defence of philosophy consists in the bold assertion that, in as far as reason is concerned, the political doctrines purporting to support religion cannot claim a status higher than that of underdemonstrated opinions, and he exposes the philosophers who claimed that they were presenting properly a philosophical support or defence of religious doctrines, or had succeeded in turning philosophy into a rational theology. From this it appears that ibn Khaldūn's critique is not directed against philosophy, but against theology, not against philosophers as philosophers, but against theologians in their role as theologians, dialecticians, and rhetoricicians.

This critique is based on the distinction between religion or, more specifically, religious beliefs and practices based on a particular revelation and divine Laws, and philosophy or, more specifically, the body of scientifically demonstrated conclusions based on rational inquiry. It is characteristic of ibn Khaldūn that he upholds the legitimacy of both religious knowledge and scientific philosophic knowledge in their proper spheres, and contests the theoretical legitimacy of all disciplines that occupy an ambivalent position between the two and profess to demonstrate their agreement. Such disciplines, which according to him belong to sophistry and rhetoric rather than either to religion or scientific philosophy, are primarily the dialectical theology of the Mutasal-mīn and the political theology of the philosophers.

Religiously, ibn Khaldūn identifies himself with the early Muslims or the pious ancestors who rejected all attempts at rational justification of religious beliefs and practices as unnecessary, if not dangerous, "innovations." But since these pious ancestors were innocent of the philosophic sciences, they could not be considered his true precursors. Philosophically, he supports his position, not only on the basis of the requirements of scientific demonstration, but by invoking the authority of the philosophers who followed the method of verification (muqaddimah). He thus shows a predilection for pure religion and pure philosophy over against any kind of theology which is necessarily a confused mixture of both.

It is noteworthy that in the crucial passage where ibn Khaldūn criticizes the divine sciences and the political theology of the philosophers, he mentions al-Farābī and ibn Sina but not ibn Rushd. Of Muslim philosophers, it was precisely ibn Rushd who (like ibn Khaldūn) was a recognized religious judge (qādī) and a philosopher who criticized al-Farābī and ibn Sina for imitating the dialectical theologians, and who wrote the most celebrated treatise on religion and philosophy the main theme of which is the defence of the legitimacy of religion and philosophy in their proper spheres, and which is a devastating attack upon the combination of religion and philosophy in the form of theology. It is not possible here to enter into the historical and doctrinal developments that led to ibn Rushd's new attitudes towards theology. For our immediate purpose we need only note that in this decisive respect ibn Khaldūn is following in the footsteps of one of his most illustrious Muslim predecessors. Therefore, his position could not be construed to be anti-philosophic or based on any lack of understanding of the intentions of al-Farābī and ibn Sina. To understand his specific reasons for criticising them, we must now analyse his treatment of Muslim dialectical theology (Kalam), and of the divine science and political theology of the "philosophers."

"Dialectical theology," says ibn Khaldūn, "involves arguing for the beliefs of faith with rational proofs, and answering the innovators who deviate in [their] beliefs from the ways of the ancestors and the followers of orthodoxy." 25

25 Q. III, 211.
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The beliefs of faith consist of such things as the attributes of God, the truth of revelation and prophecy, the angels, the spirit, the jinns, resurrection, paradise, hell, etc. Unlike things that have rationally ascertainable natural causes, these are ambiguous matters, the reality of which reason cannot ascertain. Therefore, it must be left to the divinely-ordained legislator (the Prophet) to determine them and teach them. The general run of believers, like the deaf and the blind, must accept the authority of their fathers and teachers, and since they cannot establish the truth of these matters, they must follow the generally accepted opinions about them, based on the command of their prophet-legislators. More important, however, is the fact that these beliefs are not theoretical assertions but part of a way of life within a system of divine government intended for the happiness of the believer. Their purpose is not mere knowledge or belief or assent or faith. Perfection, according to the legislator, consists of “perfect faith” or the habit firmly rooted through practical repetition, activity (worship, obedience, and submission), until believers possess the established attribute moulding their souls. Beliefs are not primarily intended to be known, but to “be possessed”; their purpose is not knowledge, but practical utility; their end is not theoretical perfection, but the happiness promised by the legislator.

The proper function of dialectical theology is to defend beliefs with rational arguments, but since this is not necessary for faith, it is only useful when these beliefs are endangered by innovators who attack them by the use of rational arguments. This happened in Muslim history with the rise of the Mu'tazilites, the Shī'ites, and other innovators. At that time, dialectical theology had a useful function to perform. Once innovators are suppressed (rational argument being one of the tools used in this fight), dialectical theology has no further reason to exist; indeed it can be harmful, since it gives the impression that rational arguments are somehow necessary for accepting beliefs. This is false both because (except in the case of rational attacks upon them) beliefs do not need rational support and because the rational support offered by dialectical theology is only dialectical, sophistical, or rhetorical (i.e., based on common opinion); it has no scientific value. While discussing the emergency of dangerous innovations, Ibn Khaldun notices a certain identity of origin and a certain parallelism between the opinions of the innovators (the Mu'tazilites and the Shi'ites) and the writings and opinions of the philosophers “which are in general at variance with the beliefs of the divine Law.” He indicates that innovators in Islam studied the works of the philosophers. But it seems also that the philosophers in turn took notice (e.g., in their rational proof of the obligation of having successors
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or Caliphs to the Prophet) of the opinions of the innovators or of the Mu'tazilite and Shi'ite theologians, and presented identical or similar opinions; or that philosophers presented themselves to the Muslim community in the guise of Muslim theologians purporting to give a rational support for certain Muslim beliefs, and more specifically of those beliefs, held by the heterodox minorities, which were closer to their own views. Be this as it may, Ibn Khaldun was also aware of the radical difference between the content and the ultimate intentions of the views of the philosophers and those of theologians of all shades. That is why he devotes special chapters to the exposition of divine science and of the philosophy centered around this divine science.

In contradistinction to all dialectical theologians, philosophers suppose that “all” existence can be apprehended by “mental contemplation and rational syllogisms.” It thus appears that they include all “spiritual” beings in their contemplation; hence, they purport to give (in divine science) a rational, syllogistic knowledge of God, the soul, resurrection, etc., or of the religious beliefs revealed and commanded by the prophet-legislators. Unlike dialectical theologians, however, philosophers do not begin with religious beliefs as revealed by the prophets and attempt to elucidate them or support them rationally; their position is that reason can know these matters independently of revelation. Being philosophers, they also believe that the rational syllogistic knowledge of these matters is superior to divine revelation and, therefore, must be made the final judge of the correctness of revelation, or that “the rectification of the beliefs of faith is through contemplation, not through tradition (hearing: sunnah), for they [i.e., the beliefs] belong to the apprehensions of the intellect.”

But philosophy does not content itself with presenting theoretical knowledge as a superior alternative to religious belief; philosophy is also a way of life, and the philosophers contend that true happiness consists of complete theoretical knowledge, or “the apprehension of all existents . . . through this contemplation and those demonstrations,” together with the improvement of the soul and the acquisition of the virtues (all of which can be known and established by the sole agency of reason). In contrast to the religious way of life and the happiness promised by the prophet-legislators, this philosophic way of life and the happiness of the philosopher “is possible for the human being even if no divine Law comes down.” For the lovers of wisdom, the blessed life means theoretical knowledge and living according to the dictates of reason, and eternal suffering means ignorance.

95 Q. III, 31-35.
97 Q. III, 40-42, 43-60.
98 Q. III, 40, cf. also 41.
In presenting the content of their theoretical knowledge and of their way of life, however, philosophers have committed grave errors, not only from the more apparent standpoint of religion, but also from the standpoint of philosophy itself. Philosophy says that scientific knowledge has to conform to certain conditions and that scientific demonstration is possible only within the limited range of what can be humanly experienced and known. Yet philosophers in general, and al-Fārābī and ibn Sīna in particular, seem to speak about all sorts of “spiritual” matters: the One, the source of all beings; the emanation of beings; the states of the soul after departing from the body, its return to the source, joining the active intellect, and resurrection. Further, they present these matters in a manner suggesting that they are the philosophical parallels to, or the true meaning of, religious beliefs, and even “that the joy resulting from this apprehension is identical with the happiness promised [by the Prophet-legislator].” Yet their great master, Plato, had said: “As to divine things, nothing can be more real or more concerning them; rather, they are spoken of in accordance with what is most fitting and proper”—he means “opinion.” Since Plato was indeed the great master of al-Fārābī and ibn Sīna in their exposition of divine matters, and the Timaeus and the Laws were their models, we are faced again with the question why the philosophers, including Plato, should find it necessary or useful to speak profusely concerning matters of which one cannot achieve certainty; why, having done this, al-Fārābī and ibn Sīna did not indicate clearly that they were only giving the most fitting and proper “opinions” about these matters; and why, finally, they gave the impression that these opinions were the equivalents or the fitting interpretations of religious beliefs—in short, why they presented fitting opinions in the guise of demonstrated conclusions on religious beliefs. The exploration of this theme is an indispensable prerequisite for a sound understanding of Muslim political philosophy. For the present, we shall restrict ourselves to the following observations with the intention of clarifying ibn Khaldūn’s position.

In his section on “divine science” (“’ilm al-ilāhi”) in the “Enumeration of the Sciences,” al-Fārābī divides this science into three parts: the first two examine existents as existents, and the principles of the demonstrations of particular theoretical sciences (logic, natural science, and mathematics), respectively. The third part examines incorporeal existents, their number, order, and progression to the most perfect One; explains the attributes of this last and perfect incorporeal existent; explains “that this which has these attributes is the one which must be believed to be God”; makes known the descending order of existents beginning with Him; explains that the order of existents involves no injustice or irregularity; and finally “sets out to refute corrupt opinions” about God. The relation between political science, treated by him in the following chapter, and this last function of divine science is not immediately clear, although the inclusion of dialectical theology (Khulq) as part of political science leaves no doubts as to the political importance of the opinions of the citizens concerning incorporeal existents. In his strictly political writings, on the other hand, he does set up a detailed theology for the inhabitants of the city. But here he does not speak about the relation between this theology and the examinations conducted in divine science. We conclude that al-Fārābī leaves the problem of the relation between divine science and political theology set up for the inhabitants of the city ambiguous, at least in his more public writings.

At first sight, ibn Sīna appears to have followed a different course. In all of his works that deal with the whole subject-matter of philosophy, he presents the conclusions arrived at in divine science as making “obligatory” the existence of the prophets, the legislation of divine Laws, and even the contents of the beliefs and practices legislated in these Laws. How is it, as ibn Khaldūn observes, that ibn Sīna begins his second version of political science with a recapitulation of the conclusions arrived at in the first (natural) version of political science and seems to be building the “obligatory” character of prophecy and divine Laws upon that natural basis; but ibn Khaldūn correctly notes that the “proof” of the obligatory character of prophecy and divine Laws is not based on the nature of man as explained in De Anima, but on the additional examinations conducted thereafter in divine science. Ibn Sīna’s presentation of his political theology is indeed based on rational considerations, but not on the rational consideration of the nature of man as in De Anima; rather, it is based on the attributes of “the First Cause and the angels.” Being what divine science has presented the First Cause and the angels to be, it is obligatory that they should send prophets and divine Laws. Since divine science is a rational science, the obligation set up here seems to be rational, not legal; God and the angels are not bound by Laws but by their very nature. Thus, ibn Khaldūn is again justified in interpreting this rational obligation to mean natural necessity, and in wondering why God and the angels do not uniformly act in accordance with what is purported to be their very nature, why they have not fulfilled their obligation to the overwhelming majority of mankind, and why only on rare occasions have there been prophets and divine Laws.

Ibn Sīna seems indeed to argue in the context that the realization of prophecy is necessary as a preparation for the existence of the “good order”...
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or of man’s possible perfection, a perfection which he assumes to have become evident as the proper end of man in divine science, as this raises the further question whether prophecy and divine Law be, as they are known to exist, are preparations for this type of perfection. We are, thus, forced to note that despite the apparent clarity of his presentation of the relation between his divine science and his political theology, Ibn Sina leaves many questions unanswered, or that his presentation is as ambiguous as that of al-Farabi. There is, thus, ample justification for Ibn Khaldūn’s criticism. Following Plato, he explains that these ambiguities follow from the fact that in divine science itself the philosophers have not attained, or at least have not presented, certain knowledge, but only fair and fitting opinions. Therefore, their political theology has the same character.

Ibn Khaldūn raises this issue in the most acute and critical fashion; he reveals that the philosophers, in presenting fair opinions and demonstrable conclusions concerning the way to theoretical perfection and happiness, could only defend them by means of dialectical and rhetorical arguments; and, though beginning with the opposite extreme of the starting-point of the dialectical theologians, they do in fact assume the same role as the dialectical theologians when presenting and defending these opinions. In taking his bearings on these matters, Ibn Khaldūn distinguishes between philosophy properly so-called, i.e., the philosophic sciences which do in fact pursue the method of demonstration and about the conclusions of which, when properly arrived at, there can be no doubt, and philosophic theology (the greater portion of divine science) and political theology (or “divine” political science) which are in fact the philosophic versions of dialectical theology (Kulụn). He accepts the former (i.e., logic, natural science, mathematics), while rejecting the latter.47

Ibn Khaldūn’s theoretical reason for this rejection is justified but cannot be considered sufficient. For, granting that ultimately the theology and divine political science of the philosophers are in fact likely images and opinions presented in the guise of rational beliefs, it remains to be shown that these images and opinions are not only contrary but in fact inferior to the religious beliefs of the community in which they were being propagated. From the standpoint of demonstrative science, religious beliefs and philosophic rational opinions enjoy the same status—they are all opinions. The quotation from Plato, however, indicates that opinions are not all alike: they can be distinguished as being more or less fitting or proper. The philosophers hold, in effect, that their rational opinions are more fitting or proper than religious beliefs, and that their way of life, their virtues, and their happiness are more truly such than the way of life, the virtues, and the happiness, pursued on the basis of divine Law. Ibn Khaldūn is silent on this subject. He does not attempt a direct refutation of this contention.
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Instead, he explains that the philosophic way of life contradicts the religious way of life which is based on faith and obedience to the commands of a prophet-legislator; that the content of the “promised” happiness is radically different from the content of the happiness pursued by the philosopher; and that the attempt to equate or harmonize the two is an impossible task and one which is fraught with danger for the religious community—it breaks the protective wall around it, leads to doubts and scepticism about the beliefs of faith, and turns the faithful away from the tasks assigned to them by their prophet-legislator. The philosophers were not justifiably in preaching their opinions to the Islamic community. Whatever their intention about reforming the beliefs of the Islamic community might have been, they had only sown confusion in the minds of the faithful, and led to the emergence of mistaken notions about the distinct purposes of religion and of philosophy. Their own way of life and their own happiness are of no concern to the religious community; and since they assert they can pursue this way of life and attain happiness regardless of the existence of divine Laws and of a religious community, they had no compelling reason to sow the seeds of confusion and disunion within the religious community and endanger its peace.

Political life, as practised in all human communities, has to take into account the nature of all men, and should be directed to the common good of the multitude. This requires a ruler and a law based on the rational understanding of their common needs and interests in this world, or a divine Law based on their common good in this world and the next. But in every case, it is mandatory that the ruler and the law should set up opinions and actions in the form of commands to be obeyed without qualification. The philosophic life, however, transcends all established laws. The real “meaning” of political science, “according to the wise men” themselves, is to lead a way of life in which “they dispense with rulers altogether”; their “virtuous city” is not an association of men subject to commands serving their common interest, and they talk about it as a supposed or hypothetical city whose realization is highly improbable.48 The philosophic life is then radically different from the ordinary political life of the citizens. It requires rare natures and rarely accomplished acts. The philosopher is essentially a solitary being, and the best he can hope for are few kindred spirits within a vast majority of men leading different ways of life and pursuing different ends. Since he needs to live in a political community, Ibn Khaldūn offers him this opportunity, but within clearly defined limits: he is not to interfere in the political life of the community in his capacity as a philosopher, not to attempt to reform the opinions of this community, not to communicate his opinions or propagate his way of life among the multitude, and he is to relinquish his role as a theologian and as a divine politician. He should restrict himself publicly to practising the demonstrative sciences (logic, natural science, mathematics).

48 Q. II, 137.
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and the useful arts (e.g., medicine, music, and jurisprudence). But, above all, he should, like Ibn Khaldūn, uphold in no uncertain terms the Law of his community and obey it. The philosopher must present himself to his community in the guise of an ordinary citizen.

F

For certain thinkers, polemic is a method of examination and investigation, a way of entering into a dialogue with their predecessors, and a means of uncovering what lies behind or beyond the garb with which their predecessors chose to clothe their thought or the manner in which they expressed it. When, in addition, this polemic is presented to the reader to draw his attention to the theoretical difficulties encountered by the author and his proposed direc-
tion for finding a solution, and to an audience which the author intends to convince to accept or reject certain opinions or a course of action, the polemic necessarily gains a formal complexity difficult to comprehend without a sustained attention to the diverse, and perhaps conflicting, purposes which it is designed to serve. Ibn Khaldūn’s polemic against Ibn Sina is an instructive example.

Muslim philosophers, dialectical theologians, and mystics, like the jurists, the pious leaders of the community, and the common run of Muslims, seem to accept the superior character of the opinions and actions legislated by prophets in general and their own Prophet in particular. The unsophisticated Muslim believes in the opinions of the Prophet and performs the actions commanded by him because of his faith in their divine origin, his expectation of rewards, and his fear of punishment in the world to come; the pious leaders of the community defend and promote, by exhortation, example, and threat of punishment, communal obedience and devotion to the beliefs and the way of life of their community; the jurists formulate and elaborate the prescriptions of the Law of their community; the mystics devote themselves to practical exercises designed to facilitate the institution of the virtues because of the beliefs and legal prescriptions designed for the common run of Muslims; the dialectical theologians protect the beliefs and the ways of life of their community against rational doubts and attacks; and the philosophers attempt to present an additional rational ground for the coming of the prophet and the setting up of the opinions and actions he commands. Ibn Khaldūn, too, presents himself as the defender of Muslim beliefs and the Muslim way of life. But, instead of choosing to join the apparent consensus of all the parts of the community, or to re-establish such a consensus where it is lacking through harmonizing apparently conflicting views, he labours to make implicit conflicts explicit, to show that the apparent consensus conceals some fundamental differences, and to intensify these conflicts and differences by a show of vigorous partisanship. He is the partisan fighting for the simple, unsophisticated beliefs and way of life of the common run of Muslims, and for the unclassified
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unexplained, and unsupported faith, against the useless and dangerous efforts of mystics, dialectical theologians, and philosophers, to defend, explain, and support Islam. What were the fruits of the victory, so intensely coveted by him? On the scientific and theoretical plane his immediate aim is to dismantle the confusion between dialectical theology, mysticism, and philosophy. This confusion or mixture (kušf), as we learn from his account, reigned in these disciplines in his time; and those primarily responsible for it were the “modern” school of dialectical theology and the later extreme rational mystics. This objective is achieved through the reassertion of the legal character of dialectical theology and mysticism. Both must accept the beliefs and the way of life of the community as unquestionable basic axioms; they should make no preten-
sion to extra-legal or properly rational knowledge of the nature of things; dialectical theology is to restrict itself to the defence of the beliefs and prac-
tices of the community when these are questioned; and mystics should keep their supposedly intuitive achievements to themselves. Since this confusion has been harmful to philosophy (it was in danger of losing its distinctive character and of becoming a tool of dialectical theology and mystical exercises), philosophers should not contribute to it by presenting themselves to non-
philosophers in the guise of dialectical theologians and mystics, as Ibn Sina had done; philosophy is to exercise greater circumspection.

What induced the philosophers to present a rational support for prophecy and divine Laws was no doubt the realization that a community living in accordance with such Laws is superior to other communities—to communities without God or gods, without concern for the welfare of the soul, and without hope of a life to come. This has a demonstrative rational foundation (it is shown in the science of nature that the soul is higher than the body), and it is at the basis of the Khaldūn’s division of regimes into “rational regimes” and “regimes of Law.” But to say that the soul is higher than the body, that prophecy is possible, and that a regime of divine Law is higher than a regime without a divine Law; and to say that prophecy and prophetic Laws are obligatory, or that reason can prove or support the commands, the beliefs, and the virtues, set up by a legislator—these are two radically different things: the former set of propositions has solid support in the investigation of the nature of man and society; the latter has no such support.

A strictly natural, rational, and demonstrative approach to man and society is then faced with the dilemma that, while it can attain certainty about the necessity of society, the need for a ruler, and the preservation of peace through a minimal practice of justice, it can attain no such certainty about morality, virtues, or rules of conduct. Morality and virtues of character are not, strictly speaking, natural or necessary; they have no natural basis, no ground in nature. There is not a single universally valid rule of conduct. Rational morality has no secure foundation or justification

* Q. III. 121-24.
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in nature, and rational moral laws are not essential to man's nature or to the nature of society. There can, consequently, be no theoretical science of ethics or politics except in the extremely limited sense developed by Ibn Khaldun in his science of culture. But although not simply natural, rational, and universal, morality, virtues, and general rules of conduct are not simply against nature. Society, to flourish and to be preserved, requires the common pursuit of practical ends, and these require in turn a morality and virtues readily accepted and commonly agreed upon by all, the majority or the better part of society. This is not the morality of the philosopher. The philosopher sees human perfection in theoretical knowledge. Theoretical activity has its own immediate reward. The rewards of the practice of moral virtues, in contrast, are neither evident nor immediate. They must be based on less evident rewards, such as glory or honour, or future rewards, such as the happiness promised to the just and the virtuous in the world to come.

The philosophic study of ethics and politics, if it is intended to go beyond the perfection and the happiness reserved for the philosopher and possible only through the philosophic way of life or the life of theoretical activity, has to assume the character of a practical discipline and to have as its object the generally acceptable opinions about goodness and happiness, e.g., that moderation is good, that the pleasures of the soul are superior to the pleasures of the body, or that the future rewards of virtue are preferable to the immediate rewards of vice. The aim of such a practical philosophy, however, is not knowledge, but action, i.e., the practical pursuit and realization of the good. Yet philosophy, since it does not rule in cities, lacks the practical implementation of what it considers fair and fitting; therefore, the need for a ruler, a legislator, a law, and a tradition as instruments for the establishment of duties and obligations. It is thus not philosophy, but the legislator, the legal prescriptions, and the embodiment of the law in the traditional way of life of the community that is the efficient cause which forces his citizens to lead a virtuous way of life. The law, and not practical philosophy or reason, is what redeems that lack of ground or necessity in nature: it supplies the justification, the obligation, and the authority that compel the citizens to hold fast to fair and fitting opinions entailing the renunciation of their natural and compelling desires which opinion alone is not enough to achieve. Divine Laws revealed to prophet-legislators have the additional force of being based on the belief in their divine origin, in the overpowering will of God, and in the certainty of the rewards and punishments in the world to come; they are thus

Since the attack of al-Ẓāhirī and Ibn Rushd on Ibn Sina, the latter's star declined, especially in western Islam. To attack Ibn Sina was fashionable, not only in theological, but in philosophical circles as well. The significance of Ibn Khaldun's attack, however, consists in uncovering those fundamental, bitter, and practically dangerous philosophical truths which philosophers before him, precisely because they identified themselves with the philosophers, could not utter.
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the most efficient laws and offer the most compelling ground for accepting as valid what cannot be demonstrated by nature and reason.

The attempt to offer a natural and rational explanation of the beliefs embodied in these Laws, as practiced by dialectical theology, mysticism, and philosophy, is unwise and dangerous. It may, in certain cases, strengthen the faith of the believers in the commands of a divine Law, but it may also weaken that faith by bringing to light certain discrepancies between these commands and what is rationally most fitting and proper. Since, ultimately, there is no naturally or rationally demonstrative and compelling ground for these commands, the multitude will be made aware of this fact and this will lead to the loss of unquestioned faith in them; and since the multitude are incapable of knowing or pursuing the human perfection attainable by theoretical activity, they will pursue sham and pseudo-scientific activities; the citizens will lose their civic or religious virtues without finding the happiness reserved for the true philosopher.

Ibn Khaldūn's theoretical consideration of the nature of man and society thus results in a practical teaching aimed at the protection of the Muslim religious community and its divine Law against the confusion and disruption resulting from the vulgarization of philosophy. This practical teaching is founded on the consideration of the respective character of rational morality and the Law, but in recommending it to the Muslims of his time, Ibn Khaldun supports it by the more acceptable authority of the Prophet, the pious ancestors, and the consensus of the leaders of the community, i.e., he presents it as a legal injunction. Whatever the theoretical status of his critique of the social role of philosophy may be, his practical recommendation to the faithful must be obeyed because of its legal character.

Ibn Khaldun's issue for the Muslim community of his time to be the rational justification or support of its divine Law. Indeed, he thought that this issue was a luxury which his community could not afford because it was faced with problems that involved its very existence. Long periods of cultural decline and disintegration were threatening to dissolve the fabric of society. What the community and its leaders needed was clarity concerning the elementary and natural foundations of human association or culture and the understanding of the natural and necessary conditions without which no society can exist at all. Muslims had for centuries lived as members of a religious community under the aegis of the divine Law until they came to forget other forms of social life and the fact that religion and the Law cannot continue to exist except when based on a solid foundation of social solidarity, royal authority, and other indispensable natural conditions. The Prophet and the early Muslims were clearly aware of that and acted accordingly. But in Ibn Khaldun's time, this was no more the case. Therefore, he set out to teach his compatriots and co-religionists the telling lessons of history; and his new science of culture and his investigation of the natural basis of political life within this science were intended to explain to his readers
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those elementary, indispensable natural conditions which Muslims and their rulers need to consider if they are to succeed in preserving their religious community and divine Law. They may not need philosophy to explain and support their religion and Law, but they are in desperate need of it for understanding the natural foundation of their religion and Law, and this in turn is an indispensable condition for preserving their way of life.
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Part 1. Language and Literature

Chapter L

ARABIC LITERATURE: POETIC AND PROSE FORMS

A

POETRY

Let us imagine an Arab Bedouin riding his camel on frequent long journeys across lonely deserts. While the rhythmic beating of the padded hoofs on soft sand breaks the stillness of the air, the rider is sunk deep in recollections of his own past. As he feels excited to share his mood with his “two companions and fellow-travellers,” there is nothing more natural than that he should start chanting in unison with the movement which has the sole possession of his entire perception. This unsophisticated outpouring of one’s heart in response to an occasional urge took the form of rujâs—the simple iambic alternation of barakah (moved or vocalized) and sâkih (quiescent consonant) corresponding to the alternation in the lifting and lowering of the camel’s feet. (Of the barakah in which the pattern of alternation corresponds to the pace of the horse.) The observation of the effects of the “song” induced a deliberate practice to beguile the man and quicken the animal. As the practice grew and attracted talent, formalities accumulated by common taste and general acceptance, giving rise to the art of poetry. The art was not slow to create for itself forms much more varied and complex than the original rujâs. About the middle of the second/eighth century when al-Khallîfî scrutinized the structure of Arabic poetry according to the quantitative measure suggested to him by the different tones on the reboond of the smith’s hammer (just akin to the camel’s tread) he admirably reduced it to a system of prosody consisting of sixteen metrical forms. Some foreign influence is not precluded from the development of some of these standard Arabic forms, all of which, of course, did not, and could not, have an equal measure of antiquity or popularity. What is remarkable is that this system of prosody sufficed to
serve as the hard core of future indigenous development as well as assimilation of foreign models up to the present day.

By the last quarter of the fifth century A.D. when we get our first yet full acquaintance with Arabic poetry, myriads of tribes hailing from different quarters of the country had commingled sufficiently at commercial-cultural fairs, e.g., that of Ukaa, religious such as at Mecca, and cultural as at IlIrab, to evolve a common language and widely appreciated norms and forms of artistic composition, though, naturally enough, they exhibited peculiarities of usage in speech. This common literary medium which developed out of the North Arabic, coinciding with the steady decline of the economic, political and cultural influence of the South, was levanted mainly in IlIrab with the accompaniments of material and religious civilization as augmented with currents—Judaic, Christian, and Graeco-Roman—from the opposite end of the Northern Desert. Generally speaking, it was precise to finesse so far as Bedouin life and environment were concerned, but lacked the facility for conveying abstract ideas and general concepts. However, it possessed, by the very nature of its being a compromise between various dialects, an immense wealth of synonyms together with ample resources of rhyme and assonance inherent in its schematic morphology. Thus saj (rhyme) came to be the first and natural form of artistic composition prompted by the instinct for symmetry and balance in the structure of short, compact sentences specially designed for intonation and oral transmission without being committed to writing. The saj existed before metre; the evolution of metrical forms only pushed it to the end of a verse under the name of qfiyaq. It is sometimes overlooked that the qfiyaq constituted an essential element—and not an additional, far less artificial, embellishment in the structure of Arabic poetry. In other words, verse without qfiyaq has been unknown in Arabic during its infancy as much as in its youth and old age. As we shall see later, so long as there was healthy development, any tendency on the part of the qfiyaq to rigidity and monotony was checked by due time by adequate adaptation to the requirements of the theme (vide the evolution of masnavi and masnom). In the period of decadence it was not mere conservatism but a deep realization of its essential worth, which caused artificiality to be preferred to freedom. The positive function of the qfiyaq in laying down rails, so to say, for the movement of thought, is demonstrated by the spontaneous rush of the imagination of the audience to the end—almost the entire later half—of a line ahead of actual recitation by the poet. Such a thrilling experience of effective communion between the poet and his audience is in no way rare wherever Arabic poetry (or Persian or Urdu poetry for that matter) is recited even today. This is quite apart from the practical utility of the qfiyaq in helping memorization as alluded to before.

1 Note the definition by ibn Qutaiba of a born poet as "the one who indicates to you the end of a verse in the very beginning of it, and the qfiyaq in the jahfah (opening word) itself." Al-Sha'i al-Shafi'i, Cairo, 1367/1947, I, p. 36.
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In the sociological fabric of the pre-Islamic time the poet occupied a very high and influential position. The popular mind was impressed so deeply with the efficacy of his art that it believed him to be in communion with some supernatural source vaguely identified with a jinn or a devil. But the conception about his art was the same as about the skill of a horseman; it had to be consecrated entirely to the cause of the solidarity and the ascendency of the tribe. The poet had a task irrevocably assigned to him, which was to act the spokesman and the counsel on behalf of the tribe. Hence he was expected to specialize in a knowledge of the tribal saga supporting the cause for his clients and against their rivals. In short, poetry was appreciated primarily as a weapon of offence and defence in the struggle of tribes against tribes; its function was to commemorate the glories of the poet's own tribe, exalt its achievements in war and peace, and embolden it against the other tribes by holding them to scorn. There was little room for the personality of the poet to detach itself even for a while from the interests and the fortune of the tribe.

Naturally enough, the motifs of pre-Islamic poetry sprang fundamentally from the spirit of the jahiliyyah—the ignorance of a moral code of conduct characterized by a strong sense of tribal solidarity based on blood kinsmanship, and highly volatile passions crammed within stunted sympathies and primary selfish impulse. Thus, the two oldest kinds of verse were the ki'r (verse) and the jahr (self-glorification) with the keynote of the hamas or desperate pursuit of unbridled aggression. True, the nasib (erotic verse) also must have had an independent form in the oldest time but all the same it could not have occupied a position other than the subsidiary one which is assigned to it in the scheme of the qasidah. After all, the theme of love had no bearing on the security of the tribe. The very reason that its interest was human and universal, i.e., not peculiar to the tribe, was enough to render it inconsequential. Leaving aside the ki'r, which has throughout maintained its independent form, the jahr in its kindred form of masbik (eulogy) came to assume the pivotal position in the structure of the qasidah, which was devised specially to cope in the nasib and many other minor forms of occasional verse to subserve it. This "wool-knitting" of the diverse kinds into a rigidly conventional structure seems to have come into vogue not long before our earliest acquaintance with Arabic poetry, i.e., about 125 years before Islam. The

1 It was perhaps on account of this special knowledge that he was called al-Sha'i, i.e., the "knowers," who knew better than others. There is, however, another view which traces the word to its Hebrew counterpart meaning "chanting" and "singing." Anyhow, the poet only knew and song whereas the authority for taking decision in giving judgments rested with another class known as the b'ilah. For this word, see p. 56.

2 The schooling of the imam through jahdi Allah (limits of the Sacred Law) pinpoints the difference between the jahiliyyah and Islam.

3 Consistently with the Arab habit of searching long, gradual developments to particular persons, the innovation of the qasidah is said to have originated with
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order in the composition of the qâdâsh is invariably as follows. First comes the masîdh by way of a prelude; second, the masâfah as the main part; and, third, the ḥâšîmah (epilogue) which is mostly didactic. A certain proportion was observed particularly between the first two parts on the principle that the masîdh should neither overshadow the masâfah nor pass without fulfilling its function of catching the ear of the audience for the latter.

The Naṣîrī. — Usually the poet pictures himself as confronting, in the course of his journeys to and from, the remains of the encampment which once had been the scene of his love. This gives him the opportunity to depict with remarkable pathos the scene of separation and recollect in moving terms the charms of the beloved and the pleasures of her company in the past. The physical charms are dwelt upon with much gusto and not a little sensuousness. The discreetness of the Arab mind is amply shown in concentration on individual parts of the body one by one. To take just one typical instance, the Arab poet has a long breath in exalting on the saliva—its purity, coolness, freshness, and fragrance like that of “early morning rain collected in a clear stony pond”—which noetar he would suck, draught after draught, with the zest of a drunkard in order to convey the meaning of the simple word “kiss.” A life free from hard work is idealized for its effect in promoting feminine delicacy and unimpeachable complexion. To stay behind the curtains, well protected from the rigours of the weather, and jealously guarded in the manner of “the delicate shell of an egg under the feathers” was the vision which enthralled the heart of a young damsel. Qualities of heart, particularly modesty, gentleness of manner, friendliness towards neighbours, and mirthful coquetry in the company of the lover, are also highly appreciated but only as adjuncts of physical beauty. Having perforce to suffer long spells of solitude due to unsettled life, the Bedouin acquired high sensitivity to any stimulus to his memory. Hence addresses to the natural surroundings associated with the exploits of the past and outbursts of sympathetic response to the cooing of the dove and the like are an ubiquitous feature. Further, it was this relish for missing which earned for the image of the beloved, ḥâshîmah or fail) a special place in Arabic poetry.

The poet’s feeling of love for the beloved is expressed only in general terms such as the comparison of his own heartache to that of “a she-camel who has lost her young one.” For the rest, the pursuit of love is only reminiscent of “the hot chase of a game.” The only relieving feature is that the Arab lover insists on a response to his love, and that without any trace of cringing.
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He would start taking pride in his own qualities so as not to leave any doubt about his deserts for the esteem of the beloved, but in the end he would not mind warning bluntly that although he relishes coquetry he cannot brook any affront to his dignity. That is why in describing the union he would take care to mention the yielding, passive and tacit though it may be, on the part of the beloved.

Incidental to the journeying of the poet in quest of love and fortune comes the description of the animals and the natural scene. It has been said that the camel occupies the same place in Arabic poetry as the cow in the Ṭāb’ah. The horse, no less indispensable for the normal pursuits of life including war, comes next. Though the description came soon afterwards to sound jejune even to the townsmen of Baghdâd, one cannot help being moved even today by the tenderly feeling shown to the two animals which equals to, sometimes even exceeds, that reserved for the members of the household. To bring out certain points of comparison in the riding beasts, the poet turns to the wild animals, among whom the pride of place goes to the wild ass, the wild cow, and the ostrich. The subject of wild life is frequently enlivened with fine thrilling scenes of flight and chase. The natural scene is, of course, dominated by clouds, thunder, lightning, rain, and the mirage, not to speak of the desert and the mountain valleys.

The Madîb.—The masâfah formed only a prelude to catch the ear of the audience, the main theme being the masîdh. Though in the form of personal eulogy, it is really a concentration of the pride in the tribe. The particular patron to whom the verses are addressed is a mere peg on which to hang the idea that united the tribe as against other tribes. The so-called virtues constituting this ideal are, in addition to the ḥâshîmah already noted, the overpowering passion for vengeance, loyalty to friends and allies (and not to any moral law or civic organization), and hospitality to guests. The pride in valour was so all-engrossing that the dictates of prudence always needed a special, and somewhat diluent, pleading. But, as a rule, the Bedouin considered it below his dignity to try strength with an unequal foe, which is reflected in his acknowledgment of merit on the other side. Those who refused to be restrained by the collective interest and initiative of the tribe in the practice of these same virtues were designated the šâlah, i.e., disarmed outlaws, whose production bears the exceptional feature of defiance of tribal authority and extra hardihood. Hospitality and generosity were characterized by the same excesses as courage and aimed only at achieving prominence over other tribes. With the transition from tribal into some kind of state organization as, for example, at Bihâr, the panegyrical tendency to be more and more personal and acquired features of flattery.

The Ḥâšîmah.—The didactic epilogue was devoid of any depth of thought and merely embodied lessons learnt from practical experience in the particular and limited milieu. Religion sat very lightly on the pagan Arab; some occasional references to pre-Islamic ritual only prove that it was treated as part of an
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inherited tribal customs without symbolizing any moral ideal. The absence of religious thought and feeling is fully confirmed by the total lack of reasoning of any kind whatsoever. Death is frequently mentioned as a stark fact, but it only stimulated bravery, rather rashness, on the battlefield, on the one hand, and a sort of hectic hedonism in the intervals of peace, on the other. It is in this context that the poetry of the Jewish and Christian poets and such pagan poets as were influenced by their thought (e.g. Zahair and the Insafs) assumes a distinctive character. The idea of submission to a Supreme Power controlling man and the universe, a life after death involving moral retribution, and a spirit of peace and respect for the rights of others (the very antithesis of bánas) stand out as streaks of early morning light in the surrounding darkness. Such poetry flourished mostly in Hira and the oasis towns like Yalghir and al-Taw, which were also centres of mysticism and poetry. Hence truly religious thought and emotion are found side by side with exhilarating pictures of urban refinement in luxury as in the poetry of 'Adiyy b. Zaid. It is noteworthy that the Romans and Christians were throughout, from the beginning down to the 'Abbasid period, the purveyors not only of wines but also of the etiquette of wine-drinking. Anyhow, wine-drinking had become a common habit. On the other hand, artistic music and dancing, so far as they are mentioned in pre-Islamic poetry, are mere cliches popularized by individuals who had occasions of frequenting centres of high life under Persian and/or Roman influence. Both these arts were neither indigenous nor common in the Arabian society of the days before the Islamic conquests.

The ḍâghâk presented a series of thoughts moulded in self-contained verses strong together in the most impressive form of a single metre and ḍâghâk. A thought running into more than one verse was a rarity and regarded somewhat as a weakness of the poet. But one wonders whether the outward unity which was so forced as to invite the charge of monotony from the uninstructed possessed also a similar unity of thought and ideas. The fact is that there was enough of coherence internally within the two main parts, râz, the madsâb and the malsâb, though the appreciation of it depends upon a certain degree of familiarity with the pattern of life and the train of thought and feeling generated by it. It was only the transition from the first to the second part which was rather abrupt, either lacking a link altogether or depending upon one which was clearly artificial and weak. It is, however, untrue to say that the Arabs were not conscious of it; on the other hand, they were throughout applying their ingenuity to baṣṣ al-intârâd (grace of digression). Similarly, there is no doubt that the ideas as well as the modes of expression were stereotyped, but the primary reason for it is to be sought in the physical existence of the Arab Bedouin which was characterized, above all, by little variety. The
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procreation with a hard and meagre subsistence in a monotonous natural scene contributed to averseness to all serious reflection and to poverty of theme. At the same time the totalitarian demands of tribal loyalty left little room for indulgence in personal experience or individual reaction. As soon as thought was quickened by spiritual impulses from Judaism and Christianity and the monotony of life was relieved by the encroachment of Arab and Persian material civilizations, the structure of the ḍâghâk proved accommodating enough to change.

In addition to ḍâghâk, there was one more form of artistic poetry, namely, the rihâl (elegy), which maintained its position independently of the ḍâghâk. Although this form too had its own cliches and was dominated by the spirit of bánas and the passion for vendetta, yet the element of strong personal emotion running through it is often genuine and highly remarkable. It is this reliability of the personal element which brings to the fore the strength of the lament of the sisters as compared with that of the wives, which is again a projection of the all-powerful importance of blood kinship. The truth of this is demonstrated not only by the preservation of artistic poetry, but unconventional pieces prompted by events of everyday life were allowed to lapse. Yet a number of them noted for wit and humour (al-muṣâb) are available for enjoyment on informal occasions.

Islam and Poetry.—Wherever the ideals of the ǧâhilyya suffered a decline owing to the growth of a sense of justice and corporate life under some kind of civic and political organization, there was left little scope for self-glorification at the expense of others (i.e., ǧâhâj, ḍâghâk, and bánas). Al-Jumâbâ makes an interesting point when he attributes the paucity of poets and the meanness of poetry in the tribe of Quraish already before the advent of Islam to a sense of respect for the rights of others as exemplified by the incident arising out of the lappendyking by Ḥn al-Záhrâ. Thus pre-Islamic poetry being so dependent on tribal wars for its impulses and motives, Islam was bound to make the ground slip under the feet of the poets. As soon as the faithful renounced all pride (al-nâḥâf) and blind partisanship (al-wâṣâyâ) in favour of a universal egalitarian brotherhood and organized their life under a government by law, which guaranteed mutual rights and obligations, eliminating resort to force, and treated satire as punishable libel, the poets naturally felt that their day was over. Unable or unwilling to appreciate any ideal of morality, they turned their inventive against the person of Muḥammad and aligned themselves actively on the side of his opponents. It was such poets, and not poets or poetry in general, who were denounced in the Qurʾân as incapables of leadership due to lack of moral thinking and purposeful activity.¹⁰

¹⁰ Al-Jumâbâ, op. cit., p. 11.
¹¹ Ibid., p. 197; see also p. 217 where the same reason is advanced for the meagre-ness of poetry in al-Tâʾīs and Ḫūmān.
¹² Qurʾān, xxvi. 224 of sqq. There is an exception in favour of those who are devoted to righteous belief and good deeds.

---

¹ The stock phrase attributed in the Qurʾân to the pagans in defence of their ways that "they found their forefathers practising them" faithfully exposes their lack of thought and reasoning.

Severe penalties had also to be meted out to a number of them such as Abu 'Aziz, al-Nafir b. al-Harith and Kabb b. al-Ashraf—all of whom had played a part as active competitors while using the art of poetry as an additional weapon directed especially against the person of Muhammad, whose kindness they were not loth to exploit whenever they found themselves helpless.

But the reason for the vehement piqque and charivari of the poets against Islam went much deeper. The ideals of the jāhiliyya were not the only thing involved; their art itself was threatened with dislodgment from the position or supremacy enjoyed theretofore. Was there not the Qur’an held up as a challenge to artistic composition? It is quite understandable that the Arabs should be completely at a loss to place the Qur’an in any of the categories of artistic composition known to them. They would call it a-nab‘ir (poetry) when their own poetic production was so palpably different from it both in form and content. Only poets had been known, as a rule, as so far as the glorification of the new ideal over the minds of the people as the Qur’an did. If it were not poetry it could only be grouped along with the utterances of a soothsayer (‘ikhn) or a person in trance (naj’s). This situation, the extremity of the situation inasmuch as such utterances were seldom held in high esteem as a piece of art. The allusion was only to their enigmatic character in which the people despised fortune and prophecy. When at last they turned to the content, they have unmistakable proof of their jāhiliyya outlook on finding the Qur’an to be merely a bundle of “the stories of the ancient peoples” (asfar as-salatin). Soon they propped up one of them, al-Nafir b. al-Harith, to draw the people away from the Qur’an with his skill in reciting the stories of Rustam and Iskandar. As a matter of fact, the form of the Qur’an is derived from a familiar pattern, yet it represents a new class by itself. It is prose composed of short, compact sentences which, when read together, sound as balanced counterparts (mubhils), the endings (faudus) of a distinguishing cadence free from the shackles of a regular sall. It bewildered and dismayed the Arabs that this form which, in contrast with the familiar pattern of the soothsayers, tended to simplicity rather than artificial encomium, should soar to such height of inimitable perfection as to constitute a challenge to poetry. The same is true of the diction employed in the Qur’an: it is clear and easily intelligible (mubhils), yet pure and elegant. But whatever the elegance of form and diction, the uniqueness of the Qur’an lay particularly in its content: the reflection on the world of nature as distinguished from an aesthetic worship of it, the search for a goal of life and an ideal of morality in human conduct, in short, the awakening of the forces of good in the nature of man to set limits to, and control, the evil in himself. It was this content which made the Qur’an the prototype of an entirely new class of literary composition. In later times it was an aberration of the pre-Islamic taste which exalted the excellence of the word over and above that of the content.11

11 The example of the Qur’an illustrates the principle of novelty in literary
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It is quite easy for us to realize the dismay of the poets whose production, which had been followed by the standards of the Greek philosophers, was found to be nothing but an exhortation to lewdness; only two qualities of character, namely, bravery and generosity, were such as could be said to be harmless to the youth. But the Prophet appreciated their art much more than they realized. He would not tolerate poetry; rather, he would listen eagerly to the verse of Umayyah b. abi Salih and many others. He was not even indifferent. On the other hand, he adopted the way of active patronage and guidance to make clear the demands for adjustment. As an example, let us take the case of Kabb b. Zuhair. The ode which brought him the sūfiyya (mantle) as a prize in the traditional style: it opens with erotic verses lamenting separation from the beloved, Su‘ād, and recalling her physical charms, not excluding the intoxication of the sativa compared to wine. The sūfiyya puts a new aspect to the glorification of the new ideal is concerned. But the poet did not yet know how to restrain his passion for satire; he had to make amends for suppressed expressions on the Anṣār. Thus, the only demand made by orthodox Islam on the poets was to avoid the proud and glueful recounting of adventures of sinful pleasure such as abound in the verses of the “Vaghondi Prince,” and to refrain from indulging in tribal pride or exaltation of force regardless of moral rectitude.12 Within these ordinary limits of decency and peaceful life the old literary traditions were to survive and grow. It has particularly to be noted that erotic interest in woman or even the mention of wine as a symbol of joyful experience was fully legitimate in the context of Islam’s recognition of merit only in the lawful pursuit, and not in remuneration, of sensuous pleasure. As the examples of Dāhib b. al-Hāriṣ and al-‘Uqārīah would prove, only the satire and the libel were sternly put down.

Development of the ‘Ushūl.—The detachment of poetry from the passions and the fury of tribal antagonism as well as the absence under the Orthodox Caliphate of that corruptive patronage which draws talent away from universal human interests to flattery of personages, confounded inevitably to concentration on the theme of love in protest and scorn. These arts were cultivated in the Hijās by the sprightliness and intelligent youth from among the nobility of the Anṣār and the Mudjarīs, who were precluded from playing their part in politics and government and were at the same time pampered with frequent ascensions to their already vast hereditary fortunes in the form of largesses on behalf of the Omayyads. This frustration, leisure, form. In order to achieve the paramount purpose of communication and effect, novelty must always be embedded in familiarity.13

11 The verses of ibn al-Zubayr are much more explicit on the subject of remumeration of old and devotion to the new ideal, ibid al-Furūshī, op. cit., pp. 389-90.
12 An excellent example of the change of values in this respect is provided by the kitsī of al-Najībī which was taken by ‘Umar to be an eulogy, ibid Ibn Qutbshah, op. cit., I, p. 290.
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and opulence all combined to turn the creative genius to art and amusement. The peculiarly Islamic institution of rehabilitating the prisoners of war as members of the households of the conquerors, instead of segregating them in penal camps, has always had far-reaching consequences, in the field of cultural interchange but never were such consequences so great as in the case of the conquest of Persia. Sufiicité it to say that it was the new Persian element in the households of Mecca and Medina which for the first time introduced artistic music and dancing in the very heart of Arabian society. In the special traditions of the people and the time, there was no music and dancing without poetry. Therefore, poetry underwent a highly welcome and profound change both in form as well as content. Whereas in the jahiliyyah period the motif of aggressive self-gloration often made some of the more militant tribes positively to discourage the gathering of the people in the towns and faithfully reflected the high life obtaining there. As compared with the pre-Islamic saati, this ghazal is an end in itself. The poet is no longer a warrior made essentially of hard stuff, who snatches a few moments of respite to devote to the hot pursuit of a woman. Rather he is an aman and amorous youth entirely devoted to the cultivation of his feeling of love and desire for soft dalliance without being distracted by any thought of tribal security and personal safety. The description of physical charms is no more a mere description; it is rather a fine aesthetic appreciation of beauty. Still more remarkable is the shifting of the focus inwards and the transformation of the union into an exchange of feeling and sentiment. And both the lover and the beloved are endowed with sharp wit, humour, and the mood for sport. In short, the qualities of the mind and the longings of the heart come to the fore and find unimpeded expression. Special delight is taken in the evasion of social restrictions and the celebration of clandestine visits while the congregation at the time of the baqi is brought in as the connoisseur's opportunity for the enjoyment of beauty from far and near. The second kind of ghazal was born of the ideal of Pistonic love cultivated in the desert. The chastening influence of the restraints of Islam on the

simple-living Bedouins had the remarkable result of originating the conception of love born of all tings of bodily lust—an ideal conception thoroughly unknown to the pre-Islamic Arab. This ideal is enshrined in the highly subjective verse centering around the popular stories of Mämu‘un and Jāmi‘-Bithnab. They may or may not have been real historical personages; what really matters is that they do represent a type of idealistic lover who regards any touch of lust as desecration of love, beauty, and art. No wonder that the physical charms are overshadowed by a tête-à-tête between two hearts full of deep pathos.

Fülündü Ghazal.—It has already been noted that the lover-poets of the towns were really men of frustrated political ambitions. Their impotent rage against the rulers would not be held back even when they sought to beguile it with art. Rather it is highly interesting to note that in the Ghazal the lover-poet should turn the artistic form of the licentious ghazal into an instrument for vilification and political vendetta. Taking the typical example of ibn Qais al-Ruqiyyah (d. 80/699-700) one finds him mentioning Umm al-Balün, the wife of al-Walid b. 'Abd al-Malik, as the object of his flirtation. His aim was no other than to leave the Umayyad monarch smarting with anger, even though sometimes he adroitly contrived in the verse itself to absolve the innocent lady of guilt.

Apart from political vendetta, it became a commonplace with the poets to give rebirth to baq' in the form of ghazal by mentioning the ladies and the female relations of their enemies in shamefully amorous terms. How unrelated to truth all this was, is illustrated by the incident of Umm Jafar. When she could not keep patience over al-Ahwa‘, a Medinene poet, mentioning her in verses in order to bring her people into disrepute, she caught hold of him one day in the market-place and demanded of him the money which she, made out, he owed to her. As the poet swore that he did not know her at all, she remarked: Of course, you do not know me, yet you mention many things about me in your verses. It is no surprise that State authority was sometimes invoked against such poets in the same way as it was invoked in the case of the direct baq'a of al-Ifā‘ah and others. At the same time there is evidence to show that at least the high-class ladies aspired to have their charms sung by the poets in the same way as in our own days they would feel proud to see their photographs in newspapers. It must, however, be remembered that, on the whole, "licence" was confined to a disregard of social conventions relating to contacts between the two sexes; otherwise obscenity was guarded against in all good taste.

In regard to form, it is enough to remind ourselves that the lover-poets of Mecca and Medina produced for the first time a lyric verse specially designed to be set to music. With this purpose they naturally preferred such metres as were short and characterized by an easy flow, though they continued to rely heavily on the old tradition itself. Consequent upon the development of natural, humanistic interests, all artificiality about the language and
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pompousness was shed and simple unaffected expression in familiar words and soft tones came to be aimed at. To some, though very limited, extent, continuous verse also came into use for such purposes as the reproduction of dialogues in love-poetry.

It so happened that the merits of the Umayyad poetry set out above received little appreciation owing to the preoccupation of the scholars with such pre-Islamic poetry as might be helpful in the study and preservation of the idiom of the Qur'an. With regard to its appreciation, the time factor alone was of the prime importance; hence the prejudice in favour of the pre-Islamic verse became stereotyped, and all-pervading. It was ibn Khaldûn who first realized that, linguistic research apart, the intrinsic artistic merits of the Umayyad poetry were definitely far superior to those of the pre-Islamic poetry. And the reason for it was that those who lived under Islam borrowed from the model of high-class speech provided by the Qur'an and the Hadith; hence their literary taste improved a great deal beyond that of the pre-Islamic people. That this improvement should have taken a generation to manifest itself fully in poetry (and also in prose), was quite natural and should not stand in the way of tracing it to its origins in Islam. The depth of thought, the richness of imagination, the profundity of content, the search within for the feelings of the heart, and the consciousness of the restraint of reason, no matter if it is disobeyed, are all traceable direct to the influence of Islam and its Holy Book, and these general qualities are perceptible in the post-Islamic production even where the themes are un-Islamic. It was perhaps this un-Islamic element such as the "license" in ghâshâ and the lampooning in the sanâ'id which, in addition to the necessities of linguistic research, turned the attention away from the contribution of Islam to the literary production of the Umayyad period. Ibn Khaldûn further tells us that some of the learned scholars of his time had to acknowledge their dormant impression of the superior merits of the post-Islamic production, as if it were to their own surprise, but were unable to give any reason for it.14 No wonder that the view of ibn Khaldûn should remain unattacked until it found an echo in Taha Husain, although the latter's judgment seems to have been the result of the application of the modern standards of literary criticism in the West.

If one were to look for the dominating motif of poetry in Islam itself, it will be found in the verses of the Khaqânî, Their production represents a characteristic segmentation of the pre-Islamic qualities of hardness, courage, and sacrifice in the service of the ideology of Islam. Just because it is as true to life as the poetry of the pre-Islamic age, the new spirit, ideals, and sentiments are clearly discernible. Yet it symbolizes, according to the cultural milieu of the Khaqânî, the purely ancient Arab tradition as mellowed by Islamic puritanism. Most interesting is the survival without any loss of attraction of the erotic themes in a society where even the "talk" of wine or a mere

14 Ibn Khaldûn, Mawaqifî, Chap. VI (49).
regimentation by the all-engrossing passion of tribal solidarity as signified by the supremacy of the saufa. This process, which started with the development of the ghulal under the Umayyads, took its full course in the following era until all the topics treated incidentally in the old tradition branched off into independent kinds.

**Further Development of the Qasal.**—It will be remembered that Islam, not being a monastic religion, regards woman not as a taboo but as one of the three things dearest to the Prophet. Thus the theme in itself, far from offending the moral sense, was particularly compatible with Islam's broad affirmation of nature. Significant is the use in the Qur'an of this very imagery of woman and wine for the conveyance of an idea of the highest bliss in the heavens. It must, however, be admitted that a certain degree of licentiousness has actually attended upon the development of the ghulal from the very beginning. Towards this element of licentiousness the early Islamic society adopted an attitude of practical toleration as apart from official recognition; it was only the personal scandal which was generally condemned; the moral sense, in the person of the State, however, was sternly curbed by the State. This tolerant attitude is best embodied in an incident at the Court of Sulaiman b. 'Abd al-Malik. Once when al-Farabidas recited to the monarch such verses of his as amounted to a confession of adultery, the monarch perhaps could think of no better way of expressing his appreciation than to embarrass the poet with a threat of legal cognizance and penalty. But calmly the poet asked him: "The sanction beyond the penalty!" "Of course, the Qur'an," replied the monarch, whereupon the poet retorted: "All right, the Qur'an itself assumes my innocence when it says of the poets that they "celebrate in speech what they do not practice."" 17 Truly, there is much more than wit in the argument of the poet; it gives pointed cognizance to the fact that a poet relies mainly on his mental experience. Practical experience has no essential bearing on art; rather it is a matter of personal character. 18 In the words of Abu Nuwas, one can safely and effectively "talk of fire without burning one's mouth." This cultivation of the erotic verse, including the licentious ghulal, originated and flourished vigorously under Islam in public circles. But as soon as it was transferred to the royal palace it suffered from the same servility to the over-indulged baser instinct of the patrons as the saufa in relation to their inflated sense of vainglory. At the palace the poet was promoted to the position of a boon companion who shared the privacy and the intimacy of the patron, and enlightened, diverted, and amused him with appropriate citations,

---

18 In all Islamic literature some of the best wine songs have been produced by those who never tasted it. After all, does an actor actually experience death before he successfully acts the scene on the stage? Even the poets who waxed eloquent on the properties of the saliva safeguarded the chastity of the holy love by saying at the end that they knew of it just as one knew of the water in the cloud by the flash of lightning.
was linked with the aspiration to greater and greater political control, which made the 'Abbasids closely watch and suspect their own supporters. While the public were left speculating as to the cause of the sudden downfall of the Barmakids, a methodical zidāfī hunt was set afoot, the verse of the poets were incriminatingly dissected at ceremonial trials and the guillotine applied to the parties in the widespread net of conspiracy.21 Thus the poetry of Basbūr (d. 168/784) came to be typical of that pursuit of refinement and culture which is associated with the enjoyment of woman and wine and their celebration in arts and song enlivened by wit, humour, and sarcasm on social and moral restrictions.

Before we pass on it has to be added in regard to these libertines that their fund of humour and sarcasm was not exhausted in their engagements with the opponents; their unprincipled levity often caused them to exercise the same resources against one another. Hence most of them have the reputation as satirists as well. New Features of the Ghazal.—A few special features of the new ghazal under the 'Abbasids have to be noted. First, there was the addition, almost substitution, of the male for the female object of love. It must be admitted that it almost amounted to a common social vice attributable to Persian influence. Secondly, a refined taste in similes and metaphors and the subtlety of imagination in general are also traceable to the same source. Thirdly, though gkeeful descriptions of wine were quite old in Arabic poetry, the subject came now to be cultivated as an independent art. As with the theme of beauty so with that of wine, it is no longer a mere description of the transparency of the glass, the colour of the wine, the various stages of brewing, and the haggling of the wine-seller over its price, nor is wine-drinking a mere appurtenance of nobility. The emphasis now is on the inner sensation of abandonment and revelry experienced by the drunkard. Lastly, one has to take account of the special characteristic of Islamic society which causes even renegades of the type of Abu Nuwās to be overtaken by remorse and pious reflection in old age. Hence, al-ghfūr u-al-ghāthā (old age and youth) developed into a recurring and semi-independent theme closely associated with the sāḥīb. It is characterized by recollections of the pleasures which are no more within reach or capacity—a feature inherited from pagan poetry. Under the influence of Islam it was complemented with a desire to make amends for the erroneous ways of the past.

21 It is not merely a sentimental reaction but a perfectly reasonable attitude that the libertines taken by ḫaḍā'a "love" in the presence of God be denied to one who talks of God from the atheistic viewpoint. A verse of ḥaḍā'a ridiculing formalism in religion will be appreciated by the Muslims, who would legitimately resent the same being quoted in the same mouth in the same movement. Also significant are the words in which al-Mahdi interceded with his father, al-Manṣūr, on behalf of Muṭṭa'ī b. Ḥayy, he pleaded that Muṭṭa'ī was only a ḥaḍā'a libertine and not a zidāfī, i.e., not committed to overthrowing the existing order.
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Moral, Philosophical, and Mystic Poetry.—It would be a very lopsided view indeed if we imagined the 'Abbasid society to be merely that which is pictured by the boon companions of the ābīs and the Bohemians of the metropolis. Religion and morality had their own devotees and champions in no way negligible either in numbers or in importance. In the very nature of things, however, religion, as apart from religious sentiment, could not be cultivated in poetry. Morals formed a fit theme for poetical art. They also had a precedent in the so-called wise sayings of the pre-Islamic poets, though these latter were entirely devoid of any element of reasoning in them. Abu al-ʿĀthīqīyah (d. 213/828) introduced moralizing verse characterized by thought and reflection but it was because of this very new basis that it came in for reserve and suspicion. Also it involved inevitable criticism of the prevalent modes of society. Abu al-ʿĀthīqīyah sometimes appears as the spokesman of the downtrodden masses bringing to the notice of the Caliph their economic plight and difficulties. Most unfortunate of all, the entire theme was perverted with a mood of pessimism which persisted and was steadily augmented by the influx of philosophical ideas and monastic tendencies. Philosophical poetry reached its highest achievement with Abu al-ʿĀli Al-Masʿarī (d. 449/ 1057), who made a frontal attack on all religions as such and exalted reason in opposition to revelation. Yet he remained the pessimist par excellence. His eclecticism also centred around the austere as exemplified by the particular features of Indian philosophy adopted by him. Still more important is to remember that true philosophy proved no more delectable in verse than religion. Even though Abu al-ʿĀli was a master of literary arts, his philosophical poetry remained a simple statement of judgment and argument unadorned in poetic imagery; hence it provided enough justification for denouncing it as "no poetry at all" (on Ḫafṣū). His resort to jugglery with words is also a further proof, if proof were needed, of his woeful failure to devise a truly poetic form for the presentation of his philosophical thought.22 That is why his poetry seldom achieved any high degree of popularity, though he was, and has throughout been, highly respected as a scholar. It is wrong to attribute this to the prejudice against the anti-Islamic ideas contained in it. Had it been so, the production of the libertine poets would not have fared any better. The true reason is that Abu al-ʿĀli's poetry was bare of essential poetic appurtenances. In the words of an Arab critic, the art of poetry consists in making a thing appear beautiful: the intrinsic beauty of the thing or the idea would not make up for any crudity of presentation. The libertine poets were accomplished masters of this art of presentation; hence, unlike Abu al-ʿĀli, they were widely enjoyed but seldom respected.

22 In our own time Ḫaḍā'a succeeded eminently where Abu al-ʿĀli failed miserably. Ḫaḍā'a's employment of the traditional language of the mystics, which sometimes misleads even great scholars to take him for a mystic, is a device to make his ideas appear beautiful. Such a popular and familiar literary medium is all the more essential when the ideas are novel and unfamiliar.
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In contrast with philosophy, mystic ideas belong essentially to the theme of love and naturally command for their expression all the paraphernalia of love poetry. The high sentimentalism of the mystic poets was enough to ensure for them a strong popular appeal, in consequence of which they came in for persecution while Abu al-'Alā', a lone voice, was left comfortably alone. Again, we have to note that, significantly enough, the popularity of mystic poetry survived all questioning of the orthodoxy of its contents and even the attacks on the person of the mystics. But the excessive sentimentalism of the mystic poetry centering around the beatific vision is such as to have a lamentably adverse effect on the search for clear, practical ideal of life and the urge to realize it through activity. The passivity of an intoxicated visionary, as opposed to the ardent activity of a devoted missionary, formed the keynote of it.

Formal Panegyric.—Apart from the lighter side of the life in the privacy of the palace, which was shared and recorded by the nasīn-poet, there were many formal occasions and official assemblies at the Court when the emphasis was on decorum and dignity. On such occasions the strictly conventional form of the maṭlīb, the qaṣīda, which was in vogue. In view of the rigidity of its forms already noted, it is no surprise that it required the highest skill to handle it with success. In any case, the monotony of the stereotype could only be made up with hyperbole and rhetorical tropes of all kinds. Some pedantic display of logic and philosophy was also introduced as a novelty. As these formal panegyrics were designed in the manner of the party press of our own day to exalt the powers that be in the eyes of the public, naturally enough they were replete with references to the political ideology—often bound up with specific religious belief and dogma—of the ruling dynasty as, for example, the claims of the Abbāsid caliph-eminence the Abbāsids. But, while there were scores of those who for scrupulous fear to be more trumpeters, there was no dearth of those who spoke from conviction. And in fairness it must be said that the conscientious objectors on the side of the opposition were given a long rope only if they had the courage to forgo the patronage of the Court.

It was also in this traditional form fit for themes of grandeur and no levy that the incidents of the wars were pictured. They came to be particularly relished by the Bedouin spirit of the Ḥanbalikīs under the shadow of the Crusades. Another theme cognate with it was that of the prison-poems (al-habībīyya) best represented by Abu Firdaws (d. 357/968). They are an impressive blend of nostalgia for home, pathos of suffering, and indomitable courage.

Complaint against Time (Shakīh al-Zāmīn).—Perhaps the most depressing aspect of the poetry of these times is the common expression of dissatisfaction with one's lot and a feeling of insecurity in respect of life, property, and position. As undeserving people enjoy wealth and power and real merit is neglected, one may persecuted, consolation is sought in the acceptance of this state of affairs as the "way of the world"—the decrees of fate beyond the control of man. There was no such dominant note of despondency and helplessness when the pre-Islamic poet occasionally bemoaned the inscrutability of fate (fādīd) and the failure of his hard struggle (fādīd) to bring him the coveted reward. Even in the early days of Islam fate did not appear to be so arbitrary: when there was dissatisfaction it was directed against persons—tyrants and their dynasties. It is only in the late 'Abbāsid period that the complaint against "Time" became almost a fashion so much so that the poets simulated it in the same way as they simulated love.

Personal and Occasional Verses.—It was characteristic of the progress of culture that poetry should be sought after as the medium for the communication of thought and feeling occasioned by the vicissitudes of personal relations and small incidents in everyday life. The pre-Islamic poet also had frequent occasions to address his "sīh al-amīn" (cousin) in regalatory terms, but his utterances were deep-rooted in the actual master-of-fate struggle for existence. The šāhiyatīya of the period under review constitute a branch of cultivation of elegance. The difference is the same as between an actual fighter and an amateur sportsman. The topic range from estrangement, effort at reconcilia-

This is the "absence of time," which is expressly prohibited by the Prophet. Only he would come the story who believes himself to be a passive object under their blind inexorable influence. Islam, on the other hand, stands for man's active and dominant role in setting the pattern of life through the instrumentality of the process of time as ordained by God; cf. Eghl. Arde-i 998f.
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period, which often monopolizes the larger part of long ghazals, is almost something new. It is exhilarating indeed to find roses being compared to cheeks and tall cypress to the slim stature of damsels rather than roses as of yore. Flowers in particular were the crame of the tasteful and the elegant, who even used them as symbols of moods and sentiments in their exchanges of love.24 No surprise that the description of flowers (al-sukhūṣūf) should grow into a semi-independent branch of poetry in which al-Ṣaḥābī (d. 334/945) distinguished himself in the East. Yet there is nothing comparable to the poetry of Spain so far as high sensitivity to nature is concerned. There the poet not only describes and enjoys nature but also shows himself to be in communion with it. Another branch of descriptive poetry which attained semi-independent form was al-taḥzīb (verses poems). It also reflected in ample measure the trappings of luxury and civilization around an old traditional interest.

Panegyric on the Prophet (al-Maḍā'īh al-Nabawiyyah).—As we have seen earlier there was no time lost in celebrating the achievements of the Prophet and composing panegyric on him in the traditional form of panegyric in the ghazal. When the Umayyads banned political partisanship by employing the poets to denounce their rivals, it evoked a new spirit of selfless devotion to the cause of the ‘Alid, which found its most forceful exponent in al-Kahmat. It soon became a panegyric on the family of the Prophet which was characterized, apart from legal arguments in favour of the ‘Alid claims, by a good deal of symbolism of pathos and suffering drawn from the incidents of history. A concomitant theme of high general interest was the condemnation of tyranny, oppression, and misrule coupled with the fervent hope of return to ideal conditions at the hands of the virtuous Imāms. The two sides carried on the old bount right through the ‘Abbasid period during which the ‘Alids continued to be in the wilderness of opposition. In later times when the political controversy lost a good deal of realism and turned into mere sectarian ritual, this kind of poetry was taken over into the circles of the Sufis, who concerned themselves particularly with its content of loyal sentiment and tragic pathos. These Sufi composers, it will be remembered, were seldom men of high literary attainments nor did they care to examine facts and rely on them alone. Rather they would introduce all sorts of superstition which would feed sentimentalism. A famous example of this kind is the pseudo-Burādah of al-Būṣrī (died 694/1294-95) which, though not devoid of literary elegance, is typical of superstitious belief and is esteemed primarily for its supposed magical properties.

The framework of these panegyrics being that of the traditional ghazal, the essential preload of erotic verses was there. It was, however, observed as a convention that in this particular context “love” should be characterized by restraint and dignity rather than “licentious.” For example, it was speci-

24 See the interesting treatise on elegant manners by al-Waṣṣājī (Leiden, 1887).
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ically disallowed to mention a male object of love or to refer to the hips or the charm of the naked shin among the physical attractions. It will be seen that this only confirms the thesis advanced earlier that erotic interest in woman (without licence) was no offence to Muslim piety.

Still later when originality became rarer the form and the theme of the panegyric on the Prophet were used for the demonstration of one’s skill in rhetorical tropes; such ghazals were designated the badī’īyyah. That kind of play with words is, of course, beyond the purview of poetic proper.

Adaptation of Meter and Diction.—It was indicated at the very beginning that the metrical forms handed down by the pre-Islamic poets continued to hold their own throughout the classical period. We have only to review the adaptation of these forms to the demands of new developments in theme and style. First, there was the preference of short, flexible metres and then, with the dethronement of the maddah, the tendency to short pieces devoted to single or closely allied themes. However, the only departure from the tradition with regard to the ghāṣṣah was the adoption from the Persian of the saummawij, i.e., tenon with each verse having a separate rhyme for its two hemistiches (instead of the whole poem having a single rhyme for the endings of each verse). This was the form attributed to the Zoroastrian scriptural psalms which the zindo poets were charged with reciting in secret. And obviously this was the form best suited for the epics which, because of its length, made it well-nigh impossible to sustain one single rhyme-ending. But though the form of the epic narrative (al-šīv al-qanṣūfiyy) was found, the Arabic poets failed to achieve anything remarkable in the field from an aesthetic viewpoint. The early pioneers, ibn al-Mu’tadz and al-Khurrami, were tolerably good in picturing national calamities but unfortunately it was now reduced to a mere monotonous serialization of the chronicles of kings and dynasties without anything of genuine poetry about it.

No sooner did the need to please the vanity of the patron disappear than the diction tended to be unaffected, soft, sweet, and naturally fit for the theme and the content. Abu al-‘Asīkhah, himself a pitch-seller, succeeded particularly well in employing the simple language of the common people without any loss of standards. On the other hand, this trend towards the natural and the unaffected suffered some degeneration at the hands of the libertine poets like Bāṣhābīr, who did not mind effeminacy and the perverted reproduction of the idiom of the sporting women in the private company of lovers.

Strophic Verses.—It is quite understandable that the need for strophic verse should arise as soon as music and dancing were introduced in Arabia consequent upon the Islamic conquest of Persia. Al-Ḫull has left behind a few verses which are like a formula for the rhythmic beating of the feet.25 Further, the attempt to evolve an artifice form for the special purposes of

music and dance took the direction of adaptation of the old tradition rather than a complete innovation. The full length of a poem was divided into parts consisting of two or more verses, each part having a different single rhyme for its several hemistiches but all the parts followed by the repetition of a particular verse with a rhyme of its own and thus held together as if by a string (Ar. sīrī; hence the device called al-‘asrīyya). This evolution must have taken place at a very early period since it is ascribed without certainty to Insh’ al-Qais. It was the same device which was employed to take greater liberties with rhyme (and also metre) in Spain under the name of al-mawsulah shak (from eightfold meaning girdle). Later when the colloquial dialect was fully admitted to this form it came to be known as the nazzal. Thus it came to be an artistic form just free enough to be within the easy comprehension and unsophisticated taste of all, yet devoid of none of the essentials of traditional art. From Spain it was brought to Egypt and the East and achieved a high degree of popularity. There were still more spontaneous forms of strophic verse in which the street vendors and the like moulded their cries but in all cases the gīfūsh was fully relished and the variety of its different strophes was compensated for the uniformity of the refrain in between them.

B

PROSE

The earliest specimens of Arabic prose coming down to us from the pre-Islamic times fall into the following categories: —

1. Proverbs,
2. Oracular sayings,
3. Orations, and
4. Accounts of battles and stories of love, adventure, and entertainment.

Except for the last category the form in vogue was unmistakably epigrammatic and highly condensed, consisting of short, cadenced and loosely rhymed sentences. This form was quite in conformity with the morphology of the language and the peculiar temperament of the Arab, particularly in view of his reliance on memory alone for preservation and transmission. No surprise that whatever did not conform to this requirement of form was simply allowed to go by the board.

The oracular sayings were almost lacking in any content whatsoever: if the oracle excelled in anything it was mere adroitness in ambiguity. The most remarkable from the viewpoint of the content were, of course, the proverbs, of which the few highly suggestive words often symbolized a whole story deep-rooted in the simple Bedouin life. Hence they were early recognized as a source, second only to poetry, for the knowledge of the history, manners, customs, and superstitions of the pre-Islamic Arabs. In later periods also, there was a remarkable curiosity to pick up pithy and suggestive lines
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and phrases from poetry and prose and to pass them round in speech and writing. Thus, the stock of proverbs, which in Arabic include idioms and phrases in common use, never ceased increasing and receiving variety from the changes in the pattern of life. Often they mirrored the experiences, complimentary and otherwise, of contexts between the various nationalities.

The orations were designed for actual needs arising out of war-like tribal activity or communal social relationships. Though prose, however exquisite, was always rated as a lesser form of art, there is no doubt that oration had sufficiently developed into a recognized literary medium. It would also be justifiable to assume that sermonizing for its own sake, as, for example, on wise conduct and good behaviours, had come into vogue.

The evening get-together in the courtyard, generally under the auspices of some generous dignitary, is the age-old manifestation of the Arab instinct for communal social life. The importance of this feature in the hard, matter-of-fact life in the inhospitable desert cannot be over-emphasized. It is also quite understandable that the main diversion on this occasion should be a round of talks on events and anecdotes bound up either with historical curiosity or common interest in love and adventure. The contents of this asmaar can be easily distinguished as (a) the narratives of the battles of the Arabs, (b) stories of love and adventure of Arabian provenance, and (c) stories borrowed from foreign sources. Some traces of the beast-fable have also been found scattered here and there. Nevertheless, pure fables were seldom a flair of the Arab mind even in subsequent times. Naturally enough, this evening talk was couched in simple informal language with emphasis on content rather than on elegance of word, and the way in which it has been recorded by the scholars of early Islam can at best be described as quotation from the speech of the narrator.

Influence of the Qur’an and the Hadith—The unique position of the Qur’an as the first book in Arabic has already been noted. It for the first time made the Arabs fully aware of the potentialities of prose as an artistic form. Still more important in another way was the normative influence of the Hadith. It is certainly wrong to assume that the influence of the Qur’an was in any way circumscribed by its claim to inimitability because even an unattainable ideal is always potent enough to set the direction of effort in the future. But, of course, there was an air of formality about the Qur’an. On the other hand, the Hadith represented the model of effortless, everyday speech—simple, terse, to the point, efficacious of purpose, and interspersed with flashes of vivacity and humour. The most important general contribution of both the Qur’an and the Hadith was to drive home the primordial need for setting an aim and a purpose in speech and composition and making both the content and the word fit and conform to the same. The new outlook on literary beauty as related to a definite purpose represented a radical change from the old tradition of aimless talk—"the wandering into every valley" (Qur’an)—and gave birth to a mental discipline which is the hallmark of
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the orations and the epistolary compositions of early Islam. The official correspondence of the early Caliphs and their addresses on different occasions of war, legislation, and administration are all marked by a simple and direct style flowing naturally from high concentration on purpose and thus surpassing all art. Yet they show all the dignity of authority. It will be remembered that orations and epistles were the two branches of literary composition which were specially favoured in early Islam by the needs of administration as well as congregational activity and social life. They only underwent a portentous change at the hands of the Persian secretaries, who introduced in the Arab chancelleries all the fanfare of the Sassanian Court by way of pompous language and grandiose style.

Early Works on Adab (Bellas-lettres).—The early literary activity (apart from poetry) concerned itself mainly with compilation and narration rather than personal creation. The scholars and the students were content with collections of texts and explanations of important pieces of poetry, proverbs, orations, sayings of prophets and wise men, historical narratives, and wit- cisms—all considered to be the necessary components of oral and formal instruction. These collections were like packets in which the knowledge of their compilers was humped together without any systematic arrangement or classification, the compilers themselves contributing only a few comments here and there. Only ibn Qatibiah (d. 270/889-90) introduced some order into the invaluable chaos.

The beginning of original production was closely bound up with an interest in man and his natural surroundings. Curiously enough, this interest was roused by the rivalry among the various nationalities within the 'Abbasid Empire. The political and social conditions of the time promoted interesting, even though acrimonious, discourses on the characteristics—physical, temperamental, and cultural—of the peoples of different lands as exhibited in their current behaviour and past history. Al-Jahiz (d. 265/880-89), one of the first Mu'tazilites to study the Greek naturalists, endeavoured these discourses with the superb literary form of resaurie or short tract characterized by a combination of erudition and artistic skill with the spirit of reliance on facts and observation and history rather than on speculative deductions. Thus, highly scientific data, worthy of a Darwin, relating to the processes of adaptation between man and nature, came to form the theme of high literature and art. Al-Jahiz's "Book on Animals" (Kitab al-Hayawan), a fine specimen of the wedlock between art and science, is a definite gain to literature and a high compliment to the general culture of the time. Only one is left wondering whether science would not have prospered better by an early separation from its charming companion.

Popular Anecdote.—Beyond the circle of scholars and students the interest of the common people lay in the anecdote or the saying designed in simple, unsophisticated language. They sought light and amusement in stories of love or adventure or a blend of both. Apart from the pre-Islamic lore, the
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wars of Islamic conquest lay hardly for the purpose and were specially suited to satisfy at the same time religious fervour, national pride, and the instinctive love of adventure. There is ample evidence to show that the conquers were actually the subject of a saga which, however, could enter the books only surreptitiously. Two other streams contributed to the fund of anecdotes in the early Islamic period: first, the South Arabian lore in which the Umayyads took particular interest as part of the glorification of the Arabs, and, secondly, the Jewish religious lore which was widely and indiscriminatingly drawn upon by the gospels (religious sermonizers). None of these stories, however, could find artistic presentation because the regard for historical truth prevented their incorporation in book form: the dangers which were guarded against are illustrated by the corrosions that evaded detection and are found today here and there. Even when they were collected in book form at a very late period they continued to be regarded below the dignity of a scholar. Of course, the stories of love which were not liable to be mixed up with religion and history were given freer admittance to the literary circles, but even these (e.g., the story of the ideal love of Majdun or the perfumed love of Wijdah and al-Yaman) were recalled only with reference to poetry and seldom took any definite artistic form in prose. Whatever form these popular stories possess has only been achieved effortlessly through common repetition.

Story Cycles.—The indigenous stories of love alluded to above were simple incidents which could not keep the attention of the bemused-hungry audience for any considerable time. As town life grew, the need was felt for cycles of stories or stories within a story, separate yet interconnected with a string plot which would keep the curiosity on its edge for as long as "Thou-
sand and One Nights." This need was met, in the first instance, by import from Persia, which had long been known to be the storehouse for such stories. The Persian afadah, the prototype of the Arabic story cycles, had passion, wonder, and surprise as the keynotes of its content; it is the quest for the wonderful and the surprising which brings in supernatural elements and magic to heighten the effects of adventure, and treachery and moral depravity to enhance love. This element of wilful selection and exaggeration of the unusual in actual life should not be overlooked in making any sweeping generalizations in regard to the state of society. The overtone is particularly deceptive in regard to historical personalities as, for example, Harun al-Rashid, who, though he indulged in luxury and sensuous pleasure in private life, would never allow any lapse from dignity and moral propriety in public. It was perhaps in the original core of Houstr Afadah itself that popularly idealised historical personalities were woven into the texture with a view to imparting a touch of reality to the fiction. Yet it is remarkable that this particular branch, as contrasted with that of Kalilah wa Dimnah, was successfully cultivated at Baghbd and Cairo. The anonymous ma'idje went on dressing up the borrowed material and augmenting it with their own creation until the whole stock was moulded into a more or less fixed but sufficiently polished
form. The professionals, whose job was gradually reduced to vocal performance, often to the accompaniment of simple instrumental music, circulated and transmitted the stock by oral tradition among themselves until it was reedited in book form in about the ninth/tenth century. The form and the content of these story cycles would be better appreciated if it is constantly kept in view that they were never meant to be read; they were recited to an audience seeking mental relaxation rather than intellectual satisfaction. They were designed simply to amuse and not to popularize or criticize any particular view of society. Rather the surplus is that they were secretly helped into circulation by the powers that were interested in turning the attention of the masses away from political and social problems. Hence all the emphasis is on the tempo of action to the suberrunve of everything else. Further, in the very nature of circumstances, the style and the diction could only be such as were regarded elegant and interesting by the standards and tastes of the common people. It really reflects very well on the common culture of those days when people could learn how to appreciate and enjoy elegant language in their ordinary social surroundings without necessarily studying at school. But after all the story cycles were never regarded as a piece of literature (adab) and were never read and taught by scholars as such. I was only in the West that the scholars thought it worthwhile to devote time to the Alif La'ah wa La'ah.

The Sirdg Asfur, another notable work of the same class, bears the impress of conscious art, its texture being loose-chymed prose embroidered with some ten thousand verses. In point of content, a hero of the pre-Islamic times is made to live through five hundred years of Islam down to the Crusades, personifying in himself all the chivalry of the famous knights of Islamic history as well as the legends of the Persian epic. It sprang into popularity in the tense atmosphere of the Crusades and represents fully the peculiar temperament of the time.

High-class Fiction.—It will be seen from the preceding two paragraphs that the imagination of the Muslim masses, like that of the masses of any other people, was strongly tempted to dramatize history and to develop the hard core of facts into fabulous stories. But such a pursuit was totally barred to a Muslim scholar by his high sense of intellectual honesty and academic responsibility cognate with the sanctimonious regard for religious purity. As fiction was disdained and frowned upon by the cultured, it was condemned and relegated to the circles of the common people. Pure fiction, which posed no danger of distortion to valuable fact, was quite welcome in literary circles. But, again, the literati were earnest people who would rebuff a fable only if it had some moral import in the manner of the stories of the Qur'an. It will, however, be observed that the reliance of the Qur'an on the known incidents of history, rather than fables, to point a moral is highly significant as being in full accord with the peculiar temperament of the Arab. Not that the Arab was weak in imagination; he only considered it somewhat
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cildish to invent fictitious tales, which is best evidenced by the clear absence of a mythology even in the pre-Islamic days. He was indeed very fond of moralizing but would do so only through direct, pithy, and pointed proverbial sayings supported by illustrations from real life. The style of the Qur'an in this respect stands in sharp contrast with that of the sacred books of India, which seek to convey the truth mainly through fables. Thus, it was only when highly cultured Persians consecrated themselves to the service of Arabic that the treasures of the Indo-Persian tradition were transferred into this language. As these were mere translations, their contents do not belong to Arabic: only the use of the artistic form of Arabic for this kind of composition was a notable innovation. The rendering of the Kafisah wa Dinisah by Jn al-Majjafis was designed to be read by the educated classes who relished it for its moralizing on the conduct of private and public affairs. It was warmly appreciated as a novelty and verified more than once, but the attempts at imitation of the model failed to achieve any considerable measure of success. Thus, pure fiction too, like the fanciful encroachment of history and religion, fell to the lot of the common people who indulged in it for sheer amusement.

The unproductivity of the Arab-Islamic milieu; so far as high-class fiction is concerned, has only to be viewed by the side of unparalleled success in the preservation of the religious texts, the scrupulous eschewing of the subjective element in historical annals, and the evolution of a full-fledged science for establishing the authenticity of a text with reference to the character of the narrator. In short, the learned and the scholarly devoted themselves to checking the rampancy of the imagination of the unlettered rather than giving free reins to their own fancy. Further, the authority of the Sahihah left no need for any emotional pleading or intellectual canvassing by dramatization of social problems; hence the absence of the story or the novel except for literary and philosophical themes.

Literary Epistle (Risalah) and Historical Maqashah.—The extraordinary interest in linguistic studies provided a scholar in early Islam with a vast fund of vocabulary and usage as well as a sense of elegance and beauty in expression. He, however, waited for events and occasions in actual life to put his knowledge and skill to use; hence the absence of any prose form other than the oration and the epistle. The disputations on the merits of the various nationalities and different classes of people brought into vogue for a while the short topical essay. But the natural, forthright style soon started soaring high at the hands of the Persian scribes until it became thoroughly inflated and encumbered. To this encumbrance the Christian scribes further added the embellishment of as'a, and the over-played art degenerated into tiresome gymnastics. There was, however, some expansion in the range of the epistle-essay writing, which opened up a wide outlet for literary skill. Tracts on the rules of good conduct were very popular, some of which on Persian model were meant specially for kings, while others were addressed to all
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classes. Similarly, there was a plethora of manuals of instruction through which all men of consequence were eager to communicate their wisdom. But the most important branch conducted merely for the sake of pleasure was "letters" addressed to fellow-scholars and patrons touching upon purely academic and literary problems. Pride and rivalry helped to impart zest to such a pursuit. The style was high-flown and erudite with the obtrusive aim of pedantry. A further development of this tradition of the literary epistle (al-risalah) was the majmal, which represents perhaps the first attempt to invent a loose framework of picaresque romance for the display of one's literary knowledge and skill. The idea must have been suggested by the presence of a real character in the Arabized Persian society of the time—a witty and somewhat unscrupulous prodigy of letters, devoid of patronage from high-ups and loth to engage himself in any lucrative work, thus compelled to shift for himself by roving from town to town and "begging" by the public display of feats of improvisation on the interesting and instructive situations of life. The emphasis is, no doubt, on an exhibition of linguistic virtuosity but there is throughout a vein of witicism which is sometimes employed for portraying society, manners, and peoples. As this form came to be the dominant one in Arabic prose, a large variety of it depicting incidents and situations concerning particular classes such as the 'abulid and theivers, was successfully attempted in every age. It has throughout remained a typically indigenous product, specially suited to the equipment and training of the Arab scholar as alluded to above.

Development of the Story for Literary Theme.—The significance of the majmal lay in the Arabic scholar at last descending to create out of imagination the framework of a story, however short and undeveloped, with a view to displaying his profuse but pent-aiy literary skill. For the newly released fancy abu al-‘Alak al-Ma‘ari borrowed the wings of the popular traditions relating to the Prophet's Ascension (al-mi‘a) to the heavens. His Risalah al-Qayirun is really a majmal cycle under the overall covering of a rasalah. The story is no more than a fral show-case to display the author's store of knowledge, just a device to string together a series of expositions of problems and judgments relating to poetry, literature, and grammar. As the author was also a philosoper and a critical observer of beliefs and practices, he brought out the witicism characteristic of the majmal for an audacious burlesque of contemporary state of learning and society, which imparted a unique quality to the work. The style excelled only in pedantry and artificial beauty. Yet the review of the entire field of literature, beliefs, morals, and manners in the course of an imaginary flight remained the high-watermark of the traditional Arabic scholarship.

Story for the Philosophical Theme.—The philosophical romance of ibn Tufail (d. 586/1184) entitled Usagin Ris Tanqis is a complete surprise in Arabic literature in more than one way. Here for the one time was a plot, as the main concern of the author. Sufficient attention is also paid to the
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caracterization and setting. The style is subordinated to the theme. It will be recalled that the general body of Muslim philosophers had been confronted with a two-fold problem: the capability of reason to attain to reality unaided by revelation, and the identity of reality notwithstanding the difference in the source and the categories of knowledge imparted by religion. Soon intuition, the titius quia, achieved a lasting victory over both. On the one hand, it established its claim to be the essence of religion and, on the other, it was recognized as the higher form of philosophy. The importance of the latter development, which was by far the greater victory, has not often been fully appreciated. It was a momentous step indeed to accept intuition as part of a man's natural equipment, cognate with reason, for the "realization" of truth. Anyway, it was for the purposes of explaining all those points together that the philosophers conjured up the vision of a Solitary Man, cut off from all knowledge of religion yet attaining to a vision of God through the proper use and development of his faculties alone.

Historical Writing.—The Arabic historian was solely concerned with the preservation of authentic records. He would not digest the facts and attempt at their reconstruction and interpretation for the reader. The merit of a historian like al-Tahari (d. 510/922-23) lay only in the extent and variety of his information; his own personality could be discerned only in the indication here and there of a preference for one of the several versions of a particular event. This self-imposed restraint on the part of the historian, like the similar scruples of the adab producer, betokened only high devotion to truth nurtured by the traditions of religious sciences. As a matter of fact, it proved to be a valuable asset in eliminating, so to say, the middlemen, and enabling all posterity to get a purely objective view of the past. Even when the annalistic framework was not strictly adhered to and the method of topical historiography was initiated by al-Mas‘udi (d. 345/956-7) the style continued to be dominated by reporting. However, this deliberate suppression of the personal element contributed to the lack of any prose form for historical writing. Such development had to wait till the beginning of the eighth/nineteenth century when ibn al-Tajga produced his book al-fajri. Keeping in view the fact of its being an innovation, the success achieved was remarkable. A lucid and fluent yet brilliant style is applied to carefully selected facts combined with appropriate comments. But again this admirable example was not sufficiently followed up. Rather the main development, from which ibn al-Tajga revolted consciousvly, had already proceeded far on the lines of the transformation and application of the epistolary style—grand and verbose, as already noted—to historiography. It was fortunate indeed that this style was carried to palpable absurdity quite early by al-Utbi (d. 427/1035-36). It was decisively rejected by the Arab taste only to find favourable development in Persian. Court patronage of the historians also brought in the need for flattery and exaggeration, but it must be said in fairness that the historian did not absolve himself totally of regard for truth in the manner of poets.
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On the whole, the style of the official amanuensis and the Court historians of the late 'Abbasid period belongs to the same genre. The best examples of Arabic historical prose, both in regard to form and content, are the private memoirs of personal experiences of war and peace like the Kithār al-Nihāya of Ukmān ibn Mūqīḍ (d. 584/1198–99), and the accounts of travels. In the latter class of works one finds not only observation and effective narration but also the author's own appraisal of personalities and events in the light of history and contemporary society. Generally, the style is simple and natural and even where art is displayed, as in the case of Ibn Jubair (d. 614/1217–18), it is not overlooked at the expense of the content. Al-Qazwīnī's al-Muqaddimah al-Dalil forms a class by itself—an autobiographical account of mental conflict and spiritual quest written with such simplicity and naturalness as defy all art.

Influence on the West.—Looking in retrospect over the entire field of Arabic prose and poetry, the general reader will not fail to be struck particularly with a few features which stand out prominently. First, there is the perfect symmetry, so characteristic of all Muslim art, the unaltering rhythm, and the regular rhyme which at once give the general impression of order, system, and exquisiteness in the construction of the verse. Secondly, there is the entire scheme of romantic love as embodied in the tradition of the ghazal. It is not fully appreciated, especially among the Muslims who take it as a matter of course, how much the Islamic outlook on woman and sex relationship has to do with the sentimental romantic love. Love as art can only flourish in a society where the company of woman is sublimated into a virtue. A further condition for the growth of romanticism is the recognition of certain ethical rules for courtship, a certain devaluation of restraint. Such restraint is only symbolic of love for the independent will of a separate individuality (best exemplified in the economic rights of women in Islam) coupled with a tenderly appreciation—so different from lustful exploitation—of the frailty and delicacy of the feminine constitutional and sentimental make-up. In the blind fervour of the extremist revolt against the denial of human rights to women in the West, this last basis of all chivalry and romance is much liable to be forgotten. Anyway, it was these two features—the exquisite form and the romantic content—of the Andalusian poetry which impressed the troubadours of Provence so deeply. Needless to say that lyrical poetry of romantic love had a special development in Spain so as to become unique even in Arabic. In the same way the atrophic verse blossomed in Spain as nowhere else. The tradition, however, goes back to the Unassyad ghazal with Islam intervening between it and the frank hedonism of the jāhiliyyah.

Turning to prose, one finds Arabic offering, at its best, aphorisms, apologies, popular fables characterized by the spirit of adventure, and picaresque romance (maghīrat). Actually, these were the very curiosities which achieved a ready success in medieval Europe through oral transmission and book translation. It was not very appropriate indeed that works like the Arba'ah Nights, which were meant only for recital in the marketplace, were read in book form in Europe. This was bound to produce a certain revision at a later period when they were found to be devoid of the finer elements of literary art. Anyhow, "orientalism"—a touch of the fabulous, the wonderful, and the exotic—entered the thought-processes of the European writers and poets. Still more important is the percolation of some of the higher devices resting on characteristicly Islamic traditions like the mīrāj into the Divina Comedie and the Solitary Man into Robinson Crusoe.
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Chapter LI

ARABIC LITERATURE: GRAMMAR AND LEXICOGRAPHY

A GRAMMAR

The intellectual activity of the early Muslims stemmed directly from their devotion to religion. The Arabs had throughout been sensitively proud of their language; contacts with foreigners were regarded by them as derogatory to pure Arabic. However, before Islam any corruption of the dialect was but a social drawback; after Islam any lapse from the norm inevitably led to distortion of the sacred text with dire consequences both in this as well as in the next world. Curiously enough, it was Islam itself which brought about the commingling of the Arabs with the non-Arabs on a vast and unprecedented scale. In the very second decade of the Hijrah the Arabs were carried on the crest of a wave of military conquests across the bounds of their homeland to settle down in the neighbouring countries of Iraq, Persia, Syria, and Egypt. At the same time there was a huge influx of alien, mostly prisoners of war, into the principal towns—Makkah and Madīnah—of Arabia itself. Before long there appeared for the first time in history a considerable and growing number of neophytes seeking initiation into Arab society with a conscious effort to learn, imitate, and serve that new religious culture which was only couched in Arabic and had its prototype in Arab milieu. Naturally enough, the inaptitude
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of those neophytes in the use of the Arabic tongue excited the laughter of the younger folk in Arab households; it also shocked the elders as it amounted to inadvertent profanity and distortion of the Qur'ānic verses. The corruptive effects on the new generation of the Arabs—the townsfolk among them—were no less disconcerting; the daily usages marked a sharp decline from the Qur'ānic idiom. Thus, there is little doubt that about the middle of the first century of the Hijrah the Muslims were squarely faced with their foremost literary problem, viz., the need for the preservation of the Qur'ān. The Arabs needed reinforcing their own natural way of speech with a discipline of conscious effort; they were also eager, in keeping with the true spirit of Islam, to pass on to the myriads of non-Arabs, who daily swelled the ranks of the faithful, not only the religion and the practices of Islam but also the language as a key to a first-hand knowledge of its primary source or sources. Actually, however, only a few of the Arabs concerned themselves with those branches of studies which involved the use of the method of qiyas, i.e., analogy and deduction. Such creative intellectual activity was notably a feature of the non-Arab inhabitants of Iraq, who province occupied a unique position in the insipient literary life of Islam. It is worthwhile recalling that the province had been the cradle of ancient civilizations and the nursery of cultural currents from the Helenes, including those relayed from the important academy at Junjali-Sbjurūr; hence, the mental attitudes of its inhabitants bore the stamp of philosophical and scientific discipline. Still more remarkable was the spirit motivating the political relationship of these “intellectuals” with their proud and unlettered masters, the Arabs, and their peculiar religious and cultural propensities towards Islam and the Arabic language. In contrast with Syria and Egypt, it will be seen that the 'Ajams of Iraq were from the very beginning determined to assert their own individuality, albeit within the pale of Islam and on the ground of Arabs own devotion to the Arabic language. Even the Ṣaḥḥābīyah movement, the outburst of an outraged sense of superiority of the Persians over the Arabs, involved no resilience from loyalty to the language of the Qur'ān. It was a clear parallel to early Ṣaḥḥām, which was calculated to work out the political ascendency of the Persians but only under the supreme and authoritarian overlordship of the House of the Arabian Prophet. Baṣrā and Kūfah, the two cemeteries of the Arabs, provided ideal conditions for fruitful contact between the Arabs and the non-Arabs. Of particular importance was the proximity of the two towns to the northern Arabian desert, long regarded as the preserve of the linguistic

1 This is amply borne out by the different versions of what prompted Abu al-Aswad al-Du'ali to turn to grammar.

2 It is noteworthy that Abu al-Aswad al-Du'ali, who showed himself genuinely anxious to help the non-Arabs learn Arabic and Islam, did so in spite of his jealousy of their prosperity and influence. There was not the slightest trace of any tendency among the Arabs to sit Brahman-like over the treasures of religious knowledge.

3 This applies equally to grammar and to al-va'i in the realm of Fiqh.
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norm, and the market-place of al-Mīrṣād—on the outskirts of Baṣrā—was not less a close-by rendezvous of the Arḍī (Bedouin Arabs of the desert) and the literati until the former, becoming aware of the demand, themselves came to offer their linguistic materials to the elite of Iraq and western Persia.

According to the classical tradition, it was Abu al-Aswād (Zālīm b. 'Ans) al-Du'ali (or al-Dilī), a poet, warrior, and teacher (died in 69/688-89 at the age of 85), who took the first step to stem the tide of growing laxity and error in the use of the Arabic tongue. He was an active partisan of 'Alli in politics and actually fought against Mu'rīyī at Sīfīn. It is, therefore, no surprise that he should take pride in claiming that the rudiments of Arabic grammar were confided to him by 'Alli. This assertion can safely be dismissed as only an instance of the too frequent attempt to trace all learning to 'Alli, the "Gate-way of the City of Knowledge." It is also true that Abu al-Aswād himself cannot be credited with having worked out the fundamentals of Arabic grammar as such, but it is reasonably certain that he did institute something which, to later historians of the development of grammar, appeared to be the genesis of it. Let us examine what it actually was. Till the time with which we are concerned, the Arabic script, originally taken over from the Syriac-Nabataean writing, remained without a system of 'ānāh, i.e., vowel-marks. Nor was there any established practice as to 'iẓām, i.e., disjunctive marks, to distinguish letters of similar shape. Of course, there was no urgent need for either so long as the main dependence was on memory and writing was regarded as a mere casual help. In the context of the new demands made by the change in the social pattern, the alert and acute mind of Abu al-Aswād realized the inadequacy of the written consonantal letter to evoke the correct unmarked vowel, which had ceased to come natural as of yore. He, therefore, must have been the first to conceive the idea of introducing some further aid to make the people "know and observe correct speech." It appears that at first the innovation was opposed by Ziyūd b. Ṭibhī, the Governor of Baṣrāh, with whose sons Abu al-Aswād might have discussed it. After some time, however, all conceded that it was absolutely needed and Abu al-Aswād went forward to lay down the following system:

(i) the vowel “a,” the pronunciation of which needs a full upward opening (fātah) of the mouth, to be marked with a dot above a letter.

(ii) the vowel “i,” the pronunciation of which needs a little downward movement (kaṣāb) of the mouth, to be marked with a dot below the letter.

* Encyclopaedia of Islam, "Abu al-Aswād."

* In the Islamic literary tradition, the written book long continued to serve merely as an aide memoire—a copy of what was preserved in memory and not vice versa.
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(iii) the vowel "a", the pronunciation of which needs a rounded closing (fammush) of the lips, to be marked with a dot in front of the letter. This system of dots is to be seen in one of the oldest copies of the Qur'an dated 772/986, now preserved in the National Library at Cairo. The text on parchment is in black, while the vowel-dots are in red, in accordance with the usual practice. It has been noted that a similar system of dots was in use in the writing of Syriac, and, though Abu al-Awwad's contacts with the Syriacs are not expressly alluded to, it stands more than probable that having realized the urgency he turned round and took the cue from his compatriots of the Syrian Christian Church.5

It is also possible, as some reports make out, that Abu al-Awwad went a step further to propound some broad distinctions in the main parts of a sentence such as the subject and the predicate. On the whole, however, his contribution was merely to focus attention on the usage of vowel-endings as distinctive characteristics of Arabic. Hence, observation of vowel-endings was designated al-'Arabiyah, i.e., the art of speech in the correct and characteristic Arabic way. The use of vowel-endings itself was known as al-'Arab, i.e., rendering into the proper Arabic way.6 The Al-'Arabiyah was undoubtedly an embryonic form of Arabic grammar.

The emphasis on al-'Arabiyah grew in proportion to the need for saving the Qur'an from being consigned to antiquity. So far the method used was more ad hoc, i.e., putting the particulars in the mouth of the pupil. Only the necessary terms and signs for indicating the different vowels in speech and writing had been devised. As yet there was no fa'il or reasoning on the basis of general principles governing the incidence of the fa'il. But certainly the fa'il was under intense and searching observation, from which it was not far step to collecting a number of analogous examples and inducting from them some rules for general guidance. This was the beginning of the discovery of the logical structure of the language which, in the words of Sarton, was as much a scientific discovery as, for example, the discovery of the anatomical structure of the human body. This scientific discovery, the Naṣṣ proper, reached the proportions of a separate branch of study at Baṣrah with 'Abd Allah b. abi Šabq al-Baṣrij (d. 1177/786) and his pupil, Abu 'Amr l-Ḥujj b. 'Umar al-Qaṣṣāqī (d. 140/757). Both the teacher and the pupil were non-Arab clients (the latter being the client of none other than Khālid b. al-Walī) who relished putting the Arabs to shame on the score of incorrect speech. They had a reputation for boldness in hadl al-ṣaḥīq, i.e., induction of cases from an array of analogous examples. Even in the first flush of discovery, they were so confident of the principles arrived at that they did not mind criticizing on their basis the ancient model poets such as al-Nazzār, not to speak of the contemporary al-Farghāni. When the latter composed a vitriolic satire against his dogmatic critic, ibn abi Šabq would only retaliate by pointing out a grammatical mistake even in the satirical verse.7 The pupil elaborated the method explicitly, as in discovering principles which held good generally and in listing the deviations as lujhāt, i.e., exceptional usages. And it was he who embodied the results in two books said to have been the first on the subject.

It must be noted that al-luṣūb, i.e., incorrect speech, which gave stimulus to the thought of Abu al-Awwad, had by the turn of the first/seventh century assumed alarming proportions. It had percolated to the ranks of the ḍīlī of the Court and the administration as well as the circles of the learned such as the traditionalists and the jurists. But the deterioration, far from inducing an attitude of tolerance, gave rise to a strong reaction against what was regarded almost as a sin, and there was a determined effort not so much to preserve the purity of the Qur'ānic text as to make the ordinary speech conform to the standards of its idiom.8 It was at this very time that al-Nabī, the science of "the proper way of the speech of the Arabs" (ibn Jann) was fully recognized as an independent branch of study and the term al-muṣāfī became widespread in popular parlance.9

The Baṣrah school reached its perfection in the following age, which produced such giants as al-Khālid and Šibawāwī. Al-Khālid b. Ahmad, a truly versatile genius of Arab descent (al-Furūḥī/al-Farāhī, al-Ādī), whose contribution alone would outweigh the achievement of the host of non-Arabs, was born in 100/718-19 and died some time between 170/786 and 172/791. There can be no greater testimony to his high powers of originality than the discovery of Arabic prosody without any previous pattern, taking his cue merely from the rhythmic beats of the smith's hammer. No surprise that after benefiting from the teachings of l-Ḥujj, he should have been able to elaborate the framework of Arabic grammar, a framework within which

---

5 It will be remarked that the other synonyms such as nasb jarr, and naṣṣ also refer to the same varied movement of the mouth. Closely parallel to the Arabic terms are the Persian equivalents: zer, zikr, and ḥuṣāb.

7 The Syrian Christians of the West had another system, first introduced in the second/third century, in which letters of the Greek alphabet (five altogether: Β, Ε, Η, Ο, Α) instead of the dots were used as vowel-marks. At some later date, not exactly ascertained, the Arabs also replaced the dots with letters of their own alphabet added in an abbreviated form: ς from ζ; ζ from α (some- what doubtful); and ζ from ς. Obviously, the change must have been necessitated by the use of dots for diacritical marks along with their use for vowel-marks. The diacritical marks are said to have been brought into somewhat systematic use as the basis of al-ṣābi' b. Ya'qub, the Governor of Iraq, by Naṣr b. Ṭa'lim (d. 87/708), who, remarkably enough, is also reckoned as one of the founders of Arabic grammar. For some time the two kinds of dots were distinguished by the different sounds of the ink. The replacement of the vowel-dots with abbreviations of ζ, ζ and ς was sometimes ascribed to al-Khālid b. Ahmad, which is supported by the title Ḥibāl al-ṣawq al-ṣawq among his works.
9 J. Franck, al-Ṣīhābī (Arabic translation), Cairo, 1961, pp. 26, 85, 74. 10 "Al-Jazīrī, Tābā, Dīr al-Maṭrīrī, Cairo, 1932, p. 17."
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al-īrāb could be explained and reasoned out. But al-Khallīl cared neither for fame nor for material gain; he desired that he should live in a state of subject penury while his pupils made a fortune with the learning imbibed from him. It fell to the lot of his Persian pupil Shihwaili,18 who also had direct contact with 'Iṣāb b. 'Umar, to complete the work of al-Khallīl and to arrange and produce his findings in concrete book form. Shihwaili (abu Bahr 'Amr b. 'Uthmān b. Qubair), a native of Sīrāq who died at the young age of about forty years in the last quarter of the second century of the Rijāsh, really proved to be another genius for comprehensiveness, if not so much for originality. His Kitāb has throughout the ages been regarded as the final word on Arabic grammar and has become proverbial for its unique position in the field. Those who followed Shihwaili right down to the present time could only comment upon, remove obscurities from, and arrange and rearrange the materials furnished in the "Book" without adding much to it.19

It has been a vexed question as to whether the main concepts of Arabic grammar are an indigenous growth or they are traceable to some external pattern. Modern scholars have started upon the researches as those with the Indian Prakritikāyas, but they offer no secure ground for any assumption of borrowing. It must be remembered that the Arabic grammar is concerned mainly with the ʿirāb, which is a peculiarity of the Arabic language and was actually realized and proudly asserted to be so by the early grammarians. Hence, it is no less misleading to make much of the similarity between the division of a word into ʿīṣm, ʿībul, and ṣāf m in Arabic and the analogous categories in Syriac or Greek. Obviously, the Arabic grammarians had to chalk out and proceed on their own lines and, in fact, they have given us a fair idea of how they applied their efforts to the problem, which was peculiarly their own. As hinted earlier, they began by observing the various positions of the words in a sentence and the particular use to which they were put into those positions.20 These positions came to be designated by distinctive terms and certain rules were laid as to the ʿirāb appropriate for those positions. These rules went on developing in the direction of reducing further and further the number of exceptions which would not admit of their general application. What helped the people of Iraq in this undertaking was a flair for ḫaṣāʾ and ḫiyāṯ, which was exhibited in an equal measure in grammatical and literary studies as well as in Fiḥḍ and jurisprudence.21 This flair certainly

18 The reading "Sibyāth" is not supported by comparison with "Nīfawīn," which latter is in no doubt because of its occurrence in the rhyme of a verse. Yidh ibn Wallisīn, Wafqāt, "Irshad b. Muḥammad b. Ḥarīma.


20 What distinguished the Fiḥḍ of abu Ḥasanīh was exactly the same: the probing into the "efficient cause" (ʿiḥāb) governing a number of given instances and then applying the same to unforeseen circumstances. The pupil soars on the back of his master to an extent that it is more than mere chance that he has to show his ingenuity of grammar. It is remarkable that the opponents of abu Ḥasanīh, who wanted to run down his school of Fiḥḍ, thought it necessary to bear the impress of Hellenism. Nevertheless, it remains a mere conjecture that the early Muslims took over anything specific from Greek sources in grammar, in the same way as it is a mere wishful thought that Fiḥḍ is indebted to anything specific in the Roman Law.22

The cornersones of Arabic grammar is the correlation of the ʿirāb of the different parts of a sentence based on the theory of an ʿādīs, i.e., an efficient cause supposedly resident in one of the parts and governing the whole. The earliest trace of it is perhaps in the Kitāb al-Ausmīl of al-Khallīl—a work known to us only by its title. But there is no reason to suppose that al-Khallīl derived it in any way from the general line pursued thenceforth by 'Iṣāb b. 'Umar and others. Unless, therefore, this ʿādīs theory is proved to have been formulated on a familiar pattern, the insubordinateness of Arabic grammarians to any external source will remain highly problematic.

There is, however, yet another development of Arabic grammar which is clearly and directly traceable to Greek influence. The most notable and lasting effect of the assimilation of Greek logic and philosophy in the Abbasid period was a general tendency to remodel into logically drawn systems almost all the nascent branches of learning, which until then lacked a rigid order. So far as Arabic grammar is concerned, this development took place when a Mu'tazilite Mustasālim and a nabēb were combined in the person of abu al-Hasan 'Ali b. 'Isa al-Rumānī (d. 384/994). Actually, the process must have started with the Kūfīan grammarians, al-Farrāʾ (d. 207/822), who was also a Mu'tazilite. Under the patronage of al-Māmūn he produced the Kitāb al-Badīʾī, which must have been the first attempt, so to say, to "philosophize" Arabic grammar. However, the process reached its culmination in al-Rumānī so as to justify his being credited with that highly conventional logical reasoning which has since formed such a notable feature of Arabic grammar. This new development is amply borne out by a saying that out of the three contemporaries the words of al-Ḥarīsī (abu Saʿīd al-Hasan b. 'Abd Allah) were thoroughly understood without a teacher, those of abu 'Ali (al-Ḥasan b. Ahmad) al-Ḥarīsī were only partly so, whereas those of al-Rumānī were not intelligible at all.23 Even abu 'Ali al-Fārisī, who, according to the above testimony, was himself partly affected by the innovation, is reputed to have commented that if Naše was what was expounded by al-Rumānī, then he had nothing to do with it, and vice versa. Undoubtedly, al-Rumānī did not bring out a new system of grammar, he only applied the methods and the jargon of Aristotelian logic to the adumbration of those nebulous conceptions which, in the simple language of the old tradition as represented by al-Ṣīrāfī, were easily comprehended by the average student. There was a similar tendency to make fun of the application of his methods to grammar. Cf. Fisch, op. cit., p. 86.

22 M. Hasnainbullah, "Influence of Roman Law on Muslims Law"—a paper read before the All-India Oriental Conference, December 1941.

23 Ṭabīqī, Muḥaddit al-ṣulūk, p. 54.
pedantry which was aggravated by the desire of the non-Arabs among them to outdo the Arabs. At a very early time ʻIsā b. ʻUmar had the temerity to boast in the presence of the Arab philologists, abū ʻAmr b. ʻAlī, that he (ʻIsā b. ʻUmar) was a greater master of Arabic than Maʿīd b. ʻAbdān, the progenitor of the Arabs! And both ʻIsā b. ʻUmar and abū ʻAmr b. ʻAlī exhibited a tendency to prefer such readings of the Qurʾān as, in their opinion, were more in consonance with the general rules of grammar. This authoritarism on the part of the "wisdom of the school seeking to improve upon the facts" (Noldke) was checked by the rise of the rival school of Kifāh. Rather the latter erred on the other extreme; it is said of al-Kašīšīyy that in his arid search for the unusual and the exceptional he would not pause to test the reliability of his sources. None the less, a reifying feature of the situation was that dogmatism always felt compelled to bow before actual usage, as typically exemplified in the contest between Shāhāwī and al-Kašīšīyy at the Court of Hārūn al-Raṣīq. Ultimately, Bağhlīd provided the necessary atmosphere for the gradual shedding of prejudices and the engagement of all in a joint effort to erect a common edifice large enough to accommodate the conflicting viewpoints on most, if not all, of the established usage. The final success was vindicated by sporadic attempts at putting possible constructions on actual usage. This tendency was derided at the very start by ʻIsā b. ʻUmar, 18 but it reappeared prominently later on and is justly parodied by abū al-ʻAlī al-Maʿārī in his Risālat al-Qurʾānī. 19 The instruments of Aristotelian logic helped to hammer out the crystallization of enunciation and adumbration. Finally, there was an attempt to rebuild the entire system on a simpler basis other than the ʻāmil theory, which, however, did not fructify. On the whole, the Arabic grammar remains a magnificent achievement—religious in spirit, 18 It must be pointed out that it was merely a choice from among the various current readings; there was no attempt to "correct" the Qurʾān in line with usage elsewhere. As pointed out by Wolfson, it is an entirely wrong and unscientifc approach on the part of some Western scholars to judge and criticize the Qurʾān on the basis of pre-Islamic poetry. Apart from any religious sentiment, the Qurʾān is the oldest and the most reliable book; other sources, though relating to anterior times, are posterior to it in point of actual compilation. Tavbī al-Luggūt al-Sulṭānīyya, Cairo, 1926, pp. 169 et seq. 19 The reference is to what is known as "al-Maʿārī al-Zumūbīrīyyā." When Shāhāwī challenged al-Kašīšīyy on a point of grammar, the master had to be referred for decision to the Arabs. It is alleged that the Arabs were bribed to save the face of the royal tutor. The incident affected Shāhāwī so deeply that perhaps it caused his death prematurely. 20 Once when al-Kašīšīyy began giving the various grammatically correct readings of a particular phrase, ʻIsā b. ʻUmar rebuked him saying: "I want the actual way in which it is spoken by the Arabs." Yaqūt, op. cit., "ʻIsā b. ʻUmar," last para. This tendency is to be compared with the ṣīlāl—permissible tricks for evading the Law—in which some of the legisla exhibited their acumen. 21 Al-Maʿārī contrives to bring the grammarians and the poets in the heowan together when the latter protest at the former's purely speculative interpretation of verse, e.g., p. 152 of the Risālah, ed. Bīn al-Ṣāḥi, Cairo.
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linguistic in material, scientific in methods, and logical in form—which has been eminently successful in preserving the Qur'an and keeping its idiom unchanged yet alive throughout the centuries.

B

LEXICOGRAPHY

The preservation of the Qur'an involved the institution of such disciplines as would effectively safeguard not only the authentic rendering of the text but also the warranted understanding of its import against error, corruption, or ignorance over-taking those for whom it was "plain Arabic" at the time. The former purpose was achieved through al-Árâbíyyah, which later on developed into a full-fledged science under the name of al-Kalam. The next concern was naturally the meaning conveyed by the text. In the beginning, there could have been little difficulty about it in the same way as about the vocalization of the text which was just a matter of natural spirit. However, with the lapse of time and the changes in the social pattern, uncertainties began to creep in around words and expressions which had gradually assumed an air of rarity. Obviously, the way to clearing such doubts and uncertainties was to search for the occurrence of those words and expressions in the speech of the Arabs elsewhere. In doing so, care had to be taken that the citations should faithfully reflect the idiom of the time of the Prophet during which the Qur'an was revealed. That is to say, either the citations should belong to the period contemporary with, or immediately antecedent to, the Qur'an or be collated from the current usage of those whose social pattern had continued unchanged and who, therefore, could be relied upon to have preserved the idiom from that time uncorrupted and untainted by extraneous influences. Consequently, a zealous hunt was set to collect and preserve as much of pre-Islamic poetry, proverb, and orations as could be salvaged from the memories of the people together with the current idiom of the Árâb, i.e., the people of the desert impervious to influences from outside. The method of collection was identical with that of the collection of the Hadith.

The end of the first/seventh century witnessed the rise of a band of scholars specially noted for their proficiency in the field of al-'UIGHAR Arabic usage) 11

11 In the words of Abu 'Ubaidah introducing his Majás al-Qur'ân: "The Qur'an was revealed in clear Arabic language and those who heard it recited by the Prophet had no need of asking for its meaning.

12 Cf. the saying attributed to ibn 'Abbás: When you be in doubt about any rare expression of the Qur'an, seek it in poetry. Al-Suyűti, Al-Muḫḫir, ed. Muhammad Āhmūd al-Šāmī and others, Cairee, 11, p. 328. It was in consideration of this that linguistic studies were regarded an obligation on a person with the obligation of prayer, of the verses (ibid. J. Ibn al-Qāṭiah of 'Abd al-Razzāq, (by R. Küber, p. 3) went so far as to declare that anyone who deplores the poetry of the Árâb is a sinner, and the one who runs down their language is an infidel (kabir).
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with its ancillary branches of al-Árâbíyyah (poetry), al-Árâbíyyah (historical annals), al-ágūm (accounts of tribal wars), and al-Árâbíyyah (genealogy). The most prominent name among these scholars is that of Abu 'Amr b. al-'Aqli (70/689-154/770), an Arab nobleman of Basrah and an associate of 'Iṣâ b. 'Umar. His collection of Arabic philology, when piled up, touched the ceiling of his room. He set fire to this vast collection when he was overwhelmed by a fit of asceticism towards the end of his life. Yet he continued to be the primary source of knowledge for the next generation.

While the process of collecting the vocabulary and the illustrations of its diverse uses was still going on, the genius of al-Kháll, whom we have mentioned before, burst with the idea of arranging and fitting the vocabulary into the orderly scheme of a lexicon. Actually, al-Kháll is known as the author of the first Arabic lexicon called the Kámil al-'Árâb, but the authorship is a bit disputed. This much, however, is certain that even if the actual compilation was not exclusively or partially the work of al-Kháll, the idea of a lexicon and the scheme thereof were first conceived by him. Let us now examine what the scheme is like.

Al-Kháll starts with (a) reducing all words to their roots, i.e., the radical letters (al-wājad) which form an immutably kernel in contradistinction to those that are added (al-aswād) in the course of derivation and inflexion. Next (b) he classifies the roots according to the number of letters comprised in them: 2, 3, 4, and 5. Each class of words is then arranged in a separate part and even within each class special treatment under distinctive heading is resorted to in the case of words containing one or more of the vowels, double letters, or a hamzah.

The above framework is in line with al-Kháll's attempt at a computation of Arabic vocabulary, which is a further proof of its originality. This quest he pursued on the same structural basis in a mathematical way. By multiplying the 28 letters of the alphabet by 27 (28 minus 1, to drop out double letters) he got 756 forms of the bilateral (there being no unilaterals in Arabic). Dividing this number by 2, he had 378 combinations irrespective of the order of the two letters. Taking these bilateral forms as one unit and adding a third letter to them, he worked out the number of trilateral forms and so on. It will be observed that the above method yielded the theoretically possible combinations of letters, all of which are not in actual use (mudāsir). Consequently, al-Kháll had to mention each and every possible combination and indicate if any specific forms were unused (mudāsir). A further peculiarity, which made reference so difficult and cumbersome, was that in the arrangement of the lexicon he concerned himself merely with combinations of letters and mentioned all the forms yielded by a change of order of the letters under one and the same heading. For example, under MY one will find both MY and its reverse (muḫḫar) TMY. If we look into the above framework, intrinsically scientific but practically unhandy, the order was according to the opening letter of the alphabet in the
words. But the order of the alphabet observed by al-Khallal was not free from novelty; the grouping was according to the part of the mouth, from the down the throat right out to the lips, which produced the sound. This novelty has been aptly noted and the similarity between it and the practice of the Sanskrit lexicographers has aroused a good deal of speculation. There is no doubt that the present-day arrangement, based on grouping of words according to the shape of the letters in writing, was the one in common use even at that distant date, though the Arabs were also familiar with the order according to the abjad system, which was originally taken over from the Syriac (and Hebrew) along the art of writing. The phonetic-physiological system of al-Khallal was neither common at the time nor did it achieve popularity afterwards. But any significance which its similarity to that of Sanskrit might suggest is whittled down by the consideration of the fact that in all probability it developed independently out of the practice of the recitation of the Qur'an. With the emphasis on recitation it was but natural that phonetics should receive special attention and that there was a grouping of letters on that basis. Actually, evidence is not wanting that the linguists did engage themselves in such a study; there were some differences too between the Başrans and the Kūfīans as to the order of the alphabet on the basis of phonetics. Moreover, al-Khallal also paid some regard to the frequency of the letters in use; otherwise 'ain would not have come first in order.39

No doubt, the general lexicon of al-Khallal represented an idea much in advance of his time; for the following century or so no one dared imitate, far less improve upon, his scheme. In the meantime, however, much valuable work was done in the form of small tracts comprising words, synonyms, and cognates with their fine shades of meaning grouped around particular subjects. Typical of such subjects are: al-dīb (the camel), al-mafjar (the ruin), al-ṣīb (the weapons), and the like. Similarly, special features of the Arabic usage were also singled out for monographic treatment: (a) al-muhālātī, (b) al-nasqār al-maṣāliūd, (c) al-dīb al-wal-wal-nawāj, (d) al-ajnūs, and (e) al-nasbādi. Some philologists wrote running commentaries (concerned merely with the meaning of selected words and phrases supported with illustrations from other sources) on the Qur'an and the sayings of the Prophet under such captions as Gharīb al-Qur'an, Gharīb al-Ḥadīth, Muṣāf al-Qur'an, Maʿūn al-Qur'an, etc. The veterans in this field were two Arabs and two non-Arabs, one of the latter being from the distant province of Sind:

39 It was in that original source that numerical values were assigned to the letters in that order, which is still adhered to in Arabic and other Islamic languages for purposes of chronograms. The assertion by later Arab philologists that abjad, nusm, etc., were the names of the inventors of the art of writing (al-Suyūṭī, op. cit., II, p. 342) should be taken merely as a perversion of the old borrowing.
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beginning of a process of subjecting to criticism and sifting out the useful and the dependable from the large mass of material left behind by the early scholars, who were concerned with collecting and recording whatever they came across. At the time when the mistakes were being corrected, an attempt was also made to supply the omissions in the works of the earlier authors. Those, in short, are the new features noticeable in the lexicographical productions of the fourth/tenth century. Particularly notable in this respect is the Tanbih, whose author, Abu Mansur Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Azhari (d. 370/980), a pupil of Ibn Duraid, was urged to wanderlust in the desert for the collection of al-thaght. Incidentally, he fell a captive into the hands of a Bedouin tribe; this provided him with the desired opportunity. Equally important is al-Mahfi al-Suhb b. ‘Akhbär, who died in 385/996.

The culmination of the critical activity of the fourth/tenth century aiming at authenticity and comprehensiveness, was reached in the Šiḥb of al-Jahari, Abu Naṣr Ismā‘il b. Hammād (died about 398/1007), a native of Fīrāb who settled down in Ni‘māq. The very name of the Šiḥb of al-Bukhārī refers to it. It has already been hinted at that the method of collecting al-thaght was essentially the same as the one applied to the collection of the traditions, only a higher degree of stringency was observed in the case of the latter than that of the former. This is aptly illustrated by the example of al-‘Aṣma‘, who is held to be trustworthy in regard to Ḥadīth, but he risks conjectures in matters pertaining to the Ḥadīth and even emboldens anecdotes for the sake of amusement. 24 Anyway, it is worthwhile to note that even the mere presence of the Ḥadīth such as the mašāhid and the šādūf was applied to the Ḥadīth and the degree of reliability of any particular usage determined accordingly.

In the beginning it was not uncommon even to mention the Šī‘ah or the chain of narrators and to discuss the personal character and reputation of the transmitters. 25 Thus, a comprehension of the Šī‘ah was sought to be arrived at in the field of Ḥadīth parallel to a similar, though much more scrupulously worked out, effort in the field of religious tradition. 26 It has, however, to be noticed that the Šī‘ah suffered grievously from an unfortunate circumstance: the author was overtaken by a fit of melancholy which rendered him incapable of revising the manuscript. Further, due to the absence of any authentic copy of the text, a good deal of corruption aso set in. All this necessitated a re-examination of the work in general and commentaries by later writers.


25 Just because the sciences of al-ḥadīth and al-thaght were recognized as twins, the highest academic titles for the learned in either was the same, al-ḥalīf. Ibid., II, p. 312.
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The work of al-Jahari was still more remarkable in another way. In it the entire vocabulary was integrated (instead of being split up into structural categories) and arranged in alphabetical order with first reference to the last letter and a second reference to its combination with the first. This new scheme at once became popular and was highly appreciated as particularly suited to a language in which the endings of the words had a unique importance for purposes of rhyme (fūṣūl and sak). Apart from the merit of this integrated scheme, the development and standardization of al-tasrif (etymology) at the hands of al-Ma‘ṣūmi (ibn ‘Uthmān Rukr b. Muhammad, d. 349/960), ibn Jinnī, and al-Hummānī during the course of the fourth/tenth century removed a good deal of the confusion which marred the works of al-Khālī and ibn Durtād.

We have now reached a time when the Arabic vocabulary was supposed to have been exhaustively collected and the meanings of words established with reasonable certainty. Henceforth, efforts were directed at collecting the meanings scattered in the previous works either (a) in the form of large comprehensive dictionaries or (b) in concise handy volumes designed for the ordinary student. Naturally, the latter often dispensed with illustrations and citations. The most important works of the former category are:

(1) Al-Makhzan by the blind Spanish scholar, ibn Sidhā (ibn al-‘Abi b. Ahmad), d. 460/1065, was held in great esteem for comprehensiveness and absolute reliability. But perhaps the author did not like innovations; hence he went back to the earliest model of al-Khālī for its arrangement.

(2) Al-‘Umbād (incomplete) was composed by Rādi al-Dīn Ǧānās al-Saghūnī, born in Lahore in 570/1174. He settled at Baghdād where he dedicated his work to ibn al-ʿAṣma‘, the minister of al-Mustāfīm, whence he was sent out twice as ambassador of the ‘Abbāsid Cālip to the Court of Bārutīsh at Delhi.

(3) The Liwān al-ʿArab was compiled by ibn Muṣarram/ibn Maṣrur (Jamāl al-Dīn Muḥammad), who was born in 960/1511, and died at Cairo in 711/1309. It is expressly based on the works of ibn Duraid, al-Azhari, al-Jahari, and ibn Sidhā.

Of the latter category, the work which achieved a high degree of recognition is the Qimās of Ma‘ṣūm al-Dīn al-Firzāḥbādī (Muḥammad b. Ya‘qūb) who died in 818/1413. It draws upon al-Makhzan and al-‘Ubnā.

Yet another work which deserves special mention is the Aṣna al-Balāghah of the well-known Muṣṭafī al-Zamānhārī (ibn al-Qāsim Jār ʿAllaḥ Māhmūd b. ʿUmar, born 467/1074 and died 538/1143). The author was a native of Khārīz who spent a long time in Makkah and Baghdād. He realized that the mere recording of meanings was an insufficient guide to the practical use of words. He, therefore, would give the occasions and the contexts in which the words were employed. What is still more remarkable is the arrangement of the Aṣna, which is in the alphabetical order with reference to the first (and then the second and so forth) letter of a word. That is to say, its arrangement
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is exactly the same as has come into vogue in modern times since the impact of Western literary influences.

It is interesting to note that the early trend towards compiling treatises dealing with words grouped around particular subjects did not die with the appearance of the general lexicons; it had an unintermitting development on parallel lines. The greatest work of this kind is *al-Muḥḥāṣas*, a twin of the general lexicon, *al-Muḥḥāṣas*, by the Andalusian Ibn Sidah. In this *al-Muḥḥāṣas*, the vocabulary is grouped under subject headings, e.g., the hair, the eye, etc., which are classified into "books" such as that on "human body." Even if the position of *al-Muḥḥāṣas* is not wholly unsurpassed, that of *al-Muḥḥāṣas* is definitely so.

Once the framework of a general lexicon was fixed, the running commentaries were focused on the rare and difficult words in the Qur'ān and the Hadith were also brought under that form. Similarly, no time was lost in extending the facility and the benefits of a general dictionary to the other specialized branches such as zoology, botany, biography, geography, bibliography, and finally the encyclopaedias (*al-mawāli'). It may be observed in this connection that interest in language and literature, which the scheme of a lexicon was originally designed to subserve, seldom disappeared in any of the works, however specialised and limited the scope of their treatment. It would, for example, be really odd to conceive of a zoologist or a geographer who was not familiar with the references in the Qur'ān and the Hadith or who would be unable to recall poetry, proverbs, and pithy sayings concerning animals or towns. This all-pervading interest in humanities is perhaps the most valuable asset of Islamic culture.

In conclusion, it will be recalled that the early philologists were fully conscious of the sanctity of their task; they showed themselves to be scrupulous in method and honest in purpose. But the scope of the linguistic studies was bound in course of time to extend beyond what was strictly relevant to the Qur'ān and the Hadith. As the bounds of the sacred faded into those of the profane, the common failings of vanity, mere goss or conjecture, or even unguarded reliance on genuine misunderstandings, contributed to the inter-polation of the spurious. Also, as these studies came to be held in high esteem and patronised with abundant monetary gifts, the veterans in the field were sometimes tempted to window-dress faked rarities in their shop. But the probe into their personal weaknesses, so characteristic of Islamic religious and literary tradition, and the severe tests subsequently applied to their statements served to a large extent to clear the chaff from the grain. On the whole, there is no doubt that a fair degree of reliability was achieved. In the same way it is impossible to claim that the entire vocabulary and usage were exhausted, yet there is no gainsaying the fact that an enormous part of them was actually encompassed. The charge that the Arabic philologists


Chapter LI

ARABIC LITERATURE: THEORIES OF LITERARY CRITICISM

In this account of the Arab contribution to the theories of literary criticism, the term "Arabic" is used in a wide sense to include all the Arabic-speaking peoples, and the writers who used Arabic as their cultural medium, regardless of their racial origins.

Literary criticism is also broadly used to cover the whole field of literary appreciation, analysis, judgment, and comparison on the practical as well as the theoretical side. In this broad sense, *baladikhan*—which concerns itself with the study of the figures of speech and the stylistic aspects of literature in general—may be included under literary criticism, at least of the golden era of the early centuries of Hijrah, although, generally speaking, the relation between the two is a matter of controversy.

The period covered by our treatment is likewise a fairly long one. It extends from the first/seventh century to the present time, and it corresponds to the Islamic era in the history of the Arabs. For, although the Arabs achieved a high measure of perfection in their poetry two centuries before Islam, they did not reach the mature stage of theorizing about literature and its excellence until their minds were stirred and stimulated by the call of the new religion that arose in their midst. The fact that the miraculous sign of the religion of Islam came in the form of a "Clear Arabic Book" was destined to play

Arabic Literature: Theories of Literary Criticism

concerned themselves too exclusively with the idiom of the Qur'ān and showed no interest in contemporary deviations from the same, tantamount to questioning their objective or purpose, which has been steadily confirmed throughout the ages. In regard to the scheme and the arrangement of a lexicon, the early pioneers proceeded on the basis of a scientific etymological analysis of the structure of the vocabulary. Practical convenience was achieved later in the superbly original plan of al-Jahhari, which remains the one specially suited to the genius of the language. Even the model which has become so popular in modern times is traceable to al-Zamakhshari.
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an important role in Arabic language and literature, and consequently in the enrichment of Arabic literary criticism.

From early times, the Arabs were noted for their literary excellence. Poetry and oratory were the chosen forms of their artistic expression. As early as the second half of the sixth century A.D., when Arabic poetry was in its flowering period, some rudimentary forms of practical criticism could be observed. These were preserved by narrators, and later recorded by the early authors of the general studies of the Arabic language and literature. Some time before Islam there grew a number of market-places in the Hijaz where people of different tribes used to assemble for trade as well as for literary contests. Names of recognized arbiters in those contests, such as that of al-Nabighah al-Thakayni, and their judgments and criteria were transmitted by the riyādī (transmitters). Naturally, very little explanation or justification was offered for such judgments, and very often one verse or one poem would be given as a ground for a high praise of a poet or for a comparison between two contestants in the market-place. Some of the Riyādī’s exposition of the different aspects of Arabic literary criticism were known for their appreciation and sound judgment of pre-Islamic poetry. The second Caliph ‘Umar, for instance, was reported to hold that al-Nabighah was the greatest of the Jāhiliyyah poets, and when he was asked the reason for this pronouncement, he answered: “Al-Nabighah never used redundant words, always avoided the unmeaning in poetry, and never praised a person except for true merit.”

By the end of the first/seventh century Arabic culture had spread outside Arabia in various directions with the spread of Islam. The mind of the new Muslim community was getting ready for a general intellectual awakening. The first to reap the benefits of those efforts were the religious schools on one side and the linguistic and literary on the other. Some scholars agreed with the explanation of the Qur’ān and the understanding of its challenge of miraculous literary excellence. Others concentrated on tracing pure linguistic usages of the Arabic language and standardizing its grammar and syntax. Some directed their efforts to collecting pre-Islamic poetry and preserving it against loss.

The stage was now set for the beginning of a golden era in authorship which lasted several centuries. The critical problems raised by the Arab authors during this period can be summed up under the following main heads: 1. Literary aspect of the Qur’ānic tajūs (eloquence of discourse), and the extent to which literary criticism could aid in discovering the secrets of that tajūs. 2. Unique and sometimes obscure usages of the Qur’ānic style. 3. Authenticity of literary texts transmitted by the riyādī from pre-Islamic and early Islamic times. 4. Classification of the Arab poets, both Islamic and pre-Islamic. 5. Meets and demeets of the ancients and moderns in Arabic literature, and the controversies between traditionalists and innovators. 6. Claims of meaning and expression to literary excellence. 7. Originality and imitation, and the phenomenon of plagiarism. 8. Nature of speech and articulation. 9. Meaning and essence of literary excellence, in structure, signification, effectiveness, and formal beauty. 10. Definition of the figures of speech. 11. Standards for the comparison between rival poets. 12. Norms of excellence in the chief poetical arts, such as panegyric, satire, and elegy.

These various problems of literary criticism were treated sometimes separately in a specialized fashion, and sometimes together in manuals or textbook. The stylistic aspects in particular received a large share of the Arab authors’ attention, and the researches around them grew until they formed a separate critical branch under the name of Baladīgh. This was mainly the outcome of the Muslims’ preoccupation with problems of the Qur’ān exegesis and tajūs. Greek writing on rhetoric which was translated into Arabic as early as the third/ninth century also contributed to the growth of the science of Baladīgh.

In fact, that science dominated the Arabic critical field all through the later centuries of Islam from the seventeenth to the twentieth. The above enumeration of the different aspects of Arabic literary criticism will indicate the immensity of its wealth, and the difficulty of separating the Arab contribution in this field from their contribution to the development of Arabic language and literature in general. Many a general book on literature, such as the Kālib al-‘Akhlaṣī (Book of Rongi) by ibn al-Faraj, would also claim a place among the books of literary criticism. The same can be said of books, such as al-Bāqillānī’s Lajūs al-Qur’ān, which dealt exclusively with the unique excellence of the Qur’ān.

But in the following survey of the main features of Arabic literary criticism we shall limit ourselves to singling out some of its outstanding landmarks and making a brief halt at each of them. 1. Some of the early grammarians, philologists, and literary critics of the first stage in Arabic authorship was ibn Sallām (d. 231/845). His book Tabakhat al-Shawa’rīd is representative of the critical attainments of his period. Criticism, he maintains, needs long training and experience, and a critic must be an expert on his subject and well versed in the practice of his art. In other words, taste alone does not meet the requirements of criticism, and must be supplemented by experience and long study. He also adds that poetry, like the sciences and other arts, needs its own special technique and culture. He was aware of the established truth that abundance of practical study is worth more than all academic knowledge.

The second point stressed by ibn Sallām in his book is the importance of verifying the poetic texts and of ascertaining their origin. This is the first step in textual criticism and must be taken as its foundation. He directed a violent attack on the manner in which some Arab chroniclers accepted and narrated ancient poetry, and, therefore, questioned the authenticity of many of their texts.

The other important point in ibn Sallām’s book is the division of poets into classes. With regard to time, poets were either Islamic or pre-Islamic.
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He tried to classify the poets of either era according to the abundance and excellence of their poetry. In his classification he also took into consideration the place of origin.

Although ibn Sallam failed to support judgments he passed on poets and poetry by analyzing the texts or describing the qualities of each particular poet, yet it must be admitted that Arabic criticism was taken by him a step further, especially as regards questions of verification and classification of poets. What we miss in his book, however, is criticism in the sense of a discerning study and a methodological approach. The first attempts at methods are not to be found earlier than the fourth/tenth century.

Al-Jahiz (d. 255/869), who was one of the leading Mu'tazilites and writers of the third/ninth century, tried in his book al-Bayan wa-al-Tafqin to give a picture of criticism in the pre-Islamic times and the first/seventh century. The criticism of that period, he maintained, was elementary, but, to a marked degree, sound and convincing, as it emanated from genuine practical literary taste. The critics of that period, according to him, managed to discover a number of defects in poetical craftsmanship and to give valuable practical advice on oratory and poets.

Al-Jahiz's book was an echo of the intellectual life of the Arabs of the third/ninth century. At that time the mosques of Kufah and Basrah were not only places for worship and administration of justice, but also schools for the teaching of language, grammar, Hadith, and jurisprudence, as well as platforms for narrators to relate to the assembled audiences the story of the Prophet's life and conquests. Leaders of theological schools and religious divisions used to go there for dialectical discussions, and a large number of people attended them in quest of knowledge. Anyone who spoke in the mosque had to possess the ability to express himself clearly, to attract and persuade the audience. Thus, a new kind of study came into being to show the qualities an orator and poet possessed, and to point out the defects of different speeches. Observations on effective and defective public speaking contained in al-Jahiz's book can be grouped under the following headings: (i) Correctness of pronunciation and defects caused by deformities of the vocal organs. (ii) Proper and improper employment of language and harmonious or disharmonious use of words. (iii) Syntax and the relations between words and their meanings, clarity, conciseness, suitability of expression to different occasions and audiences, and of speech to its intended objective. (iv) The appearance of the orator and the agreeableness of their gestures and mannerisms.

Another third/ninth century literary celebrity was the writer Ibn Qutaibah (d. 274/886), the author of many books on literature and Qur'anic usages. In one of his books, al-Shi'r wa-al-Shar'i, he urged people to form independent judgments and use their own power of appreciation. He attacked the philosophers' approach to criticism and their use of logical method in the appreciation and analysis of literary texts. One of the critical problems he raised was that of the division of poets into those who deliberate upon, revise, and
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perfect their poetic works, and those who depend on the spontaneity and easy flow of their poetic inspiration. He also opposed the tendency always to give preference to the ancients just because they were ancients. Literary talent, he argued, was not confined to any particular period. A modern poet might easily surpass an ancient in literary creativeness and workmanship.

The contribution of the poet Prince 'Abd Allah ibn al-Mu'tazz (d. 290/908) to the development of Arabic criticism and his influence on it were of a different character. He made a study of bal' which was considered in his days an innovation in the poetical art, and set out to prove that it was not a new creation at all. His book al-Bal' was the first attempt at a systematic treatment of the figures of speech, which he divided into three main categories: (i) the metaphor which is the pillar-stone of poetry; (ii) artifices connected with the form only and not with the essence of poetry, such as assonance (ta'juf) and antithesis (wa'dalqah); and (iii) the dialectical style which takes the form of a logical argument (al-ma'bud al-alkâmin). By quoting copious examples from the Qur'an, the Hadith, the speeches of the Prophet's Companions, and the language of the Bedouins, ibn al-Mu'tazz tried to show that the use of the figures of speech was inherent in the nature of poetry, and that the Arabs practised the art long before the time of Baghshahr, Muslim ibn al-Walid, and Abu Nuwas. These modern poets of the 'Abbasid period did not invent the art but simply extended its use until it was thought a new creation. It is an open question whether ibn al-Mu'tazz was influenced, in his Bal', by Aristotle's writings, especially the Rhetoric, translated into Arabic during the third/ninth and fourth/tenth centuries. But the treatment of ibn al-Mu'tazz has the unmistakable stamp of originality, and the subject seems to have begun to interest Arab criticism in the second/eighth century as an Arabic literary phenomenon. The influence, if any, might be sought in the prominence given to metaphor and in the attempt at definition and division of literary artifices.

But the real disciph of the philosophical sciences and the author who manifested Aristotle's influence very clearly was Qutbush ibn Ja'far (d. 337/951). His book Nagh al-Shi'r is perhaps the first Arabic book to carry in its title the word nash which is the Arabic equivalent of criticism. It is conceived and planned in the Aristotelian fashion of logical divisions and definitions. The author begins by defining poetry as regular speech with metres, rhymes, and meanings, proceeds to explain and justify this definition on logical grounds, and then adds words as the fourth element constituting poetry. Out of the relations between these four simple elements he creates four complex ones, which evolve out of the harmony between them. He points out that earlier Arab authors have neglected the critical side of the studies of the poetical art, and directed their energies to the less important aspects, namely, prosody and linguistic considerations. His, then, was an attempt to create a real science of criticism and set the norms of excellence for the principal categories of Arabic poetry.
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2. Arab contribution to literary criticism assumes clear and mature forms in the fourth/eighth century. On the specialized side we meet with al-Biṣrīnān (d. 409/1012), who gives a scholarly account of the Qurʾānic ṣajj; al-ʿĀmilī (d. 371/981), who leaves us the best classical Arabic comparison between the two great poets, representatives of two schools of poetic art; and al-Qāḍī al-Jurjānī (d. 366/976), the writer of the earliest critical treatise on a great Arabic figure in the literary history of the Arabs. On the general side, at least two contributions must be mentioned here. The first is that of abu al-Faraj al-ʾAjarī (d. 358/966), the writer of Kāḥil al-ʾAjarī (the Book of Songs), a unique book of its kind in the literatures of the world. And the second is that of abu Ḥaylāl al-ʾAskarī (d. 396/1004), who attempted to give a complete systematic manual of Arabic rhetorical and critical principles as they were known in his time. Now, to take the general contributions first. The “Book of Songs” is a literary encyclopedia, in twenty volumes, dealing essentially with lyrical poetry which was set to music and singing by the musicians and singers of the early centuries of Islam. But around this theme the author collected a large amount of critical and biographical information on a great number of Arab poets. The critical aspect of al-ʾAjarī has received the attention of modern academic research. The wealth of narratives and biographical data contained in this book has been a boon to modern Arabic play and story-writers.

Al-ʾAskarī made the two arts of poetry and prose the subject-matter of his treatise and tried to systematize and enlarge upon the earlier general attempts of al-ʾAṯīrī, ibn al-Muʿtazz, and Qāḍī al-Jurjānī. The two Arabic rhetorical conceptions of ṣajj and ṣajj al-ʾAjarī received at his hands satisfactory definitions, the first being connected with elegance and purity of style, and the second with communicating and conveying the desired meaning in a convincing and effective manner. Long chapters on distinguishing the bad in speech, on the nature of literary art, and on the techniques of composition and good description, with copious examples of excellent poetry and prose, occupy about half the book. The rest is an enumeration and elucidation of literary artifices, the number of which al-ʾAskarī raised to thirty-five, which is more than double the number given earlier by ibn al-Muʿtazz.

Al-ʾAjarī’s treatise on ṣajj takes its place among Arabic critical books on account of its attempt at applying the critical conceptions to reveal some of the secrets of the Qurʾānic literary excellence. In doing this the author subjected some of the highly esteemed Arabic poems to a severe test of criticism to show the fallibility of human products. The Qurʾānic ṣajj, he maintained, was something more than and above that which critical standards could explain, something that could be felt more than known by the expert and cultured reader or listener. This theory of ṣajj, peculiar to Muslim culture, we meet again in a different setting when we come to Abū al-Qhir al-ʾAjarī.

The two treatises which exemplify Arabic criticism proper in its methodical form are those of al-ʾĀmilī and al-Qāḍī al-Jurjānī referred to earlier.
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Muṣṭaṣṣah of al-ʿAfālī represents the peak of practical Arabic criticism and illustrates the Arabs’ mature efforts in that field of literary study.

3. The climax of the Arab contribution to the theories of literary criticism is still to be reached in the fifth/eleventh century at the hands of ʿAbd al-Qāhir al-Jurjānī (d. 471/1078), the author of the two well-known critical books: Dalāʾil al-ʿIṣāṣ and Aṣrār al-Balāghah. The first book, although primarily concerned with explaining the secrets and signs of the Qurʿānic īʿṣāṣ, faces the wider issue of literary excellence in general and reaches a fundamental theory of structure, while the second searches deep into literary images and discovers, in the form of a psycho-literary theory, what the author takes to be the real secret of eloquence. Each of the two volumes advances a thesis, explains it, discusses its applications in different rhetorical species, and answers any adverse criticism which it might arousc. They survey the field of Arabic literary criticism in the author’s time, point out the lack of true scientific thinking, and the preoccupation of authors with the non-essentials in literary art, and try to lay the foundations for a new science which would satisfy both the objective and the subjective aspects of literary appreciation. A modern reader of the two books feels inclined to presume that ʿAbd al-Qāhir’s thought of literary composition in terms of its two-fold division of structure and beauty. But it is also possible that when the author wrote his first book he was mainly occupied with and guided by the thesis that eloquence is a product of correct structure and signification. At a later stage, and perhaps owing to other cultural influences and maturation of thought, he found that an important aspect of literary art, namely, its impact on the reader or the listener, still called for a separate and fuller treatment. The starting-point in his line of thinking in Ġaṣāṣ al-Dalāʾīl was the consideration of the place of words and meanings in the art of expression. Some of the sources, e.g., al-Ǧaṣṣ, had considered eloquence to be mainly dependent on the quality of the verbal elements, that is, the words. But, argued ʿAbd al-Qāhir, words in themselves do not make language. They do so only when organized in a system of construction according to the requirements of the meaning. The important element in literary composition, then, is structure, and the essence of structure is meaning. Once meanings are defined in the intellect in their proper order, their verbal expressions follow faithfully in a determined fashion. A literary composition achieves its end if it is properly and suitably constructed. It becomes vague, obscure, complicated, and generally defective when the verbal element does not harmonize with the meanings, or when the meanings themselves are not clear and coherent in the mind of the reader or the writer. Hence it follows that our main concern in rhetoric should be with techniques of structure, such as junction and disjunction, mention and omission, definitiveness and indefinitiveness, etc. Our chief occupation here should be the study of the characteristics of meanings in construction, which is a combination of language and grammar. This new technique was ably and effectively applied by ʿAbd al-Qāhir to the study of the Qurʿānic composition, and consequently to the analysis and appreciation of specimens of the highest literary models, and it yielded a complete system which later authors turned into a definite rhetorical branch, namely, the science of meanings (muṣʿah). In this analysis of the Dalāʾīl, ʿAbd al-Qāhir found himself repeatedly resorting to the process of introspection, and suggesting that the best way to discover the secret of literary excellence is to look inwardly on oneself and find out what impressions, satisfactions, emotions, and excitements the whole composition leaves on one’s soul. It appears as if this aspect of literary art directed ʿAbd al-Qāhir, in his second book Aṣrār al-Balāghah, to go deeper into the aesthetic side of literature and find out the secrets behind the feeling of enjoyment produced by beautiful literary works. Thus, the field of research was transferred to the laws of human thought. What goes on in our brains and souls when we hear a beautiful literary passage? Why do such artifices as alliteration and assonance please us? And, why do such phenomena as superfineity and obscenity of expression displease us? What is the secret behind the aesthetic effect of a good metaphor or a cleverly conceived compound simile? Which is more appealing to our taste — the spontaneous and easy flowing poetry of al-Buḫturi or the deep and meditative poetry of Abu Tamām? And why? If we can refer such questions to some inherent characteristics in our perceptions and conceptions, in our cognition and imagination, we can be assured of a solid foundation for a study of literary appreciation. In this part of his inquiry ʿAbd al-Qāhir shifted the emphasis from constructing the meaning to communicating it in an effective and pleasing manner. The new domain of his study becomes the variety of ways and means for expressing the meaning in an artistic fashion. In this he showed himself to be clearly aware of the fact that literature is part of a wider field, namely, art. Occasionally in his analysis and argumentation he would appeal to other fine arts such as painting and sculpture. His approach in this second inquiry gave later authors the basis for creating the two separate rhetorical sciences, the science of exposition (baṣín) and that of embellishment (bədīʿ). Put together, the results of his two inquiries could be summarized as follows: (a) Excellence in literature should be judged from the quality of the structure of the meaning expressed and its pleasing effect on the mind and soul of the reader (or listener) rather than from its verbal aspects. (b) The beauty of metaphors lies in the fact that they give to style novelty, vigour, and movement, and that they bring out the hidden shades into a perceptual relief. (c) Composite comparisons by simile please the human understanding for a variety of reasons: all human souls enjoy being transferred from the hidden to the visible, from the abstract to the concrete, and from what is known by reflection to what is known intuitively or through sense-perception; man naturally enjoys seeing different things unified by links of similarities, and the enjoyment is enhanced when the discovery is reached after a reasonable amount of intellectual activity — if the intellectual activity involved is too little or too exacting, the enjoyment is diminished or marred; the functions of the intellect are thinking,
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reflection, analogy, and inference, and all these are exercised in creating and
everiving relations between different things; the rhetorical figures are the
embodiments of all these considerations.

In assessing the value and place of 'Abd al-Qahir’s contribution to the
theories of Arabic criticism, we must bear in mind two considerations: the first is that
certain Arab scholars of the flourishing period of the third/ninth and
fourth/tenth centuries did anticipate 'Abd al-Qahir in some aspects of his
teachings. Al-Jahiz, for example, discussed at length the art of oratory
from the point of view of its relation to the audience and expressed, though
brevily, the idea that good speech affects the heart in a variety of ways. Al-
Qazwini al-Jurjani also showed his interest in the psychology of literature and,
as mentioned earlier, analysed in a psychological fashion the poetical ability
into natural and acquired elements. The second consideration was
explored by modern research is that 'Abd al-Qahir must have been acquainted
with the Arabic versions of Aristotle’s Poetics and Rhetoric where the First
Master probes the effective causes which affect the literature both in his treatment of
tragedy and in his exposition of the art of metaphor. These various probable anti-
empirical positions, however, do not diminish the claim of our later Arab author to
originality. It is to his lasting credit that in the sphere of a literary study he
tried to harmonize the rigour of scientific thinking with the spontaneity of
literary taste, and succeeded in this to a remarkable degree.

4. We do not come across another great figure in the study of rhetoric
during the fifth, sixth, and seventh centuries A.H., like 'Abd al-Qahir, nor
even a vigorous follower of the founder of the science to develop further his
ideas and widen the scope of their application, yet during this period much
was added to the wealth of Arab contribution to literary criticism, mostly in
general comprehensive surveys. One of the great minds of that period is Ibn
Rashid al-Qaraawi (d. 436/1044), the author of a standard book on the art of
poetry entitled al-'Umardh fi Masalatin al-Qir'sa wa Adabah. It is one of the
finest treatments of the technicalities of Arabic poetry and its principal kinds. Another
fifth/eleventh-century critic is Ibn Sinan al-Khatibi al-Halabi (d. 486/1092), the
author of Sirr al-Fuṣūl. Ibn Sinan’s chief contribution is in the domain of
linguistic criticism where he deals with the sounds of the Arabic language,
their classifications, and their characteristics. Al-Zamakhshari of Khowzm
(d. 533/1144), the Qu’ranic commentator, deserves a special mention here
because of his consistent application of the rhetorical approach to the
explanation and interpretation of the Qu’ran. His book al-Rašidh claims a high
place among the Qu’ranic commentaries. He is also the compiler of Ans al-Ruṣūd, an Arabic dictionary, which is unique in its attention to original
and metaphorical usages of the Arabic language. A later author and critic,
Dia’ al-Din ibn al-Athir (d. 837/1239), left us a most valuable and interesting
book on the two arts, the writer and of the poet, entitled al-Muṣād al-Sa’dir.
He dealt with the literary art in two sections, one on verbal expression and
the other on meaning, and managed to include under these two headings all
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the artifices and figures of speech which previous authors since the beginning of
the third/ninth century had been exploring, defining, and illustrating. He
everal restated the problems of word and meaning, plagiarism, and norms of
comparison in a masterly manner, exhibiting searching, analytical power and
independence of thought. Moreover, he invented a practical method for the
training of the undeveloped literary talent, which relied on two factors: the
natural aptitude and the nourishing of the ability on classical models. The
method is explained in detail, and illustrated from the history of literature
as well as from the personal experience and literary works of the author.
Ibn al-Athir was so convinced of the originality and applicability of his method
that he claimed for himself the title of muṣād or Imām in the same way
as the founders of Muslim schools of jurisprudence, Malik and al-Shāfi’i, for
example, were regarded by posteriori. We may end this series of the great minds with Yahya ibn Ḥamshah al-
‘Alawi (d. 729/1328), one of the Imams of Yemen and the author of al-Tijār
al-Matbū‘ah ‘as al-Qir’sa wa al-Bal‘aghah wa ‘Ulum al-‘Adab al-Fuṣūli. The author
criticizes books on the subject of literary criticism for being too detailed and
thus tedious, or else too brief and consequently insufficient. He
calls ‘Abd al-Qahir as the founder of the science but confesses that he knew of his
two books only indirectly through references to them in the writings of other
scholars. He mentions some of the authors with whose books he was acquainted,
including Ibn al-Athir. The motive for writing his book, he indicates, was to help his
students understand al-Zamakhshari’s approach to the Qu’ranic exegesis and rūṣūd. According to al-
‘Alawi, the Arabic literary sciences are four: the science of language which deals with the significance of separate words;
the science of grammar which deals with words in composition and predication;
the science of syntax which deals with the morphology of single words and their
conformity to regular patterns in the Arabic language; and, lastly, the
combination of the two branches of Ḥadīṣ and Balāghah which are called
muṣād and fuṣūl respectively, and which are the highest of the literary
sciences. After a long introduction, the book goes on to deal theoretically
with the cards questions in the rhetorical sciences: such as truth and
metaphor, kinds of truth, kinds of significance, divisions of metaphor,
linguistic sound, single words and compound words and their characteristics,
and requirements and examples of excellence in the various literary artifices.
But here we seem to have reached a parting of the ways between rhetoric
and criticism. The separation is supposed to have been started by abu Ya’qūb al-Sakkākī al-Khwārizmi (d. 636/1239), the author of Ma‘ṣūm al-‘Uṣūm. He is
credited with the delineation of the boundaries of literary sciences in
the manner referred to above which al-‘Alawi must have followed in al-Tijār. In the third division of these sciences, al-Sakkākī puts ‘Ilm al-ma’dini and
‘Ilm al-din in conjunction, the first dealing with the characteristics of speech
composition by virtue of which they conform to the requirements of the
occasion, and the second with the different ways of expressing the meaning
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A

The earliest remnant of the Aryan languages of Iran which antiquity has bequeathed to us is the language of the Avesta, the sacred book of the Zoroastrian religion.

For about nine hundred years the people of Iran had no script in which they could write the Avesta. So they continued to learn it by heart and thus communicate it from generation to generation right from the seventh century B.C. to the third century A.D.

A special script was at last invented for this book in the third century A.D. The Avesta written in this particular script has been known as the Zend Avesta. At times it has been just mentioned as the Zend. The French scholar Anquetil du Perron who was the first to have studied it in India at the end of the twelfth-eighteenth century, introduced it to the West. For a considerable time it continued to be known as the Zend language in Europe. At present, however, the more accurate term of "Avestic language" is in vogue. The script in which the Avesta was recorded should be known as the "Zend script."

Much has been speculated on the origin and times of Zaroaster, and different theories have been advanced in this respect from the earliest times. What appears to be most authentic at present, however, is that Zoroaster preached his religion between 660 and 583 B.C. in the north-eastern zone of the Iranian plateau in Central Asia. It is plausible that he sprang from the Median stock, lived in the north-west of the present-day Iran, and from there he travelled east to Central Asia. Of the extant languages and dialects of the Iranian plateau Pahlavi or Pakhto has the closest affinity with the Avestic language. This lends support to the view that the Avestic language was spoken in the north-eastern regions of the Iranian plateau in the seventh century B.C.

The Avesta is a massive work, a major portion of which has been destroyed and forgotten owing to the vicissitudes of time and the domination of Iran by foreign nations. What remains today of this book was compiled in the early days of the Christian era. It comprises fifteen out of the twenty-one original parts and if the extinct parts were proportionate in volume to those present about one-fourth of the book may be said to have perished.

From the philological point of view, the extant parts of the Avesta were not written in one period of history. On the contrary, its composition may be divided into three sections. The Gathas, which are composed in poetry, doubtlessly constitute the earliest part of the book. The Avesta is a collection...
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of the Canon Laws and decrees of the Zoroastrian faith which were formulated in different ages. The last of these is contemporaneous with the rise of the Achaemenian power in the sixth century B.C. Possibly when Old Persian, i.e., the language of the coins and inscriptions of the Achaemenians, was current in the western and southern regions of the country, namely, Media and Parsa, Avestic happened to be the language of the eastern or at any rate of the north-eastern provinces of Iran.

Philologically speaking, the Avestic language runs parallel to and is contemporaneous with Sanskrit and, apparently, the origin of both these languages can be traced back to yet another ancient language which was perhaps the original language of the Indo-Iranian Aryan stock.

The language of the coins and inscriptions of the Achaemenians, even since they came to power in the middle of the sixth century B.C., is distinctly Aryan in character and is known as Old Persian. This language is also contemporaneous with Avestic, and the growth and development of the two dates back to the same age. There are reasons to believe that Avestic was passing through the early stages of development in the eastern provinces of the Iranian plateau the Old Persian language was also making headway in the west and south-west of Iran.

With the establishment of the Achaemenian Empire the people of Iran suddenly found themselves to be the neighbours of various Semitic nations of western Asia including the regions of western Iran. The Semitic languages made an inroad into the country and their influence was so strong that the Aryan languages and script were officially adopted by the Iranians. The Achaemenian kings were men of liberal views and they granted full freedom of belief to their subject races as well as liberty to develop their own languages. That is why the conformist Achaemenian inscriptions are recorded not only in Old Persian but also in a parallel translation of the same runs in the Syriac, Elamite, Nabataean, and Aramaic languages.

The establishment of the Achaemenian Empire saw the people of western Iran divided into two main groups, namely, the Medes and the Persians ("Parsa"). It appears certain that either they spoke the same tongue, i.e., Old Persian, or their languages had very close kinship with each other. We find no traces of the Median language in the Achaemenian inscriptions. Apparently, if the Medes had spoken a different language, the Achaemenian emperors who had employed the Syriac, Elamite, and Nabataean languages in their inscriptions would certainly not have ignored Median. Moreover, a couple of words of this language and the names of the Median chiefs that have come down to us suffice to establish the close affinity of Median with Old Persian.

From 530 B.C. when the Macedonians conquered Iran, Greek became the official language of the country and continued to enjoy that status for a long time. Right down to the Christian era Greek is the only language to be seen in the Seleucid and Parthian writings. Needless to say that during this span of three centuries and a half the Iranian languages continued to flourish. Old Persian, however, is an exception, which gradually went out of use. We can witness definite marks of decay in the Old Persian writings of the later Achaemenian period in contrast with those of the earlier one.

At the dawn of the Christian era we find two languages in the Iranian plateau running parallel to each other. One of these grew and developed in the eastern regions. This has always been called "Dari" by the Iranians. The other which flourished in the western parts of the country was known as "Pahlawi." These two languages have come down to our own times. Many dialects of "Dari" still continue to exist in the eastern regions of the Iranian plateau as far as the Chinese frontiers; the most important of these are spoken in the Pamir region.

The Pahlawi language has lived in the form of verse known as "Pahlaviy-yat," in the books written in Persian on the art of poetry and in dialects spoken in the north, south, and west of the country.

As above mentioned two languages have very intimate relationship and these have apparently stemmed from the same origin. A number of Aramaic words, however, entered Pahlawi and these have been known as "Huvarkeh" or "Zawarzeh." These words found their way also into books of lexicography. In the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent these have been erroneously given the name of the "Zend and Pazand" language. "Dari" was too far away to receive the impact of the Aramaic language. On the contrary, it accepted the influence of the eastern languages such as Turkic, Sogdian, and Khwarizmi.

At first the Aramaic script was adopted for both the languages. Later, however, a change took place and certain Aramaic letters were put together in Pahlawi to form what later came to be known the Pahlawi script.

The Zoroastrians did not fully grasp the significance of these subtle technical differences and they have been treating old Pahlawi and Dari as one language. Consequently, they have been employing the terms Northern Pahlawi or the Parthian Pahlawi for the later language. In recent times, however, some of them have defined it as the Parthian language whereas Pahlawi itself has been referred to as the Southern or Sassanian Pahlawi.

The number of the extant pre-Islamic works of these two languages is very small. The most important ancient work in Dari consists of the Manichean texts and translation of parts of the Avesta into old Dari known as "Pazand." The contemporary Dari has also been employed in some of the inscriptions of Sassanian kings.

Both Dari and Pahlawi possessed literature of their own before the advent of Islam. This literature, unfortunately, has not come down to us.

The history of the earliest Iranian dynasties during the Islamic period begins from the year 205/820. The dynasties which sprung up in the eastern regions raised the structure of their national politics on the basis of language. Since the language of these tracts was "Dari," the literature produced in it was bound to outshine Pahlawi literature.
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In 429/1038 the Saljuq Turks poured out of Turkestan to invade Iran. They gradually conquered the whole country. Since they hailed from the east and their officials also belonged to this region, it was natural that they should adopt "Dari Persian" as their Court language, which they carried to the farthest corners of Iran. Consequently, in the first quarter of the fifth/eleventh century, Dari had attained the status of the common literary language of the whole country. It gained supremacy in other regions also where Pahlavi had been the popular spoken language till then. From this date Dari became the undisputed literary language of Iran and, like many other dialects prevalent in the country, Pahlavi was reduced to the status of a dialect. The last vestiges of Pahlavi in the form of inscriptions and coins in Tabaristan in the north of Iran date back to the middle of the fifth/eleventh century.

The first specimens of Pahlavi literature which belong to the early centuries of the Hijrah consist of a number of books of religious nature which the Iranian Zoroastrians had written with the specific object of preserving their Canon Law. These books were taken to the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent when the Zoroastrians migrated there. European scholars have been publishing their texts since the last century. Amongst these, certain books are claimed to have belonged originally to the pre-Islamic Sasanian era. "There is ample evidence, however, to prove that these were composed during the Islamic period."

What is now known of Pahlavi literature is confined to these very books and treatises. They suggest that Pahlavi literature had, at any rate towards the end of the Sasanian period, flourished on a vast scale. It is an undeniable fact that, while during the four hundred years which immediately preceded the Saljuq period, Dari had been recognized as the literary language of the country, Pahlavi had flourished in the north, south, and west of the present-day Iran. Of this only a specific form of verse known as "Pahlaviyat" has come down to us, the quatrains of Bibi Tahiri's "Urysh of Hamadan being its most remarkable specimen.

B

THE BEGINNING OF MODERN PERSIAN LITERATURE

The present-day language of Iran is the latest evolutionary form of "Dari" and is known as "Farsi" or the Persian language. The people of Iran themselves, however, have always employed the word "Persian" for whatever languages have flourished in the country. In the past the two languages under discussion which flourished simultaneously have been known as the "Dari Persian" and the "Pahlavi Persian."

The Persian language of today, namely, Dari, originated, as mentioned above, during the Muslim period in the east of Iran. The important centres of this language were the cities of Transoxiana and Khorasan, to wit, Samarkand, Bukhara, Balkh, Merv, Herat, Tis, and Nishapur. These centres extended even to Sistan. This explains why the most eminent poets of this language down to the Saljuq period hailed from these particular cities. Gradually, Dari expanded from Khorasan and Transoxiana to other parts of Iran, so that by the fourteenth century it had extended to Gurgin, Damghan, and Rayy, and by the Saljuq era it had travelled as far away as Aflahskijan, Isfahan, and Hamadan. In the province of Fars it did not achieve the status of a popular language even in the days of Sa'd and Hafez. That is why these two great poets have revealed in the mastery of this language and in the expression of their poetic genius through it. Both of them also composed verse in the Pahlavi dialect of Fars, popularly known as the Shira language.

The rules of prosody of Arabic poetry were formulated by Kuhlil ibn Ahmad. These were assiduously observed by the Iranian writers in their Persian works. Considerable literature was produced on the subject both in Iran and in the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent. Consequently, the same Arabic names were retained for Persian metres and rhymes, so much so that even the same Arabic word aijj was employed for purposes of scansion. Metres can be classified into three groups, i.e., metres common to both Arabic and Persian, metres which were the outcome of the Iranian genius and did not exist earlier, and metres which were, on the reverse, typical of and exclusive to Arabic poetry.

Amongst the exclusively Persian metres the most well-known is the one employed in the quatrains of Bibi Tahiri's "Urysh of Hamadan. In the pre-Islamic times right up to the Achaemenian period the only verse known was the blank verse. Specimens of poetry preserved in the Avesta and Old Persian are all composed in blank verse. This type of poetry was also in vogue in Pahlavi and Dari, the two languages so closely related to each other.

The forms of Persian verse have also an independent character and they have not always followed the Arabic pattern. The "muhammad," "khalif-ban," "turk-ban," "museum," "mushallath," "muqabla," "mashhaman," "mushad," and "rub" are all exclusive to Persian poetry, and they have originated solely in the Persian genius. Persian verse has also influenced Urdu and Turkish poetry. Similarly, the rhymed verse and many figures of speech owe their origin to the creative genius of the Iranian mind. "Moushakab" and "masa'ma" are also Persian in origin.

C

DIFFERENT EPOCHS OF PERSIAN POETRY

The oldest extant specimens of Persian verse date back to the middle of the third/ninth century. But these fragments are not sufficient to afford us a true picture of the contemporary Persian poetry. What emerges beyond doubt, however, is the fact that the "Thahris (260/870-280/892) and later the Safruzis (254/867-259/869) played a worthy role in ushering in a new era of Persian literature."
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Throughout the fourth/tenth century Persian literature continued to flourish with remarkable success at the Samânid Court and in the vast regions lying between the Chinese frontiers and Gurgân on the Caspian Sea. The Court of Nasr bin Ahmad, the Samânid ruler, is especially famous for the large number of poets associated with it. Since then the current of Persian literature has flowed continuously.

Modern Persian poetry, in its earliest stages, was characterized by a note of realism. The realist school held its own for two hundred years till the end of the fifth/eleventh century. The greatest Iranian poets of this school who flourished during the fourth/tenth century were Râdkâ (320/934), Shahâb Bâldâgh (325/937), and Hâfiz (341/952). Early in the sixth/seventh century it gave way to naturalism. In the meanwhile the Iranian Sufis had discovered in poetry a most suitable vehicle to disseminate their philosophical message to the people. Sufism or Islamic mysticism had become popular in Iran in the middle of the second/eighth century. In its earliest stages it merely laid emphasis on piety and godliness and no elaborate system had yet evolved. Khâsh and Bârâkh were the earliest centres of this movement. Later, however, Baghîdâkh stole the limelight and became associated with great names in mysticism. From Baghîdâkh it spread out in two directions, viz., North Africa and the "Maghrib" on the one side and north-east of Iran, that is, Khurâsân and Transoxiana on the other. In the West it came to be linked up with Greek thought, especially with Neo-Platonism and with certain Jewish doctrines. In the East, especially in Khurâsân and Transoxiana, it developed kinship with the teachings of Manichaeism and Buddhism which had enjoyed wide popularity in these regions for centuries. From here it travelled to India and developed in what may be called the Indo-Iranian school of mysticism. This latter school gained immense popularity and through Iran it spread to Western Asia and even to North Africa. It still continues to exist in the entire Islamic world from the borders of China to Morocco. The great mystics of Iran chose Persian for imparting their noble thoughts to all classes of people. That is why most of the books of the Indo-Iranian school of mysticism were written in Persian prose or verse and the language of mysticism in the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent has always been Persian. Symbolism inevitably enjoys profound importance in the mystic cult. For fear of opposition at the hands of the devout the mystic poets were constrained to express their views and beliefs in the language of symbols. They were, thus, destined to contribute to the special school of symbolism in Persian poetry. This tradition still lives in mystic verse, no matter Persian, Urdu, or Turkish. The earliest amongst the great Sufis to compose verse in this fashion is the celebrated poet Abu Sa'id Abu al-Khayr (257/967-44/1049). Sa'âda al-Dîn 'Aṭṭâr (627/1230), and Masûlûn Jâlî al-Dîn Râmî, (904/1498-672/1272) may be considered the greatest of the symbolists amongst the poets of Iran. 'Aīslâk al-Bâqî'shâlî of Safâyî and Ma'âsûr of 'Aṭṭâr and the Ma'âsûr of Râmî may be regarded as the most important books of mysticism ever written in Persian. On account of this great tradition Persian poetry produced during the whole of this period in Iran and the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent is steeped in mysticism. The recital of this kind of verse in the assemblies of prayer and devotion among different sects of Sufis, at times to the tune of music and occasionally to the accompaniment of dance, has been regarded as one of the most important observances of the mystical creed. Even men who did not belong to any school of mysticism had to compose, whether they liked it or not, their poetical works, especially their "ghâsâls," in a mystical strain.

Mystic poetry of Iran and the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent forms a subject that requires a very elaborate discussion. In fact, it is one of the most profound literary and philosophical themes of all times. The Iranian mystics, apart from expounding the fundamental doctrines and essential principles which have deep academic and philosophical significance and are the essential concern of those wholly steeped in mysticism, have also instructed the common folk on what is popularly termed as godliness and manliness (futuwwât). This teaching mainly consisted of certain moral precepts and aimed at inculcating amongst the common mass of people the feeling of manliness, courage, forgiveness, and generosity, and might be compared with the institution of knighthood or chivalry prevalent in Europe in the Middle Ages. Many books were produced on this subject in Arabic and Persian and these have been known as books of godliness and manliness (futuwwat Nâmeh. This particular institution travelled from Iran to all the Islamic countries as far away as North Africa and the "Maghrib" and it still lives in many parts of these lands.

It may be pointed out that mystical verse in the Persian language has provided the civilised humanity with the most cosmopolitan type of poetry, and this branch of Persian literature excels all other kinds of poetry both in sweep and charm.

In pre-Islamic Iran epic poetry and national sagas had always enjoyed wide popularity. In the Islamic period this tradition was not only maintained but it also received further impetus. Initiated by a few earlier poets it found its culmination in Firdausi's (411/1020) great classic Shâh Nâmeh, which remains to be one of the most outstanding epic poems of all times. He completed its first narrative in 389/994, and the second in 490/1010. In this field, as in many others, Persian literature is immensely rich. A number of epic poems were composed in successive ages in Iran and in the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent, and this tradition was maintained till a century and a half ago. Amongst the most important of these are, chronologically speaking, Gâhshâb Nâmeh of Asadi (446/1053) which was completed in 459/1066, Firdausi's Fâ'âr al-Dîn 'Ashraf of Gurgân (middle of the fifth century A.H.), and the quintet (Khâmsah) of Nizâmî of Gondj which remained devoted to its composition from 572/1176 to 598/1202. Nizâmî's style in epic poetry was especially favour both at home and in the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent and a number
of poets wrote under his unique influence, amongst the most notable of them being Amir Khurasani of Delhi (651/1253-735/1335), Khwaja Il-Kirmaki (689/1290-763/1362), and Jami (817/1414-898/1493). This typal epic style has left a deep impress on the Turkish language, and many Turkish poets have imitated it, some of them merely translating the same contents into their own language. Amongst these may be counted the epic poems of Mir 'Ali Sher Naw'ati (844/1440-960/1500) composed in the Chaghatayi, i.e., the eastern dialect of Turkish, and the epics of Firdusi of Baghdad (970/1562) in the Persian, i.e., the western dialect of the Turkish language.

Amongst the other chief characteristics of Persian poetry are the composition of philosophical verse and the introduction of philosophical generalities in poetry composed in simple language. We have it on the authority of the oldest specimens of Persian poetry that poetry and philosophy had been long linked together ever since Persian poetry originated in Khurasan and Transoxiana. The most important book on practical philosophy to have gained immense popularity amongst Muslims in general and the Iranians in particular in the early Islamic period was Kalila va Dimneh which was at first translated from the original Sanskrit work Panchatantra into Pahlavi and presumably brought to Iran in the sixth century A.D. in the reign of Khusru Anushirvan (591/1202). It was translated from Pahlavi into Syriac at the same time. In the early Islamic period the famous Iranian scholar ibn al-Muqaffa' rendered it from Pahlavi into Arabic. It was later versified by Rida'i, the greatest poet of the Samanid period and one of the great names in Persian poetry in its whole history of the last twelve hundred years. Only a few couples of this long poem have survived.

Another book which dealt with practical philosophy like Kalila va Dimneh was the famous work Sindbad Nama which was also rendered into verse by Rida'i. That is why his name has been prefixed with Hakim, the philosopher since old. This also suggests that there was a considerable element of philosophy in his poetical works. Another great contemporary of Rida'i, namely, Shaddi Balshi, was known as one of the famous philosophers of his time. He had also entered into a controversy with yet another famous physician-philosopher Muhammad bin Zakariya Razi and composed some treatises in refutation of his views. Afterwards many Iranian poets expounded valuable philosophical themes in their works and were known as philosophers. Khusrau Mir of them. Firdausi and Nizami also enjoyed the title of Hakim or philosopher for having introduced philosophical themes in their works. The great poet Naqir Khurasani (984/1004-481/1088) expounded philosophical thought in all his poetical works in addition to a few books of philosophy that he wrote in Persian prose from the Ismā'īlī point of view. The Ismā'īlī of Iran always attached great importance to the Persian language in disseminating and inculcating amongst others the philosophy of their own sect. This is why they were even known as the "philosophers" or "philosophers." The poets of this sect always introduced an element of philosophy in their
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works. Amongst the eminent Iranian philosophers and thinkers, Persian verse has been ascribed to Abu Nasr Firdusi (d. 339/950), ibn Sina (d. 428/1037), Khwaja Naqir al-Din Tusi (597/1201-672/1274), Imām Fakhr al-Din Rāzī (554/1159-606/1209), Afdal al-Din Khākāni (d. 615/1218), Shihāb al-Dīn Suhrawardi Maqtīl (d. 587/1191), Jalal al-Dīn Dawdī (500/908-1426/1529-1605), Mri Suyyīd Shāfīī Gurgīnī (740/1341-1342/1413), Mir Muhammad Bāqir Dīnānī (d. 1041/1631), Schīr al-Dīn Shāhī, i.e., Mulla Shāhī (d. 1060/1640-1641), and Hajjī Mulla Hādī Suhrhānī (1212/1650-1777/1878). One can say that there was hardly any philosopher in Iran who did not express his beliefs in poetry. Some of them like Afdal al-Dīn Khākāni composed a considerable amount of verse. Philosophical thought also found expression in the quatrains of the famous scholar and philosopher 'Umar Khayyām (d. 1577/1123-1124). The collection of those quatrains forms today one of the most famous books in the world, and has been translated into almost all the civilized languages including many dialects of Pakistan and India. One of the most important features with which we are confronted in Persian literature, irrespective of prose or poetry, is the effort on the part of the Iranian philosophers to effect a close harmony between Greek thought, i.e., the philosophy of Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Plotinus, the Stoics, Zeno, and scepticism as well as a part of the philosophical teachings imparted in Alexandria and Egypt, and the fundamentals of Islam. Some of them harmonized mysticism with philosophy and divine Love, and in this field Persian is decidedly the richest language in the world.

In the eighteenth/nineteenth century Ḥāfīz, the great immoral poet of Iran, while following the naturalist school which had reached its highest point of glory in Rūmī's poetry (606/1209-691/1292) laid the foundation of impressionism in Persian poetry. This school did not find its roots in Iran for about a hundred years and it was only at the end of the nineteenth century that a few great Persian poets lent it a new charm and colour. This was the time when the Mughal dynasty had reached the height of its power and splendour in the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent. Persian enjoyed the status of official language of the Mughul Court. All notable men of the sub-continent had fully imbibed Persian culture in all walks of life. Every year a large number of Iranian intellectuals and artists would travel to the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent either to settle down there permanently or to make it a temporary home. These scholars introduced this school of poetry in India where it won immense popularity. It found its highest expression at the Courts of Jālāl al-Dīn Akbar (r. 902/1556-1014/1605) and his successors, namely, Jahāngīr (r. 1014/1605-1037/1628), Shah Jahan (r. 1037/1629-1068/1668), and Aurangzēb (r. 1068/1668-1118/1707). Under the patronage of those Courts, rich and exquisite works of poetry were produced. There is a large number of poets who attained eminence in this style, popularly known in Iran as the Indian School of poetry. Among them are "Urūd (965/1556-996/1591), Naqir (1032/1624, Žāhīrī (1025/ 1615), Tābīʿ Ābūli (1036/1627), Qodūš (1056/1649), Kālīm (1061/1651), and
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Shī'ī (1012/1603-1608/1672) had been attracted from Iran and they provided both stimulus and schooling to numerous well-known poets of the local origin. The most brilliant amongst this galaxy of poets were Fādilī (953/1546-
1604/1656), abu al-Bārakāt Mūnir (1065/1656-1699/1688), Ghārī (1072/1661), Nāzir 'Alī (1108/1695), Qāsimī (1107/1695), Nīsābūrī Kāšānī 'Alī (1121/1709), Rūdī (1134/1722), Nūr al-Dīn Wāsīfī (1190/1776), Mirjā' al-Dīn 'Ali Kāshānī (1169/1756), Shīhī (1213/1798-1264/1848), 'Udādī Suhrawardī (1206/ 1889), Shīhī Nu'mānī (1274/1857-1332/1914), Girānī (1345/1926), and many others. The literary tradition bequeathed by them still lives in the Indo- Pakīstān sub-continent.

The last great poet of the Persian language in the Indo-Pa kistān sub-continent was Muḥammad Iqtāsān (1580/1673-1657/1848) who infused a new life in Persian poetry, rejected the impressionist school that had preceded him, and revived the symbolism traditions with magnificent results.

In Iran a new movement in poetry made itself manifest at the end of the twelfth-eleventh century which promised pastures anew. As a consequence, most of the poets returned to realism. The tendency to writaline and revivify Persian verse and to bring it closer to Western poetry, is distinctly visible in Iran. In Iraq there are even efforts at going to such extremes as surrealism. The younger Iranian poet is, however, passing through a period of transition and has yet to determine its final attitude. Nevertheless, one comes across exquisite pieces of poetry produced by some of the poets and poetsesses of the younger generation. This augurs well for a great future. It is not unlikely that a new school of poetry will emerge before long.

One who wishes to study the evolution of Persian poetry and its different schools and styles in minute detail will perform to have to make a deep study of the works of quite a few hundred poets of Iran, Afghanistan, Central Asia, Pakistan, India, and Turkey—men who selected this language as their medium of expression and stuck to the Iranian tradition of poetry.

It may be observed that all the important poets of Persian language, whether they were of the Persian or Indo-Pakistan origin, or whether they hailed from certain Central Asian and Caucausian regions formerly treated as parts of Iran, were Muslīms. Only with regard to Dāqiqī, the celebrated poet of the Samanid period, it has been contested by a few scholars that he belonged to the Zoroastrian faith. But even this cannot be taken for granted. In the eighth/ninth century, however, a Zoroastrian poet Bahārī bin Pāshāku rendered two books of the Zoroastrian religion into verse, namely Zartosht Nāmeh and Arda Viršī Nāmeh.

D

PERSIAN PROSE

Modern Persian is today one of the richest languages in the world. It retains a link, close or distant, with all the Aryan languages in the East as well as those in the West. It, thus, bears a close resemblance to all those languages in respect of grammar, syntax, and composition. However, account of the deep attachment of the Iranian scholars to Islamic learning and sciences on the one hand and to Arabic language on the other, Persian became progressively a richer and vaster language.

In the middle of the first/seventh century when the people of Iran embraced Islam, the Arabic language gained a complete hold on that country. It came to be looked upon not only as the language of religion but also one of arts and letters. During the early period of the 'Abbāsid Caliphate when a strong movement was launched to produce scientific and literary works in Arabic, the Iranians played a very important role in it. They were also conspicuous in rendering translations of Pahlavi, Syriac, and at times even Greek works. They also composed a huge number of original works in Arabic. After this Arabic became so widely popular and gained such an immense hold on Iran that the most important books in the field of Arabic grammar and lexicography were written by the Iranians. Many of the Persian poets composed Arabic verse and some of their works have been acknowledged amongst the finest and most exquisite specimens of Arabic poetry. The Iranian philosophers adopted Arabic as the medium of their expression from the very beginning. Only a few of them ever attempted to compose their philosophical works in Persian. Books produced in Iran on the subjects of astronomy, mathematics, and medicine were mostly written in Arabic. Some of the Iranian historians also selected Arabic as their vehicle of expression. Most of the religious literature, including jurisprudence (Fiqh), Hadīth, and commentary on the Holy Qur'ān, was also produced in Arabic. From the earliest Islamic period the Persian language had imported Arabic elements. Especially in the domain of technical terms Persian was completely overwhelmed by Arabic. Incidentally, the Iranians have given special meanings to many Arabic words which have also passed into Urdu in their changed Persianized sense. The overwhelming influence of Arabic on the Persian language is traceable in different epochs of Iranian history.

However, we find that some of the great scholars of Iran like Ibn Sinā, Nāṣir Khānān, Abū al-Dīn Kāshānī, and Abu Raḥūlā bi-Brīnī have at times shown in their Persian works a tendency to coin fresh Persian words instead of employing the current technical and scientific Arabic terms. Certain other writers have also shown a tendency to employ new compound episthms of purely Persian origin in their works. The outstanding specimen of this trend in the Indo-Pakistan Persian literature are visible in 'Ayn-al 'Abbāri of Abu al-Faḍl.

The excessive use of Arabic words in Persian prose started in the fifth/eleventh century. Ḥalīlah wa Dinārī which was rendered into Persian by Naṣr Ḥalīlah b. 'Abī al-Hamīd from the Arabic version of Ibn al-Muqaffa' may be regarded as the first specimen of this type of writing. Amongst other books written in this style may be enumerated Mubāhin Nāmeh of Sadr al-Dīn of
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Yavuz, Türk-i Wasiş, Türk-i Mu'jam, and Davar-i Na'irat, the last being the work of Mirza Mahdi Khan, the historian of the Court of Nadir Shah. But the number of such books is very small. In fact, ninety-nine Persian books out of one hundred have been written in simple and direct style and they have always reflected the contemporary idiom, except where a writer has deliberately digressed from the natural style to employ Arabic phrases, a tendency which had been regarded as a kind of literary treat.

As a result of the systematic development of Persian poetry and use of symbolism, Persian prose evolved a new style in which the writer would lay the highest emphasis on allusions, metaphors, and rhetorical devices. We notice the same trend in the recent prose styles of some European languages. This exceedingly sophisticated style of Persian prose in which the style was obscured by vague rhetoric and long and repetitious sentences reached its zenith in the ninth/tenth and tenth/nineteenth centuries. It also penetrated into the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent where we find in Sâl Na'ir-i Zâfar-i and Badri-i Tughlî-i Maghâdi its most outstanding specimens.

This style won remarkable popularity in the field of Court documents, royal commands and decrees, and official correspondence. The tradition passed on to the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent and found its finest expression in Mas'udi-i Ahsu al-Jadîl. It also found its way to Turkey and during this period the official correspondence of the Ottoman Caliphs was wholly conducted in the same style as in Persian. This "Court style" originated in Iran in the sixteenth century, enjoyed a long, uninterrupted course of popularity and found its best specimen in Mas'udi-i Mîrza Tâhir Wâlî composed in the eleventh/seventeenth century. It was, however, dealt a fatal blow by Mirza Abu al-Qâsim Qâgin Maqâsil Fârkhân (1105/1799-1251/1836) whose prose was distinguished for the simplicity and purity of its style.

The contemporary Persian prose has a highly simple, facile and elegant expression. It has freed itself from the conventional ornate and abstruse style. Today it has drawn itself far closer to the idiomatic and colloquial Persian expression than ever before.

During the long history of Persian prose a very large number of books have been written in all branches of knowledge such as jurisprudence, commentary on the Holy Qur'an, scholastic theology, mysticism, philosophy, medicine, mathematics, astronomy, arts, ethics, tales and fables, and even such subjects as handicrafts. However, a majority of prose works in Persian have always been confined to history and practical ethics. That also explains why all books on the history of the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent during the Islamic period have been produced in Persian. On this very account some knowledge of Persian may be regarded as an essential prerequisite for learning the history of some of the Asian countries. In fact, Persian literature may be divided into poetry and history as its two main component parts.

Persian Literature

E

PERSIAN GRAMMAR AND LEXICOGRAPHY

For a long time the Iranians paid no heed to Persian grammar since they were no strangers to the rules of their mother tongue. The only expositions of Persian grammar in the past consisted of brief notices which some of the lexicographers would include in the prefaces to their works. The compilation of grammatical works started in right earnest when during the Maghul rule in India Persian became the literary as well as the Court language of the Muslims of the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent. That is why books on this subject were for a considerable time confined mostly to the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent alone.

In the field of Persian lexicography as in grammar, not much interest was shown in the past. The works produced contained a rather limited number of uncommon words employed in poetry. When a proof was required regarding the authenticity of a certain word, it was furnished from the classical works in which it had been used.

It is quite apparent that at first the necessity for such dictionaries arose in the western parts of Iran where Dari was not the language of the people. The first dictionary to have ever been produced in Persian was compiled by Qârân Úrûnâwî, the famous poet who lived in Tabriz and died in 466/1075. This book is now extinct. After him Asadi of Tâbûs, who also lived in Âhârâbâjân and died in the same year as Qârân, completed his famous dictionary which is the oldest extant work on the subject.

As mentioned earlier, the Saljûqs had carried their official language, Dari, right into Âhârâbâjân in the wake of their conquests. Since the people of this province spoke Pahlavi, they found it difficult to understand meanings of certain words which were familiar to Dari but did not exist in Pahlavi. Hence the urge to compile these works in Âhârâbâjân.

The most important role in the compilation of dictionaries was undoubtedly played by lexicographers of the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent. During the Maghul period the Court language of the Empire was Persian. People, for whom it was not the mother tongue, stood in need of books for guidance and help. In the eleventh/seventeenth century special attention was paid to this work, though dictionaries had been in the process of compilation since a hundred years earlier.

For a long time the works of the Indo-Pakistani lexicographers or those of the Iranian scholars who had migrated to the sub-continent continued to be the most authentic source of reference even for the Iranians themselves. The most outstanding of these books are Farhang-i Jahângrâb of Jamâl al-Din Inju, Farhang-i Badri of Abu al-Bâgîl of Thatta, Burhan-i Qârân of Muhammad Husain Tabari, Arif al-Lughât of Azâr Arab-Râshid, Bahâr-i A'jam of Tek Chand Bahâr, Chiragh-i Hikmat of Sirâj al-Din 'Ali Khân Aru, Qârân al-Lughât of Muhammad Qârân al-Din, Farhang-i A'ama Râj of
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Muhammad Pidginah Shal, and Mustafah al-Shauri compiled by Varasteh. The number of lexicographical works compiled in the Indo-Pakistani sub-continent exceeds one hundred of which the oldest, viz., Adab al-Fudlah of Qadi Khaza Badr Muhammad of Delhi, was completed in 822/1419. In other words, the period during which these works were diligently and prodigiously produced extends to about five hundred years.

The necessity of compiling such dictionaries was also felt in Turkey where Persian enjoyed the status of a literary language at the Turkish Court of the Ottoman Caliph and many a Turkish scholar produced literary works and composed poetry in Persian, so much so that even some of the Turkish emperors composed poetry in this language. As a consequence, a few dictionaries, to wit, Isgih-i Haliemi, Isgih-i Shurri, Isgih-i Nihayi, and Isgih-i Shikhs of Abd al-Qadir Baghshelli, were edited in Turkey. However, as against the dictionaries produced in the Indo-Pakistani sub-continent in which the meanings of words were also explained in Persian, in Turkey the meanings and explanations were given in Turkish. The Iranians themselves, therefore, have not been able to utilize these works.

To no other area of the world does the Persian language and literature owe so profusely as to the Indo-Pakistani sub-continent. Not only have the scholars there written hundreds of very useful books on subjects as varied and diverse as history, lexicography, grammar, mysticism, biographies of poets, and commentaries on certain Persian texts, and have preserved and jealously guarded many books lost to posterity in other countries and even in Iran, but they have also special interest in the publication of literary works in the Persian language. There is hardly any big city in the Indo-Pakistani sub-continent where a number of Persian books have not been published. The number of such published works stands at two thousand.

F

Influence on Persian Literature

The history of modern European powers in the East dates back to the Renaissance period. Iran was one of the earliest countries to have come into contact with the West. At first it was the Christian missionaries who set foot on Muslim lands with a view to propagating their religion. They were, thus, introduced to the rich treasure of advanced sciences that had accumulated there through centuries but were unknown to the West. They learnt the Arabic and the Persian languages in order to acquaint themselves with the rich philosophical thought and the subtle beauties and artistry of Persian literature. At first works of Persian classics were rendered into Latin and soon after these were published in some other prominent European languages such as French, English, German, and Italian. The earliest Persian work to have been translated into a European language was Gulistan of Sa'di. Gradually, the works of Firdausi, Hafiz, 'Umar Khayyam,
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Chapter LIV

TURKISH LITERATURE

A DEVELOPMENT OF TURKISH PROSE AND POETRY

The earliest surviving written documents of Turkish literature date from the first/seventh century. They consist of short inscriptions in the so-called “Tunic” letters in the Upper Yenisei Valley in Siberia. Lengthier documents of the same linguistic type and in the same script survive in the valley of the Orlhon in Outer Mongolia and date from the second/eighth century. These consist of inscriptions on two steles in honor of two princes of the Turkish dynasty of the Eastern Kük Türk State, and a third erected in honor of its lord minister. The history of the Eastern Kük Türk State is here related in a semi-legendary and artistic way. Other inscriptions in the same script, large and small, are known in Mongolia, Siberia, and Western Turkistan. Manuscripts too, belonging probably to the third/ninth century, have been found. The language of the Turkish runes is characterized by a certain archaisms in its phonetics, morphology, and vocabulary.

From the second/eighth century onwards the Uygar Turks became acquainted with Manichaeism, Buddhism, and Syriac (especially Nestorian Christianity) in Northern China and East Turkistan and developed a high culture within the framework of Far Eastern civilization which lasted until the seventh/thirteenth century. The surviving Uygar manuscript and xylographic literature is very extensive and proves a high cultural activity in the fields of religion, philosophy, and other sciences. The script used for these literary works was mainly the Uygar alphabet, derived from the Sogdian script. In addition to the Uygar alphabet, however, these Turks used, besides the ancient Turkish runes, the Manichaean, Syriac, and Brahmi runes. The Uygar alphabet remained in use until the twelfth/eighteenth century among the Turks of China who did not adopt Islam. The conversion to Islam (from the fourth/seventh century onwards) of the Turks of Central Asia was followed by the adoption of the Arabic alphabet. However, the Uygar alphabet remained in use as the Court script. It was given a new lease of life in the Muslim territories by the Mongol conquest, and was used in the seventh/thirteenth to ninth/fifteenth centuries among the Golden Horde and the Timurids for the Kipchak and Chaghatay languages. As late as the early tenth/sixteenth century there were still in the Imperial Chancellory in Istanbul scribes skilled in writing the Uygar script.

The Uygar Turkish or, to use a more suitable term, the old Turkish literary language (for the civilization that used it was wider than the geographical or historical limits of the Uygar State) shows, broadly speaking, the same dialectical peculiarities as the Köt Türk monuments. The few dialectical divergences are obviously in the main due to the passage of time and to influences from the outside.

The conversion to Islam of the Turks of Central Asia began in the fourth/tenth century. Throughout history the Turks proved to be devoted Muslims and zealous defenders and promoters of Islam. Founded on the literary Uygar of the pre-Islamic period, there developed in the fifth/seventh century under the Kärsekûns, converts to Islam, the Muslim Turkish literary language of East Turkistan written probably from the first in the Arabic alphabet. The best known documents in this language are two didactic poems, the Qadîrhâşî Bilîg (The Science of Happiness), composed by Yusuf Kâhî Hûjî, and the Abbâtî il-Eçûçî (The Threshold of Facts), composed by Abû Ahmad. There is, further a translation of the Qur’an. Besides these works there is another dating from the same century, the Dûnuân-û Lâhât al-Tûrk of Mahmûd al-Kâshgâri composed in Baghdad in Arabic in order to acquaint the Arabs with the Turkish World. It is a very valuable source for the investigation of the various Turkish tribes, dialects, folk literature, customs, culture, etc., of this time.
Islam was established during the fourth/tenth century in the Bulgar kingdom of Kama also. But data are lacking to enable us to decide if there also existed any literature. In any case Bulgar elements are found in the sepulchral inscriptions of the eighth/fourteenth century in the Volga region.

The development of literary Turkish in Central Asia went on without interruption, but its centres changed from time to time.

The absence of early manuscripts prevents us from giving a definite name to the language of the Gikâtis (theological didactic poems) of Ahmed Yasavi, the founder of Turkish mysticism, who lived in the sixth/seventh century in West Turkistan.

In the seventh/thirteenth century the various literary dialects of the Muslim Turkish world were not yet clearly differentiated from one another. The formation of the Mongol Empire, which embraced almost the whole Arabic world of the period, created for a time an atmosphere favourable to the development of a uniform language for a considerable section of the Muslim Turkish people. At first Turkish literary activity under the Seljuqs in Anatolia was to some degree bound up with that of Central Asia and Eastern Europe. The seventh/thirteenth century, however, is an epoch of political agitation in Asia Minor and Eastern Europe. It is, therefore, only in the next century that literary works are mainly to be found.

Literary activity on the northern shores of the Black Sea, in Khwarizm which included the month of the Sir Darya, in the capital Saryk, and in the Crimea attained a considerable development by the beginning of the eighth/fourteenth century but no uniform literary language developed. The elements of the literary language of the Karakhanid period were combined with those of the local spoken dialects. In Syria, Egypt, and Persia under Turkish or4 Türkized rulers there grew an interest in Turkish. Thus, we find a series of grammar books and lexicons in Arabic from the sixth/thirteenth century until the beginning of the tenth/sixteenth century. They all deal with the Kipchak but contain elements from other Turkic dialects in varying degrees.

The prose work Qavvâl-ı Asbâbî (Stories of the Prophet), with passages in verse written by N. Rabgâhi, finished in 710/1310, although lacking
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esthetic value, is of great literary importance. Another religious work in verse is the Mu'min al-Muluk of Shâh Sherif Kâwî, 713/1313. The very attractive romance in verse, Kâsâru sâ Skûlu s of the poet Qâlib (742/743-1341/1342), although based on the corresponding Persian work of Nizâmi, has nevertheless many original passages. Kâwîrîn's poem Muhammedunâmâ (The Book of Love), composed in 754/1353, is another work of high literary merit. Selîl Sârî's translation of Gâzûl's (The Rose-Garden), that appeared in 762/1360 is another prose and verse book of high literary value. The religious work Nûh al-Farîdî (Way to the Paradies) of Mahmûd b. 'Ali (716/1316) is, properly speaking, a "Forty-Hajjî" book in simple prose with no aesthetic aims. Finally may be mentioned the religious prose work Mîrîvâznâmâ (Book of the Ascension) composed for didactic purposes.

Further, there are other works written in Egypt and Syria which are: a Sîgug book composed in 784/1382; İsrâhîl al-Mâlik u sâ-Sâlihîn composed by Bayhaqînavi in 780/1380; Kâtûb û Fâqi al-Lisâh al-Farîdî, originating probably from the ninth/eleventh century; Kâtûb û İmân al-Nâshîrîs, a book on the art of horsemanship translated from Arabic for soldiers in about 808/1400; Kâtûb al-Darâsî, another book on the art of horsemanship also translated from Arabic in 844/1439.

We may date to the eighth/fourteenth and ninth/fifteenth centuries the beginning of the development of the different literary languages in different parts of the Muslim Turkish world.

The Qâshqâlî language and literature which developed under the Timûrids, the descendants of the second son of Chingiz Khân, represent the most brilliant phase of the development of Central Asian Turkish literature.

Names are known of a few Turkish poets who lived in the eighth/fourteenth century. But the works which have survived belong to the first half of the ninth/fifteenth century. Sakhdâl was a panegyrist. Another famous poet was

---
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Lutfi. To the same period belong the panegyrist Mir Hašar Majdžšub (Turkish Tlbbe), Amiri, Sayyid, Ahmad Mirza, Goli, Yaqni, and 'Alšši.

In the first half of the century Çaghšaš ’i literature reached its zenith in Mār ‘Ališš Navaš. In his Dīwān (Book of Poems) as well as in his numerous other verse and prose works he does not merely imitate the Persian poets, as was the case with his predecessors, but knows how to suit the taste of his contemporaries. He has, therefore, enjoyed great popularity right down to the present day all over the Turkish world. Of importance is his Makallat al-Lughatāt (The Content of Two Languages) in which he endeavors to show that the Turkish language is no less suitable than the Persian for poetic works and intellectual purposes. He is also the first composer of Turkish collection of the biographies of poets. Navaš is considered to be one of the greatest personalities and intellectuals in Turkish literature. The prince and patron of Navaš, Sulṭān Hanbaša Bahša, was also a poet.

The founder of the Timūrid Empire in India in the first half of the tenth/ sixteenth century, Bābur, is considered a number of poets, but he is most celebrated for his Khubštšt-i Bābir (Memoirs of Bābir) or Biburndnām (Bibur Book) very vividly relating his life and expeditions as well as describing the life and topography of India. He is considered the second great personality of Çaghšaš ’i literature.

Minor personalities of the classical period are Hakami, Muḥammad Șahb, Shabóln, etc.

Under the Uzbeks, who drove the Timūrids out of Central Asia and Eastern Persia in the second half of the tenth/sixteenth century, Turkish poets and writers stuck to old Çaghšaš ’i models without producing anything new or original. The historian abu al-Qašši Bahlūl Șah in the twelfth/eighteenth century probably stands alone in endeavoring to avoid in his work Persian and Arabic as well as the Turkish work.

Of importance is Mirza Mahdi Șahin’s Sağlıgša (Stony Place), a Turkish-Persian dictionary composed in 1714/1769 with its extensive preface on classical Çaghšaš ’i Turkish grammar containing comparisons with Anatolian Turkish.

The same Turkish literary language as was written in the land of the Uzbeks is written to the present day in Chinese Turkistan. Here also Turkish culture has been influenced by Persian.

In the fourteenth/fifteenth century a new Turkish literature based on the local dialects has been developed under Russian and Kazan Turkish influences. It includes dramatic works among its productions. In accordance with the State policy of the new regime, a special alphabet in Cyrillic letters has been created for the Uzbek language.
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From the fifteenth century onwards Turkish tribal and military units began to make raids into Asia Minor, so that Anatolia lay totally open to the Turks. Thus, the colonization of Asia Minor and Eastern Europe went on with great success. Thanks to the ability of three Turks to adapt themselves in course of time to the changing circumstances of life, they succeeded on founding very firm bases a strong and lasting State.
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Parallel to the political and social development, Anatolian Turkish literature has had an uninterrupted development from the time of the Seljüqs down to the present day. It has, therefore, become the most important and richest branch of all the Turkish literatures and has exercised an influence on the literature of other dialects.

Seventeenth/Thirteenth Century.—Already in the seventeenth/thirteenth century there developed in Anatolia a Turkish literature based mainly on the Oğuz dialect. The well-known Persian mystic Jalal al-Din Rumi and his son Sültan Walad produced some Turkish verses; Ahmad Fuqā'ī wrote a fairly long mystical poem; and Şayxâl Hamzaš left poems of different genres. Yûnis Enmer was the greatest figure in this century. He is regarded as the best Turkish popular mystic poet. His art is essentially one of the people, i.e., it is Turkish. It was through his mystical verses that there developed a tradition of writing poems in the language of the people and in the popular syllabic metre, which did not lose its power even in the period when Persian influence was at its highest.

Classical profane literature had its first representative in Dâhâni. His poems were in an elaborate style and attained a high degree of perfection from the technical point of view.

Another poem of this century was 'Alî's Gîzâl-i 'Yasuf (Story of Joseph), representing linguistically a mixture of Central Asian literary Turkish and the vernacular Oğuz dialect. Moreover, other works of this and even next century had more or less the same peculiar features, and the rather pure Oğuz dialectal features in the manuscripts of works of this century are probably to be ascribed to the later copyists.2
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Eighteenth/Fourteenth Century.—The literary development followed the same line in the eighteenth/fourteenth century. A certain number of feudal princes in Asia Minor lacked Persian or Arabic culture, and this was the reason why the language of the people became important, why books were written in Turkish, and also why a number of Muslim works were translated from Arabic and Persian into Turkish. During this century there developed in Anatolia several cultural centres, such as Qâsînâh, Niğde, Ladik, Kâstamonu, Sinop, Sivas, Kinar, Bursa, and Erzurum. Among the leading poets Ahmad Gulâshârî should be mentioned for his artistic merit. He put into Turkish the Tanqîl al-Fair (Speech of Birds) of the Persian poet 'Aṭâjîk, expanding it with stories from various sources. We also possess a number of isolated poems of his. Although a mystic, his literary aims were purely artistic.

The great mystic of this century is, however, 'Aṭâjîk Paşâ with his long poem, Qâhânasnamâ (Book of the Stranger). He is a mere imitator of Jalâl al-Dîn Rûmî and Sültan Walad. There also exists a number of detached mystical poems from the pen of 'Aṭâjîk Paşâ, but all are far from showing the lyrical merit of Yûnis Enmer.

In the second half of the century we find classical mystical poetry attaining high perfection in Nâtimî. He is a great poet whose mystical lyrics are most expressive. His style is simple but full of power and harmony. In his Diwân we find Âysâpû, a verse-form peculiar to Turkish classical poetry and foreign to Persian literature.

Romantic tales and fables were also taken from Persian literature. Among them is to be mentioned Mas'ûdî's love story in verse, Sâkhi sâ Nuskâhâr (two proper names), a translation or rather an expanded adaptation from an unknown Persian work. This story has considerable literary value.

But, with the exception of Nâtimî, Ahmadî is the greatest poet of this period. He is the author of the Iskandarnâmâ (Book of Alexander). The subject is taken from Persian sources, but he adds a long section dealing with world history including the Ottoman dynasty. His Diwân is more interesting from the artistic point of view. Among his poems there are some which are of local interest.

Further, we must mention Qâdî Burhân al-Dîn who has left a Fîrûzî also containing Âysâpûs. His poems have a note of sincerity and passion of their own. He is the first to have attained perfection by the standards of classical rhetoric.

Of prose works are to be mentioned an anonymous translation of Kûllah
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Ibn Sina and the legendary tales of Delet Qorpat mainly about the Muslim-Chrisitan struggle during the Turkish invasion of Anatolia anc its vicinity, reflecting vividly the life, customs, and ideals of the Turks of the fifth/eleventh and sixteenth centuries.*

Ninth/Tenth Century.—In the ninth/tenth century Turkish increased in importance as a literary and official language. In the first half of the century there were three great princely families who were patrons of scholars and poets: Karamanoglu at Qunyah, the Jandarglu at Kastamouni, and the Osmane Prince in Edirne and Bursa. As in the preceding centuries, the literary activity under them was not confined merely to the translation work of Muslims and works of a classical character.

In religious literature we may mention the Mufadd (Birth of the Prophet) poem of Sulaiman Chalabi and Mahmud. This fine work has the qualities of a masterpiece. It has been read by the people, for centuries particularly on the occasion of the religious commemoration of a dead person. In every century many similar poems have been written in this tradition.
The most important classical poet of this period is Sehieh. His version of Khasurun ve Birem of the Persian poet Nikep is more than a mere translation. The Kharlmaush (Story of the Donkey) is a masterpiece of satire. He is also the author of a Didea which contains a considerable amount of panegyric and love poems. His part in the establishment of classical poetry is great. His influence continued up to the tenth/sixteenth century.

Another great classical poet of the period is Ahmad Pasha. He surpassed his contemporaries in panegyric and love poems exercising, thus, a great influence on the poets of his time. Next to him in this field is Najat.

A certain number of chronicles in verse belong to this period.

Prose also developed considerably. In this connection we may mention the anonymous commentary on the Qura, *Aynak al-Asafi (Gems of Mothers of Pearl), and the more popular book Qiran Vair Hikayeleri (The Tales of the Forty Viziers).

But it was mainly artistic prose that was cultivated, its most brilliant representative being Sinan Pasha with his *Tayfurra Nnazak (Book of Supplica-
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tion). His style is artistically elaborate, yet natural and sincere. Other representatives of artistic prose are Şerif Kemal, Ahmed, and Aymur Chalabi.

As a reaction to this ornate language the first representative of the türki-i basit (simple Turkish), W.Video who wrote in 'arof metres but used exclusively Turkish words deserves to be noted. However, only one complete of his has come to us.

The writing of history in prose also began to develop. We have many anonymous specimens of Ottoman history. They show us that there existed in the ninth/tenth century among the people and especially among the soldiers chronicles which were almost of the nature of epics. The historical works of *Aby Pinhkaddah, Orefegh, and others do not differ much in point of style from these anonymous chronicles. The works of Yurun Beg, Bayramı, and others, on the other hand, were written rather with the object of displaying a particular style and an extensive literary ability. A fine specimen of unaffected prose of this period is the treatise by Dele Laftı, which is one of the oldest works of humour in Turkish literature.**
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Tenth/Sixteenth Century.—In the tenth/sixteenth century the apogee of Ottoman political power is also reflected in the sphere of literature. Literary activity flourished not only in Istanbul, but also in Bâb-î frames, Diyarbakır, Qüzzây, Karastamour, Bursa, Edirne, Yenise-i Vezâr, and Ğâkû. Philosophical commentaries and lexicographical and grammatical works were produced. Books without number were translated from Arabic and Persian.

The greatest figures in poetry in chronological order are: Dâhî, Khâyâlî, Fuqûlî, and Bâqî. Dâhî wrote a large number of works in poetry and prose which are unequal in merit. His imagination and new ideas made him very popular. Khâyâlî surpasses Dâhî as a poet. His Diwân contains all his works. His most original poems are his love poems. Fuqûlî must be regarded as the greatest lyric poet of Turkish literature. Although he used the dialect of A’dharbâyjân, he exercised such an influence in Anatolia that literary historians regard him belonging to the realm of Anatolian literature. His love poems and love romance Lâliî ve Mevânte have secured a special place in literary history. Love in his works is never entirely profane, thanks to mystic inspiration. No other poet except Nâârî has acquired a like reputation throughout the whole Turkish world. He exercised an influence even on the musician poets of the later class. Bâqî was undoubtedly the most reputed poet of his time, his fame stretching as far as India. In the expression of sentiment he is below Fuqûlî, but the musical charm and faultless ease of his poems have given him the reputation of an inimitable master of classicism. His elegy on the death of Sulhânâm the Magnificent is a masterpiece of deep sentiment and grief.

At this period Anatolian Turkish poetry attained the highest point in artistic elaboration and rhetoric. It is true that this was in the main an imitation of Persian poetry. But the Anatolian Turkish poets wrote rather the Indo-Persian poetry and went even further in fineness and abstraction. In the next centuries we see this refinement perfected on its own lines.

Poets belonging to different dervish-orders composed didactic works, mystic poems, and collections of legends of saints, along with translations of Arabic and Persian mystical works.

Prose in this century assumed a heavier and more artificial form. Omitting the Persian models, the simplest ideas were expressed by the most complicated images to the detriment of the subject. This lack of taste is found in the greatest stylists of the period: Lâmiî, Kanal Fâkûzdân, Jalâlîdân, Ferîdîn Beg, Ûzî, Qâïmîdânî, Khâvîsh Şâ’î al-Dîn, and others. This tendency to artificiality had a much more disastrous effect on prose than on poetry. In very long works, however, it was only the preface that was written in this turgid and clumsy style. Many literary, historical, religious, or moralizing works of the period were in fact written in a simpler language. The same applies to official correspondence and other State documents. In religious works intended for the people every endeavour was made to write as simply as possible. The examples which we possess of the prose of Fuqûlî and Bâqî show an elegant and relatively simple language.

As a reaction to the ornate language, the movement called türkî-i bântî (simple Turkish) has its second well-known exponent in Namîzî of Edirne whose Diwân, though, again, in "süre" verse, contains only Turkish words. But he has no artistic abilities.

In the field of historical works great progress was made. Besides rhymed chronicles, we find historical works in prose in continuation of the Sulhânî tradition. A number of historical works were written in verse. With the exception of the Ottoman history by Murâtî they always deal with a single event or the victories of a single emperor or commander. General histories were composed by ibn Kamûlî, Jalâlîdân, Mûsteh Chalâbî, Mûthî al-Dîn Jamâlî, Lâlî Fârîsh, Khâvîsh Şâ’î al-Dîn, and "Ali. Some of these works are the sources for our knowledge of the social history of this period.

Among historical works those which deal with literary history occupy an important place. The first Ottoman collection of biographies of poets was produced by Şêhî Beg on the model of Nâârî’s work. This was followed by the works of Lâsiî, A’dhî Chalâbî, "Ali, and Şân Chalâbî. "Ali also gives important notices of poets in his historical work.

It is in this century that there appeared geographical works and accounts of travels. Some are mere translations. The celebrated Boğraşî (Maritime Work) of Fârîn al-Rû, and Mûthî (Ocean) and Misîlî (Mirror of Lands) of Sa’dî “Ali Rû’s are the best works of this type. We have further records of voyages both in verse and in prose.

The first grammar of Anatolian Turkish, planned on the model of Arabic grammars, by Qâdirî of Pergamon, was also written in this century.

Alongside the above described genre, other genres arose in this period. "Ali Rû composed a complete dictionary of Turkish in 39 volumes. His "Ali Rû was the best grammarian of this type. We find further works on the Turkish language by Şêhî Beg. Among the works of this type were the dictionaries by Şêhî Beg.

The grammar of Turkish was also transmitted through geographical works and accounts of travels. Some are mere translations. The celebrated Boğraşî (Maritime Work) of Fârîn al-Rû, and Mûthî (Ocean) and Misîlî (Mirror of Lands) of Sa’dî “Ali Rû’s are the best works of this type. We have further records of voyages both in verse and in prose.

The first grammar of Anatolian Turkish, planned on the model of Arabic grammars, by Qâdirî of Pergamon, was also written in this century.

Alongside the above described genre, other genres arose in this period. "Ali Rû composed a complete dictionary of Turkish in 39 volumes. His "Ali Rû was the best grammarian of this type. We find further works on the Turkish language by Şêhî Beg. Among the works of this type were the dictionaries by Şêhî Beg.

The first grammar of Anatolian Turkish, planned on the model of Arabic grammars, by Qâdirî of Pergamon, was also written in this century.

Alongside the above described genre, other genres arose in this period. "Ali Rû composed a complete dictionary of Turkish in 39 volumes. His "Ali Rû was the best grammarian of this type. We find further works on the Turkish language by Şêhî Beg. Among the works of this type were the dictionaries by Şêhî Beg.
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also found dictionaries of Turkish, Serbian, Turkish-Bosnian, and Turco-Greek in verse. Istanbul was always the centre to which men of letters and learning flocked from all parts of the Ottoman Empire and from beyond its frontiers.

The classical Turkish poetry of the eleventh/seventeenth century was in no respect below the level of the Persian models. The Turkish poets by this time were working on original themes, though the influence of the Persian and Indo-Persian poets was still felt.

Nafi may be regarded as the greatest master of elegies (qazidah), on account of the power of his imagination, the richness of his language, and the elevation and harmony of his style. His love poems and his satires (kavey-yat?), on the other hand, are less successful.

Another very important classical poet was Nâbi who is renowned for his refined didactical poems and descriptions. His verses are still quoted as proverbs. He was also the one who protested against artificial language, saying: "The elegant book is not a dictionary."

The greatest figure in romance poetry (musâhase) is Navâ'î who takes his subjects from the life of his time.

The number of religious and mystical works, lives of saints, and didactic works connected with different orders is very great in this century. Poetical forms were often used for them.

Literary prose follows the same lines as in the preceding century. The great stylists like Vâsi, Nârînî Osâzîdâh, and others carried affectation of language to still greater lengths. Yet works which were in their days considered to have no literary value are now being greatly appreciated.

As an encyclopedist, Katîb Chalabî's name must be mentioned.

Histories in this century also took the first place among prose-works. There are several which have the character of semi-official chronicles. Mostly, though they are translations of general histories of Islam, there are also original works on the same subject, and general and special works and monographs on Ottoman history. The best historians are Katîb Chalabî, Pachaev, Navînî, and Qochi Beg. The verse chronicles are much below the level of those of the tenth/sixteenth century. The most notable are those of Râyîşî and Qasîdâh Pâ'sî.

In the field of geography the most important works are those of Katîb Chalabî and abu Bakr Dimashqî. They use European as well as Muslim sources. The Safîkâna'mah (Voyage Book) of Arîzî Chalabî is important as history of all aspects of social life.

The great popularity of the literature of the people continued in this century in all classes of society. The musician-poets became very numerous. We find them in the military classes and in the religious orders. The most important of them are Karâş Oghlan Gâhâ'iri and 'Abîq 'Umâr. The influence of this popular literature is felt even among the upper classes.33
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Twelfth/Eighteenth Century. — Literature and culture continued in the twelfth/eighteenth century to follow the same lines as in the preceding centuries. There was a vast output in prose and poetry, while the cultural links with Persia and Trauxicians continued. But the tendency to a more individual development gained in strength. Endeavour was made to simplify the language.

Among the poets Nâdim in particular acquired a great reputation. By his original themes, rich imagination, sparkling wit, and harmonious language he surpassed his predecessors and contemporaries. He was the poet who brought much local colour to Turkish literature. He was famous with his sharps, another verse-form peculiar to Turkish classical poetry and foreign to Persian literature. One of his poems he composed in the Turkish syllabic metre and the national form tâvî.

Among the great poets of this century special mention must be made of Raghib Pasha, the last great poet of the classical period.

The poets of this century practised all forms of poetry, but special attention was devoted to genêr characteristic of an epoch of decadence. On the other hand, true religious inspiration still continued. The last masterpiece of romantic poetry was Shâhîh Chalâbî's Hûn-a 'Ishy (Beauty and Love) with its mystical inspiration and very fine style.

Literary prose tended to become gradually simpler, although imitations of the old artistic style were still found. A well-known stylist, 'Uthmânîzâdah Tâbîh openly denounced exaggerated artificiality in prose. Historical works occupied the first place, but they could not be compared to those of the preceding century.

The political and military decline of the Ottoman Empire stimulated the writing of a large number of memoirs investigating its causes. The most remarkable of these is that of Qeşqî Şêhîn Bâglî.

From the point of view of geography we may note a number of important descriptions by ambassadors of which that of France by Yîrîm Sokîh Muham- mad Chalâbî is a typical and very interesting example. We may also notice a number of translations of European works on geography.

The writings celebrating the splendid festivals held by the Sultans are important sources for sociological research.

The collections of biographies of poets are even more numerous than in the preceding century.

Popular literature continued to enjoy the same popularity among all classes of society. The works of the musician-poets were also well known. Taste for such literature penetrated more into the upper classes.

In this century Berhîm Mutaffarîsh inaugurated printing in Turkish script, but for several reasons printing remained confined to a very restricted
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sphere throughout the century and did not exercise any particular influence on intellectual and artistic life. 32

Thirteenth/Nineteenth Century.—At the beginning of the thirteenth/nineteenth century Ottoman literature sank to a very low level which continued till the period of political reform. It was only natural that the old literary tradition could not disappear at one stroke.

The prose of the period before the political reforms was not of much value, although its production was not in quantity than that of the preceding centuries. The historical work by Mucurcin 'Isa' was remarkable for its style and critical analysis. He used even simpler language in his translation of Burhan-i Qâdî (The Definite Proof) and the Qânûn (Lexicon). Lastly, mention must be made of the celebrated poet and stylist 'Abî Haşâ who, on account of several poems written in the popular metre and some works in simple prose, could be regarded as the first to have spread literary innovations.

We also had representatives of popular literature. The best known musician-poets were Dertî, Dîhîni, and Amîrîh.

B

DEVELOPMENT OF TURKISH GRAMMAR

AND LEXICOGRAPHY

1. Turkish is an agglutinative language. The root which is either verbal or nominal and which (except in the case of certain pronouns) is never inflected, always appears at the beginning of the word. Verbal forms are built from the verb-stem, which may be a simple root or a root modified by for- mative suffixes. The verb-stem is followed by suffixes indicating aspect and tense ("voice" and "negation" being shown by aspect suffix), to produce the tense-stem which, without further suffixation, expresses the third person singular; other persons are indicated by the addition of a personal suffix. The resultant word is a unit as regards stress, intonation, and sound harmony, i.e., assimilation of sounds tending to conform the sounds of the suffixes to the root in general. Phonetic changes in the root or suffixes do not imply semantic modifications.

Nominal forms again are built out of the noun-stem, which may be a simple root or a root modified by formative suffixes.

Prefixes and infixes do not exist in Turkish.

The syntax of the language is based essentially on the following principle.

The governing parts of a grammatical sentence or of a group of statements
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follow the parts governed. Hence the principal part of the statement or of a group of statements, i.e., the finite verb or predicate, is usually placed at the end, the completed parts follow the complement, the qualified elements (nominal or verbal) are put after their qualifiers (adjectival or adverbial), and the principal statement follows the subordinate ones.

Turkish in its original form did not include conjunctions. The only sub- ordinate clause which is attested from the earliest documents onwards is the conditional.

The characteristics of the Turkish language outlined above are to be found in the earliest surviving Turkish documents, which date from the first/seventh century.

2. This "pure" language, however, underwent a considerable change when the Turks came into contact with the Far Eastern civilizations and reli- gions. The Turkish literary output of the period before the adoption of Islam was mainly translations of the scriptures of various religions. Such translations of sacred texts had to be as literal as possible. Of course, it is no wonder that under the influence of the non-Turkish structures of the languages so translated, this literary dialect, while preserving its native participal and gerundial constructions, acquired new types of subordinate clauses, partly with defective constructions and developed conjunctions formed from Turkish roots. In the field of vocabulary also we find technical expressions, borrowed from the more developed languages of the Far East. This does not, however, mean that such borrowings were numerous. On the contrary, a great number of expressions were more Turkish translations from those languages.

3. As to linguistic peculiarities of the first Islamic literary dialect in Central Asia, it differed but slightly from Old Turkish. Religious terms markedly connected with the Far Eastern religions were no more to be found. In their place, we find Islamic terminology. But this latter was not so widespread as one would expect or find in later literary works. Instead Far Eastern terms or Turkish calques from them were still common. The development in the direction of an analytical sentence structure was less pronounced. Though subordinate clauses of the Indo-European and Semitic types began to develop in general, the Turkish sentence with its participial and gerundial forms still prevailed. Nevertheless, new conjunctions were created out of Turkish words or borrowed from Arabic and Persian, and these to a great extent encouraged the development of new Turkish subordinate clauses.

On the other hand, popular words of the Karâkânid period show very little foreign influence. Both in syntax and lexicography, this influence was restricted to the minimum. In this respect the popular literary products of the earliest Turkish Islamic literature resembled the runic inscriptions.

4. In the Khâwûrânî period, Arabic and Persian exercised an increasing influence on Turkish syntax. Both in verse and in prose, the basically fixed Turkish word-order became more flexible and the rich stock of terminations that henceforth developed in the language prevented ambiguity and gave it
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greater clarity. The borrowings from the two main Islamic culture languages, Arabic and Persian, increased. Vocabulary was further enriched by the use of Arabic and Persian loan-words, though the Far Eastern loan-words were still common, and inversion, particularly in verse, was now used to a greater extent. Until the nineteenth century, Anatolian Turkish also reveals the same characteristics.

5. During the classical period of Ottoman literature, the syntactical influence of Persian in the construction of sentences did not increase. Rather it diminished in the course of time.

The old Turkish type of sentence with only a single finite verb, but using many participial and gerundial forms was particularly in use in Ottoman prose. This made the formation of very long sentences possible. Inversion, however, particularly in verse, was greatly practised. Persian and Arabic loan-words and grammatical forms became more numerous and Far Eastern loan-words were totally forgotten.

6. In modern Turkish, the syntactical influence of Persian in sentence constructions has left few traces. On the other hand, modern writers have drawn fully on the resources of popular speech; the language has thus been greatly enriched and rendered much more expressive, thanks to the harmonious combination of the synthetic structure of the old language with the freer construction and more vivid turns of expression of everyday spoken Turkish.

New constructions of subordinate clauses with conditional or temporal force, formed from a finite verb followed by the interrogative ending, have become meaningless.

In the Turkish vocabulary, Persian and Arabic loan-words have become much less numerous, giving place to Turkish words, some of which have even been invented. Loan-words from the European languages, mainly at first from Italian then from French, are to be noticed.

7. Thus, we see that in the process of evolution, owing partly at least to the influence of languages of other structural types, both Eastern and Western, Turkish has developed conjunctions, other types of subordinate clauses, and a freer word order in the sentence.
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We have the description of these huts, preserved by ibn Sa'd, on the authority of a man named 'Abd Allah ibn Yazid who saw them just before they were demolished by order of al-Walid. "There were four houses of mud-bricks, with apartments partitioned off by palm branches, and five houses made of palm branches plastered with mud and not divided into rooms. Over the doors were curtains of black hair-cloth. Each curtain measured 3 x 3 cubits. One could reach the roof with the hand." Such was the house of the leader of the community at Medina.

The Dome of the Rock at Jerusalem, the oldest existing monument of Muslim architecture, was built by the Caliph 'Abd al-Malik and completed in 726/691. It was an annular building and consisted of a wooden dome, set on a high drum, pierced by sixteen windows and resting on four piers and twelve columns, placed in a circle. This circle of supports was placed in the centre of a large octagon, averaging about 20.59 m. a side, formed by eight walls, each pierced by five windows in their upper half. There was a door in each of the four sides of the octagon. The space between the circle and the octagon being too great to be conveniently spanned by single beams, an intermediate octagon was placed between the two to provide the necessary support for the roof. The two concentric ambulatories thus formed were intended for the performance of the salat. The piers and columns were so planned that, instead of concealing one another, they permit, from almost any position, a view right across the building. A twist of about 21 degrees was given to the central ring of supports, with the result that an observer entering by any door can see not only the central column in front of him but also the central column on the far side. The exterior was always panelled with marble for half its height, as it is today, but the upper part was originally covered with glass mosaic (fanous) like the inner arcades. This was replaced by the present coating of faience by Sultan Sulayman in 599/1193. The harmony of its proportions and the richness of its decoration make the Dome of the Rock one of the most beautiful buildings in the world.

The Great Mosque of Damascus... 'Abd al-Malik died in 80/798 and was succeeded by his son al-Walid, who immediately began the construction of the Great Mosque of Damascus. A curious situation had prevailed here since the conquest. A great sanctuary of a Syrian god existed here, consisting of a temenos, or sacred enclosure, measuring 100 m. from north to south and 150 m. from east to west, set in an outer enclosure over 300 m. square. Within the temenos was a temple.

In the fourth century Christianity became the State religion and Theodosius (378-395 A.D.) converted the temple into a church. After the Arab conquest, the temenos was divided between Muslims and Christians. Ibns Shikir says that they both "entered by the same doorway, placed on the south side where is now the great miṣrāb; then the Christians turned to the west towards their church (i.e., the converted temple), and the Muslims to the right to reach their mosque, presumably under the southern colonnade of the temenos where is now the "miṣrāb of the Companions of the Prophet." As for the corner towers, ibn al-Faqih (p. 108) says: "The minaret[f mīṣrāb] which are in the Damascus Mosque were originally watch towers in the Greek days... When al-Walid turned the whole area into a mosque, he left these in their old condition." Mas'ūdī says: "Then came Christianity and it became a church; then came Islam and it became a mosque. Al-Walid built it solidly and the qanā'ī (the four corner towers) were not changed. They serve for the call to prayers at the present day." This state of affairs lasted until al-Walid, after bargaining with the Christians, demolished everything except the outer walls and the corner towers and built the present mosque.

The mosque had a court (ṣāfīn), an oblong rectangle, surrounded on three sides by a portico. On the south side was the sanctuary nearly 130 m. in length and a little over 37 m. in depth, formed by three arcades running parallel to the south wall. A broad tramset, running from north to south, cut these arcades into two nearly equal halves, each half consisting of eleven arches. Above these arcades was a second tier of small arches, there being two of these small arches to every one of the main arches below. The arched openings were filled with stone lattices, and must be regarded as windows. The interior was adequately lit, even when the doors of the main arches next to the ṣāfīn were closed.

The decoration consisted of marble panelling (some parts of the original panelling exist next to the east entrance) above which ran a golden karunak or vine-scroll frieze, and above that was glass mosaic (fanous) right up to the ceiling. A considerable amount has survived the three fires of 462/1069, 804/1401, and 1311/1993, and may still be seen under the west portico (over 34 m. in length and nearly 7 m. high), where the famous panorama of the Barada (the river of Damascus) is in full view. When intact the surface of the fanous must have been greater than in any building in existence! The Great Mosque of Damascus was rightly regarded by medieval Muslims as one of the seven wonders of the world. Al-Walid also enlarged and rebuilt the Great Mosque of Medina in 89/708 wherein the connare miṣrāb appeared for the first time.

Another building due to al-Walid was the audience hall and ḥamam, known today as Qasir 'Amrah, in Transjordan. It consists of an audience hall about 10 m. square, with two slightly pointed transverse arches supporting three tunnel-vaults. There is a vaulted recess on the side opposite the entrance, with a small vaulted room on either side of it. A door on the east side gives access to the ḥamam, which consists of three small rooms successively covered by a tunnel vault, a cross vault, and a dome. The latter was the caldarium, or hot chamber, and under the floor are hypocausts exactly as

---

1 Tyson, Vol. XLIII, p. 190.
2 Malalas, Chronographia, pp. 344-45.
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in a Roman bath. But most remarkable of all are the paintings which cover the walls, mostly scenes from daily life, a hunting scene, and figures symbolizing history, poetry, and philosophy with the words in Greek above their heads. The dome of the calidaria was painted to represent the vault of heaven, with the Great Bear, the Little Bear, the signs of the Zodiac, etc. But most important of all was the painting of the enemies of Islam defeated by the Umayyads, with their names written above them in Greek and Arabic: Qairax (the Byzantine Emperor), Roderik (the Visigothic King of Spain), Chosroes, Nogus (the King of Abyssinia), and two more names which have been obliterated.

Painting, contrary to the popular idea, is not forbidden by any passage in the Qur’an, and hostility to it took proper theological form only towards the end of the second/eighth century.4

To sum up, the monuments of Umayyad architecture are really magnificent structures of cut stone with arcades resting on marble columns, splendidly decorated internally with marble paneling, and mosaic (families). The mosques are nearly always covered with a gable roof. The minarets were tall, square towers, derived from the church towers of pre-Muslim Syria, and the triple-aisled sanctuaries were due to the same influence. Umayyad monuments exhibit a mixture of influences, Syria occupying the first place and Persia the second, while Egyptian influence is definitely demonstrable at the end of this period at Mshatta. Umayyad architecture employed the following devices: the semi-circular, the horse-shoe and the pointed arch, flat arches or lintels with a semicircular relieving arch above, joggled voussoirs, tunnel-vaults in stone and brick, wooden domes, and stone domes on true spherical-triangle pendentives. The squinch does not appear to have been employed. But we know from the descriptions of early authors that a type of mosque which prevailed in Iraq had walls of bricks (sometimes of mud-bricks) and its flat timber roof rested directly on the columns without the intermediary of arches. Here we have a direct link between the ancient Persian audience-hall (apadana) and the flat-roofed portico (bahter) of more recent Persian palaces.

At about this time the Aqsa Mosque at Jerusalem was partly rebuilt by the Caliph al-Mahdi. Recent research enables us to affirm that it then consisted of a central aisle, 11.50 m. wide, with seven aisles to right and seven to left, each about 6.15 m. in width, all covered by gable roofs and all perpendicular to the qiblah wall. There was a great wooden dome at the end of the central aisle. On the north side was a large central door with seven smaller ones to right and left, and eleven "unnamed" ones on the eastern side.

This mosque had a great influence on the Great Mosque of Cordova built in 717/706-787 by 'Abd al-Rahman I, the last survivor of the Umayyad family.
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It was added to on three occasions but this earliest part still exists; as at Jerusalem, the aisles, of which there are eleven, all run perpendicular to the back wall; they are all covered by parallel gable roofs, and the central one is wider than the rest. The influence of Syria in Spain at this time is not surprising, for Spain was full of Syrian refugees.

Another building of this period of great importance in the history of architecture is the Cistern of Ramlah in Palestine; it consists of a subterranean excavation 8 m. deep divided into six aisles by five arcades of four arches each, all of which are pointed and appear to be struck from two centres, varying from one-seventh to one-fifth of the span apart. And there can be no doubt about the date, for on the plaster of the vault is a Kufic inscription of Dhu al-Bijjaih 172/May 788. It is, therefore, centuries earlier than the earliest pointed arches in Europe.

The Arabs first set foot on the North African soil as conquerors in 19/640 under the courageous command of 'Amr ibn al-'As. The whole of Egypt was occupied within less than two years and Ibn al-'As made the military camp at al-Fustat, a site south of modern Cairo. Al-Fustat continued to be the capital of Egypt until the Fatimids in 309/920 founded Cairo. 'Amr constructed a simple mosque at al-Fustat, the first in Africa, in 20-21, 941-942. Enlarged and improved under the Umayyads, this structure, in the course of time, grew into the celebrated mosque of al-Fustat.

The mosque of 'Amr was first enlarged at the order of Caliph Mu'awiyah in 68/678 and four minarets were erected at the four corners. This was the first time that minarets were introduced in any Muslim structure.

The next major enlargement of this mosque took place during the reign of Caliph al-Mamun in 212/827 at the hands of 'Abd Allah ibn Tahir, Governor of Egypt. Since then it has been repaired and rebuilt more than once.

The mosque of 'Amr is now a big endowment. The side walls were each pierced by twenty-two windows lighting the twenty-two aisles. There were three minarets and seven arcades in the sanctuary; each arcade consisted of nineteen arches on twenty columns. The arcades were all braced with decorated tie beams.

We must now speak of the great mosque of Sana on the gulf of Gades, which, the inscription of its wall tells us, was built by Abu al-Abbás ibn al-Aghlab in 226/842-51. It consists of a perfectly regular rectangle measuring 49.39 m. × 57.16 m. internally, with irregular annexes to east and west. The qibla, measuring roughly 41 m. × 22.25 m., is surrounded by low arcades of slightly horse-shoe form, resting on equal T-shaped piers. There are eleven arches to north and south and six to east and west. These arches are of horse-shoe form, the maximum span of each being equal to the space between the piers below. The sanctuary consists of thirteen aisles, formed by twelve arcades of six

conceve segments, 30 cm. deep at the base and diminishing to nothing at the apex. The whole composition is charming.Externally the dome resembles a Cantaloup melon, with twenty-four convex ribs (corresponding to the twenty-four conceve segments) which taper to nothing at the apex. Abu Ibrahim's work was carried out in 248/862. He also lined the mihrab with a series of very beautiful carved marble panels assembled in four tiers of seven panels each, the total height being 2.70 m. He also decorated the face of the mihrab and the wall surrounding it with lustre tiles about 21 m. square. The marble panels and the tiles were imported by him from Iraq, and the latter constitute the oldest examples of lustre pottery of certain date.

It was during the reign of Abū Taş 1282 (264-270/888-894), the first Muslim sovereign of independent Egypt, that Muslim architecture properly developed in the Nile Valley. He was the son of a Turkish slave and was born and brought up in Sāmara. He proved to be a great administrator and great builder. Al-Qaṣī, the new quarter of Al-Fuṣkū, was adorned with magnificent buildings. He built for himself a palace which went by the name of Al-Madinah as there was a vast ground in front of the palace where polo matches took place. The palace had nine gates and one of them was called Bāb al-Salṭ (Gate of Prayer). He also built a hospital at an expense of 60,000 dinars.

But his greatest work, which still stands, is his famous mosque; it cost him 120,000 dinars. It exhibits strong influence of the Sāmara school as ibn Taş himself came from Sāmara and his architects and craftmen too were mostly Iraqi. This Iraqi impact is clearly visible in the piers of the mosque and its ornamental work in wood and stucco.

The mosque of ibn Taş is built on the outskirts of a rock and impresses the visitor by its great size and the noble simplicity of its plan. It consists of a large 392 sq. ft. surrounded by risalas, five aisles deep. There are thirteen pointed arches on each side. The sanctuary is formed by five arcades of seven-teen arches each. The arches are surrounded by a continuous band of ornament. Above runs a broad frieze of stucco rosettes each in an octagonal frame. The variety of designs, some composed of straight lines, others triangular, and still others circular and interlacing, is extraordinary. The windows form one of the most beautiful features of the mosque. They are 128 in number. Their pattern is a mesh of equilateral triangles by grouping six of which we can form hexagrams. The minaret, which is built of hewn stone, is almost a copy of the minaret of Sāmara. About one-seventeenth of the Qur'ān is inscribed in beautiful Kufic characters on the wooden frieze round the inside of the building just below the flat timbered roof.

Taş of Egypt could also boast of a very unusual structure; it was the palace of Abū Taš's son, Khūnārāwāz (278-282/884-889). The walls


of its golden hall were covered with gold and decorated with bas-reliefs of himself, his wives, and his sonstresses. Three life-size figures were carved in wood.

Under the 'Abbasids the Hellenistic influence of Syria was replaced by the surviving influence of Sassanian Persia, which profoundly modified the art and architecture, and this gave birth to the art of Samarra, the influence of which extended to Egypt under Ibn Tulun, and even Nishapur and Bahrain. In palace architecture there was a vast difference between one of the Umayyads and that of the 'Abbasids, partly due to the adoption of Persian ideas of royalty which almost defined the king; hence elaborate throne-rooms, generally domed, for private audience, preceded by a vaulted lan (or four radiating lanes) for public audience. The halls also were different, following the type of Qasr-i Shirin and not the Syrian type of Mu'izzad and Qasr al-Tuba. The scale was immense and axial planning was a marked feature. But all are built of brick and a great part of that basest of materials—mud-brick—hidden by thick coats of stucco. A new type of pointed arch appears—the four-centre arch. The earliest existing squinches in Islam date from this period. An important innovation was the introduction of lustre tiles, the earliest examples being those brought to Qairawân from Iraq in 248/862. Bands of inscription were usually made to stand out on a blue background. But the widespread influence of the 'Abbasid art did not extend to Spain, where the Umayyad art, brought thither by Syrian refugees, was still full of life.

B

MUSLIM ARCHITECTURE IN LATER CENTURIES

1. Muslim Architecture in North Africa

The Fatimids.—When the Fatimids came to power in Egypt in 358/969, they built a new city north of al-Fustat and called it al-Qahirah (Cairo). Since then Cairo has always been the capital of Egypt. The great mosque of al-Azhar was also built almost at the same time (501/912). The original sections of al-Azhar, which still exist, are built in brick and have pointed arches. The minaret is of the heavy square type. The next Fatimid mosque, completed by al-Hakim in 400/1012, follows the al-Azhar plan and has a cupola of brickwork supported on an octagonal drum above the prayer niche. The triumph of stone over brick, initiated by al-Hakim, was not effected until the beginning of the sixth/seventh century. The first appearance of corbelled niche is found in the mosque of al-Qanar (510/1120). This pillared mosque displays bold designs and austere Kufic inscriptions. The grandeur of Fatimid architecture may well be imagined from the
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testimony of the massive gates of which three are extant in Cairo: Bāb Zawlīlah, Bāb al-Nāṣr, and Bāb al-Futūkh. 39

The Mamlūk.—While the Tulūnid and Fāṭimid architecture in Egypt was inspired by Iraq and Iran respectively, the Mamlūk monuments were influenced by the Ayyūbi school of Syria. The Mamlūks produced some of the most exquisite structures. Made of fine and durable stone, these monuments are distinguished for their strength and solidity. Their simple decorative motif assumes infinite grace.

Mamlūk monuments may be roughly divided into three categories: the madrasah-mosque monuments, the citadels, and the hospitals, besides other public works like canals and aqueducts. The madrasah type was first introduced in Egypt by Sultān Shāhūd al-Din Ayyūbi of the Crusade fame. Although none of these institutions exist today, their impact may easily be noticed in the collegiate mosque of Sultān al-Ḥasan (748–83/1347–81). One of the early monuments of the Mamlūk period is the Great Mosque of Baghdad (686–676/1290–1271). It was built in 686/1289. Napoleon used it as a fort when he was in Egypt. Al-Malik al-Mansūr Sulaymān (706/1290–1279/1290), a great builder, erected a hospital connected with a madrasah and a mausoleum with its slaves located beside the tannur, a large stone tandoor, and the marble marble. This hospital, known as al-Masʿūdī al-Mansūr, was completed with the mosque and the attached school in 685/1290. It had special wards for segregating patients of various diseases and contained laboratories, dispensaries, baths, kitchens, and store-rooms. 40

His son and successor al-Nāṣir (692–740/1293–1340) surpassed him in the construction of public works. He dug a canal connecting Alexandria with the Nile employing one hundred thousand men; built an aqueduct connecting his far-famed citadel al-Qasr al-Altā ib (the palace of varied colours) at Cairo with the river; founded thirty mosques at various places in his kingdom; and provided for public use drinking fountains (sabilis), baths, and schools. Inside his citadel he built a mosque the material for which was brought from Akka.

Another noteworthy builder among the Mamlūks was al-Nāṣir's son, Sulṭān Ḥasan, whose collegiate mosque is the most splendid example of Mamlūk architecture. It consists of a square qāba (central court) which is flanked by four iwānās (halls) forming the four arms of a cross. Perhaps the most unique cruciforms were each meant for the four major schools of Muslim theology. Behind the qibla wall of this mosque is the mausoleum of Sultān Ḥasan which was built in 767/1363. It is surmounted by a large dome made of bricks. The pendentives are in wood. In its general appearance it seems to have been inspired by the Sulṭānṣahyeh tomb of Sultān Khwāda Bandah (d. 706/1306).

During the Mamlūk period the use of brick was abandoned in minaret construction in favour of stone. The cruciform plan of school-mosque structure

39 Maqrizi, op. cit., p. 280.
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was perfected. Domes, renowned for their lightness, beauty of outline, and exquisitely rich decoration, were constructed. Stones of different colours in alternate courses (addāq) were utilized for striped masonry and decorations.

Geometrical arabesques and Kufic lettering were also profusely used. Although the last hundred years of the Mamlik rule are a period of decline, several impressive monuments of that period have escaped the ravages of time and turmoil. For instance, the mosque and mausoleum of Barqūq (739-800/1339-1399), the Mosque of Qayṣ ibn Bayy (873-900/1468-1485), and the mosque of al-Ghaurī (986-992/1560-1516). The Mosque of Qayṣ Bay consists of a mosque proper, a tomb, a fountain, and a school. It is made of red and white stone and the dome is decorated with a charming network of foliage and rosette. Elaborate arabesque ornamentation does not seem to have affected its traditional vigour and virile elegance. Qairawān.—During the reign of Caliph Mu'āwiya, his famous general, 'Uqba ibn Nāfi' invaded the Magrib (the land west of Egypt) and founded the famous military city of al-Qairawān (49/1070) south of Tunisia. 'Uqba built the mosque and his headquarters in the centre and grouped dwellings around them just as it had been done at other military towns of al-Kūfah, Baṣrah, and al-Fāṣfār. The famous mosque of Qairawān, the fourth most sacred Muslim sanctuary in the world, was built several times by the successors of 'Uqba and finally by the Aglabid ruler, Zādani Allah I (202-223/817-838).

The Qairawān mosque is a big oblong enclosure. The šābēr, trapezoidal in shape is entirely paved with marble. The arcades on the north side rest on columns, but the others rest on rectangular piers with two friezes with standing columns attached to their front face. The sanctuary, like the Cordova mosque sanctuary, is a hall of columns. It is divided into fifteen aisles by sixteen arcades. Each of these arcades consists of seven arches. They are all of the round horse-shoe type. The miṣrāb as well as the surrounding structure from top to bottom is constructed of white marble covered with mosaics. Part of this decoration consists of inscriptions, the rest forms arabesques of various patterns. Round the miṣrāb are exquisite columns, also made of marble. There is a fine pair of orange-red marble columns situated in front of the miṣrāb which is actually a recess, horse-shoe in plan. It is lined with a series of marble panels, twenty-eight in number. The semi-dome has a wooden lining covered with a coating to which is applied the painted decoration consisting of vine scrolls forming loops, filled in most cases by a five-lobed vine leaf and a bunch of grapes. The face of the miṣrāb is decorated with nutre tiles, 139 in number. At the northern end of the šābēr stands the famous minare: in great prominence on a square base. It has three storeys all squarish or rectangular. At the top is a dome. The minaret is made of bricks. This is the oldest minaret
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on the African soil and is quite different from the spiral mawṣūla of the mosques of Ṣamarra and the mosque of ibn Tūlūn.

In this region of al-Maghrib is found perhaps the earliest monument of Muslim military architecture. It is known as Qairāwān. This citadel was built by Ḥannād ibn Yūnūs al-Barbari in the province of Constantine (Algiers) in 370/980. It contains a grand mosque, a reservoir, a palace, and some other constructions that were probably used for administrative purposes. The mosque contains a square minaret in the style of Qairawān but, unlike Qairawān, there are no corridors. The citadel is in ruins now.

2. Muslim Architecture in Spain

Muslim architecture in Spain is considered a great marvel of aesthetic ingenuity. The magnificent mosque and palaces, gardens and citadels, fountains and aqueducts, public baths and private dwellings that 'Abd al-Rahmān I (139-172/756-788) and his successors built at Cordova, Seville, Granada, and other cities of this westernmost outpost of Islamic culture, were unparalleled in the entire civilized world.

Spain was conquered by the Arab generals of the Umayyad Caliphate between 92/711 and 527/1132. The capital of the Spanish province of the Empire was Cordova. Soon Arab settlements, especially Syrians, sprang up everywhere. It was these Syrians whom the Governors of Cordova employed as artisans and architects for new constructions, and "the city was adorned with numerous beautiful structures." It is, therefore, natural that Muslim architecture in Spain mostly exhibits Syrian features.

But a systematic embellishment of Spanish towns, with exquisite structures, actually started when 'Abd al-Rahmān I founded the independent Umayyad Kingdom of Spain. This process lasted till the death of ibn Almar (671/1272), builder of the famous castle and palace of Alhambra.

During the reign of the Umayyad Caliphs, Cordova grew into the most magnificent city in the West. "The jewel of the world," according to a contemporary Saxon nun, 14 contained one hundred and thirteen thousand homes, twenty-two suburbs, seven hundred mosques, and three hundred public baths. One of the first projects of 'Abd al-Rahman I was to build an aqueduct for the supply of pure water to the capital. He also built a wall round the city and erected for himself a palace called Munṣūt al-Rufāf outside Cordova in imitation of the palace built by his grandfather, Caliph Hishān, in northern Syria.

'Abd al-Rahman also laid the foundation of the great mosque of Cordova in 170/786. It was finished in a year at a cost of 80,000 dinars (£40,000). 15
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It is the third largest mosque in the world covering an area of 26,500 sq. yards. It is a vast rectangle, free on all sides. Covered porticoes surround it on every side except the southern where there are seventeen arches. The sanctuary is a huge hall of nineteen aisles, the roof of which rests on eighteen arcades. It could once be entered from the street by thirteen doors. The sālia is surrounded by porticoes.

The sanctuary of this mosque is a forest of columns. They exhibit great variation of types. Some are smooth, others fluted, a few even have spiral flutings. The arcades too are of a remarkable design.

The mosque underwent several improvements and enlargements at the hands of successive rulers. For instance, Abd al-Rahman III built a minaret 78 cubits high "measured to the highest point of the open dome pavilion. On the summit of this dome was the gold and silver agate. Two were of pure gold and one of silver. Below and above each were five beautifully worked out, and at the end of the span was a little golden pomegranate." Similarly, Al-Hakam built a dome in front of the mihrab and it was decorated in gold mosaics.

Although the architectural pattern of the great mosque, with its aisles running parallel to the back wall, the horseshoe arches, the parallel gable roofs, and the arcades round the sālia, show clear Syrian inspiration, the double tier of arcades are the most original features of the great mosque.

"Abd al-Rahman III (927-29/282-286) also erected a palatial mansion and called it al-Zahra', naming it after his wife. It stood on one of the spurs of the Sierra Morena overlooking the Guadalquivir (Wādi al-Kabir). It was started in 221/836. Marble was brought from Carthage and Numidia. Columns as well as basins, with golden statues, were imported from Constantinople. It took 10,000 workmen to build it in about twenty years. The palace had four hundred rooms and apartments. The eastern hall was adorned with fountains, in which were placed golden statues of animals, set with precious stones. Water flowed through the mouth of these beautiful figures. The audience chamber was an exquisite piece of workmanship in marble and gold studded with jewels.

The seventh/eighth-century citadel-castle of Alhambra (the Red Palace) built by Ibn Almar (671/1272) in Granada is another great architectural legacy of the Muslims in Spain. It is situated on a hilly terrace on the remains of an earlier Umayyad citadel. It was enlarged and embellished by his three successors.

"This acropolis of Granada with its exquisite decoration in mosaics, stalactites and inscriptions, was conceived and constructed" on a grand scale and is without dispute "the last word in such workmanship." In the words of Anser Ali, "The towers, citadels, and palaces [at Alhambra], with their light and elegant architecture, the graceful porticoes and colonnades, the
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domes and ceilings still glowing with tints which have lost none of their original brilliancy; the airy halls, constructed to admit the perfume of the surrounding gardens; the numberless fountains over which the owners had such perfect control, that the water could be made high or low, visible or invisible at pleasure, sometimes allowed to spout in the air, at other times to spread out in fountains, and serene azure sky; the lovely arabesques, paintings and mosaics finished with such care and accuracy as to make even the smallest apartments fascinating, and illuminated in varied shades of gold, pink, light blue, and dusky purple; the lovely tiles of porcelain mosaic of various figures and colours; the beautiful Hall of Lions with its cloister of a hundred and twenty-eight slender and graceful columns, its blue-and-white pavement, its harmony of scarlet, azure and gold; the arabesques glowing with colour like the pattern on a cashmere shawl, its lovely marble flanges filling in the arches, its beautiful cupola, its famous alabaster cup in the centre; the enchanting Hall of Music, where the Court sat and listened to the music of the performers in the tribunes above; the beautiful seraglio with its delicate and graceful brass lattice work and exquisite ceilings; the lovely colouring of the stalactites in the larger halls and of the conical lining in the smaller chambers," made this architectural monument one of the wonders of the world.

There was another royal villa within the walls of Granada. It was called al-Generalfifile (a corruption of Jami'Ulah al-Arif). It also was considered a marvel of beauty with fountains, groves, and flowers. The gardens were terraced in the form of an amphitheatre.

The Alcazar (al-Qasr) of Seville is another notable contribution of the Muslims. It was first built by a Toledo architect for the Muwahhid Governor in 500-507/1109-1200. Of the many Alcazars in Cordova, Toledo, and other Spanish towns, the Seville Alcazar is the most renowned and the only one surviving. This gracefully decorated castle was till recently used as residence by the Spanish rulers. There is another Mowahhid monument in Seville, the Giralda tower, which was originally the minaret of the great mosque. It was erected in 580/1184 and was decorated with cased arched.

3. Muslim Architecture in Iran

History records that the earliest mosque in Iran was Masjid al-Thaur built at Qaswin in 81/700, but the earliest Islamic monument so far discovered in Iran is the mosque known as Tarif Kechah at Djanghan, halfway between Teheran and Meshed. It was built between 133/750 and 170/786. According to M. Godard, "by the harmony of its proportions and masses, it is still one of the most magnificent buildings of Islam." It was constructed on the vault system.

---

15 F. K. Hitti, op. cit., p. 505.
17 F. K. Hitti, op. cit., p. 593.
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Iranian buildings throughout the Muslim period were known for their exquisite domes. These domes never arose from the Roman pendente style employed by the Byzantines but from the more primitive squinch arch which spanned the angles of the square and were converted into an octagon. The earliest Muslim dome in Persia is that of Great Mosque at Qum, south of Tehran. It was built by Abu Sa‘id Husain in 256/878 and was eighty feet high.

Since then three different types of domes have been built in Iran: (1) single domes, (2) true double domes, and (3) an inner dome consoled by a polyhedral tent dome or a conical roof. Single domes were popular during the Seljuk period and were direct descendants of the Sassanian domes. The most conspicuous and representative dome of the second type may be seen over the tomb of Sultan Sanjar at Merv (523/1127) while the most renowned earlier example of the third type is the Gumbad-i Qâbiš in 589/1007.

The Gumbad-i Qâbiš was built by Shams al-Mu’alî ‘Abd al-Hâsan Qâbiš, the ruler of Gurgân and Tabaristan in 597/1100. This mausoleum is actually a cylindrical tower with a conical top. The inside is empty, a continuous void from ground to the roof where it is domed with a tect-like one. The total height of the tower is a little over 107 feet. It is built of burnt brick. There are two Kūfic inscriptions also, one 20 ft. 3 ins. above the ground and the other just under the cornice.

These tomb-towers hold an important place in the Seljuk architecture. They are mostly found in Khurasan and across the border in Qumayyih. Prominent among these are Kâtib al-Qâbiš at Amasi, the tomb-tower within the mosque of Sultan ‘Ali al-Dîn at Qarniyeh, and the tomb-towers at Akhtale and Kainari.

These tomb-towers are dressed in stone. They are usually octagonal in shape with conical roofs. The exterior faces are decorated with arcading cut in high relief on the stones of the structure. Most of the tombs have four windows or portals. The interior is usually plain and the chamber is always covered by an inner dome of cut stone. Built flights of steps to these chambers are rarely found. They were entered probably by means of a ladder.

The Seljuk concentrated mostly on the construction of mosques and it was during their reign that the basis for the standard Iranian mosque was firmly laid. Its features were: at the beginning of a longitudinal axis an iwan portal leads into an open court; arcades surrounding the court are interrupted by four inns, two on the longitudinal axis and two on the cross axis with prayer halls at the back of the arcades; the major iwan opens into a square sanctuary chamber, crowned by a dome with a mihrab in the rear wall of the chamber.

The earliest Seljuk mosque containing all these elements is the small Mausjid-i Jami’ at Zaara, north-east of Isfahan, which was erected in 520/1135.

During the Seljuk period vaults over the square or rectangular bays of the prayer hall of mosques display a considerable variety of types. In the earliest surviving Iranian mosques, the bays were covered by barrel vaults. This resulted in complication of construction at the corner angles and did not offer any opportunity for display of technical skill. The Seljuk builders replaced the barrel vaults by domical type vaults. In order to enhance the decorative quality of vaults, they built groin vaults, cloister vaults, vaults on groin squinches, vaults on triangular false pendentives, domical lantern vaults, saucer domes and flat vaults. Examples of these experiments may be seen in those areas of the Jami’ Masjid at Isfahan which are assigned to the Seljuk.

Surface enrichment of the Muslim architecture in Iran was of three types: brick patterns, plaster, and mosaic faience. Decorative brick-lay appeared in pre-Seljuk work, reached its maximum effectiveness under the Seljuk, and tended to die out in the eighteenth-fourteenth century. Stucco was an important feature of decoration even in the earliest Muslim monuments and held its popularity throughout. Faience, first used by the Seljuk on a large scale, developed considerably during the Il-Khanids and reached its zenith under the Timurids and the Safawids.

A number of Seljuk monuments contain mîhrâbs executed in small cut bricks. Brick-end piers were also utilized for decorative purposes but it was stucco, and to some extent sculpture in stone, that played the most important role in the exterior and interior embellishment during the Seljuk period. The arabesque and monumental inscriptions in Kufic and nasta‘îî writing became an essential part of decoration. For instance, in Merv there still stand the ruins of the tomb of Sultan Sanjar (511–522/1117–1127) the last of the great Seljuk, decorated on the inside with panels of fine arabesque and inscriptions, both Kufic and nasta‘îî in cut terra-cotta. One of the most beautiful Kufic inscriptions of the Seljuk period is known from a ruined mausoleum at Kargih in Khorasan. It contains the name of Nâsîr al-Mulk, the Grand Vizier of Sultan Alp Arslan (455/460/1063–1065–1065). The Jami’ Masjid at Qasrwin, built in 509/1116, and the mîhrâb of Imâmzâdeh Karrîr at Bunin (528/1134) exhibit the most developed Seljuk style of decoration in stucco and stone. The Jami’ Masjid at Ardistan (555/1160) has three mîhrâbs rich in stucco decorations. Here several systems of arabesque are interchanged or placed one above the other, the heavy or baroque arabesque in high relief usually forming the background.

Stucco was used extensively in the Seljuk era not only for the decoration of mosques, but also for that of palaces and houses of the nobles. Compositions consisted of hunting scenes and Court scenes. Occasionally, the relief of figures was so high and thick that it approached sculpture. These stucco reliefs are chiefly found in Rayy (Teheran) and Sawa.

Fifteen Seljuk monuments display, on the interior or the exterior, glazed tiles used in the inscriptions or patterns. Mosaic faience developed in Gumbad-i Kabîd at Marâghah (505/1106) reached a stage at which strips of glazed tiles were set in a plaster ground to form an elaborate strapwork pattern.
splendid calligraphic friezes of lustred faience surrounded domes composed of the glazed in golden brown lustre on a white ground, and mihrabs were executed in the same material, for instance, the famous mihrab of the Masjih Mosque at Kâshâr (623/1226). Mention may be made of Malik Shah, a great Seljuk monarch (465-485/1072-1092) who made Isfahan, his capital, one of the most beautiful cities in Asia. He built the famous Jam’ Mosque and for the first time introduced the tapering fluted style of tower in Iran. The finest example of this cylindrical minaret is found in Iran. It is called Minâ-i ‘Ali and was built by Malik Shah. It is decorated with geometrical patterns and borders and inscriptions on glazed tiles.

Persia suffered the greatest disaster at the hands of Mongol invaders at the beginning of the seventh/thirteenth century. Merv and Nishapur fell to Ghûrid Khân in 617/1220, and within twenty-five years the entire country was not only occupied but cities were completely burnt, buildings were totally razed to the ground, and, at places, the entire population was slaughtered like animals with the result that very few buildings erected between the Arab invasion of Iran and the rise of the Il-khan Mongols stand today.

The Mongols ruled over Iran for about 143 years (644-791/1246-1389). Hulagu, the founder of the Mongol Empire, assumed the title of Il-khan and made Tabrîz his capital.

The first Mongol construction in Iran was an observatory astronomical built at Marâqshâb, the summer capital of Hulagu Khân, at the instance of his famous minister, Nasîr al-Dîn Tâsù, in 678/1279. But it was Hulagu’s successor, Arghun, who revived the great architectural tradition of Iran. He began the construction of Arghunâr, a splendid suburb of Tabrîz. Work was also undertaken at Sultanâr, near Qazwin and summer palaces were built at Atâshâq, Marâqshâb, and so on.

The Golden Age of the Il-khan architecture was, however, ushered in by Ghûrid Khân, who embraced Islam and came to throne in 694/1295. Ghûrid was not only a great builder but was himself an architect. He designed and built Shâh, a suburb west of Tabrîz, in 698/1297. The observatory was crowned with a cupola shaped to his own design. He also built his lofty tomb at Shâh. It was twelve-sided in plan and had a crypt at ground level. A great mausoleum was encircled with a golden inscription. Some 14,000 workmen were employed in its construction. Besides, there was a monastery for dervishes, a Shâfî and Bûnâk college, an academy of philosophy, a residence for the descendants of the Holy Prophet, a hospital, a palace a library, and a splendid garden kiosk called Ardiyâr. The tomb was the focal point of the entire built-up area. It was surrounded by gardens which were encircled by a suburb called Ghûrârâr. Near each of the gates of this town, which
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soon rivalled Tabrîz, was built a caravanserai, markets, and public baths. The name of the chief architect of this mosque was Tâj al-Dîn ‘Ali Shah. Although Ghûrânâyân is a heap of bricks today and Ghûrânâyân’s famous tomb a crumbling mound of debris, very detailed account of Ghûrânâyân’s extensive construction comes to us from the works of Rashîd al-Dîn, Wâsâfî, Hamd Allah Musta’fî, and Shams Khânshâhî. Ghûrânâyân was succeeded by his illustrious brother Olejeitù (705/1305-1308) who embraced Islam and assumed the name of Muhammad Khûâdh Bandâsh. Olejeitù far surpassed his predecessors in architectural achievements. As a matter of fact, most renowned buildings of the Il-khanid period belong to his reign.

Soon after he came to throne, Olejeitù ordered work at Sultanâr, a site near Qazwin. Plan for this new capital was prepared by his father Arghun, but he died before it could be executed. Olejeitù built a wonderful city at Sultanâr. The citadel was 500 pas on a side. It was protected by a wall and sixteen towers of cut stone. The principal mosque was ornamented with marble and porcelain. There were a hospital and a college also. Surrounded by twelve smaller palaces was the royal palace, a kind of high pavilion or kiosk. The entire ensemble was set in a marble-paved court.

These palaces have since disappeared but the mausoleum of Sultan Muham- mad Olejeitù Khûda Bandâsh still towers over the surrounding area. According to Godard, this tomb “is certainly the finest example of known Mongol architecture, one of the most competent and typical products of Persian Muslim building and technically perhaps the most interesting.”

The second most famous monument of the Il-khanid period was the mosque in Tabrîz of Tâj al-Dîn ‘Ali Shah, Olejeitù’s minister. Only a very small section of this mosque exists today, but Musta’fî, writing in 736/1335, stated that the main parts of this mosque was a tremendous structure. It was 30.15 m. wide, with side walls 10.40 m. thick. The height up to the vault was 25 m. The pointed arch of the mihrab was supported on two columns of copper, and the mihrab frame was embellished and pointed with gold and silver. According to ibn Batûtah, the open court of the mosque was paved with marble, the walls were covered with Kâshâr (faience decoration) and there was a square pool in the middle with fountains.

Mention must also be made of the largest and the most revered shrines of Imàm ‘Ali Râdû at Meshed and of his father Fâtimah at Qum. During the Mongol rule, two very renowned dynasties flourished in central and southern Iran: the Atabeks and the Mumârfarids. The Atabeks were the autonomous rulers of Ars with K:view" as their capital and the Mumârfarids controlled the entire region south of Teheran. Their capital was Yazd. History records that Shîrêz possessed many fine buildings constructed by the Atabeks but hardly any of these structures exists today. The Mumârfarids seem to be
more fortunate in that several very famous buildings that owe their existence to these potenates are still extant in Ta'izz and Kirman. Like Iranian art in all its forms, Persian architecture during the Ilkhānid Mongols was characterized by precision, clarity, and holiness. However, contrary to the Saljuq period, the Ilkhānid construction places a decided emphasis upon verticality. A look at the portal of Jam' Masjed at Isphahan and its north-side arches, the portal of Khānqāh at Naṣr, the tomb shrine at Zīrat, the niche of Bāyazīd's shrine at Bistām, and Pār-i Bālmār portal prove the point. Chambers too become loftier in relation to their horizontal measurements. Fans also become narrower but higher.

The Safavids Emperor, Shah 'Abbās the Great (995-1038/1587-1628), was one of the greatest builders Persia has ever had. He was a wonderful planner. His achievement in this field can be seen at Isphahan, the capital, which he built anew. The scheme included the Great Masjid surrounded by vaulted bassars, with the portal of his mosque opening in the centre of the south side, the Ala-Qapu palace on the western side, and the avenue, over two miles long, known as the Ghāder Bāgh.

Shah 'Abbās also built the Jam' Masjīd of Isphahan. It has four foyas and a domed chamber with a mihrāb on the qibla side. The south-east iwan is flanked by two halls, each with eight dome-covered bays and a mihrāb. The entire building including the main dome is splendidly decorated with enamelled tiles and faience mosaic.

The starting point of Muslim Architecture in Central Asia is the extant tomb in Bēkhtra of Sultan Ṣāliḥī (279-294/892-907), the founder of the Ṣāliḥid dynasty. It is a cubic structure with a dome. Its decoration is almost entirely of brickwork. The spandrels of the central arch have square-shaped motifs. The central hemispherical dome is surrounded by four small cupolas on its four corners.

Unkend in eastern Farghānāh was another centre of the Ṣāliḥids where four important monuments—one minaret and three mausoleums—still stand. The minaret is a tapering tower gradually diminishing in circumference as it reaches the top. It is cylindrical and fluted and has lost its top. It is the oldest specimen of its kind which later became very popular in Iran and Turkey. The decoration consists of tiles combined in geometrical patterns, the ground between them filled with small stucco leaves.

Merv was another great Muslim cultural centre in this region. The oldest monument in this town is a mosque built in 1311-1328/748-765. It is called the Hamadānī Masjīd in memory of Bāji Yūnūf of Hamadān. Still in good condition, it is used for daily prayers.

The capital of Amir Tīmūr (737-807/1336-1404) was, however, Samarqand and he made it one of the most splendid cities in the East by building palaces.

Mosques, and shrines, there. The style of these Timurid buildings follows Khurāsān tradition although Chinese and Turkish motifs are also visible. They included the famous mosque of Khwājā Ahmad Yassavi constructed in 800/1397 near Samarqand. The architect of this mosque was a Persian from Isphahan. It is an enormous squarish structure, a cubic block from which rose two domes, one covering the mosque proper and the other the tomb of the saint. The second dome is mazel-like, a characteristic of Timurid monuments. The entrance is flanked by two towers like that of a fortress, a prodigy of Timur's warlike mind.

Timur was greatly attached to Kizh, his birthplace, where he built a palace which was considered a marvel by contemporary visitors. The description, given by Clavijo, the Spanish ambassador, sent to the Timurid Court by King Henry III, shows that this palace followed the style of ancient palaces at Nīrūt and Khurāsān. Its surface was completely covered with enamelled tiles like the Ištar Gate of Babylon.

But it was Samarqand which received Timur's fullest attention. The most prominent building in the city is the mosque of Bibi Khā滋润, which Timur built in memory of his wife in 801-808/1399-1405, with its monumental gateways and the double dome. This mosque is the first known specimen of the classical Jam’ Mosque in Turkestan. The second masterpiece of this period is Timur's own mausoleum at Samarqand, known as Gūr-i Amir (Amir's grave). It was constructed by Timur himself. It has an immense dome almost completely covered with glittering tiles. Its walls are resplendent with multicoloured slabs which are transformed by points into beautiful mosaics forming raving panels. These mosaics are composed of small pieces as well as numerous Arabic and Persian inscriptions. To the right and the left arose two circular minarets. Ulugh Beg, who had inherited a passion for buildings from his grandfather, Timur, added to this tomb a series of other buildings. He built also a grandiose portal to the shrine.

Timur's son and successor, Mirza Shah Rukh (807-851/1404-1447), transferred his seat of government from Samarqand to Herat in Khurāsān. He built there a citadel surrounded by a wall with four gates. The Jam' Mosque of Herat, which stood in the midst of the chief market, was the most beautiful in the whole of Khurāsān. Shah Rukh's wife, Gauhar Shād Āğa, was also a great builder. She constructed a college at Herat (829-846/1421-1438). Its architect was Uṣūlī Qawwāl al-Dīn of Shīrāz. The original marble slab of this college is still preserved in the Herat museum. It is called in thulth style by the renowned calligrapher Jā'far Jalāl of Herat. Besides, Herat could boast of Muezzinah, the mausoleum of Gauhar Shād Āğa, and the madrasah of Bussān Bāqīrā.
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rule, the SIlajq constructed many monumental buildings at Sivas, Qarshiyah, Kars, Divrigi, Kars, and other important towns. These structures include mosques, tombs, mausoleums, palaces, castles, hospitals, caravanserais, market halls, public baths, public fountains, bridges, aqueducts, and reservoirs. Quite a few are still extant. The Saljuq architectural traditions were not only maintained by the Ottoman Turks but reached their zenith both in quality and number in the tenth/eleventh and eleventh/seventeenth centuries.

The oldest mosque in Anatolia (fifth/eleventh century) built by the Turks is supposed to be the Ulu Cami at Sivas. It is a rectangular structure surrounded by a wall. It has a covered portico, an open court, a flat roof with a layer of earth raised upon horizontal wooden rafters and stone pillars. The richest and most impressive of the Saljuq mosques is the Ulu Cami at Divrigi (628/1230). It has two gateways. The apsidal motif of the northern gate are suggestive of knitted or woven design. In the middle of the mosque is an octagonal water basin and above it a dome opens to the sky. Outside the exterior walls is a ground masonry and inside it is a wall of limestone. For instance, the Saljuq mausoleums follow the style common in Khorasan and Persia, both a high drum and a dome—this with the chist is not used instead of bricks and the decoration is of a form of relief. These mausoleums are generally polygonal in shape. The polyhedral are joined by means of triangular surfaces to a square base resting on the ground. The roof consists of a flat dome and a conical structure outside. They look like a tent in stone. The tomb of Khalilah Beghi at Amida is one of the oldest monuments (541/1146) and the Divri Gumbad (672/1271) is the richest one in decoration. It is a typical octagonal form of blind arcades; side by side with geometrical designs we find fan-shaped palmettes and birds and lions in relief. The mausoleum of Khwarizmshah Khusraw at Nigde (712/1312) contains, besides floral and geometrical ornamentation, reliefs representing birds, stage, and other animals with human heads.

No complete Saljuq palace has survived, but history records several such buildings at Alamiya, Sivas, and Qarshiyah. For the pavilion and main building of the Saljuq palaces in Anatolia, the Khorasan house plan, with a courtyard and four iwans, served as a prototype. As a matter of fact, the same plan is followed in subsequent Ottoman palaces also—a number of pavilions (kiosks) and groups of buildings set among a succession of courtyards and gardens with ponds, the entire structure being surrounded by a wall.

There were medical schools also and these were attached to hospitals, for instance, the one at Sivas (614/1217), the largest of all Saljuq hospitals, had a medical college attached to it.

The Saljuq caravanserais, like their madrasas, had strong gateways for security reasons, with the wall decoration concentrated upon them.

The Saljuq baths differ from those of Damsacus in having a plan centered

on an octagon with four basins, and the washing arrangements without a common pool. The Sultan Hamza at Qarshiyah gives a good idea of Saljuq baths. There are separate twin buildings for men and women. The first room to be entered is the disinfecting room (sumugul) with marble floor and a fountain in the middle. From here a passage leads to the tepidarum (ninos kalat) for repose and massage. Then comes the hot room (sic alik) a domed octagonal hall round which are recesses (fanas) containing water basins and private rooms (babusek).

With the downfall of the Saljuqs (654/1255), Anatolia was divided into more than a dozen independent principalities (beyliks) which ruled over various parts of the country for about two hundred years. They were finally overcome by the Ottoman Turks.

The Ottoman Turks ruled over Turkey for almost six hundred years (859–1342/1293–1323). During the Bursa period (859–907/1293–1301), which is also called the foundation period, the old Ulu Cami type of mosques continued to be constructed but the roofing consisted of co-ordinated domes. For instance, the Ulu Cami at Bursa, first capital of the Ottomans (745–801/1344–1399), had twenty domes and twelve piers all co-ordinated. But mosques with single domes were also built, for instance the Ala-ed-Din Mosque at Bursa (730/1328) and the Green Mosque at Eski (780/1378). The mosque that set the pattern for the monumental mosques of the tenth/eleventh century was that of Basyeriz II with a single dome opposite to and in the same axis with the half dome that supported the central dome on the side of the sultan. This principle was accepted by the famous Turkish architect Koca Sinan whose masterpiece is the Sulimania Mosque (957–964/1550–1557). The mosque of Sinan Pasha, Ahmad Pasha, Sokollu Muhammad Pasha, Mihritshah Khutun, and Rustem Pasha built by Sinan follow the same style. His great masterpiece, Sehinyyah Mosque (977–983/1569–1575) at Erzin, however, had only one dome.

In the eleventh/seventeenth century, Turkish mosques followed the style of Seljuk-Mongol Mosques (923–960/1513–1548) which was also built by Sinan. It has a central dome supported and surrounded by four half domes. This style may be seen in Sultan Ahmad’s Mosque (1018–1025/1609–1616) and the Wali Mosque. Under the Ottomans, madrasas and hospitals followed the traditional style but the mental hospital of Basyeriz II is quite original. It has separate rooms for medical patients and a communal hall of hexagon shape with dome open to the sky for psychopathical cases. At one end of the hall, there is a dais for musicians, and the acoustics are excellent.

The Ottoman mausoleums are invariably roofed with a dome. Decoration is restricted to coloured patterns, and facing of glazed tiles is applied inside instead of outside. Nearly all Ottoman Sultans are buried in Istanbul. One of the oldest mausoleums (969/1464) is that of Mahmut Pasha, the Grand Vizier of Muhammad the Conqueror. It is octagonal in shape with its facade of geometrically patterned tiles inlaid in stone. The tomb of Sultan
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The complex structure now called the Topkapi Palace (Seraglio) grew out of the subsequent additions to this palace by the Sultans through the centuries. The famous Topkapi Palace remained the residence of the Ottoman Sultans from the ninth/fifteenth century to the thirteenth/nineteenth century when they moved to Beoporus. This palace was the centre of government as well as of culture. No other assembly of buildings affords such opportunity as this to study at one place the entire history of the Ottoman architecture. It covers 690,000 sq. metres of area, consists of a remarkable group of apartments totalling 348 rooms, two groups of offices, eight servant quarters, ten mosques, fourteen baths, two hospitals, fire schools, twelve libraries twenty-two fountains, a fish pond and vineyard, one outer and four inner courts, and the whole assembly is surrounded on the land side by a wall. At a time, food for 6,000 residents of the Palace was cooked at the royal kitchen.

In spite of the fact that the Topkapi Palace was not constructed and designed by any single architect, it still possesses a remarkably homogeneous character. The entire arrangement of the palace, with its geometrical sub-divisions and its terrace walls counteracting the steep slope of the ground, conforms admirably to present-day principles of town-planning.

Architecture

It is not possible to give a full description of the palace. The third and fourth courts, however, contain most interesting buildings. The structure in which foreign envoys were received by the Sultan (Aynsalih) is a marvel of the ninth/fifteenth-century architecture. The library of Sultan Ahmed (1131/1719) is remarkable for its plan and marble facade. The Bagdad Pavilion (1048/1638) in the fourth court contains four sides and one central dome. Its terraces, facing the Beoporus and the Golden Horn, are surmounted by a wide-coved roof supported on arcades. The walls are faced, both inside and outside, with tiles. The Pavilion of Mustafa Paşa (1119/1704) is in Rococo-Turkish style, made in wood, to serve summer requirements.

Unlike the Rüştü monuments of Persia and Central Asia, Turkish architecture on the whole is horizontal, not vertical. The height of Turkish buildings is much less than their length and expansion. According to Besharat Ucnel, this horizontal effect gives an impression of comfort and repose. In religious buildings, solid walls predominate, with narrow, low openings. On the other hand, in secular buildings, window strips dominate the facade. The Turks avoided total symmetry in their ground plans and facades.

6. Muslim Architecture in Pakistan and India

The Muslim conquest of the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent started in 947/12 when Muhammad bin Qasim invaded Sind. Contemporary records show that he constructed a mosque and other buildings at Dihob, but these structures no longer exist. Recently some excavations made in southern Sind led to the discovery of certain traces of ancient monuments. But the experts have not yet come to any final conclusion with regard to the age of these structures. Suggestions have been made that the rectangular foundation excavated at Bhambor is that of the first mosque on the sub-continent built at the time of Muhammad bin Qasim. Similarly, no Muslim monument built before the middle of the sixth/seventh century has so far been discovered, although it is known that Multan had been an important centre of Muslim culture prior to Mahmud of Ghaznavi’s excursions. After Lahore was conquered by Mahmud in 982/1002 a permanent garrison of Afghans soldiers was established there. Later on, Lahore became the capital of Mahmud’s successors (492/1098–582/1186). It is, therefore, most probable that mosques, palaces, tombs, and other structures built by Muslim rulers of Multan, Lahore, and other small principalities in the Indus Valley between the second/seventh and the sixth/seventh centuries suffered at the hands of invaders or were destroyed by the ravages of time. What exists today belongs to a much later period as compared with Iraq, Syria, Iran, Egypt, and Spain.

Indo-Islamic architecture, during its history of more than five centuries (566–1199/1150–1707), however, covers such a vast area and has passed
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through so many stages and styles that in this brief section only a passing reference can be made to them. Besides the imperial style of Delhi, which served as a model, at least eight very marked provincial styles have been noted by experts. These provincial styles belong to the West Punjab (345-720/1150-1225), Bengal (897-957/1350-1350), Jaunpur (762-885/1350-1400), Gjiri (700-957/1300-1550), Māndu and Malwa (808-977/1405-1506), the Deccan (748-1200/1347-1617), Bijapur and Khandesh (828-1067/1425-1506), and Kashmir (913-1113/1410-1700). One of these styles—the Multan style in West Punjab—is even older than the imperial style of Delhi. The earliest Muslim monument in the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent happens to be the tomb of Shāh Yūsuf Gardesi at Multan, built in 1247/1162. It is a rectangular structure with a flat roof. One of the walls has an arching portion which is slightly projected to frame the entrance. The walls are completely encased in most colourful tiles for which Multan has always been famous. These tiles are decorated with geometrical, inscriptive, and floral motifs. The absence of domes, pillars, and arches in this modest building is very significant.

It was at Delhi that the foundations of Muslim architecture were laid on a grand scale. Soon after he made this imperial city his capital in 987/1191, Qutb al-Dīn Aḥsan ordered the construction of the famous Qutb al-Islām Mosque in 1092/1196. This is the oldest mosque extant in the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent. It consists of a rectangular courtyard (141 ft. × 105 ft.) surrounded by pillared cloisters. The sanctuary on the western side possessed elaborate series of aisles with shallow domed ceilings. In front of the sanctuary was placed an iron pillar brought from Mathura as a mark of victory. Three years later, an expansive arched facade was built across the entire front of the sanctuary. Its pointed arches made in the Islamic style were magnificently carved with inscriptions and floral motifs. They produce the effect of lightness and lightness as, following the contemporary north Iranian style, they are vertical in their composition.

Qutb al-Dīn Aḥsan laid the foundations of another most remarkable building the same year. It was the Qutb Minār. Although it was constructed at a time when Muslim rule in India was hardly established, it has never been surpassed in the boldness of its conception, its aesthetic composition, its exquisite execution, and its imposing effect. It is a unique monument in the entire Muslim history. The idea of this fluted and stacked tower was certainly borrowed from Qazvīn as well as North Iran, where the ruins of similar towers still exist. But the Qutb Minār has surpassed all such towers. It lies outside the Qutb al-Islām Mosque and was probably designed on the basis of Sīmarra mosque or the mosque of Ibn Tulun (second/eighth and third/ninth centuries). It is a five-storied building with a domical roof. The storeys diminish in height and dimension as they ascend and

27 Peccey Brown, Indian Architecture, Bombay, p. 34.
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The main arch is a pointed horse-shoe. It is rather vertical, the width of its span being much less in proportion to its height. There are bands of inscriptions carved in white marble.

The Tughlaqs who ruled over India from 720/1320 to 816/1413 were great builders. The founder of the Tughlaq dynasty, a soldier who ruled hardly for five years (720-725/1320-1325), managed to build in this short period a fort, a palace, his own tomb, and the fortified city of Tughlaqabad. This was the first capital city founded by any Muslim monarch in India, although Sultans ‘Ali al-Din Khilji, his predecessor, had also earlier planned a similar capital. Tughlaqabad, near Delhi, is now in ruins except for the tomb of the warrior king. It is a unique building as the tomb looks more like an independent fortress than a burial place. Perhaps the disturbed political conditions, on account of Mongol invasions, demanded the expediency of utilizing every building for defence purposes in times of emergency. This fortress tomb was built on a high platform. It is in red sandstone and white marble. It has thick sloping outer walls giving the building a pyramidal appearance. Its doorway is literally a death-trap for intruders and within the courtyard there are solidly built underground vaults for hoarded wealth. The dome is pointed Tartar in shape—a style followed throughout the Muslim period in India. This pentagon produces the effect of great strength, solidity, and robustness.

The Mongol invaders could not destroy Delhi; this was done by one of her own rulers, Muhammad Tughlaq, who moved his capital to Daulatabad in the south. Delhi became a deserted city and all its trade, art, and industry were completely ruined. Most of the artisans and architects, who could manage to escape from the Royal camp, took refuge in provincial capitals with the result that when the capital was restored by Firuz Tughlaq no more master builders were to be found in Delhi. The Royal treasury was also empty and the economic condition of the subjects had become much deteriorated. In spite of the fact that Firuz Tughlaq proved to be one of the greatest builders in India has ever produced, his buildings had to be simple and ornamental, producing the effect of austere severity. Gone were the engravings and carvings, the refined decorative motifs, the well-finished and properly cut stone pieces of marble and red stone, and the embellishments of the outer and inner surfaces. Instead, walls were made of rubble covered with thick layers of cement. It was the puritanical phase of architectural asceticism.

Firuz Shah Tughlaq built four fortified cities in North India: Firuz Shah Kotla in Delhi, Jaunpur, Hissar, and Fatehpur. Firuz Shah’s fortified citadel in Delhi was situated on the river bank. It was roughly a rectangle with rectangular courtyards, baths, tanks, gardens, palaces, barracks, a huge Jama’ Mosque for the congregation of 10,000 persons, servants, quarters, etc. The main architectural principles of palace-fort, followed by the great Mughals at Agra, Delhi, Allahabad, and other places, had now laid down by Firuz Shah.

Several mosques were built in Delhi by Firuz Tughlaq between 772/1370 and 777/1375, the most famous being the Khirki Mosque. It is built on a

tohkstnau or sub-structure of arches. It is a unique construction as it is almost a covered mosque like Sajjaj mosques in Turkey, a rare phenomenon in India. The portal is for the first time reached by some steps of steps. It is entered through an arch and beamed doorway. The interior consists of chooters formed by a series of square bays, each one roofed by a cup-shaped dome. There are three rows of such domes, each row having three corbelelements of nine domes each. Thus there are in all eighty-one such domes. Each corner of the rectangle is supported by a tower and a tapering round bastion.

The invasion of Timur in 801/1398 was a major calamity for India. He not only sacked Delhi but took away with him Indian artisans to build the famous Jama’ Mosque at Samarqand. Delhi lost its political supremacy. The rule of Sayyid and Lodhi monarchs was confined to the Ganges basin only. And during the whole of the nineteenth century and the first quarter of the tenth-sixteenth century Delhi could boast of no architectural achievements. No palaces, no mosques, no forts, and no cities were built; only tombs were erected as memorials to the dead.

However, a significant addition in the construction of domes was made in this period. This was the introduction of double dome in India, although this style of dome-making had been practised in other Muslim countries for centuries. We find this double dome—an inner and an outer shell to raise the height of the dome without disturbing the interior plan—for the first time in the tomb of Sultan Sikandar Lodhi (924/1518).

Bengal.—The Muslim architecture of Bengal is as old as that of imperial Delhi, as Bengal was conquered by one of Ghusul al-Din Alibaq’s generals in 509/1210. It soon became an independent kingdom and remained so till it was annexed by Akbar the Great in 1564/1576. The Islamic monarchs of Bengal were men of fine taste and they built scores of mosques, palaces, and other structures at their capitals at Gaur and Pandua, situated only seventeen miles apart. The ruins of these monuments scattered along the entire river bank from Gaur to Pandua bear testimony to their architectural genius but nowhere have climatic and physical conditions caused greater havoc to Muslim monuments than in Bengal. As no stone was available in the vicinity, most of these buildings were constructed in bricks which could not withstand the onslaughts of heavy rains, storms, and humidity.

The oldest Muslim monument in Bengal is the multi-domed mosque at the village of Pandua. It was built in the middle of the seventh/thirteenth century. It is the oldest multi-domed mosque in the entire sub-continent. Another very significant structure erected at Pandua is the Adina Mosque (766/1364). It was the focal point of the new capital city built by Sikandar Shah (759-791/1358-1389). The Adina Mosque, a double-storied structure constructed on orthodoxy lines, is the largest and the most impressive building in Bengal. It is as big as the Great Mosque at Damascus (705 ft. × 285 ft.).

“To the spectator standing within the expansive quadrangular court of the Adina Mosque, surrounded by its seemingly endless archways, the conception
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as a whole presents the appearance of the forum of some ancient classical city rather than a self-contained Muslim house of prayer, with the high-
vaulted sanctuary on the western side simulating an imperial approach in the
form of a majestic triumphal archway.18

Around the courtyard is a screen of arches, eighty-eight in number. The roof
is covered with 300 domes. The upper storey, probably a Royal Chapel, is
supported on a range of arches carried by unusual pillars. These are very
short but ponderous piers, abnormally thick, and square above and below.
These pillars are unique in their construction and are found nowhere in
India. The interior of the sanctuary hall is a superb pointed-arch vault, the
earliest and the rarest example of its kind in India. The design and execution
of the central niche are also most impressive. It is inscribed with delicate
arabesque and calligraphic texts.

The Muslim architecture in Bengal was partly conditioned by its climate,
for due to excessive rains the surface of the roof had to be curved and covered
with a number of small domes. The finest examples of such curved roofs may
be seen in Chota Sona Masjid at Gaur (890/1483) and Qolam Rasul. Another characteristic of Bengal monuments is their “drop” arches in which
the span is greater than the radius.

Jaunpur.—Jaunpur was a provincial city by Firuz Tughlaq who
built there a fort and laid the foundations of Attala Mosque. Later on, the
famous Sahrqi monarchs of Jaunpur adorned their city with mosques, tombs,
palaces, and other buildings associated with an imperial capital. As a matter
of fact, Jaunpur became the cultural capital of Northern India under the
Sahrqi monarchs. It was called “Shiraz of the East.” Sikandar Lodhi, the Sultan
of Delhi, completely destroyed this city’s Royal structures when he occupied it
in 885/1479, its five mosques alone were spared. The most outstanding
characteristic of these stone-built mosques is the pylon formation of their
facades. Most famous among these mosques are the Atala Mosque and the
Jami’ Masjid completed in 811/1405 and 875/1470 respectively.

The Attha Masjid is a very distinctive and majestic building. Although
its general arrangements are conventional, its double-storied cloisters are very
spacious, having 42 ft. across and five aisles deep.

Many of the elements found in Jaunpur buildings were derived from the
architecture of the Tughlaq at Delhi, for instance the recessed arch with its
fringe of ornamentation, the shape of the arch, and the sloping side of its

18 Ibid., p. 27.
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supports, the beam and brackets supporting the arches, the tapering turrets,
the square shafis of the pillars, and the imposing flight of steps leading to the
portals, all suggest that artisans trained in the imperial style at Delhi
during the eighteenth century and the beginning of the next were brought to Jaunpur. Jaunpur mosques show a very pleasant innovation in
providing specially constructed galleries for religious needs of women. These
galleries were covered with beautiful open-work screens as seen in the Laj
Darwaza Mosque (854/1450).

Although Jaunpur mosques do not display much refinement, they are
strong, sincere, and purposeful in their character. They are good examples of
bold and forceful workmanship.

Gujrat (700-857/1200-1400).—Gujrat presents by far the most graceful
provincial style in the annals of Indian architecture. The Gujrat style of
architecture, in the course of two hundred and fifty years of Muslim rule,
passed through three marked stages: the formative and experimental stage
well represented by the Jami’ Masjid at Cambay (725/1325); the middle
stage of increased assurance and directional authority, the best and most con-
summate illustration of which may be found in the Jami’ Masjid at Ahmedabad;
and the final stage when it reached its zenith in the later half of the ninth/ fifteenth century under the patronage of Mahmud Begada I (963-971/1556-
1571), the typical example being that of the Jami’ Masjid at Champaner.

In the Cambay mosque, though much was borrowed from the Delhi style
of Kalji period and also from the Ajmere mosque, its fine proportions,
dignified appearance, and simple design provided a model for subsequent
mosques in Gujrat.

The second phase owes its existence to Ahmad Shah I, the great builder,
who founded the capital city of Ahmadabad (814/1411). His zeal for building
characteristic of these stone-built mosques is the pylon formation of their
facades. Most famous among these mosques are the Atala Mosque and the
Jami’ Masjid completed in 811/1405 and 875/1470 respectively.

The Jami’ Masjid of Ahmadabad is considered the high-water mark of mosque
design in Western India. In its sanctuary have been combined two different
facade conventions, the screen of arches on the one hand and the pillared
portico on the other. Thus a subtle contrast between the volume and strength
of the wall surface and the depth and lightness of the colonnade has been
achieved.
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In the reign of Muhammad Shāh (846-855/1442-1451), son and successor of Ahmad Shāh, Sarkhel, a suburb of Ahmadabad, acquired great importance as the burial-place of a divine. Here palaces, gardens, pavilions, gateways, and a large artificial lake, besides mosques and mausoleums, were erected on a grand scale.

The Gujarati architecture attained its third and final stage during the reign of Makhmūd Begarha I. He founded three cities, and adorned them with imposing buildings. Moreover, splendid constructions were added to the glory of Ahmadabad. Most of these were mausoleums, four of which are the Raujla (tombs) of Sayyid 'Uthmān at Usmanpur, of Shāh Ahmad Khītu at Sarkhel, of Shāh 'Alam, and of Mubārak Sayyid near Māhmdābād.

Most famous among the mosques of this period are the mausoleums of Mīrī Khān Chisti (801/1399), of Bihī Aqīt Khān (877/1472), of Māhmir Khān (898/1492), and finally of Sīlī Sayyid which last is a notable departure from the conventional mosque design. It is composed entirely of arcades of arches; eight square piers support a crescent flat roof. The walls of the sanctuary are composed largely of perforated stone screens. For the first time the entire screen has been perforated with "palm and parsaite" motif with wonderful skill and aesthetic taste.

Sultān Makhmūd Begarha built a new capital also, at Champaner, 78 miles south-east of Ahmadabad. It was a walled citadel with palaces, a Jama' Mosque, and other usual constructions.

The Deccan.—The Muslim architecture of the Deccan was the product of the amalgamation of two separate trends introduced into South India from Delhi and Iran in the eighteenth-fourteenth century. Another notable feature of the Deccan monuments was the almost complete absence in them of any influence of the then existing South Indian art, in spite of the fact that this territory was so rich in the Chalukyan and Dravidian temple architecture. It is surprising that, while Muslim architects of North and West India freely borrowed from the local style, their co-religionists in the South preferred not to be in any way obliged to and affected by the styles prevalent in the Deccan.

The Deccan was first conquered by Sultān 'Ala al-Dīn Khājji. But the first independent Muslim ruler of South India was a Persian adventurer, 'Ala al-Dīn Hasan Bahaman Shāh. He had served under Sultān Muhammad Tughlaq at Delhi. He established the Bahaman dynasty at Golkhar (748/1347), the fortress of which is considered a most remarkable production of military architecture. Almost carved out of a living rock, this fortress is now in ruin except for its most extraordinary Jama Mosque built in 790/ 1387. It is one of the few Indian mosques entirely covered like the Cordova mosque. The whole area, including the courtyard, is roofed over by sixty-three small domes. Light is admitted through the side walls which are pierced by great arches. It was built by Muhammad Ra'ī, a hereditary architect of Qorquin in northern Iran, who must have been trained in the Saljuq style of covered mosques found in Turkey. Other monuments of the Bahamani period at Gulkarh include scores of Royal tombs including the famous Haft Gumbad (seven domes).

The most unique construction in the entire history of Indian architecture is the Gulkharh market, 970 ft. long and 60 ft. wide, adorned with a range of sixty-one arches on either side supported by pillars and flanked with a block of buildings of a highly ornamental character.

The Bahmani capital was moved from Gulkharh to Bidar by Ahmad Shāh (828-840/1422-1436). It was adorned with a fortress, palaces, two mosques, and the famous college built in 877/1472 by the great scholar minister Khwājah Makhmūd Gawān. It was a three-storied building with lofty towers. Its surface is almost wholly covered with glazed tiles of green, yellow, and white colour with floral and insipracional motifs gracefully executed by expert hands.

Yet the magnificent monument of the Shīr Jāmī rules of Bijarī far excel those in other capital cities of the Deccan. In number too they are second to none; there are more than fifty mosques, twenty tombs, and nearly one hundred gates of palaces in Bijarī. These were constructed within one hundred years after 907/1500. Prominent among these buildings are the Jāmī' Masjīd, the most powerfully simple mosque; the Rasah of Ibrāhīm, one of the most elaborate tombs; the Gol Gumbad, a grandiose structure; and the Miftar Mahal, the most delicate and the most refined of them all. The Gol Gumbad, the mausoleum of Muhammad 'Adil Shāh, is considerably larger than the Pantheon in Rome, and it has the largest domical roof in existence. This huge dome is based on a circular cornice obtained through intersecting arches. This method of constructing intersecting arches, perhaps of Turkish origin, was a favourite device with Bijarī artisans. It was unknown in other parts of India. Besides being of great utility in dome construction, these intersecting arches produce an exceedingly aesthetic effect, those for instance in the sanctuary of the Jāmī' Masjīd at Bijarī.

Mālān.—The small independent State of Mālāw in Central India, lasted for about one and a half century (804-937/1401-1530). Its capital, Mándū, was situated on a platform possessing a very picturesque view. It was adorned by Husaye Shāh (807-838/1405-1435) and Makhmūd Shāh I (940-974/1536- 1469) with magnificent palaces, mosques, and other buildings, finest among which was the Jāmī' Masjīd (898/1494). It was a multi-domed building with repeated arcades of arches forming the sanctuary.

Facing this mosque and situated on an elevated plain is the large structural complex called the Ashgārī Mahal (Palace of the Gold Mohar). It was built by Makhmūd Shāh I. This complex consists of a college, a mausoleum, and a tower of victory.

Two other notable buildings in Mândū are the Hindola Mahal (swinging palace) and the Jahāt Mahal (ship palace). The former was built by Husaye  
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Shib is a combination of audience hall and Royal apartments. The latter was built by Mahmud I and is a double-storied building extending for some 360 ft. along the water-front of two small lakes. It is a colourful structure suggesting gaiety and entertainment.

These and other palaces and mosques of Mughal are all built in red sandstone. For decorative purposes, the builders used marble and various semi-precious stones such as jasper, agate, and cornelian which were found in the vicinity. Glazed blue and yellow tiles were also employed as panels and borders. It is, therefore, correct to say that Mughal monuments are noteworthy not for their structural qualities but for their decorative properties, in which an aesthetic colour sense takes a prominent position.

The Mughal Period (1324-1556-1707) - The Mughal Empire of India were descendents of a highly cultured dynasty. Their great ancestor, Timur, had embellished his capital city of Samarqand with exquisite palaces, mosques, mausoleums, and madrasas. Bibi, the founder of the Mughal Empire, too was a scholar-warrior of a remarkably refined taste. In his "Memoirs" he relates that a considerable amount of construction in India was undertaken under his order, although he ruled only for five years. Two mosques attributed to him still exist—one at Panipat in East Punjab and the other at Sambhal, a town east of Delhi. They are, however, built in the traditional style.

The first construction in pure Mughal style, a combination of Persian and Indian style, was erected at Delhi in 972/1564 by Emperor Humayun's Queen in memory of her beloved consort. During Humayun's forced sojourn in Iran, she faithfully stood by him for twelve years. She must have acquired a taste for Persian architecture there. When she decided to build Humayun's tomb, she entrusted the task to an Iranian architect, Mirak Mirza Chisty. The result was that for the first time a Persian conception was interpreted in Indian architecture. The introduction of bulbous domes, so common in Iran and Central Asia, and of arched alcoves, a complex of rooms, corridors and a vast garden surrounding the tomb was a significant landmark in Indian architecture. Added to these purely Persian innovations were certain Indian characteristics such as the fanciful kiosks with their elegant cupolas and excellent stone masonry combined with artistic marblework. From these it is obvious that there emerged a new style under the Mongols, the origin of which can be easily traced in Humayun's tomb.

This style was almost perfected by Akbar the Great, who constructed numerous buildings during his long reign. He built four great fortresses: at Agra in 972/1564, at Ajar in 978/1570, at Allahabad in 981/1583, and at Lahore at almost the same time. According to A'ali Akbari, "there were built upwards of 500 edifices of red stone in the fine styles of Bengal and Gujrat" in the Agra fort alone.1
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The most complete of these buildings is the palace called the Jahangir Mahal in Agra. The palace-fortress of Lahore is unique in this respect that its outer walls are decorated with glazed tiles with sport motifs such as elephant combats, games of polo, and hunting episodes. Figure compositions and floral devices also are found in the panels.

The most monumental achievement of Akbar is Fatehpur Sikri, his new capital city, twenty-six miles west of Agra. It is a complex of palaces, official residences, and religious buildings, so designed and executed as to form one of the most spectacular structural productions in the whole of India. These are all built in red stone. Famous among them is the Diwan-i-Khas (private audience hall), the Jami' Mosque with its Buland Darwaza (high gate) and palaces of Queen Jodha Bai, Maryam Sultanah, Raja Birbal and Hava Mahal. The Diwan-i-Khas is a rectangular hall with unique arrangements. It has a large and circular pillar in the centre, its massive capital supporting a circular platform. From this platform stone-bridges辐射 along each diagonal of the hall to connect it with hanging galleries. The Emperor used to sit on the central platform and listen to discussions among scholars of different religions.

The most impressive single structure at Fatehpur Sikri is the Buland Darwaza which was built in 979/1671 to commemorate the conquest of the Deccan. It is 134 ft. high with a further flight of steps, 42 ft. high. Across its front, the gate measures 130 ft. It serves as entrance to the Jami' Mosque containing the tomb of Shah Salim Chisti.

Emperor Akbar's son, Jahangir, was not much interested in buildings. The only important construction undertaken during his reign was Akbar's tomb at Sikandra in 1022/1613. Unlike previous mausoleums, Akbar's tomb has no dome. It seems that a new group of architects were trying to evolve a style different from the one followed by the earlier Mughals. Two more tombs were built in the same style in which the central dome was replaced by a rectangular pavilion. These were the tombs of Itimad-al-Daulah built at Agra in 1038/1628 and the tomb of Jahangir built at Lahore. Both were constructed under orders of Queen Nur Jahan. Of these three, the tomb of Itimad-al-Daulah is the most delicate and ornate piece of architecture. It is made of marble with its surface tastefully decorated with precious stones of different colours. This inlaid work is in pastour style.

The reign of the Emperor Shah Jahan (1058-1069/1627-1658) is the golden age of Mughul architecture. While Akbar's monuments surpassed those of his predecessors in red-stone architecture, his illusions grandiosi preferred the use of marble on a scale unparalleled in history. His was the age of marble and its architectural style was determined by marble forms with the result that the character of the arches had to be altered into a foliated one; white marble arcades of ogival arches became a distinguishing feature of Shah Jahan's buildings. The bulbous dome also got constricted at the neck and ornamental elements became curvilinear.

Shah Jahan was almost possessed with a passion for buildings. He started
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with the Agra Fort wherein he built the marble hall of Dvānī 'Am as soon as he ascended the throne in 1037/1627. Ten years later, the Dvānī Khās, a hall also made of marble, was added to it. The double columns of this hall are amongst the most graceful constructions of his reign. From time to time several other palaces, pavilions, and mosques, e.g., the Khān-i Tabīb, the Shāhī Khan, the Mughal Gardens, the Moti Masiṣ, and the Nūr-i Masiṣ, were added to the complex inside the citadel.

In 1048/1638, Shah Jahan decided to transfer his capital to Delhi where he laid the foundations of Shāh Jahanābād, a palace-fortress on the right bank of the river Jamuna. The vast, oblong complex is a city within a city. It is a well-planned ensemble and a product of the architectural genius of Shah Jahan himself.

This citadel, made of red stone and marble, consists of four groups of buildings arranged symmetrically. The large central quadrangle contains the Dvānī 'Am, the two square courtyards in the form of ornamental gardens on either side, and the range of marble palaces along the riverside. These palaces include the Rang Mahal and the Dvānī Khās, two most lavish orate buildings considered to be the crowning jewels of Shāh Jahan's seraglio.

Since the citadel did not include any mosque, Shāh Jahan built the famous Jāmī Masiṣ of Delhi on a site near his palace. It is erected on a lofty plinth and is one of the two largest and most famous mosques in the sub-continent, the other being the Bādshahi Masiṣ of Lahore. Rectangular in shape, the Jāmī Masiṣ has three entrances; the main and the most imposing entrance faces the east and much resembles Akbar's Buland Darwazā at Fatehpur Sikri. It is made in red stone and marble. The three domes are made of marble with vertical strips of black stone inset at regular intervals.

Several noteworthy buildings were erected by Shāh Jahan and his governor at Thatta, the then capital of the province of Sind. Among these are the Jāmī Masiṣ, begun in 1047/1637, and a group of tombs built on the Makli Hill by Mirān 'Alā Khān who governed Thatta from 1037/1627 to 1054/1644. The Jāmī Masiṣ is built of bricks decorated with glazed tiles of blue, white, and yellow colours. These tiles were cut in very small sizes, only half an inch wide; thus nearly one hundred such tiles have been used in one square foot producing a mosaic effect. The designs are chiefly geometrical, but the splendour of the arches often show conventional floral compositions.

Since stone and wood were scarce in Sind, most of the construction was done in bricks and glazed tiles. The architectural style of Sind closely resembles that of contemporary Persia—brick-walls adorned with Tudor-type arches, kiosks with cupolas, a "Locchi"-style dome, and the outer surface embellished with glazed tile-work.

The greatest masterpiece of Shāh Jahan is the Taj Mahal (1632–1658), built by the Emperor in memory of his beloved Queen at Agra on the bank of the river Jamuna. This exquisite poetry in marble touches the highest pinnacle of Muslim architecture and is unsurpassed in history.

Architecture

Its rhythmic proportion and its atmospheric setting, its feminine delicacy, its animated ornamentation, and its pleasing symmetry make the Taj Mahal one of the great wonders of the world.

While Shāh Jahan built in marble and red stone, brick and glazed tile were patronized by the nobility. The finest example of this type of buildings is the famous mosque of Wazir Khān in Lahore. Built on conventional lines, every portion of its structure, both inside and outside, is enriched with a variegated scheme of colours either by means of floral patterns painted in tempera or panels of more conventional designs executed in lustrous glass.

The Mughuls were very fond of landscape architecture. Nothing pleased them more than ornamental gardens, traces of which are found almost in every city where the Mughuls had lived. The most famous among these are the Shāhnāma Gardens and the Nīqīb Khānī of Srinagar and the Shāhnāma Gardens of Lahore, all three of them built by Shāh Jahan. These gardens, like most of the Mughul buildings, are almost always symmetrical and geometrical. But their rectangular park, lakes, pavilions, pools, fountains, and cascades present a most pleasant effect and testify to the refined taste of their originators.

The Emperor Aurangzib (1666–1707) was the last of the great Mughuls. Although too much occupied in political affairs of the State to indulge in constructional work, he has left a famous monument in the Badshahi Masiṣ of Lahore, the present capital of West Pakistan. Built in red stone and marble, the Badshahi Masiṣ is one of the two biggest mosques in the Indo-Pacific sub-continent and is an imposing example of strength, solidity, and expanse.

With the death of Aurangzib in 1707, the glorious chapter of Muslim architecture in this sub-continent came to an end. The decline of the Mughul Empire was so swift and the political conditions prevailing in Lahore, Delhi, and other important centres of Muslim culture so insecure and unsettled that traces of late twelfth-eighteenth-century Muslim structures are very rare.
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Chapter LVI

PAINTING

A INTRODUCTION

It is difficult to distinguish Muslim contribution to painting from the history of Muslim painting. An assessment of Muslim contribution to this art would involve a consideration of the changing and growing attitude of Muslims towards painting and a study of the historical background which determined this attitude. Both these considerations are necessary because they imply each other; an understanding of the one without the other is bound to be inadequate and lop-sided. Let us first consider the Muslim attitude towards painting.

It seems that the Muslim attitude towards painting in the early history of Islam was hostile. This was justifiable because Fine Arts had at that time an unenviable association with pagan beliefs and rituals. Painting was reminiscent of polytheism which Islam had come to fight against and destroy. Islam then needed an extraverted attitude—an attitude in which the soft and feminine qualities of artistic creation and appreciation could find little room. The social consciousness of man at that period of history did not have sufficient ingenuity to subdue differentiation of various aspects of life. Being a facet of pagan polytheism painting was prohibited by Islam in its zeal to break idols. Profound aesthetic possibilities inherent in Islam had to lie dormant to be realised only when time was ripe for their realisation, i.e., after Islam had succeeded in its mission to make monotheism an effective force in the development of human consciousness and to foster and nourish the scientific impulse so that man could become master of his history and responsible for its vicissitudes. Once this attitude was fairly established in their history, the Muslims began to pay attention to those pagan pursuits which they had neglected before and which were now shorn of their polytheistic associations. Painting was no longer the art of making images but the art of breaking images. Through painting one could now cast out the devils of one’s heart and thus prepare one’s soul for direct encounter with God. There was no longer any question of worshipping

the gods one painted, for no longer did they remain the objects of worship for the Muslim mind.1

Orientalists have always seen Muslim paintings through coloured spectacles. They enumerated the influences which moulded the character of Muslim art and maintain by deft implication that Muslim art could be reduced to these influences, that there was nothing original in this art. They do not see that Islam not only absorbed external influences but also modified them to suit its own native genius. Muslim painting was only an aspect of Muslim life. It was an expression of the spiritual explorations of sensitive minds. These sensitive minds, rooted in their own culture, had their own peculiar longings and yearnings, aspirations, and conflicts. It was out of these dynamic forces that peculiar idioms and patterns of artistic expression were evolved. It is these idioms and patterns which we call by the name of Muslim Art.

B CHARACTERISTICS OF MUSLIM PAINTING

Muslim painting began under a shadow—the shadow of a taboo on pictorial representation of material things. Islam started its career as an iconoclastic missionary religion the main aim of which was to establish a social order based on reason. It propounded laws, made institutions, and fostered organizations so that the ideal could come down to earth. It not only enunciated values and principles but also tried to demonstrate that they could be realized in this mortal life of ours. In this endeavour, Islam had to suppress the pagan orientation not only of the Arabs but of all the peoples it conquered. Paganism had an unenviable and almost an internal relation with idol-worship, and Fine Arts were the only means by which idols could be raised and formed in such a way that they could, by their beauty and elegance, induce in the beholders a mood of devotion and emotional abandon. The aesthetic sense among the pagans was the religious sense. Devotion to beauty and worship were identified in the pagan mind. Paganism was the cult of the irrational. It was based on the bond between the primitive man and the forces of nature that he faced in his daily life. Islam came with the message that there is only one God, that He alone is worthy of worship, and that the forces of nature can be subjugated and bent to serve man’s will and desire. It was necessary for Islam at that stage to subordinate the aesthetic to the moral, and the beautiful to the good. It was, therefore, a historical necessity which led early Muslims to prohibit the art which fostered representation of gods, goddesses,

1 "Prayer, then, whether individual or associative, is an expression of man’s inner yearning for a response in the awful silence of the universe. It is a unique process of discovery whereby the searching ego affirms itself in the very moment of self-negation, and thus discovers its own worth and justification as a dynamic factor in the life of the universe." Sir Muhammad Iqbal, The Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam, Shauk幕墙Muhammed Asif, Lahore, 1938, p. 92.
and national heroes as objects of worship. It did not mean that such a prohibition is inherent in Islam.

Muslim painting, therefore, began with a handicap. Without this handicap its individual and unique character is not conceivable. Some of the unique characteristics of Muslim painting are as follows.

1. Muslims loved their Holy Book, the Qur'an. In their attempt to copy it they tried to write it beautifully and gracefully. They developed new forms of writing and created novel movements in calligraphy. The forcible and lyrical language of the Holy Qur'an induced them to write it with passion and warmth to introduce cadence and grace to the form of the written word. Muslim painting is the result of these movements in calligraphy. Thus, we find that Muslim painters emphasize line (khadi) more than anything else. A powerful and colourful line and a forcible stroke can create a ravishing form, pulsating with charm and fascination. It is the "line" that matters; everything else would take care of itself. Whether it is straight line or a curve, the stroke alone is responsible for the aesthetic forms: 4 provides the criterion of beauty.

2. Islam implies a serious commitment to history. For Islam, nature is interesting only as a background to human personality and human deeds. Muslim painters are intensely alive members of Muslim society. For them wars and battles, rise and fall of dynasties, destruction and construction of cities are not matters to be observed with a spiritual melancholy and complacency but events of vital interest. For a Muslim artist, human personality has supreme value. We, therefore, find that it is the human drama, the human action, which occupies the centre of Muslim paintings. Vast spaces, mountains and valleys, storms of wind and rain which characterize Chinese paintings are conspicuous by their absence in Muslim painting. The principal reason for this attitude seems to be the realization that for a painting of nature to be vital and vivacious it has to employ human symbols. The storms must oppress and plunder; the wind must be caught unawares in a tree, the valley must sing songs, and mountains must radiate a human, maternal warmth. One cannot enjoy a landscape painting unless it is perceived animistically, unless it is human in some way. Not that Muslim painters did not paint landscapes; they did so more effectively than the impressionistic painters of France and Holland. What they did eschew, however, was painting a landscape for its own sake. A human being must be there to give actuality to natural scenery. Without human beings nature is dead and insignificant. For Muslim painters a scene of natural beauty is incomplete and incomprehensible without the observer being there in the painting in one form or another. It is a new mode of perception: seeing nature as an interplay between natural stimuli and the human eye. Western critics of Muslim art do not see this point. They dismiss the entire Muslim painting as sentimental and romantic because it is not interested in nature per se.

3. Muslim painters did not introduce perspective in their paintings. Their

paintings seem almost all—except those made in the time of Jahanīr under the impact of Dutch and Flemish painters—to be lacking in depth. The third dimension and the changes it causes in human perception are ignored by the Muslim painters. Perhaps the reason is that they are interested in distant objects as well as in near objects. An object far away is as much relevant to the central figure as the object in the foreground. Why not bring it forward in imagination, observe it teleoically as it were and paint it in its full magnitude? One finds a similar spectacle in some of the illustrations of the Shāh Nūmā. There in a single painting several episodes are brought together to make a complete story. The Western critic is baffled, and even when he praises such "erotic" paintings he does so condescendingly. The reason why he does not understand this style of painting is that he is alien in spirit to the Muslim conception of time. For a Muslim, time and eternity are only two facets of the same reality; he does not have to create a dichotomy between time and eternity; he does not have to make time illusory in order to satisfy his longing for eternity. A Muslim is expected to try constantly to create eternity out of time. No wonder then that Muslim painting tried to combine all dimensions in a single unity and all phases of time in one whole.

4. Muslim painters did not paint darkness. In their paintings all is light and colourful. The resplendent sun seems to cover their canvas and paper. There are no dark shades or black shadows haunting the painting like ghosts threatening life with primordial dangers. Their painting is a painting of luminous tints and hues and colours. This again reflects a singularly strange attitude, especially to the Western man, for he can wallow in darkness. Darkness and forlornness for darkness are typically pagan characteristics. It connotes qualities which emanate from a state of pre-consciousness. You cannot be conscious and remain in darkness. Darkness is a dragon which devours distinctions, discriminations, and differentiations. Darkness also characterizes a condition of stark individualism, when the individual is wrenched from society and finds himself in the grip of absolute helplessness. Modern Western sensibility which is completely unconnected with Muslim culture cannot appreciate the absence of darkness. It seeks an external representation of the black

Thus, Bachofen writing about the characteristics of matrilineal societies regards preference for darkness as an important attribute of such pagan cultures. Bachofen says: "By no means less significant is a second expression of the same fundamental law, that of the predominance of night over day born of maternal womb. In antiquity . . . preference of night over the day [was] associated with . . . a dominant maternal influence. In this instance two lofty customs and usages, such as the reckoning of time by nights, the selection of the night for battles, councils and court assemblies, that is, the preference for darkness for the exercise of social functions, show that we are not dealing with a philosophic theory of later origin, but with an actual modus of life. Added to these observations comes the preference of the sinister aspect of life and death over its bright aspect of creation, the predominance of the dead over the living and of sorrow over joy."
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despair within. But black individualistic despair was no part of Muslim consciousness. As we have seen, Islam emphasizes a serious commitment to history. In a growing Muslim society the individual, apart from being an individual, is a social being par excellence. Sociality is a raison d'être of an individual. The helplessness of an individual and the resulting spiritual darkness, therefore, is a condition alien to Muslim consciousness. Perhaps when the Muslim individual is faced with rapid industrialization, he may for a time get into despair and thus enter the realm of darkness in order to emerge again with light. Of course, there were Muslim mystics and they did come at times face to face with the phases of inner darkness, but they were people who never painted.

5. Muslim painting, occasionally or unconsciously, employed symbols which represent mythical states. Sometimes endless curves with no beginning or end stand for the state of bewilderment in which nothing outside seems to gratify spiritual longings. At other times mandalas forms are used to indicate the state of spiritual wholeness which mystics desire to achieve. Western critics do not see these motifs in Muslim art and like to dismiss it as mere decorative and ornamental. Unless one sees Muslim art in its proper historical perspective and imaginatively flows with the stream of Muslim history and ideology, one is not likely to appreciate the significance of this unique idiom.

6. Muslim painting, especially in Iran, was devoted to the expression of a single emotion in one painting. Every detail of the subject was perceived and made use of for an effective rendering of the subtle nuances of that emotion. The trees and flowers were not there to fill a background; they were there to add to the melody flowing from a painting. Most of the Persian miniature paintings are like orchestrations in which each object painted contributes to the symphony. This unique characteristic of Muslim painting may have emanated—as Boul Gray suggests—from the mystical and pantheistic tendencies of the Persians; they, perhaps, regarded every object of nature as manifesting God. But a more plausible explanation of this singular quality can, perhaps, be found in the Muslim conception of time. Muslims regard duration as continuous and eternal, time as discontinuous; universe for them is new at each moment. One continuously hears the sound of ibn ja'yur.4

4 For a Muslim artist, therefore, simultaneity of eternity is far more significant than succession of events. The emotional meaning of an object is implicitly contained in the total situation. This attitude is hard to grasp for the Occidental mind. That is why we find that the Western critics of Muslim art, by

3 "Images of the god," says Jung, "are mostly concerned with ideas of the mandala type, that is, the circle and the quaternity. They are the plainest and most characteristic representations of the goal. Such images unite the opposite under the sign of the quaternity, i.e., by combining them in the form of a cross, or else they express the idea of wholeness through the circle or sphere."

5 Louis Mossignon, "Time in Islamic Thought," Erasmus Yearbook, Rhein-Verlag, Zürich, 1951.

Painting

trying to fit its mode of expression in the preconceptions and categories of their own culture, misunderstand and distort the essence of its individuality. The nearest parallel to this conception is the Chinese conception of synchonistic embodiment in their religious classics, such as I Ching. Since each moment is an act of God, the Muslim painter sees every temporal and spatial situation as somehow transcending serial time and geometrical space. His peculiar perception gives a painting its particular individuality; the fact that his eager vision selects a peculiar array of objects imparts to it its uniqueness. But the fact that this array is the manifestation of the Divine gives it an aura of universality. Both particularity and universality are, thus, combined and synthesized in a single work of art.

7. Muslim paintings—again especially miniatures—are illustrations of literary and religious classics. Several explanations of this peculiar characteristic have been advanced. But the only explanation which is consistent with the general Muslim attitude is that for a Muslim nature is itself an illustration of the Word of God. Kam ja'yur are the words which translate themselves into the sensible world. The world is Logos in matter and motion. Muslim consciousness is rooted in the awareness of a profound interrelationship between word and fact. Word seems to be the life-blood of the universe.

This point will become clearer if we attend to a parallel recently drawn by Dr. W. G. Smith between the Christian "Eucharist" and the memorization of the Qur'an by Muslims. Dr. Smith writes: "The Koran, in formal Muslim doctrine pre-existent and uncored, is for the Moslem the one tangible thing within the natural realm that is supernatural, the point where eternal has broken through into time. By Koran one means, of course, not the 'ink and paper' but the content of the Koran, its message, its words, ultimately its meaning. The khab (freely, the 'memorizer'; but, more literally, the 'appraiser') has in some sense appropriated this to himself, has interiorized it in a way that could conceivably suggest to a Christian some analogy with what happens when the Christian in the Communion service appropriates to him the body of Christ who in his case is the mundane expression of God, the supernatural-natural, the embodiment of eternity in time." This parallel is extremely valuable. For where Christians have to incorporate the body of Christ in order to have communion with the Godhead, Muslims have to incorporate the words of the Qur'an so that they would have communion with God. The eternal Word and its meaning are one; they cannot be separated. And it is the Word which gives spiritual sustenance to the believer.

If we look at the artistic illustrations composed by Muslim painters from this point of view, we may appreciate the significance of this tendency better and more adequately. The word for a Muslim has a compelling power of creation; his spirit must fly to eternity on the wings of words. Not only that; through the only wings which can take him there, hence every sensuous experience which inspires a painter to express himself in colour and line, in
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in order to be integrated in his personality, must be capable of verbal expression. The rise and fall of sensuousness must be capable of being regulated by words.

Muslim painting, especially in its early phases, was not as autonomous medium of expression. It was subsidiary to literature. The earliest Muslim paintings were the results of the efforts of painters to illustrate some of the classical books. They derived their content from these books and their form from their need to decorate and make beautiful. The passion to illustrate the written word is not something peculiarly Muslim; it has inspired painters like Delacroix to illustrate Goethe’s Faust and artists like Michaelangelo to paint Christian myths and legends on the interior walls of cathedrals and churches. It is significant that the grand old man of painting in Pakistan, ‘Abd al-Rahman Chughtai, won his reputation as a great artist by his illustration of Dostoevsky’s Crime and Punishment. When painters, whether of the East or the West, seek grand visions and cosmic views to colour their artistic endeavours, they illustrate great books. Perhaps the need for these visions is perennial.

Let us now substantiate these points by having a brief glance at the history of Muslim painting.

C

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Muslim painting started its career under the Umayyads, who as rulers and conquerors were mainly without any puritanical disdain for luxury. The palaces they built were expressions of the theme of splendour and richness, which gradually came to dominate all aspects of their lives. One finds the walls of

* In a footnote in his paper on Christianity and Islam, Dr. Cantwell Smith writes: “It is the Word (Korān) of God; it is not He nor is it other than He.” He further quotes from al-Nasafī: “We do not say that the verbal expressions (kalām) and letters are eternal. . . . The [uncreated] Qurān, the Speech of Allah, does not reside in the hearts, nor in the tongues, nor in the ears; but it is an Eternal Idea subsisting in the essence of Allah.”

The last line in al-Nasafī’s quotations, however, suggests that the Eternal Idea could be grasped without the Word. But this is a mistaken view of Muslim consciousness. In Muslim consciousness the Word is an integral part of the total meaning of God. That is why a Muslim, however rationally oriented he might be, will always admire—covertly or overtly—the heroic fight that Imran Ahmad bin Husain put up against the doctrine of al-Qurān ibn-Mālik, that is, the Qurān is the creation of God.

One may agree with Dr. Smith when he writes: “By this act [i.e., memorizing] the Moslem is, as it were, taking the gift of God up off the book and paper in which it is enshrined and incorporating it within himself, so that it becomes for him alive and indelibly personal.” It is quite true that in memorizing, the written word is translated into the spoken word. Thus, it is the spoken word which is incorporated in the personality of the memorizer (kalām). After all the Qurān descended as the spoken word of God.

these palaces made beautiful and attractive with paintings inspired by various colourful motifs. About 9/712, the Umayyad Caliph, Walid I, built a desert lodge at Quarṣīn ‘Arbad. This romantic palace was decorated by wall paintings representing allegories and various kinds of animals and plants.

The ‘Abbhāsids went further. In their pagan pursuit of imaginative luxury they made the human figure loom large in their paintings. In their paintings, girls dance, musicians sing and play on instruments, animals stroll, and birds fly and twitter. These figures are enclosed in circular discs. One finds a re-assembly of this tendency in the palace at Chisnab built in the third/ninth century. Side by side with these paintings one sees the opposite motif. On wooden boards are painted plants in white, red, yellow, and blue.

In these paintings human and animal motifs are absent. But the early ‘Abbhāsids made their artistic influence felt more in Iran than perhaps anywhere else. Here one sees several palaces decorated with frescoes in diverse styles and various modes of execution. Some of them are only in black and white, while in others all colours are employed to create the desired effect. The black-and-white paintings portray human movements, while the multicoloured paintings depict human and diabolical figures, male and female, with and without halos, heads, busts, and dresses. The plaster niches found at Nīshāpūr are made in different designs, but all have the vase or goblet motif; these vases seem to radiate palmettes against a blue background and have a triangular shape reposing on top. Sometimes two magical eyes diffuse a spell over the entire niche. In Egypt, beautiful frescoes were made under the patronage of the Fatimid Caliphs in the fourteenth century.

They had several themes—geometrical patterns, birds, palmettes moving out of central figures, human beings holding drinking cups in their hands. One also sees the dawn of miniature painting in this period.

D

BOOK ILLUSTRATIONS

In the seventh/thirteenth century, the ‘Abbhāsids began to patronize illustrations of classical works of science and mysticism. The impetus probably came from some of the illustrations made by painters in the second/eighth and third/nineteenth centuries under the influence of Mālik, the great Iranian painter. The ‘Abbhāsids probably employed the Neotarian or Jacobite Christians to illustrate the books they regarded as classics. The main difference in content between the Manichean illustrations and Muslim illustrations was that the former were mainly representations of religious themes and the latter devoted by and large to making the sciences of the body and the soul sensuously attractive to the human eye. For instance, the Arabic translation of Dioscorides’ Materia Medica was illustrated profusely by ‘Abd Allah ibn al-Faṣṭ. Similarly, other books dealing with animals and plants in a scientific manner had their themes illustrated by skilful painters of the time. The
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distinctive feature of these illustrations was that they treated of operational themes. They dealt with subjects such as doctors preparing medicines or surgeons doing operations. These illustrations have a very simple style. Rich and powerful colours make the theme throb and pulsate with energy and vivacity, rosettes and palmettes cover and decorate the apparel and garments, but the background is only just indicated, generally with a few conventionalized trees.
One book which was distinguished for its remarkable illustrations was Ḥarīrī’s Mughalād. Its illustrations were done by a powerful painter of the time, Yaḥyā ibn Mansūr ibn Wāsī, conveniently known as al-Wāsī. This painter copied and illustrated the most important copy of the Mughalād in 638/1240. These magnificent paintings deal with everyday life. They show ordinary Muslims travelling in the desert, praying in the mosque, drinking in the tavern, and reading in the library. Their realism is enchanting, their conception is bold, their strokes are sure and vital, the line they imprint is fine and delicate.
In this period, Kullāh an-Dīnabādī, a Hindu book of stories, which was translated into Arabic by Ibn Muzaffar, was quite a popular font of inspiration for the painters who aspired to make their mark as illustrators. One of the manuscripts prepared in 628/1230 shows minute observation of details and an excellent realization of the animal motif; but here, as elsewhere, the third dimension is only barely and obliquely indicated. In northern Mesopotamia under the Saljuq Atabegs painting seems to have acquired considerable popularity. Nār al-Dīn Maḥmūd, the Uρuq Sulṭān of Diyar Bakr, asked al-Janāri, the great inventor, to write a treatise on the work he had done. Several illustrated copies of this book called “Automata” can be seen in the various museums of the world.

In Iran, during this period of history, only wall paintings and ceramics portraying figures and legends in comparatively subdued colours were being made. Turquoise, blue, or white serving as background would shoot forth gold, silver, green, violet, etc.

E
THE MONGOL SCHOOL
The Mongols brought with them a deep fondness for the Chinese art. The painters of Mesopotamia, as we have seen, themselves possessed a great sense for realism. This sense was made more acute and sharp by their contact with the Chinese culture and Fine Arts. The Chinese artists had achieved consider- able excellence and maturity in painting landscapes. The Muslim artists as- similated in their icon not only the themes selected by the Chinese painters but also their method of impressionistic painting in black and white. Ibn Baḵtīšu’s Mandīf al-Ḍaynawā is the earliest Iranian manuscript of the Mongol times. Several copies of this book were made in different styles, some- times adopting mild tones and at other times venturing forth in bolder colours.

The most important influence that Mongol painting receivc in this period
was that of a master mind. Baghāl al-Dīn, the man who wrote, among other books, Jāmī’s al-Tawārīḵ, a history of the Mongols, was, above all, a devotee of learning and arts in the pursuit of which he founded a colony of people whose main business was the enrichment of life with knowledge. Several artists, provided with accommodation and amenities of life in that colony, were asked to copy and illustrate books, mainly his own. The miniature paintings in all these books—especially those in Jāmī’s al-Tawārīḵ—show a peculiarly sober but fascinating blend of the Iranic and Chinese features of artistic expression. Some of the copies of this book can be assigned to a later period because they suggest developments which occurred only in the beginning of the eighteenth century.

Quite a few of the painters of this period copied and illustrated Shāh Nāmeh of Ferdowsī. Again, there are several variations of the composite influences of the Chinese and Iranian styles of painting. The realism of these paintings is particularly marked, the expressions are distinctly individualized, and the details are painstakingly portrayed.

F
THE TIMŪRID SCHOOL
Then came Timūr. He was the man who left a trail of blood behind whenever he ransacked a country. None the less he was a great lover of arts. When he conquered a country he would take special care not to kill the artists. He would then take them to Baghālū, where under his patronage they copied and illustrated manuscripts. But true artistic greatness was achieved only under the inspiring benevolence of Shāh Rūḥ (Timūr’s son), who made Herāt his home. Shāh Rūḥ was interested in books and he inspired many artists to calligraph and decorate the famous and important books of the time. Kullāh, a great painter, who was regarded second only to Mihr, was the leading figure in art at Shāh Rūḥ’s Court. Shāh Rūḥ’s son, Naimūqūr Mihrān, founded an academy of book arts with a large staff.

Among the important painters were Amir Shāhī and Ghayīb al-Dīn. Shāh Nāmeh was still the fount of themes for the Court painters, but they also addressed themselves to mystical and romantic subjects—such as those found in Nizāmī’s Khamsah and Su’er’s Qal’atān and Bustān. The vivid and lyrical imagery of these paintings suggest that the painters modified and changed their style to suit the novel subjects they had discovered. At Shāhī, where an independent school flourished at this time, colours were milder and cooler, and the style, though not vastly different, was definitely less skilful than that of the school at Herāt.

Another book, Diwan-i Jāmī, was also a popular source of inspiration for the painters of that period. ‘Ābed al-Karim of Khwā’in calligraphed and illustrated Maulūna Jāmī’s Diwan at the end of the nineteenth century. In Samarqand a book on astronomy was also illustrated for the library of Ulugh Beg.
THE GREAT BEHZĀD

The Iranian historian Khwānsīmārī wrote thus about Behzād in the middle of the tenth/sixteenth century: "He sets before us marvellous forms and rarities of his art; his draughtsmanship, which is like the brush of Māni, has caused the memorials of all the painters of the world to be obliterated, and his fingers endowed with miraculous qualities have wiped out the pictures of all the artists among the sons of Adam. A hair of his brush, through its mastery, has given life to the lifeless form." This great painter began his career under Sulṭān Husain Mirza at Herāt at the end of the ninth/tenth century. Later he came to Tabrīz in the early tenth/sixteenth century to work under Shaī Ḥusainī. It has been said that when a battle was raging against the Turks, Behzād and Shaikh Shamsuddīn al-Nishāpūrī were hidden by Shaikh Nūrī in a cave. In 929/1522, Behzād was appointed calligrapher by the two well-known manuscripts that Behzād illustrated were Khamshēd and Būšān. One sees in these paintings a keen perception of form, a highly sensitive and subtle sense for colour, experimentation with colours to evolve new hues, and novel patterns of feeling and awareness. These paintings show that Behzād had an astonishingly strong consciousness of the opposites: of dramatic action and immobility, of blending peace and unrest, of combining generality with individuality. Šāfīr Nīmeš, a biography of Timūr, was also illustrated by Behzād. Besides, he illustrated Mughal Jānlī's Divan, and his illustrations show his experimental genius at its best.

The most outstanding pupil of Behzād was Qilīn 'Allī, who carried on the style and artistic tradition set by his master. Qilīn 'Allī, who acquired the experimental spirit of Behzād, became well known as a painter of faces. One thing that strikes the modern connoisseur of painting is that Behzād, who unfortunately did not outgrow the narrow confines of miniature painting, had an intense awareness of the mandala. One has only to look at his masterpiece, "The Dancing Dervishes," which, apart from its ravishing curves and powerful lines suggesting movement and rhythm, is a beautiful mandala figure. The dervishes make a moving and dancing circle which seems to revolve around a centre. The centre is again not bereft of content. It is filled with four dervishes dancing hand in hand. This painting gives a le to all those Western critics of Muslim painting who have repeatedly charged Muslim art, almost ad nauseam, with being almost entirely decorative. This painting is one of the illustrations in Divān-i Šāmī, a book of poems with a markedly mystical content. Here is a painter who not only illustrates but also absorbs the mystical content in his artistic forms. Mandala represents spiritual wholeness. It seems that Behzād was painting his powerful pictures not to produce decorative effects but to answer a spiritual need. It was a response to his spiritual longing.

a colourful realm discovered by his spiritual quest, as answer to the prayers of his soul. When one looks at "The Dancing Dervishes," one finds that compared with it the most renowned mandala paintings by the mystics of other creeds pale into insignificance. The spell that Behzād’s paintings cast on the beholder can radiate only from a whole soul. It is not the work of a mere decorator.

THE ŞAFAWĪD SCHOOL

Herāt continued to thrive with art even when Behzād shifted from there to Tabrīz. Behzād’s influence was not passing or transitory; it stayed because it continued to move and stir the Muslim soul. Amir Khānī Dihlavī’s Khamsch was copied at Balkh and was illustrated by one of Behzād’s pupils. It contained some very significant miniature paintings. The great calligrapher ‘Allī al-Ḫusaynī copied and illustrated ‘Arīḍ’s Gūn-i Ėsavīy in 930/1523. Similarly, Divān-i Ǧaṭfī was illustrated by Shaikh-i Qāsīm, a pupil of Behzād, and Sulṭān Muhammad who had an individual style. Sulṭān Muhammad also copied Niẓāmī’s Khamshēd and produced some very outstanding and superb paintings. In his paintings he introduced new colour-schemes and new ways of perception.

Sulṭān Muhammad was a Court painter par excellence. He was not only an intimate and close friend of Shaikh Ṣolkhīm, but also taught him how to paint. He illustrated Niẓāmī’s Khamshēd and Ferdowsī’s Šāh Nūmān. Along with his teacher Mirak, he created a new style of painting. His figures are more sophisticated and his background is richer in detail and ornament. Sulṭān Muhammad also painted some portraits of charming young men and lovely ladies. Some of his portraits are those of Shaikh Ṣolkhīm himself.

The second half of the tenth/sixteenth century saw the rise to eminence of another painter, Ustād Muhammad, son and pupil of Sulṭān Muhammad. The miniature painted by this great artist reveal an enchanting style and a sense of composition unprecedented in the history of Muslim painting. He took his subjects from everyday life and imparted an inimitable rhythm to all the details of his figures. Trees, wild and tamed animals, men and women enter his paintings and become immortally and irrepressibly alive.

THE BHUKHARA SCHOOL

In the early tenth/sixteenth century, Bhukhara became the centre of hectic creative activity. Maḥmūd Muḥammadī, a pupil of the famous calligrapher Mir ‘Allī, excelled in painting love scenes. He also illustrated Niẓāmī’s Maḥkūm al-‘Aṣrī. Several other painters painted miniatures in this century and their work shows the influence of Behzād and his school. But they
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did not blindly imitate Behád; they accepted his influence and developed a new style. They experimented with colours and afforded a new touch to the figures they made. One painter illustrated Sa'di's Bustá and another Muháy Lári's Páthí al-Harámasí. One finds these paintings beautiful and decorative, but lacking in the spiritual fire which was characteristic of Behád's work. They are bereft of the sedent longings which animate paintings of the Herákat school. They are expressions of artistic decay which set in at about this time in Iran and other Muslim countries. The principal reason of this decline seems to be the desire of clinging to the same old form of miniature painting and a refusal to experiment with other media of expression. That is why in Isfahán, under the patronage of Sháh 'Abbas, illustrations were made but only of works of much lower calibre than Sháh Náma of Dinám-i Háfíz. Paintings were made to portray scenes from books like Qáhír SáDES and 'Alá Kapi. At this time Rídí-i 'Abbasí was regarded as the most outstanding painter of Iran. His tinted drawings throw with life and vigour. One finds in them undulating curves flowing with facility into the patterns they weave and mild strokes emphasizing the ends. This was indeed a breath of fresh air. Life itself rather than books became the fount of inspiration. This was a great change, but it could not be felt as such because great changes need great artists to sustain them. Unfortunately, neither Rídí-i 'Abbasí nor anyone else did have the powerful vision of a Behád or a Sultan Muhammad. Consequently, in the eleventh/eleventh and twelfth/eighteenth centuries, people imitated and admired Rídí-i 'Abbasí, but no new movement came into being.

J

THE TURKISH PAINTING

The origin and development of Turkish painting is still wrapped in mystery. However, this much we know that in 855/1450 Sultan Muhammad II invited Gentile Bellini to his Court and commissioned him to paint his portrait. In the tenth/sixteenth century Sháh Quli and Wáli ján, the Iranian painters, came to Constantinople and became Court painters. These artists selected the hours of paradise as their subject-matter. 'Aládín Quli achieved excellence as a painter of curved leaves and Wáli ján became distinguished for the elegance of his lines. Some Iranian painters illustrated "History of the Ottoman Sultans" and Safádín Káme, a book of stories by Firdúsí of Bruus. The main distinction of these painters was that they did understand a good deal of experimental work in colours.

K

THE MUGHAL PAINTING

Bábur, the first Mughul Emperor of India (933-937/1526-1530), was a philosopher and great lover of nature. It seems that he patronized Fine Arts and

Painting

brought with him the traditions of Behád and the Khánbá school. Bábur's son Humáyún invited Khwajá 'Abd al-šamad of Shiráz and Mir Sayyid 'Ali to his Court at Kabul and asked them to illustrate Amir Hámasí. The paintings they made of this fantastic story were fourteen hundred in number. Akbar, Humáyún's son, was a unique patron of arts. He built a city, Fatehpur Síkri, where he decorated his palaces with mural paintings and founded an academy of Arts. This was an institution for the creation and promotion of a native school of painting. Painters of this school were bequeathed by Behád and early Timurid paintings. Nizámí's Hafiz Paibar was copied and illustrated by the painters at Akbar's Court in a style which had a peculiar blend of two traditions: Behád School and the early Timurid School. They show a local touch in so far as the content is concerned, but in the selection of colours and design they are markedly Iranian.

Hindu painters, working under the Moghul influence, illustrated manuscripts dealing with the lives and exploits of Timur, Bábur, and Akbar. Their paintings reveal a remarkable mixture of the Hindu, Iranian, and European influences. For the first time in Muslim art one notices the presence of perspective and a clear visualization of the third dimension. Jahángír (1014-1038/1605-1628) carried on the tradition of his great ancestors, and he carried it much further. He liked art to be representative of life as it is lived in the present and not a mere illustration of the wisdom of books. Thus, in his time realistic paintings of plants and animals were produced in abundance. On his travels he would take his Court painters with him and urge them to portray significant historical events in their paintings. Manlí, Mušá, and Manohar were distinguished painters of his time. These artists painted rare birds, animals, and flowers in an exquisitely realistic style. Jahángír and his nobles were also fond of getting their portraits made. The famous portrait painters of this time were Bihándí, Manlíh, Muhammad Nádir, and Abu al-şasán. Abu al-şasán was Jahángír's favourite. He painted some beautiful miniatures and some very fine portraits of Jahángír. Mughul painters also painted pictures representing nobles and princes conversing with Hindu ascetics and hermits. Sháh Jahan, Jahángír's son, was a devotee of portrait painting. Some of his own portraits, made by artists at his Court, show accurate observation, elegance and subtlety in execution, and a deep sense of colourfulness. Muhammad Fáhrí Allah Káhí and Mir Ifrán were two of the important painters of his time. Dárá Sháhí Sháh Jahan's son, who never ruled, was a great admirer and patron of arts—but after him, that is, in the twelfth/eighteenth and thirteenth/nineteenth centuries, Mughul art suffered a complete decline.
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Chapter LVII
MUSIC

"To some people music is like food: to others it is like medicine: and to others like a fan."

Alj Laihid wa Laihid.

These prefatory lines, serve as they do to provide a text on the hilted of the doorway to this subject, remind one how widely dissimilar is the attitude of Islamic peoples towards the art and practice of music to that of others; music is indeed "like food," since it often sustains when all else fails. You may see Greek literature in vain for any such parallel sentiments. Music in its literal connotation was alien to Greek philosophy. Aristotle certainly dealt with it, but his approach, devoid of the slightest hint of philosophical appeal per se, was a purely scientific one. 1 It is true that the Pythagoreans had given a forecast of the Islamic spiritual conception of music, but that was in the dim and distant past of Greece. What is more in keeping with the Greek evaluation of this art is to be found in Aithenes of Naucratia (fl. 200 A.D.), whose utterances are more entertaining chatter. 2

A
THE MUSIC IN ITSELF

"This art. . . is the foraging ground of auditions, and the pastorage of the soul, and the spring grass of the heart, and the arena of love, and the comfort of the dejected, and the companionship of the lonely, and the provision of the traveller, because of the important place of the beautiful voice in the heart and its dominating the entire soul." 3

Ibn 'Abdi Rabahi, al-Igt al-Farid.
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Music

After reading the prologue to this chapter, one cannot help realizing how vastly different are the sentiments of Islamic peoples from those of the peoples of Greece and Rome on the assessment of music. And by music we mean that art which the noblest minds in Islam believed to be capable of being informed with and embodied by thought, and in turn to adorn and enforce thought, and to be thus understood and felt. No better example of that perspicacity is to be found than one in the utterance of the 18thwân al-Safa of the fourth/tenth century of Bagdad, the home of learning, who spoke of music as "an art compounded between the corporeal and the spiritual." 4 To these transcendental philosophers "all the arts had bodily forms except the art of music, whose substance was a spiritual essence." With what felicity do the "Brethren" laud that type of music "which softens the heart, brings tears to the eyes, and makes us feel penitent over past misdeeds." How well they knew the value of those soothing melodies "that lightened the pain of disease and sickness," and those affecting airs which "comforted the aching hearts and eased the grief of the afflicted in times of calamity." More practical still was their recognition of those songs "that relieved the toil of heavy work and wearisome undertakings," as well as that music which gathered "joy, pleasure, and happiness . . . at weddings and banquets." 5 Indeed a veritable ocean of literature in praise of music has flowed down to us from the Islamic past, whilst poets have sung the sweetest verses in adulation. 6

On the other hand, there have been many pious and honourable men among the logists (musâaffû) who have considered music a useless pastime (fakhû) which sometimes became an urge to commit actions which were unlawful (barîn) or abhorred (makhûh). Among those who condemned divine art were some of the most sincere of the Muslims, from Ibn al-Durayj (d. 28/304) in his "Censure of Forbidden Pleasures" (Rihman al-Malakî), 7 to Shihab al-Dîn al-Hasîhani (d. 973/1565) in his "Restraint of Impetuous Youth" (Kaf al-Ra'û'). 8 Nobody can censure those opponents of music who sincerely believed that it was among the things prohibited (makhlûsûrânî), since even Christian Europe linked "wine, woman, and song" among the "idle pleasures" (malâîn). Yet, strictly speaking, the objections of the purists in religion to "listening to music" (al-sâmû) has no logical raison d'être. Calligraphy cannot be blamed on account of forgers, nor can accountancy be condemned because of defacers. It would be just as illegitimate to forbid fruits and viands because of their concomitance with wine and woman as to censure music owing to its proximity to the latter. Music, per se, is neither good nor evil,

Kithib Ihâm al-Sâfî, col. Ahmad ibn 'Abdi Allah, Bombay, 1306/97/1889-90, i, p. 84.
5 Al-Durayj, Nûbitût al-Arâb, Cairo, 1925, v, pp. 113 et seq. 'Abd al-Malik ibn Isma'il, Râfînît al-Malik, Cairo, 1932, p. 464.
6 On music.
7 J. Robier, Traits on Listening to Music, London, 1885.
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although it may accompany both, yet it cannot be categorized or submitted to predication.

In spite of all our probings and searchings we still do not know the inner causes of emotion. Al-Fārābī (d. 339/950) denied that music inspired a passion or soul-state.8 His guess was that music, whether in the performer or the listener, was itself inspired by a passion or soul-state. Ibn Zailah (d. 440/1048) held much the same view. He says: "When sound (asād) is adorned by harmonious and mutually related composition, it stirs the soul of man. . . . Beginning on a low note and ascending to a high note, or vice versa, according to a particular arrangement and a known composition, it becomes related to the sentiments of the soul of man. As one note (naqaraṣ) after another changes in the music, one state after another changes in the soul. One composition will transport the soul from weakness to strength, and another from strength to weakness. . . . Therefore the composition which is possessed of certain sounds is possessed of certain qualities by which the soul is influenced." All that is manifest to the most perceptive observer, but no one has yet told us what those "qualities" are. Fākhr al-Dīn al-Rāzī (d. 600/1200) states a more "up-to-date" opinion, and this, in substance, is what he has to say: "In the animal world sounds come into existence by reason of grief, pain, or joy. Those sounds, according to those circumstances, are different, being high or low: so, by the law of association, those sounds become bound up with the different mental states which prompt them. Thus, when those sounds are renewed, they inevitably call up the related mental states, which may be grief, pain, or joy." From the purely Islamic point of view, ibn Zailah also raises a point worth mentioning. He says: "Sound produces an influence on the soul in two directions. One is on account of its special composition (i.e., its physical content); the other, on account of its being similar to the soul (i.e., its spiritual content)." A Persian mystic, al-Hujwīrī (fifth/eleventh century), divides those who listen to music into two categories: those who listen to the material sound and those who bear the spiritual meaning. That ecstatic maintained that those who heard spiritually did not apprehend mere notes (maqāmāt), modes (naqālat), or rhythms (qasā'il), but music per se, insisting that such auditors "consists in hearing everything as it is in quality and predication." That doctrine takes us to the very core of Sufi teaching in which "listening to music" under such spiritual control conduces to ecstasy, which leads to a revelation of the Divine. Did not Schopenhauer suggest that the world itself is but music realized, and was not that what the Ḥikmat al-Ūṣā had taught a thousand years earlier?

Music

Yet all of the great thinkers of Islam no one has probed to the heart of the problem with such power of persuasion and solicitude of purpose, and reached a conclusion of such profundity as al-Ghazālī (d. 505/1111). How penetrating are his words: "Hearts and innermost thoughts are mines of secrets and treasures of precious stones. Within their confines are jewels which are as sparks contained in iron and steel. . . . And there is no other way of extracting their secrets except by the flint of 'listening to music' (al-samā'), because there is no means of reaching the hearts except through the portals of the ears. . . . Verily, 'listening to music' is a steadfast touch-stone. . . . For as soon as the soul of music reaches the heart, it brings out whatever predominates in it." That was also the dominating thought of Abu Sulaymān al-Dārāzī (d. 295/320), who averred that "music and singing do not produce in the heart that which is not in it." As our opening lines from the Al Leila wa Leila reveal there is much more in music than its being merely an accoutrement to those things which are unattainable and abhorred, and those who base their objection to music on the Holy Qur'an and the Hadīth must know that they can be answered by proofs to the contrary by those identical and revered sources. Ibn Khaldūn (d. 808/1406), the greatest of the philosopher-historians of Islam, did not touch directly on the question of al-samā' in the legal aspect. We do not know his reasons for that apparent neglect, but the fact that he devotes a chapter in his Prolegomena to music is sufficient proof of his attitude, which was that of the rational man. To him, man was a social animal who was good by nature. It follows, therefore, that man should seek to satisfy certain natural desires in his leisure hours, such as the need for healthy relaxation, the wish to acquire knowledge, and the urge to listen to sweet music. All such longings were perfectly reasonable, and since man could discern what was good or evil in those desires, he could, by experience, make such desires always beneficial both socially and spiritually, provided the intention in those desires were good. If that were the case, the desires were lawful.21 The Sufis and the Shāfiʿīs have eloquently defended their attitude in the usage of music in their ceremonies by proofs that are unanswerable by its opponents. Perhaps the most trenchant defense was made by the brother and successor of the great al-Ghazālī, who was known as Mājż al-Dīn al-Tūsī (d. 520/1129), and this is what he said: "If anyone says that audition to music is absolutely unlawful, he has declared himself in the Law that about which no statute has come down, since no statute forbidding audition and dancing

8 R. de Tournay, La Musique arabe, Gauthier, Paris, 1890, i, p. 29.
10 Jami` al-Ukht, British Museum MS., Or. 5972, f. 153.
11 Lec., cit.

13 Cf. Cicero, who spoke of the aëra as "windows of the soul."
17 Ibid., xvi, p. 362.
18 Ibid., xvii, p. 254.
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has come down in the Book of Allah, or in the usage of Allah’s Apostle, or in the words of the Companions (of the Prophet). And he who declares to be forbidden in the Law anything which is not in it, has invented something against Allah, and he who invents anything against Allah is an infidel by general agreement.” Yet we, in this work, are primarily concerned with the purely secular approach, although it may unavoidably include that which is divine. Not only is the case for secular music unsaalleable, but the teaching, acquisition, and practice of it can be proved to be rational since it affords healthy exercise to the body, mind, and emotions. It has been said that “men die for want of cheerfulness as plants die for want of light.” And, what can supply that want better than music? Therein is refreshment for the body, cheer for the mind, and relief for the emotions, or, more grandiloquently, the repairing of lost energies, the soothing of chafed sensibilities, and the kindling of finer feelings and aspirations. Everybody knows, especially in Islam, the wondrous power of the “beautiful voice,”29 particularly in the reading (‘irsh) of the Qur’an and the chanting of the ‘cost to prayer’ (first). They give back musical impressions which not only delight the ear but thrill the soul, because that chanting harmonizes with the divine message.31 And why should not secular music per se do likewise, since there seems to be a natural alliance between radiant music and moral beauty? Surely man’s faculties and susceptibilities for the acquisition and enjoyment of music were not bestowed but that they should be a glory to the Giver and a joy to the posseor, for they are as essential to the social and spiritual welfare of man as the influence of the sun and rain is to the fruitfulness of the mother earth.

“Get away from evil and sing”


B

THE MUSIC LOVERS

“I like the man who cultivates poetry for self-instruction, not for laurel; and the man who practises music for pleasure, not for gain.”

Ibn Muflih (I. 298/940).

Since Islam was born among the Arabs and was cradled in the Hijaz, one must give prior consideration to these two important facets. In the “Days of

29 J. Houben, op. cit., p. 93.
31 Although some urge that one must discriminate between tablir (raising the voice) and ghânâd (singing), the fact remains that purely secular melodies were used. See “La Qira’âh bi al-Alhâm” by M. Tafhi, in Arabica, Lisbon, 1905, v, pp. 183-90.
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Ignorance” (al-jâhiliyyâh) music was practised in the whole of Arabia by the matrons of the towns and tribes as well as by professional singing-girls (ghâzî). Those not only cheered many a home and encampment, but strengthened the resolve of those in the battle throng, as we read in the Hamshah. Their singing (ghânâd) was based on a simple type of song called the sa’d which was but an improved form of camel-driver’s chant (hûd). They accompanied themselves on an instrument of strings (manutar), although more generally it was a har-p-like instrument (su’âf), a percussion wand (qâflî), or a tambourine (mu’bar). In default of the latter they could adopt the perforated skin sieve (ghirﬁdîl) for this purpose: this received the approval of the Prophet later.32 When Islam came upon the world of intellectual darkness, the first male musician to make history was Tuwais (d. c. 88/706). He accompanied himself on a square tambourine (dajj), and when performing would perambulate along the lines of his audience.33

The wide conquests of the Arab armies, notably in Persia and Syria, had secured the release of captives into the towns of the Hijaz. Among these were singers and players whose alien types of music captivated the people of Mecca and Medina. The result was that Arab musicians found themselves compelled to master the new kinds of singing and playing. That was only one of the many cultural influences which affected Arabian modes of life, for “when the revelations of the Prophet flashed on the world, a message was delivered which could not be confined to the Hijaz, the cradle of Islam. As a result, the banner of the Prophet was planted eastward at the extremities of Transoxiana, southward by the banks of the Indus, northward to the shores of the Black Sea, and westward on the slopes of the Pyrenees.”34 As we march through the pages of the history of music we shall see how manifold artistic ingredients contributed to Islamic civilization. Al-Ijrah, the capital of the Arab Lakhmids, had already imbibed much of Persian culture including the lute (‘ud).35 The Mercans had used a rustic type of pandore (mus’âd) which had a parchment “lace” (nayk), but as the Persian lute (barbaj) had a “lace” of wood, the Mercan lute was called the ‘ud (wood). The holy cities of the Hijaz resounded with the strains of music and song.36 and the artistic career of the songstress ‘Azzat al-Ma’ilî (d. c. 88/705) in the Hijaz attested to that fact. At her auditions the greatest musicians, poets, litterati, and the most distinguished citizens, including ‘Abd Allah ibn Je’far, a cousin-german of the Prophet, took part. Even Husrân ibn Thâkit, the first poetical extoller of Islam, sang her

Among the great musicians of the glorious days of the Orthodox Caliphs (al-naṣīḥātun) were Sahl al-Kāṭibī (d. c. 83/883), Ḫunāṣ al-Ḥirī (d. c. 100/718), and Ahmad al-Naṣrī, a kinsman of the poet Aḥmad b. Ḥamdān (d. 82/701).28

The Umayyad Caliphs removed their capital from Medina to Damascus, where their Courts, with the exception of that of 'Umar II (d.101/720), were thronged with singers and players. Of al-Walīd (d. 120/734) it was said that “the cultivation of music spread not only among the learned class, but with the people also.”29 Those were the flourishing days of the great virtuosi whose names adorn the pages of Islamic history, notably Ibn Mubīr (d. c. 97/715), ibn Surāq (d. c. 108/720), al-Ḥārijī (d. c. 105/724), and Maḥās (d. c. 127/743), usually dubbed as “the four great singers.”30 Such was Islam, the territories of which knew no racial boundaries, that those four musicians were foreigners by blood, the first being of Persian origin, the second of Turkish descent, the third and fourth claiming respectively Berber and Negro extraction. Because of such a large-hearted tolerance of racial differences it is quite explicable why the hybrid and exotic in music became an allurement and fascination. Throughout Islam the technical nomenclature in music was almost wholly Arabic, and that was still the case when the first Persian treatises on music appeared in the eighth/forteenth century.31 Still, the Arabs borrowed the Persian čagān (harp) which they confusingly called the šam and žārek. They also adopted the Persian tuning (kāntāršaḵ) of the lute, and the fārsī (dastūrī) on the neck of the instrument.32

When the first of the 'Abbāsid Caliphs, al-Maṣûṣ (d. 158/775), built that wondrous city of Baghād, it soon became not only the capital of the vast dominions of the Caliphate, but the cultural centre of Islam. The early 'Abbāsid period has well been styled “the Augustan Age of Arabian Literature,” as although an even greater encomium could be justly used in respect of music during that era, if we take the golden pages of the “Great Book of Songs” (Kūthū al-ʿAghfīn al-Kabīr) as our authority. The first outstanding 'Abbāsid minstrel was Ḫakum al-Wīdī (d. c. 180/796), a singer and performer who carried all before him.33 Almost as exquisite were the vocal accomplishments of ibn Jāmī (d. c. 169/984).34 He had been taught by the doyen of the Court minstrels, Yahyā al-Māki (d. c. 215/930), the fountain-head of the old music of the Hījāz. Indeed his “Book about the Songs” (Kūthū bī al-ʿAghfīn) was a

29 Ibid., vii, pp. 188-90; ii, pp. 150-52; vi, pp. 161-64.
31 Al-Iṣafahānī, op. cit., i, pp. 98, 151; ii, p. 127.
33 Kaniz al-Tāwil, British Museum MS., Or. 2384, f. 247v.
36 Al-Iṣafahānī, op. cit., vii, pp. 64-68.
37 Ibid., vi, pp. 69-92.
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repository of the classical art;38 his son Ahmad (d. 220/834) issued a revised edition of 3,000 songs.39 Greater still was Ḫakum al-Maṣūṣ (d. 189/994) who outshone all others by his versatility. Nine hundred compositions stood to his credit, whilst his training school for singing-girls became renowned.40 Fahāh ibn aḥb al-Aṣrāṣ was another favoured singer, being the only one allowed to appear—professionally—without the customary curtain (sādar) which screened the musicians from the Caliph. Fahāh, with Ḫakum al-Maṣūṣ and ibn Jāmī, compiled a collection for Hārūn al-Rašīd known as “The Hundred Chosen Songs” (Muḥāṣirat al-Ṣāḥib al-Maḥfir).41 Prince Iḥrām ibn al-Maḥdī (d. 224/839)42 and his step-sister Princess ‘Ulayyāh (d. 210/825)43 had both been carefully trained in music at the instance of Caliph Hārūn, at whose Court music received so munificent a patronage that it set the whole world in wonderment. Prince Iḥrām possessed a voice with a compass of three octaves, and was considered the “most proficient in mankind” in that art.44 By that time the impingement of Persian and ʿArabī functions in music became quite pronounced. Singing-girls from Kafrākda were “the rage.” They performed on a long-necked pandore (fanūr) which gave an alien scale, whilst the Persian into produced a scale that was dissonant to the Arabian system, as we shall see in Section C. Prince Iḥrām and his henchmen favoured these exotic ideas, and even applauded the open violation of the recognized patterns in both the melodic and rhythmic modes. This defiance of the old classical procedure divided the Court minstrels into two camps, viz. the “Romanticists” led by Prince Iḥrām, and the “Classicists” headed by the chief Court minstrel ʿIṣaṣ al-Maṣūṣ (d. 235/850), the most famous of the musicians of the Muslim world.45 Against those neoteric fancies, ʿIṣaṣ took a firm stand, and eventually was able to re-establish the old Arabian scale and modes, which seem to have been set down in his “Book of Notes and Rhythm” and his “Great Book of Songs.”46

After the mid-third/ninth century, the Baghād Caliphate began its political decline, although music still prospered at its Courts. Al-Mutawakkl (d. 247/861) gave constant encouragement to that art. His son, ibn ‘Isā al-ʿAbī Allāh, was an accomplished musician and a composer of some three hundred songs.47 Al-Munṣūr (d. 248/862) was both a poet and a musician; the words of his
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songs have been preserved by al-Iṣfahānī who devotes a chapter to him.\(^{16}\) Another such devotee was al-Mu′tazz (d. 255/869), whose songs have also been saved for us.\(^ {17}\) His son, Abūd Allah, was a highly gifted musician who penned a "Comprehensive Book on Singing" (Kitāb al-Nujūm fi al-Qaṣr), the first of its kind, although Prince Ibrāhīm too had written a "Book on Singing."\(^ {18}\) Yet if the Court minstrels did not produce virtuosi of the same class as of old, that defect was overcome by their presence, notably by Ibn Tahir al-Khużā′ī (d. 300/913) who wrote a "Book about the Modes and the Reasons for the Songs" (Kitāb al-Nuṣūkh wa ʿIzāl al-Aṣghī).\(^ {19}\) Qaraṣī al-Jarrāhī (d. 326/936) in his "Art of Singing and Stories of the Singers" (Šīrāt al-Nuṣūkh wa ʿIzāl al-Ādāb al-Muṣīqīyyāt), Jabāḥ al-Barmakī (d. 328/938) who published a "Book of the Pandoretas" (Kitāb al-Tanbūrīyya), and the great al-Iṣfahānī who produced "The Propriety of Listening to Music" (Adab al-Suṣūm).\(^ {20}\)

Turning to the west, we see the same high cultural upshift in Muslim Spain as in the home of the Eastern Caliphate. After the Arabs and Berbers had conquered (91/710) the Iberian Peninsula, a vast portion of the land was held by them until the year 479/1086, and during that period, especially under the Umayyad rule, music and all the arts were cultivated artfully. Singing-girls, called jarijūt, were in great demand, and schools for their training had been established.\(^ {21}\) Yet those who came from the East were especially favoured, such as the famed Ithārī "Abū al-ʿĀlā al-Anṣārī (d. 172/788), while al-Bakarī (d. 206/822) was especially proud of Ulūm and Zarqūnī.\(^ {22}\) His chief male minstrels were 'Abbas ibn Nūṣūkh and Mansūr al-Yahdī.\(^ {23}\) Concerts were the "order of the day."\(^ {24}\) At the palace of ʿAbd al-Rahmān II (d. 228/842), there arrived in the year 226/841 the world famous Zīrāb, who was treated with unheard-of esteem, for he had been taught by Ibrāhīm and Iṣḥāq al-Musūlī in Baghdaḍ. He was credited with knowing ten thousand (one thousand?) songs by heart, and for being the equal of Tākīy in his knowledge of music. It was he who added a fifth string to the lute, linking it—in the cosmic system—with the soul. The musical system in al-Andalus was that of the Arabian east, the scale being the Pythagorean. Zīrāb’s music school—which had some reputation—was carried on after his death by his descendants, and was still flourishing in the days of the "Party
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Kings," while traces of it could be found in North Africa in the eighth/fourteentheenth century.\(^ {25}\)

Under ʿAbd al-Rahmān III (d. 300/911) we have an anomalous situation of the Court outwardly condemning music—so as to placate the Mālikī jurists who frowned on music—but inwardly patronizing it, since he encouraged his children not only to dabble in the art, but to rise to virtuosity. One of them excelled on the pandore (tanbūr) and guitar (kisāṭrāb),\(^ {26}\) while another, Abu ʿAbdāl, said that so long as Allah permitted birds to sing he would do likewise.\(^ {27}\) In the reign of al-Hakam II (d. 366/976) concerts became special events,\(^ {28}\) and under al-Mahdi (d. 400/1009) orchestras of a hundred lutists (īdīs) and as many reed-pipes (qumār) could be heard in the palace salons.\(^ {29}\) Those were the brilliant days of Ibn ʿAbd Rabbāh (d. 328/940) who, in his al-Iṣgār al-Farīd, gave Muslim Spain some idea of the greatness of the music of the Eastern Caliphate. He was a veritable treasure-chest of Andalusian poetry and song.\(^ {30}\)

We know little of Persian music in those early days save what may be gleaned from the Murāji al-Dhābab of al-Maṣūdi (d. 345/956), who quoted Ibn Khurālidhī (d. 300/912).\(^ {31}\) As we have seen, both Persia and Arabia borrowed from each other in matters musical, and we know that Persian as well as Arabic music was being taught at Rayy in the time of Ibrāhīm al-Musūlī.\(^ {32}\) Certainly there were several brilliant writers on music in Baghdaḍ who were of Persian origin, notably al-Sarqātī (d. 288/900)\(^ {33}\) and ʿUbayd Allah ibn ʿAbd Allāh ibn Tahir (d. 300/913)\(^ {34}\) and Zakarīya ibn Rāzī (d. 312/925).\(^ {35}\) A famous singer of the Ṭāhirī period was Rābīṭah of Nīṣābūr,\(^ {36}\) and so also was the renowned Rādīlā—patronized by the Sunnī Nāṣırī Nāṣir II (d. 331/ 942)—a Ithārī and harpist, as well as a singer and poet.\(^ {37}\) Most of the contemporary poets, such as al-Mu′tārī of Jurfān and al-Daṣqīf of Tīs, sang in rapturous praise of music.\(^ {38}\) Persian music percolated everywhere; Turkish influence also made itself felt. The Caliph’s praetorian guards at Baghdaḍ and elsewhere were made up of men of Turkoman race, and they

17 Al-Maqṣūrī, op. cit., ii, p. 396.
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19 Ibn Hazm, Taʾṣīf al-Bandūrū, Leiden, 1914, p. 28.
20 R. Dury, Historia de los Musicistas Españoles, Sevilla, 1877, iii, p. 348.
23 Al-Iṣfahānī, op. cit., v, p. 3.
24 H. G. Farmer, Sources of Arabic Music, Bonnaden, 1940, p. 52.
25 Al-Iṣfahānī, op. cit., vii, p. 43.
29 Ibid., i, pp. 458-59.
dominated in most things. In such circumstances it can be well understood how Turkish music, especially on the instrumental side, was highly appreciated. A lute-like instrument called the rūd was favoured by them, and an arch-lute the ğhārād, invented by Kalaš ibn al-Abwāq of Samarqand about 206/821, had already spread to Iraq, Syria, and Egypt. 11 In Egypt under the Tulūm and Iḫbārid rulers of third/ninth and fourth/tenth centuries, Turkish influence spread by leaps and bounds, and music was enjoyed by all. Ibn Khallikān praises the excellent voice of Ibn Tulūn when chanting the Qur’ān, while his son Ḵumār rawštāḥ actually adorned his palace walls with pictures of his singing-girls. 12 The art rose to greater heights under the next rulers. Al-Mas‘ūdī delineated a delightful scene at a palace by the Nile in 356/966 in which the “sounds of music and singing filled the air.” 13 Kāfūr (d. 357/966) was devoted to music and was liberal-handed to his professors. What was this music of Islam, enthralling sounds of which charmed all ears from Bukhāra in the east to Cordova in the west? Obviously, there were linguistic differences and lesser musical preferences in so vast a region. Yet Islam, because of its universal outlook, had leavened some of those differences. Basically, the scale of all was the Pythagorean, as we shall learn presently. 14 Yet Arabic technical terminology seems to have had dominance everywhere, as one sees in the term majalis. Unmistakably, Bagdādī was still the artistic and literary centre, for even Abu Bakr al-Kātib, who served the Sāmānīd Ismā‘il ibn Ahmad (d. 285/997), saw in Iraq “an ocean of learning and a mine of culture.” 15 If one scans the nābiqāb of the great men of literature, science, art, and music who sought Bagdādī to win fame and fortune, it becomes clear what a magnet the “City of Peace” had become to the world of Islam. To the Arabic-speaking peoples vocal music was the peerless art. Part of that was due to the beauty of the language, plus the allurement of its variegated metres. The outstanding vocal piece was the xīl (qūzādah). Within its folds a singer could decorate the melody of each verse with endless embellishments (turūbiz). Less classical, but far more popular, was the ballad (qīlād). There were also folk-songs of the mostak type, and we know that even the Caliphs enjoyed the simple songs of the people. 16 The accompanying instruments were generally the lute, pandore, flute (qūzādāb), or reed-pipe (qaṭra), which played the simple melody, whilst the rhythmical accompaniment was furnished by a tambourine or drum. Purely instrumental items were also featured, especially as interludes between vocal items. When these were
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combined the performance was termed a sunbah. 17 Although we read occasionally of a hundred or so performers at Court functions, such events were for special display. The ideal in ‘Abbāsīd days when listening to music was what Europe would term “Chamber music.” Two other instruments, which had independent usage were the psltery (χριμα) and the rebe (rubāb). The former was a special solo instrument, whilst the latter was often used to accompany the chanted verse of poets, which had been its function in pagan days. Since Arabic was still the language of the “classes” in Persia, one imagines that much that passed for the immanuiste and indefectible in Arabic poetry and song was heard in Iranin lands as late as the fourth/tenth century, notably under the Saffārīd and Sāmānīdīs. The Persians, less intrigued by the lengthy Arabic ode (qūzādah), produced a pure love-song (gūzāl) and the quatrain (rubāb’s), one class of the latter, the rubābīyya ṭarāshah, showing its musical adaptation. The melodic modes in Persia were far more numerous in different tonal structures than those of the Arabs, and they retained their old fanciful names such as ṭabkhe, ṭalḥān, ṭalḥasik, etc., although most of them had scalar affinities with the Arabian finger modes (gūzāl’s). Their most favoured instruments were the harp (khamīr), pandore (fandak), lute (barbet), double-chested lute (rubāb), spiked voi (kimbūzak, flute (ṣīyāb), and tambourine (ḏā’irak). The Bagdādī Caliphate had gone into the protective custody of the Persian Buwahids (250/864-1015), at whose palaces—as well as at those of the Caliphs—music was subordinated with liberality. In fact, the regime of ʾIzz al-Daulah was condemned because of its infatuation for music. 18 ʿAdil al-Daulah was more discretely interested in the art. 19 However, the power of the Bagdādī Caliphate—both politically and culturally—was gradually slipping away, and the center of Islamic culture passed meanwhile to the Fatimids of Egypt. Here Amir Taimim, the son of al-Muʿīza (d. 365/975), was absolutely appasioned of music, 20 and no less could be said of al-Zāhir (d. 427/1037), who spent fabulous gold on minstrels. 21 The Persian traveller Nāṣir-i Khravar wrote about the splendour of the Fatimid military bands a little later. 22 One of its famous men, al-Ṣalafi, better known as ibn Yūnus (d. 290/1000), wrote a book the title of which sparkles with delight. It was called the “Book of the Unanimities and Felicities in the Praises of the Lute” (Kūthab al-Uqūd wa al-Salāf fā Awar al-Dā). 23 Another, a great historian, al-Munṣibībī (d. 420/1029), compiled a book of “Selected Songs and Their
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Significance (Maqālāt al-Aghārīa wa-Ma‘ālikha).

We still discern the Turkomanian pressure on Egypt's music, due to the crowd of men from the Qaṭāni tribe in its army, and that was only one facet of the "new phase of culture" which arose in Egypt in these days.86

Although Muslim Spain had "advanced with incredible swiftness to a height of culture that was the envy of Europe," the break-up of the central government and the rise of the "Party Kings" halted the progress of the arts for a time. Yet here and there were some balsam spots of culture. Indeed, a few of these "Party Kings" (mawālī al-ma’sūmī) "made their Courts the homes of poets and minstrels," as al-Maqari testifies. The last of the Abbāsids' kings of Sevilla, al-Mu'tamid (d. 1284), was not only a distinguished poet, but a singer and a lutenist, as was his son 'Ubayd Allah al-Halghī. The song-poems of Ibn al-Hamdūs (d. 1382) were the delight of the Sevilliani. When the Almoravīd Berber hordes from the Maghrib suppressed the "Party Kings," music came to be looked upon as one of the "siras of Sasanian" although the chief Maghribi inhabitants took little heed of such rebukes. Their successors, the Almohad, under the sultan of Ibn Tumart (d. 1269), made decrees against music more stringent, even to the destruction of instruments. Yet there were many who opposed these fanatical legislators, including ibn Qazmīn (d. 655/1259), the song-writer par excellence, who chided the puritans saying: "The fūqā’a cries 'Repent'; but how can one be contrite with the air so fragrant, the birds warbling, the flowers perfuming, and music (ghayb) from a clever reed-piper (sūnūr) and a heavenly voice!" Yet, in spite of fulminations, music and songs were heard on every side. The newly fashioned zūjāl and muṣrā’ātātā were so easy to set to melodies that the same tune would be adapted to different words, as ibn Qazmīn tells us, and songs spread like the wind in the matter of months as far as Maghrib as far as al-Sūd al-Maghribī (d. 690/1292) attests. Among the best known Andalusi composers were Abu al-Husain al-Hammūn al-Qarnātī and Ishaq ibn Si‘mān al-Qurṭābī. The highest in the land were enchanted by the art. Ibn Batūta (d. 1355) hearing, according to ibn Khājiqān, "spent his life singing and playing," whilst a celebrated physician Yahya ibn 'Abd Allah al-Bakhtīwānī, wrote zūjāls for the accompaniment of wind instruments.88

Returning to the hub of Islam, we find that the Saljuq Turks had irritated into the land, Bagdād having been entered in 447/1055. Their rulers took charge of the Caliphs, and they and their later al’ōmār controlled the world of Islam from the borders of Afghanistan to the frontiers of Greece. All of them were keen lovers of music, and the favoured minstrel of Sanjar (d.
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552(1157) was Kāmašt al-Zamān, whose cognomen indicates his renown.89 Further east the Qaznavīdz and Ghīrīdārī were patronizing minstrels at their Courts. Mamlūk of Ghuznawī (d. 421/1030) had the poet Fakhrī as his panegyrist, who was also a "skilful performer on the harp" (chandā).90 Among the Ghirīdz of Afghanistan and Hindustan, especially at the Court of Ghūrāt, the Din ibn Simān (d. 590/1200), music was encouraged benevolently.91 Greater still was the favour shown to the art by 'Ašr al-Dīn Muhammad (d. 617/1220), the Shāh of Khwāzīrī, who gave Fakhr al-Dīn al-Bāzī protection.92 In Bagdād the chief minstrel of the Caliph al-Mustā‘īm (d. 656/1259) was Sa‘īd al-Dīn 'Abd al-Mu‘īnī (d. 693/1294). His greater fame is as an author, notably for his "Book on Prosody" (Fī ‘Uṣūl al-’Arūd w-‘Uṣūl al-‘Uṣūr), but greater still for his two books on the sciences of music which brought him world renown.93 In the year 655/1259, the Moghul conqueror Hulagu invaded the famous city of Bagdād, the centre of the world of Islam, and captured it. Ibn Khuldīn avers that 600,000 inhabitants were slaughtered, including the Caliph and his family, and although Sa‘īd al-Dīn was spared because of his eminence as a musician, scholars and litterateurs were massacred as cruelly as libraries, colleges, and palaces were destroyed. These Moghul barbarians, who had become masters of music, made music one of the delights of their Courts, and the murdered Caliph’s minstrel, Sa‘īd al-Dīn, passed into the service of the Moghul vizier Shams al-Dīn al-Jawtawī. Ibn Taghrīdūrī tells us that Abu Sa‘īd (d. 708/1308) "cultivated music, played well on the lute, and composed songs," and Ibn Batūtā (d. 779/1377) describes the royal galley at Bagdād, flanked by boats filled with musicians and singers.94 By this time Persian, not Arabic, had become the language of art and science in the Middle East, and from Persian works we are able to see what types of instruments were in vogue. In addition to the older lute and pandore a new arch-lute (mughāb) and a rectangular psaltery (wajah), together with a Turkoman viöl (ghulābī), whilst the pandore was more particularly described as a two-stringed (ṣīrāt) or a three-stringed (ṣīrāt) instrument.95 It was Egypt alone that offered a stubborn resistance to the Moghuls, and its Mamūlī Sultāns, like his predecessors, the Ayyūbidāh, favoured music and song. Here the mawāsakhādī had been popularized by Ibn Sanṣār al-Mulk (d. 608/1211) in his Dir al-Farāz, and Sanṣārī (d. 609/1214) bettered the instruction as a song-writer, while ibn Muktarr (d. 711/1311)

87 Encyclopaedia of Islam, 1913-36, i, p. 223.
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edited a collection of the older songs which had wide acceptance. Al-Nuwairi (d. 732/1332) also devoted much attention to the subject in his Nihāyat al-Arāb. It was the Sultan al-Qādī (d. 688/1290) who built the hospital (madrasa) at Cairo, where "music soothed the wakful hours of its sufferers." An outstanding feature of the Baht and Burj Mamllūk Sulṭāns was their military bands, which opened the eyes of the Crusaders to the value, both tactically and musically, of martial music.

Sind had been conquered by Muslim armies as far back as the year 922/711, but it was with the Ghurids of Afghanistan that modern Pakistan had its real foundation in 571/1175 at the hands of Muhammad Ḥafṣ (d. 602/1206). Here, the powerful ḫudūdī were able to enforce views in communion of music upon Šāh Rukh, the Sultan of Delhi (d. 633/1235), who, later, having been impressed by the sama of the Qawwāl darwštāf fraternity, soon abolished that ban against the art, when the plainchant of its gīyāl became a distinctive feature throughout the land, as we know from the Sefer al-Gur. Secular music was openly encouraged by Firdawsī (d. 624/1226), and the Šah Nameh says that his bounty to musicians led him to be called "a second Hāmid." Under Balbūz (d. 686/1287) one evening per week was devoted to audition of music. The succeeding Khāji Sulṭān, the first of whom was Firdawsī (d. 605/1206), were all music-lovers. At the Court of the latter were Hamīd Rūsh, Naṣr Khān, and Muhammad Sulṭān Ḥuwāl, all noted musicians, although the greatest of them all was Amīr Khwāna (d. 725/1325), who was "no less notable as a musician than a poet." He had served at the Courts of the two preceding Sulṭāns. In his ‘Iqālat-ul-Su‘ā‘ā‘, he has described the Court music of his time. In the FīzKhurāsān, he tells of the rivalry between the Khwāna and Hindustān ministers at Court. It is said that a fusion between Persian and Indian music was brought about by him, and in the book called Rūj Darbār many novelties in music are attributed to him. Music was still to be the force with the Suyūtī dynasty, and Mubārk Sulṭān (d. 637/1233) was deeply attached to the art. On the elevation of the Lodi Sulṭān to the throne in 855/1451 there was a change of attitude towards music. Yet Sīkandar II (d. 923/1517) employed four exceptional performers on the karp (zāngī), palṭtar (qānūn), pandōr (pandur), and gourd-tute (bād), only the last-named instrument being of indigenous origin. In the extreme north the kings of Khaḫān were relaying a famed "land of song" since 735/1334. Among the most cultured of them was Zain al-‘Ādhāb (d. 872/1467), during whose reign music schools were established by Persian and Türkic teachers, which won

some celebrity. In the Deccan, one of the kings of Gulgargah named Tāj al-Dīn Firdawsī (d. 825/1422) had seven hundred dancars who were skilled musicians and dancers. His brother, however, was never absent from the darwštāf ceremonies, where the religious chant gave him contentment of a different kind. Both Ahmad Sulṭān (d. 839/1432) and Ahmad Sulṭān II (d. 862/1457) were captivated by their Court minstrelsy, and the wife of the latter, says Firdawsī, was without equal in her musical accomplishments. The singers and dancers of Muhammad Sulṭān II (d. 857/1452) came from Georgia, Circassia, and Abyssinia. So indulgent was his successor Māmūd Sulṭān II (d. 924/1518) in his passion for music that minstrels were attracted to his Court not only from Delhi and Lahore, but also from distant Persia and Khurāsān. Truly, Muslim India was in the forefront in music among her sister nations. Persia had reawakened culturally under the beneficent Marāwīr, the revenge of the Shah Shuja (d. 796/1394) poisoned the minstrel Yūsuf Shāh and the music theorist al-Dūrjī (d. 816/1415). The art was particularly encouraged by the Jalālīd Sulṭāns of Iraq. Hūsain (d. 784/1332) actually neglected his realm through his abiding love for music, whilst the greatest living musicians, Ḥādi Shāh and ‘Abd al-Qâdir ibn Shāh (d. 840/1435), were the chief Court ministers of Sulṭān Ahmad (d. 813/1410). When Timūr (d. 807/1405) had accomplished his world-wide conquests, most of the above kingdoms passed into the night, and Sīnāqād became the artistic as well as the political centre of the Timurid Empire. During the reign of Shāh Rūsh (d. 800/1405) the Court minstrelsy rose to perfection, and the jīzāt are eloquently described by ‘Abd al-Razzāq. Yūsuf-ī Andākhānī was his favoured minstrel for he had "no equal, in the seven choirs." Mirān Shāh (d. 810/1408), the brother of Shāh Rūsh, was also infatuated with music as discovered by al-Khaṭīb al-Mušīlī and Arabtī-ī Changī. Būsīoghūr (d. 836/1435), the son of Shāh Rūsh, was devoted to Amīr Šāh (d. 807/1403), possessed of three-fold talents as minstrel, poet, and painter. Under the guidance of the vizir Mu‘īn ‘Alī Shāh (d. 907/1501) the rule of the last of the great Timurid rulers Ḥusain Mirza Baqār (d. 911/1506) became the byword of the cultured world of Islam, and the names of his minstrels—Qādī Muhammad, Shāhī Nāyī, and Hūsain ‘Alī—became a part of history.

In Muslim Spain, in spite of the increasing reconquests by the Spaniards in the seventh/thirteenth century, the Moors still held that part of the land known as Granada. Here they were hemmed in from all sides, and in 897/
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1492, they were forced to capitulate. Then followed the most despotic persecutions and ruthless destruction of Arabic literature which had been treasured for centuries. Moorish music and instruments were declared anathema, although that did not prevent the Moors from finding solace from their woes in their music. All that the Spanish priesthood could do was to issue edicts forbidding their congregations to listen to those moriscows and aravias of the Moors. In the mid-tenth sixteenth century, they were not only denied their national costume, language, and customs, but forbidden the maorah and luash, i.e., the musical gatherings.

The whole of the Maghrib—from Morocco to Tunisia—had been deeply influenced by the culture of Andalus, and both the Marinid rulers of Morocco and the Habsid Amis of Tunisia had encouraged music in their Courts. Yet more useful was the reinvigoration of the art due to the exodus of the Muslim exiles from Spain. The first of these arrived at Tlemcen after the fall of Cordova in 833/1236, followed by another to Tunisia at the capture of Seville in 646/1248. Then came refugees to Tetuan after the submission of Granada in 897/1492, which was succeeded by an emigration to Fes from Valencia in 943/1536, and finally the wholesale expulsion of 1018/1609. These newcomers brought a cultural benefit to the Maghrib, and the Moriscos became the artistic and literary aristocracy of the land. In music, one can actually trace the regional variations in classical Granatian or Andalusian art to those immigrants. The Cordovan interpretation belongs to Algiers and Tlemcen, the Sebastian style is that of Tunis, while the Granadian and Valencian modes are to be found in Fes and Tetuan.

The Ottoman Turks now became a power in the world of Islam to be reckoned with. Having settled originally in Anatolia, they soon extended their power in every direction, and by the year 827/1423 Constantinople and the whole of the Byzantine Empire were in their hands. After defeating the Shish of Persia, they took Kurdistān and Mesopotamia into their hegemony, finally to overrun Syria, Egypt, and Asia in 922/1517. From that date Turkish music began to assert itself gradually in Arabic-speaking lands and beyond, even as far as Tunis and Algiers where Turkish bāghā and deyrs were masters. From remote times the sūr or bard of the Turkish tribes, with ch'i or q'op, in bard—i.e., they were lute-like instruments—entertained the people with the turks or folk-song. That had not changed, but a new era had dawned since Constantinople had become—by edict only—the pivot of Islam, and it was no wonder that artists, musicians, poets, and literary men should have sought fame and fortune in the new capital, as well as in the παρικια of Cairo, Damascus, Mosul, and Baghdad. Instrumental music had ever delighted the Turks, and the overtyre (pariakia) and the decorative "division" (bapelen), which had been constituent parts of the old
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Pero-Arabian sawād, were in great demand. The poets sang eloquently of the joy of instrumental music in the ninth/tenth century, notably Nafīrī of Qinnīyā and Ahmad Pāja; and Sulān Murūd II (d. 855/1451) appointed the finest minstrels to his Court. Nor should we allow the influence of the mas'ulayyā or Jālābīyāh dervish communities, founded by Jalāl al-Dīn Rūmī (d. 672/1273), to escape our notice, since their hyme sīkāh had a great spiritual influence. In the next century, the poet Fīgāsī, Fūsālī, and Rawānī still continued to raspollize on music's spell. The instruments praised were mostly of Arabic or Persian origin, although the Turkish qophā had its share of appreciation. New instruments came on view. Qādir Fārābī invented the genāfās, a lute of three strings, and a son of Hamdū Cholebi (d. 915/1500) introduced two new pandores called the yūngar and gulfūm. During the eleventh/seventeenth century music took a prominent part in the general cultural improvement, as we know from a manuscript of Cairo by Mulla Muhammed ibn As'ad, of the time of Sulān Ahmad (d. 929/ 1617), which contains the lives of the famous Turkish musicians. Eriwī Cholebi was famed in those days. His teacher was Umar Gullāhī, who was taught by Ikhlāsī Gullāhī of Cairo (d. 940/1533). The description of the musical life of Constantinople is contained in the "Travels of Eriwī Efendi" (Sīyāh Nāmeh); much of it, based as it is on the _Avdī-i Gcastanīyāh_ (Praites of Constantinople) composed in the year 1048/1638, gives precise details of musicians and instruments, guilds and makers, in the great emporium of the Near East. In that century there arose the poet-minstrels (nūs ṣā'ī ṣā'īrī) who were honoured not only in military but also in religious circles. One direct influence from outside came after the capture of Baghādād in 1048/ 1638 by Murūd IV, who took back with him to Constantinople the Court minstrel of the Persian Shīkh 'Abdul I, named Shīkh Qulū, whose performances on the akbūthār had pleased him. The late Re'uf Yekta thought that the advent of Shīkh Qulī "opened a new era in the history of Turkish music.

In the Muslim east the 'ādī Shīkh of Bīljīrār, the first of whom was Yawwār 'Ādī Shīkh (d. 916/1511), were revealing themselves as munificent patrons of musicians. Yawwār 'Ādī Shīkh had a skill in music almost equal to that of a professional, and even essayed composition. Isā'ī (d. 914/1524) rather favoured Turkish and Persian music at his Court. For contrast, Fisūnān I (d. 940/1537) preferred the arts of the Deccan. Fisūnān II (d. 1035/1628) is claimed to have written a work on music called Nāvarās with an introduction penned
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by Zahiri, the Persian poet (d. 1027/1618). The Qutbi Kings of Golkonda were no less enthralled by minstrelsy. Sultan Quli (d. 1540/1543) brought Persian customs to his Court—which lasted forty years—and his military marches sounded at the five hours of prayer. In those days the Gwalior school of music was the subject of conversation. Its renown was due chiefly to Rajah Mans Singh (d. 1652/1517), and the most famous of its pupils was Tān Sin, who had been taught by Muhammad Khwaraz. Another of the same circle was Bakhshālī, whose dhrupad became the repertory of the best minstrels. When Bābur (d. 1530/1530) became the first of the Mughal Emperors of Hindus-
tan (India), most of the preceding dynasties were absorbed. He had been reared in Courts where music prevailed.111 Even statements in the Rāmāvīd Nāma it would seem that the Emperor was even a composer, and it is believed that his compositions once existed.112 His son Humayūn (d. 1560/1556) also encouraged music, and sincerely believed that the Sufi dance was the complete expression of the Alexander's Stāki. At Court, musicians had their own rooms for study, and some of them—Abd Allah Qasimī, Muhammad Sasānī, and the vocalists Hāfiz Dōst Muhammad Khwāżī and Ustād Yānūf Maudī—were registered in the Akbar Nāma. The Court of the renowned Akbar (d. 1605/1565), as described in the Šāh-i Akbar of abu al-Fal, shows how important music was both to the policy and the taste of the Emperor. The musicians were formed into seven groups, thirty-six of whom are named in abu al-Fal’s work. He was catholic in his choice, for not only were minstrels selected from famed Kashmir and Gwalior, but the best of them came from Herāt and Khwāsān, and they were singers, chanters, and instrumentalists. More than half of these had Muslim names. The Emperor is said to have himself composed two hundred items of music. Among the arts treasures of his day there is one depicting the arrival of Tān Sin at his Court. Abu al-Fal tells us of the widely spread net that was cast to capture the best of vocal music—the dhrupad of Gwalior, the ghazī of the Deccan, the qawwāl and tarāqān of Delhi, the kajri or zīrā of Gujrat, the bangāla of Bengal, and the chākālak of Jāmāpur. Jahān-grī (d. 1607/1627) followed his father in his love of music, his favoured minstrel being Shāqiqi, who sang Hindi and Persian songs in a way that “deceived the rust from human hearts.” There is a portrait of him in Fox Strangways’s Music of Hindustan.113 Many other musicians of Jahāngrī’s Court are mentioned in the Tazaukh-i Jahangīri and the Iqbal Nāma. In the first-named work is described the military band of his Emperor. Shāh Jahnān (d. 1606/1658) made the Court music one of the glories of his reign. It was he who collected the dhrupads of the Gwalior composer Bakhshālī, which numbered one thousand items. On the wedding of his son, Aurangzib (d. 1611/1677), he expended a small fortune on music alone. Abas! when Aurangzib ascended the throne he dispensed with his Court minstrelsy, to the
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dismay of the people at large. Fortunately, Bahādur Shāh (d. 1124/1713) reinstated the musicians and raised them to nanak ranks. By this time, owing to interregnum strife, the great Mughul Empire began its political and cultural decline. Of the state of music in Persia during the eleventh/eleventh century, we know but little save what the pictorial art reveals, although at the brilliant Court of Abbās I (d. 1035/1629) the older instrumental art still held its own.114 Four European travellers—Raphael du Mans, Chardin, Poulet, and later Kaempfer—supply many important details. A picture of the Court minstrels of Sa’d I (d. 1052/1642)—actually portraiture—has been preserved.115 Persia seems to have been less troubled by the objections of the legists to al-andalusi than was the case elsewhere. Perhaps they still remembered Hāfiz who once said: “When the harp is sounding who cares about the objector!” Yet there were some Persians, for example, Muhammad ibn Jallal Rājī (d. 1028/ 1619) and ‘Abd al-Salām ibn ‘Abd al-Rahman (d. 1006/1601), who repudiated for audition, and some of them—Abd Allah Qasimī, Muhammad Sasānī, and the vocalists Hāfiz Dōst Muhammad Khwāżī and Ustād Yānūf Maudī—were registered in the Akbar Nāma. The Court of the renowned Akbar (d. 1605/1565), as described in the Šāh-i Akbar of abu al-Fal, shows how important music was both to the policy and the taste of the Emperor. The musicians were formed into seven groups, thirty-six of whom are named in abu al-Fal’s work. He was catholic in his choice, for not only were minstrels selected from famed Kashmir and Gwalior, but the best of them came from Herāt and Khwāsān, and they were singers, chanters, and instrumentalists. More than half of these had Muslim names. The Emperor is said to have himself composed two hundred items of music. Among the arts treasures of his day there is one depicting the arrival of Tān Sin at his Court. Abu al-Fal tells us of the widely spread net that was cast to capture the best of vocal music—the dhrupad of Gwalior, the ghazī of the Deccan, the qawwāl and tarāqān of Delhi, the kajri or zīrā of Gujrat, the bangāla of Bengal, and the chākālak of Jāmāpur. Jahān-grī (d. 1607/1627) followed his father in his love of music, his favoured minstrel being Shāqiqi, who sang Hindi and Persian songs in a way that “deceived the rust from human hearts.” There is a portrait of him in Fox Strangways’s Music of Hindustan.113 Many other musicians of Jahān-grī’s Court are mentioned in the Tazaukh-i Jahangīri and the Iqbal Nāma. In the first-named work is described the military band of his Emperor. Shāh Jahnān (d. 1606/1658) made the Court music one of the glories of his reign. It was he who collected the dhrupads of the Gwalior composer Bakhshālī, which numbered one thousand items. On the wedding of his son, Aurangzib (d. 1119/1707), he expended a small fortune on music alone. Abas! when Aurangzib ascended the throne he dispensed with his Court minstrelsy, to the

111 Urdu Encyclopedia of Islam, s.v. “Pakistani Music.”
112 Bābur Nāma, tr. A. S. Beveridge, London, 1921, i, p. 422.
113 The Music of Hindustan, Oxford, 1914, p. 83, where he is called “Nunam Khān.”
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the Allepans were "fond of music," and in their performances the instruments generally were well in tune, and ... kept excellent time."

Chapter LVIII
MUSIC (Continued)

C

THE MUSIC THEORISTS

"There is one and the same principle which, if prevailing in the attemped particles of the elements, is equipoise of temperament; if produced in tones is pure and delightful interval; if apparent in gestures is grace; if observable in languages is rhetoric and eloquence; if created in the limbs is beauty; if in the mental faculties is equity."

Jalāl al-Dīn Dāwūdī: Aḥkām-i Jalālī
goat

In addition to those who conceived music to be "like a far" on a sultry day were those to whom it was "like medicine," as we have heard in the opening fanfare to this chapter. That was precisely how the Pythagoreans viewed music, and it was from them that the notions of the "theory of numbers," the "harmony of the spheres," and the "doctrines of the chōs (tūqāšy)" were handed down to Muslim peoples as methodical systems, although the history of the Semitic and Aryan races in pre-Islamic days teems with these beliefs. In fact, the Greeks derived their those on matters from the ancient Semites of Babylonia-Assyria, as shown elsewhere.1 Iamblichus affirms that Pythagoras learnt those secrets from the Chaldean Babylonians, and books on music and arithmetic by Pythagoras were known in Arabia, as were the works of his disciples Iamblichus, Porphyry, Proclus, and Nicomachus.2 Perhaps the first impact came through that pseudo-Aristotelian production known as the "Book of Government" (Kitāb al-Siyāsah), said to have been translated into Arabic, via Syriac, by Yihanna ibn Batriq (dated 390/899), and this is what we read therein on the influence of music and the harmony of the spheres. Mental diseases are amenable to cure by means of musical instruments which convey to the soul the harmonious sounds which are (ultimately) due to the motions of the spheres in their natural movements. When those
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harmonious sounds are interpreted through human agencies, they produce music which is enjoyed by the human soul, because the harmony of the spheres is mirrored in the harmony of man's nature, which is fundamental to life. That work was translated from Arabic into Latin as the Secretum Secretorum about the year 590/1150, and won considerable popularity during the European Middle Ages.3

Following Pythagoras, the cosmic order of things was explained under the proposition that "everything is number," and since mundane music was among the exceptions of numerical proportion, the harmonious order of things covered both melody and rhythm, the various genres of which could banish depression, assuage grief, halt passion, and cure sickness. The theory of numbers fascinated Muslim peoples because, unlike geometry which depended on visual appreciation, it was a purely mental science. The Pythagorean scale in music, which was based on the "theory of numbers," was known quite early to the Persians and the Arabs, and the Khwarizmians even improved on it. Islam having no racial boundaries, the special musical characteristics of the Persian, Arab, Syriac, and Turkoman found open acceptance in the capitals and cities of the Caliphate. Because of these national peculiarities it soon became evident that some sort of fixation of method and system was urgent, and this expedition was brought to fruition by an Arab named Ibn Majhiš (d. c. 97/11) who, having travelled in Syria and Persia and taken lessons from practitioners and theorists, conceived of a system of music theory and a method of practice which were adaptable to existing conditions in Arabic-speaking lands. These, we are told, were adopted generally.4 Thus were the eight Arabic melodic modes (tasbīr) classified in two groups of four each: the first in the course of the mawjūd (i.e., using the major third (408 cents), and the second in the course of the swojt, i.e., using the minor third (394 cents).3 At the same time eight rhythmic modes (tiqūl) were formulated, also in two groups of four each, those numbers being in accordance with cosmic theories. All the song books of the period, from Yūnus al-Kǔthī (d. c. 148/765) to al-Ifṣāhānī (d. 350/967), specify the melodic and rhythmic modes of each song.4 Meanwhile some national singularities had crept into the Pythagorean scale. One was a neutral third (355 cents), i.e., an interval half-way between the major and minor third. It was introduced by a certain lutanist named Zakal (d. 175/781),5 although a somewhat similar three-quarter tone had existed in the pre-Islamic measured pandora (tasbīr miṣrūn).6 Another wayward interval was the Persian minor third (303 cents) which was sharper than the other.

---

2 Iamblichus, De cōmm Pythagorae, iv.
3 Ibn al-Qiftī, p. 259.
5 British Museum MS. Or. 3118, ff. 26v–27v.
7 Al-Ifṣāhānī, lli, p. 84.
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Pythagorean interval (288 cents). and it was these alien intervals which both al-Ifisabi and ibn ‘Abdi Rabbihi blame for the decadence of the pure Arabian music in the third/ninth century. There were many earlier theorists of music, notably Yūnus al-Kātib (d. c. 148765) who wrote a “Book of Melody” (Kīthā al-Najd). That was also the title of a book by al-Khidī (d. 175/791), who also compiled a “Book on Rhythm” (Kīthā al-Jaṣm). He was the “father of prosody.” A more important treatise appears to have been the “Book of Melody and Rhythm” by Ishāq ibn-Manṣūr (d. 386/400), and that was accomplished, says al-Ifisabi, without the author’s knowing an iota of the work of Euclid. None of these works has come down to us, but we know precisely what al-Manṣūr’s theoretical principles were from the Rūsūl of his disciple Ibn al-Munṣūr (d. 300/912).

In the mid-third/ninth century a new world dawned for those interested in that group of sciences as known to the quadrivium, i.e., the “ādām ḥaṭṭāq, ṣumāṭ, which included the theory of music. At the “House of Learning” (Bād al-‘Ummah) in Baghhdad were scholars who had translated the great Greek writers on music into Arabic, including Aristotle, Aristoxenus, Nicomachus, Euclid, Ptolemy, and probably Aristides Quintilianus. The first to avail himself of the new al-Kindi was (d. 300/973), and three or four—out of a dozen—of his works on the subject have been preserved. The entire gamut of the science of music is covered by him in his several extant works, two of which have been translated or extracted. He not only appreciated music as a science for mathematicians and a joy to auditors, but as a prescriptive for physicians to administer to the afflicted mind and body. As de Boer says, al-Kindi applied mathematics to medicine in his theory of compound remedies, like the effect of music on geometrical proportions. Everything within the entire macrocosm was linked together. Each note on a lute was connected with melodic mode (jarqā, rhythm, and sentiment). These, in turn, were combined with the planets, seasons, elements, colours, sounds, and perfumes. In his minute description of the lute—the earliest which we possess—"the four-fold things" dominated all else. There were four strings, tunes in fourths, and four frets. The strings from the lowest to the highest were forby, three-ply, two-ply, and one-ply. His disciples, the Ḥiḡwān al-Safā (fourth century), followed him in most things, but made the strings compounded
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d of 64, 48, 36, and 27 strands respectively. They assigned to every melodic and rhythmic mode a specific influence (ḥikār), a doctrine which held sway in Islamic lands up to the fourteenth/twentieth century. His most illustrious pupil was al-Ṣākhārī (d. 388/980), but his five books on music have not survived. Ṣākhārī ibn Qurrah (d. 286/980) is credited with eight treatises on music, yet not a page has come down to us. Other theorists were Muṣṭafah ibn Talha (d. 299/910), a follower of al-Kindi, ibn Thāhir al-Khādī (d. 300/913), one of the most learned in the philosophy of music, ibn al-Munṣūr (d. 300/912) whose “Treatise on Music” (Rūsūl al-Muṣīqī) still exists, Qasim ibn Luqā (d. 300/912), and abu Bakr al-Rāsi (d. 313/925) who penned a “Book of the Summings-up of Music” (Kīthā fī Jumal al-Maṣāq). The fame of all these was swept aside on the emergence of the “Second Master” (i.e., second only to Aristotle) whose name became known in Europe as Al-Farabi.

Al-Farabi (Alfarabsis) was a Turkmān, although educated in Iraq. Considered chiefly as a philosopher, he also takes front rank as a music theorist, being known especially for his “Major Book on Music” (Kīthā al-Maṣūq al-Ḳal’ār) which was the greatest contribution to the subject up to his time. He tells us that almost all the Greek works on music had been translated into Arabic. Most of those he studied, although he mentions no one by name, save Themistius. Unlike the latter, who was not a practitioner in music, al-Farabi was an instrumental performer, and whilst most of his theoretical discussion was based on Greek authors, on the practical side he supplied original material not to be found elsewhere, especially in his description of the existing instruments of music among the Arabs. Being a good mathematician and physicist, he was fully equipped to deal with speculative theory (al-naṣāri). Although indebted to the Greeks, he avoided their errors in that he did not agree that sound is heard in air to a less degree than in air, nor that wool when struck produces no sound, as Aristotle tells us. Neither did al-Farabi repeat the blunder of Nicomachus that Pythagoras discovered the concomitances by comparing the weight of the hammers in the smith’s shop, a legend repeated by Guinartius and Boethius. His treatment of the influence (ḥikār) of music leaves the Greeks and al-Kindi far behind, as one would readily see from a naturalistic philosopher.

14 Ibn al-Nadim, pp. 43, 141, 145.
15 Al-Ifisabi, v, p. 52.
19 W. Abiwardt, Dioscorides:..., 1830, f. 25.
20 Ibn al-Safā, i, p. 98.
21 Ibn al-Nadim, p. 262.
22 Ibn al-Qifti, pp. 117–18, 120; ibn abi Uṣīibā’ī, p. 121.
23 Al-Ifisabi, viii, p. 43.
24 British Museum MS., Or. 2361, f. 320v.
26 Ibn abi Uṣīibā’ī, p. 220.
28 De Animae, 419b.
29 M. Mochon, Antique musicus extantum scriptum, Leipzig, 1862, pp. 10–11.
30 Ibid., pp. 13–14; Boethius, De Institutione Musicae, Leipzig, 1867, iib, i, cap. 10.
Further east was Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-Khwarizmi (d. c. 370/980) who was in the service of the vizier of the Sāmānids, Nisib II. He compiled an encyclopedic “Keys to the Sciences” (Ma‘ārif al-‘Uljām), one key of which unlocked the door of music.26 Another scientist, abu al-Hāfīd (d. 385/ 996), penned a “Compendium of the Science of Rhythm” (Makhtûs fi Fann al-Iqā).27 While in distant Muslim Spain a “Treatise on the Composition of Melodies” (Risāla fī Taḥlīl al-‘Abbās) was produced by ‘All ibn Sa‘d al-Andalusī (fourth/eighth century).28 The contemporary Ikhwān al-Safa have been signalized already, especially in their spiritual approach to music. Yet they were well versed in the science of acoustics. One recalls how the famous German physicist Helmoltz argued that musical tones are distinguished by their force, pitch, and quality, and that the going of a mechanical tons increases and diminishes with the amplitude of the oscillations of the particles of the sounding body.30 Preece and Stroh questioned that definition saying that loudness does not result from amplitude of vibration only, but that it also depends upon the quantity of air in vibration— as the Dīnārī Na‘mīn al-‘A‘lā by his pupil abu ‘Ubayd al- Junaydī.31 Another of his disciples was abu Manṣūr ibn Zaydāh (d. 440/1048), whose “Book of Sufficiency on Music” (Kitāb al-Kāf fi al-Maṣāji‘) is even more valuable than the above treatises of Ibn Sīna. Although Baron d’Erlanger thought otherwise, it contains much material not to be found elsewhere, especially on the practical art of music, and also passages from a treatise by al-Kindī which has not been known hitherto.32

Strange to say, al-Kindī had written a work entitled “The Book on the Division of the Canon” (Risāla fi Qisṭa al-Qāda), which might have been a commentary on Eudocius’ Sectio Canonis since we know that he was acquainted with that book.33 Yet it was not until the emergence of a scientist of the eminence of ibn al-Hajjām (d. 430/1039) that we do find a “Commentary on the Canon of Eudocius” (Sharh Qatāda ‘Uṣlādā‘), together with a “Discourse on the Commentary on the Harmonic” (Majhāla fī Sharh al-Jamā‘īnātī), the latter being probably the Introductio Harmonica of Chonoles.34 A far more remarkable book was ibn al-Hajjām’s “Treatise on the Influence of Melodies on the Souls of Animals” (Risāla fi Ta‘āṣrār al-Lu‘lūk al-Maṣī‘īyāt fī al-Nafṣ al-‘Ammārīyyāt).35 Unfortunately, we do not know its scope of inquiry because the ruthless hand of time seems to have erased it. Yet it dealt with a set of phenomena which had long enticed the minds of Muslim peoples—the phenomena that the camel’s pace could be hastened or retarded by music’s power; that horses could be persuaded to drink by its use; that

27 Al-‘Aṣila, Durr al-Najmī, in Dabbāshīn Dārūr, 1949, p. 93.
32 Incidentally, Aristoteles (De Anima, 420a) said, “Not every object produces sound when struck. On the contrary, the object must be malleable,” hence “bronce is resonant because it is smooth.” The Ikhwān al-Safa say: “Smooth objects give smooth sounds whilst rough objects give rough sounds.”
36 H. G. Farmer, Sources, pp. 41–43; British Museum MS. Or. 2361, f. 273.
40 Ibn abī ʿUsfahān, ii, p. 97.
regales could be charmed and stilled; and that birds could be lured by its potency. Nor should we forget the Andalusian lexicographer Ibn Siddah (d. 458/1066) whose Kitab al-Mu‘askar contains several sections on music and musical instruments. There were other famous men of Muslim Spain who “hit the mark”—as the Arabs say—in the science of music, although some of them, owing to the intolerance of the Berber legislators, sought other lands where their gifts were appreciated. One of these was Abu al-Salt Umayyah al-Andalusi (d. 639/1243) who went to Egypt. He not only excelled as a music theorist but as a practical musician as well. His “Treatise on Music” (Risalah fi al-Ma‘ṣīq) must have been an important work since it was translated into Hebrew, and quoted by Profiat Dura. An outline of its contents has been given in English. His compositions appear to have had some influence in North Africa. The learned philosopher Ibn Bajaah (d. 533/1138) compiled a “Book of Music” (Kitab al-Ma‘ṣīq) which, says Ibn Sa‘id al-Magribi, was as famed in Western Islamic lands as was al-Farabi’s book in Eastern Islamic lands. He also contributed a “Book of the Soul” (Kitab al-Nafs), doubtless a commentary on Aristotle’s De Anima, which deals with the sense of hearing (al-sam) and the physical base of sound (naf). Another Andalusian savant was ibn al-Haddad (d. 607/1210). He wrote a work, entitled by Custoi as Musica Disciplina, without giving the Arabic equivalent. Better known was ibn Bajah (d. 593/1198) famed in European books as a philosopher and commentator. In his “Commentary on Aristotle’s De Anima” (Sherh fi al-Nafs li Aristofeelo) he naturally treats of the spherical propagation of sound, which was not touched upon by European writers until Michael Scot translated it into Latin which version was printed in 877/1472. In the Near and Middle East, the names of theorists of music crop up in the pages of cultural history. Abu al-Hakam al-Baladhi (d. 650/1253) was highly esteemed as a mathematician and scientist at Baghda and Damascus. His work on music was “well known.” More renowned was ibn al-Numaqqah al-Baghdadi (d. 674/1275). In “In dim ‘al-μaṣīq he was the tutor of Yahya
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al-Bayḍā‘ who was in the service of the Ayyābid Sultan Sāliḥ al-Dīn (d. 591/1193). Muhammad ibn abī al-Hakam (d. 576/1180), a son of Bāihil, too “had knowledge of the science of music,” in addition to being a good practitioner in it. At the Najmānīyah College at Baghda was Kamāl al-Dīn ibn Manṣūr (d. 501/1106); he was “without a rival” in astronomy, music, and menura tion. Then there was ‘Alam al-Dīn Qajar (d. 640/1241), the “great master of the age in all the mathematical sciences,” a pupil of Kamāl al-Dīn. ‘Umar ibn ‘Umar says that ‘Alam al-Dīn was particularly distinguished for his profound knowledge of music. Further East there arose Fakhār al-Dīn Rāzī (d. 606/1209), whose “Assembling of the Sciences” (Jami‘ al-‘ilm), an extremely useful encyclopedia, contains a chapter in nine sections on the theory of music. In some respects he was quite an original thinker. There is also a small tract on music by Naṣr al-Dīn al-Tūsī (d. 672/1274) preserved at Paris, which, however, contains only the elements of the theory of music. A really important work is one by al-Hāsin ibn Ahmad ibn ‘Ali al-Khāṣ (d. 695/1293) entitled “The Portion of Knowledge in Music” (Kamāl al-Adh al-‘Imān), the solitary manuscript copy of which is to be found in Constantinople. It contains forty sections (abwāl) and covers the entire field of music. Finally came the famous Ja‘far ibn al-Dīn ‘Abd al-Mu‘min al-Ummawi al-Baghdadi (d. 695/1294). He was the author of “The Book of Musical Modes” (Kitab al-Adwā‘) and “The Sharafīn Treatise on Musical Proportion” (Risalah al-Sharafīn fi al-Na‘ab al-Tafṣīfīn), which revolutionized the science of music in the Near and Middle East. He took the scale of the old Khurāsānian pandora (janbūr) Khurāsānī and used its intervallus progression of limma, limma, comma, i.e., 90, 90, 180 cents, as the basis for what came to be called the “Systematic” theory. The German savant Kiesewetter called him the “Zarathus of the Orient,” whilst the English musicologist Sir Hubert Parry considered the new scale to be “the most perfect ever devised.” Riemann, the music historian, shows that it gives consonances purer than those of the European tempered scale, whilst Helmholz, the physicist, considered that the theories were “note worthy in the history of the development of music.” It spread far and wide, and was accepted by Qūḥ al-Dīn al-Shīrāzī (d. 710/1310), the author of the
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had greatly influenced Turkey, which was by this time beginning its political domination of the Near East. Arabic culture still held literary sway in Syria, Egypt, and Iraq. A Turkish writer, Khrîr ibn 'Abd Allah, had written a treatise on the "Musical Modes" (Musârârât al-Musârârât) for Sultan Murad II, in which he mentions al-Fârâbî, 'Abd al-Mu'min, Ploemey, Niomochas and a certain 'Abd al-Azîz al-Kirmânî as his authorities,13 while another Turkish author, Ahmad Oghu'l Shâkir Allah compiled a book based on the Persian "Treasure-House of Rarities" (Kanz al-Tadbîrî) written in the previous century.14 Al-Lâdhîjî (d. 900/1494) dedicated his Arabic "Treatise of the Conquest on Music" (Risâlah al-Fâlfiyyah fi al-Mustâfâ) to the Turkish Sultan Bayazid II.15 Meanwhile ibn Khâlidî (d. 808/1406) had written in the famous "Introduction" (Musâbqât al-Ishârât) to his universal history the "Book of Examples" (Khânîh al-Ishârât) with its chapter on music. More important, to the theory and practice of music, was a treatise by al-Mârîdînî (d. 900/1496) called the "Introduction to the Theory and Canons of Melodies" (Musâbqât al-Ishârât al-Musûbqât). The same writer published a "Commentary on Râzî's Works on the Melodic Modes" (Urûzâkh fi Sharh al-Naghmât).16 In fact, verse had become a popular—although not a perspicacious—medium for that subject. More satisfying was an anonymous treatise entitled "The Advantage in the Arrangement of the Melodies upon the Times and the Zodiac\" (Fîrâdâh fi Tarîkh al-Musûbqât 'âla al-Aghâm u-l-Aburî). This reveals that the old concept in the influence (khâtâr) of the heavenly spheres was still as strong as ever.17 This is also most apparent from the "Treatise Concerning the Knowledge of the Melodies" (Risâlah fi Ilm al-Musûbqât) by ShâhÎ al-Dîn al-Ajamî (ninth/eleventh century).18 On the purely instrumental side is a "Survey of the Concerns and Anxieties in the Explanation of the Instruments of Music" (Musâbqat al-Rasmîn wa-l-Khâröd fi Sharh al-'Ud al-Tarbî), a most important treatise on music and instruments in the ninth/eleventh-century Egypt, quoting many unknown authorities—Tâqî al-Dîn Muhammad ibn 'Abd ar-Râfiq (or Fârâbî), Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn Ayyûbâl Khâmîrînî, and others. The only MS. available of this book is in Constantinople.19 The names quoted reveal men of Turkomân origin. Two others of that stigma who were music theorists were Sâd al-Dîn Kamnârî (ninth/eleventh century) who wrote a book on the harp (zârîq) in the form of a dialogue between master and pupil, and a Fârâbî al-Dîn al-Khânîjâdî (tenth/eleventh century) who penned a clever criticism (bakshîh) of Sâd al-Dîn 'Abd al-Mu'min.

---

13 J. G. L. Kosegarten, Alî Târifâmânî's Liber Cantilenarum, Grævodæae, 1840, p. 36.
15 H. d'Esclanger, op. cit., iv, p. 239.
17 H. G. Farmer, Sources, p. 66.
18 Ibid., p. 58.
19 W. Alkbeareh, op. cit., 5534.
20 H. G. Farmer, Sources, p. 59.
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With the dawn of the tenth/twelfth century came the domination of the Ottoman Turks from Kūrtānā to Algeria, and within those boundaries the theory and science of music fell into desuetude. The compendiums of the sciences, which almost always include music, were current—the older Ṣaḥīḥ al-Qāidah of al-Afdānī (d. 749/1348), the Muḥaddith al-Uṣūm of al-Jurjānī (d. 816/1413), the Unmazīn al-Uṣūm of al-Fanārī (d. 939/1535), and the later Muḥaddith al-Saʿīdah of Thakhiprīzīd (d. 968/1560) dealt with the subject, but in this last work most of it was borrowed from older compendia. A certain Shams al-Dīn al-Ṣaqqārī al-Dimashqī wrote a treatise called “The Book Concerning the Acquisition of the Melodies” (Ḳiṣṣat al-Maʿrīs al-Anghīmā). Like several other such treatises of the period, it was in verse, and it revealed a notation device for notation by means of a stare of eight or so lines. Another tract in rāṣīj verse was by Nasīr al-Dīn al-Aṣ̄ājī. Two others in rhymed prose have come down to us. A really solid work of that century was “The Treatise of the Discoverer in the Science of the Melodies” (Risālah al-Rāṣīj fī Ḥamāh al-Anghīmā) by Ḥasan al-Muṣaffar al-Ḥāshī. While in Morocco, Ibn al-Warshātī (d. 956/1549) contributed a valuable work on “The Nature, Elements, and Modes” (Ṭabīb, Ṭabīb, wa Ṭabīb). In the eleventh/seventeenth century there lived a certain b. ʿIṣāmī (d. c. 1103/1990) who was the teacher of another music theorist Muḥammad ibn Tāṣīb al-ʿAlāmī (d. 1136/1722), the author of “The Companion of the Performer” (al-ʿAnṣār al-Maṣrīr), also of Moroccan origin. (Then there was a “Book of the Combinations in the Science of Music and the Modes” (Ḳiṣṣat al-Jāmūs fī Ḥamāh al-Aṣwāṭ al-Tawb) by Abū al-Rahmān al-Ṭūsī (d. 1068/1851). It must be remembered that Morocco, like Muslim Spain, ignored the scale of the “Systematists,” and followed the old Arabian musical scale on the Pythagorean scale with the occasional intrusion of Zulkadān neutral third (355 cents). In Persia the scale of the “Systematists” was used in the eleventh/seventeenth century, the chief authority being abu al-Wafī ibn Saʿīd. Here, treatises on music abounded, although some of them were trivial in comparison with those of the glorious past. One is named “The Teaching of the Modes” (Ṭabīb al-Najmāt; another is the “Treatise on the Science of Music” (Risālah al-Uṣūm al-Muḥadditha); a third named “Concerning the Science of Music” (Dar Ḥamāh al-Muḥadditha); and lastly “The Exquisite
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Pearl in the Art of Music” (Durr al-Naqī fī Fawād al-Muḥaddith). The last was by Ahmad al-Muslim al-Mansūrī (d. 1100/1737), but it was in Arabic, having been derived from the Persian work of Abū al-Muḥīn al-Ṭabībī. In Muslim India where Persian, Khurāsānī, and Turkomān musicians were favoured side by side with those of India, it is obvious that the former musicians, trained in an art that was in many respects different from that of the Aryan peoples of India, took direction from such books on the theory of music as were known in Persian, just as the Indian musicians turned to Sanskrit sources of information. We know of two Persian books on music theory that were dedicated to the Emperor Akbar (d. 1601/1655). They were the “Excellents of the Modes” (Ṭabīb al-ʿAdīr) by Ṣayyid Ṣāḥib ibn Ṣāfī al-Ḥaqqī and the “Treatise on the Science of Music” (Risālah dar Ḥamāh al-Maṣrīr) by Ghayyib ibn Dāʾūd al-Ṭabībī. An Amir at the Court of Aurangzib named Shāh Qabīl ibn Abū al-Jalāl al-Ḥaqqī, called Dīyānāt Khaṭān, caused a collection to be made of Arabic and Persian treatises on music of such authors as al-Kīndī, ibn al-Munajjīm, al-Faṭḥī, ibn Sīnā, ibn Zalaḥ, Ṣāfī al-Dīn Abū al-Muḥīn, and also of many later writers, whose works he himself had collated. Two Persian writers appear to have made translations or adaptations from Sanskrit treatises. One was entitled Sīrāj Dārāsī issued by a certain Faqīr Allah in about the year 1673/1682. Another was Kāthā Ṣaadīqī written by Mirza Ḥusayn Ẓamīr (d. c. 1099/1689), praised by Ṣāḥib Khān Lothī. A third book was “The Excellent Thing of Hinduism” (Ṭabīb al-Hindī) by Mirza Ḥusayn Muḥammad ibn Fāqīr al-Dīn and was dated 1099/1757. Tawād Muḥammad Khānī wrote about playing the lūn in his Risālah dar ʿAṣrul Bīn wa Ṭabīb al-Rāṣīj, while abu al-Ḥasan Qasīr contributed a book called “The Knowledge of the Melodies” (Maṣrīr al-Anghīmā). 123 124

D INFLUENCE

“The neighbour is thy teacher.”

An Arabic Proverb.

As mentioned elsewhere, the ancient Near and Middle East had been influencing Greece and Rome from time immemorial. With the dawn of Islam, this stimulation from the Orient increased by leaps and bounds, as the Muslims were on European soil from the second/eighth century in the Iberian Peninsula, and from the ninth/ fifteenth century in the Balkans. Culturally,
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the former impact was a widespread blessing, not only to Spain and Portugal but also to the rest of Europe. The Arabs and Moors comprised some one-tenth of the population of the Iberian Peninsula, and its treated classes were *facies princeps* in all that concerned art, literature, and science. It is not at all surprising that this newly imposed civilization from the East should have captivated all eyes, ears, and minds. What we owe to Arabic authors in literature, science, and philosophy, and to Islamic artisans in architecture and the minor arts has been detailed at some length elsewhere in the present work. 188 Europe’s indebtedness to music in Muslim Spain and Portugal has been the favourite theme of the present writer for many years.189 Of its more general diffusion, a further endeavour should be made to indicate the primus mobile which induced other lands to take this exotic art to their hearts.

To the peoples of Islam, music was not merely a diversion of the privileged classes, but the heritage of all, and was, therefore, part and parcel of the social life of the whole community, as the Egyptians had thought.190 That was what the peoples of the Iberian peninsula found to be the case with the Moors. Of the music of this land before the Muslim invasion in 91–93/710–712 we know very little. It is true that we read of Isidore of Seville (d.10/830) whose influence on medieval culture has been lauded to the skies.191 But what Isidore tells us about music in his *Origines sine Etnologiarum* does not enlighten us on contemporary music, since almost everything that he has collected under that heading is derived from alien and earlier sources, as Migne has shown.192 In the “Codex Toledoensis” (second/eighth century) of Isidore’s *Etnologiae*, we have marginalia in Arabic. One may ask why? The answer is that the educated classes in Christian Spain found that the acquisition of that language opened up a new world to them in the arts, sciences, and literature, and in the year 188/804, Arabic was in official use in charters and canonical decrees.193 That Bishop Alvarus of Cordova (third/ninth century) was lamenting the spread of Arabic culture and learning to the detriment of the Christian Scriptures, shows which way the wind was blowing.194 It is in iconography, perhaps, that the earliest Moorish influence in music may be ascribed to, for example, in the S. Mclard *Evangeliorum* second/eighth century, the *Pater Noster Aureum* (third/ninth century), and in the miniatures

187 C. Canuel, *San Isidoro, exposición de sus ... influencia en la civilización española*, Seville, 1897.
190 Music (Continued)
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(fourteenth/tenth century) reproduced by M. Serrano Fatigati,195 all of which show long-necked pandores and other instruments, including large and small rebecks.196 Some of these necked instruments, such as the lute and pandore, had frets (d正是) on the finger-board, which fixed the Arabs/Fyttaghorean scale with absolute precision. Prior to that, European musicians had to depend on their ears alone while tuning strings and “stopping” notes. Here is a list of Spanish instruments with their Moorish originals named in parentheses: astambor (al-trambur), land (al-leid), rabe (rabū), canon (qanun), azahaba (al-zabibah), abigon (al-būqī), annail (al-na‘īf), soujass de azarar (mawāl al-zābir), and atambal (al-tabīl). All of these instruments may be seen in the miniatures of the *Canones de Santa María de Alfonso el Sabio* (d. 682/1284),197 whilst the *Libro de Buen Amor* of Juan Ruiz (d. c. 747/1950) makes distinction between Spanish and Moorish instruments such as the *guitars moriscas and the guitars latinae*. One is, therefore, not surprised to find Rafael Mitjana, the Spanish writer of Oriental civilization, so rich and so exuberant... imprinting an indelible mark on so many examples of Spanish art, and more especially upon music.198 The Spanish population, seeing how universal and attractive Moorish music and song were among its people, soon became as ardent auditors and practitioners as the Muslims themselves, and gathered to the “leila” (Ar. *Ilaya*) and “zamba” (Ar. *zamak*) of the latter to hear their “cañas” (al-مَشسَنَة), “hunid” (Ar. *hunid*), and “anxitr” (Ar. *anākid*), since the Moorish “saxiray” fascinated their ears, and the “mouricas” tempted their feet. So ravished by enthusiasm were the Spaniards with such displays that they were led in excitement to cry “algazara” or “alacrid” in admiration. These words are but the Arabic *al-gazarah* (napijron) or al-alvej (amplitudo). One may still hear cries of “Ole, Ole” (Allah, Allah), punctuating the performance of a “cante hondo” in modern Spain, when an audience is carried away by the clever ornamentation (Ar. *takrib*) or the melody by a singer or a player.199 As Professor J. B. Trend says, “this tendency to profuse ornamentation is seen in every form of art, whether cultivated or popular, and it... undoubtedly goes back to the time of the Moors.”200 Among the dances the “mouricas” was much favored by the Spaniards and the Portuguese, and in the sports and pastimes of the latter the Moorish influence is quite patent.201 Joy as well as thanksgiving was at its height during the great Muslim festivals, and

that the dance was given recognition on such occasions seems very probable because the Portuguese had a dance called the "marchachim," which may be the Arabic mawahim, the name of the six Muslim festivals, as we know from Ibn Battutah and al-Masquer. On the other hand, Pedro de Alcalá (911/1505) gives a word mawajizik the plural of which is mawajizik (mascarelo con castelada), which Doxy and Engelmann link up with "les matachines," a troop of four, six, or eight persons who performed a clownish dance. This word is claimed to be derived from the Arabic madāmarījān (maskad people). That leads us to the Spanish words "masauran" (actor) and "zaharron" (merry andrew), which are the Arabic makhabarah (cause of laughter) and makharah (scouter). Another figure of entertainment was the Spanish "nabarrach," who was no other than the Moorish gujarã (buffoon). It was the arts of these people which captivated the Moors and the Iberians alike, and their influence spread abroad at the hands of the wandering minstrels.

It was these minstrels who were the real disseminators of music during the Middle Ages. For, as Nobmann says, they were carrying new themes from one people to another, as well as many "an original and singular rhythm." This latter would have far-reaching effect, as we shall see presently. Even the Aragones de Hita (eighth/nineteenth century) realised that it was not the bowed instruments which typified the exotic Moorish rhythms, but the plectrum-struck lute and pandore. The other feature of that Oriental art was the mellismas or embroidery of the melody by Muslim singers and players, which Professor Trend has well compared with the arabesque in Mudjar art. The Spanish Courts were well supplied with Muslim players and singers, as the official records testify; even their names have been registered. That the wandering minstrel class contained a fair sprinkling of Moors, there is some evidence. It is probable that the long hair, painted faces, and gaudy raiment were prompted by Oriental minstrels, and the Spanish "morcusa," already mentioned, with greldes on the dancer's legs, and the "hobby horse," both borrowed from the Moors, inveigled the ears and eyes of audiences. The
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karaq or hobby-horse of the Moors and its impediments of bells (javājil) are mentioned at all events as far back as Jafar (d. 1107/1228) and have also been described by Ibn Khaldun. Let us turn to the diffusion of these arts.

Some of the external features of the music of the Basques reveal a Moorish tinge. Their "marchakos," which was danced by young men armed with batons, immediately suggests that the original was the Arabic mawrak (bristling with arms). In Catalonia, there was a dance which specialized the water flagon called "almarraz," which was the Moorish al-marahkāth. That feature was dropped about 1215/1800. The Basque "sortico," also common in Spain, has a time measure of "five-eighth," which immediately reminds one of the Moorish suqā'ir rhythm. P. Deon shows us that the "sortico" does not represent the musical basis of the Basque people. In other words, it is an exotic plant, reared among the Moors. Among the most popular of the Basque folk instruments are the "alboka" and "astalba," the originals of which are to be sought in al-fas in al-jallad of the Moors. Geiser still is the Moorish influence in the Basque "zamalain" to which the people still skip about, little suspecting that it is the Arabic zāmil al-sain (gala limping horse), the English "hobby-horse." All of these notoriety devices soon spread over the Spanish and Portuguese border, as the French, Italian, and English languages and customs reveal; some of them are to be found even today in Pyrenean provinces in something akin to their pristine character. One recalls that the tambourine made its entry into Western Europe as the "tambour de Basque" and "tambour de Biscaye." Jean Poussin, in his entrancing book on the Chansons populaires des Pirenes françaises, shows how the popular song of some regions in France has been influenced by the Oriental art, and in his own particular sphere of research he hears and sees quite definitely the Moorish pattern. Among his numerous examples is the "mouchion" of Bearn, which is the warlike Basque dance "mitchikoa." One of the Pyrenean song-dances is a kind of "brailas" called the "ramoset," which had its origin in Toulouse in the sixteenth/seventh century. There it fell into desuetude, although it may still be heard in the mountains of Foix. Could these binary measured song-dances owe their name to the Moorish rural? Yet the inherent wandering propensity of folk music is notorious, and one example of this is the Bulgarian rhythm "asahk," which is to be found in a Basque instrumental tune. Its paternity is traceable to the Turkish agapp, a syn movement.

In France, iconography supplies the clearest evidence of the Moorish and Saracen influence in musical instruments, whilst its literature clinches that
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certainty.139 The Moorish šd, rubāb, ġūnūn and ṣadūr, appear in the seventh
thirteenth century as the “lens” (lath), “rubeb,” “miṣāqīn” and “mandore”: the
Spanish “guitars morisco” of Juan Ruiz (eighth/nineteenth century), the
“mocarče” of Guillaume de Meclat (c. 743/1342) in France. With these
came the Saracen naqādīn, šāb, and ṣādūr— the last meaning really “a
drummer”— which were Gallicized into “nugasure” (nacaire), “labor” and
“taheban.” Later, the French adopted the Persian faṣāb as the “timbalie”
in 876/1471.140 French minstrels were welcomed at the Spanish Courts,141 and
these as well as the perigrinating type were the means by which these Moorish
instruments and music were spread abroad. The Spanish “morriscas” was
danced in France as the “moresque,” whilst “les matalchins” were “les mat-
sassigns” of that land, all of whom were “masquisite,” as did the Moorish maqṣūrān. As
late as Thibaut Arbeau (997/1580), the French “Morris Dancers,” i.e.,
“Moorish Dancers,” were putting dye on their faces.142 He calls the “matalchins”
by the name “les bouffons” (Ar. mahmarūt). The troubadour problem in relation to
the Moorish influence has been the arena of fierce conflict since the days of Huys’ Origine Fabularum Romanis-
sium (1105/1162), as the present writer has shown elsewhere.143 The discovery
by Lévi-Provençal in 1784/1844 that the fifth song in Jeanne’s Les Chansons
de Guillaume IX was not only inaccurately transcribed but that its final lines
were actually pure Arabic,144 was a veritable bombshell to the secton. Whether
the troubadours actually borrowed their form and material from the Moorish
mubār (minstrel) or not, they certainly had the opportunity to do so.145 Indeed
it is not improbable that the Provençal word “trovador” was coined from the
Arabic tarrbār (tarab = “to rejoice”; tarbā = “to sing”).146 The orthodox
explanation of the word is that it issued from the Provençal verb “trobar”
(French “touvoir”) meaning “to find.” If that be so, it was a very lucky
“find,” seeing that it gave birth to the verse of the troubadours. Joseph
Anglade says147 that the “ trovador” who lived at the princely Courts was
known as a “segrier,” a name which was no more than the Moorish saḥīb.148 On
the other hand, Menédez Pidal believes that the “segrier” belonged to a
class between the “ trovador” and the “julgar.”149 In Pedro de Alcalá (915/
1069), the “ trovador” equates with the Moorish ṣḥīr (poet) nashīn (boon
138 R. Wright, Dictionnaire des instruments de musique, London, 1941, pp. 100,
104, 108, 140.
139 Ibid., pp. 112, 163, 171.
143 Archivos, Lettres, 1921, i, pp. 201–11.
144 A. J. Denomy, “Concerning the Accessibility of Arabic Influence in the
Earliest Provençal Troubadours,” in Medieval Studies, Toronto, 1953, xv.
145 T. A. Arnold and A. Guillaume, op. cit., 1931, pp. 17, 373.
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companions), and adīb (scholar).148 There can be little doubt that the Moorish
mawṣūh-hāšākh and sajāj, which were popular verse forms as old as the fourth/
thirteenth century, were the mould from which much of the poetry of the trou-
badours sprang, as Ribera has claimed.149 Even the scenes and dramatic person-
ages of that poetry revolve with the Orient. If they could borrow those features, why
could not the melodies which enhanced that verse be also copied? In truth,
they were almost inseparable. Even if the troubadours could not grasp
the significance of the Arabic language they could at least seize the prosodical
structure, the melody of which would be transfixed in their ears with cer-
tainty. In any case, they had their “julgar” who attended them ostensibly
for that purpose. Some of the later works of that early troubadour, Guilla-
ume IX (6th/seventh century), “can be explained only by maqṣūr-
shaḥān and sajāj,” as Nykl insists, and he says of the later Marcabur that his
two contrem (Ar. zarār) were, “in all likelihood, made upon an Andalusian-
Arabic melody.”150 What we do know for certainty is that the Spanish “entrí-
bito” and “alanda” equate precisely with the Moorish mubār and ṣaddū. What
is stranger still is the literal identity between the Latin musical term “con-
ductus” and the Arabic majnūn, although we may not at present be able to
pin the likeness down to precise identity of usage.151

Concerning the famous Cantigas de Santa María of Alphonzo X (δ. 683/
1284), the miniatures of which present us with delineations of many Moorish
instruments, Julian Ribera has made wide claims for the Moorish influence in
both the melodic and in the rhythmic structure of that work.152 As his interpre-
tation of the latter does not agree with the Arabian rhythms of the third/
seventh to the fifth/eleventh century examples known to us,153 that part of his
cladization is suspect, whilst his transcription of the melodies has been disputed
by many.154 On the other hand, the literary material which he amasses is
extremely valuable to all who are interested in the problem. Yet the failure
of Ribera, in the circumstances mentioned, does not validate the sweeping
statements of Higini Anglés that there is not the slightest trace of an Arabian
(Moorish) influence in the melodies of the Cantigas.155 Others of the anti-
Moorish influence party are more guarded in their utterances, since they
admit that because there is no contemporary Moorish music available there
can be no absolute proof either “for” or “against” that thesis. They evidently
know the reason why there was no written contemporary Moorish music,

140 A. H. Nik, Hispano-Arabic Poetry and Its Relation with the Old Provençal
Troubadours, Baltimore, 1949, Chap. vii.
78–87.
144 Notably Higini Anglés.
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seeing that the pious Cardinal Ximenes, according to his biographer Robles, committed a million Arabic manuscripts to the flames,18 believing, as the late Reynold A. Nicholson has said, that he could "annihilate the record of seven centuries of Muhammadan culture in a single day." Spanish composers of the standing of Pedrell and Falla are outstanding opponents of the claims for a Moorish influence. The former asserts that Spanish music "owes nothing essential" to the Moors,180 but takes care not to define what he means by "essential." He prefers to acknowledge a Byzantine influence but does not quote documentary evidence which he and others demand the pre-Moorish advocates should exhibit. In fact, there are no Byzantine documents of the pre-Moorish days that authenticate his contention. Falla makes a different approach. He acknowledges the Oriental strain in his national music, but he attributes that feature to the "gipsies."181 In other words, a handful of unctuous gipsies, who entered Spain not earlier than 846/1442, are to be credited with having exerted a more predominant influence on Spanish music than a million Arabs and Moors whose ancestors occupied the Iberian peninsula so far back as 94-95/1212-13, without including the countless Moarabes, Mudéjares, and Mooriscos, who had adopted the Arabic and Moorish mode of life. The fact is that Spain is compelled to face the question of the Oriental strain in her national music as exhibited in the "cante hondo" and "flamenco," but dare not acknowledge the influence of Islamic peoples. Jean Senet says of the "cante hondo" that it "is certainly of Oriental origin,"182 while Raoul Lappart states that the "very special mentalité of the 'flamencos' goes back, according to the hypothesis most justified, to the domination of the Moors."183 Fortunately, there have been and are men of the stature of Menéndez Pelayo,184 Mitjana Gordon,185 Menéndez Pidal,186 Riba,187 and Nyk188 who recognize clearly the Moorish influence as they would the sun at noon-day. The Moorish influence spread quite generally into Italy, where such instruments as the "linto," "rebeca," "canone," "tambura," "tubulo," and "sacchera," as well as such terms as "maschera" and "matassòno" reveal their ancestry. Of course, the definitely Oriental Courts of Frederick II (d. 648/1250) and Manfred (d. 665/1266) at Palermo and Naples had their quota of
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"Saracen" minstrels and dancing-girls.189 A glance at medieval documents enables one to note the frequent appearance of Italian minstrels at Spanish Courts and vice versa,190 all of which conduces towards the interchange of alien ideas in music, including that of the Moors, which was poles austral from that of Europe proper. The Sicilian instruments of the period are displayed on woodwork screens of the sixteenth/seventeenth century at Palermo, while those delineated by Fra Angelica, Bellini, and Montagna (ninth/eleventh century) are quite revealing of the Oriental influence in their ornamentation as well as in their shape.191 It was here that the mounted men-at-arms of the English condottiere, Sir John Hawkwood (d. 706/1394), were using a nascairo which was, of course, the Arabic nassáro. Meanwhile the Crusaders had returned from Palestine with nothing but Moorish music. Previously they only used trumpets (tubas, lútras) and horns (corns, bucchinae), whereas the Saracens were equipped not only with trumpets (asúrf, karnáî) and horns (bághíl), but also with large (bášál), medium (nassáro), and small (qalú) kettle-drums, to get which they had to entice the Moors. The Venus, however, who were used not merely for signalling but to create fear and dismay among the Christian army,192 It is generally believed that the cylindrical bore "trump" of Richard Coeur de Lion, first heard of in 587/1191, was borrowed from the Saracens.193 With the latter the military band was a distinct unit known as the tabl lhlísh or "Drum House" which was drawn up with the standards away from the actual conflict, where it played incessantly during the battle for tactical purposes. In times of peace it was the function of the tabl lhlísh to perform the five-fold nsháb for the Caliph and the three-fold nasba for princes or governors. Generals, according to their rank, were allotted a specific number of players, although only the highest of the Amirs were allowed kettle-drummers.194 Europe adopted all these customs, and up to the thirteenth/nineteenth century the various ranks of European generals could be determined by observing the musical honours bestowed on them.195 In Britain we observe the Oriental current flowing, presumably via France, as one sees in the word "mattachin," the dance in which a duel was fought with wooden swords typifying the struggle between the Christians and the

183 E. de Robles, Las Vidas y feehadías del Cardenal Ximenes, Toledo, 1904, p. 194.
185 Carmen musical popular español, Vallad, 1919, p. 60, 64.
188 A. Lavignac, op. cit., p. 2594.
189 Anologia de postas llicencas, Madrid, 1903, ii, p. 68.
189 Josep juglarros e juglarros, Madrid, 1921.
189 La Musica arabe medievo y su influencia en la Española, Madrid, 1927.
189 C. James, The Regimental Companion, London, 1796, p. 197. It is possible that the term for a bearer of trumpets, "tambor," is but a metathesis of the Arabic anafir (trumpet).
Moor. Here it was dubbed the "Morris Dance," but, as Brand points out, "the genuine morisco was very different from the European Morris." Each of the performers being a "masker" (Ar. masahlab), they painted their faces and were masked. A folk-song and dance authority of today, Mazo Karpelos, dismisses the Moorish origin of the British "Morris Dance" by saying it "is now discredited"—by whom, we are not told. Such English authorities as Thomas Blount, Joseph Strutt, and John Brand had no doubts about its Oriental origin, and anyone who has seen the "lolly-hood" and knows its history will scarcely be convinced by the latest heresy. "Moor's garments" are specified in English documents as early as 914/1008 just as "Turk's garments" for kettle-drums were mentioned a century later, the reason being obvious in both cases. With the general infiltration of Moorish instruments came the "lute," "rebeck" of "ribelle," "tabor" and "naker," and they did not necessarily intrude through France, since both English and Scottish minstrels were welcomed at the Spanish Courts, where not only Moorish instruments were in common use, but the Moorish models were playing them. In the East there came the Turkish eruption into Europe during the ninth/eleventh century, when the whole of the Balkan Peninsula was conquered. That the music of the latter was influenced by that of the Turks can scarcely be denied, however much collectors of folk and national music may strive to minimize that perssion. The Oriental strain exists to the present day, more especially in Bulgaria, Albania, and Yugoslavia. According to Rains Katzarova, the Turkish rule only left "indigenous" traditions in Bulgarian folk music. Yet among those unassimilated small vestiges are many irregular Oriental rhythms from 1/3 through odd numbers up to 9/8. Further, did those instruments of a definite Oriental prompting contribute something—i.e., to the present "indigenous" traces? Those instruments include the "tanbura," "rebome," "kaval," "dista," "traboukka"—all adopted from the Turks. In Yugoslavia the Oriental impress is deeper, since many of their melodies are acknowledged to be of Turkish or Arabic origin. The "tanbura" is common to the Yugoslav together with its cousins the "azur" and "shargy." The Arabo-Turkish lute ("síd") is known in Macedonia as the "còq." Among Balkan wind instruments, the "dúnik," "gombi," "dabare," and "kore," as well as the percussion group, "drásh," "deff," "daulhrib," "dare," "dalhajica," and "chapan," all tell the story of their parentage. Albania used a host of Turkish instruments, including pandores of the "yonghar" and "paraduzen" class.

Even Rumania and Russia were influenced by the Turkish kozás in their "kobas" and "choba," whilst the latter adopted the Arabic al-tall, masahib, and jab-ibá in the tenth/nineteenth-century "litári," "nabat," and "tulumbas" respectively for their military bands.

Perhaps the greatest of all the "borrowings" from the Turks was made by European military bands. It began about 1193/1285 when the Turkish Sultan Saladin presented the ruler of Poland with a complete military band instrumented after the Turkish fashion. The craze soon spread to Russia, Austria, Prussia, France, and Britain. The predominant feature of this Turkish music was the use of the bass drum, cymbals, triangle, tambourine, and "Janissary bells." These not only helped precision in marching for the army, but the new tonal colour attracted the attention of the orchestra, and very soon Mozart (1790/1788) and Haydn (1790/1794) were scoring for such instruments in their instrumental works, the former using them in his opera Il Seraglio. Indeed, the Orient became the scene for endless libretti: Beethoven's Reim of Athens, Rossini's Turcos in Italy, Weber's Abu Hassan, Boieldieu's Cappri di Bagdad, David's Lilla Roscck, Bizet's Djamilah, Massenet's King of Lakres, Banstock's Pearl of Iran, and so on. What would the annual pantomime productions in Britain be without Abduiba, Sinbad, and The Forty Thieves, all from the Arabian Nights, although some of us may be amused at the pseudo-Oriental music which accompanies them.

The musical influence of Islamic peoples is not confined to the West. South of the Maghrib and Egypt we find the tall, ghstah, bandar, and shkhgah in the Sudanese languages as the "tabala," "tambur," or "tambal," "algam," "le benders," "bendi" or "honters," "aegenge" or "akasaka." The "azzur" or "troubadours" of Abyssinia may have derived their name from the Arabic al-learner, meaning people who gather together to make music. Their "magarci" is clearly the Arabic magharbi. The neighboring Somalis use the Egyptian zammarah as the "rozam," just as they do in Zanzibar, although it becomes the "anamar" of Madagascar. The late-like gdhos of the Arabs and Turks became the "kabas" of Somaliland and the "qalbas" in Zanzibar. Turning to the west coast of Africa one recognizes the Arabic al-tall and of ghstah, as well as the Turkish ford in the tabulele of Senegal and the "tabulata" of the Gold Coast, the "algunaa" of the Hausa, and the "bara" of the Gold Coast. Returning to the east coast, it should be noted...
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that, in spite of Sanskrit influence on the Malagasy language and the cultural presence of Indianized Sinhalese, we do not find a solitary musical instrument of Indian or Indonesian origin. That statement takes us to India itself, where the Islamic cultural influences are as potent as the noonday sun.

A recent writer on Indian music avers that "the stories that tell how the various styles of North Indian music were invented by musicians of the Mughal period, have probably no basis in reality." So far as the "form," the method of performance, the actual instruments, and the technical nomenclature of that music is concerned, the above statement is a distortion. That some "styles" came via the "musicians of the Mughal period" must surely be allowed, and among them are the qānūr, ḡozal, tarākh, and ḍīdhī. One recalls that Amir Khushru (d. 735/1335) has been actually cenured by the purists of the old Indian school of music for his Islamic concessions, and that the present one were among them. The ṣaḥāq, an ornamental piece of music, was another feature in Amir Khushru's time, and that and the preceding items would seem to be those specific Islamic musical features which Alain Daniélou believes that "no one can seriously speak of their having had any influence" on the development of Northern Indian music. One asks, would that include the ḍīkhā? Surely that deserves some claim to primitive utterance. It certainly lives up to its name, which means "false" or "imagination," since the embellishment of its melodic outline becomes perfectly scintillating at the hands of a Muslim ustād (virtuoso). Fox Strangways said that the ḍīkhā received "its highest development" at the hands of the Muslims, having originated with a certain Malamul Ḥanūfi of Jaunpur (d. 844/1440). The names of such modes as ṣaḥīdhī and ṣāgarī, together with such technical terms as ḍīdhī and ṣarpardeh, are quite alien to Sanskrit. One is prompted to inquire why Sanskrit or Hindi words are not used instead of the Arabic saqāfah and al-ḥāfiz for a "rest" in a rhythmic pattern. Why call the drum "brace" the divād instead of its Sanskrit equivalent? Similarly there seems to be some "basis in reality" for the Muslim claims.

When we examine the musical instruments of modern India, we find overwhelming evidence of the influence of Islamic peoples, which is a sufficient rebuttal to Alain Daniélou's claim that "outside influences" were only "temporar y fashions." Nobody can in the names and features of those instruments without concluding that Pakistan and parts of Muslim India have been wearing those supposedly "temporary fashions" for many centuries. Search as one may in the old Sankratis treatises, even Sampīta Ratnakārī (seventh/ eighteenth century), one will not discover in their pages the sūṭṛ, ṭrabāṭ, or tarabikār. Indeed, the charupuddhis and tarabikār sitār bear an unmistakable
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Persian likeness. Even the sūṭṛ or ṭrabāṭ can be no other than the old Turko-Mogul ghośī of the fourth/fifth century. All of these instruments as well as the dūrāk and chāhrūk bare names which determine their origin. Grosset claims that the gōsān or psaltery was derived from the old Indian Ḍālipaṇā or rōra-mandāla, but since the latter is not mentioned in the Sanskrit treatises earlier than the Sampīta Ratnakārī, which is of later date than the Arabic authorities, the claim for Indian priority is far from convincing. Among the bowed types the kandarākh is the most obvious of the borrowed Islamic instruments. The insistence of Grosset that the Sanskrit term khṣaṣṭa stands for both "plectrum" and "bow" cannot be justified, although he claims the Avarā koṣha (first/seventeenth century) as his authority for the use of the "bow." Yet Ananda K. Coomaraswamy declares that "no Indian ēṛtṛ, whether ancient or modern, was ever played with a bow." The antiquity of the rāmasāhās of Fétis, who was foolishly influenced by the mythical rūsamārots of Sonnerat, was sheer imagination, as was his indication of a manuscripts at Vienna, dating from the days of the first Ciliph (first/seventeenth century), supposed to delineate a bow. The Fétis design of a rāmasāhum and his so-called rūsamārots and omerū are actually of Chinese provenance, as was the Indian faṃbākār. The fact is that the earliest account of the function of the bow is given by al-Fakhīrī. Passing to wind instruments—the sūtra, alqīshvān, ṭūḥāb, nafīr, and kārs—her very names confirm their origin, as do those of the percussion group—the ṭubāh, ṭālīkh, naghākhār, ḍūfīda, and dūrāk, however much some of these names may have been altered.

The music of the peoples of the Malay Archipelago was also influenced by India, especially Muslim India, on the instrumental side. The bowed ṭrabāṭ, or spike-footed violin, which spread with the adoption of Islam, is known in the various islands as the "rebab," "rephāh," "rebā" and "rebāhī." The lute-like Arab gālbā or gandābī and the Turkish ēṛtṛ appear as the "gambās," "gabbān," and "kabonī," whilst the sūṭṛ or sūṛndā becomes the "serūndi," "surūnī," and "sāralī." Further north, when the Moghuls became masters of China (1603-770/1213-1368), the instruments of Islamic peoples began to influence that land. Khubilai Kān introduced an organ called the hing-lung-shing into China; it being expressly mentioned as coming

130 F. Sonnerat, Voyage aux Indes orientales et à la Chine, Paris, 1782.
134 A. Lavignac, op. cit., i, pp. 553-62.
from the "Muslim kingdoms" of the "lands of the West." The armies of the Yuan rulers comprised large contingents from Turkestan, and a number of their Court officials were Persians. Was it any wonder that bands and orchestras of Muslim musicians should find favour at Chinese Courts? Here were to be heard such instruments as the "tan-pa-la" (Turki স্টোওর), "sai- t'o-erh" (স্টোওর), "huo-pa-so" (গোপাসু), "ha-erh-chi-k'o" (গোপাসু), "K'o-erh-nt" (গোপাসু), "su-erh-nai" (স্টোওর), "pa-la-man" (স্টোওর), "ma-la-pa-la" (গোপাসু), and "ma-pa-la" (গোপাসু). Thus, we discern how the Islamic arts in music traversed land and sea, covering continents and oceans, bringing to distant shores the indigenous music of several Near and Middle East peoples, which was not only fresh and novel, but had a combiness and grace, a form and symmetry dissimilar from their own, some of which, wherever possible, were eventually absorbed.

Finally, there is the question of the influence of the music theorists of Islamic peoples—especially that of the Arabic theorists—in the practical and theoretical spheres of music. All historians of art and science have openly acknowledged the debt that we owe to Islamic peoples during the Middle Ages, and one can include the science of music in Europe's indebtedness, however small it may be, in our modern concept of obligation. Greeks had always been a borrower from the East in the distant past. Even in the days of Byzantium she was absorbing from the Orient. Yet with all the trumpeted fame of the Hellenic world, not a single treatise on the theory of music was produced—or at least has survived—from the Anonymous II (fourteenth century) to the time of Peisios (fl. 442/1000). It was only the Arabic treatises on that subject which had currency from Seville to Samarqand, viz., those of al-Kindi and al-Farabi up to those of ibn Sina and ibn Zakah (d. 440/1048). One cannot help noticing the complete absence of genuine music theorists in Christian Europe from the pre-sixth century A.D. to the mid/third/ninth century. The reason for that decay has been described by the Muslim historian al-Mas'udi (d. 346/956). He says: "In the days of the ancient Greeks... and Byzantium, science was developed and scholars were honoured. Natural science was particularly studied... as well as the quadrivium, i.e., arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, and music. Then came the Christian religion, which destroyed and blot out the teachings of science. All that the ancient Greeks had placed before the world vanished, or was distorted. Among the noble sciences which were thrown aside... was the science of
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music. This is not a biased picture by a Muslim. The facts can be proved up to the hilt by Christian historians who had the ipseisima verba of the Fathers of the Church before their very eyes. Terrician (c. d. 240 A.D.) desired Pagan literature, i.e., the literature of Greek and Latin philosophers, which was in strict accord with the authoritative Apostolic Constitutions which laid down: "Hold aloof from Pagan books entirely." Saint Jerome (d. 440 A.D.) was warned not to dabble in heathen literature, although he actually lamented that so few knew of Plato and Aristotle. Even Saint Augustine (d. 430 A.D.) pandered to his readers saying, "Heaven is for the ignorant." Cassian (d. 480 A.D.) reveals that the decrees against Pagan literature were still being observed. Even sixty years later Saint Benedict (d. 544 A.D.) recommends only the Bible and expositions thereon to be read by the Catholic Fathers. It has been admitted that "at no time have the general mass of Benedictines been learned. Under such conditions one can readily appreciate the total neglect of the works of the great Greek theorists of music. Europe knew of them only through fragments—often mistranslated as Roger Bacon affirmed—offered by Martianus Capella, Boethius, Cassiodorus, and Isidore of Seville, whereas the scholars at the "Home of Learning" (Baiil al-Bikmuk) at Baghdad had made Arabic translations of the works on music by Aristotle, Aristozenos, Nicoschus, Euclid, Cleonides, and probably Ptolemy and Aristides Quintilianus by the third/ninth century. We have seen how both Eucher's Canon and Aristotle's De Anima had been the subject of Arabic commentaries (шаярб), and all were part of collegiate studies in Islamic lands, since music ('Уйн аль-мичи') was part of the course of mathematics (рикцдил), i.e., the quadrivium of medieval European studies. The impingement of Arabic learning—in the sciences especially—on western Europe, one has to consider the prevailing cultural conditions there. In Spain, the hub of Islamic culture in Europe, we have Bishop Alvarus (third/ninth century) complaining that whilst his congregations could not pen a letter in their own tongue, they could accomplish...
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monosyllabic in Arabic,\textsuperscript{171} while the ignorance of his clergy was deplorable.\textsuperscript{172}
At the centre of Europe's intellectual culture—the Carolingian Empire—learning had so declined that studies had almost ceased, whilst at Cluny the subjects of the quadrivium were but little studied.\textsuperscript{173} The Monk of Angoulême admits that "there existed in Gaul scarcely a trace of the liberal arts" before the days of Charlemagne, and it was not better in Rome, the very centre of Christianity.\textsuperscript{174} In Muslim Spain the cultural atmosphere was far different. Sa'id ibn Ahmad al-Qurtubi (d. 642/1047) writes of that land thus: "The learned of al-Andalus exerted themselves in the cultivation of science, and laboured in it with assiduity."\textsuperscript{175} Ibn al-Ibārī (d. 500/1104) testifies that under the Umayyad regime in al-Andalus (second-fifth/eighth—eleventh centuries) "students from all parts of the world flocked . . . to learn the sciences of which Cordova was the most noble repository, to derive knowledge from the mouths of the doctors and 'alma' who swarmed in it."\textsuperscript{176} What was taught specifically of the theory of music we do not know. The treatises of al-Fārābī, the Ikhwan al-Safa, ibn Sina, and others also al-Schāfi'i, ibn Rughāl, and ibn Rughāl were all available to all, most of these authors being known by their Europeanized names as Alpharabius, Avicenna, Avespaca, and Averroes. (See H. A. Aebi, Musikanachschau des Mittelalters. Hallo, 1905, pp. 143, 169.) In spite of the destruction of Arabic manuscripts by Cardinal Ximenes in 698/1292 et seq., a few manuscripts on music theory have survived, notably that of al-Fārābī, the "Major Book on Music" (Kitāb al-Maṣādi' al-Kabīr), now preserved at Madrid, being a sixth/seventh-century copy made for a pupil of ibn Rughāl (Avespaca).\textsuperscript{177} Al-Fārābī's treatment of the physical bases of sound, also dealt with by the Ikhwan al-Safa, was a notable advance in that particular sphere.\textsuperscript{178} His description of the musical instruments of his day stands unique in the history of music. European theorists seem not to have considered the subject worthwhile. His minute account of the acco- daturas of necked stringed instruments, the scales of harp-like instruments, and the compass and diatonic holes of the wood-wind family were subjects unheard of before his time,\textsuperscript{179} although al-Kandi had dealt with the lute in that fashion a century earlier.\textsuperscript{180} In a Persian treatise, the "Treasure-House of

\textsuperscript{171} España Sagrada, as cited.
\textsuperscript{172} C. Infante, Historia general de España, Madrid, 1850-62, iv, p. 342.
\textsuperscript{173} C. Pinter, Études sur la répka de Robert le Pièce, Paris, 1885, p. 2.
\textsuperscript{176} Ibid., i, p. 30.
\textsuperscript{177} H. G. Farmer, Sources of Arabian Music, Hebrden, 1940, p. 33.
\textsuperscript{178} As already shown in section C.
\textsuperscript{179} Al-Maqrizi, . . . The Muḥammadan Dynasties in Spain, i, pp. 43, 197, ii, p. 149.
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Raritan" (Kana al-Taṣlaj), dating from the eighth/fourteenth century, we have another example of the thoroughness of Islamic music theorists. In this we have not merely the musical gamut of an instrument described, but recommendations as to the style of facture, the best types of wood for use, an elaborate account of the manufacture of silk and gut strings, devices for amplifying the tone by means of sympathetic strings—the first account of its kind—as well as the sprinkling of powdered glass on a glue-covered interior of an instrument so as to improve the tone. The earliest mention of that device in Britain is a patent (No. 7454) taken out in 1253/1357. Ibn Sa'id al-Maghribi (d. c. 698/1200) says that books on "the various instruments and the art of making them are common among us," while in the days of Ibn Rughāl and al-Schāφrūrd (d. 682/1281) Seville was the centre for the manufac-
ture of musical instruments, and had an export trade.

How much of the Arabic material recorded above was translated into Latin we have no record. Yet seeing that Arabic was not only spoken by the Arabs and Moors, but also by the Mudjājas and Monkarabs, who were, respectively, the Muslims who remained in the reconquered Christian Spain, and the Spaniards and Portuguese who lived under Muslim rule, much would have been passed on orally. One outstanding man in the former group was Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-Rūghāl, who, when the Christian armies took Murcia in 640/1242, was retained by the Christian king to teach in his schools, he himself being famed as a music theorist and mathematician.\textsuperscript{181} That some of it was passed on via the Latin tongue or script we know from Anthony A Wood who says that when Roger Bacon lectured at Oxford, using faulty Latin translations, he was ridiculed by Spanish students, who may have known the Arabic origi-
nals. According to Bacon, there were few mathematicians among the Latins, and both he and Adelard of Bath strongly advised students to abandon European schools and seek the fountain-head in Muslim Spain.\textsuperscript{182} Two Arabic tractates on the sciences which contained a section on music were translated into Latin, viz., al-Fārābī's "Register of the Sciences" (Iḥāṣ al-Uṣūm) and an anonymous "On the Rise of the Sciences" (De ortu scientiarum), both of which became formal text-books in European schools. Neither was of much value per se, since each merely outlined the bases of study.\textsuperscript{183} Yet they were quoted by Gundissalinus, Magister Lambert (Pseudo-Aristotle), Vincent de Beauvais, Roger Bacon, Jerome of Moravia, Walter of Ordonez, and others.\textsuperscript{184} The Islamic impact on musical instruments has already been shown,

\textsuperscript{171} M. Canti, op. cit., ii, pp. 8-82.
\textsuperscript{172} J. S. Brewer, P. Roger Bacon: Opera quaedam hactenus inedita, London, 1859, i, pp. 8-82.
\textsuperscript{174} H. G. Farmer, Al-Fārābī's Arabic-Latin Writings on Music, Glasgow, 1934, pp. 31-34.
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especially in the stringed variety with their frets. These later were fixed according to the old Arabian system of ibn Mūsā ibn al-Ḥāfiz (d. 977/710), which was based on Pythagorean tuning, a circumstance which completely dispels the erroneous assumption of the Director of the "Museo-Libbritario de Musica Marroqui" at Tétouan, Dr. P. Patrocínio García Barrionuevo, that the music of Morocco, Algeria, and Tunisia is not "Arabic music." As H. G. Farmer has been demonstrating for many decades, the "música hispano-musulmana," which he believes originated in Spain, was actually the old Arabian system of ibn Mūsā ibn al-Ḥāfiz, ibn aṣ-Ṣāliḥ, ibn aṣ-Ṣāliḥ, ibn al-Munajjam, al-Kindī, and al-Fārābī, a "sistema model distonico y cromatico," as he terms the present Moroccan music. According to him—and his book has received the "Imprimatur" of the Roman Church—those "eminence musicologists" who have studied Moorish music have approached the subject with "prejudice, lack of knowledge, and impertinence of nomenclature," when they have dubbed "Spanish-Muslim music" as "Arabic music." So, "to demonstrate the superficial affirmation" of those errorcious musicologists mentioned above, he would enlighten us about the Khūrāsānian scale of Ṣaʿīf al-Dīn with its seventeen intervals to the octave, of which Europe was as far so early as Sir John Gairdner (1126) to 1711) and about the quasi-Arabian quarter-tone system, really "urish, which, succeeded the preceding in the eleventh/seventeenth century, the latter being illustrated by Dr. Barrionuevo, who copies a diagram from a music treatise of Kāmil al-Kūhānī (322/934), so as to prove that his "Spaḥi-Muslimi" music of a thousand years earlier was not "Arabic music." "O sancta simplicitas!"

So far back as the third/ninth century, when Christian Spain was in its intellectual childhood, the Baghdād scholars who translated from Greek into Arabic the Muristas treatises on the organ and hydraulic. Such works enabled the Arabs to construct similar instruments which led to some interesting results. An organ or hydraulic was being used in the Caliph's palace at Baghdaḍ in the time of Princess ʿDayāya (d. 310/920) and there is evidence that organ-constructors were known in Syria during the ninth/tenth century.

There is no reference to the hydraulic in the Orient since the time of Isaac of Antioch (fl. 459 A.D.), and in the Occident since the days of Apollinaris Sidonius (1493-1583). This is because the Greeks had adopted a weighted blast-bag instead of hydraulic pressure. Could the resurgence of the hydraulic in the third/ninth century have been due to the Arabic translations of Muristas? Amédée Gastoué says that "the makers of the first large organs in the Occident in the third/ninth century were, without doubt, either Greeks or Syrians."

and since he shows that the hydraulis had died out by that time among the Greeks, the greater probability rests with the Syrians as the revivers. Returning to the question of the frets on the necks of stringed instruments, the Arab theorists used an alphabetic notation to designate the notes produced on these frets as we see in the "Treatise on Music" (Risālah baʾl-Maṣāʿī) of ibn al-Munajjam (d. 300/912), which author specifically stated was based on the system of ʿIṣaḥ ibn ʿAbdallāh (d. 325/936) who was the teacher of Ziryab (d. 228/852), the famous musician of Moorish Spain. Europe, however, possessed no definite and practical notation of that sort. In its church music, neumes were used as a means of registering the melodic outline, but they did not convey any precise intervallic steps. By the time of Hochebl (fourth/tenth century), we find an alphabetic notation on very much the same lines as that of the Arab system, giving a major diatonic scale. No wonder that the latter has been attributed even to the Arabs, or to the Saracens. It is also amusing to note that the instrumentalist of the minstrel class possessed a practical knowledge of music theory (ad defectandos audientibus artis rationem temperare), whereas the church singers did not. This was stated by pseudo-Hochbl. Later, the Arabic influence on an alphabetic tablature for stringed instruments is openly admitted in a Latin manuscript entitled Ars de pulsatione lambdi et aliorum similium instrumentorum (902-903) (1490-1497) in which the tablature is said to have been "invented" by a "Moor of the Kingdom of Granada." Conde de Murphy said that Spanish lute tablature was "probably of Oriental origin," whilst his helper, Gerraert, more positively asserted that the Castilians and Aragonese "elaborated their tablature in imitation of that of the Muslims." Other strange coincidences crop up in history. In his section on the "Eight Tones," Odo of Cluny (d. 920/942) attached names to the chordae which have more than casual interest because three of them are Arabic, viz., "schembe" (al-ʿabara), "comer" (genan), and "bar" (nacir). This terminology belongs to the doctrine of the ethos (ēkhiros) a concept which was adopted by Islamic peoples up to the present time. The general influence of Islamic culture on Gerbert of Aurillace (d. 394/1003) and Constantine the African (d. 480/1087) is not
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unworthly of notice. The former studied the mathematical sciences (mathe- matics) at Barcelona, and that included music,157 which had been neglected in France.158 Indeed, he had been dubbed “Gerbert the Musician.”159 Constantine was born at Tunis (Carthage), then held by the Muslim Zairids. He spent thirty-nine years in the East among the Chaldeans, Arabs, Persians, and Egyptians, and studied their sciences, including music. Because of his settling in Sicily and at Monte Cassino in Italy, his writings had considerable influence on European culture.160 One theorist who used him was Aegidius Zamoeresus (seventh/thirteenth century), a prolegom of the Arabophile Alphonso X el- Sabio,161 but a recent writer, Gerhard Pietzsch, does not perceive any “Arabian influence” in his writings. Aegidius could scarcely have avoided the “Arabic influence” since we read in the incipit to his Ars musicae that he learned “chiefly from Persian (Chaldean) and Egyptian books.”162

The music practised by the Arabs and Moors also influenced Western Europe in other directions, notably in the melodic arabesque, organum, and the hocket. The arabesque or free embellishment of the melody (libation) was the art in which the Moorish virtuoso excelled. His “crescens” (naw'īd)—as those melismata were called—were usually vocalized on such words as al or ilīa, which were introduced even into Spanish songs. (See E. L. Chavass, Musica Popularis Europae, Barcelona, 1927, p. 36.) All sorts of tricks prevailed—the susbūrak (staccato), isbūrak (longo), ḥaddābar (short, soft note), and the nasrāb (a glottal catch like the coup de glotte).163 This last may possibly be the device hinted at by Magister Lambert, which Mercopius of Padua calls a “fogued voice.”164 On the other hand, it may have been the “embellishment” known to the Arabs and Moors as the asphaltūb (a whining sound), which was accomplished by the singers making a swift glissando from a low note to its fifth, fifth, or octave.165 This latter was in parallel accord with the instrumental device known as the tarbūk (to organize), a term which equates with the Latin organum. We see this tarbūk illustrated by al-Kūdī under the name of jāb, which means plucking two late strings with the thumb and forefinger.166 Ibn Sīnā gave the name tarbūk only to the simultaneously struck fourth or fifth, whilst striking with the octave was called the ḥafla.167 In

157 Richer and His Times, Paris, 1845.
158 Ibid., iii, p. 42.
159 H. G. Farmer, Historical Facts ..., 1920, pp. 177-85.
162 M. Gerbert, op. cit., ii, p. 369.
163 Ibid., ii, p. 370.
M. Gerbert, op. cit., iii, p. 181.
166 H. d’Erlanger, op. cit., ii, p. 91.
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other words, he recognized the distinction between “organizing” and “magazining.” It was that Arabian and Moorish tarbūk which, most likely, prompted the European “organum,” although with the Muslims the tarbūk was, at that time, simply an “embellishment.” Today, the music of the Turkmene peoples is an “organum simplex” with the “dissonant.”

The most significant influence by the Moors on the music of Western Europe was in mensural music. Neither the Greeks nor Romans were particularly interested in other than prose rhythms. With the Arabs, rhythmical modes (iqqāʾ) in music, six in number, had existed since the first/seventh century; two more were added later.169 Up to the third/ninth century the singer and instrumental accompanist observed the same rhythm, but Ithlibī ibn al-Malāk (d. 924/839) and his Romantic school introduced schemes whereby a singer and the accompanist used different rhythms.170 When to that contrariety there was added a further diversity in the prosody (taḥdīd) of the verse, a performance became more than intriguing, and H. G. Farmer has given an illustration of that in an article on iqqāʾ in the Urdu Encyclopaedia of Islam and in Grove’s Dictionary of Music (1374/1904).171 No wonder the Muslims referred to their rhythm as the “centerbeats of Allah,” for its content is infinite and boundless. Islamic music is fundamentally homophonic, and therefore quite different—in that respect—from that of Europe which is harmonic or polyphonic. Yet the Muslim seeks its harmony (musāḥḥa) in the varied rhythmical and prosodic structure of song and in the tonal differences of the rhythmic beats (taḥdīd). At first, such disparate things must have appeared to Christian Europe as a Locus a non lucendo.

Yet the time came when the Spanish singer and instrumentalist found themselves initiating the Moorish melismata and modes in their rhythms. In the very nature of things the beats of the spectrum (midrāb) on the lute or pandore strings, or the taps on the tambourine or drum, often left intermediate silences (nubkā), which were the very antithesis of the sustained notes of the melody. It was because of this circumstance that Europe—after it had adopted mensural music—called the Moorish iqqāʾ by the name of cantus absconsus: hence Simon of Turinesto’s chapter called De truncationibus sine locotione. The latter word, “hooked,” “hognest,” or “schartz,” is simply a phonetic reproduction of the Arabic iqqāʾ, a fact which European scholars only very tardily acknowledge, 169 although H. G. Farmer had claimed that derivation as far back as 1344/1925.172 Most of them still adhere to the nonsensical—when it is not actually laughable—derivation from the English

170 Al-Malākī, op. cit., v, p. 53.
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“hircough” or “pickup.” We see the same intrusion of the “L” in “hocket” as in Latin translation of Avicenna’s “Canon” (Qânûn) where ‘âkh becomes “hash.” Of course, not all of the Moorish rhythms were borrowed by Europe. Such an outstanding design as the wazâ’i of al-Kindî or the ḫabbī al-râmîd, both quintuple, were rejected, although Johannes de Grocho (c. 700/1200) admitted that the music of the peoples was “not precisely measured,” and that included the Basque “zortzico,” which was also a quintuple rhythm. Curiously enough, the examples which only used two note values of the “longa” and “brevis” in “hockets” were dubbed iscalus r超市esitas, whereas those which used many more note values were classed as hocusus vulgaris, and this may imply that it was more used by the people at large.

The mention of note values and the popular “hocket” raises two vital points which deserve consideration. We are told by one of our leading musicologists, R. Thurston Dart, that in Europe “the first steps towards a convention establishing the duration of a note were made in the late sixteenth/seventeenth century, and there were only two or three duration values to note in those days. Yet the Arabs recognized five different mensural types of sound at least, although they had no definite “notation” for the latter, save a cumbersome tablature and onomatopoeia. Up till the seventh/thirteenth century, when an alphabetic (abjâdi) and numeric (‘adâtî) notation or tablature was introduced. Concerning the hocusus vulgaris, it is worth recalling what Jerome of Moravia (seventheteenth century) quotes on the authority of Francesco of Cologne (fifth-sixth/eleventh-twelfth centuries) who was the earliest of the mensural theorists. He affirms that the “hocket” was applied to songs which had already been composed, whether in Latin or in the Vulgar tongue, which means that the “hocket,” that is to say the Moorish ṣâ’âtâ, was a new device which was being applied to older material, notably the music of the people. Lastly we should remember that the approach of the Arabs and Moors in their ḥa’âl and that of Christian Europe in their borrowed “hocket” were different; the former, because they viewed music horizontally, using rhythmic contrapuntality between the vocal line (prosodic) and the accompaniment (rhythmic); the latter, because they visualized music vertically and introduced those mensural features into three or four melodic parts.

European rotation may also have received some novel outlook from Arabian or Mozarabic sources, as H. G. Farmer pointed out in 1344/1925. One of the Latin mensural theorists, known as “Anonymous IV” of Comesenser, mentions in the work entitled De musica et discantus (c. 674/1276) two technical terms, “elmsarifa” and “elmsahym,” as the names of notation symbols. The words are Arabic, although only the first of them appears in the fifth/seventeenth century Glossarium Latino-Arabicum, under the term al-ma’rîfah which equates with “nota.” It may be identified with the form al-ma’rîfah (cognition). It is explained in “Anonymous IV” as having “a stroke on the left side in descending, just as the English depict it.” As for “elmsahym,” that word looks suspiciously like al-mahshim (shutting) or rather al-mahshim (locked, closed). In the Latin translation of the Arab of Euclid’s Elements the word “elmsahym” stood for the “chomb.” We are told that some music scribes penned that note with a square head, whilst others made it rectangular. In one form it was a “pilia” with an ascending or descending stroke (travers). When it was written as an obliquely projected line it was one of the “current” (running notes), in which character it could be “a double, triple, or a quadruple elmsahym” — and could even be extended to sevenfold.

The problem raised by this Arabic technical nomenclature is not easy to solve, and one naturally asks: why were Arabic words used in a Latin work if there were technical equivalents in that language? The author of “Anonymous IV” was certainly well acquainted with Pamplona and other Spanish works on the subject, and that Arabic terminology may have come through a Mozarabic scribb which would, in southern Spain, be acquainted with that language. Could we not assume that “elmsarifa” and “elmsahym” represented some new mensural devices in notation? Certainly. “Anonymous IV” features both Leonin of Paris (sixth/seventh century) and Perotin, his successor (seventh/thirteenth century). Gustave Reese sees in the “Currents” of Leonin a synonymity with the “elmsahym” and “elmsarifa,” i.e. that it “may owe something to Arabic sources, by way of the troubadour influence,” whilst in Perotin, “the quick-moving upper parts would seem to suggest some troubadour and folk influence.” One of the last tributes to the music of Islamic peoples by A. H. Fox Strangways, the author of The Music of Hindustan, was to say this: “The Arabs, who taught to Europe their mathematics and medicine, have influenced our music in ways that we are only now finding out.” Yet whatever the “pria” and “cuna” in the subject may be, both East and West agree fully in their praise of music, and Walter de Odington (eighty-fourth century) quotes Avicenna (ibn Bina) side by side with
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St. Gregory, St. Bernard, and the Psalmist, saying: “Inter omnis exercitia sanitatis cantare melius est.”
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Chapter LIX

MINOR ARTS

A

Anyone embarking on the study of Muslim arts would, during the course of his investigation and research, have to answer three fundamental questions satisfactorily. (1) What is the reason for the surprising unity of style which we observe in works of art throughout the Muslim countries during a certain period? (2) Why is it that a period of almost bethic artistic activity is followed, sometimes almost immediately, by qualitative decline and technical decadence? (3) What is the reason for the remarkable success achieved by the Muslims in the domain of minor arts?

The answers to the first two questions rest on an appreciation of the relationship which existed between the artists of the Muslim countries and the rulers thereof.
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The development of Muslim arts—major or minor—is related inelastically to the rise and fall of powerful dynasties of rulers. Every dynasty invited to its court craftsmen and artists from all over the land under its sway. If an invitation was not enough, force was sometimes employed to compel their appearance. Under the Umayyads, the 'Abbāsids, and the Fatimids, therefore, artists flocked to Damascus, Bagdad, and Cairo which alternately became centres of artistic activity, learning, and letters. Artistic traditions were developed and techniques perfected under the patronage of the rulers and the aristocracy. The middle class, obviously, had no say in the matter, and the artists kept themselves aloof from the masses. As a particular dynasty fell from power and another emerged as its successor all the artists flocked to the new centre of patronage, and overnight, as it were, the new dynasty “at one stroke inherited an artistic tradition that had been matured elsewhere.” The transport of works of art themselves over great distances also helped to spread style and technique.

This answers more or less the first question. The second question is, perhaps, easier to answer. Since the development of arts was linked primarily with the fortunes of ruling dynasties, as soon as political conditions were disturbed at their centre of activity, the artists deserted it and proceeded to other centres to put their fortunes to the stake. If a new dynasty arose which was capable of patronising the artists and maintaining the artistic tradition, the artists’ activity continued unabated, but if there was a period of chaos or political disturbance spread over a considerably wide area, artistic traditions had a tendency to evaporate into thin air. The artists deprived of royal patronage could not produce great works of art and, thus, in a few years the tradition built up by conditions of stability and prosperity would lose force, and products of art suffer qualitatively. It may be observed that just as the decline of artistic traditions was amazingly swift, the stabilising of artistic activity was also correspondingly quick. Now for the third question.

The line of demarcation between arts and crafts is admittedly fine. It necessarily follows that it is finer still between major and minor arts.

In the case of Muslim minor arts there is another factor which has to be taken into account, if we are to assess correctly the value and worth of the contribution made by the Muslims in this domain.

On account of certain restrictions imposed upon Fine Arts even where State patronage was available, there existed a lurking suspicion in the mind of the artist that he was working contrary to the precepts of religion. Since religion has always been a living force and a vital factor governing human activity, especially in the East, artists in Muslim countries were forced to adapt themselves to the conditions created by theological restrictions on Fine Arts and to devote themselves to the minor arts, such as calligraphy, carpet-making, wood-carving, etc. This is why we find that the Muslim peoples have achieved such remarkable success in the minor arts. The inspiration which would have moulded works of Fine Arts was diverted
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into other channels. The Muslims, therefore, developed crafts indicative of such exquisite skill, superb craftsmanship, and artistic sensibility as is not to be found among the artists of any other nation, race, or country. As a matter of fact, arabo-scor—a minor art of great importance—derives its name from those who originated and practised it with great skill—the Arabs. Before we proceed to discuss in detail the phases of the various minor arts it would perhaps be expedient to take note of another remarkable phenomenon related to artistic activity in Muslim countries.

It is generally believed that the fall of the ‘Abbásids and the destruction of the Caliphate as a symbol of authority and a pivot of political sanction led almost immediately to qualitative decadence in the realm of major and minor arts. This is not the whole truth. As a matter of fact, the fall of the ‘Abbásids did lead—as was usual in Muslim countries with the fall of a powerful dynasty—to qualitative decadence in the realm of art for some time immediately after the destruction of the Caliphate. However, the opening up of the trade routes by the Mongols, the diffusion of cultural and artistic traditions generally, and the establishment of powerful dynasties which inherited, as it were, the cultural and the artistic legacy of the ‘Abbásid Caliphate, resulted after a century or so in the creation of conditions which were favourable to the birth of new ideas in the domain of art and were also responsible for the continuity of new artistic traditions which had come into being due to the diffusion of cultures and the admixture of civilizations as a direct result of the Mongol invasion. This remarkable phenomenon of the development of artistic traditions can be observed to be occurring almost simultaneously under the Mughul rulers of India (1526–1707), under the Safavid in Persia (996–1055), the Ottoman Kings in Turkey during their most glorious period (768–1005/1360–1448).

Of the leading minor arts we shall consider one by one the following: (1) calligraphy and illumination, (2) book-binding, (3) pottery, (4) textiles and rugs, (5) wood-carving, ivory and bone-carving, and (6) metal-work, glass, and crystal.

1. Calligraphy and Illumination.—The art of calligraphy or artistic writing can be divided into two principal types: (a) the Kufic, deriving its name from Kufa where it was probably first used and (b) the naskh. The Muslims have shown themselves to be worthy practitioners of both types. The earliest copy of the Qur’an which has come down to us is in Kufic characters. This style of calligraphy with angular letters remained popular for many centuries amongst the Islamic peoples.

After the fifth/seventh century the Kufic script gave place everywhere almost invariably to naskh with rounded letters in sharp contrast to the angularities of the Kufic script. The Muslim genius in Spain, having come in contact with Western influence,
impressive. It was during their reigns that the art of calligraphy underwent a revolutionary change and the Nastā ’rūq was invented which is a highly developed type of writing combining the elegance, vigour, and charm of both Nashī and Ta’līq. It is generally stated that Mir ‘Ali of Tabriz was the inventor of this type of writing, but most probably his calligraphy was the culmination of the fusion of the two types, namely, Nashī and Ta’līq—a process which must have been going on for a very long time. One of the princes of the House of Timur, namely, Sultan Husain, is justly celebrated for being one of the greatest patrons of arts and learning. Sultan ‘Ali Mashhadi, the famous calligrapher, was a protégé of his. Other celebrated calligraphers of the period were Ja’far of Tabriz, ‘Abd al-Karim, and Sultan Ibrahim (son of Sultān Ruh). The story goes that Sultan Ibrahim was capable of writing in six different styles. A copy of the Qur’ān written by him in 826/1420 is preserved in the shrine of Imām Rā’î (Meshed, Iran). In the domain of illumination also certain changes occurred after the Mongol invasion. Arabesque was interlaced with figures of grotesque Chinese dragons and fantastic imaginary plants. The use of gold—a remnant of the Sassanian tradition—however, remained a constant feature.

Calligraphy and illumination as developed under the patronage of the Timurids continued to flourish also under the Safawids, who were contemporaries of the Great Moghuls and who gave to India the gift of miniature painting. One of the most famous calligraphers of the Safawid period was Mir ‘Ali of Herit who prepared a manuscript of one of Jami’s famous Masnavis.

The art of the book—calligraphy and illumination—found its most worthy and celebrated exponent in Mir ‘Imād Kātib whose name for all practical purposes is even today synonymous with elegance, charm, and beauty of writing. He resided in Isphahan in 1008/1600 and copied for Shah ‘Abbās many manuscripts revealing superb skill and unique craftsmanship. His rival ‘Ali Rā’î ‘Abbās—not to be confused with a painter of the same name, well known for his devotion to the Chinese technique of painting—also executed many works of beauty and elegance.

Illumination painted in gold also came into its own under the Safawids and reached the culminating point of the development of the Sassanian tradition. Mahmūd, a celebrated painter and calligrapher of Bakhūr, appended to his signatures the cognomina Ma’Lākhidh, Sīhāsār Muzāfī, the celebrated historian of the Safawid princes, opines that “Hasan Bāghlāni was unmatchable, unsurpassed, and unique in his time in the art of gilding. In short, he brought the art of gilding almost to a miracle . . . and the gilding of Bār cannot bear comparison with his minute and fine work.” Several other techniques practised by Safawī artists may here be noted: stencilling in which the design emerges in the form of light or dark silhouette, de coupe work in which the design is cut out and then pasted on coloured ground, generally blue.

Turkish calligraphists also achieved distinction but, as compared with the Iranians, their contribution does not appear to be very significant.
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A.D.) whose language is known as Pahlavi, the forerunner of modern Persian, and the Sassanians (226-641 A.D.) who were justly celebrated for the grandeur of their architecture and the splendour of their monuments and inscriptions, liked their artists to express themselves in abstract patterns. Mr. Arthur Lane, in his monograph, Early Islamic Pottery, would have it that the Assyrian and Babylonian traditions almost died out after the Sassanian times and that Islamic pottery developed in accordance with the technique current in the Mediterranean area and not with that in the Sassanian hinterland. It is difficult to agree completely with this assessment of the Near Eastern influences as they contributed to the development of pottery in Muslim countries because when pottery came into its own in the third/ninth century it was in Mesopotamia that it found its major influence. Skillful potters. Pottery fragments found in Sirma show signs of great skill and craftsmanship. Not only the variety of the different specimens of the potter’s art found at Sirmar is interesting and significant but it so appears that there were certain secrets pertaining to the manufacture of lustre pottery which were known only to the Mosopotamian potters. These closely guarded secrets, however, became common property when the Mosopotamian potters migrated to the Courts of the Fatimid Sultans. By a curious anomaly of fate the descendants of these immigrant artists again came to Persia after the collapse of the Fatimids and brought to this country a skill which had been vastly improved in the congenial atmosphere of Egypt under the Fatimids from 369-567/903-1171. The conquest of the Near East by the Arabs was responsible for the evolution of a new technique of the potter’s art. In the beginning the Muslim potters followed in the footsteps of the local artists but, in due course of time, they became the originators of new and far more elegant and beautiful varieties of pottery. Under the Abbassids, Iranian potters from the second/eighth to the fourth/tenth century achieved astounding success in their art and their products revealed such richness of pattern, warmth of colour, and beauty of design as were never seen earlier. Usually designs were painted under a transparent glaze or over an opaque one. In the former case, the painting was usually over white or dark slips. Nishapur was a great centre of this branch of art and excavations made reveal that even before the advent of the Fatimids, the potter’s art had achieved maturity if not that consummate elegance which was to characterize the products of the Saljuq period. The greatest contribution of the Muslim potters is the lustre technique. It would appear that the Muslim potters were infatuated with the patterns created by light—“light mysteriously refracted by their lustre pigment; light playing over a carved or subtly modelled surface; light gleaming through the glazed windows pierced in the walls of a vessel or through the translucent material itself,” as Arthur Lane would have it.¹

¹ Arthur Lane, Early Islamic Pottery, Faber and Faber, London, n.d.
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Almost all historians suggest that it was the Chinese porcelain or pottery which inspired the Muslim artists, but it may be pointed out that, whereas the art of China is a little stilted and stiff, the pottery of the Muslims is at once “easy, harmonious and well bred.”²

After Nishapur it was Khašān which became the centre of the activity of the potters of the Saljuq period. It was here that the potters gradually learnt the art of manufacturing wall-tiles painted in lustre. The origin of lustre-painting is uncertain, but it would appear that it was first used in Egypt in decorating glass. Even if we concede that the Iranian artists of Khašān are indebted to Egyptian artists it does not detract from the originality and brilliance of their technique in manufacturing glazed tiles. If we compare the specimens of Egyptian pottery found in Persia (it was at the same time a city of some importance under the Fathimid rule) with Iranian pottery and glazed tiles, we arrive at the conclusion that the Iranian artists showed greater skill in execution and mature sense of colour. The great potters of Khašān, especially the descendants of Khajj, became so celebrated that the word Kashi is now a synonym for a glazed tile. The most beautiful works were executed by the members of one single family (602-725/1205-1334). Apart from tiles the Khašān lustre-wares is justifiably praised for technical perfection. The decoration is typically Persian—flowers and birds on the wings and interlaced arabesque. After the Mongol invasion, Mongol khatas, Chinese dragons and lotus flowers also appear as a natural consequence of the fusion of the traditions of Chinese and Iranian arts. The three mithids in the sanctuary of Imām Rījā at Meshed are perhaps the most elegant examples of the Iranian artists’ skill so far as glazed tiles are concerned. These were made by Muḥammad ʿAbbās Tāhir. During the Mongol period lustred tiles were commonly used for the decoration of public buildings, mosques, tombs, and the houses of the great and the rich. Some of these tiles are cross-shaped, some rectangular, and some in the form of stars. It was during this period that another technique was evolved, viz., the faience mosaic, which became very popular. The technique of the Mongol era was followed by the artists of the Timurid period, but it may be observed that almost all types of pottery had suffered qualitatively. It may be due to the fact that the Chinese influence being predominant during this period, the artists, instead of reviving the indigenous traditions, tried to imitate specimens of art imported into Iran. During the Safavid period Iranian artists continued to imitate the Chinese wares and the imitation was sometimes so skilful that the copy was mistaken for the original. Even the decorations consisted of Chinese landscape with typical birds, animals, and foliage, especially legendary dragons and serpents. In the time of ʿAbbās the Great the art of lustre-painting, however, was revived by the potters of Isfahān. Typically Iranian decoration came into

² Ibid.
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vogue. Persian landscape with birds, animals, and foliage came into its own. The products of these Isfahani potters show great originality and can be clearly distinguished from the imitations of Chinese pottery, especially in porcelain. Turkish and Egyptian potters also continued to execute beautiful works of art, but there is no doubt that supremacy rested with the Persian artists. Gradually, industrialized Europe excelled the East even in the field of pottery, and the Persian market was flooded with white earthenware from Staffordshire.

4. Textiles and Rugs.

(a) Textiles under the 'Abbāsids, ʿAbd al-Malik, and the Fāṭimids of Egypt (second to eighth/ninth century).—When the Arabs conquered Egypt in 21/641, the weavers’ art began to undergo a change of great artistic significance. In the early stages, the Copts, who were really very skilled technicians and weavers, were pressed into the service of the Arab Caliphs and noblemen. They taught and practised the weaver’s art in royal factories, known technically as Tihr factories. It is necessary to point out at this juncture that the term “Tihr” was used for (i) carpets containing woven or embroidered inscriptions, (ii) embroidered garments and clothes, and (iii) institutions where such garments were manufactured. Unless this three-fold significance of the word “Tihr” is kept in view, one is liable to get confused.

The importance of the 'Tirās factories may be gauged from the fact that many of these were situated in the very homes of the Caliphs—palaces and State mansions.

The Tirās factories, having been established in Egypt and working under the skilful guidance of the Copts, produced silks and linens of very fine quality. The city Tinnis near Port Said had 6,000 looms and was justly celebrated for producing fabrics of great excellence, such as Kasbah, Bukhala: the former was used generally for turbans and the latter with amusingly changing colours for saddle cloth and for covering the litter for the Caliphs. Every year the 'Abbāsids Caliphs sent a covering for the Kaʿba at Mecca known technically as Kiswā manufactured by the craftsmen of the Royal factories established in Tinnis. The city famous for its silks was Dabiqi, the term “Dabiqi” is mentioned very often in Persian lyric and Arabic odes. Fustat or old Cairo was also a celebrated centre of the weaver’s art.

During the regime of the Fāṭimids, the Egyptian craftsmen surpassed their Coptic masters. The linens and silks of the Fāṭimid period became so elegant and fine that they were exported to all parts of the civilized world. Generally speaking, the Fāṭimid artists followed the artists of the 'Abbāsid regime in the sense that they used either geometrical patterns or figures of animals for decorative purposes, although the Kufic writing was also observed flanking the decorated pattern. When sazā replaced the Kufic script, the linen and silk fabrics were decorated with arabesque motifs and the cursive writing of the sazā.

The linen textiles on which decorations and inscriptions were painted or

stamped were even more skilfully manufactured. These inscriptions were occasionally in liquid gold, again reminding us that the Sāsānian traditions were very strong even under the Fāṭimids. The technique of stamping and printing decorations on fabrics was developed to such an extent by the Fāṭimid artists that it spread to Europe, and the Germans showed great skill in imitating the artistic patterns and motifs of the Egyptian Muslims.

(b) Textiles of the Ayyubids and Mamluk Dynasties.—From the sixth/seventh to the eighth/ninth century, the weaver’s art continued to flourish but signs of decline were occasionally noticed. As a matter of fact, the decorations of this period are simple as compared with the superbly executed Fāṭimid embroideries in polychrome silk or gold thread.

Stamping and printing were also practised in accordance with the traditions inherited by the artists. There was a departure in the manufacture of silks which deserves mention. During this period the silk fabric was usually woven with a shuttle on a draw-loom in sharp contrast to the plain and floral with tapestry-woven decorations wherein the weft threads of the designs were introduced with a bobbin or a needle. With the advent of the Mongols and even earlier, the Chinese technique began to influence the weaver’s art. It would appear that the Mamluk Sultans of Egypt especially favoured the Chinese style of decoration.

(c) Iranian Textiles.—When Tihr factories were established throughout the territorial possessions of the Caliphs, Iran was no exception. As a matter of fact, the Iranian craftsmen who had inherited the traditional skill of the Sāsānian craftsmen very soon adapted themselves to the new conditions and began to produce incomparable works of art. During the earlier period Merv and Nishapur housed famous Tihr factories.

The Iranian artists of these cities produced silk textiles which appear to have been influenced by the fusion of many artistic traditions—the Sāsānian, the Coptic, and the Egyptian. The use of the gold thread is certainly reminiscent of the Sāsānian traditions, while the decorative patterns bespeak of Coptic influence. History is curiously silent about the place occupied by Samarkand so far as textiles are concerned, but in literary works we find many allusions to the beautiful fabrics, silks and linens, woven in this great city which witnessed the emergence of the Persian renaissance and which under the princes of the House of Sāmān became a great centre of intellectual activity, learning, and cultural movements.

Under the Great Saljuqs, the Iranian artists proceeded from strength to strength. There was a revival of almost all crafts and minor arts, and Rayy during this period became the most celebrated weaving centre. The Sāsānian tradition lost its hold, and, slowly but steadily, arabesque motifs of Islamic origin with finely executed scrolls came into their own.

It would appear that Baghāz also was a famous centre of the weaver’s art during this period, since Marco Polo (seventh/thirteenth century) praises the silks, linens, and gold brocades of Baghāz and Mopl. Allusions in works of
literature would tend to show that weavers in this period had spread all over the territorial possessions of the Seljûqs: it has been proved beyond any shadow of doubt that many fine brocades, silk fabries, and linens preserved in European museums were manufactured in Asia Minor, especially at Qâniyâh.

It is an admitted fact that the Mongol invaders of Persia patronized the craftsmen and the artisans and massacred the learned and the erudite, considering the latter as useless appendages of civilized life. Amazingly, however, very few Iranian textiles can be assigned with any amount of certainty to the Mongol or Timurid period. M. S. Dimand has pointed out that many brocades attributed to Iran by Falke are most likely of Spanish origin. The matter, however, is not free from doubt. All that we can assert safely is that the weavers continued to flourish under the Mongols and Timurid; unfortunately, however, very few genuine fabrics manufactured by them have been preserved.

As with other branches of art, Iranian weaving blossomed forth into its full splendour under the Safavids, who had become associated with craftsman-ship of all types except that of words since poetry excluding the elegy was looked at askance by them. Safawid silks were primarily of three types: (i) plain silks, (ii) silk brocades, and (iii) silk velvets. All the three types were most elegant and were used commonly for the garments of the rich, as hangings and curtains of palaces, and as gifts from the Safawid princes to those who deserved them or who had the good fortune of being present when the kings and princes were in their high spirits during festivities or celebrations.

The decoration of these fabrics is almost typically Iranian—animals moving about gracefully, birds on the wings or perched on branches and foliage moving or still as in breathless suspense. The Iranian artists painted even scenes taken from the famous Persian romances or the epic of epics, the Shahnameh. Niqânfâm seems to have been one of the most favourite authors; incidents from the stories that he weaves have been interwoven by the weavers into silks and fabrics manufactured for their royal patrons and generous nobles. Linens, brocades, and velvets of this period are to be found in many museums all over the world and appear amazingly fresh, speck and span, glowing with life, with warm and soft colours.

Under Shâh Abbas the Great who was a generous patron of all Fine Arts, artists manufactured textiles of great beauty in Yazd and Kâshân. Some of these fabrics have come down to us and we know also the names of some artists, for example, Qâhiyâ and his son. All critics and historians of art agree and it is very refreshing to observe this agreement—that the velvets and the brocades manufactured under the Safavids, especially during the reign of Shâh 'Abbas, constituted the most glorious fabrics ever produced in any part of the world.

Under the Safavids the Iranian artists also developed the art of embroidering and printing cottons. Many specimens of block-printed cotton hangings known technically as qalamchâr have come down to us and it appears that they were made most probably in Isfahân, Hamadân, and Yazd.

(d) Turkish Textiles and Embroideries.—The fabrics of the Ottoman period consisted mainly of finely made brocades and velvets, but it may be observed that the decoration of these fabrics is far less skilful and varied than of those manufactured by the Iranian or Egyptian artists. The Turkish artists almost invariably confined themselves to floral and geometrical patterns. However, Turkish textiles are important in the sense that the artists of Venice imitated the Turkish craftsmen and, slowly but steadily, this art spread to Europe via Italy.

Turkish artists were very fond of embroidering handkerchiefs and towels, and it is obvious that they were used merely for decorative or ceremonial purposes. Most of them belong to the twelfth/eighteenth and thirteenth/nineteenth centuries.

(e) Indian Textiles.—The Indian artists of antiquity were justly celebrated for manufacturing cotton muslin so fine as to be considered miraculous.

When the weaver's art came into its own under the Mughuls, both Iranian and Hindu motifs became clearly discernible in fabrics manufactured in India. During the period of Shâh Jâhân very fine velvets was produced. The decoration consisted primarily of floral scrolls.

Silk brocades were the speciality of the Indian artists under the Mughuls. We know on undisputable authority of Abu al-Falî and others that Lahore, Aurrangabad, Benares, and Ahmedabad were great weaving centres. Silk brocades were very skilfully designed with vivid colours and abundant use of gold. The elegant sirs and head-dresses and saffis (shâlik) manufactured during the Mughul period have been justifiably claimed to be specimens of the finest weaving in the world: some of them are to this day preserved in museums.

Europe knows Indian textiles most probably through Kasghán shawls, some of them embroidered and others woven.

The art of block-printing and resist-dyeing reached its zenith under the Mughuls. Specimens of printed cotton known to Europe as palampores and pintados were beautifully designed and executed with great skill and ingenuity.

(f) Rugs.—Although fragments of rugs have been excavated at Fustâth in Egypt which would show that rug-making was very well known to the Egyptians, yet there is no doubt that it was only with the advent of the Seljûqs that fine rugs were manufactured for the first time. Marco Polo, who passed through Asia Minor in 600/1270, informs us that the most elegant rugs in the world were made by Greek and Armenian artists under royal patronage. It is surprising, indeed, that the Seljûq Turks, barbarian by origin, were responsible for reviving many major and minor arts throughout their territorial possessions. The Seljûq rugs have simple decorative patterns—interlacing arabesque, geometrical figures, and medallions.

As is the case with textiles, very few rugs of the Timurid and Mongol periods have come down to us, but if we closely observe the rugs as represented in
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miniature paintings and as described by poets, we have to concede that the art of rug-making had achieved considerable maturity under the Timurids. As a matter of fact, spring with all its beauty, colours, and abundance of flowers and foliage is described by the poets as inferior to the decorated rugs found in royal palaces.

The finest Iranian rugs were manufactured admittedly under the Safawids. Tabriz was the centre of Iranian arts and crafts and it was here that the weavers of Kāšghān, Hamadan and Herāt would learn the craft of rug-making and go back to their homes to spread this artistic activity throughout the possessions of the Safawids.

The most celebrated types of rugs manufactured under the Safawids may be grouped as follows: (i) medallion and animal rugs with arabesque and floral designs, (ii) woolen rugs with animal figures drawn, with the greatest skill, realistically and not in stiffed conventional manner, (iii) silk rugs, (iv) rugs with floral designs, and (v) raze rugs.

Under the Mughuls rug-making or carpet-making in India became very popular with kings and princes and was the style that was unrivalled. Akbar, writes that "all kinds of carpet weaves have settled here and have a flourishing trade. These are found in every town, especially in Agra, Patlipur, and Lahore."

Some of the Mughal rugs have been preserved, particularly those in the collection of the Mahārāj of Jaspur. Damad is of opinion that "in technical perfection the Indian weavers of the time of Shah Jahan often surpassed their Iranian Masters."

Turkish rugs are mainly of two kinds, (a) manufactured by royal factories with all facilities attendant thereupon, (b) made by ordinary villagers and peasants who occasionally grouped themselves with industrial ends in view. The design of the Turkish rug is mainly geometrical and this characteristic can be traced even in the peasants' productions right from the twentieth century to the thirteenth/nineteenth century.

Some time back a series of beautifully designed rugs of different sizes with floral patterns was wrongly attributed to the skill of D anonymous craftsman, but recent research has established beyond any shadow of doubt that these rugs are the produce of Turkish looms; many technical specimens of these are to be found in the Metropolitan Museum. Rugs bearing floral patterns and designs may safely be assigned to Court manufactures, especially those established by Sultan (906-974/1500-1566) in Constantinople or Brusa (Asia Minor). Obviously, the rugs made by the peasants are comparatively coarse and their patterns and designs clearly show that the sensibility of the designers was not fully developed.

There is no doubt that these Turkish rugs, whether manufactured by artists attached to the Court or by peasants, are, on the whole, inferior to the Persian rugs of the Safawid period which were brilliantly conceived and superbly executed as works of art.

Minor Arts

5. Wood-carving, and Ivory and Bone-carving.

(a) Wood-carving—There is no doubt that the Muslim artists during the early centuries of Islam developed the art of wood-carving under Hellenistic and Sassanian influence.

The most celebrated specimen of wood-carving produced during the early Abbāsids is the prayer pulpit in the mosque of Qairawān situated in North Africa which, it would appear, was brought from Baghad during the third/ninth century along with some hewn tiles by some notables of the Abbāsids dynasty. This pulpit contains panels decorated with geometrical patterns and designs. It is regarded as a masterpiece of wood-carving of the Baghdad School and was most probably executed under the patronage of the Abbāsids. The 'Abbāsids artists developed a style of their own and freed themselves from the fetters imposed upon them by the Sassanian and Hellenistic conventions. The 'Abbāsids style of decoration was imitated by the Egyptian artists under the Tulūnids (931-330/955-999) and it became very popular in all parts of Egypt, especially in Cairo.

The craftsmen of Egypt, however, gradually improved upon the 'Abbāsid technique and evolved a style of their own in the fourteenth century. The motifs "were more deeply undercut and there was a tendency towards roundness."

It is extremely difficult to estimate the part played by the ancient crafts and arts of Egypt in the development of wood-carving by the Egyptian artists. After all Egypt had inherited artistic traditions of great significance and value and it would perhaps be safe to assert that the artists must have benefited from the heritage of ancient Egypt.

With the passage of time geometrical patterns gave way to other types of decoration, namely, the carving of animal figures and arabesque scrolls; the devotion to detail in these works is amazing and is indicative both of the skill of the artist and of his painstaking labour.

Some of the panels of wood made during the Fāṭimid regime are magnificently carved and depict typically Egyptian scenes; the figures of birds or animals are emphasized and this is but natural because the ancient Egyptians worshipped certain birds and animals as gods and goddesses.

During the Ayyubid period the Fāṭimid tradition continued to influence wood-carving with the difference that arabesque scrolls became more delicate, fine, and complicated, and sūsq replaced Kufic inscriptions. With the passage of time the devotion to detail which has already been noticed was emphasized still further. It was in this period that various valuable types of wood including ebony came into use.

The art of carving in Egypt declined in the ninetenth century. The wood-carver's art in Iran showed signs of considerable maturity even
during the regime of Mahmūd of Ghaznawī; a door from his tomb has been preserved, ironically enough, in the Museum at Agra. This door reveals that the Iranian artists evolved a style of their own and arranged the deep undercutting of the ornament in several planes. This characteristic feature is undoubtedly of Iranian origin.

Wood-carvings of the Sāliḥī period have, unfortunately, not come down to us in sufficient quantity to enable us to evaluate their artistic worth but it may be safely asserted that the artists of Asīa Minor during the sixth/seventh and seventh/eighth centuries produced works of very high quality the decoration of which compared favourably with that of the Egyptian and the Syrian artists.

Wood-carvings pertaining to the early Mongol period are also very rare but there is no doubt that in the second half of the eighth/nineteenth century the Iranian artists, especially in Western Turkestan, achieved a technical perfection which leaves nothing to be desired. The art flourished for some time under the Shahwīds but is the eleventh/seventeenth and the twelfth/thirteenth centuries signs of decline were noticeable: during this period the panels were painted and lacquered, not carved.

(b) Ivory and Bone-carvings.—Ivory and bone-carving of the early Islamic period has been found at various places in Egypt, especially in old Cairo, and shows that Coptic traditions influenced the work of the earlier artists to a large extent. Artists flourished under the Fāṭimids, Ayyūbīd, and Mamluk dynasties. Decoration during this period was very elaborate and finely executed. Sicilian ivory-work has also been preserved in certain museums and it reveals a fusion of the Eastern and Western styles. The decorative motifs are mainly arabesque, human figures, animals, birds on the wings and perched on the branches of trees with dark sombre and sober outlines and occasional flashes of vivid red, bright violet, blue, and dazzling gold.


(a) Metal-work.—The Sākānānian tradition in Iran was so strong that the earlier products of Muslims, particularly silver and gold vessels, have been attributed mistakenly to the artists of the Sākānān era. However, it is easy enough to distinguish earlier Islamic metal-work from the Sākānān because vessels which are decorated with Kufic inscriptions, birds, interlaced arabesques, and medallions are definitely of Islamic origin. It has been conjectured—and there seems to be merit in this conjecture—that the earliest products of the act of metal-work pertain to the period of the Sākānān who were responsible for heralding the Persian renascent in letter, learning, and Fine Arts.

Early Islamic vessels consist mostly of trays and ewers fashioned in the shape of animals and birds. With the advent of the Sāliḥī Turks in 429/1037 Muslim metal-work came into its own. The bronze, gold, and silver utensils which have been preserved in different museums reveal patterns and decorations which are extremely original and seem to have been developed by the artists of the Sāliḥī period. Enamel-work was also known, although it was not of very high quality. Gold jewelry of a considerably high standard consisting mainly of ear-rings and pendants, fashioned again in the shape of animals and birds, has come down to us. During this period both Iran and Mesopotamia became centres of the art of casting bronze objects with relief decorations—mirrors, plaques, and animal figures. Two mirrors which have come down to us (preserved in the Iḥṣārī Collection in Cairo) reveal that the artists devoted great care in the execution of their work and paid painstaking attention to details.

Metal-work during the Fāṭimīd period consists mainly of jewelry and is relatively very rare. Some specimens are to be found in the Iḥṣārī Collection mentioned above.

It is interesting to note that some of the metal-work under the Ayyūbīd Sāliḥī is decorated with Christian motifs. Although artists in metal-work continued to flourish during the Mongol period and after, signs of qualitative decline were apparent. Under the Shahwīds, however, the metal-workers achieved great distinction in moulding iron and steel and produced works of art which are technically perfect and in no way inferior to the earlier masterpieces. Unfortunately, very few specimens of Shahwīd metal-works have survived, but in the tenth/eleventh-century miniature paintings we can observe the elegance and charm of some of the metal-works represented therein.

The artists of other Muslim countries did not achieve any great distinction in this art as compared with the Iranian artists.

(b) Glass and Crystal.—During the Roman period the artists of the Near East, particularly Syria and Egypt, were justly celebrated for their skilfully executed glassware. The Muslim artists learnt the various techniques of decorating glass from the local artists.

Excavations made at Susa, Rayy, and Sīrāah have given us specimens of glass-work which prove that the Iranian artists continued to walk in the footsteps of their Sākānān masters and even copied the Sākānān forms and decorative features. The glass-work of the earlier Islamic period consists mainly of bottles, flasks, cups, and receptacles for oil and perfume. The earlier works were undecorated but with the passage of time the artists learnt the art of decoration and produced works which were exquisitely beautiful. Especially charming were the small thick prismatic perfume bottles. Under the Fāṭimīd the glass industry reached its zenith. Excavations at Fustāṭ and Alexandria have revealed that the artists had achieved great skill in this art and developed technical perfection. The greatest distinction achieved by the artists of the Fāṭimīd period was the decoration of glass with lustre-painting and enamel. It is unfortunate indeed that this type of work has come down to us only in fragments.

Some pieces, incomplete as they are, in the Arab Museum in Cairo, the
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to have been important or interesting events and vague, probably untrue, legends of the people who had inhabited the old ruins that were scattered in some parts of the peninsula. They lacked even a proper epic; indeed, they were a people with no consciousness of history. The Muslims, therefore, could not have drawn any inspiration for the development of a tradition of historiography from the pre-Islamic Arabs.

The Greek sciences made a most significant contribution to Islamic culture, but in the field of history, the Greek influence is difficult to trace. No classical Greek history ever reached the Arabs; the Greek and the Latin annalistic literature has been lost and is not available even to the modern scholar. History, however, was a much less important sector of Greek and Latin scholarship; it was not considered of sufficient merit to be included in the curriculum of regular studies. The Muslims adopted the branches of learning that were considered sufficiently important in the eyes of the Greeks themselves; the Greek tradition was kept alive in these subjects. One of the reasons for the loss of classical Greek historical literature may be the fact that the Arabs showed no interest in its preservation. The Byzantines had traditions of historiography and it is not beyond the range of possibility that some of their works came into the hands of the Arabs through Syrian Christians and converts to Islam. They might have contributed some techniques, but these techniques could not have been important. In any case, the Arabs could not have derived their historical sense from the Byzantines.

The other two great civilizations with which the Arabs came into close contact were those of the Iranians and the Hindus. The Hindus never developed an interest in history. There is little indication of the Iranians possessing any notable historical literature at the time of the Muslim conquest.

It is, therefore, more likely that the Arabs developed a sense of history as a result of the Prophet Muhammad's mission. Indeed, all indications point in this direction; hence they need explanation. It should be remembered that Islam itself claims to work in the context of history. It fulfills the previous

1 C. Brockelmann, Geschichte der arabischen Literatur, 2 Vols., Weimar, 1898; Berlin, 1907; 2nd., Supplement, 3 Vols., Leipzig, 1937-42; C. A. Storey, Persian Literature, A Bibliographical Survey, London, 1929-30; F. Bhabinger, Die Geschichte der Araber und ihrer Völker, Leipzig, 1927 (gives good surveys of the literature discussed in this chapter). Despite of the works mentioned here have not been given because they are available in these surveys.
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missions of the prophets who had come before Muhammad? It seeks to
abrogate the exorcisms that came to disfigure truth in the course of
time, because the generations that had gone before had failed to preserve
the earlier revelations. Prophet had come in various societies at different
times and had preached the same essential truth, but there had grown up
erros and misunderstandings, some deliberate and pervers and others as
the result of folly, and divine revelation had become clouded. Now this basic
belief shows a consciousness of history. It is concerned with the past,
the present, and even the future. The future comes in because Muhammad being
the last of the prophets and the bearer of a message of transcendent impor-
tance, his mission will remain effective throughout the future. This conception
of religion is not concerned with the present only. It does not look upon
the present as merely transient, nor upon the past as the sum total of merely
so many transient and insignificant presents. This is borne out by the fact
that the Qur'an draws attention repeatedly to the misdeeds of previous
peoples and their destruction as the result of these misdeeds. The warning
is implicit in the narrative itself, but it is also given explicitly on many oc-
casions. If the past produced all those disastrous results, or if, conversely,
virtuous deeds in the past were fruitful in producing good results, there is a
relationship between the past, the present, and the future which is significant
in fashioning human life. History, in this manner, achieves great importance in
understanding life.

There is another aspect of Islam that has an important bearing upon
history. Muhammad has a unique place in history. According to the Muslim
belief, Muhammad stands, as if it were, on the watershed of time. The pro-
gress that had been vouchedsafe to humanity before him was to be led fulness
in his mission. The previous messages were limited to particular peoples and
their environments and conditions. They had the special circumstances of these people in view; hence they had contained, in addition to an emphasis
upon the universal nature of the absolute values, certain teachings that were
valid only in the circumstances in which they were revealed. The succession
of the previous prophets had worked for the completion of religious belief,
for a perfection in the unveiling of the great truths, and for giving humanity
the essence of religious truth, untrammeled by the need to recontextualize it
by a consideration of the transient environment. Muhammad, thus, represents
the culmination of one divine plan and the beginning of another. The first
plan was designed to meet the differing needs of various segments of the

1 This is inherent in the Muslim belief, based upon the Qur'an, vi, 18; vii, 30, etc.
2 Ibid., v. 88ff., etc.
3 Ibid., xxxiii, 40, where the Prophet has been called "the seal of the prophets."
The seal comes at the end of an epitome. There is also a hadith which says, "There
shall be no prophet after me."
4 Quar'an, e.g. vi, 5; x, 70ff.; xi, 25ff.; xix, 74; xxiv, 9ff.; xxx, 42-47; xxxv;
44, 45, etc., etc.
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human race, the second plan for the entire humanity. The very pattern of
religious progress changes after Muhammad, because now there is a universal
message to follow, the essence indeed of all that has gone before.

With this belief about the position of the Prophet in time, it was natural
that the Muslims should cultivate the historic sense. Christianity also believes
in a divine plan of history; indeed, the Church, encouraged by the power
and expansion of the Christian nations, came to believe strongly that it was
the will of God that Christianity should prosper in the world and in this manner
the Kingdom of God should be ultimately established on earth. Only recently
with the growth of communist States has this belief somewhat weakened.
However, even when the Church held a strong conviction regarding the ultimate
triumph of Christanity and looked upon history as the gradual revelation of
the divine plan, its conception of the importance of the unfolding of the
historical processes was not the same as that of the Muslims. According to
the Christian dogma, Christ is the savior of humanity, but that time has no special significance because, as God, Christ is eternal, timeless, infinite. Only for the time that he was in this world, did he put upon himself the limitations of a finite human existence. He came to
redeem the world and he did it by paying for it with his own life. In a sense
this redemption is the culmination of religious evolution. It was for this reason
that the earlier Christians saw in every disaster the approach of the end of
the world. Having been redeemed, the world had achieved the goal; there was
nothing beyond it. The further unfolding of history was irrelevant. The Muslim
position was basically different. The Qur'an enjoined that there should be a
body among the Muslims dedicated to the task of preaching the truth,11
indeed, the Muslims themselves were to form a nation to invite others to accept
the truth and to set an example for the world.12 Muhammad was the last of
the prophets, but his mission was to be carried on by the learned among his
people. It was for this reason that he had said that these learned people were
to be like the prophets of Israel; in other words, what had hitherto been
achieved through a succession of prophets was to be accomplished through
the agency of learned men.

This sharp contrast between the destiny of Islam and the earlier religions
was bound to set people thinking about the elements responsible for this
change in the divine plan. How had the world changed to need a new dispensa-
tion so radically different in its purpose from what had gone before? This
question was even more pertinent since it was not the nature of the truth
that had changed; for did not Islam claim to be all revealed truth, whether
it had come before Muhammad or through him? And what was the truth that
had come before? How far did it conform to the message of the Qur'an? How
much of the truth claimed by the previous religions was interpolation,
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and how much of it incidental to the circumstances of those days and the peoples who had been its recipients? These were the questions that arose naturally, and all of them are either directly historical or have historical overtones. They were rooted not only in natural curiosity, but, as we shall see later, also in theology itself.

In its exhortations for belief and righteousness, the Qur’an does not depend entirely upon appeal to emotions. It argues and appeals to reason at innumerable places. Phenomena of nature, legends contained in older scriptures, the impact of ruined cities and buildings upon the imagination of a sensitive people, and historical events are all pressed into service. Indeed, there are considerable historical data in the Qur’an.

The inclusion of these allusions in large numbers led the critics of the Prophet to question the relevance of human experience in the past. They dismissed them as being merely the records of peoples who had gone before. The unbelievers implied that what had happened in the past was of little importance to them. They certainly did not believe that history had any lessons for them. The Qur’an, on the other hand, considers the experience of the past generations and of other peoples to be of vital importance. The underlying argument is that similar actions and circumstances produce similar results. The Qur’an thus lays down one of the first principles that guided the Muslims in their study of history. They wanted to learn from the experience of others. Besides, human activity is not an isolated phenomenon; it is linked with the past as much as with the future. Being implicit in the very conception of Muhammad as one of the prophets and the last of them, it found confirmation in the insistence of the Qur’an on the importance of historical phenomena in the determination of right and wrong. If any human action has brought disaster, that action could not be right except by the violation of the principle of righteousness itself. And in judging the results of human activity, the Qur’an does not take into consideration the individual. It is the sum total of communal activity which cannot be right if it produces disasters.

A good man working for the common good in a bad community may suffer, but he has his other rewards. A bad man in a good community may not suffer, but he has his other punishments. This is the reason why the prophets and martyrs seemingly failed in bad communities which hurled themselves into disasters; from a purely worldly point of view they even suffered grievously, but actually they were saved and the evil-doers really suffered. And in the stories of the bad communities and the suffering prophets, there is another implication. The good that the prophets had sought to achieve might not have been established in their own times or communities but it ultimately did prevail, and this shows a continuity of the historical process in which righteousness ultimately wins.

Apart from their moral and philosophical implications, which helped in creating a historical sense in the Muslims, the historical allusions in the Qur’an presented a challenge to the Muslim mind. The Muslims wanted to learn more about them, and thus began a search for more detailed information. It is true that with their limited resources and the condition of human knowledge in their days, the information collected by the early Muslims was not always accurate. Considerable legendary material, folklore, and mythology entered into their understanding of the historical facts mentioned in the Qur’an.

A fertile source of legendary material was the Jewish tradition. The net gain was that historical curiosity had been aroused. Some of the earlier mistakes were never corrected, but others were discarded when critical faculties got sharpened by greater experience and knowledge.

There was yet another aspect of religion that directly led to the cultivation of history. Muhammad is a historical figure; he lived in the limelight of history. His biography has always been considered to be a cornerstone of Muslim theology, and, therefore, the events of his life were eagerly sought and collected. So long as his immediate disciples and Companions were alive, this was a simple matter, but as time elapsed, it was considered increasingly necessary to collect all information about him. Where the believers could not find clear guidance from the Qur’an, or where there was dispute in the interpretation of its text, the best authority could be the Prophet’s actions and sayings.

Thus, there grew up the tradition of collecting the hadith, and after some time when the original narrators had died and there had intervened several generations so that for every hadith there were several narrators in succession, it was necessary to submit the reports to searching criticism. The scholars developed certain criteria that have not only endured but have earned the respect of the succeeding generations for their soundness.

Modern scholarship can find fault with some of the traditions that have been judged to be
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sound, but the canons of criticism and of testing the validity of reports are trustworthy even today. This was no mean achievement and shows not only a keen sense of responsibility but also a high perception of the criteria which should be applied to any narration. After all this is the kernel of all methods of historical research.

A by-product of this search was the compilation of working biographies of all the better known narrators. In this process those considered unreliable were branded as such. The biographers made the most careful and impartial scrutiny, and if they found any trace of deceit or even a charge of lying in any respect, they exposed the narrator so that the traditions, in the chain of the narrators in which he appeared, might at least be treated with some caution. As it was a theological and religious matter and concerned the beliefs of all Muslims, the critics developed the highest sense of intellectual honesty. Despite these efforts and precautions, some unreliable traditions have found their way into the "authentic traditions," but when the scholar noted that the collector discarded many more traditions than were considered sufficiently sound to be accepted, it would be clear how well the criteria were applied.

A remarkable testimony to the historical sense of the Muslims is their success in preserving the text of the Qur’an. It really arose from two of the teachings of the Book itself. The first of these is the doctrine of the corruption of the previous Scriptures through changes or interpolations. The other is the promise that the Qur’an shall be preserved.22 According to the Muslim belief, the corruption of the previous Scriptures resulted in the misguidance of the people to the extent that the shape of the original faisl was changed beyond recognition. The Muslims had been given the Qur’an, which they were to cherish and preserve in the original form. They believe in the verbal sanctity of the Qur’an. This led them to preserve the text. Taking into consideration the differences in languages in the Muslim world and the rise of various sects in Islam, this is quite an achievement. The preservation of the text of the Qur’an could not but have engendered a respect for the texts of documents of any importance.

It would be seen from this discussion that historiography in the Muslim world had religious beginnings. It was religion that gave the Muslims their historical sense, and the requirements of developing a theology made it imperative for the Muslim theologians to undertake historical research and to lay down canons of evaluating historical data for eliminating doubt and error so far as it was humanly possible. It led them to explore the traditions of religions allied to their own which had preceded the mission of the Prophet in point of time. Indeed, historical studies started in Islam as a necessary adjunct of theological development.23 It was necessary, therefore,

---

16 Qur’an, vi, 116; the corruption of previous Scriptures finds mention also at other places, e.g., v, 13.
17 Al-Sakhawi, op. cit., pp. 258, 261.
18 Ibid., p. 261.
19 Al-Khatib al-Baghdadi, Kithb, Hyderabad, 1357/1938, pp. 159ff.; also, Al-Bishri, Qulih, iv, 121, 123, 125, 138 (Krohl).
20 E.g., Uyey al-Din Benani, Torshis-i Firdowsi, Calcutta, 1860–82, pp. 16, 17.
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of Niẓām al-Dīn Ahmad’s Tabaqat-i Akbari. Badayuni has added information about Akbar’s lapses from his personal observation and also from hearsay. The general effect is pretty daring from the orthodox Muslim point of view. On closer analysis, however, it appears that Badayuni has suggested more than his words really convey, and, being a master of studied ambiguity and innuendo, he is able to create impressions without taking responsibility for some of the events that he reports. Wherever he is reporting an incident or a fact that is obviously not correct, he precrases it by a vague remark like “It is reported that…” Sometimes he writes sentences that can be translated in more than one way. Such ambiguity, however, occurs only where the author deliberately seeks to suggest what he does not want to say. This was not done for any fear of the monarch, because Badayuni’s book was kept secret during Akbar’s reign. It was Badayuni’s regard for the verbal and the literal truth that led him into these devious paths. He was perhaps not bothered about the general effect because he was probably far removed, as the general other men of high repute, of Akbar’s heterodoxy. Badayuni left the path of historical rectitude only in heightening an effect that he considered to be true. Abu al-Fadl, who approached his task with an entirely different purpose, is hard put to it where he finds it difficult to justify or explain away some measure or action of the monarch. He adopts the method not of ignoring it, but of making a veiled reference to it that a discerning reader can well understand. Abu al-Fadl, his general panegyrics apart, shows a high regard for truth in reporting events. He was probably also convinced of the truth of the general theme of his work, namely, that Akbar was a monarch of unusual ability and that he was inclined to show remarkable benevolence towards his subjects. Whatever axes the two authors had to grind are, however, quite apparent to the reader, but he cannot help being impressed by the pathetic regard for truth that is so apparent in these works and that is so difficult to maintain because of the patent partial approaches of the authors. These are perhaps extreme examples, but they are by no means unique in the history of Muslim historiography. Niẓām al-Dīn Ahmad, whose work has been mentioned above, provides a good example of the extreme objectivity observed by some Muslim historians, because, living in the midst of such acute controversy regarding the monarch’s religious policies and attitudes and himself being orthodox in his own religious beliefs, he does not even as much as mention the topic. He could not have considered it unimportant, being an observer of good sensitivity, but he left it out because he did not want to pass value judgments on matters which he disliked. The Muslim monarchs were extremely sensitive regarding the verdict of the posterity on their deeds. They had the common human weakness of being
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desirous of leaving a good name behind them. Historians were, therefore, courted and patronized. A number of histories have been written by men who in varying degrees can be called “Court historians.” In some European circles their works are treated with suspicion, which is not justified in all cases. We have seen how men of probity have not twisted facts even when they seemed to mar their own thesis; at worst, they may have been guilty in some instances of the suppression of some unpalatable truth or the suggestion of virtues that did not exist. They could not have invented events. Their faults can mostly be remedied easily—any hyperbolic praise of a patron is understood to be merely a matter of form; the pure and unashamed panegyric can rarely be dismissed as being out of context. When a personal is called a world-conquering hero by a writer, it is understood that the epithet is only an expression of courtesy conveying nothing, but a Muslim historian does not invent imaginary victories to adorn sober history. If a historian misses some event, he knows that others are likely to mention it and that he will be held guilty by posterity; therefore, there are few instances of deliberate misrepresentation by Muslim historians, and these have often been corrected by subsequent writers or even their own contemporaries.

The historians who had access to monarchical and their ministers were well informed and to that extent are more reliable. In an age when the printing press had not made the daily newspaper possible and governments were not publicity-conscious in the modern sense of the term, the isolated scholar was hard put to it to collect the necessary data for an informative book relating the events of a reign. One has only to compare the bazaar gossip related by European travellers to India with the sober histories of the period to see how distorted the reports of events did become once they had left the precincts of the Court and the circles of persons in contact with the high officials. A Court historian was in no less desperate a position than a historian of today who is overwhelmed by the information material issuing from the publicity departments of modern governments, especially when his own emotions are also deeply involved, e.g., in a crisis in which his own nation is concerned. The Court historian had his own reputation at stake because he intended to write for posterity. The professional code established by historians could not be transgressed with impunity.

However, not all historians who were otherwise attached to a Court can be called Court historians. There have existed men of the highest probity who were attached to Courts and wrote historical works, but they cannot be termed Court historians. Amir Khusru enjoyed the patronage of several monarchs

E.g. passages quoted in Sources of Indian Tradition, ed. William Theodore de Bary, Columbia University Press, New York, pp. 327, 328, show quite clearly that the authors do not intend the readers to take all their assertions seriously. Akbar was certainly not “the ruler of the world and of all who inhabit it” nor the “origin of the canons of world-government” and “author of universal conquest.”
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but he was not employed as a historian. Baidyauni, while attached to Akbar’s Court, wrote against him. Nisam al-Din Ahmad held a high office in the government, but the recording of history was not one of his duties. It is doubtful whether even abu al-Fadl can be called a Court historian in spite of his great partiality for Akbar, because his official assignments were of an administrative or military nature. The famous Ahmad bin Yahya al-Baladhi was a scribe of the Caliph al-Mutawakkil; ‘Ata bin Muhammad al-Jawzi was a vizier; other government officials who were also historians of some eminence include Muhammad Yahya al-Shai, Sinok bin Tahir, abu ‘Ali Ahmad bin Muhammad Miskawaw, and Badal bin Ahmad bin Abbas al-Sa’di, to name only a few. The great Ibn Khaldun was a Qadi, but this was not considered a government office as a religious obligation to be discharged by those qualified for it if they were called upon by the monarch to assume the responsibility. There were some princes and rulers who took an interest in history and wrote works of considerable merit. An outstanding example is Isak’II bin ‘Ali abu al-Fadi’ who, in the midst of the busy life of a statesman and soldier, found time to write authoritative history. The ‘Abbadi prince Abu Hafsûn Yusef bin Muhammad al-Qaher wrote a history of the reign of his brother, Mustanjir bi-Allah. Some of the rulers of the Yasan, like Ja’iyya bin Najjâh (d. 501/1107), al-Adlal al-‘Abbâs b. ‘Ali (d. 770/1377), and al-Anqar Isak’II bin ‘Abbas (d. 805/1402) were responsible for historical works. None of these can be called Court historians, nor are their works prejudiced because of their high offices.

Diaries and memoirs are a fruitful source for historical studies. Indeed, some memoirs are our mainstay so far as the historical information regarding some areas at certain times is concerned. In this category come the memoirs of Zahir al-Din Muhammad Bâbur, whose stormy life presents not only one of the most exciting studies in history, but also gives us an insight into the political conditions of Central Asia after Tamerlane’s Empire had collapsed. He is rightly known as the prince of all diarists because of his frank narrations of events, in which he also discloses his own humane personality, telling us in a most charming manner his weaknesses and recording his triumphs without any begging. He hides neither his elation at success, nor sorrow at his defeat. This chiaroscuro of victory and defeat, of weakness and strength, of lapses and piety, and of ambition and frustration reveals a sensitive and lovable personality possessed of artistic sensibilities, all of which makes the Tuzuk extremely readable in addition to being informative. To take another example, his great grandson, Nâr al-Din Muhammad Jahangir, also wrote his memoirs. Jahangir had known no adversity; his tale could not be so thrilling as that of Bâbur; besides, he wrote not as an ambitious adventurer, albeit crowned and of imperial descent, as Bâbur did, but as an established ruler of a great empire. And yet, Jahangir’s memoirs do not show any lack of sensitivity. He is as keen an observer of human character as his illustrious ancestor was, as artistic in his own manner, being one of the greatest patrons of art, and an excellent critic and connoisseur. In spite of the inherent pomposity in the writing of an emperor who knows that his book will be read by his subjects even in his own lifetime, the book does not lack obvious sincerity. These examples can be multiplied from other periods and other lands in the context of Muslim historiography. The main point is that the suspicion in which certain Western writers uncritically hold any writer associated with a Court is not justified. Those who transgressed the requirements of historical objectivity, the forgotten and subsequent scholars and historians did not fail to criticize or even condemn them for their lapses. In the words of Diya’ al-Din Barani, “it is necessary that the historian be . . . known and famous for his truth and just dealing” and when “he writes of the excellences, the good deeds, the justice and equity of the ruler or of a great man, he must also not conceal his vices and evil deeds . . . ; the attention of the truthful, pious, and sincere historian should be directed towards writing the truth. He should be in fear of answering on the Day of Judgment. . . . In sum, history is a rare and useful form of knowledge and its writing is a great obligation.” As the writing of history was looked upon as a religious duty, the highest objectivity and impartiality were its criteria in the mind of the Muslim historian. There were black sheep as well and sometimes the desire for gain or the fear of a tyrant overcame the sense of responsibility of the writer, but he generally was relegated to oblivion.

Muslim historiography took several forms. The pre-Islamic Arabs took great pride in their genealogies. Like other primitive peoples, they generally kept verbal records which on some occasions were even publicly recited. Of course this often resulted in bragging and was a fruitful source of tribal warfare and vendetta. The practice of maintaining genealogies was kept up under Islam as well, and many non-Arab families seem to have adopted the habit. It is unlikely that in the pre-Islamic period the Arabs bothered to remember the main events connected with the life of every ancestor. Some famous anecdotes or events might have been associated with some outstanding names, but an idea of a connected family history or biography, however sketchy, of even the better known men in the family tree was unknown. It is even more improbable that any of those genealogies were committed to writing in the pre-Islamic period. The main features of these genealogies were fairly well known even outside the group of those to whom a genealogy belonged and any fraudulent claim was soon countered. In a way this was the early Arab way of remembering their tribal origins, but it had little to do with real history. When the Muslims took up historiography, genealogies proved helpful in understanding the part played by the Arab tribes in Islamic history. With

19 Barani, op. cit., pp. 16, 17.
the growing participation of the non-Arab Muslims in the affairs of the Islamic world the genealogical pattern came to be discarded in the greater part of the Muslim world. The origin of the genealogical works like Zubair bin Bakkar’s Ṣanāb-ū Quraish was the exaltation of the Quraish; this was feasible because the ruling dynasties of the Umayyads and the ‘Abbasids were alike Qurāsh. Baidiḫīr’s Kithā al-Abūth is the classical example of history being dealt with from the angle of genealogy. However, with the inclusion of so many non-Arab peoples in the world of Islam and their rise to power, such treatment became obsolete. It, however, thrived in the Magrib, especially in Spain, because tribal considerations continued to play an important part in the area and history could be grouped around the activities of some tribes and clans. Private families, particularly some of the ‘Aleeks and Ḏāmis, were interested in keeping a record of their ancestry. Family histories have continued to be written up to this day. Most families, however, contented themselves with keeping their genealogies, which were quite common in the Muslim world, but they cannot be classified as history. The Arabs, however, were given to tribal fighting which continued for considerable time and had the tendency to be rekindled at the slightest pretext. The memory of a spectacular or significant victory was kept alive. The battle-day tradition occupied an important place in the folklore of early Arabia. Those who had distinguished themselves in a battle or had inflicted a humiliating defeat on their adversary continued to brag about it long after. In fact, scholars are inclined to think that this form of narration was common to the earlier Semites as well. It is present in the older sections of the Bible. These traditions did not form a continuous narration like an epic; every anecdote stood by itself and spoke of a single event. In the Bible they have been grouped into a continuous narration, but each event can be read separately. It is improbable that any such anecdotes were committed to writing in pre-Islamic Arabia. They were, however, known to the Arab historians of the Muslim period. They did not find their way into the Muslim historical literature before the seventh/thirteenth century, because the earlier historians were doubtful of their historical worth. They were valuable for philological studies, but not as sources of history, because they partook of fiction, being generally one-sided and meant to glorify one side. Besides, they were not intended to be sober history; indeed, their original purpose was not the preservation of any historical fact, the conception of which was unknown to the pre-Islamic Arabs, but to sources for entertainment for the listeners when recited. They were, however, significant in one sense: they created a tradition of recording a single event.

The narration of single events and their reporting is capable of independent

and impartial treatment, and thus provides us with the raw material of history. These events can be strung together either chronologically or on the basis of a period, a locality, or even a topic. The treatment, however, tends to differ from continuous narration, because every report is a unit in itself. The line is not easy to draw and yet it is not difficult to see where the emphasis upon individual events is, even though they may be connected. This form of historiography came into vogue among the Muslims fairly early and is referred to by the name of ḫābrah. In its singular form, ḫābrah, the word means a report, an item of news. In the oldest form of Muslim historiography one comes across small pamphlets written to describe a single event, like the pre-Islamic narration of single battles. The simple narration soon gave place to the description of the event followed by a discussion of the causes which were responsible for its happening. Even though such a description related to only a single event, it came closer to the present method of discussing the genesis of a happening. The single ḫābrah gave place gradually to ḫābrah, a collection of several or many ḫābrahs. Theoretically, this could be quite disconnected, but the events or anecdotes came to have a focal point regarding a place or a subject and in their arrangement showed a consciousness of chronological sequence. Even in this form the method had serious handicaps.

A ḫābrah was a well-rounded narrative, but the continuity of a historical process is difficult to convey in this manner. Any deep interpretation of facts also is ruled out, because the tendency is to look upon life as a series of separate incidents without much anxiety to discover their interaction. Every ḫābrah was told like a vivid short story, hence it tended to sacrifice clarity and factualism for the creation of effect. This was sometimes achieved by the insertion of a few verses to drive a point home or to give it a dramatic quality. Indeed, it was not uncommon for the historian to retreat into the background and let the chief characters speak for themselves, very much like a dramatic dialogue. In this form the facts were lost in the midst of the emotions of the speakers, who, to ring true, had to be shown saying what, in the opinion of the historian, they would have felt in the circumstances. Being the earliest form of historiography among the Arabs, the ḫābrah was naturally integrated into other forms and was rarely found in its original and pure shape. It occurs in other works as well and can be spotted by its vivid style and the insertion of faked or actual conversations. Its most developed form was the monograph on some single historical event. A well-known historian in this style was ‘Ali bin al-Madāʾīnī (752–830/1351–1417), known only through quotations from his works in other histories. A list of the books written by him is preserved in al-Fihrist. In the sub-continent of India and Pakistan, perhaps Amir Khurshid’s Khsālīn al-キッチ furnishes the best example. His Yughqīq-nahal, though written in verse, which is not usual with ḫābrah histories, has many of their characteristics.

29 Some scholars are of the opinion that no written prose literature existed in pre-Islamic Arabia, e.g., William Martin, “Los Origines de la prosa literaria arabe,” Beren Africaine, LXXVIII, 1929, pp. 15–18.
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It would, however, be a mistake to think of all books written on religious subjects as falling into the category of the ḥikār literature. Its beginnings were, as has been mentioned, religious because it developed out of the desire to collect all the information about the life of the Prophet. The biographies of the narrators of hadith were a by-product. The biographies of religious and political persons followed naturally. Some biographies were written for sectarian purposes, for instance, the earlier works on the descendants and sons of the Caliph 'Ali; several biographies of Ḥusayn, Zaid bin 'Ali, and others fall in this category. Sometimes biographies were written at the request of a noble or a monarch. Tāhā bin Qurrah wrote a biography of al-Muktafi, which was completed by his son Sulaiman; this was supervised by the patron himself. Shamsi Surj 'Ali's Ṭūrīqāt Firdawsī is a typical biography of a monarch; the Straš-Firdawsī partakes of memoirs because it was supervised by the monarch. Sometimes the biography of a patron was also a record of the author's own times and it is not always easy to tell the line between biography and memoirs. An excellent example is the Xwādeli al-Sulṭānīyān wa-al-Mahāsin al-Yānīyān, being the biography of Sulaiman Ṣālah al-Dīn by Ibn Ṣaḥīḥī. It achieves a high standard in depicting the character of the great monarch. Abu al-Fadl b. Abū al-Maʿāshah can be looked upon as a highly successful biography of a remarkable man in spite of the author's obvious endeavour to paint the monarch in as favourable a light as possible. The success of the book lies in a faithful record of the events of the reign, which find confirmation in other authorities as well. The character of the monarch stands out clearly and in spite of the profusion of the adjectives in praise of Akbar, the penury is separated quite easily from what is the substance of the narration, because these are introduced as much to deliver formal homilies of praise as to show off the capacity of the author as a master of ornate style. They are not spun into the texture of the narrative in a manner to confuse the reader.

A biography sometimes includes accounts of some of the ancestors of the subject, but their lives occupy a minor place in the book and are introduced more often to trace the exalted line of descent of the main character. Sometimes, however, the biography is extended to include others. In this category would fall the histories of dynasties or families. There are good examples of dynastic histories; the Ṭūrīqāt al-Ghāniyān by Fāḍil Allāh Ṣālah al-Dīn (d. 718/1318) being a history of Čingiš Khan and his family may be cited as one. Another form of the collected biographies was the ṭabākhir. Some of the ṭabākhir dealt with poets, others with Sufis, yet others with scholars, but they all had the common characteristic of being collections of short biographies of a number of persons. As a matter of fact, like other form of biography, they differed considerably not only in their subject-matter, but also in the

Many of the histories written in the Indo-Persian subcontinent do not fall into the category of dynastic histories. They generally take up certain periods of Muslim rule or of a dynasty, but few works are devoted entirely to a dynasty.
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standards achieved. The ṭabākhir of poets always incorporated some critical material; the best of these were highly instructive as essays in literary criticism. The ṭabākhir of the Sufis were extremely popular, partly because of the growing popularity of the Sufi sects and the great esteem in which some of the saintly Sufis were held by the populace, and also because of the Muslim tradition of taking religious truths through the biographies of learned and pious personages. This was based on the fundamental Muslim thinking that the best way of understanding Islam was through the study of the life of the Prophet. It was for this reason that biographies of jurists and scholars also were not neglected. Apart from monographs on biographies, it became the fashion to include sections on the biographies of important people in general histories. These would include the lives of theologians, Sufis, physicians, poets, and nobles. The disciples of famous Sufis sometimes collected their sayings into mālibūq; these consisted of the more significant utterances of the šīrāz with a record of the circumstances in which they were made. In a way this may be considered to be a form of the ḥikar literature; it is, however, different in spirit, because the intention here is not to entertain but to instruct. Some ṭabākhir of the Sufis suffer from the admixture of supernatural fictions with truth. The defect is generally found in books written long after the subject of the ṭabākhir had died and legends had grown about his supernatural powers. The writers of the ṭabākhir were seldom guilty of deliberately inventing tales; they only unthinkingly incorporated what they had heard. The ṭabākhir are very valuable because they generally give a picture of the social conditions of an age in which the general histories seldom devoted sufficient space to non-political topics. The chronological order of the development of Muslim historiography has been transgressed in tracing the growth of the ḥikar form of historiography. Long before some of the developments narrated above, there had grown the annalistic form, in which the events were grouped around years. The historian took up the years in succession and then narrated the important happenings of each year. This was an excellent device for fixing the chronological sequence of events; and in all probability it gave rise to the name of šīrāz. It has been mentioned above that the word šīrāz seems to have come into use in the pre-Islamic Yamani in the sense of fixing a deed in time; in other words, giving a date to a transaction. The earliest Islamic use is in connection with the establishment of the era of the Hijrah.

Thus, apart from the narration pure and simple, which was ḥikar, šīrāz was properly the assigning of a date to an event and, conversely, the fixing of
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12 E.g., Shāhshāh Ḥamdan-i Bi Ḥār, Ḥasan ibn-Ḥasan, and Shāhshāh Ḥār-i Ḥāsan.
3 E.g., ʿAbd al-Malik ibn al-Muqāba in his al-Mawṣūla al-Dawla.
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an event in time by giving it a definite date. The annalistic form, therefore, seems to have played an important role in giving the name of تاریخ to history. The greatest name in this form of history is the well-known abu Ja‘far al-Tabari, whose famous history was written in the early fourteenth century. This is the first history in the annalistic form written by a Muslim that has come down to us. Tabari’s greatness is recognized now in all quarters because of his accuracy and great diligence in collecting data and giving them the form of authentic history by sifting evidence, which he must have done to achieve the result. There are indications that others may have preceded him in using this form; indeed one عمار بن والیمشاه has been mentioned to have written a history in the annalistic form in the third/ninth century, but we know very little about the book. It is, however, reasonable to believe that Tabari was not the first to use the form, but he is undoubtedly the greatest among those who have used this method both before and after him. The tradition, however, was continued and Ali bin Yusef al-Qifri has mentioned a succession of trustworthy authors beginning with Tabari and ending with the year 616/1220. The best example in the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent is the تاریخ الطّوفان by a commission appointed by Akbar. The annalistic form had serious limitations; for this reason it was not imitated on a large scale. It made an absolutely reliable chronology indispensable but where dates could not be determined with absolute certainty it was useless. Besides, this treatment tends to become merely a catalogue of facts in the hands of an unimaginative historian. Even at its best, it leaves little scope for philosophical synthesis or analysis. Even the inclusion of cultural and administrative data becomes difficult; the tracing of the growth of cultural, social, and administrative institutions is ruled out. The understanding of social or even political processes is not aided by this form of history. When this form was combined with the idea that the highest expression of objectivity lay in a bare statement of the naked fact unadorned by any illuminating comment or opinion, it became little better than a chronology in tabular form that many historians found useful to append to their works. The subsequent arrangement of information in decades, generations (باریکات), or centuries, may have been derived from annalistic historiography. In any case, the grouping of biographical information in accordance with periods of time seems to have been affected as much by annalistic traditions as by other considerations like the convenience of grouping people together by the years of their death.

An outgrowth of these forms was the تاریخ of Tabari. A تاریخ means a history; it generally refers to a generation. The word refers meaning a generation preceded the word تاریخ, but later تاریخ came to be used more often.
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until works were called by the names of تاریخ. The term was originally applied to different generations of the narrators of حدیث; then it began to be applied more loosely, until it embraced the succeeding generations of all kinds of men. A history which was named by its author as تاریخ was meant to give information about various classes of people; however, the author seldom used the term in this wide sense and, therefore, only the classes that mattered in the opinion of the author were included. Quite often a تاریخ work could limit itself to a single reign. Some of these are more like تاریخ, as, for example, ibn abu Uthaynah’s history of physicians or abu tabi’ al-Shirazi’s history of the jurists. تاریخ and تاریخ of this nature alike gradually adopted an alphabetical arrangement to make reference easy, so that some of them came to be biographical dictionaries, often concise and limited to the barest facts. There were notable exceptions and, as has been mentioned earlier, many books dealing with poets incorporated critical reviews of their main works.

The Muslim historians developed many useful mechanical techniques. They were not averse to putting statistical and other factual information in the form of tables. They appended in many places their authority for a statement. Indeed, with the more careful historians, the sources of their information are almost invariably revealed. They attached bibliographies to their works, utilized official documents and correspondence, and when they thought that it was necessary to do so, they quoted the document verbatim. Consequently, some important documents have thus been preserved for us. They utilized all official material that was available to them including the more important decisions of the courts. The Muslim governments kept good records; the courts also had records of all the cases that came before them. The historians, therefore, had no dearth of official material and they used it whenever they found it relevant to their subject. They were aware of the importance of numismatic and epigraphical evidence and used both frequently.

It has been mentioned that the Muslims look upon themselves as a world community. مسلم as a successor to all the prophets of the world came to fulfil the missions of all of them. The history of the world was, therefore, a matter of vital concern to the Muslims. A fairly large number of histories were, therefore, planned as world histories. The knowledge about the history of the non-Muslim world was fragmentary and depended upon the accuracy of the local tradition which was not reliable in most instances.
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There were large regions which had no history; it is, therefore, obvious that the Muslim histories could not be perfect in the recording of the events of other regions or of the past of the regions where Islam had domination. The science of archeology had not been developed; the methods of deciphering dead languages had not been invented. Because of these factors some non-Muslim pretenders to knowledge practised curious frauds upon Muslim rulers and Muslim scholars.44 History based on traditions and legends cannot be satisfactory; hence we find that the Muslim accounts of the ancient history of Mesopotamia or of Egypt are unreliable and fragmentary. "The knowledge of the Arabs grew as their geographers succeeded in accumulating knowledge. Yaqûq bin 'Abd Allah al-Hamawi's geographical dictionary, Mursik al-Bulûm, seldom fails to incorporate biographical material of the people of note belonging to a locality. 'Ali ibn ibn-Husain al-Mas'udi is the best example of the interaction of geographical and historical knowledge; indeed, he combines the two disciplines in a remarkable manner. Today the works of the Arab geographers form a good source of history, but gradually the new trends brought to an end the tradition of universal histories of the Muslim world. The intermediate stage was that of the historian who would begin with the beginnings of the Islamic history and then trace the development in the area about which he was writing, thinking that the Islamic traditions in his own land were a continuation of the history of Islam. Abu 'Umar Minhaq al-Din 'Uqaiqun bin Sirr al-Din al-Jurjâni al-Tâmhâsi al-Nîsâri is a good example. The dynastic and local histories have already been discussed. The connection between political science and history was generally understood by the historians. As a matter of fact, the knowledge of history was considered essential to the work of statecraft.45 The policies pursued by previous monarchs were put forward as object lessons to illustrate the consequences of foolish as well as wise methods. For this reason many authors included a good deal of information about administrative measures in their books and summed up their success or failure. In the sub-continent of India and Pakistan a considerable amount of space was devoted to the administrative reforms undertaken by the rulers. Dîrî al-Din Barâlî al-Târishî; Fârisî; Šânsâî al-Nîsâri 'Alî b. Lâbî; Fârisî; al-Fitrîs; Fârisî; 'Abd al-Qadir Bidlî; Fârisî; al-Muhammad ibn al-Mu'min; Fârisî; 'Abd al-'Azîz al-Âbârî; Fârisî; 'Ali Muhammad ibn al-Mu'min al-Tâmil; Fârisî; and al-Âbârî's Kâmûl fi al-Târish. It maintains its balance despite the length of the period which it covers and the large number of countries that it deals with. Despite its annalistic arrangement, it is not devoid of philosophical reflections on the happenings of some importance. However, this trend of writing universal histories could not last long. For one thing, the distances were enormous and it was not easy to keep an eye on the happenings of so many corners of the Muslim world. Ibn Aljîr himself complains; "A man sitting in Mecûl cannot but miss some events happening

44 When Asoka's pillar was brought by Fîrûz Shâh from Meccût and erected at Delhi, the Hindu pundits who do not seem to have known Fâlî said that the inscription on it prophesied the great success of Fîrûz Shâh as a ruler; also cf. Rosenthal, op. cit., p. 111.

45 Ibn Aljîr, Kâmûl fi al-Târish, Cairo, 1301/1883, I, p. 3.
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included. Compared to al-BIrūnī’s Kišt al-Hind, there is no medieval book that gives such a sympathetic account of the Hindu faith and philosophy.

The incorporation of the accounts of alien faiths and cultures is an old Muslim tradition of Muslim historiography. The great geographers seldom mentioned an area without giving some account of the religious beliefs and social customs of its inhabitants. For the non-Muslim times, whenever, for want of historical information of a political nature, the Muslim historian felt at a loss to collect much data, he fell back upon the knowledge of the culture of the people. 
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administrative experience like ‘Umar al-Ma‘āli Kaftān’s bin Sīkandar al-Qibds’ Qāhīrī ‘amīn al-Mulk Ṭū‘a’s Sīyāsī‘ ‘amīn; others were written by professional historians like ʻAbbās al-Dīn Barāni—Fatḥ-‘ās Sāhibī—Jāhān-dārī; yet others by saintly Sufis who were interested in securing the welfare of the people through the instruction of monarchs. In this last category falls the Dīvān al-Ma‘ālī by Sayyid ‘Ali bin Sāhib al-Mamlūkī. The great Gharbī also has a treatise of this nature in his Naṣīfī al-Ma‘ālī. Some were written by obscure writers and to give importance to their works, they ascribed to them well-known historical characters, as the Tāurrīyat al-Khulī is ascribed to Naṣrīn al-Dīn al-Ma‘ālī to the statesman whose name it bears.

History today is related to sociology and endeavours to find the relationship between economic, social, and political factors and course of events. Indeed, history is no longer a mere recording of facts; it seeks to understand the significance of these facts as agents in fashioning the social and political fabric; it explores the impact of the past on the present in a more vital and deeper sense. It would be idle to expect the development of the fourteenth/thirteenth century in classical Muslim historiography because a good many of the sciences that are so important in understanding the full significance of historical processes had not developed until recently. For instance, the science of economics has made such rapid strides that it can hardly be recognized to be in the least related to the medieval economic thinking. Economic relations were neither as widespread nor were they so complex a world where rapid means of transport were not known and the impact of world forces was not felt so quickly as in the world of today. Yet the Muslim historians were not unaware of these considerations. It is a truism to repeat that ibn Khālidīn’s contribution in connecting history with sociology has been outstanding. He has been highly praised by modern authors and he has richly deserved this praise. “In the Prolegomena (Muqaddimah) to his Universal History (Kitāb al-‘lāh) he has conceived and formulated a philosophy of history which is undoubtedly the greatest work of its kind that has ever been created by any mind in any time or place.”28 “Ibn Khālidīn was a historian, politician, sociologist, economist, a deep student of human affairs, anxious to analyze the past of mankind in order to understand its present and future.”29 “Ibn Khālidīn (732–808/1332–1400), considered simply as an historian, had superiors even among Arabic authors, but as a theorist on history he had no equal in any age or country until Vico appeared, more than three hundred years later.”28 So far as ibn Khālidīn’s own position and contribution are concerned, it would suffice here to give these quotations, because a fuller discussion of his work is given in Chapters XXVI and XXIX of this work.

24 The reason has been given by al-Ṭabāqī, Gharib, Paris, MS. (Ar.) 1488, f. 477a, where he says, “The narration of these matters is like reporting about their kings, because people follow the religion of their kings, especially the Indians who imitate themselves for the glory of their kings and some of them even worship their kings.” The author has explained earlier that historical data regarding India are difficult to obtain.

26 Al-Marzūq, Muḥāt al-Bikr, Cairo, 1346/1927, II, p. 72.
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is true that Ibn Khaldun had no peers in the world of Islam, but it is not
correct as has become fashionable to assert that he had neither predecessors
nor successors in what he set himself to do.

Muslim historians do, in their search for causes, go into fields that are not
merely political and search out causes that are not discernible on the surface.
The Muslim writers had tried to understand the working of economic laws
and were conversant with the Greek works on the subject.20 The writers on
revenue in particular brought in economics and sound finance within the
scope of their work.21 Of these perhaps Qudamah bin Ja’far deserves special
mention, who in one of his chapters presents a systematic discussion of political
and social sciences.22 He enters into fundamental considerations regarding
the social and economic needs of human beings and the steps taken to
meet them. Observations on political, economic, and social factors are found
scattered throughout the books of ethics, politics, and history. In the Indo-
Pakistan sub-continent, Abu al-Fadl among others has brought in questions of
economics and social organization while commenting upon administrative
measures. The most outstanding example is Shah Wall Allah, who based his
philosophy on economic and social foundations.23 Being confronted with the
problem of the decline of the Muslim political power in the sub-continent
of India and Pakistan, he analysed the forces at work to diagnose the disease
from which the polity as well as the society suffered at that time and came
out with his suggestions for curing their ills, in doing which he explored a
wide range of economics, sociology, history, and politics. He examined the
relations subsisting between the producers and consumers and laid down the
dictum that in a balanced society everyone must contribute to its welfare.
Then he pointed out how some sections of the society had become parasites
and, thus, had upset the balance. This kind of analysis runs right through his
discussions, whether he is discussing social conditions or examining political
and economic ills. He has a historical mind because he brings in the examples of
the great civilizations that had preceded Islam and draws relevant conclu-
sions from their fate.

In conclusion one may say that history has been a favorite discipline with the
Muslims. They brought the highest standards of objectivity into their
writings; they showed great enthusiasm for the discovery of true facts;
they produced a vast literature of considerable merit at a time when even
among the civilized peoples there was not much flair for historiography;
indeed, there were cultures of a highly developed nature that had no place

18 M. Finnem, Der economie des Nauppliumproues “Byzum” und sein Einfluss auf die islamische Wissenschaft, Heidelberg, 1928, Orient und Antike, Vol. V.
19 The various books on Khunaj and the Ḥām-i Abbari of Abu al-Fadl are good examples.
21 Such material is found in several of his books, especially Buṣāṣ Allāh al-
Bahā’i; an Urdu translation is available, Lahore, 1953.
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in their learning for historiography. At such a time the Muslims established
standards which have not always been improved upon in the modern world.
For instance, contemporary nations have to learn a good deal in standards
of objectivity and in distinguishing between national glorification and history.
The Muslims were able to expand the scope of history from mere recording of
facts into a repository of political, administrative, and cultural experiences
and made fruitful essays into the analytical fields as well. They failed like the
political thinkers of Islam in suggesting the evolution of institutions that
would have enabled greater and more responsible participation of the people
in the affairs of the State, but they did help in making the Islamic govern-
ments beneficent and benevolent at times when other governments tended
to be arbitrary and even tyrannical.
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Chapter LXI

JURISPRUDENCE

In this chapter it is proposed to bring into relief the philosophical significance
of certain salient points and aspects of Muslim Law, otherwise known as Fiqh.
But before doing so, let us have a tolerably precise idea of what one under-
stands by law, and in particular what the Muslim jurists have understood by it.

A

THE LAW

Law roughly means the rules of conduct. But not every rule of conduct
forms a part of law. There are things people instinctively do under the dictates
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of their normal impulses. These do not concern law, nor are the concern of law the modes of behaviour regarding things which persons do deliberately but which relate to their private lives, and have no repercussions on other members of the society or are of rare occurrence. Men differ enormously among themselves in their capacity for reasoning and the power of choosing an action out of the various possible alternatives. Even some matters of general occurrence and those affecting other persons besides the agent himself do not come under law. Law does not take cognisance of the behaviour of individuals which is infinitely varied, for if it did, it would lead to chaos and conflicts rather than uniformity in behaviour.

The cases which fall under law are as follows:

(i) Sometimes certain individuals do things of their own accord and thus their private initiative sets precedents, customs, and usages if experience shows their utility, or in case historical reasons create a halo of prestige and awe around the names of their initiators.

(ii) Sometimes actions are done at the instance of others. For example, a child may do something or abstain from doing something because its mother, father, or some other superior directs it to do so. A young student may behave similarly at the instruction given by his teacher. A grown-up man may do something at the suggestion of his friends in whose sincerity and intelligence he has confidence, on the direction of his spiritual guide, or at the dictates of public opinion. Rules of conduct are also sometimes determined by the orders of a superior to whom we delegate powers out of our own free choice, such as an elected or accepted ruler with or without the power of revoking our decisions. On other occasions a rule of conduct may arise from a superior’s order, obedience to which is a lesser evil than its disobedience. Such is the case with prisoners of war, slaves, and the like who must abide by the order of their master under pain of coercion and punishment.

(iii) A rule of conduct may also be considered to be of divine origin. Our forefathers in different parts of the world at various epochs have continuously believed certain individuals possessed of holy character to be messengers of God and later generations have inherited this belief. It goes without saying that of all the superiors’ orders that proceed from God must remain the most meritorious to obey. God’s orders, according to religious beliefs are received through the agency of certain human beings chosen by Him and called by some prophets and incarnations of God by others. The commandments communicated by such persons are accepted by those who believe them to be the orders of God, the Creator and Master who will judge them all on the Day of Resurrection according to their deeds.

(iv) Lastly, there are deductions from and interpretations of basic laws, such as lead to new laws.

Muslim Law is a collection of all the four types of rules mentioned above, viz., rules of customs, orders of superiors, divinely revealed Laws, and the rules arising from the deliberations of jurists. There is the Qur’an, which is
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taken as the uncreated Word of God; there is the Hadith and Sunnah (sayings and doings of the Prophet of Islam) which include not only what the Prophet said or did himself, but also what he tolerated of the existing practices among his Companions, practices coming indeed from pre-Islamic habits and customs. Moreover, there are individual or unanimous opinions of experts and specialists (jurists), there are customs which do not go against express laws, and there are foreign laws acted upon on the basis of treaties, reciprocity, and so on and so forth.

Whether the legislators of Islam abolished some old customs and practices, retained and confirmed some others, enacted new laws, or took other legislative activity, in all these cases was to "do what is good, and abstain from doing what is evil." According to al-Qazwini, this principle of good and evil (maslahat al-asbabiyyah) was propounded by the Mu’tazilite jurists. Being more rationalist than their contemporary traditionalists, it was the Mu’tazilites who were perhaps the first to be struck by the curious and repeated stress which the Qur’an has laid on the rational side of life. To persuade men to abide by the precepts of Islam, the Qur’an again and again appeals to reason (istahallarun, istahkhararun, ta’qifus, etc.), and repeatedly refers to ma’ruf and mu’ammad as the bases of Muslim Law.

Now, ma’ruf means a good which is recognized as such on all hands, and a mu’ammad is an evil disapproved as such by everybody. It cannot, therefore, be true that the rules of conduct laid down by the Qur’an and the Sunnah are arbitrary and merely for the purpose of testing the will to submit on the part of the Faithful. Evidently, not every man in the street will be able to understand the underlying principles of each and every Qur’anic order or injunction. That is the domain of the specialists of the philosophy of Law. An anecdote will explain the point. Abu Hanifah, one of the early jurists, had a penetrating mind, and was also endowed with a sense of humour. Not always being able to understand the reasons that led this great jurist to hold certain opinions, stupid people began to accuse him of heresy; according to them, he legislated by his personal opinion in disregard of the sayings or practice of the Holy Prophet. Once somebody had the audacity to tell this to his face. Abu Hanifah replied: "I never promulgate rules on my personal opinion; on the other hand, I always deduce laws from the sacred texts of the Qur’an and the Hadith. Had I relied on my personal reasoning, I would have ordered that in the act of abductions, one should pass a wet hand not on the upper of a shoe (shof)—as is ordered by the Prophet—but on the sole, for that is the part which requires cleansing more than any other part of the footwear." In this humorous way, Abu Hanifah succeeded in silencing and even calming the apprehensions of his well-meaning critic. The answer was humorous, because Abu Hanifah did not refer to the reasons for not washing

2. Al-Qur’an, iii, 104, 110, 114; vii, 157; ix, 67, 71, 112, etc.
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the roles of one’s shoes for if the sole of the footwear is moistened and then one stands up for the service of worship, it is the more apt to get dirty if one prays on the ground, and to soil the carpet if one prays on one. In other words, a single issue may have several aspects, but it is the duty of the philosopher to give prominence to the more important of such aspects.

However, the principle of the Islamic Law is that its rules must be based on the good and prohibitions on the evil inherent in a given act. This was an original contribution of Muslims to the legal science; no other civilization had thought of it before, as has been admitted by Professor Ostrogors in his brilliant essay “Roots of Law,” contained in his book Angora Reform. In fact in expounding the Qur’anic statement, “Do what is ma‘ruj (what is good in the eyes of God of God) and abstain from (what is evil in the eyes of God and man),” the Muslim philosophers of Law developed an all-embracing system. A brief excel is all that we can take up here in dealing with a subject which fills scores of pages in works on Uṣūl al-Fiqh (the Principles of Law).

In this world in which everything is infected with relativity, it is often impossible to obtain unmixed goods, and sometimes it is even possible to say that a given act contains neither good nor evil. Therefore, what seems to be unmixed good will be ordained as an obligatory rule (waṣliḥ); what is unmixed evil will be declared as an obligatory prohibition (ḥarām); in complex cases, predominance will decide the preference: a matter of predominant good will be recommended (waṣlāḥ), and one of predominant evil discouraged (ma‘rubā), without going so far as to declare them obligatory to perform or to abstain from. And in matters where good and evil are equal, or where one is unable to see either good or evil, Law will leave it to the discretion and choice of the individual to act or not to act.

This five-fold division of actions giving rise to five rules of law—order, prohibition, recommendation, discouragement, and indifference—resembles the cardinal directions of the compass. Even as we can subdivide the directions and say North, NNE, SSE, and so on, we can also find out intermediary grades between good and evil. The absolute good will be divine order, obligatory on each person in a group (jurf mā‘dis) or obligatory on at least a few in the group (jurf kādījah); the good with less sure absoluteness will be legal order (waṣliḥ), and practice of it will be enjoined with insistence (ṣawādat uṣūlādāt). The act with pronounced inclination towards the good will be recommended or preferred (maṣūlah or mautālah) and the one on the deadline will be supererogatory (ṣaf). Similarly, the evil may be prohibited (ḥarām), ending to be prohibited (ma‘rubā tashrīn), better to shun (ma‘rubā tanzāli) and so on.

It is true that the application of these mathematically perfect rules of the legal geometry to concrete cases will be affected as everywhere else by play of the human element, more so in matters of intermediary grades with subtler points to judge. With regard to such matters the judges and jurists differ among themselves. Abu Hanifah would say that to cat prawns is
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forbidden, but al-Shafi‘i would declare it to be perfectly lawful. Certainly this respective relegation of the prawns as food to what is good or bad is only relatively so, and the forbidden character of their consumption has not the same degree of prohibition as, say, that of wine. Jurists call it deduced prohibition (harām tashādīḥ) as distinct from legal prohibition (harām gharṣāt). Narrow minds may fail to see this point and enter into quarrels. Here a case may be cited which seems to be the model to follow in such cases: Abu Hanifah and al-Shafi‘i are doubletons of the leaders (iṣmais) of Muslim Law, completely independent of each other in legal judgment. According to al-Shafi‘i, the gustāt prayer at dawn (fajr) is obligatory, whereas Abu Hanifah suppresses it completely. The story goes that once al-Shafi‘i went to Baghdad (where Abu Hanifah lies buried), and during his stay there he reconquered his own view on the gustāt prayer. When questioned, he said: “I continue as firmly to cling to my opinion as before, yet in the presence of the great Abu Hanifah I feel ashamed to follow my own opinion.” Needless to say that the implication is that such learned differences do not concern the general public who should not only follow their leader (iṣmais) but should also be tolerant of those who are followers of other leaders.

B

LAW AND ETHICS

Islam attaches very great importance to ethical values, yet it makes a distinction between Law and morals. In the books on Fiqh, one comes across such expressions: “that is the rule of Law (fuṣūl), though the rule of piety (taswwu‘) requires just the contrary.” The meaning is clear: the jurist wants to say that there is some difference between human justice and divine justice. Far from being impeccably perfect, what is human must fall short of the divine. The jurisconsult and the judge decide cases on the basis of facts and evidence produced before them. If certain important facts, with bearings on the nature of the litigation, are concealed from the arbiter—no matter intentionally or otherwise—the decision may be correct de jure but not de facto, the latter being beyond human possibility, at least in some cases. For this very reason, the Holy Prophet once said: “Some of you are better pleaders, and I decide according to facts submitted to me. If I decide in favour of any of you what is not his due, let him know that I award him only a part of the hell-fire with which he will fill his belly.” 3 If he profits by such a decision based on mistake or the only available material facts.

The law which claims to be based on the good is often hard to distinguish from ethics. Nevertheless, it may be said that there exists a measure for differentiating between them. For, the rules of Law in Islam have a double sanction, namely, the coercive power of the court of justice (a court may

3 Abu Dāwūd, Ṭalhâ, 6.
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enforce its verdict to get the rightful owner his due, or, in case it is impossible, the court may punish the person who does injustice, and the divine punishment on the Day of Judgment; but the rules of piety, the ethical rules, as distinct from the legal injunctions have only the other-worldly sanction apart from the more or less effective public opinion.

As Islam inculcates belief in Resurrection and the Day of Judgment, a true believer prefers a loss here to the divine wrath in the hereafter.

C
SANCTIONS

As we have just observed, the Muslim Law is more fortunate than its counterparts in some other civilizations, for it is endowed not only with the material sanctions enjoined by modern secular States but also with a spiritual sanction, and this in addition to provocations both material and spiritual.

The belief in Resurrection and the Day of Judgment, combined with the more coercive force of a country’s court of justice, ensures a greater observance of the law by its believing subjects.

It is common knowledge that the Qur’an repeats scores of times the formula, “Establish service of worship and pay the tax (zakāt),” pronouncing prayer and tax in the same breath. Even a beginner in the study of Muslim Law knows that zakāt has always been included in the section of liturgical rites (‘Īdāt) in the manuals of Fiqh. With a word of explanation of the meaning of the term zakāt, even the most uninitiated may realize the significance of this seemingly curious combination of prayer and tax.

Zakāt is not almsgiving or charity. Its proper place is in the books on Law. In the time of the Holy Prophet and his successors, the Muslim subjects of the Islamic State—we exclude the non-Muslim subjects for the present—paid no tax to the government other than zakāt which covered the entire fiscal system. Zakāt al-farād was the land revenue; zakāt al-jāzarah was tax on commercial capital as well as on import customs; zakāt al-naghsh was imposed on herds of domesticated animals (cows and domestic sheep and camels) living on public pastures; zakāt al-mu‘āḍasīn on the sub-soil products; zakāt al-kharāj was imposed on savings of money, and so on and so forth. Every tax imposed by the government on Muslim subjects was included in the term zakāt, this may be corroborated from the sayings of the Prophet on the subject of zakāt (as also more or less the equivalent and synonymous term ṣadaqah).†

† Perhaps it will be useful to remind that Islam in the pre-Hijārah period had no temporal authority and the Prophet proceeded gradually from suggestion to recommendation before finally ordering and prescribing sanctions. In the Mecan period there was neither a fixed amount, nor a fixed time of the year, nor even an organization to collect and disburse the taxes; all these measures were taken during the Medinee period. The sense of the terms with regard to taxes underwent
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Now, reverting to the main point, mention of the service of worship and payment of tax in the same breath and, consequently, inclusion of the taxes in the category of liturgical acts (‘Īdāt) should not astonish us. It is in fact deliberate. In Islam one must do everything for the sake of God. As al-Ghazālī has forcibly put it, if you pray or fast for ostentation, it will be a kind of polytheism, the adoration and worship of your own self; on the other hand, if you eat delicious food (with the sole intention of acquiring energy for the performance of acts pleasing to God), and if you cohabit with your wife thinking that it is the performance of a divinely ordained duty, then these mundane enjoyments constitute real acts of the worship of God (‘Īdāt). Authors of the works on Muslim jurisprudence (Fiqh) since very early times have affirmed that acts of worship of God can relate both to our body and soul and to our property: if true faith is our spiritual act of worship, and prayer, fasting, and pilgrimage are the physical expressions of the same faith, then zakāt is no less than our monetary modes of worshipping God.

A true believer does his spiritual and bodily duties with respect to God, without being forced to them by an organization (such as the government); he also pays his taxes to whomever they are due, even when the rightful person ignores his right or finds himself incapable of having it enforced.

Which finance minister of the world would resent that the subjects of the State should believe that paying the government taxes is one of his religious duties, such as would bring eternal salvation in the life to come?

D
LAW AND RELIGIOUS AFFAIRS

We have already made passing remarks, in the foregoing paragraphs, that the subject-matter of Law consists of the practical affairs of men. It deals with affairs from birth to death, and, to a certain extent, even with those after death (such as the questions of funeral, payment to the creditors, execution of the will, distribution of heritage, remarriage of the widow, etc.).

It will be observed that the Fiqh excludes questions of non-practical nature, such as beliefs and dogmas and, as already pointed out, those of piety and charity, which are questions of conscience rather than those relating to practical affairs properly considered.

All practical affairs of public nature fall within the purview of Islamic Law because it prescribes for each of them the degree of obligation (fard, wajib, mubahah, sunnah, mubah, etc.). Many a question of politics and administration too falls under the subject-matter of the legal science, although some latitude obtains in such matters.

A profound change when “charity” became a State duty; the Qur’an and the Hadith retained the old terms, with the advantage that the people were persuaded to believe that to pay tax to the government was no less meritorious in the sight of God than charity and almsgiving, and that zakāt was the best kind of charity. The Caliphs retained the same terms.
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It is perhaps useful to point out a certain resemblance that exists between the Roman jus and jas on one hand, and that between the Islamic Fiqh and Siyāsah Shari‘ā on the other. In ancient Rome all laws were religious (and called jas) and as such depended on the decisions of the priests; later, the kings arrogated to themselves the right to decide in certain matters (rules of which were called jas) which the priests reluctantly conceded, but slowly more and more matters entered within the competence of jas or civil law of Rome, on which lay authorities could promulgate rules. The Fiqh is also a religious Law, inasmuch as its principal source is the divine revelation, yet the same Law left a number of points, including certain matters of penal law, to the discretion of the ruler and his delegates; this was termed Siyāsah Shari‘ā. But the nature of relation between Fiqh and Siyāsah is that of the latter could not replace the former or encroach upon its privileges. For in Islam the “priestly class” does not exist, at least in the past it was not separate from the class of civil authorities, the Caliph himself being the head at all religious functions.

It is to be pointed out that in other civilizations, human affairs are divided into temporal and spiritual. In Islam the greater part of spiritual affairs is vested in the hands of the same authorities as have the charge of temporal affairs. It seems that the Muslims divide their religious affairs into external and internal. Declaration of faith, service of worship, fasting, and hajj, although closely related to spiritual matters, are yet matters concerning the State, and are, therefore, external affairs. Internal affairs, by which one understands one’s relation with God, form the subject-matter of mysticism and are left in the hands of spiritual guides who are also considered successors of the Holy Prophet and, therefore, Caliphs in the spiritual sphere. In this realm, there are no rivalries. Several Caliphs could and did simultaneously exist in the Muslim community. On the death of the Prophet, Abu Bakr and ‘Ali could not co-exist as Caliphs for external affairs, yet both were at the same time regarded as Caliphs of the Prophet in internal or spiritual affairs. As a result of this natural division of functions, Islam has been able to avoid the possibility of a tug of war, and the consequent bloodshed, between a king and the chief spiritual authorities.

It must further be pointed out that the division of spiritual and temporal powers is perfectly lawful in Islam, and does not upset its religio-legal system. The Qur’ān lays down that the practice of former prophets remains valid in Islam, unless expressly abrogated; and it relates, as a precedent, how in the presence of the Prophet Samuel and with his approval the Israelites could accept the famous ‘Thalith as king. The presence of a king and a prophet in the same community necessarily implies the division of powers, temporal affairs falling within the competence of the king. It goes without saying that

---
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in Islam the Qur’ān is the basis of all rules of conduct, both for the lay authorities and for the religio-spiritual functionaries.

As to the object of Muslim Law, its comprehensive nature admits of no doubt regarding the fact that it aspires the well-being both here and in the hereafter. The Qur’ān has condensed those who neglect any of these two, and approves of those who aspire simultaneously after welfare in both.7

E

THE CHIEF SOURCES

The life and longevity of a legal system depends much on its sources; unless those sources are adaptable to changing circumstances, it may not survive for long. Let us see if the recognized sources of Muslim Law satisfy this requirement of longevity. The chief sources of Muslim Law may be classified as under:

Divine Revelation.—This is of three kinds: (a) Recited (matlûbu); (b) non-recited (ghi’r matlûbu), i.e., not employed in the service of worship; and (c) a previous revelation. A few details may not be out of place.

(a) The recited revelation as preserved consists solely of the Qur’ān, which the Muslims believes to be the Word of God, a collection of divine messages revealed from time to time to the Prophet Muhammad, and preserved from his very time by the double method of writing and learning by heart. If the written document has some error due to inadvertence of the scribe, or even due to an exterior evil such as effacement, damage to the copy, etc., memory comes to rescue. Similarly, if one who has learnt a passage by heart, but while reciting it cannot recall a word, reference can be made to the written version. From the time of the Prophet down to these days, this double method has everywhere in the Muslim world been employed to preserve the integrity and purity of the sacred text, which in this respect is unique in the world.

(b) The non-recited revelation consists of three distinct things: what the Prophet said (Hadith), what he did himself (Sunnah), and what he approved of and tolerated among his Companions such as an ancient pre-Islamic custom consistent with Islamic norms. For lack of a comprehensive term, Hadith and Sunnah have been used as co-extensive, interchangeable, and synonymous terms to cover all the three aspects of the non-recited revelation. It was quite natural for the community receiving a messenger of God to treat every message given and every act done by him as being in conformity with the will and wish of the sender of that messenger, more so because the Qur’ān

---

7 “And there are some men who say: Our Lord, give us a good in this world and also a good in the next world, and deliver us from the torment of the fire. Such shall have a portion of that which they have gained” (al-Qur’ān, ii, 201-02).

“Seek the shade of the hereafter in that which God hath given thee and neglect not thy portion of this world.” (Ibid., xxviii, 77).
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itself has enjoined that the practice of the Prophet should be treated as the best model to imitate and follow. The non-recited revelation was both expository of and complementary to the recited revelation. As such it helped to clarify the Law and also to interpret it.

A number of the Companions of the Holy Prophet put their memoirs on the subjects of Hadith and Sunnah to writing in the very Hotem of the Prophet. One such compilation, the Ṣaḥīḥ of Ibn al-'Āṣir, is reputed to contain only one thousand reports. The case of Anas is much more interesting. In later times, when requested by his pupils, he would bring out a box and show them note-books (majalāṭ) saying, “That is what I wrote from the sayings and doings of the Prophet, and also read to him from time to time, so that if there was any mistake he removed it himself.” Many more Companions prepared their memoirs after the death of the Prophet, yet they were all supposed to have been based on first-hand knowledge. Later generations compiled the memoirs of these different authors, always scrupulously mentioning in each case its source. How careful and honest they were may be realized from the following fact. Al-Bukhārī’s collection of the Hadith is considered to be one of the most authentic collections. He has cited for each tradition the chain of narrators, i.e., the sources and the sources of the sources up to the Prophet. Supposing he uses the clause: “From ibn ʿAbd Allāh, who from ʿAbd al-Razzāq, who from Mu’mar, who from Hanszūk, who from ibn Hunayn,” it would be perfectly legitimate for an objective and impartial student to be sceptical and to start fresh investigation by assuming that al-Bukhārī has forged the chain of the sources and invented the narration. But we possess also his source, the Mu’allaq of ibn Ḥanbal, and find that this latter author also cites the same narration, on the basis of the same sources, and gives exactly the same wording of the contents of the narration. Al-Bukhārī is acquitted honourably, but perhaps ibn Ḥanbal had forged. But no, we possess fortunately also the Mu’allaq of ʿAbd al-Razzāq (now in press in Hyderabad-Decan, having been edited by Dr. Yusuf al-Dn), and there the remaining chain of sources is given and the Ṣaḥīḥ is recorded in the same words without the least difference. Now say, perhaps ʿAbd al-Razzāq was the forger, but no, his source, the Ṣaḥīḥ of Hanszūk ibn Hunayn dictated by ibn Hunayn to his pupil, is that to attest his perfect honesty. We also know that ibn Hunayn possessed many books on
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Hadīth. Even in the absence of these books other chains of transmission narrate the same ḥadīth and attest to its truth and there remains no possibility of its having been falsely attributed to the Holy Prophet.

There is no denying the fact that forgeries in the Hadīth have crept in, due to unscrupulous or dishonest authors, yet the double method of riwayat (uninterrupted chain of transmission by reporters known for the integrity of their character) and of dirayat (scrutiny of the contents and internal evidence) has practically eliminated the chances of forgeries in the more important collections, such as the “Sīt Canonical Collections” (Ṣiḥāḥ Sunnah). If, however, a certain report seems to us to be incompatible with the dignity of the Prophet as envisaged by our modern conception, that alone would not justify our declaring it to be a forgery or a falsification. Many a time the context explains what an isolated phrase does not. A subjective approach must be replaced by an objective one, and everyone should try to understand things with reference to their context—not in isolation—and in the light of the whole system of Islamic Law.

The Hadīth comprises also the taqīd or confirmation of some of the customs and practices of the pre-Islamic days. It shows on the one hand that Islam is a reform of the past and not a complete break with it, nor an entirely new implantation. It also gives an authoritative interpretation of the verses of the Qur’ān according to which all that is not expressly forbidden is lawful.

The same notion is stressed in two interesting sayings of the Prophet, namely:

(i) “The virtues of the days of ignorance (ṣaḥīḥyyāt) will be acted upon in Islam” (Ibn Ḥanbal, III, 425).

(ii) “A wise counsel is the lost property of the Faithful (ma’sūmin); wherever he discovers it, he takes hold of it” (al-Tirmīzī, chapter “‘Ibm.” 19; ibn Mājah, chapter “Sunāḥ,” 15).

What is virtuous or vicious in pagan customs is easy to decide by reference to the injunctions and prohibitions expressly given in the Qur’ān and the Hadīth.

(c) Previous Revelations.—With regard to the earlier prophets the Qur’ān has said: “They are those who received God’s guidance; follow the guidance they received.” But, unfortunately, most of the ancient Scriptures have been lost to us, e.g., that of the Prophet Abraham, of which there is repeated mention in the Qur’ān. Some prophets seem never to have transcribed the divine messages they received. The accusation made by the Qur’ān of the corruption of the previous Scriptures19 considerably reduces the importance of this source.

19 Al-Qur’ān, iv, 124.
20 Ḥadd., vi, 90.
21 Ḥadd., ii, 75, 79; iv, 46; v, 13, 41.
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OTHER SOURCES

(a) Private Expert Opinion.—Law in Islam has a divine origin, yet the exercise of judgment on its interpretation, application, and implications is human. The Qur'an and the Hadith have approved this source, and even encouraged it. Individual opinions are termed giyaq, and the collective ones ijma' (consensus). But the opinions of savants and researchers are not infallible; hence these same savants have approved that a giyaq by one could be rejected by another and a better one suggested. Similarly, an earlier collective opinion can be superseded by a later one.12

It goes without saying that a right given by the Qur'an and the Hadith cannot be taken away by any worldly authority. These private opinions are, however, valid only in so far as they are not against the revealed Law, the principal source. In this connection the Holy Prophet has left a principle for the savants to observe. This principle enjoins that they should aim at facility for the public and not at difficulty. Once he said: “The Islamic religion is easy. Whoever will render it hard, he will be defeated thereby.”14 The same principle was repeated in the instructions given to governors: “Provide facility, don’t create hardship, and do not frighten people away from Islam.” Hence public weal (tadijlik) is an additional and valid source of Law.

(b) To the same category should be assigned the rules promulaged by the government—be they based on the jihadi of the ruler, or on expert opinion of the jurists consulted by him—and enforced mostly for administrative purposes. In theory, this may remain in force during the reign of a ruler, until it is abrogated by him or his successor. This kind of legislation is sometimes called al-akhbām al-salatnagb. The fundamental principle holds good, viz., that such official directions should not go against the revealed Law.

(c) An allied source is a Muslim ruler’s confirmation and retention of pre-Islamic customs of a territory, mostly at the time of the accession of that territory to his State. A typical instance is reported by al-Mas'udi, who says that after the conquest of Iraq and Iran, the Caliph `Umar retained the Sassanian law of land-revenue. He found it equitable and conforming to social justice. Not so was the case with the Byzantine laws in force in Syria and Egypt which countries were conquered at the same time. `Umar thoroughly modified the Byzantine laws.15 The basic source of this attitude was the Qur'an and the Hadith. Such “good customs” of foreign origin may even touch private affairs, such as contractual relations in commerce, industry, etc.

(d) With a small difference, the same source is to be based on the principle of reciprocity. A classical example is the following. Once the governor of the

12 Al-Fakhhr, Kashaif al-Aqar' idu'f al-Basharwa, III, 263.  
13 ibid., Chap. “Indus,” section 44.  
14 Consult the very interesting book, Poli Tax in Islam by Dorman.

frontier town Manbij (Hierapolis) asked the Caliph `Umar what tariff should be imposed on traders coming from beyond the frontiers, and the Caliph replied, “Levy as much as their governments levy on Muslim subjects going there for similar purposes.”14

(e) Certain laws, particularly those concerning international relations, both in peace and war, are often regulated by bilateral or multilateral treaties which were regarded by the Holy Prophet as a valid source of Muslim Law. An example of such laws is the law of extradition based on the Treaty of al-Ju'ahalibyiyyah.15

(f) Even new customs may gradually take root and add to the body of Muslim Law. To express slight nuances they are called 'ajr, 'ishak, ta'mal. They are practices and customs limited to localities or classes of people. Needless to say that society is a living organism, and the interaction of circumstances, inventions, and progress made in the material domain profoundly affect our conceptions and, indeed, our practices. The general principle remains valid: such practices should not go against the revealed Law.

(g) One sole exception to this general principle is admitted by the jurists, and they call it “prevailing custom” (wusul al-lajis), which may abrogate even an existing law. Apparently, the theory of the ijma' (consensus) plays its role therein. In practice this touches only minor points of legal rules, mostly the rules deduced by former jurists. It is unthinkable that such “prevailing customs” could abrogate a law enjoined by the Qur'an.

G

PARTICULAR SECTIONS OF THE LAW

Theologians normally discuss four topics: (i) beliefs ('aqid), (ii) acts of worship ('ibadah), (iii) morals (akhlaq), and (iv) social affairs (mas'udatul). The jurists do not concern themselves with beliefs and morals and confine their views only to rules regarding acts of worship and laws regarding social affairs.

Before dealing with Muslim jurisprudence under these two heads, we would like to make it clear that in Islam acts of worship ('ibadah) do not mean acts indicating only the relation between the worshipper and God. In fact, beliefs, acts of worship, morals, and social affairs are all closely related to one another and, therefore, none of them can be considered in isolation. Acts of worship, apart from relating the worshipper to God, directly influence other human beings as well. For example, although zakar is an act of worship in relation to God, yet it is intimately connected with society. It is a State tax collected from and used for the welfare of its members. Similarly, social affairs are not merely matters of relations between man and man but have
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direct bearing on man's relation with God. In Islam there is no matter which can be considered to be isolated from spiritual values and divinely ordained laws. Every public affair is a means to the achievement of these spiritual values. Therefore, it can be safely said that there is no matter Islam which is purely an act of worship or a public affair. Every act of worship is a public affair and every public affair is an act of worship.

Jurists generally divide jurisprudence into the laws dealing with (i) acts of worship (‘ibādāt), (ii) social affairs (mā’dām al-‘amāl), and (iii) crimes (‘āqādī). Under the head "acts of worship" fall prayer, fasting, pilgrimage, and żāli (the State tax). Under "social affairs" come socio-political, economic, and financial matters, e.g., sale and purchase, contract, gift, trust, surety, partnership, and matrimonial affairs. Penal laws deal with such crimes as murder, theft, adultery, drinking, etc. It is not possible to deal with every rule within the space at our disposal, not even with every set of rules. Therefore, we content ourselves with discussing some select topics and these too very briefly.

1. ‘Ībādāt

Under this head we deal only with prayer. A prayer or service of worship in Islam is described by the Prophet as the "pillar of the faith" and "ascension" (mīrāj), i.e., a journeying unto the Almighty. In the words of Shāh Wali Allah: "Worship consists essentially of three elements: (i) humility of heart (spirit) consequent on a feeling of the majesty and grandeur of God, (ii) confession of the superiority of God and lowliness of man by means of appropriate words, and (iii) adoption of bodily postures expressing reverence. As a man can reach the top of his spiritual evolution only gradually, it is evident that such an ascension must pass through all the three stages, and a perfect service of worship would have three postures, to sit, standing, bowing down, and prostrating by laying the head on the ground in the presence of the Almighty—and all this for obtaining the necessary evolution of the spirit so as truly to feel the sublimity of God and the humility of man." At the end, kneeling before the Lord, in the "invocation of the Divine Presence" (tasbihāh), the faithful use the very words of the dialogue between the Holy Prophet and God during the mīrāj:

Prophet: "The blessed and purest of greetings to God!"
God: "Peace be with thee, O Prophet, and the mercy and blessings of God!"

Prophet: "Peace be with us and with all the pious servants of God!"

After this a Muslim affirms his submissionness and attests the formula of the faith, then expresses his thankfulness to God for having sent such messengers as Abraham and Muhammad (both of blessed memory) to guide him. Thereafter, he asks for pardon and well-being in the two worlds. On his "return" from the visit of the threshold of God, he wishes peace to all believers, and with that he terminates his service.

2. Mu‘āmalāt

(i) Policy.—Islam has not only united prayer and politics in a greater whole by assigning them both to the same Imam, but it has also dispensed with all prejudices of colour, language, race, birth-place, etc., declaring all men equal, basing superiority solely on piety, and taking practical steps to reunify the descendants of Adam and Eve. Allah is not the God of this or that race, He is the Lord of the worlds, both known and unknown (Bab al-‘Āmīn). Nationality as based on race, colour, or language is fatal in the long run. It is to be based on the identity of outlook on life (religion) accessible to any and every individual, irrespective of race, caste, or colour. The common code of Law (the Qur‘ān and the Hadith), the common focal point for prayer and hajj (Ka‘bah), and the unity of the Faithful under a common Caliph are some of the means employed for the removal of all class and colour distinctions. In politics, sovereignty belongs to God, and man is the lieutenant and viceroy of God. This notion works powerfully on man. Islam imposes no particular form of government; the Qur‘ān never speaks of kingship in connection with Muslim polity. There is not a single reference to republic or oligarchy. Yet the first Muslim Government after the Prophet was a "life-long republic." The Head of the State did not come to power by inheritance, but was chosen for life. So the State was neither our modern republic, nor the hereditary despotic kingship. The oath of allegiance (barakah) was essential even for the recognition of the Prophet himself; and this automatically excluded hereditary monarchy, though the Shi‘ites do not hold this view.

It is obligatory on a Muslim ruler to have consultations; right of veto seems to be a matter left to time and climate. His fundamental duties are four-fold: cultural (propagation of Islam), administrative-executive, judicial, and legislative. But legislation by government is the least important of its duties. In Islam, legislation has always remained a privilege of private savants, beyond the control of the rulers with their ever-changing whims and fancies and exigencies of the day-to-day politics. And as we have described above, legislation in Islam is only for secondary matters; the primary principles have already been laid down by the Qur‘ān and the Hadith.

(ii) Finance.—As already pointed out żāli is not at all almsgiving or charity, but the State tax, covering practically the entire fiscal system imposed on Muslim subjects. It is significant that the Qur‘ān prescribes no details as to the income, but gives very precise directions regarding the expenditure of the State. The implication seems to be that the government may have a free
hand in increasing the revenues, but in matters of expenditure it could not
deviate from the principles of a welfare State. The rates and items of the zakāt
are mentioned only in the Ḥadīth. That they are not a static character, is
proved by the fact that in the time of the Prophet there were of virtuous, 
affected by caravans of the Nabateans, coming from beyond the frontiers of 
the Muslim State, were subjected to ten per cent of duties, but the Caliph 
‘Umar reduced them only to five per cent. To ibn Hazm the rates current in 
the Holy Prophet’s time are, for all later generations, the necessary minimum and
and can be increased only in the interest of the community. Other jurists
have resorted to more revoluntary attitudes. They uphold the rates of the time
of the Prophet as the norm, but allow under the name of naṣṭah (passing
excising) enhanced or new taxes.
The expenditure of zakāt is much more important. The Prophet of Islam
ordered that the income of zakāt is religiously forbidden (ḥarām) to him, to
his family, to his tribe, and to the sēles of his tribe. If the Head of the State
is so scrupulous and does not abuse public confidence in money matters
entrusted to his care, subordinates would be the less tempted to corruption.
Further, the Qur'ān has ordered that taxes (ṣadqātī) should be spent under
eight main heads of expenditure. They are to be levied only for the poor,
the needy, the wayfarer, those who work for the State revenues, and those
whose hearts are to be won; also for feeding the needy, and the heavily indebted,
and for use in the path of God.10 According to such a high authority as the
Caliph ‘Umar, ṣuwar (the poor) are those who belong to the Muslim
community, and mamlūk (the needy) are from the non-Muslims. It is to
be noted that the ṣadqātī do not come from the non-Muslims, yet the needy
among them are the beneficiaries of these taxes paid only by the Muslims.
Those who work are the collectors, accountants, controllers of expenditure,
auditors, and others, employing practically the entire administrative machinery
of the State.
Those whose hearts are to be won may be of many kinds. The great jurist
Abu Ya‘lā al-Farrā‘ remarks; “Those whose hearts are to be won are of four
kinds: (i) those whose hearts are to be reconciled for coming to the fold of
the Muslims; (ii) those whose hearts are to be won in order that they abstain
from doing harm to the Muslims; (iii) those who are attracted towards Islam
and (iv) those by whose means conversion to Islam of the members of their
tribes becomes possible. It is lawful to benefit each and everyone of those
whose hearts are to be won, be they Muslims or polytheists.”11
By the term “freeing the neck,” jurists have always understood the emas-
cipation of slaves (which is a duty of the State) and ransoming the prisoners
of war, be they Muslim or non-Muslim subjects of the Muslim State.

10 Al-Qur'ān, iv, 60.
11 Al-Ahmad al-Sulṭanī, Chap. “Zakāt.” (The author was a contemporary of al-Mawardi, and both composed their books with the same title.)
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Contracts may comprise conditions. There is a huge monographic literature on the subject, and it is related that abu Hanifah was the first to compile a special treatise on the conditions of contracts. Here too mutual consent is not the sole deciding factor, law steps in, and enjoins that no condition is to be tolerated which violates legal injunctions of all kinds.\(^{23}\) Lesser of the two evils justifies to interfere in and curtail the inherit liberty of the individual, since in the long run he too will suffer from the same liberty if left uncontrolled.

The same principle of public well-being (masulat 'tharawah) has led legislators to declare inadmissible the contracts made by minors or the insane. Guardians are appointed temporarily or permanently to look after the affairs of those suffering from legal inscapacities.

(iv) Family Law:—Of all the contracts, those of matrimonial relations seem to be the oldest in human society. Here there is no question of exchange of commodities, but rather of unsequester. Muslim Law has relegated marryon to the level of any other bilateral contract. In an Islamic days, people "sold" their daughters to their would-be husbands. In Islam, woman has an individuality of her own as independent and complete as that of man, and is not a chattel even of her propositive father. For profound social reasons, and in view of the nature of the fair sex, the mutual benefits accruing from married life has thought to be less favourable to the wife, who is, therefore, considered entitled to a compensation in the form of a monetary gift settled upon her before marriage (mahr). dowry, and maintenance by the husband.

The mahr, which is a sine qua non of Muslim marriage, is the exclusive property of the wife, giving no right of share to anybody else, not even to her father; and she has full legal powers to dispose of her property—mahr or anything else—the way she likes it (a thing unknown even today in other systems of law).

The question of polygamy may be briefly treated here. According to the generally accepted interpretation of the injunctions of the Qur'an, it may be said that Islam permits polygamy, but which religion does not! Hindu, Jewish, and Puri religions allow unlimited number of wives to a polygamous husband, and even Christianity is no exception! There is not a word against it in the Gospel and teachings of Jesus Christ; on the contrary, learned theologians (like Luther, Bucer, Melanchthon, and others) have declared that Christ accepted polygamy as a matter of course as is evident in the way in which he speaks of the marriage of a man with ten virgins, mentioned in the Gospel according to St. Matthew 25:1-12. Further, it was practised in early Christianity, and as late as the time of Charlemagne (third/ninth century); even priests could be polygamous.\(^{24}\) The reference here is not to the

\(^{23}\) Based on a saying of the Prophet: "Muslims abide by the conditions they have contracted, except the condition which permits a jawa (forbidden thing)"; cf. al-Tirmidhi, Chap. "Ahkam," 17, etc.
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mundane rules among Christians and even Muslims to "abolish" polygamy, but to their religious doctrines only. Islam is the first and only religion which has put a limit to the maximum number of wives, and has also provided legal means of prohibiting the practice of polygamy between couple desiring monogamy. Marriage being one of the ordinary contracts, conditions can be stipulated therein. The lawful conditions are: (i) the husband would remain monogamous for the duration of the marriage with the stipulating wife, and (ii) the wife would have the right to divorce her husband at will. Christianity formally prohibited divorce, and so did the Dharma Skotra. Islam, on the other hand, permits the right to divorce to the husband under certain conditions, and to the wife under contract, and even without a contract, by an appeal to a law-court—\*\. It also allows judicial separation under orders of the court. And if a woman herself does not demand these rights, it is not for the law to oblige her to do so, since there may be occasions when polygamy may even become necessary. Who does not know that after the Thirty Years' War, the Kriegstag of Nuremberg (Germany), in view of the greatly reduced number of the male population due to war ravages, ordered that henceforth every man should contract marriage with two women?\(^{25}\)

(iv) Commercial Contracts:—The most important point in this connection is perhaps the prohibition of interest. Other religions also had done that before, but with little results. They did not attack the root question, which is: How to supply interest-free loans to the needy? Islam characterizes the taking of interest as "a declaration of war against God and His messenger."\(^{26}\) In our own time Professor Keynes did not hesitate in his numerous writings to assert that interest more than anything else lies at the root of all social ills. Islam makes a clear distinction between commercial gain and interest on loans.\(^{27}\) The difference between them is that one shares in the former (in various kinds of joint-stock companies) both profits and risks, whereas in the latter the debtor has to pay a fixed profit even if circumstances have not allowed him sufficiently to frustrate the enterprise. The thesis of Islam is that one should undertake to participate in the eventual risks in order to participate in the profits (al-qurban maw al-qurban). One should certainly take necessary precautions, even create reserve funds for lean years, but the parties to the contract should be ready to divide losses as well as gains.

As to non-commercial and unproductive loans, it goes without saying that private capitalists cannot offer interest-free loans unless they are most generous and pious. Therefore, it is only a welfare government that can and must do so. As a practical religion, Islam noticed this human weakness and, therefore, made it the duty of the government to provide for interest-free loans to the public in the annual budgets of the State, as we have mentioned above while speaking of zakat. The same could also be done on the basis of mutuality.

\(^{25}\) Ibid.

\(^{26}\) Al-Qur'an, ii, 272.

\(^{27}\) Ibid., ii, 275.
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In fact, interest-free co-operative lending societies have been a great success, for instance, in Pakistan and Hyderabad-Deccan (India) where they have existed for over a century. The members participate in the working expenditure, and the circulation of the money gradually paid by the share-holders satisfies the needs of the members of the society.

The question of co-operative activity for loans naturally leads to the problem of insurance which has existed in Islam from the time of the Prophet himself. It was further developed in later times. Under the term mualā, the constitution of the City-State of Medina, dating from the year 1,022, the Holy Prophet laid down that the individual shall not be required to shoulder two kinds of responsibilities alone: (1) payment of blood-money in case of homicide, and (2) payment of ransom for prisoners of war. It was the treasury of the tribe that was to bear these two obligations. Should the funds of the tribe, periodically contributed by its members, be not sufficient at a given moment, the parent tribe and in the last resort the Central Rescheque must come to aid. In the time of the Prophet insurance against fire had little importance. Incidents of fire occurred only in living quarters which were built by the inhabitants themselves at their expense. In later times, marine insurance was introduced among the Muslim merchant class. The Caliph ‘Umar is reputed to have reorganized the insurance units, and according to al-Ma‘ārifī al-Sarakhsi, employees of the same governmental department, members of the same profession, etc., began to function as units. In still later times, we see insurance practised by guilds of the same profession in a given locality.

It may be pointed out that unused contributions to such units need not lie idle; they could be utilized for fruitful commerce to build up reserves, and eventually profits could be divided amongst the members of the units. There has been an attempt in recent times of this kind of insurance among the owners of automobiles of a big city, insuring against damages both to their cars and to their persons. Islam has not left this kind of self-help only to a group of capitalists but has proposed it for everyone as a measure against damages in addition to all that the government may do.

(vi) Administration of Justice.—As explained above, the administration of justice is a necessary concomitant of contractual relations in a society. In pre-Islamic days, there was declaration of rights by arbitrators, but no provision for enforcement. The Holy Prophet gave Medina a constitution which made the execution of judicial awards a central subject leaving it no longer to tribes, much less to the individuals winning their cases. Further, in pre-Islamic Arabia, there was no law but only the common sense of the arbitrators. There was also inequity in the administration of justice. Powerful tribes, for instance, paid half of the blood money, and value of women was taken as half the value of men. The said constitution rectified these defects. Islam established equality not only among Muslims and Muslims, but also among Muslims and non-
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Muslims, and cases are recorded of the classical period, in which Muslims were executed for having murdered non-Muslims. Evidence was also demanded from the parties concerned. In the very first year of the Hijrah, the Qur’an made it obligatory to have written documents of contracts. During his audience, the Prophet would inquire about the character of the witnesses before admitting their evidence. In later times, every locality established archives of the entire population, constantly revising remarks on personal character. Whenever a man presented himself as a witness, the archives were consulted to admit or reject his evidence. Further, near relatives were declared unfit to give evidence in favour of their kinsmen. In almost all cases, no less than two witnesses were required.

One peculiarity of administration of justice was the autonomy conceded to non-Muslim inhabitants, the principle being, for instance, Jewish parties, Jewish Law, Jewish courts, and Jewish judges. In case parties belonged to different communities, a Jew versus a Christian or a Muslim, the conflict of laws necessitated special arrangements; in most cases parties agreed to go to the Muslim courts.

3. Penal Laws

The administration of justice described above applies mutatis mutandis to penal cases. It appears that ordinarily capital punishment was not enforced unless reference was made to the Caliph (Central Government).

In his celebrated farewell address during the last pilgrimage, the Prophet chartered human rights under a triple division: person-property-honour, and affirmed their sacrosanct character once for all.

Let us refer to two verses of the Qur’an regarding punishment:

(a) “Whoever transgresses against you, you transgress against him with the like of his transgression against you . . .” (ii, 194).

(b) “The compensation of an evil is an evil like therein . . .” (al. 40).

The wording of these verses implies that punishment is also regarded as transgression and evil. Although many verses exhort the victim to pardon the transgressor, yet retaliation, a time-honoured institution in human society, is allowed as a necessary evil, though never beyond the measure of the original crime and this too perhaps only so long as a suitable cure for the ailments of criminals has not been found.

The penal law of Islam has certain peculiarities. First, it makes a distinction between crimes of fixed penalties (hadd), and those which allow a certain latitude to the judges. The crimes of hadd refer to person, property, and honour. According to the classical jurisprudence, they are eight in number: (a) apostasy, (b) homicide, (c) illicit sexual intercourse, (d) false accusation against the chastity of a woman, (e) alcoholic drinks, (f) highway robbery and theft, (g) war, and (h) infliction of injuries.

1238

1239

"Ibid., ii, 282."
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(a) Apostasy.—In all old and most new legal systems treason is awarded capital punishment. We have seen that Islam has rejected colour, language, land, and similar other accidents and hazards of nature as the bases of "nationality," and adopted instead the "identity of outlook on life" as the foundation to build a world-wide community. Even with its zeal for religious propagation, Islam admits no compulsion in religion but intends to create a rigorous discipline among those who voluntarily enter its fold. Such seems to be the explanation of considering apostasy as a crime. At times one feels that Islam has needlessly provided for that, since apostasy among Muslims is practically non-existent.

(b) Homicide and Corporal Damages.—In such cases lex talionis is not the only alternative: injured persons and the representatives of the murdered person have been given the right to blood-money and appropriate monetary compensation. The blood-money imposed by the Holy Prophet approximately amounts to the maintenance of a man for thirty years (expected life of the victim if he were not murdered). One hundred camels is the traditional blood-money. During the battle of Badr, when the Prophet heard that the enemy slaughtered one day nine and the next day ten camels for consumption, he concluded that they numbered between nine hundred and one thousand combatants. If one camel suffices for one hundred days, one hundred camels can do so for about thirty years.

(c) and (d) Sexual Transgression and False Accusations Affecting the Honour of Women.—Consent of the parties of adults in sexual relations, even though unmarried, gives them no immunity from the operation of the Islamic penal code. This strictness in Islamic Law at least deters men from behaving like dogs and asses. Despite this rigour the Prophet of Islam has been more indulgent than Jesus Christ (as described by the Gospel according to St. John, 8:36). The Qur'an requires four eye-witnesses for a sexual crime (as against the normal two), or confession on the part of the culprit. Islam also intends to purify society of scandalous talk; if anybody talks of the sexual immorality of a woman, he has to produce at least four eye-witnessees, otherwise he is himself to be given eighty stripes and he permanently forfeits his right to give evidence before a tribunal.

(e) Alcoholic Drinks.—Though the Qur'an has strictly prohibited the use of intoxicants, it has prescribed no definite punishment. The Holy Prophet, however, used to administer forty stripes with his sandals to the intoxicated persons. The Caliph 'Umar seeing the expansion of the evil in Muslim society said, "Since intoxication leads to obscene talk and false accusations against the honour of women, I shall henceforth give eighty stripes." (This is the Qur'anic punishment for speaking against the honour of women) Non-Muslims including the non-Muslim wives of Muslims are, however, exempt from this penalty. But if the representatives of the non-Muslims in a parliament agree on total prohibition, it is to be enforced on them as well.

(f) Robbery and Theft.—Crimes against property have been provided with severe penalties. As to the result, it may suffice to refer to a case from contemporary history. Who does not know the pillaging of the pilgrims, during the time of Sharif Husain! When Ibn Sa'd got power in the Hijja, he re instituted the Islamic sanctions against theft, with the result that people began to feel that they were given the security of the times of Abu Bakr and 'Umar. In 1300/1920, part of the baggage of a lady pilgrim was found missing at an interminary station between Mecca and Medina. The police were alerted. Even after two weeks of investigation, the police were unable to trace the thief, but the Su'adian Government ordered payment of the value of the stolen goods to the victim and the amount was immediately paid. The much maligned punishment of cutting the hands of a thief is wielded in the case of theft committed by the needy and according to many jurists also in the case of children and the mentally diseased.

(g) War.—As everybody knows, international law means the rules that govern relations of States in times of war, peace, and neutrality. If suppression of theft and robbery requires partial mobilization of the forces of order and security, foreign invasion requires the same measures on a large scale. Hence the inclusion of international law by Muslim jurists in the section on penal laws, and its treatment immediately after the section on highway robbery. Apart from its logic, the important point to note is that international law forms an integral part of the Islamic Law and is not left to discretion. In the international law the accused has the same rights of defending his conduct before a tribunal as, say, a robber who is captured and tried. An old author aptly says: "Among the happenings of a certain time a war is like sickness in contrast to peace and security which resemble health. It is necessary to take steps against warlike activities to preserve peace as it is necessary to fight against disease."19

(h) Infection of Injuries (Muslium).—Under this category fall the crimes other than those determined by the hudud. Judges are given wide latitude for inflicting appropriate punishment according to the circumstances of each case. Nevertheless, the rule has to prescribe certain rules defining the discretionary powers of the judges.

H

MUSLIM CONTRIBUTION TO LAW

1. However unbelievable it may look at first sight, it is a fact that the science of law, in its theoretical sense, did not exist in the world before Islam.
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Law did indeed exist in Rome, Greece, China, India, Mesopotamia, Egypt, pre-Columbian America, and elsewhere, yet it was Ima'm Ẓāhilī (b. 150/767) who first thought of the science of law or jurisprudence as such-law. His book al-Biṣalāḥ ʿl-Uṣūl al-Fiqh speaks of the origins and sources of Law, as also of the methods of legislation, interpretation and application of law and many allied topics. Al-Ẓāhilī gave this science the expressive name wā'il al-Fiqh (the roots of Law) in contradistinction to the general laws of a land, which were named as "branches" (furūʿ) shooting out from these roots. Some generations afterwards, the Muslims jurists created a new science, called Ḥalīfīyya, i.e., "comparative Law," restricted to the study of the different schools of Muslim Law and dealing with the grounds and consequences of differences amongst the various jurists. 2

2. The principle of intention, in spite of much research, has not been found in earlier laws. This was first introduced by the celebrated saying of the Holy Prophet: "Actions are (to be judged) by intentions (innā ma a-l-mīl li a-l-nīyāt)," quoted by al-Beṣīrī, Muslim, and all the other authorities, the echo of which we hear in the celebrated address of the Prophet during his last pilgrimage.

3. The idea of ethical value as the basis of legal ordinances is also unique in the legal history of the world. The credit of initiating it goes to the Qur'ān.

4. International law has existed in the world since times immemorial, yet in antiquity it was neither international nor law. For, ordinarily, it was reserved only for resolving disputes of a country with certain other countries and nations only; Islam extended its scope to the entire world, without making any geographical and political limitations. Again, in antiquity it was not considered to be law, but formed part of a country's political discretion: Islam made it a part of Law. This is testified by the fact that all books of Fiqh from the very beginning have dealt with international law under the section named Siyās. Further, before Islam, the subject was treated in books of politics and manuals of statescraft like the Aṛka Sāstra of Kautilya, or the Polítics of Aristotle. The Muslims made it an independent branch of Law, and devoted special monographs to it, the earliest of which is attributed to Abu Hanīfah. The works of the pupils of this master, Abu Yūsuf and Muḥammad al-Shābānī, have come down to us and have partly been printed. 3

5. The first written constitution of a State in the world, as promulgated by a sovereign, came from the Holy Prophet of Islam. The text constituting the City-State of Medina in the first year of the Hijrah (622) has been preserved in its entirety and comprises fifty-two articles, dealing with such questions 39

Jurisprudence as independence six to six of the rest of the world, war and peace, administration of justice, legislation, religious tolerance with regard to non-Muslim subjects, social insurance, asylum, naturalization, etc. 40

6. Lastly, it is interesting to note that the Muslims as a people always kept legislation (and so also judiciary) separate from the executive. The development of Muslim Law as deduced from the Qur'ān and the Hadiths has always been the work of private savants and jurists. Tradition has insisted that the State should not interfere with this work, much less monopolize it. It is the freedom of juristic judgment which creates conflicting opinions and alternative solutions, and these provide the coming generations with raw material for sound judgment. These conflicting opinions have given rise to different schools of jurisprudence, yet in one's comparative study of international law in Sunniite, Shī'ite, and Ḥanafīe schools and their sub-schools one is agreeably surprised that, despite their water-tight divisions, there are practically no differences of vital significance.

1 INTERACTIONS

Ernest Nys (in his Les Origines du droit international, which has also an Urdu translation published by the Osmania University) shows the great influence of Muslim international law, particularly on Spanish Christian writers, who first inaugurated the study of international law in modern Europe. Later on, the Dutch Hugo Grotius, who is considered to be the father of international law, also refers to Muslim practices. Many savants allude to the Muslim influence on the famous Code Napoléon, the basis of modern Western legislation. Many provisions of the Islamic law of inheritance, divorce, etc., are now being adopted by and necessary modifications made in Hindu Law by the modern Indian legislature.

Foreign elements in Muslim Law have already been shown in the section on "Soura." Far from being the emanation of the chief determinant of the growth of Muslim Law, as it is sometimes claimed, Roman Law in its influence on Muslim Law has been of the least significance. 41 No early Muslim jurists, except al-Azāzī and al-Shābānī, are indebted to the Roman Law. This is a matter of principle in the Oriental world, and the difference between the Islamic and Roman law is evident in the parallel sections of the two. A Roman jurist like Cajetan (1450-1540) says: "Law is the same in both systems; it is the interpretation of law which is different. It is the same in both systems: what is written is the same in both. The difference lies in the interpretation of the law." 42


39 Extensive literature has been published in European languages during the last few decades, reference to which can be found in bibliography given in Muslim Commerce of State by Hamidullah, Lahore, 1953.
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hauled from an ex-Byzantine territory. All of them were either the Hijazian Arabs or belonged to Persian families which had lived as Muslims for at least two generations. Even al-Azizi was not of Syrian origin for his father was among the captives brought from Sind. And, therefore, he could not be suspected of having inherited any part of the Byzantine traditions.

J

FURTHER POSSIBILITIES

A modest yet practical procedure to adapt Muslim Law to present conditions has been suggested in the colloquium recently published by the "Law Number" of the Karachi monthly Chahal - i Rikh. Muslims should not remain content with their past, however glorious that past. The raison d'être of their existence is their constant struggle to become the very best community, a model for the whole of humanity—the community enjoining the good (ma'rifat), interdicting the evil (mumtor), and believing in God.34


35 Al-Qur'an, iii, 110.
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Part 4. The Sciences

Chapter LXII

GEOGRAPHY

Philosophy in the past ages was not merely an academic subject studied by specialists; it was a living influence which guided men in their ideas about the universe and it included a variety of fields covering theology, 1244

1245
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law, society, and the sciences. To the Muslims during the Middle Ages philosophy and its various disciplines were all-embracing. Geographic ideas were inseparable from philosophic thinking as they were basic to a widening of horizons. Indeed, interest in geography is as old as recorded human history. This had its roots in ancient folklore, poetry, and travel. The geographical instinct in one form or another developed early among organized human communities, and the people of the ancient civilizations possessed a variety of geographic knowledge.

It is well known to historians that the culture of Greece was preceded by a continuous and composite culture in Western Asia and Egypt and that this culture in its turn was not the product of the genius of any one people, but was shaped by an ever-increasing human intercourse and was the fruitation of a long evolution. Thus, Greek geographical ideas too had a basis in the past and in the experience of other peoples. Philosophy and poetry formed the tap-roots of the geographic knowledge of the Greeks. Similarly, in Arab times both Greek ideas and Islamic philosophy and literature were potent factors in the evolution of geographic concepts.

Early Greek contributions to geography were as varied as they were brilliant. Later on, Alexander's campaigns were of the nature of geographical exploration under arms. In the course of time the centre of scientific activity shifted to Alexandria. Science and geography continued to flourish in the Graeco-Roman age, though under somewhat different cultural atmosphere. In fact, the Graeco-Roman culture was subjected to a terrible ordeal. It witnessed one of the greatest intellectual conflicts in history, the clash between Greek ideals and the various oriental religions, chiefly Judaism and Christianity.

But before Christianity could triumph, the great geographer Ptolemy (c. 150 A.D.) had accomplished his work of co-ordinating the sum total of geographic knowledge up to his time, though a little earlier Strabo (c. 19 A.D.) had contributed even more brilliantly in terms of geographic analysis. He had also indicated the extent of the knowledge of the Romans about the land and people of Arabia. Describing Gellus' expedition in 25 B.C. to Haara on the Red Sea coast to the borders of the land, and especially in B.C. Strabo says that the Emperor Augustus was also influenced by reports of the wealth of the Arabs and their trading activity in spices, aromatics, and precious stones, and that he desired either to befriend or subdue such opulent people.1

By the third century A.D. distinct changes had taken place in the political, cultural, and religious spheres. The Roman Empire came near to utter breakdown. The legions, never too many for the long frontiers and made increasingly heterogeneous by local recruiting, lost their sense of mutual cohesion and failed to check stronger outside attacks. Many emperors rose and fell like ninepins, unmourned, unused. Rome was sacked by Goths in 410 A.D. By
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the middle of the sixth century A.D., Justinian’s final efforts at consolidation of the Roman power had failed.

The commencement of the Middle Ages is important in the history of science in general and geography in particular. A general retrogression is witnessed and gradually the so-called “Dark Age” of geography set in. It is common to begin the Middle Ages from Constantinople, but Paganism was tolerated almost until the division of the Roman Empire in 395 A.D. The tradition of pagan literature and science, however, continued much longer, at least until Justinian closed the school of Athens. The triumph of Christianity led its adherents to consider scientific research not only a useless occupation but also a pernicious one. Alexandria had lost its noble place as the centre of scientific activity, and Egypt for the Christians had become a land of new wonders as the first home of hermits or desert men or monks; some visitors had no interest in anything else and dismissed the pyramids as mere “Granaries of the Kings.” A sailor turned monk took a hand at geographical writing and produced the most crudest of books, the famous Christian Topography, in 547 A.D. The main purpose of this erudition was to disprove the pagan notion that the earth is a globe. Cosmas sailed from Alexandria and had in his younger days traded in the Red Sea and even beyond Cosmas’ earth was flat, rectangular, and oblong, twice as long from east to west as from north to south, and was surrounded by ocean. A high mountain rose in the north behind which the tiny sun played hide and seek to bring forth days and nights. Beasley rightly called Cosmas’ work a “systematic nonsense.” Saint Ambrose saw no profit in investigations about the earth, Science, geography, and all such pursuits were dubbed as magic art. The spherical shape of the earth and the existence of antipodes were favourite subjects of ridicule.

Thus, the geography of the early centuries of the Christian era was a fascinating mixture. Perhaps it seldom represented the full amount of contemporary knowledge and was largely made up of traditional elements, Christian and classical, blended in various proportions. The first came from a literal reading of the Scriptures and other-worldly attitude of the protagonists of the Church. It appears that Christianity spread first through the urban commercial popula
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Arabs conquered a large number of peoples who were superior to them in culture. Nevertheless, the conquerors did not lose their national characteristics and subjected Syria, Mesopotamia, Egypt, and North Africa to their ethnographical influence.

As soon as early conquests were over and cultural contact was established with Greek and Indian knowledge, Muslims became imbued with tremendous curiosity and took up the cause of science with enthusiasm at different centres of their culture. Early Islamic attitude to science was one of tolerance, even enlightened interest. It is evidenced by the continuance of the academy at Jundil-Shapir as a scientific centre in the Muslim Empire. Scientists from this centre in Persia were welcomed in Damascus, the capital of the Umayyad Caliphate. These men were mostly Christians and Jews. Further, the Arabs were traders, travellers, and lawyers, and they had somewhat positive minds and, therefore, practical sciences appealed to them. Arabic was suitable for exact and precise sciences and lent itself more easily to the formation of technical terms. Geography especially appealed to them because of its utility to serve the needs of commerce, the division of land, travel through the deserts, knowledge of the plants and animals, and to find the azimuth of Mecca and the phases of the moon.

The Arabs had a traditional interest in matters concerning geographical knowledge. Even before the birth of Christ and after, they were among the foremost traders and navigators of the Arabian sea, Indian Ocean, and Chinese waters. The Arabic language of that period abounds in words for ships, boats, condition of the sea surface, storms, heavenly bodies, and commodities of exchange and trade. These activities were greatly influenced by the geography of the Arabian Peninsula and its midway position between the East and the West and the littoral situation of all its fertile lands in Yamnash, Oman, Babrain, the Yemen, etc. Even the Hijaz, though largely arid, lay along the trade-routes from the Arabian and Red Seas to the Mediterranean world.

Pre-Islamic poetry contains references to navigation and sailings, and the Holy Qur’ān itself abounds in navigational terminology and descriptions of conditions of the sea and ships and boats used. There was a close relationship between land journeys as well as between sea voyages and the knowledge of stars and other heavenly bodies. The inland Arabs with scanty agriculture and nomadic economy were always face to face with such problems as sources and extent of grazing opportunities, distribution of desert plants and animals, and the nature of geomorphological features. Therefore, Arab interest in geographical matters was a deep one. It needed various stimuli such as extension of territorial influence, expanded trading opportunities, greater cultural contacts, and a vigorous religious zeal to widen the frontiers of geographic knowledge.

2 Thomson, History of Ancient Geography, p. 360.


Within a century of the advent of Islam, the Arab victories brought them a rich reward in the conquest of prosperous lands and cultured communities, from the Mediterranean to India and Central Asia. On the one hand, the Arabs became the heirs to the Hellenistic culture for which a way was earlier opened by the conquest of Alexander. On the other, they reached the homeland of Indian culture and Buddhist and Indian thought. It is rightly assumed that the Arabs became the pupils of and successors to the Greeks in science and, through their own efforts and ingenuity, perfected it for the future protagonists.

Indian influence in the first instance was the product of a continuing commercial contact via the sea-route from Ujjain, the town of Behaghragupta (c. 6/928), the famous writer of the astronomical manual Brahmac Siddhanta. Muslim conquest of Central Asia brought them into touch with Buddhism and old Greek colonies in the regions of Bactria, Sogdiana, Farghassah, and Merv. The establishment of the Abbaside Caliphate in 1121/750 A.D. and its military campaigns were well planned and superbly executed and the generals and commanders collected much geographical data before conducting their operations. The organization of administration, collection of revenue, and appraisal of resources of the newly conquered territories required detailed geographical information. It is said that the great Caliph ‘Umar, hearing of the conquest of new lands, asked a scholar to describe to him the lands of the earth, their climates and positions, and the influence which land and climate exert upon their inhabitants. Both scholars and religious leaders considered geography a laudable pursuit, as is borne out by the remark of Yaqut that as a science geography was pleasing in the eyes of God. Even the orthodox al-Kindi believed that the votaries of science will find the road to paradise easy. Muslim religious interest in the determination of latitude and longitude of places and in the diurnal movement of the sun was indispensable both in connection with the time for daily prayers and the geographical co-ordinates of Mecca. With the expansion of the dominions of the Muslim Empire, commercial activity increased and geographical information of different types became vital for its growth and development.

Regional geography received early attention and contained an enormous wealth of details and information. It developed its own traditions, and the variety in approach to it and the ingenuity of the individual geographers make many contributions to it a fascinating reading. The writings of notable travellers, the specialist studies of the topographers, and the critical works of the socio-geographers lend an immense variety and colour to Muslim geography. Therefore, it may be convenient to examine the Muslim contribution to geography under the following headings:

(A) General and Regional Geography.
(B) General Treatises and Scientific Geography.
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(C) Mathematical Geography.
(D) Cartography and Map-making.

A GENERAL AND REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY

Muslim interest in general geographical writing developed early. This class of geographical writing has a wide range and includes some of the earliest contributions in this field. General geographical descriptions of the Muslim world were a favourite theme and in view of the needs of administration and extension of the postal services many works were written as "Route Books." Diaries and travel accounts were yet another category of geographical writing. As a result of the unsatisfactory basis of descriptions in relation to hypothetical "Climatic Divisions" in parallel longitudinal strips (a Greek legacy) many Muslim geographers felt the necessity of describing the dominions of Islam on the basis of regions of which they possessed more specific knowledge. It may be said to be the beginning of a regional consciousness.

Among the earliest known works dealing with geographical matters are those of 'Abd al-Malik ibn Qurrah al-Aṣma'i and Hijāj ibn Muḥammad al-Kalbī. Al-Aṣma'i of Bazaž (123-216/740-831) wrote on plants, animals, and the evolution of human society. Al-Kalbī (d. 265/879) was an authority on the history of pre-Islamic Arabia and it is said that his work Kitāb al-
Nasīlāt contains observations on many geographical topics. Similarly, one of the early treatises on agriculture was ibn Waḥṣīyyah's (c. 281/896) book on Nabataean agriculture. Abu Yūsuf Ya'qūb al-Kindī (c. 260/873-874), though primarily a philosopher and physicist, wrote a geographical work called Rasam al-Mawdīr min al-Ard (Description of the Inhabited Part of the Earth). But the work of Muḥammad ibn Māsūm al-Khwārizmī (d. 238/850) laid the foundation of Arab geographical science. By writing Kitāb Sūrat al-Ard (Treatise on the Face of the Earth) he syncretized Greek and Hindu knowledge. He was a mathematician of great repute and is said to have collaborated in the degree measurements ordered by Caliph al-Mūtāwakkil. He improved Ptolemy's geography, both as regards the text and the maps. His scientific attainments are universally acknowledged by the Orientalists. Another early geographical work which was concerned with Arabia was that of Arrām ibn al-Ashab al-Sulami (c. 231/945) who wrote Kitāb Aṣrā' Jābul Tahama'ah cu Makitsa'ah dealing with the mountains of Tihmah in Arabia. This work was mentioned by al-Ṣafārī, and another book by the same author bearing the title Jazīrat al-'Arab was mentioned by Yaqūt in his "Dictionary of Learned Men" (Mu'jam al-Udabā').

* Solaimān Nadawi, Arif al-Qur'ān (Urmu), Vol. 1, p. 16.
* Naif al-Ṭa'mi, Muslim Contribution to Geography, p. 19.

1. The Route Books

After the early geographical writings mentioned above had appeared and the initial phase of translations had come to an end, an interesting class of geographical literature was produced which is contained in the so-called "Route Books" (Kitāb al-Masālik wa-al-Mamālik). Quite a tradition developed in the writing of these route books and many later authors copied the technique of the earlier masters. In this respect, ibn Khūrdāḏbih (c. 300/912) blazed a new trail with his famous Kitāb al-Masālik wa-al-Mamālik (A Book on Routes and Kingdoms). He provided an excellent summary of the main trade-routes of the Arab world and also wrote descriptions of China, Korea, and Japan. The work served almost as a source for later writers. Unfortunately, only an abridged version of the book is extant. Al-Marwāni (d. 574/887) also wrote a route book which was mentioned by Ibn al-Nadim and Ya'qūb. Sārakhbī (d. 898/909), who was a pupil of al-Kindī, gave the same title to his geographical work and Abu al-Faraj al-Baghdādī (d. 310/922) compiled Kitāb al-Kharīj (Revenue Book) dealing with land tax and postal services in the context of the geography of the Arab Empire. Al-Jāhizī (d. c. 290/895-907), the learned minister at the Śamānid Court, wrote another revenue book replete with geographical explanations, and it is surmised that it was one of the source materials for al-İṣrā'īl. Abu Zaid al-Bāḥkhī (d. 332/943) produced another route book along the traditional lines, but his real fame as a geographer rests on his somewhat more scientific contribution, namely, Kitāb al-Akkāl or Sanwār al-Aqāfām (Figures of the Climates). Al-Iṣṭakhrī (d. c. 339/950) followed in the footsteps of his senior contemporary al-Bāḥkhī by writing a similar book and using the technique of explaining maps by the accompanying text. Ibn Ḫanḍalī revised and rewrote Iṣṭakhrī's book with considerable additional information in 367/977. These three geographers form an important group who combined their writings of descriptive geography with cartographic work and scientific analysis and, therefore, this category of their work will receive mention later on.

In Spain, al-Bakrī (d. 487/1094) of Córdova used the same technique and method to write his route book and geographical dictionary notable for their useful information about Europe and North Africa.

2. Books of Countries and Dictionaries

The route books were written from an administrative angle but they invariable developed into geographical treatises. They were generally concrete, accurate, and detailed. Closely related to the route books, yet enlarging on their scope and subject-matter, were the large number of "Books of Countries" and geographical dictionaries and gazetteers. Among the early writers of such

* Ibid., p. 23.
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tracts and a notable Arab geographer and historian was al-Yaqūtī who wrote Kitāb al-Buldān (Book of Countries) in 278/891, giving a wide range of topographical and economic details and occasionally throwing out the relationship between physical factors and human activity. Topographical details about the cities of Kūfuṣ, Bashghil, Simnārah, and Baṇrah and regional descriptions of many areas in Arabia, Syria, Egypt, Nubia, and North Africa, are some of the outstanding features of this book. His pioneer work as a geographer deserves high praise, and it is not surprising that modern European writers often call him the father of Muslim geography. Shortly before Yaqūtī’s death the geographer al-Buldānī’s ‘Book of Countries’ written in 290/902 was utilized by geographers like Masʿūdī and Yaqūtī; unfortunately, it is lost. A contemporary of al-Farāhīdī was ibn Rustah (fl. c. 291/903); his encyclopedia al-ʿAṣīr al-Naṣīfīa dealt with geographical matters in its seventh volume. He discussed a variety of toponyms including the extent of the earth, seas, rivers, climate, founding of Mecca and Medina, and the regional geography of Iran. Ibn Rustah’s account of the road system of the empire and particularly of the great Khurāsān road remains outstanding for its clear details and geographical implications. A few years later ibn al-Haṭīk (d. 334/945) presented his regional geography of Arabia in Kitāb Ḥarfīl al-ʿArab dealing with physical features, minerals, races, tribes, and settlements. He also contributed a semi-geographical work al-Ḥill on the archaeological aspects of the Yemen. Muhallabī (377/985) was the author of an outstanding geographical work dealing with the Sudan. It was the first work of its kind for this remote region and formed Yaqūtī’s main source for the geography of the Sudan.

An interesting geographical work of the fourth/tenth century written in Persian was entitled Ḥudud al-ʿĀlam (c. 372/983) by an unknown author. It is meant to be a world geography on a regional basis and was probably written as a preface to a map. Minorsky has produced an excellently edited and annotated version of this notable work.10

The western wing of Islam in Spain also produced many contemporary geographers who wrote route books, books of countries, and works of regional descriptions. Al-Ṭaṣrīn (d. 363/973) wrote on North Africa. Al-Baṭrī of Cordova (d. 487/1094) was a celebrated geographer who compiled a geographical dictionary, Maʿjam al-Iṣbāḥ as well as a route book. These works incorporate fresh material on Central and Eastern Europe and North Africa. Al-Zahrī of Granada (c. 532/1137) was the writer of a notable work, Kitāb al-ṣaḥafiyya (Book of Geography). It appears that al-Zahrī was able to utilize the work of the team of geographers of the reign of Caliph al-Mansūr. Al-Munajjim (d. 456/1068)
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was the compiler of a geographical dictionary which both al-Idrīsī and Ibn Khaldūn mention as one of their source materials. And there were many lesser lights who followed these masters in compilation.

But the art of depicting geographical and associated information in the form of a dictionary attained its highest form from the pen of Yaqūtī Hāmawi. His work was done almost at the crossroads of history, shortly before the Tatar invasion engulfed the eastern lands of Islam. After considerable travel in his younger days and study in several libraries, he produced his monumental geographical dictionary known as Maʿjam al-Buldān in 621/1224. This great work contains a geographical gazetteer, a regional world geography, and much topographical, historical, and archaeological information. It deals with geography in the broadest manner. His other well-known work Maʿjam al-Udābī, dealing with lives of learned men, is also replete with geographical information. Yaqūtī utilized a variety of sources including many of those which are now extinct. His dictionary contains a treatise dealing with geography in general from many points of view.

3. Diaries and Travel Accounts

Travel has always been the easiest and the most natural means of acquiring and propagating geographic knowledge. In the medieval period of Islam travel was promoted in many ways. Religio-cultural affiliations with far-flung parts of the world, curiosity, commercial enterprise, and above all the urge for pilgrimage excited widespread interest in travel. Thus, Muslim travel literature in the shape of diaries and descriptions and experiences of journeys contains a treasure-house of geographical information.

For Muslims, the pilgrimage to Mecca was not a matter of choice; it was their positive duty within the limits of possibility to undertake it. Mecca was the ever-present magnet to attract their thoughts and thus there ran into Arabia a constant stream of visitors from all parts of the Islamic world. The hajj every year was a unique international assembly by which people from distant lands, diverse environments, and varied experiences exchanged ideas and acquired knowledge of countries and inhabitants of the world. It was a tremendous incentive to the spread of geographical knowledge.

With the spread of Islam and the extension of its political influence, trade and commerce greatly expanded resulting in the knowledge of new lands. In the Euro-Asian continent these regions were the Volga-Caspian, Northern Europe, and Siberia on the one hand and Central and South-East Asia on the other. The African continent received far more attention from the Muslims than from their predecessors. The East African coast up to Madagascar, Egypt, Nubia, Abyssinia, the Sudan, Equatorial Africa, the Sahara, land of the Niger, and West Africa, all came within the range of their commercial, cultural, and religious activities.

Travel and commerce walked hand in hand. Each geographical discovery
created new commercial opportunities, and these, with attendant competition and inherent ambitions, led to more travel and discoveries. At the later period the Crusades, besides their sordid side, provided for generations a great and prolonged avenue for contact between the East and the West for exchange of ideas and cultural assimilation. Trade, commerce, and travel were promoted and helped the circulation of geographical information.

Ibn Fudžlan went as an envoy of Caliph al-Mu'tadid to the Court of the Volga Bulgars in 309/921 and is credited with the first reliable account of Russia. He may, in fact, be regarded as one of the earliest Muslim traveler-geographers. His Risalat or diary is of great geographic significance. His description is the earliest reliable account of Russia and was incorporated into the works of many later geographers including Yaqūt. Another experienced early traveller was al-Dulaf who hailed from Yambio near Medina. He combined poetic talents with a wanderlust. After a stay at the Samnuid Court at Bukhara, he went to South India across Tibet with a returning Indian embassy and the journey back was made in 311/924. His narrative of journeys was entitled Aṣ'ib al-Raddīn (Marvels of Countries). Abu Dulaf's geographical impressions of the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent and the adjoining areas were utilized by Yaqūt and Qazwīnī. Among early Muslim travelers, al-Kīrīmi mentioned Sallān who visited the region north of the Caspian Sea, Armenia, Georgia, land of the Khazaras, and the Ural and Altai areas in the middle of the third/ninth century at the command of Caliph al-Walīqānī.

With increasing Muslim influence in Indian littoral areas and expanding commerce in South-East Asian waters and on the Chinese mainland, more detailed and somewhat accurate geographical information was in demand. The busiest and flourishing ports on the Arabian coast and Persian Gulf were Aden, Oman, Suhar, Jeddah, Sirfī, and Basrah. Their commerce and overseas relations were mainly with East Africa, Indian coasts, South-East Asia, and China. Sirfī especially occupied a pre-eminent position and grew into a port-city of merchants, princes, and experienced sailors.

One of the early writings on trade and commerce and navigational matters in these regions was that on the journeys of Sulaimān the Merchant by an anonymous author (237/851) with the additional comments on it by Abu Zaid al-Sīrīfī. The work gives us information with regard to duration of the journey, its various stages, ports of call, nature of commodity exchange, wind and weather, and conditions of the seas. The descriptions display an excellent geographical sense and an understanding of physical and human aspects. Sulaimān's description of the Chinese mainland, its products and economic resources is realistic. He also mentions the Chinese use of tea. Interest in the Indian Ocean and its bordering lands continued for generations and Muslim sailors and travellers wrote on many topics which encompass geography. Abu Zaid al-Ḥasan of Sirfī edited accounts of Muslim travellers and sailors in c. 308/920 in order to supplement Sulaimān's narrations. According to him, ibn Wahb travelled to China in 257/870 and there were other voyages in that direction. Abu Zaid's compilation was probably entitled Aṣ'īb al-Sīrīfī wa- al-Hind (Information about China and India). It may be said to be the most important work of its kind before that of Marco Polo or ibn Batūtah. Besides the Far East, it deals with the Arabian and the East African coasts. From such voyages and confirming somewhat earlier traditions also, gradually developed the stories and fascinating fables around the name of "Sindbad the Sailor" found in the Aljā'īsāwa or-Indore. Another writer about the trade, commerce, navigation, peoples, and products of the Indian Ocean area from Arabia to Ceylon and beyond was Buzurg ibn Ṣubḥyār who compiled the interesting book Aṣ'īb al-Hindī (Wonders of India) in about 342/953-954.

The famous "sea lions" (expert writers on nautical instructions), mentioned by Ahmad ibn Mājdī in the second half of the ninth/tenth century, were not mere expert navigators, but also writers on sea voyages and route books. Muhammad ibn Ṣubḥyān and Sahl ibn Abī Alā' belonged to the fifth/eighth and sixth/seventh centuries. Perhaps there were many more such writers; at any rate, later on, their successors were Ahmad ibn Mājdī (895/1490), Sulaimān al-Mahri (eighteenth century), Fira Ṛai, Sīlī 'Ali, and al-Sīfīqī (950/1551) who displayed a remarkable knowledge of the geography of the Indian Ocean.

The scene in the Mediterranean was somewhat different to that in the Indian Ocean. In the latter, trade, commerce, and adventure were the impelling factors in Muslim enterprise, but in the former prolonged political struggle, religious wars, commerce, and pilgrimages were motivating factors behind sailings and voyages. There is record, however, of the close co-operation between Muslims and Christians in the formation of joint partnerships and of commercial treaties, carriage of passengers in ships irrespective of their religion, and the transport of products of skilled industry and luxury goods from the Islamic world to Europe.

Before mention is made of the well-known traveller-geographers in the western lands of Islam, those in the east deserve attention. Among these intelligent globe-trotters and geographers, al-Ma'ṣūdī (d. 346/957) deserves pride of place. He was born in Baghdad towards the end of the third/ninth century. Ma'ṣūdī acquired his knowledge through painstaking study of the existing sources as well as through extensive travels. His travels carried him to many parts of Arabia, Levantine coast, Caspian shores, Asia Minor, Iran, Iraq, India, South-East Asia, East African coasts, and Egypt. He met

13 Ibid., pp. 104-65.
men possessing practical knowledge and scholars of repute. Ma'sūdī's acute observations and views depicting a keen geographical sense are contained in his famous book, Mawārij al-Dahrāb wa Malādīn al-Jahālān (Meadows of Gold and Mines of Precious Stones), a historico-geographical encyclopedia written in about 336/947 and revised ten years later. It seems to be an age of great travellers, as not many years later Ibn Hūqal (fl. c. 332–367/943–977) completed a travel of thirty years which excised his interest in geography. His meeting with the celebrated geographer al-Iṣṣāṣī was significant, as at the latter's request he re-wrote his geography and revised the accompanying maps. Ibn Hūqal called this improved version, Kitāb al-Masālik al-Mamālik (Book of Roads and Provinces), and added maps of each country to this remarkable treatise.

Yet another outstanding geographer and traveller was al-Maqdisī or al-Maqṣūdī, a native of Jerusalem. He travelled through many Islamic lands except perhaps Spain, Sijistān, and Sind. By all standards he was a careful observer and had an inborn geographical sense. On the culmination of his travels he wrote his famous geography Akhyan al-Taqsim al-Mawṣūl al-Dhulayl (Best of Divisions as Regards Climate) at Şīrāz in Fars in 376–377/985–986. His writings reveal much original information and are an attempt at analysis of physical and human factors. His sources include several earlier geographers like Khurṣūdābī, Jahlānī, Balkhī, Hamadānī, and Ḫāji. But he subjects his authorities to considerable criticism.

The tradition of travel and that as a medium for geographical work continued. One of the junior contemporaries of al-Birūnī was Ṣāḥib Khurṣain from Balkh, where he was born in 394/1003. Starting his travels from Egypt, he visited a large part of the Middle East including the Hijāz, Syria, and Iran. Earlier, he had travelled in India and lived at the Court of Sultan Mahmūd. His travel diary, the famous Saḥaf-Nāmeh, was written in Persian. He gives the best account of Jerusalem before the Crusades, and his description of Egypt is of high geographic value. Baliqī, Ali al-Harawi, (d. 611/1214) wrote a travel book dealing not only with the frequented places of pilgrimage in the eastern part of the Islamic world, but also of Byzantine Empire, North Africa, and Abyssinia. He was in Jerusalem in 609/1117 when it was in Christian hands. He visited the Christian parts of the world on several occasions.

The western world of Islam produced several traveller-geographers who also made journeys to the east to perform the pilgrimage to Mecca. Al-Masānī al-Ansālīsī (d. 665/1269) was an intrepid traveller who came from Granada and journeyed through Spain, North Africa, Egypt, Iraq, Khurāsân, and Russia. He travelled in the Volga region and in Hungary and gave information untimely elsewhere, such as the Russian trade in fossil bones or ivory. 16

14 Naṣr Ahmad, Muslim Contribution to Geography, p. 36.
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He was the writer of at least four important geographical works.14 Another celebrated geographer Ibn Jubair of Valencia (d. 625/1227) wrote a valuable account of his journey to the east. His accounts throw an interesting light on the geography as well as the commercial activity and culture of the Muslim communities of the Mediterranean lands. Ibn Jubair's writings were a source book for many later Muslim geographers and historians. His Rihlah (Travel Accounts) remains one of the best works of its kind in Arabic literature.15 Ibn Jubair's fellow townsman al-'Ahsāri (fl. c. 685/1289) commenced a memorable journey to accomplish the pilgrimage. Starting from Mogadore on the west African coast of Morocco he made the journey both ways by land and thus crossed North Africa twice. His travel geography al-Rihlah al-Mağribiyah yahkīn contains valuable topographical information.16 Al-Maṣṣūlī wrote Uṣūn al-Aḥzāb (a book of travels) at Ceuta after his travels through Syria, Palestine, and Egypt during 537–540/1142–1149. Though al-Iṣṣāṣī was an all-round geographer and his proper place is among the writers of scientific geography, his travels were an indispensable part of his geographic experience. He was born at Ceuta in 493/1099 and educated at Cordova. His travels covered a vast compass stretching from Muslim Spain and North Africa to Christian Europe as well as other parts of the Islamic world. Rich in experience and mature in his outlook, al-Iṣṣāṣī settled down at Palermo in Sicily at the Court of his worthy patron King Roger II. He died in 565/1166. His famous geography Rihlah al-Maqṣūrī fi Ḥiṣāb al-Aḥzāb (known as al-Kuṭb al-Raḥiṣī), written shortly before 549/1154 is the most elaborate description of the world of medieval times. According to Sarton,17 al-Iṣṣāṣī was the author of another geographical work entitled Rihlah al-'Ahsārī wa Ruhlat al-Nafs (Pleasure of Men and Delight of Soul), a kind of a route book which the author compiled for William I, King of Sicily, in 557/1161. This geographical work was said to be larger than the Kitāb al-Raḥiṣī but unfortunately it has been entirely lost.

Abu al-'Abbās al-Nahḥāt of Seville and his pupil Ibn al-Ḥajjār of Malaga were biographers and they travelled in Spain, North Africa, and along the shores of Red Sea with the purpose of scientific exploration in connection with their work. Ibn Sa'd al-Maqṣūrī was another indefatigable traveller, profoundly interested in geography. He was born near Granada in 611/1214 and died in Damascus in 674/1275. His Kitāb al-Jaḥālān al-Dawrāb embraces the experience of his extensive travels in the Muslim world, and the geographical information and views in it added to al-Iṣṣāṣī's knowledge. He also gives an account of parts of northern Europe including Iceland. Ibn Sa'd visited Armenia also and was at the Court of Hulagu from 654/1258 to 664/1259.

16 Naṣr Ahmad, Muslim Contribution to Geography, p. 37.
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Half a century later, in 704/1304, was born ibn Batūtah, one of the outstanding travellers of all times. Starting from his home town, Tangier, in 726/1325, when he was barely twenty-two years old, he traveled in Africa, Asia, and Europe for thirty years. His journeys included several pilgrimages to Mecca and travel to and residence in many parts of the Middle East, India, Ceylon, Maldives, Bengal, China, North Africa, Spain, and the lands of the Niger. The extent of his wanderings is estimated at about 75,000 miles without allowing for deviations, a figure which surpasses Marco Polo’s travels. Ibn Batūtah’s dictated accounts of his experience to ibn Junaib at the Court of Sultan Abu ‘Inān at Fez constitute his Rihlah (Travels). This book contains references to the economic and human geography of the areas visited, trade, commerce, ports, navigation, and numerous physical facts with occasional analysis of causes and effects. His memory was astounding and geographical sense remarkable. Ibn Batūtah died in Fes in 779/1377. In the western world of Islam, the tradition of travel leading to geographic writings was handed down to Ibn Khaldūn who was born in Tunis in 723/1323 and died in 800/1400. Much of his well-known writings as a geographer, historian, and sociologist was based on his travels in Spain and North Africa. The scientific significance of his “Introduction to Universal History” (Kitāb al-Hayr) will be discussed later.

In the East, Muslim travel-cum-geographical accounts from the eighth to fourteenth century to the tenth-sixteenth century are represented by Hāfiz Abū ‘Abd al-Razzāq, Abū al-Fadl ‘Allāh, and Abū al-Fadl Rāzī of Rayy. Hāfiz Abū ‘Abd al-Razzāq wrote his regional geography in Persian, entitled Zadab al-Taswīrī, which was modelled on the earlier Arabic classical style. Barthold22 has a high opinion of the material in it relating to the author’s time. ‘Abd al-Razzāq was born in Herat in 816/1413 and died there in 887/1482. He travelled to India and enjoyed a diplomatic career; on his return he wrote an excellent diary Mapa’ al-Sudain wa-Maqma al-Bahrain in Persian. In the generations that followed the advent of the Europeans into the Indian Ocean, Muslim interest in geography and travel was not dimmed. Abū al-Fadl, born at Agra in 958/1551, was a leading light at the Court of Akbar the Great. His Ark-i Aibbūrī written in Persian remains an outstanding geographical contribution of his age, a parallel to which is hard to find in the contemporary West.23 Amin Ahmad Rāzī of Rayy visited India in Akbar’s time and ater in 1002/1693 produced his Ḥaft Iklīs (Seven Climates), an exhaustive geographical dictionary in Persian. Another contemporary author who wrote at Damascus in 1007/1698 on the basis of personal travels was al-Āshīq, the writer of Manāẓir al-‘Ālam (Description of the World).
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GENERAL TREATISES AND SCIENTIFIC GEOGRAPHY

The climax of Muslim geographical contribution is represented by the formulation of geographical theories and the compilation of treaties in which attempts were often made to assemble facts and put forward theories. Indeed, their level and scientific value are unequal; none the less, the attempts at such are interesting and praiseworthy. The later half of the fourth/tenth century was productive of many such efforts and it would not be too much to assert that such abundant activity in science and geography had never occurred before, not even in the best days of Alexandria. The “Keys of the Sciences” (Masāḥīf al-Ulūm) of al-Khwārizmī, the “Encyclopedia” (Fihrist) of Ibn al-Nadīm and the “Tracts of the Brethren of Purity” (Rasa’il Khwān al-Safāh) remain the monumental examples of these efforts.

Throughout the ages arm-chair geographers have made mistakes which have been easily recognized by practical men. Polo’s was no exception and so were many Arab literary geographers, but, on the other hand, many Muslim geographers, rich in their personal experience and deep in learning, pointed out flaws in the works of their predecessors. Maqūdī, for example, is well known for such criticism as sprung from his universal outlook, and al-Birūnī, Maqūdī, abu al-Fadl’, and others expressed opinions contrary to established notions.

In their geographical writings, new methods were evolved and new shape was given to traditional treatment. The arbitrary division of the then known world on the basis of “climates” originated by the Greeks was quite often copied by Muslim geographers. But the careful and discerning ones like al-Īstakhī, al-Balḵī, Maqūdī, and several others found this method unsatisfactory and somewhat confusing and felt that these divisions in geometrical strips, more or less along the latitudes, were without consideration of the geographical factors. The need of some other method of treatment was realized. Al-Īstakhī initiated a regional approach to his descriptive geography by selecting either geographical units or political divisions closely corresponding them. His own words explain his technique.24 “I do not take the seven climates as a basis for the division of the earth because the geometrical shapes, even though correct intrinsically, lead to great confusion; so I have resorted to the study of the earth countrywise.” In fact, most of the leading Muslim geographers of the fourth/tenth century on the basis of their writings would have done credit to any period.

Arab regional geography developed a tradition of its own by describing the physical environment of an area as well as its people and their cultural and social activities, though sometimes the treatment of cultural
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matters led to rather deterministic generalizations, reflecting on people's characters and peculiarities. Surprisingly enough, many modern geographers, historians, and sociologists are not immune from this weakness; they often build their cultural theories on foundations of sand. The method and technique of geographic descriptions of diverse lands evolved by al-Idrisi, ibn Baṣaṣr, al-Maqṣūsī, al-Maṣūdī, and others was later adapted by al-Qazwīnī, Abu al- Ḥādī, and ibn Khaldūn, especially the last named who, by his analysis and interpretation, anticipated modern sociology and human geography.

A few examples of scientific geographical writing deserve mention. The tracts produced by the ʿIklīm al-Šaṭa (Brethren of Purity) had considerable geographical information and views. Theirs was a rationalist approach to many problems. Their secret association was founded at Baṣra in about 573/983. This encyclopedic effort by several anonymous writers, many of whom were interested in scientific geography, is noteworthy. Their treatises include numerous references to theThen current geographical conceptions and attempt to explain them for popular understanding. Among their physical treatises meteorology receives much attention, and explanations are offered for the occurrence of rain, the march of seasons, and layers of the atmosphere. Geological processes are explained and attention is devoted to weathering and denudation. Plant-geography, distribution of animals, and a general consideration of ecological conditions does not escape their notice.

The influence of physical environment on human activity and animal behaviour and their relationship with health and material well-being were subjected to somewhat critical analysis by several fourth/ninth-century writers on geography. Al-Jāḥiṣī (d. 254/868) of Baṣra had a real interest in the natural and anthropological sciences. In his “Book of Animals” (Kitāb al-Rūḥānīyya), besides writing on a variety of subjects, he interestingly tackled questions of evolution, struggle for existence, and adaptation. Alı Abū Zayd al-Balūkhī writing in 309/921 was a maker as well as an interpreter of maps. His remarkable work Ǧawwar al-ʿAqlīn (Figures of Climate) was a critical study based on maps. A few years later Maṣūdī (d. 345/956) used his vast experience and critical abilities remarkably well in dealing with geographical matters. Maṣūdī has been often designated as the Muslim Pīnī, but he displayed far greater critical ability and scientific curiosity than Pīnī in his description of earthquakes, waters of the Dead Sea, geological phenomena, navigational problems, and ebb and flow of tides. He also made the first mention of wind power and windmills in Šījāṭān. Another work of al-Maṣūdī’s, Kitāb al-Tawakkul wa-ṣ-Ṣalīḥī (Book of Indication and Revision), sets forth his views on evolution. Aḥḥār al-Zamān contains discussion on the origin of seas,
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cycle of river erosion, etc. Al-Maṣṣūsī (375/985) was yet another scientifically minded geographer who derived the arm-chair conceptions of some of his great predecessors and took upon himself the task of writing a geography of the Islamic world based on travel and observation. The result was one of the finest geographical treatments of regions and provinces of the Muslim domains in medieval Arabic literature. He stressed the point that geography was a subject of great usefulness and was, therefore, of interest to people in all walks of life. “The Model City” (al-Mudawwanat al-Ṭakhīl) of al-Farābī (d. 339/950) is a fine sociological study of urban conditions of his time in which he envisages better future town-planning.

Ibn Sina (370/980-1037) expressed views and expounded ideas on almost all subjects with equal clarity. He made a profound study of various physical questions. His views on the origin of mountains and valleys have a flare of modern concepts and his treatise on minerals remained one of the chief sources of geological knowledge in western Europe until the Renaissance. Ibn Sina’s al-Uṣūl al-Dīn (Castalia) displayed an excellent understanding of human and environmental factors. But Ibn Sina’s contemporary Abu Raḥīm al-Birūnī (362-440/973-1048) who has his place among world scientists of all times was a traveller, philosopher, mathematician, astronomer, geographer, and encyclopedist. Sarton rightly remarks that his critical spirit, tolerance, love of truth, and intellectual courage were almost without parallel in medieval times. His works were written in Arabic, partly in Khorizm, the town of his birth, and largely in Ghazni and India where he spent the rest of his life. Through the patronage of Sulṭān Maṣʿūd and his two successors Maṣʿūd and Masʿūd he was able to visit India, learn Sanskrit, and acquire knowledge of Indian sciences. His Kitāb al-Hind (Book of India), written in 421-22/1030, provides numerous instances of his geographical concepts covering such matters as the origin of the plains of Northern India, nature of rainfall, commercial activity, roads, frontiers, and boundaries. Among his many other writings the “Chronology of Ancient Nations” (al-Aḥṭār al-ʿUljīyya) was written at Khorizm in 391/1000, “Canon Mammalianus” (al-Q̄ānūn al-Ḥaṣṣūl) at Ghazni in 421/1030, and the “Book on Mathematics” (Kitāb al-Taʿlīkh) like the one on stones as (Kitāb al-Zāhdār fī al-Maṣnaṭ wa-al-Dīnār) towards the later years of his life, during the reign of Sultan Masʿūd. Al-Birūnī truly was a scientific geographer and discussed all matters from a critical point of view.

Yet another contemporary was Ibn Saʿd al-Qazwīnī al-Anṣārī (420-465/1030-1070) who lived and worked in Toledo. Though he was a leading
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astronomer and historian, he tackled geographical problems scientifically. His *Tāhafūt al-'Ummān* paid special attention to the history of science. The ethnographical and sociological views expressed by him in this work were based on extensive and careful studies. Some generations later, al-Idrisi, with a background of Andalusian education, extensive travels, and cultural contact with Christendom, produced his elaborate geographical works. His work can be said to be the most notable example of the fusion of ancient, Arab, and medieval geography. He was critical of Ptolemy’s ideas. Ibn Jāmi described Alexandria and discussed its climate. ‘Abd al-Latīf’s book on Egypt may be considered to be one of the most important topographical works of the Middle Ages. In this work attempts at analysis on the basis of known facts and theories are discernible though they are not necessarily geographical. Al-Zamakhšārī’s (d. 539/1144) *Kitāb al-Āmānāt wa-l-Jāmāl wa-l-Hayāt* was a worthy geographical dictionary. Ibn Sa‘d al-Maghribi’s main work was a geographical treatise entitled *Kitāb al-Jaghrāfya*. Though it was based upon Ptolemy and al-Idrisi, it contained many facts which had been discovered since then and included the geographical co-ordinates of every important place. His extensive travels and long residence in the east and later the patronage of Hulagu gave him the opportunity to become a connecting link between his predecessors and the mathematical geographers led by Nasir al-Din al-Tūsī at Maragha. Some of his ideas were derived from al-Hasan al-Marzūkī (627/1229).

A notable writer of scientific geography was Zakariyya al-Qazwini (600-682/1203-1282). He is noted for his two works, namely, *A‘jā‘ib al-Makhlūqāt wa Gharā‘ib al-Mawjūdāt* (Cosmography, or Marvels of Created Things) and *A‘jā‘ib al-Buldān* (Marvels of Countries). A later enlarged edition of his work was called *Alhār al-Buldān*. Qazwini’s works exerted a deep influence upon the Arabic-speaking people as well as on those reading Persian and Turkish. Muhammad ibn Mahmūd al-Tūsī also wrote a cosmography in Persian. A notable treatise on commercial geography was written by ‘Abd al-Rahmān ibn Naṣr under the title *Nihāyat al-Rahbāt al-Zarafah*.

In the seventh/eighth century, Abu al-Fadl al-Ayyūbī (b. 672/1273) was an outstanding geographer who had thoroughly assimilated the earlier geographical contributions, especially those of Ptolemy, al-Idrisi, and Ibn Sa‘d. His main geographical work, *Tabaqat al-Buldān* displays extensive knowledge and balance in the selection of information. Abu al-Fadl’s geographical work has earned high recognition among modern European geographers. The geographical work of Ḥamd Allah Musta‘in, *Nashat al-Qudūs*, written in 741/1340 in Persia is a comprehensive geography of the Islamic world. Iran and Central Asia receive special treatment, changes in the course of the Ouxus are mentioned, and descriptions are given of the hot springs and oil-wells of
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Baku and the islands of South-East Asia. His historical work, *Türik-i Gauzi* (Select History) also contains useful geographical interpretations. A contemporary of Musta‘in was al-Dimashqī (d. 728/1327). His cosmographical work, *Nashat al-Dahr fi Aṣ‘āb al-Bahr wa-al-Bahr*, was in the traditional style, but is remarkable for its knowledge about the Coromandel Coast of South India. Ibn Khaldūn’s “Universal History” (*Kitāb al-Burāq*) with its masterly Prolegomena raised the art of geographic interpretation to new heights and made him the forerunner of modern human geography and sociology. He not only wrote a critical history but combined ethnography and geography with it. Ibn Khaldūn recognized different types of habitats and explained the influence of environment on human development. He marked the rise and growth of cities and noted examples of bad siting leading to rapid decay. He also gave a critical appraisal of the industrial and agricultural resources of Andalusia.

Though the ninth/tenth and the tenth/nineteenth centuries witnessed epoch-making geographical discoveries and the frontiers of knowledge of the European peoples were widely widened, yet the scientific traditions of Muslim geography did not cease abruptly. The Turkish school of geography achieved much by way of prolific writing as well as scientific treatment. Some of these works are al-A‘jā‘ib’s *Manāsik al-Ālam* (Descriptions of the World) written at Damascens in 1007/1618, Bāji Khālid’s *encyclopedia, Kurāb al-Ẓarwān, and Anīlyā al-Ghaybī’s travel book, *Tūrik-i Sārijī*, before an evaluation of Muslim geographical conceptions is made and its influence on European mind and thought briefly indicated, two other aspects of their work may be briefly outlined, namely, mathematical geography, and map-making and cartography.
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Baghdad, many other parts of the eastern world of Islam became centres of mathematical work and its application in associated fields. The Ghaznavids, Buwayhids, and Mongol princes patronized these sciences. Similarly, works and traditions in North Africa from Egypt to Maghrib and in Andalusia achieved their own characteristics.

The Indian, Iranian, and Greek influences played their part in stimulating early attempts. Al-Fārābī's Kitāb al-Zīj (Tables) reflects strong Indian influence. The first series of regular observations with accurate instruments were conducted at Jundi-Shahpur during the first half of the third/ninth century and were utilized by Aḥmad al-Naḥwānī and others. Yaqūb al-Kindī's works and those of others such as Yakiba ibn Masārī, Sanad ibn 'Ali, and al-Marrāwīrī were concerned with the preparation of astronomical tables. Earlier, Ptolemy's Almagest also had been translated by al-Naṣrī.

But the outstanding event in the field of mathematical geography was the measurement of a degree, under the orders of Caliph al-Mā'mūn, to determine the size of the earth, in latitude 36° North.43 An observatory was built on the plain of Tadmur (Palmyra) for geodetic as well as astronomical work. On the Caliph's instructions two degree measurements were made near Tadmur and Raqqa under the supervision of the sons of Mūsā ibn Shākir. The result of those two measurements was the calculation of the earth's circumference as 204,000 miles and the diameter 6,500 miles, respectively. A large map of the world was also drawn. The three sons of Mūsā ibn Shākir, besides being men of means, were practical scientists. One of their books was concerned with the measurement of the sphere and the trisection of the angle. Besides al-Khwārizmī and al-Kindī, the great astronomer Abu Ma'shar of Balkh (d. 272/886) was specially interested in celestial phenomena. Al-Māhīnī (d. 240/354, 644–668) studied the eclipses of the sun and the moon and also the conjunction of the planets. In later generations, particularly under the patronage of the Buwayhī court, a great deal of astronomical and mathematical work was done and the making of observations with better designed and perfected instruments became common. A glorious period in this respect was the time of 'Aḍūd al-Daulah and Shāfar al-Daulah, whose measurements and observations relating to equinoxes, solstices, eclipses, and the form of the earth were undertaken. Ibn al-Ḥajjāj, al-Rāzī, al-Kabīr, and Abu al-Wafā' were among the leading lights of this wonderful age.

In the course of time, Cairo also developed into an important centre for work in mathematical geography. The Caliph al-Aḍlī (365–386, 975–996) founded an observatory near Cairo and al-Ḥajjāj continued to patronize it. Ibn Yūnūs (d. 399/1006) was a great mathematician and astronomer and Ibn

---

44 The degree near Tadmur was measured and computed at 56.2/3 miles. But the measurements were in Arabian miles and one Arabian mile is equal to 647.2 English feet. Hence the circumference of the earth, 20,400 Arabian miles, is equal to 24,847.2 English miles which is remarkably near the actual figure.
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1. Instruments and Their Use

The work in the field of mathematical geography would not have been possible without instruments and observatories. Therefore, it is not surprising to find the mathematicians and geographers working in observatories and using self-made as well as standard instruments and devices. Some of the
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al-HaţSAM a notable physicist. In point of time, al-Bīrūnī's work again needs a mention here, for his monumental work "Canon Mathematicus" was written in 421/1030. He was a great mathematical geographer and devoted himself to many problems, including the accurate determination of latitudes and longitudes, geodetic measurements, simple method of stereographic projections, earth's shape, axis and rotation, and laws of hydrostatics. Al-Bīrūnī's contemporaries, Ibn Sina, the celebrated philosopher, produced treatises on astronomical instruments, earth's position in the universe, and heavenly bodies.

In North Africa, Tangier, Ceuta, Fez, and Morocco became centres of scientific work relating to mathematics. An outstanding scholar and practical geographer was al-Marrākūshī, the writer of Jami' al-Mahādīy alk-Ǧāyšā (The Uniter of the Beginning and the End) which is considered to be one of the greatest scientific contributions of the seventh/thirteenth century. It includes terrestrial co-ordinates of 355 places of which thirty-four were conducted by the author himself. Al-Marrākūshī was fully conversant with scientific methods and made use of many instruments. In Spain, mathematical geography flourished like the other sciences. Among outstanding votaries was Maslamah al-Majūtī (d. 398/1007) of Madrid who made a synopsis of al-Battūṭah's tables. His works were translated into Latin under Alfonso. Al-Zarqallū (420/1020–481/1088), besides being well up in theoretical ideas, was a maker and designer of many instruments and astrolabes. He also became well known in Europe through profuse Latin translations of his treatises. The philosophers and rationalists Jāḥīr (Geber), Ibn Alṭāḥ (d. 550/1140), Ibn Rushd (Avempace) (d. 533/1138) were all interested in the mathematical side of geography.

In the eastern Islamic lands, in later generations, the Sāhīh period was productive of much scientific work in mathematical geography, particularly the reign of Jalāl al-Din Malik Shāh (r. 465–485/1072–1092). The Mongol princes turned out to be great patrons of scientific activity. Hulagu Khan (d. 625/1226) had many mathematicians at his court and a great observatory was set up at Maragha on the shores of lake Urmuz, fifty miles from Tabrīz. Naṣr al-Dīn Ṭūsī was the leading light. The Maragha astronomers were greatly interested in geography. For example, al-Ṭūsī's Taṣbihān (History) in its third chapter deals with geodetic matters and seas and winds. Qāhi al-Dīn al-Shirīnī (634–711/1236–1311) Nīzhāt al-Ibrāhīm is devoted to astronomical, meteorological, and geographical questions. Al-Qazwīnī and al-Wāṭāwī also wrote on cosmographical and geographical matters.
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common needs and requirements included measurement of distance between two points, determination of latitude and longitude, levelling and measurement of heights, geodetic measurements, and co-ordinates of Mecca. An account of the instruments devised, developed, and used will be given in the next chapter on “Mathematics and Astronomy” of this work.

2. Determination of Latitudes and Longitudes

Muslim efforts in the measurement and determination of latitudes and longitudes were considerable. They contrived methods as original as the results which were often accurate. The view that the work of Muslim geographers and astronomers in no way surpassed the Almagest of Ptolemy, is undoubtedly without any basis.\(^43\) The early Arab astronomers, al-Khwārizmī, al-Farghani, Ḥabash al-Habši, and al-Battānī, made use of Indian and Greek methods of finding latitude. But better techniques soon began to be employed. The sons of Mūsā ibn Shākir at Bagdad determined, accurate within a minute, and ibn Yūnus at Fustāṭ (near Cairo) did remarkably accurate work. He drew attention to the fact that while reckoning latitude from the shadow of the gnomon, errors up to 15 minutes crept in as the shadows were cast from the upper edge of the sun and not from the central point. Ibn al-Hajjām (355-430/965-1038), known in Europe as Alhazen, wrote a notable work on the calculation of latitudes. He recommended the method of taking a fixed star for the precise determination of the altitude of the pole, and he was fully aware of the errors due to refraction. Al-Bīrūnī suggested the method of determining latitude by reference to the position of the circumpolar stars to the sun. But in the measurement of longitude, he advocated as well as demonstrated the use of the terrestrial calculation. By this method he presented a correction in the distance in longitude between Alexandria and Ghazni. The difference in longitude between Bagdad and Ghazni found by al-Bīrūnī by the terrestrial method was remarkably accurate. Qāsim al-Asfārī, Kāmil al-Ḥiād, and Kāmil al-Fāṭih are the repositories of calculations. Other almost exact calculations were those of the three sons of Mūsā ibn Shākir at their observatory in Bagdad, of al-Mīshānī at Surra Min-Ra’a, of ibn Yūnus at al-Muqallim, and of Uḥūq Bīr at Samarqand. An outstanding correction as a result of Muslim calculation was the elimination of the Ptolemaic exaggeration of about 17 degrees in the length of the Mediterranean.

3. The Earth’s Shape, Size, and Movement

Opinion on the sphericity of the earth was divided in the early Middle Ages. Cosmas’ fantasies were opposed to it, while St. Augustine reluctantly conceded the globular shape, but vehemently rejected the concept of people inhabiting the antipodes. Muslim geographers and other scientists had a firmer belief in the sphericity of the earth as they continued to support, in general, the Eratosthenian theory of climate. Probably, the majority held the idea of an earth globe floating in space. Outstanding examples of Muslim experiments based on belief in the sphericity of the earth and the measurement of a degree were those conducted by the geodesists of al-Māmūn in the plains of Sinjār, and al-Bīrūnī’s measurement of 56 miles 0’ 50” 6” for a degree conducted in India was remarkable for its accuracy.\(^44\) Early Muslim opinions on the question of the earth’s shape are summarized by the geographer Ibn Rustah in his famous treatise “Work of Costly Treasures” (c. 291/903).

As regards the movements of the earth, the position was somewhat different. The question whether the earth was at rest or not, was not discussed in Europe either in the early or later Middle Ages. Generally, the earth was assumed to be at rest in the centre of space. Al-Bīrūnī, assuming the vague Babylonian and Indian conceptions, believed in the turning of the earth on its own axis. He also believed in the movement of the sun round the earth, though he did not reject the suggestion of abu Sa‘īd Sinjari regarding the possible movement of the earth round the sun.

In the second half of the seventh/thirteenth century the question of rotation was taken up by ‘Umar al-Kātib al-Qazwīnī (d. 767/1367), who was connected with the Marāṯa observatory and prepared an edition of the Almagest. His work Ḥikmat al-‘A’in contains argument for the heliocentric theory. Unfortunately, he finally rejected the idea of the circular motion of the earth and, therefore, failed to anticipate Kepler and Galileo. Among others, who took up this question, was Qābir al-Din, a pupil of Naṣr al-Din Tūsī. His semi-geographical work, Ṣibāḥat al-‘Afarī, contains a discussion of these questions. Thus, Muslim mathematical geographers often expressed doubts on Greek and Ptolemaic concepts about the earth. Sarton\(^47\) rightly emphasizes that the doubts expressed in Arabic writings were not sterile as they eventually paved the way for the Copernican reform in 950/1543.

D CARTOGRAPHY AND MAP-MAKING

Muslims inherited the Greek and Babylonian traditions in map-making. In the past, there had existed a close relationship between extension of maritime activity and navigation and the development of cartographic skill. The Arab and Muslim knowledge of the seas far surpassed that of their predecessors. It encompassed familiar areas from the Mediterranean to the Atlantic and from the Red Sea, Arabian Sea, and Persian Gulf to the Indian Ocean and the Pacific. Their extensive sailings on these waters were not

\(^43\) Schuy, op. cit., pp. 263-68.

\(^44\) Ibid., p. 209.

merely naval expeditions, but were made in pursuit of an extensive commercial and maritime activity in which the crossings of the Mediterranean formed but a small part. This necessitated the use of sea charts, coastal information, and knowledge of wind and weather. Therefore, one class of Muslim map-making was devoted to these objectives, while geographers and others made maps to depict land information and the political and regional composition of the Islamic world as well as of the then known inhabited areas.

On the whole, Muslim map-making and cartography generally advanced the older knowledge and techniques. The traditions of Roman cartography were poor. Even Ptolemy had made a fundamental error in underestimating the earth's size. He had accepted the figures of Posidonius (1 degree = 500 stadia) on the basis of which Europe and Asia were supposed to extend over one-half of the surface of the globe, while their extension covered only 130 degrees. He had also estimated the length of the Mediterranean to be 62 degrees instead of 42 degrees. The Muslim geographers had corrected this error, but European cartography persisted with this mistake up to the end of the tenth/sixteenth century. Muslim geographers constructed celestial and terrestrial globes and studied the problem of projections. Their maps were superior to those of Ptolemy, and it became a somewhat general practice to draft maps to accompany the geographical treatises. This is borne out by many examples. Al-Khwārizmī's Kitāb Sīrat al-Arāf was written in explanation of maps which might have been based on Syrian versions of Ptolemy. The world map, prepared at the behest of Caliph al-Mansūr and embodying the collaboration of no less than seventy experts, can be considered to be a notable example of scientific map-making. Unfortunately, this map is not extant. It has also been suggested that there was a collection of maps of Iran including a pre-Abbadid world map, which may very well be called "Iran Atlas." In order to indicate the possibility of such a series of maps, it may be pointed out that Ibn al-Faqīḥ mentions a map of Dalaim which was made for Ḥājīj ibn Yūnus, and al-Balūghīnī notes in his Futūḥ al-Buldōn that a petition to Caliph al-Maʿṣūr was supported by a map of the canals of the Bajrah area.

In the evolution of Muslim cartography, the Balūkhi School represents a distinct advance. Al-Balūkhi's atlas included, besides a map of the world, maps of Arabia, the Indian Ocean (Bahr Fara), Magrib, Egypt, Syria, the Mediterranean Sea, and several other parts of the Islamic world. This atlas was devoted to the geographic description of the areas covered by the maps and also presented a division of the world into the so-called "Climatic Zones." Kondrát Müller in his Mappaemundi fittingly calls it "An Islamic Atlas." It is most unfortunate that the fruits of Balūkhi's effort have been lost and only the copied material by al-Iṣṭañī and ibn ʿAṣqālī has been handed down to posterity. A follower of these traditions was al-Maṣʿūnī who explained the basis of the drawings of al-Iṣṭañī and then made his own regional maps of the world, using symbols and a color scheme for physical features which made his maps almost similar to modern maps.

Al-Ḥirrī made a round map of the world in Kitāb al-Taqīm to illustrate the position of seas, and in al-ʿAjāʾib al-Bagīghah (Chronology of Ancient Nations) he discussed methods of celestial and terrestrial projections. Al-Ḥirrī's fame as a map-maker has found universal recognition. He is said to have made seventy maps of climatic divisions, a celestial sphere, a globe of silver, and a world map on a silver plate with great cartographic skill. His maps give a better representation of the western world of Islam than that of the eastern. His cartographic effort influenced his European contemporaries and successors in many ways. In later generations, al-Qāsimī and al-Wardī made maps based on the lingering traditions of the Balūkhi School. Two celestial globes were made by Abū al-Rahmān al-Sūfī in Cairo in about 432/1040; a bronze globe was made by ibn Ḥulū of Maṣṣūlī in 674/1275. Māḥmūd Kāshānī, in his Dīvān Lugḥat al-Ṭūrī, made a world map in 734/1333.

Finally, a brief mention of the Arab sea charts, navigation manuals, and the early development of the portolani (European sea charts) is relevant to the subject. The most extensive Arab navigational activity was from the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf to the various parts of the Indian Ocean along East Africa and South-East Asia. Sailing ships were exposed to the hazards of wind and weather and were directly influenced by the tropical and equatorial changes in meteorological conditions. The monsoons were a great factor in these sailings. Therefore, it is not only a fair guess but a basis in fact that safe sailings were conducted with the accumulated experience of generations of seamanship as well as sea charts and instruments. As regards instruments, the compass may be considered fairly certain, and the greatly perfected astrolabe was also put to use. In the East, the peak of Muslim navigational achievement was reached on the eve of the Portuguese incursion into these waters. In the West, the Mediterranean sailings were most common. There are also on record some attempts to probe into the mysteries of the Atlantic.

The dream to reach the riches of India and China by sailing round Africa was an ancient one, but the Muslims' mastery of North Africa, their dominion in the Iberian Peninsula, and the urge to spread Islam and commerce to yet newer lands, revived a new interest in the venture. The sailors and navigators of Muslim Spain were the first in the field, the Genoese sailors came after them. The Portuguese maritime activity took a still later place in history. Among Muslim writers, al-Maṣʿūnī and al-Ḥirrī have mentioned the attempts of their co-religionists. Al-Maṣʿūnī mentions in his Morūj al-Dhokab the venture into the Atlantic before 346/957 by Khaṣṣākhī of Cordova, and

---

45 Bäier, General Cartography, p. 21.
46 Kramers, Encyclopaedia of Islam, Sup., p. 65.
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al-Idrīsī relates the story of the Maghribīn (the deceived ones). These sailors were eight cousins who set out from Lisbon (before 439/1047) and sailed westward for about eleven days, then in a southerly direction for twelve days when they reached the inhabited Isle of Sheep (Juzur al-Ghassan); after further navigation of twelve days they landed on another island where they were made prisoners. It may be a fair surmise that the first island was the Madeira and the second the Canaries.

To turn once again to the East, there were successive generations of professional Muslim pilots and writers of nautical instructions throughout the fourth/tenth to the sixth/twelfth century. The pilots (mu'allim or ma'tam al-martub) and “Lions of the Sea” acquired great fame from the first half of the sixth/twelfth century onward. To this period belong Suh ibn Abīn, Muhammad ibn Shāhīn, and Leith ibn Kābilān. Later, Ahmad ibn Mājīd wrote Kitāb al-Faṣṣ̣āl fī Ṭuṣ̣āl al-Bahr in 895–896/1489–1490 and Sulaimān al-Mahri produced his Uṣūl al-Būdīrīyāḥ in the early tenth/twelfth century. Sīḥab al-Dīn Ahmad ibn Mājīd was an expert sailor as well as a writer of nautical instructions and his role in guiding Vescio da Gama’s ship across the Arabian Sea in 904/1498 is well recognized. According to Barros, ibn Mājīd showed the Portuguese admiral a map of the whole coast of India indicating meridians and parallels. He also expressed no surprise or sense of admiration on seeing the Portuguese navigational instruments and is said to have commented that Muslim sailors in the Indian Ocean possessed more efficient devices and instruments. In fact, ibn Mājīd and al-Mahri may be regarded among the early modern writers on nautical matters. Their knowledge of the geography and meteorology of the Red Sea and the Indian Ocean was extensive.

Between 1017/1602 and 896/1490, ibn Mājīd wrote thirty nautical texts. Of these, the most important work was Kitāb al-Faṣṣūl. The book is a compendium of knowledge relating to the principles of navigation both theoretical and practical. It deals with matters connected with the origin of nautical astronomy, sea-routes across the Indian Ocean, harbours in that ocean, the China Sea, regional description of large islands, monsoons and their dates, and banks and reefs of the Red Sea. This work was of great use to those engaged in navigation and preceded the European navigation in Eastern waters.34

Sulaimān al-Mahri was a younger contemporary of ibn Mājīd. He wrote five treatises on sailing instructions. Of these the third was entitled al-'Umdat al-Mahārīyāḥ fī Duḥāt al-Uṭūn al-Bādīrīyāḥ. This work deals with nautical astronomy, sea-routes in the Arabian Sea and Indian Ocean, monsoons, and some outstanding voyages.

One of the main cartographical achievements of the Middle Ages was the preparation of sea charts which were extensively used by mariners and sailors.

---

34 G. Ferrand, Introduction à l’astronomie nautique, p. 228.
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in the Mediterranean and the Black Sea, from the end of the seventh/thirteenth century onward. These are known as “portolan” and were largely produced by the Genoese, Pisans, and Italians. The languages used in these early Western maps are Latin, Catalan, Italian, or a sort of Mediterranean langue francs composed of various Romance elements.33 Their origin appears to be debatable, though many Western scholars stick to a single source theory, namely, European Christian. Perhaps the Western portolan owed their development to sailors and cartographers in their own area. But it is almost certain that the Arab pilots, guiding ships across the Indian Ocean and South-East Asian waters, must have very keenly felt the need of such maps. In the form in which Western portolani have been handed down, it is not possible to say which ones were earlier. But as related above, Muslims had been actively engaged in navigating the extensive and dangerous Eastern seas up to China and across the mesh of islands in South-East Asia since the third/ninth century onward; they had sea charts as mentioned by al-Maqqīsī in the later part of the fourth/tenth century. While writing about his extensive sea journey over the Indian Ocean, he says that he was often in the company of shipmasters and pilots and other experts who had long experience of sailings in those areas and possessed a detailed knowledge of wind and weather and the physical and commercial geography of those seas and their adjoining lands. He adds that he had seen in their possession sailing charts, directories, and nautical instructions, many of which he himself utilized to compile his own work.

Marco Polo also refers to the Arabs’ use of sea charts and maps. It is said that Qutb al-Dīn Shāriātī, the geographer of the Jihānts of Persia, used one such map to mark the progress of the Mongol envoy to Christendom. Indeed, it is quite conceivable that the early portolani were made after centuries of experience before their Mediterranean and Atlantic samples came to be drafted. It is, however, true that the number of Muslim portolani is small as compared with the Western ones.

As a criticism of the quality of Muslim cartography it may be admitted that often it overemphasized decoration at the expense of accuracy. But it will be well to remember that contemporary Western cartography was most rudimentary by comparison and the latter maps were a mixture of fact and fancy. Much has been written in recent years to throw light on the achievement of Muslim map-makers. The labours of Konrad Miller, Prince Youssef Kamāl, and Kramers have been very rewarding and have presented Muslim cartography in a new light.35

35 Monuments Cartographiques Africains et Egyptiens.
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INFLUENCE OF MUSLIM GEOGRAPHY

The question of the extent of the influence of Muslim geography on the European mind is an interesting one. Usually it is claimed that the development of medieval European as well as that of early modern geography was somewhat independent. This view appears to be untenable and is rather out of date, as its basis is emotional and it disregards the inevitable links of history. Moreover, a brilliant galaxy of European scholars including many Orientalists, through their painstaking researches into the sources of modern science, have produced indisputable evidence of the transmission of Muslim science to European communities. Here it is possible to present only the main points of transmission of Muslim geographical knowledge and concepts to the West.

Even during the first half of the fifth/seventh century, necessary conditions for scientific work did not exist in the Latin West, or for that matter in the whole of Christendom, as they did in the Islamic world. It was only Jewish thought which was moving forward due to direct contact with Muslim culture and under the stimulus of its progressive impulses. No doubt, some Christians in the Muslim world did contribute to these efforts.

There were two important sources of the transmission of Muslim science and geography to Latin Europe and other areas in the West. The points of cultural and physical contact in Spain, Italy, Sicily, and the Aegadian Islands were strengthened by intermixing of people during the prolonged period of the Crusades. Secondly, as an earlier translation activity at Bagdad had paved the way for a fruitful synthesis, so the numerous translations of Arabic works in Spain, Italy, and Sicily proved to be harbinger of scientific advance.

Latin geography before the early sixth/seventh century was on a much lower level than the Muslim. It was too simple and childish. This remark applies especially to those writers who were not influenced by Arab ideas and continued to follow the Roman and early medieval traditions, e.g., Henry of Mayence, Guido, and Lambert of Saint Omer. On the other hand, those who showed a somewhat better geographical sense like Herman the Dalmatian, Bernard Sylvester, and William of Conches had been influenced by Arab ideas.

The major proportion of European geographical writings of sixth/seventh century in the West consisted of Latin and other Christian pilgrim literature, though there were also a few other contributions. John of Wurzburg was a German pilgrim in the late sixth/seventh century, Joannes Phocas a soldier turned monk who wrote of castles and cities from Antioch to Jerusalem, and Richard the Lion-hearted was a crusader king. Sigurd, King of Norway and a crusader, made a remarkable journey to Palestine and back between 501/1107 and 506/1111. The outward journey was a fighting cruise through the North Sea, the Mediterranean, and the Aegean waters. He fought the Muslims around Spain and visited the cultured Court of Roger II of Sicily.

before his return home by an overland route through Europe. His saga is somewhat geographical in its content and bears traces of contact with the Orient.

Pedro Alfonso made a sketch-map of the world clearly derived from Muslim models, copying the seven climates and putting south on the top. Henry of Mayence compiled a treatise in 1049/1110 which included a map. A geographic encyclopedia was prepared in 1013/1119 by Guido who was probably an Italian geographer. Lambert of Saint Omer compiled another encyclopedia with maps; in this work he propounded his belief in the sphericity of the earth. Herman the Dalmatian in 583/1143 prepared his cosmographical compilation, which included astronomical and geographical information, and Bernard Sylvester produced his De Mund.

Nearly all the above-named writers and their contemporaries who dealt with geographical matters were steeped in patriotic and Latin traditions. But by the middle of the seventh/thirteenth century, a distinct change was perceptible, as by that time the full impact of the translations was evident in more readily available Arab knowledge in Europe. Scholars were not only aware of it, but were beginning to feel the need of it. The new knowledge, of which Muslim geographical information and notions were an indispensable part, began to work as a great stimulus to new ideas in the Latin world.

Henceforward, the level of geographic thinking and writings was definitely raised. Vincent of Beauvais, Albert the Great, Roger Bacon, and others were all sufficiently influenced by Arab knowledge of geography and its associated fields. Joannes Sacrobosco (John of Hollywood), the English astronomer and mathematician, wrote his Sphaera Mundi in about 631/1232. This work was mainly based upon al-Farghani and al-Batānī; it became immensely popular in the West, was translated several times, and remained in use in schools up to the eleventh/seventeenth century. William the Englishman in 629/1231 mainly interpreted al-Zarqālī and al-Bīrūnī. Vincent of Beauvais, the French Dominican scholar who died in 665/1264, compiled an encyclopedia. It was a monumental work and much of its geographical and geological information was derived from Arab sources. Albert the Great (d. 679/1280) was another outstanding Dominican intellectual and prolific writer. He knew neither Greek nor Arabic, but acquired vast knowledge through Latin translations, seriously studied Muslim thought, and was considerably influenced by their geographical ideas. Roger Bacon's Opus Majus is replete with geographical references to Arab sources. Gossuin of Metz or Walter's L'image du monde, written in 644/1246, was derived from existing sources largely based on Muslim knowledge. Kompass Skopps is an outstanding geographical and encyclopedic treatise in old Norwegian written by an unknown author between 614/1217 and 659/1260 or about 647/1247. The
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Author was either a priest or a Court chaplain and a good deal of his material was based upon the accounts of returned crusaders and pilgrims. It displays good geographical sense, particularly in physical geography. He believed in the sphericity of the earth. The work is not entirely without Arab influence. The travel accounts of the Englishman Sir John Mandeville, though verging on the fantastic, are a rehashing of common Arab knowledge in geography.

The fact remains that gradually most of the basic and currently geographical ideas of the Muslims were passed on to the West. These were with regard to the size of the earth and its sphericity, oceans, geological processes, climate, vegetational and zoological distributions, knowledge of new lands in Africa, Far East, and Central Asia, techniques of cartography, and use of instruments. All this knowledge in various degrees of assimilation is depicted in the leading geographical works and forms the background of the so-called mappae mundi, and also in some of the maps of later generations preceding the Columbus era, viz., the Ptolemy map (c. 897/1300), Herercrof map (c. 670/1230), the world map of Martin Sanuto (c. 720/1220), the Borgia world map (c. 854/1450), Ebst world map (c. 854/1450), Fra Mauro’s Africa (894/1459), and the diagrams of L’image de Monde (885/1480). Though these maps were far from being real maps and mirrored more the shadows of pietistic and traditional notions, yet acquaintance with Arab cartography and geographic information is revealed in them.

On the whole, the period from the sixth/seventh to the ninth/fifteenth century was a period of transition and compromise, a time of absorption and fusion, because it was during this period that the conflicting Muslim and Christian cultures were brought most closely together. The result was the creation of the core of new Europe. This was essentially Greco-Arabic-Latin. After the invention of the art of printing in the second half of the ninth/fifteenth century, many Greco-Arabic scientific works were eagerly and repeatedly printed. In fact, the influence of Arab science remained paramount in Europe, till, towards the middle of the tenth/sixteenth century, Copernicus published his revolutionary concepts, and experimental science emerged. But Arab science as a factor in European thinking lingered on much longer, almost up to the eve of the Industrial Revolution.

The lesson of history is clear. In the ages following the voyages of Columbus and the intellectual ferment at the end of the Middle Ages, Europe surged forward to penetrate through the barriers of ignorance and acquired a cultural and material leadership. But Europe learnt its lessons from those who were at one time masters of the world. The Muslims were its cultural ancestors in the domain of science, geographical knowledge, discovery, and world commerce.

37 G. Ferrand, op. cit., p. 225.
38 Kitchin, Geography in the Middle Ages, p. 197.
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during all this time, who then all of a sudden imposed their faith, their laws, and their language on other nations to an extent which has no parallel in history—all this is such an extraordinary phenomenon that it is worthwhile to investigate its causes. At the same time we can be sure that this sudden outburst of intellectual maturity could not have originated of itself."

Labouring under this fixed idea, Cantor proceeds to attribute almost everything done by the Muslim scholars to the Greeks and other nations. We must confess that this kind of argument introduces an extremely dangerous principle in historical research, and can be employed only by one who is predisposed to demolish an exalted and established reputation. If Cantor had really investigated the cause of the "sudden outburst of intellectual maturity" of the Arabs, he would have realized that it was primarily due to the revolution caused by Islam in the whole outlook of the people. We have elsewhere described the attitude of Islam towards knowledge.² By making it incumbent upon the believer to acquire knowledge and by enjoining upon him to observe and to think for himself, Islam created an unbounded enthusiasm for acquiring knowledge amongst its followers. The result of this revolution can be best described in the words of Floris of Jordan, who says in his History of Mathematical Notation: "The Arabs present an extraordinary spectacle in the history of civilization. Unknown, ignorant, and disdained tribes of the Arabian Peninsula, untrained in government and war, are, in the course of ten years, fused by the furnace-blaze of religious enthusiasm into a powerful nation, which in one century extends its dominion from India across northern Africa to Spain. A hundred years after this grand march of conquest, we see them assume the leadership of intellectual parasites; the Muslims become the great scholars of their time."

It is under this stimulus of the Islamic injunction for acquiring more and more knowledge that the Arabs and other Muslim peoples turned to the learning of the various branches of knowledge, preserving and improving upon the heritage left by preceding civilizations and enriching every subject to which they turned their attention. In the following pages we give an account of their contribution in the domain of mathematics and astronomy. It may be pointed out that this is only a brief chapter in the general history of Muslim philosophy. The account will, therefore, be of a descriptive nature, shorn of all technicalities and confined to some of the fundamental ideas put forward by the Muslim peoples in the fields of arithmetic, algebra, geometry, trigonometry, and astronomy. It is neither possible nor desirable to give here an exhaustive account of the work done by each and every Muslim scholar. We have restricted ourselves to important contributions of the prominent Muslim mathematicians and astronomers.

¹ Vol. I, Chap. VIII.

Mathematics and Astronomy

B ARITHMETIC

The Arabs started work on arithmetic in the second-eighth century. Their first task in this field was to systematize the use of the Hindu numerals which are now permanently associated with their names. Obviously, this was an immense advance on the method of depicting numbers by the letters of the alphabet which was universal up to that time and which prevailed in Europe even during the Middle Ages. The rapid development in mathematics in the subsequent ages could not have taken place without the use of numerals, particularly zero without which all but the simplest calculations become too cumbersome and unmanageable. The zero was mentioned for the first time in the arithmetical work of al-Khwarizmi written early in the third/ninth century. The Arabs did not confine their arithmetic to integers only, but also contributed a great deal to the rational numbers consisting of fractions. This was the first extension of the domain of numbers, which, in its logical development, led to the real, complex, and hyper-complex numbers constituting a great part of modern analysis and algebra. They also developed the principle of error which is employed in solving algebraic problems arithmetically. Al-Biruni (301-332/917-1044), Ibn Sina (370-428/960-1037), Ibn al-Samh (d. 427/1035), Muhammad ibn Tūsīn al-Ra'zī (d. 410/1019 or 420/1029), Abu Sa'id al-Sijzi (c. 340-415/951-1024) are some of the mathematicians who worked on the higher theory of numbers and developed the various types of numbers, such as:

(i) 1/6 (perfect numbers), i.e., those which are equal to the sum of their divisors, e.g., 6 = 1 + 2 + 3.
(ii) Mu'tād'ādāb (equivalents), i.e., two numbers, the sum of the divisors of which is the same, e.g., 39 and 53: 1 + 3 + 13 = 1 + 5 + 11.
(iii) Mutil'sādābāb (amicable numbers), i.e., two such numbers in which the sum of the divisors of one equal the other, e.g., 220 and 284:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 + 2 + 4 + 71 + 142 = 220</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>1 + 2 + 4 + 5 + 10 + 11 + 20 + 22 + 44 + 55 + 110 = 284</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 284  | 25.36, 45, which are the sum of the first one, first two, first three, first four and so on, natural numbers.²
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C

ALGEBRA

The ancient mathematicians, including the Greeks, considered the number to be a pure magnitude. It was only when al-Khwārizmī (d. 838/950) conceived of the number as a pure relation in the modern sense that the science of algebra could take its origin. The development of algebra is one of the greatest achievements of the Muslims, and it was cultivated so much that within two centuries of its creation it had reached considerable proportions. The symbolic process which it idealizes is still called "Algorithm" in modern mathematics. Al-Khwārizmī himself formulated and solved the algebraic equations of the first and second degree, and discovered his elegant geometrical method of finding the solution of such equations. He also recognized that the quadratic equation has two roots. Ibhrām ibn Sinān (269-335/980-945) worked on geometry, especially on conic sections. His quadrature of the parabola was much simpler than that of Archimedes, in fact the simplest ever made before the invention of the integral calculus in the eleventh/seventeenth century. Abu Kamil Shujʿi al-Miṣrī developed the algebra of al-Khwārizmī, and determined the real roots of quadratic equations and their interpretations. Al-Khwārizmī (d. 250/963) solved the cubic equation by employing the conic sections. Abu al-Wafāʾ al-Būzjānī (929-988/940-998) investigated and solved algebraic equations of the fourth degree of the type \( x^4 + a = b \) of the Muslid mathematicians, solved the problem which leads to the equation: \( x^4 + 13.5x^2 + 5 = 10x^2 \), and founded geometrical methods for solving cubic equations. Al-Bīrūnī introduced the idea of "function," which, since the time of Leibniz (eleventh/seventeenth century), has become the most important concept in modern mathematics. Abu Bakr al-Kharaqī, who is considered one of the greatest Arab mathematicians, wrote a book on algebra, called al-Fāḥēmāt, in which he developed approximate methods of finding square roots; the theory of indices; the theory of surds; summation of series; equation of degree 2n; the theory of mathematical induction; and the theory of indeterminate quadratic equations. The next important figure is ibn al-Hajjām (c. 354-431/c. 965-1036), who is recognized as the greatest physicist and expert on optics of the Middle Ages, and who solved the algebraic equation of the fourth degree by the method of intersection of the hyperbola and the circle.

Then came ʿUmar al-Khayyām (c. 430-517/c. 1038-1123), who has recently become the most glamorous figure of the fifth/eleventh century on account of his poetry, but who, according to Moritz Cantor, has better claim to immortality as a very great mathematician. He made what was for his time an uncommonly great progress by dealing systematically with equations of the cubic and higher orders and by classifying them into various groups according to their terms. He described thirteen different classes of cubic equations. He investigated the binomial expression for positive integral indices, i.e., in modern terminology, the expansion of \((1 + x)^n\), when \(n\) is an integer. The next significant advance on this problem was made by Newton (eleventh/seventeenth century) when he proved the binomial theorem for any rational number. As stated by Cantor, Khayyām has a very exalted place in the history of algebra.

At about this time, Muslim scholars founded, developed, and perfected geometrical algebra, and could solve equations of the second, third, and fourth degree before the year 494/1100.

Moritz Cantor, who is by no means partial to the Muslims, remarks that "the Arabs of the year 494/1100 were uncommonly superior to the most learned Europeans of that time in the mathematical sciences." He goes on to relate the story that in the seventh/thirteenth century, Frederick II Hohenstaufen sent a special deputation to Mosul to ask Kamāl al-Dīn ibn Yūnus (d. 640/1242), the mathematician of a college later on called after him the Kamāl College, to solve some mathematical problems. Kamāl al-Dīn solved those problems for the Emperor. One of the questions solved by him was how to construct a square equivalent to a circular segment.

D

GEOMETRY

In the subject of geometry, the Arabs began by translating the Elements of Euclid and the Conics of Apollonius, thus preserving the work of these Greek masters for posterity. This task was satisfactorily accomplished in the early third/nineteenth century. Soon after this they launched on making fresh discoveries for themselves. The three brothers, Muhammad, Ahmad and Hasan, sons of Mīsā bin Shākir, may be regarded as pioneers in this field. They discovered a method of constructing an angle by the geometry of motion, thus connecting geometry with mechanics. That problem is not solvable by means of the ruler and compass alone, has been well known from the time of the Greek mathematicians. The brothers also worked on the mensuration of the sphere and on the ellipse.

In the fourth/fifth century, Abu al-Wafāʾ, al-Kawi, and others founded and successfully developed a branch of geometry which consists of problems leading

---

5 Cantor, op. cit., p. 775.
6 Ibid., p. 778.
7 Ibid., p. 778.
8 Ibid.
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to algebraic equations of a degree higher than the second. Al-Kahri solved the problems of Archimedes and Apollonius by employing this new method. Abu Kamil Shuja' al-Jabir al-Majri investigated geometrical figures of five and ten sides (pentagon and decagon) by algebraic methods. This co-ordination of geometry with algebra and the geometrical method of solving algebraic equations, like the application of geometry to algebra by Thabit bin Qurrah, a Śiʿah astronomer of the court of Caliph Muʿtaḍid, was the anticipation of Descartes' great discovery of analytical geometry in the eleventh/seventeenth century. Abu Saʿīd al-Sijzi “made a special study of the intersections of conic sections and circles. He replaced the old kinematical tesection of an angle by a purely geometrical solution (intersection of a circle and an equilateral hyperbola).” 12

Abu al-Wafā' developed the method of solving geometrical problems with one opening of the compass, and of constructing a square equivalent to other squares. He made many valuable contributions to the theory of polyhedra, which is even now considered to be a very difficult subject.13

Ibn al-Haitham, known in Europe as Alhazen, also made many discoveries in geometry. His famous book on optics contains the following problem, known as Alhazen’s problem: from two points in the plane of a circle to draw lines meeting at a point of the circumference and making equal angles with the normal at that point. This problem leads to an equation of the fourth degree, and Ibn al-Haitham solved it by the aid of a hyperbola intersecting a circle.14

The later Muslim mathematicians developed the geometry of the conic sections to some extent, but their great contribution was connected with the appreciation of Euclid’s postulates. It is well known that in each science or logical system (such as the Euclidean geometry), the beginning is made with some fundamental concepts (like points and lines) and a few assertions or statements, called “postulates,” which are accepted without demonstration or proof, and on the basis of which further statements (called theorems) are established. Now it is recognized that some of Euclid’s postulates are quite self-evident. For instance, no one questions the validity of the statement that the whole is greater than a part or that equals added to equals result in equals. But the same cannot be said about Euclid’s parallel postulate. Fakhr al-Din Ḥāʾī (d. 1066/1069) made a preliminary critique of Euclid’s postulate, but it was Naṣr al-Dīn Ṭūsī (d. 1275/1274), who, in the later half of the seventh/thirteenth century, recognized the weakness in Euclid’s theory of the parabola. In his efforts to improve the postulate, he realized the necessity of abandoning perceptual space. It was in the thirteenth/nineteenth century that such studies, continued by Gauss, Holwai, Lobachevsky, and Riemann, resulted in the discovery and development of the various non-Euclidean geometries, culminating in the Theory of Relativity in our own time.

TRIGONOMETRY

Trigonometry, both plane and spherical, was developed to a great extent by the Arab. Al-Khwārizmī himself compiled trigonometric tables, which contained not only the sine function, as done by his predecessors, but also that of the tangent, for the first time. These tables were translated into Latin by Adelard of Bath in 1120.15

Al-Battānī (d. 317/929), known in Europe as Albategnus, devoted a whole chapter of his book on astronomy to the subject of trigonometry. He used sines regularly “with a clear consciousness of their superiority over the Greek chords.”16 The previous works contained only the full arc, but al-Battānī observed that it was more advantageous to use the half arc. Cantor considers this “an advance in mathematics which cannot be appreciated highly enough.”17 Al-Battānī completed the introduction of tangents and cotangents in trigonometry, and gave a table of cotangents by degrees. He knew the relation between the sides and angles of a spherical triangle which we express by the formula.18

\[
\cos a = \cos b \cos c + \sin b \sin c \cos a.
\]

Abu al-Wafā’ contribution to the development of trigonometry is well known. Most likely he was the first to show the generality of the sine theorem relative to the triangles. He introduced quite a new method of constructing sine tables, the value of sin 30° being correct to the eight decimal places. He knew relations equivalent to the present ones for \( \sin (a \pm b) \), and to

\[
2 \sin^2 \frac{a}{2} = 1 - \cos a,
\]

\[
\sin a = 2 \sin \frac{a}{2} \cos \frac{a}{2}.
\]

He especially studied the tangent; drew up a table of tangents, introduced the secant and the cosecant in trigonometry, and knew those relations between the six trigonometric lines which are now often used to define them.18

Al-Khwarizmi is considered to be the discoverer of the sine theorem relative to spherical triangles. This sine theorem displaced the theorem of Menelaus.19

Ibn Yūnus (d. 400/1006) made considerable contributions to trigonometry, and solved many problems of spherical astronomy by means of orthogonal

12 Ibid., p. 665.
13 Ibid., p. 667.
14 Cantor, op. cit., p. 737.
15 Ibid., op. cit., p. 605.
16 Ibid., p. 667.
17 Ibid., p. 668.
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projections. He discovered the first of those addition-subtraction formulæ which were indispensable before the invention of logarithms, namely, the equivalent of

$$\cos a \cos b = \frac{1}{2} [\cos(a-b) + \cos(a+b)]$$

He also gave a formula for the approximate value of \( \tan 1^\circ \).27

Khaḍṭār ibn Labhān (fl. c. 381–420;771/1029) took an important part in the elaboration of trigonometry. For example, he continued the investigations on the tangent, and compiled comprehensive tables.28

Al-Zarqallū (fl. c. 430–480/1039–1087) explained the construction of the trigonometric tables, and compiled the Toledan Tables, which were translated into Latin by Gerard of Cremona and enjoyed much popularity.28

Al-Ḥasan al-Marrakushi (fl. c. 661/1262) introduced in 627/1229 the graphic method in trigonometry and prepared the tables of trigonometric functions. Naṣr al-Dīn Tūsī wrote on plane and spherical trigonometry as a subject independent of astronomy.

Bābā al-Dīn (564–1032/1547–1622) gave in his book trigonometric methods for calculating heights and distances as well as for the determination of the breadth of a river.

F

ASTRONOMY

The Arabs claimed astronomy to be their own special subject. Indeed even at the beginning of Islam, they possessed sufficient astronomical knowledge to be able to use the position of stars in their wanderings and agriculture. But it was only in the second/seventh century that the scientific study of astronomy was begun.29 From this time up to the eighth/ninth/fourteenth-fifteenth century the contributions of Muslims to astronomy were so numerous that they can be dealt with adequately only in a separate volume. Here we summarise only some of the most important facts.

First of all let us take the observatories. Western historians have pointed out that before the advent of Islam, only one or more less well-known observatory existed in Alexandria, and even that was not doing much work. In the course of a few centuries, the Muslims erected innumerable well-equipped observatories all over their vast empire. Some of these observatories are as follows:

(i) The solar observatory built by al-Māmūn in Iraq in 214/829.
(ii) The Iskāḥān observatory built by abu Ḥanīfah al-Dīnawāri (d. 282/895).

27 Ibid., p. 717.
28 Ibid.
29 Ibid., p. 720.
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(iii) The Khvārizm observatory built by al-Birūnī.
(iv) The Baghdād observatory of Thābit ibn Qurrah.
(v) The Baghdād observatory built by Caliph al-Mustarshīd, where the well-known astronomer Badī' made his observations.
(vi) The observatory erected by ibn Sīnas.
(vii) The al-Raqsah and Antiakiyah (Antioch) observatories where al-Battānī made observations from 264/877 to 266/918.
(viii) The_bank Mūsā observatory at Baghdād.
(ix) The Sharaf al-Dīnul observatory where al-Saghīrī and al-Khiṭābī made their observations.
(x) The Tabīṣa observatory where abu Ḫulqī worked and made obser-

ions.
(xi) The Būrīṣ observatory associated with the name of abu al-Wafā’.
(xii) The ibn A’la observatory built at Baghdād in 351–352/962–963.
(xiii) The Egyptian observatory where ibn Yūnis produced his famous almanac.
(xiv) The Māmūn observatory, associated with the name of Māmūn Batahi (d. 519/1125).
(xv) The Maraghī observatory erected by Naṣr al-Dīn Tūsī in 658/1260. It is said that several kinds of instruments were installed in this observatory, and that a library containing four hundred thousand volumes was attached to it.
(xvi) The observatory of Taqī al-Dīn.
(xvii) The Kashārī observatory.
(xviii) The Frūnghāli observatory.
(xix) The Samarqand observatory erected by Sulṭān Ulugh Beg Mirza in 823/1420.

An account of these observatories lies scattered in various books, such as: Khudābādī Ṭūrlī’s ‘Arab; Mandanu’s ‘Arab; Kūdī al-Khālīfī al-Ṭāḥír; Sharḥ Chogha‘mī; Jāmī al-Bahādrī Khānī; Mu‘īn al-Bahādrī; Ḥabīb al-Qurṭbī; Fuṣūl al-Wujūfī; Rasūl al-Ṣalāḥī; Wujūfī al-Ṣalāḥī; Ḥabīb al-Qurṭbī; Khādīj al-Ṣamā‘ī.

Next to the observatories come the astronomical instruments; and the books on history record a large number of instruments constructed by the Arabs and other Muslim peoples. Work on astronomy of such magnitude could not be carried out with the rough instruments existing at the time. They had, therefore, to concentrate all their practical skill on devising elaborate instruments for making various observations. These have also been described in the books mentioned above. We shall confine ourselves to the enumeration and description of some important instruments.

(i) Lībānī, built on a square base, served to measure the declination, latitude, and distances of the stars.
(ii) Ḥalāṣīb al-Faṣṭīlī (Meridian Circle), fixed in the plane of the meridian, and devised to determine the distances of the heavenly bodies.
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(iii) *Dhāl al-Aʿūlār,* constructed by Taqī al-Dīn, served as an alternative for the Meridian Circle which was useful during night as well as day.

(iv) *Dhāl al-ʿAṣrī* (the Astrolabe) was one of the most important instruments. It consisted of two circles, one of which represented the ecliptic and other the celestial meridian.

(v) *Dhāl al-Saʿādāt al-ʿAṣrī* (Al-axis) consisted of a semi-circle and had the diameter of an equi-surfaced cylinder. Taqī al-Dīn has mentioned it in his work, to have been constructed by Muslim astronomers.

(vi) *Dhāl al-Shābān.* It had three faces on one base and served to determine the altitude of the heavenly bodies.

(vii) *Dhāl al-Jaʿb* consisted of two faces and was used for the determination of the altitude.

(viii) *Al-Maḥāzābāt bi al-Naṣīr* constructed by Taqī al-Dīn and used for determining the distances between two stars.

(ix) *Taḥqīq al-ʿAsbābī* constructed by Ghīyāth al-Dīn Jamāḥīr and used for determining the position of the stars, their latitudes, distance from the earth, and movement. It was also useful for obtaining data relating to lunar and solar eclipses.

(x) *Zaqāqīq* constructed by Shāhāb ibn Yahyā, generally known as al-Naqshī al-ʿAṣrī (the Spanish painter). It was a very useful instrument for observing the movement of the heavenly bodies.

(xi) *Dhāl al-Kāfīrī* constructed by Būdhī of the Astrolabe (Būdhī al-Astrolabī), as described by ‘Abd al-Rahmān al-Sīrī.

(xii) *Al-Māʾ al-ʿAṣrī* constructed by al-Khwājījī and used for determining the latitudes.

(xiii) The several types of quadrants as described in Khaṭṭīj al-Zārānī.

(xiv) *Asṭāruh Sultānī* Muʿṣāb, the transit instrument described by Muhammad ibn Naṣīr and Maḥmūd ibn ʿAlī.

(xv) *Al-Jaʿb al-ʿAbdī* consisting of a semi-circle the circumference being divided equally.

(xvi) Sūdā-i ʿĀqīfī, a sextant associated with the name of ʿĀqīfī al-Damān Dālānī.

Now we shall describe briefly the investigations carried out by the Muslim astronomers. Although we regular observations and construction of astronomical instruments was started as early as the second/eighth century by Ḥūrīm al-Fāṭkirī (d. c. 180/796), the most brilliant period of Muslim astronomy commenced in the early part of the third/ninth century in the observatories constructed by the Caliph al-Māmūn (196–218/813–833). The observatory of Baghdad under Yahyā ibn al-Manṣūr (d. c. 216/831) made systematic observations of the heavenly bodies and found remarkably precise results for all the fundamental elements mentioned in Ptolemy’s *Almagest,* such as the obliquity of the ecliptic, the precession of the equinoxes, the length of the solar year. After recording these observations, Yahyā compiled the celebrated “Tested Tables.” He was also the author of several works on astronomy.

Under the orders of al-Māmūn, the Muslim astronomers carried out one of the most delicate and difficult geodetic operations, the measuring of the arc of the meridian. The mean result gave 59° 31′ Arab miles as the length of a degree of meridian, which is a remarkably accurate value, for the Arabic mile is 6,473 ft. This value is equal to 366,423 ft., exceeding the real length of the degree between 38° and 36° latitudes by 2,877 ft.

Ḫabāb al-Ḫābāb was an astronomer under al-Māmūn and al-Muʿtasim; he compiled three astronomical tables, including the famous “Verified Tables.” Approaches of the solar eclipse of 314/829, Ḫabāb gave the first instance of a determination of time by an altitude which was generally adopted by the astronomers.

Al-Ḥarib al-Anṣārī was a famous maker of astronomical instruments. He took part in the degree measurement ordered by al-Māmūn, and wrote one of the earliest Arabic treatises on the astrolabe. Al-Maʾarrūghi was one of those who took part in the solar observations made at Damascus in 217–218/832–833.

The three sons of Mūsā bin ʿAbdārī made regular observations in the observatories in Baghdad between 236/850 and 257/870.

Al-Farghānī was one of the most distinguished astronomers in the service of al-Māmūn and his successors. His famous work, *Kābūt al-Samāʿīyyā* wa Jawālīmī Ḥim al-Naṣīr (Book on Celestial Motions and the Complete Science of the Stars), was translated into Latin in the sixteenth/seventeenth century. It exerted marked influence on European astronomy. He accepted Ptolemy’s theory and value of the precession but was of the view that it affected not only the stars but also the planets. He determined the diameter of the earth to be 6,500 miles, and found the greatest distances and also the diameters of the planets.

Al-Maḥānī (d. between 261/874 and 271/884) made a series of observations of lunar and solar eclipses and planetary conjunctions during the years 239–252/853–866; these were later used by Ibn Yūnus.

Al-Nairīzī (d. c. 310/922) compiled astronomical tables, made systematic observations, and wrote a book on atmospheric phenomena. He wrote a treatise on the spherical astrolabe which is very elaborate and is supposed to be the best Arabic work on the subject.
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Tḥābit ibn Qurrah published solar observations, explaining his methods. He revised the theory of the movement of the sun. To the eight Ptolemaic spheres, he made the addition of a ninth one (priusum mobilis) to account for the imaginary trepidation of the equinoxes, which was, however, later found to be an erroneous theory.

Al-Battānī was one of the greatest astronomers of the Middle Ages. He wrote many books but his main work, the famous *De Numero stellarum et matērubus*, exerted great influence in Europe up to the time of the Renaissance. From 264/877 onwards he made astronomical observations of remarkable range and accuracy. His tables contain a catalogue of fixed stars for the year 267-68/880-81. He investigated the motion of the sun’s apogee and found that its longitude had increased by 18° 47’ since the time of Ptolemy. This implied the discovery of the motion of the solar apsides, and of the slow variation in the equation of time. He determined many astronomical co-efficients with remarkable accuracy, and corrected the previous values of the precession of equinoxes and the obliquity of the ecliptic. He proved the possibility of the annular eclipses of the sun. He did not believe in the trepidation of the equinoxes, although the followers of Copernicus at a much later date did believe in it. Modern astronomy has shown that the Copernicans were wrong. He determined the moon’s nodes and discovered the wobbling motion of the earth’s orbit.

Ibn Amākūr (also Qhāsim ‘Abd Allah) together with his son ibn al-Ḥasan ‘Ali made many observations between 372/885 and 291/903 which were recorded by ibn Yūnis. They produced many astronomical tables, including the table of Mars according to Persian chronology. Abu al-Ḥasan discovered that the moon’s distance from the sun is not constant as assumed by Ptolemy.

Al-Kūhī was the leading astronomer working in 378/988 at the Khurasān and al-Dahrah observatories.

‘Abd al-Rā‘ūf al-Sāfī (291-379/903-988) was one of the most eminent Muslim astronomers. His chief work, *Kitāb al-Kusūdūb al-Thibidhāb al-Musawwar* (Book of the Fixed Stars Illustrated), is regarded as one of the three masterpieces of Muslim observational astronomy, the other two being by ibn Yūnis and a work prepared for Uthūm Bāg.

Ibn al-A‘lam (d. 375/985) has been praised for the accuracy of his observations; his tables continued to be very popular for at least two centuries.

He determined the stellar motion by observing that the star traverse one degree in seventy solar years. He also determined the latitude and longitude of many stars, and measured the greatest declination of the planets Mercury, Mars. He found that the earth is spherical and may, therefore, be supposed to be inhabited everywhere. He discovered the satellites of Jupiter, discussed the motion of the sun-spots, and determined the eccentric orbit of the comets.

Abu al-Waf’s al-Bī‘ajī determined accurately the obliquity of the ecliptic in 344/955, and calculated the variation in the moon’s motion. There is a difference of opinion about his discovery of the third libration in the moon’s motion. Some of the older writers believed that he discovered the third libration and that Tycho Brahe rediscovered it in the seventeenth century. But Barson remarks that Abu al-Waf’s did not discover this variation, but simply spoke of the second part of the ejection, which is essentially different from the variation discovered by Tycho Brahe.

Al-Khwarizmi made astronomical observations, including a determination of the obliquity of the ecliptic, in Bāyāt, in 394/994.

Maslāna ibn Ahmad al-Ma‘ṣūṣī (d. 398/1007) edited and corrected the astronomical tables of al-Khwārizmī, the Persian by the Arabic chronology. He wrote a treatise on the astrolabe, a commentary on Ptolemy’s *Planisphaerium* both of which were later translated into Latin.

Ibn Yūnis has been described by Barson as the greatest Muslim astronomer. A well-equipped observatory in Cairo enabled him to prepare improved astronomical tables, called al-‘Uṯr al-‘A‘lam al-‘Aţif, completed in 368/977. They describe observations of eclipses and conjunctions, old and new, and improved values of astronomical constants (obliquity of the ecliptic 23° 35’; longitude of the sun’s apogee 86° 10’; solar parallax reduced from 3’ to 2’, precession of the equinoxes 51.2” per annum), and give an account of the geocentric measurements made under al-Ma‘ṣūṣī’s order. He is specially noted for his method of longitude determination. As time difference is equivalent to longitude difference, the determination of local time at the same instant at two stations widely separated in longitude is sufficient. But there were no telegraphs or radio signals to give simultaneously. Ibn Yūnis proposed and used a signal from the moon—the first contact of a lunar eclipse. In this way he corrected many errors in longitudes in Ptolemy’s geography.

---

11 Barson, op. cit., p. 509.
12 Ibid., p. 603.
14 Barson, op. cit., p. 630.
15 *Tahādaddān’s*, p. 420.
16 Barson, op. cit., p. 665.
17 Ibid., p. 666.
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Al-Bīrūnī is regarded by Western historians of science as "one of the greatest scientists of all times whose critical spirit, tolerance, love of truth, and intellectual courage were almost without parallel in medieval times."

He made accurate determinations of latitudes and longitudes and also other geodetic measurements. He discussed in his book *Qawā'id al-Manāzīl* for the first time the question that the earth rotates around its axis. The translation of the relevant Arabic passages is as follows: "When a thing falls from a height, it does not coincide with the perpendicular line of its descent, but inclines a little, and falls making different angles. When a piece of earth separates from it and falls, it has two kinds of motion: one is the circular motion which it owes to the rotation of the earth, and the other is straight which it acquires in falling directly to the centre of the earth. If it had only the straight motion, it would have fallen to the west of its perpendicular position. But since both of them exist at one and the same time, it falls neither to the west nor in the perpendicular direction, but a little to the east." This book of Al-Bīrūnī, *viz., al-Qānūn al-Masūdi*, was written in 425/1030, and gave the true explanation of the rising and setting of the heavenly bodies as being due to the rotation of the earth, thus pointing to the error in the geocentric conception of the solar system. The heliocentric doctrine was not entirely unknown to the Arabs, who knew that the earth revolved round the sun and that the orbits of the planets were elliptical. It should be noted that the Copernican gave the scientific formulation and detailed working out of the heliocentric theory some three centuries later.

Al-Zarqālī was "the best observer of his time. He invented an improved astrolabe called *Saffah*; his description of it was translated into Latin, Hebrew, and many vernaculars. He was the first to prove explicitly the motion of the solar apogee with reference to the stars; according to his measurements it amounted to 12.04' per year (the real value being 11.8')." He edited the planetary tables called the "Toledan Tables." *Umar Khayyām* was called to the new observatory of Rayy in 467/1074 by Sulṭān Malik Şah Jalāl al-Dīn Saļjuqi to reform the old calendar. Moritz Cantor remarks that the calendar prepared by 'Umar Khayyām, called *al-Tūrī* al-Jalālī, was more accurate than any other proposed before or after his time. Its date was 10th Ramadān 471, i.e., 16th March 1079. The modern interpretation of Khayyām's calendar is that eight intercalary days should be introduced in thirty-three years, resulting in an error of one day in about 5,000 years. The Gregorian calendar leads to an error of one day in 3,330 years.

Ghīsīlī Bāfrī raised a magnificent observatory at Margūsh near Tabriz far surpassing any built by his predecessors. Naṣīr al-Dīn Tūsī was the greatest genius of this institution. He was quite original and independent, and criticized

---

Pтолемей quite severely, "paving the way for the overthrow of the geocentric system." Ulugh Beg, grandson of Timūr, established an observatory at Samarqand, Turkestan, in 823/1420, which was best equipped. A great work produced at this observatory was an independent star catalogue, known as the "Ulugh Beg Tables," based entirely upon new observations, the first in about sixteen hundred years, i.e., since the time of Hipparchus, second century B.C. The positions were given to the nearest minute of arc, and attained a high degree of precision for that period. Instruments used in this observatory are considered the best made up to that time. It is said that his quadrant was so large that its diameter was equal to the height of the St. Sophia Church in Constantinople. This work on astronomy is regarded as one of the best books of the Muslim astronomers. It was written in 841/1437, and from it one can have a fair account of the knowledge possessed by the Muslims in the ninth/fifteenth century. The first part deals with the general principles of astronomy. The latter part contains the practical methods of calculating the lunar and solar eclipses and the construction of the tables and their applications; a list of the stars; the motion of the sun, the moon, and the planets; and the terrestrial latitudes and longitudes of the big cities of the world.

The Mughuls inherited their fondness for astronomy from Ulugh Beg. Farīshīrah remarks that Humāyūn was a keen astronomer and spent a good deal of time in its pursuit. An observatory was founded in Delhi under the orders of Muhammad Shāh in 1357/1724, which was in the charge of the well-known mathematician Mirza Khair Allah. By this time the West had made great progress in astronomy as in other branches of knowledge, and therefore a commission consisting of the ablest men of the time was sent to Europe to study the new methods followed there and new results obtained through the then latest researches. The commission brought back with it some telescopes and other instruments and a few books prepared in Europe. The King of Portugal also deputed a European astronomer to go to Delhi with the commission. But when his data were checked at the Delhi observatory, local people detected errors and made corrections in his tables and calculations of the lunar and solar eclipses. This is ascribed to the fact that the instruments made in Europe at the time were of a smaller size than those available in the Delhi observatory.

The Niṣābūrīyah observatory was erected at Hyderabad Deccan in the thirteenth/nineteenth century, and was the biggest institution of its kind in the East. It contained a sixteen-inch refracting telescope, a transit instrument, a Meridian circle, and a good deal of other equipment essential for a modern
observatory. Its unique position was recognized by international organizations, and it had an important share in the preparation of the International Catalogue of Stars. After the establishment of the Omania University, it became a constituent unit of that University.

The influence of the Muslims in this field is traceable from the many Arabic names and words that have become an integral part of the astronomical sciences. A long list of such words can be compiled, but it would be sufficient to mention a few: almanaq (al-munsab), almacantar (al-maqatrah), nadir (nadir), zenith (sam al-nas), alghal (al-qalb), altair (al-tair), al-bahar (al-dabar), fomalhaut (fam al-hu), denab (dhahab), vegha (wujud), and the various names of Muslim astronomers given to the craters of the moon.4
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Chapter LXIV

PHYSICS AND MINERALOGY

The Muslims contributed enormously to exact sciences such as mathematics, astronomy, physics, chemistry, botany, and zoology since they had succeeded in acquiring the knowledge of the sciences which had developed before the advent of Islam.

Abu Yūnāf Ya‘qūb ibn Isḥāq al-Kīndī was the first Muslim scientist-philosopher. His pure Arabian descent earned him the title "The Philosopher of the Arabs." Indeed, he was the first and last example of an Aristotelian student in the Eastern Caliphate who sprang from the Arabian stock. His principal work on geometrical and physiological optics based on the optics of Euclid in Thābit’s recension was widely used both in the East and the West until it was

superseded by the greater work of Ibn al-Haytham. He was the first Muslim to write in Arabic a book on music in which he designed a notation for the pitch of notes. Al-Kindī’s three or four treatises on the theory of music are the earliest extant works in Arabic showing the influence of Greek writings on that subject. Of al-Kindī’s writings more have survived in Latin translations than in the Arabic original.3

An observatory was opened by the three sons of Mūsā ibn Shāhir (326-357/820-870) in their house at Baghād. The Būwahih Sulṭān al-Ḥasan al-Dawālī (372-379/982-989) instituted another in his palace at Baghād where ‘Abd al-Rahmān al-Ṣafī (d. 379/989), Ahmad al-Shāfī (d. 380/990), and Abu’l-Wafā’ (d. 387/997) carried out their astronomical observations. At the Court of another Būwahih, Rukan al-Dawālī (350-366/961-977) of al-Rayy, flourished Abu Ja’far al-Khāzīn who ascertainment the obliquity of the ecliptic and solved a problem in Archimedes which led to the discovery of a cubic equation. Other astronomers made a systematic study of the heavens in Shīkā, Nihāpār, and Samarqand.1 Bann Mūsā published a work on the balance.

‘Utrīd ibn Muhammad al-Būṣā wrote a book on lapidary which is reckoned among the oldest Arabic works on this subject; Abu Zakariya al-Rāzi quoted from ‘Utrīd in his famous book al-Ḥawā. Al-Rāzi the Iranian was one of the greatest medical men of the Middle Ages. He was an expert chemist and physicist. Al-Bākhīn the Fāṭimid was personally interested in astronomical calculations. He built on the Maqātīlim an observatory to which he used to ride before dawn. The intellectual lights of his Court were ‘Ali ibn Yūnus (d. 400/1010), the greatest astronomer Egypt has ever produced, and Abu ‘Ali al-Haṣān (Latīn Alhazen), the principal Muslim physicist and student of optics. The latter was undoubtedly the foremost physicist of the Middle Ages. His researches into geometrical and physiological optics were considered to be the most important and useful up to the time of Renaissance. His explanation of the vision and functions of the eye was far in advance of the ideas of the ancients. The chief work for which he was noted is one on optics, Kitāb al-Manṣūr, of which the original is lost but which was translated into Latin in the sixteenth/seventeenth century. Almost all the medieval writers on optics in the West based their works on Ibn Haṣān’s Opticae Theoricae. In this work he opposed the theory of Euclid and Ptolomy that the eye sends out visual rays to the object of vision, and presented experiments for testing the angles of incidence and reflection. In certain experiments he approached the theoretical discovery of magnifying lenses which were manufactured in European centuries later.4

4 Ibid., p. 376.
5 Ibid., p. 629.
Ibn al-Haitham was the greatest Muslim physicist and one of the foremost opticians of the world. He found out the law of refraction it transparent bodies; laws of reflection of light; spherical and parabolic aberrations; and the law of refraction which later came to be known as Snell's Law. He discussed the magnifying power of a lens, refraction of light in the earth’s atmosphere, and beginning or termination of twilight when the sun is 10° vertically below the horizon. He tried by these means to estimate the height of the homogeneous atmosphere. He gave a better explanation of vision, though he erroneously assumed the lens of the eye to be the organ of sight. Later on Ibn Rushd corrected this error and showed that sight is the function of the retina. Ibn al-Haitham explained the vision of a body by the aid of two eyes and the more magnified appearance of heavenly bodies when sea: the horizon than when vertically higher.

Muslim scientists evinced much interest in the determination of specific gravity of bodies. At Qâsham in eastern Afghanistan lived aul al-Râdhân ibn Ahmad al-Birûnî (973–1048), considered one of the most original and profound scientists that the medieval world produced in the domains of physical and mathematical sciences. Al-Birûnî found accurately the specific gravity of eighteen different precious substances and metals. He realized that the velocity of light was enormously greater than that of sound. Al-Birûnî developed the mathematical part of geography, improved mensuration, and determined quite accurately the latitude and longitude of a number of places; he devised easy methods of terestrophic projection. He showed how water flows in natural springs and how it comes out in artificial wells, and explained these facts in accordance with the laws of hydraulics. His observations led him to the conclusion that the Indus Valley was at one time a part of the sea which became solid by the deposit of alluvial soil.

The most illustrious name in Arabic medical annals after al-Râzi’s is that of Ibn Sina (Latin Avicenna) (370–428/900–1057). Al-Râzi was more of a physician than Ibn Sina, but Ibn Sina was more of a philosopher. In this physician, philosopher, philologist, and poet, medieval Arab science culminates and is, one might say, incarnated. Ibn Sina wrote on the theory of numbers. For accurate measurement of distances he invented an apparatus involving the use of a mirror and a plain line. He made a masterly study of a number of physical subjects like motion, contact, force, vacuum, infinity, light, and heat. Ibn Sina expressed his views on all the information that could be gathered in physics philosophically. He showed that however great the velocity of light may be, it must be limited. He did valuable research in music also, but his principal subject was medicine for which he earned the title of Qâdî al-Râzi.

Jâlî al-Dîn Malik Shâh patronized astronomical studies. He established in 467/1074 at Rayy an observatory where there was introduced into the civil calendar an important reform based on an accurate determination

of the length of the tropical year. To this task of reforming the Persian calendar he called to his new observatory the celebrated ‘Umar al-Khayyâm. ‘Umar al-Khayyâm was born between 430/1040 and 440/1048 at ‘Nishapûr where he died in 517/1123. He is known to the world primarily as a Persian poet. Very few people realize that he was a first-class mathematician and astronomer as well. The researches of al-Khayyâm and his collaborators resulted in the production of the calendar named, after his patron, al-Fardâl al-Jâlî, which is even more accurate than the Gregorian calendar. As mentioned in the preceding chapter, the latter leads to an error of one day in 3,230 years whereas al-Khayyâm’s leads to an error of one day in about 5,000 years. ‘Umar al-Khayyâm performed experiments to find the specific gravity of various substances.

The attraction of iron by natural magnet was known to the Greeks; magnet’s acquiring a definite direction when suspended freely was known to the Chinese. But it appears that this property was first utilized by Muslims in their marine navigation. Muhammad al-‘Afiî was the first to mention it in his Jâzâ’irî. The directive position of the magnetic needle was known to the Chinese from a very long time, but they used it only for geomantic purposes. Most probably Muslim sailors were the first to employ it in navi-
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his Mīzān al-Hikmat, written in 618/1221 and considered among the masterpieces of the Middle Ages. In this work al-Khāzin discussed mechanics, hydrostatics, and physics in a masterly way. He gave tables of specific gravities of liquid substances (on the lines adopted by al-Birūni) and detailed studies of the theory of gravitation (universal force directed towards the then considered centre of the universe, i.e., the centre of the earth); weight and buoyancy of air; rise of water in capillary tubes; aerometric measurement of densities and the temperature of liquids; theory of the lever; levelling by balance; and measurement of time.

The Muslims took keen interest in clocks to find out the correct times for prayers. Their artisans acquired great mastery in this work, as may be judged from Hārin al-Raghib’s presenting Charlemagne with a water-clock in 1023-24.
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Chapter LXV
CHEMISTRY
Alexandrian Alchemy.—With the advent of Islam, the Arab tribes, many of them still nomadic, were united into one nation. Their conflicts with the neighbouring peoples which used to end as skirmishes bringing immediate defeat on the scattered tribes, now changed into regular wars often crowning them with success. What that meant can be realized from the fact that within a hundred years of the Prophet’s death, which occurred in 11/662, Islam had spread from Spain in the West to Sind in the East. As an advancing nation the Arabs came in contact with different races, and when Egypt was conquered, during the regime of the Caliph ‘Umar, in 21/641, they came to know the Hellenized Egyptian culture as it then existed. Its centre was Alexandria, founded by Alexander in 332 B.C. Very soon it became an emporium of international trade attracting merchants from all over the world. Above all, the Greeks had migrated there in numbers, giving rise to a mixed culture of Egyptian and Greek origin. The Egyptians used idols in their temples and chapels, preferring those of bronze, particularly when they were gilded. The artisans of Alexandria excelled in this craft, and the manufacture of gilded bronze statues apparently became a lucrative industry. From gilding bronze

some of the artisans began to dream of making gold itself and devoted their main attention to achieve this end. Thus arose alchemy, not found before either in Egypt or in Greece. It was existing when the Arabs acquired Egypt and was one of the elements of Alexandrian culture which diffused into Arabian civilization. There are several treatises and even books which suggest that Greek science, which flourished between 300 B.C. and 200 A.D., subsequently passed on to the Arabs who functioned as its intermediate preservers delivering it to Europeans during the Middle Ages. Such is the accepted origin of alchemy.

It now becomes necessary to offer a brief sketch of alchemy as it was founded at Alexandria. The oldest existing manuscript on alchemy is not prior to about 901/1000. But it is supposed to be a copy of a work originally written in about 100 A.D. During this early period alchemy was a semi-secret science pursued by a few obscure persons. As Taylor² says, “although the earlier alchemists wrote in Greek, they were not Greeks, but in all probability Egyptians or Jews. They were not Christian.” And what did they call their art? This knotty problem is conspicuous by its absence in Taylor’s book. When Wilson³ came to review it, he supplied the missing information on “the derivation of the Greek name of the art.” “The word unmanifestly goes back to the craft of the foundryman and metal-worker. First, there is the Greek verb θέλω (θέλω), to melt and pour, as in the casting of a bronze statue, then its derivative cheme, an ingot of cast metal, and finally from this another derivative chameis, the art of preparing metal ingots. This in time became a technical term for the artificial preparation of the precious metals, but at first, as in Zoimus, about 300 A.D., it acquired a qualifying phrase, the chameis of silver or gold. Before the Arabic period, however, chameis could stand alone to denote the art of transmutation. Also before Arabic times, about 81/700 or earlier, it seems to have been confused with chemeis, apparently a Greek derivative of the Egyptian word cheme, meaning black. The reasons are obscure but the fact of the confusion is hardly to be questioned. Later, the Arabs took over both spellings, chemeis and chameis, prefixed their own definite article of, and handed the word on to the Europeans in about the sixteenth century.” Thus kemiya is the Arabized form of the dual word chameis/chemeis.

The Greek and Arabic Terms Compared.—Now it is even more important to know what the Arabs received under the name kemiya from the Greek-speaking alchemists—to know what the word chemeis signifies and how the Arabic word kemiya compares with it in meaning. Gildemeister⁴ explains that “kemiya with the Arabs principally is not an abstraction (or the science of alchemy) but the name of a substance, of an agent, by which transmutation of metals is brought about, thus of the Philosophers’ Stone, or rather of
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preparations made out of it. It is thus a synonym of širkār which likewise signifies a transforming agent. By contrast chameis is never used by the Greeks in any other sense than transmutation of metals.⁶ There are two synonyms in Greek, chameis and chameis. Gkhlmestrer refers to the use only of the latter, apparently taking it as identical with the former. In Arabic there are two terms kinsigs and širkār, the latter not being represented in Greek literature. In fact, širkār occurs far more in Arabic than the word kinsigs. širkār or al-širkār has been Europeanized into elixir which has come to mean as an agent for prolonging life. According to Taylor,⁷ "the alchemy of China was primarily concerned with the prolonging of life"; he adds in this connection that "it is very probable that the Arab alchemists received some information about it. It is certainly notable that the idea of the elixir as a medicine prolonging life was present amongst the Arabs and not known to their Greek-speaking predecessors." P. Kraus⁸ published a voluminous work on Jähīr. His reviewer correctly noticed that "as to the origin of all those theories, Kraus maintains that not much of Jähīr's alchemy can be traced to the extant fragments of Greek alchemistic literature, and that there are certain features in his alchemistic knowledge which are definitely unknown in classical antiquity." There has prevailed so much prejudice in favour of Greek that even the word "elixir," absent in Greek and therefore inconceivable as a loan-word in Arabic, has been given a Greek root. širkār has accordingly been said to have come from the Greek word eisirios, meaning dry, and has been made to connote dry powder, while eisor means essence, spirit, or fluid. How the Arabs coined their word from Greek cannot be explained. All this tends to show that the primary source of Arab alchemy lies somewhere away from Alexandria.

The Uρgo to Pursue Alchemy.—There were two types of seekers after longevity. First, the ascetic who was his own grocer, cook, and doctor to whom infancy of old age meant lingering death. The second was represented by a prince who had wealth and power and desired long life, only to enjoy his possessions fully. Though for different reasons, the Sufis, the nearest to ascetics, also indulged in alchemy. In fact, Wiedemann⁹ remarks that "the study of alchemy has had one undeniable result inasmuch as the representatives of the mystic movement in Islam studied alchemy, e.g., Ibn al-'Arabi." This, however, was expected, and the converse is also true, for about the master of alchemy, Jūrijī⁹⁰ states that "later tradition makes Jābir ibn Ḥayrān the first Sufi." Kraus¹¹ explains how Jābir, the alchemist, became interested in Sufism. He writes, "Alchemy is never practiced by Jābir for the object of accumulating wealth and acquiring the power of gold. Its real mission is to bring about salvation." And how was this possible? He continues to say that "Salvation in the Manichaeans sense means to oppose in all spheres of life the fatal mixture of light and darkness and to free the light from dark particles. The Manichaeans natural history, especially alchemy, aims at the great work of salvation."¹²

Let us now turn to the wealthy and the worldly class. According to Martin,¹³ "Emperor Ti-nin-I-hwaung (B.C. 220), the builder of the great wall of China, is the earliest historical sovereign who became a votary of alchemy." There are a few more Chinese emperors who believed in alchemy; a couple of them had to pay with their lives for trying alchemical drugs. In the life of Ching-i Kheîn it is stated that he sent for a Taoist priest all the way from China to Central Asia, where he was enwrapped, to discuss if life could be prolonged for ever.

Khalid, the Umayyad Prince (40–85/660–744).—There is a sub-class among the well-to-do who would like to enjoy as sport the transmutation of a base metal into gold. Such a motive on the part of a young prince can be easily imagined and one such prince appears to have been Khalid, son of the Caliph Yazid I and grandson of Mu′awiya. In the Arabic literature on alchemy, compiled about 377/987 by the famous bookseller al-Nadim, it is stated, as translated by Fück,¹⁴ that "Khalid was the first Muslim for whom medical, astronomical, and (al)chemical writings were translated into Arabic..." He wrote a number of treatises and books. Al-Nadim also saw the following four of his books: (1) The Book of Awalect, (2) The Great Book of the Scroll, (3) The Small Book of the Scroll, and (4) The Book of the Testament to His Son on the Art.

Introduction of Alexandrian Alchemy.—When Khalid wanted to learn alchemy at Damascus, his capital, he sent for a teacher from Alexandria, a Christian monk named Marianoes, a pupil of another alchemist, also of Alexandria, named Stephanos, who lived in the reign of the Byzantine Emperor Herklesios I (810–641 A.D.). That the best available teacher of alchemy at the time was a monk is in full harmony with what has been said of alchemy and of Suifs here. A monograph of over fifty pages has been devoted to Khalid by Professor Raskas,¹⁵ the famous German historian of alchemy.

The Oldest Alchemy and How it Reached the Muslim World.—A series of
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⁷ P. Sherwood Taylor, op. cit., p. 68.
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⁹ P. Kraus, "Jābir ibn Ḥayrān," Memoriae del Inst. Egypti, Cairo, 1945, Vols. XLIV and LXV.
¹² E. J. Jurjii, Illumination in Islamic Mysticism, 1938.
¹³ K. Kraus, "Islamic Dogmatic Theology and Manicheism," at Urba, Bombay, 1: 24, 1947.
¹⁶ J. Raskas, Arabische Alchemisten, I, Chlid Ibn Yaqid Ibn Munawwar, Heidelberg, 1924.
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ibn Ḥayrān the first Suīfī. Kraus explains how Jābir, the alchemist, became interested in Sufism. He writes, "Alchemy is never practiced by Jābir for the object of accumulating wealth and acquiring the power of gold. Its real mission is to bring about salvation." And how was this possible? He continues to say that "Salvation in the Manichean sense means to oppose in all spheres of life the fatal mixture of light and darkness and to free the light from dark particles. The Manichean natural history, especially alchemy, aims at the great work of salvation."
authors have established that alchemy was indigenous to China. Among the older writers may be mentioned Martin, while the best historical evidence has been offered by Dube. From China alchemy reached Alexandria by the sea-route. In South China, the name of the dynasty that built the Great Wall is pronounced Ts'in, which became Tsin, the Arabic name for China. Likewise, the South Chinese term, kiu-ips, Gold-making Juice, became the loan-word kimja, upon which Schneider has published the most recent communication. It is probable that the word kimja, instead of having been borrowed direct from the Chinese, was taken over from Arabic into Greek, being Hellenized there as chemeia. This is how it was written, but very probably its pronunciation was similar to that of kimja. The pre-Islamic Arabs, bringing silk from South China, all along the sea-route, also imported Tsinen and alchemy as the cult of immortality. To the pagan mind alchemy made a special appeal and this explains how it came to be imported. Some of the Arab alchemists of the type of what we call fakers must have settled at Alexandria where it gradually spread mainly among monks and other ascetics. We have just seen that even centuries afterwards this character did not change for it was the monks who brought Alexandrian alchemy to Damascus.

Another way in which Chinese alchemy reached the Islamic world was over land-route. In Christianity one church tried to suppress another; and a community, speaking Syriac and calling themselves Nestorians, sought protection from outside and established an academy at Jundi-Shahr, in South-West Persia. The Nestorians migrated even up to China so that there must have been contact between the Nestorians of China and those of Persia. As an impact of Christianity upon Zoroastrianism there resulted the religion of Mani. The Manichaeans with their philosophy of dualism were close to the alchemists as they also believed in a similar doctrine. Briefly, Nestorian and Manichean Persia was in intimate contact with China and was responsible for a fresh influx of Chinese alchemy. The Jundi-Shahr academy was by no means dead during the reign of Harun al-Rashid to which period Jâbir also belonged. When Kraus and others notice that there was much in Jâbir that was not found in Greek alchemy we have to turn to Chinese influence in Persia at that time. The Beginning of Classical Islamic Alchemy—The Umayyads ruling from Damascus had become very unpopular. There were plots to replace them by the 'Abbâsî dynasty. Such agents were active as far east as the province of Khurâsân in Persia. One such emissary was Jâbir's father, Hayyân, a druggist by profession. Jâbir was born at Tûs, in Khurâsân, about 147/722, during the family's sojourn in Persia. When Jâbir was a mere boy, Hayyân was arrested for his activity and had to pay with his life. Khurâsân being the border province was a centre of foreign cultures like Mahâyana Buddhism and other schools of mysticism. It may be pointed out in this connection that it was again at Tûs, in Khurâsân, where Imâm Gházî, one of the great Muslim mystics, was born. Above all, we find in Jâbir one of the first persons to be formally called a Sufi and the first among Muslims to be recognized as the master of alchemy. Both alchemy and Sufism appear to come from the same source and to have long remained together. Some of those who have written upon the history of Sufism have noticed that in its early stages it flourished only where Neo-Platonism was found. Likewise, writers on the history of alchemy have also observed its earlier co-existence with Neo-Platonism. While Sufism and Neo-Platonism can be directly and easily connected with each other, as pertaining to the same system of thought, it requires inquiring into what alchemy originally was in order to admit that alchemy did not develop from one craft to another, from golding to goldmaking, but was a kind of applied mysticism. The Sufis wanted immortality in the next world by spiritual exercises; the alchemists wanted it by virtue of drugs in this world. This motive at once becomes evident by a study of Chinese alchemy which represents its earlier phase. Instead of associating Islamic alchemy with Alexandrian Neo-Platonism it is more fruitful to connect it with Manichaeism and with schools of mysticism influenced by Chinese mysticism. Khurâsân, rather than Egypt, was the centre from where Islamic alchemy got its real initiation. Between Khâlid ibn Yazîd and Jâbir ibn Hayyân was a period of seventy-five years. Historically, the political power shifted from Damascus to Baghdad. At this latter centre the so-called Persian influence, but really Chinese-Manichean doctrines, rapidly promoted Islamic alchemy. Those who compare Greek alchemy with that of Jâbir notice an obvious difference between the two. If comparison is made between the doctrines and achievements of Muslim alchemists with those of China, the difference is very much less. In so far as even the alchemy of Alexandria is Chinese, though a degenerated form of it, it still has features enough for it to stand comparison with that of China. With Jâbir begins a school of alchemy much nearer to its original source, with its centre at Tûs, instead of at Alexandria. The first feature to be noticed here is that the ideal seems to be not to make gold but to prepare panacean drugs. Jâbir's reputation as a physician grew after the services he had rendered at the Court of Harûn al-Rashîd. His alchemical writings on the contrary were misunderstood even by a savant like Ibn Khaldûn who remarked that they read like puzzles. The effect of the chemical mysticism, which was alchemy, was demonstrated in the form of life-saving oils; the theory of applied mysticism was obtained from other systems of mysticism, such as Sufism and Manichaeism. The existing literature shows that alchemy proposed to make gold only and this seems to be true of Greek alchemy. The Arab alchemists, like the original Chinese masters, worked upon 1300
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their preparations for making everything everlasting. When the omnipotent substance, iṣṭir or kišnûs, was applied to a base metal it became rust-proof and fire-proof, which meant it changed into gold. The same agent could also convert an ordinary stone into a permanent diamond. These features are not revealed in treatises on the history of alchemy and must be clearly pointed out.

Imām Jaʿfar al-Sādiq (81-148/700-765).—It will now be apparent how Jaʿbir would venerate a master of mysticism like Imām Jaʿfar al-Sādiq, the sixth Imām, who lived like an internee at Baghdiḍ. Of all the Imāms he was the greatest mystic. He was deeply interested in alchemy and even composed treatises on the subject. Importance is attached to him here mainly because Jaʿbir speaks of him as a Master and also because of the fact that alchemy and Sufism both aim at immortality. Since Jaʿbir was both a Sufi and an alchemist, he could have received initiation from the Imām at least as a mystic. Ruskā has edited a treatise attributed to the Imām and discussed his position in the history of alchemy, devoting an introduction of sixty pages to the problem.

Jaʿbir ibn Hayyān (104-200/722-815).—Our knowledge of Jaʿbir’s life is very sketchy. He was born at Tūs, in Khurāsān, about 104/722. He became an orphan while yet a boy and was brought up in the tribe of his father, And, which lived in South Arabia. Then we suddenly find him as a man of middle age active as a physician at the Court of Hārūn al-Raḥfīd and as a companion of Imām Jaʿfar al-Sādiq. His special patrons were Hārūn’s viziers, the Barnakīdās, who really introduced him to the Court. When the Barnakīdās fell into disfavour in 188/803, Jaʿbir, then over eighty years old, returned to Kūfah where he used to live before coming to Baghdiḍ. The early life of the man, say from twenty to thirty-five, must have been spent in the pursuit of alchemy probably at Tūs. If he had merely been born there he would have hardly been called al-Tūsī. Another designation of his, al-Sufi, also sets us inquiring as to where he acquired proficiency in this field. With Tūs as a common centre for both Sufism and alchemy, the search is reduced to the minimum. When he left Baghdiḍ immediately for Kūfah, as an old bachelor, he could have hardly found people with whom he was familiar. Without relatives and surviving friends, his life must have been that of a stranger and he must have migrated from Kūfah to Tūs where Sufism and alchemy were very much at home. According to one source, he died at Tūs, in 200/815, which appears most probable, at the ripe age of ninety-three.

Two centuries after his death some houses in a part of Kūfah where Jaʿbir used to live were demolished. The house which he used to occupy was found to contain a mortar of solid gold weighing two pounds and a half which went to the royal treasury of the time. This archaeological finding gives much reality to the personality of Jaʿbir with his many-aided features. Those who have been prejudiced in favour of Greek culture have nourished myths such as given by Thompson, who writes that “Jaʿbir is said to have been either a native of Mesopotamia or a Greek who afterwards embraced Mohammadanism.” The fact that this theory originated from Suidas, who lived in the fifth/eleventh century, and continued to appear as late as 1351/1023, when Thompson published his book, indicates the persistence of prejudice in favour of the Greek origin of alchemy.

The existing literature on the history of alchemy seems to be devoted mainly to textual criticism rather than to the subject proper. Hence, as late as 1833/1834 Hopkins recorded that “the fundamental work of fact-finding has been so difficult and time-consuming that no real history of alchemy has yet appeared.” The same judgment continued to be repeated, when Taylor wrote in 1871/1901 that “it may at once be said that alchemy still remains an unsolved problem.” And both these remarks apply even more forcibly to Muslim alchemy. We have not been told as yet what the Muslim alchemists were after and particularly what was meant by kišnûs and iṣṭir; whether they were identical or whether there was a subtle difference between them. What the Europeans of the Medieval Ages got as alchemy was the system developed by the Arabs immediately before them so that observations upon the alchemy of any of these two apply to either. “Paracelsus taught,” as words by Thompson, “that the object of alchemy was not to make gold, but to prepare medicines.” He is the founder in Europe of iatro-chemistry, but it is being maintained here that this has always been the character of alchemy and is best illustrated by the popularity Jaʿbir enjoyed among his contemporaries. The fact that Jaʿbir could indulge in the use of a golden mortar and yet live the life of a vegetarian, bachelor, and a Sufi ascetic shows how he was not concerned with the making of gold as a source of wealth. The other observation is from Liebig. Chickashehī writes, in this connection, that the long history of alchemy clearly shows, as Liebig remarked, that alchemy was never anything else than chemistry proper to its own generation.” If instead of “chemistry” and “astro-chemistry” as above we use the more familiar and precise term, pharmaceutical chemistry, then both Liebig and Paracelsus would be expressing the same idea. Here again, Jaʿbir’s career fully confirms the remarks of Paracelsus and Liebig.

Among those who spared no energy to study the writings of Jaʿbir may be mentioned the late Dr. Holmyard. He observes that “Jaʿbir ibn Hayyān has many claims to be considered the first to whom the title of chemist may have been applied.”

20 E. Sherwood Taylor, op. cit., p. 16.
21 C. J. S. Thompson, op. cit., p. 108.
22 Masumi Chikashige, Alchemy and Other Chemical Achievements of the Ancient Orient, 1936, p. 1.
legitimately be applied. Hopkins is even more eloquent in his tribute when he states that “... if all that has been deduced from the writings of Geber (the Europeanized name of Jābir) is true, he was one of the greatest single constructive influences in science, particularly in the science of metals, that the world has ever seen. Perhaps he should be ranked with Leibnitz for instituting a great revolution in the attitude of the educated people of his time towards the study of chemistry, especially in their attitude towards experiment. Whereas, since the days of Aristotle, to soil one’s hands with labour has been considered, except in Egypt, despicable and proper only for slaves, it is related that Geber had some success in teaching his friends at Court that laboratory methods are necessary and the only foundation for exact and reasonable science.” Respect to practical work which Jābir must have preached is confirmed by the converse having continued to exist even afterwards. Fück explains that “al-Nadim had no high opinion of Alchemy or of its adepts. Of a contemporary alchemist who was credited with having been successful, he tells us that he never found him otherwise than in straitened circumstances and dirt by reason of the chemical work he was in the habit of doing.”

We can now appreciate the wealth of praise due to Jābir. Hopkins rightly showers praises upon Jābir, the Master, who infused into his people a spirit for experimentation which raised the status of Muslim alchemists so much above others that later historians, like Schneider, could admit that “it is certain that no other people have pursued alchemy so with such persistent zeal as the Arabs.” The special urge on the part of the Arabs to devote to alchemy would be apparent from what follows. 

Kinstiga.—Man’s earlier medicines came from the plant world; herbalism was then the system of medicine. From this developed the notion that herbs could even make man immortal. The Aryans idealized the soma plant, the Iranians called it haoma; the Chinese believed in the mushroom chī; and the Hebrews in the tree of life. Late in this period must be reckoned the belief in a gold-making plant juice or kīn-iwa in the Hakka dialect of South China, the original of the Arabic term kīn-iwa. 

How Kinstiga worked.—The ancient religion of man was animism. Every substance, including trees and stones, was believed to have a body and a soul, and to be alive potentially. The soul was a highly refined matter, like a perfume, and it came from the sun. It was more of energy than matter, light, which, according to some physicists, has a corpuscular nature. The soul in turn was an emanation of the cosmic positive energy, called yang, in Chinese, meaning light, while in the universe there was also negative energy, called yin, meaning darkness. Matter was frozen yang energy, and it was difficult to convert matter into energy. Matter and spirit could form only a temporary union or mixture. But if matter received the impact of an energizing principle it was changed into reactive negative energy which would then unite with the positive energy, and the result would be a real compound or a permanent union. Even a drop of the gold-making juice was taken to be bubbling with yang energy so that if a coin of copper was heated with it its ineffective soul was expelled and the material body or copper was transformed into negative energy, and it combined with the soul or positive energy from the plant juice to make the resultant gold. Here the donor is exceptionally rich in yang energy and the ultimate transmutation of metals is due to it. Further, the donor belongs to the plant world. In countries like China and India, with their rich flora, alchemists did depend upon fresh herbs for the transformations they wished to bring about. This being denied to an alchemist like Jābir, he exploited mainly, if not entirely, minerals and metals instead; hence the importance given to inorganic raw materials and metals in the works of Arabian alchemists. Instead of kinstiga, inorganic preparations called istīra were used.

Kāfis.—It was necessary to describe how the minds of the alchemists worked in preparing a simple substance such as rūh (soul, spirit, or essence). Every substance, they must have felt, has a soul which remains like a tenant temporarily in the substance, the container of the soul. On heating the soul can be made to leave the body; on distilling the soul can be recovered more or less concentrated in the distillate. Thus a rose gives out its soul or rūh. The flower is now a dead body and the soul is its perfume or essence. When such an essence or rūh is taken as a drug it temporarily strengthens the body of the user, like blood-transfusion or an injection of glucose. The donor here gives only one of the two elements; the material body, the flower, is discarded. When the soul of the flower is introduced into the body of another receiver it is like the temporary transmigration of the soul which must repeat at every stage if the soul is not to disappear in space. 

Istīra.—Transmigration implies that the soul and the body do not come from the same source, the two are not permanently united, the balance between the positive energy contained in the foreign soul and the potentially negative energy existing in its present container is not ideal. All that is required is to convert the body into negative energy and reunite it with the soul previously separated from it. This is a regular act. For example, take common salt. It does not sublime. Now, if re-crystallized and mixed with alcohol, just as roses were mixed with water, and the mixture distilled, the essence of common salt evaporates along with the volatile vehicle, alcohol. The distillate is added again to the residual salt in the distilling vessel and the process of rectification is continued. A stage comes when all the salt becomes fluid, leaving no solid residue. This is the skār of common salt. The body, the material vehicle, has by now been converted into reactive energy,
negative in character, and its soul, as the positive energy, has combined with
it into an inseparable whole. Salt is a mixture of a material body, or of potential
negative energy, and a soul, the positive energy. Its īskīr contains a permanent
union or compound of positive energy coming from the soul and reactivates
negative energy or the transformed material body. Technically, two processes
were most necessary: distillation in the first instance, to isolate the soul,
the essence, or the positive element, and calcination, to purify the material
vehicle, in order to convert the potential energy into the reactive negative
element. Melting of metals is a very minor operation. In the case of an active
gold-making plant juice, calcining of copper is limited to gentle heating.
In the case of īskīr of common salt no separate calcining is necessary, repeated
distillation incorporates it. It is clear by now that īrāq or spirit contains one
element only, the positive, īskīr contains two, the positive element and the
negative one. Each of them belongs to the same substance and as much
must necessarily contain enough quanta of both to balance like exact opposites
or rather like exact supplements. When these results, the substance behaves
like a spirituous preparation, sublimable, volatile, atomized, or potinized. Now
being all energy, it represents a permanent union, inseparable for ever. When
taken as a drug it makes the patient like itself, tending to become permanent.
Naturally, according to the original substance, the total energy content
in different cases differs and īskīr also vary in their pharmacological properties.
In any case an īskīr is stronger than the spirit or īrāq. Whereas kīmiya is
a natural substance, īskīr is an artificial one. To meddle with the gold-making
juice in any way would be to destroy its virtues, whereas īskīr can be pro-
duced only by chemical processes, above all by distillation and calcination.
Because substances like common salt are made to distill along with alcohol,
such heterogeneous mixtures as contained alcohol were accordingly termed “elixirs” by European alchemists of the Middle Ages. It will be apparent why
Jābir talked mostly, if not solely, of īskīr and not of kīmiya, its synonym. How
īskīr has been made to come from the Greek word, kēron, merely meaning
dry, cannot be explained. By constitution īskīr was taken to be the purified
body with its soul retured to it. It was a revived body and a returned soul,
where the two, on becoming identical, represented a third substance. The
picture was essentially the same as that of man after resurrection. The
soul would return to the dead body which would revive and hereafterward
remain immortal. But the revived person would be a regular mutation, his
body feeling neither thirst nor hunger. He would be like a spirit or ghost
with a body no longer composed of matter. Īrāq represents such a substance,
matter to look at but in fact become energy, and, what is important, also a
donor of energy.
Whatever the substance īskīr may have been, its use mainly decide its
virtues. Jābir prepared īskīrs from one substance after another and as an
indescendable worker could not avoid studying the properties of inorganic
acids into which he tried to dissolve his metals to purify them, instead of

The word īskīr is the equivalent of the Greek word kēron, meaning “dry.” It is also the Arabic word for “elixir” or “quintessence.” Jābir’s use of īskīr as a term for a preparation containing the soul or spirit of a substance is similar to the use of the term in European alchemical literature. Īrāq, on the other hand, is the Arabic word for “spirit” or “spiritual essence.”

metling them alone or along with other metals. In India the metals were
never purified by the use of inorganic acids but mainly by calcining them with
boiled extracts of herbs. In order to have substitute a plant extracts or organic
acids Jābir prepared inorganic acids not for their own sake but for making
īskīrs. His experiments spread over a wide range of substances. The preparations
resulting from them must have maintained Jābir’s enthusiasm and made him
a master. Holmyard, a chemist and an author of standard text-books on
chemistry, after a careful study of Jābir, rightly states that “like painting
which reached its highest pitch of perfection while still in its infancy, Islamic
alchemy never surpassed the level it attained with one of its exponents,
Jābir ibn Hayyān.” We can represent him as a noble soul, seeing diseases all
over, feeling no herbs to treat them with, and so taking with a vengeance to
minerals as the only source of supplying remedies. Enthusiasm born under
such circumstances, incorporating the personality of the worker and the
poverty of the country reacting upon it, resulted in the achievement with
which the world today remembers the name of Jābir. Those who do not know
what īskīrs mean, certainly not mere powders, cannot imagine the deep
urge for or high aim in making them. At every stage we have to remember
that Jābir was an ascetic-bachelor and a mystic-Sufi; acquisition of wealth
or making of bullion gold could never have been his motive. In the absence
of the right perspective much energy has been wasted in trying to separate
historical data from Jābirian legends. What is still required is to isolate
alchemy proper from Jābir’s writings. Writers on alchemy, rather on
Alexandrian alchemy, have rightly attached full importance to the early
record of the word chemia. Likewise, in dealing with the history of Muslim
contribution to alchemy we feel that the introduction of the word īskīr
played an even more significant role. Jābir apparently used it for the first
time and demonstrated its claims. Parsiacus is credited with having founded
astro-chemistry or having taught that the real aim of alchemy was to prepare
medicines and not to make gold. Jābir would have been surprised to hear that
alchemy was anything but that, and his īskīrs anything but highly potent,
we may say, omnipotent and multipurpose drugs. Kraus has translated from
Arabic into German a text revealing what īskīr can prove to be; an extract
from it has also been rendered into English by Holmyard. Hārūn al-Raḍḍ’s
ministers belonged to the Barmakid family. One of them, Yahya, was
much devoted to a lady in his harem. She fell ill. The case ultimately
became so hopeless that Jābir was sent for. The report as coming from
Jābir himself maintains: “I had a certain īlīr with me, so I gave her
a draught of two grains of it in three ounces of vinegar and honey and
in less than half an hour she was as well as ever. And Yahya fell at my

31 E. J. Holmyard, Alchemy, p. 70.
32 Ibid.
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foot and kissed them, but I said, 'Do not do so, O my brother! And he asked about the uses of the dixir and I gave him the remainder of it and explained how it was employed, whereupon he applied himself to the study of science and persevered in it until he knew many things.' Having demonstrated such a dramatic achievement it is impossible for any sane person to have found interest in making gold instead. Jabir’s alchemy consisted only in preparing ḫisar or wonder-drugs which were more precious than gold.

The Philosophers’ Stone (Bājr Mukarram).—The preparation which marks the zenith of alchemical achievement is the Benevolent Stone (bājr mukarram). The alchemists called themselves philosophers or ḫikās as opposed to physicians or ḫisḥ. The Alchemist’s Stone was correctly paraphrased as the Philosophers’ Stone. This is the genesis of the term. In the historic survey of the chemical arts of China by Li, we read that “Chin-tan, an alchemical term in Chinese, first appearing in Po-pi’s text (a work composed about 317–332 A.D.), comes to refer to a drug or dixir which was prepared by the alchemists for prolonging life and transmuting metals. It reminds us of the Philosophers’ Stone because this was considered to have the same effect as Chin-tan. . . .”

The language of the ancient alchemists is very hard to understand [a confusion recalling the judgment of Ibn Khaldun upon Jabir]. It is supposed that ītisar may have consisted of mercury, sulphur, lead, etc., a compound or mixture prepared in accordance with a theory not unlike that of Jabir, who supposed that every metal contained mercury and sulphur. The admission seems to be to the effect that the theory, that metals are composed of mercury and sulphur, did exist in China but in a vague form. Taking the simpler notion first, with Jabir all metals including gold were composed of mercury and sulphur. Davis states that, “for the Chinese alchemists, positive yang was lead instead of sulphur, negative yin was mercury.” Jabir died in about 184/800. The Chinese alchemist, Chang Po-tuan, living later in 373–475/983–1082, still maintained the ancient Chinese theory that “our fellow workers must be able to recognize true lead and mercury.” It is, therefore, clear that Jabir borrowed a theory as known to the Chinese but improved upon it, keeping mercury as the one element and changing the other from lead to sulphur.

The surprising feature of the Sulphur/Mercury theory about the origin of metals is that it has not been challenged by experimenters who have melted metals, calcined them, and even sublimated at least arsenic and mercury compounds. That they should have believed that iron consisted of sulphur and mercury, and that even gold consisted of the same elements, has received no explanation so far. The primitive man accepted blood as the life-giving principle

and further believed that its red pigment was the real agent. Thus redness was taken to be the active principle so that any red substance could generate blood. Of all red substances cinnabar was the nearest approach to blood in colour. When it was established by actual synthesis that cinnabar consists of mercury and sulphur, its elements came to be considered to be the elements of all metals. Animism assumed that even metals were living things, having a soul as well as a body. When negative energy froze it becomes matter and the body of the metal consists of it. The soul is represented by the positive element, one which is sublimable so that it can permeate the material body. Lead is not volatile, sulphur is; hence the Lead/Mercury theory was essentially defective and the justification of the Sulphur/Mercury modification. Further, lead and mercury do not produce a red compound, while sulphur and mercury do. But if Jabir’s theory is a modification of a previous Chinese theory, how is it that in its original form it accepted lead and mercury as the elements of metals? What was required as the end-product was redness, and theorising depended upon this result. Lead heated by itself oxidises in the air to red lead or minium. Likewise, mercuric oxide is obtained as red, orange, or yellow powder, consisting of minute crystals. Thus, the Chinese theory was, indeed, properly conceived, but it failed to include a spiritual element like sulphur, while lead obviously was not.

Alchemy as a philosophical system is based on a dualism, postulating that everything consists of two elements, of light (yang in Chinese) and darkness (yin). When the metals were ascribed their constitution, sulphur and mercury were to be taken respectively as positive (yang) and negative (yin) elements. And the realistic basis of this theory, as has been explained, came from the actual knowledge of what constituted cinnabar and the identification of cinnabar with blood. When the cosmic forces, yang and yin, are in perfect balance, it means yin exists as a negative creative energy and not as frozen matter, while yang naturally always remains spiritual; the result of their union is like that of two substances, identical in nature but oppositely charged, like positive and negative electricity. The resultant is everlasting. Pure sulphur and pure mercury are imagined to be existing as energy, even though they may not appear to be so, and their resultant, when ideal or when the two are perfectly balanced, means an everlasting union, which is gold. According to another tenet of animism, like makes like; gold, the everlasting metal, as a drug makes the consumer also immortal. Gold remaining in mines for millions of years loses this property of donation, its negative element, mercury, having become less spiritual or more material; hence gold, as a drug, must be freshly prepared. Better still it must be in a stage prior to its becoming gold, so to say, in a nascent stage when it is the ḫisar of gold, a ferment-like substance which will convert any metal into gold. This is the Philosophers’ Stone, converting matter into energy, energising the material or the negative element until it comes to the same level as its positive or spiritual element.

We, thus, see that ḫisar or spirit consists of only the positive element, the
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Jâbir being a mystic incorporates numerology into his alchemy, a fact discussed by some writers, above all by Stapleton.41 According to him, the square with the nine circles was found as a motif near Nineveh as early as 4000 B.C. But in China also from at least the seventh century B.C., if not actually from the eleventh century B.C., the nine rooms of the square of the Imperial Temple had assigned to them the first nine numbers arranged in the actual order of those numbers in the simplest Magic Square. Even Jâbir's numerology can thus be safely classed as Chinese in origin.

The Emerald Table of Hermes.—Among Jâbir's writings, Holmyard first discovered in 1342/1023 the Arabic original of the famous Latin work bearing the above name. It deals with the phenomenon of change in nature, a typical Thalidemian idea, couched in phrases like those used in the following quotation from it: "That which is above is like that which is below and that which is below is like that which is above." Such mystical statements are more decorative than illustrative in any other context.

Turba Philosophorum.—A Latin work of this title was very popular with European alchemists. It contained many names which were cited by Jâbir in one of his books. On that account Enka, in 1302/1053, proved that there should be an Arabic original of the Turba and this was confirmed by Stapleton by indicating that a fourth/tenth-century authority, ibn 'Umal, (see later) quoted passages from it. Plessner having studied the problem exhaustively says, as quoted by Holmyard,42 that "It is the three-fold result of the cosmological discussion, the Qur'ân Creator-God, the unified world, the four elements (heat, cold, dryness, and humidity) that give the discussion its clear direction towards the chief subject of the Turba, alchemy." From the contents of the two classical works of medieval alchemy, the Turba and the Emerald Table, incorporated in Jâbir's writings, the reputation he enjoyed in the Middle Ages can be easily visualized.

Al-Râzî (c. 251-313/665-925).—Engaged as he was in preparing elixirs, Jâbir was called upon as a consultant to use them when ordinary drugs had proved ineffective. On the contrary, Abu Bakr Muhammad ibn Zakariya al-Râzî, an account of whose philosophy has been given in Volume I (Chapter XXI) of the present work, was a physician by profession. At the age of thirty he went to Bagdad, where the achievements of Jâbir must have been narrated almost as miracles. Al-Râzî could not but have been inspired by the tradi tion existing at Bagdad in favour of Jâbir's elixirs. At Bagdad he decided to become a physician. As a Muslim alchemist he comes next only to Jâbir. His fame in the medical world became so high that he was consulted when a hospital at Bagdad was being extended and ultimately became its chief physician. Holmyard unwittingly remarks that "like the majority of physicians of medieval times, Râzî was led to the study

42 E. J. Holmyard, Alchemy, Pelican Book Series, 1937, p. 78.
43 H. E. Stapleton, op. cit., p. 41.
46 E. J. Holmyard, Alchemy, p. 83.
of alchemy.” In fact, alchemy has been nothing else but pharmaceutical chemistry and the physicians of those times had to prepare their own medicines. When Rāzi decided to become a physician he was probably attracted by the reports about elixirs. In other words, he became an alchemist first and a physician afterwards. Among his writings only one book dealing with alchemy has reached us. It is entitled “The Book of the Secret of Secrets” translated into German by Ruak.43 “Stapelton,” says Holmward,44 “places Rāzi on an intellectual level with Galileo and Boyle.” There is an illuminating article on al-Rāzi and alchemy by Heym,45 where we read that “bodies are composed of invisible elements and of empty space that lay between them. These atoms were eternal and possessed a certain size.” The statement reminds us of the modern explanation of the structure of crystals. Rāzi accented Jābir’s Sulphur-Mercury-Mercury theory of the constitution of metals but Heym says that “in the same way the attribute of salinity enters into Rāzi’s scheme.” He comments at the same time that “without doubt it is here [with Rāzi] that the origin of the modern pharmacopoeias of alchemy with its three elements—mercury, salt, and sulphur—can be found which reappear later in Europe and play such an important part in the history of Western alchemy.” Without mentioning Rāzi’s name, Thompson46 writes, “This Sulphur-Mercury doctrine was accepted by most alchemists until about the twelfth century, when the theory was extended by the addition of a third elementary principle, to which the name “salt” was given. It was believed to be a basic principle which gave solidity and resistance to fire. Mercury was considered to be the connecting link between the spirit and the body, and the element on which depended blood and life.” The source of the Sulphur-Mercury-Salt theory not mentioned in Thompson is revealed by Redgrove,47 who writes that “Isaac Hollandus appears to be the earliest known writer who makes mention (c. 1602/1652) of the famous Sulphur-Mercury-Salt theory.” Thompson places the theory in the twelfth century; Redgrove makes it seventeenth century; while Rāzi, the real author of it, lived in the third/ninth century. An explanation can also be offered as to how an alchemist of Holland came to be credited as the proponent of this modified theory. Heym writes that “in Europe throughout the Middle Ages until the seventeenth century, Rāzi’s works on medicine were still part of the curriculum at Dutch Universities.”

It has been casually indicated that alchemy as a system of thought is based on dualism which characterizes Manichaeism and which was at its best in China. At any rate, al-Rāzi was so much influenced by dualism that Heym says, “al-Rāzi was also called a Manichaeus,” though he gives a different

47 C. J. S. Thompson, op. cit., p. 69.
48 H. S. Redgrove, Alchemy, Ancient and Modern, 1922, p. 54.
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explanation for this application of his. Where Rāzi continued the tradition of Jābir, which rightly made an appeal to the judgment of Hopkins, was his love for practical work. Heym states that “even though al-Rāzi in his alchemy was not strictly empirical in our sense of the word, his great work mentioned above is a book of experiments; it is a book of practical alchemy. . . . There it can be said that al-Rāzi is the creator of a new alchemy for he seems to be the first to have transformed theoretical alchemy into a new strictly scientific system. Or, to be more definite, al-Rāzi transformed alchemy for the first time into a new and strictly scientific system.” To a practising physician and to one who was not a mystic like Jābir, it was practical phase of alchemy, which was inorganic pharmaceutical chemistry of the age, that naturally appealed most.

Ibn ‘Unayt (1240–1325–1330—1327–1328) — Europeans in the Middle Ages had Latinized the names Jābir into Geber and Rāzi into Rasis or Rhazes, and these easily passed on as those of their own masters in science and medicine. The greatest medical authority of the Muslim world was also “All Sina whose name was likewise adapted as Aviceera. Some physicians call him the Shāhī, meaning the Prince of Physicians. His career shows nothing revolutionary like that of Rāzi. He studied medicine in the routine way and became proficient enough to treat patients even by the age of sixteen. Being a genius he was called by one prince after another from Baghdad to Iran and served them even as a vizier. Enjoying Court life in every sense of the word, luxury above all, he could have hardly found time to experiment as a pharmacist. In his classic entitled the “Canon of Medicine,” some seven hundred and fifty drugs are mentioned, but they are all simples or individual drugs, vegetable, animal, and mineral in origin. None of them are of the class of high potency or synthetic inorganic chemicals, or iktar. In his writings alchemy is discussed but critically. As a physician he believed in a substance changing base metals into gold.

Ibn ‘Unayt (250–300)/864–912) — In a short contribution on the subject such as this we have to be strict in selecting the representatives of Islamic alchemy. In doing so we have dealt with authors whose works were translated into Latin during the Middle Ages. These are, so to say, the masters who served as progenitors of European alchemy. Now, Davis48 has tried to prove by the common contents and even the common Illustrations of the works on the subject that the alchemy of medieval Europe is almost identical with that of China. To connect European alchemy with that of the Chinese, it becomes necessary to place Islamic alchemy as the real connecting link between the two. It would at once explain a continuity of thought and give a complete sketch of the evolution of alchemy. As depicted at present, there seem to be at least two different systems of alchemy isolated and unconnected. For this reason we wish to mention one more author whose work was translated into Latin and printed in 1035/1622. He is Ibn ‘Unayt.
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Stapleton and his colleagues have edited ‘Umayil’s three Arabic texts and also the Latin translation in 1022/1612, along with copious notes which together make the presentation a model of scholarship. When we compare ‘Umayil’s treatise with an original European work on alchemy, Splendor Solis, a classic in itself, by Solomon Trismegis, composed about 996/1612, we get the impression that the contents and even the style of presentation are the same in both the works. The influence of alchemical literature in Arabic on medieval European writers becomes thereby quite evident.

Our present contribution will serve its purpose better if we indulge in offering in modern pharmacology what these alchemists were actually after. It is a problem of science to explain how one form of energy is converted into another, e.g., heat into light. Likewise, a far greater problem, but of the same category, is to explain how matter changes into energy and vice versa. Ibn ‘Umayil, like a typical alchemist, expresses this as follows: ‘Turn bodies into non-bodies and non-bodies into bodies.’ Ibriq was the energizing principle which could sublimate matter into energy. This was with regard to bodies only. The aim was to energize the human body to make it immortal. When the soul is strengthened and the body merely reconditioned and not thoroughly purified, life is only prolonged. The agent that purifies the human body can purify the body of a base metal as well. With a purified body man metamorphoses into an immortal being capable of flying about in the air, as Davi has clearly emphasized. With the purified body a base metal mutates into an everlasting form which is gold. Alchemical improvement ended in the permanency of form. Thus, the active agent behaved in one and the same way, converting impure body into sublime energy, resulting in man’s immortality and in the synthesis of gold. This is what Ibn ‘Umayil actually meant.

Jabir ibn Hayyan (d. 701/1300).—The last authority we propose mentioning here is Jabir. One of his works, ‘End of Search,’ has been the subject of detailed study by Dr. M. Taqsimi of Teheran—a study which was accepted as a thesis for Doctorate by London University in 1904. Unfortunately, the thesis has not yet been published. But Holmyard summarizes it by saying, ‘There is a great deal of similarity between the ideas contained in the quotations of Jabir given in the ‘End of Search’ and those found in the Latin works of Geber but the correspondence is not sufficiently close to establish a definite affiliation.’ Our problem has been to find how, from author to author, alchemy has actually progressed. After al-Batr and at the most after ‘Umayil we find repetition of what had been said before in different words and with other
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illustrations. No wonder that Holmyard justly observes that “after Jabir there is no outstanding figure in Muslim alchemy.”

Alchemy in Other Islamic Countries.—No writer to our knowledge has spoken of alchemy by Muslims outside the schools of Damascus and Baghdad. What about the impact of local schools of alchemy upon Muslims living in India, Burma, Indonesia, and elsewhere? Dr. Maung Htin Aung, Vice-Chancellor of Rangoon University, speaks as follows: “Some members of the Burmese Science Association may be (and among those who consider the Burmese alchemy to be a charlatan and an impostor. But I will plead with you to spare him a sigh. Of all the religious cults that existed in Burma before the advent of Buddhism, alchemy was the noblest. Like modern science, Burmese alchemy aimed at the conquest of nature, and discovering for suffering humanity a way to preserve the human body in its vigour and beauty.” Jabirian alchemy was certainly that and it is impossible to think that any two systems incorporating such ideas did not fuse.
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Chapter LXVI

NATURAL HISTORY

A

Inasmuch as the sciences studied in any traditional civilization, that is, one based upon a divine revelation, depend upon the metaphysical and religious bases of that civilization, Muslim sciences have always echoed and reflected the central Islamic doctrine of unity (wahādīd). Just as the Islamic religious and moral sciences have begun from and returned to the idea of divine unity, the natural sciences have tried to discover the interrelation of all created beings. It is a general feature of all medieval cosmological sciences1 that they seek to express the "unity of all that exists." Especially in the Muslim natural sciences this goal has been central, and the idea of the unity of nature and the interrelatedness of all parts of the universe has remained as a complement to and necessary consequence of the oneness of the Creator. Since the most legitimate and meaningful way of studying a science is with respect to its ultimate aim and from the point of view of those who have cultivated it, we shall best understand the Muslim sciences if we keep in mind that their primary aim, unlike that of the modern natural sciences which are only analytical and quantitative, has been to arrive at the unity lying behind the veil of multiplicity of natural forms by a synthetic and qualitative study of nature.2

This search for unity is clearly manifested in a general science like natural history. As studied by the Muslims, natural history covers a large number of fields and includes not only such subjects as geology, botany, zoology,

1 By cosmological sciences we mean all sciences dealing with the cosmos, including the natural sciences. The traditional sciences should, properly speaking, be divided into the metaphysical, dealing with God and suprasensible realities, and the cosmological, dealing with beings in the cosmos. See T. Burckhardt, "Nature et la perspective cosmologique," Etudes Traditionelles, Vol. XLIX, 19-48, p. 216-19.

2 See Syed Hossein Naser, introduction to the section on "Muslim Sciences" in the Mentor Foundations of Scientific Thought, Vol. II, Signet Books, New York, (in press). In his famous ʿAjāʾib al-Makhlūqāt (The Wonders of Creation), Ibn Yāhūya Zakariyya al-Qurānī writes that the presence of divine wisdom in every atom of the universe and in all forms of multiplicity is itself a proof of divine unity, and quotes the famous verse "وَذَٰلِكَ جَنَبُ اللَّهِ عَلَى نَفْسِهِ" (that His sign exists in all things is a proof of His unity).
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to learn moral and spiritual lessons from the phenomena of nature is, therefore, legitimate from the point of view of Islam because it is spiritually meaningful and fulfills a need, whereas finding the weight of a certain leaf of a tree to be so many grams is from this point of view a secondary and unimportant inquiry unless it leads to higher knowledge. The modern criticism of Muslim natural historians on this point is, therefore, unjust and based on a misapprehension of their point of view.

There is yet another aspect of Muslim natural history which is difficult to understand from the modern point of view. It is the description of strange animals and plants and magical properties of nature which the medieval authors seem to have recorded so credulously. One finds similar accounts in ancient books like Pliny's Historia Naturalis. The creatures described in these texts, which appear strange today, are of several types. One type is of strange animals, especially sea animals, which could certainly have existed but later became very rare of which the extinct and the description of which seems fantastic now for they can no longer be observed. Another type is of animals and plants like the dragon, unicorn, and mandarine, which originally had symbolic meaning only, but the symbolism of which in certain cases was so forgotten that they came to be erroneously described as living creatures.4

As to the apparent frequency of "strange" phenomena within nature and the innocence with which medieval authors recorded them, it must be noted that the minds of those people were not as "hardened" as those of the moderns, and that nature in turn then was not taken to be so "dunce" and "cogulated" and far separated from its psychic aspect as now. Therefore, while reading ancient and medieval texts it should be kept in mind that just as the people of those ages, like the people of certain parts of Asia, Africa, and America today, regarded nature from a point of view different from that of modern science, nature also revealed an aspect of itself to them different from that which it reveals to those moderns whose mental constitution is no longer capable of receiving nature's more subtle elements. There is, of course, much misinformation due to narrative and exaggerated style characteristic of the poetic mind of many Muslims. But on the whole most of the contents of Muslim natural history can be understood in terms either of direct observation of physical realities or of symbols, i.e., the description of the subtle aspects of nature the reality of which is not in any way affected because the modern

4 Many medieval authors, especially certain alchemists, wrote quite aware of animal and plant symbolism and were conscious of what they were writing.

5 It is difficult for many to conceive of the possibility that nature and its laws may not always have been the same, but there is no logical or scientific reason to prove that they have been uniform. In fact, uniformity is one of the assumptions upon which the historical aspects of modern science are based. On the other hand, sacred texts and metaphysical doctrines point to the "cyclic" change both in nature and in man's psychic and moral structure. R. Gossen, The Reign of Quantity and the Signs of the Times, Luzac & Co., London, 1933, and F. Schon, Les Stations de la Sagesse, La Barque du Soleil, Paris, 1938, pp. 119ff.

B

Types of writings which contain material on natural history, particularly on plants and animals that form the centre of our interest in this chapter, are quite diverse. Muslim authors have rarely had a taste for over-specialization so that one finds a discussion of the plant and the animal kingdoms not only in scientific texts but also in literary, historical, philosophical, and theological works. More specially, the sources for natural history include the writings of historians, geographers and travellers, physicians, alchemists, philosophers, encyclopedists, cosmographers, moralists, theologians, and Sufis, and, of course, authors writing specifically on the subject of natural history.

The Turi无比 at al-Makri, the universal history of Tabari, the Kitab al-Bulandin, the book of countries of Yaqub ibn al-Baladhuri, the Kitab al-Rijal at al-Turitik of Magnini, the Muruj al-Dhabab and Kitab al-Tanbih al-Ijhab of Makridi, the Turi无比 at al-Makri of Juvaini, and the geography of al-Abu 'Abd Allah ibn al-Ishki, all dealing with history and geography, contain valuable sections on natural history. Moreover, they provide, on the one hand, the perspective of time in the light of which Muslims have viewed the life of all creatures, a time stretching between the creation and the final annihilation of the universe on the Last Day, and, on the other, they mention the geographical setting, the seven climates, and other terrestrial conditions which form the matrix of natural history. They demonstrate, further, how closely the study of plants and animals is bound up with that of the other parts of the universe, both terrestrial and celestial,5 and how the history of nature is intrinsically related with the history of man as well as with sacred history.

Another source for the knowledge of natural history comes from the many books of travel which survive from that period of Islamic history when the Muslim world was still more or less united and travelling from one place to another was easy. The accounts of the travels of Abu al-Hasan al-Maghribi, Ibn Jubair, and


6 Muslim natural historians not only divided the earth into several climates, each with its own flora and fauna in conformity with its particular terrestrial condition, but further assigned each climate to a particular planet which acted as the archetype and "guardian angel" for that particular climate. For an example of this astrological theory, see Ibn Mardiyah to the Kitab al-Safa, Cairo, 1928, I, pp. 116ff. and P. Duham, Le systeme de monde, Vol. II, A. Hermann et fils, Paris, 1914, pp. 267ff.
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Biruni, Naṣr Khurram, and Ibn Batūtah, to mention a few names, provide a wealth of information on plants and animals which these men observed themselves or the accounts of which they heard from others. The interpretation which they gave to their observations varied greatly, depending on their knowledge and experience as travellers. One often finds simple description as in the case of Masʿūdi, or detailed physical observation and inference based upon it as in the case of Biruni, or philosophical and metaphorical reflection upon natural forms as is found in the writings of Naṣr Khurram.

Besides these land travellers, there were several ocean travellers like Sulaymān the Merchant, who in the third/ninth century journeyed by sea to the coast of China and described many of the wonders of the Indian Ocean and the Chinese coast, and Shihāb al-Dīn ibn Mājid, Sulaymān ibn Māhīt, and Fīrūz Tabī, who in the ninth/fifteenth and tenth/sixteenth centuries travelled extensively through the Mediterranean Sea and Indian Ocean and gave a detailed description of these areas. The accounts of sea animals found in books of natural history and the fables of the sea encountered so often in Arabic Nights, Sindibād Nāmeh, and other collections of stories, both Arabic and Persian, were originally taken from the accounts of the sea travels of merchants, adventurers, and occasionally military men who roamed the then known extremities of the world.

Another source of natural history, considered from quite another aspect of our subject, is medicine. Muslim medicine, the heir both to the Greek and to the Indian science of medicine, has always had a general theory of living beings; nearly all medical treatises have included in their introduction a general treatment of the constitution (mushāj) of animals, which provides a major source of information for the internal structure of animals and the functioning of their organs. Moreover, since much of the treatment of diseases in Muslim medicine is based on plants, medical books have usually contained sections on pharmacology treating of the medical properties of plants. In fact, one may say that, apart from the metaphysical and philosophical study of plants and animals, most of Muslim research in botany and zoology has been in the service of pharmacology, agriculture, medicine, and animal husbandry. The important medical treatises like 'All al-Taḥāri Firdaws al-Hikmah (The Paradise of Wisdom), Muḥammad Zakariyā Ṣārī's al-Bāri (Continens), and Ibn Sīnā's Qānūn (Canon) contain important chapters on zoology and botany.

Alchemy, a subject closely allied to medicine and botany in ancient times and later identified more with the study of the mineral kingdom, has also much to contribute to natural history. In Chinese alchemy we find a close link between the elixir and the plant life; certain modern scholars have even suggested that the Arabic word khwaja itself, from which the English word alchemy is derived, comes from the Chinese Chien-Ts, meaning the gold-making juice of a plant. Whatever the validity of this theory may be, there is no doubt that plant and animal symbolism has a major role to play in alchemy as the writings of so many alchemists like Jāhir ibn Ḥayyān or in the Western world Flamel and Basil Valentine demonstrate. In Muslim alchemy certain authors like Jāhir have written specific treatises on plants and animals dealing with their hidden and "occult" qualities. Authors writing on the esoteric sciences (al-ḥikmah al-gharbīyya), like Jāhir, Ṣāmī al-Dīn al-Bīnī, and Jīdākhī have all written treatises dealing with the psychic and symbolic aspects of both plants and animals and their influence on man's physical, psychic, and spiritual life.

The philosophers have also treated plants and animals in their general consideration of the world of "generation and corruption," to use the terminology of Aristotle. It must be kept in mind that medieval philosophy is based upon the ideas of hierarchy and the chain of Being which begins from the One and through the angelic and intellectual orders descends to material manifestations, to rise once again through the mineral, plant, and animal kingdoms to the origin of all things. The philosophers, especially the systematic Peripateticians (Maṣḥūṭīyān), therefore, have always entered into a discussion of plants and animals from the point of view of their place in the great chain of Being. We find examples of this type of discussion not only in the Peripatetics like Fīrūz, ibn Sīnā, and Ibn Rushd but also in the philosophers of the Illuminist (taḥtātī) school like Subkawārī Maqālī and Muṣṭaṣṣuddī, and in Sunni and Shiʿah theologians like al-Būzjānī and Khwājah Nāṣir al-Dīn al-Tūsī. The most detailed and profound scientific account of plants and animals in these philosophical treatises appears in Ibn Sīnā's Shifā' (Ṣaffāṣīya), the greatest encyclopedia of philosophy and science ever written by one man. Here, ibn Sīnā deals not only with the place of plants and animals in the cosmic hierarchy but also with their morphology, genesis, and growth. Sections seven and eight of the Shifāʾ on natural philosophy (ṭadbīrāt) are among the most important pages of medieval natural history.

Writings similar to the Shifāʾ in the universality of their subject-matter, but not so strictly systematized, are a number of encyclopedias which have been popular from the very early centuries of Islam. We find an early example of these in the Book of Treasures of Job of Edessa written at the end of the second Islamic century. More important works are the Raṣūlī of the Ikhwān al-Jawzāʾī, the Encyclopedia of the Knowledge of Things As Found in Baghdad in c. 817 A.D. or Book of Treasures of Job of Edessa, Cambridge, 1955.
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al-Sufi's containing a wealth of information on plants and also on animals drawn from Indian, Persian, and Greek sources and integrated into a vast metaphysical and philosophical panoply. Also of great importance for natural history is the encyclopedia of Mustafa Qazwini entitled Nasab al-Qulub (Delights of the Heart), written in Persian in the eighteenth/fourteenth century, which includes sections on plants and animals.25 Other works of this kind include the Kitab al-Antill (Book of Primordial Knowledge) and al-Najat al-Usud al-Mahimah li 'Umar Janamak (the encyclopedia of sciences) of Abul-rahman al-Shaybani, the ninth/eighteenth-century historian, and the Kanz al-
Za'ur (The Clearing of Doubt) of Haji Khalifah dealing mostly with scholars of all types including scientists of the medieval period. All these encyclopedias contain some sections on plants and animals while some like the Nuzhat al-
Qulub and the Rasul'il have large chapters devoted specifically to natural history.

Works on cosmography are in a way similar to encyclopedias, but usually they do not cover as many subjects. Moreover, they are concerned more directly with the creation of the world and its subsequent development as well as with the wonders of nature. This genre of writing became popular especially during the later centuries, the most famous examples being the Jami' al-Mahtab (The Wonders of Creation) of Abu Yahiya Zakariya al-Qazwini and the Najat al-Dahr (Choice of the Times) of Ibn al-Din al-Dimashqi, both written in the seventeenth/thirteenth century. These works represent a combination of natural history and mythology and provide an excellent model of the attitude of the Muslim mind, which takes nature to be as displaying at every turn the power and wisdom of the Creator.

To mention all the sources for natural history, one should include the moral, theological, and Sufic texts in which the life and qualities of plants and animals are studied with the aim of learning a moral and spiritual lesson from them. Such use of natural history, particularly of the life of animals is very frequent in Oriental literature as for example in the Kalila wa Dimna,14 the Shahnama Nizam al-Din Farabi, the Thousand and One Nights, and the Ghalibin of Sa'di. Likewise, in certain theological texts animals are discussed in the light of their moral virtues. The famous Kitab al-Rifaya (Book of Animals) of al-
Jahiz is above all a theological and moral discussion about animals.15 In Sufi

14 An interesting section of the Rasul'il dealing with the discussion between man and animals has been translated into English as "Dialogue between Man and the Animals," by J. Platis, W. H. Allen Co., London, 1869.
16 This famous book of tales about the animals is the Sumarii Panahatatsa translated into Saharawi and later into Arabic by ibn al-Maqqali. Various versions of it in Arabic and Persian like Amad-i Nababi of Hosain Wa'el Kishish have remained very popular throughout the centuries.
17 This genre of writing has continued to recent times. A work called Insan wa Haiyad (Men and Animals) by Hijji Mulla Ismail ibn Husain written during
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writings also, plants and animals are discussed in the light of their cosmic qualities and in relation to the initiate's (safaq's) journey through the cosmos. In these works plants and animals appear primarily in the light of their symbolic aspects which represent realities of a universal order. The Maqsimar of Mustana Jalal al-Din Rumi is particularly rich in this respect. There is also the Manafi al-Tair (Conference of the Birds) of Barid al-Din A'ttir in which the whole spiritual quest of the Sufi disciple for the divine presence is presented in the language of thirty birds, each symbolizing a particular spiritual type.

Finally, among writings dealing with natural history, there are works devoted almost exclusively to plants and animals,18 constituting perhaps the most important sources of our knowledge of natural history. We mention here a few of these texts. These works concern agriculture, pharmacoology, and botany, all dealing with plants, and zoology and animal husbandry.

In agriculture, the filalat al-Nabatiyyah (Nabatean Agriculture) of Ibn Wabashyyah is the most influential of all Muslim works on the subject. Written in the third/ninth century and drawn mostly from Chaldalian and Babylonian sources, the book deals not only with agriculture but also with the exotic sciences, especially magic and sorcery, and has always been considered to be one of the important books in Arabic on the occult sciences.19 The agricultural section of the work was systematized and elaborated by Ibn 'Awam in the sixth/seventh century in his Kitab al-Firdaus (Book of Agriculture) which is perhaps the most important Muslim work on agriculture. Ibn 'Awam describes over five hundred plants and fruit trees mostly from the point of view of their agricultural properties. These two works contain the experience of centuries of agriculture by the people of the Middle East and offer a great deal of descriptive material on the life of plants and animals.

In botany itself, early Arabic poetry has much descriptive material to offer. There were also many early works of a systematic nature most of which have now been lost. One of the most important of these early works was the Kitab al-Nabati (The Book of Plants) of Abu Hanifah al-Dinawari (the celebrated third/ninth-century historian and scholar) of which only fragments have

the last century, treating of the moral and spiritual qualities of animals, is still widely used by Persian preachers in their sermons.

18 By "exclusive" we do not mean so strict a limitation of the subject as is found in a modern text on botany or zoology. Muslim sciences have been too closely united to permit a complete separation of one subject from another so that in nearly every book dealing with plants and animals there are references to other sciences as well as to philosophy and theology.

19 Ibn Khallikin in referring to this book writes that "people learned the sciences of sorcery from the work and developed it in manifold branches" (Makbulotab, tr. F. Rosenthal, Panslope, New York, 1958, Vol. III, p. 156). Many Western historians have refused to believe that Ibn Wabashyyah could know anything about the Babylonian civilization and therefore consider his claim to be a forgery.
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survived. Among later writings in which pharmacology and botany proper are combined, the most famous works are the Kitāb al-Ardīsī al-Muṣrūsīd (The Book of Simple Drugs) of abu Ja'far al-Qāhirī, the writings of the seventeenth/thirteenth-century Andalusi author, ibn al-Bāṣīr, the best of all Muslim botanists, and the Ḥawīqat al-ʿĀqīl fī sharh Manṣūrī al-ʿĀqīl (Garden of Flowers in the Explanation of the Character of Herbs and Drugs) of the tenth/sixteenth-century Moroccan author, Qasim al-Qasamāni. In zoology, the Manṣūrī al-Ḥawīqat (The Benefits of Animals), by abu Saʿīd Bakhtātī, and the treatises on various wild and domestic animals by Aḥmad ibn Aḥmad ibn Jābir, are among the earliest works on animals. To this early period belongs also the Kitāb al-Haywān (Book of Animals) of al-Jabir, the celebrated Muʿtashibī theologian and philologist. Being one of the most famous works of Arabic literature, this book, written in the third/ninth century, combines the account of the life of animals with tales, anecdotes, theological discussions, and frequent quotations from Arabic poetry. The sources of this book include the Qurʾān, the Ḥadīth, and Arabic poetry, especially pre-Islamic poetry, which last contains many descriptions of animals that al-Jabir often quotes to refute Greek authors, personal observations of Aristotle, and information collected from various travellers. 

The philosophical point of view in terms of which plants and animals have been studied by the great majority of the above-mentioned authors is nearly the same and is one derived mostly from the Greeks, particularly from Aristotle. According to this view, the universe is divided into two parts: the heavens and the world of change or generation and corruption; the latter occupies the

subenary region. This region is made of four elements, fire, air, water, and earth, arranged in concentric spheres with fire at the highest and earth at the lowest sphere. These elements combine in various ratios and when a correct proportion is reached, one of the faculties of the world-soul or nature, as some authors have called it, joins them together into a nexus, and by this wedding, minerals, plants, and animals come into being, each having been brought about by the coming into play of a new faculty of the world-soul or, as some have called it, a new soul. All the kingdoms of nature are, therefore, united in having been made of the same four elements and given life by souls or faculties which belong to the same single power called the world-soul or nature running through all the arteries and veins of the universe.

As minerals, plants, and animals lie in the hierarchical order of Being, they also come into existence by means of causes which are dependent upon other orders of creation, although these causes may appear to be hidden. The causes are the four already mentioned by Aristotle, namely, the material, the formal, the efficient, and the final. The material cause for plants consists of the four elements; the formal cause, the set of planetary influences symbolizing various cosmic intelligences and forces which are instrumental in substantial change; the efficient cause, nature or the world-soul; and the final cause, which last is their use by animals as food. The causes for animals are the same except that their final cause is their use by man.

*These are not elements in the modern sense but rather the principles. They are to the sensible substance of nature what the geometric points and lines are to points and lines actually drawn on a piece of paper.

*The union of the soul, which in Muslim cosmology lies above the cosmic spheres, with a certain combination of the elements in the subenary region is also considered to be ṣīʿa extra and not as in a compound. As the combination of elements attains more harmony and greater equilibrium, it becomes purer so that the combination naturally attracts the soul to itself. In the minerals the elements are not as perfectly balanced as in animals so that they attract a lower soul unto themselves.

*Although minerals have been considered by many Muslim authors to be transmutable into one another, plants and animals have been considered to be unchangeable. Each plant, according to the Ṭḥwīli al-Safa, for example, has a chyme (kinemia) formed from a particular combination of elements which always reproduces the same plant as each animal has a sperm which propagates the same species.

*Although plants are obvious and visible creations, the causes of their existence are hidden and veiled from the perception of man. It is what the philosophers call 'natural forces,' what the Shāfiʿīs call the angels and troops of Allah appointed for the nurturing of plants, the generation of animals and the composition of minerals, and what we call 'elemental spirits.' Ṭḥwīli al-Safā, Rūṣīl, II, p. 139; also R. Levy, The Social Structure of Islam, Cambridge, 1957, p. 490.

*The Ṭḥwīli has a most interesting section in their Rūṣīl in which the animals dispute with man over his right to use them for his own ends. They refuse all of man's claims of superiority by demonstrating their own spiritual and bodily
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The plants have the powers of the mineral soul (rūh ṣawādīyyah) as well as those of the vegetative soul (al-nafs al-ṣawādīyyah) which is possessed of the three faculties of feeding (ḥāshibūt-tāyūk), growth (ṣūnmūt), and reproduction (muṣsufūt).36 The animals in turn possess all the faculties of the mineral and vegetative souls as well as the powers of motion (muḥarrārīk) and comprehension (muṣirūk). The animal faculties may be summarized as follows:37

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power of Lust (ḥāshibūt-tāyūk)</th>
<th>Power of Desire (ḥāshibūt-wūjūk)</th>
<th>Power of Motion (muḥarrārīk)</th>
<th>Power of Comprehension (muṣirūk)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Animal soul

Subscribing to the view that all things are alive and that plants and animals have souls of their own, Muslim naturalists have tried to understand the behaviour of these creatures in terms of the faculties stated above and, thus, averted many of the difficulties of the post-Cartesian view which regards plants and animals as "machines."38

The classification of plants and animals is closely allied with the study of their faculties and is based in certain cases upon the hierarchy of the powers of the soul mentioned above. Muslim authors have followed several principles of classification, some drawn from Aristotle, especially in the case of animals, and some devised by them independently.39

qualities and virtues. It is only by realizing that there are among men a few sages and saints who in their spiritual realization fulfill the purpose of the whole of creation, that animals finally agree to submit to man. See the Disputes between Man and the Animals.

The most thorough discussion of the vegetative and animal souls appears in the sixth part of the Tahāfūt of the Ḥikmāt of Ibn Sina where he deals in detail with all the faculties of plants and animals and their functions. ""If J. Baker, La psychologie d’Aristote, Éditions de l’Académie Tchecoslovaque des Sciences, Prague, 1926. Ibn Sina and also most other authors writing on the faculties of the vegetative and animal souls derived many of their ideas from the De Anima of Aristotle. The Ḥikmāt, however, enumerates the faculties somewhat differently: sensation, imagination, digestion, sensation, nourishment, formation, growth.

For a summary of Ibn Sina’s views on the souls and their faculties see E. Gibson, ‘‘Les sources greco-arabes de l’augustinisme avicennien,’’ Archivs d’Histoire Doctrinale et Littéraire du Moyen Age, Vol. IV, 1929, pp. 5-149.

In general, the Muslims depended more upon the Greeks in the study of animals than that of plants. Whereas Aristotle's works on animals were studied extensively, the botany of Theophrastus was nearly ignored. Muslim authors had already created a science of plants drawing their terminology mostly from the Qur'ān and Arabic poetry before the first important Greek text on plants, that is, the famous work of Dioscorides, was translated into Arabic.

Natural History

The plants have been divided usually into trees, shrubs, grass, and those intermediate between trees and shrubs and shrubs and grass. A most extensive discussion of this division is found in the seventh section of the Tahāfūt of the Ḥikmāt where each type is clearly defined; for example, the tree is defined as a plant which stands on its stem or trunk, the shrub the stem of which spreads over the earth, and the grass or herb that which has no stem. Ibn Sina divides plants also according to the climates of regional territories in which they grow, that is, of the desert, of the semi-tropical regions, etc.

In Mustafa Qaswini’s Nuzhat al-Qulūb a distinction is made between trees of which only the leaves and fruit are renewed yearly and the seed-bearing plants of which everything changes every year except the roots. The trees are divided into those that bear fruit and those that do not.22 Furthermore, the seed-bearing plants are divided into the four classes of aliments (ṣūnūn): (i) those which are daily used for food and create one of the four humours (al-ḥabīb)—hot, warm, dry, or moist—that soon becomes a part of the body; (ii) medicines and spices only a little of which can be eaten for medical purposes and which are mostly cold and wet; (iii) perfumes (masārūt) which have a good smell and are derived mostly from flowers; and (iv) miscellaneous plants in which the qualities of aliments and medicines are present but in a lesser degree.

Most authors dealing with the classification of plants also treat of their morphology. We find an extensive treatment of this kind in the Ḥikmāt where ibn Sina divides the parts of plants into primary and secondary organs. The primary or essential organs are root, trunk, branches, bark, wood, and pith or core and the secondary organs, fruit, leaves, and blossoms. In a somewhat different manner, the Ḥikmāt divides the plant into nine parts—root, vessel, branch, bough, leaves, color, fruit, shell, and germ—and hold that only perfect plants possess all the nine of them.

Both Ibn Sina and the Ḥikmāt make continuous comparison of plants with the animal world, in the case of the Ḥikmāt as well as in the case of many later authors comparison is also made with the celestial bodies so as to draw attention to the symbolic correspondence existing between various cosmic orders.23

26 See the botanical section of the Nuzhat al-Qulūb, Ṣūrāk, Bombay, 1311/1933, pp. 57-61, where sixty-nine fruit-bearing trees and sixty-six fruitless ones are described.

27 The botanical order. Qaswini, like many other Muslim natural historians, gives not only the description of a tree, the quality of its fruit and its wood and the location where it is found, but also its medicinal uses, its nature, that is, whether hot or cold, dry or moist, and its appearance in literature and sacred books. As for seed-bearing plants, Qaswini follows a similar procedure, describing altogether 280 kinds, each class arranged alphabetically.

28 The famous scientist and compiler, Biruni gives a good example of this astrological correspondence. He writes: "The various organs of a plant are distributed to different planets. Thus the stem of a tree is appropriate to the Sun; the roots to Saturn, the thorns, twigs, and barks to Mars; the flowers to Venus; the
In their comparisons of plants with animals, Muslim authors were quite aware of the presence of male and female parts of plants which in most cases are united in the same plant but which in higher plants like the palm become differentiated. Ibn Sina draws an analogy between seeds of plants and eggs of birds each of which has a centre that is the source of life and a periphery which provides food for the new generation. Likewise, he compares the growth of the branch of a tree from the trunk with the birth of a new generation in the animal world.

In the classification and description of plants, one can hardly fail to mention ibn al-Bajlr, the greatest of the Muslim botanists. Based on himself on al-Chifl and other previous authors like Dioscorides and Galen and making many observations of his own, he described extremely carefully over 1,400 plants from Andalusia, his homeland, as well as from the rest of the Islamic world. Furthermore, in the Kitab al-Mugni, following the example of Ibn Sina's Qanun, he gave the medical uses of these plants. The influence of Ibn al-Bajlr was felt everywhere within the Islamic world from Morocco to India. Three centuries later, the Moroccan botanist, al-Besikli, was to give the best classification of plants found anywhere in Muslim literature, drawing mostly upon the information accumulated by ibn al-Bajlr.

In the study of animals, like that of plants, interest evolved around the constitution of plants and their classification and description. The temperament (misaj) of animals including man was studied in the light of the qualities and nature of which the other kingdoms are possessed. Their relation with the bodily humours may diagrammatically be represented as follows.44

The animal constitution has been understood in terms of the equilibrium of the four humours each of which is connected with a particular internal organ. The organs in turn have been studied in the light of their function of preserving internal equilibrium. Likewise, the effect of plants both as food and as medicine upon animals has been considered with respect to their nature, that is, coldness, moisture, etc., which the two kingdoms share in common. This is one example of the underlying unity in terms of which the diversities of nature have been understood.

fruit to Jupiter; the leaves to the Moon; and the seed to Mercury" (Elements of Astrology, tr. R. Romilly Wright, Lomac & Co., London, 1984, p. 230).

The correspondence between plants or animals and the planets is not to show astral "influence" as is done in contemporary astrology which is only a residue of the real subject known by the same name in medieval times. It is to show rather that the physical world is a symbol of the intelligible world, that is an analogy between the archetypes symbolized by the planets and their earthly shadows which are the physical forms.

This is a schematization of ideas presented in Ibn Sina's medical poem as well as in the Qanun to which we have already referred. Pathology based on the doctrine of humours is a heritage from the Hippocratic tradition of medicine as systematized by Galen.
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In the classification of animals, as in that of plants, several principles have been followed, some of them based upon Aristotle's works on animals. Al-Jahiz in his Kitab al-Hayawan divides animals according to how they move. There are, according to him, four classes of animals; those that walk, which include men, quadrupeds, beasts of prey, and insects; those that fly, which include wild birds, hunting birds, and gnats; those that swim; and those that crawl. The Ikhwan al-Safa give several types of classification. One type is similar to that of al-Jahiz and divides animals into those living in the air like birds and insects; those living in the sea, like fish, crabs, frogs, and snakes; those living on land like the quadrupeds; and those dwelling in the earth like worms.45 Another classification is according to the perfection of the senses, that is, the lowest animals having only the sense of touch; grubs and others having the senses of touch and taste; marine animals and certain land creatures occupying dark places having the senses of touch, taste, and smell; insects having all the senses except sight; and finally perfect animals having all the five senses.

Many Muslim authors have followed Aristotle in classifying animals according to the manner of their reproduction. We find a simplified version

44 Mustadhi Qaswin in the Nusbat al-Qashib follows a somewhat similar procedure dividing animals into those living on land, in sea, and in air, and subdividing each of the classes according to its more specific features.
of it in the Radd al of the Ikhwan where animals are divided into three classes: those that are most complete, which conceive their young, suckle them, and foster them; those which do not perform such functions but lay at the female and lay eggs and hatch them; and those which do none of the above things and come into being in putrefaction. More elaborate classifications of the same type are found in the writings of Ibn Sina, Ibn Rushd, and many later commentators of the Shafi'i which contain a detailed discussion of animals.

A rather general definition of animals including the jinn and man is given by Qarawi in his ‘Aja’l al-Ma’budi. He divides animals into seven classes. First, there is man who possesses a rational soul (nafs natiqah) and whose body is a miniature model of the universe, a microcosm, each part of which has a spiritual meaning and purpose. For example, he stands erect because of his spiritual aspiration to transcend physical existence, and his head is round because of the perfection of the spherical figure. The second type is of the jinn who are composed of fire and appear in many forms. As Qarawi writes, God created angels from the light of fire, jinn from its blaze, and devils from its smoke. The jinn occupied the earth before the coming of man, that is, the fall of Adam, and had their own religion and prophets; but because of corruption God sent angels to purify the earth, and they were dispersed to remote islands. Satan or Shaitan is himself from this species of animals.85

After the jinn come the beasts of burden like the horse, then cattle like cows, then wild beasts, then birds, and finally insects and reptiles. Qarawi has further a section on “strange” animals which are primarily mythological and symbolical and finally a chapter on angels, their forms, functions, and colours.86

In the description of animals, there is no book in Muslim writings that is as complete as Damiri’s Hujjat al-‘Imamia in which he is concerned with the traits, instincts, and psychology of animals and their use, medical and spiritual, for man. Following Ibn al-Ba‘thi, by whom he was influenced, he classifies animals alphabetically and then gives their description, drawing on Aristotle, the natural historians, theologians, exegetes like Qasimi al-Din al-Buni, Arabian poetry, and the Qur’an and the hadith. In his description he often refers to the symbolic character of animals, like the royal quality of the lion, and, as is characteristic of similar descriptive works of natural history, intertwines the spiritual as well as the physical study of nature.87

84 They may be said to symbolize psychic forces.

85 A similar account is to be found in the Radd al of the Ikhwan.

86 We see in Qarawi’s writings a good example of the interweaving of the natural and supernatural order to which we have already referred. His description of the colours and forms of animals and angels served as an inspiration for later Persian manuscriptists.

87 Damiri also interrupts his discussion of animals at several places in order to write about Islamic history, prayers based on the divine names, the science of ‘ujur (symbolism of letters), and other subjects.

In discussing the classification and morphology of plants and animals a comparison may be made between the traditional concept of gradation and the modern notion of evolution. There is no doubt that many Muslim authors like Biruni and the Ikhwan were quite aware of the meaning of fossils and of the fact that during other periods of the history of the earth flora and fauna of a different kind existed on the earth. Moreover, the idea of the gradation of Being or the passage of the One Spirit through all the realms of nature has been expressed by many philosophers and Sufis.88

Some thinkers, especially the Maghribi philosophers, envisage, like Aristotle, the gradation of fixed spheres, while the Ikhwan philosophers connect, like Plato, this gradation of spheres with the conception of archetype to the transcendent “world of ideas.” There is yet another school of thinkers—al-Jahiz, the Ikhwan al-Safa, Ibn Miskawayh, Ja‘far al-Din Rumi, etc., whatever their persuasion otherwise, who believe in the continuous self-development of Being from stage to stage—a position nearest to the present-day theory of evolution.

The tradition of Muslim natural history upon which we have touched briefly has had a past going back to the first Islamic century. During this long history it absorbed much of the Greek and certain of the Indian and Persian sciences and created a science which was in every way superior to what had preceded it, except the biological studies by Aristotle. This tradition was to develop as a properly Muslim science, that is, one based upon the particular genius of the Islamic perspective which is centred upon unity. This tradition is manifest in Muslim natural history in many ways, for example in the vision of the unity of nature and interrelation of all things, which Muslim natural historians asserted so often in affirming the presence of the signs of God in nature and in the study of plants and animals for the purpose of seeing divine wisdom therein.

This tradition, especially that part of it which preceded the seventh/thirteenth century, was to have a profound influence in Latin Christianity and on the formation of the science of natural history in medieval times. It is well known how much seventh/thirteenth-century authors like Albertus Magnus and Roger Bacon were indebted to it and how even during the Renaissance men like Paracelsus and Agrippa were constrained to draw largely on Muslim sources. In the Orient, this tradition has continued until the present century although in a much weakened form after the ninth/fifteenth century. Scholars in India and Persia as well as those in the Maghrib have continued to study nature as the unified handiwork of God in order to discover His wisdom, to see “His sign upon the horizon” as the Qur’an states, and to learn spiritual lessons from it. Only in following this spirit has this

tradition of natural history been able to be an integral aspect of Muslim learning and remain in harmony and conformity with the spiritual and intellectual perspective of Islam.
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Chapter LXVII

MEDICINE

A

INTRODUCTORY

It was not until nearly a hundred years after the conquest and consolidation of their empire that the Muslims turned their minds towards creative pursuits. It is remarkable in this context to find how quickly they directed their activities to productive ploughshares and plowfields. Soon the Muslim Empire extended

from Andalusia to the Indus, and its various parts vied with one another in producing intellectual giants in every branch of art and science. Nearly half a century ago Fonash enumerated no less than one hundred and fifty-one works on Persian medicine alone during this period and Max Meyerhoff says that "the treasure-houses of Islamic science are just beginning to be opened. In Constantinople alone there are more than eighty mosque libraries containing tens of thousands of manuscripts. In Cairo, Damascus, Mopsul, Bagdad, as well as in Persia and India there are other collections. . . . Even the catalogue of the Escorial Library in Spain which contains a part of the wisdom of Western Islam is not yet completed. " The subject of Muslim medicine is so vast that in the following pages only a bird's-eye view of it can be given.

For a proper appraisal of the Muslim contribution to medical science it is important to ascertain its position in Arabia at the birth of Islam. The country, as everyone knows, was at the time torn by intertribal wars and family feuds. Ignorance was abysmal and education non-existent. The city surgeons (jarràb) casteterized wounds, sustained in war, or applied obsure ointments as healing balms, and the village apothecaries administered simples for simple ailments. People generally were living under most unhygienic con- ditions. Such was the dismal medical background when the Prophet of Islam started preaching. Early in his career he said that knowledge was of two kinds, that of religions and that of the bodies (i.e., of medicine). Inspired by the Quranic injunction,6 he preached moderation in all walks of life. Realizing the miserable lack of medical facilities, he advocated prophylactic measures as is evident from the following:

6.1, the great Persian poet, philosopher, and traveller, relates the story of an eminent Persian physician who was sent by the Persian king to the Prophet to minister to his own as well as to his followers' needs. For a long time after the physician's arrival in Mecca no one called on him or sought his treatment. Driven by necessity he approached the Holy Prophet and complained of his forced obdurate. The Prophet's reply was: "Those people do not eat until they are hungry nor drink until thirsty and then cease eating while a desire for food still remains." That must be the reason for their perfect health, said the physician. But medicine was not the Prophet's mission. He had dedicated himself to the moral and spiritual uplift of humanity at large. Winwood Read4 says, "Muhammad's career is the best example that can be given of the influence of the individual in human history. That single man created the glory of his nation and spread his language over half the earth. The words which he preached to joming crowds are now being studied by scholars in
not only saved the Greek knowledge from destruction but popularized Greek medicine by commenting and improving on it and subsequently created a taste for scientific learning in Europe. Even if the Arabs had only restricted their activities to collecting and translating Greek medical books into Arabic and had transmitted this knowledge to Europe again, it would not have been a mean achievement. But they stopped further and wrote original books. While the Greeks surpassed all other peoples in their achievements in antiquity, the Muslims did so in the Middle Ages. Their works written in Arabic were, in Sarton’s words, “the most original, the most valuable and the most pregnant.” Arabic became a most progressive and scientific language from the middle of the second/eighth to the end of eleventh/fifteenth century. In the contemporary West there were hardly any names as glorious as those of ‘Ali al-Tabari, Ahmad al-Tahiri, al-Razi (I. Rasis), ‘Ali Ibn al-‘Abbasi (L. Haly), Ibn al-Batsby, Abu al-Qasim al-Zahrawi (L. Abulasis), and Ibn Sina (I. Avicenna). In fact, this was precisely the period which is known as the dark age of the West.11

The spread of Greek traditions was stifled in the West by the extreme Roman militarism which was followed by the theological expediency and later by a theological domination which seemed for a long time to destroy every hope of genuine scientific revival. After the birth of Islam, the Arabs on the other hand were fired with the zeal for knowledge. The following sayings of the Prophet exhibit the importance he attached to the seeking of knowledge.12

1. Seek ye knowledge from the cradle to the grave.
2. To seek knowledge is the duty of every Muslim man and woman.
3. Seek ye knowledge even if it be in China.
4. The ink of the scholar is more holy than the blood of the martyr.
5. He who leaves his home in search of knowledge walketh in the path of God.
6. He dares not who seeketh knowledge.

In medicine the Arabs translated Hippocrates, Galen, and Dioscorides. Cumston says that the Arabs extracted the most important material from Greek writings and placed it in relief, leaving aside everything that was superfluous.13 One has merely to read Galen and afterwards Ibn Sina in order to see the difference. The former was obscure, the latter perfectly clear; order and method reign in the latter, which in the former we seek in vain.

Khairallah, in evaluating the contribution of Muslims to medical sciences, enumerates the reasons which militated against their work. For instance, most of the Arabic books and manuscripts have been lost; a bare one per cent has been salvaged so far. The Mongol hordes caused death and destruction in their
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wake, and the fanaticism of European conquerors in the south-west of Europe destroyed the largest part of Arabic writings. Fortunately, most of the classics have survived. Many of the books that have come down to us have been distorted and mutilated either by bad copying or by spurious editions. "Repeated copying from copies and alterations and additions inserted by various teachers helped in their distortion so that one rarely sees two copies of the same book that read alike." 14 The manuscripts that have come down to us have not been studied with care and diligence. They require a thorough study before we can arrive at a fair estimate of Muslim contribution to medicine. The Latin translations from Arabic were often careless. Many of the Latin translators claimed as their own what they had only translated. Campbell believes that "the Latin translations failed to convey the true conception of Arabian medicine to the medieval scholastics"; 15 and Browne says that "it must be said once for all that no just idea of Arabian medicine can be derived from the imperfect renderings of standard Arabic books." 16

B

COLLECTION AND TRANSLATION OF BOOKS

Before proceeding to examine the contribution of different Muslim scholars to medicine, a word might here be put in about the translators who laid the cornerstone of the edifice built by the subsequent authors.

The task of translating from foreign languages, e.g., Greek, Sansar, Pahlavi, etc., into Arabic was more difficult than would appear at first sight; but for the prince patronage and philanthropists' munificence, it might well have been impossible. In this connection the names of al-Ma'mur, Hārūn al-Rāshīd, and al-Ma'mun in Baghda'd, of Zangī in Damascus, of ʿAbd al-Rā'C in Cairo, and of ʿAbd al-Rahmān III and ʿAbd al-Jabbar in Andalusia illuminate the pages of history. Their generosity and fair-mindedness made no distinction between Christians, Jews, Sabaeans, and Muslims. Their boundless bounty and complete lack of bigotry gravitated men of letters to their capitals. But the immensity of the task of translation can be judged from the fact that the vehicle of the new Muslim civilization was the language which had never been used before for any scientific purpose and yet it was in this very language that every bit of knowledge had to be translated for proper assimilation. This necessitated the creation of a philosophic and scientific terminology which did not exist. The collection of manuscripts was carried on by the Muslims at that time with fervid zeal in every corner of the civilized world. Arab conquerors sometimes made the acquisition of manuscripts a part of the peace treaty. Thus, when Hārūn al-Rāshīd conquered ʿAmmāriyyah and Ankara, he collected all the

14 Khairullāh, ibid., p. 546f.
16 E. G. Browne, Arabian Medicine, p. 112.

19 Ibid., p. 163.
20 Ibid., p. 246.
21 Khairullāh, op. cit., p. 41.
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in his library. The well-known medical historian al-Qifti had a library worth more than 50,000 dinars. Every large hospital possessed a library of its own.23

C

HOSPITALS

The hospital at Jundi-Shapur in Persia was the first and foremost to influence the Arabs. Al-Biruni ibn Kaldah, a relation of the Prophet practising during his time, was an alumnus of this hospital. Small hospitals for the blind and lepers were built during the Umayyad period, but they were little more than segregation camps. Proper hospitals, however, came to be built during the Abbasid period. Those at Baghdad, Damascus, and Cairo were the best known at the time. Besides the hospitals for the lepers and the blind, there were asylums for the insane and ambulatory clinics to minister to the needs of far-flung places where there were no physicians. Convicts were not forgotten and physicians looked after prisoners since they were considered to be a State charge. First-aid stations were established near mosques where large numbers congregated. The army had its physicians, and field hospitals attached to the armies were carried on camel-back. Female nurses used to serve in the field hospitals.

General hospitals were established not only at Baghdad, Damascus, and Cairo, but also at Mecca, Jerusalem, Aleppo, Harran, and several cities in Andalusia. Patients in such hospitals were admitted on the sole criterion of their condition without prejudice to colour, creed, sex, or social status. Al-Ma'suri al-Qalawi, the ruler of Egypt, dedicated the hospital erected by him for the benefit of "the king and the subject, the prince and the soldier, the great and the small, the freeman and the slave, for men and for women." Foundations (waqfs) were created to support the hospitals and were administered by high dignitaries with the utmost care. Issa writes in his *Histoire des bimaristanes de l'époque Islamique*:24 "The furniture, bedding, and clothing at the Mansuri hospital at Cairo, rivalled in their luxury and perfection those that adorned the palaces of the Caliphs and the princes. The nourishment consisted of flesh of fowl and mutton, and each patient was given the quantity of food that the state of his health permitted." Sometimes musicians and singers were brought to hospitals to entertain the sick and convalescent patients. The conditions prevailing in hospitals in those days can best be described in the words of Usami:ah:25 "Abu al-Hakam, the dean of the Nuri hospital of Damascus, used to make the rounds of patients every morning, find out their condition and consider their affairs. With him were his assistants and orderlies and all that he wrote down as orders for the patients regarding medicine and diet were carried out on time and without delay. After finishing his rounds he used to go to the citadel and treat whoever was sick among the nobility and government officials. He would then come back to the hospital and sit in the large auditorium, read his books, and prepare his lectures. Nur al-Din had installed in the hospital a large library with a collection of books and manuscripts placed in book-cases in the main hall. Several physicians and students used to come and sit at his feet. He taught the students and discussed medical topics and interesting cases with the physicians." Usami:ah continues: "Patients were examined in an outside hall and those who did not need hospital treatment were given prescriptions which were prepared at the hospital pharmacy. Those who needed hospital treatment were registered and admitted. They were given a bath and made to put on clean hospital clothes, their own clothes being taken away and stored. They were kept at the hospital until completely cured. On their discharge from the hospital they were given a suit of clothes and some money to defray immediate and necessary expenses outside the hospital until they were able to work." Usami:ah proceeds: "A pharmacy under a competent and registered pharmacist was attached to every large hospital. It was well stocked with syrup, all sorts of drugs and drug preparations, fancy porcelain, and rarities. Pharmacists were licensed and registered and in each large town an inspector kept constant watch over pharmaceutical preparations and chemical products."

"Attached to large hospitals were medical schools where students gathered in the main hall and reviewed their studies and copied medical manuscripts which were compared and corrected by the teachers. The teachers lectured to them from the books of Galen and later from al-Razi and al-Majusi until the advent of Ibn Sina’s *Canon* which eclipsed them all."26

Several books were written on hospitals and hospital management. Unfortunately, most of them have been lost. Al-Razi wrote a book on *Siyât al-Bimaristânât* and Zakî al-Ullamâ wrote *Kitâb al-Bimaristânât*. The first regular hospital was built by Hârîm al-Rashid in Baghdad in 170/786, but a bigger and more up-to-date hospital was founded in 296-300/909-979 by ‘Adîj al-Daulah. In Damascus there was the al-Nuri, built by Nur al-Din Zangi; one was built by Sulayh al-Din at Jerusalem and another at Cairo. Qalawi built the al-Mansuri at Cairo. Besides these there were hospitals in Mecca, Medina, Harran, and other notable towns. In Andalusia there were over fifty hospitals in Cordova alone, besides those at Granada, Seville, and Toledo.

It will be seen from a brief description of the conditions obtaining at the time in hospitals that in many respects they were better than those prevailing even today. The Arabs may not have been the first to build hospitals but they were certainly the first to improve upon them. They started to give
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regular instruction in hospitals and to have out-patient departments. They were the first to have regular inspection over the administrator and finances of the hospitals, the first to examine and license physicians, and the first to have regular pharmacies attached to hospitals. They went further by examining and licensing a physician for the practice of a specialty. The interest of Muslims in building hospitals was not limited to the Arab period; it continued throughout the ages.

D PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS

Let us now come to the most important part of our narrative, namely, the great authors and practitioners of the medical science whose theory and practice enlightened the path of scientific research and whose fame is indelibly imprinted on the pages of history. Here again, needless to say, we shall have to confine ourselves to the selection of a few of these geniuses.

The first great name amongst Muslim physicians is that of Abu Bakr Zakarriya al-Razi. He was a prolific writer and is said to have written no less than 117 books dealing with all the different branches of medicine. Of al-Razi’s works, al-Hawi (Continua), running into twenty volumes, is undoubtedly the most important. This work was translated into Latin by Faraj bin Stilm in 678/1279 and printed at Basel nearly two centuries later. Al-Razi did not actually write this book; he left notes on his original observations, extracts from other people’s works, and clinical notes of his medical experience. All this material was sold by his sister to Ibn al-Amid, the vizier of Raml al-Daulah, who got the drafts of those rough notes properly arranged in book form by the noted physicians of his time including al-Razi’s own pupils. ‘Ali ibn ‘Abbas (Haly Abbas) was of the view that during his time only two copies of the book were in existence. He regarded al-Hawi as the repository of medical knowledge concerning hygiene, diseases, their symptoms, and treatment with medicine and diet. al-Razi’s sources being Hippocrates, Galen, and all the physicians that preceded him. E. G. Browne translated some of its clinical notes into English and Max Meyerhof published the text and translation of some more.

Relatively speaking, the most important of al-Razi’s minor treatises is al-Jadur wa-al-Haybah. It deals with smallpox and measles. It was translated into Greek and Latin and printed in several European countries. This work is particularly significant because it is the first to give a clear description of smallpox as a disease and also the first to give a symptomatic distinction between smallpox and measles. Al-Razi was the first to include in the pharmacopoeia the white-lead ointment, later on known in the Middle Ages in Europe as Albain Bhasas, and the first to use mercury as a purgative. He was also the first to use “animal gut as a ligature for surgical operations and was the first to recognize the reaction of the pupil to light.”

---

37 Cyril Elgood, A Medical History of Persia, p. 203.


39 Khaiburrah, op. cit., p. 28.
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The next great physician was ‘Ali ibn al-‘Abbas al-Majusi known in the West as Haly Abbas. Either he himself or his father was originally a Zoroastrian; hence the name al-Majusi. He was a Persian by birth and flourished during the period of ‘Aflaj al-Daulah and died in 384/994. After al-Razi and Ibn Sina his is the greatest name in the Caliphate of Bagdad. His most famous work is the medical encyclopedia called the Kitab al-Miliki (Liber Regimen). Sarton regards this work as more systematic and concise than al-Razi’s al-Jadur and more practical than ibn Sina’s Qanun by which it was succeeded. Half of the book deals with the theory and half with the practice of medicine. Most important parts of it relate to dietetics and materia medica. He made some original clinical observations and was the first to give close description of the capillary circulation long before Harvey. He says that during relaxation (diastole) the pulsating vessels (arteries) that are near the heart draw air and thinned blood from the heart by suction, because during their contraction (systole) the arteries empty themselves of blood and air, so that when they relax, air and blood is sucked to them. Those that are near the skin draw air from outside. Those that are in the middle, between the heart and the skin, have the property of drawing the thinnest blood from the non-pulsating vessels (veins). That is because the veins have pores communicating with the arteries. The proof of this is that if an artery is cut, all the blood that is in the vein is emptied through the cut. He was also the first to give proof of the motion of the womb during parturition and to show that child does not come out by itself, but it is the movement of the womb that pushes it out. In al-Qifti’s words al-Miliki was the splendid work and the noble treasure of the theory and practice of medicine admirably arranged. It had been one of the most popular texts on medicine until it was replaced by ibn Sina’s Qanun.

Al-Majusi gives a remarkably well-worded advice to the physicians. He says that the patient should be treated if possible with diet, not with drugs. If he can be treated with simple drugs he should not be administered compound ones, nor indeed strange or unknown ones. With regard to the relation between the physician, the patient, and the disease, he says that they are three: If the patient co-operates with the physician they would become two against one and would be able to beat the disease, but if he does not listen to the physician, nor follow his direction, he and the disease would be two against one, i.e., the physician; one can hardly beat two. He states that all physicians agree that the preservation of health is more important than the cure of disease and quotes Hippocrates that the curing force of disease is nature itself. Al-Majusi’s surgical technique is no less remarkable. His bld description of the surgical operation for the removal of tubercular glands is a fine specimen of his art. He says: “Cut the skin longitudinally down to the gland. Retract..."
the skin with hooks. Dissect slowly and gently, freeing the gland from the tissues around it. Take care not to cut any vessel or puncture any nerve. If a vessel is cut, ligate it, lest the haemorrhage obscure the field and prevent you from carrying out a proper and thorough operation. After removal of the gland, put your finger in to feel for any small glands that might he left. If there are any, remove them too. When all the glands are removed, suture the incision.

Al-Majusi recognized the gravity of cancer and says that medicines do not help in curing the disease. He advises removal of the whole area affected by cutting at a distance from the growth so that none of its roots are left. He advises that after removal blood should not be stopped from running but that the surgeon should see that the diseased blood is drained off.20

The famous physician who succeeded 'Ali Ibn 'Abbas in the Muslim world was Abu al-Qasim al-Kahfih ibn 'Abbas al-Zahrawi (d. 404/1013). He took his name from his birthplace al-Zahrâ, the famous suburb of Cordova. He was Court physician to the Caliph al-Hakam II. His fame chiefly rests on surgery for he was admittedly the greatest of all Muslim surgeons. He wrote one of the biggest medical encyclopaedias, al-Tasrif, in thirty sections. One of the topics discussed in this work is the preparation of medicines by sublimation and distillation. Its most important part is, however, surgical wherein he "introduces and emphasizes such new ideas as cauterization of wounds, crushing stone inside the bladder, and the necessity of vivisection and dissection."21 He also deals with obstetrics and the surgery of eyes, ears, and teeth and gives a description of surgical instruments.

The surgical part of al-Tasrif was translated into Latin by Gerard of Cremona, and various editions of it were published at Venice, Base, and Oxford from the ninth/tenth to the twelfth/eighteenth century. For centuries it was used as a textbook in surgery in the universities of Europe such as Salerno, Montpellier, and other schools of medicine.22

The man who is described by one Orientalist as "the most famous scientist of Islam and one of the most famous of all races, places and times" and by the other "the greatest man that this world has ever seen"23 is Abu 'Ali al-Husain ibn 'Abd Allah ibn Sina. William Harvey puts him in the same category as Aristotle and Cicero. At the age of eighteen he cured the Sinâni Amir of Bukhara and as a result was appointed Court physician and given permission to use the royal library. Ibn Sînâ's greatest medical work was the Qanûn (Canon) used as "medical Bible for a longer period than any other book,"24 an encyclopedic work of about a million words covering the entire medical knowledge, ancient as well

22 Ibid.
24 Sir W. Oster, Evolution of Modern Medicine, 1922, p. 98.

as contemporary. In many ways he resembled Galen. Before Ibn Sînâ's Qanûn, the best work on medicine was al-Râzi's al-Åfârî but, according to all competent authorities, that work was superseded by the Qanûn. Ibn Sina analyzed for the first time pathological and psychological phenomena and made acute observations about the differential diagnosis of medlstimias and pleurisy, infectious nature of phthisis, skin diseases, sexual ailments and perversions (including love-sickness), diseases of the nervous system, and transmission of diseases through water, food, and soil.

Ibn Sina is the first to write a careful description of menigitis and differentiate between primary and secondary meningismus. He also gives a full description of the various types of diseases which cause jaundice. He differentiates between facial paralysis of central origin and that of local origin. He describes apoplexy as being caused by plethoria. He gives a clear description of the symptoms of pleurisy and its differential diagnosis. The signs of pleurisy, he says, are: continuous fever; stitch in the side which many times does not appear except after a deep breath; shortness of breath; see-saw pulse; and cough, usually dry in the beginning, but may be wet and with expectoration from the start. He says: Inasmuch as pleurisy might resemble hepatitis and pneumonia, we most differentiate between them. The difference between pleurisy and hepatitis is that in the latter the pulse is wary, the pain is dull and heavy and not pricking, the face is yellowish, the urine thick and the stools "livid." There is heaviness in the right side over the liver region and no stitch in the side. The difference between pleurisy and pneumonia is that in the latter the pulse is wary, the shortness of breath more marked, the breath hotter besides other symptoms.25

The Qânûn is divided into five major sections. Briefly stated, the contents of those sections are as follows. The first section deals with definitions, elements, humours, temperaments, and spirits; anatomy (bones, muscles, nerves, arteries, and veins); diseases, their causes and symptoms; hygiene and prophylaxis; and general treatment. The second section deals with simples, in an alphabetical order. The third section gives a description of diseases from the head downwards, including the anatomy of the organs—head, brain, nerves, eyes, ears, nose and mouth; tongue, teeth, lips and gums; throat, chest, and lungs; heart, breast, oesophagus and stomach, liver, and gall-bladder; spleen, intestines, male and female genital organs—and general diseases. The fourth section deals with fever, prognosis and crisis; swellings and ulcers, surgery, fractures and dislocations, poisons, skin diseases, and cosmetics. The fifth section deals with compound drugs and therapeutics.

Several commentaries on the Qânûn are extant, the best known being by Ibn Nafl under the title al-Ma'âjiz. In the Asian part of the Muslim world, the Qanûn held the sway, but in Spain it was played down by Ibn Zahir and Ibn Raghib. It was translated into Latin by Gerard of Cremona.26
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Another unique book by ibn Sinâ is the Urajzâh ß al-THâb, which is a medical poem that sums up the medical knowledge of the time. It was meant to facilitate the study of medicine. With their wonderfully tenacious memories the Arabs were able to memorize it. Its first part deals with the theory of medicine and hygiene, and the second with treatment. Another of his well-known books is al-Sâhîh. Uzâbî credits him with having written nineteen medical and ninety non-medical books.27

The illustrious "Ahl al-Kalam," by which name ibn Sinâ is generally known throughout the Muslim world, died at Hamdân in 428/1035. He reigned supreme for more than six centuries not only in the Muslim world but also in Christendom. His theories, as propounded in the Qanûs, are still widely respected in the Orient by Hakims and form the cornerstone of the history of medical teaching in the Occident.

In Egypt flourished Ibn al-Hayqâm (Allaheen of the West), "the greatest Muslim physicist and one of the greatest students of optics of all times."28 He was born in Bâresh but migrated to Egypt in the time of Caliph al-Hâkin. He was also an astronomer, mathematician, physician, and he wrote commentaries on Galen and Aristotle. He corrected the Greek misconception about the nature of vision and taught, for the first time, that light does not "exit" from the eye but enters it. He also taught that the retina was the seat of vision and that the impressions made upon it were conveyed along the optic nerve to the brain forming visual images on symmetrical portions of both retinas.

In Spain there was a most famous family of physicians whose contribution to medicine was no less remarkable. Translations from the works of this family are found in the libraries of Western universities even to the present day. We are referring to the ibn Zahr family that drew its name from its ancestor Zahr. The first great physician of the family was abu Marwân `Abd al-Malik (d. 470/1077–78). He was renowned as a diagnostician. His son abu al-`Abî (d. 528/1130–31) was even a greater physician than him. He was first attached to the Court of Seville but was later raised to the rank of a vizier when that kingdom was conquered by Yûnus ibn Tâghîn. He wrote several medical works, viz., Kitâb al-Khawânis (Book of Properties), Kitâb al-Adwâyân al-Mufadrât (Book of Simple Drugs), Kitâb al-Tâbîn (Book of Explanation), Masârawir (Physically Tested Prescriptions), Kitâb al-Hâl al-Sâhîh al-Râzî (al-Kadîb Jâlinîs (Resolution of al-Râzî's Doubts regarding Galen's Works), Kitâb al-Nâkid al-Tibbiyyân (Book of Principles of Medicine). The last mentioned work among other things specially deals with climatological and anthropological conditions prevailing in Marrakûkh and with dermatological guidance. He also wrote a treatise in refutation of certain points in ibn Sinâ's work on simple drugs.

27 Ibid.
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The most illustrious member of this family was abu Marwân `Abd al-Malik ibn abî al-`Abî Zuhur (d. 556/657/1100–1161) known in Latin works as Avemond. His supremacy as a physician was acknowledged not only in the Muslim world but also in Christendom. His medical theory had strong empirical tendencies. He may justly be said to be the greatest clinician of Islam after al-Râzî. Only three of his at least six works are now extant.

1. Kitâb al-Tasîr ß al-Muddâtî w-al-Tâdîb (Book of Simplification on Therapeutics and Diet), written at the request of ibn Rush, is the most important of them all. It deals elaborately with pathology and therapeutics and at the end gives a comprehensive collection of receipts. In this work ibn Zuhur makes acute clinical observations about intestinal ulcers, intestinal phthisis, peritonitis, sepsis, pharyngeal paralysis, and inflammation of the middle ear.


3. Kitâb al-Igã'írî (Treatise) dealing with therapeutics, psychotherapy, and hygiene. Ibn Zuhur is said to be the first physician to have described the stile-mate. He advocated artificial feeding through the gullet and rectum.

Ibn Zuhur's son abu Bakr Muhammad ibn al-Mâlik was a successful physician and his daughter and the daughter of that daughter were capable midwives. Medicine went into the family down to six generations. Ibn Zuhur's influence through Hebrew and Latin translations upon Western medicine lasted till the end of the eleventh/seventeenth century. The translations of Taâsir like ibn Rush's Kitâb al-Tasîr saw several editions.

The great Spanish philosopher ibn Rush (Averroes) was a contemporary of ibn Zuhur. His greatness as a physician was eclipsed only by his greatness as a philosopher. His most important medical work Kitâb al-`Aqdimiyân ß al-Tâdîb (Latin Cathedrals) was a veritable encyclopedia of medicine. As mentioned above, the Latin translation of this work went through several editions in Europe. It was also translated twice in Hebrew. It had seven parts (books) dealing with anatomy, pathology, physiology, diagnostics, materia medica, hygiene, and therapeutics. He was the first to discover that no person can get smallpox more than once. He is also said to be the first to understand the working of the retina.

Ibn Tuffâl, ibn Rush's predecessor in philosophy, was also a renowned physician; he wrote two books on medicine, neither of which is extant.

Another name worth mentioning in connection with the development of medicine in the Muslim West is that of ibn Bâsîr. He was born in Malaga and travelled all over Spain, North Africa, Egypt, Syria, and Asia Minor.

He was a botanist rather than a pharmacologist. Most of his work was done in Egypt where he was appointed chief inspector of pharmacies. His two chief works, al-Mughã'at ß al-`Adwâyân al-Mufradât, and al-Jîmã i li Mufradât al-Adwâyân al-`Aqdimiyân, embodied all the Greek and Arabic literature on botany and materia medica as well as the author's own wide experience and research. He describes more than one thousand and four hundred drugs from
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the vegetable, animal, and mineral kingdoms, three hundred of which are
novelties. The book is arranged alphabetically. Uṣābizā‘ describes the
thoroughness of his teacher’s methods; Uṣābizā‘ was not only al-Baqtī‘s
pupil but also herborized with him in Syria. His book al-A‘īdah al-Mujahhidah
was translated into Latin, Simplicius, printed in twenty-six editions during
and after the ninth/tenth century, and was used in the formation of the
first London pharmacopoeia issued by the College of Physicians during the
reign of James I. Some parts of its Latin version were printed as late as
1172/1568 at Cremona.40

‘Alī al-Dīn abu al-Hāṣim ‘Alī ibn abī al-Hāṣim, better known as ibn al-
Naṣīr, flourished during the first half of the seventh/thirteenth century. Born
in Damascus, he spent most of his life in Cairo where he practised medicine
and became dean of the Mānsūrī hospital. He wrote several books, the most
important being al-Mu‘aṣa‘ and Sharī‘ Tazhih al-Qawā‘is. In describing the
anatomy of the pulmonary vessels, ibn Naṣīr also described for the first time
the pulmonary circulation and declared three centuries before Sarteza that
blood is aerated in the lungs. In his description of the anatomy of the heart
he gives the nearest description in those times of the coronary circulation.
He says that ibn Sīnā’s statement that the blood which is in the right side
of the heart is to nourish the heart is not true at all, because the nourishment
of the heart is from the blood that goes into the vessels that permeate the
body of the heart.41

In this section we have briefly touched upon the works of the great
authors who have contributed so largely to the development of the various
branches of the medical science. There are a host of others who played an
equally important role. They live in history. We have also been unable to deal
with the veterinary science, especially hippology, of which the Arabs were
so fond and in which they displayed so great a mastery.

Arab bibli-biographers, like al-Qifrī, ibn abī Uṣābizā‘, and ibn Kathīr, have
made a magnificent job in collecting the works of various authors, but it is
a fact that scores and scores of manuscripts are still lying unexplored
in libraries and mosques, palaces and museums and are awaiting careful
examination; these may open fresh sluice-gates of knowledge regarding Muslim
contribution to medical and other sciences. The need for more texts and more
translations, more especially of those works which were composed after the
Mongol hordes broke in upon Persia and Baghdad, is very great indeed for
the present renaissance of the Muslim world. The task is not easy; in fact, it
is superhuman.

40 Uṣābizā‘, Vol. II, p. 123; cf. Khairallah, op. cit., p. 154, also P. K. Hitti,
op. cit., p. 576.
41 M. M. Sharīf, Muslim Thought, Its Origin and Achievements, p. 63.
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Muslim physicians, more particularly some of those who lived in Spain,
contributed largely to the Renaissance in Europe. But in the matter of Muslim
influence upon European medicine no names are greater than those of al-
Rāzi and ibn Sīnā. Within a century and a half of the death of ibn Sīnā his
works reached Spain and Sicily where they began to be translated. It was
from these centres of learning that Arab science spread to the other parts of
Europe. The spread of Arab science in the West was mainly due to the fact
that the Eastern Caliphs were in constant touch with the rulers of Europe.
Hārin al-Ra‘īṣī sent an ambassador to the Court of the Roman Emperor. It
is even said that Charlemagne came to Palestine incognito in order to consult
the Arab physicians about his health. The medical scholars of the universities
of Western Europe like Montpellier and Bologna particularly specialized in
Arab learning and were responsible for the propagation of the teachings of
al-Rāzi and ibn Sīnā. Montpellier had an immense library. All the translations
made by Constantine the African and Gerard of Cremona were housed in this
library at a time when the Paris University library hardly contained more
than a score of medical works. From these centres the teachings of the Arabs
spread to all medical schools in Europe. From the sixth/seventeenth century al-Rāzi and ibn Sīnā were considered superior even to Hippocrates and Galen.43

43 C. Elgood, op. cit., p. 20ff.
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Chapter LXVIII

INFLUENCE OF MUSLIM THOUGHT ON THE WEST

A

WESTERN THINKERS ON ISLAM IN GENERAL

Muslim philosophy influenced Western thought in several ways. It (1) initiated in the West the humanistic movement; (2) introduced the historical sciences and (3) the scientific method; (4) helped the Western scholastics in harmonizing philosophy with faith; (5) stimulated Western mysticism; (6) laid the foundations of Italian Renaissance and, to a degree, moulded the modern European thought down to the time of Immanuel Kant, in certain directions even later.1

1. The Muslims were the first humanists and they gave a humanist bend to the Western mind. They were the first to reveal to the West that outside the prevailing Catholic Church it was not all darkness and barbarism but untold wealth of knowledge. They captured and further developed all the intellectual achievements of Greece and transmitted them to the West before any direct contact between the Greek intellect and the Western mind was established. It was through their influence that ancient and contemporary men outside the Christian West also began to be looked upon as human and even possessed of higher civilizations.2

Nothing can prove their own humanism better than the fact that within eight years of the establishment of Baghdad they were in possession of the greater parts of the works of Aristotle (including the spurious Mineralogy, Mechanics, and Theology, the last of which was actually an abridged paraphrase of the last three books of Plotinus' Enneads), some of the works of Plato and the Neo-Platonists, the important works of Hippocrates, Galen, Euclid, Ptolemy, and subsequent writers and commentators, and several Persian and Indian writings on mathematics, astronomy, and ethics. All this

2 Ibid.
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was taking place in the Muslim world when Greek thought was almost unknown in the West. While in the East "al-Raqqid and al-Mas'udi were delving into Greek and Persian philosophy their contemporaries in the West, Charlemagne and his lords, were reportedly dabbling in the art of writing their names."12

Humanism spread to Western Europe through contact between the Muslims and the non-Muslims in Spain; to Italy by a similar contact in Sicily; and throughout Europe by the impress of a higher culture received by the Crusaders in Syria and Asia Minor. Since Islam originated from monotheism, it conceived idolatry as its real enemy and acted with the purpose of subduing it first in the Arab lands and then throughout the world. The Qur'ān accepts Christianity and the Jewish religion as divine religions; therefore, it did not instigate any struggle against them. However, Christianity first conceived of Islam as a competitor and, therefore, attacked it directly. The Arian and Nomocratic sects of Christianity had a positive outlook on Islam since they were monotheistic in outlook. As compared to Islam the doctrine of the Trinity and the Monophysite mode of thinking retained the residues of idolatry. The places of ancient Jupiter, Apollo, Venus were given to God, Jesus, and Mary. Since iconoclasticism of Islam was against their frame of mind, the Christians started a religious struggle against Islam. The following verses from the Qur'ān indicate that in Islam there is no obligatory doctrine but religious tolerance: "Lahum dīn-ahum wa lī-πa dīn (you have your religion and I have mine): id ḍara's bi-αl-dīn (religion is not to be forced on anyone). On the other hand, the idea of proselytism is dominant in Christianity. Christianity indoctrinates that it is the only way to spread and spreading is its main aim. In spite of this principle in Christianity, the spread of Islam in all domains from the first Hijrah on not by wars but sporadically was much more rapid. Barthold sees the reason for this in the capacity of the Arabic language and in the Islamic custom of not collecting taxes and duties from defeated nations if they accepted Islam.4 Although these sociological factors play a significant role, the ease in accepting a natural and rational religion and its consistency with human idealism are additional reasons for the spread of Islam. The Christian reaction to Islam in the East and West took different forms. Those who criticized the new religion vehemently and did not wish to accept it as a religion at all come first. John of Damascus in his book De Haeresibus, considered Islam to be heresy. The first Byzantine writer who referred to the Prophet was Theophanes the Confessor (202/817). He also attacked Islam as severely as John. Guibert de Nogent's (518/1124) criticism was based on the fact that wine and pork were tabooed in Islam. As an exception, Hilderbert de Le mans for the first time, in the Middle Ages in the West, stated
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that Muhammad was a real Prophet and he did produce miracles. Guillaume de Tripoli's work on Islam was written with extreme hate and was most offensive. Its descriptions were far from reality, being a mixture of mythical elements with history.5

Peter de Chuy (d. 551/1156) translated the Qur'ān into Latin for the first time. His work set the foundation for St. Thomas' attacks on Islam. Two helpers named Peter de Toledo and Peter Pictor participated in Peter Chuy's attempt at translating the Qur'ān. The Latin translation of an epistle on the discussion over the principles of Christianity and Islam between 'Abd al-Malik al-Kindi who was the Caliph Mār[s]'in's secretary and Yahya al-Dimashqī was added at the end of this version of the Qur'ān. This epistle indicates how tolerant the Caliphs were about religious discussions even in the third/ninth century. When this work was translated into Latin in the West in the sixteenth century, very bitter and offensive expressions were used for Islam in the preface to the Latin translation. Casanova and Muir critically investigated whether or not this epistle really belonged to the third/ninth century. Masougum has looked for a relationship between the epistle of this al-Kindi—who has no relation to the philosopher al-Kindi—and that of Yahya ibn 'Adi in which the Trinity is defended.6 The problem has not yet been solved.

St. Thomas referred to Islam and to its theologians. He is the first to give his criticisms a philosophical orientation. Raymond Lull (533-716/ 1255-1316) studied Arabic as a Majorca and Muslim philosophy in Bagis near Tunisia. It was he who suggested to the then Pope to start the moral crusade against Islam. This suggestion which was met at first with complete disinterest was later accepted by the Popes after Raymond's long endeavour to that effect; it became indeed the foundation of the Missionary movement. Raymond translated Arnulf's al-Husna (The Beautiful Names of God) of Muhby al-Din ibn 'Arabi. He adapted several passages from Fisihdī al-Makkiyyah (The Revelations of Moses). He wrote an epistle relating to the discussions of a Christian, a Muslim, and a Jew. Although he wrote many epistles and books about Sufistic theology and philosophy, yet he essentially preserved his enmity against Islam.

At the same time Constantine Porphyrogensis was referring to the Prophet with respect and politeness in a passage of his work on history. Ibn Sahin, an adherent of waswaw, in a book entitled al-Ajīb wa al-A'īd al-Qālīyyah (Answers to Sicilian Questions) answered the questions asked on Aristotel's philosophy by the King of Naples and Emperor of Germany.

1 Gustave E. Von Gronau, Medieval Islam, Chicago, 1966

2 Rīsālīḥ 'Abd Allah Ibn Lambīl al-Dimashqī wa 'Abd al-Malik Ibn Fahd al-Kindi (a work of the third/ninth century written in defence of Christianity), London, 1885.
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Yet the moral tension between the two worlds did not ease. Lante in the section on "Inferno" of the Divine Comedy describes the Prophet in the eighth sphere of the underworld in a most atrocious manner, although, as Avice Casalis in his studies of his Divine Comedy demonstrates, he owed to him 'Arabi his entire topic, his manner of synthesis, and his idea of moral ascension. Since all the publications in the West against Islam for centuries after the Middle Ages had continuously been written by adaptations, translations, imitations, copying without any mention of source, they were no more than expressions of a complex against Islam as a faith.

It was at first rather difficult for the Western philosophers to get rid of religious, imperialistic, and racial prejudices and look at Islam and the East with understanding. In spite of the fact that Renaissance became possible only through profiting by Muslim works on philosophy, and science and their translations and interpretations thereof for centuries, the attitude of some Western people who were hostile to the very civilization that these works inspired despised the religious, political, and racial prejudices. From the seventeenth century on, Western philosophers gradually got rid of their prejudices against Islam. Cultural and intellectual influences from the Muslim East for centuries were instrumental in bringing about that change.

From the twelfth to the eighteenth century on, the attitude of Western free thinkers took a truly humanistic turn. The libretto pseurop posed a stand against negative and malicious publications. Edward Sale, in the preface he wrote for his translation of the Qur'an in 1147/1724, likens the Prophet to Thucydides. He praises his philosophy, its political views, and his realism. Boulainvilliers in his book, The Life of the Prophet, goes one step further to try to prove that Islam is superior to Christianity in rationalism, realism, and its consistency with the nature of man. Savory in the preface he wrote for his translation of the Qur'an completed in 1196/1783, describes Muhammad as "one of the marvellous persons who appear in the world from time to time." Due to its importance, Savory's translation was again published ten years ago.

This sympathetic attitude towards Islam evoked a strong reaction in Voltaire. He made extremely offensive and insolent statements about Islam and the Prophet of Islam. Kant praised Islam in his La Religion dans les limites de la simple raison. "Islam," he said, "distinguishes itself with pride and courage, for it propagates faith not by miracles but by conquests, and it is founded on courageous ascetism. This important phenomenon is due to the founder who propagated the conception of the unity of God. The nobility of a people who were freed from idolatry has been an important factor in bringing about this result. The spirit of Islam is indicated not in conformity without will but in voluntary adherence to the will of God, and this, above all, is a noble quality of a high power of the new faith exalted against idolatry, and the sincere adherence of its believers to it. This work of Goethe is in the nature of an answer to Voltaire's work bearing the same name. Goethe read the Qur'an in 1184/1770 and annotated certain verses which were later referred to in Meier's German version of the Qur'an. By this time the Prophet of Islam was well known in Germany as the founder of a "Natural Religion," and a protagonist of intellectual advance. Megerian's translation of the Qur'an (1185/1772) and that of Boysen's (1187/1778) were published in Germany in addition to Turpin's work. The Life of Muhammad, in which Muhammad is described as a "great Prophet," "powerful mind," "true believer," and "the founder of natural religion."

Auguste Comte, in his "Law of Three Stages of Social Development," considers Islam to be the most advanced phase in his so-called theological stage and regards it even as preparatory to the metaphysical stage. Oswald Spengler compares Islam with the Protestant faith. In Muhammad he sees the puritan personality of a Luther or a Calvin. According to him, Islam calls for the same kind and quantity of "Illumination" and "Intelligent" as was insisted on by Confucius, Buddha, and Voltaire. Although Nietzsche severely attacks Christianity in all his works, particularly in his Antichrist, he did not include Islam in his adverse judgment. On the other hand, he mentioned it with praise. Eduard von Hartmann, in his book entitled The Religion of the Future, remarks that, although Hebrew religion is an advance over paganism, the conception of monolithic and rationalistic God rather hinders its progress; and he concludes that monotheism finds its most powerful way of expression in Islam. Carlyle designates Islam as a very superior faith and thinks that Muhammad is the hero of the prophets. He refutes the false accusation made against the Prophet and states that "this kind of opinion is shamed on us."

Thus, Orientalism, interest in which began during the seventh/twelfth century merely through religious fanaticism and with the aim at establishing missionary organization, gradually became a subject of methodical research.12

2 Goethe, Mahomet (French translation).
5 F. Nietzsche, Der Antichrist.
6 Eduard von Hartmann, La Religion de l'avenir, p. 148.
After the twelfth/eighteenth century those who possessed intensive knowledge of Arabic began to occupy themselves with the study of Islamic sciences, principles of Islam, and the history of Muslim nations. The number of those who got rid of their prejudices and subjective views and who knew how to take truth seriously increased as scientific research became more extensive. Dicterici, Sebilliot, Quarrermère, de Slane, Poonzcke, Sylvestre de Secy, Fleisher, Wartenfeld, Horten, de Boer, Masoum Ouzel, Guichon, L. Gardet, Masimag, Rene Guenon, M. Asim Palace, E. G. Browne, Nicholson, Sir Hamilton Gibb are among them. We may add that Orientalism today is oriented towards understanding Islam and other Eastern religions by serious scholarship, although there still are some who carry on their studies for imperial or missionary purposes.18

In the above account an attempt has been made to show how, starting with thorough antagonism to Islam, the West gradually moved towards a humanistic approach to Islamic culture. But this humanistic attitude was directed not only towards Islam but also to other Eastern religions. August Wilhelm Schlegel, from 124/1818 to the time of his death, occupied himself with Oriental studies. From 1250/1823 to 1346/1830 he published the journal Indische Bibliothek in three volumes and also edited the Bhagavad Gita and the Rama Jana. These efforts mark the beginning of Sanskrit scholarship in Germany.

How the Jews and Christians in the West followed in the footsteps of Muslim thinkers in their recapturing of Greek learning, and how they captured Muslim thought itself will be shown later.

2. A large part of the Qur’an refers to the past and takes the mind of the reader to the rise and fall of nations in the days gone by. In fact, it lays special emphasis on history as well as on nature as sources of knowledge. This Qur’anic attitude to history developed a true historical sense amongst the Muslims who in due course produced next to Herodotus world’s first great historians like al-Tabari, al-Mas’udi, ibn Hayyân, ibn Khaldun, and others. One of them, al-Biruni, laid down for the first time in history the principles of historical criticism. The Muslims were, thus, the first after Herodotus to develop the historical sense and to lay open the various historical sciences before the West.

3. The greatest boon that the Muslim East bestowed upon the West was the scientific or inductive method of inquiry. Although most of the Muslim thinkers used the inductive method in their scientific investigation in different fields, the two of them who particularly expounded this method were Muhammad bin Zakariya al-Razi and ibn Ba’haq. Ibn Hazm, writing on the scope of logic, emphasized sense-perception as a source of knowledge. Later ibn Taimiyah in his refutation of Aristotelian logic showed that induction was

---


21 Ibid., p. 190.
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tion of positive knowledge, the minute methods of science, details and prolonged observation and experimental inquiry were altogether alien to the Greek temperament. Only in Hellenistic Alexandria was any approach to scientific work conducted in the ancient classical world. What we call science arose in Europe as a result of a new spirit of inquiry, of new methods of investigation, of the methods of experiment, observation, and measurement, of the development of mathematics in a form unknown to the Greeks. That spirit and those methods were introduced into the European world by the Arabs.10

4. In the West, even up to the ninth/twelfth century, philosophy and science were regarded as antagonistic to religion. Hence the teachings of Aristotelianism and Avicennism were banned, Bruno was burnt, Kepler was persecuted, and Galileo was forced to retract. Muslim thinkers, following Plato, Aristotle, and Plotinus, harmonized faith with reason and made possible, for themselves and for Europe, unhampered development of both.

5. European mysticism was also much influenced by the mysticism of Islam. Arthur J. Arberry observes in The History of Sufism that "it is impossible, for example, to read the poems of the Spanish mystic St. John of the Cross without concluding that his entire process of thinking and imaginative apparatus owed much to those Muslim mystics who had also been natives of Spain." In the beginning of the eighteenth century, Raymond Lull wrote on mysticism. He was an accomplished scholar and founder of a school of Oriental languages at Rome. His mystical writings are "beyond question influenced by Sufi speculation. These are only a few examples of what Arberry regards as "unquestionably a general process." In later times the influence of Persian mystical poetry on so great a genius as Goethe is too well known to be mentioned.

Miguel Asín Palacios, in his study of the influence of the Islamic conception of the next world on the Divine Comedy, investigated Ibn 'Arabi's influence on Dante. The relationship between ascension to heaven in Dante's book and the Ascension (mu'adij) in Islam had already caught the attention of some scholars. Ozanan, a thirteenth/nineteenth-century French scholar, in his great study of Dante, mocked at those who thought that the work of the poet from Toscana was "a lonely monument of the Middle Ages" and he considered the poet an erudite who was considerably well informed and who made use of all past experiences. According to him, "two roads, one going north and the other south, lead Dante to the old Eastern sources. He maintained that the relationship between the Saracens and Europe was very close at that time." Dante had read the Latin versions of the works of many Muslim philosophers and adherents of tasawwuf, at least those of Ibn Sina and al-Ghazālī. Following Ozanan and d'Arcoa, Charles Lajüte, in the preface he wrote for Brizziu's translation of the Divine Comedy into French, maintained that the theme must have been borrowed from the world of Islam. As that

10 Ibid., p. 191.
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time, Moli de Goeje and some other authors held similar views. More recently Elgaz Bloomberg published two studies on this problem: Etudes sur l'exis-
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tance religieuse d'Islam, 1307/1889, and Les Sources de la Divine Comédie, 1319/1901. In these studies he defended the view that the idea of ascending to heaven came directly from Islam. According to Blochet, in a verse in the Qur'an, there is a reference to mu'adij (ascension to heaven) though no details are given. Many of these details are the products of public imagination in Islam and they must have been due to more ancient sources. He finds the roots especially in Mandaeism. He relates the mu'adij description in the Mandakite poet Artakî Vîstaf's literary work based on Zandî Avesta. Barthelémy traduces Artakî Vîstaf's Nâmâd and in his foreword demonstrated similarities between the Divine Comedy and the Manzakite book. Blochet claimed that the idea of ascending to heaven in Dante was transmitted both from the Persian and Islamicized sources.

Asin Palacios' conclusions are more precise. Not being satisfied with mere comparison between the texts, he studied the sources of Dante and thereby demonstrated how these depended on Islamic works, i.e., on their translations. By emphasizing the special significance of Ibn 'Arabi's "Revelations" he solved the problem with great success. Ibn Masarrat al-Jilbâlî from Merce and Cordova who specialized in ibn 'Arabi's doctrine of tasawwuf demonstrated the influence of this doctrine on Western eschatology, in general, on the prints of the Franciscan denomination, and on Dante who was till then known as a follower of Aristotle and St. Thomas in particular.

Palacios' book is composed of four parts: (1) comparison of the Divine Comedy with inanat al-îsra and mu'adîj; (2) comparison of the Divine Comedy with Muslim descriptions of the next world ('âdê); (3) Islamic elements in the Christian legends before Dante; (4) studies and determination of the transmission of Islamic works to Christian Europe in general. In the first part, Asín studies the development of the idea of mu'adij in Islam. He traces this with reference to different texts and footnotes and compares each separately with the Divine Comedy. Many phantasies were created in the public imagination about a verse in the Qur'an on mu'adij. All these got incorporated in the descriptions of descent to hell at night (îsra) and the Ascension to heaven (mu'adij). The theme of mu'adij, which public imagination worked on, is used as a mystic symbol by ibn 'Arabi. Several adherents of tasawwuf, e.g., Junsûd Bâghîlî, Bâyâtîd Bîstâmi, etc., had used the moral symbol before. In ibn 'Arabi's work it received a more significant place. Later, in the books entitled Mu'adîj Nâmây and in Nizâmî Ganjî's Miftâh al-îsâr the event of Ascension to heaven is related in great detail. Muslim miniature artists illustrated these works with many drawings about this spiritual journey.

The construction of Dante's hell is the same as that of ibn 'Arabi's hell. Both are large funnel-shaped edifices composed of several storeys. Serial stair-
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cases lead down to these storeys, in each of which a different class of sinners is housed. The weight of the sinners increases as they descend further down. Each floor is sub-divided into various parts. The first floor in Ibn ‘Arabi’s hell is an ocean of fire and corresponds to what Dante called ‘Dite’, on the shores of which there are various fire torments. Thieves, murderers, plunderers, despots, and the gluttons are tortured in the same chambers. The punishment of thirst given to the makers of false money in the Divine Comedy is given to drunkards in the Mu‘tazilī ‘IJmā‘.

The Prophet meets the angel placed at his service by God at the gate of heaven. He takes the Prophet to a group of nymphs in heaven surrounding the sweethearts of the poet Imra‘ al-Qais. In the same way, when Dante enters heaven, he meets a fair maiden Matilda who politely and elegantly answers his questions. The construction of heaven is the same in both images and is inspired by Pidency’s Almasojad. In accordance with the degree of their virtues, the happy souls are located in one of the nine heavens. Each of the nine heavens corresponds to a sign of the zodiac. Both works have a moral structure, assigning virtues to each storey or to each sphere in heaven. Islamic books entitled ‘IJmā‘ ‘IJmā‘ give the same amount of details and demonstrate the same kind of skill in the description of the heavenly world as is to be found in the Divine Comedy. The eyes of both travellers are dazzled by getting near God as they enter a new phase of the mu‘a‘jāt. When their respective guide Gabriel or Beatrice informs them of His grace, their eyes open. Gabriel and Beatrice not only serve as guides, but also pray for them at each post. As finally Beatrice leaves her place to St. Bernard when Dante enters heaven, so does Gabriel leave the Prophet when he advances to the presence of God guided by a ray of light. In studying Dante’s Muslim sources, one has to compare the Divine Comedy with the Arab poet Abu al-‘Ajā’mī al-Ma‘ṣūrī’s Risālat al-‘Ajmarān. There is a close relationship between the religious ecstasy, charitable pity, and irony, orienting the feelings of the author of this book and the religious ecstasy, criticism, satire, and irony of Dante. Since the topic of mu‘a‘jāt is basic to the Arab poets’ books too, in the absence of any historical documents to supplement a comparison of this kind, its study is still useful. In heaven, Dante meets his contemporaries Picoard from Florence and Geniza from Padua. According to Abu al-‘Ajā’mī, the Prophet meets ‘Isfandīr from Aleppo and ‘Urifaqīr from Baghdad. Both have similar endings. As the Prophet in one case and Dante in the other enter the presence of God, they see Him as a strong ocean of Light.

The Muslim adherents of taṣawwuf, with the exception of Ibn Masarrah of Spain (270-319/883-931) and ‘Abd al-Rahmān ibn Abī al-‘Aṣwār, did not entrust the conviction that the Prophet was the ‘philosopher’. Ibn Masarrah was the founder of the Ilmī school. From Spain the ideas of this school were transmitted to the Augustinian scholastics such as Duns Scotus, Roger Bacon, and Raymond Lull. Yet Goethe wrote the ‘Dichter und Denker’ (Poems and Thoughts of the Poets and Thinkers) (Compendium of Poems)
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the (East) during his mature years after reading Ḥāfiẓ. Fitzgerald translated Khayrām’s Ḥudūd’ī into English and it was received with great interest. Nicholson published in several volumes English translation of Ḥudūd’ī’s Mu‘tahār in addition to the selections from his Dīwān and also from the Mu‘tahār. Masson has devoted his life to the study of Ḥudūd’ī Maṣūfī. The number of studies on the works of Ḥudūd’ī Maṣūfī have increased recently. Aldous Huxley makes frequent reference to Ḥudūd’ī in his Perennial Philosophy, and thinkers like René Guénon have been directly inspired by Ḥudūd’ī.28

In our own times Corbin, by publishing the greater part of Suhrawardi Maṣūfī’s books in two volumes with their Arabic and Persian originals at Iskandar and Teheran entitled Opera Metaphysica et Mystica,29 has brought the great martyr to the attention of existentialists and philosophical anthropologists.30

6. The process by which Muslim thought laid the foundations of the Italian Renaissance and influenced subsequent thought was a long one. It will be briefly described in the sections that follow.

B THEOLOGICAL INFLUENCE

The influence of Muslim theologians on the West was only secondary. Tension between the two religions, Islam and Christianity, was the reason for this. Nevertheless, Muslim theologians were known to the West ever though indirectly through the works of the "philosophers": only al-Ghazzālī: theology was known to the Western scholars directly. St. Thomas refers to the theologians in his Contra Gentiles as leges.28 However, for long knowledge of Muslim theology remained meagre and that for two reasons: (i) the information about the Mu’tazilī and the first theologian was second-hand, nothing was taken from their own works; and (ii) the masters of the philosophico-theological movements after al-Ghazzālī long remained unknown. Up to the thirteenth/nineteenth century hardly any scholar in the West was acquainted with the works of Fakhr al-Din Rāzī


31 Le crétique thomiste des Motestoum (Lecomte) in: “Pourquoi St. Thomas a critiqué St. Augustin” by R. Gibon in Archives, 1926.
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Saif al-Din 'A stimuli, ibn Taimiyah, Siraj al-Din Urmawi, Sayyid Sharif al-Jurjani, Sa'd al-Din Tahtasai, and others. No complete account can, therefore, be given of the influence of the Muslim theology on the West. However, important works on the philosophy of religion have been translated since the beginning of the present century. Among these the "Ikhshid" of Abu al-Ma'si (Ismail al-Harmaini) and several books by ibn Taimiyah have been translated into French. In addition to these, Max Huerzler has published a big volume on Muslim theologians. Recently, Louis Gardeur together with Amawati has released Introduction à la Théologie Musulmane. Albert Nader has written Le système Philosophique des Ma'daris (first published in Arabic and then translated into French by the same author).

Al-Ghazalli had a unique position. He was a theologian as well as a philosopher. Therefore, his influence in the West was theological as well as philosophical. Maimonides' book Al-Ghazalli's theological influence on Western thought in several of his writings. As it was previously assumed, this influence cannot be confined to the "Tahdib" only, the Latin version of which was made during the sixteenth century. Al-Ghazalli's influence was also felt through his other works. The "Majazi" was translated into Latin under the heading Logica et philosophia Arabica by Gandilinbus; it was published in Venice in 1500. His "Al-Nafs al-Ismawi" was also translated under the title De Anima Humana.

Al-Ghazalli's influence which Asim Palacios elaborately discussed in his book, La espiritualidad de Alghazali en sentido cristiano, has several phases. The influence on Raymond Martini, a Dominican monk who professed by al-Ghazalli's works on theology and philosophy, comes first. According to Palacios, the influence of the early Christian sources, for instance of St. Augustine, on al-Ghazalli himself should first be taken into consideration. Although it is not possible to indicate how and by what means Augustine's ideas were transmitted to al-Ghazalli, it is quite possible that his influence was widespread in the intellectual circles where al-Ghazalli was brought up. Palacios, however, suggests it difficult to attribute specific influences to the works of al-Ghazalli.

The influence of Muslim thought on Western philosophy is a complex and multifaceted phenomenon. Muslim philosophers and theologians made significant contributions to the development of Western thought, influencing fields such as metaphysics, ethics, and spirituality. Al-Ghazalli, in particular, had a profound impact on Christian thought, with his works being translated into Latin and studied by figures like Raymond Martini. The influence of Muslim thought on the West extends beyond specific individuals and works, shaping broader intellectual and cultural trends.

References:
- "Henri Lacout (Ed.), Contribution à une étude de la Méthodologie de l'Akh al-Din Ahmad b. Taima' in, two opuscules de ibn Taimiyah," Cairo, 1929.
- "This problem has been discussed by Wessinck in his book, La Pensée de Ghanzali. The author considers the great importance of this influence, and compares al-Ghazalli with Plotinus, Augustinian, and Pseudo-Augustine."
- "Saint Augustine is mentioned by Qurashi (fifteenth century) in his Kitab al-Islam fi Din al-Nu'man min al-Firdaws al-Ajurbi wa ikhtiyar-1 Din al-Islam (Library Köprüili, Istanbul), as Qusambarb Ospina (Your Priest Augustine), p. 5; on page 35 in the three words; Quso Ospina and qusambar-1 min al-Ghazali (the three religions, Augustine said, have gained common ground)."
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fails to refer to any evidence to prove his assertion, though he has much documentary evidence about the transmission of al-Ghazalli's thought to the West. Take the example of historian-philosopher Bar Hebraeus known in the Muslim world as abu al-Paraj. He was a minister at the Syriac Jacobite church and was famous during the seventh/thirteenth century. He wrote in Arabic and Syriac and copied many chapters from al-Ghazalli's "Ihya" (Revivification of Religious Sciences) and adapted them in his books entitled "Esharos" and The Book of the Dose. This marks the beginning of al-Ghazalli's influence on Christian spirituality. If an author like Bar Hebraeus, who was rather influential in the Christian church, profits by al-Ghazalli's ideas in writing his own books considered fundamental in monastic instruction, the reason for this, according to Palacios, was that he regarded these ideas totally consistent with his own doctrine.

In his study of al-Ghazalli, Wessinck shows that the two books by Bar Hebraeus are not only written in accordance with the organisation of the chapters taken from al-Ghazalli's "Ihya" (e.g., virtues, vices, the degrees of moral perfection) but also al-Ghazalli's ideas and even his examples, analogies, and at times phrases, and the kind of evidence "Ihya" brings from poetry and literature, are employed in them in exactly the same way. According to Palacios, Bar Hebraeus did so because in reality these were fully consistent with the Christian spirit even though he wanted to keep secret the apparent source of the ideas transmitted to him. However, there was no need for Palacios at this point to go into making interpretations which would contradict his own straight arguments.

Palacios traces the development of al-Ghazalli's ideas in the West as follows. The Spanish Dominican monk Raymond Martini, who was Bar Hebraeus' contemporary, borrowed the same ideas from him and from al-Ghazalli. Instead of profiting only by the books of Muslim "philosophers," he, unlike the scholastics, directly profited by al-Ghazalli's texts in his books entitled Pugio Fidelis and Explanatio Symboli, written in the field of religion. These works, written from Tahdib, Maqasid, Mi'a'an, Maqasid, Misbā'h al-Awmar and "Ihya," According to Palacios, the benefit derived here is more substantial than Bar Hebraeus' adaptations which he had made without mentioning any source, for the arguments have been taken exactly as they were in the original.


P. M. Asin Palacios, "Contactes de la spiritualitat musulmana de la spirituality Christienne," l'Islam et l'Ocident, 1935.
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Furthermore, St. Thomas used some texts of al-Ghazali’s in Contra Gentiles either directly or through the mediation of Raymond Martini. Al-Ghazali’s arguments in favor of the creatio ex nihilo, his proof that God’s knowledge comprises particulars, and his justification of the resurrection of the dead were adopted by many scholastics including St. Thomas. St. Thomas, who had received his education from the Dominican order in the University of Naples, had known al-Ghazali’s philosophy well, and used his arguments in attacks on Aristotelianism. St. Thomas’ Summa Theologiae and al-Ghazali’s treatise on the place of reason as applied to revelation and theology run parallel in many places in their arguments and conclusions. Both of them claimed to have found happiness in the beatific vision and both stated the case of their opponent fairly before pronouncing their own judgments on it. To questions on which St. Thomas seems to have been deeply influenced by al-Ghazali are the ideas of contingency and necessity as proving the existence of God, divine knowledge, divine simplicity, divine names, and divine attributes, God’s speech a per finitum, the miracles as a testimony to the truth of prophesies, and resurrection of the dead.1

Al-Ghazali’s influence was very significant towards the end of the Middle Ages. During the eighth/nineteenth century, three sceptical philosophers were influenced by al-Ashari’s arguments on the problem of causality through the mediation of al-Ghazali. Their names are (1) Peter of Ailly, (2) Nicholas of Autrecourt, and (3) Gillespie of Ocmam. Ocmam, the scholar most influenced by al-Ashari’s nominalism in the West, arrived at the conception of intuitive divine knowledge via his own criticisms of the theory of causality and his occasionalism (by which he tried to explain St. Thomas’ rationalist philosophy) under al-Ghazali’s influence.2

A relation was established for the first time between Christian and Muslim philosophies with Gundisalvus’ translations from al-Ghazali. C. Baumker was the first to call public attention to these translations. From the works of this great scholar (as later from those of E. Gilson) it has become clear that Ibn Sina had an influence on the West in two ways: (1) directly through his own works and (2) indirectly through al-Ghazali’s works translated by Gundisalvus. Al-Ghazali was in a way Ibn Sina’sdisciple, even though he later opposed him. First he elaborated the ideas inspired by him, and later he criticized them. For instance, he followed the philosopher’s point of view in the classification of souls. Ibn Sina divided the soul into three faculties named in Latin: sapientia, sensibilitas, rationalitas. In Gundisalvus’ translations, the terms used are: anima vegetativa, anima animalis, anima humana (al-nafs al-na’di, al-nafs al-hayyani, al-nafs al-insani). As to nafs al-nafiqah (the soul enfolded with the gift of speech) Gundisalvus uses slightly different terminology. Above
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the hierarchy of the intellects there is al-‘iql al-fu’al (intellectus aqutis) which al-Ghazali designates as Substantia existens per se quae non est corpus—substance existing in its own right without the need of body—a definition which we do not find in Ibn Sina and which proved valuable for the Western scholastics. Al-Ghazali calls the active intellect dator formarum.3

Al-Ghazali’s influence on the West was not confined to Raymond Martini. In his book Huellas de Islam, Palacios carries this influence down to Pascal. According to him, there is a conformity between al-Ghazali’s and Pascal’s ideas about the next world which is not due to coincidence. The sort of argument concerning the defence of religion extensively employed by al-Ghazali, known in the West as ‘betting’ (pari), is elaborated again and again by Pascal in his Pensées. In addition to Lachelier’s well-known study on this topic, the same theme has also been studied by E. Degas in his Pari de Pascal. Statement of the argument aims at making the non-believers see that there is no inconsistency in performing religious duties and believing in the possibility that the next world may not exist at all. This argument may be summarized in one sentence: If you win you shall win all; if you lose you will loose nothing (Si vous gagnez vous gagnez tout, si vous perdez vous ne perdez rien). Those investigating the roots of this argument give us information about a short text by Arnobius who, after Bayle, was the first to use it. Another text in Schuelt’s Theologie Naturale concerned itself with those roots. Finally, two French theologians, who were contemporaries of Pascal, formulated the betting argument in a way similar to his. One of them was Silhon, the author of Immortalité de l’âme. Blanchet and Lachelier studied in what ways these authors were like Pascal and how they differed. Following a penetrating analysis of the text, Blanchet demonstrates that they were Pascal’s sources both in ideas and literary form. The result of these investigations is as follows. Pascal’s betting idea was held by many authors in embryonic form since Arnobius. The idea took a long journey from al-Ghazali to Raymond Martini and then to Pascal. Let us see only the comparisons Palacios draws between Pascal and al-Ghazali basing them on well-founded studies of the texts. Pascal, like al-Ghazali, is of the opinion that our senses may deceive us. Here, Palacios compares the text of al-Masqafa with that of Pensées and indicates the similarities. Pascal as much as al-Ghazali strongly suspects that our dreams are the reality, our life is nothing but a dream when we are awake, and that we wake up from that dream when we die. The resemblance to the effect that life is a dream and death waking up from that dream is significant. Both philosophers find the way to get rid of the state of doubt in mysticism. Both of them look for

15 S. Horovits, Der Einfluss der griechischen Stoa auf die Entwicklung der Araber, 1919, Chap. 4: “The relation Between Ghazali’s Thought and Christian Scholastics.”
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it in divine inspiration as a product of moral virtues and love of religion free from all logical judgments. This power of inspiration bestowed by God on the believers is the most dependable source for knowledge of the supernatural world, both in al-Ghazali and Pascal. It is evident that the foundation of Pascal's theory about the "logic of the heart" is the idea of the "eye of the heart." Both assiduously deductive intellect to the lowest category, for it has practically no influence on our emotional life and beliefs, the mental attitudes determined by it vary; its field of activity is confined to a limited number of dates; and most people remain outside its influence. On the other hand, the functioning field of practical life which is based on habits, familiarity, imitation, and the emotions of the heart is very much broader and can be considered to be the common and normal foundation of religious life. Palacios compares the ideas of al-Ghazali and Pascal on faith and human certitude, and also the anectode on p. 68 in al-Ghazali's Faisal al-Tafrighi with that on p. 350 in Pascal's Pensées. In terms of ideas, both say the same thing, viz., "God is not in the intellect but in the heart" (Dieu est sensible au cœur, non- a la raison). Then, Palacios notes the following points in Pascal about "betting" which remind us of al-Ghazali.

(i) The indifference of non-believers and free-thinkers towards the problem of the next world and eternity is stupid. It shows a weak intellect, an evil heart, and faulty perception. The Spanish author compares Pascal's work with al-Ghazali's Minhān al-'Amal (Criterion of Action) and Ḥikṣa in this respect.

(ii) In order to remedy the indifference of this group of non-believers it is not sufficient to depend on objective arguments, intellect, and faith, for, the state of doubt they are in originates from the doubtness of the causes of existence and the non-existence of the next world. Therefore, one should begin with the hypothesis which would affirm the impossibility of definite arguments concerning the eternity of the soul. Here, Palacios compares Pascal's Pensées with certain chapters and passages in al-Ghazali's works, e.g., Ḥikṣa, Minhān, and Arba'īn, and shows how the arguments in them are repeated by Sihon and Pascal with very little change.

(iii) If one begins with the above hypothesis, in case of the insufficiency of convincing arguments by direct proof, one should look for such argument as would recommend the idea of the existence of the next world where rewards and punishments should be calculated after death, depending upon personal interest, egoism, and the rules of most elementary caution and thereby convince non-believers of it. Here again Palacios compares passages from al-Ghazali's works, e.g., Ḥikṣa, Minhān, Arba'īn, Muṣḥaf, with the texts of Sihon, Sirmond, and Pascal.

(iv) Above all this argument consists in putting the problem of next life in
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the same way as the possibility of success in present life in terms of the game of chance and fate. The game of fate consists of actions and events dependent on chance, like hunting, taking a sea-trip, wars, surgical operations, drugs for therapy, commercial transactions, professional education, new industrial enterprises, etc. The person who takes measures in all these activities calculates that the gain which is expected to be obtained in the future would be more beneficial than the one that is risked. Here Palacios points out that in his Ḥikṣa and Minhān, al-Ghazali used the examples of hunting, commerce, political occupation, taking a sea-trip, drugs, and industry, and that as a matter of fact Pascal repeated many of them.

(v) The bulk of the argument is like the process of weighing as in a pair of scales. The values of the gains risked by betting as to whether the next world existed or not were put on one tray of this pair of scales and the values of the gains and losses were put on the other. Here, Palacios gives examples from al-Ghazali's books, e.g., Ḥikṣa, Minhān, and Muṣḥaf, and compares them with those in the works of Sihon, Sirmond, and Pascal. Pascal says, Lepel presse sous vos espose; pensons le gain et le perte. The first point to be taken into consideration in order to complete this comparison is that the pleasures and properties of this world should be weighed and then their uselessness and total quality stressed. The limited use that can be made of one's worldly possessions, during the lifespan lasting for about seventy years, should be emphasized. Texts from al-Ghazali's Ḥikṣa, Minhān, and Muṣḥaf are compared here with those of Sirmond's and Pascal's.

(vi) The eternity of next life (the loss or gain of which is the case in point), i.e., its infinity, limitlessness, unique timeliness which cannot be compared with millions of years and centuries, is weighed. For this too Palacios makes detailed comparisons between al-Ghazali's and Pascal's texts.

(vii) It is understood that there is no comparison between that which has an end and is limited and that which is unlimited and is endless, in terms of the worth and quality of values. The party that wins is of those who choose the road of virtue and accept the existence of the next world, thus getting rid of the sinful pleasures of this life. Here, Palacio compares parts of Minhān, Ḥikṣa, and Arba'īn with the like parts in the works of Pascal.

"The one who does not believe is the loser."

(ix) This argument may leave the possibility to the infidels of raising the objection that it is based on doubt about the things to be gained or lost in the next world. We have no definite idea about a thing to be gained or lost in the next world, whereas in this world we can determine with absolute certainty the things we are going to gain or lose. There is doubt about the matters of the next world but definiteness about those of this world.

(x) This difficulty is solved by pointing out that a limited thing which is definitely risked is negligible as compared with the infinity of expected gains even though doubtful. Here too Palacios makes comparisons between the
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texts of Muḥammad ibn ʿAṣām and Ḥṣāṣṣū and those of the works of Sirmond and Pascal, and indicates striking similarities between them.

(xi) Finally, assuming that the next world does not exist, if the unique person who is not under religious discipline acts virtuously in this world, he shall lose nothing. For the real happiness that man can find on this earth is not merely the satisfaction of his passions. Just the opposite; it comes from controlling the passions, putting them under the control of the intellect. Only in that way can man rise above the level of the animal. This state saves man from becoming a slave to sensuality and helps him gain his true freedom which gives him nobility. It enables him to get rid of anxiety, sorrow, mental weakness, and leaves him with infinite peacefulness of the soul, which is purer and more lasting than the sensuous pleasures. Here also Palacian quotes from Muḥammad ibn ʿAṣām, Arbaʿīn Musāṣquiri and shows how many of Pascal’s statements resemble those of al-Qazzālī.

According to Palacian, it should be granted that there are some differences between the two philosophers besides their similarities. First of all, like Sirmond, Pascal did not present the problem openly but mentioned it in an indirect way. Al-Qazzālī, however, made a careful and detailed study of it. The point mentioned in paragraph (xi) illustrates this. According to Palacian, neither Sirmond nor Pascal stated the problem as thoroughly and analytically as al-Qazzālī did. Thus, if the religious people and free-thinkers act virtuously, as if the next world really did exist, they will strengthen their position when a world which is doubtful for them materializes in the future. Besides, they would be acting in a way which is consistent with their interests in this world. The direct source for the betting problem lies in self-interest and the principle of expediency.

This kind of reasoning directed against the irreligious and the free-thinkers who disregard all metaphysics and altruism is consistent with the rule of argument al-khuṣūs which consists of using the arguments of the opponent against himself leaving him no way of escape. “If you win, you win all, if you lose, you lose nothing” principle will constitute the strongest proof for them. However, so long as they are convinced that as they bet is favourable of the existence of the next world, which establishes control over their appetites, not only is earthly happiness which is very dear to them not sacrificed, but is, on the other hand, realized positively and fully.

Al-Qazzālī explains the critical aspect of the betting idea better than Sirmond and Pascal. For neither of the two thinkers debates with the irreligious who directly refute the next world and consider the religious dogmas a mere fake and absolute nonsense. Sirmond and Pascal argue only with those who are in a state of hesitation because of the lack of positive arguments to reach a decision. Al-Qazzālī begins debating with the irreligious in Ḥṣāṣṣū “Ulum al-Dīn because of their ruthless actions and he faces them and meets them on their own ground. In doing so, al-Qazzālī’s aim is to make them believe that they will find the positive
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happiness of the only life they believe in and wish to lead, not in loose life but in knowledge and virtue.

According to Palacian, al-Qazzālī seems more open and thorough than Pascal on betting. Pascal’s Pensées does not seem to be a completed work as al-Qazzālī’s books are. It is in the nature of an outline which the philosopher intended to develop in a complete work. His death, however, hindered that plan. But the mathematical clarity of Pascal and the results of his calculations of probability cannot be found in al-Qazzālī. Palacian finds the reason for this in the Muslim philosopher’s Islamic view of regarding all chance games as illegitimate.**

C

PHILOSOPHICAL INFLUENCE BEFORE DESCARTES

Interest in Muslim philosophy developed in Europe towards the end of the fifth/eleventh century. The Muslim rule in Spain, the Crusades, the seminaries in Sicily, the inadequacy of the old Western scholastic and scientific systems, and the density of population and internal congestion necessitated the relations of the West with the world of Islam. In Toledo Muslims and Christians lived side by side. It was here that Raymond I, Archbishop of the provincial capital (525/1130-545/1160), established a translation bureau to render Arabic masterpieces into Latin. In France and especially in Normandy, scientific trend appeared first among the monks. Robert, the King of France of the Capetian dynasty, at one time a disciple of Gilbert’s, was friendly towards the Muslim scientific endeavours. At the time he invaded southern Italy, Calabria, and Sicily, he observed the Italian seminaries and borrowed many things from them. In that way, the seminaries of Sicily and Naples acted as transmission media of Islamic science to the West.

The transmission of Muslim thought to the medieval West passed through the following phases.

1. In the first phase, a band of scholars went to Muslim countries and made personal studies. Constantine of Africa and Adelard made studies of this sort for the first time. Constantine, who was born in Carthage near the end of the fifth/eleventh century, travelled all through the East. He made translations into Latin from the Arabic translations of Hippocrates and Galen’s books in addition to those of the original works of Muslim scholars on medical science. Later on, many students from Italy, Spain, and southern France attended Muslim seminaries in order to study mathematics, philosophy, medicine, cosmography, and other subjects, and in due course became candidates for professorship in the first Western universities to be established after the pattern of the Muslim seminaries.
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2. The second phase starts with the founding of the first Western universities. The style of architecture of these universities, their curricula, and their method of instruction were exactly like those in Islamic seminars. First, the Salerno seminary was founded in the kingdom of Naples. Courses were offered in grammar, rhetoric, logic, arithmetic, music, geometry, and cosmography. Books of Aristotle and those on the interpretation of his philosophy were brought to Italy by way of Salerno. Emperor Frederick of Sicily was known as a patron of Muslim science. He founded the seminary at Naples. Aristotle's books were translated from Arabic into Latin by his order. He corresponded with Ibn Sibt on philosophical matters.42 Alphonsus X, King of Castile and Leon (1252-1284), ordered that astronomical tables be made following a study of Arabic works. At that time, important seminars were also established at Padua, Toulouse, and later at Leon.

3. At last, the science of the Musalman was transmitted to France and to other Western countries via Italy. Bologna and Montpellier seminaries were founded at the beginning of the seventeenth century. The University of Paris opened its doors for instruction somewhat later. At that time Oxford and Köln Universities were established after the same pattern and thus the new science was transmitted to England and Germany.

During the seventeenth and eighteenth century, the Oxford school became a centre of the activities of translation and interpretation. Here for the first time Alexander Neckam translated from Arabic Aristotle's books “On Heaven” and “On Soul.” In the same school Michael Scot translated into Latin a book by Ibn Rûdîn and Robert Grosseteste was also a member of the Oxford group (1151-1233). His efforts were noted in the translations of Greek and Muslim philosophical works. Roger Bacon (1111/1112-1292) was one of the most important members of this group. This great scholar who made researches in language, mathematics, and biology became known as a magician and occultist during the Middle Ages and was, therefore, convicted; in fact he was one of the founders of empiricism. The influence of Muslim philosophers on Roger Bacon, particularly that of Ibn Sina, was very great. The word “experiment” (experimentum) is closely associated with his scientific and extra-scientific studies. While the trends initiated by Ibn Sina and Ibn Rushd constituted the roots of Western rationalism, Muslim naturalists like al-Razi and Ibn Haitham influenced the empirical thought of England.

The best known Polish author during the translation period was S. Thomas' friend Wittelo (b. 1286). Wittelo went from Poland to Italy. He compiled an important work about Greek and Muslim scholars. In his book entitled Perspectives there were important selections from Euclid, Appolonius Polymy's
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Optics, and Ibn Haitham’s Kitâb al-Mansûr. Wittelo and Roger Bacon carried further Ibn Haitham's work in physical research.

In the University of Paris, from the day it was established in 1212/1215, much importance was given to Aristotle's texts and their interpretations in Arabic. From 1269/1221 on, the Pope Gregory IX renewed the decree against the instruction of Aristotle and his texts. In the following years the Pope's actions against the universities became increasingly severe. Bacon, Duns Scotus, and Nicholas of Lyra at the University of Paris became accused of heresy. Investigations were made about the Averroists; they were convicted and excommunication of their books was prohibited. Those severe actions continued until the end of the fourteenth century. Those severe measures which had originated from fanaticism had ideological roots too. In general, they embodied a reaction against Aristotelianism. The tendency of Platonism and dualism against Aristotelianism and experimentation was again aroused. Muslim philosophy was unable to meet the needs of the West when it was seen as Plato's Dialogue. For, many of them were not known to the Muslimes. Those that were known were incomplete. At the end of the sixteenth century extensive publication of books translated from Latin into Arabic rendered the decrees by the priests partially ineffective and these books rapidly spread everywhere, even outside the university curricula; while the mental orientation towards experimentation was now struggling against reaction in the fields of ideology and research, the ground was being laid for the Renaissance.

The translation into Latin of the works of Abu Bakr Zakariya al-Razi, founder of the philosophy of nature in Islam, was an important step in the transmission of Muslim philosophy to the West.43 Constantin the African translated into Latin two philosophical works of al-Razi, Kitâb al-Ibad and Sirr al-Aqrâb, and Gerardi de Cremona translated al-Mansûr; another work of his, under the title Liber Albabarti Raxis qui dicilr Almenorasis. Al-Razi’s greatest work Kitâb al-Hayâ (Liber de Continuis) was translated into Latin and the Latin translation was published several times. It was translated by Faraj ben Salm known as Faragat, a Jew educated at Salerno, in twenty-five volumes, under the orders of the King of Naples. It was first published in 892/1486 in Venice, then in Venice in 908/1500, 912/1506, 915/1609, and 949/ 1542. Al-Razi’s influence was not confined to the Latin translation of his works only; it led further to the translations of other Muslim philosophers who referred to him in their works.44

The famous Jabir ibn Hayyân is known among the naturalists as an alchemist, chemist and philosopher.45 He is known in the Latin world better than in
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Islam, not as a philosopher and chemist but as a magician and alchemist. Summa perfectionis magistri is a translation of his collected works.

E. G sicher. "As a number of detailed studies, investigated how Aristotle's psychology reached al-Farabi and al-Kindi, how it developed in their hands, and how it was transmitted to the Latin world." Many of al-Kindi's books were translated into Latin. Plato of Tivoli translated his book on the problems of geometry; Arnold of Villanova, his book on physics and psychology. This last book was first printed in Venice in 915/1007 and then in Paris in 947/1050. One of al-Kindi's important books, Kitab al-Aqiq (Book of the Intellect), was translated into Latin perhaps by John of Sevilla under the title De Intellectu. Gerard of Cremona also translated some books by the philosopher. According to Quadri, Giordano Bruno, the great philosopher of the Renaissance, refers to al-Kindi as "The Al-Kindi an Arab philosopher. Among the first scholars to his best. Ibn Rusdi professed by his books. Does this not signify his power? In the West, al-Kindi was known as one of Aristotle's faithful disciples and, therefore, for a long time, was considered to be a heretic. How ever, with his works and those of his successors, empiricism penetrated into the works of the Arab world and helped the rise of modern thought. Quadri notes that besides al-Kindi's books. "On the Intellect," the Latin translation of two other works of his, namely, Liber de quinque essentia et Liber introitus in artem logos demonstrandi, were also known in the West. The latter was compiled by his disciple Muhammad ibn Taibah ibn Seraqib; its authenticity, however, is doubtful. The former marks progress in the classification of the intellects and is a very important work. According to Latin texts, al-Kindi's philosophy is inclined towards Neo-Platonism.

Coming to al-Farabi, not all but some of his works were known in the West during the Latin medieval period. Translations were made into Latin from his psychology, metaphysics, and logic. Through these translations, he had a penetrating influence on Latin philosophers of the medieval West.

One of the most important figures in the translation activity during the Western Middle Ages was Gundissalve (d. 546/1151). He was the spiritual leader at Segovia; in addition to numerous translations, he wrote a book, De Divisione Philosophiae, which imitated al-Farabi almost step by step. In this book, he translated al-Farabi's encyclopaedic classification for the system of seven types of knowledge (trivium et quadrivium) which was traditional in the East during the medieval period, and this classification, which was very new and original for the Western world, was followed for long in the then recently established universities. Gundissalve's translations had an influence on Christian scholastic philosophy, newly awakened during the seventeenth/halfeenth century, and especially on St. Thomas and Albert the Great.

al-Farabi and, following him, Ibn Sina added the third form of the famous cosmological proof of God based on the conceptions of possibility and necessity, the first two being based on the ideas of motion and potentiality as formulated by Aristotle. It was taken up from Ibn Sina by the Jewish philosopher, Maimonides, and from him by St. Thomas Aquinas, and then it passed on to Spinoza and Leibniz. It was this proof that Kant criticized as the model cosmological proof. Al-Farabi's idealistic logic, according to R. Carra de Vaux, produced a permanent effect on the logical thought of Javan scholars. Robert Hammond, comparing the arguments of St. Thomas about the existence of God with al-Farabi's, has recently shown his influence on the Christian philosopher.

By placing some other ideas of these two thinkers in opposite columns as follows, Hammond reinforces his views regarding this influence:

The proof of movement:

Due to our sense it is evident that in this world there are things that move. Each being is moved by something else.

Summa

Active cause:

In this world we evidence an order of active cause.

Summa

Divine attribute:

God is an absolutely eternal Being.

Summa

Al-Farabi's synthesis of Aristotelianism and Neo-Platonism but supports the trends towards Neo-Platonism in the medieval West. As E. Gibson has shown,

49 Moritz Steinbock, op. cit.; F. Wüstefeld, Die Übersetzungen arabischer Werke in das Lateinische seit dem XI. Jahrhundert, Göttingen, 1877.
50 Inspired by Fara`b's Hikây al-Ulum.
51 M. M. Shari`f, Muslim Thought, Its Origin and Achievements, Lahore, 1901, P. 97.
52 R. Hammond, op. cit.
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al-Fārābī’s translations were long used as arguments by those Western philosophers who wished to reinstate the Aristotelian era.

With al-Fārābī originated the idea of definite determinism based on a metaphysical foundation. As a result this conception led to the distinction between psychological necessity and physical necessity. God is the Necessary Being according to al-Fārābī (Wujūd-Wujūd) and takes necessity from Himself. All other beings take their necessity from God. The conception of God understood as Universal and Necessary Being is substituted in this way for the conception of God as the “efficient autonome” of the theologians.

The world which takes its necessity from God and is as necessary as God Himself depends no longer, as in Aristotle, on the subtle laws of beauty and habit. It is not dependent on the autonomous will of God either. Thus, physics found a stronger and more unshakeable foundation in al-Fārābī than in the Greeks. This foundation is the metaphysical conception of necessity.

During the era of translations into Latin, many of the following were the main translations from al-Fārābī:

- John of Seville and Gundisalvus, Liber Alfarabi de Orbe Scienziantium.
- Gerard of Cremona, Liber Alfarabi de sillogismos, De Divisioni, de Scientiis, Distinctione super librum Aristotelis de naturalis auditus, and Liber Alfarabi de Scientiis.
- Hermann the German, Declaratio contende viam divisionis Aljarabi super libri Victoris Aristotelis ad formam clariorum et facile reducita.

To this list may be added E. Gilson’s edition of De Intellectu et intellectus with a French translation.48

The philosophical development of the great Arab physicist Ibn Hazm (Alhazen) proceeded from scepticism to a kind of empiricism. The evolution from scepticism to his own ideological synthesis, he owed to a-Fārābī. The Latin translations of some of Ibn Hazm’s books written during his empiricist and sceptical periods were instrumental to the development of Roger Bacon’s ideas. In addition to this, Western science profited by Ibn Hazm’s detailed research on optics. He really marks the beginning of physics as well as that of the movement of empiricism in the West. In the origination of empiricism, his role is even greater than that of Kitāb. Ibn Hazm explained the role of induction in syllogism. He criticized Aristotel for the meagreness of his contribution to the method of induction which he regarded as superior to syllogism. He considered it to be the basic requirement for true scientific research.49

48 The Metakallimun’s conception of God is expressed by the term ‘al-Di-mawjud.
49 F. Wüstefeld and D. Campbell, Steinschneider has annotated De Intellectu, Distinctione has published the Arabic text, and E. Gilson the Latin version. E. Gilson has also translated it into French in Archivio, 1900.
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Besides his analysis of light, Ibn Hazm devoted the major part of his book to a detailed discussion of the problem of perception. He studied the perception of darkness, distance, position, body, size, and then in the mental field, the perception of proportions, appearances, and beauty. He saw the relation between perception and reflection and showed great acuteness in explaining how true knowledge is founded on these two processes. He held that knowledge combines the substance of the intellect with the content of experience and, thus, reconciled rationalism with empiricism.

The influence of Ibn Sina on the West was very significant. During the period of translations into Latin, many of his books became known in the West. His greatest work al-Šifī was first transmitted to the West in the fifth/ninth century through Yaqubi al-Haṣṣāt, a philosophical work by the Jewish philosopher, Solomon b. Gabriel (known to the Latinists as Avicenna). Many adaptations of Ibn Sina’s philosophy were made by the Latin philosophers. B. Haneberg has given an elaborate account of this influence (Ze Erkenntnistheorie von Ibn Sina und Albertus Magnus, 1896). In his article published in Archiv. d. hist. u. d. v. des Morgen. A. G. Gilson shows this influence still more fully. By comparing the Latin translations of Ibn Sina’s works with the original Arabic texts we have prepared the following table of parallel terminologies.

(i) Anima vegetativa
    a. vis nutritiva
    b. vis augmentativa
    c. vis generativa

(ii) Anima animalis
    a. vis motiva
        (al-quwāt
        al-nuḍurkhāb)
    b. vis apprehendens
        (al-quwāt
        al-nuḍurkhāb)

al-nafs al-nawābī
al-quwāt al-ḥāṣibīyyah
al-quwāt al-nūṣīyyah
al-quwāt al-mawāṣṣah
al-nafs al-bayṣūnī
al-quwāt al-bīṣīqāh
al-ṣāhīṣūb
al-nuṣūr
al-ḥāṣibī
al-nuḍūrkhāb
al-nuḍūrkhāb
al-ṣāhīṣūb
al-nuṣūr
al-ḥāṣibī
al-nuḍūrkhāb
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they profited by his ideas directly and also since he was useful in interpreting St. Augustine. However, the Augustinians, who were adherents of Ibn Sina and had accepted the major ideas of the Muslim philosopher, severely attacked some of his doctrines. This trend originated from De Avina the authorship of which had been attributed to Gomidasvisus for a long time though later on the probability of its belonging to John of Vellese increased. This is a work fully inspired by Ibn Sina. It was published in 914/1508 in Venice as a preface of Šahīdī. 49

In the seventh/thirteenth century an effort was made at the reconciliation of St. Augustine’s ideas with those of Aristotle—a reconciliation for which Ibn Sīnā’s system served as an appropriate basis. This led to the movement called Augustinian-Avicennism. William of Auvergne was the most important witness of Latin Avicennism. His mentioning Ibn Sīnā in different sections of his books forty times indicates how full he was of his ideas. William benefited from Ibn Sīnā’s definitions, his classification of the sciences, and many of his ideas on theology; used the examples he borrowed from him; and took over with some modifications his ideas that “the celestial sphere is a living being.” Curra de Vaux states that William’s idea of the immortality of the soul—immortalitatem animae—was inspired by Ibn Sīnā. However, William attacked Ibn Sīnā for such ideas as the eternity of the universe, the necessity of creation, and the separate active intellect taken as the efficient and final cause of all souls, etc. It was for this reason that, according to the decrees issued in 607/ 1210 and 612/1215, the teaching of Aristotle’s interpretations and, among them, Ibn Sīnā’s books were prohibited by the Church. While William was criticizing Aristotle and Ibn Sīnā, there were other Western thinkers of his time who were benefiting from the great Muslim philosopher. In de Vaux’s terms, they were not Avicennists reconciling Ibn Sīnā, as William did, with Christianity, but Avicennists who followed him in all respects. Many Christian philosophers during that era accepted Ibn Sīnā’s theory of knowledge instead of Aristotle’s. We observe the highest development of this trend in favour of Ibn Sīnā, especially in Roger Bacon’s illuminism. According to de Vaux he was an Avicennist. Among the renowned scholars of the seventh/thirteenth century, he was the one best informed about Ibn Sīnā’s life and works. He did not only know all of Ibn Sīnā’s works translated into Latin, but also knew that apart from these he had other books in Arabic. With Ibn Sīnā’s treatise “Oriental Philosophy,” now lost, he was well acquainted. He not only knew his works on philosophy, but also those on astronomy, medicine, and alchemy, and since he was an empiricist, he benefited to a great extent from Ibn Sīnā’s researches and did not stick to the limited view of the scholastics concerning him. He even claimed to have found in him the doctrine of the Holy Ghost and that of the origination of the universe in time. According to Gibbon, his thesis on illumination is connected with Ibn Sīnā’s idea of the separate active intellect. 50
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Roger Bacon followed Ibn Sina in social ethics, conception of the City-State, and also in philosophy of religion. He argued that God is eternal, and His being eternal signifies infinite power. Infinite power necessitates infinite quality and, therefore, infinite goodness and sagacity. If the power of the First Cause is infinite, then the universe can be created by It. Goodness of the First Cause necessitates its creation by It and its sagacity necessitates its creation according to purpose. Ibn Sina had arrived at the same conclusions through the same kind of thinking (E. Gilson, "Les Sources, etc."
Archives, 1930).

Alfariz of Sareshel also studied Ibn Sina and, like Roger Bacon, was an Avicennist in a broad sense.

The book entitled De Cassia Premis et Seconadi was attributed to Ibn Sina for some time, because the anonymous author of this work was thought out by him without mentioning the name, he refers to Ibn Sina's Metaphysics three times and to his De Anima once. In another passage, without mentioning his name, he quotes passages from him. Many times he summarizes him or makes free adaptations from him. The plan of the book as well as the dominant topics belong to Ibn Sina altogether.

In the book entitled De Divisione Naturae the author of which is also unknown, Ibn Sina's views are partially Christianized and St. Augustine's ideas are partially laicized in an attempt at reconciliation. Gilson regards this book as the limit of Augustinian-Avicennism. De Vaux sees an apparent Avicennism in it. The most daring passages from Ibn Sina have been adopted in it without modifications. Ibn Sina dominates the book. On the other hand, Eriugena and St. Augustine are included in it with many modifications and further interpretations. In fact, texts from Eriugena and Denys together with Ibn Sina's cosmism are put into a Christian composition.

Eventually, the influence of Avicennism got stronger than Augustinianism. For instance, the classification of intellects of al-Farabi and Ibn Sina dominated Albert the Great. St. Thomas was still under the influence of these philosophers even when he criticized them just as al-Ghazali was under their influence on many points even when he offered a criticism of them.

Ibn Sina was getting known in the Western world also through the efforts of John of Seville who is named Hispanicus in some of his translations. John compiled these under the title Opera (Majus=a = Collections), and it was twice published in Venice, in 901/1405 and in 900/1500. The following books have been included in this Opera: 1. Logica; 2. Inufficientia; 3. De Coelo et Mundo; 4. De Animae; 5. De Animalibus; 6. Intelligibilia (Kubl al-Aqili); 7. Philosophia Prima (Falafal al-Din).
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Ibn Sina's classification of the philosophical sciences was widely accepted in Europe in the Middle Ages and was preferred by the scholastics of the seventh/thirteenth century to that of any other. By his reading of Ibn Bajjah's books, the Latin translations of most of which have now been lost, Albert the Great was led to the study of Ibn Sina's works as also of al-Ghazali's. Both he and his disciple Ulrich of Strasburg were influenced by him. The former followed Ibn Bajjah's method and regarded him as the greatest commentator of Aristotle. One of the many new ideas that Ibn Sina handed down to the West was that of intention or the intelligible. His classification of the soul was also accepted by Albert the Great and through him by many medieval Western philosophers. One also sees Ibn Sina's influence on St. Bonaventure and St. Thomas. St. Thomas criticized Ibn Sina indirectly while making a penetrating study of Ibn Rushd (Averroes). In his book entitled Contra Avicennam, he examined all the interpretations of Aristotle made by Ibn Rushd, and he profited by the ideas of Albert the Great who was his master. That way he got up to Ibn Sina. St. Thomas developed his own philosophy by giving new meaning and direction to Aristotle while explaining and criticizing Ibn Sina's and Ibn Rushd's theories on the problem of the intelligibles separate from the material (al-majāriqā). According to St. Thomas' explanations in this book, for Ibn Sina all knowledge of the universal depends upon the knowledge of the particular, that is, the universal can be comprehended only with the help of the lower faculties, like perception, memory, and imagination. A totally naturalistic philosophy appears here, although the philosopher is altogether in the field of metaphysics. According to Ibn Sina, the deeper our soul gets in the field of sensations, the nearer does it get to the intelligibles. According to St. Thomas, however, the farther the soul gets from sensations, the closer does it get to the intelligibles. According to him, Ibn Sina's doctrine is a form of Platonism without being faithful to it in its results.45

It is certain that the translations of the majus of Ibn Sina's books into Latin led to a considerable change in Western thinking. E. Gilson studied his influence on Duns Scotus in the article: "Avicenne et le point de départ de Duns Scotoy," Arch., 1927. Ibn Sina's views about the definition and classification of the soul had a wide influence. Ibn Sina defines the soul both as the maturity of the body, entelechy, or form, as Aristotle had done, and as substance which is independent of matter. This second definition marks the beginning of the conception of the soul as a substance independent of matter—a conception which took its complete form in Descartes. The Muslim philosopher goes deep into the second category of the classification of the soul and, in order to prove that the soul is independent of the body, advances many arguments some of which, like the argument of identity and that of unity,
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were used by the Western philosophers following him. The example of the flying man as cited by Ibn Sina, in order to prove the substantiveness of the soul, given no doubt by the philosophers preceding him, was used in the soul West by St. Bonaventure and by others after him. Lastly, it may be noticed that Ibn Sina’s philosophy of illumination, developed under Neo-Platonic influences, paved the way for the development of several religiophi- losophical trends in the West during the medieval period.

However, the failure to make complete translations of Ibn Sina’s works and to fill in the incomplete parts of Aristotle’s texts found at a later date hindered the accurate appreciation of the Muslim philosopher and led even to the spread of certain vague ideas about him for centuries to come.41

For Ibn Sina as for al-Ghazâlî after him and for Kâni in the modern age, the categories are subjective. Indeed, the Kâni’s position that the categories are subjective and the knowledge of objects is due to a synthesis of sense-perception and logical intelligence, was a commonplace of Muslim philosophy in the sixteenth century. It was expounded not only by Ibn Sina and al-Ghazâlî, but also by the latter’s contemporaries: Ibn Hai̇lî, famous for his optics, and al-Risînî (d. 440/1048), well known for his studies in mathe- matics, astronomy, geography, and ethnology.42

By the middle of the seventeenth century, almost all the works of Ibn Rushd, known as Averroës in the Latin world, had been translated into Latin. This translation work was executed in various institutions by several scholars. At the college founded by Raymond, Archbishop of Toledo, some of the most important works of Muslim writers on philosophy and science, including Arabic versions of Aristotle and commentaries and abridgments by al-Fârâbî, Ibn Sina, and Ibn Rushd, were translated into Latin. One of the well-known translators working in Toledo was a German, Hermann by name, but his renderings of the Arabic translations of Aristotle’s works were regarded by Roger Bacon as barbarous and unintelligible. Orientalists like Casiri, Rossi, Jourdain erroneously regard Ibn Rushd as Aristotle’s first Arab translator. In fact, Ibn Rushd knew neither Greek nor Syriac, let alone his being the first translator of Aristotle. Aristotle’s work, had, in fact, been translated into Arabic and interpreted by many persons before him and Ibn Rushd read him through these translations.

The following of Ibn Rushd’s works were translated into Latin and/or Hebrew: Tahâfût al-Tahâfût (Destruction of Destruction) into Latin and Hebrew;43

41 Hammer Jensen, Das sogennante IV. Buch der Meteorologie des Aristoteles.
42 M. T. Alverdy discussed this problem in an article he wrote on the occasion of the millenary of the philosopher: “L’introduction d’Aviceene en Occident,” in Revue du Caire, June 1851.
43 M. M. Shair, op. cit., p. 98.
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Paris condemned thirteen of Ibn Rushd’s basic doctrines, and in 676/1277 he condemned the prominent Averroës, Siger of Brabant. Yet the strength of Averroës was irresistible. No force could suppress it.

In 612/1215, Frederick II became the Emperor of Rome. Having been educated at Palermo under Arab teachers and having come into close contact with the Muslims of Sicily and during the Crusades also with those of Syria, he had become a great admirer of Muslim thought in general, and of Ibn Rushd in particular. In 621/1224 he established a university at Naples chiefly with the object of introducing Muslim philosophy and science to the people of the West. St. Thomas received his education at this university. Here both Christian and Jewish translators were engaged for rendering Arabic works into Latin and Hebrew. The works of Aristotle and Ibn Rushd in their Latin translation were used not only in the curriculum of this university, but were sent also to the Universities of Paris and Bologna. Nowhere did Averroës strike deeper roots than in the Universities of Bologna and Padua. Of the two centres of learning Padua became the “hot-bed of Averroës.”

Averroës became renowned in medieval Europe were agitated by Ibn Rushd’s Aristotle as by no other author. From the end of the sixteenth to the end of the eighteenth century Averroës remained the dominant school of thought, and in spite of the orthodox reaction it created first among the Muslims in Spain then among the Talmudists and, finally, among the Christian clergy. “If writings . . . after being purged of objectionable matter by ecclesiastical authorities, became preserved studies in the University of Paris and other institutions of higher learning.”

Ibn Rushd became more famous in the Latin world than in the Muslim world, because very few copies of his books had been made and circulated in Muslim countries. Besides, the disgrace he had to face towards the end of his life was instrumental to his being forgotten. Another important reason it was the destruction of his books in Spain by Ximénez’s order. In pursuit of this order, 80,000 manuscripts in Arabic were burnt in the square Granada. In about 1600, 1600, Seiliger, while searching for new manuscripts in Spain, could find not even a single copy of Ibn Rushd’s works.

D

PHILOSOPHICAL INFLUENCE FROM DESCARTES TO KANT

Although Pascal was a contemporary of Descartes, he cannot be said to have been a pioneer of modern philosophy in the West. Modern philosophy really began with the speculation of Descartes. Muslim philosophy had penetrated deep into the West much before Descartes’ time, and more...

47 Ernest Renan, op. cit., p. 86.
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of the works of al-Ghazālī had been translated into Latin before the middle of the sixth/seventh century, and since then had exercised considerable influence on Jewish and Christian scholasticism. Much before Descartes, his scepticism had been taken up by Jehuda Ha-Levi (d. 540/1146) in his work Chouari and it had also shown its mark on Crescas (d. 514/1120). The Dominican Raymond Martin had freely used the Hebrew translation of Tahāfut al-Falasifa, another of al-Ghazālī’s works, and incorporated a great deal of it in his Pugio Fidei. Pseudo too had been deeply affected by his thoughts.

The influence that al-Ghazālī had on modern European thought has not so far been sufficiently appreciated. There is no acknowledgment by Descartes of his indebtedness (direct or indirect) to any Muslim thinker, and yet it is difficult to believe that he did not know al-Ghazālī’s general position and was not influenced by it through the Latin scholastics, whom beyond question he must have read. This conclusion forces itself upon the mind all the more strongly when one realises that he was not only a scholar of Latijn, but had himself written two of his most important works, Meditationes de prima philosophia and Principia philosophiae, in Latin.

We notice that, exactly like al-Ghazālī, Descartes came to his conclusions by a study of his own self, al-Ghazālī’s starting formula being “I will, therefore, I am,” and Descartes’ being “I think, therefore, I am.” He followed al-Ghazālī’s derivation of the negative and positive attributes of God from the concept of necessary existence. The distinction made by him, and by Galileo before him, between the infinite (that the parts of which cannot be expressed by any number or measurement) and the indefinite (that has no limit) was exactly the same as given by al-Ghazālī and ibn Sinā and, following them, by Crescas and Bruno. Exactly like al-Ghazālī he begins with describing how when he interrogated in his mind every axiom and every creed for an answer to the problems that disturbed him and finally resolved to discard all authority.

If the Muslim world had possessed the original of any mode of thought or movement, particularly in matters of detail, which was developed by the West later, most of the classics of Muslim thought in the spheres of philosophy, medicine, and science had been translated into Latin, then, even in the absence of direct evidence, one would be justified in presuming that that mode of thought or movement was stimulated by influence from the Muslim East. Although all other masterpieces of al-Ghazālī had been translated into Latin before 545/1150, and had admittedly exerted great influence on the Western scholastic thought, there is no evidence that al-Ghazālī’s al-Munūqīd min al-Dalāl had been translated into Latin before Descarte’s time. It is for the scholars of Latin to discover that. But there is so much internal evidence in the most remarkable parallel of that work with Descarte’s Discours de la méthode, printed in 1647, it becomes impossible to deny its influence on the father of modern philosophy in the West.

Both of these works, al-Ghazālī’s al-Munūqīd and Descartes’ Discours de la méthode, are autobiographical. Both al-Ghazālī and Descartes began the stories of their lives from their youth (M. 4, D. 8). Both realized how, despite having the same reasoning faculty, the children of Muslim or Christian parents, thanks to custom and example, had different beliefs from the beliefs held by those brought up by Jewish parents, and how those brought up among Frenchmen were different from those brought up among the Germans (M. 6, D. 19). Both, therefore, decided that they would not believe anything that was based on tradition, custom, or example (M. 5-6, D. 13), and both walked into every dark spot to discover the truth (M. 4, D. 19). Both held, for exactly the same reasons, that the senses cannot yield certain knowledge (M. 8-9, D. 50). The language and the examples of the defects of sense-experience given by both of them are almost identical (M. 8-9, D. 36, 37). Both studied all the literature that came into their hands, and in the accounts of their studies both mentioned the same subjects: philosophy, mathematics, logic, theology, and physical sciences. After examining all these subjects and all creeds one by one both concluded that they all fell short of certain knowledge and so resolved to discard all authority (M. 17-22, D. 8-14); and, thus, both became extremely sceptical about all that had passed as knowledge up to their times and boldly rejected the opinions they had so far held (M. 12, D. 17). Both of them, considering that the very same experiences as they had in waking life might occur also while they slept without there being at that time any truth in them, decided to ignore that everything that had entered their minds till then was no more than illusion of dreams (M. 10, D. 31). Both withdrew from their places of work, wandered in search of truth for several years from place to place (M. 3, D. 28), and finally went to lands quieter and more congenial for their search after truth (Tūs and finally Nīshāpūr in the case of one and Holland in the case of the other) (M. 3, D. 30). Both devised a new method of discovering the truth and this method was exactly the same for both. It consisted in taking only that as true which was conceived very clearly and very distinctly without any possibility of doubt (M. 5, 20, D. 20). Both thought that the clarity and distinction they demanded of every truth must be at least that found in mathematics, that which we see, for example, in apprehending that 10 is greater than 3 or that the sum of the three angles of a triangle is equal to two right angles (M. 7, D. 35). Both modestly declared that the purpose of their discourses was not that everybody should follow their example, but only to relate the story of their own method of finding the truth; others may find the truth in some other ways (M. 19, D. 36). The most amazing resemblance between the two works makes George Henry Lewis say in his Biographical History of Philosophy that “had any
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translation of it existed in the days of Descartes, everyone would have cried out against the plagiarism."

If it were only a few facts of their autobiographies, their going, for example, to quieter places for contemplation, and a few other things common to these works of al-Ghazali and Descartes, they might be considered to have been due to mere coincidence, but when the entire plan of their respective works, the whole treatment of the subjects discussed, and the whole content of these subjects down to detailed arguments, examples, and relatively unimportant matters, culminating in scepticism and in ultimate discovery of the method of finding the truth, run parallel to each other, it becomes impossible to attribute all that to coincidence. It might be that along with other masterpieces of al-
Ghazali, al-Manafi' also had been translated into Latin and read by Descartes.

Nowhere has the existence of a translation of this work been mentioned, but nowhere has it been expressly denied. Alfred Guillaume in his article in The Legacy of Islam states, "His books on Logic, Metaphysics and Physics became known through the translators of Toledo in the sixteenth century." He mentions no exception. It might have been one of the eighty-seven Arabic works translated by Gerard of Cremona or one of the works rendered into Latin by John of Seville and Dominicus Gundisalvus. Or else it might have been the case that the text of al-Ghazali was orally translated for Descartes by some scholar of Arabic. Descartes himself refers to "the example of many fine intellects that had previously had this plan." (D. 29), but does not mention any by name. This may be a veiled reference to al-Ghazali who alone among his predecessors had followed exactly the same plan. In any case, whatever the facts, in our opinion the influence of al-Ghazali on Descartes' Descarte de la méthode is indubitable.

The next great luminary of modern philosophy was Spinoza. As shown by Duninn Borkowski, he was deeply influenced by al-Farabi, whose ideas had reached him through Jewish scholars like Maimonides. "Any one who reads Spinoza’s De Emendatione Intellectus would be struck by the great similarity between this book and al-Farabi’s book What Should Proceed the Study of Philosophy. The succession of ideas in the two books is the same... Even the final aim of the two books is the same, namely, the knowledge of God, ‘in order to follow His example as much as lies in human capacity.‘" Spinoza’s influence on Spinoza through Maimonides is noticeable in his (Spinoza’s) view that in God intelligence, intelligent, and intelligible are identical, and so are essence and existence, while in created beings existence is an accident super-added to essence.

As mentioned before, the cosmological proof for the existence of God given by al-Farabi and Ibn Sina was accepted by Spinoza, as by Maimonides and St. Thomas before him, and al-Ghazali’s distinction between the absolute and the indefinite was followed by him as it was done by Crescas, Bruno, Galileo,


20 R. Laist, Leibniz: The Monodrastology, etc., p. 172.
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and Descartes. Besides, his idea of substance was the same as al-Ghazali’s idea of God—simple, having no accidental qualities, no distinction of genus and species and no separation of essence from existence. His idea of freedom was also identical with al-Ghazali’s idea of necessity (non-dependence upon anything else) and that of necessity was identical with the latter’s idea of possibility (dependence upon a cause). Again, Spinoza’s definition of the form of imagination more or less conformed to the distinction between retentive memory and composite memory made by Maimonides following al-Ghazali. In all these cases there is merely a difference of terminology.

The greatest name in modern philosophy after Spinoza is that of Leibniz. But before we show his relation to Muslim thought, we should like to make a few remarks about the philosophy of another great thinker of the modern age, Kant, who claimed to be the Copernicus of philosophy.

Like al-Ghazali, Kant distinguished between phenomena and noumena as regarded the physical world of which alone the scientific knowledge is true as the world of phenomena, to which alone the categories, which to him are equally subjective and objective, are applied, causality, substance, and attribute being excepted by al-Ghazali. Like him, he demonstrates that theoretical reason can only analyze what the senses yield, and that it cannot solve the basic and more important questions of philosophy and religion, such as the existence of God, the nature of His attributes, the immortality of the soul, and the eternity of the universe. Kant found the key to the solution of these questions in the practical reason of man, while al-Ghazali discovered it in the religious experience of the Prophet and the mystic, which in its turn is to be tested by the moral certitude and moral influence which it exercises upon the soul.

This comparison should make it clear as to who the Copernicus of philosophy was, al-Ghazali or Kant.

How are we to explain this close resemblance between the philosophical ideas of al-Ghazali and Kant? We believe that this explanation can be found in the philosophy of Leibniz, for, as T. H. Green observed, the doctrines of Leibniz formed a permanent atmosphere of Kant’s mind, despite the inspiration he received from Hume in his youth. "The minds of both worked on the same lines." Kant was only a corrected and developed form of Leibniz, whereas Leibniz was an incorrect and undeveloped form of al-Ghazali combined with the Agricola atomism.

Leibniz, like al-Ghazali and Kant, regarded the world as phenomenal. For him, as for these others, human knowledge does not consist solely in the perception of universal truths, nor does it entirely depend upon the senses. Like both of them, he made a distinction between concepts and perception, though he used different terms (relatively clear and confused perceptions) to express this distinction. Time and space for him, as for them, are not real.


20 R. Laist, Leibniz: The Monadology, etc., p. 172.

of events must come to pass by necessity, for if it came by mere chance could not have occurred always or in most cases in the past. It is, he say by this argument alone that induction of empirical laws can be rational justified.

Al-Ghazâlî anticipates Schopenhauer and other voluntarists in holdi that not thought but will is the fundamental reality, but he steers clear Schopenhauer’s pessimism. God, according to him, is Will and the war flows from Him like a river. Like Bergson, even more like Jacobi and Schleiermacher, he makes intuition or immediate consciousness the source of know ledge. Al-Ghazâlî exerted great influence over the East and the West. It w the Protestant revolt that freed the West from the grip of this great war intellect, and in the East, having conquered all rival thought, it has even this day a hold too tight to allow any fresh movement.\textsuperscript{17}

\section*{E \ PHILOSOPHICAL INFLUENCE IN THE POST-KANTIAN PERIOD}

In the sixth/seventh century some stir was created by another Muslim thinker ibn Tufail (Chapter XXVII) known in the Latin world for long Abenofal or Abunazer. Most of his writings were lost probably during the destruction by Ximénez. But his fame is due to his "Happy Ibn Yaqmân", a philosophical romance, in which he shows that even without the help of tradition and revelation man can attain to the knowledge of nature and through that the knowledge of God. This remarkable work was first translated into Hebrew and published by M. Moses of Narbonne wrote an excellent interpretation of it. It was translated first from Arabic into Latin by Edward Pococke Junior under the title \textit{Philosophia autodidacta sive Epistola Abi Jasfar abu Topkall de Hai abu Yezid} and published together with the Arabic text at Oxford in \textit{1682/1671}, a then it translations appeared in most of the European languages. It w first translated into English by George Keith in \textit{1686}, then by Geo Aswell in \textit{1686}. Simon Ockley published its translation into English from the original Arabic in \textit{1720}. Its Dutch version was first published in Amsterdam in \textit{1682/1672} and again in \textit{1712}. It was translated in German twice. Finally, Gauthier published the French version of the book with an analytic summary in \textit{1318/1300}. In Paul Reimond’s words, “in comparatively short time it caught the fancy of the public—in fact it to the world by storm and for a long time it remained in vogue.” The work interest in it has not yet ceased, for it was translated into Russian in \textit{1820}, and into Spanish in \textit{1833/1834}. The large number of these translations is indicative of the influence this philosophical novel on Western thought. After the appearance of


\bibitem{17} R. Laëtis, op. cit., "New Essays," pp. 360, 367.

\bibitem{18} F. Rahman, \textit{Acquaintance's Psychology}, London, 1952, p. 81.
A History of Muslim Philosophy translations, many books written in the West were inspired by this work. Among them may be Bacon’s philosophical novel, Atlantis, and other Utopian novels, the last of which was Robinson Crusoe produced by Daniel Defoe in 1132/1719, eleven years after the publication of Simon Ockley’s translation. It has, therefore, been justly concluded that, among others, Daniel Defoe was indebted to the great Muslim philosopher for the conception of his work. In discussing the influence of Muslim philosophy on Western thought we cannot omit the reference to Ibn Khaldun. He has been recognized by many to be the father of sociology and the first philosopher of history. He was the first to oppose Greek and early Muslim philosophers explicitly by asserting that human societies should not be studied from an idealist-rationalist point of view, but ought to be taken as natural phenomena. This view is fully expanded in his Muqaddimah (Introduction) to his historical work entitled Kitāb al-‘Tarīq. The introduction was first printed in Paris by Quatremère and then by Muṣṭafā Fāhmi at Bābīl. Its first translation was made in Turkey by Fīrūzā Khān Molla and Ahmad Jevdat Flāha. Western people were not aware of this philosopher until the beginning of the twelfth/eighteenth century. At the end of the eleventh/seventeenth century, ‘Alī ibn Suyūrī merely referred to him in Bibliotheca Orientalis; Sylvère de Sacy emphasized his importance at the beginning of the thirteenth/nineteenth century. At the end of that century, Hammer Pragstall wrote articles about him and referred to him as the “Montesquieu of the Arabs.” Some years later, Gauvin de Quatremère published the official version of the “Introduction” under the title Prologuomene d’Eden Khaldoun and attempted a summarized translation of it but could not finish it. Baron de Slane succeeded in making a complete translation between 1279/1862 and 1285/1868. In 1351/1938 this translation was reproduced in photoprints. This translation has made it possible for philosophers and sociologists to study the history of the French society. In the West since then, Ibn Khaldun has been often referred to by Western thinkers and some have considered him the founder of a new science. Some consider him a philosopher of history. Others think he pioneered sociology. For instance, Heggemann, E. Blunt, N. Schmidt think he is a philosopher of history. Gumpelwitz, R. Mann, Fingkoľu, Stātu Bay ib-Husri, and Schmidt consider him the pioneer of sociology. According to Gaston Bouthoul, he had both these qualities. He regarded himself as the leader of the biological conception of society—a conception later worked out in their own way by Vico, Montesquieu, and Marx. F. Schucl wrote many articles on Ibn Khaldun in the Journal Asiatique (Paris, 1303/1885), Graber of Remo, Franz Rosenthal, von Kremer, Lewine, G. Bouthoul, Gabrieli, Stefano Colauro, Pereire, Carra de Vaux, T. J. de Bover, G. Richter, Gauthier, A. Bombaci, Charles Issawi, W. Fischel, D. B. MacDonald, Briqis, H. A. R. Gibb, R. Almeida, etc., have all referred to him since the end of the last century. As a result of this strong interest shown by the Orientalists in him, his conceptions of history and society have had an influence on some contemporary philosophers of history such as Spengler and Breisig.
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Chapter LXXIX

INFLUENCE OF MUSLIM THOUGHT ON THE EAST

A

INTRODUCTION

Gibbon describes the rise and expansion of Islam as one of the most memorable revolutions which has impressed a new and lasting character on the nations of the world. Beginning with a following small, ill-equipped financially and militarily, Islam turned out eventually a mighty force, wielding its scythe
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of authority over a world greater than that of Alexander the Great, greater than that of Rome, and that too acquired in a very much shorter period. Hardly fifty years had passed since Prophet Muhammad was commissioned by God to spread His gospel of truth when the Muslims planted the banner of Islam on the confines of India on the one side, and on the shores of the Atlantic on the other. Islam began to spread after the migration (hijrah) of the Prophet from Mecca to Medina. Conversions took place on an unprecedented scale. The new ideology inspired the Arabs as no other ideology had done before; it filled their hearts with longings both mundane and supersmundane and enabled them to accomplish in an incredibly short time what would have otherwise required centuries of well-planned and well-calculated strategy.

The amazing success of the Arab nation was due not only to their organization, zeal, and aspiration, but also and in a large measure to the unifying action of Islam and the inspiring and revolutionary nature of its social program and its ability to lead the masses out of the hopeless situation created by the decay of the antique civilizations of Greece, Rome, Persia, China, and India, and to the all-powerful influence of the Qur'an. None can deny the inherent faith of the early Muslims in the ultimate triumph of their cause, actuated as that faith was, not by the baser motives of power, but by the idea of establishing the Kingdom of God on earth.

In the opinion of Georges Rivoire, the objective of the Muslim conquests was the construction of a universal State which "recognized no distinctions of race, nor of social conditions, the only rule it insisted upon was equal justice and fraternity." Naturally, the physically suffering and morally disjointed masses found in Islam a promise of liberation and salvation.

To the places they conquered the Muslims carried not only the flag of Islam but also culture, philosophy, and the study of nature all of which had their source in the Qur'an and the Sunnah. In what follows, an attempt will be made to trace the course of intellectual revolution which Muslim thought brought about in Persia, Turkey, China, India, and Indonesia.

B

PERSIA

Islam was introduced to the land of Persia in 7/628 by the Prophet Muhammad himself, when through an epistle addressed to Khusrav Parviz, the then Persian monarch, he extended an invitation to him and his subjects to embrace Islam; to affirm the unity of God and the apostleship of Muhammad.

1 M. N. Roy, The Historical Role of Islam, Chaps. 1–3.
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to do good and to refrain from evil. In olden times no king, much less a Persian potentate, would receive a direct communication from an unknown person without getting flared up, the act being regarded as an instance of insundance and sacrilege. Accordingly, the Prophet's letter was torn to pieces and his emissary expelled with ignominy and disgrace. On hearing this, the Prophet felt sad and prophesied an early downfall of Khusrav's Empire. It was during the rule of the first Caliph that, as a response to this insult, the Muslim forces, under the leadership of General Sa'd, invaded Persia and inflicted a terrible defeat on the Persian army in the battle of Qildisyah. This battle served as a prelude to a series of defeats which the Persians suffered at the hands of the Arabs and which sealed their fate in a short period of ten years after the delivery of the Prophet's letter. King Yazdigird, a lad of eighteen, was probably the last ruler to make a futile attempt against the Muslims. His Chinese and Turkish mercenaries deserted him on the first onslaught of the Arabs, while he was himself plundered and assassinated by a villager in whose house he had taken refuge after fleeing from the battlefield.

In the first/seventh century the Persian Empire like the Byzantine Empire was tottering under the crushing weight of despotism. Persecutions born of religious dissensions were the order of the day. Zoroastrianism was the State religion and its priests, not content with the spiritual authority they enjoyed by virtue of their office, also held positions of trust and responsibility in the administration of the State. A campaign of vilification followed by persecutions started against the adherents of the older forms of religion in Persia, among which ranked Jews, Christians, Buddhists, Sabaeans, Gnostics, and Manicheans. All the older faiths and creeds longed to breathe freely and freshly in an atmosphere of toleration and comradeship which they eventually found in the teachings of Islam. Not only was it enjoined by Islam that the Christians and Jews must be treated with fairness and consideration because of their being the "People of the Book," but according to the clear directions of the Prophet the Zoroastrians were also to be treated at par with them, and hence entitled to the same privileges and concessions as enjoyed by the Muslims. All that was required of the non-Muslims was payment of a nominal poll-tax for the security they enjoyed under the Muslim rule. In return they were exempted not only from the payment of zadd, the State tax which every Muslim had to pay, but also from military service. Those non-Muslims who entered the military service had not to pay the poll-tax.

The conquest of Persia by the Arabs brought relief to the Christians. Earlier, the Sassanid kings had fomented bitter struggles between the Jacobites and the Nestorians; they had also been persecuting the Christian sects within their domains because of the Christian aggression from abroad. King Khusrav II ordered a general persecution of the Christians as he had suffered a defeat at the hands of Heraclius, a Christian monarch. The masses also welcomed the new creed. The Zoroastrian priests held in contempt the working classes—artisans, mechanics, labourers, agriculturists—who defiled fire, earth, and
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water in pursuance of their trades and professions. The laboured classes in the Zoroastrian society had the same miserable lot as the Śūdras in the caste-ridden Hindu society. In the new faith of the conquerors, the common man found a paracelse to most of the social ills from which he had so terribly suffered. Islam recognises no distinctions of caste and occupation; it gives no preference to one class of individuals over another save on the basis of merit; and advocates a theory of human brotherhood which transcends geographical and political limits.

With the downfall of the Sasanid dynasty, Zoroastrianism lost its powerful support. In the altered circumstances it found itself extremely difficult to hold its own against the contending forces competing for supremacy. To its spiritual bankruptcy may be added the social confusion for which its priests were chiefly responsible. The Zoroastrian masses welcomed the new faith because of its liberalism, dynamism, and absence of parochialism. They were also drawn towards it because of the many similarities between their faith and the new one. Instead of Ashura Māzādh and Ahranīan, they found Allāh and Ilāh; they also got their angels and demons, their stories about the creation of man and his resurrection, about heaven and hell and about mundy things similar to those they found in their own religion. Besides all this, they discovered that the ethos of Islam was not very different from theirs. Under the Muslim rule they began to enjoy a remarkable degree of toleration; their religious practices were respected and their fire-temples safeguarded. Besides the causes enumerated above for the spread of Islam in Persia mention may also be made of the marriage of Shahrابān, a daughter of Yazdīgird—the last monarch of the Sasanid dynasty—with Rusān, the son of ‘Alī. Consequently, in the descendants of Rusān and Shahrābān, the Persians could see the heirs to their ancient kings. This also accounts to some extent for the rise of Ḫūṭām as a separate sect in Persia and the devotion of the Persians to the ‘Alids. Islam lost its alien character and appealed to the patriotic feelings of the average Persian, as he felt that, in addition to other advantages, he gained through the aforesaid marriage alliance a reassurance of his native values and traditions.

Persia had a remarkable culture and a highly developed civilization many centuries before the advent of Islam. In olden times, she was the cradle of thoughts and beliefs which supplied religion and philosophy to Persians and non-Persians. She was also the centre of a mighty political organization, and her theories of statecraft and administration became a model to the Turks. The intellectual aspect of the pre-Muslim Persian culture was determined by the philosophies of Zoroaster, Māzākh, and Mazdak—more or less dualistic despite a tinge of monothelism. The pre-Sasanian thought indicated a tendency towards monothelism, especially in Zoroaster, but the tendency became a dominant feature of Persian thought, almost an ineludible truth,
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only after the Muslim conquest. The dualism of Good and Evil yielded place to the dualism of God and matter.

The ‘Abbāsid Caliphate provided the most congenial atmosphere to the development of philosophy. As a result of Muslim influence, the Persians became the leaders of thought. Among the names of the foremost Persian thinkers may be mentioned those of Ibn Miskawayh, Ibn Sīnā, al-Qāsālī, Fāṭḥ al-Dīn Rāzī, Naṣīr al-Dīn Tūsī, Mulla Śṭārī. The encyclopedists, Ikhwān al-Safā, though not original in their contributions, are also worthy of mention. They had among them some good scholars like Ẓādī, son of Rūḍa’s, abu Sulām Mūḥammad of Bust, ‘Ali of Zanjan, abu Ahmad Mīrājīnī and ‘Aḥfī. Persian Sufism also contains some very great names such as abu Sa‘īd Ibn al-Ka‘far, ‘Aṭṭār, Jalāl al-Dīn Rūmī, Sa‘īd, Ḥūfī, al-Jilī, and Jāmī.

From Persia, Islam spread to China, Turkey, Afghanistan, India, and Indonesia.

C

CHINA, TURKEY, AND AFGHANISTAN

Islam was carried over to China by Muslim merchants. It was firmly planted there by Arab troops who fought for Su Tsang (139/750) and settled in China after the successful conclusion of the war. Arnold thinks that there is no direct evidence of any proselytising activity on the part of the Muslims in China. The entire Muslim population of the land consists of the descendants of the immigrants from Arabia, Persia, Turkey, and other Muslim territories as a result of Mongol conquests. The number of Muslims in China is estimated at about thirty million. The Chinese Muslims have, however, identified themselves with the rest of their countrymen, in spite of their religious differences.

The Afghans believe that they were invited to Islam by Khaqān bin Wālid in the first/seventh century. But the earliest record of their conversion to Islam dates from the reign of al-Māsūn (198–218/813–833) when a king of Kabul was converted to Islam. His successors, however, reverted to Buddhism. Afghanistan was won for Islam in 586/871 by Ya‘qūb bin Laẓīq, but Islamic ideas did not catch the imagination of the masses until after the conquest of the country by Šubuktīn and Mahmūd of Ghaznā.

The invasion of Chinghiz Khān on Muslim Asia is regarded as the greatest calamity that has ever fallen on the human race. Like the huge waves of a mighty cyclone, it swept over the lands of Bakkhāra, Khiva, Khurāsān, and Russia. Not only did Chinghiz Khān plunder whatever he laid his hands

---

3 Arnold, The Preaching of Islam, Chaps. VII and IX.
5 Arnold, op. cit., p. 207.
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on, but he also destroyed seats of learning and the precints of Islamic civilization. After his death, his Empire was divided among his sons Persia fell to the lot of Tuli, one of whose descendants, Hulagu, was destined to found a dynasty which lasted for about a century and a half. The official religion of the Mongols was Shamanism, which, being a primitive type of religion, could not hold its own against the organized religions prevalent in the lands over which the Mongols ruled. Islam had the least chance of success as the Mongols had established their kingdom on the ruins of the Muslim Empire. But it is one of the surprises of human history that the conquered became the conquerors. The Mongols eventually accepted Islam—a religion the annihilation of which they had planned. With the conversion of the Mongol king to Islam this religion got a chance of spreading to Turkestan, Siberia, and Russia.

The Turks originally inhabited certain parts of Central Asia, particularly Mongolia, Siberia, and Turkestan. They did not profess any of the Semitic or non-Semitic faiths. They worshipped, like most primitive tribes of Asia, the sky, the earth, and water. Their religion lay in defying the forces of nature and propitiating them by offerings, magic, and incantations. Before their acceptance of Islam they had come under the influence of Buddhism, Manicheism, Judaism, and Christianity. But none of these creeds could win them over permanently to its side. It was Islam which they accepted finally in the fourteenth century. Several reasons have been advanced for the triumph of Islam, but the most cogent one out of these, according to Q. L. Lewis, “was the fact that acceptance of Islam automatically conferred citizen rights in a vast and flourishing civilization.”

It was towards the middle of the seventh/thirteenth century that a small band of nomad Turks migrated from Khurásán under Salâh al-Dîn. Driven by Mongols they hoped to find shelter in Sogdiana. In the rulers of this area they found people of a kindred race, the Saljuq Turks, whose kingdom was disintegrating due to disputes of succession and invasions from Central Asia. Taking advantage of the decadent conditions, Erzurul and Dandan, two sons of Salâh al-Dîn, established themselves in a territory ceded by the Saljuqs in recognition of their military assistance. To ‘Ughâna, the son of Ertugrul, however, goes the credit of laying a secure foundation for the Turkish Empire.

Though the Saljuqs were nomad tribesmen, they evinced keen interest in the civilizations of the Persians and the Greeks with whom they came in contact. During the sixth/seventh century, Anostolia, Qinnâyâ, and Erzerum became covered with architectural designs inspired by the Persian and the Greek art. They also “encouraged religious thinkers and philosophers. The famous Jalâl al-Dîn Rûmi flourished under their auspices in Qânuh, and so did others of the Sufi school.”

---

The Ottomans Turks who replaced the Saljuqs were no less ardent in furthering the cause of learning and literature. It is said about ‘Uçbâr that as he lay on his death-bed, he advised his sons to “promote the learned to honour . . . and whatsoever place thou hearest of a learned man, let honour, magnificence, and clemency attend him.”8 Ottoman literature is very extensive, comprising every species of letters then current. Among the earlier poets may be mentioned Ghażâl Fâdîl, Shâhî, Mir ‘Ali Shir Nawâr’s, Ahmad Pêşâ, Najâtî, Dhitî, Zainab, Mîhê, and ibn Kamal. They wrote lyrics, and also thoughtful poems explaining the knotty problems of life through allegories and stories of animals and birds. Among the later poets who give evidence of greater poise and balance may be mentioned Fîrûz, Bâqî, Näfî, Nabi, and Nâdîm. They introduced new strains and new modes of thinking in poetry. Among the prose-writers, the names of ‘Ali Chalabi, Avlîya Efsedî, Kâtîb Chalabi may be mentioned. They wrote on history, chronology, geography, travels, and other subjects.9

All this shows that, like other Muslim countries, Turkey espoused the cause of learning and literature. The incentive was, however, provided by the religion of Islam, which the Turks had finally accepted.

D

INDIA

The impact of Islam on Hinduism is a phenomenon of remarkable significance. It is regretted that the Western writers as well as those of India (with the sole exception of Dr. Tara Chand) have in their works either ignored this fact altogether or assigned it an insignificant place in the history of Indian thought. In this section, it is intended to bring out the extent and significance of those ideas and beliefs which had their sources in Muslim philosophy and religion and which in course of time, through personal contacts, religious disputations, discussions, and exchange of views, coloured and changed to a very substantial degree the complexion of Hindu thought and gave it a new orientation and direction.

There is no denying the fact that the Muslims were also influenced by Hinduism in some very important respects. They borrowed from the Hindus some aspects of mysticism and some mores, especially their caste-system, funeral and birth rites, marriage customs, untouchability which they practised against sweepers, and a host of other things—good and bad—which it is needless to enumerate. But the main tenets of the Hindu creed had no influence on Muslim ideology and code of life. Ne Muslim thinker of any importance has ever accepted the doctrines of transmigration, incarnation, karma, and polytheism in any shape or form, and these doctrines constitute the very

---

8 Lord Kerswely, _The Turkish Empire_, Lahore, 1937, p. 9.
9 Cf. Stanley Lane-Poole, _Turkey_, London, 1900, pp. 202-23.
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and spirit of Hinduism. On the contrary, monothestic ideas of the Muslims together with their belief in the universal brotherhood of mankind were adopted by the Hindus which they blended about as of Hindu origin. Indian philosophy after the first/seventh century has eroded konic interest in monothesism and castless society; it has also laid less emphasis on ritualism and negativeism in life. This change may be due to several sociological and technological forces among which the advent of Islam in India must be ranked as a major factor of great cultural and philosophical importance. In the event of two cultures meeting together the dominant one pushes the weaker one to the periphery and occupies the centre itself. Something of the same sort happened in the case of Hindu culture and beliefs. In the ideological struggle which ensued Muslim infiltration into India, the native culture, finding itself unequal to the incoming one, had to relinquish the central position.

In what follows an attempt will be made to explain very briefly this remarkable phenomenon. After a short historical sketch, the cultural context, Muslim influence will be traced first up to Āśākara, then from Āśākara to Rāmānuja, and lastly from Rāmānuja down to the present times.

Cultural Context.—The impact of Islam on Indian culture, thought, and religion was felt as early as the second/ninth century if not earlier. The writings of Muslim historians and travellers show that it was a South India, on the Malabar Coast, that the Muslims who were often preachers of their faith first settled as traders. Akbar Shāh Khān reports of the tomb of a Companion of the Prophet, named Tamīn Amlākhī at Mysapur, twelve miles south of Madras. Islam also penetrated Ceylon. Ibn Baṭṭūṭah found the tombs of several preachers and saints in Ceylon during his travels. He mentions the names of Salahādīn Abī Allāh Hamīdī, Shāhīd Uthmānī, and Bika Tahir among others.

Historical evidence proves unmistakably that the first Arab fleet appeared on Indian waters in 750/396 and was repulsed. But about the end of the first/seventh century, says Bas reliquio, the Muslim Arabs settled on the Malabar Coast, and this fact is corroborated by Francis Day in his Land of the Permacel, and by Sturrock in his South Kanara and Madras Districts Manuals. Humayun Kahlur writes, “Inns, in his Malabar and Anjengoole District Gazetteer, quotes an inscription of a tomb from Kollem of one All who died there in 164/788. Further circumstantial evidence is offered by the revolt in 141/758 of a colony of Muslims established at Canton in China. It is obvious that this colony could not have been founded without intermediate stations, of which the Malabar Coast was likely to be one. Caldwell picked up near Kayala-pattan in Timevelly, near the mouth of the Tamraparni, a number of Arab coins bearing dates from 71/990.”

Muḥammad bin Qaṣim invaded Sind in 94/712. The expedition was despatched by Ḥājījī, the viceroy of Iraq and Iran of the Umayyad dynasty. As a result of the conquest of Sind, Islam came to exercise a potent influence on Indian thought and culture. This part of India remained the Far Eastern territory of the Caliphate till 226/840 when the Caliphate began to decline. The kingdom of Ghaznavid founded by Subuktigin who conquered Peshawar in 380/990 was a direct result of the weakening of the Caliphate. The aggressive policy of Subuktigin was followed by his ambitious and energetic son Muhmād and by a series of Mughals, Tafsir, Khurrasani, and Afghan leaders. It was never the intention of the Muslim invaders to spread or work for their religion. A large number of the natives were converted to Islam not because of the political domination of the Muslims but for other reasons, among which may be ranked the missionary activities of the Sufi thinkers and the intolerable economic condition of the masses coupled with the ignorance of their own religion. The most important cause of the conversion was, however, the simplicity of the Islamic doctrine: the brotherhood it proclaims, and the equal status it accords to Śūdras and non-Śūdras alike. Even at the early stages the influence was so great that Dr. Titus mentions eleven out of the several Hindu sects in which a definite mixture of Hindu and Muslim notions and practices prevailed.14 K. A. Nilkantha admits monothesism and democratic spirit of Islam as potent factors in the evolution of religion-philosophical culture in India and traces in the strictly monothestic doctrines of Nānak the influence of Islam.14 It has been observed that Sind formed an outlying province of the Caliphate till 226/840. During this period and particularly during the reigns of al-Mansūr, al-Hārūn, and al-Māmūn attempts were made to understand Indian thought. From Sind, Hindu pandits came to the Court of al-Mansūr and presented to him Brahmanical and Buddhist, famous astronomical works of Brahmagupta. Both of these were translated into Arabic. A great impetus to this cultural understanding was afforded by the ministerial family of the Barmakids, who were patrons of Hindu learning in the Court of Hārūn al-Rašīd. According to al-Birūnī, this family came from Balān where an ancestor of theirs was an official in a Buddhist temple. Arab scholars were sent by this family to India to study Indian thought, while Indian scholars were invited to the Court of Rašīd al-Dīn to explain Hindu learning. In the fifth/eleventh century al-Muwaffiq al-Bīrūnī visited India with the object of understanding Indian medicine, astronomy, and philosophy. Al-Bīrūnī was the first to translate Śūdras of Kapila into Arabic. He also translated Yuga Śīla by Patanjali and introduced Bhagavad-Gītā to the Muslims.

The Hindus also evinced eagerness for understanding Muslim religion and thought. Bālidhārī writes in the Fatūsi al-Balādī that during the reign of Hārūn al-Rašīd, a Hindu rāja requested the Caliph to send a scholar to him to expound and discuss the fundamentals of Islam. Maʿṣūmī, a historian, reports 14

13 Islamic Iran, pp. 172–77.
14 The Cultural Heritage of India, Vol. IV, p. 61.
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that when he arrived in India in 302/914 he found a Brahmani ruler supremely interested in religious discussions. Whenever this ruler heard of a Muslim arriving in his territory he would invite him and entered into religious discussion with him.13

From the Fifth/Seventh Century to Saṅkara.—Inter-communication of such an active nature could not but influence the thoughts and beliefs of both the communities. Indian philosophy would have been substantially different from what it is today, had Islam with its “militant democracy,” “liberal rationalism,” and “uncompromising monotheism” not entered the arena of Indian thought. There would have been, in all probability, no proofs for the existence of God such as we find in Utkalasa’s Kaumudīyatī written in the fourth/tenth century, nor would there have been Saṅkara about whose Kramaṇa Kāliya observes, “Historical factors do not exclude the possibility of Saṅkara’s acquaintance with the elements of Islamic thought.”14 “It is necessary to repeat that most of the elements in the southern school of devotion and philosophy taken singly were derived from ancient systems, but the elements in their totality and in their peculiar emphasis betray a singular approximation to Muslim faith and therefore make the argument for Islamic influence probable.”15 Even today there is a group of Saṅkara’s followers who do not cremate but bury their dead in the Islamic way.

All the Muʿtaṣḥilites, with the solitary exception of al-Jāḥiṣī, had discussed philosophy and propounded their theories, before Saṅkara was born in the last quarter of the second/eighth century. Even al-Jāḥiṣī would have died before Saṅkara, had he not lived up to the age of ninety. The Muʿtaṣḥilites were unitarians per excellence. They would not admit the attribution of external qualities to God, for that would mean the existence of other eternals besides the eternal God. Saṅkara too was an uncompromising monoist, believing God to be one and the only reality, all else being illusion. In the writings of Saṅkara one finds an increasing emphasis on the unity of God which some people have regarded as an extension of the ancient monotheism of the Upaniṣad. But this explanation has failed to satisfy a good many Orientalists who find in Saṅkara’s works “something pertaining to the esoteric religions especially.”16 Abu al-Hudhfi, a prominent Muʿtaṣḥilite, appears to be a precursor of those Hindu monoists who maintained that God could be described only in negatives. Abu al-Hudhfi, however, admitted, quite contrary to his fundamental position, that God is knowing, loving, and powerful. The other Muʿtaṣḥilites were quick to discover the inconsistency and denied, therefore, all positive attributes to the Supreme Reality. In their hands God became unpredictable as well as unknowable, more of an abstract, impersonal, and absolute principle at the back of the universe than a God conceived as a
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person with whom any contact could be established. They did believe in the possibility of the beatific vision but strongly repudiated all forms of anthropomorphism.

The majority of the Muʿtaṣḥilites were atomists. The universe, they thought, was composed of atoms which were indivisible entities. They divided the physical world into substance and accidents or atoms and bodies. Strict determinism, according to them, governed physical phenomena, while freedom of action characterized human beings.

As we have shown in previous chapters, the Muʿtaṣḥilites believed in the cult of reason and endeavoured to reconcile the doctrines of Islam with rationalistic views then prevalent. Quite a good many of them engaged State patronage. Firdūsī, the son of Muḥammad, was a favourite of the Qaṣīf al-Māmūn during whose reign efforts were made to understand Hindu thought and culture through discussions and translations of religious literature. In theological and philosophical discussions, the protagonists of different views had complete freedom to express themselves. It is not unlikely that in this free exchange of ideas the Hindu participants returned to their homeland with a quite a number of rationalistic doctrines having their origin in the Muʿtaṣḥil mode of thought. Communication is rarely one-sided; in free and frank exchange of ideas the traffic is more often than not two-sided. The Muʿtaṣḥilites could not satisfy the masses because of their exclusive concern with reason and their seemingly unorthodox views. The Aḥṣarīites protested against the religious rationalism of the Muʿtaṣḥilites and advocated a middle path between philosophy and orthodoxy. They refuted the Muʿtaṣḥilite views, even while they modified the orthodox doctrine. They rejected the Greek and Oriental philosophies, propounded Islamic doctrines by the dialectical method, and refuted non-Islamic religions as well as some sects of Islam. Al-Aṣḥārī, al-Baṭṭālānī, al-Ja‘wānī, al-Qaṣṣāh, Fīrūz al-Dīn al-Rāzī, and Ibn Taimīyyah wrote in defence of Islamic theology and in refutation of Greek and particularly Aristotelian thought. Al-Qaṣṣāh was born in c. 286/873, while al-Qaṣṣāh, in whose hands the Aḥṣarī theology reached its final triumph, was born in 450/1058. Al-Qaṣṣāh was convinced that the philosophical theory could not form the basis of religious thought and that it was by revelation alone that the essentials of religion could be known. Al-Qaṣṣāh asserted that revelation was quite enough and that its ultimate truth could be ascertained only by the experience of the individual. Through ecstasy one could become a knower and receive, so to say, direct communication from God.

In addition to the Muʿtaṣḥilites, Aḥṣarīites, and al-Qaṣṣāh who touched almost on all problems of philosophical and religious interest and whose theories found a way to the Indian soil through various channels some of which we have mentioned above, there was a long, unbroken line of Sufis, beginning with the early Companions of the Prophet who, like the Prophet himself, set a model for the Sufis by their intense zeal and enthusiasm for the cause of Islam, by their piety, and by the austere life they led. The Sufis,
accepted Islam and visited Mecca twice. He was perhaps the earliest Indian Sufi. A little later came 'Abd Allah known as Bābā Khāliq who died in 1011/179 and was buried in Fīksūn mosaic cemetery in Lahore. Another saint was Sayyid Shāh Ṣadāq Khān Mīnān who, in 425/1033, met a martyr's death at the age of nineteen and was buried in Bāshirā in the United Provinces. In the same time there came to India another saint of very great eminence and of far greater historical significance than any of his predecessors. He was 'Alī-al-Hujwīrī, popularly known as Dātu Ganji Dāshāh, the writer of the well-known work, Kasāfi al-Maḥbūb.
Amongst the Muslim thinkers who flourished between the second/eighth and fifth/eleventh centuries may be mentioned al-Kindī (c. 865/860–932/947), the first philosopher of the Arabs, more renowned as a mathematician and astronomer; al-Fārābī (258/870–339/950), who adopted the Neo-Platonic doctrine of emanation; al-Rāzī (858/960–915/925), the celebrated Muslim physician, physicist, chemist, and philosopher; Muḥammas (d. 421/1030), a Persian moralist, philosopher, and physicist; and Ibn Sīna (370/980–428/1027), the representative of pure Aristotelianism.

The philosophical thought that had developed from al-Kindī to Ibn Sīna, that is, from Rāmānuja's time, was transplanted in India by the early Muslims, who, in the opinion of Tāl‬ Chānd, “were men of high rank who lived and laboured in India, and through their personal contact and influence spread the ideas of Islamic philosophy and mysticism through the length and breadth of India.” As a result of this influence, theism became pronounced in Indian philosophy; one comes across proofs for the existence of God for the first time in Udayana's Kasmātī. The Kasmātī or the Hindu proof of the existence of God was written in the fourth/fourth century. Keightley says, “To Udayana doubtless belongs the credit of making theism a principal tenet of the school, though we have no reason to suppose him the inventor of the doctrine.” The same is true of the Fāṭeṣhī. Radha-krīṣna observes, “The Fāṭeṣhī has been regarded as non-theistic. Kaṇḍā . . . is merely an indication of the immutability which atoms could not by themselves produce an ordered universe unless a presiding God regulated their activities. The authorship of the Vedas and the convention of the meaning of words require us to postulate a prime mover. The world cannot be explained by the activities of the atoms alone or by the operation of karma. The system, therefore, adopts the view of God which is found in Nyāya.”

In Indian philosophy the Nyāya and the Fāṭeṣhī are generally treated together, but these systems in fact never formed a single unitary doctrine
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before the middle of the third/ninth century. Keith puts the date of the.
syncrerealism of these two systems in the year 285/898 when Vacaspati
composed his Nyāyaśāstrik-bhadāra. A clear exposition of the combined
doctrine is, however, to be found in Udayana "whose date, after many
vicissitudes of opinion, is definitely fixed at 374/984 by his own statement
in the Lekhāpradīṣṭī. . . . Much more famous is his Kaumudīya which is the
classic exposition of the proof of God."24

It is worth remembering that the Nyāya and the Vaiśeṣika were combined
to form a single system, after Islam had penetrated deep into the
Indian sub-continent. Both the systems were atheistic and atomistic to begin
with, but later they took a theistic turn as a result of Muslim influence.

From Rāmānuja up to Date.—Rāmānuja (b. 407/1016), a native of
southern India, advocated the worship of God with devotion and faith.
He recognized love as the guiding principle for the relation not only between
man and God but also between man and man. Consequently all man-made
barriers including those of caste were to be discarded and the doors
of religious brown open to all, irrespective of social position arising from caste
or colour. Rāmānuja admitted Śrādas to temples, emphasized self-surrender
(propatiti), and adoration of the guru (guru bhakti). His emphasis on self-
surrender and love of the guru can be traced to Buddhism and Upāsikadharma
but his acceptance of monism and the stress he laid upon it was entirely
due to the inspiration he received from the new faith which was then being
preached to the people by Muslim saints like Naṣīḥād Wallī, or the creation
of whose mosques land was granted by the Hindu king Kupā Karkiya.25

While not denying the influence of Buddhism and Upāsikadharma on the
philosophy of Rāmānuja, it can be maintained that Islam could have supplied to
the Bhakti leader both the idea of submission to the will of God and that
of adoration of the spiritual guide. As for adoration of the guru, Rāmānuja
could have got the clue from the writings of the Sufis and also from his personal
contacts with them. The objective of bhakti, according to Rāmānuja, is not the
realization of nirvāṇa, but eternal blissfulness in the presence of God—a
Sufistic belief and not a Buddhāstic view. His recommendation of a casteless
society in which Śrādas should suffer no indignity because of their birth and
his throwing the doors of temples open to the low-caste are a clear evidence
of profiting by Muslim religion and Muslim practices.

In the sixth/seventh century there arose two sects in the South which
clearly revealed the influence of Islam. They were the Līṅgāyatas and the
Śiddhārhas. The Līṅgāyatas worshipped one God, who, according to them,
reveals Himself, as the world teacher (Allāmāna Prabhak). The leader of
the movement, Basava, was regarded as an incarnation of Shiva, an Allāmāna
Prabhak, whose divinity passed on to his successors and representatives. As

24 A. B. Keith, op. cit., p. 29.
25 Ibid., p. 31.
26 Tarā Chand, op. cit., p. 112.
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love was considered to be the first creation of God, bhakti or devotion was
taken to be the ideal of life. This ideal was attainable through treading a
path of austerity, renunciation, and concentration on God. The Līṅgāyatas made
no sacrifice, kept no fasts, did not go on pilgrimage, and discarded purification
ceremonies. There was no caste and no differences based on birth or sex.
Marriage was voluntary, widows were permitted to remarry, the dead
were buried, and the doctrine of transmigration of the soul was not believed in.
Śiddhārhas, a group of philosophical mystics, were more uncompromising
in their monolithic beliefs than the Līṅgāyatas. They rejected the authority
of the Veda and Śāstras and also the theory of metempsychosis. Like the
Sufis, they described the Ultimate Reality as Light and conceived of the end of
life to be an absorption in God. The Śiddhārhas were also alchemists, and
followed Dhu al-Nūn Miśri in this respect.25

The religious reform movement started in the South spread to the North from
the eighth/fourteenth century onward. The Muslim conquest of Northern
India by the end of seventh/thirteenth century ushered in an era of unpre-
cedented revolution in traditional Hindu thought. From the eighth/fourteenth
century onward, we find the religious leaders of the North rejecting certain
elements of the ancient creed and exhibiting a strong tendency to imbibe
new ideas and theories. Indian architectural designs show a borrowing of
certain features from the Arab and Persian styles of architecture; Indian
paintings are influenced by the Central Asian and Persian techniques; in
Indian literature a common medium arises in the form of Urdu, while Indian
technical and scientific disciplines give evidence of a considerable use of
termology and information contained in Muslim works.

In the realm of thought the same phenomenon is evident. Rāmānanda,
who flourished in the first half of the ninth/fifteenth century, is by many
regarded as a bridge between the Bhakti movement of the South and that
of the North. He travelled far and wide in search of knowledge and had
teachers from the various sects of Hinduism, but his soul remained discontented
till he came in contact with Muslims in Benares.26 Followers of all
religions were welcome to his creed. He admitted to his sect disciples from
both sexes. From the teachings of Rāmānanda arose two schools, one represented
by Tulsidas and the other by Kabir, the former being conservative and the
latter radical, but each was concerned in its own way with the evolution of
a religion acceptable to the Hindus and Muslims alike. Both lay stress upon
devotion; condemned externals of religion, rituals, and ceremonies; protested
against dogmas and authority; and maintained that "the divine disclosed it-
self in the human race as a whole."27 Kabir was introduced to Hindu philo-
osophy and religion by Rāmānanda, but he spent a considerable part of his

27 Ibid.
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suffer through repeated births in lower forms, he threatened them with dire punishments as described in the Qur'an in the parable of hell.

Guru Nanak's debt to Islam was so great and his teachings so well steeped in Sufi lore that, according to Tara Chand, "the fact of the matter is that it is much harder to find how much exactly he drew from the Hindu scriptures. His rare references to them lead one to imagine that Nanak was only superficially acquainted with the Vedic and the Puranic literature." In his insistence on the unity and brotherhood of mankind and in his condemnation of idol-worship, caste distinctions, and ritualism, Guru Nanak was as good a Muslim as any other Muslim. It is a pity that the later Gurus were drawn into a whirlpool of politics as a result of which a peace-loving Church was converted into a militant society.

Kabir, Tulsidas, and Guru Nanak were followed by a host of Hindu thinkers and reformers in the tenth/hitteenth and eleventh/seventeenth centuries who promoted and furthered what in essence were the fundamental principles of Islam. Tulasī Dāsa, a Maratha saint, conceived of God on lines identical with those of Kabir, rejected Vedic sacrifices, idol-worship, and caste, while Chaitanya, a Brahman by caste, loved the Muslims so much that he had several Muslim disciples. Chaitanya preached the unity of God, insisted on love and devotion, song and dance and ecstatic trances for union with God. It can be easily seen that Chaitanya's teachings bore a close resemblance to those of the Sufis.

Coming to modern times, we notice two important movements of the Arya Samaj and the Brahma Samaj. The former, despite its opposition to Islam, preaches what in reality is the essence of Islam. Svāmī Daṅgānānd (vide his Suktārtha Parbhāj), the founder of the Arya Samaj movement, denounced idol-worship and ritualism as a corruption of the pure Hindu religion. He also condemned hereditary caste-system and instead favoured functional castes. What is remarkable about him is that he indefatigably preached the doctrine of monotheism which in his opinion could be derived from the Vedas and other sacred books of the Hindus. That monotheism is deducible from the Vedas, may be true. It does not, however, contradict Islam; rather, it rationalises the basic standpoint of Islam that God has been revealing Himself to different nations. Hence if monotheism is found in the Vedas, it would not be surprising to a Muslim. What is, however, surprising is Svāmī Daṅgānānd's emphasis on this doctrine which is lacking in the pre-Islamic literature of India. The Brahma-Samajists have discarded the theory of rebirths. They are also opposed to ritualism, image-worship, and caste-system.

In addition to these two movements in modern Hinduism, there is the Rāma-Krishṇa religious reconstruction movement and the Theosophical...
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Society following a religious and social programme; each of these bears close resemblance to Muslim faith and practice.

From India Islam goes to Indonesia.

INDONESIA

Before the advent of Islam, the Indonesian Archipelago, the biggest country after China in the Far East and the seventh among the great countries of the world, was ruled over for about a thousand years by the Hindus, who went there as traders in the first or second century A.D. and eventually became rulers through their effective diplomacy and practical common sense. According to Pandji Jawahar Lala Nila, the first Hindu immigrants to Indonesia belonged to Southern India. Being traders they settled on coasts and traded with different lands in sundry articles of daily use. They also brought with them their religion which, because of its superiority, could not fail to influence the natives. There is, however, no historical evidence to show whether it was Buddhism or Hinduism that first came to Indonesia. The Hinduism never cultivated the art of history in the early centuries, nor did they devise canons for sifting recorded or oral evidence, with the result that their early history is nothing but a mass of fairy tales found upon imagination, make-believe, or hearsay with no solid rock of facts to stand upon. The early Hindu settlers in Indonesia have left no record of theirs; consequently, it is difficult to determine the chronological order of Hindu cults and beliefs as they found their way into this new land. It is, however, conjectured that the form of Buddhism first to enter the Archipelago was Hinayana and that after a considerable period of time the other form of Buddhism, Mahayana, was also introduced. In the Majapahit period when Hindu culture and Hindu domination were at their highest, a new religion arose, which was the result of the fusion of Brahmanism and Buddhism, incorporating in itself some strands of indigenous thoughts and feelings.

In spite of the political and commercial domination of the Hindus, the country as a whole was never converted to Hinduism. In Java, Hinduism had its strongest centre, while Buddhism had the greatest number of its adherents in Sumatra, Malaya, and a few other adjoining and adjacent islands. A large part of the Archipelago, however, remained untouched by Hinduism and continued to revel in idolatry and nature-worship. In a large majority of the islands, life went on as usual—the same round of festivals, customary observances, and rituals, showing no sign of foreign influence or changed socio-political conditions. Life in these areas was hemmed in by countless superstitions and irrational fears—the products of ignorance and idol-worship. Multiplicity of superstitions led to the creation of innumerable deities, each deity being held responsible for a particular phase of human life or nature. Homage was paid to gods and goddesses out of fear, for their displeasure could bring about disaster, infertility, epidemics, floods, death, and what not. Consequently, an elaborate ritual, performed metricalaly, was required to keep the deities on the right side. Often the ritual was so complicated that a specially trained agency was called for to perform it strictly in accordance with set practices and established laws. There arose thus a priestly class whose function it was to help invoke the sympathy of gods and goddesses through incantations, charms, sacrifices, and offerings—all of these practiced and performed in a characteristic manner and style.

Wherever Hinduism was in ascendancy the Brahmanas assumed the functions of priests and arrogated to themselves the power which none else but a person endowed with supernatural powers could have. The priestly class came to wield, in course of time, not only spiritual but also temporal power through their association with Courts and princes, for the kings needed divine help as much as ordinary mortals. Anxious to keep their power intact, the priests transmitted their knowledge only to their kith and kin. Very often the recipient of the information was the son of the priest who was initiated into the art of performing ceremonies and trained in them with the utmost exactitude and care, for a slight error or omission would bring about the wrath of a god instead of pleasing him. Thus, the priestly class became hereditary, enjoying special privileges and prerogatives.

The society was split up into two classes, with the priestly class at the top, dominating and exploiting the other by its cleverness, sophistry, and chicanery. Because of his colossal ignorance, political servitude, and economic insufficiency, the common man contented himself with the life and fortunes of a serf or an underling. Hinduism accentuated the prejudice of class distinction; it gave a fillip to idol-worship; it augmented rather than diminished the number of deities; and above all it introduced avarice, a life-negating ethics and a life-renouncing philosophy. The natural outcome of this attitude was extension in the field of superstition, an acute sense of individual and collective insecurity together with moral and spiritual bankruptcy on a wide scale.

Islam entered the arena when Hinduism was at the zenith of its glory. The latter was armed with the might of political domination; it had its missionaries all over the Archipelago, who had converted thousands of the natives to their faith; and it had firmly entrenched itself on the soil by its cultural superiority, commercial leadership, and marital relationships. Islam had to fight against heavy odds. There was no political power to launch a campaign against the Indonesian Hindu rulers. In the middle of the seventeenth century when Islam got a foothold in Sumatra, the Muslims all over the world had fallen on evil days. The Filämis who ruled over the Arab countries, Egypt, and Africa were in a process of disintegration; the 'Abbâdis were on their last legs; Persia was the vantage ground for self-
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interested upstarts; while Spain, once the pride of Muslim culture and philo-
osophy, had forgotten its traditions and was in the throes of death, surrounded
as it was by the Christian hordes who were bent upon giving it a short shrift.
In India the Slave dynasty was replaced by the Khajnis, who were busy at
that time setting their own house in order and had little time to look to
other peoples’ affairs. It is evident that under these circumstances no Muslim
power was in a position to lend a helping hand to any campaign, much less
to one which had no connection with territorial aggrandisement or imperialistic
expansionist programme.

On the Indonesian soil no gun was fired, nor any sword drawn for the
propagation of Islam. Arnold says, “The history of the Malay Archipelago
during the last six hundred years furnishes us with one of the most interesting
chapters in the story of the spread of Islam by missionary efforts. . . . In
every instance, in the beginning, their work had to be carried on without any
patronage or assistance from the rulers of the country, but solely by the force
of persuasion, and in many cases in the face of severe opposition, especially
on the part of the Spaniards.”

Several causes have been listed by historians for the slow and spontaneous
spread of Islam throughout Indonesia, but it must be admitted that there
is yet no established theory to account for this remarkable phenomenon—
unique in the annals of history for its methodology and success.

A common explanation for the religious conquest of Indonesia by Islam
is offered in terms of the commercial relations which the Muslim merchants
from India established in the middle of the seventh/thirteenth century with the
Indonesians. These merchants, it is said, married Indonesian women and
secured thereby a respectable position for themselves. In course of time the
Indonesian wives together with the slaves of their household furnished a
nuisance for the acceptance and spread of Islam.

A little reflection will, however, show that this explanation is no better
than a myth and needs to be explained in the interest of truth. Before exhibiting
the hollowness of the explanation, it is interesting to note that even so great
an authority as Arnold seems to subscribe to it. He quotes approvingly
from Padro Gaizua who says, “The better to introduce their religion into
the country, the Muhammadans adopted the language and many of the
customs of the natives, married their women, purchased slaves in order to
increase their personal importance, and succeeded finally in incorporating
themselves among the chiefs who held the foremost rank in the state. Since
they worked together with greater ability and harmony than the natives, they
gradually increased their power more and more, as having numbers of slaves
in their possession, they formed a kind of confederacy among themselves and
established a sort of monarchy, which they made hereditary in one family.
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Though such a confederacy gave them great power, yet they felt the necessity
of keeping on friendly terms with the old aristocracy, and of ensuring their
freedom to those classes whose support they could not afford to dispense
with.” To this quotation Arnold adds, “It must have been in some such way as
this that the different Muslim settlements in the Malay Archipelago laid
a firm political and social basis for their proselytising efforts. They did not
come as conquerors, like the Spanish in the sixteenth century, or use
the sword as an instrument of conversion; nor did they arrogate to them-
selves the privileges of a superior and dominant race so as to degrade and
oppress the original inhabitants, but coming simply in the guise of traders
they employed all their superior intelligence and civilisation in the service of
their religion.”

This explanation along social lines founded on respect and prosperity is
invalidated, according to C. A. O. van Nieuwenhuijse, by the fact “that the
type of trade which the foreign Muslims conducted was by no means alien
or new to the Indonesian society.” The same point of view is presented with
much rigour and empirical data by Comp. J. C. van Leur to whom the
inquisitive reader may turn for further elucidation and clarification.

The object of the refutation is not to deny the role of the early Muslim
traders in the dissemination of Islamic beliefs and practices; it is rather to
assign to them a proper place in the situation which was extremely complex and
comprised far more potent factors than trade and marital relationships. The
traders were no better than carriers of a culture or a world-view which could
not have gained ground in spite of their zeal and fervour, had it not the
strength to stand on its own legs.

Another explanation for the peaceful penetration of Islam into Indonesia
is to be found in the socio-political conditions of the urban society which was
powerfully influenced by the caste-system that had been introduced by
Hindusim. Priesthood had divided the society into two wästertig compart-
ments. This and like differences were supported, and in a way accentuated
by the caste-system which the Hindus had brought with them and introduced.
Hinduism not only ratified bifurcation in the Indonesian society, it also
multiplied the then existing divisions, for Hinduism admits of four classes
and not only two in society. These divisions based originally on professions
became hereditary so that no person, however talented he might be, could
change his caste. A person born in a śudra home could by no means shed the
social stigma attached to him for having been born in a low-caste home.
Intelligence, integrity, talent, and hard work were of no avail in face of the
inflexibility of the caste-system. The worst to suffer in this system were those
who stood at the lowest rung; they were the most oppressed and the most
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exploited, but the others too with the exception of the priestly and the Brahmanical class had to suffer different kinds of social indignities and disabilities.

The non-priestly classes, particularly the lower ones, found in Islam a panacea to the ills which like a misma were eating up the very fabric of the society. Since Islam recognizes no distinctions which divide man from man and recommends a classless and casteless society, it captured the imagination of the Indonesians, who embraced the new religion to assert their dignity as human beings and to re-acquire democratic rights to live as free individuals unhampered by artificial social restrictions. The conception of the universal brotherhood of mankind together with the basic equality of all human beings, which Islam advocates so vehemently, proved a dynamic for the foundations of the social structure of Hinduism. Accordingly, Hinduism crumbled like a house of cards and the Indonesian masses, particularly those living in the urban areas, accepted the new faith in large numbers. From the harbour towns and coastal areas, where the grip of the caste-system was the strongest and the market place, Islam spread instead.

Another reason for the success of Islam is to be discovered in the simplicity of the creed that it preaches. It makes no metaphysical presumptions as is done, for instance, by Buddhism, nor does it demand credence in too many transcendental beings as is the case with Hinduism. Islam is unencumbered by theological subtleties. It simply asserts the godhead of one God and the prophethood of Muhammad and that of others. The fundamental tenets of Islam are, thus, the fundamental demands of the human intellect. Professor Montet says, "Islam is a religion that is essentially rationalistic in the widest sense of this term considered etymologically and historically ... This fidelity to the fundamental dogma of the religion, the elemental simplicity of the formula in which it is enunciated ... are so many causes to explain the success of the Islamic missionary efforts. A creed so precise, so stripped of all theological complexities and consequently so accessible to the ordinary understanding, might be expected to possess and does indeed possess a marvellous power of winning its way into the consciences of men."41

Hinduism never accorded with the genius of the Indonesians in spite of the Hindu's long cultural contact with them and their equally long political domination. The average Hindu Indonesian wore his creed like a veneer which left his soul as well as his body almost naked. He yearned for a creed more in line with his natural cravings and intellectual demands. When Islam presented itself as a rival to Hinduism and heathenism, it quickly acquired victory by the force of its logic and the rationality of its demands.

Another factor which may have contributed to the success of Islam is its theory of human society which releases man from his narrow geographical
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grooves and makes him a member of the community (umma) of Islam. National loyalties and political affiliations are subordinated to the larger interests of the Muslim community as a whole. Not only does this conception emancipate an individual from the prison of self-interest and parochialism, it also provides an anchor-seat for the forlorn and the neglected. A convert, after having lost his kinship with his clan, can save himself from the pangs of loneliness by conjuring up his association with a bigger whole which recognizes neither territorial limits nor clannish bonds. A thing of this kind is not to be found in other religions, much less in Hinduism, torn as it is by its caste-system, family destinies, and the practice of untouchability.

Islam has not only the power to make noble and richer in content for the rehabilitation and re-establishment of the lonely and the forsaken. This idea is to be found in mysticism which promises to place man in the lap of Infinity. It is said that in the beginning the Indonesians were attracted by the mysticism of Islam rather than by any of its other aspects.

In addition to the reasons enumerated above, one very potent reason for the propagation and success of Islam in foreign lands, particularly in Indonesia, Malay, Indo-China, and the Philipines Islands, was the enthusiasm and sincerity with which Islam was presented by the early Muslim mystics who migrated to these islands of their own accord and settled there temporarily or permanently. Generally, they accompanied the Muslim traders or came in their wake. The first thing they did was to acquaint themselves with the local dialect; this was necessary for transmission and exchange of ideas.

After acquiring proficiency in the native language, the Sufis started propagating Islam among the influential and the rich, believing that reform of these would rid the society of most of the ills from which it suffered, and that their conversion would be followed by those of the masses. The unlettered and the unsophisticated people which formed the bulk of the society looked up to their chiefs and noble and many to the Indonesians for guidance and inspiration. Not able to make a decision themselves, they imitated the high-ups in all matters. Hence the success of a religious ideology among the upper classes, the Sufis thought, would work for the spiritual regeneration.

The Sufis built mosques which often had schools attached to them. From these centres of learning were delivered courses of lectures on Muslim theology, culture, philosophic, and history. Mysticism has a philosophy of a very high order. It replaces the cold formalism of the Sharia by an intense and passionate longing for the all-loving God and ensures the purification of the heart by treading a well-regulated Path. The Sufis regarded prayers, fasting, and pilgrimage as means and not ends to be cultivated and pursued for their own sake. But they knew that the means were as much necessary for the spiritual uplift of a person as the attainment of the end. And, therefore, the early mystics who took upon themselves the burden of carrying the message of God to the four corners of the world stressed the performance of religious duties, such as
offering prayers, fasting, going on a pilgrimage, etc., along with acts of super-
erogation for winning the pleasure of God.

A brief historical sketch of the growth and development of mysticism in Islam has been provided in an earlier chapter and, therefore, need not be repeated here. Suffice it to say that by the end of the seventh/thirteenth century when Islam was imported to Indonesia and other adjacent islands, the theory of mysticism had received its final touches at the hands of the leading Muslim thinkers and divines. According to a number of Orientalists, the best of Muslim religion is to be found in its mysticism.

Muslims Burhan al-Din is said to have been the first Muslim to preach his faith to the islanders. He belonged to the Qadiriyyah order of Sufism which is named after 'Abd al-Qadir al-Jilani (470/1077-561/1166), a saint whose writings, generally orthodox in content, have a tendency to mystical inter-
pretation of the Qur’ân. The Maukina also belonged to the Shafi’iyyah sect— one of the four legal schools of Muslim theology named after Imam Abu Hanifs who effected a synthesis of the strict adherence to Tradition of the Malikiyy with the Hanafi method of giysa, that is to say, with the analogical deduction. Abu Hanifah, the founder of the Hanafi legal school, made free use of his own judgment in deciding between traditions, while Malik ibn Anas maintained the exclusive validity of the accepted traditions. Al-Shafi’i carved a via media between these two modes of approach and attempted a synthesis.

Muslims Burhan al-Din was, thus, steeped in the best traditions of Islam. He followed the Shafi’iyyah and was affiliated to the most tolerant and progressive school of Sufism, a school which was neither too liberal nor yet too conservative.

The Muslims of the Archipelago at present belong predominantly to the Shafi’iyyah sect and this is due to the teachings of the Maukina.

It is interesting to note that the Shafi’iyyah sect was predominant on the Coromandel and the Malabar Coasts of India when the Muslim traders from these areas first landed in Sumatra and introduced their culture and religion. It may be conjectured in the absence of any historical record that the Muslims belonged to India and travelled with or came in the wake of the Indian Muslim traders who also belonged mostly to the Shafi’iyyah sect as well as to the Qadiriyyah school of mysticism.

Among the Muslim rulers of Sumatra, Sultan Ahmad worked ceaselessly for the glory of Islam. During his reign as well as during that of his descendants Muslim missionaries were sent far and wide. Wherever they went, they built mosques and schools to provide permanent centres of devotion and learning. The schools also served as community centres where matters of common interest were discussed. The King Malik al-Zahir, a descendant of Sultan Ahmad, was fond of holding discussions with theologians, and his Court was thronged with men of learning and letters. We have it on the authority of ibn Ba’ttashih that the king had summoned two jurists from Persia for discussion and clarification of some religious-legal issues.

Next to come under the influence of Islam was the Molucca. There is no
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knowing of the fact how the new religion was introduced, but this much can be inferred from the present cultural condition of the islands that there existed strong traces of Indian and Arabic influence in the life and literature of the inhabitants. Their religion is predominantly Shafi’iyyah, but their culture is steeped in Arabian lore and learning. The Muslim kings of the Moluccas rendered yomans’s service to the cause of Islam by instituting centres of Muslim culture, literature, history, and philosophy. During the reign of Maluq, the Malay language adopted the Arabic script. Ancient Indian Muslim literature was transliterated into Malayang Arabic script. Maluq also introduced Islamic constitution in the country, though not completely, for he kept intact the old system of taxation, general administration, and fishing; yet in all other matters he made an attempt to follow the Shafi’iyyah jurispru-
dence, social poZy, and details of administration.

Islam spread to Java through the efforts of the trading mystics of Malay, particularly of Maulana Malik Berakim, an Indian national of Gajahri district. The Mauluna was not only a Sufi of high order but also a scholar of the first rank and a Hakim of no mean repute. He cured a Hindu digytiary who subsequently embraced Islam and is counted among the nine saints of Java. He is known as Raden Rahmat. The other saints belonged either to the rich Hindu families or to the defunct Majaphit dynasty. All of them without exception led a life of simplicity, piety, and high religious fervour. They converted thousands to Islam by their example and teaching. A mosque was built where the nine saints met occasionally to discuss matters of common interest. The converts also congregated there to discuss their problems and difficulties. Deputations from foreign lands were also received in this mosque. This shows that the mosque was not only a centre of devotion but also a community centre dedicated to multipurpose activities. So great was the religious ardour that the Muslim converts of Java entertained a keen desire to visit the holy places of Islam; one of them, Sunan Gunang by name, went for pilgrimage to Mecca where he learnt the principles of Islam from Arab teachers, and came back to Java full of enthusiasm for the new faith.

It will take several pages to recount the story of the spread of Islam in other islands of Indonesia. Suffice it to say that its propagation was nothing but a peaceful penetration through the efforts of traders, mystics, and preach-
ers—both native and foreign.

Before the advent of Islam, Java had been ruled by Majaphit, a Hindu dynasty, which had fallen on evil days; as a result, the country had become divided into a number of principalities, each owning allegiance to its own chieflain. The people followed either Hinduism or Buddhlast, but very often their religion was an admixture of both with a strong overton of animism and belief in magic and sorcery. The condition of other islands was no better. The

41 Detailed information on this subject is to be found in Arnold’s Preaching of Islam and Crawford’s History of the Indian Archipelago, Edinburgh, 1820.
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Hindus whose early contacts with the Archipelago were of purely commercial nature soon developed colonial and imperialistic designs in the land and started a process of "Hindization," which gave birth to a caste-system as rigid as that in India and provided in addition an appeasement to the demands of kings and the ruling class.

After the downfall of the Majapahit dynasty in the ninth/tenth century the Muslim rule was firmly established in Java and other islands till the conquest of the Archipelago by the Dutch towards the end of the tenth/sixteenth century. For about two hundred years the Muslims remained at the helm of affairs and contributed substantially to the cultural development of the country. They tried to rid literature of absurd and obscene stories about gods and goddesses; they worked for the amelioration of the society, and introduced, through translation of Arabic and Persian books, a system of philosophy, mysticism, jurisprudence, and ethics, which had its roots in Muslim thought and religion. That the Indonesian literature of the pre-Muslim period was utterly nonsensical, superstitions, and obscene, has been testified by Crawford and also by Dr. Richards. The latter maintains that the purpose of such literature was simply to humour the princely class by its erotic and licentious nature. The Muslim rulers replaced it by healthy literature. Sulaiman Agung, a ruler of Mataram (1022/1613-1055/1645), wrote a treatise on philosophy, morals, and statescraft; the eldest son of an Egyptian scholar, 'Allamah ibn Hajjat al-Hujwiri, wrote a monumental book on mysticism entitled Siawat al-Mushrikin.' Al-Immam Nūr al-Dīn compiled a historical work named al-Sulayfī, while 'Abd al-Mu'min, a premier of Malaya during the reign of Sulaiman 'Alā al-Daulah, wrote a historical account of the rulers of Malaya and Sumatra. Besides original publications, a host of Persian and Arabic works were translated. Al-Immam al-Ghazzal's al-I'tībār was translated by 'Abd al-Samad, Nizāmī and Muḥammad al-Mawlawī Rūmī and Ḥaytham al-Abār of Jāmī were also rendered into the Malay language.

The impact of translations and original works on theology, morals, philosophy, and culture of the Indonesians was tremendous. It paved the way to a new type of literature which attempted to deduce morals from stories in which the principal actors and characters were birds, animals, and trees. These anecdotes were written on the pattern of the aforesaid Mağdūnī of Muslim Rūm and Muḥājīn of Tarīq al-'Ādī and helped to inculcate a healthy attitude towards world and its affairs. Instead of akhras and life-negating
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BOOK SEVEN

The Dark Age

(1111/1700-1266/1850)

Chapter LXX

DECLINE IN THE MUSLIM WORLD

The second decline of the Muslim world, its Dark Age, dates roughly from the beginning of the twelfth/eighteenth century to the middle of the thirteenth/nineteenth century. With the exception of Indonesia where decadence started earlier, all the Muslim countries witnessed a terrible decline not only in their political status but also in their intellectual and cultural life soon after the awakening of Europe from a long slumber, an awakening which was the result of her intellectual, scientific, and philosophical movements. While the Ottomans lost their glory after Sulaiman the Magnificent, the Safawids after Shah 'Abbas the Great, and the Moguls in India after Aurangzeb, the European nations went from strength to strength, acquiring more and more territories and trade centres from the Muslim rulers, defeating them on land and sea, and finally pronouncing the Muslim empire to be suffering from incurable diseases. Several reasons have been assigned to this catastrophe, some of which will be discussed in the course of this chapter. Broadly speaking, the reasons are either political or non-political; hence our discussion of them has been divided into two parts—the first dealing with political causes, and the second with the non-political ones. Since the political causes were a little different in each case, the great Muslim empires of this period have been treated separately. Non-political causes, however, have been discussed together.

A

POLITICAL CAUSES OF THE CATASTROPHIC DECLINE

1. Turkey.—Sulaiman the Magnificent was the last and the greatest of the first ten Ottoman Sultans who together in a period of three centuries raised Turkey from nothing to one of the most dreaded and powerful empires of the world. But climax is generally followed by decline, so we find signs of decadence appearing in the later part of Sulaiman's reign. According to
Kotchi Bey, a Turkish historian, the decline or at least the signs of decline visible towards the end of Sulaiman's reign can be attributed to the following causes.

Sulaiman did not participate regularly in the deliberations of the Council of State but listened to the discussions only from behind a veil. His successors dispensed even with this formality. The result was that the king, instead of profiting from the mature and seasoned advice of the counsellors, acted arbitrarily or was in most cases swayed by the opinion of his harem and the prejudiced views of flatterers and fortune-seekers. Sulaiman would appoint men to offices of trust and responsibility without their having passed through the grades of lower offices, e.g., Ibrahim was promoted from the post of Master of the Pages to that of Grand Vizier. The criterion of appointments to high offices of the State was friendship, flattery, and the recommendation of the harem and not merit, experience, or intelligence. Sulaiman permitted his favourite vizier to amass wealth. Rustam Ibrahim remained Grand Vizier for fifteen years. He was skilled, in the art of filling the Government treasury through exactions of large amounts of money from persons appointed to State offices. These exactions fixed during Sulaiman's own time became arbitrary and exorbitant later in the hands of his successors, so much so that the office of tax-collector went to the highest bidder. State officials whether high or low tried their utmost to amass as much wealth as was possible by fair means or foul. This tendency to grow richer and richer through corruption, nepotism, and exploitation, though immediately beneficial, often led the officials concerned into troubles. The bare fact that an officer was enormously rich was a sufficient proof of his being dishonest and corrupt, and, therefore, a sufficient ground for his being exposed to condemnation. Many rich officers lost their lives on charges of corruption, and their properties were confiscated by the Government. The immediate effect of these malpractices was not great, but in course of time, especially when the Turkish Empire fell on evil days, they assumed enormous importance and became potent causes for its downfall.

A brief mention may be made of the Janissaries who revoluted against Sulaiman the Magnificent when he withdrew from Vienna in 1556/1559 realizing the futility of his campaign. The Janissaries were a military force recruited from the Christian youth. They came into being during the reign of Murad I (760/1359-790/1389). They not only proved a weapon of rae strength in wars against the enemies of the Ottoman Empire but also, because of their loyalty and devotion, helped the Sultan in keeping turbulent forces under control. The Janissaries were a useful instrument in the hands of strong Sultans, but in the times of degenerate Sultans they became a kind of Praetorian Guard, dictating the deposition of Sultans and the nomination of their successors. In the eleventh, sixteenth, and the twelfth,seventeenth centuries, these Janissaries became a menace to the State and were given short shrift by Murad II in 1242/1826.
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Another important event which took place during the reign of Sulaiman the Magnificent was his granting of preferential treatment to France in matters of trade and commerce, and also his allowing her to establish consular courts and exercise judicial rights over the French subjects in the Ottoman Empire. This was done to counteract, through alliance with France, the power of the Holy Roman Empire in South-East Europe. After Sulaiman, when the Sultans lost their prestige, other Christian powers demanded the same political and commercial concessions as were accorded to the French and obtained them as a matter of fact. This proved very dangerous. It not only led the foreign Christian powers to foment troubles on the plea that discrimination was practised against the Christians but it also made the Christian subjects look to anti-Ottoman powers for help and survival. The loyalty of the Christian subjects thus became divided; indeed, their loyalty to outside powers exceeded their loyalty to the Ottoman Sultans. To every subsequent reform that the young Turks aimed at, "capitalizations" served as a major handicap. It was not possible to weld the Christians into the body politic, so jealous were they of their separate entity. Their separatist feelings were fanned partly by the agents of foreign Christian powers and partly by the mishandling of the situation by the unintelligent and unimaginative Sultans of the later period.

The Sultans who succeeded Sulaiman possessed neither the imagination nor the political acumen necessary to keep a vast empire intact. They flitted away their energies in petty squabbles, meaningless intrigues, and frivolous avocations. Little did they realize that in an age of technology and science their old weapons would prove worse than useless. Their defeat in 1684/1683 sealed their fate in Europe. But for the mutual bickerings of the European powers, the Ottoman Empire could not have maintained its frontiers for any length of time. Then there was the growth of Western imperialism and also the emergence of Russia as a strong centralized State, both of which turned the scales against the Turks.

In the twelfth,eighteenth century the Muslim empires all over the world began to show signs of weakness and decay. This synchronized with the rapid strides of the European powers in technology and industry. These powers had developed superior naval military equipment as well as war strategy. The Muslim powers, quailing as they were among themselves, sought for the latest weapons from the Europeans who found thus a splendid chance to enter into the complexities of Oriental political intrigues and turn them to their advantage. They meddled in the affairs of the Mogul Empire in India, the Mamluk rulers of Egypt, the Safavid monarchs of Persia, and, last but not least, the Sultans of the Ottoman Empire. The interfering powers were the English, the French, the German, the Dutch, the Spaniards, the Portuguese, and the Russians. This will show that practically every European power, impelled by her superior technical skill and actuated by commercial and imperialistic ambitions, set out to bring under their dominance as much
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of the Muslim world as they possibly could. The Muslim powers were no match for them.

During this period, the Turks made several attempts to reform the army and the administration of the Ottoman Empire. These reforms go by the name of  teacher. They were undertaken to save the Empire which had been enfeebled externally and internally, but for one reason or another they all failed.

After the Crimean War, the Turkish Empire continued to decline so much so that it came to be known as the “sick man of Europe”—a sick man whose days were numbered.

The question then is, Why did Turkey suffer so miserably that her condition was declared to be incurable, not only by her foes but also by her friends? Many causes have been pointed out in answer to this question. It is said that the inconclusive wars between the Ottoman and Persian Empires during the tenth/sixteenth to twelfth/eighteenth century weakened them both to European commercial penetration; that the Ottoman principles of administration were actuated by desire for the well-being not of the State but of the sovereign; that the tenure of the Pâhâls was very short and that their high office could be purchased by bribery; and that the authority of the Sultan was weakening as the brief noontide of the Ottoman Empire passed. It is also alleged that the Ottomans had been in Europe for over two hundred years—an extremely long time for an Oriental dynasty to retain its aggressiveness. Moreover, the tactics which had sufficed against the lions of Hungary had become hopelessly antiquated by the middle of the eleventh/seventeenth century. Coupled with these causes was the degeneracy of the Sultâns. The supreme power of the State had fallen into the hands of the viziers or those of the harem—the centres of intrigue and corruption. More explicitly, the allegation is that it was neither the Sultan who governed, nor the viziers who administered; the power was actually in the hands of necromancers and purchased slave-girls. Moreover, there were outrageous taxes and general corruption in the army, in which promotions were likewise made through bribery and not on merit.

Even after all this has been admitted, it remains a fact that the explanation in terms of external and internal factors would be incomplete unless one keeps in view the machinations of foreign powers which finally destroyed the Empire. “It was not corruption, not misgovernment, not inefficiency—that split the ruin of the Ottoman Empire. These things had always been present, but the Empire had remained. What destroyed it in the end was the pressure of European ambitions. . . . The Ottoman Empire died of Europe.1"

2. Persia.—Two powers, the Uzbeks (Uzbeg) in Turkestan and the Safawids in Iran, arose after the break-up of the Timurid power. It was at the hands of Shahansâh Khan, the first ruler of the Uzbeks, that Babur, the founder of

---
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Mughal dynasty in India, suffered defeat. Because of his discomfiture, Babur turned his attention to India and laid the foundation of an empire which lasted till 1526/1857.

The Safawids began as leaders of a Shi`ite dervish-order in A`sharbayjan and turned to politics after the collapse of the Timurid Empire when every chief took advantage of the chaotic conditions and tried to establish himself. In 964/1459 their leader Ismail proclaimed himself the leader of all Shi`ites, and three years later he took the title of Shah. To the Safawids belongs the credit of making Persia a nation once again. The rise of the Safawid dynasty marks the restoration of the Persian Empire and the re-creation of Persian nationality.

The Safawid State reached its peak during the reign of Shah `Abbás the Great. With a few exceptions, the successors of Shah `Abbás were a band of incompetent persons who revelled in atrocity, and exhibited utter indifference to serious matters of the State. The major cause of the misfortunes of the Persians is associated with the interference of the Europeans in the internal affairs of Muslim countries on one pretext or another. The Napoleonic invasion of Egypt in 1213/1798 marks the beginning of modern history in Iran. Napoleon's plan to reach India through Iran was taken seriously by the English. Hence they advanced from the east. With Russia on the north and the English on the east Persia was virtually encircled. It was only on the Turkish side that her frontiers remained undisturbed. Due to encirclement, Persia could do nothing but promote the cause of Britain and Russia in turn. Many wars were fought between Persia and Afghanistan at the instance of Britain or Russia. Both these powers, however, extended their sphere of influence to consolidate and protect their respective interests. There was nothing to choose between the Russians and the Britishers; both vied with each other in the matter of exploitation and territorial aggrandizement.

The intrigues of the West in Iran should not be made a ground for putting the responsibility of Iranian decline on the shoulders of the West alone. The Iranians themselves were mainly responsible for it. If one's own house is in disorder, one should not blame others for making capital out of it. In a country where political cohesion is lacking, where there is intellectual stagnation, religious intolerance, despotism, and authoritarianism, and where there is sloth, apathy, and indifference, it would not be surprising if it sinks. During this period Iran did not produce a single thinker of repute in any branch of knowledge. With the exception of a few poets, prose-writers, and historians there was no person worth mentioning.

3. India.—The third great Muslim empire, i.e., that of the Mughals in India, was at its zenith during the times of Akbar, Jehangir, Shah Jahan, and Aurangzeb. After Aurangzeb, who died in 1191/1707, there was a rapid decline. The causes of the decline of the Mughal Empire were many. The Ottoman Empire reached its peak during the regime of Sulaimân the Magnificent, the Safawids' in the reign of Shah `Abbás the Great, and the Mughal
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Empire in the time of Aurangzib. As Sulaiman the Magnificent and Shah Abbas the Great were followed by a long line of incompetent successors, so was Aurangzib. In the authoritarian type of society, if kingship becomes hereditary, it is inevitable that many kings should be found with little or no initiative. And once a rot sets in, it is very difficult to check it. In Muslim Empires one weakening was followed by another and that by still another and thus what had been achieved by the personal valour of a few great persons disappeared in no time. All the successors of Aurangzib, without exception, were persons of low worth. They revelled in sumptuous pleasures neglecting the onerous duties of the State. Instead of remodelling the evils that had crept into the Moghul body politic, they kept themselves busy in luxuries and petty intrigues.

The Moghul nobility was in no better condition. They were also corrupted by a life of affluence, ease, and indolence. Along with the Moghul nobility, the army also deteriorated.

The foreign powers were quick to perceive the incapacity and rottenness of the Moghul army and also of the persons who presided over the destiny of the Moghul Empire. In 1152/1740, Nadir Shah invaded India. By his orders not only were the inhabitants of Delhi massacred but also the entire wealth of the Moghuls was taken away. Nadir's invasion left the Moghul Empire "bleeding and prostrate." And then it was given no time to recuperate as Nadir Shah's invasion was followed by a wave of invasions conducted by an Afghan chief of the Abdali clan, known as Ahmad Shah Abdali.

From 1161/1748 to 1181/1767, Ahmad Shah led several expeditions and inflicted a series of defeats on the Moghuls, leaving them, after each invasion, very much weaker than before. His invasions not only broke the back of the Moghul army, but also left the country financially crippled. Like Nadir Shah he took away everything he could lay his hands on, leaving the country destitute. These invasions hastened the dismemberment of the tottering Empire.

During the reign of Aurangzib, Hindus had started raising their heads here and there, taking advantage of the weakness of the Empire and the long absence of the monarch from the capital. They were also dreaming of reviving their past by establishing a Hindu Empire like that of Awaka or Harsha. Hence the Rajputs, the Satnatis, the Bundelas, the Sikhs, and the Jats of Mathura revolted against Aurangzib and kept him busy till his end. After his death the turbulent elements grew stronger. A few new Muslim States—the Deccan, Oudh, and the Bengal Sikhs—which were practically independent of the titular Delhi Emperor, though outwardly avowing allegiance to his nominal authority, also arose and added to this confusion.

Neither the Muslims nor the Hindus were destined to build lasting kingdoms on the ruins of the Moghul Empire. The nation which ultimately succeeded to found a mighty empire greater than any which India had witnessed hitherto entered the portals of India in the guise of traders, seeking commercial privileges and concessions. Having secured a foothold, they began interfering in the internal affairs of the State under one pretext or another. Ultimately, because of their cleverness, superior military strategy, and latest war materials, they wiped off all the forces contending for supremacy on the Indian soil and became the undisputed masters of the sub-continent for one century and a half. These were the British who, acting on the maxim "flag follows trade," took advantage of the military weakness, intellectual stagnation, and mutual differences of the rulers, both Hindu and Muslim. True, there were other European powers like the Dutch, the Portuguese, and the French fighting for supremacy, but none of them succeeded against British diplomacy and naval strength and also perhaps against the Britons' superior knowledge of the Eastern mind.

The British, like the Dutch in Indonesia, and like themselves and the Russians in Persia and the Ottoman dominions, played off one ruling power in India against another till these were exhausted and the British became the masters of the land. The War of Independence in 1278/1867 was the last effort on the part of the masses to throw off the foreign yoke. But it failed miserably and, on the charge of engineering the revolt, the last Moghul ruler was exiled by the British to Rangoon where he died in extreme penury. That sounded the death-knell of the great Moghul Empire. After the War of Independence the Indian Muslims were almost dead politically, intellectually, and socially. It was the darkest period for the Muslims of India.

As it always happens when a great culture is at its zenith, the symptoms of its decline begin to reappear, even so it is during its darkest periods that the faint rays of light appear, unless its spark of life is dead and it is destined to speedy extinction. This period of decadence was not a period of unmitigated gloom. One good thing that happened was the development of the Urdu language—a mixture of Persian, Arabic, Hindi, and Sanskrit words, but altogether a new language with infinite capacity to develop and to expand. Another good thing was the birth of Shah Wali Allah whose teachings and contributions to the culture and thought of the Indian Muslims will be found in another chapter of this work.

4. Indonesia.—Among the causes which led to the break-up of the Muslim rule in Indonesia the most important was the intrusion of the foreign powers, the Portuguese, the Spaniards, the English, and the Dutch. The first to arrive in the country were the Portuguese, who at the end of the Middle Ages had built up a formidable naval power and had gained valuable experience of sea-warfare through a long series of exploration and piratical adventures. They were, moreover, charged with a strong crusading spirit which impelled them to destroy Islam. To the religious motive was added, in course of time, an intense economic urge to wrest the trade monopoly from
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the Arabs. "Happily it was possible to serve God and Mammon at the same time, for by striking at Arab trade in the Indian Ocean, Portugal aimed a blow at the Ottoman Empire, which drew the major part of its revenue from the spice monopoly."

Because of their superior war strategy, the Portuguese, notwithstanding the opposition of the Arabs and other Muslim traders, could expand their power and influence in no time. Their first viceroy, Francis de Almeida, had no desire to extend his sphere of influence beyond the Malabar Coast and was anxious to remain contented with the commercial gains of that area. His successor, Don Affonso Albuquerque, however, realized that, in order to increase revenue resources to maintain the growing power of the Portuguese, and also to curb the maritime activities of the Muslim traders, who could collect the produce of the Spice Islands, Bengal, Siam, and China from Malacca, it was necessary that the policy of his predecessor should be given up. Accordingly he invaded Malacca on July 1, 1511, under his expansionist programme. In the opinion of Crawford, his main motive was to spread Christianity and to crush the enormous profits which the Portuguese had made out of their monopoly of the spice. Thus, war ensued between the two, which continued for three years. In 1513/1514, a treaty was concluded between the contending powers, according to which both Spaniards and Portuguese could rule over different parts of Malacca. Till 1520, the Spaniards and the Portuguese were the only two foreign powers contesting for supremacy in political domination and commercial exploitation of the Indonesians. They were helped in their designs by the internal differences and mutual jealousies of the ruling chiefs who frequently sought the help of the foreigners to overthrow their rivals. As in Indus the English took advantage of the mutual quarrels of the rajahs of the Deccan and Karmalak, so did the Portuguese and the Spaniards exploit the dissensions of the ruling chiefs of Indonesia. Acting on the policy of "divide and rule," the foreign powers conspired to break up the unity of the Muslim Sultans of the islands and later used them as an instrument in the furtherance of their commercial designs. The natives were struck by the superiority of the Portuguese and were inclined to form an alliance with them to obtain their expert advice and the latest war instruments.

Despite their agreement on their respective sphere of influence in the island of Malacca, the Portuguese and the Spaniards could not desist from waging war against each other. Finally, the Spaniards suffered reverses and were expelled from the Spice Islands in 1547. For forty-five years after the expulsion of the Spaniards the Portuguese ruled over the islands. Their death-knell was sounded by the arrival of the Dutch in 1602. Thus the third foreign power which was destined to rule over Indonesia for about four hundred years.
years, that is from June 2, 1565, to December 27, 1649—a period of colonialism longer than that vouchsafed to any power so far—was the Dutch.

The Dutch could claim superior war technology and also better war strategy in their struggle against the local potentates, but what helped them most was the disintegration prevailing in Indonesia in the eleventh, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and even earlier. The rulers were weakened by interregnum wars and were often compelled to contract disadvantageous pacts of military and commercial nature to obtain the latest military weapons from the Dutch and secure their support and blessings in their own designs. The harmful nature of these pacts can be gauged from the fact that in about a hundred years, that is to say, between 1088/1687 and 1191/1777, the whole of Java lay at the feet of the intruders and what was worse its "merchants and ship-builders lost their occupations and the fisheries and forests were no longer profitable. The Javanese became a people of cultivators and the economic content of their social life was stunted.

The Dutch introduced a system of indirect administration through which they utilized the native aristocracy for the furtherance of their own designs. The decadent elements of the Indonesian society were supported by the arms of the Dutch so long as they helped them in the commercial exploitation of the populace, that is to say, so long as they deposited in the Dutch coffers whatever amount the Dutch wanted from the different sections of the society. The result was appalling. While the utterly rotten aristocracy acquired great powers with regard to the populace, it degenerated into a pliable tool in the hands of the Dutch and lost its independence.

Before the arrival of the Dutch, the Chinese had their trading concerns in Java, though much limited in scope. The Dutch looked on them with a favourable eye, as it was felt by them that there were no people in the world that served them better than the Chinese; too many of them could not be brought to Batavia. Consequently, the Chinese were increasingly absorbed in the country's economy. Not only did they retain imports as originally planned but they also took part in the exports of the Dutch East India Company. Because of the privileges and powers which the Chinese enjoyed, their relations with the natives resembled those of the appointed aristocrats.

At the beginning of the eighteenth century the Company stood at the zenith of its power. But it collapsed in 1213/1798 and the Indonesian territory was placed under the direct authority of the Dutch Government. The aristocratic members of the Indonesian society, however, continued to occupy the topmost positions. To strengthen their positions, the officers which they held were made hereditary, and they were allowed to retain a certain percentage of the crop collected from the natives. The aristocratic nominees

---

7 J. S. Furnivall, Netherland's India, A Study of Colonial Policy, New York, 1941, pp. 43-44.
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of the Dutch Government was answerable to the Dutch officer above him and not to the peasantry whom he kept under strict bondage. The peasants were required not only to pay fixed land-tax, but also to sow crops needed by the Government and to put in labour to the amount desired by his foreign and local bosses. The result of this tyrannous system was that Indonesia was often visited by widespread famines which took a heavy toll of human and animal life.

As the entire trade was in the hands of the Dutch and the Chinese, the Indonesians could acquire neither trading experience nor contact with the market economy. In the words of Van der Kolff, the cultivation system "caused a gap between the producer and the market whereby there was no knowledge of the market, no outlet for enterprise, and no possibility of developing a native trading class." Moreover, the Dutch-Chinese monopolists fleeced the peasant to such a degree that it killed all his creative qualities and initiative as a farmer. The taxes were so heavy that the peasant was forced to borrow money from the Chinese, the only source of credit, who lent money at exorbitant rates of interest. The peasant could pay back the money in kind only; consequently, he was forced to sow the crop acceptable to the creditor and to sell the same at the rate fixed by him.

The Dutch paid no attention to the education of the native inhabitants of the colonies except that they allowed a few families to benefit from learning. According to governmental records, public primary schools were instituted in 1266/1849. There were no secondary schools. No library worth the name was to be found in Indonesia before 1235/1819. Officially, a library with about 20,000 books came into existence in 1262/1846, but no native was allowed to enter its premises till 1213/1895. It contained Dutch books mostly. The number of Arabic books was negligible.

Politically and intellectually, the Muslim civilization could not sink lower than it did in Indonesia by the middle of the thirteenth/nineteenth century.

---

B

Several non-political causes can be assigned to the general decay of the Muslim society during the period under review. As these causes operate in all parts of the Muslim world with varying degrees of intensity, it would be better to discuss them all at one place. The political fall of the Muslims was conditioned by factors both external and internal. As the external factors were almost in all cases due to the interference of the Europeans, so the internal factors were in almost all cases due to the intellectual, moral, and spiritual bankruptcy of the Muslims themselves. Thus, primarily the Muslims themselves were responsible for their decadence. The machinations of the imperialistic nations were helped, or shall we say abetted, by the inefficacy of Muslim
rulers and the colossal ignorance of the masses. So long as the Muslims were in the vanguard of knowledge, they led the civilized world in culture, science, and philosophy. But as soon as they lost interest in free and independent inquiry, they ceased to exist as a dynamic force. Not only in Indonesia which was ruled and exploited by a colonial power for a long time, but also in Persia, Turkey, and India where the semblance of Muslim power existed for some time, one finds absence of interest in scientific pursuit or genuine philosophical quest.

No one can deny the great urge for inductive study that existed among the Muslims in the first five centuries of their era. Nor can one deny the priceless contributions of the Muslims to the world of scientific and cultural thought. Islam can boast of its splendid thinkers in every discipline and in every department of human life. There are great names in the field of physics, medicine, geography, mathematics, astronomy, history, and linguistics—to mention only a few out of the several branches of human knowledge wherein the Muslims scored triumph by virtue of their painstaking study and inductive methods of investigation. But it is surprising as well as regrettable to note that not a single scientist of any repute existed in the entire Muslim world from the beginning of the twelfth-eighteenth century to the middle of the thirteenth-nineteenth century. On the other hand, what one finds in this period is a condemnation of the modern scientific knowledge because of its supposedly anti-religious tendencies. While the Muslims gloried in the achievements of the past, they neglected the new weapons of inquiry which the West had discovered with the progress of science and technology. The result was a terrible catastrophe. Whereas they were with modern spirits of inquiry, the Muslims frizzled away their energies in fruitless controversies of a theological and trans-empirical nature. Instead of inhibiting the results of modern science and conducting inductive inquiries, what they did was to question the compatibility of modern knowledge with their mistaken views of religion and to pooh-pooh it because of its materialistic import. None really understood the meaning of materialism or for that matter the meaning of spiritualism. What was done, however, was that a dichotomy was created between the two and in all discussions spiritualism was overweighed, and materialism run down with all the force that ignorance could muster.

Since the Muslims in the four countries mentioned above lacked the capacity to cope with the demands of the modern scientific world, they regressed as it were to the past and took refuge in the long exploded myths and dreams—very good for the time for which those were conceived and nurtured but quite out of date in the modern world. Little did they realize that a passionate clinging to the past is an indication of mental morbidity which leads eventually to death and destruction. As individuals regress or get fixed under the stress of life, so do nations. When the realities of life are hard and unpalatable, decadent communities like neurotic individuals take refuge in the past and find solace in their earlier achievements.
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Generally speaking, the Muslims of this period evinced no knowledge of that great principle of movement in the social structure of Islam, technically called *jihād*. This principle has been variously interpreted by jurists, but all seem to agree, despite their differences, that a reinterpretation of the Qur’ānic injunctions for legalistic and extra-legalistic needs of a society is not at all forbidden by Islam. On the other hand, there are *ābdulī* of the Prophet which strongly command the exercise of independent and free inquiry in the domain of jurisprudence and the enactment of laws for the welfare of the community. 18 No doubt, there are differences among the jurists as regards the nature and scope of *jihād*. But the existence of this principle and its operation in the initial stages of Muslim society is a clear proof of the fact that Islam never accepted a static view of human society. The present is never a replica of the past, nor is future a copy of the present. If exact duplication and identity is abhorred by the course of historical events, how can socio-political enactments of one age apply in toto to the socio-political requirements of another age? The Muslims of all the four countries under review preferred to rest on their oars and blindly accepted the interpretations of the past. Acceptance of *jihād* for peace and consequently flew to the past for shelter. But the inevitable result of mental procrastination was the creation of a society extremely rigid and immobile in outlook and intellectual framework.

Blind imitation of the past became the hallmark of the Muslims. The verdicts of jurists and jurists were accepted more in letter than in spirit. While the jurists and other religious thinkers never claimed infallibility or finality for their legal and theological decisions, the Muslims thought that the last word had been said on the subject and that amendment or departure amounted to sacrilege. The early thinkers interpreted and applied the tenets of Islam according to the needs and requirements of their time. But to suppose, as the Muslims did, that their solutions were true for all times indicated incapacity to think afresh in accordance with the changing needs of society.

Not only were the early jurists quoted in support of legal and social pronouncements, but also the sayings of the Prophet, quite a good many of which lacked authenticity. No one can deny the relevance of *madāhīd*, provided its authenticity is guaranteed by unimpeachable evidence and criteria of sound historical criticism. Some *ābdulī* do certainly meet these requirements, but not all. Unfortunately, the religious divines of this period were not mentally equipped to sift the fabricated and cooked *ābdulī* from the genuine ones. Hence all sorts of *ābdulī* were dug up to lend authority and weight to what-

ever the divine's wanted. As most of them had no acquaintance with old or
contemporary scholarship, they relied on cheap commentaries and second-
rate catechism. In this way what passed for authority was not the Qur'an
or Hadith or the decisions of juristsalone, but the presentation of them by
ignorant and bigoted persons.
As a result of reactionary tendencies, reason became the target of attack
and even an object of ridicule. It was contended that reason was foreign to
religious truths and led only to their distortion and misrepresentation. Con-
sequently, all domains of knowledge were given scant attention and their
findings were not properly appreciated. Science was discredited on the plea
that it led to materialism, and philosophy was opposed as intellect was debased
from entering the portals of divine knowledge. Science and philosophy con-
demned, what remained was a fairy tale, very comforting to the ignoramuses
but extremely injurious to the nation as a whole. The Muslim mind continued
to be fed, for a century and a half, on fiction and myths. The result can be well
imagined. Not only was there a death of scientific thinking in his period but
also an absence of genuine philosophical activity. In the heyday of Islam
there existed thinkers of great repute; they built their philosophies on the
teachings of the ancients but they also made splendid contributions of their
own to the storehouse of human knowledge. The States created the proper
atmosphere for intellectual pursuits. Throughout the length and breath of
the Islamic world as it existed during the period under review one misses
freshness and originality of thought. Philosophy requires a soil and a climate
to grow and develop and where the conditions of a society are such that
neither the proper soil nor the appropriate climate is available, it is hard to
find any activity which can be characterized as critical or intellectual.
Another force which worked negatively for the Muslims was mysticism.
There is nothing basically wrong with mysticism as such. Every great religion
has a mystic strain and so has every great philosophy, for mysticism is the
assertion of a trans-temporal reality which is one and ineffable, bears resem-
bliance to the human self, and can be realized through intuition and self-abso-
lation. Mysticism records its strong protest against the intellectualization of
philosophy. It maintains that the Ultimate Reality, union with which is sought
by the mystics in their moment of contemplation, is attainable not through
the exercise of rationalistic processes or logico-mathematical techniques but
through the operation of intuitive faculty which enables one to see It face
to face.
As the preceding chapters have amply shown, among the Muslims there
had been great mystics who delved deep into the realm of the spirit and had
moments of great insight. They enriched the literature of mysticism by their
valuable experiences and observations. In the Dark Age, however, with
which we are concerned here, mysticism ceased to exist as a live force and
instead, degenerated into a mode of escape from the hard facts of life. According
to Karl Mannheim, absorption in transcendental problems is a characteristic
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of decadent and retrogressive societies. Instead of grappling with problems
that face them, they retreat to the world of transcendence and waste their
time in discussing vague and nebulous questions. All mystics in Islam, how-
ever, were not exempt. Some of them, at least, indeed the very best of them,
did realize the urgency and the imperativeness of the problems facing the
society of their time. But to a large majority of mystics, unfortunately, interest
in worldly affairs was of secondary importance; what interested them primarily
was their preoccupation with the external form of mystical practices. They
decried the ordinary criteria of knowledge, much as the ignorant ulama did.
The mystics of earlier periods had described the mystic state as the direct
experience of Reality, but now the so-called mystics even preached that
ignorance was an advantage in the pursuit of holiness. The cumulative effect
of this doctrine was that the masses lost their faith in the exercise of reason
and regarded it as a Satanic force leading to heresy and atheism.
But the baseless effect of the degenerate type of mysticism was not confined
simply to the indictment of intellectual inquiry. It had far-reaching con-
sequences, for as Iqbal says, “The emphasis that it laid on the distinction of
shirk and bid'a (appearance and reality) created an attitude of indifference
to all that applies to Appearance and not to Reality.”12 The spirit of total
otherworldliness, Iqbal observes further, “obscured men’s vision of a very
important aspect of Islam as a social polity.” A one-sided concern with
transcendentalism indicates, according to psychoanalysis, a state of mental
infantilism. In so far as the path generally adopted by the so-called
mystics of this dark period and their followers ceased to be that of deep
contemplation of or of wrestling with problems through scientific understanding
and experimental control, it was at best the path of least resistance; it de-
generated into a path of controlling supernatural agencies through the recita-
tion of certain liturgical formulas or by wearing certain amulets and practising
 certain charms.
As the percentage of literacy became appallingly low in the Muslim world,
the cedulous masses troubled by want and privations could be easily deduced
into thinking that the recitation of certain words could rid them instantaneously
of all their ills. These short-cuts were offered by the Sufis to the disciples
who showed solemn faith in them. In nearly all Muslim countries there arose
a long line of hereditary piras who claimed direct and immediate contact with
eternal verities and professed to ensure the spiritual uplift of their votaries
provided they had unshakeable faith in them. Thus, along with unquestioning
obedience to the divine Law as embodied in the Qur’an and the Sunnah, there
arose the need for implicit faith in the spiritual leadership of the pir one
chose for oneself. Thus the simple folks were saddled with an authority more
terrible and tyrannous in nature than that of the traditions of a degenerate

12 Iqbal, op. cit., p. 150.
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Mystic ideas were transmitted to the disciples only after having induced in
their minds a high state of receptivity. What was thus accepted under stress of
emotions took firm roots in their souls and could not be dislodged by any
amount of logic or re-education. Consequently, there arose among the masses
a cult of saint-worship. The unruly and credulous people did obeisance to the
saints as if they were the incarnations of God on earth. Offerings were made to
them in all sincerity; they were required by the disciples to get their desires
granted, to ensure their salvation, and to secure their union with God. The
practice of saints-worship soon developed into the habit of shrine-worship.
Annual pilgrimages to the shrines of saints became the occasion to celebrate
their death anniversaries as national fairs. The saints would be halted in
mists of lore and legend, and the oft-told tales of their miracles were
bathed in glory of their spiritual effulgence. Little wonder if superstition flourished and
reason remained an outrage.

Pre-deterministic and fatalistic ideas became an essential part of the creed
of the masses. Hence epidemics, floods, famines, and deaths happened at
the appointed hours and nothing could be done to avoid them. This tendency
was encouraged amongst the Muslims by their appalling ignorance of science
and the cheap methods of faith-healing placed at their disposal by the clever
priests and the so-called Sufis. Fatalism flourishes in darkness and there was
enough of it to spare in the Dark Age of Islam. The occurrence of an epidemic,
poverty, flood, or drought presents a challenge to a scientist’s ingenuity and
technological skill. To a fatalist nothing comes as a challenge, for he is safely
enwrapped in his acquaintance and resignation.

Mysticism not only bred fatalistic tendencies, it also encouraged indifference
to social morality. As the priest was supremely concerned with the betterment
of his soul, so were his protégés. For the spiritual uplift of the soul the cultivation
of an other-worldy attitude, asceticism, and renunciation came as
necessary prescriptions. Self-denial and detachment were deemed the highest
virtues. The prevalence of saint-worship and adherence to the mystic cult
left no scope for the development of practical ethics. The masses could be
easily aroused to a high pitch of indignation if one uttered a word against a
so-called saint, but they would not be stirred if sanitation was neglected or
if delinquency prevailed. In this period it was not noticed that for self-realization
the performance of civic duties was as essential as the performance of
duties. The neglect of social and practical ethics cancelled all pro-
gamms of humanitarian activity and left the Muslims far behind in the
task of social and political reconstruction. No Muslim country seriously thought
of a social welfare programme for the regeneration of the masses. If anything
happened in that direction, it was just by chance and not as a result of some
well-planned scheme. The society was left to drift—to sink or to swim as it
may. The chances of its sinking exceeded those of swimming, and it actually
did sink under the severe demands of life and the world around. The decline
was all round. The Muslims lost their empires; the Muslim society went to
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pieces; science and philosophy disappeared. Even fine arts and minor arts
which were the distinguishing features of the second period of revival languished
painfully. The excellent traditions of the early paintings were lost; most of
the artistic activity confined itself to producing bad copies of the paintings
of the early masters. The same degeneration appeared in minor arts. In litera-

ture too there was all-round deterioration; traditional poetry encouraged
by the princes retained its charm, but created no new forms. The greatest
poet in the Indian sub-continent before Ghulib was a weeping poet. Prose
became a string of long-drawn-out phrases, cumbersome and involved on the
whole.

The Muslims were at the lowest ebb in about 1296/1800. The kings and
the nobles took to a life of lewdness and lasciviousness; the masses were
ignorant and apathetic; the administration was bureaucratic and autocratic;
and what is worse, no attempt was made to appreciate and profit by the
scientific and technological developments taking place around them. The
West took advantage of the incompetence of the rulers and the hollowness
of the Muslim society. They had superior weapons, better ships, more effective
techniques, strategy, and diplomacy. In addition, they had qualities of character
which the Muslims ceased to possess.

If the strength of a nation is to be measured in terms of the awareness
and challenge of its society and its acceptance, it can be said that during the second decline,
the Muslim nations all over the world excelled one another in their lack of
understanding of the Western challenge. The West regarded the solidarity
and expansion of the Muslim dominions a serious threat to its imperialistic
and colonial programme. Hence it was out to throw off the Muslims by whom
the challenge was hardly understood. Accordingly, their response was as
weak as their understanding of the challenge.
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The Silver Lining: Development of the Urdu Language

Here, it would be interesting to trace the origin of the word “Urdu” and briefly give its history. Urdu is a word of Turkish origin, found in the earlier literature in various forms, such as Ouarda, Oordha, Oourids, and Urruda, and means “camp,” “aligning place,” “army post,” “an army,” or a “part thereof.” It also means tent, camp bazaar, fort, or a royal place (cf. نگر al-Abjair, MS, in the library of Dr. Muhammad Shafi', Lahore). After undergoing several changes the word filtered into Persian books after the Mongol invasion of Iran. After the invasion of Eastern Europe by Biske Khan it also entered into the languages of Europe.

It was, perhaps, Bakir who introduced the word “Urdu” into India, and during the reign of Akbar it was used as a term for the royal camp or the royal mint. During the subsequent periods, we find the usage of Urdu-i Mu'alla for the residental quarters belonging to Government officers (civil area) and Urdu Bazar (the market attached to this area).

It is generally admitted that the word “Urdu” as the name of a particular language is associated with one of these two later expressions. That is to say, Urdu meant the language of the royal camp. But it would be wrong to assume on the basis of this fact that the Urdu language took its origin during the period of Shih Jahan. The term “Urdu” in this special sense appears to have been in vogue since the time of Aurangzeb. Actually it came into being soon after the invasion of India by Muslims from the North. Shih Mirud of Lahore was perhaps the first writer who used the word “Urdu” for the language itself in one of his letters written in 1190/1782. The other early writers who used this word for the language were Mudarris (1211/1796) and Gilchrist (1194/1789).

In a way, Urdu is not exclusively the creation of the Muslims. Its birth is the direct result of their contact with the Hindus, who jointly with the former have developed it down to recent times. The contribution of the Muslims to its development is, however, more substantial, rather monumental, as compared with that of the Hindus or the Europeans who also played a creditable role in its advancement. Considered from the point of view of quantity as well as quality, spirit as well as atmosphere, Urdu is predominantly a language of the Muslims, although the services of the other co-workers in the field cannot in any case be under-rated.

Urdu was popularized by Muslim mystics and saints and patronized by Muslim kings and rulers. Some of the Muslim emperors, kings and princes composed Urdu verses and compiled diaries of Urdu poems. Its literature was enriched from Islamic sources. The Muslims, therefore, were mainly, though not exclusively, the architects of this language.

Let us now assess and determine the nature and extent of Muslim contribution to the creation and development of Urdu. Urdu took its shape first in

---
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the Punjab and Delhi during the Ghaznavid and the early Sultanate period when the first powerful conglomeration of Hindu-Muslim cultures occurred, causing a productive intern MIXTURE of Muslim (i.e. Persian, Turkish, and Arabic) languages with Prakrit (the Apathunaka of the Punjabs and the Khari Ball of Delhi, Mewar, and the adjoining areas) of Northern India.

This situation had its effect in two directions. First, it created a hybrid form of speech used by Hindus and Muslims in the bazaars with a sprinkling of Arabic, Persian, and Turkic words; subsequently, it developed into a crude vehicle of lyrical utterances (cf. Amir Khusrau's Rukhsan). Secondly, it caused an infiltration of Hindi words into Arabic and Persian books on the one side and of Persian and Turkish words into Hindi books on the other. The Khud al-Sasidana of al-Biruni and the early lexicographical works in Persian written in India contain a large number of Hindi words and idioms, and Chandi's Prakrit Raja Raja and, later, Ad Granth of Nainak embody large materials drawn from Muslim sources.

But, apart from this linguistic fusion, a distinct language came into being with the passage of time as an admixture of Persic and Arabic words and expressions in use more in Muslim circles, with a clear bias towards Muslim cultural modes and attitudes. Persian enjoyed the status of the Court language, but side by side with it this new language too kept on progressing from one stage to another.

From Delhi, this new language reached Gujarat and the Deccan where its growth and initial popularity awakened the first serious literary activities under the 'Adilshahis and Qutbshahis rulers, some of whom were themselves good poets of Urdu. Earlier, the Sufis
dl
employed this polyglot for their missionary work and wrote religious and mystic treatises in it Gradually, it attained a literary status in the South in the which, due to its copious use in the post-Aurananggi
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period, during which Bistam, Mir, Sauda, Dard, and others wrote excellent poetry in it. Then the centre shifted to Lucknow and other places, till in 1215/1800, the Fort William College was established by the British at Calcutta where deliberate efforts were made to simplify Urdu style under the name of Hindustani, which encouraged a revival of interest in secular, non-communal, and local aspects of its literature.

These efforts, however, did not succeed fully because Urdu had already assumed a specific shape and complexion more akin to Persian and other Muslim literatures, and it was not then possible to divert it of its predominantly Muslim stamp. They, in a way, encouraged parting of the ways, and led to the creation of the modern Hindi with a distinct Hindu spirit drifting largely away from Urdu and the "lingua franca" Hindustani. So, by 1363/1855, Urdu, which was hitherto a common language of the Hindu-Muslim intelligentia, came to be glanced as a language, more or less, of the Muslims. About the same time,Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan advocated this claim simultaneously with the declaration of the Muslims to exist as a separate politico-cultural group in India and the issue was thus decided once for all. Later, the protection and preservation of Urdu became one of the basic grounds for demanding a separate homeland for the Muslims.

B

This brief history would prove the fact of active association of the Muslims with Urdu since its origin, though not to the exclusion of other communities (Hindus and Europeans) whose contribution to its progress is certainly creditable. For a considerable time the Hindus took keen interest in the advancement of Urdu as if it were their own language. It attracted their enthusiasm due to the spirit of orthodoxy existing in its mystic poetry, taste for which had already been cultivated by them through Persian which had become a part of their education ever since the reign of Akbar. With the intensification of the communal consciousness, however, certain sections of the Hindus created a gulf between Hindi and Urdu which went on increasing till the country was partitioned and the shape of things changed altogether.

The Europeans played their role a bit differently. They used Urdu for official purposes, simplified it for common use, compiled dictionaries and grammars—and patronized it as long as it served their ends.

---

4 Mahmud Khan Shairani, op. cit. (Mo'n al-Adab edition), p. 3; Mas'ud Husain Khan, Turkish zu Zubdi-t Urdu, p. 130.

5 Bhabatwal, Urdu Zubdi Kin Frilip, 1956, p. 87, says: "Urdu and Pali come from common source." He asserts that Urdu does not come from Sanskritic Apabhramsa, or Brah, or Haryami, or Bhandi, nor from Punjabi (ibid., p. 80). Punjabi Kaif, Kutiyajsh, p. 31, thinks that Ami Khusrau's Rukhsanae were in Apabhramsa of Sanskritic Prakrit, also see Salam, et al., p. 3. Al-Biruni visited the Punjab during the early Ghaznavid period. The "local" words used by him in his Khud al-Sasidana are called by him al-Hindiyah—apparently synonymous with the "Punja" Apabhramsa, cf. S. M. Abdullah, "Arabi Tanolfum Hindustaniyy Afh,", Oriental College Magazine, May 1947.

6 Shairani doubts its period, op. cit. 12. Also see Mas'ud Husain Khan, op. cit. 115 seq., who thinks that some parts of it must have been written during the early Ghilimad period.

7 S. M. Abdullah, Farsi men Hindo-t Kin Hipsh, Andharm Surayjiy-ud, pp. 77-89.

8 Nasir al-Din Hujviri, Daunar men Urdu, 1926, pp. 18, 40 seq.

9 'Abd al-Hasq, Urdu ki Surayjiy men Shifagh Kin Hipsh, 1939, pp. 4 seq.
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Principally, therefore, Urdu has been a concern and creation of the Muslims; but from another point of view it is positively a joint production of the Hindus and the Muslims (although its distinct bias towards Islamic culture can never be denied).

C

New about Urdu composition and grammar. It is agreed that whatever form Urdu took ultimately, it is essentially an Indian language which developed on the grammatical pattern of Sanskrit Prakrit. Therefore, it follows the same rules of grammar as any other branch of this group, and its basic alphabet is also the same. But the complete Urdu alphabet is richer and is a combination of Hindi and Arabic-Persian sounds. In certain cases the Hindi sounds have been softened and in certain others amplified according to the phonetic rules of Persian and Urdu.14

Urdu is, therefore, a more advanced language than the Prakriti so far as sounds and vocabulary are concerned. It has borrowed a large number of nouns and adjectives from other Indian languages in addition to the recent borrowings from European languages. Most of the verbs, pronouns, and prepositions belong to Hindi but the structure of the sentence has been very much determined by Persian.

The main Muslim contributions to Urdu grammar are: adoption of Arabic terminology, application of the rules of word formation (in plurals and adjectival compounds), and introduction of the Persian karan-i ishtilāf (vowel mark “I” to denote possession) instead of its Hindi form ki, ki, etc.

During certain periods of strong Persian influence, even the sentence scheme was made to follow the Persian sentence arrangement. Conversely, however, certain Arabic and Persian plurals (like many other words) also underwent change according to the Hindi usage,15 particularly in the early Urdu literature.

These modifications in the grammatical structure of Urdu have been of benefit to it in several ways. The karan-i ishtilaf has the advantage of economy over Hindi ki, ki, ki. The Persian compounds (mashkalahā) also have the same value, with additional rich rhythmic properties, so useful in paragraphs and stanzas. Concord in lexical utterances too always has been a favourite mode of expression with the Muslims—accomplished mostly by the use of karan-i ishtilaf and “consonant compounds,” although these features have sometimes been misused in the form of “dead” adjectival compounds or unnecessary “Arabized” plurals. And it is a relief to find that the Persianized sentence structure of Urdu composition has particularly vanished with the advent of the Western literary influences.

15 Qureshi’s article: “Sub-Bas,” Oriental College Magazine, November 1934, and “Introduction to Dāhīm-kabā Hātim” (MS. University of the Punjab).

The Silver Lining: Development of the Urdu Language

In the course of centuries, Urdu borrowed16 thousands of words and phrases (nouns, adjectives, adverbs, and conjunctive prepositions) from Arabic, Persian, Turkish, and Farsi,17 as it did also from European languages18 on a limited scale. The Fārkhān-i Iqṭīfah contains 7,584 Arabic, 6,041 Persian, 17,505 Urdu, and 21,644 Hindi (plus European) words. These figures have further changed due to the recent coinage of terms19 (technical and literary) and infiltration of more Arabic (religious) words under the influence of the revivalist movement of Pakistan.

It may be noted that this Persian-Arabic vocabulary in Urdu is not merely a “dead” equivalence; it represents an extension and enrichment of experience. It reflects a new attitude to life and a peculiar tone and colour, not present in other Indian languages.

The Urdu language combines the virility and vigour of Turkish, the grandeur and dignity of Arabic, the polish and grace of Persian, in addition to the original homeliness of Hindi expressions. This has made Urdu richer in tone-colour and literary effects, so very important for a perfectly expressive style.

The incorporated Arabic-Turkish-Persian vocabulary in Urdu belongs to the various departments of life: administration, social activity, agriculture, art, religion, literature, etc., and represents a gradual expansion of culture in India caused by the fresh wave of life awakened by the vigorous Muslim spirit, following in the wake of immigrations from Iran and Turān.

Urdu also borrowed in literary artistry. It adopted the Arabic-Persian prosody for metrical scansion, but rarely did it employ the Hindi Pīngal, except during the recent periods when ‘Aqṣāt Allah Khān and other songwriters have attempted to revive Hindi metres.

We may now refer to the development of literary style, first in accordance with the Persian patterns, and afterwards based on the European (mostly English) models. All the reform movements in Urdu literature (before 1857) were invariably directed to achieve, first, the closest approximation of Urdu to the Persian literary forms of expression, and, secondly, the effective development of the language to the rāz māshār and masjīdār (i.e., the natural speech of men). Thus, although the reformers insisted on every-day spoken language and discarded phonetically and rhetorically incongruous words, yet in order to achieve true literary beauty they always advocated the adoption of pictorially, musically, and emotionally proper Persian and Arabic words. From Wāli and ‘Allāmā down to Nāshī and Nāmaq, the same 16 Muḥammad Husain, Itgal, ‘Abd-i Ḥaqiq, 14th edition, pp. 27 sqq., and Ahmad Dīn’s Surajbhopī’s Alibī, 1923, pp. 137 sqq., and 236 sqq.; also see ‘Abd al-Majīd Salah’s Moshīr’s Tājdatān Hindiwa Man, 1st edition, pp. 51 sqq.
19 Wali al-Dīn Salīm, Wali’ī Lajūjāt-ī Usūlī, 1911, pp. 7 sqq.
20 For the influence of Islam on Urdu poetry, see Yūsuf Husain, National-i Shīrī, 1955, pp. 66 sqq. Also see Nāshī, op. cit., pp. 16 sqq.
process of assimilation continued. The literary ideals of Persian became the main goals to be reached by Urdu writers, and they remained so till the literary taste changed in modern times.

The distinctive characteristics of the Persianized form of literary expression were: a tendency towards elaboration, affectation and futility; sumptuousness of detail in the narrative; love of grandeur and grotesqueness; imaginativeness even when realistic delineation was required; preponderance of wit; and fondness for metaphor, allegory, and symbolism in poetry. Conveniens in lyrical poetry is another distinctive feature borrowed from the Persian ghazal. Simplicity and directness in style were later introduced by writers at the Fort William College and also by the poet Ghulam and the reformer Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan.

Sometimes, there is a touch of insincerity in the literary style of the Persian models, but these models when reformed have helped Urdu literary expression, to gain in force, vigour, and dignity of tone, rarely found in the sister languages of India.

In classical poetry, the chief forms—ghazal, quaidah, rubati, mughason, etc.—were borrowed from Persian. Ghazal, a short poem of a few verses (commonly between seven and twelve), mainly devoted to love themes, interspersed with other subjects of philosophical and mystical nature, is essentially a lyrical form, insisting on conciseness, economy, and beauty of diction. In this form, each couplet is complete in itself but is interwoven into the whole, by means of a common rhyme and a common metre, and sometimes by an onomatopoeia of a common mood apparent in the tone though not necessarily in the subject. In Urdu as in Persian, ghazal attracted to its fold several great poets such as Wali, Mir, Dard, Saadat, Mushahi, Ataullah, Mumin, Ghulam, and later Hajji, Iqbal, Ehsasat, and some of the prominent modern poets like Faqir, Firdous, and Faiq (Fais) who have adapted it to the changed mental atmosphere of the modern age.

Quaidah (panegyric or praise-poem), a form more lengthy in size and more complex in structure and content, requires an unusual command over language and also great constructive ability. It may be noted that quaidah is not confined to praise and that it has also been employed successfully for subjects of descriptive, narrative, dramatic, and subjective nature. The chief quaidah-writers in Urdu are Nusrati, Saadat, Inqilab, and Mushahi, whose art in this particular branch can compete with that of the best quaidah-writers in Persian, at least, in their care for the externalities of technic, if not for internal beauties. To this list, one may add Ghulam, who introduced some changes in the structure of quaidah.

Another form is mughason which is originally meant for narration of a longer chain of events of historical or fictional nature, and is distinguished from other forms in that each couplet in it has a separate rhyme in consonance with a uniformity in the metre scheme. The most outstanding mughason in Urdu are those written by Mir Taqi Mir (Dard-i-Itlaqii), Mir Hasan (Shebar al-Baqish), Darya Bashkar Naatim (Ghulste-i-Naamat), and Musaab Lashkari (Zehr-i-Itlaq).

Out of the remaining poetic forms, special reference seems necessary to sahir (shahid), a form used by Persian and Turkish writers, more or less for humorous themes but employed by the Urdu poets such as Mir and Saadat for serious subjects of social and political import. Another very important branch of Urdu poetry is marthiakh, which derived its name from Arabic rabi (elegy) and took a peculiar narrative shape in Urdu. It has some resemblance to epic forms and deals with the tragic events of Khasab (a place in Iraq where Imam Husain, the grandson of the Holy Prophet, and a small party of his kinsmen and followers, courageously fought against a much larger army led by Yazid, an Umayyad ruler, and lost their lives). The prominent marthiakh-writers were Anis and Dahir whose marthiaks are the best representatives of this art. Mirza Rafi’ Saadat and Damir had also contributed to its progress earlier.

Rubati (poems, as though, written by women, with peculiar female attitudes towards love and with characteristically female ways of speech) means, literally, “the feminine form of rubati” (one of the names for Urdu, and later for Urdu poetry as a whole, or for Urdu ghazal alone). It is more or less in the nature of a “feminine” burlesque or parody of love-poems written by men. In most of such poems, the tone is non-serious, rather comic, sometimes bordering on licence and obscenity. The chief representative poets of this literary form are Rangin and Jin Ghulam, although its earliest specimens are also found in the Deccani period of Urdu poetry.

We may mention in passing the rubati (quatrains), the musaddas (Halli’s Musaddas being the most prominent), voelihati (ironic love-poems), ghat (the fragmentary and episodic poems written more or less on the model of shorter ghalib or quatrains), and a few other forms such as mughason (quintets), mughason, etc. These forms were adopted from Persian and were employed by almost all the famous poets. Recently, the Hindi pit and doha forms have been revived in Urdu by poets such as Haji, Maqbool Ahmadpuri, Mughal Sadiq, Jamila Ali, and others, while some of the European forms have been given currency by ‘Armat Allah Khan, Faqir, Razi, among many others whose poems deserve a high place in Urdu poetry for perfection of technique and construction.

In its emotional mood Urdu poetry differs from Hindi poetry despite the fact that some of its attitudes (e.g., towards the sex of the lover) and imagery in it were borrowed by Urdu poets in the Deccani period, and also to some extent in recent times, but the general atmosphere of Urdu poetry has been throughout Persian, except in the part produced under Western influences.

The most important poets of Urdu (Wali, Mir, Saadat, Dard, Mushahi,
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Ahmed, Mir Hassan, Nağır, Ghulāb, Ima'āl, Hāli, Iqbal, and others are Muslims, but the contribution by Dāya Shānkar Naṣīm, Shaqīf Auranqībādī, Chakbōst, Surūr, Māhrūm, Fathiq, Anand Narain Mulla, and others who are Hindus is equally creditable and cannot be ignored in any history of Urdu poetry.

The spirit of Urdu poetry like that of Persian poetry, when serious, is passionately lyrical; when mystical, deeply reflective; when humorous, intensely witty and at times ironical. Muslim narrative poetry in the classical period has rarely been realistic and its descriptions are more imaginative than real and objective. The poetry of the Hindu poets of Urdu could be something different but they too followed in most cases the general spirit of Urdu poetry. In recent times, Fathiq has tried to infuse a Hindu devotional spirit in it but his is a solitary instance. The modern Urdu poets have copied some Western models as well, but most of the original Persian forms still persist. Iqbal, a unique literary figure in the Muslim world, has given a new meaning to the old forms and symbols, but the aura of his poetry is also patent to Persians. Iqbal is also responsible for giving Urdu poetry a deeply Islamic and philosophical colour.

Some Europeans too have written good Urdu poetry but none of them can be considered a first-rate poet, and none of them has introduced the European spirit into it. Nevertheless, Urdu poetry has recently received much inspiration from European (particularly English) models, and has accepted changes in content and tone, and, to a limited extent, in form. For instance, some attempts have been made, especially in most recent times, to employ free verse and blank verse for long and short-long poems, and to write sonnets and cantos.

It is, however, in content that European influences are markedly noticeable. One might refer here to the national as well as the "nature" themes in modern Urdu poetry which clearly bear the European stamp both in attitude and in diction. The chief representatives of the national or political poetry are Hāli, Shibli, Akbar, Faiz 'Ali Khān, Chakbōst, Iqbal, Jegh, Paï, and certain other modern poets, while Ima'āl Mirzā, Mahīṣar, Be-Nāzir, and some others who wrote for children, may be called the nature poets of Urdu. The classical Urdu poetry has in its own way dealt with nature also Nağır Akbarānī and others may be cited as the most important poet of this line.

The case of Urdu prose is the same as that of Urdu poetry so far as forms employed in the classical period are concerned. But the share of non-Muslims in prose is more noteworthy especially in literary history, biographical dictionaries of poets, and fiction. Sāhkān's History of Urdu Literature has so far been the best, and Sīr Rām's Khun Khishak— a dictionary of poets—is a monumental work of considerable worth. In fiction, Sārgār, Fren Chand, and Krishn Chand (among the moderns) and Nihāl Chand (among the old) occupy a conspicuous place. The vast "fiction literature" (distān and ḥikāyat) has borrowed largely from Sanskrit sources, as also from European channels so far as the novel and the short story are concerned.

The Silver Lining: Development of the Urdu Language

Comparatively speaking, Urdu prose is of recent growth and most of the prose literature of old Persian atmosphere is rather undeveloped and is in a crude literary shape. From Sub-Ras (All-Juice), a mystical allegory translated from Persian by Wajhi (c. 1645/1655), up to Syāgh-e Bakīr (The Flower Garden and the Flower Season), a tale of the four dervishes by Mir Aminan (c. 1217/1802), there is a big gap, except for Nau Faris-i Murshid which is an outstanding work of the Persian model and Distān-i Rāst Kānki by Iqbal representing a new model. Then came Ghulāb and Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan, Hāli, Shibli, and the modern prose-writers who enriched Urdu prose drawing much from European sources and wrote biographies, histories, essays, novels, stories, theological and philosophical works, and books of literary criticism and science. In Osmania University, a quite a large number of European books have been translated into Urdu.

Here, it would be proper to bring out prominently the role of Ghulāb and Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan in the development of Urdu prose style. It may be noted that the credit of simplifying the literary Urdu language for the first time, after it had become laborious, affected, and merely decorative under the influence of high-flying Persian style current in India during the earlier periods, goes to the prose-writers of the Fort William College, Calcutta (founded by the British East India Company in 1215/1800), such as Mir Aminan, Shīr 'Ali Afsar, Hālār Bakīr, Hārdār, and others. Yet the personal emotive prose of Ghulāb with touches of wit and delightful irony (as reflected in his Urdu letters) and the natural style of Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan, reflected in all of his works particularly in his "Essays," broadened the possibilities of Urdu prose enabling it to become an effective vehicle, not only for literary expression but also for the expression of emotional, philosophical, or scientific content.

Sir Sayyid Ahmad insisted, not only on simplicity, naturalness, and ease, but also on the purpose, truth, sincerity, and earnestness of the author. Again, while Ghulāb is inimitable, Sir Sayyid tremendously influenced his age, especially the group of his associates in the Aligarh movement, such as Hāli, Shibli, Nadīr Ahmad, Ghulāb, 'Allāh and others who enriched Urdu literature abundantly by producing works of unusual merit on various subjects.

Side by side with these prose-writers, we find Muhammad Hussain Aśār, once Professor at the Government College and the Oriental College, Lahore. He was with Hāli a co-founder of the Natural School of Urdu poetry and was perhaps the most popular stylist of Urdu, even though he did not belong to the immediate circle of Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan. He chose to write in a manner which, though not simple and direct, was yet expressive, rich, and graceful. The three main qualities of his prose are its beauty, artistry, and grandeur, and so far none has surpassed him in excellence. Some of his notable works are Ab-i Ḥusnī (a history of Urdu poetry), Bakhshān-i Fāris
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criticism to classical Urdu and Persian literature, in a somewhat imperfect manner, for they could not get rid of their old inclinations and in practice had to rely on old standards. The Tazkira-i Arus (Introduction) to poetry by Haji, the Shair al-'Arus, a history of Persian poetry by Shibli, Al-Istiqla' (a history of Urdu poetry) by Muhammad Husain Azkid, and Ruhani al-Haqiqiy (The Revealer of Critical Principles) by Imad al-Ismi 'Ajlari are some of the noteworthy books on criticism belonging to the earlier period of modern influences.

Later on, however, Urdu criticism made tremendous progress and fell in line with the more modern criteria of literary judgment. The notable figures in this field are Qudri, Zor, Alhil, Nizam, Majnun, Firdawsi, Al-Ismi Ahmad Sharif, Hafiz al-Ismi Ahmad, and a few others.

G

To summarize, Urdu is a joint achievement of several communities, but Muslim contribution to its creation and development is outstanding. The language is basically Indian but it developed largely in accordance with the Muslim (particularly Persian) taste. The attitudes in the classical Urdu literature are mostly in tune with those existing in all Muslim literatures.

Urdu is decidedly a wonderful manifestation of the synthetic capacity of the Muslims which succeeded in evolving out of heterogeneous elements a language which can now be regarded as one of the most powerful languages of the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent and one of the two official languages of Pakistan.
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The recent trends in Urdu literary criticism are also directly inspired by the European critical theory and practice. The modern Urdu criticism manifests a clear departure from the old practical criticism, largely based on old rhetoric and stylistics, specimens of which are to be found mostly in inshārakhi (biographical dictionaries of poets) and other stray writings. Shibli, Hali, 'Akid, and Imad al-Ismi 'Ajlari were the first to reorientate Urdu criticism along new lines. They tried to apply the principles of European
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BOOK EIGHT
MODERN RENAISSANCE

Part 1. Renaissance in the Near and Middle East

Chapter LXXII
RENAISSANCE IN ARABIA, YEMEN, IRAQ, SYRIA, AND LEBANON

MUHAMMAD BIN 'ABD AL-WAHHB AND HIS MOVEMENT

A
The continuity of efforts for revival amongst the Muslims is a subject of profound interest. During the very early years of the period of decadence two leaders of thought rose to combat the forces of ignorance (jihâlîyyât) and tried their best to bring back the Muslims to the fountainhead of Islam. The first of these was Muhammad bin 'Abd al-Wahhâb of Arabia whose spiritual influence spread far and wide in the Islamic world, particularly in the Arab countries: Yemen, Iraq, Syria, and Lebanon.

B
Muhammad ibn 'Abd al-Wahhâb was born about 1111/1700 in the heart of the Arabian desert, the region known as Najd. This pietist reformer kindled a fire which soon spread to the remotest corners of the Muslim world, purging it of its slope and reviving the fervour of the olden days. As a religious reformer, as a standard-bearer of freedom, as an orator, he not only won and retained undisputed eminence but left in all these fields a deep and lasting imprint of his pioneering individuality. There was none amongst his contemporaries in Arabia who could lead and sooth, plead and urge, preach and move from pulpit and platform with the same fire and eloquence as he had perenially at his command.

The Shaykh studied at Madina, travelled as far as Persia, and ultimately settled in his native place in the Najd. Amongst his teachers Shaykh 'Abd Allah bin Iskânî Najdî, Shaykh Muhammad Haytî Sindî, and Shaykh Muhammad Majmithî are well known. The Shaykh displayed from his childhood a studious and religious bent of mind and thus acquired a reputation for his learning and piety, even at the threshold of his life. During his period of study he developed intense love for the Qur'an and the Sunnah, and decided that he should strain every nerve to bring his people back to the pristine glory of Islam. For the attainment of this objective he wandered up and down Arabia and raised the slogan "Back to Islam." His utterances, characterised by directness and candour brought fresh life and courage wherever he went and as such served a much-needed tonic to the people disgraced with sham and cant. He persuaded them to abandon all such practices as were antagonistic to the spirit of Islam.

After some time it dawned upon him that mere persuasion unaided by political power might prove effective in the case of an individual, but it was difficult to bring about any radical change in a people's outlook without the backing of a political force. He, therefore, decided to rally under one banner the different tribes of Arabia. For the achievement of this objective he approached, through 'Uthmân bin Hamân bin Ma'mar, the Amir of Uvainî. The Amir at the very outset responded enthusiastically to the call of the Shaykh, but did not keep his word. The Shaykh left Uvainî and proceeded to Dariyyah where he continued his preaching despite opposition from the ignorant "ulama'. In the long run, he not only succeeded in converting the people to his point of view, but also won the heart of Muhammad, the head of the great clan of Sa'dî and the most powerful chieftain in the whole of the Najd. Thus, the moral prestige and material strength of the Shaykh were considerably enhanced.

"Gradually the desert Arabs were wedded into a politico-religious unity like that effected by the Prophet of Islam. Muhammad ibn 'Abd al-Wahhâb was, in truth, a faithful counterpart of the first two Caliphs, Abu Bakr and 'Umar. When he died in 1201/1787, his disciple Sa'dî proved a worthy successor. The new Wahhâbi State was a close counterpart of the Mecran Caliphate."

A great change was brought about in the political and administrative set-up of the country. "Though possessing great military power, Sa'dî always considered himself responsible to public opinion and never encroached upon the legitimate freedom of his subjects. His government, though stern, was able and just. The Wahhâbi judges were competent and honest. Robbery became almost unknown, so well was the public peace maintained.”

Having consolidated the Najd politically, Sa'dî was ready to undertake the greater task of purifying Islam from all those un-Islamic influences which had been slowly creeping into it for the last few centuries. A campaign was thus set on foot to eradicate from the society all those superstitions practices which had been eating into the vitals of the faith. An honest attempt was made to correct the mistakes of the past. A large number of the old Everyman Books Ltd. and sold as a single entity. However, it should be noted that the source text is not entirely accurate and may contain errors or inaccuracies.

2. "Ibid., pp. 28 and 29.
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made to return to pure Islam. All later accretions—monstrous, many-sided edifices of scholastic interpretations of the medieval theologians, and ceremonial or mystical innovations like saint-worship—in short, all those practices which have no sanction from Islam were condemned and the masses were exhorted to abandon them. The austere monotheism of the Prophet was preached in all its uncompromising simplicity and the Qur'an and the Sunnah were taken to be the sole guide for human action. The doctrinal simplification was accompanied by a most rigid code of morals.

Many critics of Muhammad bin 'Abd al-Wahhab condemn this movement as retrogressive. But this is an absolutely baseless charge. Muhammad bin 'Abd al-Wahhab stood up with determination to bring his people back to true Islam. He, therefore, tried to purge Muslim life of all innovations and declared a "Holy war" against them. The feeling which he voiced was rather one of rationalist dissatisfaction with the outlawed pauperism of jalsa than of the destruction of everything that he found before him. He wanted to separate grain from chaff and this work he performed with admirable courage and alacrity of mind. He tried to demolish all those things which he found alien to the spirit of Islam and weeded out all those practices from Muslim society which he considered antagonistic to the spirit of the faith. He rightly believed that a certain amount of change is always essential in a living civilization, but the change should be organic, that is to say, it should come from within that civilization in response to the genuine needs of the society which claims to own it and should not be a mere imitation of another civilization. Imitation of another civilization implies the surrender of all creative powers which are essential for the life of a progressive society. The Shari'ah was, therefore, very cautious about his decisions. He persuaded the people to discard only those things which he found un-Islamic, while he readily accepted the ideas and practices which could be fitted into the structure of Islam.

The Wahhabi movement is, therefore, not essentially retrograde and conservative in its nature. It is progressive in the sense that it not only awakened the Arabs to the most urgent need of heart-searching and broke the complacency to which they had been accustomed for years, but also gave the reformers a definite line of action. It taught them that for the revival of Islam it was necessary to give up reliance on second-hand formulas and sterile conventions, and that it was equally essential to come back to the realities of Islam and build only on the bases of these solid rocks new modes of thought and action. An attempt to slip away from the cultural forms and aims connected with Islam, and to accept aims of non-Islamic (often anti-Islamic) social organisations, would not spell regeneration but degeneration for Islamic culture.

In order to set his movement on the right lines and to perpetuate the influence of his teaching on future generations, the Shari'ah made an elaborate programme of fostering education amongst the masses. As a result of his efforts every oasis was given its own mukhtar, and teachers who could both teach and preach were sent to the Bedouin tribes. The disciples of the Shari'ah pursued learning with great ardour. Ibn Baṣhr says that so many were the students attracted to his classes that if somebody were to attempt to give their number nobody would believe him. All his sons, Husain, 'Abd Allah, 'Ali, and Ibrahim, had their own maktabs in their houses where students from distant places came to master Islamic learning. Their expenses were borne by the Baṣīr al-Malī. 4

Although the Shari'ah was a follower of the Hanbalite school of Fiqh, yet he did not follow it rigidly. In his book Husayn al-Sa'īdīyyah, he makes a frank confession of this. "Imām Ibn Qayyim and his illustrious teacher Ibn Taimiyah," observes he, "were both right; the leaders according to the Sunni school of thought and their writings are dear to my heart, but I do not follow them rigidly in all matters."

As a matter of fact, the puritan beginnings of Islamic revival were combined with an elaborate programme of mass education and a reaction against irrigating (below following) broadened along more constructive lines. The teachings of Mu'tazilism which had long faded away were revived and the liberal-minded reformers were delighted to find such striking confirmation of their ideas, both in the writings of the Mu'tazilite doctors and in the sacred texts themselves. The principle that reason and not blind presumption was to be the test of truth opened the door to the possibility of reforms which they had most at heart. 5 They embarked on a process of introspection and self-examination. These are the main characteristics of the Islamic revival in Arabia as everywhere in the world.

The leaders of thought began to sift the whole of Islamic literature handed down to them by their ancestors and with admirable skill purified Islam of all those un-Islamic practices which had nothing to do with the teachings of Islam but had unfortunately become parts of Islamic culture. Thus, as a result of the efforts of Muhammad bin 'Abd al-Wahhab a critical attitude was developed amongst Muslim scholars; they would not accept anything which came down from the past without testing its validity on the basis of the Qur'an and the Sunnah.

Thus, the first change that was visible in society was an urge for stock-taking of Fiqh. It was felt that the pristine simplicity and reasonableness of the Shari'ah had almost been buried in a forest of subjective deductions propounded by scholars several years ago. These deductions, however valuable, could not be held final for all times. New problems had cropped up with the march of time, and these demanded new solutions in the light of the Qur'an and the Sunnah. Thus, with the development of the critical attitude, which in itself was the direct result of Islamic revival, the gates of jihād sealed for six hundred years were opened again. The whole of Muslim society was awakened to the need of a fresh approach towards Fiqh. There was a general feeling 4 Tilāwīn bin Baṣhr, op. cit., p. 93. 5 Lothrop Stoddard, op. cit., p. 32.
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of unrest towards everything which did not have the sanction of the Qur’an and the Sunnah, and the educated people began to feel that no finitude and definiteness could be legitimately attributed to any interpretation or conclusion regarding any problem not justified by the sayy of either of the two sources. In other words, they began to believe that the ḥikmat of even the greatest Muslim scholar could not be binding on them.

It was the logical consequence of this critical attitude that the commentators of Hadith like Ḥift the Ḥajar, Dīr Qutni, Imām Nawawi, Imām Dāhābī, Imām S̱hākmānī became popular with the people. Their writings attracted the attention of scholars and they began to devote themselves to the study of the Qur’ān and the Sunnah. The emphasis was, thus, shifted from Fiqh and logic to the study of the two main sources of Islamic teachings.

This change can also be observed in the attitude of Muslim scholars towards social philosophers. Al-Fārābī (d. 339/950) who had derived his theory of the State from abstract philosophic speculation was relegated to the background and scholars began to be attracted by the writings of Ibn Khaldūn who based his theory of State on demonstrable facts and laid the foundations of a scientific theory of history.

It was the study of Ibn Khaldūn’s writings that paved the way for pan-Islamism. He had argued that since the power of the Quraṣḥā had gone, there was no other alternative but to accept the most powerful man in the country as Imām. “Thus Ibn Khaldūn,” observes Iqbal, “realizing that hard logic of the facts, suggests a view which may be regarded as the first dim vision of an international Islam fairly in sight today.” Such is the attitude of the modern Arab inspired as he is by the realities of experience, and not by the scholastic reasoning of jurists who lived and thought under different conditions.

The dazzling achievements of the West in the realm of science and the material benefits which the Western people have derived from them have also moved the people of Arabia freely to participate in them. They are trying to achieve this end by adjusting their own pattern of life to that of the West and adopting some of its outer forms. But they are also anxiously jealous to guard their cherished customs and values inherent in their own cultural pattern. Although there are visible changes in their political and social structures, yet the speed of change is extremely slow at the present time. The spread of the liberal principles and the Western means of progress go side by side with conservative forces. It can be said that of all the Muslim countries, Arabia is the greatest country which is anchored in the traditional pattern of her past.

C

Role of the Arab Academy of Damascus in Syria.—In 1336/1918, Muḥammad Kūrdis ‘All (1503/1876-1372/1953), a devoted scholar, founded the Arab Academy

in many ways, was being created in Cairo by means of schools, educational missions, and translations initiated or encouraged by Muhammad 'Ali and his successors. This group differed from the former in its greater concern with the question of Islam and modern civilization, and its greater caution in accepting ideas and innovations from Europe. These two groups, and similar but less important groups in other towns, laid the foundations of a new Arabic literature. As a result of the efforts of these groups, the scope of Arabic language had been broadened. Western ideas have been popularized through translations and new literary forms—the poetry drama, the novel, the romantic autobiography—have been introduced. At the same time old literature is also being revived. The Arab children are now asked to memorize al-Mutanabbi. The books of Ibn Rushd and Ibn Sina are again becoming popular in colleges, and ideas put forward by Ibn Khaldun and al-Fakhri on the problems of culture and State are being popularized. The speeches of Tariq ibn Ziyad and other generals of Arabia are repeated on the platform in order to infuse the spirit of nationalism amongst the younger generation. The recent celebrations of the millenniums of the great figures of the past indicate the zeal for revivalism. The glorious past of the Arabs is used as a stimulus for the present revival, and the achievements of the present are utilized to promote future development. As a consequence there have arisen on the horizon of Arab lands some of the best brains, for example, the religious thinker Muhammad 'Abduh, the social reformer Qasim Amin, the essayists Muhammad Hussein Haikal and al-Manfi utilis, the poets Ahmad Shawqi and Haiir Dahir, the playwright and novelist Tawfiq al-Hakim, and the scholar Taha Husain. All these are Egyptian names. But there have also been very important Syrian and Lebanese writers, many of whom worked for most of their life in Egypt, while others resided in their own country. They include the scholars and poets of Boustani and Yaziji families; the religious reformer Rashid Rijil, the learned disciple of Muhammad 'Abduh; the leaders of Arabic journalism, Shidiq, Nimr, Sarrif, Zaidan, and Taqil; the poet Khalil Matrin, the best of women writers in Arabic, Mary Zindah; the traveller Amin Raisi; and the mystic Khalil al-Jibran.

Since the rapid progress of the literary movement during the past few years has been impressed by the practical results of the efforts of Arab writers in adapting the classical Arabic language to the conditions of modern life, creating scientific terminology, and producing scientific works in Arabic, e.g., the various lexica of technical terms published by modern scholars, like Muhammad Sharif, Ahmad 'Isa Bay, Muhiddin Fakih, Mas'ud Sihli, and the scientific works of Ya'qoub Sarrif, Palaud Sarrif, al-Qamarwalli, Husan Ra'ef, etc.

Role of the Arab League in Unifying the Arab World. The most recent

19 Ibid., p. 37.
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attempt to consolidate the Arab world and give it a life of its own was that of the Arab League. It was on March 22, 1945, that seven independent Arab States signed the pact of the Arab League. "Unity and independence had from the first been the double aim of the Arab national movement. The two are inseparable in the mind of the Arab nationalist. Developments at first took another course when, after World War I, Arabia was split up into a number of States. But the farther the national idea spread among the peoples of these States, the stronger became their effort for unity. Arab nationalism never accepted the fact of partition. It was inevitable that within the independent Arab countries special interests of dynastic, economic, or of some other nature should develop and gain strength—interests with which the public movement for unity has to reckon. Regional particularism and dynastic jealousies were indeed there. But despite these, there was a general desire amongst the Arabs to form a union of their countries. It was in response to this general need that Egypt, Libya, the Sudan, Jordan, the Arab States of Arabia, Syria, and the Yemen joined their hands together. The formation of the League was then considered to be a major and positive step towards the fulfillment of Arab hopes and aspirations. In many respects the League was one of the most eloquent expressions of the spirit of pan-Arabism. It was acclaimed a good beginning, even though it was established on shaky foundations, and weakened by the half-hearted attitude and mental reservations of some of its members.

The role of the Arab League was further enhanced by the concerted participation of the Arab States in the United Nations as a "Political Block" and by their express and written pledges to defend Palestine at all costs. Palestine soon proved to be an acid test for the Arab States, the result of which was disillusioning to all concerned. The defeat in Palestine not only meant the loss of a good part of Palestine, but was also the greatest blow within living memory to Arab unity, Arab pride, and Arab life. This created a feeling of general dissatisfaction amongst the Arabs about the leadership of the League. Moreover, with the failure of Arab League on the Palestine question, the particularizing aims and interests of its member States began to counteract its unifying trends and tendencies. Even attempts at co-ordination of their efforts in the economic and cultural spheres, in spite of some slight success, were overwhelmed by the stronger centrifugal forces of their political aspirations. The Arab League had united the Arabs in their fight against Western domination; it had been called into play whenever a constellation of power politics threatened some vital interests of all or some of the Arab States. But negative attitudes and impulses proved uncreative, even destructive. Significantly, the Arab League was declared all but dead by the Arabs themselves in March 1969, when its member States again rallied to an Arab cause in
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the Suez crisis—once more against a threat from without, not for a constructive purpose within. The recent unification of Egypt and Syria and the federation between Iraq and Jordan in 1937/1938 were also defensive reactions against political pressures. Neither their effect on the movement towards Arab unity, be it favourable or adverse, nor their impact on the development of Islam can as yet be assessed. \[13\] What does the future hold for the Arab movement? Its future depends on the dissemination on a large scale of some factors of unity. The factors of language, history, geography, similarity of problems, the zeal for the maintenance of independence and sovereignty, just for a respectable place among the comity of nations, common interests and aspirations are solid bases for Arab co-operation, if not for Arab unity. There have been many failings on the part of the Arab League. But, in spite of all inadequacies, in spite of all disappointments and frustrated hopes due to indecision and indiscipline, Arab nationalism is entitled to recognition for its stimulation of a general intellectual and political renaissance. Its work is not yet complete, the last word has not been spoken about the new Arab world, because the Arab peoples and States are still in the midst of a transition. \[14\]

D

1. In general all movements mentioned in the preceding sections show a deep influence of Western liberalism, as a result of which there has been a continuous attempt to interpret Islam "freely."

2. In general, again all these movements share a common feature not purely religious. Because of the dual nature of Islam as a religion and State, and because of the pressure to which Muslim society has been subjected in almost every field, these movements resent and resist Western penetration and influence, with methods almost modern.

3. Impressive strides have been taken throughout the Arab world towards Muslim revival. "The rapid multiplication of newspapers, periodicals, books and pamphlets, the great increase in the number of literary societies and intellectual organisations along modern lines, the exchange of academic visits of professors and students, as well as of scientific research missions, are phenomena that are witnessed today in Arab countries. The appointment of Egyptian teachers and experts in educational centres of Iraq, Arabia, the Yemen; the exchange of students; the organization of universities and the increase of new colleges; the dissemination of the wireless and its utilization for the propagation of cultural activities; the rising and surging tide of new thought; the nourishing movement of translation of foreign literature, all indicate a noble intellectual awakening." \[15\]

4. Intellectual renaissance in these countries is going hand in hand with national awakening and interest in language. Thus, for more than fifty years, Arab intellectuals have viewed intellectual revival and national consciousness from the standpoint of language and historical traditions. As a result, there is an agreement amounting to consensus that Arabic is not only the faithful register of Arab cultural achievements, but the pillar of politico-intellectual revival throughout the length and breadth of the Arab world. This awareness of the importance of language has been practically universal in most Arab countries.

Father Kirmilli (d. 1396/1947) of Iraq, who had a passion for Arabic from his early youth, devoted most of his energy to linguistic problems. He, on the strength of very strong arguments, proved that Arabic has a unique gift of adaptability and adjustment to new situations; it has the power to assimilate new words and phrases and coin its own when the need arises. But he at the same time warned the Arabic-speaking world against the danger of the unlimited use of foreign words since this would lead to the abandonment of Arabism and the loss of nationalism. Salim al-Jundi (1297/1880–1374/1955), while discussing the importance of Arabic language, said, "Language is the model that represents the long-standing nobility of a community. It is the guide that points to the extent of its civilization and progress." \[16\] Similarly, Manir al-Ajlani of Iraq in one of his addresses remarks that Arabic is the earth; in it we have eternal poetry, eternal prose, and the Qur'an. It is like the flag behind which soldiers (the Arabs) march.

To the great majority of Arab writers on nationalism, Arabic is the life-blood and soul of the community, it is the strongest bond of unity; the mainstay and the strongest pillar of Arab nationalism, the main deterrent against internal and external dividing forces, the instrument of thought and emotions, and a link between the past and the present. It is the faithful guardian of Arab cultural heritage, the register of the Arabs' deeds and accomplishments, and of their triumphs and pitfalls, and is the most important factor in their unity. \[17\] As a matter of fact, the Arabic language has marvelously developed in the hands of modern Arab writers. It has been proved that this flexible and expressively powerful language is capable of depicting every manifestation of modern life without recourse to loan-words.

5. Industrialization is advancing in these countries at a notable speed and the standard of living of the people is slowly and steadily rising. The old prejudices against technical knowledge and scientific inventions are gradually withering away. The industrialization of the Arab countries has led to the transformation of labour which is being organized along modern lines; this is likely to have its effect in the whole Arab East, and even beyond. In the field of agriculture too "evolution in the Near East is witnessing a new state

---


\[14\] F. W. Ferman, op. cit., p. 120.

\[15\] Zaki Ali, op. cit., p. 220.
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of affairs, by the gradual transformation from nomadism into sedentarism."

In this respect, the improvement and multiplication of means of communication in their modern form have made a large contribution. The major and pressing problems of combating illiteracy and infant mortality, improving sanitation and applying the principles of preventive medicine, and educating women are being given serious attention.

6. Another feature of this movement is that the effervescence young men and the enlightened women are playing an important part everywhere. As a consequence of internal evolution in the realms of family life, the Oriental youth has become, in a remarkably short time, the hope of the old generation which has neither the possibilities of organizing a State, nor the scientific and administrative knowledge necessary for the comprehension and conduct of modern political movements.39

7. There is going on everywhere a movement for the reconstruction of Islamic philosophy and theology to satisfy the reflective and inquisitive minds of those trained in the philosophical traditions of Plato and Aristotle. Thus, an Islamic system of thought is being created which can adequately meet the intellectual doubts to which the modern world is prone. The leaders of Islamic renaissance have fully realized the need of an affirmation of Islam against the onslaught of modern scepticism which has come in the wake of modern science. This is how the door of qiyād, sealed for centuries, has been re-opened. In their efforts to harmonize the scientific and social discoveries of the modern age with the teachings of the Qurʾān and the Sunnah, they sometimes make a departure even from the fundamentals of Islam. Such a trend is rightly considered dangerous by the "ulama" and the masses.
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Chapter LXXIII

RENAISSANCE IN NORTH AFRICA

THE SANṢŪYĀYAH MOVEMENT

A RISE OF THE SANṢŪYĀYAH ORDER

The rise of the Sanṣūyāyah Order is closely bound up with that of other revivalist movements in Islam during the thirteenth/nineteenth century. For this reason it is not possible nor indeed advisable to discuss the rise and impact of this Order without first touching upon the nature of the events preceding and accompanying it; consideration must also be given to the forces which played a considerable role in preparing the way for shaping and directing the trend of thought and action of the Sanṣūyāyah movement.

The second half of the twelfth/nineteenth century was a period of dormancy in the history of modern Islam, and the beginning of the thirteenth/nineteenth century proved to be a grave time for the Muslim peoples. The Ottoman Empire, once an edifice of glory and achievement, began to weaken both politically and spiritually. The world of Islam—to which the Ottomans had for centuries stood as guardians and to which they had claimed the right of primary—started to disintegrate. Soon, therefore, the call for political and spiritual reforms began to be heard; attempts were now being actively made to resuscitate the Empire and to turn it once more into a vigorous and superior institution along the lines of the advancing European nations.

In the spiritual field the need was particularly felt for a rejuvenation of the Islamic faith, the source of inspiration and the very backbone of the Islamic. Arab Empire from the first/seventh to the seventh/thirteenth century. By the beginning of the twelfth/nineteenth century Islam had been practically forgotten, and a great many alien ideas and practices had crept into it. The original purity of the doctrine of Islam was to be found nowhere; abuse of its rites was increasing day by day. The feeling that reform was necessary was, thus,
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a natural phenomenon of the time. And when the Ottoman Sultan—who was also the Caliph of Islam and, therefore, the de facto ruler of the three holy cities of Islam—could no longer command the confidence and allegiance of the Muslims and demonstrate his willingness and ability to restore to Islam its purity and its vigour, his position as protector and defender of the faith weakened. Opposition to his authority began to rear its head.

Besides this internal strain in the Ottoman Empire itself, there was the external threat, both political and economic. By the turn of the thirteenth/nineteenth century the leading European powers had started coveting the lucrative territories of the Ottoman Empire both in Asia and in Africa. Accordingly, it was these two motive forces combined—the desire to ameliorate the condition of the Muslims and the determination to resist foreign danger—which led Muslim thinkers and leaders at that time to rise and call for reforms in the Muslim world, and later to make plans for overcoming the obstacles in the way of an Islamic renaissance.

It was against this background that the Sanadıgyah Order was founded and began to grow. Its rise was indeed a reaction to both the spiritual disintegration of the external political threat to the very existence of Islam. Its aim was three-fold: first, to work for the restoration of the original purity of Islam and the advancement of Islamic society; secondly, to bring about the solidarity and unity of the Muslim countries and, thus, revive the "community of Islam"; and, thirdly, to combat the growing encroachments of European imperialism upon the Muslim homeland.

The founder of the Sanadıgyah Order, Sayyid Muhammad bin 'Ali al-Sanadı (known as the Grand Sanadı), was born in 1202/1787 in the village of al-Wasita, near Mustaghæneh, in Algeria. Politically, socially and economically, this was a time of great instability and discontent in Algeria. The Ottoman governors—the hope, as they were called—had misruled the country and inflicted so many hardships on the people that resentment had reached a high degree, and the very authority of the Sultan had become exceedingly unpopular in the country.

By the time Sayyid Muhammad bin 'Ali reached his twentieth year and was able to think rationally and to analyse the state of affairs into which the Algerians had drifted, he became exceedingly bitter about the disintegration of Algerian society as well as about the oppressive rule of the Ottoman governors. Indeed, in his earlier years, while still receiving instruction at the hands of Muslim Shāhā in Algeria, he showed a keen interest in the welfare of the Algerian Muslims as well as enthusiasm for the unity of Muslim territories all over the world. From the trade caravans that used to pass frequently through Algeria, he used to hear about the backwardness of Muslims in other Muslim lands. Once he told his father, expressing his feelings about the dödele of Muslims at the time, "the Muslims" are vanquished everywhere; [Muslim] territories and policies are being abandoned by the Muslims constantly and with the speed of lightning, and Islam is, thus, in a state of fearful decline. This is [indeed] what I am thinking of, O father!"

The Grand Sanadı received his early education from a number of Shāhā in Algeria—at Mustaghæneh and later at Maxun. His instructors included Abu Tālib al-Maxuni, Abu al-Mahī, Ibn al-Qanduz al-Mustaghænemi, Abu Râs al-Muśafi, Ibn 'Abīshah, and Muhammad bin 'Abd al-Qâdir al-Ruwânah. Under these Shāhā he studied the Qur'an, the Hadith, and Muslim jurisprudence in general. Then he moved to Fez, where for eight years he studied in its grand mosque school, generally known as Jāmi’ al-Qarawiyyin, to which innumerable students of Muslim theology used to come from all parts of North Africa. There he studied under a number of learned Shāhā, including Hammâd bin al-Bâji, Sûdî al-Taayib al-Kaṭtâ, Sûdî Muhammad bin 'Amîr al-Mu‘wini, Sûdî Abu Bakr al-Ifrisi, and Sûdî al-Arâsh bin Ahmad al-Diqâqî. But he did not seem to have been happy in Fez. This was not only because of the pietistic state of morals and the lack of security and stability in the place, but also on account of the discouraging attitude which seems to have been taken by the authorities towards his teachings. Accordingly, while still in his early thirties, he left Fez for Egypt. There he studied under Shabîh al-Milî al-Tûnisî, Tha‘âlib, al-Sawi, al-Aṭṭâr, al-Qawâisî, and al-Nassîjî. From there he went to the Hijaz, where he studied under Shâhâ Sulaimân al-Ajamî, Abu Hâfîz bin 'Abd al-Karîm al-Aṭṭâr, and İmân Abu al-Abdî Ahmad bin 'Abd Allah bin İdrîs.

While studying under all these Shāhā, Sayyid Muhammad bin 'Ali seems to have fallen under the influence of their Sufi teachings, particularly those of the Tijâniyyah Order in Morocco. Later, however, he became a member of other Sufi Orders, including the Shafîiyyâh, Naṣîriyyah and Qâdirîyyah. But he does not seem to have been wholeheartedly in favour of their teachings.

His purpose in joining them appears, as we shall see later, to be to make himself acquainted with their rites and teachings and to choose the best from every order so as to be able later to combine them in a new Order which would, thus, be "the crown of Sufi thought and practice."4

In pursuing his studies in Algeria, Morocco, and Egypt, Sayyid Muhammad

1 This is the date given by Sayyid Ahmad al-Shârî al-Sanadî in his book, al-Asâsir al-Qudâsiyyah fi Muqaddasat al-Turjum al-Sanadîyîyâh, and also by E. E. Evans-Pritchard, The Sufis of Ceylon, Oxford University Press, London, 1946, p. 11, and by M. Fu‘ad Sughs, al-Sanadîgya Din wa Dinawad (The Sanadıgyah as a Religion and as a State), Cairo, 1946, p. 11. Other authorities, however, mention other dates: 1202/1787, 1203/1789, 1211/1796, 1218/1803.


4 Ibid., p. 11.

4 Ibid., pp. 5-6.

4 Evans-Pritchard, op. cit., p. 12.
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had ample opportunity to examine the state of affairs into which the Muslims had drifted, particularly the state of decadence prevailing in North Africa at the time. Comparison between the glorious past of the Muslims and their condition in his time seemed to have occupied his mind greatly, and the thought that the Muslims were in a state of moral and spiritual degeneracy haunted him constantly. In trying to discover the cause of this backwardness and find the remedy for it, he came to the conclusion that only by the restoration of the original purity of Islam and the unity of the Muslims the world over, could the future of Islam be made secure. This he now made the mission of his life and the object of all his efforts and preaching. And, in order to obtain further spiritual strength, he decided to pay a visit to the Hijāz, the birth-place of the Prophet Muhammad, in the original spring-board of the Muslims in the establishment of their empire in the first, seventh and second centuries.

The ostensible reason for his journey was to perform the pilgrimage, but his actual motive was much more than that, namely, to invigorate his yearning spirit by the additional spiritual stamina which he wished to obtain during his visit to the holy cities of Islam. Moreover, there seems to have been a political reason for his departure. While teaching at Fez, he appears to have shown a critical attitude towards the Ottoman authorities there, in a manner now mild and admonitory, now severe and remonstrative; he drew their attention to their maladministration and to the sorry conditions then prevailing in Fez. As a consequence, his presence in Morocco was considered dangerous; the authorities considered him a threat to their prestige, fearing that his religious teachings would develop into a political challenge and, thus, lead to the end of the Ottoman rule in Morocco. In order, therefore, to avoid further friction with the authorities, Sayyid Muhammad decided to leave for Laghouat, in Algeria. This place had a highly strategic situation for the purpose of trade caravans to and from the Sudan in addition to holding a key position in the Atlas Sahara.

One of Sayyid Muhammad's main objectives in his choice of Laghouat was his desire to preach his ideas in that area and to carry on with his preaching for the reform of Islam and the unity of the Muslim world. Soon, however, he realized he could not accomplish this to the full, for he found himself shut away in the Sahara, far from all useful activity. He, therefore, left for Gambia in Tunisia, and then went on to Tripoli, Misurata and Benghazi in Libya, as well as to Egypt and the Hijāz. It was indeed at this stage of his life that he began to exercise his influence successfully on the people of North Africa, preparing thereby the way for the founding of the Sandīyatāh Order.

He had already succeeded in converting to his viewpoint a considerable number of Algerians and other "Brethren" (Afghans). These were now his disciples, and a few of them accompanied him on his journey eastward through

---
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Tunisia, Libya, Egypt, and the Hijāz, and helped him in the dissemination of his teachings.

Sayyid Muhammad's stay in Tunisia and Libya was relatively short, but even during this short period he remained actively engaged in the preaching of his message. Similarly, his stay in Egypt was brief, lasting only for a few weeks. He had originally intended to study at al-Azhar University in Cairo in order to improve his education, but he was soon defeated in his plans. The شيخ al-Azhar decided to combat his influence, perhaps out of jealousy of the success of his movement, or perhaps genuinely thinking that his teachings were not in accordance with the prevailing docile attitude taken by them towards the authoritarian rule of Muhammad 'Ali, then Governor of Egypt. In addition, seeing that the Sayyid and his followers viewed his autoocratic rule with more than suspicion, if not actual hostility, Governor Muhammad 'Ali decided for his part to stifle the rapid advance of the Sandīyatāh teachings. He is, in fact, said to have suggested to the شيخīs of al-Azhar to oppose the very presence in Cairo of the Sayyid and his disciples and even encouraged them to do so. This hostile attitude of the شيخīs of al-Azhar and the authorities in Egypt, coupled with the persistent desire of the Sayyid to perform the pilgrimage, soon made him leave Egypt for the Hijāz. But his studies in Egypt left a deep impression on his mind. There Muhammad 'Ali had succeeded in shaking the authority of the Ottoman Sultan and establishing his own rule instead. Accordingly, Egypt, although nominally a vassal State and subject to Turkish suzerainty, had in fact declared its independence of the Turkish Sultan and was beginning to emerge as an autonomous entity among the States of the world. Already the inability of the Ottoman Empire to repel the French invasion of his own country, Algeria, had pointed to the weakness of that Empire. To the Sayyid all this provided a concrete example of the growing decadence of the Ottoman Empire and of the actual feasibility of a rising in the face of the Sultan. It was, indeed, an incentive to him to redouble his efforts in order to end the pathetic state of affairs into which the Muslims had drifted. And yet the Sayyid felt he was hardly ready for such a move.

Although he was encouraged by the example of Muhammad 'Ali, he seems to have felt that the kind of political triumph of the latter over the authority of the Sultan was not the real victory he would wish for himself. He wanted political victory to be coupled with a real movement for reform and advancement. He, thus, concluded that his aim might be better served by his own superior education, by his striving to combat the influence of sectarianism and authoritarian regimes, and by the dissemination of knowledge which would include the teaching of technical subjects to all classes of Muslims. Moreover, he advocated the popularization of sports, particularly the use of arms and horsemanship, and resolved, above all, to realize those aims without delay.

---

1 Sayyid Sayyid, Dīmashq al-Tarbiyyah (Studies in Libyan History), Alexandria, 1953, p. 53.
2 Salim bin 'Āmir, op. cit., p. 12.
4 Salim bin 'Āmir, op. cit., p. 2.
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It was with this in mind that the Sayyid set out for the Hijāz. There he stayed for six years, mostly at Makkah, where he resumed his studies and preaching. He developed close relations with many prominent Shāikhīs in the Hijāz, but was particularly influenced by Shaykh Ahmad bin Idris al-Fasi, the fourth head of the Qādirīyyah Order, and later the founder of the Idrīṣīyyah or Qādirīyyah-Idrīṣīyyah Order. In addition, through his contacts with the pilgrims, flocking in thousands to Makkah and al-Madinah every year, he made a deeper study of the condition of Muslims in other Muslim lands.

Having thus fortified his theological and other studies, acquiring in this way a much broader knowledge of the Islamic world, he began to feel he was in a position to start his own Order.

Upon the death of Shaykh Ahmad bin Idris in the Yemen (where he had gone into exile following the hostility of the Mālikī Shāikhīs at Makkah), Shaykh Muhammad al-Sanūsī proceeded in 1255/1837 to establish a new Order, which was to be called the Order of the Idrīṣīyyah, and chose as his seat Māl Abū Qaḥṣa, near Makkah. Here he made great progress, particularly among the Bedouin tribes of the Hijāz, chief among which was the Ḥarb tribe between Makkah and al-Madinah. This success among the Hijāz tribes aroused the jealousy of the various authorities in Makkah, and they proceeded to provoke opposition to his movement, as they had previously opposed that of Muhammad b. ʿAbd al-Wahḥāb. In this they found great support in the attitude of the ʿālīm and the Shārifs of Makkah and the Turkish administration. This was apparently because the Order seemed to have threatened the prestige and privileges of these authorities. Objection was also made to the manner in which the Order “lowered Sunni standards to accommodate itself to Bedouin laxity in religious matters, and that it verged on heresy.”

The Sayyid now decided to leave the Hijāz, in the same way as he had previously been compelled to leave Egypt. But he was faced with the difficult task of choosing a new seat for his movement. First, he knew his movement had very little, if any, chance of success in the Arabian Peninsula, particularly in view of the opposition to his movement by the Turkish authorities and the Shārifs and Shāikhīs of Makkah. Secondly, he was bound to encounter the same opposition as he had already experienced in Egypt before his departure for the Hijāz. Thirdly, he could not very well make his own country, Algeria, the centre of his movement, since the French had already occupied it in 1246/1830. Fourthly, such a new place had to be centrally situated in the Islamic world, a seat where the movement could flourish without at the same time attracting the attention of the ruling authorities.

11 Evans-Pritchard, op. cit., p. 12.
12 Ibid.
13 B’yyu, op. cit., p. 27.
14 Ibid.
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In 1257/1841, he left the Hijāz, accompanied by a large number of his disciples and followers, and headed for Algeria. After a few months’ stay in Cairo, during which the Shāikhīs of al-Azhar renewed their hostility to his person and movement, he continued his journey westward through Libya to Tunis. Here he learnt of the recent French advances in Algeria, and, being fearful of their designs (he was apprehensive lest the French authorities should be planning to arrest him or in any case to crush his movement), he hurried back to Libya, now the only place to which he could go and where he could settle and extend his movement without arousing the jealousy and open hostility of the authorities. In a way, therefore, his choice of Libya was rather accidental, but in any case that country seemed to meet all the conditions he had conceived of for a new centre for his Order. It was remote from the seat of Government in Istanbul, and was also relatively neglected. The Ottoman officials in it were few in number and were for the most part confined to the coastal towns, while the tribes were left to themselves and rarely disturbed by the authorities so long as they paid the taxes and kept the peace. Even the Turkish troops seldom exceeded a thousand, and the semblance of a police force was not introduced until shortly before the Italian occupation in 1290/1911. Moreover, the Libyan population was on the whole backward and in great need of religious orientation. Libya’s human soil was, so to speak, ready for the reception of the Sayyid’s teachings, a fact which no doubt made his task all the easier and thus speeded up his progress.

In 1290/1873, with the help of the ʿAstāqī and Bānas tribes, Shaykh Muhammad al-Sanūsī founded his first lodge (naṣwaṣījī) near Sidi Raff in the central Cyrenaican plateau (al-Jaḥāl al-Mulk). This first lodge came to be known as the White Lodge (al-Sawāṣih al-Bāṣiqī), and it was from here that the Sayyid began to direct his teaching and propagandist activities for the first few years after the establishment of his new seat. In 1293/1876, however, he returned to Makkah, where he stayed for seven years, while his disciples carried on his teaching and preaching in his absence. In 1270/1853, he returned to Cyrenaica, and the same year he moved his seat to Jubbulpur, about one hundred and fifty kilometres south-east of Sidi Raff, and made it now the centre of his Order. His purpose in this was to direct his activities southward, particularly in the pagan and semi-pagan countries of the Sahara and Equatorial Africa and beyond. He was now out of reach of the Turkish, French, and Egyptian Governments, as well as on the main pilgrimage route from North-

14 Salim b. ʿAmīr, op. cit., p. 3.
18 Salim b. ʿAmīr, op. cit., p. 3. See also Evans-Pritchard, op. cit., p. 14.
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West Africa through Egypt to Makkah; at Jāghābīb itself, this route bisected one of the trade-routes from the coast to the Sahara and the Sudan. Jāghābīb was also centrally located for the purpose of his movement, lying as it was at fairly equal distances from his lodges in Cyrenaica, Tripolitania, the Western Desert of Egypt, and the Sudan.31

Actually, Sayyid Muhammad al-Sanūsī’s transfer of the seat of his Order to Jāghābīb heralded a new stage in the history of the development of the Order. Whereas previously the Order had confined itself to mainly an internal movement aiming at the rejuvenation and reform of Islam as a faith, it now began to disseminate Islamic teachings and to extend the influence of Islam.32 Sayyid Muhammad must have been alarmed by the Christian missionary work in the Sudan, and he seems to have wanted to combat their activities. In this he was encouraged by the success which his movement had already scored in the coastal regions and the successful establishment of so many Sanūsī lodges in North Africa.33

Jāghābīb soon became not only a centre for the Sanūsī movement, but also a seat for an Islamic university which brought under its fold a total of some three hundred learned teachers and students in a community of some one thousand Sanūsīs and “Brethren.”34 This community included the Algerians, Tunisians, Moroccans, Libyans, and others.

As time went on, the University of Jāghābīb, with its team of scholars, poets, theologians, and others played an important role in the revivalist movement of Islam and its expansion in Africa during the thirteenth/nineteenth century. It was at this university that the future leaders of the Sanūsī Order were trained, and it was from here that Sayyid Muhammad bin ‘Ali, his followers, and successors directed their missionary activities in Libya, the Sahara, and the Sudan.

When the Sayyid died in 1276/1860, he had already founded twenty-one lodges in Cyrenaica alone.35 In addition, his Order had spread so widely in Cyrenaica and Tripolitania—and elsewhere—that the Ottoman Government was compelled to take his influence and prestige seriously into account; it, thus, wanted to win his friendship and support in order to use his prestige for improving the then deteriorating Turco-Arab relations and to quell the risings which were taking place in Tripolitania. It is even reported that one of the Turkish governors in Tripolitania at the time (‘Abd al-‘Azīz Pāsha) became a member of the Sanūsī Order.36 In accordance with this courteous attitude of the Ottoman Government towards the Sanūsīyah Order, Sultan ‘Abd al-
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Majīd I issued in 1273/1856 a firman exempting Sanūsī properties from taxation and permitting the Order to collect a religious tithe from its followers.37 The Grand Sanūsī was succeeded in 1276/1859 by his elder son, Sayyid Muhammad al-Mahdi, as head of the Order,38 following a short period of regency. During Sayyid al-Mahdi’s tenure the Order expanded considerably with twenty-two new lodges founded in Cyrenaica, apart from those in Tripolitania and Central Africa. In fact, so influential did the Order become that not only the Turkish Government but also the leading European Powers of the time sought its friendship and support. Sultan ‘Abd al-Azīz (1276/1860–1293/1876) issued a firman confirming the privileges granted by the earlier firman of Sultan ‘Abd al-Majīd (1273/1856) and further recognized the right of sanctuary within the confines of the Sanūsī lodges.39 Yet, in spite of these flattering advances made by the Ottoman Government towards them the Sanūsīyah leaders refused to take any part in Turkish political entanglements abroad. In 1294/1877, thus, they refused to accede to the Sultan’s request that they should send troops to fight for him in the Russo-Turkish war. Moreover, in 1301/1883 they denounced the rising of the Mahdi in the Sudan and refused to give him help in his movement against the British. The head of the Sanūsī Order seems to have taken this attitude as a matter of principle, particularly in view of what he considered to be the “false pretensions” of the Sudanese Mahdi.40

In 1304/1886 the Ottoman Sultan sent General Şâhid Pāsha to Jāghābīb with presents for Sayyid al-Mahdi (al-Sanūsī). Ten years later, Rashîd Pāsha, Governor of Cyrenaica, dressed in civilian clothes and unarmed, visited the Sayyid and paid him homage.41

Sanūsī relations with the European Powers were on the whole conducted with great caution and circumspection. In 1299/1882, Germany unsuccessfully tried to enlist the support of the Sayyid al-Mahdi and to persuade him to rebel against the French in both North Africa and French West Africa. In 1299/1881, the Sanūsī remained unresponsive to Italian presents and flattery. One year later they refused to give support to ‘Arabi Pāsha’s rising in Egypt, although at the time there were some who thought that ‘Arabi was a mere tool in the hands of the Sanūsīs and that he had risen in revolt under their influence.42

In 1313/1895 Sayyid al-Mahdi moved the seat of the Order to Kūfrah, a hitherto insignificant oasis, about one hundred and fifty kilometres south

32 W’ayyu, op. cit., p. 45.
33 Ibid., p. 53.
34 Evans-Pritchard, op. cit., p. 17.
36 Ibid., p. 70.
37 Shāhri, op. cit., p. 39.
38 Kaven-Pritchard, op. cit., p. 91.
39 Shāhri, op. cit., p. 55.
40 A summary of this firman is given by Salām bin ’Amīr, op. cit., Vol. II (May 1914), pp. 5–6. The issue of this firman seems to have been necessary because the Turkish administration appears to have considered the earlier firman to be covering only the Sanūsī lodges in Cyrenaica; a new firman was to cover the Tripolitanian lodges as well as those to be established in future by Sayyid al-Mahdi. See M. Ta’ayyib al-Ashībā, al-Mahdī al-Sanūsī, Tripoli, 1923, pp. 149, 157.
41 Shāhri, op. cit., pp. 70–73.
42 Cumming, op. cit., p. 22.
43 Ibid. See also Shāhri, op. cit., pp. 69–70.
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of Jaghābī. This may have been done to be out of the reach of the Turkish authorities. It may also have been instigated a reaction to the attitude of Sultan 'Abd al-Ḥamīd II who, it is alleged, arranged with the 'ulamā' of al-Azhar University in Cairo to issue a fatwa discrediting the Order by condemning Sunnī practices which they considered to be innovations in the rules of prayer.

Following this transfer of the seat of the Order to Kūfrah, the affairs of the Order continued to prosper. Economically, the Order profited greatly from customs dues as well as from directly engaging in trade. Kūfrah now became a relatively important commercial centre through which caravans were constantly passing. In the political and religious fields the Order extended its influence to the then independent Sultanates in the Sahara: Kāwar, Tibesti, Borku, Ennedi, Darfur, Wadai, Kanem, Chad, the Agar, the Arab, and Baghirn. It also reached the Sudan. In fact, contact with some of these Sultanates had already been made by the Grand Sanūsí shortly after his move to Jaghābī in 1273/1856. But it was not until Sayyīd al-Mahdī's tenure that the Order began to infiltrate into the Sahara and the Sudan. This not only brought the various Sultanates in the area under Sanūsī influence and led to the foundation of new lodges in their territories, but also swelled the revenues of the Order as a result of improvement in the security of the desert-routes and the consequent prosperity of trade activities in the region.

This advance of the Sanūṣūyāyah into the Sahara and the Central Sudan brought the Order face to face with the French, and Franco-Sanūsī relations henceforward became greatly strained. In 1317/1899, therefore, Sayyīd al-Mahdī moved the seat of the Order from Kūfrah to Qarūn, in Kanem, in order to organize resistance to the French, to administer the vast regions recently won by the Order, and to direct the propaganda activities of the Order in a more effective manner in the region.

Between 1317/1899 (the date of the Anglo-French Declaration concerning disputed frontiers in the area) and 1320/1902, a number of armed clashes took place between the French garrisons and the Sanūsī forces in the area, with results alternating between Sanūsī victory and French ascendancy. With the death of Sayyīd al-Mahdī at Qarūn in the summer of 1320/1902, however, the Order suffered a great blow and its resistance against the French began to crumble. Sayyīd Ahmad al-Shabīb—the successor of Sayyīd al-Mahdī—apprehensive of French advance and of the designs on Afrīn harboured by the other lazing European Powers, was careful to avoid any friction with the
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any of these powers. Being a well-read Shāfī'i and scholar, he preferred the mosque and religious instruction to the sword and the field. He, thus, moved the seat of the Order back to Kūfrah. It was in fact because of this that the fortunes of the Order began to suffer. The political, religious, and economic progress achieved by the Order during Sayyīd al-Mahdī's tenure began now to diminish. In addition, personal rivalries among members of the Sanūsī family, after Sayyīd al-Mahdī's death, helped to further weaken the solidarity and strength of the Order and to halt the extension of its influence. By the time the Italian invasion of Libya began in 1912/1911, the Order was already on the decline.

B

TEACHINGS AND PHILOSOPHY OF THE SANŪṢĪYĀH ORDER

It has already been stated that the main objective of the Sanūṣūyāyah movement, when it first began to take shape, was to purify the religion of Islam from the heresies and alien beliefs and practices which had in the course of centuries crept into it. It was, thus, a puritan and reformist movement, the chief purpose of which was to restore the original purity of Islam and to guide the Muslims to a better understanding of their religion. It continued to be an internal reformist movement until its founder, the Grand Sanūsī, moved the seat of the Order in 1273/1856 to Jaghābī. It was at this stage of the development of the Order that it embarked on a new course, i.e., that of preaching and extending the teachings and influence of Islam to wider regions. But even in this it did not confine itself to being a religious and missionary movement. It soon began to be a political movement, concerning itself essentially with political matters. Its development from the purely spiritual level to the political one as well, together with the ground it covered and the problems it encountered in these two fields, must, therefore, be discussed at some length.

In its nature the Sanūṣūyāyah Order was a strictly Sufi Order calling for puritanism and a return to the true tenets and rites of Islam. This it strove to reach through what it considered the achievement of the purity of the soul which would ultimately lead to communion with God. The process of accomplishing this "salvation" is described by the Grand Sanūsī himself in three of his nine books: al-Sulābul al-Ma'īn fī t-Taqā'il al-Ardān (The Sweet Spring of the Forty Orders), wherein he describes seven stages through which the soul has to pass in order to become purified and united with God; Kābul al-Ma'anī' al-A'ghr, al-Musamma Baghāyat al-Magāfī' fī Khulūṣāt al-Manfūdīl (The Book of the Ten Problems, Called the Purpose of Desires and the Summary of Intentions), in which he discusses ten of the problems which

34 See Evans-Pritchard, op. cit., p. 21.
35 Cumming, op. cit., p. 22.
36 Evans-Pritchard, op. cit., p. 21.
37 Ibid., p. 21-22.
39 Evans-Pritchard, op. cit., p. 22.
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is his Order a mere offshoot of the Shâhidîyyah Order. 44 What he in fact seems to have intended was to bring together and unite the various Islamic Orders and so, eventually, to unite all Muslims. 45

In his teachings the Sanadîyyah Order did not make an intrinsically new contribution to Islam; it did not introduce any essentially original principles or ideas. It was only a modern revivalist movement derived from the Sunni sect, and in fact considered to be one of the most orthodox Orders. 46 It followed the Mālikī school of Muslim thought which was and still is prevalent in North Africa. The Grand Sanâî placed great emphasis on the Sunnah which, together with the Qur'ân, he regarded as the basic source of Islamic Law. Though he also attached a certain degree of importance to qiyâs (analogy) and ijâda (consensus of opinion) as the sources of law in Islam he considered these to be of secondary importance. 47

But the most courageous stand which the Grand Sanâî took in this connection was his recognition of ijâda (independent reasoning) as a method for understanding and developing Islam. It was in fact this doctrine which evoked the hostility of the 'ulum of the time in Egypt and the Hijâz and made him stand at variance with them; for many centuries before, it was considered that the door of ijâda had been closed, and the 'ulum', therefore, held that the advocacy of this method was likely to lead to innovations in Islam. 48

ACHIEVEMENTS: AN EVALUATION

The success of the Sanadîyyah Order was spectacular in more ways than one. The rapid progress which it scored among the tribes of Cyrenaica, Tripolitania, and the Fazzan, together with the extension of its influence to other countries, particularly Tunisia, Egypt, the Hijâz, and Central Africa, has been especially conspicuous in three main fields.

In the religious field, the movement found ready acceptance wherever it went. By 1335/1916, when Sayyid Ahmad al-Shâârî relinquished the head-

44 Shâqî, op. cit., p. 44.
47 Nicola A. Zadeh makes the sweeping statement that the Grand Sanâî "rejected both ijâda (agreement or consensus of opinion) and qiyâs (analogy)." See his book, Sanadîyyah: A Study of a Revivalist Movement in Islam, Leiden, 1958, p. 87. However, this book—which actually no more than a restatement, in somewhat varied phraseology, of what other writers have written before—should be read with more than the usual caution, particularly in view of the many sweeping generalizations and the factual errors found in it. But see also Evans-Pritchard, The Place of the Sanadîyyah Order in the History of Islam, and also B'ayyû, op. cit., pp. 38-39.
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ship of the Order in favour of Sayyid Idris, one hundred and forty-six lodges had been founded in Cyrenaica, Tripolitania, the Fisasen, Egypt, Arabia, Central Africa, and the Sudan. The success of the movement was, at least partly, due as much to the devotion of its leaders as to the simplicity and originality of its teachings. Its original purpose, as we have noted earlier in this chapter, was to reform Islam by combating alien beliefs and practices which had been creeping into Islam throughout the centuries. This purpose, which is actually the avowed purpose of all modern Islamic revivalist movements, was all the easier to realize since it came at a time when Muslims all over the word began to feel the need for the rejuvenation and reinvigoration of their faith. What served to help the Order in this respect was the fact that when it emerged the Muslims in the countries to which it addressed its call were in a state of abject poverty and backwardness; they were, indeed, ignorant of their religion and in dire need for some spiritual orientation, particularly when Sunnī teachings took as their basis the true and original tenets and rites of Islam. This, no doubt, made the Sunnī teachings readily acceptable to these people, since it not only gave them the spiritual stamina they had needed, but also reassurance and confidence in their own values by acknowledging and in fact reinforcing the true principles and rites of their own religion.

On the other hand, the poverty, backwardness, and ignorance of the Muslim peoples at the time must not be carried too far as an explanation for the rapid progress which the Sunnīyah Order achieved. For, then, the success of the Order would (unjustifiably) be attributed rather to the nature of these peoples than to the rational appreciation on their part of the intrinsic values of its teachings. Nor should the Sunnīyah Order be misunderstood, as it has been by several writers and thinkers, to be a purely reactionary and fanatical movement, seeking self-gratification through a negative attitude not only towards other religions but also towards life in general. The Sunnīyah Order is indeed a constructive movement which aims primarily at introducing a positive element into the Unmaat al-Islam (the Islamic community) which it tried to recreate and transform into a healthy and progressive society. The methods which it employed to realize this end were peaceful; it did not advocate violence or aggression and would not agree to incite rebellion even in territories falling under colonial regimes, unless provoked to do so by the attitude of these regimes; it professedly and openly declared that its foremost weapons were "guidance and persuasion." Any

Considered in this light, the Sunnīyah Order is far from deserving the accusations of extreme puritanism and fanaticism which H. Duveyrier


levelled against it. He asserted that the Sunnīyah prohibition of drinking and smoking is a reflection of this fanaticism. He even went to the extreme of saying that assassinations of Europeans in North and Central Africa at that time could have been committed by none other than the Sunnīyah agents, and even considered that the Sunnīyah propaganda was in fact at the root of every misfortune which befell the French interests. Similarly, Professor Arnold J. Toynbee also accused the Sunnīyah of "Zealotism," that is, "archaism evoked by foreign pressure" seeking, in self-defence when encountering Western civilization, to take refuge from the unknown into the familiar. In his opinion when it joins battle with a stranger who practices superior tactics and employs formidable new-fangled weapons, it finds itself getting the worst of the encounter, and, therefore, responds by practising its own traditional art of war with abnormally scrupulous exactitude.

These and many other similar accusations are as unfounded as they are misleading; they lack evidence to substantiate their assertions. The constructive aspect of the Sunnīyah Order has been manifested by Sunnī leaders and their teachings in several ways. It will suffice to mention in this connection that the Order showed a most tolerant attitude towards other reformist movements as well as towards the cult of saints which was so common and widespread throughout North Africa. This tolerance may be attributed to the broadmindedness and complacent disposition of the Sunnī leaders themselves, and the high degree of learning and accomplishment they had attained. It may also be because the Sunnīyah Order itself partook of and was influenced by many Sufi Orders which had been in existence before it came to flourish. We have already noted that the founder of the Order himself had deliberately studied the tenets and rites of these various Orders and had chosen the best of each for incorporation into the Order which he was going to establish in his own name. In any case, as the Sunnīyah Order was, par excellence, a movement calling for a return to true Islam and the actual implementation of its principles, it was inevitably natural and logical that it should show tolerance, which is one of the chief characteristics of Islam itself, not only towards other Sufi orders and cults, but also towards other religions and indeed towards humanity as a whole. Admittedly, the Sunnīyah Order was a conservative movement, but the claim that it was reactionary and fanatical is a completely different thing.

In the political field too the Sunnīyah Order scored considerable success. Although starting originally as a purely "religious" movement, the Order soon found itself entangled in political matters, both internal and external.

[44] See the defence of the Sunnīyah Order on this point by Evans-Pritchard, The Sunnīyah of Cyrenaica, pp. 6-7. Also in this connection see Louis Réau, Marabout et Khams, Algier, 1884, passim.
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This was inevitable in view of the Grand Sanusi's keen interest in the welfare of the Muslims in general and his early anxiety about the fate of the Ottoman Empire as the protector and defender of the faith. The "political" conditions of the Muslims and their endangered situation, particularly in the face of the growing threat of European imperialism in Algeria, Tunisia, Libya, and Morocco, made a deep impression on the Sanusi leaders, and they, therefore, strove for the political advancement and liberation of Muslim lands. In addition, Islam being by its very nature both a code of ethics and a way of life, not recognizing any real distinction between what are commonly known as "political" and purely "religious" matters, it was inevitable and indeed natural that any approach by the Sanusiyyah Order to the religious affairs of Muslims should have also touched upon their political affairs.

The attitude of the Sanusiyyah Order towards the position of the Ottoman Sultan as the Caliph of all Muslims is of great interest here and should, therefore, be noted. It has already been mentioned that the Grand Sanusi and his successors wanted to maintain cordial relations with the Ottoman Sultan, that the Ottoman Government for its part tried to cultivate friendship with them, and that it was on that basis that the Ottoman Government accorded its recognition to the Sanusiyyah Order. What actually happened in this respect is that the Sanusi leaders were ever ready to support the Ottoman Sultan as the Caliph of all Muslims, provided that his Government did not in any way encroach upon their much cherished autonomy. It was in fact on that basis that they also accepted the secular authority of the Sultan as the political head of the Ottoman Empire. But it is doubtful whether they were profoundly and wholeheartedly in favour of the Turks as such. However, when the Sanisids saw that they, equally with the Turks, were being threatened by common foreign enemies, particularly France and Italy, they hastened to rally around the Sultan. This, as we shall see later in this chapter, became all the more evident when Italy proceeded to occupy Libya, thereby provoking the Sanusi leaders, together with other prominent figures in Libya, to rise on the side of the Turks and declare a war of jihad against the Italians.

What is of particular interest at this juncture is to note how the Sanusiyyah Order developed from being a purely spiritual movement into one also political.

One important factor which helped the Sanusi leaders to score political influence in Libya was that the Order did not confine itself to purely preaching activities, but soon grew into a coherent movement with a common direction and developed into an organization of its own, identifying itself with the tribal system of the Bedouins of Libya. The Grand Sanusi and his successors came, thus, to be regarded not only as holy men who had come to preach, in the way it had been done by others before them, but also as national leaders who exercised great political and religious influence and commanded not only the respect and affection of the tribes but also their allegiance.48

48 Ibid., pp. 10-11, 84-89.
lodge; he was helped in the performance of his duties by another Shaikh called the wakil who was primarily responsible for the financial and economic affairs of the lodge.43

The lodges were, thus, administered by the principal Shaikhs, each of whom represented the head of the Order in his particular lodge. The functions of each of these Shaikhs covered the settlement of disputes between members of the tribe; leading the tribemen in jihād (the holy war); looking after security matters in the area covered by the lodge; acting as intermediary between the tribe and the Turkish administration; receiving foreigners and offering them hospitality; supervising the collection of tithe; directing the cultivation of grain and care of stock; dispatching surplus revenues to the seat of the Order; acting as Imām on Fridays; and assisting in preaching and teaching.44

Every lodge, small or large, usually contained a mosque, school-rooms, guest-rooms, living quarters for teachers and pupils, and houses for the ʿImāds (Brothers—those Shaikhs who accompanied the principal Shaikh of the lodge to help him run it), clients and servants and their families. Some of the lodges had small gardens, and the local cemetery was usually close to the lodge.45

The various tribal sections would donate to the lodge the lands adjoining it. Often other donations were also made, such as wells, springs, date-palms, flocks, crops, and camels. The total lands of the Order amounted to 200,000 hectares in Cyrenaica alone, while the endowments of the Order totalled some 80,000 hectares.46 Most of the work needed at the lodge was usually carried out by the lodge community itself, though often the tribemen helped the Shaikh of the lodge in the cultivation of the lands.

The lands attached to the lodges belonged to the various lodges to which they were given and not to the Shaikhs of the lodges or even to the Sanûsî leaders themselves. They were considered waqf properties, and the Shaikhs of the lodges were only the legal representatives of the properties of these lodges. In this way, the revenues of one lodge could not be used for the maintenance of another lodge. Even the head of the Order possessed no authority to interfere directly in the administration of the estates of the lodges. Members of the Sanûsî family and the teachers and administrative officials of the Order usually lived at Jâgîbîh and Kōfīn, and the lodges used to supply them regularly with gifts of various products, local or imported, such as skin, wool, grain, butter, honey, meat, rice, tea, sugar, and cloth.47

In fact, the relations between the seat of the Order and the various lodges became very strong and regular, particularly during the tenure of Sanûsî al-Mahdi. For this purpose, a postal system was established, and horses were

---

43 Shkiri, op. cit., p. 48.
45 Evans-Pritchard, The Sanûsî of Cyrenaica, pp. 72-74. (48-49.)
46 Ibid., pp. 77-78.
47 Ibid., pp. 76-77.
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For the most part it was carried correspondence from the seat of the Order to the various lodges and vice versa. In this way, Jâgîbîh was closely connected with Egypt, Tripolitania, the Fezzan, Wadai, and the rest of Cyrenaica.48

Later, however, during the life-time of Sanûsî Ahmad al-Jârîf, abuse of the affair of the lodges became common; it became now the practice to earmark the surplus revenues of particular lodges for particular members of the Sanûsî family, and these members came to be regarded as patrons of the lodges which supplied them their needs and were under their supervision.49

In addition, although, as stated above, the estates of the lodges did not belong to the head of the Order or to the Shaikhs of the lodges, the hereditary system of Sanûsîyyah soon became an established practice in many of the lodges. In the early days of the Order, it was the practice that once the head of the Order sent a Shaikh to found a new lodge and once that lodge was established, that particular Shaikh was transferred to another lodge. Later on it became the practice to leave a Shaikh in charge of a lodge till his death and then nominate his successor from among his nearest relatives, with the consent of the tribe and on the advice of the Shaikhs of the neighbouring lodges. In most cases this happened following a request by the members of the tribe concerned for the appointment of the son or brother of the deceased Shaikh as director of their lodge, upon which the head of the Order sanctioned their nomination. In course of time the families of these Shaikhs came to regard themselves as having a hereditary title to their lodges and also a pre-emptive claim to their administration and to the enjoyment of their revenues.50

The importance of the Sanûsî lodges in the history of Libya and, indeed, of every other country to which the Sanûsîyyah order extended its influence, does not lie in the religious and missionary field only. It lies also, and in a particularly conspicuous manner, in the economic and social progress attained by the Order in these countries. The lodges were, of course, places of worship and centres for teaching the principles and rites of Islam. They also served to extend the influence of Islam into hitherto pagan or semi-pagan lands. But the lodges were not confined paying no attention to the course of worldly events and developments, nor were they places for mystical meditation and exercises. On the contrary, they were (in addition to being centres for religious instruction and missionary propaganda) community centres bustling with great educational, economic, and agricultural activities. The Sanûsî lodges provided the countries in which they were founded with a unique educational machinery which served to instruct both tribemen and townsmen (but last the former) in their language, history, and religion, as well as to teach them purely secular subjects, including mathematics, chemistry, agriculture, and the use of weapons.51 The Sanûsî leaders are, in fact, known for insisting that
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their followers should work hard and avoid succumbing themselves to a lazy and leisurely life. Agriculture and commerce, thus, progressed, and Libya in particular experienced a degree of material progress which it had not known for centuries. Sanûsi influence in Libya, as indeed in the other countries to which the Sanûsiyyah Order addressed itself, was, thus, two-fold: spiritual which consisted of the religious instruction and the missionary work carried on in the various territories falling within the orbit of the Order's activities; and material consisting of the social and economic progress attained by the Sanûsi lodges in those territories.

D DECLINE AND RECOVERY

By the turn of the fourteenth/twentieth century the "Sick Man of Europe" had become, as one might say, so sick that there was very little prospect of his recovery or improvement. By this time, too, the importance of the Mediterranean, for a long time the centre of political and economic interests of Europe, had doubly increased, particularly in view of the opening of the Suez Canal. The Mediterranean now became the scene of conflict and a bone of contention among the leading Powers of Europe. Great Britain, France, Germany, Spain, and Italy were keenly interested, for various motives, in the welfare of that sea. The race for the acquisition of overseas territories was now in great progress. As it happened, Italy was left more or less free to annex Libya. 12

By this time the Sanûsis had succeeded in establishing in Libya a position almost independent of the Turkish administration, recognizing only the de facto authority of the Turkish Sulûn, which in practice amounted to no more than a nominal acknowledgment of his already enfeebled representation in the territory. At the same time, however, Italy was busy securing the diplomatic support of the leading powers of Europe for the occupation of Libya. Pending the arrival of the right opportunity for her to launch her offensive against Libya, she had proceeded to penetrate that country peacefully, particularly in the economic and commercial fields.

By 1325/1908, when the Young Turks came to power, Turco-Italian relations had reached a critical stage. Italian public opinion was greatly alarmed at the mistrust in Italian projects shown by the Turkish administration in Libya. The mood of the Italian official and semi-official circles was hostile, and it was becoming clearer every day that Italy was busy trying to provoke

12 For a detailed account of Europe's, particularly Italy's, designs over Libya, see W. C. Ashok, Europe and Italy's Acquision of Libya, Duke University Press, 1942. See also Roberto Candaujo, L'ITALIA MARBELIANA, Rome, 1920.
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Turkey into war over the mastery of Libya.13 Eventually, on September 29, 1911, the Italian Government proceeded to declare war on Turkey.

The Italians had estimated that the Arab inhabitants of Libya would take only the course open to them, namely, complete surrender and the acceptance of the Italian rule. However, as events proved, the Italians had miscalculated the feelings of the Arabs about the Italian adventure, for as soon as hostilities began, the Libyans, Cyrenaicans, Tripolitians, and Fezzanese hastened to join the Turkish force, rising as one man in a effort to repulse and drive out the invading gentiles.

In Cyrenaica, the resistance movement was led by Sayyid Ahmad al-Sharîf, leader of the Sanûsi Order, who was then at Khârâs. Immediately on learning of the Italian invasion, Sayyid Ahmad issued a call to jihâd. A large number of tribal chiefs and tribesmen, roused by the call, hastened to rally around the Sanûsi flag. In the Fezzan, the call to jihâd sent out by Sayyid Ahmad met a similarly favourable response. And in Tripoli, steps were taken for the co-ordination of Arab resistance throughout the whole of Libya.

For some time Arab resistance against Italy's invasion continued to be tough. But Turco-Arab forces were soon compelled to retreat to the interior. Eventually, the Turks, harassed by a number of complications at home and abroad and losing hope of any victory over the Italians in Libya, agreed in October 1912 to sign a peace treaty (Treaty of Ouchy) with Italy, by which Italy acquired de facto control, though not sovereignty, over Libya, while the Ottoman Sultan reserved for himself a number of rights which he insisted on exercising in Libya. But shortly before signing the Treaty, the Sultan issued a firman granting the Libyans self-government, thereby making Libya a semi-independent State.

But the Libyan leaders, including Sayyid Ahmad al-Sharîf al-Sanûsi, disclaimed the Treaty of Ouchy and decided to continue the war against Italy.14 Actually, the Turks wanted to encourage Libyan resistance against the Italians, and they soon nominated Sayyid Ahmad as the leader of the new Libyan State.15

The designation of Sayyid Ahmad al-Sharîf as the leader of the future Libyan State meant that the unchallenged Sanûsi rule in the country now received final and definite recognition on the part of the Turkish Government. Turco-Sanûsi relations remained cordial all the time. And Libyan resistance continued until 1933/1916, when a serious difference of opinion arose between Sayyid Ahmad and his cousin, Sayyid Idris al-Sanûsi, over the alignments of the Sanûsiyyah in the War. Sayyid Ahmad wanted to join Turkey and Germany against Italy, while Sayyid Idris, who was known for his affection

13 See on this point L. Villari, Expansion of Italy, London, 1930, pp. 71-72. See also A. Ravizza, La Libia nel suo Ordinamento Giuridico, Padova, 1931, p. 7. See further Ashok, op. cit., passim.
15 Ibid., p. 146.
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for the British and who seems to have been impressed by the understanding reached at the time between the Arabs and the British Government, preferred to join Britain against Turkey and, thus, reach an understanding with the Italians. By March 1916 the Turks and Libyans were in retreat. By this time, too, the differences of opinion between Sayyid Ahmad and Sayyid Idris had become too great to be in any way bridged. This was all the more evident since these differences were of a basic nature and reflected the difference in outlook and in the basic philosophy with which each of the two Sayyids looked upon the task of continuing the war against Turkey. In view of the openly professed colonial and religious considerations underlying and motivating Italy's invasion of Libya, Sayyid Ahmad considered the continuation of Libyan resistance to be both a religious duty and a matter of necessity. On the other hand, Sayyid Idris seems to have looked upon the Italian occupation of Libya as an inevitable evil, and thought it was no use continuing the struggle against such a formidable enemy. It was, thus, natural that some decisive measure should have been taken to call a halt to the duel that was going on between the two Sanati Sayyids. In this it was Sayyid Idris who took the initiative. He now wanted to take over the leadership of the Sanʿānī Order himself. He considered that leadership of the Order had devolved upon Sayyid Ahmad following the death of Sayyid al-Mahdi (1320/1903) only because he, Sayyid Idris, as the elder son of Sayyid al-Mahdi, was then too young to succeed his father. Now, however, he argued, matters had changed, and he had become old enough (twenty-seven) to take over the command. Eventually, Sayyid Ahmad, looking with grief at this attitude of his cousin and in view of the failure of his own plans to continue the resistance movement against Italy, decided to hand over political and military authority to Sayyid Idris. According to this arrangement, a number of leading Sanʿānīs were to share with the new head the management of Sanʿānī affairs in Cyrenaica and the Fezzan. At the same time, Sayyid Ahmad was to remain the religious head of the Sanʿānī Order, while Sayyid Idris himself agreed to designate Sayyid al-ʿArabi (Sayyid Ahmad's eldest son) as his successor as the head of that Order.

Following this, Sayyid Ahmad retired to Jaghūbah, but was soon forced to leave it under British threat to destroy that place and demolish the tomb

References are made here to the Jumla McMahone negotiations for Arab participation in the First World War against Turkey and on the side of the Allies, in return for British recognition of Arab unity and independence at the end of the War. Consult on this point George Antonius, The Arab Awakening, London, 1946, passim.

See Šubk i, op. cit., p. 165.

Ibid., pp. 163-82.

Consult in this connection the "Memoirs" of Sayyid (King) Idris, published in Arabic in al-Zamān, Benghazi, January 26, 1926. See also Evan Fritchard, The Sanʿānī of Cyrenaica, p. 128, and Šubk i, op. cit., pp. 186-87.
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d of Grand Sanūṣī. From there he went to the Oases of Ajūh and Marada and then to Jufra, with the intention of proceeding from there to the Fezzan and, if need be, to the Sudan. Upon the insistence of Nūrī, however, he had to go to 'Arabā, some 250 kilometres south-west of Benghazī, in order to continue the struggle against Italy. There he remained until August 1918, when he left for Istanbul at the invitation of the Turkish Government. He was received as a great hero and came to be treated with the utmost courtesy. In 1337/1918, when Wāḥīd al-Dīn came to the throne of the Ottoman Empire, the ceremony of "coronation," which had hitherto been performed by the head of the Maʿṣūlī Derwishes, was carried out by Sayyid Ahmad al-Shāfi. "It was," remarks Sir Harry Luke, "probably in order to stimulate sympathy for the Sultan in Islamic circles that [Sayyid Ahmad] was invited to officiate." In April 1921, the Turkish Parliament nominated him as King of Iraq. He proved to be a staunch supporter of Mūṣafā Kāmil Attārūk and later tried hard for the restoration of the Khilāfa to Istanbul. He went afterward to Damascus in order to bring about a reconciliation between Syria and Turkey, but was forced by the French authorities to leave Syria in 1343/1924. From there he went to the Hijāz, where he was well received by King the Suqūd, and remained there until his death at Madīnah in 1352/1933.

Sayyid Idris took over control of Sanūṣī affairs at a very critical time. The Sanūṣīs under the leadership of his predecessor had suffered a catastrophic defeat at the hands of the British forces in Egypt. Moreover, a devastating drought had overcome the country in 1333/1915. It was followed the next year by large swarms of locusts, and the year after by a general famine and epidemic throughout the country. Sayyid Idris, therefore, decided (with the approval of Sayyid Ahmad who was still in Cyrenaica) to enter into negotiations with the British and Italian authorities with a view to reaching a modus vivendi with the latter. This was indeed Sayyid Idris's long-awaited opportunity for establishing himself not only as the political leader of the Sanūṣī movement, but also as its spiritual head. However, although an agreement (Akhmārah Agreement of April 1917) was reached between Sayyid Idris and the Italians (with the help of the British) whereby a truce was established, the Italians soon violated the agreement by insisting on the acquisition of sovereign rights over Libya, a course to which Sayyid Idris could not agree without meeting the opposition of the Sanūṣī leaders. Eventually, in 1339/1920, another agreement (Agreement of al-Rajmā) was concluded between Sayyid Idris and the Italians. According to the terms of this agreement, the Italian Government agreed to grant the Sanūṣī Order a limited degree of self-government within specified areas. Sayyid Idris was designated as the hereditary chief of this "Sanūṣī Government" with the title of Amir. The Sanūṣīs were exempt from taxation, and a parliament was to be
set up on the basis of proportional representation from the oases under the Amir’s jurisdiction. The Italian Government, moreover, promised to respect Arab lands and properties including those of the Sanusi lodge. Among other things, the Amir promised to put an end, within eight months of the signing of the agreement, to all the Sanusi military camps and other military formations within his area.88

In the meantime, the Tripolitanian leaders who had been anxious from the start of the resistance to co-ordinate their policies with those of the Sanusi leaders in Cyrenaica and the Fezzan, eventually met at Gharyan in Tripolitania, proclaimed a “Tripolitanian Republic” in 1340/1921, and decided to invite Sayyid Idris to be its head.89 Following this, in 1341/1922, a Tripolitanian delegation left for Ajdabiyah—seat of the Sanadlyah Government since 1330/1920—in order to lay before and explain to the members of that Government the resolutions adopted at the Congress of Gharyan. On November 22, 1922, Amir Idris formally accepted the Tripolitanian offer.

The Tripolitanian hub of Amir Idris stands as a landmark in the history of Libya for being particularly one of the most important formal bases on which Libyan unity has come to be erected in recent times. It is in all the more remarkable since, in spite of the differences which had earlier existed between the Sanusi leaders and the Tripolitanians, it made it possible for the latter to accept Sanusi hegemony.

This is‘ah, in fact, proved to be a deadly blow to Italy’s prestige and chances in Libya. It was now obvious that Italy’s position in Tripolitania had become greatly jeopardized.86 Even Amir Idris, under pressure from the Cyrenaican tribes, could not suppress the military camps and other formations within eight months in accordance with the Agreement of al-Rajma. This in fact proved to be of great annoyance and displeasure to the Italian authorities who were ever-apprehensive of the establishment of a unified and strong Libya. They always felt that they had come to terms with the Libyans as a result of the pressure of their own political and military circumstances.

With the rise of the Fascists and their assumption of power in Italy in October 1922 matters came to a head. Determined to uphold Italy’s name and prestige in Libya and to reassert the acquisition of Italian sovereignty over that country, the Fascist regime proceeded to launch a new offensive on Libya. On April 21, 1923, the Italian forces occupied Ajdabiyah, the seat of the Sanusi Government, and three days later the Italian Governor declared the unilateral abrogation of all the agreements concluded between the Sanadlyah Order and the Italian Government.86 Libyan resistance was once again weakening. By the end of 1342/1923 resistance in Tripolitania had collapsed, and the Italians had established themselves firmly in that territory. In December 1922, Amir Idris fled secretly to Egypt. Before leaving the country, however, he appointed his younger brother, Sayyid al-Rajih, as spiritual head of the Sanadlyah Order in Cyrenaica and ‘Umar al-Mukhtar as political and military leader of the territory. Cyra-
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Chapter LXXIV
JAMAL AL-DIN AL-ÆFGHANI

A INTRODUCTION

While Europe was disengaging herself from the spiritual hold of Rome and embarking upon the hazardous yet challenging road of freedom, the Arab world was being isolated from and insulat1 against almost all outside influences and changes. This process of isolation and insulation continued unabated until it came to an abrupt end at the time of the Napoleonic expedition against Egypt in 1213/1805. This was indeed the first serious external stimulus that the Arab and the Muslim world had received since the Ottoman conquest in 922/1516. The episode of French occupation of Egypt was quite significant as it ushered in a new era for the Muslim world—an era in which the Western nations began to penetrate into the lands of the Muslims at a breakneck speed. The story of this penetration is very painful to narrate but it proved to be a blessing in disguise since it awaken1 the Muslims from their dummer. The Muslim society, which was a medieval and ossified society, faced a relentless and superior power which subjected its people and depleted its wealth, fully realized the enormity of the danger. The method by which the policy of the Western imperialists was executed and the resistance crushed, and the way in which the culture of the conquerors was imposed, did not foster either understanding or friendship, but rather created doubts and promoted fears with regard to the intentions of the ruler. The Muslims were alarmed at the situation that not only their political freedom was in peril, but their institutions, culture, and even their faith—the bedrock of their life—were also being threatened.

The advent of the modern Christian missionary movement (about the same time confirmed this belief. Islam as a result became a rallying call for existence and an instrument of protest against foreigners. The foreigners in turn arrived at the conclusion that unless this potent instrument was subdued, their position in Muslim lands would not become stable. They, therefore, besides tightening their political control, tried to change the outlook of the younger generations of the Muslims by encouraging Christian missionary activity and foreign educational efforts.

"Throughout the Muslim world in general and the Arab world in particular this relentless political penetration galvanized Muslims into a reaction consonant with Islam's politico-religious structure. This structure being both a religion and a State at the same time, weakness in one was deemed by the Muslims weakness in the other and vice versa" (Nabih Amin Faris). This feeling culminated in a form of movement which aroused the Muslims on the one hand to defend their lands against the incursions of Western imperialism and on the other to save their faith against the aggression of the Christian missionaries. That is how the Muslims came to realize that they could not, even if they wanted to continue to live as they had hitherto lived, be consistently secure in the illusion that the pattern of life accepted as valid in the past must for ever remain valid, for that complicity, that security of convictions and illusions, was shattered to pieces by what had happened to them in the last few decades. It was the realization of this time-lag between the demands of a new situation and their traditional ways of thinking and living which inspired them with a strong desire to cast off their fatal inertia. The Muslims were, thus, awakened to the need of taking stock of their cultural holdings. They observed that only paying lip-service to their ideology could not help them to solve the problems which had cropped up as a result of the penetration of Western Powers in their respective lands. If they really wanted to defend their freedom without obliterating Islam as a basis of their civilization, they must make a fresh start in terms of Islamic programme and thus restructure their society from the old ashes of convention and decay. In case they did not realize the gravity of the situation and simply clung to old notions and conventions in their entirety, they would be playing the game of the proverbial ostrich that buries its head in the sand in order to escape the necessity of making a decision.

If Muhammad bin 'Abd al-Wahhāb of Arabia (Chap. LXXII) and Shah Wali Allah of the Indo-Pakistan subcontinent (Chap. LXXIII) be considered to be precursors of the modern awakening in Islam and their movements the signs of the coming dawn, Jamāl al-Dīn al-Æfghānī (1254/1838-1314/1897) must be taken to be the foremost leader of this awakening and his movement the first glow of the dawn. He was the greatest Oriental thinker of the thirteenth/nineteenth century. It has rightly been said that the message of alÆfghānī burst through the reigning obscurantism as a splendid lightning. He was a thinker and at the same time a man of action, endowed with a penetrating intelligence and a great heart. His rare intellectual gifts and his high moral qualities gave to his personality the magnetism peculiar to all great leaders and drew to him many followers. Al-Æfghānī was for the Muslim world a comprehensive personality, being at the same time a great thinker,
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future reformer Muhammad 'Abdah—and did much to awaken the young Egyptians to the dangers of foreign domination. Finally, however, his advanced religious views offended the conservative theologians and his political opponents, the British, and he was expelled from Egypt in 1877/1878.

Repairing to India, he wrote "The Refutation of the Materialists," a defence of Islam against modern attacks. While he was in India, the 'Arabi Rebellion broke out in Egypt, whereupon the British detained him until the defeat of 'Arabi.

Then followed a period of three years in Paris, fruitful for the publication of his ideas. In 1901/1883, he carried on a controversy with Ernest Renan on "Islam and Science," and in 1902/1884, published with his disciple Muhammad 'Abdah—exiled from Egypt for his complicity in the 'Arabi uprising—an Arabic weekly al-'Urdun al-Watba (The Indissoluble Link) aiming at sourning the Muslims against Western exploitation. The British soon banned the paper.

From Paris, al-Afghani went to London to discuss the Mahdi uprising in the Sudan but was unable to obtain an agreement with the British. Thereupon, interrupted by a few years’ stay in Russia, followed a period of service under the Shah of Persia, ending in his expulsion in 1900/1899 when his reforming zeal antagonized the Shah.

Then followed another brief visit to England where Jamal al-Din started his campaign against the Shah and published his "Splendour of the Two Hemispheres" (Din al-Ishq) ending in his ill-fated acceptance of the Sultan of Turkey’s invitation to be his guest at Constantinople for there he had to remain in "jailed captivity" till his death in 1915/1907.

PHILOSOPHY

The life of al-Afghani corresponded exactly with his thought; in him theory and practice were closely linked. In this respect one might compare his mission in the modern Muslim world with that of Socrates in Hellenic antiquity.

His life and thought were both marked by three characteristic traits: a subtle spirituality, a profound religious sense, and a high moral sense which influenced very strongly all his actions.

1. Spirituality.—This trait manifested itself clearly in his detachment from physical pleasures, in his pursuit of spiritual things, and in his devotion to the ideals to which he had dedicated himself.

As 'Abdah al-Askali has said, Jamal al-Din was opposed to the propaganda made among the Muslims in favour of materialism; with his natural perspicacity he exposed the characteristic traits of materialism. He published a book entitled "The Refutation of the Materialists" (al-Radd 'ala al-Dahruggin).

"Sometimes the materialists," says al-Afghani, "proclaim their concern to purify our minds from superstition and to illuminate our intelligence with
true knowledge; sometimes they present themselves to us as friends of the poor, protectors of the weak, and defenders of the oppressed. ... Whatever the group to which they belong, their action constitutes a formidable shock which will not fail to shake the very foundations of society and destroy the fruits of its labour. ... Their words would suppress the noble motives of our hearts; their ideas would poison our souls; and their tentacles would be a continual source of disturbance for the established order." Jamali al-Din had denounced the sophism and practices of the partisans of the materialistic interpretation of history before it became well known in Europe.

2. Religious Sense.—This trait found its expression in almost all of Afgan's writings and is notably manifest in his views about the function of religion in society. "Religion," he wrote, "is the very substance of nations and the real source of the happiness of man."

Moreover, true civilization, he held, is that which is based on learning, morality, and religion, and not on material progress such as the building of great cities, the accumulation of great riches, or the perfection of the engines of murder and destruction.

3. Moral Sense.—His acute moral sense subjected him to the famous accusation that he addressed himself against the imperialistic colonial policy of the Western powers, a policy based upon their intention to exploit the weak. He was of the view that what the Occidentals designate as "colonisation" is in reality no other than what is its opposite in meaning, "decolonisation," "depopulation," and "destruction." It was this view that made al-Afghani make a distinction between "the Holy Wars" of Islam, which aimed at the propagation of faith, and the economic wars of Europe, which always ended in the subjugation and enslavement of the vanquished peoples.

He clearly distinguished between "Islamic socialism," which, according to him, is based on love, reason, and freedom, and material communism, which is erected on hatred, selfishness, and tyranny.

Al-Afghani was a true Muslim and a rationalist. He appealed to the Muslims of all sects to make use of the principle of rationalism which is a special privilege of Islam. "Of all religions," he says, "Islam is almost the only one that blames those who believe without having proofs, and rebukes those who follow opinions without having any certainty. ... In whatever Islam teaches, it appeals to reason ... and the holy texts proclaim that happiness consists in the right use of reason." In the same spirit, al-Afghani advocated the Mu'tazilite doctrine of free-will against fatalism; this latter is an attitude commonly but wrongly attributed to the Muslims by the Western people. According to Jamal al-Din, there is a great difference between the Muslim belief in al-qad'ah or al-qadar (predestination) and that in al-jahr (fatalism). Al-qad'ah or al-qadar is a belief which strengthens the faculty of resolution in man, builds up his moral stamina, and inoculates in him courage and endurance. Al-jahr, on the other hand, is nothing but an evil innovation (fitna) which was introduced maliciously into the Muslim world for political purposes.

Jamali al-Din al-Afghani

D

POLITICAL THOUGHT

Al-Afghani made himself the champion of what Western writers call political "Pan-Islamism," preaching the union of all Islamic peoples under the same Caliphate for the purpose of emancipating themselves from foreign domination. He used to say that "the European States justify the attacks and humiliations inflicted by them upon the countries of the East on the pretext of the latter's backwardness. Nevertheless, the same States try to prevent by all means in their power, even by war, all attempts at reform or renaissance of the Islamic peoples. From all this arises the necessity for the Muslim world to unite in a great defensive alliance, in order to preserve itself against annihilation; to achieve this it must acquire the technique of Western progress and learn the secrets of European power."

He propounded these ideas in al-'Uruid al-Wasgha, under the title "Islamic Unity." He maintained that Muslims were once united under one glorious empire, and that their achievements in learning and philosophy and all the sciences are still the boast of all Muslims. It is a duty incumbent upon all Muslims to sit in maintaining the authority of Islam and Islamic rule over all Muslim lands, and they are not permitted under any circumstances to make peace with and be conciliatory towards anyone who contends their mastery over their lands, until they obtain complete authority without sharing it with anyone else.

The bonds holding the Muslims together, al-Afghani maintained, began to fall apart when the 'Abbâsîd Caliphate became contented with their titular powers ceased to encourage scholars and those trained in religious matters, and stopped the exercise of 'ijtîdî (free thinking). He said, "Today we see Muslim rulers giving a free hand to foreigners in managing affairs of their States and even of their own houses and fastening the yoke of foreign rule upon their own necks. Europeans, greedy for Muslim lands, seek to destroy their religious unity and, thus, take advantage of the inner discord of Muslim countries."

However, as it has been rightly pointed out, al-Afghani did not intend to substitute religious zeal for national patriotism; he wished the efforts of the Muslim countries to converge independently of one another towards a common goal—political liberation. And it was in order to regenerate Turkey, Persia, India, and Egypt that he worked for the reunification of Islam, a religion which exercises such profound influence on the political and social life of those who profess it.

In advocating the defence of one's own country, Jamali al-Din wrote in the 'Uruid al-Wasgha: "To defend one's homeland is a law of nature and a precept of life hound up with the demands made by nature through the instinctive urges for food and drink." About traitors he says: "By the term 'traitor' we do not refer to the individual who sells his country for money
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and gives her over to an enemy for a price, whether it be great or small—no price for which one's country is sold can ever be great; the real traitor is one who is responsible for the enemy's taking one step on his land and who allows the enemy to plant his foot on his country's soil, while he is able to shake it loose. He indeed is the real traitor in whatever guise he may appear. Anyone who is capable of counteracting the enemy is thought or action, and then acquires himself poorly in this, is a traitor."

He goes on to say: "There is no shame attached to any small and weak nation, if she is vanquished by the armed might of a nation larger and stronger than she. But the disgrace which the passage of time will not erase... is that the nation, or one of her individuals or a group, shou'd run to put their necks under the enemy's yoke, whether through celerity in the management of their affairs or out of desire for some temporary benefit, for they become thus the agents of their own destruction."

The Occidentals, according to al-Afghani, adopt in the East strange methods for suppressing the patriotic spirit, stifling national education, and destroying Oriental culture. Thus, they inveigle the Orientals to deny every virtue and every value in vogue in their respective countries. They persuade them that there is not, in the Arabic, Persian, or Indian languages, any literature worth mentioning, and that in their history there is not a single glory to report. They make them to believe that all merit for an Oriental consists in turning away from the understanding of his own language and in feeling proud of the fact that he cannot express himself well in his own language, and in maintaining that all he can attain in human culture resides in the jargon of some Occidental language.

The Orientals, exhorted Jamali al-Din, must understand that there cannot be a sense of being one community in a people who do not have their own language; that there cannot be a language for a people who have no literature of their own; that there can be no glory for a people who have no history of their own; that there cannot be history for a people who have no attachment to the heritage of their country or recognition of the great achievements of their men.

E

CONCLUSION

Al-Afghani died in exile in Istanbul on the 9th of March 1907. His short life had been full of persecutions and vexations which were the natural result either of desperation or of ignorance, but it was a life of heroism, full of noble thoughts and lofty notions, a life which exercised on the succeeding generations of the Muslims a lasting influence which has not been surpassed.

In fact, the secret of his personality and of all his activities was his love of freedom and independence and his antagonism to any oppression whether internal or external.
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Sheikh Darwish, who was able to awaken in his nephew the feeling and taste for study and meditation. "I had no one to guide me," wrote 'Abdul later, "but Sheikh Darwish, who first liberated me from the prison of ignorance in opening to me the doors of knowledge. He broke for me the chains which had bound us when we repeated blindly all that we were told, and brought me back to true religion." Sheikh Darwish remained for 'Abdul, for the rest of his life, a spiritual guide and the director of his conscience.

The great event of the youth of Muhammad 'Abduh was his entry, in 1853, into the University of al-Azhar, the traditional centre of Islamic studies. However, the young 'Abdul spent two years there without deriving much profit from the courses which he attended—which circumstance was surely due to the altogether anticipated and stale methods of instruction then employed. In his book, The Egyptian Empire under I mam IV, Dr. Muhammad Shakir observed: "They overloaded the memories of the pupils with a welter of grammatical knowledge and theological subtilities designed to narrow the mind and prevent its development." While at al-Azhar, 'Abdul went through an inner crisis; he was then to be seen indulging in ascetic exercises and even trying to isolate himself and shut the world. But again the wise counsel of Sheikh Darwish aided him to emerge from this mystical crisis.

Yet another great personality was to exercise on 'Abdul a profound influence, and to show him the road which he had to follow. This was Janal al-Din al-Afghani, already famous as the courageous champion of religious and political freedom for Oriental peoples. Janal al-Din, on arriving in Egypt, drew many disciples around himself, notably Muhammad 'Abduh. It was the spiritual direction of Janal al-Din that made decisive 'Abdul's turning away from ascetic practices in favour of an active life. 'Abdul gradually broke away from religious traditionalism and studied philosophy, mathematics, morals, and politics, all outside the al-Azhar curriculum. To Janal al-Din he owed a new vision in the comprehension of classical Arabic works, and equally a taste for Western works translated into Arabic, but above all he owed to Janal al-Din the awakening of national feeling, the love of liberty, and the idea of a constitutional regime. 'Abdul showed his enthusiasm for Janal al-Din in his first work, Risalat al-Wirdiat (1291/1874). At the same time, 'Abdul actively interested himself in the political relations between the East and the West, and he admitted the necessity for a complete modification of the political and social life of the East. In 1293/1876 he began writing for journals articles on various subjects of general culture, but he still seemed to have difficulty in breaking loose from the technique and spirit then prevalent in the Asharite circles.

In 1294/1877 'Abdul obtained the al-Himyiyat diploma which conferred upon him the title of 'Allam (learned man in the theological sense) and the right to teach in the various branches of Islamic science. He first earned his living by giving private lessons, and then by giving discourses at al-Azhar on theology, logic, and morals. These courses were distinguished by a new method.
which attracted a great number of students to him. Having become a teacher, this man of inquisitive mind did not cease to study and to instruct himself. He applied himself to the general sciences called "modern" because they did not figure in the programme of instruction at the Islamic University. In 1296/1879 he was nominated Professor of History at the college of Dīr al-Ulūm and Professor of Literature at the School of Languages; he fulfilled his new functions still continuing his courses at al-ʻAzhar.

At the same time Abdūl devoted himself to the journalistic activity which Jamāl al-Dīn had already recommended. Since its origin, the Arabic Press has been mainly centred in Egypt. At the beginning of the reign of the Khedive Tawfīk, Abdūl was made an editor of "The Official Journal." He soon became its chief editor, and, by the impetus given to the local press by his publications, acquired a new significance. It was in this journal that there appeared the orientation and effort towards religious and moral reform which characterized the work of Muhammad Ābdūl.

Then occurred the coup d'état of 1296/1879 which precipitated the fall of the cabinet of Nubar Pēsha and some European ministers, the first consequence of the nationalist movement which was beginning to develop. Another, more serious, consequence was the revolt of the Egyptian army under 'Urbāl against the Turko-Greekian officers; it developed into a revolution which resulted in the occupation of Egypt by the British troops in 1300/1882.

After 'Urbāl's failure, Muḥammad Ābdūl, accused of conspiring with the revolutionaries, was condemned to three years' exile. For, although he had not at first been a partisan of 'Urbāl whom he considered to be the mouthpiece of purely military ideas, Abdūl with the further development of events, came wholeheartedly to support his cause and became one of the chief voices of the revolutionary government, fighting energetically for the liberty and independence of the Egyptian people. As an exile he first settled in Syria, but not for long; his spiritual guide, al-ʻAţīfī, having returned from India, invited him to join him in Paris. Abdūl accordingly joined Aţīfī in Paris the following year; there they founded a society and started al-Urūj al-Wafiqī (The Indissoluble Link), a political weekly given to the cause of Pan-Islamism and the defence of the Orientals against foreign domination and internal despotism, and notably against the occupation of Egypt by the British. Al-Urūj was the first Arabic journal to appear in Europe which was conscious of such a mission and which defended it energetically and with eloquence. At the beginning of the summer of 1302/1884, Muḥammad Ābdūl left for England as a representative of his Review. His friend Wilfrid Blunt gave him his valuable assistance in winning over public opinion through the English Press and making it interested in the Egyptian cause. He introduced 'Ābdūl to a large number of English politicians; among others to Randolph Churchill, the father of Winston Churchill, and to the British government. Indeed, he next returned to Paris to resume his work. But the banning of his Review in Islamic countries, as a result of English machinations, made his field of activity restricted, and the Review ceased to appear. In its short life this Review had a decisive influence on the development of nationalism and Pan-Islamism, but, in fact, it little suited the spirit of the Egyptian Šālikh, which leaned more towards education and gradual reform.

In 1303/1886, Muḥammad Ābdūl returned to Beirut. There he was appointed teacher in the Şūltanīyah School, and gave his famous course of lectures on theology which served as a basis for his future treatise on Monotheism (Risālat al-Tanqīd). His activity as a professor was particularly fruitful, but he did not occupy himself with instruction alone; he founded, with the aid of some others, an association which had one of its aims the bringing together of the three great religions: Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. But it seems that his activity in this connection having been interpreted in Turkey in a political sense unfavourable to the interests of the Ottoman Caliphate, Şūltan ʻAbd al-Ḥamīd moved against it and took steps to persuade the British Government to ask the Egyptian Šālikhs to leave Syria as soon as possible.

It is thus that Muḥammad Ābdūl returned to Egypt in 1306/1888. He was appointed, a Judge in the Natīva Tribune and then a Counsellor at the Court of Appeal. As a magistrate he was well known for his sense of equity and independence of his spirit which were never encumbered with the forms of judicial procedure. He now concentrated his efforts on the awakening of Egypt by the spreading of knowledge, by moral education, and by the adaptation of the traditional social institutions to the demands of contemporary life. Nominated as a member of the Administrative Council of al-ʻAzhar University, Muḥammad Ābdūl threw himself into an indefatigable activity in order to renew and raise the material, cultural, and moral standards of this old Islamic University. The influence of the liberal doctrines he professed was readily felt. He instituted courses in the secular sciences such as history, geography, natural history, mathematics, and philosophy, sciences which had not previously appeared in the curricula of this University.

Nominated in 1307/1890 as Grand Mufti of Egypt, Muḥammad Ābdūl gave this religious post a hitherto unknown prestige. It was in this capacity that his modernizing influence had its far-reaching effects. He himself gave a course of lectures consisting of commentary on the Qur'an, a course animated from beginning to end by a new spirit. As Grand Mufti, Muḥammad Ābdūl took three religious decisions (fatawā) which clearly showed his tolerance towards other religions. The first of these authorized the Muslims to receive interest and dividends; the second authorized them, while living in non-Muslim countries, to eat the meat of animals slaughtered by non-Muslims; and the third permitted them, if the occasion arose, to wear clothes other than their traditional costume. It is not difficult to imagine why these decisions aroused so many controversies and even let loose the old Muslim faction and brought down on the Grand Mufti no small number of calumnies of which the motives were not purely religious. During the same years, he was made a member of the Legislative Council.
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Muhammad 'Abduh was one of the founders of the "Islamic Benevolent Society" which aimed at spreading education among and giving moral and material aid to the poorer classes. He also founded a "Society for the Renaissance of Arabic Books," i.e., for the publication of the masterpieces of classical authors. In another sphere, he worked for the reform of the various courts (mahkāmāt Shar'iyyah); his report on this became well known, and remained a basis for the reform of the judicial procedure in the personal status tribunals. The principal idea developed by Muhammad 'Abduh in the report had, as its point of departure, the elementary realization of the importance to the State of raising the intellectual and moral standard of future judges by improving their material conditions, and reorganising their recruitment on a better basis. The idea of creating a School for Religious Judges (al-Qādī) was also initiated by him.

In 1880/1892, Muhammad 'Abduh was engaged in a controversy with Gabriel Hazoxtaui, the French Minister of Foreign Affairs, following the publication by the latter of an article entitled "Conflictes entre le Musulman et le Christian." The Grand Mufti pointed out to the French historian how false was the idea held in France of Islam. In another polemic on the philosophy of Ibn Rushd, Muhammad 'Abduh defended a thesis dear to him, that the falsification with which Islam was reproached is only a distortion of the Muslim religion, a distortion due to the misunderstanding of the very fundamentals of the faith. On another occasion, an article on Ibn Rushd published by the Christian editor of the review al-Jāmi'ah drew a reply from Muhammad 'Abduh which, published at first in a series of articles in the Manar, then collected in one volume, al-Islām wa-al-Naṣīrīn (Islam and Christianit), constitutes a piece of the modern Muslim apologetics of great value.

The Grand Mufti was a man of broad and keen intelligence, holding precise ideas on men's conduct and their ability to evaluate events. He was conversant with the principal works of European thinkers, and enriched his wide scholarship with many journeys through Africa and Europe. He often said that he needed these journeys "to renew himself." He had numerous Occidental and Oriental friends, and entered into correspondence with European thinkers, among whom were W. S. Blunt, Gustave le Bon, Herbert Spencer, and Tolstoy.

It must be remembered that Muhammad 'Abduh played an important part in the creation of the Egyptian University, a part too often forgotten in Egypt. Loyalty, courage, generosity, love of good, and patriotism were the principal traits of his character. In the prison to which he was condemned for his liberal ideas and enlightened support during the 'Urabiist revolution, 'Abduh wrote a letter which, in spite of the defection of certain of his friends who, under threats, had come to denounce him before the English and, thus, to betray his confidence, showed him a confidence, shows him a courage, a courage that must assume a highly moral character and role. In the beginning of the year 1283/1866, when the young 'Abduh entered the old theological University of al-Azhar, Islamic philosophy was in so backward a state that it was almost a negation of philosophy. The only manuals of logic and Muslim rationalistic theology (Kalām), which were tolerated at the University, were those which had been composed in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries of the Christian era. It was al-Afghani who, the first in the whole Islamic Orient, drew the attention of the young people around him to the necessity of studying classics and, in a general way, promoted the renaissance of Muslim philosophy, encouraging the direct study of original works rather than the customary study of the rather sterile
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Imām unworthy of it. His gentle quality of kindness found expression in more ways than mere words after the fire of Miḥrān, when he applied himself to the task, a thankless one in Egypt, of exhorting the rich to make donations to the victims of the disaster. After a tour of Egyptian towns and villages, sparing neither time nor effort, Muhammad 'Abduh succeeded in obtaining the sum of twelve thousand pounds. It is also known that the Mufti distributed his own wages salary among the needy families.

'Abduh possessed in his character and conduct many of the mystical traits that he had acquired in the early stages of his education. But it was due to the influence of Jahān al-Dīn that he developed within him that happy balance between an altogether inner mysticism and an overwhelming need for action.

Muhammad 'Abduh died on 11th July 1905, in the midst of his work, without having had yet accomplished all his projects of reform. The Egyptian people and Government took the funeral of the Grand Mufti as an occasion of public mourning. He was buried in the cemetery of al-Azhar at Cairo and on his tomb was engraved the famous verse of an Arab poet:

For greatness we have made a resting-place
And we have interred together religion and the world.

B

His Philosophy

In his philosophy, Muhammad 'Abduh soon emerged from the Asharite scholastic position and developed pragmatic and humanistic views which made his influence felt and pointed the way to reform. He was well aware that philosophical reflection cannot always remain speculative or contemplative. To endow our existence with complete consciousness and full experience, it must engage us in the activities of the world, command us to take all our responsibilities, and urge us not to seek a form of refuge in solitary meditation. 'Abduh's views even on the science of logic seem to characterize his whole philosophy in the dynamic relation between true thinking and good action. In his view, logic and the general scientific temper of thought must assume a highly moral character and role. In the beginning of the year 1283/1866, when the young Aḥmed entered the old theological University of al-Azhar, Islamic philosophy was in so backward a state that it was almost a negation of philosophy. The only manuals of logic and Muslim rationalistic theology (Kalām), which were tolerated at the University, were those which had been composed in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries of the Christian era. It was al-Afghānī who, the first in the whole Islamic Orient, drew the attention of the young people around him to the necessity of studying classics and, in a general way, promoted the renaissance of Muslim philosophy, encouraging the direct study of original works rather than the customary study of the rather sterile
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commentaries and super-commentaries. Al-Afghani himself turned to the study of Ibn Sina, the ever-fresh source of inspiration unsought by centuries of neglect. According to Muhammad 'Abdul, this standpoint of al-Afghani was received by the orthodox and by the Asharites as a heresy of an unprecedented audacity. From 1265/1857 on, the young 'Abdul applied himself to the study of treatises on classical logic, of which many were then only in manuscript form. Two years later, while still a student at al-Azhar, he wrote an article in which he resolutely defended logic and Kalam in view of certain prejudices and certain popular and even Asharite suspicions about them. He pointed out that faith could be strengthened, not weakened, by rational proofs, and that a sound appreciation of logic, the art and science of thinking, was essential to Muslim thought. During his exile in Beirut, 'Abdul discovered al-Sayy's treatise on logic, al-Basa'ir al-Nastiriyah, which he later edited with scholarly annotations and enlightening clarifications. His course of lectures on logic at al-Azhar was marked by the same thoroughness and erudition. Muhammad 'Abdul's own epitome of logic is a recapitulation of Aristotle, Ibn Rushd, Ibn Sina, and, to a lesser degree, of certain Western, particularly French, authors. He regarded logic not as an academic exercise, but as a positive instrument for true and concrete thinking which led to action. This view rendered the pursuit of logic obligatory for one's moral life.

Shaykh 'Abdul, however, repeatedly expressed the opinion that, to liberate oneself from vulgar prejudices and idols, to be in a position to cultivate a science, in brief to be able usefully to combat the true and the good, force of the intellect in itself is insufficient. Necessary also, and above all, are moral qualities, principally courage, the will for action, integrity, and the love of truth. Hence Muhammad 'Abdul constantly upheld the principle of ijtihad, that is, the right of unfettered personal inquiry of men of learning from all nations and sects, and did not cease to fight against taqallud, that is, the passive acceptance of dogmas from religious authorities without asking for proof, and without thinking of the rights of free examination and personal initiative. In fact, he stigmatized the imitator (mujtahid) to the point of likening him at times to an infidel. The gates of ijtihad, said 'Abdul, far from being closed once for all, as some wrongly pretend, are wide open to meet all the questions raised by the new conditions of life; the last word must no longer belong to the old authorities, but must be the result of the modem spirit and the due consideration of the common good. He argued that Islam is essentially a rationalistic religion. "Islam," he said, "has liberated man from the authority of the clergy; it has brought him face to face with God and has taught him not to rely on any intercession."

His philosophy of the history of religion envisages this rationalism in Islam as a final stage in religious evolution. His view shows the progressive stage by which humanity has arrived at last at the perfection of religion, which is Islam. The earlier religions imposed stringent and rigorous rules and, appealing to the senses, pointed to the impressive miracles wrought by the prophets. When human society had passed this primitive stage, there came the religion which appealed to the heart and spoke the language of sentiments and inner mysteries; but though it appeared to its followers rigorous asceticism and contempt for this world, the people did not take long to corrupt its teaching to accommodate it to human needs and interests. Finally, appealing to the intellectually mature, came the religion of Islam. Addressing itself to reason which it associated with feeling and sense, Islam reconciled reason with nature, and, recognizing neither master nor mysteries, freed minds from the tutelage of authority and brought man through his highest faculties closer to God.

The Egyptian philosopher approaches the problem of free-will in a clearly pragmatic way. He is opposed to abstract speculation no less than William James or F. C. S. Schiller. He considers that the theory of predetermination "results in negation pure and simple of the divine Law, in the suppression of all responsibility, and in the rejection of the evidence of reason which is the basis of faith." Abdul, in the second phase of his intellectual activity, preoccupied more with ethics than with pure metaphysics, rapidly passes over a thousand and one controversies raised by the question of free-will which, in Islam, has set the partisans of free-will (the Qadarites) and the partisans of predetermination (the Jahmisites) one against the other. The system of the Ag'his (the dogmatic theologist of Islam) was based on the idea of necessity. Following their metaphysics, if one should admit this necessity, then no morality would be possible. As Kant has said, there is no morality without freedom. Faced with this contradiction between ethics and ontology, Abdul, as a pragmatist, opts for the former. Concerning divine predestination, Muhammad Abdul says: "The omniscience of God embraces that which man will accomplish by his own will; it embraces the fact that at such a moment a man will do such an action which will be good for and for which he will be rewarded, or such another which will be bad and for which he will be punished." According to Abdul, this predestination does not prevent man from being free to a certain extent: "Nothing in the omniscience of God prevents man from choosing, and acting according to his choice." From the point of view of reason, the foreknowledge of what will happen can be regarded neither a curb nor an impulsion for action. To establish and define the freedom of man, Muhammad Abdul, like Descartes, almost always appeals to the testimony of common sense. Again, he points to the testimony of common sense which in everyday life attributes to each person the actions he performs. Further, the divine commandments in religious Law are based on the principle that man is responsible for what he does. If man's actions were not his own, the notion of responsibility would be annihilated and it would then be unreasonable to demand of the individual what exceeds his power or to hold him responsible for what is not the effect of his will." But there is no question of inferring a complete freedom from this: freedom is absolute for God, but limited for man. "Appeal to your experience," says Muhammad 'Abdul. "It is a well-
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known experience to ‘will’ to accomplish something and yet not to be able to do it, or even to realize the existence of a greater power which directs the world.’

The Islamic term ǧadīd, taken by the Jabirites to mean predestination, is interpreted by ‘Abduh as the principle of causation in nature, which makes ample allowance for freedom of will. In other words, ‘necessity’ applies to the natural and even to the social sciences, but leaves a wide range within which the human will, guided by reason, may act. According to his interpretation, Islam is not, as has often been supposed, a religion of ‘fatalism.’

On the contrary, ‘Islam,’ says ‘Abduh, ‘is the negation of fatalism. In forty-six verses of the Qur’ān free-will is maintained explicitly and unequivocally. If there are other verses liable to suggest the idea of constraint, these are only to establish the general divine laws of the universe.” He points out that the Prophet and his Companions were men of action whose lives expressed an unshakable faith in the freedom of the human will. In fact, “fatalism” associated with Islam was a later distortion which well served those rulers whose interest lay in exploiting the Muslim people. For instance, the hadith (nabk) of a prohibition (bārma) was too only visible in ‘Abduh’s own time, and supplied a living argument in favour of his pragmatic appeal to return to the vitality and freedom of the original faith.

Consistent with his attitude to free-will is Muhammad ‘Abduh’s theory of good and evil. In his Risālat al-Taḥlīl he devotes several pages to this problem and its relation to dogmas and reason. First, he tries to establish a sort of parallelism between the moral and aesthetic points of view, a parallelism which seems to be imposed by the Arabic language in which the term ǧāfīn denotes both “beauty” and “good,” and ǧāmīd, both “ugliness” and “evil.” He deals with beauty, first in the sensible realm, and then in that of the intelligible, and in this latter respect compares beauty as conceived in the different domains of art, science, and morals. This parallelism of values is established by ‘Abduh, as by the Muslim rationalists (the Mu’tazilah), in a way which is now familiar to us, thanks to the teaching of André Lalande and to the writings of F. C. S. Schiller and also of so many other contemporary philosophers. “It is our conscience,” says ‘Abduh, “which provides us with the principle by which we distinguish between beautiful and ugly things.” Individual tastes differ, but humanity nevertheless has a sort of general criterion, an innate sense of beauty and harmony. Muhammad ‘Abduh established a third parallelism between beings (al-akwān) and human actions (al-qa’d): “The impression made on our soul by these actions is analogous to that made on it by objects and beings.” Then ‘Abduh seems to use the term ‘good’ (ṣāliḥ) in the three fundamental senses of the Muslim theologians (Mu’tazilim) giving, in addition, a finer and more psychological analysis. First, good is perfection, evil imperfection, whether it is found in the moral or the intellectual order; secondly, good equally designates a relationship of fitness (uṣūl), in which two entities must be made: of fitness to our nature, meaning the agreeable—a distinction hardly differing from that made by the
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superior animals—and of fitness for the ends which reason pursues, meaning the useful in a wide sense, which prevails over the agreeable as one rises in the hierarchy of beings, and is directed by utility, whether for oneself or for society, taking precedence over agreeableness even if it involves temporary revulsion or pain; thirdly, the good comprises the praiseworthy, the evil the blameworthy. The Ahhārites and the Mu’tazilis recognized that the good in the first two senses is perceived by reason, but it is with regard to the third sense that disagreement between the two groups of the Mu’taslims arises. According to the Ahl’ārīte theologians, ǧāfīn and ǧāmīd, neither by their essence nor by the qualities inherent in the things, are such as should make them appear good or evil, beautiful or ugly. Quite on the contrary, it is the religious Law, the divine decree, which confers on actions their character of being good or evil which we recognize in them. A reversal of values thus remains conceivable, if the will of the divine legislator (al-Shari‘) is pleased to reverse the order and criterion of his judgments and to arrange that good shall become evil and vice versa. As it happens, for example, in the abrogation (naffah) of a prohibition (bārma) to make it an obligation (ṣawājib). And so, in the Ahhārite doctrine, the divine decree, envisaged in its absolute character, appears to connote something so arbitrary that it could easily be confused with impalpable fate. We consequently understand why the moralist that Muhammad ‘Abduh was could not subscribe to a thesis of which the consequences seemed to him to be irredeemably compromising the freedom which he had so strongly defended. It is, thus, deliberately but without ever departing from his customary good sense that Muhammad ‘Abduh gauges himself, on this point, on the side of the Mu’tazilah, of al-Fātūhī, and of Ibn Ṭuṣlī, who were certainly aware of a similar difficulty. All of them perceived that the distinction between good and evil was natural and that it was perceived by our common sense. ‘Abduh adds that man finds this distinction by conscience itself. The sense and natural reason of man are capable of making this distinction in every instance without awaiting the decision of an authority or guidance of revelation. This can be realized from observation of the way in which very young children grasp the meaning of the religious Law, or from the evidence of the history of primitive societies.

The distinction between good and evil is thus, according to ‘Abduh, made by reason without the aid of dogma. Once the principle has been stated, ‘Abduh is not afraid to draw conclusions from it. If, therefore, he says, a person arrives, solely by reasoning, at the affirmation of the existence of God and His attributes, if he deduces from this rationally acquired knowledge the idea of the immortality of the soul and the joys or torments it may have in the other life, briefly, if a thinker, basing his arguments solely on reason, arrives at the discovery or construction of a completely natural morality, nothing can prevent him from putting forward rules which would be as valid as the rules imposed by dogma. And ‘Abduh manifestly considers that reason can take him a long way on this path. “Natural morality,” he says, “is not
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only possible in theory, but it has been applied by certain individuals of the dá'í." Unfortunately, not all humanity is constituted of sages. Man is not a simple creature, and his needs are not as limited as those of animals. Moreover, humanity does not always allow itself to be guided by reason alone; there are other faculties, other factors which exert an influence no less great on the conduct and judgments of men; from them comes the possibility of error and evil; and, besides, reason alone, with rare exceptions, is not sufficient to lead to happiness. To attain this happiness, most men need a sure guide, a prophet. On the great mass of humanity is, thus, imposed religious morality of which the need is demonstrated by the history of human society.

It is thus that revelation has been introduced into morality. Religious morality—abstracting from it the certitude with which it is presented because of its having a divine source—does not fundamentally constitute a teaching entirely different from that of natural morality. "The sacred Law," writes Muhammad 'Abdul in his Risālat al-Tasākūl, "comes simply to us what existed in reality; it was this Law which created either good or evil; and at the same time as the sacred Law imposes certain beliefs on us, it makes their beauty accessible to reason." The question which has raised many controversies among Muslim philosophers—that of the dīn (al-ābūyah) and the common man (al-ābīyah)—seems to be settled by Muhammad 'Abdul in the same manner as was done by Ibn Rushd by differentiating between two kinds of knowledge, one that of the philosopher and the other that of the common believer. "Prophecy," says 'Abdul, "indicates to the dīn how they may rise above the common level, but it makes obligatory only that which is accessible to all." Nevertheless, the Egyptian philosopher is convinced that no man, whoever he may be, can do without the natural gift, the instinctive feeling, we have for good and evil. There are certain principles of good on which all human beings are agreed, but this does not mean that a thing is good because God has commanded it; on the contrary, God has commanded it because it is good. To use the Kantian terminology, in the judgment of good and evil it is reason which gives us the categorical imperative.

If, in this theory of good, 'Abdul speaks so insistently of the essential role of reason, it is because in his eyes such an attitude entails important practical consequences in the moral and social orders. By this decision in favour of the renaissance of Ma'tulisal rationalism, the Egyptian reformer undoubtedly hoped to contribute to the restoration in the Muslim world of the principle of jihād and of the freedom of research on every subject. It is thus, he thought, that the jāmi' (the Muslim jurists), for example, would come to treat the religious Law with greater independence and personal initiative, so that when they come to determine the licit and the illicit, to put forward prescriptions and prohibitions, they would be able to judge the spirit of the Law according to reason and not stop as they did in the past at the letter; and rather than restrict themselves to the usage of the simple principle of arguing by analogy (qiyās), they would be able to examine
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new facts liberally and to apply to them solutions which would be more suited to the spirit and exigencies of the modern age. In brief, by this rationalism, 'Abdul hoped to realize the ideal of emancipating minds from routine, imitation, and intellectual stagnation which had marked the past few centuries of Islam.

As good and evil have a social significance, Muhammad 'Abdul was drawn at an early stage towards the study of human society. Muhammad Shāri, one of the historians of modern Egypt, speaks of Muhammad 'Abdul as "the greatest Egyptian reformer and sociologist" who "possessed to the highest point the sense of evolution." In 1295/1878, 'Abdul gave at the college of Dār al-Usnī, a course of lectures on the "Prolegomena" of Ibn Khaldūn, which was so remarkable for its method and novelty as for the wealth of its ideas. These lectures probably served as the basis of a work which Muhammad 'Abdul, according to Rashād Ridā, wrote in the same year, namely, "The Philosophy of Society and History." As the manuscript of this last of 'Abdul's work was unfortunately lost during the events of 1296/1879, we are obliged, in order to learn about the sociological theory of Muhammad 'Abdul, to have recourse to the more or less detailed accounts contained in his various writings. He appears to share the ideas of Ibn Khaldūn, the great Muslim sociologist and the precursor of Auguste Comte. Like Ibn Khaldūn, 'Abdul conceives history as a veritable science, and it is for him a discipline indispensable to philosophical studies. His evolutionary approach is evident in his Risālat al-Tasākūl and his commentary on the Qur'ānic verse: "Men form a single nation." According to his conception of history, humanity is led by God progressively to realize a certain world-view. 'Abdul perhaps also belongs to that class of thinkers who see in history a sort of morality in action which must be studied by statesmen and venerated by the people. He is strongly aware of man's natural and necessary orientation towards social integration, a physical, intellectual, and moral need which makes it difficult for men to live in this world without feeling reciprocal sympathy and without giving one another mutual aid. Conscious of this need for solidarity, 'Abdul, in his commentary on the Qur'an, condemns the indifferent state of mind of certain members of the social group towards others, an attitude which, in his opinion, must lead to the dissolution of social ties. But social solidarity for Muhammad 'Abdul is not something purely speculative. The Egyptian sociologist worked all his life for the common good and always set an example of active co-operation, as a result of which he realized numerous social ends. In societies like ours, this sentiment of solidarity is not perfect. 'Abdul hopes that it is possible to lead minds to union and agreement by resorting to a new moral education, more effective than the laws imposed by the State. "Union," he says in an introductory article, "is the fruit of the tree of virtue." No morality is possible without union and without love. The new education must, therefore, be essentially altruistic. But this education must begin with the family. "We hope," he says,
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"to give our daughters an education worthy of those who will be called on to take responsibilities equal to those of men." And again, "It is an unpardonable crime to leave women in a state of ignorance and mediocrity." Besides, thanks to his experience as a judge, Muhammad 'Abduh asserts that seventy-five per cent of law-suits are those between relatives. Their causes generally are feelings of hatred and antipathy existing between members of the same family, feelings which, according to him, must be attributed to the lack of social instruction and education in social matters. The same remarks can be extended to wider society. God, in His mercy, has sent men messengers (nurad), who are to the human race what intelligence is to the individual.

To 'Abduh, the evolution of human society has known three stages. The first stage is the age of the senses, when preoccupations of men narrowly rise above physical cares and their interests are limited to food and shelter. The second stage is the age of prophecy, in which men have already been prepared by the experience of the preceding age to gain some understanding of the laws of nature and of the constitution of society. Corresponding to these stages, the first step in the education of society is the experience which it progressively acquires, and the second is the teaching of the prophets who serve as guides to society and adapt their missions to its conditions. Christ, for example, could accomplish his mission only in the epoch in which he lived—an epoch in which vices of violence and cruelty cried out for mercy and love. Muhammad brought a vital and unifying message to revive men in an epoch of lethargy and of evasion of real spiritual issues in futile quibbling. The third stage which is still with us brings the era of error. As we become distant from the prophets, hearts become hardened and passions predominate; society moves away from sound reasoning and moral principles; theologians falsify the divine teaching and use sacred texts in such a way that religion loses all influence on the souls of men; politics becomes mingled with religion; and discord and misunderstanding reign supreme resulting in error and war. Muhammad 'Abduh does not, however, stop at this pessimistic note. He thinks the solution lies in the awakening of a sort of universal conscience and thereby in the discovery of the right path that society must follow. Reason and morality are essential to this end.

Muhammad 'Abduh bases this optimism on a general view of humanity, very close to that of Rousseau and the Stoics of antiquity, and to that of Rousseau in modern times. He believes that man is not intentionally wicked, and that he has a nature inclined towards good and love for peace. How can it be otherwise, he says, when God has given him a nature superior to that of the animals and "has endowed him with reason by which he has made himself master of the terrestrial world and has been able to have glimpses of the secret of the celestial world?" Then God has not made the evil more congenial to our souls than the good. The good is so innate in the nature of man that we need only a simple piece of advice or a reminder to realize this good in action. It is thus that "the light which God sends to men through the mediacy of the prophets demands no effort to fix it in their souls and hearts, but it is a reminder to those who are not conscious of what God has already put in their nature." To affirm this instinct for good in man, Muhammad 'Abduh goes so far as to profess the human universalism of the Stoics, a universalism which tends to establish a community between men, in spite of the diversity of countries, religions, languages, and races; for, he says, they are all equal by their reason and their origin. This explains why men tend to associate with one another and to unite and live in harmony. If we regard men thus, we shall see that all humanity is like a single family living on the surface of the same earth and linked by the same morals, relationships, and habits. "This state of affairs has so influenced the majority of reasonable men that they have tended to serve humanity without attaching themselves fanatically to one race, or one religion, or one doctrine." If humanity conducted itself by following its nature, and in recalling the good which is innate in it, it would possess the social virtues such as strengthen in people's minds the consciousness of their original identity, which consciousness would induce in them the spirit of concord, sympathy, and peace. Muhammad 'Abduh even declared in al-'Uroos in 1302/1884 that virtues in the human race are common; they preserve human society and protect it from dissolution.

Nearly all the biographers of Muhammad 'Abduh have pointed out that the principal task of his life was the religious reform of Islamic society. This opinion is right to a certain extent. But if we study the activities of Muhammad 'Abduh carefully and if we consider the impact of his teaching, we shall perceive that there are, above all, reasons of ethical order, which explain the basic attitudes of the Egyptian reformer. More than one theological or philosophical problem is, for him, dominated by moral considerations, and his every effort tends to moral action. If he fights against certain manners and customs and certain popular religious beliefs, if he denounces injustice and social and political abuses, if he strives to modify the teaching methods of al-Ashar, it is always in order to bring about a moral reform in Muslim society. We can safely say that the movement of religious reform with which 'Abduh's name is associated in the Muslim world was only, in the mind of the reformer, a means for the realization of an end, which was moral reform. The Grand Mufti said it expressly: "The aim of religious reform is to direct the belief of the Muslims in such a way as to make them better morally and also to improve their social condition. To set religious beliefs right, to put an end to errors, consequent upon misunderstanding religious texts, so well that, once the beliefs are fortified, actions will be more in conformity with morality; such is the task of the Muslim reformer."

Religion is thus, for 'Abduh, the most effective means of realizing this moral reform. Minds not being mature enough to replace precise dogmas by abstract principles, it is the religious conceptions that we must begin to reform. "If the reformer," he says, "appeals directly to a morality or to a wisdom deprived of all religious character, he will have to build a new edifice
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for which there is neither material nor labour. But if religion a able to raise the level of morality, give actions a solid foundation, and urge people to seek happiness by the most appropriate means, if the adepts in religion are much attached to it, and if finally one has less difficulty in bringing people back to religion than in creating something new which they cannot clearly understand, then why not have recourse to religion and why seek other less effective means?"  

The aim of 'Abdul's reform is, thus, certainly not, as has been wrongly believed, the realization of the political unity of the Muslim countries, and still less the "Holy War" against the non-Muslims. He expressly refrained from holding pacific Islamic ideas, which he considered to be��erical and existing merely in the imagination of certain dreamers, Europeans and others. Hence his concentration on moral and educational reform after the disappearance of al-'Umar al-Walid. For him, theory and practice were always intimately related, and it was only arclably that one could separate one's ideas from one's actions. 'Abdul was, in fact, a born moralist, and he wished to act directly on people's conscience rather than to isolate himself to construct a more or less coherent theoretical system. Like Plato, 'Abdul, it seems, con-

considered that only direct contact could light the flame in others. 'Abdul was above all a creative force; his teachings and his actions had a profound moral influence. More than one theological or philosophical problem was for him dominated by moral conditions, for example, the problems of the attributes of God, prophecy, and free-will. He applied himself early to the work of reform in education, a condition indispensable in his eyes to the recovery of Islamic morality. He felt the results obtained by this means to be deeper and sure, even if slower than those obtained by a revolution, considering that "only pro-
gressive and methodical reforms are able to give the required results." The educative and moral aspects of Muhammad 'Abdul's reform explain in fact the profound and lasting influence he has had, particularly in Egypt and in the entire Muslim world in general. This predominance of morality appears particularly in his commentary (tafsir) on the Qur'an. This commentary aims at explaining the Qur'an as a scripture containing moral guidance (al-khidzay) on which rests human happiness in this life and the next. The understanding of the Qur'an is a duty incumbent on all Muslims without distinction of race or culture. As the only question for Muhammad 'Abdul is to explain the spirit and general sense of the Qur'anic verses without keeping too closely to the letter, he is careful, from the beginning, to dace as unwelcome the purely philological and grammatical considerations with which a great number of Qur'anic commentators have been conversant. 'Abdul, moreover, criticizes the attitude of the Arabic authors who, due to an exaggerated admiration for ancient Arabic poetry, make it the basis of grammar and then find numerous grammatical difficulties in the text of the Qur'an. For 'Abdul, it is necessary, on the contrary, to make the Qur'an the criterion for the rules of grammar.

Renaissance in Egypt: Muhammad 'Abdul and His School

Equally unwelcome to him is the method of pure rendition dear to certain commentators, which consists in assimilating, without any discrimination, all that may have been said by others about such and such a chapter, or such and such a verse, or such and such a word. "God," said 'Abdul, "will not ask us, on the Day of Judgment, what people may have said or understood, but He will ask us if we ourselves have understood His Book and if we have followed its di-
rection." For him, then, an esoteric drawn from all sources would very likely mislead the believers and make them stray away from the true aim of the Qur'an which is, above all, the guidance of conduct. The understanding urged by 'Abdul is thus that which rises in the depths of a sensitive and circumspect conscience, and is the fruit of meditation on the Book itself. The effort of Muhammad 'Abdul tends to eliminate from his tafsir all the questions giving rise to differences between the commentators. And he insisted upon taking the Qur'an as a whole and not interpreting it in fragments; only thus may we redis-
cover under this deep look the mystery and the unity of the original inspiration. 'Abdul sometimes seems to apply to the Book the Cartesian rule of evidence. He often advises us to give credit only to what is related in a clear and explicit manner and never to and is a categorical report in favour of a mere hypothetical one, that is, to rely only on traditions the transmission of which appears to be free of disagreement or collusion to fabricate. 'Abdul is always opposed to the interpretation of the Zahiriyah and the anthropomorphists, who explain the religious texts literally and without recourse to reason. For example, in explaining the Sârah al-Ka'bahir, certain commentators pretended that the Ka'bah was the name of a river in paradise which God had given to the Prophet. According to 'Abdul, there is no such thing; the Ka'bah here simply means the great gift which God has conferred on humanity in the sending of prophets. The condition for the veracity of a religious assertion, he says, is the fact of including nothing in it that can offend tattsi, i.e., the transcendence of God over creatures. If we come across a text of which the apparent meaning would imply a rejection of the apparent meaning. Rationalism, combined with marked pragmatic tendencies, seems to render the tafsir of Muhammad 'Abdul a justification of the principles according to which "a religion full of legends and stupid superstitions cannot live in the same mind with an enlightened reason." It is, thus, impossible that things of the former kind may really be found in the Qur'an. Islam is in harmony with enlightened reason; one must, there-
fore, make a sound and right interpretation which takes account only of categorical proof, or of mere tradition, and not of personal opinions and subjective impressions. 'Abdul rejects many of the long stories and anecdotes that a good number of commentators have been pleased to invent. And, contrary to the practice of commentators, who sought to specify precisely the nature of certain places or persons mentioned in the Qur'anic text but left rather vague, 'Abdul observes that his method is to abstain from going into details beyond the positive content of the sacred text, particularly
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because such efforts of the commentators have not brought any light to bear on the understanding of the text. For example, in commenting on verse 58 of Sūrah ii, which begins "Enter this village . . .", 'Abdul does not wish to specify precisely to which village it refers, but prefers to stress the fact that the children of Israel received the order to enter various countries with the sentiment of humility and obedience to the divine order. It is the same

with the verse which follows immediately: "To the unjust We have brought down torment from heaven," where 'Abdul, in accordance with his method, abstains from determining the nature of the torment; that, he would have said, has no practical importance. The taṣfīr of Muhammad 'Abduh shows a constant concern for reaffirming the universal message of the Qur'ān, while always fitting this belief into an evolutionary and progressive conception. The old commentators often had a tendency to interpret certain Qur'ānic verses by giving them a particular meaning, or relating them to local events which occurred at the time of the Prophet or before him. It is thus that some of them pretended that Sūrah viii, for example, alluded to two tribes of the Ansār of Medina who boasted of the large number of their members, to the extent that one of them, feeling itself inferior to its rival in the number of those alive, went to visit the tombs of those who were dead. For 'Abdul the verses of this Sūrah, like those of so many others, must not be interpreted in so particularized and narrow a manner; the Qur'ān is not addressed to an individual or to a group of individuals. On the contrary, it is to mankind that it is addressed, and it aims at what is most permanent in the beliefs, customs, and practices of peoples. The school of Muhammad 'Abduh starts with the principle that Islam is a universal religion, suited to all people al

times, and to all states of culture.

Thus, one of the important traits of his work on exegesis is its spiritualism modified by a kind of pragmatism. The taṣfīr of Muhammad 'Abduh has largely contributed to the purification of religious belief, as much among the mass of Muslims as among the 'ulamā' and theologians, by freeing the minds of the believers from certain legends and ideas which are too materialistic and anthropomorphous. His taṣfīr, as Rashīd Rādi' has put it, tends to offer an interpretation of the Qur'ān in a spiritual sense conforming to reason.

In religious and social life, Muhammad 'Abduh takes the position of a critic and polemicist, on trial the ideas, morals, and customs which he condemns, whether they are current among the masses or among the educated men of his time. He reproaches the Muslims for having falsified the teachings of their religion. The 'ulamā' and the representatives of Islam in general, he reproaches either for a rigorous formalism and unhealthy anxiety to observe in the minutest detail such practical rituals as ablution and fasting, or for the use of religious knowledge for lucrative ends. Religion, thus, furnishes them only with some sort of profession. As for the popular conceptions, they contain, in his eyes, nothing religious except the name; they are all for the most part survivals of fatalistic beliefs. 'Abdul made the most lively criticism of the hadž, that is, the false

innovations introduced into the religious practices of the Muslims in later times. The 'ulamā' in particular, he said, were completely indifferent to the superior interests of their country. Except the commentators and super

commentaries on old texts, which they understood badly and explained even more badly, they occupied themselves with nothing. Ignorant of the needs and aspirations of their time, they lived almost on the fringe of society. Hence he urged his countrymen to realize their social responsibility towards their country, instead of waiting till reform came to them; he further urged them to build up their culture progressively upon their own institutions rather than blindly imitate Western ideas and customs in a superficial manner. He wanted a real reform from within, rather than the outward show thereof.

C

THE SCHOOL OF MUHAMMAD 'ABDUH IN EGYPT

In July 1935, on the thirtieth anniversary of the death of Muhammad 'Abduh, "The Society of Muslim Youth" of Cairo held a public meeting to honor the memory of him who had justly been called al-Dīwān al-Ijmīm (The Master and Guide). Testimony of Muhammad 'Abduh's former colleagues, and of his old students, who have now in their turn become masters, demon

strated the extent of the influence exercised by his thought.

In the beginning of the present century, Muhammad 'Abduh promoted, in Egypt, the cause of science, religion, and patriotism. All the noble and generous sentiments of the Egyptian dīn found their source of inspiration in him. When, in 1318/1900, the younger generation sought a guide to lead them out of their confusion, they addressed themselves to him.

One of the characteristic traits of Muhammad 'Abduh was the profound influence which he exerted upon the people. The words of M. Bougle about the philosopher Fréderic Hahn (Les Maitres de la Philosophie Universitaire en France, 1900) might equally well have been applied to Muhammad 'Abduh: "A fisher of souls . . . , converter, the last dogmatic of all, but the most pressing, the most able to change men, the most capable of preparing and firing young people with the personal effort of inner renewal." In his courses of lecturers, in virtually prolonged conversations, he seemed to apply himself to an examination of conscience, revealing a restless soul indulgent at hypocrisy, bigotry, and indolence.

While having thrown himself into teaching and work of reform, 'Abdul was yet able to leave for us books which show the development of his thought and which have perpetuated his name. But in fact the reading of his works is not in itself sufficient to give one an idea of the profound influence which he had upon his contemporaries.

There were, in Egypt, many disciples of Muhammad 'Abduh other than those in the Azharite circles. It is noteworthy that it is among laymen, and particularly among those who had received European education, that the true
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disciples of Muhammad 'Abdul are to be found. First, the personality and the writings of Muhammad 'Abdul lent valuable support to social, religious, and philosophical reformers, represented by Qaisim Amin, Rasid Rid'a, and Mustafa 'Abd al-Riz'a. Thanks to the authority of the Master's name, wrote Hosain Haikal Pasha, his disciples were able to make the people accept principles which they had never before recognized. Then 'Abdul tried to reconcile the traditional Islamic method of teaching with the new methods borrowed from the West. Between these two opposite schools, the modernist and the traditionalist, there was formed a third school mainly recruited from the most important writers of our time, all of whom, in different ways, were disciples of Muhammad 'Abdul. Egyptian thinkers before 'Abdul's time were in fact not inspired by any well-defined ideal. And there is good reason to say that Muhammad 'Abdul gave unity and precision to Egyptian thought.

Henri Bergson wrote: "One measures the significance of a philosophical doctrine by the variety of ideas into which it flowers and the simplicity of the principles out of which it is gathered." This is true of the doctrines of Muhammad 'Abdul which, in spite of the simplicity of its principles, has led to reform, at least in Egypt, in three different ways: social, religious, and philosophical.

1. The Social School: Qaisim Amin.—One of the ideas dear to Muhammad 'Abdul was that of the instruction and education of Muslim women, with all that this implies concerning social reform of the conditions and customs affecting their lives in the Muslim world. True Islam, affirmed the Grand Mufti, gives women perfect equality of rights with man. It is only because the original intention of the Law has been ignored that all kinds of abuses have crept in to harm the moral and social position of women in the Muslim world.

Polygamy, for example, although allowed by the Qur'an, is basically no more than a concession to certain historical necessities which no longer exist. In any case this concession, properly understood, is equivalent to a refusal and a negation, given the practical difficulty in which one finds oneself the moment one wishes exactly to fulfill the conditions laid down by the religious Law concerning polygamy. This shows to those who take the trouble of thinking and of penetrating into the deeper meaning of the Law that the intention of Islam remains in favour of the principle of monogamy and that it justly considers it to be the most perfect ideal of marriage. The law of inheritance also testifies to this spirit. It is, thus, important that the social condition of the woman should be raised without delay and, if necessary, by appropriate modifications in the actual canonical Law of Islam and by all possible means providing women with better opportunities of education and instruction. It is, he considered, an unpardonable crime to leave Muslim women in ignorance and mediocrity, since they are to carry the heaviest responsibility in national life: the bringing up of children.

If 'Abdul was not able to see the realization of the social reforms which he ardently wished, it was left for one of his colleagues and friends, Qaisim
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Amin, to distinguish himself by tireless activity in the domain of the defence of feminism in Egypt.

Like Muhammad 'Abdul, Qaisim Amin was above all opposed to the great mass of the conservatives to whom every innovator appeared as a heretic. He showed that Islam, far from degrading woman, as was commonly believed, does, on the contrary, favour her, and that the responsibility for placing her at a disadvantage lay, not with Islam, but with the Muslims of later epochs.

Mediating upon the evils from which Egyptian society suffered, he perceived that half the nation was gripped by a general paralysis of social life, a paralysis the cause of which was the ignorance and mediocrity in which women were kept in the country.

The reform which Qaisim Amin wished to introduce in the problems of the Muslim woman can be summarized under two heads. The first concerns the matter of treating woman and her education; the second is an appeal to Muslim theologians and jurists to become aware of the needs and exigencies of the modern age and, therefore, cease to cling in the application of the laws to the advice of one religious authority more than to that of another; the only valid advice indeed is that which, while arising from the spirit and essential principles of the Islamic law, is in conformity with the interests of the nation and with the new conditions of its evolution.

However, the voice of Qaisim Amin, which, during his life, was not well heard, began after his death to be singularly amplified. It was not long before women in Egypt took up journalism. Men appeared who took the reform of women's position as the basis of every true renaissance. Some of them produced a journal named al-Iṣbār (The Unveiled), which had as its aims the preaching of feminism, and insistence on the necessity of the education and liberation of women, as well as on their equality with men.

Thus we see, in 1337/1918, the Egyptian women, in some of the demonstrations, marching before men to vindicate the rights of the nation. Saftya Zaghloul, the wife of the national leader, was venerated by all the people, and was called "The Mother of the Egyptians."

2. The Religious School: Rasid Rid'a.—Rasid Rid'a is considered to be the interpreter of the religious school of Muhammad 'Abdul. Of all the disciples of Muhammad 'Abdul he exerted himself most to keep the master's memory alive by recording his thoughts and the history of his life.

He was born in the village of Qalamoun in Syria. On completing his Islamic studies according to the method of instruction followed in the schools of his country, he turned towards religious and literary studies. He devoted himself, at first, to mysticism, but the review al-'Umdat al-Wad'iyah of al-A'faghani and 'Abdul exercised great influence on him and urged him to follow a new path. In 1316/1897, he migrated to Egypt, moved by the conviction that there he would be able to serve his religion and his people, an end which conditions in Syria prevented him from accomplishing. "I decided," he said,
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"to join Jamāl al-Dīn in order that I might perfect myself, through philosophy and personal effort, to serve the faith. On the death of al-Afghānī, when it became well known that it was the politics of 'Abd al-Hamīd that ruined him, I felt myself suffocated in the Ottoman Empire and decided to leave for Egypt because of the liberty of thought which existed there; what I most hoped to acquire in Egypt was to profit from the wisdom, the experience, and the spirit of reform which Muhammad 'Abduh represented in that country." Thus wrote Raḥīl Raḍī in his Tārīḥ Raḥīl Raḍī contacted Muhammad 'Abduh as soon as he arrived in Cairo. He followed the Master, he said, like his shadow. In March 1888, he founded the review al-Manātir which aimed at arouning the desire for education and at reforming textbooks and teaching methods, besides denouncing the innovations which had been introduced in religious beliefs and criticizing customs and practices foreign to the spirit of Islam. Following the Master, Raḥīl Raḍī did not cease to declare that one could work for effective reform only through the direction of the Book and the Sunnah which are in harmony with human interests in every country and at all times. From the moment of the foundation of al-Manātir he indefatigably put forth the idea that neither in the dogmas nor in the rites of Islam is it held that the Muslim should imitate any particular Imam. In following the path traced by Muhammad 'Abduh, Raḥīl Raḍī was simply continuing the liberal modernism of his Egyptian Master. Nevertheless, because of a reaction against the growing European influence, Raḥīl Raḍī, according to Lacout, "became more and more conservative." There are other things in which the disciple departs from the Master's path. Muhammad 'Abduh was always, to quote Lord Cromer (Egypt, 1906), "a genuine Egyptian patriot." That is to say, the Master played a role in the awakening of the Egyptian national spirit, which fact is far from being contested. Raḥīl Raḍī for himself was an anti-nationalist, an ardent defender of pan-Islamism, and he well-nigh regarded nationalism as a principle strange to Islam. In opposing the development of secular tendencies in the Egyptian literature, in denouncing the heterodoxy of the thesis of 'Allī 'Abd al-Razzāq on the Caliphate and that of 'Abd al-Husayn on pre-Islamic literature, Raḥīl Raḍī, without being fully aware of it, departs from the line of thought of the Master. In any case, the conservative modernism of Raḥīl Raḍī has, at the present time, been superseded by a secular modernism of Western inspiration conforming to the ideas of Muhammad 'Abduh.

3. The Philosophical School: Mustafā 'Abd al-Razzāq—Having graduated from al-Azhar in 1320/1898 at the age of twenty-three, Mustafā 'Abd al-Razzāq continued his studies in France. He studied first at the Sorbonne, where, among other courses, he followed that of Émile Drumkeim on sociology; he completed his education at Lyons, at the same time lecturing on Islamic Law and on Arabic literature at that University. On his return to Egypt he became Secretary General of al-Azhar University.

and took active part in its evolution along the lines inspired by Muhammad 'Abduh. While nominated as inspector of the religious tribunals he also worked, with the collaboration of Egyptians and foreigners, for the realization of a popular university and arranged during the First World War a series of remarkable lectures on cultural subjects. Şāhīḫ 'Abd al-Razzāq himself gave a valuable course of lectures on Muhammad 'Abduh. When the Egyptian University was officially founded in 1944/1925, Mustafā 'Abd al-Razzāq was called upon to teach there. He became the first Professor of Islamic Philosophy in that University. In his lectures at the Faculty of Arts, later published under the modest title of "Prolegomena to the Study of Islamic Philosophy," he traced the main trends of Muslim philosophy; while throwing light on the various aspects of the principal problems, he met, with calm and serenity, the attacks of certain Orientalists who had desisted the originality of Muslim thought. He perceived that while the Muslims had admitted to their conception of the world elements borrowed from Greek thought, they had their own method and their own culture. And the real Islamic thought is to be found not so much in the philosophy of al-Fārābī and Ibn Sīna as in the theological speculations of Ḥasan and the principles of Muslim jurisprudence.

Besides his functions in the Universities of al-Azhar and Cairo, Mustafā 'Abd al-Razzāq was a member of the Egyptian Institute and a member of the Egyptian Academy for the Arabic Language. He was many times Minister of Trusts (Aqṣāf) and, in the Chamber of Deputies he was President of the Commission of Aqṣāf and Religious Institutions. In 1365/1945, he was elected Honorary President of the Egyptian Philosophical Society. The crowning point of his career was his nomination, in succession to Şāhīḫ al-Mārūgī, as Rector of the University of al-Azhar. In this exceptional position Şāhīḫ al-Islam he showed initiative and breadth of vision: he introduced the study of foreign languages at al-Azhar, encouraged educational missions abroad, sent Arabist scholars to France and England to prepare themselves for the teaching of languages at the University, sent Muslim missionaries to Uganda, and, lastly, sent a group of research scholars to the Hijaz to study the faith at the sacred places of Islam. Şāhīḫ 'Abd al-Razzāq was the author of a number of works on Muslim philosophy. His own philosophy was essentially moral and altruistic, filled with generosity, tolerance, and love of his fellow-men. He often said that a great philosophy has existed since the dawn of human thought and has survived the vicissitudes of history: it is the heroic philosophy, the philosophy of those who live for others and not only for themselves, of those who are in union with the fundamental note of the universe, which, to him, was a note of generosity and love. Originally practiced by the Oriental prophets, this philosophy, he said, was then spread by the great thinkers who, from Socrates to Plato and Aristotle, from Aristotle to the Stoics and Platonists, from Platonists to al-Fārābī and Descartes, from Descartes to Kant and Gandhi,
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fall in a single great line. Many by glimpsing the essence of religion, some by deepening it through their meditations, arrive at a philosophy which they practise and live, the philosophy of generosity, which seize love to a virtue which consists in always giving and giving without calculation.

Muṣṭafā 'Abd al-Rāzīq believed, further, that this love is fundamental to each of us, that it is natural, that we have not to create it, that it will blossom on its own when we remove the obstacle which our egoism and our passions place in its way. With all the great philosophers he said that we are part of a whole, that the duty of the part is to act for the sake of the whole, and that the whole of which we are the part is humanity. He wished our education to be oriented to an awareness of these potentialities—a education truly liberal which would make us conscious of our belonging to the same great family. Likewise, he saw the remedy for our social evils to lie in a moral reform which would extend our powers of sympathy with our fellow-men. In that direction lie social harmony and solidarity.

This philosophy, so much of the heart, demanded the self-mastery of the sage. Muṣṭafā 'Abd al-Rāzīq practised what he preached, recognizing wisdom in the constancy of conduct which guards against the instability of emotions.

Muḥammad 'Abduh glimpsed these qualities in the young 'Abd al-Rāzīq, whose faithfulness to his Master was to survive him. 'Abd al-Rāzīq aroused in his pupils at the University the desire to learn more of the doctrine of Muḥammad 'Abduh, besides writing upon him and translating into French his Risālat al-Tanḥid. Thus he sought to keep alive the spiritual flame kindled by the reformer, 'Abduh.
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determining the rise of philosophy and the direction it took. One was its
secularizing feature and the other was its westernizing direction. With the
breakdown of the traditional Islamic thinking, there appeared attempts to in-
terpret phenomena in a very different way from that indicated by tradition.
In these, however, Western European thinking served as a model. As this transfor-
mation is still going on and the two features mentioned above have not yet
obtained an all-encompassing hold over the society and the individual, the
state and the tradition of philosophical thinking in Turkey cannot be expected to
be comparable to what they are in the West. None the less, as several
other Muslim nations are facing or are going to face the same conditions that
gave rise to modern philosophical thinking in Turkey, it can be instructive to
study that thinking.

The beginnings of the intellectual transformation in Turkey go so far back as
the early part of the twelfth/eighteenth century. Philosophy had ceased to
be taught in the madrasahs which were the highest schools of learning in
Turkey even in the eleventh/twelfth century. Hajjaj, the unique liberal mind of that century, describes
the deplorable condition of the philosophical and scientific teaching in the
madrasah. There was not only neglect of the sciences, but even hostility
towards them for their being conducive to philosophizing. Thus, the three bases
of philosophy, the spirit of free inquiry, scientific investigation, and philo-
sophical tradition, were destroyed by a growing religious traditionalism. This
is an excellent example of the disappearance of philosophy whenever the
value of free inquiry is denied and the progress of science halted.

From the early part of the twelfth/eighteenth century on, intellectual
awakening in Turkey showed its first stirrings. The printing press was intro-
duced, a new interest in modern sciences arose, and the minds began to think
about some political and social questions in a new way. Except for the emergence
of some rudimentary philosophical inquiry, a century and a half had to pass
before the Turkish thinkers could become acquainted with the European
thought. It is true that intellectual contacts with the modern European sciences
had begun earlier than that. These contacts were especially in the fields of
mathematics, physical sciences, and medicine. But the level reached by them was
not yet conducive to philosophy. The intellectuals were still in the stage of
acquiring the fundamentals of these sciences, and interest in them was
purely a practical one and had not yet reached a theoretical level. As a result of
an intense desire to acquire European science and technology there arose
a firm belief that reason and its product, science, were the prime factors of
progress and, therefore, capable of performing wonders in the progress of
humanity. This belief contained in itself three germinal ideas (the power of
science, progress, and the evolution of humanity) which were bound to lead
to philosophical thinking sooner or later.

In fact, we find the first manifestations of an interest in philosophical
thinking in literary publications in the middle of the thirteenth/nineteenth
to the twentieth century. These were occasioned by the acquaintance of the Turkish intellectuals
with the European philosophy of Enlightenment. Thinkers like Fenelon, Bayle,
Newton, d'Alembert, Voltaire, Diderot, Rousseau, Montesquieu, and Volney
became known, and full or partial translations of their works began to be made.

The philosophical manifestation of the new mode of thinking and con-
tacts with the European philosophy were seen in the rise of interest in two
philosophical tendencies. One was scientism and materialism, the other the
philosophy of natural rights and social contract. We find the first expressed
by a former member of the 'ulama' corps, Tahsin Hoas, and the second by
Namik Kemal, one of the leaders of the constitutional movement in Turkey.
Neither, however, can be called genuine philosophy. The first was a kind of
creed, an expression of revolt against old ideas. Its exponents, far from being
the founders of a philosophical tradition, were viewed as eccentricists or atheists.
The second served as an ideological instrument in proving the necessity of
a constitutional government in Islam. However, even that meant great
progress, and an unmistakable sign of the liberation of mind from tradition.

A severe reaction against both came with the establishment of what was
known as 'Abd al-Hamid's regime. Both materialism and the theory of natural
rights and social contract were declared incompatible with Islam and dangerous

to morality, and were severely suppressed. Jamali al-Din al-Afghani's Refuta-
tion of the Materialists did a great service in the suppression of these ideas
under the Hamidian regime. Presented personally by the author to 'Abd al-
Hamid, this work served as a model for several books written to refute
the naturalists, materialists, constitutionalists—in short, all the manifestations
of philosophical revolt against traditional obscurantism. Neither Afghani nor
his Turkish imitators, however, left any philosophical tradition of their own
to take the place of those rejected.

Furthermore, the suppression of Western materialism failed to stop the infil-
tration of European philosophical thinking, this time in a subversive manner.
Not only did the range of the then known and read European philosophers
widen to include such thinkers as Schopenhauer, Nietzsche, and Spencer. but
materialistic philosophy with its Büchner and Haeckels also pressed harder
across the border. The nationalism of Zola and others became known through
literature. The best exponent of naturalism was Bert Flud, a gifted young
man who found himself compelled to commit suicide which he did in a manner
conducive to scientific knowledge. Although his writings were few, they
exerted a great influence upon the younger generations, upon those who
were going to emerge into full light with the fall of the Hamidian regime.

When the Constitutional Revolution of 1908 came, the Turkish intel-
llectuals appeared with a vision of European philosophy incomparably keener
and broader than that of the pre-Hamidian Turkish intellectuals. From the
philosophies they discussed and also from the movements with which they
began to align themselves we can guess what they had been reading and
learning under 'Abd al-Hamid's very nose.
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An intense interest in philosophy appeared with the coming of the Constitutional era. This time, those who were engaged in philosophical thinking were not looked upon as eccentrics or dabbling. The first philosophical review, Tariq Fetejro Nceenas, began to appear at this time. This review was itself the best example of the craving, now established, for a new philosophical orientation. Its pages were not reserved for the exposition of any particular philosophy. It was an excursion into all the various European philosophical ventures in search of ideas that might satisfy the needs of the Turkish thinkers. This review published and gave a panorama of the philosophies represented by Kant, Hegel, Comte, Spencer, Schopenhauer, Nietzsche, Mill, Marx, and a number of other Western thinkers.

This philosophical review died without attaining its own philosophical tradition. Its death, however, was not caused by any dearth of interest in philosophy as such. On the contrary, it was caused by its too much rationalization. The review disappeared by giving rise to a number of different schools of philosophy. The subsequent years constituted a very active period for philosophy; but, if one considers the very calamitous political events, economic distress, and social upheaval through which Turkey had to pass during these years, one can understand why this active and varied philosophical period did not flower into valuable and lasting works.

The principal field of interest was social and political philosophy. We find the emergence and differentiation of positivism, Spencerian evolutionism, materialism, and idealism. All except the last appealed greatly to individual intellectuals; still they remained matters of intellectual embellishment and non-embodiment, in spite of the popularity of their exponents such as Riza Terlik who became known even among the common people as the "Philosopher." Only idealism took root and played an important role in the intellectual life of Turkey through the hands of its exponent Zia Gokkalp. This thinker, who cannot be called a philosopher in the narrow and technical sense of the term, can be called the real founder of a tradition of philosophical thinking in Turkey.

Gokkalp's idealism was a reaction against Spencerianism and utilitarianism as well as against materialism. It was not, however, the product of a theory of knowledge investigating the basis and nature of mind before it does so with regard to the nature of physical reality. It was rather an ideological premise to work out a moral philosophy upon which Turkish nationalism could be built. Hence, Gokkalp gave to his philosophy the appellation of "social idealism." It was a spiritualistic as contradicted with the materialistic interpretation of history. It reduced reality, the physical as well as the social, to ideas; it rejected the individualistic philosophies of society and placed society, a primordial and transcendental whole, above the individual. It suffered, however, from an internal strain due to its emphasis on the positivistic view of causation and the role of science in human conduct.

In spite of its serious defects as a system of philosophy, Gokkalp's idealism
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exercised tremendous influence over Turkish thinking. Part of this influence has been to the advantage of philosophy itself because Gokkalp for the first time gave the courage as well as the taste for philosophical thinking independent of tradition and Western philosophies. His was a daring experiment, to work out a philosophical view, not by the mere repetition of the Muslim or Western philosophies or by a juxtaposition of both in a syncretistic manner, but by blending them together through a creative synthesis. In spite of the fact that his philosophy aimed at teaching certain definite beliefs and value-judgments derived from his own philosophical speculation, it did great service to philosophical thinking by stimulating the rise of rival philosophies.

Gokkalp's intellectual integrity and personality played a decisive role in his contribution to thought. His great respect for philosophy, his emphasis on independent thinking, and his freedom from philosophical fanaticism prevented the utilization of his philosophy as an instrument for the suppression and persecution of the rival philosophies. In reality, all the subsequent philosophic trends took their initial curs from Gokkalp's thinking or were direct continuations of some aspects of his analysis. Another contribution of Gokkalp's personality to the Turkish mind was the road he prepared for closer contacts with Western philosophy.

As Zia Gokkalp has done more to promote philosophy than expound his own philosophical views, it will be of interest to those concerned with the growth of philosophical thinking in the contemporary Muslim countries to dwell a little more on this aspect of his influence.

Prior to Gokkalp's time, philosophy was not taught in its modern form in the institutions of learning. Philosophy was only a private pursuit, an amateurish preoccupation. Its importance in the cultural formation of a nation as well as in the intellectual growth of the enlightened minds was not recognized. On the contrary, philosophy was looked upon either with suspicion or with derision. Neither the conservatives who abhorred intellectual deviation from established dogmas nor the progressives who believed in the utility of action had a favourable view of philosophy. It was either a heresy or an idle Phantasy.

Zia Gokkalp has been the chief instrument in discarding both of these views about philosophy and in giving it an academic and educational prestige. Through his influence, courses of lectures on philosophy, logic, ethics, psychology, and sociology were introduced in the syllabi for undergraduates. While teachers for these courses were sent to study in European universities, a department of philosophy was opened with an entirely modern programme in the University of Istanbul. This programme was based primarily upon the tradition for teaching philosophy of the French universities. A course on the history of philosophy from the early Greek period down to the contemporary Western philosophy was introduced in this department for the first time. A separate course was introduced on the history of philosophy in Muslim countries with a view to teaching the subject with a scientific approach. The latter course was introduced also in the Faculty of Theology. In addition to specialized
courses dealing with Greek, medieval, Islamic, and modern Western philosophies, courses were given in systematic philosophy, metaphysics, logic, ethics, and aesthetics as branches of philosophical inquiry. Gökalp himself taught none of these—he was a Professor of Sociology—but he was the patron behind all, even though the men who taught these were his philosophical adversaries. A further step was taken in the modernization of philosophical teaching during World War I with the appointment of German professors. Although these German professors of philosophy contributed nothing to the content of philosophical thinking in Turkey, they were useful in introducing the scientific treatment of the history of philosophy for which the Germans are reputed.

Gökalp’s social idealism was a synthesis of Islamic and Western philosophical traditions with the aim of deriving a theoretical basis for Turkish nationalism. For him, therefore, teaching Muslim or Western philosophies was not enough. His greatest contribution, perhaps, lay in his emphasis on bringing home knowledge of these philosophies so as to make them the data by which Turkish thinking would free itself from the bondage of the old and of the foreign. In other words, he wanted to promote it as an intellectual guide for an understanding of the world confronting the Turkish mind. It was, thus above all a cultural matter rather than a matter of mere speculative curiosity or a continuation of scientific inquiry. In spite of the fact that this understanding of the role of philosophy is not in accordance with that dominant in the West and that it may tend to obscure the universal humanistic character of philosophy, it has left a tradition in Turkey that is worthy of attention.

Philosophy is conceived in Turkey to be very closely related to culture and society. The teaching of philosophy is believed to be of supreme cultural and pedagogical importance, particularly in a nation that is undergoing a total cultural transformation.

This understanding was inevitable in a country like Turkey where the three major prerequisites for philosophy, advanced science and a tradition of philosophy, did not exist. Both of these were necessary parts of Turkey’s civilizational transformation for which philosophy was viewed as a guide. Gökalp’s emphasis on social philosophy as against the theory of knowledge and scientific philosophy and his obsession for regarding philosophy as a preoccupation with eminently cultural function had at least the virtue of giving a philosophical tinge to all the educational, political, economic, religious, and moral aspects of Turkey’s supreme problems.

This view of philosophical occupation showed itself in two other respects which, in our view, are extremely important for nations in a position similar to that of Turkey with regard to philosophy. Both were of vital importance in establishing a congenial milieu as well as a vehicle of communication in the realization of a philosophical tradition.

The first was the translation of the great philosophical works, Eastern and Western, into the Turkish language. The other was the stabilization and enrichment of a uniform terminology for expressing philosophical concepts.

The first was not merely a matter of practical facility for those who did not know Greek, Arabic, or modern European languages. A serious student of philosophy is supposed to be acquainted with at least some of these languages and, in fact, these are taught today to students of philosophy. The problem was to use translations for developing the Turkish language to the degree of becoming capable of expressing philosophical thought. A nation which does not have a language to express abstract ideas is bound to remain foreign to philosophy or fail to understand philosophy when expressed in a foreign language.

As Latin in the West, so Arabic in all Muslim countries was the universal medium in the past for expressing philosophical thought. Significantly, the rise of modern European philosophies, several times richer than those in Latin, coincided with the flourishing of modern national languages. When Turkish society came into contact with modern philosophical thinking, it was utterly incapable of expressing philosophical thought without the aid of Arabic or some foreign language (French). Arabic had ceased to be a medium of philosophical thought which had been killed in the hands of those who used that language. It was, therefore, necessary to improve Turkish as a vehicle of expression for the cultural experiences of a modern nation. This task had already been faced in the natural sciences and in literature just before the middle of the thirteenth/nineteenth century. A new vocabulary had developed in mathematics, the physical sciences, and medicine on the basis of Arabic. In the field of philosophical sciences, however, the situation was highly inadequate, confused, and unstable until Gökalp’s time. It was impossible to understand a philosophical text without constantly using French terms and expressions.

Gökalp’s contribution in improving this situation was great. He attached so much importance to the question of uniformity in scientific and philosophical terminology that he suggested the holding of an international conference among the Muslim nations to develop modern concepts derived from Arabic. As this never became possible, he worked for the development of a philosophical language in Turkish. He not only standardized the use of the already existing Arabic terms but also coined new terms by derivations from Arabic roots; some of these survive even today.

The establishment of a modernized teaching of philosophy, the translations and adaptations from the world philosophical classics, and the impetus given to the development of Turkish as a means of communicating philosophical thought contributed towards the establishment of a philosophical tradition in Turkey.

Gökalp’s idealism and collectivism gave rise to a variety of reactions. On the whole, however, we may identify two major lines of thought, each being a reaction to one of the two aspects of his philosophy. One was individualism, and the other materialism.
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The first reaction was inspired by the study of psychology, especially the Freudian psychology. It was best represented by Mustafa Şökl TASK, a professor of psychology but an artist at heart. His greatest merit was, perhaps, his contribution to the development of a superior literary style of philosophically oriented writing; he showed skill both in translation and in original composition. In this he was perhaps influenced by his major inspirer, Henri Bergson. TASK’s scope of philosophical interest was much wider than that of Gökalp. He avoided the conceptual and doctrinal rigidity of Gökalp. He was influential as a teacher, an inspirer, and as a man of intuitive thinking, rather than as a systematizer. His individualistic approach to philosophy was not the one in vogue in the sixteenth/seventeenth century. It was rather a revolt against rationalism and intellectualism; it emphasized the non-rational aspects of the human mind. Useful though it was in giving philosophical thinking greater depth and subtlety, its cultural implications remained complex and elusive. It varied from providing inspiration to liberal progressive leaning to supporting fascist anti-intellectualism. The resolution of this was TASK’s preoccupation with spirituality, psychic phenomenon, and occult science at the end of his life. He was a restless soul and, despite his efforts to the contrary, his thinking amounted to nothing but a kind of mysticism.

Another successor of Gökalp in cultivating philosophy was Mehmed IZET. If TASK’s was an anti-intellectualistic reaction to Gökalp, IZET’s was a new reaction. Much better organized, more subtle, and far more systematically and deeply versed in both Eastern and Western philosophies, IZET was a careful thinker and an excellent teacher. He was in search of a moral philosophy, basically idealistic, oriented to a humanistic view of freedom. With his untimely death in 1949/1950 however, terminated conceptions, thoughtful work.

Both TASK and IZET were expressions of an attempt to break with Gökalp’s nationalism in order to widen the horizons of philosophical thinking. Another reaction in this direction came with the rebirth of materialism, this time in the form of historical materialism. It is hardly possible to speak of this as a philosophical movement. It had neither a philosophical exogenous of even mediocre stature nor any following in the academic circles. Its importance lay in its diffusedness and in its infiltration in bits, not as a system, into the intellectual make-up of the generations that sought liberation from Gökalp’s idealism. The same may be said of another philosophy of action: pragmatism. Although pragmatism never had a systematic presentation or a school of a thinker comparable to Gökalp, it penetrated into the several facets of the Turkish mind and provided another diffused form of escape from Gökalp’s influence.

All of these were expressions of a challenge to philosophy by the radical reforms carried out under Kemal Atatürk. All these were mere experiments in discovering new values compatible with those which were supposed to reign in modern civilization. Remembering the philosophical chaos reigning in the Western mind, one may excuse the Turkish thinkers for falling in their philosophical ventures. Once plunged into the dazzling stage of the contemporary Western philosophy, the attempts of a number of Turkish thinkers, whose names would be too numerous to mention, became once again restless, searching for an orientation. None of these had the chance or capacity to select, digest, and systematize something that would take root as a philosophical movement.

The instability just illustrated was an inevitable consequence of the Turkish thinkers’ plunge into the world of Western philosophy supported by a long tradition as well as by a constantly changing cultural and scientific background. It has shown that Turkey has not yet reached the stage of having genuine philosophical schools and representatives and that there is still a long road to travel.

Quite naturally, one reaction to this philosophical flux has been a growing distrust of philosophy. A group of German scientists and philosophers who, expelled from Germany, taught in the Turkish universities, have contributed to this trend. Not by any coincidence, most of them were internationally known representatives of logical positivism. Hardly a trace of their philosophy has remained behind them in Turkey, but they left a deep impression by making the Turkish students of philosophy see what great and difficult tasks they have before them.

Discouraging though it may seem, philosophy at present is only a matter of disciplined academic teaching. The emphasis is upon the history of philosophy. The University of Istanbul, in particular, can boast of having a presentable staff of professors of philosophy. The history of Islamic philosophy is gaining special interest. More value is being given to research, especially historical, than to attempts at original thinking. This, perhaps, is the right path. After about one century of crawling, flying, and falling, a tradition is growing. The Turkish language has a rich literature in the world’s philosophy available to Turkish students. A stage of careful learning and research has come. The longer this stage lasts, the more likely will it be possible one day to speak of the existence of a genuine philosophical tradition in Turkey.

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

The following is not an exhaustive bibliography of the publications of philosophical nature. It does not include publications of the following categories: (a) philosophical works translated from European languages; (b) philosophical classics translated from non-Turkish languages; (c) works of Muslim philosophers of the past; (d) philosophical dictionaries; and (e) text-books on philosophical disciplines. The great majority of the philosophical publications in modern Turkey fall under the above categories. The following contains writings concerning the philosophical trends and problems...
relating to the role of philosophy in the social and cultural transformation of modern Turkey.

I. Pre-Nineteenth Century—Some of the madrassas of the capital of the Ottoman Empire were institutions of higher learning. In the early stage of the history of this Empire teaching in them was more legal and scientific than philosophical in tenor. In course of time, these institutions lost their interest in science and confined themselves to the study of law, with the so-called "religious sciences" as subsidiary disciplines. What we might call "philosophy" was connected with hadith which was cultivated outside the madrassas. Ibn al-'Arabi and Rumi were the thinkers having the greatest influence on the educated classes. See Kabir Chelebi (Hayji Kâbi), Mu'ad al-Hajj & Idrîsî al-Abrî, translated by G. L. Lewis as The Balance of Truth, London, 1871, A. Adnan Adnî, Istanbûl Türkçesi Han, Istanbul, 1943, particularly pp. 102-93. Throughout the nineteenth century a strong fundamentalist opposition to philosophy and mysticism both of which were branded as shirk. This was accompanied by the second wave of anti-madrasa century by the trends of scepticism, deism, and even atheism, perhaps as a reaction. No study of this is available.

II. The Earliest Phase of the Modern Era.—The earliest manifestations of a modern philosophical tendency arose in the middle of the nineteenth century and were a reflection of the new movements in teaching and thought, with the modern European thinking, notably with Voltaire, go back to the late twelfth/eighteenth century in which the introduction of the European natural sciences and medicine played an important role. See Cevdet Paşa, Taraf, Vol. VIII, Istanbul, 1903 A. H., pp. 212-14, and Vol. XII, Istanbul, 1903 A. H., p. 212. The first translation from European philosophy appeared in 1766/1859 in a collection of selections entitled Muvakke-i Hikayeler (Philosophical Dialogues) by Tahir Münir (later Eşref). This contained selections from the writings of Voltaire, Fénelon, and Fontenelle. During the Tanzimat period (1828-1914), the Turkish thinkers were interested mostly in the ideas of John Locke, Montesquieu, Rousseau, Diderot, d'Holbach, Helvétius, and Calvinism. The influence of materialism, especially that of Ludwig Büchner, was represented by Tahtaz who was the first director of the Der al-Funun and a friend of Jamsal al-Din Afgânî. The philosophy of natural rights and the social contract was reflected in it. Namık Kemal. See Serif Hulusi, "Namık Kemal in Kuestur," in Namık Kemal Hakkinda, Istanbul, 1945, pp. 395-401; M. Kaplan, Namık Kemal, Istanbul, 1948, p. 31; C. O. Tünterig, Montesquieu'un "Nasip ve İhsani Iskitileri, Istanbul, 1906, Chap. IV, pp. 53-73; Kemal Birinci, "16 inci Asr Françe Teskiri ve Namık Kemal," in Felaket, Ankara, 1945, Vol. I, No. 1, pp. 90-149; and Aşafzahana Dervi Deolet Falenâsinin Tâmisvatı Tourler, Ankara, 1905.


IV. The Constitutional Period.—After 1908, various philosophical tendencies came into play. Two philosophico-sociological reviews were published: Yeni Felâret
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RENAISSANCE IN IRAN

In early thirteenth/nineteenth century, Iran presented a glorious picture of political and social decline. After the collapse of the Safavid power (907/1501–1126/1722) it was never able to regain its old glory. The military achievements and political consolidation under Nādir Shāh (1149/1736–1160/1747) were short-lived, and the admirable efforts of Karim Khan Zand (1164/1756–1193/1779), to restore the country's old prestige did not produce lasting results. A new dynasty was founded in 1211/1796 by Āqa Muḥammad Qājār, a great deepot and a sadist of the worst type. It was under this new dynasty that Iran was reduced to a mere shadow of its past. The disaster came through internal disorder and foreign interference. During this period the Anglo-French rivalry in Europe and Napoléon's grandiose plan to conquer India in early thirteenth/nineteenth century dragged Iran into the orbit of international diplomacy. Again, the new Western influences awakened the people to their miserable plight and led them to the assertion of their basic rights.

An offensive and defensive alliance was concluded between Iran and France in 1222/1807, mainly by the efforts of General Gardanne, which put Great Britain on the alert. By this time her stakes in the Indo-Pakistan subcontinent had become so vital that any threat to her interests there was bound to have repercussions in Europe. Consequently, Iran was wood with equal vigour by both France and England and was, thus, dragged into international politics in sinister circumstances. The story of Iran had touched the history of Europe at many points right from Darius and Xerxes in the sixth century B.C. to brick diplomatic contacts between European Powers and the Šāfawīs in the tenth/sixteenth century, but never before had Iran played the minor role. In the new set up it had primarily to play the part of a victim. A political era was now initiated in which Iran had much to suffer and learn.

After the downfall of Napoléon, the Anglo-French rivalry in Iran was substituted by the expansionist policy of the Czarist Russia. This led to disastrous and prolonged military campaigns which ended in the treaties of Gulistán and Turkmenchay in 1228/1813 and 1244/1829 respectively. These compelled Iran to part with some of the richest territories in the north. Then started the sordid story of the Anglo-Russian intrigues and encroachments and a race by these powers for extorting economic and political concessions which at times deprived the country of nearly all its resources. The tale of internal administration is no less sombre. The Šah of Iran was absolute and his decisions were unquestionable. "The taxes were collected,

1 L. P. Elwell-Sutton, Modern Iran, p. 60.

4 Ibid.
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of upper classes and provided the Government with diplomats, administrators, and military officers. To begin with, it had one hundred students on its rolls and its curriculum included courses on infantry, cavalry, and artillery tactics, medicine, geometry, engineering, chemistry, pharmacy, geology, French, English, and Russian. Music and painting were added later. The year 1272/1855 witnessed the formation of the Ministry of Education. Forty-two students were sent to Europe in 1275/1858 in spite of the opposition of the Shah, who had once remarked that an ideal Persian was one who did not know whether Brussels was a city or a cabbag. In 1280/1862, a school of languages known as Malek-i Malek was opened under the supervision of Muhammad Hasan Khan Pirmak al-Sultanah. In addition to languages, it provided facilities for the teaching of different subjects in arts and sciences. A college was inaugurated in Tabriz in 1283/1866 with both Iranian and European teachers on its staff. This was followed by military colleges in Tehran and Isfahan in 1301/1883 and 1304/1886 respectively. The first school for girls was opened in Chitzak near Kirmen in 1313/1935. The focus was on the express purpose of co-ordinating the working of various schools as well as for the unification of educational standards. A school of political science was founded by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 1217/1899. This was followed by a school of agriculture in 1318/1900. That is how Iran was slowly struggling ahead in the field of education.

Along with the educational efforts of the State the Western Chastian missions too had been active in opening schools in Iran. The French Lazarite mission was the first to start a school at Tabriz in 1256/1839. In cooperation with les Filles de la Charite, the Lazarites established, during the next three quarters of a century, a chain of seventy-six schools for boys and girls in various towns. These schools played a substantial part in making the Government decide in 1219/ 1901 to recognize schools in the country run after the French model. The American Presbyterian Mission also established in Tehran two schools, one in 1289/1872 for boys, and another in 1314/1896 for girls. The British Church Missionary Society founded the Stewar Memorial College at Isfahan in 1322/ 1904. Amongst the non-missionary foreign schools may be included those founded by the Alliance Française and the Alliance Israélite Universelle. The Germans established a technical college in Tehran, and the Russians opened a commercial school in 1320/1911. This was followed by more Russian schools at Tabriz and other towns in northern Iran.

Amongst the educative influences the role of the Press cannot be overestimated. It admirably discharged the vital function of formulating public opinion in the country and finally bringing about a revolutionary change in people's attitude towards national problems. It accentuated and revitalized the patriotic feeling which had never died down in the country, thanks to the immense influence and unique popularity of the national epic, namely,

7 V. Soorani, op. cit., p. 10.
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Firdows's Shahnameh, as well as the lively sense of nearness which the nation has always had with its mighty past. The first ever newspaper was published in Tehran in 1253/1837 by Mirza Selahedin Khan who was, incidentally, a member of the first batch of students sent to England in 1226/1840. The next newspaper, Venandal-mehi Wagji's Hizb-i Lajat, appeared in 1267/1880. The second half of the nineteenth century witnessed remarkable activity in the field of journalism. The newspapers gradually became more outspoken in their comments. The despotic and corrupt government in the country could hardly tolerate independent criticism of its short-sighted policies, with the result that some patriots started independent Persian newspapers outside the country. Important amongst those which helped bring about a new political and social conscious-ness in Iran were the Karin, published in Istanbul in 1295/1875, the Qomn, founded in London in 1307/1880, the Hizmat, printed in Cairo in 1310/ 1892, and the Sada al-Latif, started in Carcass in 1311/1893. Their entry into Iran was prohibited from time to time and yet they were smuggled into the country enclosed in envelopes or books7 and commanded an ardent readership. By the turn of the century the tone of the Iranian newspapers had grown more bitter, even fierce. Some of these were suppressed. One of the editors of the Sada al-Latif, Mirza Jahanbak Khan Shirazi, was put to death. The Press played a vital role in conducting the campaign for constitutional government. So much so that the jolly-gram publications known as Qad-e Nispak used to circulate from hand to hand in those days of official terrorism. Undoubtedly, the Iranian Press brought the dream of renaissance nearer realization. Amongst the modernizing influences in Iran one cannot ignore the part played by the telegraph line. The Iranian Government, conscious of the role of telegraphy in modern communications, built the first line in 1275/1858 between Tehran and Sultaniyeh. This was later extended to Tabriz and Julfa. The British Government was interested in the extension of telegraph lines in Iran because it lay on the direct route between Europe and India and formed a vital link in the new international telegraphic network. Three conventions were, therefore, signed between Iran and Great Britain between 1290/1873 and 1290/1873 for the extension and improvement of telegraph lines between Europe and India. According to one of these signed, in 1297/ 1870, the Indo-European Telegraph Company completed a line between Tehran and London via Tabriz, Tiflis, Warsaw, and Berlin. By the end of

9 This paper was started by Mirza Malick Khan who had been dismissed from the office of the Iranian Ambassador in London on account of his pronouncedly patriotic stand on the issue of tobacco concessions. His newspaper turned out to be the best contemporary Persian journal for its splendid expression. See E. G. Browne, The Press and Poetry of Modern Persia, p. 19.
the last century Iran had built up a system of telegraphic communications which connected most of her important towns.\textsuperscript{13}

In the latter half of the thirteenth/nineteenth century, Násir al-Dín Sháh thrice voyaged extravagantly to Europe. When his reckless handling of the exchequer precipitated a financial crisis, he launched upon a policy of granting concessions to foreign countries as a convenient source of revenue. In return the European imperialist Powers began to involve Iran in huge financial commitments which had far-reaching political and economic consequences. In the words of William Hass, "Teheran became a meeting place for concession hunters of European nations. Many were adventurers and crooks..."\textsuperscript{14}

This created a sense of frustration not only in the people out also in the Sháh himself who is said to have remarked once: "I wish that no European had ever set his foot on my country's soil, for then we would have been spared all these tribulations. But since the foreigners have unfortunately penetrated into our country, we shall, at least, make the best possible use of them." Unfortunately, he did not. While concessions were being abused, public opinion began to ferment. In 1289/1872 he had to withdraw the concessions granted to Baron Julius de Reuter. But in 1308/1890 he granted a concession to one Major Talbot bargaining away the tobacco industry for fifty years throughout the country. This caused violent riots and country-wide agitation and led to a national movement against the despotic regime. The political unrest increased till it culminated in a revolution in 1324/1906.

Amongst those who now stepped in with a determination to fight against foreign influences was Sayyid Jamál al-Dín, popularly known as Afgháni.\textsuperscript{15} A born revolutionary, he flashed about the Muslim world exhorting its people to rise against the despotic rule of their kings, and put their house in order against the inroads of Western imperialism. He had a dynamic personality. A peerless orator, he swept the masses off their feet with his impassioned speech. He cut across the frontiers of nations, and revolutions followed in his footsteps. Iran, Egypt, and Turkey felt the full impact of his personality. The Young Turk Movement of 1326/1908 owed most of its dynamism to the overwhelming influence of his teachings during his stay at Istanbul. The Egyptian national movement and to no less a degree the intellectual awakening represented by Sháhí Muhammad 'Abdulw was the direct outcome of his

\textsuperscript{13} According to G. N. Curzon, the influence of the telegraph on Iran has been enormous. "I am disposed to attribute to it," he says, "more than to any other cause or agency, the change that has passed over Persia during the last thirty years..." It is an exaggerated statement, yet it cannot be gainsaid that the telegraph played a substantial part in indirectly enlightening the Iranian mind.

\textsuperscript{14} W. S. Hass, Iran, p. 33.

\textsuperscript{15} The Iranian writers like Mirza Leilj Allah, the author of Aghri-i Agh'ího Aghri-i Sayyid Jamal al-Din, and Mirza 'Abd Allah, the author of Mogáli-i Jami'átíyayíyí, claim Sayyid Jamal al-Din, who was born at Asemkhází in 1254/1838, to be of Iranian origin. Mirza Leilj Allah describes himself as the son of the Sayyid's sister.
the divines and merchants who were in the vanguard of the movement, the Governor of Teheran found a pretext to bastinado a well-known merchant. This provided the people with an excuse to intensify the political movement. The market was closed down and a stormy meeting was held in the Masjidi Shah. The same night the ‘ulama’ decided to lodge the customary form of protest, that is, to take “bust” in the sanctuary of Shah 'Abd al-‘Azn in the outskirts of Teheran. The scheme to launch a revolutionary movement was almost complete. This incident hastened its implementation by three months. It was Syyid Muhammad Talatabā’i who had prevailed on the ‘ulama’ to start immediately the movement which, according to an earlier decision, was to be launched three months hence.17

About two thousand persons now took refuge in the above-mentioned sanctuary to condemn the high-handedness of the Governor. This move had the desired effect. The Shāh agreed to dismiss the Governor of Teheran as well as the Belgian head of the Customs Department and to institute the ‘A’lā al-Khān Minh as restricting the power of the government officials in such matters as the nobility. The promise was not kept and the purposes were not fulfilled and as a consequence the agitation gained momentum. Meanwhile reports had been pouring into Teheran about the repressive measures adopted by the Governors of Fārs and Khurasān and the consequent riot at Mushaf and the closing down of the bazaar at Khirāz for one full month. One can have an idea of the financial crisis in the country and of the blatant disregard of human rights by the government officials from an incident revealed by Aqa Talatabā’i in one of his public speeches. When, due to abject poverty, the people of a certain locality failed to pay wheat-tax the local officer forcibly rounded up three hundred girls and sold them off to Turkomans for thirty-six kilograms of wheat per head.18 Such inhuman conditions drove the people to desperation. It was the arrest of one of the divines, viz., Shāhī Muhammad Wirjā, and the consequent mass agitation and shooting by the army which led some ‘ulama’ and merchants to take refuge in the Jāmī Masjid and to demand the dismissal of the Governor of Teheran. Not content with this form of protest, the ‘ulama’ led a mass migration movement known as Khamūn-āt kābra to the holy city of Qum, about a hundred miles south of the capital. This further gave rise to a movement amongst the divines, merchants, and representatives of other classes in the town to seek refuge in the British embassy, a move helped by the political tussle between England and Russia. The Russian influence had become paramount through the granting of tea loans, the foundation of a Russian bank, and the winning over of the Prime Minister.

17 ‘Abd Allah Rizā, op. cit., p. 509.
18 During the nineteenth century, when the capitalist financial ideas of the British and Russian imperialists dominated the history of Iran, certain small European nations also came forward to share the grab-scrum, so that Belgium succeeded in taking over the management of the Customs in 1826/1828.

their husbands and sons if they yielded to pressure and compromised with the national honour, showed that Iran was now pulsating with a new spirit and a new urge for freedom. The First World War which came soon after, however, stifled the new aspirations. Iran was overwhelmed by the sweep of international events. It was occupied by the Russians in the north and the British in the south. Aghbakhsh had to suffer the havoc of war on a large scale.

After the October Revolution of 1917/1918, however, the Russian policy completely changed. The Russian forces withdrew from Iran and the new government gave up all territorial claims and all economic concessions except fishery rights in the Caspian Sea. The vacuum created by the departure of the Russian troops was immediately filled up by the British army. In 1938/1919 the British concluded an agreement with the Iranian Government headed by Wajih al-Din Danesh, which virtually meant the complete political and economic domination of Iran by Great Britain. The Parliament, however, refused to ratify the agreement and was a party to surrendering the sovereign rights of the nation. This showed that the Iranian survival had triumphed even in the worst hour of political crisis. The proposed agreement aroused strong feeling in foreign countries and even amongst the British people, especially in view of the scandalous circumstances in which it had been negotiated.

The world opinion stirred up against the British led, the withdrawal of the Russian forces, the offer to Iran of a pact of friendship by the Soviet Government, and the lack of enthusiasm amongst the war-wary British people to undertake new imperialistic ventures—all contributed to the cause of Iranian freedom. The most determining factor in the situation was the people themselves who jealously safeguarded the spirit of freedom even in their darkest hour of trial—another evidence of the historical truth that Iran has always survived the greatest political crises, owing to the virile national spirit of the people which never completely died down and which had by now found a symbol, however weak, in the resistance put up by the Iranian Parliament.

It was at this stage that Reza Khan, a colonel in the Cossack Brigade, appeared on the scene. In collaboration with Sayyid Dastur al-Din Tahmasbi, editor of the Teheran newspaper Rad, Reza Khan, staged a coup d'état on April 21, 1921. He arrested members of the Cabinet and formed a new Government of which Sayyid Dastur al-Din was selected the Prime Minister. Reza Khan himself took over as the Minister of War and Commander-in-Chief of the army. Five days later, the Parliament rejected the Anglo-Persian Agreement which it had so long resisted. To provide an element of dramatic surprise the new Iranian Government signed on the same day a pact of friendship with Soviet Russia, by which the Soviet Government revoked all the concessions which had been granted earlier to the Qajarist Government. "All debts were cancelled and the Russian bank, railways, roads, and posts were handed back to Iran; Russian rights under the capitulations were also abolished. After this pact with the Russians the Iranian Government became weak. Now that it had rejected the agreement it ordered the British officers and advisers out of the country.

In the new set-up the British troops which had occupied parts of the country so long had to withdraw. This withdrawal was effected in stages so that the last outpost in the south-eastern desert was evacuated in 1923/1924. Soon after, the last of the Soviet troops, still stationed in Gilan, also left the country. For the first time in about twenty years the Iranian soil was now free from the presence of foreign troops.

A new wave of national resurgence now swept the whole country, which, although still lacking the wounds of the many inglorious years of misery and humiliation, yet aspired to conquer hunger, disease, governmental inefficiency, and the large-scale devastation wrought by World War I. It must be repeated that even in their darkest hour of frustration the people of Iran never abandoned the democratic ideals of the revolution of 1905/1906, and even in the face of the heaviest odds, and perhaps because of these, the national spirit continued to gather force and momentum.

Reza Khan was the first Asian dictator of the post-war world. As the Commander-in-Chief of the army and the Minister of War, he became the virtual ruler of the country. He was born in 1290/1878 at Alishat in Sawai Ksh in the Caspian province of Mazanderan. He inherited the military profession from his father, Major `Abbâs `Ali Khan, and joined in 1318/1900 the Cossack Brigade in which he served with distinction and attracted the attention of some of the British officers who had replaced the Russians after the October Revolution. To be able to exercise greater independence in his new position, he got certain sources of revenue transferred from the Ministry of Finance to the Ministry of War. Sayyid Dastur al-Din, who was a known Angliophile, soon came to realize who the real power in the Cabinet was and had to go within a hundred days of his installation as the first Prime Minister after the coup. He was followed by a number of premiers, all overshadowed by the dominant and force personality of Reza Khan, who eventually stepped into the office of the Prime Minister in 1342/1923. Shortly afterwards Ahmad Shaok, who
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was destined to be the last Qajär ruler, left for France never to come back to his country.

Immediately after the coup, Reza Khan set out to re-establish law and order with an iron hand and to unify the country under a strong central government. He first proceeded against Mirza Kuchik Khan, who had established an independent republic in Gilan, and defeated him in 1340/1921. In 1342/1923 he liquidated the power of the Kurd leader Isma'iîl Âşî Simitâ, who was planning to establish himself in Aḩharâbâd and had become dangerously strong for the central government. Next, he turned his attention to Shâh Khânâ's Mohammerah, who posed the greatest threat in the oil-rich region of the south-west. Very soon he was able to bring the Shâikh into complete submission. Different turbulent tribes including the Bakhtiyârs and the Lurs were also pacified by 1344/1925.

These successful military campaigns and the consequent establishment of law and order in the strife-torn country won the Sardâr-i Shâh, as Reza Khân was known in those days, immense popularity, which he enhanced by the ability he showed in unifying and reorganizing the army. He absorbed the South Persia Rifles, a force raised by the British during World War I, and the professional corps created by Morgan Shuster into the Cossak Brigade and formed a compact national army. Adequate resources were diverted to re-equip and modernize it.

Reza Khân, the dictator, was now faced with the question of the future constitution. In spite of 2,500 years of its monarchical traditions, the Iranian nation, or at least a section of it, was now seriously advocating the establishment of a republic. After World War I the ideas of political democracy swept the whole world and the Iranians who had won constitutional government much earlier were now thrilled at the prospect of a republican form of government. Ahmad Shâh had made an exit. The example of Turkey, where the Caliphate had been abolished in 1343/1924, gave great impetus to this idea. But at this moment opposition came from the most unexpected quarters. The Iranian divines who had played a highly important role in constitutional struggle were alarmed at the extinction of the religious authority of the 'aślān' in Turkey. The apprehension that a republic would fare no better led them to oppose the new demand. In April 1924, Reza Khân forbade any discussion on the republican form of government. In February 1925, he was officially given dictatorial powers; on October 31, Ahmad Shâh was deposed and on December 12 Reza Shâh was chosen the Shâh of Iran by a majority vote in the Parliament. On April 25, 1926, the coronation of the new Shâh took place amidst scenes of pomp and festivity. He now became the founder of the new royal dynasty of the Pahlawis.  

Renaissance in Iran: General

The word "Pahlavi" has great historical associations. It is not only the name of the language which was spoken in western Iran during the Sassanid period, as has been pointed out by so many writers, but it is also the name of the brave tribe known as the Partisans, long misunderstood by the Iranians as a foreign element but actually being of the purest Iranian stock. The Partisans had driven out Greeks from Iran in 250 B.C. and during their long rule of nearly five hundred years (250 B.C.-227 A.D.) they had vanquished many a foe on the field of battle. The word "Pahlavi" was, thus, bound to conjure up in Reza Shâh's mind the visions of a glorious past from which he could derive boundless inspiration like his countrymen. The past became a symbol of power and glory which stirred up the national spirit, as it had never done before. This spirit now touched new heights. Indeed, the national spirit was exhibited in many countries after World War I with exaggerated enthusiasm. Iran was no exception. A process of revivalism was set in motion which enveloped the entire national life.  

Love of the old found expression in the minute study of ancient Iranian languages and literature in a desperate and even futile attempt to purify the Persian language of foreign influences and in an effort to harmonize in the stately buildings in Tehran the old Achaemenian architectural designs found in the buildings of Persopolis and Susa with the latest motifs in German architecture. The Government took keen interest in archaeological excavations and built a huge museum in the capital to project the glory that was Iran. Even the word "Persis" long in vogue in the whole world was officially changed for "Iran", the old name of the country. This exuberant love of the past was also exhibited in the commemoration of anniversaries of great literary figures and thinkers. Thus the thousandth anniversary of Ferdâu’s birth was celebrated officially on a lavish scale in 1333/1914 to which Orientalists were invited from all over the world. This tradition has been carried into the regime of the present Shâh and the memory of the philosophers Ibn Sina and Naṣir al-Dîn Tûsî and the poet Râdâ has been similarly honoured in recent years. A society known as the "Anjuman-i Aḩbari Mi‘îr" was formed in 1345/1926 to look after the mausoleums of eminent writers, poets, and philosophers. It has so far repaired or reconstructed the mausoleums of Ferdâu, ibn Sina, Khâyâyâm, and a few others. A tribute has also been paid to poets and scholars by associating the broad modern avenues of Tehran with some of the immortal names in Persian literature. Thus, we come across Hâfiz Avenue, Sa’dî Avenue, Firdâu, Avenue, etc., which happen to be amongst the finest in the city.  

While the anxiety of the new regime to attain material progress was reflected in the improvement of communications by building a network of roads to

18 E. Grombouz, op. cit., p. 124. In the words of William S. Hayes, "It is at least doubtful whether Reza Khan was ever attracted to republicanism, despite the example of Moustafa Kemal. Reza’s ambition and idea of power fitted better with a monarchy." (Ira, p. 142.)
link all important towns with Tehran and by constructing a spectacular railway line which connected the Caspian Sea with the Persian Gulf in 1356/1937 at a cost of £20,000,000, and while it implemented many industrial and financial projects, it was never forgetful of the all-important question of education. Extensive reforms were carried out in this field. The number of elementary and secondary schools was still very limited. After the revolution in 1324/1946, an effort was made to reorganize the educational system of the country. For the first time interest was taken by the Government in women's education. To foster an independent national outlook in children, the employment of foreign teachers was forbidden in elementary schools. The progress, however, was still very slow. It was left to Reza Shah's Government to make a fundamental departure from the old system both in its organization and scope. In 1346/1927 there were only two colleges in Tehran, both run by foreign missions. Reza Shah set out to make amends for the deficiencies of the past, first by unifying the sporadic activities into a national system of education and then by gradually expanding its scope. Modern educational methods were adopted. Elementary education was made free and compulsory. Separate secondary schools for boys and girls were established. The buildings of these schools in Tehran are very impressive and symbolic of the new spirit of progress and development. Rightly enough, some of these schools have been named after great Persian poets. Secondary education is not compulsory in the country but tuition fees are low. The secondary school certificate is treated as equal to matriculation by the German, French, and some British and American universities. These schools generally branch off into liberal arts and sciences after three years. There is a number of technical, vocational, industrial, agricultural, medical, and other schools which prepare students for higher university education as well as for specific occupations. To give an idea of progress in the spread of education it would suffice to say that the number of elementary and secondary schools, which at the end of World War I was nearly three hundred, was raised to five thousand in the next decade and a half. Ever since it has made rapid strides forward. In 1376/1957, there were 7,301 elementary and 3,424 secondary schools in the country with 910,000 and 163,000 students respectively. The stress now is on village schools and on manual and technical training. A Special Act was passed by the Parliament in 1347/1928 according to which one hundred students were sent to Europe annually for further studies by the Ministry of Education at State expense. This was particularly welcome as no university existed in the country. Besides, the Ministries of War, Posts and Telegraphs, and the Departments of Agriculture, Justice, Finance, and Industries also sent abroad a number of students to ensure the supply of trained personnel. To have an idea of expansion in higher education, it may be noted that the number of students studying abroad in 1376/1957 was about four thousand.

During the new regime education was practically brought under State control. After 1351/1932 no foreign school was permitted to admit students of Iranian nationality. In 1360/1941 the Government took over all foreign schools.

The Tehran University Act was passed on May 3, 1934. The foundation stone of the University campus was laid by the Shah on February 5, 1936. Soon elegant and spacious buildings began to rise with Mount Alborz in the background. The University had five faculties to begin with, namely, Arts, Science, Law, Medicine, and Engineering. The faculties of Fine Arts and Divinity were added afterwards. The campus of Tehran University enjoys a site of great natural beauty. Although new universities have been founded at Tabriz, Isfahan, Shiraz, and Mashhad during recent years, they are as yet in their infancy. Tehran University has come to enjoy a unique position in the intellectual life of the country. It can now accommodate hundreds of students who would otherwise go to Western universities for higher studies. It runs post-graduate classes in Persian literature and affords facilities for the doctor's degree. The names of most of the eminent Iranian scholars are associated with the University academic staff. The literary output of the academic staff is by no means inconsiderable. Persian being the medium of instruction, the task of rendering important works of arts and sciences from Western languages into Persian engaged immediate attention. Several hundred books have been translated or originally written by the University professors. In order to popularize the Persian language and literature and to familiarize the foreign students of Persian with the latest trends in the language, the University runs a special class for scholars from foreign countries.

Technical education comes within the purview of the Ministry of Industries, which maintains a college for mining, metallurgy, chemistry, etc. Besides, there is a chain of art and craft schools where pure and utilitarian arts are taught including those traditionally associated with Iran like miniature painting, book illumination, enamel-work, and carpet-making. Above these there is the Tehran College of Arts. Other Ministries also run their own colleges. The Ministry of Agriculture has an agricultural college at Karaj and a college of animal husbandry in Tehran; the Ministry of Education administers the Academy of Music. Some other Ministries like those of Posts and Telegraphs, Transport, and the Interior also have colleges to meet their own requirements. Scientific education is encouraged. Library facilities have been extended throughout the country. The Parliament Library and the National Library enjoy a pride of place in this rather elaborate network.

There is co-education in elementary schools and at the university stage. The doors of all the colleges have been flung open to girls students and today
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19 Modern Iran, p. 136.
20 Dr. N. Willer, Iran, Past and Present, p. 204.
21 Ibid., p. 206.
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there is a large number of girls studying in various colleges, especially in the
departments of Medicine and Fine Arts.

As the curricula of educational institutions would suggest, the main object
of Iranian education is to produce good citizens imbued with a profound
sense of patriotism. All possible means are explored to strengthen the national
spirit and the national outlook.

Adult education is not ignored. In a country where the overwhelming
majority of people is illiterate, the importance of adult education cannot be
over-emphasized. In 1320/1941, steps were taken to establish adult education
centres in the country. The response was so spontaneous that within two
months seven hundred and fifty centres were opened with more than fifty-six
thousand adults on rolls.\footnote{Abd Allah Râzi, op. cit., p. 365.} The demand increased so rapidly that the Ministry of
Education had to allocate increasingly large sums for adult education every
year.

With all the admirable progress made in the field of education one would
say that in view of the population and vast area of the country much work
still remains to be done to justify the possibility of a scientific and technical
revolution which is the dream of every educated citizen.

In the thirteenth/nineteenth century few facilities existed for the main-
tenance and improvement of public health. The British General Mission Board
and the American Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions, were running
hospitals in a few cities by the middle of the century. The earliest to be built
by the Iranian Government, however, dates back to 1294/1877. Conscious of
the deplorable lack of medical facilities in the country, the new regime devoted
full attention to this vital problem so that now every big town has a well-
equipped hospital. There are several large hospitals each with the capacity of
five hundred beds. In addition to this, there is a large number of dispensaries
throughout the country. Apart from the spacious and magnificent medical
college in Teheran there is a number of medical institutions in the country.
There is no prejudice against nursing, and various colleges exist in Teheran
for the training of nurses. Teheran has all kinds of medical specialists, while
there are numerous clinics run by Iranian doctors who have qualified from
abroad or from the University of Teheran.

One of the fundamental changes in the Iranian society in recent history
has been the emancipation of women, who had for long been deprived of their
legitimate legal and social rights accorded to them by Islam. The late Shah,
inspired by the example set by Mustafa Kemal, whom he looked upon as his
model and whom he visited in 1923/1945, introduced far-reaching social
changes. The Shah had been gradually encouraging the fair sex to come out
and disarm the veil. By 1343/1925 a favourable atmosphere had been created
for a big change. On January 8, 1928, the Shah provided a dramatic touch
to his policy of emancipating women when, accompanied by the Queen and his

\footnote{A veil or mantle used by Iranian women to cover their body.}
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stability, reassertion of the national spirit, and revival of the ancient glory of the country. There was a passionate desire to purify the Iranian society of its weaknesses and vices and to usher in an era of social justice and economic prosperity. Literature which till then was looked upon as a privilege of the few became a vehicle for the dissemination of social and moral values amongst the people at large. It showed a marked trend towards simplicity of style and expression to attain the widest appeal. The writers conveyed new aims and ideas through fiction and drama, and though Persian literature had no traditions in novel and short story in the modern sense, yet the writers made great efforts to catch up with Western literature.

The new Iranian writers and scholars have made rapid progress in the production of original literary works. Yet the output of translation for exodus creative writing. As the Iranians, like many other peoples in the East, made a late start after a long time of intellectual sloth and social degeneracy, it was but natural for them to learn through translations the phenomenal advances which the West had made both in the field of arts and humanities and in natural sciences and technology. In order to understand Western thought the knowledge of one of the European languages was considered to be indispensable. Hence the Iranian schools made it compulsory for students to learn English, French, or German. Since the medium of instruction in Iranian schools and universities is Persian, it is imperative to write in and translate monumental works of arts and sciences into Persian. That is why translation of books has achieved singular importance in Iran.

The work of translation started in the later half of the thirteenth/nineteenth century, and it had proceeded apace till it gained further impetus after 1948-1921. To begin with, this venture started in a rather haphazard manner and translations were rendered indiscriminately. Now, the University of Tehran is mainly responsible for the translation of works of classical importance. On the individual level, however, this work continues to be purely a matter of personal taste. Fiction and books of popular interest command the first position. Another organization called the Institute for Translation and Publication established under the Crown patronage in 1375/1956 has been accelerating the process of translation with special attention to the quality and importance of the books to be translated. The Institute specializes in the translation of Western classics.

As a result of these attempts hundreds of European books have been rendered into Persian. These books have been translated mainly from French which was, till the end of the last war, the second language of the country. This deep interest in the work of translation is a sign of sincere efforts to render into Persian what is regarded as valuable and fascinating in Western thought. There is a genuine desire to learn and derive benefit, and a stage is bound to come when creative approach to problems will take the place of

10 Nadiry, A General Survey of the Existing Situation in Persian Literature, p. 2.
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translation. Besides those who are deeply interested in Western learning, some scholars have been trying to recapture the philosophical thought of their forefathers. The most important name in this second category is that of Mulla Hadi Salimi who is the account of whose philosophy is given in the next chapter.

During the last half century serious attention has been paid to problems of research in the literary field. The Iranians, till recently, were dependent on research carried out in the West to understand the currents and currennts of their own literary history. That stage of dependence is happily over. Numerous scholars have made distinct contributions in the field of research. Unpublished classical works have been and are being edited and published at a very fast rate. If for nothing else, the modern Iranian scholarship should command respect for the interest it has evinced in the republication of numerous unpublished works of literature, some of them after minute research. New trends in literature have synchronized with a new approach in other Fine Arts like painting and architecture. In the latter, as mentioned earlier, the modern architectural trends have been harmonized with the ancient designs found in the ruins of palaces at Persepolis and Susa. The classical traditions of miniature painting have been renewed with skill and imagination, while there is a visible attempt to understand or assimilate new movements in painting the world over.

There are three museums in Tehran which reflect the colourful of Iranian history and culture. These include the archaeological and ethnographical museums and the Golestán Palace Museum. The last contains a treasure of crown jewels and rare specimens of art.

Various arts and crafts like miniature painting, enamelled and inlay work, carpet-weaving and designing, tile-work, mosaic, and pottery are not only taught in the College of Arts, and industrial and arts schools but have also become widely popular in the country.

The new movement has not yet spent itself. There is much to be planned and done. The progress in modern Iranian society still lacks harmony and proportion. Modernization in the early twenties came abruptly and violently, and behind it was the force of dictatorship. The country was not fully prepared for the desired change. The edifice of the traditional Iranian society crumbled as a new way of life was grafted on it. Consequently, the progress made was rather uneven and lopsided. The policy of modernization maintained itself after World War II, but since the reform movement had come like a storm and tried to destroy all that was old without creating a harmony and balance between the traditional and the modern, it could not achieve its objective fully and set a chain of reactions instead. In fact, creative activity alone can generate and sustain an original cultural movement. The people of Iran have given repeated proofs of the remarkable assimilation of new and alien movements and of the institution of new sciences and philosophy. The present
conflict between the old and the new, the traditional and the modern, is bound to solve itself as the people of Iran recover from the first great impact of Western civilization. They have learnt through trial and error, and the time is not far when they will have resolved all their present conflicts, assimilated the best of Western thought, and upheld their own cultural and national individuality as a people of great gifts.
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that the Hājī left Meshed as well and journeyed to Isphahan, as Mulla Ṣadrā had done two hundred and fifty years before him, to meet the greatest authorities of the day in Ḥikmat. Isphahān in that period was still the major centre of learning, especially in Ḥikmat. Hājī spent eight years in this city studying under Mulla Ismā‘īl Isḥākī and Mulla ‘All Nīrī both of whom were the leading authorities in the school of Aḵūndī. Hājī Mulla Hādī, having completed his formal education, left Isphahān once again for Kirmān from where after five years of teaching he went on a pilgrimage to Mecca. Upon returning to Persia after three years of absence, he spent a year in Kirmān where he married and then settled down in Sabzivār where he established a school of his own. His fame had by then become so great that disciples from all over Persia as well as from India and the Arab countries came to the small city of Sabzivār to benefit from his personal contact and to attend his classes. Nāṣr al-Dīn Ṣadr in his visit to Meshed in 1274/1857–58 came specially to the city of Hājī in order to meet him in person. In Sabzivār, away from the turmoil of the capital, Hājī spent forty years in teaching, writing, and training disciples, of whom over a thousand completed the course on Ḥikmat under his direction. Hājī’s life was extremely simple and his spirituality resembled more that of a Sufi master than just of a learned ʿIlāmi. It is said that along with regular students whom he instructed in the saḥāsra he had also special disciples whom he taught the mysteries of Sufism and initiated into the Path. He was not only called the “Plato of his time” and the “soul of the Ḥikmat” (“Khotan al-Ḥikmat”), but was also considered by his contemporaries to possess the power of performing miracles of which many have been attributed to him in the various traditional sources. By the time he passed away in 1290/1873, Hājī had become the most famous and exalted spiritual and intellectual figure in Persia and has ever since been considered one of the dominant figures in the intellectual life of the ʿIlāmi world.

Unlike Mulla Ṣadrā all of whose writings with one exception were in Arabic, Hājī wrote in Persian as well as in Arabic. Moreover, he composed a great deal of poetry collected in his Dvdrān which consists of poems in Persian of gnostic inspiration and poems in Arabic on Ḥikmat and logic. The writings of Hājī, of which a complete list is available, are as follows: Al-Lā‘lī, Arabic poem on logic; Dhvdrān al-Farād’ or the Sharḥ-i Masāʾilmī, Arabic poem with commentary on Ḥikmat; Dvdrān in Persian written under the pen name Astār; commentary upon the prayer Da‘wā’-i Kuhir; commentary upon the prayer Da‘wā’-i Shah; Astār al-Ḥikmat, written at the request of Nāṣr al-Dīn Ṣadr, on Ḥikmat; commentaries upon the Astār, the Maṭfūṭ al-Ṣadr, al-Mābūd‘a al-Maṭfū‘a, and the Astār al-Ḥikmat al-Rūḥānīyyāt of Mulla Ṣadrā; glosses upon the commentary of Sayyid upon the Alfiyyah of ibn ʿArabī, on grammar; commentary upon the Maḥfūzān of Jaḥān al-Dīn Kirmānī; commentary upon the Nibrūs, on the mysteries of worship; commentary upon the divine names; glosses upon the Sharḥ-i Tajvid of Ḵāṭībī, Ḏārī ʿArabī and Rāḵī in rhetoric; Ḫāṭībī al-Tāfσīm, as yet an unpublished treatise in Persian on prophethood and the imāmate; questions and answers regarding gnostic; and a treatise on the debate between Mulla Muḥsin Fard and Shīkāb Ahmad Abā’i. Of those writings the most famous is the Sharḥ-i ʿArāfīmān, which, along with the Astār of Mulla Ṣadrā, the ḑiṣḥī of Ibn Sīnā, and the Sharḥ-i ʿArāfīmān of Nāṣr al-Dīn Tūsī, is the basic text on Ḥikmat. This work consists of a series of poems on the essential questions of Ḥikmat composed in 1239/1823 on which Hājī himself wrote a commentary along with glosses in 1260/1844. The book contains a complete summary of Ḥikmat in precise and orderly form. This work has been so popular that during the hundred years that have passed since its composition many commentaries have been written upon it including those of Muhammad Ḥādījī and the late Mirnā Mehdī Aḵūndī as well as that of Muhammad Taqī Amuli whose commentary called the Durar al-Farād’ is perhaps the most comprehensive of all. The other writings of Hājī, especially the Astār al-Ḥikmat which is of special interest because, as Hājī himself writes in the introduction, it is a book concerned with the Ḥikmat derived from the Islamic revelation (ḥikmat-i Ḩusaini) and not just with Greek philosophy (ḥikmat-i gūndīni) and the commentary upon the Maḥfūzān are of much importance, but the fame of Hājī is due primarily to his Sharḥ-i ʿArāfīmān.

B SOURCES OF HĀJĪ’S DOCTRINES AND THE CHARACTERISTICS OF HIS APPROACH

Hājī cannot be considered to be the founder of a new school; rather, he expanded and clarified the teachings of Mulla Ṣadrā without departing from the basic features of Aḵūndī’s doctrines. The sources of Hājī’s writings are, therefore, the same as those enumerated in our study of Mulla Ṣadrā, viz., gnostic doctrine drawn mostly from the teachings of ibn ‘Arabī, the teachings of the ʿIlāmi tradition, and ḥikmat theology, and Peripatetic philosophy. Sajjābīgān (Ṣajjāb being the title of the fourth Imām) which are read and chanted throughout the year, especially during Ramadān, as devotional prayers. Many of them, however, are not simply prayers of devotion but are replete with gnostic and metaphysical doctrines of highest inspiration and have been, therefore, commented upon by many of the Ḥakimān and gnostics, who, like Hājī, have drawn out their inner meaning by the light of their own inspiration.

1 See M. Mo‘īnuddīn Chahrāshānī, op. cit., pp. 63 ff.
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In his writings the sage from Sabrūḏūr drew mostly on the Ḡūṣūd of Mullā ʿĪṣā Rashīd, the commentary upon the Ḩikmat al-ʿUṣūlī of Sharḥ al-ʿUṣūlī of Naṣr al-Ṭūsī, and the Sharḥ of Naṣr al-Ṭūsī. In general, Ḥāǧī did not rely so much upon reading various texts as he did upon meditating and contemplating on the essential aspects of metaphysics. The major source of his knowledge, as with Mullā ʿĪṣā Rashīd, was his inner īmān or the guardian angel through whom he was illuminated with the knowledge of the intelligible world. As to the formal sources of his doctrines, one must first of all mention Ḥāǧī’s teachers and students some of whom have already been mentioned. Ḥāǧī, following the path trod by Mullā ʿĪṣā Rashīd, sought to combine gnosis, philosophy, and formal revelation; throughout his writings these three are present in a harmonious blend. He differed from ʿĪṣā Rashīd in that he was able to exploit the gnostic elements of his doctrines much more explicitly than ʿĪṣā Rashīd and that he was not as much molested by the critics as the latter was. It was due to this fact that he was highly respected by the Čālarī and the Šīʿah; the Čālarī were indeed not so opposed to Sufism and Ḩikmat as the Šīʿahs were. Possessed with the gift for poetry and eloquence and great intellectual intuition which sometimes even in the middle of a treatise on logic would draw him towards metaphysical expositions, Ḥāǧī wrote openly on Sufism and appeared more as a Sufi well versed in philosophy and theology than a Ḥākim interested in gnostic doctrines. He was, like Mullā ʿĪṣā Rashīd, among the few sages who were masters of both esoteric and exoteric doctrines, and of philosophy and gnosis.⁴

C  
TEACHINGS

As already mentioned, Ḥāǧī’s doctrines are in reality those of Mullā ʿĪṣā Rashīd’s condemned and systematized into a more orderly form. Ḥāǰī follows his master in all the essential elements of his teaching such as the unity and gradation of Being, substantial motion, the union of the knower and the known. There are only two points on which Ḥāǰī criticizes his master: first, on the nature of knowledge which in some of his writings ʿĪṣā Rashīd considers a quality of the human soul while Ḥāǰī considers it to belong to its essence, like Being itself, above all the Aristotelian categories such as quality, quantity, etc.; and secondly, on Mullā ʿĪṣā Rashīd’s doctrine of the union of the intellect and the intelligible which Ḥāǰī accepts, criticizing, however, his method of demonstrating its validity. Otherwise, the principles of the teachings of Ḥāǰī in Ḩikmat are already to be found in the writings of ʿĪṣā Rashīd. It must not be thought, however, that Ḥāǰī Mullā ʿĪṣā simply repeated the teachings of his predecessor verbatim. It is enough to glance at the voluminous writings of Mullā Rashīd, in which one would surely be lost without a capable guide, and compare them with the precise form of Sharḥ-i Manṣūḥah to see what service Ḥāǰī rendered to Ḩikmat in general and to Mullā Rashīd’s school in particular. Ḥāǰī prepared the way for the study of Mullā ʿĪṣā Rashīd, and his writings may be considered to be an excellent introduction to the doctrines of his master.

The Sharḥ-i Manṣūḥah depicts a complete cycle of Ḩikmat, containing in summary form all the basic elements of Mullā ʿĪṣā Rashīd’s teachings on the subject. In discussing its contents, therefore, one becomes better acquainted with Mullā ʿĪṣā Rashīd as well as with Ḥāǰī himself, and one gains a glimpse of traditional philosophy as it is taught in the Šīʿah mazāna today. The Sharḥ-i Manṣūḥah, excluding the part on logic, is divided into seven books each of which is divided into several chapters, and each chapter in turn into several sections. The seven books deal with Being and Non-Being, substance and accidents, theodicy, natural philosophy, prophecy and dreams, eschatology, and ethics respectively.

The first book which is in a sense the basis of the whole work and is on general principles (al-ʿamār al-ʿilmī) treats of the various aspects of Being, its positive and negative qualities, its unity and gradation, necessity and possibility, time and eternity, actuality and potentiality, quiddities, unity and multiplicity, and causality. The second book treats of the definition of substance and accidents, and the third, which is called al-ḍāḥīḥah bi al-maʿāli al-ḥāṣṣah, of the divine essence, the divine qualities and attributes, and the divine acts. The fourth book contains a summary discussion of natural philosophy (tābīʿīya)—including the meaning of body (jiʿam), motion, time and space—astronomy, physics (in the Aristotelian sense), psychology, and the science of heavenly souls. The fifth book treats of the cause of the truth and falsehood of dreams, the principles of miracles, the cause for strange happenings, and prophecy; and the sixth book of the resurrection of the soul and the body and questions pertaining to the Last Day. Finally, the last book treats of faith and infidelity and the various spiritual virtues such as repentance, truthfulness, surrender to the divine will, etc., which are usually discussed in the books on Sufi ethics such as the Kāḏī al-lnānī of al-ʿUmar Naṣr al-Sarrāj. Ḥāǰī divides reality into three categories: the divine essence which is at once above all determinations including Being and is also the principle of all manifestations of Being itself; extended being (ṣawḏāḏ al-maʿāhsūb) which is
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the first act or word or determination of the divine essence and is identified with light; and particular beings which are the degrees and grades of extended being and from which the quiddities are abstracted. All these stages of reality are unified so that one can say that reality is an absolute unity with gradations, of which the most intelligible symbol is light.

The first feature of Being which Ḥājī discusses is that it is self-evident and undefinable. There is no concept more evident than Being, because all things, by virtue of their existence, are drowned in the ocean of Being. Moreover, the definition of a species in logic involves its genus and specific difference, but there is no genus of which Being is the species. Therefore, from a logical point of view there is no definition of Being; Being is the most universal concept since the divine essence or Being is the first determination, strictly speaking, above all conception. Though the concept of Being is the most obvious of all concepts, yet the knowledge of the root or truth of Being, i.e., as it is in itself and not in its manifestation, is the most difficult to attain.

Existence, which is the extension of Being, is intelligible with respect to the quiddities. This view, which we have already mentioned in previous chapters, is one of the major points of contention among Muslim Ḥikmat. The Peripatetics gave priority to existence or Being over the quiddities, considering each being to be in essence different and distinct from other beings. Although Suhrawardi Muqābil never speaks of the principality of the quiddities as understood by the later Ḥikmat, he can be interpreted to consider existence to have no reality independent of the quiddities. It was Mir Dānākandi who re-examined this whole question and reached the conclusion that either the quiddities or existence would have to be principal, and divided the philosophers before him into the followers either of the principality of existence or Being (ṣūṭūl-i umūd); or of the principality of the quiddities (ṣūṭūl-i nakhkhūl) while he himself sided with the latter. Mulla Ṣadr in turn accepted his teacher’s classification but sided with the followers of the principality of existence. Ḥājī, likewise, follows Ḥikmat in accepting the principality of Being which he considers to be the source of all effects partaking of gradations.

Another question which arises concerning the concept of Being is whether it is a verbal expression shared by particular beings or a reality which particular beings have in common. It is known that the Ḥikmat considers

---
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to the term "Being" to be merely a verbal expression used for both the Creator and the creatures; otherwise, according to them, there would be an aspect common to both which is opposed to the idea of divine transcendence. Ḥājī, like the other Ḥikmat, rejects this reasoning and argues that in the statement "God is," by "is" we mean either non-being in which case we have denied God or something other than what we mean in the statement "man is" in which case we have denied our intelligence the ability to attain a knowledge of God. Since both of these conclusions are untenable, "is" in the case of God must share a meaning in common with "is" in the case of this or that creature. The truth is that Being is one reality with degrees of intensity and not many realities from which the mind abstracts the concept of Being. Another point on which Ḥājī criticizes the Ḥikmat is that of the existence of the images of things in the mind which is one of the important aspects of his doctrine. The Ḥikmat believe that in the mind the quiddity and existence of an object are one and the same; when we think of man, the quiddity of the concept of man in our mind is the same as its existence in our mind. Ḥājī opposes this view and distinguishes between quiddity and existence even in the mind. The world of the mind is the same as the external world with the same quiddity in each case. The difference between the two comes in their existence; each has an existence proper to itself. If external existence becomes mental existence, then the object as it exists externally becomes the image of that object in the mind. For example, when we think of fire, the concept of fire exists in our mind. It is the same quiddity as the objective fire that burns but its mode of existence differs. It has a mental existence which, although deprived of the power which makes fire burn and give off heat, is nevertheless a being. Reality, then, consists of stages or grades of intensity the

---

18 The whole discussion concerning Being occupies the first section of the Ḥikmat of Shāhī-i Manṣūrah, pp. 1-131.
19 The theologians (Muḥaddīn) believed that each creature in the objective world is a quiddity including the divine essence which is an unknowable quiddity. Although this view is diametrically opposed to the view of the Ḥikmat, in certain passages Ḥājī interprets the view of the theologians symbolically to mean the same as the view of the Illuminates and, therefore, defends them even though attacking them for their literalism.
20 For this view Ḥājī is indebted partly to Mulla Ṣadr and partly to Ḥājī al-Dīn Dawārīnī.
21 In his commentary upon the Muḥiṣsīn, Teheran, lithographed edition, 1286/1908, p. 8, Ḥājī names these stages as the divine essence or opacy; its first determination; the archetypes (al-'ayn al-adhābl); the world of the spirits (fātūn); the world of inverted forms or similarities (farrāf); the world of bodic (ṣūṭūl); and, finally, the stage which is the summation of all those before i.e., the stage of the perfect man (an-nabī-i adhābīl). In other places Ḥājī considers the seven stages of universal existence to be the divine essence which is the Principle, the world of divinity, of the intelligences, of the angels, of the archetypes, of forms, and of matter. This descending hierarchy is also mentioned in R. G. Browne, op. cit., p. 150; A. M. A. Schuylter, op. cit., p. 454.
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source of which is the divine essence that we may consider to be Pure Being without quiddity if by quiddity we mean the answer to the question quid est—‘what is it?’—or identical with its quiddity if by quiddity we understand that by which a thing is what it is. Being has certain negative and positive qualities, the first such as the qualities of being neither substance nor accident, having no opposite, having no like, not being a compound and having no genus, species, and specific difference, etc.; and the second, the attributes of power, will, knowledge, and the like.

The quiddities, which accompany all stages of universal existence below Pure Being Itself, are abstracted by the mind from particular beings and are in fact the limitations of Being in each state of manifestation in all the vertical (tilā) and horizontal (urfī) stages in which Being manifests Itself. It is, therefore, by the quiddities that we can distinguish between various beings and different levels of existence. Hāfi divides the quiddities according to their association with matter or potentiality. Quiddities are either free from matter in which case they are called of the world of spirits, or they are the souls (nasīʿa) and in the world of bodies, if the quiddities possess a subtle form of matter, they belong to the world of inverted forms (ʿilm al-miḥfīl), which is the same as that of cosmic imagination, and if they possess a gross form of matter, they belong to the world of nature. All of these works are distinguished in this manner by their quiddities, but all of them are in reality stages of the same Being which manifests Itself in different manners according to the conditions at each stage of manifestation.

After a discussion of the various aspects of being and its limitations, Hāfi turns to a study of substance and accidents. There are three substances, the intelligences, souls, and bodies, and the nine categories of accidents as outlined by Aristotel and Porphyry. Of special interest in this discussion is the category of quality (kaʿd) which is closely connected with that of knowledge. Dawrānī, the eighteenth-century philosopher and jurist, had considered knowledge (ʿilm) to be in essence of the category of the known (maʿṣūma) and in accident of the category of the quality of the soul. Mulla Ṣadrān, on the contrary, believed that knowledge belongs in essence to the category of quality and in accident to the that of the known. Hāfi adds and modifies these views, considering knowledge to be an accident of the category of the known as well as that of quality but in essence beyond all categories like Being Itself.

The third chapter of the Sharḥ-i Manṣūmah concerns theodicy, i.e., what

13 Sharḥ-i Manṣūmah, pp. 131-40.
14 Mulla Ala Ṣamnī, a contemporary of the sage of Sabziwār, in his Ḥudūd al-Ḥalām criticizes Hāfi’s view and defends Mulla Ṣadrā against his criticism. The view of Mulla Ṣadrā as mentioned above appears in some of his works, while in others he also considers knowledge to be, like Being, above the categories.  

Renaissance in Iran (Continued): Hāfi Mulla Ḥādī Sabzivārī pertains to the Divine Being, His names, attributes, and acts.17 Hāfi, after emphasizing the transcendence, unity, and simplicity of the divine essence, begins his discussion about the divine qualities and attributes, which are mentioned in the Qurʾān, and interprets each following the tradition of the Ḥakims and Sufis before him. Of special interest is his account of the epithet "Knower" (al-ʿAlīm) in which Hāfi discusses divine knowledge mentioning that knowledge is in the essence of God and God is in essence the Knower of all things. He knows all things by knowing His own essence.18

The knowledge of God consists of knowledge of beings at several stages which Hāfi enumerates as follows:19 ʿilm-i ʿadāsi, the heavenly science, which is the knowledge of God that creatures have no being of their own; ʿilm-i qāfidi, the science of the Pen, the knowledge that God has of all beings in the world of multiplicity before their manifestation;20 ʿilm-i Ḥaṭfi, the science of the Tablet, which consists of the knowledge of the universals as they are issued forth from the first intellect or the Pen; ʿilm-i gāfidi, the science of predestination, which is the knowledge of the archetypes or masters of species of the realities of this world; and, finally, ʿilm-i gādari, the science of fate which consists of the knowledge of particulars whether they be of the world of cosmic imagination or the psyche or of the world of the elements which is the physical world. God, therefore, has knowledge of all things, and all degrees of existence are included in His knowledge.

Following the study of God’s essence and His attributes, Hāfi turns to His acts21 which in reality mean the stages of Being in which God’s signs are made manifest. God’s acts are of many kinds and from them the hierarchy of creatures comes into being. This hierarchy consists of seven stages: the longitudinal intelligences, horizontal intelligences which are the same as the celestial archetypes,22 the universal soul and the soul of the heavenly spheres, the inverted forms of the world of imagination, nature, form, and matter. These stages, although distinct from one another, do not destroy the unity of God’s acts. God’s essence, attributes, and acts all possess unity, each in its own degree. The lowest stage of unity is the unity of the nexus and the highest that of the essence, the realization of which comes at the end of the spiritual journey.

15 Sharḥ-i Manṣūmah, pp. 140-51.
16 Ibid., p. 157. M. T. Anālī, Daur al-Fanawıld, Muṣaffwi Press, Tehran, Vol. I, pp. 488ff. It is in this discussion that Hāfi criticizes Mulla Ṣadrā for having proved the identity of the knower and the known in the Maqṣūr through the argument of relation (fīlaq) which Hāfi considers to be insufficient.
18 This knowledge, Hāfi compares to the point of the Pen before writing which contains all the letters of the alphabet before they become distinct on paper. The Pen is the same as the reality of Muḥammad (al-baqīf al-Muḥammadīyāh) and the first victorious light (fur al-qādam) of the Illuminationists.
19 Refer to the chapter on Suhrawardi Maqālī. This seven-fold hierarchy is essentially the same as mentioned above with only a change in terminology which occurs often among the Ḥakims.
In the chapter on natural philosophy, Hājjī briefly outlines the physics of the Muslim Peripateticians as contained in detail in the Shifā' of Ibn Sīna and other similar texts, and the Fröhlicher anatomy of epicycles as perfected by Muslim astronomers with the modifications made in it by Muḥammad Ṣadrā and the other later Ḥakīms. The most important of these modifications is the introduction of the idea of substantial motion according to which the whole of the cosmic substance is in a state of becoming and the quantity of change is comprised in the measure of time. Hājjī also displays the tendency to interpret various aspects of the natural and mathematical sciences symbolically: for instance, the water of Thales which he, like Muḥammad Ṣadrā, identifies with the breath of the Compassionate (najīṣ al-Raḥmān) or the terrogy of Pythagoras which he regards as the symbol for the four principal stages of Being, intellect, soul, and nature.

After the discussion of natural philosophy, Hājjī turns to the soul and its faculties and stages of development. There are three types of souls: vegetative, animal, and rational, the last of which comprises the human soul as well as the soul of the heavenly spheres. The vegetative soul has the three faculties of feeding, growth, and reproduction; and the animal soul, the five external senses, the five internal senses, and the power of motion. In man all of these faculties are developed to their fullness, but they are no more than the tools and instruments of the human soul which Hājjī calls the šepabbel light and which is of the family of the lights of heaven. The perfection of the soul is attained by revealing the stages of the intellect and finally uniting itself with God. The soul is given essentially two powers, theoretical and practical, for each of which there are four degrees of perfection. The theoretical intellect is comprised of the potential intellect which has the capacity merely of receiving knowledge, the habitual intellect by which acquaintance is made with simple truth, the active intellect by which knowledge is gained without the aid of the senses, and finally the acquired intellect by which the spiritual essences can be contemplated directly.

As for the practical intellect, it too consists of four stages: taqīyyah, which consists in following the divine Laws revealed through the prophets; taḥfīyyah, purifying the soul of evil traits; taḥfīyyah, embelissing the soul with spiritual virtues, and, finally, faṭwā or annihilation, which are the three degrees of annihilation in the divine acts, in the divine attributes, and finally in the divine essence.

In the chapter on prophecy, Hājjī discusses the qualifications and characteristics which distinguish a prophet from ordinary men. The prophet is the intermediary between this world and the next, between the world of the senses and the spiritual essences, so that his being is necessary to maintain the hierarchy of Being. The prophet is distinguished by the fact that he has knowledge of all things which he has acquired by the grace of God and not through human instruction, by his power of action which is such that the matter of this world obeys him as if it were his body, and by his senses which are such that he sees and hears through them what is hidden to others. He is also marked by his immunity from sin and error (‘ismak) in all his acts and deeds.

Sainthood (wulūf) is in one aspect similar to prophecy in that the saint, like the prophet, has knowledge of the spiritual world. Yet every prophet is a saint while every saint is not a prophet. The prophet, in addition to his aspect of sainthood, has the duty of establishing laws in society and guiding the social, moral, and religious life of the people to whom he is sent.

Among the prophets themselves, a distinction is to be made between the nobi and the rāṣīf, the latter being distinguished by the fact that he possesses a divine Book in addition to his prophetic mission. Among those who are called rāṣfī there is a further distinction to be made between the ‘ulā al-‘arz, i.e., those whose Shari‘ah arrogates the Shari‘ah before theirs, and those with whom this is not the case. Finally, there is the Seal of the Prophets (Ṣḥatān al-ṣaḥīf) the Prophet who envelops all those stages within himself.

The mission of the Prophet Muhammad—upon him be peace—by virtue of his being the Seal of Prophecy is the summation of all previous prophetic missions; his spirit is the universal intellect which is the first theophany of the divine essence and which made the body of the Prophet so subtle that he was able to make the Nocturnal Ascent (mu‘ājah) to the highest heaven. That is why his light filled all directions and also that to whatever direction he turned he had no shadow. The direction of prayer (qiblāh) of Moses was in the west or in the world of multiplicity and that of Jesus in the east or the world of unity. The qiblāh of the Prophet Muhammad, on the other hand, is

---

37 Shīrāzī, Ma‘ṣūmah, pp. 238-239; also Aṣrār al-‘Ilmām, pp. 370 ff.
38 Regarding the question of the relation of Islam to previous religions and association of other religions, see F. Schaeffer, Transcendent Unity of Religions, Pantheon Co., New York, 1923, Chaps. V to VII.
39 Hājjī considers the greatest miracles of the Prophet Muhammad, who is the Seal of Prophecy, to be the Qur‘ān, which in the beauty of language has no match in Arabic literature. He adds that in each period God gives those miracles to His prophets which conform to the mentality of the people of that age. That is why the miracles of the Qur‘ān lies in its language as the Arabs considered eloquence to be of such great importance; likewise, in the case of Moses his miracles was in magic which was at his time one of the basic arts, and in the case of Christ raising the dead to life because medicine occupied at that time an exalted position among the sciences.
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neither in the east nor in the west, but between them because, being the centre as well as the totality of existence, he brought a prophetic message based upon unity in multiplicity and multiplicity in unity.

As a Shī'ah, Hāji was greatly concerned with the question of the Imāmate in addition to that of provacy and, therefore, discusses all the political and religious differences which distinguish the Shī'ah conception of the Irāmātate from that of the Sunnis. For the Shī'ah, as Hāji writes, the spirit of 'Ali is in essence one with that of the Prophet. It is the universal spirit as the spirit of the Prophet is the universal intellect. Moreover, the light of 'Ali is passed on to his descendants until the last and twelfth Imām who is the invisible guardian and protector of the world and without whom all religion and social as well as cosmic order will be disturbed. Just as there are twelve signs of the Zodiac, so are there twelve Imāms of whom the last is like a Pious for all the stars of the Imām-Ahmad and sainthood.

The Last Day which means the end of the longitudinal hierarchy of existence is also the day of the manifestation of the twelfth Imām who is himself the last stage of the hierarchy which extends upwards to the divine essence or Light of lights (Mā' al-'amār).

On the question of eschatology, Hāji follows closely the teachings of Mulla Ṣadr in considering the soul to have come into being with the body but to have a life independent of the body after death. He also rejects the argument of earlier philosophers against bodily resurrection and denies the idea of the resurrection of the soul and the body together on the Last Day. There are two resurrection, the first at death which is the minor and the other on the Last Day which is the major resurrection. In the first case all the faculties of the soul are absorbed in the ispaḥad light and in the second all the lights of the universe are absorbed in the divine source of all being or the Light of all lights. Hāji discusses also the traditional belief about the events which are to take place at the time of resurrection and discusses his symbol as well as the literal meaning of the Scale (mīān), the Bridge (ṣirāt), and the Account-taking (biwād) of good and evil. The physical ʿṣrāt is that which, as the Qurān mentions, covers the chasm over the inferno, but the spiritual ʿṣrāt is the path which the universal man treads towards the Truth (Idqay) and which connects him with the Truth.

In the final chapter on ethics Hāji outlines the degrees of bāth (fināz) from simple acceptance to demonstration and from that to spiritual vision. This last degree can be reached only through the purification of the soul.

19 This is with reference to the verse of Light in the Qurān (xxv, 20), in which the olive tree, from the oil of which the divine light emanates, is said to be neither of the east nor of the west.

20 By this symbolism Hāji implies that the message of Moses was essentially the exoteric aspect of the Abrahamic tradition, and the message of Jesus its esoteric aspect, while Islam being the totality as the summing up of the two, at once esoteric and exoteric. See also F. Schoen, op. cit., Chap. VI.

21 Ander al-Ḥikam, p. 369.
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and the acquisition of spiritual virtues such as purity, truthfulness, reliance upon God, surrender to the divine will, etc. When man acquires all of these virtues his soul becomes simple and pure; he then becomes the receptor of the divine theophanies which illuminate his being and finally unify him with the centre which is at once his own source of being and the origin of cosmic existence.

D

POST-SABZIWĀRĪ HĪKMAT

The doctrines of Hāji which we have outlined and his influence are still very much alive in Persia. The school of those whose teachers learn the method of Ḥikmat from Hāji Sabzawāri himself and narrated stories about his life to them has been able to preserve itself in Persia, despite the anti- contemplative attitude encouraged by the spirit of excessive modernism, chiefly because of the life which Hāji led and to a certain extent some of the other Qājār Bakīms infused into it.

Of the famous masters of Ḥikmat in Persia during the last decade, we may name Abu al-Hasan Jafār, Muhammad Rūhī Quāshī, Jalālānād Nāvī Qāshāyī, Mulla ‘Ali Zanjī, the author of Badgī Bahā and several others of whom were contemporaries of Hāji, and those of a later date like Muhammad Behzādī, the author of Asrār al-Tauḥīd, who passed away only recently. Of the masters living today there are several who are worthy of special attention like Sayyid Muhammad Ḥāfez Asghar, Hāji Muhammad Husain Tabābī, the most prolific writer among the present Bakīms of Persia, and Sayyid Abu al-Hasan Rāfī Quāshī, a man who is a true master of all the traditional sciences and perhaps the greatest living authority on Ḥikmat and who lives in Qazvin in meditation and training of a few disciples away from the turmoil of modern life. One should also mention Muhājir al-Dīn Quāshī, the author of Ḥikmat al-Bāhi and a large Dāshā of Sufi poetry and the holder of the chair of Mulla Ṣadr in the Theological
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Chapter LXXIX

RENAISSANCE IN INDO-Pakistan

SHĀH WALI ALLAH DIHLAWI

A

INTRODUCTION

Of the two leaders of thought who appeared during the early decades of the nineteenth century, Muhammad bin 'Abd al-Wahhab of Arabia and Shāh Wali Allah of Delhi, the latter occupies a more prominent position. He was a luminary who during the stormy period of Indian history showed the bewildered Muslims the right path—the path of peace and glory. He was possessed of deep insight, profound learning, and heroic nobleness. Not long after his death his thought gave rise to a mighty movement under the leadership of Shāh Ismā‘il Shāhīd and Sayyid Ahmad Barelvi for liberating the Muslims from the clutches of Western imperialism.

B

LIFE AND WORKS

Qutb al-Dīn Ahmad, popularly known as Shāh Wali Allah, was born in 1114/1703, four years before the death of Aurangzeb. His genealogy can be traced back to the family of 'Umar Fārīq, the great Caliph. It is difficult to ascertain the exact time when his forefathers left Arabia and settled down in India, but the circumstantial evidence indicates that it was about three hundred years after the great Migration (Hijrah). The historical records speak eloquently of the prominent position which Shāh Wali Allah’s grandfather occupied in the Mughal Court. It has been narrated that he played an important role in the struggle for power amongst the sons of Shāh Jahan, and that he fought bravely against the Marathas of the Deccan.²

Shāh Wali Allah’s father, Shāh ‘Abd al-Rahim, was greatly loved and respected by the people for his great scholarship and piety. He was entrusted by the Emperor ‘Alamgīr with the delicate and important task of revising the Fatāwā-i ‘Aamārī. He acquitted himself creditably of the duty assigned to him and declined to accept any remuneration for the work.³

In his booklet al-Ja‘l al-Layl fī Tarjuman al-‘Abd al-Dīnī, Shāh Wali Allah

² Al-Farghālī, (Special Number on Shāh Wali Allah), 2nd edition, Bareilly, 1841, pp. 203-04, 402.
³ Ibid., pp. 113, 170.
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gives an account of his brilliant educational career. Even a cursory reading of this booklet shows that Shîh Wâli Allah was precocious as a child. He soon mastered the different branches of learning, and so great was his command over them that even at the tender age of fifteen he could teach all these with confidence to others. After the death of his illustrious father, we find him busy teaching Taifir, Hadîth, Fiqh, and logic—subjects commonly taught in the madrasas of those days. During this period of about twelve years, he penetrated deeply into the teachings of Islam and pondered seriously over the future of Muslims in India.

In the year 1145/1731 he went to the Hijaz on a pilgrimage and stayed there for fourteen months studying Hadîth and Fiqh under such distinguished scholars as abu Tahir al-Kurdi al-Madani, Wâfi Allah al-Makki, and Taj al-Din al-Qâisi. During this period he came into contact with people from all parts of the Muslim world and, thus, obtained first-hand information about the conditions then prevailing in the various Muslim countries.

He returned to Delhi in 1145/1731, where he spent the rest of his life in producing numerous works till his death in 1176/1763 during the reign of Shâh 'Alam II. The most important of Shâh Wâli Allah's works is his Hujjat Allah al-Balighah in which he made an attempt to present the teachings of Islam in a scientific manner. His approach, though radical from beginning to end, is without complete break with the past. The range of his works is varied and wide covering all aspects of knowledge: economic, political, social, meta-

C SOURCES OF SHÂH WALI ALLAH'S THOUGHT

The pivotal point on which revolves the philosophical thought of Shâh Wali Allah is religion. Since it is religion alone which, according to him, had been the source of strength and power for the Muslims, their decline was the direct result of their apathy towards it. His chief concern, therefore, was to call the Muslims back to the teachings of Islam. He had a strong faith in the force and strength of Islamic ideology in which, he believed, if accepted fully and applied honestly, lay the hope for peaceful and prosperous development of the human race. Shâh Wali Allah consequently bent all his energies towards purifying Islamic ideals of all unhealthy influences and providing them a fresh intellectual ground to meet the challenge of the time.

8 Thus, he lived to see the reigns of ten kings who followed one another in quick succession, namely, Humâyûn, Balâdur Shâh I, Mu'in al-Din Jahânshâh, Parâvâhî Siyar, Râ'if al-Dâmirjâli, Hâfiz al-Balâsh, Muhammad Shâh, Ahmad Shâh, 'Alâ'înârî II, Shâh 'Alam.
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Shâh Wali Allah was the fully aware of the gap between the pattern of life as enunciated in the Qur'ân and the Sunnah and the one which the Muslims had devised for themselves, the gap between the social and political institutions the framework of which had been supplied by Islam and the institutions which the Muslims had developed and set up for themselves in the course of history.

Nevertheless, Shâh Wali Allah keenly realized that it was impossible to wheel back the march of history. It was, therefore, unwise to think that the Muslims could afford to live usefully on the pattern of life accepted as valid in the past, under the illusion that it would remain valid for all times to come.

For a proper study of Shâh Wali Allah, historical imagination is, thus, the first necessity. Without referring to the intellectual environment from which he derived his inspiration, it is not easy to penetrate below the alluvial deposits of his intellectual and mystical experiences. Even a cursory glance reveals that the first and the strongest influence which engraved the deepest mark upon his mind was that which came from his own father. From him he learnt the Holy Qur'ân and the Sunnah and had the keen realization of the kind of invaluable guidance these contained for humanity. It can, therefore, be said that the Holy Qur'ân and the Sunnah formed the bedrock on which he raised the superstructure of his thought system.

Shâh Wali Allah was also greatly influenced by Imam Ghâzâlî, Khâshabî, and Shâh Shâh al-Islam 'Iza al-Din bin 'Abî al-Salâm. From them he learnt the art of rational interpretation of the different aspects of Islam. In his introduction to Hujjat Allah al-Balâghah he mentions these names with great respect. He also seems to be interested in Abu al-Hasan al-'Aghârî, Abu al-

D SOCIO-ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL THOUGHT

Shâh Wali Allah made quite a serious attempt to find out the relationship between social, ethical, and economic systems. According to him, spirituality has two aspects: first, it is a personal relation of man to God, secondly, it is man's relation to his fellow beings. No man is fully spiritual who seeks only his own personal salvation in isolation from society. It is only in the social set-
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"Adilah (justice or balance), according to him, is the essential nature for the harmonious development of the human race. Its manifestations may be numerous, but it is the one golden thread which runs into the web and woof of the variegated patterns of human life. When it expresses itself in dress, manners, and mores, it goes by the name of adab (etiquette). In matters relating to income and expenditure, we call it economy, and in the affairs of the State it is named politics. Under the head Tritjajah, Shih Wali Allah discusses the problem of human relations. He starts with the fact that man has innumerable wants which urge him to action. The satisfaction of human wants, involving as it does the interdependence of individuals, leads to the origination of a society and its mores. When human beings join hands for collective safety and security, the government is formed, and when they come into contact with one another for the satisfaction of their material needs, the economic system is established. The basic quality of a sound system, be it social, economic, or political, is the balanced relationship among the different members of a social group. This balanced relationship is without doubt a reflection of inward peace and of a sound relationship with the Creator. On the other hand, the social system evolves itself conducive to the achievement of such peace and relationship.

Shih Wali Allah then briefly deals with some of the basic aspects of a social system as a dynamic process. He starts with language and points out that it is not only a vehicle of expression, but is also an important factor for the development of culture and civilization. Then comes agriculture which provides food for the people. In this process man learns the art of irrigation; he also domesticates the animals and is benefited by them in hundred and one ways. Then the houses are built in order to safeguard the human race against the inclemency of weather and seasons. All further development depends on the establishment of a State. The more uncultured a social group is, the more does it stand in need of a coercive power to exercise a proper check. State, according to him, should not restrict the sphere of its activities only to the safety and security of the individuals, but should also devise ways and means for the happiness and progress of society as a whole. It is therefore, within the functions of the State to eradicate all sorts of social evils, e.g., gambling, adultery, usury, bribery, etc. A careful check should be exercised upon the traders to ensure that they do not indulge in malpractices. The State should also see that the energies of the people are made to flow into profitable channels, by maintaining, for example, the proper distribution of people in different occupations. Shih Wali Allah points out: "When the occupations are not fairly distributed amongst the different sections of a society, its culture receives a set-back; for example, if the majority of the people take to commerce, agriculture would be necessarily neglected and, thus, there will be a marked decline in the agricultural produce. Similarly, the people would suffer great hardships if the bulk of people enlisted themselves in the army; there would be only a few left to look after agriculture and commerce and the whole social system would be disturbed."

Shih Wali Allah thinks that after the functions of the army and police, the most important activity within the State is that of agriculture, for it supplies to the people those necessities of life on which their very existence depends. The State should develop methods of cultivation. Every inch of land should be properly tilled, and there should be a scheme for the rotation of crops. Besides, the State should adopt ways and means to encourage trade and industry. Thus, according to Shih Wali Allah, the richness of society as a whole depends upon its diversity—a truism which cannot be too often stressed. This diversity should be achieved by fixing people into different professions according to their aptitudes. The unlimited possibilities latent in men can only be unfolded if they are permitted to seek occupations according to their own bent of mind.

Shih Wali Allah believes that a sound economic system based on social justice can contribute to the happiness of society. If and when a State fails to develop or retain such a system, its decline becomes inevitable. He concludes his deliberations on this problem as it existed in his own times as follows: "After a careful analysis I have come to the conclusion that there are two main factors responsible for the decline of the Muslim culture. First, many people have abandoned their own occupations and have become parasites on the government. They are a great burden on the public exchequer. Some of these are soldiers; some claim themselves to be men of great learning and, thus, deem it their birthright to get regular financial help from the State. There are not a few who get regular donations, gifts, and rewards from the Court as a matter of past custom, such as, for example, poets and clowns. Many of the people belonging to those groups do not contribute anything to the welfare of society, yet they are allowed to suck its blood. The sooner the State gets rid of these parasites, the better. Secondly, the government has levied an exorbitant rate of tax on the agriculturists, cultivators, and traders. Added to this is the cruel treatment meted out to the tax-payers by government officials at the time of collecting the taxes. The people groan under the heavy weight of taxes.
while their economic position deteriorates at an alarming speed. This is how the country has come to ruin.\textsuperscript{119}

In this connection \textit{Shah} Wali Allah points out also a great misconception which is common among the Muslims. Most of them believe that poverty is loved by God and hence no good Muslim should make an effort to become rich. Such a view is erroneous. The simple living which comes from self-contentment is fundamentally different from the object poverty to which the weaker groups are often subjected by the ruling classes. This "forced starvation of certain classes," as \textit{Shah} Wali Allah calls it, "is highly detrimental to the welfare of society. It is no virtue but a crime. Islam grants no licence to any class to compel others to remain as bowers of wood and drawers of water. It aims at the achievement of social justice, which is possible only when society is free from class conflict and everyone is provided with an opportunity to develop his latent powers and capacities and strengthen his individuality through free and active participation in the benefits of his material and cultural environment.\textsuperscript{121}\textit{Islam}," he continues, "teaches that this strong concentrated individuality, sharpened and steeld through a life of active experience, should not become obsessed with self-aggrandizement; it should rather be devoted to the service of God and through this to the good of mankind. Islam never preaches its followers to submit themselves ungrudgingly to an oppressive social system. It is social justice rather than poverty which is enshrined by the Holy Prophet—justice which not only safeguards an individual against an attitude of arrogance and self-conceit, but also develops in him a power to spurn the temptations, bribes, and snare of which an unscrupulous ruling clique tries cynically to corrupt the integrity and character of the subjects.\textsuperscript{121}

\textit{Shah} Wali Allah agrees with Aristotle that a State exists to promote "good life." By "good life" he means life possessed of goodness as enunciated by Islam. For him the State is a means to an end and not an end-in-itself. Therefore, he holds that the possession of requisite power cannot be defended regardless of the ends to which it is devoted. If a State wields this power honestly, then the highest duty of an individual is to become a loyal member of that State, but if it is a State only in name and is in reality a blind brute force, then it becomes the bounden duty of its members to overthrow it. Thus, an important duty of an individual is to become a member of the State, but more important than this is his duty to judge the quality of the State of which he is a member.

In his book \textit{Istilat al-Khli\textsuperscript{a}'}\textsuperscript{\textit{a}'} \textit{an Khilafat al-Khli\textsuperscript{a}'} \textit{Shah} Wali Allah lays down in very clear terms the duty of an Islamic State \textit{(Khilafat).} \textit{"Khilafat

119 \textit{Ibid.}, p. 44.
120 For a detailed study of this problem, see \textit{Usulat Allah al-Balqash}, Chap. "\textit{Iltizam al-Atif}\textsuperscript{\textit{a}'}\textsuperscript{\textit{al}}\textsuperscript{\textit{a}'}\textsuperscript{\textit{an Khilafat al-Balqash}}, pp. 104-05.
121 \textit{Ibid.} \textit{Shah} Wali Allah enumerates the mourn tactics which the ruling class employed to corrupt the masses.
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in general terms is a form of State which is established for the enforcement of the Laws of \textit{Shari\textsuperscript{ah} in accordance with the will of the Holy Prophet. The foremost functions of the \textit{Khilafat} are the revival of Islamic teachings and their translation in practical life, preparing the \textit{milad} for endurance (\textit{nihal}), and carefully suppressing all those evils which arise from the misuse of its functions.\textsuperscript{121}

\textit{Shah} Wali Allah clearly explains the relationship between the individual and the State. According to his theory of State, which he has in fact drawn from the teachings of Islam, an individual is not a mere part of a social whole in the same sense as bees, ants, and termites are. An individual has a real value of his own, for in Islam the beginning and the end of every consideration is the individual. But as every human being lives in a society it is through the social pattern that his spirituality is properly developed. Being the most powerful factor in the social pattern, a Muslim State is primarily responsible for the all-round development of an individual.

E

PHILOSOPHY OF HISTORY

Every theory of social dynamics is ultimately a philosophy of history. Its special urgency arises from the fact that it gives people, as best as it may, an insight into the experiences of mankind and brings to mind the lessons that accrue from them. History is not a series of mere accidents; there is always a purpose behind them. The essential task of a historian is to study that inner process of thought, that underlying motive of action, which works behind the social change. Anyone who cares to penetrate through the outer crust of historical events and episodes will find "something" that may be called the metaphysical structure of the historic humanity; something essentially independent of the outward forms—social, spiritual, and political—which we see clearly.\textsuperscript{12} \textit{Shah} Wali Allah as a historian tried in his own peculiar way to acquaint us with that "something." It is noteworthy that he has also offered us an explanation for the differences in the social codes of the various prophets.

Lastly, he has, with remarkable acumen and penetration, winnowed out many mistaken notions about Muslim history commonly found even amongst the Muslim historians themselves. He reviews even that delicate period of Muslim history about which there is much inert sentimentality amongst the Muslims. More particularly he draws a line of demarcation between Islamic history and history of the Muslim people and courageously points out the

12 \textit{Shah} Wali Allah, \textit{Istilat al-Khli\textsuperscript{a}'}\textsuperscript{\textit{a}'} \textit{an Khilafat al-Khli\textsuperscript{a}'}\textsuperscript{\textit{a}'}\textsuperscript{\textit{an Khilafat al-Khli\textsuperscript{a}'}}, published in Barisal, n.d., p. 1.
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follies committed in the past because of overlooking this important distinction.

In his book Tūnsī al-Ṭabībī, he proves with the help of actual facts of history that man is not “an Ikon bound for ever to his wheel nor a Sisyphus for ever rolling his stone to the summit of the same mountain and helplessly watching it roll down again.” Humanity is ever-growing and, thus, faces new problems at every step. The invisible hand that works on the laws of time is bringing into existence a tapestry in which one may envisage a developing design and not simply an endless repetition of the same old pattern. Ṣāḥib Wāli Allāh, thus, comes to affirm that though there is a complete agreement of prophets with regard to the basic import of the divine revelations, yet they differ with one another in the matter of the special codes which they presented in the forms that suited the needs of their times. In his book Faṣṣ al-Kabīr, Ṣāḥib Wāli Allāh says: “Every nation is accustomed to a certain mode of worship, and has a political and social pattern of its own. When a prophet is sent to the people by God, he does not replace the old order by as absolutely new one. He, on the other hand, allows those customs to continue which do not contravene the will of God and effects necessary changes in all those patterns where these alterations are essential.”

In his book Tūnsī al-Ṭabībī, Ṣāḥib Wāli Allāh traces the development of society right from Adam down to the last of the prophets and discuses in detail the peculiarities of each age. Amongst the Muslim thinkers Ṣāḥib Wāli Allāh is the first18 to compile a systematic history of the prophets and to explain that the social codes offered by the prophets can be reasonably interpreted in the light of the needs of their respective times.

Ṣāḥib Wāli Allāh believes that in Adam the angelic qualities and the urges of the flesh existed side by side. The former led him to discover the different modes of worship and the latter showed him the way to satisfy its material needs, for example, cultivation of soil, domestication of animals, etc. The Prophet Ḥūdîr later was possessed of all these qualities which his predecessor, Adam, combined in himself, yet he improved upon them by pondering over the creation, acquiring thereby a good deal of knowledge about physics, astronomy, and medicine. Further, as he flourished in an age when the people had learnt handicrafts, he acquired proficiency in these as well.19

The period between the death of Prophet Ḥūdîr and the birth of Prophet Noah was marked by an all-round deterioration in the moral standards of the people. Virtues such as piety, truthfulness, and selflessness were hard to be found anywhere; man had become a veritable brute. Noah, therefore, made

18 Al-Faṣṣ al-Kabīr, Urdu translation, Maktabah Burhan, Delhi, p. 16.
19 It appears that Ṣāḥib Wāli Allāh has taken most of the material under this heading from Ibn Khūtīr’s Būyāk wa-l-Nidāyā, Mafāṣṣ al-Salāls, Egypt.
21 Ibid., p. 14.
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incumbent upon the people the offering of continuous prayers and observance of fasts. This was necessary to exercise a check on the urges of the flesh which had then taken full hold of the mind of the people.20

The above example should be sufficient to give an idea how Ṣāḥib Wāli Allāh explains the differences of the social codes presented by various prophets at various stages of human history.

It is, however, important to point out that the differences of Ḥūdîr to which Ṣāḥib Wāli Allāh has referred here are differences in external forms only, i.e., in the rituals and routine activities, and not in their essentials. Since all prophets were inspired by God alone, there could not be any difference in their fundamental teachings. Belief in the unity of God, charity and brotherhood among mankind, subjugation of passions by the desire for higher values of life, accountability of human actions in the life hereafter, etc., formed the bedrock upon which were raised the superstructures of the various Šāfī’īahs. In his work Ḥūjajtī Allāh al-Bīlīgīh, Ṣāḥib Wāli Allāh particularly emphasizes the essential unity of all religions by saying, “Remember, the real faith is one. This alone was preached by all the prophets of God and it is this alone which should be followed by the whole of humanity. Differences, if any, are only in their superstructures and details, rather than in their fundamentals. All prophets have unanimously preached the gospel of divine unity.”21 At another place he reiterates: “Just as articles of faith are the same in all religions, similarly the basic virtues preached by them are necessarily the same.”22

The unity of faiths and moral values is due to the fact that human nature has essentially remained the same throughout the march of time. The human race has not altered physically and very little intellectually during the thousands of years of recorded history. The passions, pleasures, heartaches, and the political and domestic problems of the people of bygone ages were, in all likelihood, much the same as ours. The greed of imperialistic powers was causing men to kill one another as brutally in 1600 B.C. as in the twelfth/eighteenth century. Though the fields of human activity have widened, the instincts which are the spring-boards of all action have remained the same.

It is this sameness of human nature which led the celebrated philosopher-historian Ibn Khūtīr remark: “The past resembles the future as water; hence sociology, the study of the present, casts light on history, the study of the past, just as the study of history supplies the material for sociological studies.”23 Ṣāḥib Wāli Allāh completely agrees with Ibn Khūtīr on this point24 and considers history “remembrance of the days of God,” to be a key to the

20 Ibid., p. 15. See also ibn Khūtīr, op. cit., pp. 100-18.
22 Ibid.
24 For a detailed study of this subject, see Ḥūjajtī Allāh al-Bīlīgīh, Chapts. IV and VI.
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Study of the Holy Qur’an. It is one of the remarkable doctrines of the Qur’an that nations are judged collectively and suffer for their misdeeds here and now. In order to establish this, the Qur’an constantly cites historical instances and urges upon the reader to reflect on the past and the present experience of mankind: “Of old did We send Moses with Our signs, and said to him: ‘Bring forth thy people from darkness to light, and remind them of the days of God.’ Verily in this are signs for patient and grateful persons”26. “already, before your time, have predecessors been made. Traverse the earth then, and see what hath been the end of those who falsified the signs of God.”27

The latter verse is an instance of a more specific historical generalization which, in its epigrammatic formulation, suggests not only the possibility of a scientific treatment of the life of human societies, but a warning for the future. To the students of the Holy Qur’an, Shah Wali Allah gives a very valuable advice in the following words: “While reciting the Holy Qur’an one should not think that the accounts of the nations of the past are given for the sake of mere narration. No, the story of the past have been narrated not for an appeal to fancy but for the generalizations that may be drawn from them.”28

It may be noted that Shah Wali Allah attaches great importance to the study of social phenomena as a preparation for the proper understanding of the Qur’an. These phenomena are sufficiently constant and follow regular and well-defined patterns and sequences. The social changes and complexities of the past have an object lesson for those living in the present, since the people of every age have to encounter the same kind of complexities as were encountered by those who lived before them. The danger spots in the march of nations are nearly the same. The historical record is, therefore, the lighthouse which informs the new sailors of life about the perilous rocks that may be hidden beneath the surface of the bottomless ocean of human existence. The Qur’an says: “Have they not travelled on land and seen the end of those who were before them? They were even stronger than these in power, and they dug the earth and built upon it more than these have built.”29

This verse reveals that the past with all its sunshine and sorrows recurs and manifests itself in the garb of the future. The events of life are governed by laws which have not only taken effect in the past, but which are also bound to take effect in every similar situation that may arise in the future. Shah Wali Allah, like all great thinkers, has endeavored to discover these laws according to which nations rise and fall. His generalizations are based mainly on the Qur’an and the Sunnah, but the way in which he has

25. Qur’an, xvi, 5.
26. Ibid., iii, 137.
27. Al-Fazl al-Kubr, pp. 21-22.
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Renaissance in Indo-Pakistan: Shah Wali Allah Dihlaw applied them to practical life bears ample testimony to his keen insight both into the Qur’an and in the problems of human existence.

In his Ja’izul-Khiyaf, Shah Wali Allah points out that the love of material wealth leads the nation to moral depravity which brings in its wake its downfall. “Remember,” says he with a note of grim warning, “that sensual qualities like selfishness, greed, etc., develop in unbalanced personalities. The abundance of riches brings these brutal qualities into action.”30 In support of this view Shah Wali Allah recalls the words in which the Prophet on one occasion addressed the people: “By God, I am not worried about your poverty but I am afraid you might become proud of the worldly riches that might be stretched before you as was done by the people of the past ages and like them these worldly riches might destroy you as they destroyed those who were vainglorious before you.”31

Shah Wali Allah is of the opinion, which in fact is based upon the teachings of the Qur’an, that when the acquisitive instincts take hold of the majority of human beings, the creative genius dies in them and this brings about their ruin. If day in and day out they are busy in accumulating riches, morality, justice, and truthfulness become mere empty words, having no use in practical life. The love of worldly riches is accompanied by the love of power and distinction. What the aristocracy desires is not only to own riches but to keep others under the yoke of abject poverty. Society is split up into two distinct classes, haves and have-nots, the one which owns the treasures and along with it controls the affairs of the government, the other which through persistent hard labour ekes out a precarious subsistence. The rich become callous and watch tyrannically oppression with complete indifference, the religious people retire into seclusion or become otherworldly, and the immoral aristocracy inflicts unheeded wrongs upon the class of have-nots. The result is a frightful moral disorder, born of unspeakable suffering and intolerable oppression. Such conditions strike at the very root of social structure and the outward grandeur and glare of national life cannot make any compensation for its inner wretchedness, and ultimately the whole nation collapses like a house of cards.

Shah Wali Allah substantiates this contention with the rise and fall of the Roman and Persian Empires. He gives a vivid account of all the circumstances which led to the ruin of those two great nations of the past. He writes: “The historical records eloquently speak of the fact that the Romans and the Persians held sceptre and crown for a fairly long time. According to their own cultural requirements, they added a good deal to the luxuries of their age. Their highest aim was to lead a life of pleasure... The people who could make their lives more luxurious flocked from all the corners of the world in order to achieve
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this objective. The aristocracy having thus become immersed in the pursuit of pleasures, there began a race amongst its members to excel one another in this respect, and matters became so bad that a rich man who tied a belt around his waist costing less than one thousand gold coins was looked down upon by others. Everyone tried to possess a magnificent palace with a number of orchards attached to it. Their whole life came to be centred upon sumptuous foods, gaudy and attractive dresses, horses of the finest stock, coaches and carriages, and a retinue of servants. They got used to all forms of luxurious living, and this was in fact the cancer eating into the very vitals of their society.

"This meant a heavy drain on the purse of the people, as the kings and rulers were forced to levy an exorbitant rate of taxation upon the artisans and cultivators. The poor had to raise a banner of revolt against the ruling clique. But under the circumstances this was well-nigh impossible; therefore, the only course left for the poor was to live as bond slaves and lead their lives like donkeys... In short, the lower strata of society were so much occupied in the service of the aristocracy that they found no time to pay any heed to the problems of the life hereafter." 

Shāh Wali Allāh then further analyses this process of degeneration. He states that in order to run such a senescent system where all well-to-do persons were absorbed in the pleasures of life, a class of society came into existence, the highest duty of which was to supply the aristocracy the maximum luxuries of life. A useful section of the population was, thus, engaged in life pursuits with the result that no one was left to think of the nation's welfare. All this naturally led to their downfall.

It is interesting to note that this brilliant analysis of the Roman as of the Persian society given by Shāh Wali Allāh (1114/1703–1177/1763) is substantially the same as given by Edward Gibbon (1100/1737–1209/1794) about thirty years later. In his monumental work, The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, Gibbon writes: "Under the Roman empire, the labour of an industrious and ingenious people was variously, but incessantly employed, in the service of the rich. In their dress, their table, their houses, and their furniture, the favours of fortune united every refinement of conveniency, of elegance, and of splendour, whatever could soothe their pride or gratify their sensuality. Such refinements, under the odious name of luxury, have been severely arraign'd by the moralists of every age; and it might perhaps be more conducive to the virtue, as well as happiness, of mankind, if all possessed the necessities, and none of the superfluities, of life."

It is, however, wrong to conclude from the above discussion that Shāh Wali Allāh favoured the life of renunciation and considered it as such conducive to the progress of any nation. No, not in the least. He condemns such a view of life and calls it un-Islamic. He commends the individual's active participation in the affairs of the world. This attitude of his does not interfere with his belief that unless the overwhelming majority of the people retain an inner attitude of detachment and superiority with regard to material possessions, a nation cannot make real progress. Its progress is possible only when the people, instead of becoming slaves to worldly riches, use them for the betterment of mankind. What is referred to here is a kind of intellectual and emotional asceticism rather than a life of renunciation.
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METAPHYSICS

Doctrines of Walqid al-Wujūd and Walqid al-Shuhūd.—Like all great Muslim thinkers, Shāh Wali Allāh penetrated deeply into the metaphysical problems raised by the teachings of the Qur’ān and the Sunnah. His approach to this in as in other matters was to bring about a creative synthesis by reconciling the opposite movements of thought. He tried, for example, to reconcile the views of ibn 'Arabi and those of Muqaddid Al Thānī. In order fully to appreciate this effort of Shāh Wali Allāh, it will be necessary to outline here briefly the views of ibn ‘Arabi and those of the Muqaddid with regard to the problem of Being.

There are two different senses in which the term "Being" may be understood. First, it may be taken epistemologically as the cognized form or idea of existence and, secondly, it may be taken ontologically to stand for that which exists or subsists and not for the idea of it. Tawḥīd or the unity of Being may, therefore, mean either the unity of the mysteriously cognized existence or existence per se. The term "Absolute Being" (al-wujūd al-wālijūs) or "Universal Being" (al-wujūd al-kullī) explained by ibn ‘Arabi’s school is Reality as the ultimate ground of all that exists. This expression may be taken either in one of the above two senses.\1

From the writings of ibn ‘Arabi, which are, however, at places highly subtle and sometimes equally ambiguous, it may be gathered that when he says that all Being is One which is an Absolute Unity, he does not mean that all individual beings—past, present, or future—are essentially One Being, nor does he mean that Being in its abstract and most universal sense comprises all forms of Being in all possible universes of discourse. When he says that all existence is one, he means that all existence is at source one, that is to say, that God is the one source and cause of all that has being (existence or subsistence). It is only for the sake of convenience that ibn ‘Arabi compares God’s “Being” to a “universal” (say, colour) and the being of any other

---

\2 Idib.
\3 The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, Modern Library, New York, Vol. I, p. 48.
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existential (or subsistent) to a particular "mode" or manifestation of that "universal" (say, red).48

Were it not for the all-pervasiveness of God, by virtue of His form in all exsistent or non-existent world, there would have been no existence, just as, were it not for the intelligible universal reality (al-haqiqiy al-ma'judiy al-kulliyiy), no predica- tions (ahkami) of external objects would have been possible.49

To express the whole matter in modern terminology, there is an identity of God and universe on the basis of the identity of His "existence and essence" (al-gharib al-ma'stu) or substance and attribute, the world being only a taslim or manifestation of His attributes. In other words, the creation of the world is a form of emanation. Ibn 'Arabi believes that the act of creation by the word "Be" (kawn) is nothing but the descent of the Creator into the being of things. There are, however, five stages of this descent or determination. "The first two are 'ilmii or cognitive and the last three are shari'iyi or existential. In the first descent, Unity becomes conscious of itself as pure Being, and the consciousness of attributes is then implicit and general (al-shinfi i taslim). In the second descent, it becomes conscious of itself as presenting the attributes explicitly and in detail (al-shinfi i taslil). These two descents seem to be conceived by Ibn 'Arabi as conceptual rather than actual; they are super-temporal, and the distinction between existence and essence in their case is only logical. The real distinctions begin with the third descent which consists in the determination of spirits (ta'ayyun-i rukh) when Unity breaks itself into so many spirits, e.g., angels. The fourth descent is ideal determination (ta'ayyun-i waqfihi), whereby the world of ideas comes into being. And the fifth descent is physical determination (ta'ayyun-i jasad): it yields the phenomenal or physical beings."

This shows that for Ibn 'Arabi "Being" (al-dalil) of God is identical with His attributes (al-shinfi), and these attributes express themselves in manifestations (al-shinfi) as modes which are objects and events of this world. It is, thus, clear that, according to Ibn 'Arabi, ontologically there is only one reality. It has two aspects: (1) a reality transcending the phenomenal world and (2) a multiplicity of subjectivities which find their ultimate ground and explanation in the essential unity of the Real.50

Thus, the world is both the multiplicity and the subjectivity in which we find in it is nothing but the multiplicity of the modes of the Unity; it has no existence of its own. Ibn 'Arabi proclaims that "existent things have not the slightest touch of reality about them."48 He explains this statement through the metaphor of the "mirror" and the "image."48 The phenomenal world is the mirror-image,

48 Ibid., p. 21.
49 Ibid., p. 178.
50 Shabkhi Ahmad Sirhindi quoted by Borhan Ahmad Faruqi in his Mujaddid's Concept of Tasnim, pp. 88-89.
51 A. E. Affifi, op. cit., p. 11.
52 Fawq al-Ifikar, Cairo, p. 62.
53 Ibid., p. 120.
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i.e., the shadow of the real object beyond. The whole world is like a shadow play. At another place Ibn 'Arabi uses the metaphor of permeation and "spiritual food." The many permeate the One in the sense in which qualities (say, colours) permeate substance. The One, on the other hand, permeates the many as the nutrient permeates the body; God is our sustaining spiritual "food," because He is our essence. He is also the spiritual food of the pheno-

We can, thus, sum up Ibn 'Arabi's whole philosophical thought in the two propositions: (1) in God existence and essence or being and attributes are identical; (2) the world is nothing but a pale reflection or emanation, or mode of His attributes only.

Mujaddid Al-Tusi, Shabkhi Ahmad Sirhindi, vehemently criticizes the philosophy of Ibn 'Arabi. He says that it is wrong to believe that the attributes are identical with Being. The Qur'ân says: "Verily God is wholly sufficient unto Himself—He needs none of the world." According to him, this verse is clearly indicative of the fact that God is not dependent upon the world for His unfoldment. The attributes by which He turns to the world and creates it are other than His Self. The Mujaddid also finds no valid basis for the theory of Ibn 'Arabi that the world is the emanation (taslil) of the attributes of God. For, if the world is merely the emanation of God's attributes, it would have been identical with them, but the attributes of God are perfect, while the world is full of imperfections,48 for example, human knowledge has no resemblance to God's knowledge, so the former cannot be called to be the taslil of the latter.54 Just as we cannot call the shadow of man his being on the existence of which his very existence depends, similarly it is wrong to conclude that God depends upon the creation for His own unfoldment. There is no reciprocity between the One and the many as understood by Ibn 'Arabi. God is an objective Reality, independent of the existence of created worlds. Thus, there is no likeness whatsoever between the divine and the human attributes. The verse "Thy Lord is nobler than the qualities which they ascribe to Him" clearly points to this.

So, while Ibn 'Arabi bases his theory of wasl al-suyud on the identity of asf and jil, i.e., the thing and its incarnation, the Mujaddid insists that the jil of a thing can never be identical with its asf or being.54 Thus, according to him, there is absolutely no identity between the unique Creator and the world created by Him. He also believes that mystic experience, however valuable and perfect it might be, has no objective validity with regard to Being and attributes. It is through prophetic revelation alone that we can understand

48 A. E. Affifi, op. cit., p. 16.
50 Ibid., p. 100.
51 Qu'ran, xxxvi, 160.
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Reality. Moreover, the finite beings cannot apprehend the Infinite through mystical experiences. Consequently, the faith in the unseen is unavoidable. Such faith alone is valid in the case of God, because it is in keeping with our limitations and His Inaccessibility or beyondness. Shâh Wâli Allah also bitterly criticizes the doctrine of determinism which is a natural corollary of the doctrine of 

shâhidat al-wujûd. He believes that man has been afforded opportunity by God to exercise his freedom in a sphere of life where he may accept or reject a certain line of action according to his own choice. Should he be a mere puppet, as he is according to the inherent logic of ibn 'Arabi's pantheism, he cannot be justly rewarded or punished for his good and evil deeds. The idea of reward and punishment presupposes a world of free and responsible moral agents who can adopt or reject a certain course of action. These are, in short, some basic differences between the metaphysical thought of ibn 'Arabi and that of Shâh Wâli Allah. The Mujaddidi's criticism of the philosophy of shâhidat al-wujûd was very severe, and few had the courage to oppose him. It was Shâh Wâli Allah who for the first time tried to bridge the gulf that yawned between the views of these two great thinkers of Islam. Shâh Wâli Allah professed that God had granted him the special gift of creative synthesis or reconciliation.47 According to Shâh Wâli Allah, there is no substantial difference between the philosophy of shâhidat al-wujûd and that of shâhidat al-ahwâl and the difference if any is nothing but an illusion. The world is not an attribute or emanation of attributes but consists of non-emanative modes of attributes in the mirror of non-existence. These modes look real, but in truth their reality lies only in Being. He resolves this difference with the help of an example. He says, "Let us make a horse, a donkey, and a man out of wax. This wax is common to all of them although their forms differ from one another. We call these forms, moulded out of wax, a horse, a donkey, and a man. If we reflect deeply we find that these forms are only modes of their being and their being is nothing but the wax." Shâh Wâli Allah contends, however, that if we leave simile and metaphor aside, there is no essential difference between the doctrines of ibn 'Arabi and those of the Mujaddidi. To say that the essence of the contingent beings are the names and attributes of the necessary being differentiated in the conceptual, as ibn 'Arabi holds, or to say that the contingent beings are the axio- a'âtjîl of the Necessary Being reflected in their 'asâm al-

mutaqâbûtâh or non-being as the Mujaddidi maintains, is practically the same.48 If there is any difference between the two positions, it is quite insignificant. The Mujaddidi and ibn 'Arabi relate the same fact in two different languages but the short-sighted critics look upon these as matters of vital difference.49
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The Spiritual World and the Material World.—Shâh Wâli Allah believes that in between the material world and its Creator, there is a spiritual world in which the planning will of God is first reflected and then materialized into different forms. Thus, there is a close relationship between the two. All beings and happenings of this world are first reflected in the spiritual world or, as Shâh Wâli Allah names it, the 'alâm al-mithlîl, then these are transmuted into material forms. He elucidates this point by the example of a charioteer dream. The coming events are first visualized in the forms of shadows which have no material existence but which later may actualize into tangible existents. A true dream is, thus, an instance of the 'alâm al-mithlîl. The things found in the spiritual world appear to a layman to be immaterial, but to the prophets they are tangible and concrete. For example, the Prophet once after having offered his prayer said to his Companions, "I saw heaven and hell before me." Once in the midst of his prayer, he is reported to have heaved a deep sigh as if he were actually feeling the heat of hell. Shâh Wâli Allah, quoting numerous examples in support of his contention, concludes, "It is an established fact that the prophets could not see all these phenomena with their physical eyes. Heaven and hell are too large to be comprehended physically. Had they been matters of common sight they would have been visible to the Companions also who were by his side at such occasions."50 Thus, over and above the material world, there is another world which transcends its spatio-temporal limitations and receives the impressions of the planning will of God before these are manifested as concrete configurations in space and time.

Space and Time.—Shâh Wâli Allah in his book al-Khâir al-Kâfir deals with the nature of space and time. He affirms that space is incomprehensible without time, and vice versa. These are not two separate categories, but a single category of space-time continuum in which time and space have their being. He further holds that space and time are indivisible and adds that but for this indivisibility there would have been complete chaos and disorder in the world so much so that the creation could not stand even for a single second.51 He also maintains that space and time like all created things are not eternal, but were created by the will of God and would cease to be with the end of creation.52 As regards matter, Shâh Wâli Allah argues that matter can be conceived only in terms of space and time. It is only the external form of space and time, for it can be apprehended only through the agency of these.53 Freedom and Fatalism.—Shâh Wâli Allah's attempt to solve the problems of freedom and determinism is also of the nature of a reconciliation. He looks upon fate as a fundamental article of faith and declares that anyone who disagrees

48 Ibid., pp. 6-7.
49 Ibid., p. 7.
50 Ibid.
52 Ibid.
53 Ibid.
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it is not entitled to be called a Muslim. The Qur’an explicitly states that all beings and happenings in this world are due to a conscious creative power or divine will. The omnipotent will of God has such a full grasp of the whole universe that no one can budge even an inch from His decree. In fact, our belief in God is closely related to our belief in the divine ordinances. They are as much laws, in the strictest sense of the term, as laws which regulate the movements of celestial bodies, and, thus, belief in them forms the cornerstone of Islam.

The above view of Shah Wali Allah, however, should not be construed in terms of *wahdat al-wujud* which, through its intrinsic logic, leads to a form of determinism such as leaves no scope for the free activity of man. According to him, if men were mere puppets made to move by a kind of push from behind, they could not be held responsible for their actions, and the distinction between good and evil too would become meaningless; all this is repugnant to the teachings of Islam. Islam holds man accountable for his deeds to God; His justice demands that man be given freedom to avoid the path of vice and follow the path of virtue and piety. Every human being has two inclinations—one angelic, prompting and impelling him to good, and the other beastly, prompting and impelling him to evil. It is up to man himself to adopt the one and abandon the other. “Everyone is divinely furthered in accordance with his character. Say not that man is compelled, for that means attributing tyranny to God, nor say that man has absolute discretion. We are rather furthered by His help and grace in our endeavours to act righteously, and we transgress because of our neglect of His commands.”

G JURISPRUDENCE

Shah Wali Allah attempts a reconciliation between the different schools of Muslim jurisprudence. He delineates the broad outlines of Islamic Law, consisting of mandatory and unalterable edicts and fundamental principles which have always been accepted unanimously by all the Muslim schools of thought. More important, however, for our purpose here are his views with regard to the problems about which differences do exist and which are the outcome of interpretations and *fiqh—including,* of course, within the limits prescribed by Islam.

He advocates the policy of confining oneself within the framework of the four main schools of Islamic jurisprudence, viz., Hanafi, Shi‘i, Malik, and Hanbali.

There is a consensus of opinion amongst the majority of ‘ulama that *taqlid* is essential. He agrees with them, but moderates the traditional view of *taqlid* by saying: “No one can have any objection to the concept of *taqlid,* but I neither look upon any Imām as infallible, nor do I believe that his judgments were revealed to him by God Himself and so are obligatory for us. When we follow a certain Imām, we do so on the explicit understanding that he was possessed of a deep insight into the teachings of the Qur’an and the Sunnah and his findings were drawn from the Qur’an and the Sunnah. . . . Had it not been so, we would not have attached any importance to them. It would be the height of misfortune to give priority to the reasoning of man over the command of the nay. This alone is the type of *taqlid* which appears to me quite justifiable.”

Similarly, Shah Wali Allah offers a workable solution of the differences of pure traditionalists (*Muḥaddithiyya*) and the followers of the four Imāms. “The general practice,” he says, “with regard to the framing of *Fiqh* Law is that either the deductions are directly based upon the *Hudūth* or they are drawn in the light of the principles enunciated by the jurisprudents. The scholars of every age have been following these two courses, some stressing the former, others stressing the latter. . . . It is unfair to tilt the balance to one side only and neglect the other altogether. . . . The right procedure is to harmonize them. Both these methods should be employed for raising the superstructure of Islamic jurisprudence. The edifice of the *Shari‘a* so erected would be sound and well consolidated. The *Muḥaddith* should judge their deductions on the principles enunciated by the great jurisprudents. On the other hand, those who follow the practice of deducing laws on the basis of the procedure adopted by great jurisprudents should never give preference to their own principles over those of the nay, and see that their conclusions do not in any way contravene the injunctions of the *Hudūth.* In the same way it is not proper for any *Muḥaddith* to lay unnecessary stress on the principles laid down by the old compilers of the *Hudūth* They were after all human beings and their principles could not, therefore, be claimed to be final and free from all errors.”

Shah Wali Allah fully recognizes the importance of individual judgment (*fiqhād*), but at the same time believes that as this important task entails great responsibilities, it cannot be entrusted to everyone. He recounts three main qualifications of a *ushman*: (1) He should be able to frame the principles according to which the individual judgment is to be exercised; (2) he should be fully conversant with the Qur’an and the Sunnah and should know the *Fiqh* which form the basis of *Fiqh*; (3) he must be capable of exercising his judgment to draw injunctions from the Qur’an and the Sunnah in order to meet the new requirements of his times.

---

11 Cf. Qur’an, xv, 21; xvii, 79; xxviii, 21.
13 Ibid., pp. 27-28.
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Shah Wali Allah not only emphasizes the catholicity of Islamic Law and explains its assimilative spirit, but also stresses the need of reasoning in matters relating to the Šerif'ah. He believes that the iqṭuš of the old jurists, however high and exalted their status, is open to correction in the light of the Qur'ān and the Sunnāh. He, thus, opens the gate of iqṭuš which had been sealed long ago. No wonder that, like his illustrious predecessors, ibn Taimiyyah and ibn Qayyim, he was also accused of heretical innovations; yet he was one of the few intellectuals of the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent whose influence was deeply felt even beyond the borders of that country. His works, especially Ḥujjat Allah al-Balighah, Bayān al-Balighah and Fawz al-Kabīr, are read with admiration throughout the Muslim world. His popularity outside the sub-continent of Indo-Pakistan may be partly attributed to the fact that he had a perfect command over the Arabic and Persian languages. His mastery over the Arabic language was especially remarkable; he was one of the very few writers of the Indo-Pak sub-continent who could write Arabic prose with the same ease and confidence with which he could write his own mother tongue.

This might have been one of the factors of his popularity abroad. But a close analysis of the writings of the Muslim scholars of other countries clearly reveals that he was respected more for the depth of his thought and his keen insight in the matters of Šerif'ah than for the lackey of his style. This is substantiated by the fact that his reputation as a scholar and as a leader of thought has considerably increased during the last few decades when there has been a visible stir amongst the Muslims to reconstruct their thought on Islamic foundations without losing sight of the benefits which can be derived from the study of modern sciences. There is hardly any modern scholar of repute in the Muslim world who has not worked on Fiqh and Hadīth and has not quoted Shah Wali Allah in support of his contentsions. Abu Zahirah of Egypt, who is an authority on Muslim law, seems to be deeply influenced by him and has profusely quoted him in his scholarly discussions on Imam Abu Ḥanīfa's juridical views. Jamal al-Dīn Qāsimi, an eminent scholar of Ḥadīth in Damascus, has time and again referred to Shah Wali Allah's valuable thought in his famous book Qauwāl al-Tahābīth, which is considered to be a basic work on the principles of Hadīth. Abu Zahirah in his scholarly treatise, al-Ḥadīth al-Mudādīthiq, in which he traces the history of the revival of Hadīth in different lands, pays glowing tributes to Shah Wali Allah for the enviable contributions that he made in connection with the popularization of the study of Hadīth in India. In fact, he places him at the top of the list in his respect. The famous Shāhīkh al-Islam of Turkey, Shāhīkh Muḥammad Ẓāhid al-Kaṭīḥi, devotes a whole chapter to Shah Wali Allah in his compilation Muqālaṭ al-Kaṭīḥi published in Damascus. Mūḥammad al-Dīn al-Kaṭīḥi, a leader of the liberation movement of Egypt, and for several years editor of al-Fath, speaks of Shah Wali Allah in several of his articles with great respect. 'Abd al-Mun'im al-Naṣir, another leading scholar of Egypt and a member of the Board of
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'Ulama' of Azhar, in his book Tārīkh al-Islām fī al-Hind, speaks of him as an authority on Ḥadīth and Tafsīr. He states that Shah Wali Allah shattered the bonds of fiqh and prepared the Muslim scholars for research. Al-Muṣṭafrī, a compilation by Abu al-Ḥasan Ṣulaymān, has been prescribed as a textbook for the secondary school stage in Damascus, includes a selection from Ḥujjat Allah al-Balighah.

Shah Wali Allah's most valuable book, Ḥujjat Allah al-Balighah, has been published in Egypt in various editions and is widely read in the Arab lands. Muṣaqqi', another important work of Shah Wali Allah, has also been translated into Arabic. A French translation of Ḥujjat Allah al-Balighah has recently been published in Paris.

H

CONCLUSION

Shah Wali Allah's influence was quite widespread and penetrating. He revolutionized the philosophical, political, social, and economic ideas within the framework of Islam. Like an experienced surgeon he analysed and examined the various components of Islamic mysticism and Fiqh and rearranged them in an order which made them highly beneficial to the Muslim society. According to Iqbal, he was the first Muslim to feel the urge for rethinking the whole system of Islam without in any way breaking away from its past.

Shah Wali Allah aimed at presenting Islamic thought in as coherent and logical form as any theologically-philosophical system could be. His style has all the philosophical subtlety and penetration about it and his doctrines have a logical cogency and consistency surpassing those of many Muslim theologians. His philosophical endeavour consisted in explaining and resolving satisfactorily the apparent contradictions and dichotomies between the eternal values and the changing conditions, the unity of God and the multiplicity within the universe, etc. In this he was the precursor of Iqbal; anyone delving deep into Iqbal's Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam will find the spirit of Shah Wali Allah pervading this work from beginning to end.

In Islamic mysticism Shah Wali Allah tried to comb out all unhealthy foreign influences, such as the morbid kind of neo-Platonism and Vedantism. He stressed that genuine mysticism, as distinguished from pseudo-mysticism, encourages an active way of life which assures progress and prosperity in this world and salvation in the hereafter. Commenting on Shah Wali Allah's role as a Sufi, Professor Gibb writes: "During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries a succession of remarkable scholars strove to restate the bases of Islamic theology in a manner which broke away from the formalism of the orthodox manuals and laid new stress upon the psychological and ethical elements in religion. Among the more outstanding figures in this movement, which has not yet received the attention it deserves, were the Syrian Abū
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al-Ghazali of Nishābūr (1058–1111) and the Indian Ahmad Sahnī (1683–1704) and Shah Wali Allah of Delhi (1702–1762). 148

Shah Wali Allah translated the Holy Qur'an into Persian despite opposition and, thus, brought the Word of Allah within the reach of the common man. His illustrious son, Shaikh Rāfi’ al-Din, following his example, translated the Qur'an in Urdu and, thus, dispelled the prejudice against translations of the Holy Book.

In Hindi he revinned interest in the study of Shaikh Malik’s Mushaf, which became elevated in the eyes of scholars only through his efforts.

In Fas, Shah Wali Allah attacked the conventional notions prevailing during his time. His main endeavour consisted in freeing the concept of the divine Law from the subjective elements that had intruded into it, thus restoring it to the purity and compactness which it had at the time of the Companions. He also tried to bridge the gulf that yawned amongst the different schools of Fas. According to him, all the prevalent systems of Fas drew their inspiration from one single source so that there could be no fundamental differences in them; differences there had been and there would be, but these were differences in interpretation only, not in principles. The significance of Shah Wali Allah’s standpoint in Fas from the point of view of welding the Muslim community into one mass cannot be over-emphasized.

Shah Wali Allah, like Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindī, made it clear that Islam is not a religion in the usual sense of the term but a complete code of life which aims not only at individual righteousness but provides a framework for all individual and social activities.

It was the effect of the radical change brought about by Shah Wali Allah in the outlook of the Muslim community that in the various walks of life that a mighty movement under the leadership of Shah Ismā’īl Bārāvī and Sayyid Ahmad Bāravī was set afoot. This made the Muslim community realize the condition in which they had been left through a neglect of their faith, or through an incorrect approach to it. There sprang up an ardent desire in the minds of the Muslims to retrieve their position, not merely to claim the heritage of their past culture but also to revive the vitality inherent in it. Although the movement suffered defeat at the hands of the imperialistic powers, yet it could not be crushed permanently. The time that elapsed between the mauryed of Shah Ismā’īl and late forties of the present century is very important for it was the time during which the plant nourished by the life-blood of Shah Wali Allah continued growing till it flowered into the birth of Pakistan.

threw himself heart and soul into the task of bringing about a better understanding between the British and the Indians, and between the British and the Muslims. His thought-provoking book on the causes of the revolt and his commentary on the Bible belong to this period. He anticipated his educational work by setting up two schools in the cities of Muradabad and Ghazipur. In 1281/1864, he founded the Scientific Society, almost the first learned body in Northern India. The periodical of this association, The Aligarh Institute Gazette, was noted for its sober tone, objective reporting, and scrupulous avoidance of cheap journalist tricks—qualities rare in early Indian journalism. Three years later, Sayyid Ahmad found himself involved in an unedifying wrangle with the protagonist of Hindi who were determined to do away with Urdu as the language of the law-courts in Upper India. This together with his visit to England in 1826-87/1869-70 gave a fresh orientation to his ideas and a new direction to his efforts and he dedicated himself to the social and intellectual regeneration of the Indian Muslims.

On his return to India Sayyid Ahmad brought out his magazine, the Tahdid al-Akhbar, with the sub-title Mohammadan Social Reformer. This bright periodical had a chequered career and ultimately its publication ceased in 1311/1893. Sayyid Ahmad himself was its principal contributor. The essays that he wrote for it are universally acknowledged among the classics of Urdu literature. They examined the foundations of Muslim society and subjected Muslim institutions to a powerful searchlight. Whereas Bentham inquired into the utilitarian bases of institutions, Sayyid Ahmad applied to them the test of reason and religious sanction. The Tahdid gathered round itself a select and highly discriminating readership which shared Sayyid Ahmad’s zeal for reform. It countered on the one hand the forces of asceticism and religion unleashed by Western influences, and on the other beat down the firmly entrenched opposition to Western education. Towards the end, Sayyid Ahmad devoted himself more and more to the Muhammadan Anglo-Oriental College which was an imaginative educational experiment intended to develop into a character-building residential institution. The College produced a unique community of alumni and in due season Aligarh became the political and educational capital of Muslim India. The cognate organization, the All-India Mohammadan Educational Conference, founded by Sayyid Ahmad in 1304/1886, became a lively forum for the discussion of social and educational questions and proved to be an important factor in promoting Muslim solidarity in the sub-continent.

Sayyid Ahmad resolutely declined to be drawn into politics. “Educate, educate, educate . . .” was his watchword. His decision to hold aloof from the political movement had been often maligned and caricatured as a counsel of political reactionism. The misunderstanding arises primarily from an attempt at studying his ideas out of context and disregarding the circumstances of the times. A more realistic appraisal of his political creed in the context of contemporary events is urgently called for. Be that as it may,
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Sayyid Ahmad’s political testament prevented the absorption of the Muslim community into Hindu nationalism and finally resulted in the partition of the Indian sub-continent into its Hindu and Muslim zones. He was knighted in 1905/1906, and after a long intellectual and political career passed away at Aligarh in 1315/1898 at the ripe age of eighty-one.

B

THE SAYYID AS A HISTORIAN

Sayyid Ahmad had the intellectual make-up of a true historian and his entire thinking was coloured with a deep sense of obligation to the past. But he was seldom obsessed with it, and did not become like Birket, one of its unreasonable worshippers. Indeed, he could distinguish between its healthy and injurious legacies. He viewed political and social problems in the light of history and his ideas bore a close resemblance to the findings of the historical school in political science. As a historian he was concrete and objective. His monograph on the history of the Mutiny in the district of Bijnaur, entitled Tārikh-i Sargah-i Bijnaur, opens with the following observation about the responsibility of a historian:

“The contents of this book mostly deal with what I saw with my own eyes and did with my own hands. I have taken great pains to ascertain the truth of events and incidents beyond my own experience. Tempering with historical truth is a fraudulent enterprise. [It damages the truth and its evil influence works for ever. Thus, the sinful irresponsibility of the historian becomes everlasting.”

A résumé of Sayyid Ahmad’s historical writings must naturally begin with the Ākhir al-Sandal, which deals with the ancient buildings and historical monuments of Delhi and its suburbs. The city of Delhi is one of the oldest capitals and can boast of a hoary antiquity. It is the graveyard of dynasties and empires. Time has hallowed almost every bit of its territory. When Sayyid Ahmad entered the field of historical research he was fascinated by the wealth of its unexplored archaeological remains. He personally surveyed some one hundred and thirty sites, measured their dimensions, transcribed their inscriptions, and reconstructed their original plans. He experienced considerable hardship in getting at the inscriptions located in different parts of the column of Qutb Minar. The researcher in him was undeterred by hindrances. He tried heroically and managed to reach its height by the use of an ingenious but dangerous device. He also made a careful study of the mass of related historical materials in print as well as in manuscript and spun the data thus collected into a lively narrative of an almost encyclopedic range. While the account of the relics constitute the central theme of the book, none of its sections deal with the Fort, the aristocratic quarters, shopping centres, natural springs and the climate of Delhi, and the origin and evolution of the Urdu language. The first edition of the Ākhir included the life-sketches of the celeb-
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rities of Delhi, both dead and living, each as the heads of religious orders, poets, calligraphists, painters, and musicians. This part was omitted from later editions. The book was translated by a French Orientalist. The translation introduced Sayyid Ahmad to the scholars of Oriental history in Europe. It is interesting to note that this clear narrative was poorly paragraphed, contained practically no punctuation marks from beginning to end, and was characterized by a certain lack of restraint in presentation. The book went through a second edition in 1270/1853, when its grosser flaws were eliminated. Its language was simplified and new materials introduced. Probably the only extant copy of this edition is to be found in the Panjab University Library, Lahore.

Sayyid Ahmad next turned his attention to the Āl-i Akbari, the principal source book for the colourful reign of Akbar who presided over an administration remarkable for its efficiency as well as its complexity. (The land-revenue system built up under the British was faithfully raised upon the foundations laid in the reign of this renowned monarch.) But the available copies of this classic were full of errors and were positively unserviceable for an understanding of an important epoch. Sayyid Ahmad sought to establish the text of the great work. The job was undertaken at the request of a merchant prince of Delhi. He collected all the manuscripts within his reach and prepared his own version. To this he added a glossary of difficult phrases, unfamiliar names, and obsolete terms. Legends of the coins of different denominations were reproduced together with detailed particulars about the utensils, implements, arms, and jewellery current in Akbar’s time. He also corrected, wherever he could, the inaccuracies of the author himself. All this represented an immense improvement upon the utility of the original work. But luckily a good part of the manuscript together with its printed portions was destroyed during the Mutiny.

The reign of Firduz Shâh Tughlak is another brilliant interlude in the annals of Medieval India. Firduz Shâh was the creator of what may be described as a welfare state, and his fame justly rests on a mild and humane administration. The record of Firduz Shâh’s life and achievements was preserved by a contemporary named Dâl-i-Din Barni. Sayyid Ahmad prepared a collated manuscript of Barni’s work after consulting the four available manuscripts, one of which belonged to the private library of the Moghul royalty and was highly prized for its authenticity. In the preface of the printed book Sayyid Ahmad gave an extensive bibliography of the historical literature of the period and set down all that he had been able to gather about the life of Barni himself. The monograph, published by the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal in 1279/1862, was encountered with numerous printing errors for which, a high authority informs us, the responsibility must be fixed on the press and not on the editor.

Two other pamphlets reminiscent of Sayyid Ahmad’s family affiliations with the Court of Delhi deserve a passing mention. The first one, entitled Jâmi-i Jan, was a brief tabulated account of the kings of the House of Timur,
beginning from the founder and ending with Bahādur Shāh II. The reign of each king was described under seventeen columns. It also carried a bibliography and was noticed in Elliot and Dawson’s History of India as Told by its Own Historians. The second brochure catalogued the kings of Delhi from 1400 B.C. listing Queen Victoria as the 392nd sovereign in the chronological order.

A few years before the Mutiny Sayyid Ahmad offered to compile a history of the district of Bijnour, an offer heartily accepted by his official superiors. The self-imposed obligation led him, after a diligent search for materials, to the original records on the subject dating from the times of Akbar and Jahangir. This was an achievement by itself. The work was duly completed but was lost in the raising of 1273-74/1857, like some of his other works.

Jalal al-Din al-Dhikr al-Makhtūb was a biographical account of the Prophet, old-fashioned but based on authentic sources, written to repair the deficiency of suitable reading texts at the annual birthday celebrations of the Prophet. Tarikh-i Sarḥān-i Bijnār is a history of the Mutiny in a particular sector. This is, in fact, an uninterrupted day-to-day diary maintained by Sayyid Ahmad which goes into great detail about the military and related events that took place in the district of Bijnour between May 1857 and April 1858. He recorded all that he witnessed and preserved all this, he wrote amidst the death-dealing conflagration. The fact that he had numerous enemies about him and lived in hourly peril of his life and yet kept calm enough to make regular entries in his journal, is significant. One has to be a historian to the marrow of one’s bone to enter into the stream of history with a stoic indifference to one’s personal circumstances.

Risālāt Abshīr-i Baghānūst-i Hind is an outstanding contribution to contemporary history. It has been written with a sense of perspective which almost invariably eludes those who chronicle the happenings they have lived through. The pamphlet represents an important landmark in the evolution of Sayyid Ahmad’s mind. His former concern with history was in the nature of a disinterested intellectual and cultural pursuit. But the horrifying and humiliating consequences of the Mutiny taught him, consciously or unconsciously, to resort to history for more practical ends. One of these new motivations was to promote accord between the rulers and the ruled.

The British rule in India has a credit as well as a debit side. However admirable the qualities of the British mind, it has been too sensitive about its own prerogatives and too much off the balance to make a fair estimate of the intensity of Indian feeling and sentiment. No alien rule can be popular, and even when the British acted with the best of motives they earned little or no gratitude from the subject populace. Like all foreign masters they were prone to swell gibbly on the benefits and blessings of their own domination, but their claims were summarily dismissed by the Indians as mere hypocrisy. Some members of the ruling class who thought over the matter felt exasperated at the want of “appreciation”; others never bothered about questions of human psychology and declared bluntly, like Sir Micheal O’Dwyer half a century later, that the dominion in India had been carved by the sword and that it could not be retained by the faint-hearted. Sayyid Ahmad knew the British well enough and when he sat down to record his own views about the causes of the Mutiny, the psychological factor was uppermost in his mind. But this was not all. In order to provide his readers with a panoramic view of the catastrophe he gave due weight to the sociological, economic, and historical factors in formulating his view. The product exhibits a robust sense of proportion and the skill of a craftsman in making use of the raw materials of history. The book would show that Sayyid Ahmad had almost an intuitive grasp of the techniques of scientific history-writing which were being developed in Europe at about this time.

In Risālāt Abshīr-i Baghānūst-i Hind, Sayyid Ahmad spotlighted the errors of the administration of the East India Company and brought home the manifold Indian grievances against foreign rule. He called attention to the utter futility of a system of law-making which operated, so to speak, in a vacuum, unconcerned with the state of society; the unrestrained and irritating proselytizing zeal of the Christian missionaries who followed in the wake of the conquest; the well-founded popular suspicion about the Government’s planning a wholesale conversion of the Indians to Christianity; the mistaken zeal of the Company’s functionaries in helping missionary propaganda; and the mortal injury that all this inflicted on the pride of a people deeply attached to their religious creeds. In the economic sphere the Company rule had created financial and fiscal monopolies. The local industries had been crushed out of existence to create a market for British imports. A high-handed revenue settlement in Upper India and the neglect of broadheads had caused widespread misery. The disbandment of princely Courts and armies had restricted the scope for Indian talent. The officials of the East India Company showed little sympathy for the people over whom they ruled. They loved to assert their authority and savagely suppressed all manifestations of discontent. Sayyid Ahmad explained all this without mincing words and attributed the outbreak to the ferocity of the British rule. Viewed differently, it was a powerful plea for humanizing the administration and making it responsive to the urges of the people.

Vast tracts of the country were subjected to declared or undeclared martial law in the months following the suppression of the Mutiny. Ruthlessness of the rulers was proverbial. Freedom of expression and opinion was unthinkable. It was an act of cold courage to have drawn up this indictment. Any Englishman who read it would be likely to brand it treasonous and inflict the direct chastisement upon its author, Sayyid Ahmad had the pamphlet printed in a limited number and was on the point of sending it to the Viceroy and members of the British Parliament when some of his friends dissuaded him from the course. But Sayyid Ahmad disregarded the friendly pressure though he experienced some difficulty afterwards in clearing himself of the charges of disloyalty brought against him by his British critics.
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Dr. Hunter's *The Indian Muslims*, published in 1268/1851, was avowedly intended to pave the way to a better understanding of a "persistently belligerent" class of Asiatic subjects (i.e., the Indian Muslims), to bridge "the gap between the rulers and the ruled" and, thus, to safeguard the British power in India against the "chronic peril" facing it. Basing his assertions on the evidence adduced at successive State trials, he concluded that there was a close casual connection between the Wahhabi activities and the perennially disturbed state of the North-Western Frontier. The underground movement, he went on to say, was skillfully organized, and its leaders arrogated to themselves all functions of sovereignty over their constituents. The tie which bound the members of the secret order were of extraordinary toughness and endurance. The central office, located at Patna and controlling the permanent machinery throughout the rural areas for spreading disaffection, sent out a multitude of larvae, melancholy, and wandering zealots carefully indoctrinated with treason and equipped with extraordinary capacity for waging war against the British. An uninterrupted stream of money and ardent recruits sworn to exterminate the infidel flowed towards the frontier.

This vivid portrayal of Wahhabi transgressions against law evoked a sharp protest from Sayyid Ahmad, who characterized the book as malicious and unhistorical. In a lengthy review of *The Indian Muslims*, he pointed out several inaccuracies in Hunter's statement of Wahhabi tenets, and critically surveyed the history of the movement from 1259/1842 up to the publication of this book. The relentless trans-border hostility to British rule, Sayyid Ahmad declared, could not be ascribed to Wahhabi fomentations. It was largely prompted by the continued presence on the Frontier of a large, disloyal, and terrorist-inflicted population (both Hindu and Muslim), who had fled from the British territory after the Mutiny to escape the wrath of the conqueror, sought asylum with the tribes and started life adrift amidst unfamiliar surroundings. There was nothing unusual in these migrants' receiving visitors and gifts of money from their relations in India. Finally, the tribal enmity against the constituted authority in the country to the east of the river Indus became a recurring phenomenon of Indian history. The expeditions sent in the past by the Emperors Akbar, Shah Jahan, and Aurangzeb (all Muslims) had failed to subdue the over-recedentary highlanders. Studying *The Indian Muslims* and its review by Sayyid Ahmad together, it would appear that he had the better of the argument and many fairminded Englishmen were convinced of the invalidity of Dr. Hunter's deductions.

It has been sometimes suggested that Sayyid Ahmad disengaged himself from historical studies after the Mutiny and that he was engrossed more and more in the advancement of social reform and the preaching of political "quietism." But that is wise of the mark. It is true that the results of his later interest in history did not issue in big volumes. But numerous later articles from his pen deal with historical subjects, and a subtle sense of history pervades the rest of his writings. In one of his letters he spoke of the unsavoury fruit of history. The phrase was interpreted to mean that an excessive contemplation of the past was likely to act as a dope and lead the people away from the task of reform and reconstruction. A careful study of the context, however, makes it clear that this was far from his mind. He only called for a rational approach to history and a proper evaluation of its bequests. It would be more appropriate to say that Sayyid Ahmad discovered new uses of history. He informed one of his friends from abroad that the vilification of Islam and distortion of its history in the West were directly responsible for the political adversities of the Indian Muslims. A more objective approach to the past, he felt, would go a long way in conquering the deep-rooted aversion of the West for Islam and its followers. While the nostrum was surely needed for the West, it was about as necessary for the Muslims themselves. As a people they had to rediscover their own identity and their own ideals. What can be done depends much upon what has been. History, thus, became an instrument of Muslim renaissance in Sayyid Ahmad's hands. History, he was careful to emphasize, was not to be treated as a jumble of useless information crammed in dusty volumes but as a continuous and meaningful record of man, living in association with his kind and toiling for the satisfaction of his material needs. This could best be brought about by integrating history with sociology. Therefore, history had to be reapproached, relathedorn, and rechronicled. Sayyid Ahmad was probably the first man of letters in the Indian sub-continent to make out a case for the reformulation of historical values. The task has been going on steadily. Still a lot remains to be accomplished. The same cry is heard from different platforms and institutions even today.

Sayyid Ahmad had his ideas not only on the content of history but also about its form. He made a sharp distinction between history and fiction: the two belonged to different departments of literature, each with a method of its own. Historical romance was fatal to history and fiction alike. The mere stylist must never be entrusted with the job of putting history into shape. He may be tempted to sacrifice accuracy for the sake of a few smart phrases. Sayyid Ahmad did not have a high opinion about Maenalan’s talent as a historian because he (i.e., Sayyid) did not look upon history as an affair of chiselled idiom. The historiographer, according to him, must cultivate the art of expressing himself in inanimate and exact prose.

Sayyid Ahmad’s own contribution to history was not inconceivable. But the inspiration which two prolific yet conscientious historians received from him is equally important. The first among them was Shibli Nu’mani, Professor of Oriental Languages at the M.A.-O. College, who came into contact with Sayyid Ahmad while he was yet deeply imbued with the orthodox tradition. But he gradually outgrew his narrowness of vision under the liberalizing influence of the Master. In addition to a comprehensive biography of the Prophet, he wrote a series of works on some of the leading personalities of Muslim history such as the Caliph ‘Umar, al-Mas‘ūn, Rumi, al-‘Askarī, and
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the like, and set their achievements in a clear light. He had to undertake an expensive journey to Turkey and other Muslim countries in search of material for his volumes. Written in accordance with the principles of historiography laid down by Sayyid Ahmad, Ghil'at's works had a great vogue and constituted an important force behind the Muslim renaissance in India initiated by the Aligarh Movement. The other scholar to imbibe Sayyid Ahmad's methodology was Professor Zakir 'Ali of the Central Muir College, Allahabad, whose greatest achievement was a voluminous history of India. The preface of this work reaffirms the validity of Sayyid Ahmad's thinking and the author hastens to impress upon his readers that a fruitful study of history should enable discerning minds to discover the laws of human development. Maulvi Mehdí 'Ali, better known as Muhíin ul-Mulk, reviewed his Khil'otn's "Prolegomena" in the Tahkíb al-Ajlání and introduced Urdu readers to the theories of the medieval savant. This served to induce realism about the past among later Indian Muslim writers.

C

THE SAYYID AS A REFORMER

The revolutionary changes, social and political, which came over the sub-continent in the thirteenth/nineteenth century disorganized the spiritual no less than the mundane life of the Indian Muslims. The central Muslim problem was one of adjustments to an adamant political dispensation. The process entailed a fight against the persistent antagonism between the Christian rulers and their Muslim subjects. The political rivalry between Islam and Christendom was a legacy of the past and began as far back as the second/eighth century when Muslim conquests in Europe and Africa brought the followers of the two faiths in close geographical proximity. The Crusades deepened the fissure. The European powers felt the Turkish conquests felt the Turkish conquests of Constantinople as a threat to their interests and in their side. No wonder that the majority of European scholars looked at Islam through coloured glasses; they were loth to make a dispassionate study of its tenets and institutions and were content to repeat popular distortions about it. Such crudities which represented Muhammad as an idol in the temple of Mecca and Muslims as blood-thirsty destroyers of the peace of the world and the cultures of its peoples gained wide credence. With such prepossessions, the rulers of the country were suspicious of Muslim loyalty towards the new order. There was much in Muslim thinking and conduct to confirm their misgivings. Consequently, the British would not feel secure unless they liquidated the Muslim menace. The Hindus who had lived under Muslim rule for many centuries and nursed real or fancied grievances against their former rulers were attracted by the opportunities for advancement provided by the change of masters. The leaders of thought among them discarded their ancient caste scruples and went forward to meet the British conquerors more than half way. The alliance was advantageous to both. The Muslims were slowly
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crushed between the two pincers. The British ignored the very existence of Muslims and felt no qualm in assigning Muslim rights to advance Hindu interests. As Hindu subjects drew closer and closer to the British rulers, the Muslims drifted apart. In course of time the estrangement was complete and the two found themselves separated by an unbridgeable gulf.

Sayyid Ahmad was a realist. He had been through the Mutiny and watched at close quarters the outcome of the conqueror's unassailable wrath against the Muslims. He had witnessed vast sections of Muslim aristocracy being either obliterated or utterly impoverished. He was convinced that the British had come to stay in India and that their supremacy, along with that of the Western way of thinking, could not be challenged in any foreseeable future. The Muslims must, therefore, refashion their lives as Muslims. If they did not, they would go deeper down into the mawes of degradation. In his opinion the Christian-Muslim rancour was based merely upon mutual ignorance and prejudice. His effort to mediate between the two religions took the form of an unfinished commentary on the Bible which, among other things, sought to establish that both Islam and Christianity were fed from the same spiritual spring. The identity of their history and family resemblance between their doctrines could be readily understood by anyone who studied and compared their contents. Sayyid Ahmad also allowed, against the accepted Muslim belief, some sort of integrity to the existing Biblical text and showed that Christianity was a humanitarian religion which forsook all kinds of cruelty and all forms of wanton bloodshed. It would be interesting to note that this was the first commentary on the Bible in any Asian language. For obvious reasons the exposition found no favour either with Christians or with Muslims.

The Muslim society in India taboed social intercourse with Christians under a mistaken interpretation of religion. In order to remove this social barrier, Sayyid Ahmad wrote a pamphlet, entitled At'/in-i 'Udái-i Aht-i Khúl, to explain that Islamic Law does not prevent Muslims from dining with Jews or Christians provided prohibited foods or drinks are not served.

Periods of transition are inevitably attended by confusion and perplexities. New education was a powerful ally of all issues opposed to religion and ethics. As Dr. Hunter had put it: "No young man ... goes through our schools without learning to disbelieve the faith of his forefathers. The luxuriant religions of Asia shrivel into dry sticks when brought into contact with the icy realities of Western science."

There is nothing unusual in a conservative community rejecting all new ideas which threaten its homogeneity. The older generation among Muslims had no sense of direction. It scoffed all current scientific ideas as incompatible with religion. While the Hindus took to the new education avidly, it stuck in Muslim throats. The Muslim child who went to a West-oriented school was deemed to have crossed the limits of the Holy Law and placed himself outside the pale of Islam. This was the way to extinction. With his usual foresight Sayyid Ahmad grasped the nature of the issue and devised a solution. In the
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first place, he attempted a new synthesis of religious thought in Islam the central doctrine of which was that Islam was not opposed to the study of science and had nothing to fear from its impact; secondly, he conceived of a new system of education in which the responsibility for educating the coming generations would be thrown on the community itself and in which the scholars would receive instruction in Islam along with a grounding in Western sciences. This was the basic principle of Aligarh education which brought influential elements in the Indian Muslim society into the current of modernism. If Aligarh did not develop on the lines envisaged by Sayyid Ahmad, the failure cannot be ascribed to him. Though he said many hard things about the system of Muslim education received from the Middle Ages, it is unfair to suggest that he had set his heart on a total breach with the past. He advocated, for instance, the retention of self-perpetuating and inexpensive arrangements for elementary education. In respect of female education his ideas were not much in advance of his times. He would first have the men educated and leave the problem of women's education to solve itself.

The proselytizing activities of Christian missionaries were giving an acute cause of anxiety to the Muslim society. The missionaries who had been allowed to settle down and pursue their vocation in the territorial possessions of the East India Company by the Charter Act of 1813 enjoyed Government patronage and used a variety of methods to secure conversions. The missionary ingress virtually became an invasion. They spread a network of schools where the Bible was placed in the hands of young pupils and its study encouraged by pecuniary rewards. Their hospitals gave free medicines to visiting patients along with doses of Christian teaching. The field behaviour of missionaries was arrogant, offensive, and aggressive. In the course of their preaching they freely entered into religious and theological disputations and indulged in an intemperate language about founders of other religions and their teachings. Islam was an unfailing target of their platform inveigler. It was also vilified in leaflets and pamphlets. The Muslim youth was confronted with a mutilated presentation of Muslim history and doctrines to shatter his faith and breed a sense of inferiority in him. The core of missionary preaching was that Islam had outlived its day, that it could not stand scientific and intellectual scrutiny, that its appeal lay to the greater impulses of humanity and that it had kept the Muslim communities all over the world in a state of chronic backwardness. The Life of Muhammad written by Sir William Muir, at the instance of a veteran missionary, amplified this thesis. The book based its argument on the information collected from a close study of some Muslim sources and was acclaimed as a great help to the missionary in his spiritual onslaught on Islam. Sir William had pointed to the institutions of divorce, polygamy, and slavery with the finger of scorn, though towards the end he was constrained to admit that Islam had "banished for ever many of the darker elements of superstition. . . . Idolatry vanished before the battle-cry of Islam; the doctrine of the Trinity and infinite perfections of God . . . became a living principle in the hearts and lives of the followers of Mohammed. . . . Brotherly love is inculcated . . . within the circle of the faith . . . orphans to be protected, and slaves treated with consideration; intoxicating drinks prohibited, so that Mohammedanism may bear a degree of temperance unknown to any other creed."²

Sayyid Ahmad wrote a refutation of this book under the title Essays on the Life of Mohammed and Subjects Subordinate Thereto. This was a scientific historical study characterized by rigorous reasoning and can be rightly regarded as a specimen of the author's ripe scholarship. The materials needed for the work could not be found in India. Sayyid Ahmad undertook a voyage to Britain where he studied in the British Museum and the India Office Library, sent for rare works from Turkish and Egyptian libraries and had numerous papers from the works of European scholars translated into English for his own use. The work proved costly. He had to sell his household effects and borrow heavily to meet the expenses of the publication.

In a word, we see how deep and wide Sayyid Ahmad was in the culture of Islam. But he was no mere respecter of authority. He freely questioned the credentials of reputed commentators. In his way of thinking Hadith did not furnish an adequate basis for the understanding of Islam. He held that the brilliant allegorical method of the Qur'an made it plain that every age had to understand the Book in the light of its own requirements. Religion, Sayyid Ahmad opined, had gathered a good deal of mass in its sojourn through time. It had been inextricably mixed up with the judgments of its exponents. It needed to be combed of all exotic ideas and placed in its proper perspective. In questioning sanctified opinions Sayyid Ahmad emancipated the Muslim thought in India from the bondage of prescription and in this lies his monumental achievement.

Sayyid Ahmad can justly be regarded as a maker of Urdu prose and the first real prose-writer in this language. Born out of the confluence of Persian and local Indian dialects, Urdu is a cultural heritage of Muslim rule in India. But it was as yet in a state of comparative infancy. Its thought had been enriched and mode of expression refined by a long line of illustrious poets. Its prose, however, was under-developed. Its intellectual content was small and its vocabulary could grapple only with a narrow range of subjects, like religion, history, and mysticism. Written in rhymed prose, the early Urdu books abounded in similes and metaphors and represented an unscientific and lifeless assemblage of facts with a strong didactic and other-worldly flavour. Most of the writers were old-fashioned Arabic scholars whose puerile Urdu was beyond the comprehension of those unacquainted with that language. Their philosophy leaves the modern reader cold and smirk.

Sayyid Ahmad worked a veritable revolution in literature. Primarily a reformer who wanted to raise his community to the intellectual level of the more advanced Western peoples, he sought to propagate his ideas through works like, unvarnished Urdu prose. This purpose could be served only if

the language was stripped of its medieval trappings and invested with a sufficiently sensitive and expressive vocabulary to absorb and expound all shades of meaning on different subjects connected with contemporary life. He made his first effort in this sphere by founding the Scientific Society at Muradabad in 1821/1824. The Society was later headquartered at Aligarh, where it published very readable translations of standard English works on history, political economy, agriculture, mathematics, and other media subjects. The Society also ran a weekly journal, the Aligarh Institute Gazette, in which appeared articles of popular interest on social, educational, and scientific subjects. The translations issued by the Scientific Society are far more serviceable than the unreadable laborious work done later under prudish auspices and at fabulous cost. As a writer Sayyid Ahmad dealt with momentous issues of the day. He often wrote on controversial and debatable subjects and began them with a provocative statement. Master of a smooth and matter-of-fact style he never burdened his writings with unfamiliar terminology. His realism was very much subdued and was under the control of a conscious classicism. He seldom played with the feelings of his readers. He could enliven almost any subject that he chose for discussion and had all the qualities of penmanship which distinguish the true artist from a mere scribe. As he wrote he appeared to be engaged in an intimate conversation. By inimitable inductive methods he built up his arguments bit by bit with the help of shared experience loading the reader to his own conclusions and communicating to him his personal enthusiasm for social improvement. The galaxy of talent that surrounded Sayyid Ahmad included renowned intellectuals who made valuable contributions to the Urdu language in history, criticism, mathematics, and even science. Sayyid Ahmad made no direct contribution to poetry. With him, and after him, prose became a vehicle of awakening and instruction. To sum up, before Sayyid Ahmad's day Urdu was not much above the status of a dialect. It was he who transformed it into a language pulsating with life and capable of meeting the demands of a complex modern society.

An idea of Sayyid Ahmad's notions about the mental and moral equipment of a social reformer and his duties and obligations can be gained from the following extracts taken from one of his best known essays:

"Most people believe that they can rid themselves of social evils by common action. . . I do not subscribe to this view. The way to reform lies through discord and not through unity. Reformist ideals call for courage and perseverance of a high order. It is for the reformer boldly to violate the customs of his group. . . . In this he will incur a lot of odium and popular disapprobation. But ultimately he will succeed and win converts. Though he provokes opposition in the beginning he is acknowledged a benefactor in the end."* 

"I wish to point out to my countrymen the futility of condemning and cursing our social heritage in the privacy of our conclaves. It is vain to look

Renaissance in Indo-Pakistan (Continued): Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan for friends and supporters in the task of regeneration. One who wishes well of his people should come out in the open, break his own chains, and put heart into others to do the same."**

Sayyid Ahmad himself lived up to these professions. He was fully imbued with the impatience of a zealot and the fervour of an iconoclast. At times he was forthright to the point of wounding others' feelings. In his reformist programme he included freedom of opinion, a critical approach to religion, the discarding of social evils imbibed from Hindu contacts, the elimination of the less desirable traits of human character such as flatulence, insincerity and selfish individualism, proper observance of the cleanliness of person and environment, reforms of dress and manners of eating, the recognition of women's rights and the simplification of current forms of address in correspondence.

D

THE SAYYID AS A POLITICIAN

Sayyid Ahmad never presented himself as a politician. At the conscious level his life-work was primarily educational and reformative. It is usual to study his political views within a narrow sector and speak of them in colourful and hostile adjectives. It is, therefore, necessary to review his political doctrines in the context of problems facing him. This alone can make his thought intelligible. For one thing, Sayyid Ahmad was often reticent on politics. But whenever he spoke he was far from polemical. His opinions were characterized by the same candour and empirical quality which permeated his discussion on social and religious questions. A recent Indian publication has pointedly stated that each one of Sayyid Ahmad's major projects (i.e., the Scientific Society, the M.A.O. College, the commentary on the Bible, the plea for social reform, the commentary on the Qur'an) was inspired by political considerations and was, directly or indirectly, designed to lead to the political rehabilitation of the Indian Muslims. This view is correct if the term "politics" is meant to include all that is conveyed to the ancient Greeks. But if we choose the narrower meaning, the view, though arguable, is directly disputed by his friend and biographer, Alij Bussain Haji, who has explained at some length that Sayyid Ahmad's love of religion alone supplied the dynamic for all his activities.

The best theoretical statement on Sayyid Ahmad's politics is contained in a communication which he addressed to one of his English friends. He says, "I am a Muslim domiciled in India. Racially I am a Semite: the Arab blood still courses in my veins. The religion of Islam in which I have full and abiding faith preaches radical principles. Truth, both by blood and faith, I am a true radical. . . . Islam is opposed to all forms of monarchy, whether

* Sayyid Ahmad Khan, Majdume-i Tabish al-Akhlaq, 1592.

** Ibid., 1593.
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hereditary or limited. It approves of the rule of a popularly elected president; it denounces the concentration of capital and insists upon the division of properties and possessions among legal heirs on the demise of their owners. (In this way) even a mine of wealth would suffer countless subdivisions in the course of two generations. But the religion which teaches me these principles also incubates certain other principles. First, if God wills our subjection to another race, which grants us religious freedom, governs us justly, preserves peace, protects our life and belongings, as the British do in India, we should wish it well and owe it allegiance. . . .

The latter part of this declaration has invited strongly worded and undeserved criticism. Some have spoken of it as a new version of the divine right of rulers. But it should be clear, as we proceed, that the loyalty of which Sayyid Ahmad spoke was the loyalty of free men and not of helots. Sayyid Ahmad throughout prided himself on his radicalism. Yet, generally speaking, the content of radicalism is relative to time and place. A radical of yesterday may be the conservative of today. But Sayyid Ahmad's liberalism has an objective stamp which will be recognized by anyone who follows his opinions carefully.

In post-Mutiny India the ruling race, with rare exceptions, displayed abnormal racial arrogance. In part this could be attributed to the Mutiny which furnished a grim background to the era which it opened. Old memories rankled on both sides. The Indians soon reconciled themselves to British rule as to a decree of fate. But the British, drunk with the pride of conquest, were always squaring the past accounts with the subjugated populace. They treated their Indian subjects as half-savages and were quick and demonstrative in heaping indignities on their heads. All Britons deemed it a national duty to exact all external courtesies from the Indians they were forced to meet in the ordinary business of life. There were few points of social contact between the two. The ruling race lived a life of its own and behaved like an army of occupation. "Apartheid" was practiced by rulers in India in an obnoxious form before it made its appearance elsewhere. Whatever his rank or birth, no Indian was allowed to enter restaurants, public parks, or railway compartments frequented by Englishmen. If he did so unwittingly, he found himself rudely thrown out. The passage of time did nothing to soften the haughtiness of the ruling class. Sayyid Ahmad reminded them of this weakness of theirs in 1294/1877 in these words: "For a whole century and more, you, gentlemen, have lived in the same country; you have breathed the same air; you have drunk the same water; you have lived on the same crops that have given nourishment to the millions of your fellow Indian subjects, yet the absence of social intercourse, which is implied by the word friendship between the English and the people of this country has been most deplorable." 5

6 G. F. I. Graham, Life and Work of Sayid Ahmad Khan, London, 1885, p. 188.
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The controversy which centred round the Ilbert Bill (a legislative measure which sought to extend the jurisdiction of Indian magistrates and judges of a certain standing by investing them with the power of trying European criminals) called forth an aggressive and noisy agitation from the British community resident in India, who thought that the world would end if a white man was made to stand in the dock before a magistrate with a tanned complexion. Sayyid Ahmad committed an irredeemable sin in their eyes by recording his vote in favour of the Bill. In the course of his speech before the Legislature, on the occasion, he made out a weighting case for equality before law and observed, "I am convinced that laws based on racial discrimination will prevent the growth of friendship and unity between our two peoples. Pleasure social life and political equality are born out of subjection to a uniform system of law. It is time that all subjects of the Crown, Hindus, Muslims, Europeans, Eurasians, should enjoy the same political and constitutional rights, and be subject to the same disabilities."

Towards the end of his life, Sayyid Ahmad grew pessimistio about the likelihood of Englishmen learning to conduct themselves differently. He gave expression to his despondency in an article, a part of which runs as follows: "In my opinion the time has not yet come, and perhaps will never come, when our European friends, conquerors of this country . . . will condescend to sit on the same bench with a conquered and naturally hated Indian . . . If the Indian wants to keep up his self-respect . . . his life becomes unbearable . . . If an Indian desires to obey the dictates of his conscience . . he cannot perform his duties . . . It is no secret that the treatment which English people accord to their own countrymen and that which they accord to Indians are as different from one another as black is from white."

Sayyid Ahmad's dealings with the British fail to corroborate the legend of "servility" indiscriminately circulated by an extremely vocal coterie of propagandists in the following generation. His opposition to certain policies of the Government was constant, consistent, and unswerving. He never hesitated to cross swords with insulent and ill-mannered bureaucrats and was impatient with the widespread habit of suffering official high-handedness meekly. He advised his countrymen not to put up with injustice and indignity even if it came straight from Caesar. Said he, "They [the Indians] have at present little or no voice in the management of the affairs of this country; and should any measure of the Government prove obnoxious to them, they brood over it, appearing outwardly satisfied and happy, whilst discontent is rankling in their hearts. You are in the habit of inveighing against various acts of Government in your homes—and amongst your friends, [but] in the course of your visits to [officials], you represent yourselves as quite satisfied with the justice and wisdom of the same acts." Sayyid Ahmad did not consider such a temper dignified or helpful.
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The part played by the Urdu-Hindi controversy in shaping Hindu Muslim relations on the political plane has often been overlooked. Sayyid Ahmadi was the first Muslim to sense the political implications of the linguistic wrangle. The dispute, the essence of which have not yet been buried, forced itself on public attention in 1284/1867. The Hindus were determined to undo Urdu and have it replaced by Hindi as the language of the law-courts. They opened the front at Benares. Gradually, their demand gathered strength and momentum. The methods by which the friends of Hindi pursued their ends ripped open the wounds of the past and portended the inevitable conflict. Sayyid Ahmadi abandoned all hope of co-operation between Hindus and Muslims and read with uncanny accuracy the writing on the wall. His oft-quoted letter, written from London in 1296/1879 in which he talked of Hindus and Muslims parting company for good, can be read as a veritable political prophecy about the 1396/1947 partition of the Indian sub-continent.

In 1295/1879 Sayyid Ahmad was nominated as a member of the Indian Legislature and sat in this body for a little over four years. As a legislator he took his duties seriously and spoke practically every bill that came up for discussion. He was the first Indian to introduce a private bill into the Legislature which eventually found place on the statute book. His speeches displayed a firm understanding of social questions underlying legal issues. He also interested himself in the waning fortunes of the once prosperous Muslim families and sought to arrest by legislation their increasing impoverishment. But his draft bill was not taken up on technical grounds.

The earliest political movements in India were local in character. But they soon coalesced under the auspices of the Indian National Congress. This body was actually founded by an Englishman, A. O. Hume, a retired member of the Bengal Civil Service, with the active encouragement of the Viceroy, Lord Dufferin. It was almost a Government-sponsored body and its relations with Authority were cordial in the earlier phase of its stormy career. The Congress met once a year and its annual festival of speech-making lasted for three days. Year after year, it passed resolutions demanding the introduction of Western electoral and representative institutions in India. As time went by, the influential reform movements in Hindu society were integrated with the political creed of the Indian National Congress which because the market place of Hindu ideologies and the forum of Hindu aspirations. Sayyid Ahmad counselled Muslims to keep away from the Congress for several cogent reasons. In education and enlightenment they were sadly behind the times and were not experienced enough for the game of politics. They had large gaps to fill and big deficiencies to make up; politics, at this stage, would prove a distracting pursuit and upset plans of educational reform and social uplift. There was nothing baseful in asking an educationally backward and economically poor people to attend to first things first. He further argued that no political movement in India could be depended upon to produce worthwhile results in the face of growing estrangement between Hindus and Muslims. Fruitful

12 Idem, Ājkiri Muḥāsin, p. 46.
13 Idem, Muṣafahāt li-Kāla, p. 308.

Renaissance in Indo-Pakistan (Continued): Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan politics could only be raised upon consensus of opinion. The conclusion is as valid in the fourteenth/twentieth century as it was in the thirteenth/ nineteenth. Experience has taught the Muslims—if they are at all prepared to heed its warning—that consensus alone can give substance and reality to democratic forms and not a mechanical manipulation of the will of those in majority. Finally, India’s size and racial and cultural diversities will always militate against the success of Western democratic institutions. He expressed this line of thought in one of his articles thus: “I seriously pondered over the suitability [or otherwise] of the representative system of government in India long before the Congress took up the matter. Having carefully gone through the [clearly expressed] opinions of John Stuart Mill, I am convinced that where majority is a decisive factor in a political system, it is essential for the electors to be united by ties of race, religion, manners, customs, culture, and historical traditions. In the presence of these conditions, representative government is practicable and useful. In their absence it would only injure the well-being and tranquility of the land.”

The Muslim community could not agree to sacrifice its historic identity on the altar of a nationalism with which it had no affinities. That the Muslims formed a nation by themselves by virtue of their common adhesion to the Muslim faith, is the most recurring refrain of Sayyid Ahmad’s speeches and writings. A typical extract culled at random from an address to Muslim students at Lahore is as follows:

“I use the word community to include all Musalmān. Faith in God and His Prophet and proper observance of the precepts of the faith are the only bonds that hold us together. You are irrevocably lost to us if you turn your back on religion. We have no part or lot with transgressors and heretics even if they shine like the stars of the firmament. I want you to dive deep into European literature and sciences but at the same time I expect you to be true to your faith.”
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RENAISSANCE IN INDO-PAKISTAN (Continued)

SIR SAYYID AHMAD KHAN AS A RELIGIO-
PHILOSOPHICAL THINKER

It was the experience of the Indian Revolt that made Sayyid Ahmad Khan what he is for us today. He realized the dangers that were inherent in the situation for the future welfare of the Muslim community in India, and decided to take the challenge boldly. He wrote The Cause of Indian Revolt (1276-77/1859) and The Loyal Mohammados of India to counteract the growing anti-Muslim attitude of the British rulers and hostile propaganda of the Hindus. On the positive side he tried to acquaint the Muslims with the wealth and richness of the new learning of the West. He set up his Scientific Society in 1281/1864 first at Ghazipur and then at Aligarh with the purpose of translating English books into Urdu so that the common people might become aware of the advance in knowledge reached by the West. In 1282/1866 he started a bi-weekly, The Aligarh Institute Gazette, to enlighten the public on the aims of the Scientific Society.

His visit to England in 1286/1869 proved very helpful in convincing him that the only way to rehabilitate the Muslims was to provide them with the weapons of Western learning through modern education. But this very introduction of Western learning brought with it the intellectual ferment which compelled Sayyid Ahmad Khan to address himself to the reinterpretation of the whole cultural and religious heritage of the Muslims. For this purpose he started the famous periodical Tahrik al-Ahkam, in the first issue of which he set forth in detail its aims and objects. "The aim of this periodical is that of the Muslims of India should be persuaded to adopt the best kind of civilization so that the contempt with which the civilized people look upon the Muslims should be removed... it is true that religion plays a great part in making a people civilized. There are, no doubt, some religions which stand, in the way of progress. It is our aim to judge where Islam stands in this regard." 1

The spread of Western education among Muslims and the general enlightenment which the introduction of modern science brought about in the public was the greatest challenge. In one of his lectures he refers to the spread of doubt and misgivings in the hearts of the people about Islam. 2 Discussing the spread of belief in materialism, he said, "Today we are in need of a modern "Ism al-Kalam" by which we should refute the doctrines of modern science and undermine their foundations, or show that they are in conformity with the articles of Islamic faith. While I am endeavouming to introduce these sciences among the Muslims, it is my duty to defend the religion of Islam..." 3

Renaissance in Indo-Pakistan (Continued); Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan and to reveal its original bright face." But the important question was how to prove the validity of a particular religion in the face of so many claimants. He came to the conclusion that "the only touchstone of a true religion can be this: if it is in conformity with human nature or with nature in general, then it is true. This would be a clear proof that the religion in question has come from God, the Author of nature both in man and outside... I am fully confident that the guidance which He has given us is absolutely in conformity with our constitution and our nature and this is the only touchstone of its truth. It would be clearly absurd to assert that God's action is different from His Word. All creation including man is the work of God and religion is His Word, so there cannot be any contradiction between the two." 4

What is nature? Sayyid Ahmad Khan interprets it in the sense in which the thirteenth/nineteenth-century scientists interpreted it as a closed system of the universe which obeys certain laws of mechanics and physics and which is characterized by a uniformity of behaviour to which there cannot be any exception. All inorganic, organic, and human behaviour is subject to these mechanical laws. In one of his articles, he says, "In the beginning this knowledge of nature was limited. But with the increase in knowledge, the sphere of nature has correspondingly increased and, thus, seems to have become co-extensive with what we find in the universe, what we see or feel, so much so that the actions and thoughts of man and even his beliefs are all different chains in the ineradicable laws of nature." 5 But this mechanical conception of nature, as James Ward put it, is totally antithetical to the spiritual interpretation of life, and, therefore, cannot be upheld by a person who is advocating the truth of any theistic religion. In the writings of Sayyid Ahmad Khan we meet with both types of naturalism, mechanistic and antithetic on the one hand and teleological and theistic on the other, and he often passes from the one to the other without any thought to consistency or logic. In the same article he says that "just as among us some people are religious and others irreligious, so among the naturalists there are several people who begin to think that when we find the laws of nature permeating every sphere of the universe, then there is nothing but nature, and so come to deny God. Perhaps such were the people whom our ancient Muslim thinkers called naturalists (dalá'ilgin). But there are some people among the modern scientists who in their intensive researches in the laws of nature came to the conclusion, on the basis of nature's magnificent display of design, that there must be some designer, the Cause of causes, whom we usually call God. Those scientists traversed the same path as the youth of Chaldea, well known as Abraham, had followed." Thus it is clear that Sayyid Ahmad starts with a mechanical and quantitative conception of nature and passes on to a teleological interpretation of it without realizing the inconsistency involved. He

---

2 Majmo' al-Lectures, pp. 21-22.
3 Had., pp. 254-98.
intersects the experiences of Moses and Abraham in the same spirit. "None of the prophets," he says, "came to realize God except through this process. Moses expressed his wish to see God; he got the reply: 'By no means canst thou see Me but look upon the mount' (vii. 143). What was on the mountain? It was nature, a manifestation of the law of nature. God could not manifest Himself direct; the way He pointed out was the way of nature... When asked, 'What art Thou?' He invariably refers to the laws of nature and implies that it is He who changes night into day and day into night and gives life to the dead and death to the living." Secondly, he refers to the spiritual experience of Abraham as recorded in the Qur’an (iii. 75-79). "From nature he went to God, from the uniformity of the laws of the physical universe, he was able to transcend to the spiritual reality behind. The sun, that appears and disappears, rise and set according to fixed immutable laws, and was able to penetrate behind the veil of these laws of nature to their Author. He declared, 'I have set my face, firmly and truly, towards Him who created the heavens and the earth.'"

This identification of Islam with nature implied that true religion consists in the belief in one God only and that all those people who accept this doctrine of the unity of God are Muslims, however different they may be in the rituals and other religious observances. In an article "Islam is Nature and Nature is Islam," he says, "Islam is such a simple and useful religion that even irrationalists are included in it... What minimum beliefs an irrational person may hold must be the basic creed of Islam. Every religion has certain special rituals and creeds attached to which it is differentiated from others, and anyone who does not believe in and follow these rituals is called irrational, though we have no right to call him so, for religion pure and simple is above all these rituals and formalities with which it comes unfortunately to be bound up. He who does not believe in any prophet, savior, revealed Scripture, or the ritualistic formalities but believes only in one God is a Muslim in the true sense of the word."

By reason Sayyid Ahmad Khan means the empirical reason, to which the Qur’an appeals. He calls it human reason or ‘aql-4 kuli. "It is that inherent capacity in man by which he draws conclusions on the basis of the observation of objective phenomena or mental thinking processes, and which proceeds from particulars to generalizations and vice versa... It is this capacity of man which has enabled him to invent new things and led him to understand and control the forces of nature; it is by this that man is able to know things which are a source of his happiness and then tries to get as much profit out of them as possible; it is this which makes a man ask the whys and the wherefores of different events around him."%

---


---
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In a very illuminating article, "Thoughts of Man," Sayyid Ahmad Khan discusses the problem of reason in detail. After defining reason as above, he says that man is distinguished from animals on account of rationality, which imposes on him duties and responsibilities far in excess of those on animals. The main function of reason, according to him, is to acquire knowledge about the nature and reality of things. But this knowledge is intimately related with certitude (maqāṣid). "I fully realized," he says, "that without certitude knowledge is possible neither in the sphere of the world nor in that of religion. But what kind of certitude do we need? I know, for instance, that ten is more than three. If someone states to the contrary and in proof of his statement changes a stick into a snake, I would, no doubt, be utterly surprised at his strange feat but it would never shake me out of my belief that ten is more than three. Without a certitude of this kind it is not possible to proceed further." But the important question is how and where to get this kind of certitude. He examines the beliefs of different people. A Christian, for instance, believes in the doctrine of the Trinity, because it is claimed to have been taught by Jesus and Jesus is credited to have wrought many wonderful miracles. But such beliefs, based as they are on the authority of a particular individual and supported by the miraculous performances, cannot stand on any sure ground. In order to be acceptable they must have the sanction of reason and common sense. He concludes, "I come to the conclusion that reason alone is the instrument which can decide the matter, and bring about the necessary conviction. But is not reason fallible? Yes, it is, and we cannot help it. As reason is used almost universally, so the reason of one man can be corrected by that of another and the reason of one age by that of another age. Without it nothing can be achieved." 1

But on the other hand, there is, however, no qualitative difference, according to Sayyid Ahmad Khan, between reason and revelation. He does not admit the usually accepted distinction of natural and revealed religions, for it would mean that revealed religion is something different or in certain respects even antagonistic to the

---

natural and rational demands of man. He looks at the problem of their relationship biologically and makes inspiration a natural development of man's instinctive and rational capacities. All insects and animals possess instinctive power which the Qur'an calls ānāf, revelation (xvi, 68), and thus makes instinct, reason, and revelation belong to the same category, though with a difference of degree at each grade of being. It is as a result of man's natural aptitude which he calls naqš that people in different ages and regions have been able to evolve an almost universal standard of moral values. Those who are endowed with reason to the highest degree are the guides and leaders of people whom Shīb Wall Allah calls the mushīmun. According to Sayyid Ahmad, these guides and leaders appear in all spheres of human life, secular as well as religious, and they all, without any distinction, receive divine illumination or waqf. An inventor of a new mechanical device, a discoverer of hitherto unknown and unexplored regions of the universe, a composer of beautiful symphony, are all recipients of spiritual revelation in their different spheres. The difference between the prophets and other geniuses, according to him, is due to the difference of the spheres in which they work. The prophets are spiritual healers and their primary and sole function is to renovate the spiritual and moral life of the people. Sayyid Ahmad Khān totally rejects the view of the theologians according to whom a person attains prophethood merely because God, in the arbitrary exercise of His power, confers this rank on him. According to them, there is no difference between the prophets and other mortals except that the former occupy a particular rank conferred on them by the favour of God. The relationship between the prophet and his followers is envisaged as that between a king and his subjects, a difference depending in most cases merely on the accident of birth. But, according to Sayyid Ahmad, this relationship can be better understood in terms of the relation that holds between a shepherd and his sheep. "Though the prophet and his followers both belong to the category of humanity, as the shepherd and the sheep belong to that of animality; yet the possession of prophetic faculty marks off the prophet from the rest of humanity just as the possession of rationality marks off the shepherds from the sheep." Thus, according to Sayyid Ahmad Khān, prophethood is a special natural faculty like other human faculties and capacities which blossoms forth at the opportune time as flowers and fruit ripen on a tree at a particular time. There is nothing strange about it. Sometimes a particular individual comes to possess a certain faculty in such a perfect form that the people recognize him to be a genius in that particular branch of art or craft. A poet, a physician, or a blacksmith can become the master of his art and craft. One who possesses extraordinary natural powers of healing spiritual maladies and is thereby able to bring about moral regeneration of mankind is called a prophet. When
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these natural aptitudes ripen and mature at the proper time, he feels called upon to declare to the people his new mission of moral and spiritual regeneration. The Sayyid rejects the mechanical interpretation of the way revelation came to the prophets; it was the logical consequence of his view of prophethood. According to him, there is no intermediary between God and the prophet. He receives all revelation direct from God. Gabriel is in reality a symbolical representation of the prophetic faculty. "His heart is the mirror which reflects the divine illuminations. It is his heart which carries the message to God and then returns with the divine message. He is the being from whom the words of God's speech emanate, he is the ear which hears the wordless and noiseless speech of God. From his heart gushes forth, like a fountain, the revelation and then it descends on him. His spiritual experiences are all the result of human nature. He hears his spiritual message (kalām-i naqš) by his physical ears as if somebody else is saying something to him; he sees himself with his physical eyes as if another person is standing before him." Thus, according to Sayyid Ahmad Khān, revelation is not something which comes from outside. It is the divine mind working through human consciousness. The intensity of the feeling which moves and vibrates the deepest chords of human personality makes the recipient feel as if he is receiving something from outside; in fact, revelation is the projection of his inner consciousness when it is in deep contact with the spiritual reality in which he lives, moves, and has his being. The Sayyid derives support for his theory from the fact that the Qur'an was revealed to the Prophet not as a whole but piecemeal as and when occasion demanded. All human faculties come into operation only in reference to certain situations and practical needs. The human mind is a storehouse of several ideas, memorized verses and remembered events, but they all lie dormant in it. When the occasion demands, say, the recall of a verse, it comes into consciousness and we quote it. The same is the position of the prophetic faculty. When circumstances demand, the prophetic consciousness comes into operation and gives expression to what is needed at the moment by direct revelation from God." Sayyid Ahmad Khān believes that the prophetic faculty is present in all men without distinction, though there may be degrees of difference. The revelations of God are open to all men. The deeper recesses of the human heart are always susceptible to the spiritual call; it is due to this that man is able to penetrate through the world of nature to God. What has come to an end is, according to him, the role of prophethood. There was a time when people were not mature rationaIy and they needed the guidance of prophets, but with the passage of time and development of human reason, this guidance was discontinued and, as the last favour of God, the moral and spiritual values enunciated by Islam were fully disseminated. "Therefore, he (Muhammad) is

19 Ibid., p. 32.
21 Taḥāfūth al-Adlāh, Vol. II, p. 120. 
the last of the distributions of these divine gifts, not only because he came in the last period, not only because there would come none after him for the distribution of divine gifts, and both of these meanings form the very connotation of finality, but also because with him these divine gifts were fully distributed and there was left nothing to be distributed. As Islam is the most valuable gift of all, its distributor must be looked upon as the highest of all; and because divine gifts were distributed in stages and the Prophet Muhammad came to distribute them the last of all, his prophethood is also the last. So it was declared in the Qur’an (v.5): “Today I complete for you your religion and complete My favour to you and have chosen for you your religion, Islam.”

According to Sayyid Ahmad, this finality of prophethood lay in clarifying the conception of the Messiahs on which alone depends the ultimate salvation of man.

But if religion is so natural and simple as Sayyid Ahmad holds, the question naturally arises: what is the necessity of prophetic guidance? It is true, he admits, that a man can attain moral truth by a reflective study of the laws of nature. But this possibility is realizable only after men have explored these laws of nature in their totality and unravelled their mystery and secrets. In spite of spectacular advances in the different fields of science and technology modern man still feels that he has not been able to reach the core of the mystery. It is due to this difficulty in attaining moral and spiritual truth through a purely scientific understanding of nature that, according to Sayyid Ahmad Khan, mankind needs the divine guidance of prophets who, due to their natural spitude and spiritual vision, are able to arrive at moral truths which are universally valid. Like geniuses in other branches, prophets are geniuses in the spiritual field and mankind has been able to make progress both in the material and in the spiritual world through the appearance and work of these geniuses.

In conformity with his view of religion as an aspect of nature, Sayyid Ahmad Khan looked upon God as the Author of nature and as the First Cause. The relation of God to the universe is analogous to the relation of the watchmaker to the watch. As the craftsman is responsible for the particular make-up of the machine, the correlation of its parts, and its overall function, so is God the Creator of the universe. It is He who gave it the laws according to which it continues to work. As God is unchangeable, so are the laws which operate in the universe. As the Qur’an (xxviii, 23) asserts, "No change shall you find in the habit of God." Just as the material world works and operates in accordance with immutable laws, so there is in the moral sphere an absolute law of right and wrong which knows no exception whatever. Pains and pleasures follow logically the kind of acts performed by men and there is need for divine interference neither in the physical nor in the moral sphere.

It was as a result of this deistic view of God’s nature and His relation to
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14 Ibid., p. 290.
15 Ibid., p. 198.
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Mahdi Ali rightly infers that Sayyid Ahmad Khan's conception of God and the function of prayer (du'ā') does not accord with religious consciousness at all. He points out that if we accept this position, it will mean that man has no significant part to play in the world and everything is tied to the inexorable necessity of mechanical laws.10

Sayyid Ahmad Khan tried to explain the emergence of man on this earth as a specific event in the long and laborious process of evolution, though, he adds, the process was originally started by God Himself when He uttered the creative word "He." Man is the result of the chemical processes that went on in the universe, and at a particular moment he appeared as a form of animal life. In order to explain the complex nature of man as he is at present, he gives his own, interpretation of the legend of Adam's Fall as related in the Qur'an. He thinks that its presentation in a dramatic form is only a literary way of placing before us certain basic truths about man. It is wrong, he thinks, to take it as a literal account of a dialogue between angels and Satan on the one hand and God and God on the other. The word "angel," according to him, stands for the limitless power of God and potentialities of things. The solidity of mountains, the fluidity of water, the power of attraction and repulsion in electricity, in short, all powers that we see manifested in different things of the universe, are signified by the word "angel." Similarly, Satan, according to him, is not a being who exists outside us; it stands for evil forces in the universe. Man is angel and Satan combined. God's command to the angels to bow down before Adam signifies that the angelic or good forces of the universe will be obedient to man and ever willing to help him. The same divine order to Satan means that man has the power to control the evil forces in him but the refusal of Satan in obeying the order of God signifies that the baser passions of man are not easily susceptible to control, and, therefore, man has to exert the full force of his personality to keep them in check.

There are two other things in the legend which need explanation. One is the reference to the forbidden tree. According to Sayyid Ahmad, this signifies reason and self-consciousness, which enable man to distinguish between good and evil. God's order and man's disobedience mean that man is able to make full use of his powers independently of what anybody may order him to do, even though he may be led astray thereby. The other thing referred to in the same context is Satan's stripping Adam and Eve of "their garments and exposing the shameful parts of their bodies" (vii, 27). The word "ra'maat," according to him, means virtuous and the "shameful parts" stand for evil, thus implying that man's virtuous acts can cover up the nakedness of man's evil deeds.11
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gives the example of an astrologer who predicts that a certain man will die by drowning, and this comes out to be true. Can we say, asks Sayyid Ahmad Khān, that the astrologer has been the cause of this man’s death? What is in God’s knowledge—which he called fate (taslīr)—is inevitable, and yet it does not involve or impose any restriction on the freedom of man. Whatever necessity there is it is in the knowledge of God—in taslīr—not in man. In spite of this knowledge, man still retains his freedom of action.²⁸

Sayyid Ahmad believes in the existence of the soul, for, according to him, on no other premise can we explain the existence of reason and will in men and animals. He does not go into any details about the nature of the soul, for, according to him, it is not possible for man to unravel the secret of this mysterious entity. He believes that it is a self-existing substance of a subtle matter and not a mere attribute. Qualitatively, the souls of animals and men are alike; differences arise from the peculiar structure of the bodies which are the instruments of their souls.

The soul is definitely immortal and does not die with the death of the body. Sayyid Ahmad Khān derives support for this position from the scientific doctrine that nothing perishes in the world, the quantity of matter remains unchanged, and only its form is changed. As to the Resurrection he refers to many theories but accepts the one according to which both body and soul will emerge. The soul at the time of death acquires a certain physical medium distinct from the present body and so at the Resurrection there will be no new life but a continuation of the old. He argues that wherever the Qurān refers to the reality of the Resurrection, its real purpose is to refute the belief of those who deny the existence of the soul and identify life with life on this earth only. The various analogies employed by the Qurān refer to the fact of the Resurrection; they are not intended to describe and reveal its nature and character.²⁹

He holds that paradise and hell described in sensuous terms in the Qurān are mere symbolic representations of the psychological states of individuals in the life after death. The Qurān says, “No soul knoweth what joy of the eyes is reserved for the good, in recompense of their work” (xxiii. 17). It is impossible to express the reality of super-sensitive things in words, even though those be the words of God.³⁰

The impact of the new learning and the spread of scientific knowledge created many problems for religious thought not only in Europe but also in India. The Christian missionaries who had already met the onslaughts of the challenge of modern science in the West began to approach and study the religious thoughts of Muslims in this new context. The tradition-ridden ‘ulama’ who were unfortunately completely unaware of the new currents of thought released by science and also of the new moral outlook on life proved incapable
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of meeting this challenge. Sayyid Ahmad Khān was, thus, forced to take up this challenge. He had to rethink the whole cultural heritage of Islam and reinterpret it in the light of modern developments.

The first main hurdle in his way was the general belief among the Muslims of the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent that the door of ijtihād had been closed for ever. No religion, if it is to be progressive and dynamic, can ignore the importance of change and development in human thought and knowledge, and so it is necessary that people in every age should give all basic moral and spiritual values a new interpretation. During the creative period Muslim thinkers continued to think and expound the problems of their religious thought in consonance with the spirit of the changing times, but after the fall of Baghādād, when political and social life was disrupted, the doctrine of ijtihād was put forth with the intention of arresting any further deterioration and disintegration. Even ijtihād accepted this plea and in Rūmān-i Dabābī the advocate of ijtihād, blind allegiance to authority, during a period of decline. Later, however, he repudiated this stand. A blind reverence for the past cannot help people overcome their shortcomings. The only thing that can counteract the forces of reactionism is the freedom of expression enjoyed by creative individuals. It was this truth that Sayyid Ahmad Khān realized, and he strove hard to convince others of it. He advocated that the door of ijtihād should be thrown open and every person who is qualified for it should be prepared to rethink and reinterpret the problems of life and religion in accordance with the circumstances of his age.

In every religion there are certain truths which form the very basis of spiritual life. Such principles are eternal verities which cannot change with the change of time and place. Thus the Qurān (xxx, 30) says, “Set your face towards the right religion which is based on the nature of God on which is patterned the nature of man. There is no change in the creation of God: this is the right religion.” This verse refers to that aspect of religious faith which is above spatial and temporal visibilities. For Sayyid Ahmad Khān the basic aspects of a religion such as Islam are belief in the unity of God (tawḥīd) and moral behaviour which springs forth from the depth of one’s heart and the light of which radiates in all directions. But religion, as usually understood, is much more than this; it includes also what is usually called Shariah. Smith Walī Allah was the first thinker in the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent who realized the necessity of clarifying this important issue. Discussing the role and function of a prophet, he pointed out that reforms and social and moral reorientation carried out by a prophet should always be considered in the context of the type of social atmosphere in which he is born, and the cultural and intellectual stage of the people among whom he appears. It is not his aim, nor is it possible for him, to bring about a total change in the social and legal practices of his people. His main object is to build a society on moral and spiritual principles and for this purpose he keeps intact almost all that he finds in his environment except what is inconsistent with his ideology. He scrupulously tries to
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maintain whatever is compatible with moral principles and modifies the rest as little as possible, so as to avoid introducing unnecessary changes such as his contemporary society cannot easily assimilate. 22

Accepting this explanation of the role of a prophet, Sayyid Ahmad made a distinction between Din, Shari'ah, and worldly affairs. In the first category he includes belief in God and in His attributes, as well as acts of worship. In the second category he includes those matters which deal with moral and spiritual purification of mankind. He denies that a prophet is concerned at all with matters relating to our daily life. Din is not subject to change, but our needs and the way we satisfy them depend on differences of time and place. If we include things within the sphere of prophetic function, then with the change of time we shall need another prophet, which is contrary to the spirit of the finality of prophethood. What is claimed to have been perfected and finalized by Islam is Din and not the Shari'ah. If the Shari'ah is not final, it logically follows that it is the duty of Muslims to deal with their problems in the light of their needs in accordance with the basic moral and spiritual tenets of Islam. For this purpose he took the step which Ibn Taimiyah had taken in the seventeenth century. Like him he revolted against the dogmas of the finality of the four schools of jurisprudence and went back to the very source in order to make a fresh start.

With regard to Tradition, Sayyid Ahmad Khan's attitude was unequivocal. When the collections of Hadith were compiled in the second/eighth century, political and social conditions of the time helped in the fabrication of innumerable traditions ascribing them to the Holy Prophet. He was, therefore, not willing to accept Tradition as a valid source of religious knowledge. Our traditionalists gave all their attention to developing the science of fiqh which deals with the biographies of all the various transmitters of traditions. But the most important work to be done was a critical appraisal of Traditions with regard to their content—a task which was unfortunately not undertaken as diligently as it should have been. According to Sayyid Ahmad, it is the duty of Muslims now to take up this important work. As the situation stands, he would accept only those traditions which are compatible with the letter and spirit of the Qur'an. He approvingly quotes the statement of ibn Taimiyah that “the truly traditional is truly rational.” There is no other way out of this situation. In case by a critical analysis a tradition is proved to be true, Sayyid Ahmad would be willing to accept it as a valid basis for religion. Still he makes a distinction between traditions which deal with purely religious matters and those that deal with non-religious matters. The latter, he thinks, we are not bound to follow at all. 37

Sayyid Ahmad Khan was not satisfied with the numerous available commentaries of the Qur'an. According to him, they contained nothing but
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fabricated stories and accounts of alleged miracles. Moreover, in the interpretation of the Qur'anic verses, they invariably referred to particular historical events in the context of which alone, it was claimed, their real meanings could be grasped. The result was that the universal and eternal significance of the Qur'anic verses was sacrificed at the altar of historical erudition. To him the interpretation of the Qur'an by a standard (of traditions) which was itself doubtful could not be the best way of approaching the study of the Holy Book. He says, “When I am not willing to accept abrogation (or modification) of one verse of the Qur'an by another for the reason of its being against the wisdom or omniscience of God, how can I accept the abrogation or modification of the Qur'anic verses by any tradition, however trustworthy it may be claimed to be by any standard? I am not willing to accord to the tradition any right of abrogation even in the secondary sense, of progressive revelation, which I have accepted with regard to the verses of the Qur'an. If there is any such contradiction, I would accept it.” Sayyid Ahmad Khan critically reviews the work done by the ancient jurists. In the Khabābit his attitude towards their achievements is appreciative. He explains in details how they derived rules and laws from the Qur'an and the Sunnah for the regulation of social, political, and religious life of the people. In view of the spread of Islam, it was necessary that the political and social life of the Muslim community should have been built up in accordance with the spirit of the Qur'an and the example set by the Holy Prophet. This magnificent work was successfully undertaken by our early jurists. But at present we must distinguish between what the Qur'an says and the rules and regulations which the jurists have formulated through inference. Sayyid Ahmad is of the opinion that however praiseworthy and commendable the efforts of the jurists may be, we are not bound to accept their conclusions, for after all these are no more than man-made regulations which can and must be altered with the change of circumstances.

In one of his articles, “Unravelling Confusions,” Sayyid Ahmad Khan rebukes Turkey for her negligence in the matter of legal reform. He holds that backwardness and weakness of Turkey in his time were due solely to the obsolete legal code that was prevalent there. According to him, it is one of the causes of the decline of the Muslims that they are still following legal codes that were formulated to satisfy the demands of a bygone age. Every age presents new problems; and even though some old problems recur, yet their form is quite different and, therefore, the solutions they demand must be totally new. Nothing old can fill the place of the new without adaptation and proper amendment. The present age demands a totally new legal system pertaining to social, political, and administrative affairs. Unfortunately, the political decline of the Muslims, instead of giving rise to a spirit of critical appraisal of the situation and a demand for a dynamic adaptation to the new environment,
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has produced an attitude of passive obedience to a static ideal of *tabligh*, i.e., blind allegiance to an authority which is no longer valid and useful in the new circumstances. Thus, according to Sayyid Ahmad, the spirit of *tabligh* in the sphere of jurisprudence produced the following evil consequences.

1. People wrongly came to believe that all worldly matters were covered by religion and, therefore, nothing could be done without first obtaining sanction from the *ulama*.

2. The decisions of the jurists gradually came to be identified with Islam itself. As a matter of fact, they were the expressions of opinion by different individuals within the context of their own time and place and were not meant to be applicable to all times. The result of this was that any attempt to modify them or replace them with better decisions was looked upon as a revolt against Islam itself.

Sayyid Ahmad thinks that it is the duty of the Muslims to rethink the whole legal system, civil and criminal, and rewrite their trade and revenue codes in the light of modern knowledge.

Like Ibn Taimiyah, Sayyid Ahmad refuses to accept *ismā* as the source of Islamic Law. According to the former, it was the cause of all superstition and un-Islamic practices. Sayyid Ahmad's passion for *ijtihād* could not break any limitations imposed by the so-called unanimity of jurists on certain matters. This unanimity may be the result of certain peculiar circumstances of a particular period. With the change of time and circumstances, the validity of such decisions loses its force. Even the *ismā* of the Companions of the Prophet does not possess any overriding importance for Sayyid Ahmad. We can certainly make full use of the decisions of these and other scholars in the reformulation and reinterpretation of the Islamic legal code in the modern age, none of these, however, can impose any limit according to him, can impose any limit on the judgments of modern jurists who can arrive at decisions which they consider to be compatible with the demands of the time and in consonance with the spirit of Islam and the Qur'an.

For this purpose Sayyid Ahmad decided to go back to the Qur'an as the only valid and sure ground of all our attempts at modern interpretation of Islam. In *Riḍākūt-i ʿAbdallāhī*, he developed this view and supported it by the famous saying of the Caliph 'Umar that "God's Book is sufficient for us." He boldly claimed to ignore all the mystical stories that had become current among the Muslims due to their having been incorporated in the vast store of commentaries on the Qur'an and, thus, taken for the scriptural text, i.e., the very Word of God. It did not mean that he was breaking with the past, for in his own *Tafṣīr* he discussed the views and opinions of almost all important commentators and accepted and followed those which he thought were true. What he wished to emphasize was that the altered conditions of modern life, the

Renaissance in Indo-Pakistan (Continued): Sir Sayyid Ahmad R assistance in the development of human knowledge, and the peculiar position in which the Muslims were placed, all demanded an effort on their part to solve their problems in the light of their own experiences unhindered by what the ancient doctors and thinkers had said. In several matters he refused to accept the views commonly held as true among Muslims because, in his view, they were neither supported by the Qur'an nor were practicable in the context of the changed circumstances. For instance, he held that rajā (stoning to death), the accepted punishment for fornication, could not be accepted because, first, the Qur'an did not mention it, and, secondly, the traditions, on the basis of which the ancient jurists accepted it, seem to uphold the custom prevalent among the Arabs of those days in imitation of the Jews. Again, there was a custom among Arabs to pay ransom money (ṣīd) to the relatives of the deceased in case of murder. This custom is referred to in the traditions. But Sayyid Ahmad could not accept this as legally practicable and, therefore, tried to prove that the Qur'an did not sanction it.

It is commonly held on the basis of traditions that a will executed in favour of legal heirs is null and void. But Sayyid Ahmad followed the Qur'an in this respect. He strongly advocated that dividing of property by will is as valid according to the Qur'an as its distribution by the law of inheritance. In one respect Sayyid Ahmad's work certainly proved epoch-making. Before him it had been generally held on the basis of the Qur'an (ii, 106; xii, 39; xvi, 101) as well as traditions that some of the Qur'anic verses stood abrogated. The number of such verses came to hundreds, though Shāh Wali Allāh held that they were only five. Sayyid Ahmad gave a serious thought to this problem and came to the conclusion that the Qur'an being the eternal Word of God could not be looked upon as the notebook of a whimsical poet. He held that the Qur'an actually recited by the Muslims was exactly as it was revealed to the Holy Prophet; not a word or jot of it was omitted and no verse of it stood abrogated.

For Sayyid Ahmad the abrogation to which the verses of the Qur'an refer relate to the laws of the previous prophets like Moses and Jesus. A certain law is said to be abrogated only when, in spite of the continuity of the circumstances in which it was first promulgated, it is withdrawn, waived, and replaced by another law. To Sayyid Ahmad such abrogation was totally foreign to the spirit of the Qur'an. The possibility of abrogation would be against the omniscience and wisdom of God. But if the conditions and circumstances themselves changed, then the promulgation of a new law instead of an old one would not be abrogation of the latter at all, it would rather be the sign of God's wisdom which expresses itself in progressive revelation. According to Sayyid Ahmad, what have been abrogated are the laws of previous prophets and those laws of Islam itself which ceased to be operative on account of change in circumstances and conditions, so that if these conditions recur, the previous order would automatically become operative.

The attitude of Sayyid Ahmad was not merely theoretical; he was principally
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a man of action and by circumstances he was forced to put his ideas into practice. Just as he did not rest till he had set up the college at Aligarh for the education of Muslims, so in religious matters his purpose could not be fulfilled unless he could give satisfactory answers to some of the concrete problems of the Muslims in those days. The Christian polemic had questioned the utility and moral value of such institutions as polygamy, divorce, and slavery. He tackled each problem in a scientific way, studied its pros and cons and gave a most judicious solution. It is important to note that in our own times many follow the course set up by him in this field. Similarly, with regard to the problem of inheritance, will, gifts, and certain penal injunctions, his solutions are being accepted and advocated by all the progressive and liberal schools of thought in the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent. There is no gainsaying the fact that by his scientific and critical thinking he became the first great thinker whose patterns of thought proved very fruitful. He was the first Muslim in the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent who was able to see the possibilities of the contact of Western culture with Islamic way of life and suggested the ways and means to meet the challenge of modern ideas for the future development of Muslim thought.
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Chapter LXXII

RENAISSANCE IN INDO-Pakistan (Continued)

IQBAL

Muhammad Iqbal was born, in 1875/1876, at Sialkot. His ancestors were Kashmiri Brahmins of the Sarpoo caste. His great-grandfather migrated to the Punjab sometime in early thirteenth/nineteenth century and settled down in Sialkot, a historical town that has produced many great scholars. His father Nur Muhammad was a saintly man for whom religion was a matter of living experience. As related by Iqbal himself, he had distinct tendency towards mysticism. Heredity and parental influence made Iqbal inherit and imitate this tendency which continued to mature throughout his intellectual and spiritual development. The father used to earn his modest living by

the labour and skill of his own hands and originally had the intention of giving the son some instruction in the mosque and then making him a helper in his own craft. It has been reliably stated by many contemporaries of his father that it was Maula Ali Mir Hasan who seeing great promise in this intelligent child persuaded his father to let him enter an ordinary public school which followed methods of teaching and curriculum introduced by the British Indian system of education. A ceremonial invitation into needlework proposed by the father was not approved by the learned Mir Hasan and the father accepted his advice. The boy started wielding the pen instead of the needle, a pen destined to exercise a marvellous creative influence. Like many a person of sensitive mind and spiritual bentings, the father had faith in prophetic dreams. He related a dream that he had shortly before the birth of Iqbal.1 He saw that there was a bird of exquisite plumage flying low in the air and hovering over the heads of a crowd of people who were jumping up and stretching their arms to catch it. While he stood looking and admiring the beauty of the bird, it dropped into his lap of his own accord. When the genius in Iqbal began to sprout forth and receive early admiration from great scholars and poets, the father was convinced that it was the spirit of Iqbal which had been symbolized in his dream as a beautiful bird. We find the same symbolism in the New Testament where it is related that the Holy Ghost descended in the shape of a dove.

The school that Iqbal attended still exists almost unchanged even after the lapse of three quarters of a century. Its curriculum consisted mostly of reading, writing, and arithmetic with an unspring emphasis on cramming, meant for passing examinations and moving from grade to grade. Shabby surroundings and poorly-paid, under-educated teachers could have only cramping effects on the mental and moral growth of young pupils. But Iqbal was rare type which goes its own way and carves its own destiny under all systems, good, bad, or indifferent. Mir Hasan, a scholar of distinction and a man of standing qualities of personality, was deeply impressed by the liberal cultural movement of the celebrated Sayyid Ahmad Khan. He was not a teacher in the school where Iqbal completed his secondary education, but it appears that Iqbal’s spirit began to be nourished by him very early and his influence had a long, lasting effect on him. When the British Crown proposed to confer knighthood on Iqbal, he suggested that Mir Hasan, to whose scholarly influence he owed so much, had a better right to recognition by a title. For his graduate studies Iqbal came over to Lahore which was then developing as a center of higher learning. He chose philosophy as his major subject for which he had a particular bent of mind. He was fortunate in studying philosophy under Thomas Arnold who was no ordinary teacher. An intimate teacher-pupil relationship soon developed between the two to which Iqbal’s poem on Arnold, included in the collection of Bäng-i Darna, bears evidence.

1 Khaliquddin Abdul Hakim states that Iqbal’s father personally related this dream to him.
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Iqbal’s grateful recognition of what he received from Arnold is also expressed by him in his dedication to him in his book, The Development of Metaphysics in Persia. It runs as follows: “This little book is the first-fruit of that literary and philosophical training which I have been receiving from you for the last ten years, and as an expression of gratitude I beg to dedicate it to your name. You have always judged me liberally; I hope you will judge these pages in the same spirit.” Arnold before coming to Lahore had been a Professor at Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan’s Muhammadan Anglo-Oriental College, Aligarh, where he had written his famous book, The Proaching of Islam. It was Sayyid Ahmad Khan to whom he owed his keen interest in Islamic studies. On his return to England he achieved distinction as a great scholar and was knighted. When Iqbal went to England for higher studies in Western philosophy, he re-established his contact with him. Iqbal enriched his knowledge of Western philosophy under McTaggart who was his guide for his research thesis in philosophy.

Having estaburished himself with whatever Western philosophy, past and present, had to offer, Iqbal went to Germany for a doctorate because the British universities at that time had nothing higher than Master’s degree in philosophy. Having received the philosophical lore of the West, Iqbal decided to repay the debt by acquainting the West with some currents of philosophical thought in pre-Islamic and post-Islamic Persia.

Even while Iqbal was completing his formal academic education his genius had already developed a creative synthesis of the East and the West. Before Iqbal went to Europe for higher philosophical studies he had already become famous as a poet. The literary critics of his nation had acknowledged him as a new star on the firmament of Urdu poetry. His poetry from the very beginning was rich in thought. In this respect among the Urdu poets Ghulab could be considered to be his forerunner, but in the choice of themes his predecessors were also Azad and Hali who had revolted against the degenerate traditional trends and had introduced into Urdu poetry new forms as well as new content under the impact of English literature. Azad had predicted in his book Nairang-i Khali that the future development of Urdu literature would be brought about by those who would have in their hands cease of the West, the West as well as the West. Hali was of the same opinion and in his Masad-dinah, a critique of poetry, he freely borrowed the tenets of literary criticism directly or indirectly from Western writers, although he took his illustrations also from Arabic, Persian, and Urdu literature. The ideal thinker and literary genius that Sayyid Ahmad Khan, Azad, and Hali had visualized was embodied in Iqbal. The Sayyid was a liberal rationalist, influenced by the Western naturalism that held its sway in the later half of the thirteenth/nineteenth century due to the rise and achievement of physical sciences. Convinced of the truth of Islam in embodying eternal verities, he felt no opposition between reason and revelation or science and religion and he aimed at a synthesis of them both, Iqbal was a great admirer of this all-round reformer and in a poem, which belonged to a very early period of his poetic production, while paying a heartfelt tribute to him, he makes the spirits of the departed leader advise the young poet to inspire his nation with broad, liberal, and rejuvenating ideals, a task which Iqbal adopted as his divinely ordained mission and fulfilled in a manner that placed him in the galaxy of the great literary geniuses of all times. Iqbal was an heir to a very rich literary and philosophical scholarship. He imbued and assimilated all that was best in the Islamic and Oriental thought to which he added his extensive knowledge of Western literature, philosophy, and culture both of the past and the present. His range of interests covered religion, philosophy, art, politics, economics, nationalism, the revival of Muslim life, and the universal brotherhood of man. He was capable of writing powerful prose not only in his own national language but also in English which he could wield with a masterly pen; the language of his two books in English is that of a skilled English writer. But he continued to use poetry as his medium of expression because he was a born poet and everything that he thought or felt almost involuntarily shaped itself into verse. Many poems flowed from his pen which a protagonist of “art for art’s sake” could relish and admire, but he himself was a strong opponent of those who thought that art could or should be divorced from the stern realities of life. He traversed the whole gamut of the problems of human life, and a comprehensive survey of his thoughts, ideals, and sentiments could fill several volumes. Books on exposition of his ideas have appeared during the last two decades and numerous articles in journals have assessed his contributions. The stream of appreciation and criticism is still flowing unabated and thesis after thesis is being offered in the universities as a dissertation for a doctorate degree. The inspiring message of his poetry, responsible for his extensive and intensive influence, cannot be translated into a cold prosaic survey. His poetry thrives with soul-stirring life and a prossic paraphrase has the same poor relation to this pulsating life as post-mortem has to a living organism. Goethe said that the tree of life is green but the theory about it is grey like autumn leaves. A great Urdu poet, a friend of Iqbal, and his co-eval, said that if the Qur’an had been revealed in the Urdu language, it would have been poured in the mould of Iqbal’s poetry. And about the Qur’an the great Western scholar of Arabic and Islamic studies, Sir Hamilton Gibb, observes that translating it into any other language is turning gold into mudd.

Iqbal himself says in one of his verses that truth without feeling and pathos becomes philosophy but when it stirs the heart it becomes poetry; in this respect he compares a typical representative of the intellect, Ibn Sina (Avicenna), with a typical mystical poet, Rûmî, both pursuing a camel carrying a veiled beauty (the hidden truth); the former is enveloped and lost in the cloud of sand raised by the speeding camel but the latter leaps forward with uncalculating courage and unveils the veiled beauty. Iqbal has persistently advocated his conviction that intuition is more basic than intellect, and that the intuitions about life if at all could be expressed better through arts than through other media. Among the arts Rûmî considered music to be
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the more adequate medium to touch the essence of reality, and Schopenhauer
is of the same view even though their conceptions of reality are diametrically
opposed. Iqbal might have endorsed this view of Rumi about music but
human souls require communication not only with the Ultimate Reality but
also between themselves; for this purpose there is no better medium than
language, and language reaches its perfection in poetry which is thought
tinged with emotion.

We have already said that nothing human was foreign to Iqbal; there is
hardly any problem of human life which he did not grapple with to
find a satisfactory solution. Let us pick up a few basic problems of life
and note some of Iqbal’s ruling ideas. In the literary and poetic
production we find him in general a free-love poet, expressing in verse
whatever impressed him; he poured out the stirrings of his heart freely,
without concentrating on any particular mission or message as he did in
the later decades of his life. We find in this early phase stirring poems
on nationalism, and a burning desire for political freedom from the yoke of
British imperialism which was at its height during this period. He believed
at that time that multi-communal and multi-creDO conglomeration of the
teeming masses of the Indian sub-continent, although riddled with caste and
religious cleavages, could be welded into a nation of the Western type; the
people could not be freed unless they felt a psychological unity based on a
common love for the motherland. He exhorted the polytheistic idolatrous
Hindus masses to discard their old gods and worship the motherland instead,
raising new temples wherein all the worshippers, irrespective of their creeds
and castes, could join in a common worship. This phase of Iqbal ended
when he went to Europe for the study of Western philosophy and culture.
Many a student during this period returned from Europe either completely
denationalized, becoming by blind imitation a travesty of a Westerner, or
fired with the idea of territorial nationalism. They came back Westernized
in their whole mode of living. Overwhelmed by the achievements of the West
in science and technology they belittled even the good aspects of their own
cultural heritage. They desired their society to become dynamic and pro-
gressive, and the only way that they considered to be effective was to adopt
Western attitudes uncritically. Iqbal was one of those few observers of Western
civilization who saw also the seamy side of it. It was a ruthlessly competitive
society split up into antagonistic nations bent upon exploiting not only their
own working classes, but also making all unorganized, technically backward
people of Asia and Africa victims of economic imperialism. Iqbal was convinced
that Europe was heading towards a catastrophe, because of its purely mater-
ialisitic outlook divorced from ethical and spiritual values. Jingoistic territorial
nationalism had for long been hypocritically masquerading as patriotism.
National lust for power had replaced the ethics of Jesus with the machinations
of Machiavelli. The worship of the State to which Hegel had given a philo-
sophical grounding was producing thinkers like Nietzsche and Trotsky for whom
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He continued developing an ideology the basic concepts and corollaries of which would purify and advance human life in every direction. It would be difficult to sum up his ideology in any one term. You could call him a spiritualist because he held the spirit to be the basic reality or you could call him an idealist. With greater definiteness one could hold him to be a creative evolutionist. As a staunch believer in a personal God, he was also a theist. Believing that all existence is constituted of gods or selves one could class him along with Rumi and Bergson as a monologist.

A question is often raised about Iqbal’s originality. Was he merely an eclectic bringing together various trends of thought without any successful attempt at harmonising them into an internally consistent and articulate system? Or did he succeed in removing the fragmentariness of different systems of thought and belief, dissolving half-truths into the unity of one great truth? Here we have a thinker who, though a theist, could heartily appreciate a good deal even in the kafir, though incoherent utterances of an anti-theist thinker like Nietzsche, about whom he said that he had the heart of a believer but the head of an infidel. He believes with Nietzsche that present-day humanity must be transcended in a further evolutionary leap; but Nietzsche’s superman appeared to him to be only a super-being because Nietzsche had drawn his speculative conclusions from Darwinian biology. The concept of the super-man had been developed by Muslim mystical metaphysicians like Ibn ‘Arabi, Rumi, and Jili but from quite different starting points and on quite different lines. In the development of his ideology we can see that he is indebted to many a great thinker of the past and the present but never does he submit wholeheartedly to any one of them. He goes a part of the way with one or the other but then suddenly stops and parts company with him. For instance, he would feel exhilarated by Nietzsche’s notion of power as an innate value and end-in-itself but he would soon say that Nietzsche had a poor conception of the infinite potentialities of the human self, which, having originated in the Cosmic Self, progressively assimilates divine attributes. Nor could he agree with Nietzsche in his view of existence as eternal recurrence. If life is eternally creative, it would never repeat itself. Nietzsche’s super-man is ruthless and loveless, riding roughshod over all tender emotions in his advance towards greater biological fitness. Among his contemporary thinkers Iqbal held a much keener kinship with Bergson who successfully demolish mechanistic materialism and Darwinian biological philosophy along with intellectualism which attempted to subject creative life to rigid moulds of syllogistic logic. Bergson had repudiated not only mechanism but also teleology. According to Bergson, life does not create according to any eternally preconceived plan existing in the cosmic mind. Iqbal supports Bergson in this view and thus runs counter to the orthodox Muslim conception of tapirs or destiny which environs an eternal pre-ordination of all happenings in the universe, even to the minutest details.¹

¹ The Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam, Sh. Muhammad Ashraf, Lahore, 1958, p. 49.
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According to the orthodox conception, serial time only unfolds what was eternally present in the mind of God. But after complete agreement with many parts of Bergsonian philosophy he parts company with him. Bergson conceived of reality as creative duration. For him, at the centre of existence there is nothing that he could call a self. For Iqbal, life, though not teleological in the sense of being implemented according to a preconceived plan, is purposive activity. The concept of self too implies purposiveness. In his lecture on “The Philosopher’s Test of the Revelations of Religious Experience,” he criticizes Bergson as follows: “Purposes colour not only our present states of consciousness, but also reveal its future direction. In fact, they constitute the forward push of our life, and thus in a way anticipate and influence the states that are yet to be. To be determined by an end is to be determined by what ought to be. Thus past and future both operate in the present state of consciousness and the future is not wholly unforeseen as Bergson’s analysis of our conscious experience shows. A state of attentive consciousness involves both memory and imagination as operating factors. On the analogy of our conscious experience, therefore, Reality is not a blind vital impulse wholly unilluminated by idea. Its nature is through and through teleological.” ² Iqbal summarizes his criticism of Bergson’s non-purposeful das vaital in a few lines: “In Bergson’s view the forward rush of the vital impulse in its creative freedom is unilluminated by the light of an immediate or remote purpose. It is not aiming at a result; it is wholly arbitrary, undirected, chaotic, and unforeseeable in its behaviour. It is mainly here that Bergson’s analysis of our conscious experience reveals its inadequacy. He regards conscious experience as the past moving along with and operating in the present. He ignores that the unity of consciousness has a forward aspect also. Life is only a series of acts of attention and an act of attention is inexplicable without reference to a purpose, conscious or unconscious. Even our acts of perception are determined by our immediate interests and purposes. The Persian poet Urfi has given a beautiful expression to this aspect of human perception [by pointing out that]: ‘if your heart is not deceived by the mirage, be not proud of the sharpness of your understanding; for your freedom from this optical illusion is due to your imperfect thirst.’”³

Iqbal conceived of God or the Cosmic Self primarily as Creator and of the ego or the selves that He has created or that have emerged out of His eternally creative activity as potentially creative at various levels of consciousness. Even the poorest potter or craftsman is a creator but if he is shaping his material only according to a set plan or pattern his creativeness is of the lowest order. The best example of a creative genius is the musical composer or the poet. When a Beethoven or a Mozart composes a symphony he has no chart before him; the creative urge or emotion creates its own body as it proceeds and the musical genius views his own creation objectively

² Ibid., p. 53.
³ Ibid., pp. 52–53.
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after it has assumed a visible or audible shape. Others who play that symphony try to create that emotion by reproduction; they are not creating but re-creating. Iqbal was an extremely gifted poetic genius; he knew not low and from which source a great poem emerged. The poet cannot himself know in advance the words that his inspiration brings forth. He often wonders at the unforeseen beauty of his own creation. In the book of Genesis is the Bible it is said that God after having created saw and appreciated His own creation. Iqbal could not attribute to the Cosmic Creative Genius anything less than what he had experienced in the process of his own poetic creation. The embodiment of a genuine creative urge or inspiration must be unpredictable. There are no eternal patterns or archetypal ideas such as we find in Plato’s metaphysics. Plato’s creator god, the Demiurge, is not a real creator; he materializes only the forms or ideas that were never created and were meant only to be imitated or partially assimilated. Iqbal could have considered Bergsonian ontology and epistemology a great and revolutionary advance on Plato’s conception of a static Ultimate Reality. Plato relegated all movement and change to the unhealthy alliance of Being with Non-Being. According to him, the Real does not move or create; movement results only from the effort of Non-Being at imperfect participation in the reality of eternally static archetypes. Aristotle too likens God to a beautiful statue to which the appreciating people are drawn; there is no movement or volition in the statue itself. The first great revolt in Western philosophy against this classical and Greek conception of Ultimate Reality was Hegel’s dialectic wherein nothing remains itself and every thing or process is moved by implicit and internal contradiction into its opposite to achieve a synthesis with it, which synthesis also cannot rest in itself but becomes in its turn a thesis which begins to develop an antithesis already inherent in it. But Hegel’s Absolute too is eternally what it is and is not a free creator in the sense in which thesis conceives a Creator God. Hegel’s Absolute is not a creative, purposive self-actualizing Its infinite potentialities. Hegel’s dynamic dialectic also follows an eternal pattern which is being unfolded in time. This conception of God and the universe does not appeal to Iqbal. He does not follow either Plato or Hegel or Bergson. As William James, another great philosopher of creative life, said, the universe in which we live is not a block universe; reality is itself in the making and the truth about reality too must constantly conform to new manifestations of the reality that follows no logic. Iqbal believed that the Qur’an supported him in this dynamic view of reality “To my mind,” said he, “nothing is more alien to the Quranic outlook than the idea that the universe is the temporal working out of a pre-conceived plan... The universe, according to the Quran, is liable to increase. It is a growing universe and not an already completed product which left the hand of its maker ages ago, and is now lying stretched in space as a dead mass of matter tc which time does nothing, and consequently is nothing.”

If Iqbal had produced only philosophical poetry, it would have been a very difficult task to collect his scattered thoughts and weave them into a self-consistent philosophy. Fortunately, he undertook to perform that task himself in his lectures on the Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam. In these lectures he has done intensely concentrated thinking. These lectures are themselves a summary, and the attempt to summarize them further would leave out much that is essential for an intelligible exposition. But, however inadequately, the attempt has to be made.

His first lecture deals with knowledge and religious experience. Iqbal is a poet as well as a philosopher, but temperamentally he is a religious man for whom religion is a vital experience as well as an intellectually establishable reality. He holds that in human life religion is more central and vital than philosophy because, in the words of a great modern philosopher, Whitehead, whom Iqbal has quoted more than once in his support, religion is a system of eternal truths which have the effect of transforming character when they are sincerely held and vividly apprehended. But man being a rational creature cannot be satisfied with faith unless he finds reason also to be in agreement with it. In view of its function religion is in greater need of a rational foundation than even the dogmas of science. Reconciliation of the opposites of experience is an inescapable necessity for a man who is religious as well as rational. Thought and intuition (or faith) need each other for mutual rejuvenation. Bergson, a great protagonist of intuition as more basic than intellect, has, nevertheless, expressed the view that intuition also is a higher kind of intellect. The Greeks deified the logical intellect, despising the study of reason in nature. On the other hand, religions before Islam rooted themselves in faith not demanding its conformity with the logical intellect or reason in nature. Islam preached the basic conformity of reason and revelation. Reason as informing the phenomena of physical nature as well as the mind of man has been presented by the Qur’an to be in complete agreement with faith in God. The Qur’an uses the same word for revelation granted to saints and prophets and the instincts of animals whose unconscious rationality appears to be miraculous; it sees in the humble bee a recipient of divine revelation and constantly calls upon the reader to observe the perpetual change of the winds, the alternation of day and night, the clouds, the starry heavens, and the planets swimming through infinite space. Why should the intuitions of a prophet and a saint be less related to reality than the instincts of lower animals? Iqbal sees no unbridgeable gulf between intellectual knowledge and religious experience. Plato had despised sense-experience as a source of knowledge; the modern irrationalist has looked down upon the intellect as an instrument for the knowledge of reality. Iqbal’s view is integrative, considering sense-perception, intellect, and intuition to be different modes of apprehension of the same reality. His outlook is unmistakably Qur’anic, not only appealing to reason in support of revelation and faith but also regarding hearing and sight as the most valuable divine gifts and declaring them to be accountable to
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God, Ishbāl accuses the early Muslim scholastics of having missed the spirit of the Qur'ān under the spell of Greek speculation. Ghazālī revolted against Greek intellectualism and moved to mystic experience as the sole avenue for the knowledge of Ultimate Reality. In spite of his deep appreciation of Ghazālī, Ishbāl disagrees with him about the relation of thought and intuition and says that Ghazālī "failed to see that thought and intuition are organically related and that thought must necessarily simulate finitude and irconcinness because of its alliance with serial time." Kant, who did splendid work in analyzing the logical and scientific intellect establishing its limitations, could not rest in its inadequacies and was compelled to postulate reason as standing above the categories of understanding, pointing towards ultra-logical realities like God and free-will. Long before Kant, Rūmī had reached a similar conclusion in repudiating the claims of the logical intellect and spatio-temporal categories to be the sole determinants of reality. What Kant termed the intellect, Rūmī called "particular reason" which he contrasted with universal reason which latter is one with the intuition of total reality. Ishbāl's view coincides entirely with Rūmī's. He recognizes the inadequacy of the logical understanding; it finds a multiplicity of mutually exclusive particulars with no prospect of their ultimate reduction to a unity and this makes him sceptical about the consciousness of thought. He is fully aware of the fact that the logical understanding is incapable of seeing this multiplicity as a coherent universe. The generalizations of inductive logic are fictitious unities which do not affect the reality of concrete things. But human reason is not confined merely to descriptive thinking and is not wholly exhausted by its processes of induction and deduction. "In its deeper movement thought is capable of reaching an immanent Infinite in whose self-unfolding movement the various finite concepts are only moments." Thought is potentially infinite and contains infinitude as the seed carries within itself the organic unity of the tree as a present fact. Thinking would not point towards its own limitations and inadequacies if it were not haunted by infinity, with which it implicitly compares every finite concept and concept: "It is the presence of the total infinite in the movement of knowledge that makes finite thinking possible." Ishbāl says that "both Kant and Ghazali failed to see that thought, in the very act of knowledge, passes beyond its own finitude." Many other philosophies created a cleavage between the ideal and the real and could not see the bridge that unites the two. The ideal and the real are as much interpenetrating as the finite and the infinite. "It is the mysterious touch of the ideal that animates and sustains the real... The life of the ideal consists, not in a total breach with the real which would tend to shatter the organic wholeness of life in painful oppositions, but in the perpetual endeavour of the ideal to appropriate the real with a view eventually to absorb it, to convert it into itself and to illuminate its whole being." Ishbāl has an organic view of life and existence in which heaven embraces earth, intuition and faith are reconciled with universal reason, science ceases to be antagonistic to religion, and infinity informs and animates finitude. His view of existence is based on a conception of the unity and continuity of all aspects of Being with no breaks, gulf, or gaps. He tries to point to the organic unity of all aspects of Being which creeds, philosophies, and sciences have sundered by analytic thinking. One can sum up his whole philosophy as a philosophy of universal integration. The Ultimate Reality reveals its symbols both within and without. The empirical no less than the rational attitude is an indispensable stage in the spiritual life of humanity.

Ishbāl gets solid support from the Qur'ānic verses for his philosophy of integration wherein senses, reasons, and intuition springing from what the Qur'ān calls 'ṣādīq or the heart, all offer valid and legitimate approaches to the Ultimate Reality which, being a self-consistent unity underlying all diversity, relates organically the findings of all the three sources of knowledge. "God hath made everything which He hath created most good; and began the creation of man with clay; then ordained his progeny from germs of life, from sorry water; then shaped him [in due proportion], and breathed of His spirit unto him, gave you hearing and seeing and heart: what little thanks do ye return?" (xxii: 6-8).

Quoting Rūmī, Ishbāl says the "heart" is a kind of intuition or insight which feeds on the rays of a super-sensuous sun, and brings us into contact with aspects of reality other than those open to sense-perception or rationalization. Primitive gropings of religious consciousness are as little indicative of the unreality of religious consciousness in its higher and purer forms as primitive views about the phenomena of physical nature are in proving the invalidity of all scientific thought.

Ishbāl's conception of God is a corollary of his view of the nature of the Ultimate Reality because he identifies God with the Ultimate Reality. But he is a theist and not a monist of any of the different types or a pantheist. It is not only God who is real but the ego created by God are also real and they share both the essence and the creative urge of the Cosmic Creator. God is the Perfect Ego, the Perfect Self, or the Perfect Individual; for all created egos, individuality is an aim to be progressively realized. He agrees with Bergson that individuality is a matter of degrees and is not fully realized even in the case of an apparently closed-off unity as that of the human self. The tendency to individuation is present everywhere in the organized world but it is always opposed by the tendency towards reproduction by which detached parts of the organism begin to live separately and independently. Says Bergson, "In this way individuality harbours its own enemy at home." Ishbāl derives his conception of God from

\footnote{Ibid., pp. 5-6.}
\footnote{Ibid., pp. 6-7.}
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the Qur'ān wherein God is immanent as well as transcendent, personal as well as impersonal. There are verses in the Qur'ān which apparently end support to a pantheistic view of reality; pantheistic philosophy has raised a magnificent superstructure on these foundations. For instance, it is said, "He is the beginning and He is the end, He is without and He is within." 10 In the famous Sūrāh al-Nūr it is said that "God is the light of the heavens and the earth." 11 This simile is developed further and it is said that this light emanates from a lamp in a niche and the lamp is ensnared in a glass as if it were a star which is self-luminous. The lamp is fed from the oil of a tree which is neither in the East nor in the West. Iq-bal says that the Qur'ānic simile is meant to convey the idea that God is a spiritual reality which is not spatial and yet it is not a vague, undetermined infinite suffused in all existence as a selfless impersonal entity. The enclosed lamp in a niche is meant to point to God as an individual self. God, the Ultimate Ego, is infinite but His infinitude is not temporal or spatial but consists in the infinite inner possibilities of His creative activity, of which the universe, as known to us, is only a partial expression. God's infinity is intensive and not extensive; it involves an infinite series but is not that series. Iq-bal does not conceive of the world to have been created at a point of time, lying in infinite space outside the being of God as a manufactured article. It is in the nature of God to be eternally creative; the universe does not confront God as His "other." Space, time, and matter are interpretations which thought puts on the free creative activity of God. The relation of God to His creation, if conceived under these categories, would lead to antimmesis compelling the mind to accept both affirmations and denials, and be content with contradictions in the matter of faith about God and His relation to the creation, as was forcibly pointed out by Kant. If Iq-bal refuses to accept the naive orthodox theistic view of creation in time, he, at the same time, cannot accept that the world of matter is co-eternal with God, operated upon by Him, as it were, from a distance.

With respect to God's knowledge, Iq-bal says that human thought is dis- cursive but knowledge in the sense of discursive knowledge, however infinite, cannot be predicated of God because His knowledge is also creative of the objects that He knows. Iq-bal does not conceive of God's knowledge as omniscience in the sense of an immediate awareness of the entire sweep of history—past, present and future—regarded as an order of specific events in an eternal ever-present "now." It was thus that Ja'āl al-Dīn Dāwūdī, 'Iṣrā'īl, and Josiah Royce conceived God's knowledge. Iq-bal does not agree with them in this. To him it appears that it suggests a closed universe, a fixed futurity, a predetermined, unalterable order of specific events, which, like a superior fate, has once and for all determined the direction of God's creative activity. Iq-bal is not a believer in the correspondence theory of knowledge for which

10 Qur'ān, xvi, 2.
11 Ibid., xxiv, 25.
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truth is nothing but an exact mirroring of reality. A thinker for whom the Ultimate Reality, which is phenomenal as well as noumenal, is a Creative Self, perpetually creating and objectifying ever-new possibilities, could not conceive of God, the Perfect Ego, as omniscient, as one that knows in details not only the past and the present but also the not-yet-happened future events. Such a static view of reality would nullify God's creative activity which would no longer be conceived of as free but as eternally determined. God's knowledge is not a sort of mirror passively reflecting the details of an already finished structure of things which the finite consciousness reflects in fragments only. God's foreknowledge as conceived in orthodox theology could be conceded only by sacrificing His freedom.

We may repeat here that Iq-bal, in thinking of God as an ego or self, has conceived of Him on the analogy of a creative human self, creative either in the realm of intellect or in that of aesthetics. He says that a fruitful idea pregnant with great wealth of its possible applications emerges in consciousness all at once but the intellectual working out of its numerous bearings is a process in time. Sometimes it takes many generations before the possibilities that were inherent in it from the very beginning actualize themselves completely. The same is the case with poetry or musical composition; the pattern of verses or tunes implicit in the creative genius becomes explicit by unfolding itself. For Iq-bal God is an infinitely creative genius creating novelties at every moment.

The problem of free-will in man offers no great difficulties to Iq-bal. The difficulties are created by mathematically determined, mechanistic determinism which Iq-bal repudiates, seeking support from the view of matter and material causation presented by philosophers of science like Einstein and Eddington. Determinism has been advocated not only by mechanistic materialists but also by the theistic theologians. Further, the modern age has produced theories of physiological and psychological determinism. Theistic theology has not been able to reconcile God's infinite freedom and foreknowledge with human freedom. Iq-bal solves the problem by denying foreknowledge to God and by making God grant freedom to human beings who are to share His creative activity. He admits that the emergence of egos endowed with the power of spontaneous and hence unforeseeable action is in some a limitation of the freedom of the all-inclusive Ego, but this limitation is not externally imposed. It is born of God's own creative freedom whereby He has chosen finite egos to be participants in His life, power, and freedom. Iq-bal considers the prevalent idea of God's absolute omnipotence to be a misconception. According to him, all activity, creative or otherwise, is in a kind of limitation without which it is impossible to conceive of God as a concrete operative Ego. Omnipotence, abstractly conceived, is a blind capricious power without limits. Omnipotence so conceived would make it impossible to think of God as possessing the attributes of reason, love, or justice.

As a theist, Iq-bal has also to deal with the problem of evil. He realizes that if the rationally directed divine will is good, a serious problem arises, unless
we close our eyes to the presence of physical and moral evil. We have before our eyes the tragic spectacle of universal suffering and wrong-doing. Pain is an inevitable concomitant not only of wrong actions but even of attempts to do what is right. The course of evolution has involved endless ruthlessness. Iqbal is not an optimist of the type that says "whatever is, is right" and that from a cosmic viewpoint all is well with the world. Nor is he a pessimist of the Schopenhauerian type who, like many Indian philosophers, views life to be essentially an evil which must be ended because it cannot be mended. God does not create evil; in the words of the Qur'an, "He holds all goodness in His hand." Existence or life could not be possible if it did not meet resistance, but the goodness of God lies in the fact that existence contented forces that can overcome evil. No evil is absolute; the alchemy of life is capable of converting evil into good. If the character of the ego can develop only by struggle against thwarting forces, the presence of resistance to the realization of goodness cannot be dispensed with. Iqbal agrees with Fichte that life creates resistances in the interest of its own development. Whoever asks why there is evil in life wrongly imagines that there could have been life without pain and evil, resistance and frustration. If moral and spiritual development is good, how could anyone achieve it if there were no internal or external opposition to its realization? Those who want life without its hitches are, according to a simile used by Kant, like birds that would resent the resistance of the air as if they could fly in a vacuum. Flight is the result of the effort of the wings to overcome the resistance of the air. Iqbal is neither an optimist nor a pessimist of any extreme type; he is a melodist.

It may be asked if Iqbal believes in an eventual victory of good over evil at any point of time in the future course of evolution. Consistent with his view of life as a perpetually creative activity his vision of life after death, even for the blessed, is not a paradise where all unfulfilled desires are eternally fulfilled. For him the reward of goodness is not an escapist paradise where all motivation for further development ceases in a bliss of eternal satisfaction. The reward of life is a higher life with higher actualities and deeper potentialities, and yet, according to his conception of life, the ego must meet resistance at every level and, therefore, pain must remain an eternal element of life. Iqbal has produced very intriguing and exhilarating poems in praise of Satan, the personification of evil and resistance. In a dialogue between Satan and the archangel Gabriel, he seems to be the advocate of the former. In a verse he exhorts lovers of life not to aspire for life on any plane of existence where Satan, the principle of resistance, does not exist. Life cannot rest in any of its achievements; every goal is the starting-point of a new venture. He would have greatly appreciated the sentiment of Lessing which the latter expressed by saying that if God offered him truth in one hand, and search for truth in the other, he would accept the eternal search, saying, "O Lord, keep the truth for Thyself because only Thou canst have the truth and live; as for myself, only seeking can keep me alive." Iqbal's paradise is neither the one

---

SUMMING UP

There is no doubt that Iqbal is the most versatile genius that the modern Muslim world has produced. He is a well-cut diamond whose many facets reflect rays of truth from all directions. It will be difficult to find many who are his equals as poets in any language of the East or the West. He did not build any great system of philosophy like Kant or Hegel but his philosophic thinking was extensive as well as intensive. He felt his kinship with some great geniuses of the past and the present. In one of his poems he compared himself with Goethe and declared that he himself was sprung from an almost defunct culture, a solitary plant growing, as it were, by fluke from a dead earth, while Goethe was born in a nation pulsating with the throb of a new life. As his inner life was enriched by increasing knowledge and deepening intuition he began to feel, with ample justification, his kinship with Rumi, the creative evolutionist mystic poet of the seventh/thirteenth century. As Rumi's religious consciousness was paralleled with intellectual consciousness so was the case with Iqbal; both preached the gospel of a rich integrated life embracing matter, life, mind, and spirit, a life in which not only the individual and social selves are harmonized but in which the developing ego also makes an attempt to attune its finitude with the Cosmic Infinite Spirit. For both of them the inner mind is essentially the urge of love that spreads in concentric circles to that Ultimate Reality which is the centre as well as the circumference of all existence. Rumi took up the Hellenistic instruments of intellectualism and wielded them to support an outlook that transcended all Hellenism. Iqbal did the same with the rich heritage of ancient and modern philosophy. Many
modern thinkers have been moving in the same direction, so we often find him in company with Kant, Fichte, Hegel, Nietzsche, Bergson, William James, Whitehead, and Eddington; but these tributary streams seem to have converged in his genius in a deep and broad river. Malak al-Sabari, Bahshir, the great poet-laureate of modern Iran, said of Iqbal's poetry that it was the fruit of eight centuries of the development of Persian poetry and cultural heritage. During the last decade of his life Iqbal refused to be classed among the poets. He felt that he was using poetry only as a medium and a vehicle for a message. He had become a teacher, a preacher, a critic of life, and a reformer with a vision of a new renaissance. This message was addressed directly to the Muslim nation, but what he conveyed was a matter of universal import. The broad universal religious outlook that he presented in his poetry as well as philosophical writing was meant for the whole of humanity. He made an attempt to revive the entire Muslim world by a liberal and dynamic view of Islam. He deployed the geographical and racial divisions of humanity and attacked bitterly the linguistic nationalism that had resulted in the decline of a whole civilization. He was an enemy of Western economic and political imperialism and colonialism and a bitter critic of Western materialism and naturalism, which, overwhelmed by the achievements of physical science, has lost faith in the reality of the spirit. He was equally critical of the religious orthodoxy of the East which has become rigid and empty and is worshiping the dead past. He wanted to give an ethical and spiritual basis to politics and economics which, left to themselves, become destructive forces. He preached the gospel of self-realization, but his concept of the self was no mystically transcendent concept. His ideal man was a man of intuition as well as of intellect, wooing reason to revelation. If he had written philosophy like a professional philosopher only, as he was impelled to do in his Reconstruction of Religious Thought, he could not have stirred the souls of his readers to the extent that he has done by using poetry as his medium. His critics are still disputing whether he was primarily a poet or a philosopher, a mystic, a preacher, or a reformer. But the fact is that he was an uncommon synthesis of all these. He was no mere eclectic. All the various trends were organically related in his rich personality; they did not lie in his mind unrelated in unhampered juxtaposition. He sang of cosmic creative love which transcends and resolves the contradictions of natural and personal life. He was a genius of life and love and recognized no boundaries and considered no oppositions to be final. His message was a rich integrated life constantly actualizing its immense potentialities.

Most of Iqbal's thoughts and sentiments are expressed within the framework of Islam, and a substantial portion of his message is directly addressed to the Muslims, to whose regeneration and awakening he had dedicated his life. But there is nothing sectarian or parochial in his broad and liberal ideology. As Plato and Socrates, though dealing primarily with the intellectual, moral, and social problems of Athenian and Greek life, spread messages of universal import, so does Iqbal. His Kitāb Nāme, in which in the realm beyond he meets the glorious and the inglorious souls of the departed who had influenced humanity for good or for evil, is certainly richer than Dante's Divine Comedy, which reflects only medieval thoughts, beliefs, and prejudices. His criterion of judgment and criticism remains constant whether he is discussing metaphysics or religion, science or art, economics or politics. He stands for the dignity of life and its perpetual creativeness and richness. Whatever strengthens and advances life in its various aspects is appreciated and whatever impoverishes or negates it is to be rejected. Throughout his thought and poetry there runs a mystic strain, but his mysticism is not quietistic and other-worldly. Like the ethical monism of Fichte, his mysticism is dynamic. Long before Bergson came to this conclusion Iqbal had identified the creative urge of life with love which is a matter of intuition and ruling passion with saints and prophets. He was a great artist, yet he did not believe in art for art's sake, nor did he believe in knowledge for the sake of knowledge like the great Greek philosophers for whom the contemplation of eternal static ideas was the sense of well-being, making God Himself a self-thinking Thought. His basic conception is life, not thought; thought is only one of the many useful instruments of life, and as such must never be segregated from the life it is meant to serve and advance. There is more healthy dynamism in his thought and poetry than could be found in any poet of the past or the present. Whenever he talks of self-abnegation it is always in the interest of a richer self-realization. His deepest thoughts and intuitions are of immortal significance; he belongs to all times and to the entire humanity, because he inspired the best that humanity could offer and pointed to goals towards which all creation moves.

Below is given a free rendering in English of some of the poems of Iqbal.

Reason and Heart: A Dialogue

"Once Reason made this claim before the Heart: 'I am a guide for those who have lost their way. Though working on this lowly earth, all heavens do I survey. Look, how far-reaching is my vision. Guidance is my mission like that of Khidr (the Prophet E Elias), the immortal sage. I write a commentary on the Book of Life, and the glory of Love do I manifest. Thou art only a drop of blood, but priceless diamonds envy my effulgence.'"

"The Heart replied, 'Thy claim I don't contest but look more closely into my nature too. Thou protest by thought the mystery of existence, but I see directly what thou only knowest; is not seeing more revealing than mere knowing? In the realm of appearances dost thou roam, but I contact the reality behind. Thou art only a seeker of God, but I reveal Him. Mine is knowledge of reality, thine is only knowledge about it. Thy knowledge ends only in uselessness; for this malaise I am the sovereign cure. If thou lightest the hall of truth, I am the illumination of Eternal Beauty. Thou bestowest thy wings like a captive bird against the cage of space and time, but my flight in
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eternity is free and unrestrained. I am the Exalted Throne of the Glorious Lord, placed above all creation.”13

The Odyssey of Man

“Forgetting my eternal covenant with my Lord I wandered away from Him. The heady wine of consciousness made me restless even in the Garden of Eden and drove me away from that shade of bliss. Heaven-surveying thought urged me to pry into the secret of existence. My love of change afforded me no rest in any state. I filled the temples with idols of gods of my own creation, but then in disgust ousted them from the Ka'bah, the place of worship of the Only God. Desiring of conversing with Him, face to face, I ascended Mount Sinai; and the hand illumined with light divine I hid in my sleeve. My fellow beings nailed me on the cross; so leaving the ungrateful world I went to heaven again. Coming down I hid myself for years in the cave of Hira till I was commissioned to deliver a final message to mankind. Sometimes a song celestial did I chant in the land of Hind and I also resorted to wisdom-loving Greece. When Hind paid no heed to my message I was welcomed in China and Japan. Contrary to the spirit of all true religions, I also ventured to construct a universe with mindless atoms. I took the blame of starting a ruthless strife between reason and faith reddening the earth with the blood of humanity. I spent many sleepless nights as a star-gazer to wrest from the shining orbs the secret of existence. The sword of the Church militant could not make one desert from teaching that the earth moves round the sun. My telescopic reason discerned the law of Universal Gravitation. I captured rays of light and waves of magnetism making impetuous lightning an abodeless slave; I converted the earth into a paradise by controlling the powers of nature. But alas! though I had subdued the world of nature, nothing could reveal the meaning of existence to me.

“Finally returning into myself and turning my eyes inward I found Him there in the sanctuary of my own heart, Him who is the Source and Meaning of all that exists.”14

The Nature of Life

“The motionless bank of the river said, ‘In my long existence I have contemplated much to know what I am, but the meaning of my existence has not been revealed to me.’ Hearing this the fast-moving and tumbling wave replied, ‘The secret of life and the essence of it is movement; I exist so long as I move; when I cease to move I shall cease to be.”15
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“Those who paint with charming colours the leaves of the tulip creates a painful turmoil in my heart; even in the veins of this pale earth, the red life-blood of love doth flow.”16

“Man is an instrument for the melodies of love; God created the world and man improves on it. Is not man, then, a partner in creation?”17

“If the heart too had been only clever like reason, no spark would have been kindled in our clay; and in the taverns of life deadly silences would have reigned if love had not been there with its turmoil.”18

“It is the fire of pathos that lights my heart; the tears of blood in the eyes make their sight keen to survey existence; he who calls Love madness, remains estranged from the secret of life.”19

“In the garden, breezes in spring are the gifts of love; and in the fields, love brings up buds like stars. The rays of love’s light penetrate the deep sea and make the fish see their way in the dark.”20

The Birth of Man

“Love exclaimed, ‘O! the lover is there who will welcome my painful shafts,’ and a tremor passed through Beauty that a great appreciator is born. In the closed sanctuary of the mysteries of being, the warning went round that eternal secrets are going to be unveiled. Nature got perturbed that the dust of an unfree world has brought forth a being who shall freely make and break himself, a self-knowing and self-determining being. The unconscious urge that slept in the lap of life has opened its eyes thereby heading to a new vista of existence. Life said, ‘Long was I unmoved in a closed dome of clay, restless to venture out; but now I see the door that offers a chance to escape.”21

“Our body is an old vessel of clay but is brimful of the wine of life; life pulsates secretly even in what seems to be death. When, in autumn, leaves from the branches fall, it is like the dropping of toys from the grip of infant hands loosened by sweet and restful sleep.”22

13 Ibid., p. 28.
14 Ibid., p. 80.
15 Ibid., p. 150.
16 Ibid., p. 13.
17 Ibid., p. 16.
18 Ibid., p. 20.
19 Ibid., p. 12.
20 Ibid.
21 Ibid., p. 91.
22 Ibid., p. 150.
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Chapter LXXXIII
RENAISSANCE IN INDONESIA

A INTRODUCTORY

The three centuries during which it was ruled by the Portuguese, the Spaniards, and the Dutch form the dark age of Indonesia's history. All the energies of the Indonesian leaders were concentrated during these years on the problems of political emancipation on one side and social and religious reform on the other. This account of the modern renaissance in Indonesia is, therefore, an account of the political renaissance of that country and of the modernist movements which indirectly influenced the course of that long drawn and bitter struggle. The memories of that conflict and the experience gained during this period influenced the present generation in its religious and cultural outlook and its approach to social and economic problems. As religion played an important part in the movement for political emancipation, reference will also be made here and there to religious reforms.

At present ninety per cent of the population of Indonesia professes the religion of Islam but it took several centuries for Islam to become the main religion in that country. As it has been shown in an earlier chapter, the credit for the spread and popularization of Islam in Indonesia goes to the Sufis of various orders. The Sufi interpretation of Islam very well suited the cultural background of the Indonesians in whose life and thought the deep influences of Hinduism and Buddhism, which had at one time been the principal spiritual forces in Indonesian society, were deeply embedded.

The commercial intercourse between Indonesia and other Islamic countries, particularly India, Arabia, and Egypt, led to a closer cultural collaboration with the Muslims in other parts of the world. Many Indonesians went to holy places for the annual pilgrimage and some of them stayed there to complete their pilgrimages or to settle down there permanently. It was these individuals who imbued deeply the tenets of Islamic religion and later on tried to combat the un-Islamic practices which had crept into Islam in their home country. This led to a puritan movement in the country insisting on a closer conformity with Islam. "Menos," says Steenek Hargroen, "has been well said to have more influence on the religious life of these islands than on Turkey, India, or Bokhara."

How deeply attached to their old customs and traditions even the modern educated Indonesians are is well illustrated by the statement of a prominent Indonesian lady who, while addressing the members of the British Women Association, remarked "that the Indonesians were indeed proud of their old customs and traditions and wished to preserve them in spite of their Islamic religion adopted about seven centuries ago."

The Indonesian national movement is of recent origin. Before the beginning of the fourteenth/twentieth century, there had been isolated and sporadic outbursts of armed resistance to the rapacious exploitation of the Indonesians by the Portuguese, the Dutch, and the British, such as those of Dipa Nagara, in the province of Djoejkarcu, Tenk "Umar, Iman Bonjipil, etc. The first organized political movement started in the first decade of this century. There were many factors responsible for the development of Indonesian nationalism and political consciousness which materially affected the course of the Indonesians' struggle as also the political structure of Indonesia after it had been won.

1 For the role of teras in general, see H. A. R. Gibb, An Interpretation of Islamic History, p. 11; Muslim World, Vol. XIV, No. 2, January 1955, p. 150.
4 For details, see Vieke Nunninah, A History of the East Indian Archipelago, pp. 1, 265-69, 281.
6 Ibid., pp. 449-52.
A History of Muslim Philosophy

Of the modern Islamic reform movements in other countries that of Muhammad 'Abdul in Egypt had a very deep influence on Indonesian thought and way of life. The Dutch tried to prevent the inflow of books and newspapers published in Egypt and other Arab countries as they were afraid of the "dangerous pan-Islamic ideas" which those writings contained. In spite of their vigilance the Egyptian periodicals al-Manur, al-Urwaat al-Wathiqah, al-Mu'assy, al-Siqalaah, al-Livo, and al-'Adl were smuggled into Indonesia and were widely read. Scholars like Ismail Bendi, H. Jali al-Din Teybi, Makhfur Latif, H. H. Amurallah brought back with them modern Islamic ideas current in Islamic lands and particularly those introduced by Muhammad 'Abdul and Jamali al-Din Afgani in Cairo. Indian modernist writings were equally welcome and widely read. The main aim of the Indonesian Muslims who were caught up in the current of modern reformist movements in Islamic countries was to purify Indonesian Muslim society from the indigenous unorthodox practices. They had to combat at the same time the Dutch educated intellectual who were gradually becoming indifferent towards religion, and regarded Islam as a religious and cultural anachronism and an obstacle to progress. The Christian missionary activities and the large number of missionary schools subsidized by the Dutch posed another difficult problem for the Indonesian religious and educational reformers. "Every new period in the history of civilization obliges a religious community to undertake a general revision of the contents of its treasury," remarks Snouck Hurgronje, "and the situation in Indonesia called for the establishment of religious, social, and political organizations to rehabilitate Islam and combat the contaminating influences of Western impact." The "pesantren" and madrasah which followed the traditional Muslim pattern of education played a very important role in building up the Islamic character of the Indonesian Muslims, while the Western system of education which touched only the upper stratum of Indonesian society did much to broaden their outlook, rationalize their thought, and prepare them morally and intellectually to fight for the liberation of Indonesia from centuries of colonial exploitation.

One of the most active and popular organizations for socio-religious reform was Muhammadiyyah founded by Kinja Haji Ahmad Dachlan in November 1912 at Jogjakarta, which met with a relatively wide response. It rapidly grew in popularity as is shown by the large number of its branches in various parts of the country. The objectives of the organization were similar to those of the Salafyyah in Egypt—the purification of Islam as practised in Indonesia of the customs, rituals, and beliefs which were derived from the Hindu and Buddhist religious and also from the debased Sufi doctrines; a rationalized

---
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interpretation of orthodox Islamic doctrines; the reformation of Muslim educational system; and the defence of Islam against external attacks. This movement aiming at a rationalist interpretation of orthodox Islamic doctrine built up a network of schools. The organization later included a wide range of social services—free clinics, relief for the poor, orphanages, and publication of the Qur'an. The organization, as a matter of policy, did not take active part in the political problems with which the Indonesians were faced. In practice, however, "the progressive Muslim social concepts which it sought to advance could not be divorced of the political consciousness of its members and of the pupils taught in its many schools. It was a still, but deep, tributary of the stream of political nationalism and quietly but substantially nourished and strengthened that stream."14

B

NATIONAL MOVEMENT IN INDONESIA

The degree of religious homogeneity in Indonesia which Islam had brought about was an important factor in the growth of national movement. Islam served both as a symbol of social unity and as an ingroup solidarity against imperialist foreign aggressors in a country where, in spite of diversity of race, language, and religion, the national feeling was strong. While the Dutch Government and the Christian organizations in Holland gave moral and material assistance to the Christian missions established in Indonesia, the Government did not allow the purely Muslim societies or organizations to propagate freely the principles of Islam. Besides the Muslims, there are in Indonesia about two million Chinese Buddhists, two million Christians, one million Hindus especially in the Island of Bali, and a large number of animists. According to Wertheim, "it was possible to sustain the paradox that the extension of Islam in Indonesian Archipelago was due to the Westerners. The arrival of Portuguese power in the area made the princes embrace Islamic faith as a political move to counter Christian penetration."15

Islamic modernist movements, especially in Cairo, as already mentioned, found ready response in Indonesia. In 1929/1931 the Indonesians studying in the international Islamic milieu of Mecca and Cairo came back saturated with pan-Islamic ideas which made them ill-disposed towards the European administrative system and the European way of life. The Dutch Government, too late in the day, decided to give the Indonesians the benefit of Western education and greater association with the government of the country in the hope of neutralizing the influence of Islamic revivalist movements. By giving

---


5 Quoted by M. Eustice, Statement's Year Book, 1937, p. 1176.
the Indonesian population, at least its elite, a Western education, it was hoped, the new generation would turn away from Islam towards cultural association with the Dutch. It was hoped that "the pan-Islamic idea which has not yet taken a great hold on the native aristocracy of Java and the other islands will lose all the chance of existence within this milieu when those who compose it have become the free associates of our civilization." The struggle of the Philippines, the success of Kemal Ataturk in Turkey against Western military powers, the activity of the Congress party in India, the rising tide of anti-Western Chinese nationalism represented by Dr. Sun Yet Sen, the industrialization of Japan and that country's victory over Russia in 1905, all combined to quicken the rising tide of national movement in Indonesia. Indonesian students studying in the Netherlands in particular and in Europe in general were strongly impressed by Dutch political ideas of civil liberties and the democratic flavour of the government there. The writings of Bukharian, Karl Marx, Hegel, and Spinoza influenced the handful of Indonesian students studying in continental Europe. The American Revolution of 1776, the French Revolution of 1789, and the Russian Revolution of 1917 had a profound effect on the Indonesian people and shook them out of their apathy and complacency.

C

EFFECT OF THE FIRST WORLD WAR ON INDONESIA

The First World War considerably strengthened national consciousness in Indonesia. Numerous national organizations and parties throughout the country took a leading part in giving shape to their latent aspirations and catalyzing the pent-up discontent in a nation-wide struggle for freedom. The organizations included the Budi Utomo (1920), Minahasa Association (1930), Nena Muria Organization (1931), Muslim National Movement (1931), National Indies Party (1938), Indonesian Social Democratic Association or N.V.I.B. (1935), Sumatra Association (1937), Society of Students (1938), the Christian Ethical Party of Mina (1941), and the Nationalist Party of Indonesia (1941). The Jami' revolution of 1935, the fighting Congress of 1934, the Pan-Islamic Congress of 1944 at Bandung, the Budi Utomo Congress of 30th July 1924, and the Indonesian Students' Association in the Netherlands—all struggled for national emancipation. Freedom from economic stranglehold of the colonial government was the common objective of most of these organizations.

The war led to the loosening of the ties which had formerly bound Indonesia to Europe and consequently Indonesia formed mercantile connections

19 G. M. Kuhin, op. cit.
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with other countries round the Pacific Ocean. Even before and during the war, demand for political freedom of Indonesia was openly voiced by the Indonesian leader, Tjokrosaminoto, at the first National Congress of 1935/1916. The war compelled the Dutch Government to change its policy towards Indonesia. In 1935/1916, the Netherlands Parliament passed a bill for the institution of the Volksraad at Jakarta. In May 1918, van L. Stirum remarked, "... the road has been taken, never to be abandoned, toward the goal of responsible government in Indonesia itself which, in concert with the Volksraad, shall have the right to take final decisions in all matters which are not of general imperial [State] concern. In proper time and degree, so far as is compatible with the appreciation of the consequences of each new step, we must proceed directly toward this end."

The National Indonesian Party and the Budi Utomo demanded the convocation of a provisional parliament to frame a new democratic constitution. For this purpose, the Revocation Commission was appointed by the Government on 17th December 1918. In June 1920, the Commission submitted its report to the Government and the following main proposals were made to be included in the Constitution of the Kingdom of the Netherlands:

1. Recognition of Indonesia as an independent part of the kingdom, the centre of gravity of the government being shifted to Indonesia itself.
2. Elevation of the Volksraad to the status of a general co-legislative representative body to be constituted by election.

In the military field, the World War had increased the importance of the defense problem in Indonesia. Compulsory military service was introduced in Indonesia in 1935/1920, but, by the regulations of 1935/1942, it was imposed only upon Europeans and not upon natives or foreign Orientals. As a result of the war, an energetic propaganda for an Indonesian army was carried on by an Indonesian Committee of Defence.

Economically, the war had far-reaching consequences in the economic life of the country. In Indonesia the price of food-stuffs rose and this made the Government intervene to prevent the rising spiral of prices.

D

FACTORS PROMOTING NATIONAL SENTIMENTS

The adoption of Malay as the national language was another important factor in the development of national movement. The extensive use of the Indonesian language as the medium of expression throughout Indonesia was made progressively. Kias Hidayat Dewardono, the founder of Taman Siswa, introduced its first in his school curriculum. In 1934/1928, the Indonesian youth at their Congress swore to have one country, Indonesia; one nation, the Indonesians; and one national language, the Indonesian language. In 1934/1925, the Indonesian members of the Volksraad demanded the recognition of Indonesian as
the official language of the country. In October 1942, an Indonesian Language Commission headed by Dr. Muhammad Hatta, was founded by the Japanese. In August 1945, the Indonesian language was formally declared the State language. The national Red and White flag of Indonesia became the symbol of the patriotic liberation movement. The Indonesian Raya (Indonesian National Anthem) acted as an inspiring and unifying factor.

The proclamation of the Republic of Indonesia in 1945 was made an official national movement and its visible symbols—the national flag and the national anthem—helped to join the Archipelago's many local patriotism together into an all-embracing patriotism.

The discriminatory policy employed by the Dutch in the political, economic, social, and cultural fields and the consequent resentment against colonialism fostered the flames of discontent. Discrimination in the economic sphere was even more galling and filtered down to the masses. The economic exploitation of the national wealth of the country by the Dutch capitalists and the increased poverty of the vast population living on rich soil provided another source of discontent.

In education, the Indonesians were provided with far fewer facilities than European children, for in the quick growth of Western education amongst the masses the Dutch saw a potential danger to the continuance of their dominant position.

The nationalist educational institution, commonly known as Taman Siswa (Children's Garden School) established by Kin Hadjar Dewantara on 3rd July 1922, served as the training ground for the ideological preparation for the popularisation of the Indonesian national movement. Kin Hadjar Dewantara maintained that the culture of a nation could be best but could never be broken. Wisdom, beauty, art, and science from abroad were welcome. Everybody, he said, who learns a foreign language gains access to a new world, but foreign elements should be absorbed into native life, enriching the already existing treasures of national civilization. He built up at least 250 schools all over Indonesia without any government or foreign help.

Muhammadiyah institutions developed the political consciousness of its members and its pupils. The Muhammadiyah movement, founded by H. Ahmad Dahlan on 18th November 1912, had established 29 branches with 4,000 members and built about 55 schools in 1925; 150 branches with 10,330 members in 1928; 209 with 17,500 members in 1929; 267 with 24,383 members in 1931.

18 The hoisting of the Red and White Flag was prohibited by the Dutch, but it was flown publicly in Jakarta in October 1928 during the Indonesian Youth Congress.
19 In 1920, there were 400 Indonesians and 100 Dutch who took the examination for entrance to the Government School of Civil Service: 23 Dutch and 3 Indonesians were accepted.
in promoting discontent among Indonesian intellectuals and patriots. In 1341/1922, the Sarekat Islam (S.I.) led by 'Abd al-Mu'iz and H. Salm established close relations with the Indian National Congress and adopted the policy of non-co-operation. The S.I. also sent delegations to the World Islamic Conference at Mecca in 1343/1924 and at Cairo in 1345/1929.38

E

THE ROLE OF NATIONAL PARTIES

(1345/1929-1350/1934)

Nationalist Party of Indonesia.—The Persatuan Nasional Indonesia (P.N.I.) was founded in July 1927 by Dr. Soekarno at Bandung. This party was essentially nationalistic, with a definite aim—Indonesia Merdeka—that is, the liberation of Indonesia from the colonial yoke through a popular movement deriving its strength from indigenous force and ability. The moving spirit behind the P.N.I. were the repatriated members of the Pemimpinan Indonesia (Indonesian Union)46 in Holland and other members of General Study Club at Bandung. Soekarno was the leader of the propaganda activities of the party and he soon made his mark not only as a great orator but also as the natural leader of the masses.

In 1347/1929, the propaganda activities of the P.N.I. were extended to cover small towns and villages, and leaders were sent out to remote places to meet and talk with the masses at their native haunts. For this purpose, the P.N.I. set up a sort of People's University, in which members were given courses in propaganda work. Within one year the party had as many as 600 members.

The P.N.I. leaders now stressed the idea of Indonesian unity in their speeches, using the Indonesian language and adopted for their party the white and red flag with the symbol of a bull's head on it.

The P.N.I. endeavoured to form a national front. For this purpose, they took the initiative in the organization of a federation of nationalistic societies, composed of political parties; in December 1927, in order to unify and co-ordinate the activities of the member societies. The Indonesian Association in Holland was meanwhile appointed as their advance post for foreign propaganda.

In May 1928, in his speech before the Volksraad, the Governor-General alluded to the propaganda carried on by the P.N.I., calling it "a revolutionary nationalist propaganda," and hinting that its revolutionary nature would hurt its own cause. In December 1929, the Government searched the houses of the leaders of the Communist Party and arrested the leaders of the revolution in 1926-27 in Java and Sumatra.

38 Members of the Communist Party attended the Pan-Pacific Labour Conference under the Comintern auspices at Canton in June 1924. The Indonesian nationalists were represented at the Conference of the League against imperialism in Brussels in February 1927. It coincided with large-scale arrests and deportations of the nationalist leaders of the revolution in 1926-27 in Java and Sumatra.

G. M. Kahn, op. cit., pp. 88-89.
During the first ten month of 1345/1926, more and more of the communist leaders were arrested. Intra-organizational contact was progressively disrupted, as was attested by unco-ordinated sporadic outbreaks of violence at widely isolated places throughout Java.

With the failure of the revolutions of 1345–46/1926–27 the communist organization was crushed, as a large number of communist, nationalist, and religious leaders were arrested and deported to a concentration camp in New Guinea. After their arrest the power of the communists was broken for the remainder of the period of Dutch rule.

Partai Indonesia Raya (P.I.R.) (The People’s Party of Indonesia).—The Indonesian Study Club, formed by Dr. Situmorang in October 1920 at Surabaya, was changed to the Perasatun Bangsa Indonesia or P.B.I. (Indonesia Association) in January 1931. At the congress of April 18–21, 1931, at Surabaya, the P.B.I. decided to form the Bulu Uomo. As a result of the Solo Conference, Partai Indonesia Raya or P.I.R. (Greater Indonesia Party) came into being on December 29, 1935, at Surabaya, under the presidency of Situmorang. The P.I.R. was founded by Tuban in September 1920 at Jakarta, aiming to achieve the independence of Indonesia through a parliamentary system and dominion status for her.

Sarekat Islam.—The name of the Islamic Chamber of Commerce (S.D.I.), founded in 1329/1911 by H. Samanahd, was changed into the Sarekat Islam in 1330/1912 under the leadership of H. Umar Sa’id Tjokromimo. In the years 1331/1913 and 1332/1914, the people joined ex animo this party based purely on Islamic principles. By 1333/1915 it had established fifty branches and later, by June 1916, it claimed eighty branches with 350,000 members. In 1334/1916, it became a fully fledged political party struggling for free Indonesia (dominion status) and adopted a policy of co-operation with the colonial government.

In order to achieve Muslim unity, a pan-Islamic movement, al-Islam, was organized by H. A. Saleh. The second congress which al-Islam held from May 19 to 21, 1924, at Cirebon, attended by most of the Muslim leaders of Islamic organizations, except the Nahdatul’Ulum.

The S.I. formed a Majlis ‘Ulum’i Indonesia in January 1928 which in 1929 was changed into Partial Sarekat Islam Indonesia or P.S.I.I. (Indonesian Islamic Party).

On account of disagreement with Dr. Sukarno’s group at the Jakarta Congress, Partial Islam Indonesia (P.I.I.) was founded in December 1928 at Solo under the presidency of K. M. Minono.

The Muslim Union of Indonesia (Pamul) was founded in 1340/1920 in central Sumatra on the initiative of M. H. A. J. W. Seko; it was based on Islam and nationalism with the ultimate objective of achieving independence for Indonesia.

The Nahdatul’Ulum.—The Nahdatul’Ulum (Islamic Conservative Party) was formed in January 1926 at Surabaya. It organized its first Congress in October 1926 at Surabaya and was opposed to the modernist movement. The Congress of 1339/1940 set up a Women Organization (Nabdatul’Ulum-I Muslimati or N.U.M.) and a Youth Movement (Asyir) in 1345/1935, under the leadership of Tahir Bokri. Among the most outstanding leaders of the N.U. were Haji Asgari, Abduh al-Wahab, Mahfuz Siddiq, and Watiul Hasim.

Budi Utomo (High Endurance).—The Budi Utomo formed in 1328/1908 had established forty branches with 10,000 members by 1332/1914 and held a congress in August 1915.

Indonesian Youth Movement.—The formation of the Student Association in 1330/1912 was followed by the Korpo Darmo (Student Movement) in March 1915 based on “strength, character, and service.” In 1337/1918, its name was changed to the “Young Java” under the presidency of R. Sinatama Wiryaoyo. Its objective was to promote solidarity among the students.

The third Indonesian Youth Congress of December 1929 decided to pursue a literacy campaign with a view to helping the farmers, fighting youth unemployment, and promoting rural uplift and reconstruction.

Indonesian Women Movement.—The first women’s organization was started by H. A. Kartini in 1319/1901. The first school for women was founded in 1319–20/1901–02 and another in 1321/1903. R. A. Kartini became the pioneer of female education, and though she died young her influence has lived after her. This school was followed by Pamer Mekade (1339/1921) and Keutamaan Istri Minangkabau (1330/1912).

A Women’s Congress, the first of its kind, was held from December 22 to 25, 1925, at Jakarta. The Congress was attended by thirty Indonesian women’s organizations. The main aim of the Congress was to coordinate the working of several Indonesian women’s associations and promote the interests of the Indonesian women.

Co-operation and Non-Co-operation Movements.—The year 1344/1920 marks the lowest ebb of nationalist movement in Indonesia, as expressed in a general mood of depression both in economic and in social life. The communist revolution of 1345–46/1926–27, made the Government adopt repressive measures which forced the Indonesian political movements to go underground; prominent leaders were either imprisoned, interned, or exiled. The demand for responsible government and for parliamentary self-government for Indonesia had been the main demand of the political leaders. On 15th July 1928, Mr. Sukarno along with many other representatives of the Volksraad asked for an Imperial Conference to discuss the best method by which self-government for Indonesia within the limit of Article 1 of the Netherlands Constitution of 1341/1922 could be realized and to fix a time-limit within which this self-government could become effective.

When the Nazi armies invaded the Netherlands on 10th May 1940, the Dutch Government fled to England and the States General ceased to function. The exiled Government continued to direct the international relations of Indonesia.
The Japanese Occupation

The Second World War marks a turning point in the history of Indonesia. As in other belligerent countries it brought great misery and suffering to the people but at the same time it loosened the colonial grip and ushered in a new era of revolutionary struggle for freedom.

Soon after the capitulation of the Dutch in March 1942, the Japanese military authority was established in Indonesia. The Japanese were anxious to completely eradicate the Dutch influence in Indonesia and to win over public opinion in Indonesia in order to utilize its manpower for forced labour as well as for food supplies for their armies. Political concessions to the nationalists were, therefore, regarded by the Japanese as the means to achieve the main economic goal and to enlist popular support for total economic mobilization. The principal leaders who were either in exile or had been interned were given considerable freedom of movement, but all political parties and political meetings and propaganda were banned by the Japanese authority.

The Japanese realized, however, that an outlet must be created for absorbing the political tensions and passions. Within two months after all political activity had been prohibited, a Peoples Movement was initiated on 20th April 1942. This was intended to unite all political forces into one powerful movement, directed towards the elimination of the pernicious Western influences which had corrupted the Eastern soul and also towards the indoctrination of the entire population of the Archipelago with the slogan: “Asia for the Asians” and “Japan as the mother of Asia.” They, however, proceeded cautiously and avoided giving rise to any premature independence movement. They wanted to Japanese Indonesia under the slogan: “Japan the leader of Asia, Japan the protector of Asia, Japan the light for Asia, and Asia for the Asians.”

In order to influence the Indonesian people, the Japanese made a friendly approach to the “four-leaved clover” of the Indonesian leaders—Soekarno, Hatta, Dewantara, and Manşur. These four men accepted the new role, as, in the words of Sjahir, “it gives the nationalist struggle a broader legal scope and presses the Japanese for political concessions.” 37

37 Sultan Shahrir, Out of Exile, Jakarta, 1936, p. 88.
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The Pussi Tenage Bakjat or Putera was organized by the Japanese in March 1943. Dr. Soekarno was made president of the new organization (Central People’s Power). The Japanese policy, thus, indirectly encouraged contact between nationalist leaders and the masses which the repressive government of the Dutch regime had so severely limited.

In September 1943, a volunteer army of “Defenders of the Fatherland,” a Japanese trained but Indonesian officered military organization, was created to help the Japanese defend Indonesia against the Allied invasion. By the middle of 1944/1945, it numbered about 120,000 armed men. This was the “Peta” which was to become the backbone of the Indonesian Republic’s army. By 1943/1944, the average “Peta” member was consciously a strong nationalist, anti-Japanese, and anti-Dutch, but for the most part favourably disposed towards the other allies, particularly the United States.

The Japanese also established several youth organizations. They were given political indoctrination and some military training. The first of them, the “Seimukai,” was established at the end of 1941/1942, as a mass youth organization based particularly on the village.

The Japanese military command dissolved the “Putera” and replaced it with a new organization called Hjawa Hokkai (People’s Loyalty Organization) on 1st March 1944. To help neutralize and limit the force of the nationalists the Japanese insisted that it should represent the Chinese, Arab, and Eurasian community as well as the Indonesians, and forced it to submit to a much closer supervision and control than had been the case with the “Putera.”

The Japanese attempted simultaneously to win the support of Indonesian Islamic leaders. They established towards the end of 1942/1943 a large Islamic organization subsuming all the existing ones of a non-political nature, including Muhammadiyah, Nahdlatul Ulama and M.I.A.I. (Council of Indonesian Muslim Association). Thus, they welded the Indonesian Muslims into a greater unity, bringing the Muhammadiyah and the Nahdlatul Ulama into a single Muslim mass organization, Majarum. At the same time they sharpened the long-standing divisions between the active Muslim community and the less positively Muslim social groups who found political leadership in aristocratic and secular nationalist elements. But soon the ‘Ulama’ refused to lend them- selves as instruments of Japanese aims, frightened as they were by the clumsy handling of religion by the Japanese. The Japanese order to the Indonesians to bow towards Tokyo rather than Mecca and to exalt the Emperor to a religious plane were particularly odious to them.

In June 1943, Tojo, the Japanese Premier, in a speech to the Diet, promised to allow the people greater participation in their government. The first concrete steps to carry out this promise were announced in Java on 5th September 1943. An advisory system was introduced whereby Indonesians were appointed as advisers to the various departments of the Government, advisory councils were established and Vice-Governors appointed in eight of the provinces. Under increasing pressure both from the Indonesian national-
As a reaction of and in order to resist the heavy demands of the Japanese, the peasantry became much more politically conscious than it had ever previously been.

The Indonesians gained experience in administration during the occupation. Dr. Hatta correctly pointed out that "while under the Japanese, we laid plans for achieving our independence and when, on 17th August, the last Japanese surrendered and were unable to act effectively, we declared our independence."

The Japanese established special schools for the training of political leaders from among whom were to be recruited native officials for political affairs. A training institute was set up at Jakarta to give those who were interested in the "Riisat" and the "Ulamas" in order to enable the Japanese to choose those who were willing to co-operate with them and were also promising propagandists.

In 1935/1944, shock brigades, the Hizb Allah, numbering 60,000 were organized from amongst the Muslim youth (ranging between 17 and 25 years in age). The purpose of the Hizb Allah was two-fold. "It was a military organization, training reserves for the home defence army and it was also a religious vanguard to propagate Muhammadan doctrine."

The policy of Japan in Indonesia affected the educated youth. The introduction of the Japanese language coupled with their harsh and autocratic administration of the schools antagonized the students. Takurir Alubahabin observed: "Because the Japanese were determined to extirpate the energies of the entire Indonesian population in the war efforts, they [the students] penetrated into the villages in the remotest backwater of the islands, using the Indonesian language as they went. Thus the language flourished and inured the people with a feeling new to most of them. As more and more of them learnt to speak it freely, they became aware of a communal unity in opposition to the effort of the Japanese ultimately to implant their own language and culture. By the time, therefore, of the Japanese surrender, the position of the Indonesian language had improved enormously, both in strength and in prestige, over not only Dutch but also over the various regional languages of the Archipelago which had no opportunity to develop during the occupation." The increased use of mass communication media by the Japanese contributed to the progress and development of Indonesian language. The disappearance of the Dutch Press led to a sharp rise in the circulation of the Indonesian newspapers.

The Japanese developed a policy of decentralised administration based on the so-called historical and cultural differences of the Indonesian society. They did away with the provincial isolation and traditional ways of life of the Indonesian people. The severance of economic relations between the islands and outside brought suffering to all sections of communities and hence led to the breakdown of provincialism and sectorialism.
The effect of the army as a unifying agent by providing a common experience to different social groups was described as follows by a Japanese training officer assigned to it: "Since the army is made up of volunteers from all walks of life, it had resulted in the amputation of the Indonesian social strata towards the realization of its ideals. In fact, the Indonesian race had never seen such a huge comprehensive system to promote its own racial well-being." He added that the promises of independence had inspired the members of a fully fledged modern, independent Indonesian army.

The Japanese had intended to make a nation-wide purge of the Indonesian political, social, and religious leaders in order to make Indonesia a second Korea. They prepared a plan, known as "black list" and "black list," in which were written the names of all the Indonesian leaders who were to be massacred immediately.

Van Mook, the former Dutch Governor-General in Indonesia, summarized the effects of the Japanese occupation in the following words: "The official and civil servants mostly swallowed their discontent. They were more and more impoverished by inflation; they were pushed back to lover posts by an increasing number of Japanese officials. Many of them were genuinely concerned about the slow ruination of their once excellent services; others gave up and retired till better days. Quite a number of incompetent upstarts filled their places."

Sultán Shaâbiâr, in his political Manifesto issued in 1944/1945 observed as follows: "When the Netherlands Indies Government surrendered to the Japanese in Bandung in March 1942, our unarmed population fell prey to the harshness and cruelty of Japanese militarism. For three years and a half our people were bent under a cruelty which they had never before experienced throughout the last several decades of Netherlands colonial rule. Our people were treated as worthless material to be wasted in the process of war. From the lonely stations of those who were forced to accept compulsory labour and slavery and whose crops were stolen, to the intellectuals who were forced to prepare lies, the grip of Japanese militarism was universally felt. For this Dutch imperialism is responsible in that it left our 70,000,000 people to the mercies of Japanese militarism without any means of protecting themselves since they had never been entrusted with fire-arms, or with the education necessary to use them.

"A new realization was born in our people, a national feeling that was sharper than ever before. This feeling was also sharpened by the Japanese propaganda for pan-Asianism. Later attempts by the Japanese to supersede the nationalist movement were of no avail."

The Netherlands Government in exile in London directed Indonesian international relations and planned the political future of the Indies. The plan provided for the formation of a Netherlands Commonwealth, consisting of the kingdom of the Netherlands and Indonesia as well as the Dutch West Indies, based on absolute equality, fraternity, mutual co-operation, and mutual understanding and goodwill. As soon as the southern part of the Netherlands was liberated in September-October 1944, a call was issued for volunteers to serve in the armed forces. In order to restore Dutch imperialism and colonialism in Indonesia, on 24th August 1945, the British and the United States Governments concluded the Civil Affairs Agreement with the Dutch Government.

The Nazi aggression in Europe and the Japanese fascist invasion of China found an immediate reaction in Indonesia. The whole Indonesian national movement became anti-fascist. The leftists especially were clear in their political attitude. The anti-Japanese attitudes of the Surakaya section of the Gerindo, formed in 1926/1927 in Jakarta under the leadership of Amir Sjarifuddin, former Prime Minister of Indonesia, and Dr. A. K. Gani, attracted much attention.

Dr. Soekarno along with other colleagues and leaders chose to co-operate with the Japanese only to turn the battle against them because he very well knew that the Japanese imperialism was no better than that of the Dutch.

The Dutch colonial power accused Soekarno of being an unprincipled pro-Japanese collaborator.38 Regarding Soekarno, van Mook stated in 1947/1948, from documents later discovered, "it is very clear that in all his objectionable activities he [Soekarno] was always governed by the object of an independent Indonesia."

Shahâr, who was anti-Japanese, regarded the Japanese as pure fascists and felt that the Indonesians must use the most subtle counter methods to get round them. Both Soekarno and Hatta, he continued, agreed to do everything legally possible to give the nationalist struggle a broader legal scope and at the same time secretly support the revolutionary resistance.

Through two exceptionally skilful underground workers at first Djohan Sjarunah and later 'Abd al-Halim, Hatta was able, throughout the Japanese occupation, to keep in contact with principal Indonesian underground organizations.39 Most of the underground leaders agreed with Shahâr that Indonesia's bargaining position with the Allies for her independence would be strengthened if there were a powerful Indonesian uprising against the Japanese coincident with the Allies' landings.

38 In 1943, Soekarno went to Tokyo to offer thanks at the Yushikuni Shrine to the spirits of the Japanese who fell in the course of Indonesia's liberation. He was detained by Hirohito.

39 Hatta, because of his relationship with the underground leaders, had come to be considered dangerous by the Japanese authorities in Java.
resisted with stubbornness, and backed as they were by world opinion in favour of their righteous cause and the pressure exerted by the U.S.A. they forced the Dutch to accept the realities of the situation. At the Round Table Conference, held at the Hague in 1948-1949, the Dutch accepted Indonesia's claim to independence. "In essence the Dutch exchanged their claim to sovereignty all over Indonesia except Western New Guinea . . . for the preservation of their economic stakes in Indonesia."28

Out of the four years' revolutionary struggle against the Dutch, the Indonesians emerged victorious. The struggle, long and bitter, demonstrated the necessity of a close unity of interests and concerted action amongst various political parties and ethnic groups, and inculcated the habit of making sacrifices for the national cause. The struggle materially affected the development of political institutions and political integration. The fact that they had won their freedom without the assistance of any foreign power strengthened the Indonesians' confidence in their own ability to manage their home and also their determination to follow an international policy without aligning themselves with any power group.

The Independence Preparatory Committee at its first meeting on 18th August 1945 elected Soekarno and Hatta as President and Vice-President respectively and appointed a Commission of Seven to make a final draft of the national Constitution. The new Constitution was promulgated within a week and, though considered provisional, was not replaced till the end of 1949. According to the new Constitution, the power in the State was vested in the President, the Consultative Assembly, and the Chamber of Representatives. As the last two bodies were not elected, all power was concentrated in the hands of the President. On 28th August, Soekarno replaced the Independence Preparatory Committee by the Central Indonesian National Committee (K.N.I.P.). As a result of the growing resentment against the concentration of power in the hands of the President, the retention of the officers appointed by the Japanese in key posts in the Government, and the pressure of the armed youth organization and the K.N.I.P., the President was compelled to agree to sharing his legislative power with the K.N.I.P. which body delegated its power to the newly constituted Working Committee with Sjahrib and Sjarifuddin as Chairman and Vice-Chairman respectively. A further loss of authority by the President came as the result of an insistent demand by the party of Sjahrib who, dissatisfied with the "fascist and opportunistic mentality of many members of the Government," demanded the introduction of the principle of Cabinet responsibility to Parliament. The President accepted the demand and established on 14th November 1945 a new Cabinet headed by Sjahribiir responsible to the representative body of the Government. The new Cabinet proceeded to encourage the creation of political parties representing diverse groups "to obviate the possible growth of a totalitarian political order" and the rise of a "monolithic" political

28 G. M. Kahin, Major Governments of Asia, p. 501.
organization, for it was felt that “if democratic principles are to be observed it is not permissible that only one party should be allowed to function.”

In spite of the restrictions gradually placed on the independent exercise of authority by the President, violent conflicts either with the Working Committee or with the K.N.I.P. were avoided by the tactful handling of difficult problems by Soekarno and the good sense of the members of the above body. President Soekarno explained his position to Khan thus: “Theoretically I can veto any law of the Parliament. However, I have never done so, because my system was to keep in very close contact with Ansari (chairman of both the Working Committee and the K.N.I.P.) and to influence the Working Committee. Agreements were worked out ahead of time, and thus collisions between the Presidency and the Working Committee were avoided.”

The efficiency and comparative stability of the Indonesian Government during the difficult revolutionary years was mainly the result of the habit and practice that had developed because of close collaboration between different groups and the feeling of solidarity and community of interests it had developed; the Working Committee, a small compact body consisting of some of the eldest and most trusted men together with the attitude of the President and the Vice-President, afforded a quick agency for taking decisions and assuring the smooth working of the political machine. Those conditions were not to be found during the post-revolutionary period (1938-1949). The growing sense of national solidarity and national identity and the universally felt hatred of colonial rule were the factors ensuring the success of the Revolutionary Government.

The memories of the Japanese occupation and the revolutionary struggle for final freedom from colonial rule tremendously increased the political consciousness of the Indonesian people and their passionate desire to guard their newly-won freedom jealously. The post-revolutionary period has created new problems and posed new challenges, but the natural resilience of the people and their determination and eagerness to face those problems with courage and equanimity after having suffered many storms have been the secret of their success during this difficult period.

The Hague Agreement of 4th May 1949 provided for the establishment of an independent, sovereign, and legal democratic federal State known as the United States of Indonesia.

The official flag of the R.U.S. (Republic of Indonesia) was to be sang merah petik (red and white); the Indonesia Raya, the national anthem, and Jakarta, the capital of the State. The State was free to decide its own official emblem. A great majority of Indonesians, both in the old republic of Indonesia and in all the former Dutch-created States, were profoundly dissatisfied with the federal system of government.

After several weeks of negotiations between the leaders of the R.U.I.S.
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During the period of decadence the Muslims had lost their great tradition of original thinking on the one hand and moral stability and reititude on the other. Renaissance in various Islamic countries throws into bold relief the need for educational and intellectual progress and the compelling necessity for moral reform on which depends not only the rise but also the very existence of a people's culture. Luckily, the political and social upheaval in Muslim countries has often been accompanied by a zeal for religious, moral, and educational reform. The role of the various political and social reformers in different Islamic countries provides an ample proof of this healthy attitude.

As the reader of this work must have noticed, after the fall of Baghdad Muslim thought took a new turn in philosophy and scientific inquiry. Philosophy took either the garb of poetry as in Rumi and Jami or that of theology as in the School of Ispahán, Mullá Sadra, and Mullá Hâdi Sabzivâri, but the scientific study of nature gradually ceased and its place was taken by the study of spiritual experience. While Leonardo da Vinci, Copernicus, Bruno, Galileo, Francis Bacon, Kepler, and Newton were engaged in unravelling the mysteries of nature, the thinkers of Islam were busy fathoming the depth of the spirit. In the empirical knowledge of the external world, the Muslims were left far behind the West. Since the beginning of the fourteenth/twentieth century, however, they have directed their attention to it, but they have discovered that they cannot make any headway without becoming the veritable disciples of the West. The West on its part has been paying the debt it owes to the Muslim East with compound interest. There is hardly a Muslim thinker in this century who has not owes a deep debt of gratitude to Western thinkers. In fact, Muslim scholars have drunk so deep at the fountainhead of Western learning that many of them have lost the taste for appreciating the learning of their own ancestors. Thus, Muslim scholarship has been inspired by the urge to acquire new knowledge advanced by the West. With the desire to receive higher education and have research degrees in the fields of arts, sciences, and humanities, thousands of Muslim students go to the universities of Europe, America, and the Soviet Union. On their return, most of them engage themselves in communicating their knowledge to their pupils in the universities of their respective countries.

There is a group of Muslim scholars who are trying to reconstruct their past heritage. This is being done by the collection, preservation, and publication of the classics of their ancestors. Cairo is the centre of this activity. Dâ'îr al-Ma'ârif of Hyderabad Deccan also did excellent work in this field up to the partition of the sub-continent of India in 1947 when the organization ceased to exist. Pakistan, Iran, and Turkey are also publishing translations of Arabic classics in their respective languages. In this connection the services of Munshi Nawal Kishore, a Hindu by profession and a Muslim in spirit, cannot be ignored. He published Urdu versions of hundreds of Muslim classics and, thus, rendered invaluable service to the Urdu language.

The same desire to recapture the past has found expression in the celebra-
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of Firdau's and ibn Sina's illustrious and Nasir al-Din Tusi's seventh centenary at Tehran in 1934, 1954, and 1955, respectively; the International Islamic Colloquium towards the end of 1897 at the University of the Panjab, Lahore, Pakistan; Mas'udi's millennia in 1926 in the Allahabad University, India; al-Qasim's ninth centenary in March 1961 at Damascus.

There are ambitious programmes of development and reconstruction in countries like Pakistan, the United Arab Republic, Turkey, Iraq, and others. In the implementation of their programmes these countries are getting economic and technical aid from foreign powers and international agencies. Education is receiving special attention. New universities are being built in different Muslim lands. Academies, associations, and research institutes are working in the field of science, history, philosophy, fine arts, and literature in general.

There is no dearth of talent. In fact, the progress that Pakistan, Turkey, the United Arab Republic, and some other countries have made in the field of thought and education during the last one decade is remarkable. In Pakistan, for instance, there were only two well-established universities at the time of the partition of the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent in 1947. Now there are seven including one agricultural university and the number is rapidly going up. There are plans to establish an engineering university in the near future. Some of the scholars have held professorships in universities considered to be amongst the best in Europe and America. To quote a few instances, Dr. Ishaq b. Hasn Quraishi was for some time a Professor at Columbia University, and after finishing a brilliant ambassadorial career, Mr. Burks worked as Professor and Consultant in South Asian Studies at the University of Minnesota at Minneapolis in the United States of America. Dr. Abdul Salam, Professor of Mathematics at the Imperial College of Science, London, at a comparatively young age, has brought fame to his country. Another young scholar Dr. Fazlur Rahman lectured for several years in Durham University, and has recently joined the Institute of Islamic Studies in McGill University, Canada, as an Associate Professor. Many scholars from other Muslim countries are also engaged in teaching in Western universities under exchange programmes.

Given zest for knowledge and peace for a couple of decades, the Muslims should be able to catch up with the advanced nations of the West. If the entire material resources of each Muslim country are pooled together, substantial progress can be made within a short period. If one thousand promising scholars are sent abroad by a Muslim country for higher studies to the world's best universities and, what is no less important, are given on their return the facilities needed for carrying out research undisturbed, they should be able to raise to a very considerable extent the intellectual level of their fellow countrymen. The intellectual renaissance of Japan affords a remarkable example of such a phenomenal advance.

Muslims all over the world are now realizing the dire need for scientific studies, which were completely ignored for several centuries and the neglect
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of which was one of the main causes of their political downfall. Technological advance, no less than theoretical science, is invaluable for acquiring power over nature and, therefore, the present emphasis on it in every Muslim State is most welcome. Conscious of the wide gap left between the highly advanced technological civilization of the West and their own countries, the Muslims now seem resolved to catch up with the West in the shortest possible time. The tempo of life has, therefore, considerably increased since the middle of this century.

But for the revival of a culture this is not enough. What is needed most is a sound ideology and the moulding of a life in accordance with that ideology. About the soundness of Islamic ideology no Muslim has any doubt. All that is needed is to bring its moral values home to every mind through universal education. Yet Islamic ideology is different from Islamic practice. One is an affair of the intellect, the other that of the will. An enlightened intellect is not necessarily a dedicated will. Today we see a yawning gulf between belief and practice throughout the Muslim world. As the President of Pakistan has said in one of his speeches, "unless ways and means for the practical application of the Qur'anic injunctions were found out the gulf between theoretical faith and its practical application in life would never be bridged." Complete revival of Islamic culture depends mainly upon the bridging over of this gulf. Therefore it should have the very first priority in the reconstruction programmes of every Muslim State.

It is comparatively easy to develop intellectually. What is really difficult to attain and lies at the root of real progress is the moral stamina of a people. It is not the intellect but a dedicated will which puts energy into life and leads people and nations to the heights of glory. It is qualities like faith, unity, discipline, justice, courage, industry, and co-operation which act as spurs in the race of life. During the period of their downfall the Muslims lost these qualities. There is an ever-increasing desire in the Muslim world today to root out social and moral evils and build a new society on sound moral foundations—a new edifice which should withstand the shocks of time. But the desire is yet far from realization and the process of moral regeneration is much slower than that of an intellectual revival. It is much more difficult to mould the will of a nation than to mould its thought.

The character of the masses can be built better by example than by precept. This is truer of the Muslim masses who are at present mainly illiterate. Literacy campaigns undertaken by many Muslim States, if pursued sufficiently vigorously, can remedy illiteracy, but that alone will not improve character. If the leaders in different countries set a good example to others and create in them a sense of true worthiness, they can do well in moulding their charac-ters and inspiring them to enrich personal and communal life. It is by imbuing basic human values that cultures arise and flourish, and it is without them that they fall and wither.

In the process of revival, however, one cannot lose sight of certain extremist
tendencies which may adversely affect the solid progress which is being aimed at in the Muslim world. In some Muslim countries there is a pronounced tendency to follow the Western pattern of life indiscriminately. In others which are free from blind imitation there is a group of people who call themselves progressive but whose conception of westernization is again clouded by a restricted vision and who in their zeal for advancement can only imitate the superficial ways of Western life. This tendency is taken as a challenge by the conservative section of the people. Hence a rift between the two groups. One group looks upon superficial imitation as a potent threat to their own cultural heritage and spiritual values. The other dubs this second group as reactionary and backward. Each of these groups assumes the role of reformers but while each stands for some ideals, each also unconsciously stands for some evils: the first for superficial mimicry—even religion and seculism—the second for clinging to the stone-wall of conformism. But if they want to advance the cause of Islam in any walk of life, both will have to modify their stands. The Qur'an describes the Muslims as people of the middle path (sunat al-wasta). Extremist tendencies must be shed off to restore Islamic values to their original purity and pristine glory. Islam has given to its followers the right of personal inquiry (ijtihad) and the right to reinterpret the problems of life and religion in the light of changed circumstances and environments. Religious and social reformers in recent times have rightly emphasized the doctrines of free-will and personal inquiry, i.e., the rational nature of Islam, and, disgusted with rigid formalism, they have been preoccupied with the problems of reorientating religious and cultural values in accordance with the requirements of the present age. Iqbal's English work, The Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam, is a splendid contribution to this reorientation.

In this scientific age, attention is focused all over the world on science and technology and there is a general tendency to relegated philosophical studies to the background. But as full appreciation of true spiritual values and an over-all view of life are as essential for a healthy society as science and technology, conscious effort is being made in certain quarters to counteract this unhealthy tendency. In Turkey, this effort has been made by the Philosophical Society which was established in 1937/1929, and in Egypt by the Philosophical Society of Egypt of which Mustafa 'Abd al-Hazin was elected President in 1364/1945. In Iran, the followers of Mulla Sadra and Mulla Hadi Sabzvârî are very active. In Pakistan, this work is being done by the Pakistan Philosophical Congress which is a very active body in the fields of philosophy, psychology, sociology, and education. It holds its sessions annually at different university centres. These sessions are attended by scholars from many countries of the East and the West. The Congress is affiliated to the Fédération Internationale des Sociétés du Philosophie. Its President is a member of the Committee of Directors of that international body; he is also a programme member of the East-West Philosophers' Conference, Hawaii, U.S.A. and a foundation member of the International Academy of Philosophy, Ahmedabad.
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India. The Congress publishes a quarterly journal and at least two philosophical works every year in the English language. Its most important publication has been the English translation of al-Ghazzali's Tuhfat al-Falâsîf. In a recent work, Philosophical Activity in Pakistan, a Belgian scholar writes: "By its annual sessions, its publications, its suggestions to the Government and Universities, and its delegations to Conferences held in foreign countries, this organisation has contributed to no small extent towards enlivening philosophical activity and re-establishing the importance accorded to Philosophy in the country's Universities."

The common leader of thought in the Muslim world today is Iqbal, the poet-philosopher of Pakistan. His poetical works composed in Urdu and Persian are being translated into the languages of Muslim countries, like Arabic and Turkish, and are inspiring Muslim readers with a sense of dignity, self-confidence, and creative activity. This reception of Iqbal's works shows a reawakening of interest in Islamic thought and a reorientation of our spiritual and religious values. Some of Iqbal's works have also been translated into a number of European languages. The works of the late Professor Nicholson and his successor Professor Arbery in England, Professor Bassanezi in Italy, and Dr. Schimmel in Germany are notable in this connection.

Owing to the developed means of communication, ideas travel easily now-a-days from one place to another, but they always require time to take root in a new soil. The two recent Western philosophies, Existentialism and Logical Positivism, have come to the East, but it will be some time before they penetrate deeply into the Muslim mind. But when they do penetrate the Muslim mind they are likely to take, to a certain extent, a different shade. "Nothingness" may be taken to be a category of thought or imagination but not of reality, and "dread" may lose the significance which Existentialism has assigned to it. The range of experience might be so broadened as to include extra-sensory perception and, consequently, "it is the case that" might be differently interpreted. Some importance may be given to the entity, the individual self, that deduces tautologies from tautologies and apprehends and empirically verifies facts. The freedom of man may be interpreted differently from the freedom assigned to the free-wheel of a bicycle or any other machine.

It is very doubtful whether the ideas of social history prevailing in the West will ever be accepted in the East, especially in the Muslim East. In the concluding remarks of part "B" of the Introduction we delineated the philosophy of history to which our study lends support. There we said that it has a negative as well as a positive aspect. Negatively, it is non-organismic, non-cyclic, and non-linear; and, positively, it involves belief in social dynamics, in progress in human society through the ages by rise and falls, in the importance of the role of ethical values in social advance, in the possibility of cultural regeneration, in the environmental obstacles as stimuli to human action, in freedom and purpose as the ultimate sources of change, and in mechanical determinism as an instrument in divine and human hands. This philosophy
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is as distinct from the philosophy of history advanced in Europe and the United States as from that which is accepted in the Soviet Union. We consider this philosophy in converse with the teachings of Islam. We believe, it is this ideology in which lies the salvation of the world and not in the ideologies hotly defended and followed in the Western world.
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